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FOREWORD

The Radio A mateur's Handbook has long becn a
staple of the radio amateur's library. Since it was first
published i)1 1925, nearly five million cop ies have been
distributed, putting it near the top of the all-time best
seller list. It has achieved that distinguished record
because it is a practical, useful manual. Its continuing
purpose is to present the necessary fundamentals, as
well as changing technology and applications, to serve
the varicd interests of the experimenter, the home
builder, the DXer, the contester, and the ragchewer.
The presen t volume is the product of the effort s and
the skills of many talented amateurs. We hope you will
find it of value in the pursuit of your goals and your
interests , particularly in these times when there seems to
be a growing enthusiasm in and excitement about
amateur radio.

RICHARD L BALDWIN, W1RU
General Manager

Newington, Conn,
No"ember,1976
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The Amateur's Code
ONE
. . . He never knowingly uses
the air in such a way as to lessen the pleasure of oth ers.

The Amateur is considerate

TWO
. . . He offers his loyalty. encouragement and support to his fellow radio amateurs, his local
club and to the American Radio Relay League, through
which amateur radio is represented.
Tb e Amateur is Loyal

THREE

Tb e A mat l!ur is Pro gressive

. . . He keeps his station
abreast of science. It is well built and effi cient. His
operating practice is above reproach.

FOUR
Th e Amateur is Friendly

. . . Slow and patient sending
when requ ested, fri endly advice and counsel to the beginner, kindl y assistance, cooperation and consideration for
the interests of others ; these are marks of th e amateur
spirit.

FIVE
Th e Amateur ;s B a lanud

. Radio is his ho bby. He
never aUows it to interfere with any of the duti es he owes
to his home, his job, his school, or his community.

SIX

. . . His knowledge and his
station are always ready for the service of his country and
his community.
~ PAUL M. SEGAL

The A m atcur is Patriotic

Chapter 1

Amateur Radio
Amateur Radio. You've heard of it. You
probably know that amateur radio Opemtors arc
also caUed "hanu." (Nobody knows qui te why!)

grelt outdoors and test it for u~ in case ot
disaster. Not only do they telt their equipment,
but they make I contest out of the exercise and try
But who are these people Dnd what are they doing'!
to co ntact as many other hams operating
Well, every min ute of every hour of eve ry day, emergency-type stations as possible (along with
165 days a year. radio amateurs all over the worl d "ordinary" types). Often they make Field Day a
are communicating \\lith each other. U's a way of dub social event while Ihey are openting.
discoverinJ; new friends while experimenting with
Traffic nelS meet on the lirwaVel on a schedule
different and exciting new ways to advance the 1ft for the pUfP05e of handling routine mcSSillJICS for
of their hobby. Ham radio is a global fratern ity of people III ove r the country Ind in other countries
people with common and yel widely varying . where such third-party lraffic is permitted. By
doing so, amateun stay in practice for handling
intcI~ts, able to exchange their Ideas and learn
rnOn:l about each other with each new con tact. messagel should any l eal emergency or disaster
BecauJC of this, radio amateurs have the unique occur which would require openting skill 10 move
ability to enhance international relations as does messages efficienUy. NelS also meel becaUIt the
no other hobby. How else is it possible to talk to members often have common interests: Similar
an engineer in volved in a space program , I Tokyo jobs. interesu in different languages, differenl
businessman, a U.S.' legislator, a store owne r in the hobbies (yel, some people have hobbies other than
New York Bronx, a camper In a Canadian national ham radio!) and a whole barrelful or other relllo ns.
park, the head of state of a Mediterranean-area It is often I way 10 im prove one's knowledge Ind
country, I student at a high school radio club in to share experiences with other amateurs ror the
Wyoming or a sailor on board I ship in the middle good of aU involved.
OX (distance) contests are popular and lwards
of the PacnlC? And aU without leaving you r home!
Only with amate~r radio - that's how!
are actively sough t by many llJDateur$. This armThe way In which communication is accom- ~ hair travel is one of the more alluring ac tivities of
pUshed is just as interesting as the people you get to amateur radio. There are awards fOI Worked AU
"meet." Signals can be sent around' the wO£ld usin,; States (WAS), Worked All Provinces (WAVE),
rdlcctive layers of the earth's ionosph~ or Worked All Continents (WAC). Wocked 100 Courtbeamed from point to point from mountaintops by trie5 (DXCC) and many othen.
Mobile operation (and especially on the very'
relay stations. There are ptelDtes in orbit lbat
hams built and harns presently use to achieve hiJ;h frequencies) holds a special attraction 10
communication, Still other hams bounce their many hams. 11', always fun to kecp in touch with
signals off the moon! The possibilities are almos t ham friends over the local repeater (devices which
unlimited, Not only do radio amateurs use international Morse code and voice for communication,
but they also use radioteletype, facsimile Ind
various forms of television. Some hams cven have
compute" hooked up to thei r equipment! As new
techniques and modes of communicadon are
developed, hams continue th eir lon, tradition of
bein, amona the rlfst to use them.
What's in the future? Digital vojce.encoding ted!niques~ Three-dimensional
One canonly guess.
But if there il ever such a thing as a Star Trek
transporter unit, hams will probably have them!
Once radio ama leun make sure that their gear
does work, they look for thinp to do with lhe
equipment and with the special skills they possess.
Public service is a very large and integral part of the
whole Amateur Radio Service. Hams continue this
tradition by bcooming involved and sponsoring
various ac tivities in their community.
Field Day, just one of many public service-type
at:tivities, is I n annual cvcnt oecuo:inll evel}' June
when amateul$ (using elQCtricity gencnted at the
HIJtAM PERCY MAXIM
site of opel1ltion) Lake thel, equipment Into the
" ...dent AIllt.. \9\ ...1936

TV'
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

didah
dahdididit

dahd'id~Mit

dahdidit .
e1i t
dididahdit
dahdahdit
d}d.id.id!t

I d.idit

J

N dahit
dahdahdah

o

~

~~

P ~idah,dahd!t
Q dahdahd.ida_h
R d.ida hdi.t
S ~id.id!t
T dah

U dididah
V d.id.id}dah

_.. -

didahdahdah
K dahdidah
L didahdidit
M dahdah

W
X
Y
Z

1
2
3
4
S

6 da~id.id.idit

didahdahdahdah
d.iqidahdahdab
d.id.id.idahdah
djd.id.ididah
dididididit

didahdah
dahdidida h
dahdidahdah
dahdahdidit

7 dahdahtl,id.id!t
8 dahchhdah~idit
9 dahdahdaMa hdft

o dahdahdahdahdah

Period: didahd idabdidah. Comma: dahdahdididahdah. Qu~stio~ 7nirk 7dididabdahdidit.Er~o ~ :
didididididididit. Double' dash;-cbhdidididah.
Coi~; daMahdahdididit. Semicolm;-;- ~didah
d.idahd.it.Pa~\the5ii : dahd.idahdah<l;idah: Fraction ba r : dahdididahdit. Wait: didahdididit. End
of messag-;-;-didahdiiahdit. Inv{tati~ to' lran!mit; dahd.ida h: End Of"":or k : ~id.id.idahd.idah.
n:ceive YOUf signal and n:transmit it fOI bette r
coverage of the mal or finding new friends on
other frequencies while driving across the country.
Mobile units are often the vital link In emergency
com munications, too; since they are usually lint
on the sccnc of an accident or disa ster.
The Oscar (Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur
Radio) program is a new challenge to the amateur
radio fratern ity. Built by hams from many counb:ies around the world, these ingenious devices
hitch rides IS ballast (secondary payloads) on space
shOb for 'commercial C()m mun ica tionl or w-=alher
satellites. Oscar satellites then receive signals from
th e gJOu nd on one frequency and convert th ose
signals to another frequency to be sent back down
to Earth. Vhf (very high frequency) a.nd uhf
(ultra-high frequ ency) signals normally do not ha.ve
a range much peater than th e horizon, bu t when
beamed to these satelli tes, a vhf/uhf si&nal's effective range is greatly inClCased to make global
communication a possibility. These Oscar satellites
also scnd back telemetry signals either in Morse
code or radio teleprtnter (RTIy), consUn tly givin,
info rmation on the condition of equipment aboa rd
the satellite.
Radio amateur clubs often provide social as
well as operational and technical activitiel. The fun
provided by amateur radio is grea Uy enhanced
wilen hams get together so they can "eyeball" or
ace each other. It'. a good supplement to talki", to
each o ther over the radio. The swaPPinJ of tales
(and sometimes equipment), telling of jokes and a

general fcelin, of high spirit.! adds a bit of spice to
club meetings along with technical matten on the
agenda. Cl ubs offer many people their firs t contact
with amateur rad io by selling up displays in
shopping centers and at events like county fairs,
etc. Classes for beginnen are given by many clubs
on a regular basis lind olTer the prospective ham a
chance to exchanse ideas with the in5lructor and
ciaumales so that learning may progress at a faster
speed than by individual study.
Self·reliance has always been a trademark of the
radio amateur. Th is is often best displayed by the
strong desire by many hams to de sign and build
their own equ ipment. Many o thers prefer to build
their equipment from kits. The main point here is
that hams wan t to know how their equipment
functions. what to do with it and how to nx it if a
malfunction should occur. Repair shops aren't
always open during hurricanes or floods and they
aren' t always out in the middle of the Amazon
jungle , ei th er. Hams often come up with variations
on a circuit design in common use so that they
may ach ieve a special func tion, or a totally original
electronic delign may be brought out by a ham, aU
in the in terest of advancing the radio art.

GETTING A LICENSE
"A.U of this sounds vcry in terell ing and seems
to be a 101 of fun, but jusl how do I go about
ge tting into Ihis hobby? Don't you almost need a
degree in elec tronics to pass the te st and ge t a
license?"
No thing could be farther from the truth.
Although you are required to have a license to
operate a , UtiOn, it only takes • minimal amount
of study and effort on you r part to pass the basic,
entry-grade exam and get on the air.
"But what about the code? Don't I have to
know code 10 get a license? " Yes, you do.
international agreeme nts requ ire amateur radio
operators 10 have the ability to comm unica te in
international Morse code. But the speed at wh ich
you are required to receive it is relatively low so
you should hIVe no difficulty pau in& it in the
course or yCKI r exam. It's nol aU ilia! hl rd, eiUter .
Many grade-school students have passed. th eir test.!
and each month hundreds of people from 8 to 80
join the ever-growing number of amateur rad io
operaton around the world.
Concerning Ihe written exam , to Btl t a license
you need to know some basic electrical and radio
principles and regulations governinJ the clau of
license applied for. The ARRL's basic beginner
package, TUne ;" the World with Ham Radio, is
available for $7 from local radio storel. It may also
be purchased by mail from the address below.
Quite a few radio clubs teach amateur nldio theory
IIlld welcome all those inte rested in the hobby.
Learning wilh • poup often seems 10 make the
study a bit easier and go more smoothly, 100. You
may ob tain the loca tion of the clotest lUtIateur
radio club wi th classes simply by sendinZ a
self·addressed-stamped envelope to the American
Radio Relay League, 225 Main St., Newington, cr
06111.
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Public Service

Don Mix, lTS, at WNP (Wireless North Polel.

LOOKING BACK
How did amatcur radio become the almost
unlimited hobby it is today? The beginnings arc
slightly ob$(:Url', but electrical cxperimenters
around the "tum of the century" inspired by the
experiments of Marconi and o lhen of the time,
beg.:!.n duplicating those experiments and
attempted to communicate among themselves.
There were no regulatory agencies at that time and
much intenercnce was caused by these "amateu r"
experimenters to other stations until !Ovcmmentt
the world over stepped in and CltablWtcd licensing,
laws and regulations 10 control the problems
involved in this new technology. "Amateu r"
experimenter stations we re then restricted 10 the
" useless" wavelengths of 200 meters and below.
Amateurs suddenly found that thcy could achieve
communication over longer distances than commercial stations on the longer wavelengths. Even
so, signals often had to be relayed by intermediate
amateur stations to get a message to th e proper
destination. Because of this, the American Radio
ReLay League was OTganized to eslablish rOUIe. of
amateur radio communication and serve the public
interest through amateur radio, But thc dream of
eventual mlDJ(;ontinental and even transoceanic
ama teur radio contact burned hot in the minds of
radio amaleur experimenters.
World War I broke out and amateur radio, still
in its infancy. was ordered out of existence until
further notice. Many former amateur radio operators joined the anned services and served with
d.istinction as radio operators. fmding their skills to
be much needed.
Afte r th e close of the "War t o End All Wars,"
amateur radio was still banned by law; yet there
were many hundreds of formerly licensed amateurs
just itching to "get back on the air." The govern·

ment had tasted supreme authority over the radio
services and was half inclincd to kee p it Hirom
Percy Maxim, one of the founders of the American
Radio Relay League, caUed the pre·war leaIue's
offiCers together and then contacted all the old
members that could be found in an attempt to
re-establish amateur radio. Maxim traveled to
Washington, D.C. and after considerable effort
(and untold red tape) amateur radio was opened up
again on October I, 1919.
Experiments on shorter wavelengths were then
begun v.Hh encouragine results. It was found that
as the wavelength dropped (i.e. frequency in·
creaJed) greate r distanccs were achieved. The commercial stations \Wre not abou t to miss out on th is
opportunity. They moved their stations to the new
worter W1Ivelength s while the battle raged over
who had the right to transmit in Ihis new area.
Usually it turned out to be the station with the
stronger ,ienal able to blot out everyone el.\IC,
Many na tional and international conferences
were called in the twenties to straighten out the
whole mess of wavelength allocations. Through the
efforts of AR RL offICials, amateurs obtained frequencies on various bands similar to what we have
today: One-hundred sixty through six meten.
When the amateur operators moved to 20 metcrs,
the dream of coast·l<H:oas t and transoceanic communication without a relay station wu finally
realized. (A more detailed history of the early days
of amateu r radio is contained in th e ARRL
publication Two Hundred Meters and Down by
Clinton B. DeSoto.)

PUBLIC SERVICE
Amateur radio is a grand and glorious hobby
but this fact alone would hardly merit sueh
wholehearted support IS Is given it by many
governments at international conferences. There
are other reasons.. One of these is a thorough
appreciation of the value of the amateur as a
source of skilled radio personnel in lime of war.
Another asse t is best deJ(;ribed as "public service."
The "publk-service" reeord of the amateur i5 a
brilliant tribute to hi5 work. These activities can be:
roughly divided into two classes, expeditions and
emergendes. Amateur cooperation with expedi·
tions began in 1923 when a League member, Don
Mix, ITS, accompanied t-hcMiJlan to the Arctic on
the schooner Bowdoin with an amateu.r sta tion.
Amateun in Canada and the U.s. provided the
home contact$. The success of this vl"Tl ture was so
outslandina that other explorers followed suit.
During subsequent yean a total of perhaps twohundred voyailel and expeditions were assisted by
amateur radio. the several explorations of the
Antarctic being perhaps the best known.
Since 1913 ama teu r radio has been the prind·
pal, and in many cases the only, means of ouUide
communication in several hundn:d stonn, ncod
and earthqu ake emergencies. The earthquakes
which hit Alaska in 1964, Peru in 1970, California .
in 1971, the Guatemal~n earthqu ake of 19 76 and
the 1976 Italian cirthquake. the Dakota noods,
the aftermath of tropical storm Agnes m 1972,
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AMATEUR RADIO
AMSAT, the Amateur Radio Satellite Corporation,
an affiliate of the American Radio Relay League.

THE AMERICAN RADIO RE LAY
LEAGUE

The "'hack" for WNP was on the I(:hooner
Bowdoin.

respectively, called fo r the amateur's grea test
eme rgency effort. In th ese disasters and many
olliers - tornados, sleet storms, (o rest fires, bliz·
zards - amateurs played II major role in the relief
work and earned wide commendation for their

resourcefulness in effecting eommunication where
all other means had failed.

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS
AmateUR Slatted the hobby with spark-gap
traTUmitteu taking up great hunks of IJequcncy
space. Then they moved on 10 tubes when these

Ever since its establishmet1t in 1914 by Hiram
Percy Maxim and C1an:nce Tuska, the American
Radio Relay League has bee n and is today not only
the spokesman for ama teu r radio in the U.S_ and
Canada but the largest amateurorpn iZition in the
world. It is strictly of, by and for amateurs, is
noncommercial and has no stockholders. The
memben of the League are the owners of the
ARRL and QST, the monthly journal of amateur
radio published Qy the League.
The League is pledged to promole interest in
two·way amateur commu niCJ1ion and experimenta·
tion. It is interested in the relaying of meHages by
ama teur radio. J t bconcerned with the advancement
of th e radio art. It stands for the maintena nce of
fra ternalism and a high standard of cond uct. II represents the amateur In lcltislative mat tets.
One of the League's principal purposes is to
keep amateur ac tivities so well condu cted that the
amateur will con tinue to justify his existence-.
Amateu r radio offers its followers countless
pleasures and unen ding sa tisfac tion. It also calls for
the mainthe shouldering of responsibilities
tenance of high standards, a cooperative loyally to
the traditions of amateur radio, a dedication to Its
idea]s and principles, so that the institution of
amateur radio may continue to operate " in the
pu blic interest, convenience and necessity."
In addition to publishing QST, the ARRL

devices came along. Much Iller, tllnsiston were
utilized ; now inleyaied circuitl are II part of
everyday bardwan: in the amateur radio shack.
This is because the amateur is conllanUy in the
(ordront of technical progress. His incessant
curiosity and his eagerness to try anything new are
two reasons. Another is that ever-growill8 amateur
radio con tinual ly overcrowds lu frequency assignments. spurring amateurs to the development and
adoption of new techniques to permit tIle accommodation of more stations..
Ama teurs have come up wi th ideas in their
shacks wh ile at home an d then taken th em 10
industry with surprising results. During World War
II, thousands of skilled ama teurs con tributed their
knowledge to the development of secre t radio
dev ices, bolh in government and private laboratories. Equally II importan t, th e prewar technical
progress by amateun provided the keystone for the
development of modern military commu nications
equipmen t.
Many youngsters start out wilh an interest in
amateur radio and then follow through wi th a
career in a technical field . Ham engin ee rs often
come up with many of the new developments, if
not actually design!n, a new devk:e that is appli·
able not only 10 industry but to amaleur radio use
as Well. This aspec t of the hobby b often best
demorutraled by pointin, to the Oscar sateHite
program. Hams from around the world with
technical backgrounds participate in the design,
construction and launch plans for each lateUite. A USAF ~ vehicle IiJOlng Into orbit with Osctr,
The entire program Is under the direction of the first amateur satellite.

CANADIAN AMATEUR BANDS
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maintainl a model amateur radio station, WIAW,
The ARRL publishes. virtual library of inforwhich conducts code practice and sends bulletins malion on amateur radio. runt in tht WOI"ld with
of interest to amateu rs th,e world over. ARRL Ham Radio, wri tten for the person without
maintains an intruder watch so that unauthorized previous contact with amateur radio, and the
U~ of the amateur radio frequencies may be &dio Amateur's Lianse ManUilI are tw<l of the
detected and appropriate action !lI ken. A t the books designed to assist the pr05pective amateur 10
headquarters of the League in Newington, Conn., b get into the hobby in the shortest possible time.
I well-equipped laboratory to auist staff members To.m.e in the World comes complete with a code
in preparation of technical material for QST and instru ction and practice tape. They Me both
the Radio A.mattur's Handbook. Among its o ther available from either local radio stores or from the
activities, the League main tains a Communications ARRL postpaid.
Department concerned with the operating activities
Once you have studied, taken the test and have
of league members. A large field organiution is received your license. you wiU find that there Is no
headed by a Section Communications Manager in othe r thrill quite the same as amate ur radio. You
each of the League's seventy-four sections. There may decide to operate on the lowest amateur band,
are appointments for qualified members in various 160 meters (see map). Or you may prefer to
fields. II.S oullined in Chapter 24. Special activities operate in the gigahertz bands (billions of cycles
and contests promolC operating skill A special per second) where the entire future of communicaplace is reserved eaeh month in QST for am:ateUI tions may lie. Whatever you r interest, you are sure
news from every section.
to rmd it in amateur radio.
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Chapter 2

Electrical L.aws
and Circuits
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
Some of the manifestalions of electricit y and
magnetism are familiar to everyone. The effects of
static electricity on a dry. wintry day, an attraction
by the magnetic north pole to I com pass needle,
and the propagation and reception o f radio waves
Ire just I few examples. Less easily recognized as
being electrical in nature perhaps, the radia tion of
light and even radiant heal from a Siove an:
govemcd by the S3me physical laws that describe a
sig nal from a TV station or an ama teur tra mmi tter.
The abili ty to transmi t electrical energy through
space without any (clilnee on matter that migh t be
in that space (such as in a vacuum) or the creation
of • distu rbance in space that can produce I force
are topics that are dassif'Jed under the study of
electromagnetic r.elds. Knowledse of the properdel .nd dermitions of fields is important in
understanding sueb devices as transmission lines.
antennas, and circuit-eonstruction practices such as
shielding_
Once a field problem is solved , it is often
possi ble to use the results over and over again for
o the r purposes. The ficld solution can be used to
derive numerical formula! for such entities as
resUta nce, inductl nce, and Cl plcitl nce or the
latter quantities can be determined ex pe rimentally.
These elements, then, form the building blocks for
more complex conrlgurations called networb or
circuits. Since there is no need to describe the
physical appearance of the individual elements, a
pictorial representation is often used Ind it is
called Il(:hematic diagram. However, each elemenl
must be assigned a numerical value, otherwise the
schematic diagram is incomplete. If the numerical
values associa ted with the sources of energy (such
IS batteries or generators) aIe also known, it is then
pouib le to de termine the powe r transferred from
one PaIt of the circuit to anothe r element by
finding the numerical yalues of entities called
vOlt'Jc and current.
Finally, th ert is the consideration of thc fundamental properlies of the matter that makes up the
various circuit elements or devices. It is believed
thlt III matter is made up of complex stru ctures
cilled 1I0ms wh ich in turn aIe composed of more
or less unchangeable paIticles called elec trons,
proton" and neutronJ. Construction of In atom
will dete rmi ne the chemi cal and electrical proper·
Ues of matter composed of like atoms. The
periodic table of chemical elements is I classifica·
tion of such atoms. Electrons play an im portant
role in both the chemical and electrical properties
of matte r and elements where lOme of the clcct-

rons Ire relatively free to move about. These
mate rials Ire caUcd conductors. On the othe r hand,
elements where all or the electrons are tightly
bonded jn the atomic structure are called insuLa·
tors. Metals such as copper, aluminum, and silyer
are very good conducton whilc gla..u, plastics, and
rubber are good insulato rs.
Although electrons play the principal role in
the properties of bo th insulators and conductors, it
is possible to constru ct matte r with an apparent
charge of opposite sign to that of the electron.
Actually , the elcctron is still the charge carrier but
it is th e physical absence of an electron location
that movcs. Howeyer, it is convenient to co nsider
that an actual charge carrier is present and it has
been labeled a hole. MateriaU in which the mot ion
of electrons and holes determine the electrical
chancteristjcs I re calIcd semiconductors. Transistors, integnted circuits, and similar solid-state
devices aIe made up from semiconductors. While
there are materials th at raU in be tween the classifications of conductor and insula tor, and might
be labeled as semiconducto rs, the latter te rm is
applied exclusiyely to'T!la tcrials where th e motion
of electrons and holes is impor tant.
Elcctrostatic Field and Pote nti als
AU electrical quantities can be expreued in the
fundamenta l dimensions of lim~, mass, ron:~, Ind
I~nllh. In addition, the quantity or dimension or
clu"ge is abo required. The metric system of units
(S f system) is almon exclusively used now to
specify such quantities, and the reader is urged to
become familiar with this system. In th e metric
system, the basic unit of charge is the coulomb.
The smaUest known charge is that of the electron
which is - 1.6 X 10-19 coulombs. (The proton has
the same numerical charge exce pt the sign Is
positive.)
The co ncept of elcctrical charge is analogous to
that of mass. It is the mass of an object that
detennincs the for ce of gravitational att ract ion
between the object and another one. A similar
phenomenon occurs with two charged objects. If
the charges can be consid ered to exist at points in
space, the force of attraction (or repulsion if" the
charges have like signs) is given by the formuLa:

F _ Q t Ql
4,, ~ r2

where Q1 is th e numerical value of one charge, Q2
is the other chaIge Yalue, , is th e distance in
is th e permittivity of the med ium
meters, f
surrounding the charges, and F is the fo rce in
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the voltage. is divided by length (meters) , the
dimensions of field intensity will be obtained and a
field st rength of one newton/coulomb is also
,
dcfined as one volt/meter. The relationship be/
tween field intensity and potential is iUuSlrate(! by
-,.. .....
,,
the following example shown in Fig. lAo
.~"
/
A conducting sphere receives a charge unlit its
,,
,
I
surface is al a potential of 5 volts. As cha rges are
I
placed on the surface of a conductor, they tend to
I
I
sp read out into a uniform dis tribution. Consequently, it will require Ihe same amoun t of energy
I
to bring a given amo unt of charge from a point of
zero reference to 411Y point on the sphere. The
-' /
ouuide of the sphere is then said to constitute an
,
equipotential surface. Also, the. amount of energy
,
expended will be independent of the palh traveled
,,
to get 10 th e surface. Por instance, it will require 5
-,'
jouks of energy to brin, • charge of I co ulomb
from a point of 0 voltage to any point on the
sphere (as indicated by the dotted lines in Fia:. I A).
Fig. 1 A - Field !solid linn) end potentiel (dotted The direct/OIl of the force on a charged particle (It
the sur[QCe of th e surfa ce of the. sphere must be
linelillines ,urrounding. charged sphere.
perpendicular to the su rface. This is because
newtons. In the Calle of free space o f a vacuum, l
charges are able to now about freel y 011 th e
has a value of 8.854 X 10-12 and is the conductor but not off it. A fo rce with a direction
permittivity of free space. The product of ~Ia/il'/! other than a right angle to the surface will have a
~mittivity and "0 (the permittivity of free space)
component that io; parallel to the conductor and
gives the permiltivily for a condition where matter will cause the charges to move about. Eventually,
is present. Permittivity is also called th e dielectric an equilib ri um condition will be reached and any
constant and relative dielee tri c constants fo r plas- initial field com ponent parallel to th e surface will
tics such as polyethylene and Teflon are 2.26 and be zero. This motion of charge under the influence
2.1 respcctively. (fhe relative dielectric constant is of an elec tric field is a very important concept in
also important in transmission-line theory. The electricity. The ' 4ft al which charge nowl past a
reciprocal of th e "'Iuare rool of the dielectric reference point is defined as the cu[renl. A rate. of
constant of Ihe malerial used 10 separate the I coulomb pe r second is defined as 1 ampere.
co ndu ctors in a transmission line gives Ihe velocity
Because of the symmetry involved, the direcfac tor of th e line. The effect of ve locity fa ctor will tion of the elec tric force and elec tri c field can be
be treated in later chapters.)
represented by the solid straight lines in Pia. IA.
If instead of just two charges, a number of The arrows indicate the direction of the force on a
charged objects Me present, the force on anyone positive charge. At poin tl away from the sphere,
member is likely to be a complicated function of less energy will be required to bring up a test
the positions and magnitudes of the other charges. charge from lelO reference. Consequentl y, a series
Co nsequently , the co ncept of electric field Jtrenlth of concentric spherical shells indi cated by the
is a useful one to in troduce. The field strength or dashed lines will define the eq uipotential surfaces
field in tensity is defined as the force on a liven around the sphere. From mathema tical considercharge (concen trated at a point) divided by the
numerical value of the charge. Thus, if. force of I
newton existed on a test charge of 2 coulombs, the
field intensity woukl be 0.5 newroru/coulomb.
Whenevtr a force exists on an object, it will
require an ex pcndilUre of energy to move th e
object aga inst that force. In some inUanCtl, th e
•
mechanical energy may be recovered (such as in a
oompnl5Sed spring) or it may be converted to
another form of energy (such as heat produced by
friction). As is th e case for electric-field intensity,
it is convcnient to express energy ... charge
as the potential or voltage of a charged object at a
point. For insta nce, if it took th e expenditure of S
newton-1l1eters (5 joules) to move a charge of 2
coulombs from a point of zero energy to a given
point, the voltage or potential at that point would
,<,--,--.,.,-,.o-".:--•.c----be 2.5 joules/coulomb. Because of the frequency
005lAHa: 1'.0.1
of problem s o f this type, the dimension of joulelj
coulumb is given a special designation and one
Fig. 18 - Variation 01 potential with distance
joule/cou lomb is defined as one volt. Notice that if the charged sphere 01 Fig. 1A.
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Fig. I e - V,riation of field strengt h with distance
around it sphere charged to 5 volts for spheres of
diff,rent radii.

alions (which will not be discussed here), it can be
shown thaI th e potential will vary as Ihe inverse of
Ihe distance from the t'enter of Ihe sphere. This
relationship is indicated by Ihe nu mbers in Fig. IA
and by thc graph in Fig. 1B.
Wh ile Ihe electric fie ld gives the diIectlon and
magnitude of I force on a charged object, it is l.lso
equal to the negative slope numerica1 value of Ihe
curve in Fig. lB . The $Iope of a curve is the rate of
change of some variab le wi th distance and in this
case, Ihe variable is the potential. This is why the
electric ftcld is sometimes called the po tential
gnlWen! {gradient being equivalent to slope}. In the
case of a curve thaI vad es as the inverse of the
distance, Ihe slope at any point is proportional to
Ihe inverse of Ihe distance squared.
An examination of Fig. I would indiate that
the po tential variation is only dependent upon the
shape of the co ndu ctor and not its actual physical
size. That is, once the val ue of the fadius Q of the
sphe re in Fig. I is specined, the potentia) at any
o ther point a given distance from the sphere is also
kn own. Thus, Fig. I B can be used for any numbe r
of spheres with different radii. When it is changed
by a certain percentage, a ll the other vatues would
change by the $arne percentage too. However, the
amount of charge required to produce a given
voltage, or voltage change, does depend upon the
size of the conductor, its shape, and its position in
relation to other conductors and insulators. For a
given conductor confJ.gUration, the voltage is
related to the required charge by the fonnula:

V.

Q

configurntion. This is illustrated in Fig. IC fo r
sph tteJ with differe nt IlIdii. Note that for larger
radii, the nu merical value of the rleld strength at
the surface of the sphere (dinance equal to Q) Is
len th an it is for ImaUer radii. This effect is
important in th e design of transmission lines and
capacitors. (A capacitOr is a device for storing
charge. In older terminology. It was sometimes
called a condenser.) Even though the SIlme voltage
is applied acro ss the te rminals of a transmission
line or capacitor , the fie ld strength be tween the
condu ctors is going to be higher for confl8u ralions
of small physia l size than it is for larger ones. If
the field strength becomes too high, the inSUlating
material (including air) can "brea k down." On the
other han d, the effect can be used to advantage in
spark saps used to protect equipment connected to
an antenna which is su bjec t to atmospheric electricity. The spark"ia p cond uctors or elec trodcs are
flied to sharp points. Because the needle points
appear as conductors of very small radii, the rleld
strength is going to be hJgher for the same Ipplicd
potential than it would be for bl unt electrodes
(Fig. I D). Thi5 means the separation can be greater
and the effect of the spark gap on normal ci£cuil
operation will not be as pronounced. However, a
blunt electrode such as a sphere is often used on
th e tip of a wh ip antenna in order to lower the
n eld strength undcr transmi tting conditions.
An examination of Fig. IC reveals that the r)eld
strength is zero for distances less th.an Q which
includes points infide the sphere. The implication
here is that the effect of fie lds and charges cannot
penetrate the conducting ~urflce and dilturb conditions inside the enclosure. The condueting sphere
. is said to (onn an electrostatie shield arou nd the
contenll of the enclosure. Howevcr, the converse is
not true. Tha t is, charges inside the sp here will
cause or induce a neld on the outside surface. This
is why it is very important that enclosures designed
to confinc the effects of charges be connccted to a
point of:l;elO po tcn tial. Such a point is ofte n called
a gound.
Fields and Currents
In the last section, the motio n of charged
particles in the presence of an electric field wu
mentioned in connection with charges placed on a
cond ucting sphere and the cOncept of current was

C
where the entity C is defined as the capacitance.
Ca pacit ance will be discussed in more detai l in a
later section.
Since the electric-rltld intensity is rela ted to the
change in potential with distance, like potential,
the ma nner in which it changes will be uneffected
by the abso lute physical size of the condu ctor Fig. to - Spark gaps with sharp poin ts brea k
confiJuIlltion. However, th e exact numerical va lue down III lower voltages thlln ones with blunt
surfaces liven though the separlltion , i. the UrJIII.
at any point does depend on the dimensions of the
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introduced. It was assumed tl1at chlllJes could
move around unimpeded on the surface of the
sphere. In the ease of actual conductors, thi! is not
tru e. The charges appear to bump into atoms as
they move through the co ndu ctor under the
influence of the electric field . This effect depends
upon the kind of material used. Silver is a
conduc tor with the least amoun t of opposition to
the movemen t of charge while carbon and certa in
al10YI of iron are rather poor conductors of charge
flow. A measu re of how easily ehalie ca n flow
through a condu ctor is dermed as th e cond uctivi ty
and is denoted by a.
The cumn t detlsity I , in a condu ctor is the rate
of charge flow O£ current through a liven cross·
sectional area. It is related to the electric field and
conductivity by the fonnula:
J ..

aE

In general, the cond uctivity and electdc f1eld will
not be constant ovcr a brge cross-sectional area,
but for· an im portant th eoret ical case this is
assumed to be true (Fig. 2).
A cylindcr of a ma terial wit h conduc tivit y a is
imc rted between two end caps of infinite conduct·
ivity. The end caps are connccted to a voltage
source. such as a baUery or generato r. (A batlery
consists or a number of ceil, that COn\'ert chemical
energy to electrical energy and a generator conve rts
mechanical energy of motion to electrical eI\C1lY.)
The electric field is al50 coMidered to be constant
alona the lel18th, I. of the cylinder and, as a
contcquence, the slope of the potential variation
alo", the cylinder will also be a co nslant. This is
indicated by the dO lled lines in Fig. 2. Since the
eleclrle field is constant, the current density will
abo be constan t. Therefore , the lotal current
en tering til e end caps will just be th e product of
the cu rrent densit y and the cross-sectional area.
The value of the electric field will be the quol ient
of the total voltage and the length of the cylinder.
Combining the foregoing results and introducil\i
two new entities gives thc (onowing se t of equa·
tions:

J-(J(f) WlceJ"aEandE - f.
I " J{A) .. "AV
I
I
i PI )
p- -; and V" I \A

R .~and
A

V"'IR

where p is the resistivity of a condu ctin& material
and R is the resistance. The final equation is a very
basic one in circuit th eory and is called Ohm'5
Law. Confrguratkms similar to the one shown in
Fia. 2 are very common ones in electrical circuit!
and are called resistors.
It wiU be shown in a later section th~t th e
power din ipated in a resistor is equal to th e
product of the resis tance and the squa re of the
curren t. Quite often resistance is an undesirable
effect (such as in a wire carJyil1l current from one
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'.+-------"+Fig. 2 - Pote ntial and fietd strength along a
current-e.arrying conductor.

location to another one) and must be reduced as
much as possible. This ca n be accomplished by
using a conductor with a low re sislivity such as
silver (o r copper whic'h is close to silver in
resistivity but is not as expensive) with a large
cross·sectional area and as short a length IS
possible:. The current<anYin& capability decreases
as the 4iameler of a conductor size gets smaller.
Po tential Drop I nd El« tromotive Force
The application of the relations between fields,
potential, and similar concepts to the physical
conrJguilition shown in F~. 2 permitted the
de rivation of the fo rmula that elimina ted further
consideration of the field problem. The idea of an
electrical energy sou rce was also introduced. A
simi lar analysis involving mechanics and field
theory would be required to determine th e char·
acteristics of an electrical generato!: and an applica tion of chemistry would be involved in designing
a chemical cell . However, it will be assumed that
this problem has been $(lIved and that the energy
source can be replaced with a symbol such 'u that
USli'd in Fig. 2.
The term e~tromo t ive force (emf) is applied
to describe a source of electrical energy, and
potential drop (o r voltage drop) is used for a device
that co nsumes electrical energy. A combination of
sources and resistances (or other elements) that arc
connected in some way Is called a netwo rk or
circuit. II is evident Ihat the energy consumed in a
network must be equal to the energy produced.
Applying this principle to the circuit shown in Fig,
1 gives an impo rtant ex tension of Ohm's Law.

",R}+~7

•

-

YI

W5

-+

Fig. 3 - A se ries circuit ill U$llllt ing t he effects of
emf and potential drop.
.
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In Fig. 3, a number of sources and resis tance>
a re connected in tandem or in series to form,
circuit loop. It is desired to d etermine the current
I . The current can be assumed to be flowing in
either a clockwise or counter·c1ockwise direction.
If tile assumption is not correct , the sign of the
curren t will be negative when the network equalions are so lved and Ihe direction can be corrected
accordingly. In o rder to solve the problem, it is
necessa ry to find the sum o f the emfs (which is
p ro portional to Ihe energy produ ced) and til
equate this sum to the sum of the potential drop.
(wh ich is proportional 10 the energy consumed).
Assuming the current is flowing in a clockwise
direction, the first element encountered at point II
is an emf. VI, but is appears to be con nected
"backwards." Therefore, it receive s a minus sign.
Th e next source is V4 and it appears as a voltage
rise so it is considered positive. Since the curren t
flow in all the resis to rs is in the same dire ction, all

the potential drops have the same sign. T he
potential drop is the prod uct of the current in
amperes and the resistance in o hms. T he suml for
the emfs and pote n tial d rops and the resulting
c urren t are given by:
sum ofemf '" VI + V4 '" - 10+ 5 '" - 5 volts
sum of pot. drops = Vz + V) + Vs + V6 m

1(2+4+7+10)=231

-,

I=~

23

=-0.2 17 ampere

Beca use the sign of the current is negative, it is
ac tually flowing in a counter-clockwise directio n.
The physical significance of this phenomenon is
that one source is being "charged ." Fo r instance,
the circuit in Fig. 3 might represen t a d irect·
current (de) generator and a battery.

RESISTANCE
Given two conducto rs of the same size and
shape, but of different mate rials, the amount o f
current that will flow when a given emf is applied
will be found to vary wi th what is called the
resistance of the material. The lowe r the resistan ce,
the greater the current for a given value of emf.
Resistance is measu red in oh ms, A circuil has i
resiSlance o f one ohm when an applicd emf of one
volt causes a cu rrent of o lle ampere 10 flow. The
res istivity of a material is the resistance, in ohms,
of a cu be of the material measuring one centimete r
on each edge. One of the best conductors i,
copper, and it is frequen tly conven ien t, in makj",
resistance calculations, to compare the resis tance
of the ma terial under consideration with that of I
copper conduc to r of the same size and shape.
T able 2-[ gives the ratio of the resistivity ofvaeioul
conductors to that of copper.
The longer the path through which the cur ren t
fl ows the higher the resis tance of that conduc tor.

TABLE

2·'

Retative Resis tivity o f Metals

Re,;st!vity
Materials
Aluminum (pure)

B=
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper (hard-drawn)
Copper (annealed)
Gold
Iron (pure)
u"d
Nickel
Phos phor Bronze
Silva
Steel

no

Zinc

•

For d irect cunent and low.frequency al ternating
currents (up to a few thousand cycles per second)
the resistance is inversely propor tional to the
cross-sectional area of the path the current must
travel; that is, given two conduc tors of the same
material and having the same leng th, bu t diffe ring
in cross-sectional area , the one with the larger area
will have the lower resistance.
Resistance o f Wires
The problem of dete rmi ning the resistance of a
round wire of given diame ter and length - Of its
opposite, finding a suitable size and length of wire
to supply a de si red amoun t of resis tance - can be
easily solved wi th the help of the copper-w ire tab le
given in a la ter chapter. T his table gives the
resistance, in ohms per thousand feet , of each
standard wire size.

Eumpk: SuppoOC ..... ~ .."" of 30S obm. is D<Cd0il
ond lOme No. 28 ..in i. on hand. Th. ,,;'" 1lIbi< In o.apl«
18 ""' .... th:o. No. 28 "'" • rabun<» of 66.11 oh .... per
lhoua nd f«1. Sinoo .ho do .... d rni"on"" i. 3.1 Ohm" the
.. ""h or ... i", .. quin:d wiU b<

.?d-t )( 1000 · Sl.89 recl.

Compaled to Copper

1.6
3.7 - 4.9
4.4

1.8
1.03
1.00
1.4

5.68
12.8

'.1

2.8-5,4
0.94
7.6 - 12.7
6.7
3.4

Or, sup"",", .ho •• ho ••• islan"" 0 1 lho ... m in the circ~il
mu,l nol u"""d 0.05 ohm and lbol ,1>0 ..",th of ..."e
=juin:d for moku.,;
ron....:bon. loUI. 14 fect. 11>on

I""

~)(R . O.05ohm
~"" ..

R ... ho maximum .Uo ...."'" ... isW>ce in ohm. pe.
thou,_ f..,I. Runanpnl lhoe fotmul. Ii....
R . OOS !f41000 . l.i1 ohrrullOOO ft.

Ref... na: 10 lho .....m •• ble .ho .... Ih.1 No. 15 Is the
Imall.."". hovinl" m.i"an~ .... than th " y",ue.

When the wire is not copper, the resi stance
values given in the wire tab le should be multip lied
b y the ratios give n in Table 2-1 to ob tain the
resistance .
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Resistance

Tvpes of

resisto~ used in radio
equipment. Tho:se in the fora·
ground with wi ra leads are carbon
types, ranging in size from 1/2
wett at tM left to 2 watts at the
right. The larger resi$lo~ use
resistance wire wound on ceramic
tubes; ,I~" shown range from 5
watts to 100 wat15. Three are the
adjustable type, having a sliding
contact on an exposed section of
the resistance winding.

Exlmpl. : If Iho _
in tboo lint l umple "",nletel
Instead or copprr tho knJlh Rq,,\ted for l..s ohm! """I<[ be

".Ii ~ !.I

x 1000 ·

10.37

rHI

Temperature Effects
The resistance of a conductor changes with it.s
temperatu re. Although it il seldom necessary to
consider temperature in making resistance calculations for amateur wodt , it is well to know that the
resistance of practically all metallic conduclon
Increases with increasins temperature. Carbon,
however, acts in the opposite way; its resistance
tkr.N'!fIl~ when ill temperature ,i.~. The temperature effect is important when It is necessary to
maintain a constant resistance under all cond itions.
Special materials that have little or no change in
resis tance over a wide tempera ture range are used
in that case.
Resistolt
A "package" of resistance made up into a single
unit is called a resistor. Resistors having the same
resistance value may be considerably different in
size and construction. The flow of cumnt through
resistance causes the conductor to become heated;
the hi&her the resistance and the large r the current,
the greater the amount of heal developed.
Resistors intended for carrying large currents must
be physically large so the heat can be radiated
quickly to the surrounding air. If the resistor does
not get rid of the hea t quickly It may reach a
temperature that will cause It t o melt or bum.
Skin Effect
The resistance of a condu ctor is not the same
fot alternating current as it is for direct current.
When tbe current is alternating the re are internal
effecu that Itnd to force the current to flow
mostly in the ou ter parts of the condu.clOr. This
decreases the effective Ctoss-teCtional area of the
conductor, with the result that the resistance
increases.
For low audio frequencies the increase in
resistance is unimportant, bul al rad io frequencies
this skin effect is so great that practicaUy all the

current flow is confined within a few thousandths
of an inch of the conductor surface. The rf
resistance is consequently many times the dc
resistance, and increases with increasing frequency.
In the rf range a conductor of thin tubing will have
just :u low resis tance as • solid conductor of the
same diameter, because material no t close to the
surface carries practically no current.
Conductance
The reciprocal of resislancc(that is, llR) iJ
ca.lled conductance. It is usually represented by the
symbol G. A circuit having large conductance hu
low resistance, and rice ve rsa. In radio work the
term is used chiefly in connection with
vacuu m-tu be characteristics.. The unit of conductance is the mho. A resistance of one ohm has a
condu ctance of one mho, a resistance of 1000
ohms has a conductance of .001 mho, and so on.
A unit frequently used in connection with vacu um
tubes is the micromho, ot one-millionth of,. mho.
It is the conductance of a resistance of one
megohm.

OHM'S LAW
The simplest foun of electric circuit iI a baltel)'
with a resistance connected to its tenninaLs, as
shown by the sy mbols in Fig. 2-3. A complete
circuit must have an unbroke n path $0 current can
flow out of the battery, through the apparatu l
connected 10 it , and back In to the baltery. The
circuit is brolten, or open, if a connection is
removed at any point. A switch is I dev;ce fot
makiflll and breakint connections and thereby
closing or opening the circuit, either allowint
cunenl to flow or preventing it from f1owinJ.
The values or cunent, Voltage and resistance in
a circuit are by no means independent of each
Fig. 2-3 - A limple
ci rcuit consisting of •
battery and reslnor.

EJ
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TABLE 2· 11
Conversion Factors for Fractional :md

mu,. nu. II< o...... ned fr<>m m~liaml"'re. 10 &mpe<eS, ""d
rd.",not to the u bi< shows 1".. '0 dolO II il....,....,1)' 10
di>'iIk by 1000. lhI'rdorn.

Mul tiple UnilS

Change
From
Units

To

Divide by

Micro· uniU
Milli·units

Kilo-units
Mega-unit s

1,000
1,000,000

Microunits

Milli-units
Unin

1,000

Mil liunits

MicrO-l,lfli ts
Units

Kilo-

Units

units

Mega·units

Mega"

Unit s
Kilo-unit s

unils

"", f<>llowi"l 'UID~ il/u"lIk lhe ~x or ohm', law,
The o~rn:nl flowi,. in a n:sI!.lmot o r 10.000 ohOll b
150 m~lbml"'ra Wllal io lhe voIl2ft? Si.u lhe .011. if
10 be rouDl1, lhe .qua.;"" 10 ute iI E " fR. The outrenl

Multiply by

E .. ~ IC 20.000 • 3000 .01..

1,000,000
1,000

When I .00t. of I SO i. applied '0 Icu.:uil the cunent
lo meOSUffil II 2.5 I m""re .. Whal i, tho .. <il •...,. of tho
cir<:uit' In thi<02.« R i . the .. nknown. '"

No

1,000, 000

.... , ....,....1)' bt<: ... x the .011"", and
'"" .. a;'.n in .01.. an<! .mpe....
H"w "'u<:h «,"ent wiD n"", if 250 00111 is applied I" •
co~n

c~ mnt

1,000
1 , 000

1,000
1,000
1,000,000
1,000

other. The relationship betwee n them is known as
Ohm's Law. It can be stated as follows: The
current flowing in a circui t is directly proportional
to the applied emf and inversely proportional to
the resistance. Expressed as an equation. it is
J (amperes) = E (volts)
R (oh ms)

The equation above gives the valu e of cu rrent
when the volt age and resistance are known. II may
be transposed so that each of Ihe three quantities
may be found when the o ther two are known:

5()()1).ohm re$l<tor! Sin« I i! unkno.... n

l·i·~ · O.OS""'pe,.
Mltliam",," unill ",ould bt. mon: """"' .... nl for tho
oum nt,.OO O.OS amp. IC 1000 · 50 m~ijampeIn.

SERI ES AND PARALLEL RESISTANCES
Very few actual elec tric circuits are as simple as
the illustration in the preceding section. CommonIy, re sistances are found connected in a variety of
ways. The two fundamental methods of connec ting
resis lances are shown in Fig. 24. In the upper
drawing, the current flows from the source of emf
(in the direction shown by the arrow, let us say )
down through the fi rst resistance, R 1, then
through the second, R l, and then back to the
source. These resis tors are connec led in se ries. The
current everywhere in the circuit has the same
value.

(that is, the voltage acting is equal to the curre nt in
amperes multiplied by the resis tance in ohms) and
Fig. 24 - Resis·
tors con nected
in seri es and in
parallel.
(or, Ihe resiSlance of the circuit is equal to the
applied voltage divided by the cu rrent).
All three forms of the equation arc used almost
cons tan tly in radio work . I t must be remembered
that the quantities are in polts, ohms and amperes;
other units cannot be used In the equations
without first being converted. For example, if the
curren t is in milliamperes it must be changed to the
equtvalent frac tio n of an ampere before the valu e
can be substituted in the equations.
Table 2-11 shows how to convert between the
various units in common use. The prefixes attached
to the basic-unit name indicate the nature of the
unit.·These prerlXes are;
micro - on~millionth (abbreviated IJ)
milli - one-thousandth (ahbreviated m)
kilo - one thousand (abbreviated k)
mega - one million (abhreviatedM)
For example, one microvolt is one-millionth of a
volt, and one megohm is 1,000,000 ohms. There
are therefore 1,000,000 microvolts in one volt, IlIld
0.000001 mego hm in o ne ohm.

0-

Source

1"

,"""

I"

In th e lower drawing the current flows to the
common connec tio n point at the top of the two
resistors and then divides, one part of it flowing
through Rl and the other through R2. At the
lower connection point these two cunenu again
combine; the total is the same as the current th at
Rowed in lo the upper common connection. In th is
case the two resis tors are connec ted in parallel.
Resistors in Series
When a circuit has a numher of resistances
connected in series, the total resis tance of the
circuit is the sum of the indiv idual resistances. If
these are numbered Ri, R 2, Rl, etc., then
R (to tal) " Rl + R2 + R3 + R4 +.
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Series and Parallel Resistances
where the do ts indicate that as many re5iston as
ne<:essary may be added.
Eumplo: Su ppooe llIal 1hIe<: resislors Ole «"Ineel&d to
I 00II100 of emf IS shown in FiI- l·~ . Tbe
250 . 001L
RI is 5000 oh ...... Rl is 20.000 ohm .. and R3 b 8000
ohmo.. n.. ' oial "";,1>...,. i. lbon
R ' RI + Rl + Rl - SOOO+10,00CH 8000
• ll.ooo oh ....

""'fI'

lbo CUlft'llt flo ...... in lho

cif<ui l is thon

where the dots again indicate that' any number of
resistors can be combined by the .\aIIIe method .
For only two resistances in paraDe! (a very
common case) the formula becomes
R = RlR2
Rt + R2
Example: If . 500-0hm ~r is pat"olleled wllh 0IIII o f
1200 ohm" lbe total ,..;.t....,. is

R " m.h . ~ - ~

/-i -rfj& - 0.00131 Imp. ' 1_51 mAo
un-y coIculltiono boyo"", !11m!

(We ..... d "'"

sipificanl

fil".u, and o rt.n 1_

win wm"" be<:auoe II><: ""cuney of
.........e..... nu b .. Iokom bell. , 1l\an . f .... percen ••)

Vol tage Drop
Ohm's Law applies to any part of a circuit as wen
as to the whole circuit. Although the current is the
.\aIIIe in aD three of the resistances in the example,
the total voltage divides among them. The voltage
appearing across each res.istor (the voltage drop)
can be found from Ohm's Law.

- JSJ ohm.

It is probably easier to solve pral;tical problems
by a different method than the "reciprocal of
reciprocals" formula. Suppose the three resistors of
th e previous example are connec t~ in parallel as
shown in Fig. 2-6. The same emf, 250 volts, is
applied to all three of the resistolS. The current in
each I;an be found from Ohm's Law as shown
below, lJ , being the canent through RI , 12 the
current through R2 and 13 the current through R3.
Fo. "".... rucnc.. l be ,.. isl...... wilt be . xp...sed in kIIo/1rM
SO the curK'" will be in milt iompc ....
H ·ir . ~ - 50 m A

E:< .... pI ~ : Ul be .0111,. ..,,,,,,, RI (l'i. 2·5) II called E1 ,
u..1 . ,,,,,,. Rl II clllled £2 . _ IIlaI .., . .... R J II clllkd [3,

~"

£1 _ IRI _ 0.00157
£2 - Jill - O.007!1
El . IR) . O.007!7
n.. applied , 01.

x ! ooo - 37.9 .001S

U - ,fi " :ZP-3 U 5 mA

x 20.000 - 151.4.0110
x 8000 _ 60.6 .011S
must equal tho .. m o f l b. individual

YoIlaJO drop":

£ . £ 1.

n. E3 _ 17.9 .

15 1.4 + 60.6

-.

ha_

bMn moo< .... ly . ~"'"

Th. lotal <UrKnl iI
I - I I + 12 .13 _ 50 . 11.5 +31.25
.. 93.1S mA
Tbe lotal "';.~or tbecircuit II tbe .. fore

R ..

- 149.9 . a1U

n.. .......... _ I

l2 -ki "W- IUmA

f -?fh - 2.6~ Uohnu to 1660 ohms)

ir tho

cu ... "1 had be.n coJcu1ated 10 more docinIJII p Lacts. bul ..
explainod . _ . • .... ry IIiBh order of ocatDCy b 001

In problems such as this considerable time and
trouble can be saved, when the current is small
enough to be expressed in miDiampere5, if the
resistance is expressed in kilohms rather than
ohms. When resistance in kilohms is substituted
directly in Ohm's Law the current will be
miniampe re$ if the emf is in volu.

fig. 2-6 - An example of resistors in parallel. The
solution is worked out in the text.

Resistors in Series·Parallei
An IIl;tual circuit may have resistam:es both in
parallel and in series. To illustra te, we usc the same
three resistan ces again, but now connected as in
Fig. 2-5 - An exFig. 2-1. The method of solving a circuit such as
ample of resistors in
Fig. 2-1 is as fonows: Cons.ider R2 and R3 in
series. The solution
parallel as through they formed a single res.istpr.
of the circuit is
worked out in t he
Find their equivalent resistance. Then this
text.
resistance in series with RI forms II simple series
circuit, as shown at the right in Fig. 2-1. An
example of the arithmetic is given under the
iUustration.
Resistors in Panillel
Using the same principles, and staying within
In a circuit with resistances in parallel, the total the practical limits, a value fOf R2 can be
resistance is len than that of the lowe,t value of computed th at wiD provide a given voltage drop
resistance present. This is because the total current al;ross R3 or a given current through Rl . Simple
is always greater than the current in any individual algebIa is required.
resistor. The formula fOf finding the total
Eu mp lo: The fin t stq> i. to n nd .the equlnlenl
resistance of resistances in parallel is
",sistanoe or Rl . nd Rl. From tbe f.,.,.,ula for two

,"

..,.,,~.

R -

1

-1. +-1..
Rl

..l ..1

R2+R3+R4+'

in puoUtl.

lI~q. ~ d!"lQ

·lm 1ft
w

.. S.lI kilohm.

/
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ElectIicaI power in a resistance is turned into
heat. The greater the powe r the more rapidly the
hea t is aenerated. Resistors for radio work are
made in many sites. the smallcst being rated to
"dissi pale" (or carry safely) abou t 1/8 watt. The
largest resistors commonly used in amateur equipment will dissipate abou t 100 waUl.

Fig. 2.7 - An example of resistors in seri"-parallel.
The equ ivalent circuit i1I .1 the righl. The solution
is work!d out In the tllKt.
'Tht 10l1li runtaru hi the dl'Cll't Is tben

", .. 11. 1 + Roq. " ' . 5.71
.. 10.11 kil<>h ....

dr.

k~oh ....

l·i·~ · 21·1mA

no. ....1aIO

~

11.1 an<! 11. ... ...

£1 _IJ.I .1).3 X 5- IIJ woII.
0.1".... 23.3:11 S.7I. Ill ..... '"
with ... llIritfIt -.....,.. n- total uO voIll, Ih".
the cakloblio_ ... r•• bee ..... the .... 01Il10
001 ..... drops "'''"
the """,ied .<>It.... Slftc:e 112

checkirl&
_

eq""

... ao .... bo'h Rl l nd Rl,

12 . ~~ .~. ti.6'mA

Il-H-'P-

16 .6mA

..... 12" ev. .....,

dIroup R1

13 .. Cl<rm>1 ,"""'''' RJ
The totll II 2US IDA. willett eho<b oIoooIy e"""'"
willi 23.3 ..... , IIIe n ""nl tbltlUlft the wIIoIe tircvit.

POWER AND ENERGY
Powe r - the rate of doing worl: - is eq ua l to
voltage multiplied by current. The unit of electrical
power, clll.l.cd

the

watt, is e q ual 10 one volt

Generalin d Definition o r Resistance
Electrical power is not always turned into heal
The powe r used in running a motor, ror example, ill
converted to mechanical motion. The power
supplied to a radio transmitter is largely converted
into radi o wavel. Power applied to a loudspeaker is
changed into sound waves. But in every case ofthis
kind the power is completely "used up" ~ it
cannot be ~~d. Also, for proper operation of
the device the power must be supplied at a definite
ralio of voltage to current. Both these features are
charactetis ticl of ~sistance. so il can be uid that
any device that dissipates power hlU a defin ite
value of " resistance." This concept of res istance as
so mething that absorbs powe r at a definite
vol lJl8e/cur~n t ratio is very useful, since it permits
substituting a simple resistance for the load or
power«:or]Jumin, part of the device ~ceiving
power, often with comiderable simplification of
calculationl. Of course, l:1.'ery electrical device has
some resistance of Us own in the more narrow
sense, so a part of the powe r su pplied to it is
dissipated in that resis tance and hence appears as
heat eve n though the major par t of the power may
be conver ted 10 1llIothcr form.

multiplied by one ampe re. The equation fOt power
therefore is
where P = Power in watts
E '" Emfinvolu
J = Current in amperes
Common frac tional and multiple un its for
power are the milliw. tt , one o ne- lJ1 ousandth of t
wall, and the ki lowa U, or o ne thou sand wa tts.
Euarpk: The. plato ...... on • lIM.mhtUll; ..... u'"
tube iI 2000 woIts Md tile pille "",...
3~ Milliamp"""'t"l1>c ""'lrenl .....t be cIoIftCaIlO ampetft ... r...... bttillotioot
ill the f _ ... _ 00100.)$ ....... J""'"
' '' D ''2000 X 0.)' · 700_111

ft' ..

By substituting th e Ohm's Law equivalent for £
and I. the following formulas are obtained for
power :

p.E!

R
These formulas are useful in power calculations
when the resis tance and either the current or vol·
tase (bu t not both) are known.
Eumplt: How .,ud! po_ • • 1U be ,,10<1 up In I
40IXkJhrn miltOl' ir the YOlt. "l'l'1iod to It II 200 001.,'
the «Iultion

"lOl >

, .. L! . UOO\I O' .!lUX!!l .. JG WaH.

R ~ 4000
Or. IIIP_ I "'""at of l(J "'iU ..... pe .... no.. Irw""", I
:KJO.c:.Iom
Then
, .. M • (0.02)1 X )(JO • O.(J(J(M X )(1(1

"'1Or.

-0.11_11
Nole thai tIoo ""... '" ..... chaJJp>! fnllll miUi .... po: .... 10
... pe .... be""" .. bolltlitloD Id n.. fannu tl.

Efficiency
In devices such as motors and vacuum tubes,
the ol!ject is to obtain power in some other form
than heat. The~fore power used in heating is
considered to be a loss, because it is not the useful
power. The efficiency of a device is the usefu l
power out pu t (in its conve rted form) divided by
the power inpu t to the device. In a vacuum-tube
transmitter, for example, the object is to convert
power from a de source into ac power at some
radio Uequency. The ratio of the rf power output
to the dc Input is the efficiency of Ihe lUbe. Thai

"

Elf. ..

whe~

$t'-

En: • Efficiency (as a decimal)
Po - Power ou tpu t (watts)
Pl - Power input (watts)

Ex .... pIe: It"" de mpUl 10 11M lubl " 100 _IU, .....

n.. , , - " OUlPU! is bO _" .. theefndm<y h

E/f..;:a-O' it2 - u
etnclt""y I. u ..... ly exprtSStd u. peKl!nl.,.~ 11111 iI. il
1<111 ... 1111 porcenl of the inpul powe. wlU ... Iv.bble u ~»

noIOUIPUI. Trw: effleiotncy In , . _auomplr to 60 pe ••
~,

Energ
In residences, the power company's bill ill for
electrical energy. not for power. What you pay for
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Capacitance
is the work that electricity does for you, not the
rate at which that work is done. Electrical wo rk is
equal to power multiplied by time; the common
unit is the wa ll·ho ur, whic h means that a power of
one watt has been used for one hour. That is,

where W = Energy in watt-hours
p ,. Power in wailS
T = TI me in houn

Other ene rgy unils are the kilowa tt·ho ur and
the wa tt·~ond . These units should be self-explanatory.
Energy uni ls are seldom used in amateur
prac tice, bul it is obVious that a small amount of
power used for a long time can eventually result in
a "power" bill that is just as large as though a large
amount of power had been used for a very shari
time.

CAPACITANCE
Suppose two flat metal plates afe pl aced close
to each other (bu l not touching) and are con nected
to a battery through a switch, as shown in Fig. 2-8 .
At the instant the switch is closed, electrons will be
attrac ted from the u pper plale 10 the positive
terminal of the battery, and the same numbe r wi ll
be repeUed in to the lowe r plate from tbe negative
battery terminal. Enough elec trons move in to one
plate and out of the other to make the emf
be tween them the same as the emf o f the battery.
If the switch is opened after the plates have
been charged in this way, the top plale is left witb
a deficiency of electrons and tbe bottom plate with
an excess. The plates rema in charged despite the
fact that the battery no longer is connected.
However, if a wire is touched between the two
plates (sho rt-circuiting them) the excess electrons
on the bottom plate will flow through the wire to
the upper plate, thus restoring electrical neutrality.
The plates have then bee n discharged .

- -

Fig. 2·8 si mple
capacitor.
A

lItl.1 PI.t ..

T he two plates constitute an electrical capacito r; a capacito r possesses the property o f storing
elec tricity. (The energy actually is stored in the
electric field between the plates.) Du ring the time
the electrons are moving - that IS, while the
capacitor is being charged or discharged - a
current is flowing in the c ircuit even though the
circuit is "broken" by the gap between the
capacitor plates. Howeve r, the current flows o nly
during the time of charge and discharge, and this
time is usually very short. There can be no
continuous flow of direct cunent "through" a
capacitor, but an alternating current can pass
through easily if the frequency is high enough.
T he charge or quantity of electricity that can
be placed on a capacitor is pr opor tional to the
applied voltage and to the capacitance o f the
capacitor. The larger the plate area and the smaller
the spacing between the plate the greate r the
capacitance. The capacitance also depends UJ!On
the kind of insu lating material between the plates;
it is smallest with air insulation, bu t substitution of
other insulating materials for air may increa.'!C the

capacitance many times. The ratio of the
capacitance with some mate rial othe r than ' air
between the pla tes, to the capaci tance of the same
Clpacito r with air insulation, i ~ called the dielectric
constant of that particular insulating material. The
material itself is called a dielectric. The dielectric
constants o f a number of materials commonly used
ll! dielectrics in capacitors are given in T able 2-111.
If a sheet of polysty rene is substitu ted for air
between the plates of a capacitor, for example, Ihe
capacitance will be increased 2.6 t imes.
Uni ts
The fundame n tal unit of capacitance is the
brad , but this urut is much too large for practical
work. Capacitance is usually measu red in mi crob r ads (abbreviated pF) or pi cofarads (PF). The
microfarad is one-millionth of a farad, and the
picofllIad (formerly nUcronUcrofarad) is one-million lh of a microfa rad. Capacitors nearly always
It.ave more th an two plales, !he alternate plates
reing connected toge ther to fonn two sets as
shown in Fig. 209. This makes it poss ible to attain a
birly large capacit:mce in a small space, since
several plates of smaller individ ual area can be

TABLE 2-111
Dielec tric Constan ts and Break down Voltages

Material
Ai<
A1sirnag 196
Bakelite
Bakelite, mica-filled
Cellulose acetate
Fiber
Formica
Glass, window
Glass, Pyrex
Mica, ruby
Mycalex
Paper, Royalgrey
Plexiglass
Polyethylene
Polystyrene
Porcelain
Quartz, fuxed
Steatite, low-loss
Teflon

Dielectric

Puncture

Constant·

Voltage··

1.0
'.7
4.4-5.4
4 .7
3.3 - 3.9
5- 7.5
4 .6-4.9
7.6-8
4.8

, .4
7.4

3.0

2.8
2.3
2.6
5.1- 5.9
3.8

' .8
2.1

,. At 1 MHz .. In volts

240
300
325 - 375
250- 600
150- 180
450
200- 250
33S
3800-5600
250
200
990
1200
500-700
40-100
1000
150- 315
1000-2000

""Z mil (O.ool ln<:h)
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Fig. 2--9 - A multiple-plate capacitor, Alternate
plates are connected together.

stacked to form the equivalent of a single large
plate of the same total area. Also , all plates, except
the two on the ends, are exposed to plales of the
other group on both sides. and so are tw ice as
effective in increasing the capaci tan ce.
The formu la for calculating capacitance Is:

C · 0.224

Kf

(n - 1)

whe re C .. Capacitance in pF.
K .. Dielectric constant of material between
plates
A • Area of one side of one plate in square
inches
d • Separation of plate surfaces in inches
n • Number of plates
If the plales in one group do not have the same
area as the plates in the o ther, use the area of the
smillIe, plates.
Capaci tors in Radio
The types of capaci tors used in radio work
differ considcl1Ib!y in physical size, constru etioo,
and capacitance. Some representative types
shown in the photopllph. In nr:iahle cap acitcn
(almost always constructed with air for the
dielectric) one se t of plates is made movable with
respect to the other sel 50 tbat the capac itance can
be varied. Fixed capacilon - that is, assemblies
having a single, non-adjustable value of capacitance
- also can be made wit h me tal plates and wi th air
as the die lectd c, bu t usually are constructed from
plates of me lal foil with a thin solid or liquid
dielectric sandwiched in between, so that I
relatively IlrJe capacitance can be tecured in a
5IDaII unit. The solid dielec trics commonly used arc
mica, paper and special ceramics. An ex.mple of a

.e

liquid dielectric is mineral oil. The elec trolytic
capaci tor uses aluminum-foil platC:$ with •
semiliquid conducting chemical compound between them; the actual dielec tri c is I very thin film
of insul ating material that forms on one sct of
plates th rough electrochemical action when a dc
voltage is applied to the capacitor. The capacitance
obtained with a given plate are. in an electrolytic
capacitor is very large, compared with capacitors
having othcr dielectrics, because the film is so thin
- mu ch less than any thickne ss thai is pfllcticablc
with a solid dielectric.
The use of electrolytic and oil-fillcd capaci tors
is confined to power-sup ply filtcring and audio
bypass applica tions. Mica and ceramic capacitors
are used throughout the frequ ency range from
aud io to sevcral hundred megacycles.
Voltage Breakdown
When I Itigh voltage is applied to the plates of a
capacitor, • considerablc force is cxcrled on the
clec trons and nuclei of the dielectric. Because Ihe
diclectric is an insulator the elec trons do not
becomc de tached from atoms the way they do in
conducton. However, if th e force is great enough
thc dielec tric will " break down"; usually it wW
puncture and may char (if it is solid) . nd pennit
cuuen t to flow. The breakdown voltage depends
upon !be kind and W ckness of the dielectric, as
shown in Table 2-111. It is not directly proportional
to !be thickness; that is, doubling thc thickness
doe, not quite double the breakdown voltage. "If
the dielectric is air or any other gas, breakdown is
evidenced by a spark or arc !lelween Ihe !'t ~I"!I, hut
if the voltage is removed the arc ceases and the
capacitor is read y for use again. Breakdown wiD
occu r at a lower voltage be tween pointed or
sharp-edged su rfaces than between rounded and
polished su rfaces; consequently, the breakdown
voltage between metal plates of given spacing in air
can be incrcased by buffing the edges of the plates.
Since the diel&trie must be th ick 10 wi thstand
high voltages, and since the thickcr the die l&tric
the smaller the capacitance for a gi ven plate area, •
high-voltage capacit or mu!t have more plate area
than a low-voltage one of the same capacitance.
lIigh-volt . high -capacitance capacilon are physically large.
Fixed and variable capacitors. Tho
largo uni t at the teft is a
transmitting·type variabla capacitor for rf tank eircuits. To its
right are other aJr-<lietectric variables of different , i:tes ranging
from tha midget "air padde-r" to
the medium-power tank capacitor
It the tOP center. The casad
capacitort In th. top row are for
powero$uppty fi tters, the cytindrl·
cat-can unit being an electrolytic
and the rectangular -one e paper-dielectric capacitor. VeriOU$ types
of mice, ceramic, and paperdielectric: capacitors ere in the
foreground.
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Inductance
CAPACITORS IN SERI ES AND
PARALLEL
The temu "parallel" and "series" when used
with reference to capacitors have the same circuit
meaning as with reiistances. When a number of
capacitors are connected in paraUel, as in Fig. 2-10,
the total capacitance of the group is equal to the
sum of the individual capacitances, so
C (total) = Cl + C2 + C3 + C4 + ...... . ....... .
However, if two or more capacitors are
connected in series, as in the second drawing, the
total capacitance is less lhan that of the smallest
capacitor in the group. The mle for finding the
capacitance of a number of series-connected
capacitors is the same as that for finding the
resistance of a number of parallel-connected
resistors. That is,

e (total) ",.l -1-

1..1_ -1
CI + C2+ C3 + C4 + ·· ····· ...

and, for only two capacitors in series,

C(tOtal)=~

•

JT '1I

S<::uf~.

" uu.

•

1

'J

P ....... u

Fig. 2-11 - An example of capacitors connected in
seril!S. The solution to this arrangement is worked
OUt in Ihe lex t.

When capacitors are connected in series, the
applied voltage is divided up among them, the
situation is mucb the same as when reilitors are in
series and there is a voltage drop across each.
However, the voltage that appears across each
capacitor of a group connected in series is in
invene proportion to ils capacitance, as compared
with the capacitance of the whole group.
E""mpl<; Three ""I*il"" h...-iq C.pacilanOa of I, 2
ond 4 ¢'.... pect .... ly, He oO'18ecl<d In ..ri .... I/IDWn in
Fig. 2-11. Tho tot.al c'!D"lI~ It

Fig. 2·10 -Copacitors in parallel and in series.

- 0.57 1;4'
Tho YOI."", 00..,.. .. oh capacilor is prop(lltional to tho

c.pacil1""" divided by. I""

!
Sou.e~

" ""

1

capKil~

'0'.

of 1M c.padlCK In

qu .. Hon. '" lho 00111# aclOsa CI is

l

EI

' 'I

Sim~orly.

'T
c'T

--";ll X 2000 -

1142 roLt.

lho .011. . ..,"". C2 lnd C]
E2 -

He

fl!1.1 X 2000 - 511 '0111

El - ¥ X 2000 - 286 oolU

The same units musl be used tJuoughou l; that
is, all capacitances must be expressed in either J.IF
or pF; both kinds of units cannot be used in the
same equation.
Capacitors are connected in parallel to obtain a
larger total capacitance than is available in one
unit. The largest voltage that can be applied safely
to a group of capacitors in parallel is the voltage
that can be applied safely to the one having the
loweft voltage rating.

101ali". opproxim" cly 2000 YOlIl. Ih. applied .00 1o,e.

Capacitors are frequently connected in serle! to
enable the group to witlutand a larger voltage (at
the expense of decreased total capacitance) than
any individual capacitor is rated to stand. However,
lI$ ~ shown by the previous example, the applied
voltages does not divide equally among the capacitors (except when aU the capacitances are the
same) so care must be taken to see that the voltage
rating of no capacitor in the grou p ill exceeded.

INnUCTANCE
It ill possible to show that the flow of cunent
through a conductor is accompanied by milgnetic
effects; a compass needle brought near the conductor, fOI example, will be deflected from its
normal north-south position. The current, in other
words, sets up a magnetic field.
The transfer of energy to th e magnetic field
represents work done by the source of emf. Power
is required for doing work, and since power is
equal to cun ent multiplied by voltage, there must
be a voltage drop in the circuit during the time in
which energy is being stored in the field. This
voltage "drop" (which has nothing to do wiih th e

voltage drop in any ~istance in the circuit) is the
result of an opposing voltage "induced" in the
circuit while the field is building up to its final
value. When the. field becomes constant the in·
duced emf or back emf disappears, since no
fUlther energy is being stored.
Since the induced emf opposes the emf of the
source, it tends 10 prevent the current from rising
rapidly when the circuit is closed. The amplitude
of the induced emf ill proportional to the rate at
which the current is changing !lIld to a constant
associated with the circuit itself, called tb.e inductance of the circuit.
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Indu ctance depends on the physical cl1ancteristics of the conductor. If the conductor is fonned
into a coil, for example, its indu ctance is increased.
A coil of many turns will have more induc tance
than ODe of few turns, if both coils are otherwise
physkally similar. Also, if a coil is placed on an
iron core its inductance will be greater than it wu
wit hou t the magnetic corc.
The polarity of an induced emf Is alway, such
as to oppose any change in the current in the
circuit. This means that when the current in the
circuit is increasing, work is being done against the
induced emf by storing energy in the magnetic
field. If the current in the circuit tends to decrease,
the stored energy of the flCld returns to the circwt,
and thus adds to the energy being su pplied by the
source of emf. This tends to keep the current
nowing even though the appUed emf may be
decreasing or be removed e ntirely.
The unit of inductance is the henry. Values of
inductance used in radio equipment vary over a
wide range. Inductance of several henrys is required in power-supply circuits (sec chaptcr on
Power Supplies) and to obtain such values of
inductanoe it U net:euary to use coils of many
turns wound on iron CQltls. In radio-frequency
circuits, the inductance values used will be measured in millihenrys (a mH, one one-IhOtisandth of
I henry) at low frequencies., and in microhern)'s
(J.I:I, one one-millionth of a henry) at medium
frequencies and bighllr. Althoogh coils fOI IlIdio
frequencies may be wound on IpeCial iron cores
(ordimuy iron is not suitable) most rf coils made
and used by amateurs are of the " air-<:ore" type;
that is, wound on an insulating support comuti",
of nonmagnetic material.
Every conductol has inductance, eve n .though
the conducto r is not formed into a coiL The
inductance of a short length of IUaight wire is
lITIall, but it may not be negligib le because if the
current through it changes its intensity rl pidly
enou&h the induced voltage may be appreciabk_
lbis will be the case in even I few inche$ of wire
when I n alternating current having a frequency of

ELECTRICAL LAWS AND CIRCUITS
Fig. 2-12 - Coil dlmensiom U$ed in the Inwctance formu la. The
wire diameter does not
enter into the formula .
the order of 100 MHz. 01 higher u nowlng.
However, a t much lower frequencies the indue>
lance of the same wire could he igno red because
the induced voltage wou ld be negligibly lITIall.
Calculating Inductance
The approximate inductance of singJe--Iayer
air-core coib may be calculated from the simplified

fonnula
L (pH) '"

1l2n

2

9Q + lOb

where L • Inductance in microhenl}'S
" • Coil radius in inches
b - Coil length in inches
II - Numbe r of turns
The notation is ex plained in Fig. 2-12. This
formula is a close approximation for coils having a
length equal to or p eater than 0.80
Example : Aau ..... coil -.i.. 411...m..-..l n 'umI
per _
and • diamtl" of 1/4 1__ Thus " • 0.75 + 1 _
G.l15. a _ 4' .. n- 1..5 • • Dd ~. 41. Subotitut ioc.
L-

mx ]1$X1l )(11 _ 1.6,,"
(' x .3751 + (lO)( 1..5) 1

To calculate the numbel" of turns of a sin&!&
layer coil for a required value of inductance,
1I . / L (% +lQlrJ
Es.mple : SuppOM IP

" of 10 "" 10
;_<,"_
cli.""" ••

no. fomo OR wlli<b 1M coil ;. 10 _

0.,.

~u lrod.

"""""" hq.

of OlIO Irtc:h .Dd II 10111 C"""..1I0 _moda~ I col 0(
1114 Inchos. "BetI " _
a • us. and L _ 10SUbotitu .....

,,_flO!l!.

Jl Sl
.j )( .5

_ "}"'i1lI _ 26. lturnl

InductofJ for power and radio
frequencies. The two iron-core
coils at the left lire "chokes" for
power-su pply fil tef$. The mounted .ir-core coils at the top center
are adjustable inductors for transmitting tank circuits. The "piewound" coils at the left and In
the fOnl9l"ound are radio·frequen·
cy choke coils. The remaining
coils are typical of inductors used
in rf tuned circuits. the lerger
sites being used principally for
transmitters.

Iron-Core Coils
A 16-1_ ... -W _ _
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Inductance Charts
Most inductance fonnulas lose accuracy when
applied to small coils (such as are used in vhf work
and in low-pass filters buil t for redu cing harmonic
intederence to television) because thc conductor
thkkness is no longer negligible in comparison with
the size of th e coil. Fig. 2-13 shows the measured
inductance of vhf coils, 1md may be used as. basis
for circuit de5ign.. Two curves are Jiven : curve A is
for coils wound to an inside diameter of t / 2 inch;
curve B is for colli of 3/4-inch inskte diameler. In
both curves the wire size is No. 12, windi", pilch 8
turns to the inch (1/ 8 inch center-to-center turn
spacing). The inductance values given Include leads
t/ 2 inCh long.
The charts of Figs. 2-14 and 2·I S are useful for
rapid determination of the inductance of coils of
the type commonly used in radio-frequency
circui tJ in the range 3-30 MH z. They are of
sufficient accuracy fOI most practical work. GiVl;:n
the coli length in inches, the curves show the
multiplying factol to be applied to the inductance
value Jiven in the table below the curve for a coil
of the same diame ter and number of turns per
inch.
Examplo: A coW t Inc~ in diamekr 10 1 1/4 _
"''''
MIl hu 10 tums. Tbe ~(o .. it ..... 16 III",. per Inch, ond
r.om 1110 table u lllkr fie- 2-1511" (""Mlba. 1M .. r~ .....e
induo.. _ for . 0011 nf litis dlamele r &lid nu mber o (tu",.
..... i,..b .. 16.8 $Ill . FlOm cu". B In 1M 11Iu~ Ih ~
multlpIJ1nl r"",,,, I. o' JS, .., the lnduol"""" If
16.I XO, H a S.,,,"

The charts also can be used for findilllsuitable
dimensions fOf a coil having a requ ired value of
inductance.
bo~ A col. ....... ... InduoWItC nf 11 IIfI 10
....1Iod. i t 10 10 _ _ "" 01 I f_lIrrinI. diome ... of
I Incl. tlor. ..... h ....bk ror u.. <rindilta ...... _ lItO..
tlIM 1' 1/ 4 WIoeo.. " ...... Fie- 2-15 . 1_ m"llIpIyIoc '..,Ior

& ....... coil ("'n .... BI h...... I~ mul ..... m
pooohIIe 1e"Slh of I 1/4 !no.... 10 O.H. Hence .m . ~II!be.
nf tUmI pet Inoh m." be 0........ rOt 0 ,,'erenoo WtdlOCtancc
or It least 12/0.35. Of }4 jodl. From the Tobie:
Fi82-15 it II _ " 'hal 16 ,u"" per i""h ('er......... Ind"""nce
16.1 ~I) II 1<>0 . .... n. Uti", 31 tu"" pe r inch, Ih.•
..... ltlj)ly'" ' "",0. " 11.168. o. 0.117 ...... from cu..- B .1...
to • coil Ir"llh or )/. Inch. ll>ne wMt be 2 '
"' .... In .hil lenath, ....,. the "';""i,. " pit<h "' Ioll lUfn.
pe. lnd..

inches, the flux density is 40,000 lines per IqUII&
inch. Now suppose that the iron core u removed
and the same cunent is maintained in the coil. and
that the flux denJity without tho iron core is found
to be 50 lines per square inch. The ratio of the flux
density with the given core material to the flux
density (with the ume coillUld ume cun ent) with
an air core is called the permeabili ty or the
material. In this case the permeability of the iron is
40,000/50 ,. 800. The inductance of the coil is
increased 800 times by inserting the iron core
since, othe.r things beilll equal, th e inductance will
be proportional to the magnetic flux throuJb. the
ooil.

The peuoeability of a magnetic material varies
with thc flux density. At'low flux densi ties (or

with an air core) increasina the current throuJb. the
coil will cause a proportionate increase in Dux, but
at very high flux densities, increasing the cuucnt

may cause no apprecbble change in the fl ux.
When this is so, the iron is said to be saturated ..
Satuntion causes a rapid decrease in penneability,
because it decreases the mtio of flux lines to th ose
ob tainab le wi th the same current and an air core.
Obviously, the inductance or an iron-core inductor
is highly dependent upon the cu n ent flowing in
the coil. In an air~re coil, the inductance is
independent of current because air docs not
saturate.
Iron core colli such as the one sketched in Fil.
2·16 are used chiefly in po_r-supply equipment.
They usually have direct current flowing through
the windina, and the variation in inductance with
current is usual ly undesirable. It may be overcome
by keeping the flux density below the saturation
point of thc iron. This is done by opening the core
so that tJl ere is a small " air gap," all indicated by
the dashed lines. The maanetic "rcsistance" Int roduced by such a gap is so Il11e - eve n though the
gap is only a small fraction of an inch - compared
with that of the iron that the PP. rathel than the
iron, controls the flux density. This reduces the
inductance, but makes it practically coIl$tant regard1css or the value of the culrent.

'01 • 1......

"rode.

«>_"'"

Machine-wound colli with the diamcten and
turns per inch siven in the tables are available in
many radio stores, under the trade names of " B&:W
Miniducto r" and "IDumitronic Air Dux."

ia •

IRON-CORE COilS
Permeability
Suppose that the coil in Fig. 2-t 6 il wo und on
an iron core having a cross-sectional area of 2
square inches. Whcn a certain CUlIC nt is se nt
throop the coil it is found that there are 80,000
Unes of row:. in the core. Since the area is 2 square

...
Fig. 2-13 - Metl!u red Inductance of coils wound
with No. 12 ~re wlra, 8 turns to the i och. The
values include h&lf·lnd1 leeds.

/
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,

forced continually to supply enertY to the iron to
overcome this "inertia." Losses of this sort are
called hySleresls losses.
Eddy-cu rren t and hysteresis losses in iron in·
crease rapidly as the frequency of the alternating
current is increased. For this reaso n, ordinaIy iron
cores can be used only at power and audio
frequencies - up to, say, 15,000 cycles. Even so, a
very good gnlde of Iron OJ: steel is necessary if the
core is to perform well at the higher audio
I'rcquencies. Iron care.!! of this Iype are completely
useless al radio frequencies.

/

,

1/

•
,
..
0

,

I
1
3
4
UNGrH OF COIL IN INCHES

Fi g. 2-14 - Factor to be appl ied to the Illduc::tance

of coils listed in the tllble below, for I;oil lengths up
to

5 inches.
Eddy Currentl and Hysteresis

When alternating curre nt flow, through a coil
wound on an iron core an emf will be induced, IS
previously eJtplalned, and since iron is a conductor
• CUl'Yent will flow in the core. Such currents
(called eddy cunents) repre$ent a wasle of power
because they flow throuJh the resistance of the
iron and thu s cause heating. Eddy-cu rrent losses
can be reduced by laminating the core; thai iI, by
cutting it into thin strips. These strip:> o r lamin atiOO 5 muSI be insulated from each othe r by
painting them with lOme insulating material such
IS vacnUh or lbellac.
There is also another type of encfJY loss: the
iron tends to resis t any change in ils ffillJllctic
state, so I rapidly-changing curren t such U Ie is
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Fig. 2·16 - Factor to be applied to the inductance
of coils listed in the table below, as e function of
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For radio-frequency work, the losses in iron
cores can be reduced to a satisfactory figure by
grinding the iron into a powder and then mixing it
with a "binder" of insulating material in such a
way th at the individual iron particles are insulated
from each other. By this means carts can be made
that wID function satisfactorily eve n through the
vhf range - that is, at frequenctes up to perhaps
100 MHz. Because a large pan of the magnetic
path is through a nonmagnetic material, the permeability of the iron is low compued wi th the values

Time Constant
Fig. 2·16 - Typical construction of an iron-cora
Inductor. Th e smatl air gap
prevents magnetic satur&·
lion of the iron lind thul
maintains tha inductance
at high CUIT1i!~u.

obtained at power-supply frequencies. The core is
usually in the form of a " slug" or cylinder whkh
fits inside the insulating form on which the coil Is
wound. Despite tbe fact that, with this construction, the major portion of the magnetic path for
the flux is in air, the slug is quite effective in
increasint;: tJH, coil ioductance. By pushina the slug
in and out of the coil the inductance can be varied
over a considerable range.

INDUCTANCES IN SERIES AND
PARALLEL
When two or more inducton are connected in
lenel (Fig. 2-17, left) the tota) inductance Is equal
to the sum of the individual inductances, provided
the coils (In mf/icientIy reptJrtlted so that no collis
in the magnetic rreld of another.
That is,
L~w~Ll-+U+U+U+ .... . .. . .. .
If inductors are con nected in parallel (Fig. 2-17,
right) - and the coils are 5eparaled sufficiently, the
total indue ......' .... is given by
L,oUl"

..l..

rl-

~

..1..

u+ 2+L3 +L4+

and far two inductances in parallel,

L.

LIL2
L1 -+ L2

JJ~}

Fig. 2·17 - Inductances in leries and parellel.
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another'l magnetic fJe ld. When this is not so the
formulas given above cannot be used.

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE
If two coilJ au Arranged with their axel on the
same line, as shown in Fig. 2·18, II current $Cnt
thtough Coil 1 will cause a magnetic field which
"cuts" Coil 2. Consequ en tly, an emf will be
induced in Coil 2 whenever the field strength is
changing. This induced emf is similar to the emf of
self-induction, but since it appears In the '«OM
coil becau!it of current DowiJII in the/un, it is a
"mutual" effect and results from the mutual
inductance between the two coilJ.
If all the Dux set up by one coil cuts all the
tums of the othcr coil the mutual inductance has
its maximum possible value. If only a small part of
the flux let up by one coil cut:! the tuml of the
other the mu tual inductance is relatively small.
Two coils havin& mutual inductance are said to be
coupled .
The ratio of Ictual mutual inductance to the
maximum pouibk value that could theoretically
be obtained with two given coils il called the
coefficient or cou pling between the coill. It is
frequently expressed as a percentage. Coils that
have nearly the maximum possible (coefficient . 1
or 101)\\) mutu.l inductance are said to be closely,
or tightly, cou pled, but if the mutual induc tance is
relatively small the coils are laid to be 10000ly
coupled. The degree of coupli.. dependl upon the
pbysical spacing between the coilJ and how they
ate placed with respect to each other. Maximum
coupling exists when they have a common . x..is and
are D! close together as possible (one wound over
the o ther). The coupling is least when the coils are
far apart or are placed so their axes are at right
angles.

Thul the ru les for combining inductances In series
and panillel are the same for resistance.!, if the coils
are far enough apart so that each is unaffec ted by

The maximum possible coemcient of coupling
is closely approached only when the two coils m
wound on a closed non core. The coeiJ"x:ient with
aU:-i:ore coils may run as high as 0,6 or 0.7 if one
coil is wound ove r the other, but will be much less
if the two coils are separated.

TIME CONSTANT
Capacitance and Resistance
Connecting a source of emf to a capacitor
causes the capacitor to become cblI!ed to the full
emf practically instantaneously, if there is no

resistance in the circuit. However, if the circuit
cOntains resistance, " in Fig.1-19A, the resistance
limits the current now and an appreciable kn&lh of
time is required for the emf between the capacitor

/
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r

(A)

T L--l~
(6)

Fig. 2,' 9 _ Illustrating the time constant alan RC
circuit.

plates to build up to the same value u the emf of
the source. During this "buildins-up" pe:riod the
current gradually decreases from its initial value,
because the increasing emf stored on the capacitor
offen increasing oppositi()n to the steady emf of
the source.
Theoretically. the chaIiing process is never
really fmished, but eventually the charging current
wops to Il value that is smaller than anyth ing that
can be measured. The time constant of such II
circui t is the length of time, in seconds, required
for the voltage across the capacitor to reach 63 per
cenl of the applied emf {thH figure iJ chose n (or
mathematical reasons). The voltqc across the
capacitor rises with time as shown by Fi&. 2·20.
The Connula for time constant is
where T - TIme coru;tan t in seconds
C -Capacitance in farads
R ., Resistance in ohms
Example; T1Io limo ronoWlt of 111o'f C.,.oltOf .nd I
U(I,(lOO-oltm (0.25 mesobm) ..,.iUo. is
T _ RC - O.2S X 1- O.5l<COnd

bo''''..... tho

Ir tho 'ppliod e mf i< 1000 .oU.. tho . . . . .
pb~ ril be 630 .00u at ,1>0 elld or

cap.dlO'

--

R

In ...,0n4.

1£ C is in miClofaram and R in megohms, the tim e
constant also is in seconds. These units usually llJe
more convenient.
Ira charged capacitor is discharged throuah a
resistor, as indicated in Fig. 2·198, the same time
connant applies.. 1£ there wue no resistance, the
capacitor would dbchnge instantly when S was
closed.. However, since R IImlU the current flow
the capacitor voltage cannot instantly go to zero,
but It will decrease just as rapidly III the capacitor
can tid itself of its charge through R, When the
capacitor is discharging through a resis tan ce, the
time constant (calculatcd in the same way as
above) is the time, in seconds, that it takes ror the
capacitor to lose 63 percent of ilS voltage; that is,
for the voltage to drop to 37 percent of Its initial
value.
EQ ...... : If lho al*'it« 01 the u.llllple _
10
chltpd to 1000 I'Ohs, iI will ~ 1<1 110 _01 .... Ill

......... 1_. the lso,(lOO.o/Im mist",.

Inductance and Resistance
A comparable situation exists when resistance
and inductance are in series. In FIg. 2·21, first
consider L to have no re sistance and also assume
that R is zero. Then dosing S would tend to send a
current through the circuit. However, the instanta·
neous transition fr om no current to a finite value,

o

-- V<

1/

c~ 1\6'

I

0

..c

3'"

TIME

3RC

TIME.

I
o \ /OJSCHAR6E

1,\

0
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0

Fig.. 2-20 -

RG

2RG

How the voltll\)8 across

iii

capacitor

rises. with time. when ehar9Cd through a res istor.
The lower curve shows the way in which the

voltage decreases acrou the capacitor terminals on
di scharging througtl the same resistor.
however smaU, represe nU a very rapid chDl1Ie in
current, and a bock emf is developed by the
self-inductance of L that is plllctically equal and
oPpo5ile to the applied emf. The result is thai the
initial curren t is very small.
The back emf depe nd s upon the change in
current and would cease to offer opposition if tlle
current did not continue to increase. With no
resistance in the circuit (which wou ld kad to an
infmitely large current, by Ohm's Law) the current
would increase forever, always growing jus! flU!
enough to keep the emf of self-induction equal to
the applied emf.
When resistance is in series. Ohm's Law seU •
limit to the value that the cunent can re ach. The
back emf I!IIlnerated in L has only to equal the
differenu be tween E and the drop acn w R,
because that difference is the voltage actu aJly
applied to L . This difference becomes smalle r 81
the current approaches the final Ohm's Law value.
Theoretically, the back emf never quite disappears
and 10 the current neve, qu ite relilches the Ohm'.
Law value, but practically the diffcrences becomes
unmeasurable after a time. The time COll$tant of an

o

r"

•
• - -•
•

•

t

Fig. 2-~ 1 - Time constant of an LR ci rC\lit.
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Alternating Currents
Indu ctive circuit is the lime in seconds required fo r
the a m ent to reach 63 percent of its final value.
The formula is

001'\.
10

40
30
wbere T · Time constant in seconds
L · Inductance in Henrys
R . Resistance in ohms

'"

The res.istance of the wire in a coil acts as if it were

10

in series wi th the inductance.

1

Eumple: " D """'" on ;.d1>Cun.. of:KI ......,.. .....
• ~ 01100 ....... ""'. timel:OD$ ....1 01

T"

if there 10 no other ~I._ ;n the oi.",,; •. " . d~ emf of
10 00111 10 applied to IUoCh • <oil. the n~at ou."",I, by
_p. ... 100 "'"

no. ...m:nt ...,Id .... r...... zero 10 61Illil~...""... 10 0.1
JCCOnd .n.r <Iooin, the twil</L
An inductor cannot be "dHcharged" in the

same way as a capacitor, because the magne tic field
disappearl as soon as cur;rent flow ceases. Opening
S docs not leave the inductor " charged." The
energy stored in the magnetic field instantly
returns to the circuit when S is opened. The rapid
disappearance of the f)tld causes a very large
voltage 10 be induced in the coil - ordinarily many
times larger than the voltage applied, because the
induced voltage ill proportional to Ihe speed with
which the field changes. The common result of
opening the switc h in a circuit such as the one
shown is that a spark or arc form l .1 the switch
contacts at the instant of opening. If the inductance ill large and the current in the circuit is high, a
great deal of energy is released in a very short
period of time. It is not at all unusual for the
switch contacts to bum or mel t under iIlIch
circumstancel. The spark or arc at the opened
switcb can be reduced or . uppressed by connecting
a w itable capacitor and resistOl in series across the
contacts.

'\

5
OS

i" Ii- 6.l tecond

0ImI"u W,1o
1"1" tt.%- 0.1

'\

I.S

...L

2

25

3

.C

Fig. 2-22 - Voltage IICrOlI capacitor terminals in II
d ischarging RC circuit, in terms 01 the initi.'
charged volt• . To obtain time in seconds,
multiplV the factor
by the time constant of

the circuit .

lIRe

Time constants play an important part in
numerous devices, such as electronic keYI, timina
and conll:ol circuits. and sh.ping oneyi", characteristics by vacuum tu bes. The time con5tan15 of
circuits are also important in such applications as
automatic gain conlIoiand noise limiters. In nearly
all such applications a rcsistanoe-capacilance (RC)
time corutant is involved, and it is usually necessary to know the voltage across the capacitor at
some t ime intervallargel or smaller than the actual
time constanl of the circuit as given b y the formula
above. Fig. 2-22 can be used for the solution of
such problems, since the curve .P~ the voltage
across the caplCitOJ:, in te rms of percenlage or the
initial charge, fOI pereentqes between 5 and 100,
al any time after discharge begins..
"" .... pic: " O.oIi5 ""!*flO' II <haqod to 150 "<OIlS
orod Ibtn ........, 1<> dla< ...... \hnlooiIl • 0.1 ........'"
1ISiscor. H_ .... will II !Me u.. .... ~ 10 fill '" 10
"'101 I. p c _.... loti 50 .. 6."" ~ doe ct.1, u..
,"",,,, cortapC*I.~ 10 '.,.,.10 1.7."" dnol_1 01
the <i.",,;1 II "'I".I 10 RC ·
II: .01 · .001. The liIDe II
the ..n... 1.1 X 0.001 _ .0011 tecond. 01 2.7 mllll_Oftd ..

0.'

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
PHASE
The lenn phase eJsen tiaUy means " time," or
the lime In terval between the ins tan t whe n one
thing occurs and the instant when I second related
thing takes pbte. The later event is nid to hlg the
earlier, while the one that occurs lint ill said to
lead. In ac circuit) the curren t amplitude changes
continuously, $0 the concept of phase or time
becomes importanl Phase can be measured in the
ordinaJy time uniu, such as the second, bu t there
is a more convenient method: Since nch Ie cycle
occupies exactly the same amoun t of time as every
other cycle of the same frequency, we can use the
cycle Itself as the time unit. Using the cycle as the
time unit nu.kes tbe specification or measurement
of phase independent of the frequency of the
currr:nt, so long as only one frequency is under
consideration at a time. When two or mo~e

frequencies are to be co nskl.ered, as in the cue
where harmonica are presen t, the phase measurements are made with respect to the lowell, or
fundamental, frequency.
The time interval or " phase difference" under
consideration usually will be less than one cycle.
Phase difference could be measured in decimal
parts of a cycle, but it ill more convenient to divide
the cycle into 360 pam or degrees. A phase degree
is therefore 1/ 360 of a cycle_ The reason for this
choice ill that with $ine-wave alternalilll currenl
the value of the current al any instant is proportional to the sine of the angle that corresponth to
the number of degrees - that is. lenath of time from the instant the cycle besan. There is no actual
"angle" associated with an alternating current. Fig.
2-23 should help make this method of measun>
ment clear.
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remt2ncc is "pure" - that is, is Cree from the
reactive effects discussed in the next section,
Practically, it is often diIncult to obtain I purely
resistive circuit It rad io frequencies, because the
reactive effecu become more pronounced as the
frequenCy il increased.
In a purely resistive circuit, or for purely
resistive parts of circuits, Ohm's Law isJ ust as valkl
for ac of any frequency as it is for dc,

REACTANCE
Altern l,ting Current in Capacitance
Ag. 2-23 - An iIC cycle It divided off into 360
degrees that are u$I!d as a measure of time Of" phase.

Measuring Phase
The phase difference between two cunents of
the same frequency is the time 01 angle difference
between con esponding parts of cycles of the two
cun enlS. This is shown in Fig. 2·24. The current
labeled A leads the one marked B by 4S degrees,
since A 's cycles begin 4S degrees earlier In time. It
is equally correct to say that B lags A by 45
degrees.
Two important special cases are shown in Fig.
2.25. In the upper drawl", 8 lags 90 degree;s
behind A; that is, its cycle begins just one-quarter
cycle later than that of A. When one wave is
passin&: through zero, the other is just al its
maximum point.
In the lower drawing A and B are 180 degrees
out of phase. In this case it does not matter which
one is considered to lead or lag. B Is always positive
whi le A is negative. and vice yena. The two waves
arc thus completely out of phase.
The waves shown in Figs. 2·24 and 2·25 could
represent current, voltage, or both. A and B might
be two C\l!fenlll in separate circuits, or A might
represent voltage and B current in the same ciJcuil.
IJ A and B represe nt two cunenu in the some
cifcuit (01 two voltages in the same circuit) the
total or ruuit2nt cunent (or voltage) also is a sine
wave, because adding any number of sine waves of
the same frequency alwl,Ys gives I l ine WI,VC abo of
the same frequency.
Phase in ReJis tive Ci.rcuits
When an alternating voltage is applied 10 a
resistance, the cunen t nows exac tly in step with
the voltage. In other words, the voltage and current
are in phase. Thi! is true It any frequency if the

Fig. 2.24 - When twO waves of the "me frequency
.tert their cycles at slightly different times, the
t ime d ifference or phase difference I. measu red in
degrees. In this drawing waw B na ru 45 Mgrees
(one~ighth cycle) later than wave A, and so lags 45
~behindA.

In Fig. 2·26 I sine-wave ac voltage having I
maximum value of 100 volU is applied to •
capacitor. In the period OA, the applied vol t.
increases from zero to 38 volts; It the end of this
period the capacitor il charged to thl,t voltaae. In
interval AB the voltage increases to 71 volts; that
is, 33 volts Idditionl l. In this inteIVal a SmlJller
quantity of charge has been added than in OA ,
because the voltage rise during inteIVai AB is
smalle r. Consequently the average current during

•

...

(Jc,eI_)
Fig. 2·25 - Two imporlan l special case. of phase
differ-ence. In Ihe upPer drawing, the phase
diff_nee between A and B is 90 degrees; in the
tower d«Iwing the phase differenca is 180 degrees,

AB is smaller than during OA, In the third interval,
BC, the voltage rises from 71 to 92 volU, an
increase or 2 1 volt" This is less than the voltage
increase durin, A.B, SO the quantity or electricity
added is len; In other words, the average current
during inteIVal BC is still smaller. In the rou rth
in teIVal, CB, the voltage increases only 8 volu; the
charge Idded Is smaller than in Iny precedi",
inteIVaI and therefore the current also is smaller.
By dividilll the fltSt quarter cycle into I very
lar&e number of intervab it could be shown that
the current chargina the capacitor hI! the shape of
I ,ine wave, just as the applied voltage does. The
current is \arieS! at the bcginnill& of the cycle and
becomes ze ro II the maximum V1l1ue of the voltage,
so there is a phase difference or 90 degrees
between the voltage and current. During the fint
quarter cycle the cu n ent is n owing in the norm al
directiOn thr ough the circuit, since the capacitor is
bein& charged. Hence the cu rrent is posi tive, as
indicated by the dashed line in Fig, 2·26.
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Reactance
Enmi*:
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(0.llOD47 $If) I II r.........". '" 11SO Ub(1.15 MH1)10

x - ~ - '.lJiil.ilx JIOiA,- 41.4olo_
Inductive Reactance

Fig. 2-26 - Voltage and current phase rel ationships
when an elterneting voltage i'5 ep.pIied to a
eepecltor.

In the second quartet cycle - that is, in Ille
time from D to H , the volUlie applied to the
capacitor decreases. Durilll Ill is time Ille capacitor
loses its charge. Applyin. the same reasoning, it is
plain that the cu rrent is small in interval DE and
continues to increase durin. each succeeding interval. However , the curren t is flow ing against the
applied vol tage because the capacitor is discharging
Into the circuit. The CUl rent flows in the negative
direction during this quarter cycle.
The third and fourth quarter cycles repeat the
events of the fint and second, respectivdy. with
this difference - the polarity of the applied voltage
has reversed, and the cuneot changes 19 correspond. In olber words, an auemati", current flows
in the circuit because of the alternate chuging and
disc:h:arglns of the cllpc1cilanctl. AI Ihown by Fi&2_26, the current statU its cycle 90 degrees before
the voltage, so the current in a capacitor leads the
applied voltaae by 90 degrees.
Capaci rive Reactance
The quantity of e)e(:tric charge that can be
placed on a capacitor is proportional to the applied
emf and the eipacitance. This amount of charge
moves back and forth in the circuit once each
cycle, and so the Nre of m<M:ment of charge that is, the current - is proportional to voltage,
capacitance and frequency . If the effec ts oC capacitance and frequency are lumped toge ther, they
Corm a quantity that plays a part similar to that of
resistance in Ohm's Law. This quantily is called
reactance , and the unit for It is the ohm,just as in
the case of resistance. The formula for it is

where Xc. Capacitive reactance in ohrm
f - Frequency in cycles per IeCOnd
C - Capacitance In farads
'/1' - 3.14
AlthouJh the unit of reactance is the ohm.
there Is no power dissipalion in reactance. The
eneqy stored in the capacitor in one quarter of the
cycle is simply returned to the circuil in the next.
The fundamental uniu (cycles per !ItcOnd,
farads) are too large Cor practical use in radio
circuiu. However, if the capacitance is in microfands and the CIequency is in megacycles, the
reactance will come out in ohms in the formula.

When an alternating volt.aae is applied to a pure
inductance (one with no resistan ce - all pt'tlCtktd
inductors have resistance) the cumnl Is again 90
degrees out of phue with the applied volt. .
Ho ....-ever. in this cue the cunent lap 90 degrees
behind the voltage - the opposite of the capacitor
eunent·voltage re lationship.
The primuy cause for this Is the bock unf
&enerated in the inductance, and tince the ampli·
tude of the back emf is proportional to the rate at
which the current changes, and this in tum is
pro,POrt)onal to the frequency, the amplitude of
the current is invenely proportional to the applied
frequency. Also, since the back emf is proportional
to inductance for a given rate oC current change,
the current flow is inverscJy proportional to
inductance for a given applied voltage and frequency. (Ano ther way of saying this is that just enouJh
currenl flows to ge nerate an induced emf that
equals and opposes the applied voltaa:e.)
The combined eCfect oC inductance and frequency i5 called inductive rtlcUnce, abo expresud
in ohlll5, and the ronnula for it is

wh ..... XL

Inductive lCGOtancc in ohrna
Frequency in cycles per JC!COnd
L " Inductance In henrys
'/1'''' 3.14
-

fa

1nI:_

EumpIe: Tho
or 14 MH& 1o

f""l.""""

x .. _ 2~ _'.lax

01. IJ.mItJohn" colli •
14

x U-

Ill' ......

In radio-liequency circuits the inductance
n lues usually are small and the f,requencies ale
large. If the inductance is expressed in milliheruy.
and the frequency in kilocycles, the conversion
facton for the two units cancel, and the Connula
for reactance may be used without fUlt converti",
to fundamental units. Similarly, no conversion is
necessary if the inductance is in microhenryt and
the frequency Is in megacy cles.

Fig. 2-27 - Phase relationrohip. between !fOItage
and current when an alternating voltage i, applied
to an inductance.
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Fig. 2-28 - Ind uctive Bnd capaciti ve reactance vs. f requency. Heavy lines represent mul t iples of 10,
intermediate light lines multiples of 5; e.g., the light line between 10 }.1Handl00JtHrepresentsSO/JH.
the ligh t line between 0. 1 J1F and 1 JJF represen ts 0.5 /.If . etc. Intermediate values can beestimated
with the help of the interpolation sca le.
Reactances outside the range of the chan may be found by applying appropriate factors to values

within the Chart range. For example, the reactance of 10 henrys at 60 cycles can b e found by taki ng the
reactance to 10 henry s at 600 cycles and divid ing by 10 for the 1o-times decrease in f requency_
Eumple' The ",>cunce of a <oil """"" on IIId"eta"""
of 8 henry!, al • freql>tooy of 12(1 cycles, iI

XL .

2~ ·

6.28 X 120 X 8 - 602' o/I m,

The resistance of the wire of which the coil is
wound has no effect on the reactance , but simply
ac ts as though it were a separate resistor connected
in series with the coil.
Ohm's Law for Reactan ce
Ohm's Law f or an ac circuit containing only
reactance is

I ,ll
X

E = {X

whe re E = Emf in volts
{ = Current in ampe res
X = Reactance in ohms
The reactance in the circuit may , of cou rse, be
either inductive or capac itive .
El<. mple: If. ru m:n' of 2 amperes ;, nowi,.; Ihrou&h
!he C.~iIOf of !he earlier examplt ("'act.""" • 41.4
o/um) a l 71SO UI!. the volta;< d ro,> ""toSS lhe <>p"";'or is

E . / X _ 1 X 47.4 - 94 .8 vollS
If 4 00 '0' 1< at 120 hen. ;, .pplinl 10 11M: 8-M1>l)'
induC10r o f thl: <arlie, .,..mple. IIIe cnmnl !h",u&h the
""a wiU bt
I -

-

~ . M2~ 0 .01>63

amp. (66.] rnA)

Reactance Chart
The accompanying chal t, Fig. 2-28 , shows the
reactance of capacitances from 1 pF to 100 IJ.F,
and the reac tance of indu ctances from 0. 1 pH to
10 henrys, for f requencies between 100 hertz and
100 megahertz per second. The approximate value
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of reactance can be read from the chart 01:, where
more eJ(act value. are needed, the chart will serve
as a check on the order of magnitude of reactances
caJculated from the formu las given above, and thu s
avoid " decimal-pOint errors."
Reactances in Series and Parallel
When re.::tances of the same lUnd are connected in series OJ parallel the Tt5Ultant reactance is
that of the resultant inductance or capacitance.
nus leads to the same rules that are used when
determining the resultant resistance when resistors
are combined. Tha.t is, for series reactances of the
same kind the resultant reactance is

Note that in the series circuit the total reactance is negative if XC is IarJer than XLi this
indicates that the total reactance is capacitive in
such a case. The resultant reactance In a series
circuit is always smaller than the larger of tile two
individual reactances.
In the parallel circuit, the resu ltant reactance is
negative (j.e., capacitive) if XL is larger than XC,
and positive (inductive) if XL is smaller than XC,
but in every case is always larger than the smaller
of the two individual reactanot1l.
In the special case where XL - XC the total
reactance is ze ro in the series circwt and infinitely
large in the parallel circuit.

X " Xl+X2+X3+X4

Reactive Power

and for reactances of the same kind in parallel the
resultant is

x • -,------:-'-,-...!..+I+I+..!...
XI ~ Xl X4
or for two in parallel,
X-

XIX2
Xl+Xl

The situa tion is different when reactances of
opposite kinds are combined. Since the Clment in a
capacitance leads the applied voltage by 90 degrees
and the current in an Inductance lags the applied
voltage by 90 degrees, the voltages at the terminals
0' opposite typel of reactance are 180 depees out
of phase in a series circuit (in which the current has
to be the same through all elements), and the
current! in reactances of opposite typeJ are 180
degrees out of phase in a parallel circuit (in which
the same voltage is applied to all e\eme nl5). The
l 80-dcgrec phase relationship means that the currenb or voltages are of opposite polarity, so in the
series cireuit of Fig. 2·29A the voltage EL across
the inductive reac tance XL is of opposite polari ty
to the voltage EC across the capacitive reactance
XC. Thus if we call XL "positive" and XC
" negative" (a common convention) the applied
vol tage EAC b EL - EC. In the parallel circuit at 8
the total current, I , is equal to 1L - IC, since the
currents are 180 degrees out of phase.
In tile series case, therefore, the resul tant
reactance of XL and XC Is

X - XL - Xc
and in the parallel case

X - - XVc
XL Xc

[0
.
.
FilJ. 2-29 - Series Ind pereitel circuits
oppeIita kinds of reactance.

COflteJ n l~

In Fi&- 2·29A the voltage drop BCJOA the
inductor is laller than the vollaie applied to the
circuit. This might seem to be an impossible
condition, but it b not; the explanation Is that
while energy is being stored in the inductor's
magnetic fie ld, enellY is being returned to the
circuit from the capacitor's electric field, and vice
vena. This Itored energy is responsible for the fact
that the voltages across reactances in series can be
larger than the voltage applied to them.
In II resistance the flow of current causes
heating and a power loss equal to 12R. 1be power
in a reactance is equaJ to /'lX, but is not a '100"; it
is 5imply power that is transferred back and forth
between the field and the cireuit but not used up
in heating · anything. To du tin&uilh thit " nondu sipated" power from the power whlch is actually
consumed, the unit of reactive power is called the
vuit-ampere-reactive, or var, instead of the watt_
Reactive power is sometimes clUed ''watt1ess''
power.

IMPEDANCE
When a circuit con tains both resistance and
reactance the combined effect of the two Is called
impedance, symbolized by the letter Z. (Im pedance is thus a more general tenn than either
resistance or reactance, and is frequently used ~n
for circuil5 th at have only Ielistance (II: reactance,
aJthough usually with a qualification - wch 11$
" resistive impedance" to indicate that the circui t
has on1y resistance, for example.)
The reac tance and resu tance comprising an
impedance may be connec ted either in series OJ in
parallel, as shown in Fig. 2-30. In these circuits the
reactance is shown u a box to indica te that it may
be either inductive or capacitive. In the series
cirCUit the cumnt is the same in both elements,
with (generaUy) different voltqes appearing IClOSS
the ft$istance and reactance. In the parallel circuit
the same voltage is applied to both elements, but
different currents flow in the two branches.
Since in I resistance the current is in phase with
the applied voltage while in a reactance it is 90
degrees out of phase with the volt. , the phase
relationship between current and ,oltage in the
circuit as a whole may be anything between zero
and 90 degrees, depending on the relative amounts
of resistance and reactance.
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Ohm', Law Cor impedance
Ohm' s Law can be applied to circuits containilll impedance just lIS readily as to circuits havin,
resislance or reaetance only. The formulas are

1- £
Z

Fig. 2·30 - Series and parallel cirC1Jiu containing

E - IZ

resilience and re&etanee.

ZOOT
whell' E .. Emf in volts
[ ""' Current in amperes
z .. Impedance in ohms

Series Circui ts

When resistance and reactance are in series, the
impedance of the circui~t~.~-::~

Z
where Z ·

.. 1R2+X2

-

HI .';G';M:'';';·;··~~

FiI- 01.
mio_

.....

'- il"""

If.ho: ~ YGlueo b 15(1 0011... .hn

Impedance in ohms

[-i-tn-

R · Resistance in ohlTU
X · Reactance in ohms
The reactance may be either capacitive or inductive. If there are two or more reactances in the
circuit they may be combined inlo a result an t by
the ru lC! previoudy given, before substitution into
the formula above; Mmilarly for resistances.

l • mpe ","
This ""..en! no.. Ih ........ bolh 11M ..".sconce .,.;I ~~.
tallce. 00 l ~ >'011... d. o... are
- 15(1 <01 1:1

100. 200 >'01 ..
of the .. two dropo.. l 5(l voIl:I,
two volt ....
result..,. , when

The "square root of the sum of the !quares"
ru le for finding impedance in a series cireuil arises

(rom the fact that the voltage drops IClOSS the
resistance and reactance' arc 90 depees out of
phue, and 50 combine by the same rule that
applies In finding the hypothenuse of a righi-angled
uiangle when the base and altitude are known.
Puallel Circui ts

With resistance and reactan ce in parallel, as in
Fig. 2·308, the impedance is

z-

RX

1R 2+ X2

where tbe symbols have the s.ame meaninJ 1.1 for
series circuib.
l UI( &I in the case of series circuiu, • number of
re.ctances in parallel should be combined to rmd
the result.nt reactance before substitution into the
forma l above; linrilarly for a number of re!.istances
in parallel.
Equmlent Series lJld Panllel Circui ts
The t\yo circuits shown in Fig. 2-30 arc
equivalent if the s.ame cu rrent flows when a given
voltage of the urne frequency is ap plied, and if the
phase . ngle between voltage and curren t is the
same in both cases. It is in fact possible to
"transform" any given series circuit into
equiva1ent parallel circui t, and vice vena.
Transformations of this type often lead to
simplification in the solution of complicated
'Circuits. However, from the standpoint of practical
work the usefulness of such transformations lies in
the fact that the impedance of a circuit may be
modified by the addition of either seriC I or parallel
clements, depending on which happens to be mas!
convenient in the particular case. Typical applica·
tio ns all' conside red later in connection with tuned
circuits and transmiuion lines.

P~l!r

Factor

In the circuit of Fig. 2-31 an applied emf of
2S0 volts results in a current of 2 amperes, givina
an apparent power of 2S0 X 2 '" SOO watts.
H uwt:Vt'r, unly tlte !t's~btJ .= IIdually CVll$u 'He f
power. The power in the resistance is

p • J2R • (2)2 X 75 = 300 wailS
The ratio of the power consumed to the apparent
power is called the power factt)C of the circuil, and
jn this example the power factor would be
3OCVSOO • 0.6. Power factor is frequ ently expressed as a percen lage; in this case, it would be 60
percent.
"Real" or dissipated power is measured In
walls; apparent power, to distinguish it from real
power, is rnell5ured in volt-amperes. It is simply the
product or yolls and amperes and has no dircct
relationship to the powe r ac tually used up o r
dissipated unless the powe r factor of the ci rcuit is
known. The powe r factor of a purely resistiye
circuit is 100 percent o r I, while the powe r raclo r
of a pure reactance il ze ro. In this illustration, the
reactive power il VAR - 12X" (2)2 X 100 • 400
volt-amperel.

an

Fig. 2-31 _

ClrClJit used as an example for

impedance calculatlollS.
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Transformers for Audio Frequencies
Reictance lJId Com plex Waves

It wu pointed out earlier in this chapter that a
complex wave (a "nonsinusoidal" WlIVC) can be
resolved into a fundamen tal frequ ency and a series
of harmonic frequencies. Wb.en such a complex
volllF wave is applied to a circuit containing
reactance, the cunent through the circuit will not
have Ihe same wave shape as the applied voltage.
This is because the reactance of an induc tor and
capacitor depend upon the applied fnquency. For
the second-humonic romponent of a romplex
wave, the reactance of the inductor is twice and
the reac tan ce of the capacitor one-half their
respec tive values at the fundamental frequency; for
the third hannonic the inductor reactance is three
times and the capacitor reactance one-third, and so
on. Thus the circuit impedance is different for each
harmonic component.
Just what happens to the current wave shape

depends upon the values of ruistanoo and reaotance invol~d and how the citcuit is auanged. In a
simple circuit with resistance ROd inductive real>
tance in series, the amplitudes of the harmonic
cunents will be reduced because the inductive
reactance increases in proportion to frequency.
When capacitance and resistance are in series, the
harmonic current is likely to be Iccentuated
because the capacitive reactance becomes lower IS
the frequency is raised. When both inductive and
capacitive reactance are present the shape of the
curre nt wave can be altered in I variety of ways,
depending upon the circuit I nd the " constants," or
the relative values of L, C. and R , selec ted.
Thls property of nonunifonn behavior with
respect I" fundamental and harmonicl is an extremely useful one. It is the basis of"mterlng," or
the suppression of undesired frequenCies In favor
of I single desired frequency or group of such
frequencies.

TRANSFORMERS FOR AUDIO FREQUENCIES
Two coils having mutual inductance conslitute
• transformer. The coil connected to the source of
energy is called the primary coil, and the other is
called the secondary coil.
The usefulness of the tnnsfonner lies in the
fact that eleclrlcal enetJY can be uafl$fened from
one circuit to another without direct connection,
and in the process can be readily changed from one
voltage level 10 another. Thus. if a device to be
operated requirQ, ro.- exa.mplc:, 115 volts ac and
only. 440-¥0lt source is available, a transionner
can be used to change the source voltage to that
required. A transformer can be used only with ac,
since no voltage will be induced in the secondary If
the magnetic rICld is not changing. If dc is applied
to the primal)' of a transformer, I voltage wiD be
induced in the secondary only at the instant of
closing or opening the primary circuit, since it is
only at these times thai the fie ld is cha~.

THE IRON·CORE TRANSFORMER
As shown in Fig. 2-32, the pri mary and
second:uy coils of a transronner may be wound on
a core of maanetic mlterial. This incteases the
Inductance of the coils 50 that a relatively small
number of turns may be used to indu ce a given
value of voltagc with I small cunent. A closed core
(one having I rontinuous magnetic path) IJUch as

that shown in Fi&- 2·)2 also tends to Insure thlt
practically aU of the field set up by the current In
the primary coil will cu t the turns of the secondary
coil. However, the core introduces I power lou
because of hysteresis and eddy cunenu 10 this
type of constru ction is normally practiclble only
at power and audio frequencies. The discull5ion in
this section is confined to trlnsfonners operating
at such frequencies.
VoItaa:e and Turns Ra tio
For a give n vuying magne tic field, the voltage
induced in a coil in the field will be proportional to
the number of turns in the coillf the two coils of
a transronner Ire in the same field (whk:h is the
case when both are wou nd on the Slme closed
core) it follows that the induced voltqes will be
proportional to the number of turns In each coil
In the primllY the induced voltage is practically
equal to, and opposes, the applied voltage, as
described earlier. Hence,

n.

E.""n.:
p Ep
where H•• Secondary voltage
E p - Primary applied voltage
"." Number of IllrnS on SCCOQdIly
li p a Number of turns on primuy
The ratio, nslnp i. called Ihe secondary-Io-primal)'
turns ra ti o of the u lnsfotmt r.
•

EUIIIJIIo: A 11IIISf-. ..... primuy • tOO I\Im• . 01 2100 I\Ims. _ .. mol or ] 15 ..,!tI 10

~

applied 10"" priJnlry.

..'"

E•• ~E,. ~x 11 '.1 X lU

Fig. 2-32 - The transformer. Po_ il trar'l1iferr1ld
from the primary coil to the secondary by means
of the magnetic field. The upper IVmboI at right
indIcates an iron<ore tr~sforme" the 10_ one
an ,ir-cOrfl trlnsformer.

. IQS "OIlS
AlIo. if .. awl oLIOS ",,10 10 ___ ....... 2100-.....
..u..tina (whioh tho .. bee_ lho primary) tho 0II1'p111
0011. . rnom lho 400-lum wlndi ... will boo 115 00110.
Eitbu ~.. of .......r_. ean be ....... IlIo
primary, ~ .". wlndUII .... - . . . N . . (-ah
nIro_l 10 fIIduce •
,,,Il10 applied

...n. ...

wil '-l~u~ ................lftIIIt_.

ftII.
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Errect of Seconduy Current
The current that flows in the primary when no
current is taken from tile secondary iJ called the
rnl gnctil:ing current of the Iransformer. In Iny
properly-designed transformer the primary inductance will be ro lalgc that the magnetizina current
will be quite small. The power consumed by the
transformer wh en the secondary is "open" - that
is, not delivering power - is only the amoun t
necessan' to su pply th e losses in th e iron core and
in the resistance of the wire wit h which the
primary is wound .
When power is taken from the secondary
winding. the secondary CUlIent sets up • magnetic
field that opposes the field set up by the primary
current. But if the induced voltage in the primary
is to equal the appUed voltage, the o riginal field
mull be maintained. Consequently, the primary

A transformer is usually designed to have itl
highest efficiency II the power output for which it
is rated. The efficiency decreases with either lower
or higher ou tputs. On the other hand, the lorsn in
the transformer are rt:latively small at low output
but increase as more power is taken. The amount
of power that the transforme r can handle is
determined by its own losses, becau se these heat
the wire and core. There is a limit to the
temperature rise that can be tolerated , because
too-bigh temperature either win me lt the wire or
cause the insulation to break down. A transformer
can be operated . reduced output, even though the
efficiency is low,because the actual loss will be low
under such conditions.
The full-toad efficiency of small power transformers such as are used in radio receivers and
transmitters usually lies between about 60 and 90
percent, dependina upon the size and design.

must draw enough additional cu n en t 10 set up a

field exactly equal and opposite to the field set up
by the seco ndary current.
In practical calculations on transformers it may
be assu med that the entire primary curren t is
caused by the secondary "load." This isju5tifiable
because the magnetizing current should be very
small in comparison with the primary "load"
current at rated power output.
]J the magnetic fields set up by the primary and
secondary currents are to be equal, the primary
current multiplied by the primary [UfnS must equal
the secondary cunent mul tiplied by the secondary
[U rns. Prom this it follows that
Ip .. !!..J. /.

Leakage Reactance

In a practical transformer no t all of the
magne tic nUll: is com mon to bo th windings,
although in weU-designed transformeu the amount
of flux that "CUU" one coil and not the o ther is
only a small pe rcentl8e of the total flux. This
leaka~ flu x causes an emf of self-induction;
consequently, there are small amounts of leakage
inductance auocia ted with both windings of the
transformer. Leakage inductance acts in exactly
the same way as an equivalent amount of ordinary
inductance inserted In series with the circuit. It
has, therefo re, a certain reactance, depending upon
the amou nt of leakage inductance and the
frequency. This reactance is called leakage reacwhere / p " Primary current
tan ce.
I." Secondary curre nt
Current flowing through the leakage re actance
np " Number of turns on primaJ)'
causes a voltage drop. This voltage drop increases
n." Number of tums on secondary
with increasing current, hence it increases as more
E~ : s~_ 1hI. u.. -=ondaay of \he .~
r........ ill \he preo ...... enml* II *Iioc.u. I tvmn' of 0.2
power is taken from the secondary. Thus, the
....,.... to • 10M. Then \he primu)I nomn' will be
grealer the secondary curren t, the smaller the
Ip ~ i!/ ~
X 0.2 ~ 7 X 1),2 · I ...... p.
secondary terminal voltage becomes. The resislances of the transrormer windings also eause
A11hoq11 ,M. ........w,. n>l1aJit iI . . . . dI ....... primary
voltage dJOps when current is flowing; although
n>I• • !lie .anI>lJ' 41".".' II ~ .IWI .... prima')'
these voltage drops are not in phase with those
curmol, and bf ."" ...... ralio.
caused by leakage reaelance, together they result in
Power Rdationships j Efficiency
a lower secondary voltage under load than il
A transformer CllI\Ilot crea te power; It can only ind icated by th e tu rns ratio of the transformer.
transfer it and change the em r. Hence, the powe r
At power frequencies (60 cycles) the vol tage at
taken from the secondary cannot exceed Ihat the secondary, with a reasonably weJl-designed
tak en by the primary from the sou rce of applied transformer, should not drop more than about 10
emf. . There is always some power loss in the pe rce nt from open-citcuit condi tions to full load.
resistance of the coil$ and in the iron core, 50 in aU The drop in voltage may be considerably mOle
practical cases the power tak en from the source than this In I transformer operating at audio
wiD exceed that taken from the secondary. Thus, frequencies because the leakage reactance increases
Po - nPl
directly with the frequency.
where Po .. Power output [rom secondary
Impedance Ibtio
p," Powerin put to primary
n .. Efficiency factor
In an ideal transformer - one without losses or
The efficiency. n, always is less than I . It is usually leakage reactance - the following relationship is
exp reued as a percentage; if n is 0.65 , for
true :
instances, the efficiency is 65 percent.

n.

lfi

Eumplo: " trm.r<nmt, """ Ip ernd.ncy of BS p"=n •
•• ill f\In~ output or 15<1 Wi tt'" 111& powo. I""u' to tbe
pdmary • • ruM IIt<:<lnCWy I.... ";11be

PI ~ ~ "m" 176.5 WltU
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where Zp • Impedance looking into primary terminals from source of power
Z. Impedance of load connected to secondary
Nr/N•• 'I\uru n.tio. primary to secondary
SHIlL TYP[

That is, a load of any given impedance con nel>
ted 10 the secondary of the transforme r will be
transformed to a differenl value "looking inlo" the
primuy from the sou rce of power. The impedance
transfo rmation is proportional to Ihe square of the
primary-to-secondary turns ratio.
ExaMple: A tnftSfonntr MI • ~ry
..do ~ G.Ii (primary ..... 6/10 • . . , . _
.....

....
_

~)_._

~JOOOo/uAI;lo_Iiod"'''''

..:ofIdIry. '"'" lmpedanlZ

IookiJw Inlo .... primory ......

z" " z.[~J- lOOO

x

(0.6)1" J.OOOX 0.36

" 1080010...

By choosing the proper turns rat io, the imped·
ance of a fixed load can be transformed 10 any
desired value, within practical limits. If transformer
10JSeJ can be neglected, the transformed or
"reflected" impedance has the same phase angle as
the actual load impedance; thul if the load is •
pure resiUanoe the load presented by the primary
to the IOUI"Ce of power also will be a pure
rautance.
. The above rclaliomhip may be uKd in practical
work even though it is based on an "ideal"
transformer. Aside from the normal design requirements of reasonably low internal losses and low
leakage reactance, the only requirement is that the
primary have enough inductance to operate with
low magnetizing cu rrent at the vo ltage applied to
the primar y.
.
The primary impedance of a transformer - IU it
QPpeIln to the sOurce of power - is determined
wooDy by the load connected to the secondary and
by the lurru ratio. If the chaflcteristic:s of the
transformer have an appreciable effect on the
impedance presented 10 the power source, the
transformer is either poorly designed or is not
suited to the voltage and frequency al which it is
being used. Most transformers wUi operate quile
well al voltages from slightly above to weD below
the design figure.
Impedance Matching
Many devices require a specifte value or load
resistance (or impedance) for optimum operation.

DEE:]'
Fig. 2..:33 - The equivalent ci rcuit of . transformer
iocludes the effecu of leakage inciuc"nc::e and
rllli,unce of both pfimary and secondary windings.
The resistance Rc is an equivalent resistance
representing tha core losses, which are essentialiV
eonltant for any given applied voltage &rid
frequeney . Since these are comparativelv small,
their effect may be neglected in manv approximate
caleuletioill.

CORE fVPl

Fig.. 2-34 - Two common types of transformer
construction. Core pieces are interiellVed to Pl'"ovide
a continuous magnetic path .
The impedance of the actual load that Is to
dissipate the power may differ widely Crom this
value, 50 a transformer II used 10 change the actual
load into an impedance of the desited value. This is
called impedance matching. From the preceding,

I!R· Pi
Z.

N,

-"-"-

whereNr/N•• Required tums ratio, primary

Z.-

Z.JI. Primuy impedance required
Impedance ofload connected

to
to

_ires.

EXlmplo: A '1aI~""N~" .... pIifIo.
SOOO ohms tOl opd..,~m pe. C.........,., _

10M o C
10 10 be

"",,_led 10 I 1",,(I.'puler haY ... III Im~ or 10
ohm!.. Tho I" ..... notlo, primary 10 ..."ndary, ""I"lrd In

It.. """piin,lranlro.... ,I

;.• . If· -1'1'11'. y;oo . ",

Tbe primary w,do ..

m~"

1u... 22.4 Ii ....... many 'u_

.. the-....."..
Impedance matching means, in general. adjusting the load impedance - by means of • tramformer or otherwise - to. delired value. However,
there u also another meaning. It is possible to show
that any IOUlce of powe r will deliver ill maximum
possible output when the impedance of the load is
equal to the internal impedance of the source. The
impedance of Ihe source is said to be "matcl)ed"
under this condition. The efficiency is only SO
percent in such a casei just as much power is used
up in the lIOurce as hi de live red to the load. Because
of the poor efficiency, this type of impedance
matching is limited to cues where only a Imall
amount of power is avall.ble and heatm.. from
powcr lou in the source is not important.

Transrormer COIU truction
Transformen usually are dC!.igned so th.t the
magnetic path around the core is a! short .s
possible. A short magnetic path means thai the.
tranMonner will operate wi lh fewcr turns, for a
given appl ied voltage, than if the path were lona. A
short p!lth also helps to reduce flu x leakage and
therefore minimizes leakaae reactance.
Two core shapes are in common use, a! shown
in Fig. 2-34. In the .hell type both windings are
placed on the inner leg. while in the core type the
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Fig. 2-35 - The autotransformer is based on the
transf o rmer princ iple, but uses only onl! ..,inding.

The line lind load currents in the common windi ng
(A) flow in opposite dir ections, so that the
resultant current is the difference between th em.
The voltage across A is pro portio nal to the turns
ratio.

primary and secondary windings may be placed on
separate legs, if desired. 'This is sometimes done
when il is necessary to minimize capacitive effects
between the primary and secondary, or when one
of the windings must operate at very high voltage.
Core material for small transformers is usually

silicon steel, called "transformer iron." The core is
built up of lamina tions, insulated from each other
(by II thin coaling of shellac, for example) to
prevent the now o f eddy currents. The laminations
are in terleaved at the ends to make the magnetic
path as con tinuou s as possible and thus redu ce flux
leakage.
The number of turn s required in the primary
for a given applied emf is determined by the size.
shape and type of ~ore ma terial used , and the

frequ en~y. The number of turns required is in·
versely propor tional. to the ~ross-se~tional area of
the core. As a rough indica tion, windings of small
power transfonners frequentl y have abou t six to
eigh t turns per volt on a core of l-square-inch ~ross
section and have a magnetic path 10 or 12 inche s
in le ngth. A longer path or smaller cross section
require s more rums per volt, and vice versa.
In most transformers the coils are wound in
layers, with a thin shee t of treated·pape r insulation
between each layer. Thicker insu la tion is used
between coils and between coils and core.

Au totrartllfonners
The transforme r principle can be utilized with
only one winding instead of two, as shown in Fig.
2-35; the princip les j ust discussed appl y equally
well. A one·winding transIonner is called an
autotran sfonner. The current in the common
sectio n (A) of the winding is the difference
between the line (primary) and the load (second·
aryl curren ts, since these currents are out of phase.
Hence if the line and load currents are nearly equal
the common seetion of the winding may be wound
wi th comparatively small wire. This will be the case
o nly when the primary (line) and seeondary (load)
voltages are not very different. The au to·
transformer is used chiefly for boosting or reducing
the power-tine vol tage by relatively small amounts.
Continu ous ly-va ri a bl e autotransfonners are
commercially avaiJ able under a variety of trade
n ame~; "Variac" and " Powerstat" are typical
examples.

THE DECIBEL
In most rad io communication the received
signal is converted in to sound. This being the case,
it is useful to appraise signal strengths in tenns of
relative loudness as registered by the ear. A
pecu liarity of the ear is that an increase o r d ecrease
.in loudness is responsive to the ratio o f the
amoun ts oC power involved, and is practically
independent of abso lute value of the power. For
example, if a person estimale1 !hat !he signal is
" twice as loud" when the transmitter power is
increased from 10 watts to 40 watts, he will also
estimate that a 4OQ-watt signal is twi ce ~$ I oud as a
l ()O.watt signaL In other word s. the human ear has
a logarithmic response.
This fact is the basis for the use of the
relative-power unit caUed the decibel (abbreviated
dB). A change of one decibel in the power leve l is
just detectable as a change in loudness under ideal
cond itions. The numbe r of decibels corresponding
to a given power ratio is give n b y the followi ng
formula;

dB "' 1010g~
P,
Common logarithnu (base 10) are used.
Voltage an d Current Ratios
Note that the decibel is based on power ral ios.
Voltage or cun:ent ratios can be used, b ut only
when the impedance is the same for both valu es of

voltage, or cu nent. The gain of an amp lifier cannot
be expressed correctly in dB if it is based on the
rati o of the output volt age to the input vol lage
unless both volt agcs are measured acro ss the same
value of impedance. When the impedance at bo th
poin ts of mea surement is the same, the fo llowi ng
formula may be used for voltage or current ratios:
dB " 2 0 10g.!::2.

or 20 10g7:-
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Fig. 2·36 - Decibel chart for powe r, voltage and
curren t rati os for power ratios of 1 :1 and 10:1. In
determi n ing decibels for current or voltage ratios
th e currents lor Vol tages) being compared mU$! be
referred to the same value 01 impedance.

Radio· Frequen~

Circu its

Decibel Chart
The two formulas are shown graphically in Fig.

2-36 for ratios from 1 to 10. Gains (increases)
expressed in decibels may be added arithmelicalty;
tosses (decreases) may be subtracted. A power
decrease is indicated by prefIXing the decibel IJgllre
with 'a minus sign. Thus +6 dB means that the
power has been multiplied b y 4, while - 6 dB
means tha t the power has been divided by 4 .
The chart may be used for other rat ios by
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adding (or subtracting, if a loss) 10 dB each time
the ratio scale is multiplied by 10, for power ratios;
or by ad ding (or subtracting) 20 dB each time the
scale is multiplied by 10 for voltage or (!urIent
ratios. For example, a power ratio of 2.5 is 4 dB
(from the chart). A power ratio of 10 limes 2.S, or
25, is 14 d B 00 + 4), and a power ratio o f 100
times 2.5, or 250, is 24 d B (20 + 4). A voltage or
cunent ratio of 4 is 12 dB, a voltage or current
ratio of 40 is 32 dB (20 + 12), and one of 400 is 52
d B (40 + 12).

RADIO-FREQUENCY CIRCUITS
RESONANCE IN SER I ES CI RCUITS
Fig. 2-37 shows a resistor, capacitor and induc to r connected in se ries with a source of
alternating current, the frequency of which can be
varied over a wide range. At some low frequency
the capaci tive reactance will be much larger than
the resistance of R, and the inductive reactance
will be small compared with either the reactance of
C o r the res istance o f R. (ft. is assumed 10 be the
same at all frequencies.) On the othe. hand, at
some very high frequency the reactance of C will
be very small and the reactance of L will be very
large. In either case the current will be small,
because the net reactance is large.
At some intermediate frequency, the reactances
of C and L will be equal and the voltage drops
across the coil and capacitor will be equal and 180
degrees out of phase. Therefore they cancel each
other completely and the current flow is determined wholly by the resistance, R. A t that
frequency the current has its largest possible value,
assuming the source voltage to be constant regardleu of frequency. A series circuit in which the
inductive and capacitive reactances are equal is said
10 be resonant.
The principle' o f resonance fmds its most
extensive application in radio-frequericy circuits.
The reactive effects associated with even small
ind~ctances and capacitances would place drastic
limitat ions on If circuit opera tion if it were not
possible to "cancel them out'· by supplying the
righ t amount of reactance of the op posite kind in othe r words, "lUning the circuit to resonance."

the formulas for inductive and capacitive reactance
gives

f"
1
. 2,,-fLC
where f= F requency in cycles per second
L = Inductance in henrys
C'" Capacitance in farads
1f= 3.14
These units are inconveniently large for radiofrequency circuits. A formula using more appropriate units is

f'~
LC
where

f = Frequency in kilohertz (kHz)
L = Iniluctance in mic.nhemY5 Qa-I)
C'" Capacitance in picofarads (pF)
1f = 3.14

Enmpl<; "Tho mononl r"'q ....." .,r . .. rio. dnuil
conulnin." S-¢l inductor ond . 3S."F capocitQ, 1I
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Resonan t Frequency
The frequency at which a series circuit is
resonant is that for wh ich XL "'XC . Substituting

.

-. -. ..- ..
~

h

0:
Fig. 2-37 - A series cirCtJil con taining L , Cand R
is "resonant" at the applied freque ncy wnen the
reactance of C is equal to the reactance of L.

•

•

••

Fig. 2-38 - Currenlln a series-resonant circuit with
various values of series res istance. Th a values are
arbitrary and would not apply to all circuits. b ut
re p resent a typical case. It is assumed thaI the
reactances lat the resonanl frequenCVI are 1000
ohlTl5. Note that at frequencies more than pl us o r
minus ten percent away fro m Ihe resonan t
frequency Ihe current is substantially unaffected
by the resistance in the cirCtJit.
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The Connula for resonant frequency is nol affected
by resistance in the circuit.

Resonan ce Curves
If. plot is drawn on th e cu~nt flowilJ& in the
circuit of Fla:. 2·37 as the frequency is varied (the
applied. voltage being constant) it would look like
one of the curves In Fig. 2·38. The shape of the
resonance curve at frequencies near resonance is
detennined by the ratio of reactance to resistance.
[( the reactance of eithe r the coil o r capacito r is
of the same order of magnitude as the resistance,
the CUlTent decreases rather slowly 15 the
lIequency is moved in either direction away from
resonance. Such a curve is said to be broad. On the
other hand, if the reactance is considerably l a~r
than the resistance the CUl rent de~ases rapidly H
the frequency moves away fro m resonance and the
circuit is said to be sharp. A sharp circuit will
respond a great dea l more readity to the resonant
frequ ency than to frequ encies quite close to
resonance; a broad circuil will respond almost
equall y well to a group or band of frequ encies
cen tering around the resona nt frequency.
Both types of resonance cu rves are useful. A
sharp circuit gives good selec tivity - the ability to
respond strongly (in term s of cu rrent amplitude) at
one desired freq uency and discriminate against
others. A broad circuit is used when the apparatus
must give about the same response over I band of
frequencies rather than to a single frequency alone.
Q

Most diagrams or resonant circuits show only
inducllnce and capaci tance; no resistance is indio
cated. Nevertheless, resistance is always present. At
fIequenciel up to perhaps 30 MHz this resistance is
mostly in the wire of the coil. Above this fIe·
quency energy loss in the capaci tor (principally in
the solid dielectric wlt.ich must be used to form an
insulating su ppo rt for the capacitor plates) abo
becomel I factor. "1'hb energy loss is equivalent to
resistance. When maximum sharpness or selectivity
is needed the object of design is to reduce the
inherent resistance to the lowcst possible value.
The value of the reactance of either the
induclor or capacitor at the re~n3n t frequ ency of
a se£ies-resonant circuit,
d j\.ided by the ren·es
re5iJtance in the circuit, is called the Q (quality
facto r) of the circuit, or

where Q" Quality facto r
X - Re ac tance of either coil o r capaci tor in
ohms
, . Se£ies resistance in ohms
<~IO' 1ft I .. rico cimlit
I f'tK ...... 01 330 ohms I I IIIoe JaOnaDI
Tho._I_IISo!I-. ThenIlwQ _

bomplc: Tho. ...... <101' _
ado _
~.

Q · f·~·10

a

The effect of on the lhupness of resonance
of a circuit is shown by the CUfVell of Fig. 2-39. In
these curves the freque ncy chanae is shown in
percentage above and below the resonant fre-

"r--,-,,-,--,

Fig. 2-39 - Current in series·resonant circuits
having different 05. In this graph tha curren t at
resonance is assumed to be the S8fTle in all CII$8$.
The lower the
the more slowtv the current
dec reases 11$ the applied frequency is moved away
from resonance.

a.

quency. a s of 10, 20, SO and 100 are shown ; these
values cover mu ch of the range commonly used in
rad io work. The unloadcd Q of a circuit is
determi ned by the in heren t rcsis tances associated
with the componen ts.
Voltage Rise It Resonan ce
When a voltage of the resonant frequency is
inserted in series in a resonant cirruit, the voltage
that appean across eithe r the inducto r o r capacitor
iJ considerably higher than the applied voltage. The
cunen! in the cirellit is limited only by the
resil;tance and may have a relative ly high value;
however, the same cunent nows through the high
reactances of the inductor and capacitor and causes
Jaq;e voltage drops. The ratio of the reac tive
voltage to the applied voltage is equal to the ratio
of reactance to resistance. 11ris ratio is also the
of the circuit. Therefore, the voltace across eithcr
the inductor or capacitor is equal to aE where E is
the vol tage inserted in series. This fact accounts for
the high voltages developed across the components
of se ries- tuned antenna coupleI'! (see chapter on
"Transmission Lines").

a

RESONANCE IN PARALLE'L CIRCUITS
When a variable·frequency so urce of constant
voltage is applied to a parallel circuit of the type
shown in Fig. 2-40 there is a resonance effec t
similar to that in a series circuit. However, in this
case the " line" curren t (measured at the poin t
indicated) is smafieJt at the frequency for which
the inductive and capaci tive reactances are equal.
At that frequ ency the current tJuough L is euctly
canceled by the out-of-plwe curre nt through C, so
that only the current taken by R n ows in the line.
AI frequencies below resonance the current
through L iJ mgtr than that through C, because
the reactance of L iJ smaller and that of C higher at
low frequencies; there is only partial cancellatio n
of the two reactive currents and the line current
thererore is larger than the eUfrent taken by R
alone. At frequencies alHwe resonance the situation
is reversed and more current flows through ethan
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Fig. 2-40 - Circuit illustrating parallel resonance.
throuJh L, so the line current again increases.. The
cunent at relOnance, being delermined whoUy by
R , will be small if R is large and laIJe if R is small.
The resistance R shown in Fig. 2-40 is not
ncceuariIy an actual resistor. In many ca.seli il will
be the series rcsistance of the coil "uanuOlmed"
to an equivalent puallel resiSlance (see later). It
may be antenna or Olher load resistance coupled
into the tuned circuit. In all cases it represents the
total effective resistance in the circuil.
PlIl1IlIel and series resonant circuits are quite
alike in some respects. For instance, thc circuits
given at A and B in Fig. 2-41 will behave
identicaUy, when an external voltage is applied, if
(1) L and C are the same in both cases; and (2)R
multiplied by " equals the square of the reactance
(at te$Onance) of either L or C. When these
conditions are met the two cirCuits will have the
same Q. (These statements are approximate, but
are quite ICCUlIte if the Q i.s 10 or more.) The
circuit at A is a seriel circuit if it is viewed from
the "ins.ide" - that is, going around the loop
formed by L , C and, - so its Q can be found from
the ratio of X to,.
Thus a circuit like that of Fig. 2-41A has an
equivalent panlkl impedance (at resonance)

R•

.I!
, ..

X is the reactance of either the
inductor or the capacitor. Although R is not an
of

actual resistor, to the source of voltage the
parallcl·resonant circuit "looks like" a putt resistance of that value. It is "pure" resistance because
the inductive and capacitive currents are 180
degrees out of phase and are equal; thus there is no
reactive current in the line. In a practical circuit
with a hish-Q capacitor, at the re50nantfrequ ency
the pan.llel lmpedance is

u

-. ,.. •
)

•
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Fig. 2-42 - Reilltive Impedance of parallel-resonant
circuiU with different Qs. Th.e curve. ara .imilllr
to those in Fig. 2·39 for current In a Ilriesof1tSonlint
circuit. The effect of Q on impedance is most
marked nea r the resonant frequency.
Lumple: Tho pualltil ImpeOanco of. dmlll with. ooiI
Q o r so Ind "",,in. InduCI ......... Clf'Ic\lIve . eoc:lanca or
100 oh .... will be
Z, . (JX . 50)( 300. 1',00(1 ohm:r

At frequencies off resonance the impedance is
no longer purely resh tive because the inductive and
capacitive currenu are not equal. The oCf're!onant
impedance therefore is complex, and Is lower than
the resonant impedance for the reasoN previously
outlined.
The higher the Q of the circuit, the higher the
panillel impedance. Cums showing the variation of
impedance (with frequency) of a parallel circuit
have just the same shape II the curves showing the
variation of CUII'CJlt with frequency in a series
circuit. Fig. 2-42 is a set of such curves. A set ot
curves showing the relative response II a function
of the departure from the resonant frequency
would be similar to Fig. 2·39. The -3 dB band·
width (bandwidth at 0.707 relative response) is
given by
&ndwldt1t -3 dB· loIQ
where 10 is the resonant frequ ency and Q the
circuit Q: It is abo called the " half·power"
bandwidth, for ease of recollection.

Zr - QX

Parallel Reson ... ce in Low.(l CircuibJ

where Zr . Resistive impedance at resonance
Q . Quality fac tor of inductor
X - Reactance (in ohms) of either tlle in.
du ctor or capacitor

The preceding discussion is accurate only for Qf
of 10 or more. When the Q is below 10, resonance
in a parallel circuit having resistan ce in seriel with
the coil, u in FiJ. 2-41A. Is not so emy defined..
There is II set of values for L and C that will niake
the parallel impedance a pure resistance, but with
these values the impedance does not have its
maximum possible value. Another set of values for
L and C will make the parallel impedance a
maximum, but this maximum value is not a pure
IC5istance. Either condition could be called
" resonance." 10 with 10w..(2 ciscuib It is necessary
to distinguish between maximum impedance and
resistive im pedanOll puaUel tetOn ...ce. The differ·
ence betwccn these L and C nluCi and the equal
reactances of a serie.resonant ciscuit is appreciable
when the Q is in the vicinity of 5, and becomes
more marked with Itill lower Q vaiues.

,

c,

Fig. 2-41 - SerIes lind P/II'811e4 equivalents when
the two clrc:uIU IIrll resonant. The series resistance.
r. in A is reoIeced in B bY the equivalent parallel
resistance (R - X2c/, - X2L/" lind vicII versa.
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Fig. 2-43 - The equivalent circuit of • rH oMnt
circuit delive ring power to 8 load. The res istor R
represenll Ihe load resiSia nce. At B the load is
lapped across pari of L . which bV transformer
K l io n i1 equivalent to using I higher load
resist,nee K ross the whole circuit.
Q of Loaded Circui ts

In many applica tions of resonant circui ts the
only power losl is thai dissipated in the resistance
of the circuit itself. At frequencies below 30 MHt
most DC th is ~istance is in the coil. Within limits,
increuinj: the number of tum l in the coil increa5es
the reactance Caster than it raises the res.islance, so
coils (or circuits in which the Q must be high are
mad e with relativel y larg, inductance for the
frequency.
However, when the circuit dellvers ene rgy to a
load (u in the case of the resonanl circui ts used in
transmitters) the energy consumed jn the circuit
Itself is usually negligible compared with that
consumed by the load. The equivalent of such a
circuit is shown in Fig. 2-43A, whe re the paraDe!
resis tor represenb the load to which po..,,.er is
delivered. If the power diuipated in the load is at
leas t ten times as grea t as the powe r lost in the
inductor and capacitor, the paral lel impedance of
the resonant circuit it~1f will be so high compared
with the resistance of the load that fo r aU practical
purposes the Impedance of the combined circuit is
equal to the load resis tance. Under th ese conditions the Q of a parallel resonant circuit loaded by
a resistive impedance is

a-t
where R " Parallel load resistance (ohms)
X - Reactance (ohms)
E.um~: A mi<1ift load of 3000 olin.. II <OMtClCd
.,..... I InOftlI'II timlil bt ... hi<h Iht WIOC1;'" ....
..po<:lfIN .-owoo.. .... oadI
ohm .. no. clmlll Q io

~"

no

Q - ~ - ~.Il

The " effective" Q of a circuit loaded by a
pan llel resistance becomes hij:her when the reac tances are decreased. A circuit loaded with a
relatively low resistance (a few thousa nd ohms)
must have low·reactance elemen ts (Iar,e ca pacitance and sman inductance) to have re asonably
Itigh Q.
Impedance Transformation

An important application of the parallelreso nant circuit is as an impedance.matchina device
in the output circui t of a vacu um·tube If power
ampU(tu. At described in the chapter on vacuum
tu bes, there is an optimum valu e of load resistance
for each ty pe of tube and set of operati",
conditions. However, th e resistance of the load to
which th e tube is to deliver power usually is

considerably lower than the value requi~ for
proper tube opeation. To transform the ac tu al
load resistance to the desired value the load may be
tapped across par t of the coil, as shown in Fig.
243B. This is equivale nt to connec ting a hl&.be r
valu e of load resistance across the whole circuit,
and is similar in princ iple to impedance transformation with an iron-<:ore transformer. In high·
frequency re sonant circuits the impedaroce ratio
docs not vary exac tly as the square of the turns
ratio, because aU th e mag netic flux lines do not cut
every tum of the coil. A desired reflec ted impedance usually must be obtained by ex perimen tal
adj ustment.
When the load resU tanee hIlS a very low value
(say below 100 ohms) it may be connec ted in
series in the resonant circuit (1$ in Fig. 241 A, for
example), in which case it is tran1formed to an
equivalent paraUel impedance as previously de·
scribed. If the Q is at least 10, the equivalent
parallel im pedance is

,

Z, .X!
where Zr " Resistive p:uallel impedance at resonance
X · Reactance (in ohms) of either the coil
or capacitor
, .. Load resistance inserted in series

If the Q is lower than 10 the reactance will have
to be adj usted somewhat, (or the reasons given in
the discussio n of lo ..... -Q circuiu, lO obtain a
resistive impedance of the desired value.
While the circuit Shown In "lg. 2-4JU will
usually provide an impeda nce step-up as with an
iron-<:ore transformer, the network has some
serious disadvantages for some applications. Fo r
instance, the common connect ion provides no dc
isolation and the common ground is sometimes
troublesome in regards to ground-loop currenll.
Consequently, a network in which only mutual
magnetic coupUng is employed is usually preferable. However, no impedance step-up will result
unless the t .....o coils are coupled tightly enough.
The equivalent resislJlnce seen at the input of the
network will always be lower regardless of the
turn s ratio employed. However, such networks are
still useful in impedance-transformation applica'
tions if the appro priate capacitive elements are
used. A more detailed treal ment of matchi ng
ne tworks and similar devices will be taken up in
the next section.
Unfortunately, networks involving reactive
elements are usually narrowband in nature and it
would be desirable if such etemenu could be
eliminated in order to increase the bandwidth.
With the adve nt of ferrites, this has bcc;omc
possible and it is now relatively easy to construct
actua1 impedance transformers that are both broad·
band and permit operation well up into the vhf
portion of the spectrum. This is also accomplished
in part by tightly co upling the two (or mo re) coils
that make u p the transformer eit her by twis ting
the conductors toget her or winding them in a
parallel fashion. The latte r configurat ion is so mc'
times caUed a bifiliar winding.

Coupled Circuits and Filters
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COUPLED CIRCUITS AND FILTERS
Simple Ladder Ne tworkll
value of R p migh t be considered as the impedance
Two circuits lie said to be coupled when a level associated with a complex combination of
voilige or current in one network produces a so urces, transmission lines, coupled ne tworks, and
voltage or current in the other one. 11te ne twork even antennas.. Typicalwlues of R pare .52n, 7Sn,
where the energy originates is often called the 300n, and 6000. The maximum aVailable power is
primuy circuit and the network that receives the given by:
energy is taUed the secondary circuit. Such
Ele 2
coupling is often of a desirable nature since in the
Pm u " ' - process, unwan ted frequency components or noise
4R,
may be rejected or isola ted and power transferred
from a so urce to a load with greatest effi ciency. On If the network is also di ssipation1ess, the power
the other hand, two or more circuits may be delivered to the load resistance, R., is just the
co upled inadvenently and undeurab le effects pro- power "dissipated" in R in • This power is related to
duced. While a great number of coupling-citcuit the input current by:
conf"uration$ are possible, one very important
class covers so many practi cal applicatioru that
P o ·/in 2R in
analysiJ of it will be covered in detail.
Any two circuits that are coupled can be drawn and the curren t in telms or th e ot her variablu is:
schematically as shown in Fig. lAo A voltage
E"
source represented by Eac with a source resistance
lin • 77i!=C""~"'~T.="':;=W
R p and a source reactance Xp is connected to the
J(Rp + Rin)2 + (Xp + Xin)2
input or the coupJina; network, thus rormin~ the
primary circuit. At the output, a load reactance XI
and a load resistance R. are connected as shown 10 Combining the foregoing expressions Jives I very
form the secondary circuit. 1be circuit in the box usefu l formula ror the ratio or power delivered to a
could consist of an infinite variety of resistors, load in terms of the maximum available power.
capacitors, inductors, and eve n transmission lines. This ra lio expressed in decibels is give n by :
However, it will be assumed that the network can
be reduced to a com bination of series and shunt
Attn·
\" •
elemenu consining only or lnduelon and cal pa,,·
P in)
iton as indicated by the circuit shown in Fig. 1B.
For obvious reasons, Ihe circuit is orten called a
4RinRp
~
- I01og
ladder networlr:. In addition, if lbere are no
(Rp +Rin)2 + (Xp + Xin~
resistive eIIements prescnt, or if such elements can
be neglected, the netwo rk is said to be disand is some ti mes called the effective .ctenuation.
slpatiorucss.
In the special case where Xp and XI are either
If a network is di ssi pation less, all the power
delivered to the input' of the net work will be zero or can be co"!bined into I cou pUng nelwork,
the eff«tive
dissipated in the load re5istance
This effect and where Rp Is equal 10 R
"
leads to imporlllnt umplificatioru in computltions
~IN •
involved in coupled netwo rks. The assumption o f a
~.
dissipationJess netwo rk is usually valid. with Irans•
mitting circuits since even a small network loss (0.5
dB) will result in co nsiderable heating I t the hi&he r
power levels used in amateur applica tions. On the
other hand, coupled circuits used in some receiving
stages may have considerable loss. This is becaU!le
the network may have some advantage and iu high
-,
}oss can be compensated by additional am·
plUacation in another stage. However, such devices
form a relatively small minority of coupled net·
works conunonJy encountered and only the dissipationless case will be considered in this section.
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Effective Attenuation and Insertion Lou
The mos t important consjd eration in any
coupled network is the Imount of powe r delivered
to tile }oad resistance, R" from the i!Ource, Eu ,
with the network present. Rather than specify the
IOUIce voltage each time, I comparison is made
with the maximum available power rrom any
lOurce with I given primary resistance, Rp. The
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Fig. 1 - A reprtSen tative coupling circuit (A) lind
Ilidder network (BI.
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attenuation is also equal to the inserdon lou of the
network. The insertio n lop is the ra tio of the
power d eli~n!d to the load with the cou pling
net work in the circuil to the power delive red to
the load with the network absent . Unlike the
effective attenuation which is always positive when
defined by th e previous fo rmula, the inscnion loss
can take on negati~ values if Rp i$ not equal 10 Rs
or if Xp and Xs are nOl zero, In effect, the insertion
lou would represent a po~r gain under these
co nditions. The intepretation of this effect is that
m.axjrnum available power does not occur with the
cou pling network ou t of the circuit because or the
unequal source and load resistances and the nonzero reactances. With the network in the circuit ,
the resistances are now "matched" and the reactances are said to be "tuned out". The action or
the coupling network in thb instan ce is very simibr
to that of a tra nsforme r (which was discussed in a
previous section) and networks consisting of
" pure" inductors and capaci tors are often used fo r
th is purpose. Such circuits arc often referred to as
ma tching networks. On the other hand, it is often
de sired to deliver the grea test amount of power to
a load at some frequencies while rejecting energy at
oth er frequencies.. A device that accomplishes this
action is called • raUer. In the case of unequal
source and load resistance, it u often possible 10
combine the p!"oceucs of filtering and matching
in to one network.
SolvinJ Ladder·Network Problems

From the last section, it is evident that if the
values of Rin and Xln of Fig. IA can be de·
termined, the effective attenuation and possibly
the insertion loss
also easily found. Being ab le
to solve this pcoblem has wide applications in rf
circuits. FOf instance, design formu las for fillen
ofle n include a sim plifying as.su mp tio n th at the
load resis tance is consta nt with frequency. In the
case of many circuits, this assump tion is not true.
However, if the va lue of Rs and Xs at any
particular frequency is known, the alle nua tion of
the filter can be determined even though il is
improperly terminated.
Unfortu nately, while the sol ution 10 any ladder
proble m b poss;ible from a the<:>relical standpoint,
pfllctical difficulties are enco untered as the net·
work com plexit y increases. Many compu tations to
a high degree of accuracy may be required, making
the process a tedious one. Consequently, the
availability o f a calculator or similar computing
device is reco mmended . The approach used here is
adapted readily to any calculating method in·
cluding the use of In inexpensive pocket cal·
culator.

.re
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Fig. 2 - Resistances and reac tances add in series
circuits whit, eonductances and susce plllnces add
in pa nl UIII circu itl. (Formu las 5hown are lor
numerical vlllul$ of X and 8.)
and the tota l reactance is the sum of th e reac·

tances. However, it is important to no te the sign of
the reacta nce. Since capacitive reactance is nega tive
and indu ctive reac tance is positive, it is pOllsible
that the sum of th e reactan ces might bc zefO e~en
though th e individual reactances are no t ze ro. In a
series circuit , it will be recalled th at the network is
said 10 be resonan t at the frequency where the
reactanceJ cancel.
A complementary condition exists in II parallel
combination of circuit elements and il is ron·
venient to introduce the conce pts of ad mittance,
conductance, an d susceptance. In the case of a
simple resistance, the conducta nce is j ust the
redprocal. Tha i Is, th e conductance or a 50·u
resistance is 1/ 50 or 2 X 10" . The recip rocal unit
of the ohm is th e mho. For simple inductances and
capacitances, the formulas for the reSpective recip·
rocaI entities are:

BC· 2n[C
and are defined as susce ptances. In a parallel
combinatio n or conductances and susceptmccs,
the total conductan ce is the sum of the individual
conductances and th e total suscep tances is the sum
of th e indi vidual suscep tances taking tile respective
signs of the Ialler in to account. A oom parison
between the way resis tance and reac tance add and
the manner in which conductan ce and suscep tance
add is shown in the example of Fig. 2. An enti ty
called admit tance can be defined in tcrm i of the
total conductance and lotal susceptance by the
fonnull :

Susceptance and Admittance
The respective rea ctances of an inducto r and a
cupacitor are given by:
- 1
XC= - 21tfC

In a simple series circuit, th e toul resistance is just
the sum of the individual resislances in the netwo rk

and is oft en deno ted by the sy mbol Y. If Ihc
impedance of a ci rcuit is known , the admittance is
just th e reci procal. Likewise, if tile admittance of a
circuit is known, the impedance is the reciproca l of
the admittance. However, conductance, rea ctance,
resistance, and susceptance are not 50 sim ply
related. If the total resistan ce and to tal reactance
of a series circui t ere known, the condu ctance and
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Fill. 3 - Application of con\fil rsion forml.llas can be

I.Ised to transform II shunt condl.lctance and $I.IICeptance 10 a series equivalent circl.lit. The converse is
iUl.lurated at (B).
SUJCept.ancc of the circuit arc related to the lalter
by the formulas :

the results of both of these oper1ltions is shown in
Fig. 4C. FinaUy, adding the susceptance of the
510.I ·pF capacitor (Fig. 40) gives the circuit at
Fig. 4E and applying the fonnulas once more gives
the value of Rio and Xin (Fig. 4F). If the fatler
values are substi tuted into Ihe effective attenuation
formula , the insertion loss and effedive atlen uation are 3.0 I dB , whi ch is ve ry closs to the value
specified. The reade r might w rify that the Insertion loss is 0. 161, 0.31, and 5.5 d B at 3.5 , 4.0 ,
and 1.0 MHz rcspeClivcpr. If a plot of insertion loss
versus frequency was constru cted th is wOl.lld give
the freql.len cy response of th e fil ter.
Frequency SealiDJ and Normalized Im pedance
Quite often, it is desirable to be able to change

a coupling network alone frequency and impedance level to another one. For example, supOn the other hand, if the total conductance and
tota l susceptance of a parallel combination are
known , the equivalent resistance and rea ctance can
be found from the formulas:

These relalions are illustrated in Fig. JA and Fig.
3B respectively. While the derivation of the math einatical ex pressions will not be Jiven, the importtmce 0/ the chllnge 0/ tign cemnot be Itressed
100 highly. Solving network problems with •
calculator il merely a matter of bookkeeping, and
failure to tak e the sign change associated with the
transformed reactan ce and susceptan ce is the most
common so urce of error.

pose it was desired to move the 3-dB point of the
filter in th e preceding ill ustration Crom 6 to 7 MHz.
An examina tion of the reactance and susceptance
formulas reveals that multiplying the frequency by
some constant k and di vid ing bot h the indu ctan ce
and capacitance by the same value of k leaves the
equations unChanged. Thus, if the capacitances and
inductance in Fig. 4A are multiplied by 6/1, all the
reactances and susceptances in the new circuit will
now have the same value at 1 MHz that the old one
had at 6 MHz.

"

'"

A Sam ple Problem

The fo llowing example illustrates the manner in
which the foregoing theory can be applied to a
practical problem. A filt er with the schcmatic
diagn.m shown in Fig. 4A is supposed to have an
insertion lou at 6 MHz of 3 decibels when
connected between a 52·n load and a source with
a 52-n primary resistance (both Xp and X I are
zero). Since thh is a case whe re the effective
attenuation is equal to the insertion loss, the
previous fo rmula fo r effec tive attenuation app lies.
Therefore, it is reql.li red to find R;n and XI!) .
Starting at the ou tput , the va lues lor th e
condu ctan ce and susce ptance of the parallel RC
circuit must be detennined first. The conductance
is just the reciprocal of 52n and the previous
formula for capacitive susceptance gives the value
shown in paren theses in Fig. 4A. (The upside-down
n iJ the symbot for mho_> The next step is to
apply the formulas for resistance and reactance in
tennl of the condu ctan ce and lusceptance and the
resul U give a 26-n resistan ce in series with a
- 26·n capacitive reactan ce as indicated in Fig. 4B.
The reactance of the inductor can now be added to
give a total reactance of 78.0 10. The co ndu cta nce
·and susceptance formula s can now be ap plied and

.,

'"

'"

'"

'"

Fi ll. 4 - Problem itlul tratin{l network reduetion to
fi nd insertion loss.
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associated table. Filten derived by network
synthesis and similar me thods (such as optimized
compute r designs) are of len referred to as "modern
mien" even though the theory has been in
existence for years. The term is usefu l in dis·
tinguishinJ such designs from th()5e of an older
approximate method called "image-pan meI er"
theory.
Butterworth Filters

Fillen can be grouped into four general categories as illustrated in Fig. SA. Low-pass filters
have zer9 insertion loss up 10 some critical frequen cy (fc) or cutoff frequency and then provide
high rejection above this frequency. (fhe laller
condi tion is indica ted by the shaded lines in Fig.
SA.) Band1'lSs nIters have zero insertion loss
between two cutoff frequencies with high rejection
outside of the prescribed "bandwidth," (Band-stop
Fig. 5 - Ideal filter response curves are lihown al nIters reject a band of ftCil;ucncies while passing all
{AI and clwlracteristics of practical filters Ifll others.) And high1'lSS fillers reject all frequencies
shown al (B).
below IIOme cuto ff frequency.
The attenua tion shapes shown in Fig. SA are
It is commo n pract ice with many filte r tables ideal and can only be approached or appco)(imated
especially, to present all the circuit components in practice. For instan ce, if the niter in the
for a numbe r of de signs at some convenient j:Ucedinj: problem WlS used ror low·pass purposes
frequency. T ransla ting the de sign to some desired in an SO-meter transmi tter to reject harmonics on
frequency il sim ply accomplished by multiplying 40 meten, its performance would leave a lot to be
all the co mponent s by some constant factor. The desired. While inse rt ion loss at 3.5 MHz was
most common frequency used is Ihe value of f such acceptable, il would likely be too high at 4.0 MHz
thai 21f/ is equal to 1.0. This is sometimes called a and rejection would probably be inadequate at 7.0
radian frequency of J.O and corresponds to 0.1592 MHz.
Hz. To eha",c a "one-radian" filler to a new
Fortllnalely, design fQl"muLu "xj$t for this typo
frequen cy fo (in Hz), all that is necessary is to of network and form a class called Butterworth
mu ltiply the inductances and capacitances by filters. The name is derived rrom the shape of the
curve for insertion-loss II!. frequency and is some0. 1592Ifo •
In I similar manner, if one resistance (or times caUed a muimally nat response. A formula
conductance) is mu ltiplied by some fa ctor n . aU for the frequency re sponse curve is given by:
the other resistances (or conductances) and reactanoes (or susceptances) musl be multiplied by Ihe
same fac tor in order to preserve the network
cha racteristics. For instance, if ' the secondary
resistance, R. is multiplied by n , all circuit in·
ductances must be mul tiplied by n and the circuit where Ic is the fr eque ncy for an insertion loss of
capacitances di~ided by n (since capacitive reac- 3.01 dB, and k is the number of circuit elementl.
tan ce vades n the inverse of C). If. in addilion to
convertin& the filter of FiA. 4A 10 7 MH z from 6
MHz, it was also desired to change the impedance
level from 52 to 6000 , th e inductance would have
to be mu ltiplied by (6/1)(600/52) and the ca pac·
itances by (6/1)(52/600).
Using Filter Tab les
In a previo us e)(ample, il was indicated that the
frequency response of I filter could be derived by
solving for the inse rtion loss of the ladder network
for a numbe r of frequencies. The q uestion migh t
be asked if the converse is possible. That is, Biven a
desired frequency response, coukl a network be
found that would have this response? The answer is
a qualined yes and the technical nomenclature for
this 50rt of process is network syn thesis. Frequency responses can be "cataloged" and, If a
suita ble one can be found , th e corresponding
netwo rk elements can be determined from an

'"

'"

Schematic diagram of a Butterworth
Iilter. (See Table t for element values.)

Fig. 6 tow~ass
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Htgh-Pass Butterworth Filters
Fig.6A
Fig. 6B

•

CI
LI

I

2.0000

2
J

1.0000

4
5
6
7

•

9
10

1.4142
0.7654
0.6 180
0.5 176
0.4450
0.3902
0.3473
0.3129

L2
C2

1.4142
'0000
1.8478
1.6180
1.4142
1.2470
1.11 11
1.0000
0.9080

C3
L3

1.0000
1.8478

lOooo
1.9319
1.8019
1.6629
U321
1.4142

L4

Tabla I
CS

C4

LS

0.7654
1.6180
1.9319

lOooo
1.9616
1.8794
1. 7820

0.6180
1.4142
1.80 19
1.9616

'0000
1.9754

The shape of a Butterworth low·pass filter is shown
in the left·hand portion of Fig. 5B. (Another type
that is similar in nature, only one that allows some
·'ripple" in the passband, is also shown in Fig. 5B.
Herc, a high-pass characteristic illustra tes a
Chebylhev response.)
As can be seen from the fo rmula, increasing the
number of elements will result in a filter that
approaches the " ideal" low-pass shape. For
instan ce, a 2O-element mter designed for a 3.o 1-dB
cutoff frequency of 4.3 MHz, would have an
insertion loss at 4 MHz of 0.23 dB and 84.7 dB at
1 MHz.. However, practical difficulties would make
JUch a filter vt:ry -hard to construct. Thl:reCore,
some compro mises are always required between a
theoretically perfect frequency response and case
of constru ction.
Element ValuCJl
Once the number of elements, 1:, is determined,
the nex t step is to flOd the netwo rk co nfigu ra tion
corresponding to 1:. (Filler tabid! sometimes have
sets or curves that enable the user to select the
desired frequency response curve rat her than use a
fonnula. Once the curve willi the fewell number of
elements for the spcciflCd passband and stop-band
insertion loss is found, the filter is then fabricated
around llIe corresponding value of Ie.) Table I gives
normalized element values for values of Ie from I
to 10. Thls table is for a I ·n sou rce and load
resista nce (reactance zero) and a 3.0 1-dB cu toff
frequency of I radian/second (0.1$92 li z). There
arc two possible circuit configurations and these
arc mown in Fis_ 6_ Here, a 5-element filter is given
as an example with either a shunt dement next to
th e load (Fig. 6A) or a series element nex t to the
load (Fig. 68). Either filter will have the same
response.
After the VllIues for the I-n , I-nldian/second
" prototype" filter are found , the corresponding
values fo r the actual frequency/ impedance level
can be detennined (see the section on frequency
and impedance scaling). The prototype indu ctance
and ca pacitance val ues are multiplied by th e ratio
(0 .1 592Iic ) where ie is the actual 3.01-dB cutoff
frequency. Next, this number is multiplied by the

L6
C6

C7
L7

La

CO

L10

C'

L'

CIO

0.51 16
1.24 70
1.6629
1.8794
1.9754

0.4450
1.1111
l.5321
1.7820

0.3902
1.0000
1.4142

0.3413
0.9080

0.3129

load resistan ce in the case of an inductor and
divided by th e load resistance if the element is I
capacitance. For instance, the filter in the
preceding example is for a 3-element design (k
equal 10 3) and the reader migh t verify the values
for th e components fo[ an ic of 6 MHz and load
resistance of 52n_

HistI-Pau Butterwodh Filters
The fonnulas for change of impedance and
frequency from the I _n, I-llidian,lsecond prototype to some desired level can also be conveniently
written as:
1

c- 2>ricR

CprOIOlype

where R is the load resistance in ohms, ie Is the
desired 3.0 1-dB frequen cy in Hz. Then, Land e
give th e actual circuit-element valUCJl in henrys and
farads in terms of the prototype element value.
from table 1.
However, the usefulness of the low-pass prototype docs not end here. If the follow-I", set of
equations is applied to the prototy pe values, circuit
elements for a high·pass filter can be obtained. The
filler is shown in Fig. 1 A and Fig. 7B which
correspond to Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B in table l. The
equations for the actual high-pass circuit values in
terms of the low-pass prototype are given by

c-

1
R 2rricPp rol.

and the frequency response curve can be ob tained
from :

For instancc, a high-pass filter with 3 elements, I
3.01-dB fe o f 6 MHzand 52n, has a CI and C3 of
510 pF and an l 20fO.6897 .IIH. The insertion loss
at 3.5 and 7 MHz would be 14 .21 and I.4S dB
respectively.

/
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lenualion at other frequencies of interest by using
.
the traruformation:

1

y;-

'"

'"

Fig. 7 - Network configuration of II Butterworth
high"98SS lilter. The low-p<lu prototype can be
transformed 8S de$Cribed in the le)lt.

Butterworth Band-PaM FilIel'J

Band-pass fillers can also be designed thlough
the use of Table I. UnrorlUnately, the process is
not as straightforward as it is for loW-paM and
hlgh-pass rulers if a practical design is to be
obtained. In essence, • low-pass mter is resonated
to some "center frequency" with the 3.01-<1.8
cutoff frequency being replaced by the filler
bandwidth. The ratio of the bandwidth to center
frequency must be relatively large otherwise com-

ponent values lend to bcoome unmanageable,
\Vhile there are many variations of specifying
such miers, II most useful approach is to determine
an upper and lower frequency for a given at'!collation. The center frequency and bandwidth
are then given by:

to · .J!il2
If the bandwidth specified is not the 3.01-<lB
the latter can be determined
from:

bandwid th (BW c),

BW' "r BW] ,
A

r OW - 1

2K

in Ihe case of a Butterworth response or from
tables of curves. A is the required attenuation at
Ihe culOfT rrequencie$. The upper and lower cutoff
frequencies ficu and fel) are then given by:

fel ..

- aWe + .J(BWSl. +

'4/0 2

2
fc u • fel + BWe

A somewhll more co nvenient method is to pick
I 3.0 1-ilB bandwidth (the wider the better) around
lOme center frequency and com pute the at·

I(I. - I;) I
10

BWc ,

which can be substituted into the insertion·loss
formula or table of curves.
As an exam ple, suppose il is desired to build a
band-pass mter for the IS·meter Novice band in
order 10 eliminate the po!.Sibilily of radiation on
the 14· and 28·MHz bands. For a starling choice,
16 and 2S MHz win be picked as the 3.01-ilB
points giving a 3-ilB bandwidth of 9 MHz. For
these two points, fo will be 20 MHz. It is common
practice to equate lhe number of branch elements
or mter resonators to certain mathematical entities
called ''poles'' and the number of poles is just the
value of k for purposes of discussion here. For a
3-pole mter (k of 3), the insertion loss will be
12.79 and 11.3 dB at 14 and 28 MHz respectively.
CI , C3 and L2 are then calculated for a 9·MHz
\owl'ass filter and the elements for this filter are
re!!Onated to 20 MHz as shown in Fig. 8A. The
response shape is plotted in Fig. 8B and it appears
to be unsymmetrical aooutfo • In spite of this fact.
such mlers are caUed symmetrical band--pass mien
andfo is the "center frequency ."
If Ihe response is plotted against a logarithmic
frequency scale, the symmetry will become apparent. Consequently, using a logarithmic plot is
helpful in designing mten of this type.
Examination of the componenl values reveals
th at while the mter ~ practical, it is a bit untidy
from I construction standpoint. Rather than using
a single 340.I-pF capacitor, paralleling a number of
SmanC( valued units would be advis.able. En·
co untering difficu.ity of this sort is typical of mosl
mteT designs, consequently. some tradeoffs be·
tween perfonnance, complexity, and ease of con'
struction are usuany required.
Coupled Resonaton
A problem frequently encoun tered in rf circuits
is that of a cou pled re$Ona to(. Applications include
simple filters, oscillator tuned circuits, and even
antennas. The circuit shown In Fi,. 9A is il·
lusUative of the basic principles involved. A series
RLC circuit and the external terminals ab are
"coupled" through a common capacitance, Cm.
Applying the formulas for conductance Dnd susceptance in terms of series reaClance and resis.lance
gives Ihe following let of formulas:

Bab · Bem ~

2

X
v?

Rr + ,,-

The stgnificance of these equations can be seen
with the aid of Fig. 98. At $Orne poinl, the series
inductive reactance will cancel the series capacitive
reactance (at a point slightly below fo where Ihe
conductance curve reaches a peak). Depending

Piezoelectric Crystals
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plates. If a voltage is applied to the plates, the
Msultant elec1ric field CI.\ISe!II mechanicalltress in
the crystal. Depending upon the size and "cut"" of
the crystal, a frequency will exist at which the
crystal begin, to ribnte. The effect of this mechanical vibration is to simulate a series RLC
circuit as in Fig. 9A. There is a capacitance
associated with the crystal plat" which appcaI1
across the terminals (em in Fig. 9A). Consequently, this ci rcuit can also be analyzed with the
aid of Fig. 98 . At some frequency ifl in Fig. 10),
the series reactance is uro and Gab in the
...n ---preceding formula will just be IIRr. Typical values
.I - - - - - : -- - - - - - - for Rr range rrom 10 kn Ind higher. However, the
,,
equivalent inducllnce or thc mechanical circuit is
1 -----1 -- -- normaUy cxlremcly high (over 10,000 hmrie, in
the case o f some low-frequency units) which
-j--••i-O.hm..-L-j"".;-"!Mlld
results in a very high circuit Q (30,000). Above f"
•
the reactance is " inductive" and at h. the susceptance of the series resonator is just equal to the
Fig. 8 - A Bunerworth 8andpass filter. (Capacisusceptance of the crystal holder, Bcm. Here, the
tance valuet ere in picofarads.!
total susceptance il zero. Since Bem is usuaUy very
small, the equivalent series susceptance is also
small. This means the value for X in the smcepupon the value of the coupling susceptance, Bm, it tance Connula will be very large and consequently
is possible that another point can be found where G~b will be small, which corresponds to a high
the total input susceptance is zero. The Input . input resistance. A plot of the magnitude of the
impedance is shown in Fig. 10. The dip at iJ is
conductance at this frequency, fo' is then Go·
Since Go is less than the conductance at the caUed the seriel-Iesonant mode and the peak ath
peak of the curve, IIGo or Ro is goinllo be greater is referred to as the parallel-resonant OJ "antithan R I • This effect can be applied when it is resonant" mode. Wben specifying crystals ror
desired 10 match a low-value load resistance (such oscillator applicatio ns, the type of mode must be
u found in a mobile whip antenna) to a more given along with eXlemaJ capacitance aClOSS the.
practical value. Suppose Rr and Cr In FIg. 9A are holder Or I)'~ o.w:ill~lor circuit 10 Iv! IL~.
Ion an d 2 1 pF respectively, and represe nt the Ot herwise. considerable difference in actual oscilequivalent circuit of a mobile anten na. Find the
value of Lr an d Cm which will match this antenna
to a 52·n feed line at a frequency of 3900 kHz.
Substituting the foregoing values inlo the fonnulas
for input condu ctance giVe5:
_ ,_ •
10
52
10 2 + X2

",

! ..

,,,

Solvinl for X (which is the total series reactance)
gives a value of 20.49n. The reactance of a 21~F
ca pacitor at 3900 kHz is 1943.3n SO the inductive
reacta nce must be 1963.1n. (While either a positive or negative reactance will satisfy the equation
for Gab, a positive value is required to tune out
Be rn' If the cou pling element was a shun t induc tor,
the total reaetance would have to be capacitive or
negative In value.) Thus, the required inductance
value for Lr will be 80. 1 ~H . In order.to obtain a
perfect match, the input susceptance must be lero
and th e value of Bern can be found from the
equation:

O • B cm -

'" ,

"'
••

.

,10,,,20~.4~9;..",
2 + (20.49}2

A somewhat different form of resonator consists of a quartz. crystal between two conducting

"

,, ,,{
,,

'-LL
t~"

giving a l usce ptance value of .04 mhos which
cou esponds to a ca pacita nce of 1608 pF.
Piezoelectric Cry,lals

--p--

'"
Fig. 9 - A capacitively coupled resonator is shown
al (A). See te~ t for explanation of figure li hown at
(8!.

.
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Fi9. 10 - Frequencv response of II quartz'Cfvstal
resonator. The minimum villue is only approximate
since holder capacitance is neglected.

Iator frequency will be observed. The effect can be
used tn advantage and the frequency of a crystal
Os«illatOT can be "pulled" with an ext ernal reactive
element or even frequency modulated with a
device thai converts voltage or curren t fluctuations
into changes in reactance.
Coeffident of Coupling
If the solution tn the mobile whip-antenna
problem is examined, it can be seen that for a given
frequency, Rr> L •• and Cr , only one value of em
results in an inpu t load that appears as a pure
resistance. While such a cond ition might be defined
as resonance, the resistance value obtained is nat
necessarily the one required for max imum transfer
ofpowc!.
A definition that is helpful in dete rmining how
to vary the circuit elements in order to obtain the
desi red input resistance is callcd the coefficient of
coupling. The coefficient of coupline is defined as
the ratio of the commo n or mutual reactance and
the sq uare root of the product of two specially
defined reactances. If the mutual reactance is
capacitive, one of th e special reactances is the sum
of thc series capacitive reactances of the primary
mesh (wit h the resonator disconnected) and the
other one is the sum of th e series capacitive
reactances of the resonator (with the primary
disconnected). Apply ing this definit ion to the
circuit of Fig. 9A, the coefficient of coupling, k, is
given b y:

How meaningful the coefficient of co upling will
be dcpends upon the particular circuit configuration under consideratio n and which elements
are being varied. For example, suppose the value of
Lr in the mobile-whip an tenna problem was fixed
at 100 jiH and Cm and Cr were allowed to vary. (It
will be recalled that Cr is 21 pF an d represents the
anlenna capacitance. However, the total resonator
capac itance could be changed by add ing a series
capacito r be tween C m and the antenna. T hus, Cr
cou ld be varied from 2 1 p F to some lower value
bu t not a higher one.)
A calcula ted ptot of k ve rsus input resistance,
Rin ' is shown in F ig. I]. Note thc unusually high
change in k when going from resi sta nce values near
IOn to slightly highe r ones.
Similar network s can be designed to work with

any mtio of input resistance and load resistance '
but it . is evident small ra tios are going to pose
difficulties. For larger ratios, component to lerances
are more relaxed. For instance, Cm might consist
of switchable fIXed capacitou with Cr being
variable. With a given load resistance, C m essentially sets the value of the reactance and thus the
input resistance while Cr and L r provide the
required reactance for the conductance fonnula.
However, if Lr is varied, k varies also. Generally
.speaking, higher values of Lr (and consequently
circu it Q) require lower values Of k.
At this point, the question arises as to th e
s.ignificance an d even the merit of such definit iOn!
as coefficien t of cou pling and Q. If the circuit
element values are known, and if the configuration
can be resolved into a ladder network, important
properties such as input impedance and attenuation can be com puted directly for any frequency. On the other hand , circuit in format io n
mig!lt be obscured or even lost by a ttempting to
attach too much importance to an arb itrary definition. For example, the plot in F ig. 11 merely
indicates Cm and Cr are changing with respect to
one another. But it doesn't illustrate how they are
changing. Such information is important in p ractical applications and even a simple table of Cm
and Cr vs. Rjn for a particu lar Rr would be much
more valuable than a plot of k .
Similar preeautions have to be taken with the
in terpre tat ion of circuit Q. Selectivity and Q are
simply related for single resonators and circuit
components but the situation rapid ly deteriorates
with complex configurations. For instance, adding
loss o r resistance to circuit elements would seem to
co n trad ict the idea that low-loss or high-Q circu its
provide the beSt selectivity. However, this is
actually done in some filter designs to impro~'e
frequency response. In fact, the filter with the
added loss has iden tical char.tcteristics to o ne with
" pure" clements. The method is called pre·
distortion and is very useful in designing filters
where practic al considerations require the use of
circuit elements with parasitic o r undesired
resistance.
As the frequency of operat ion is increased,
d iscrete com ponen ts becom~ smaller unti l a point
is reached where o ther forms of networks have to
be used. Here, entities such as k and Q are
sometimes the only means of describing such
nctworks. Another definition of Q that is quite
useful in this instance is that it is equal to the ratio

Fig. 11 - Variation of Ir with input resistance for
circuit of F ig. 9.
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L'·"
Fig. 12 - Two types of magrletically
coupled circuits. At (A), only mutual
magnetic coupling eKists while the cir·
cuil ijl Ie) contijins a common indue·
tance ijlso. Equivalents of both circuits
are sholNll at the rig ht which permit the
application of the ladder"i1etwork analy·
sis discussed in this section. (If the sign
of vo ltage is unimportant. Tl can be
eliminatedJ
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of 2,. (tlle'IY stored pe,,[ cyclt)!(mt,gy lost pe,
,[ cycle).
Mutually CoupJN. InductOIS
A number of very useful rf networks involve
ooupled inducton. In a prellious section, there was
some discussion on iron"1:0re transformers which
represent a special case of the ooupled-ind uctance
problem. The formulas presented apply to instances where the coefficient of coupling is very
close to 1.0. While it is possible t9 a.pproach this
condit ion at frequencies in the rf range, many
practical circuits work at values of k that are
oonsiderably less than 1.0 . A general solution is
rather compleK but many practical applications can
often be simplified and solved through use of the
ladder-network method. In particular, the sign of
the mutual inductance must be taken into account
if there are a numbe r of coupled circuits or if the
phase of th e voltage between two coupled circuits
is important.
.
The latter consideration can be illustrated with
the aid of Fig. 12A . An eKact circuit for the two
mutually coupled coils on the left is shown on the
right. Tl is an "ideal" transformer that provides
the "isolation" between terminals ob and cd. If the
polarity of the voltages between these terminals
can be neglected, the transform er can be eliminated and just the circuit before terminals c'd'
substituted. A second circuit is shown in Fig. I2B.
Here, it is assumed that the winding sense doesn't
change between Ll and L2. If so, then the circuit
on the right of Fig. 12B can be substituted for the
tapped coil shown at the left.
Coefficients of coupling for the circuits in Figs.
12A and 12B Me given by :
k
M

'"

also. Thus, there are more flux lines for M than
there are for Lt. Consequently, M becomes larger
than Ll. Nonnally, this condition is difficult to
obtain with air-wound ooils but the addition of
ferrite material greatly increases the coupling. As Ie"
increases so that M is larger than LI (Fig. 13), the
network begins to behave more like a transfo rmer
and for a k of I , the equivalent circuit of Fig. 12A
yields the uansformer equations of a previous
section. On the other hand , for small values of k,
the netwo rk becomes merely three coiIll arranged
in a "T" fashion. One ad vantage of the circuit of
Fig. 12A is that there is no direct connection
between the two coils. This property is important
from an isolation standpoint and can be used to
suppress unwanted currents that are aften responsible for RFI difficulties.
Matching Networks
In addition to filters , ladiler networks are
frequently used to match one impedance value to
anothe r one. While there are many such circuits, a
few of them offer particular advantages such as
simplicity of design formulas or minimum number
of elements. Some of the marc popular ones are
shown in Fig. 14. Shown at Fig. 14A and 14B, are
two variations of an " L" network. These networks
arc relativel y simple to design.
The situation is somewhat more complicated
fo r the circuits shown at 14C and 14D. For a given
value of input and output resistance, there are
man y networks that satisfy Ihe oonditio ns fo r a
perfect match. The difficult y can be re solved by
in troducing the "dummy variable" labeled N.

, ~

~
LI +M
k • .,fLI(L
--'''"7.';;'~''"O=~''''
I + L2 + 2M)
If Ll and L2 do not have the same value, an

interes ting phenonemon ta kes place as the cou pling
is increased. A point is reached where the mutual
inductance exceeds the inductance of the smaller
coil. The interpretation of th is effect can be
illustrated with the aid of Fig. 13. While aU of the
flux lines (as indicated by the dashed lines)
associated with LI also encircle turns of L2, there
are additional o nes that encircle extra turns of L2,
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Fig. 13 _ Diagram illustrating how M can be larger
than one of the self induetances. This represents
the tran$i tion from lightly coupled circuits to
conventional t ransformers since an i mped~nce step
up is possible wi thout the addition of capaci tive
etemenl$.
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Fill_ 14 - Four matching ",,,works th.t can be
used to couple a source and load with differen t
, ..I'''ncl valuei'. (Although networlu Ire drawn
with At appearing as the source resiltance, an can
be applied wil h R2 a, the source end.1

From a practical standpoint, N should be
selected in order to optimizCl circuil component
va lues. Either values of N that arc too low or 100
high result in networks that are hard to constr uct.
Networks with mutual magnetic coupUng have
been used Cor matching purposes in I wide variety
of applications. The most common confIgUration

consists of two coils positioned in proximity 10
each other SO that a mutual inductance ill present.
Unfortunately, such networlu do not lend themselves to design very readily. However, if the
various circuit elements are known, the problem
can be analyttd with the aid of the equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 12.
For instance, sup pose measurements indicated
the "self inductance" of the primary coil was 2 1.6
;.H and the self inductance of the secondary coil
was measured as 11.7 .IOU. AlSQ assume the coeffi·
cient of coupling was .082 which results in a
mutual inductance of 1.3 JlH. If a load resistance
of 52 ohms is connected across the secondary coil,
what is the impedance seen at the primary terminals at a frequency or 3.7 MHz?
The solu tion to the problem is round by first
computing the equivalent inductances in the T
network and then the reactances. Referring to Fig.
12, the reactance of Ll - M is 472 ohms, of th e
shunt arm M, 30.2 ohms, and the reac tance of L2
- M is 242 ohms. If th e ladder-netwo rk analysis is
applied to this new circuit, the inpu t impeda nce
consists of a 0.62..ohm resistance in series with a
498-()hm inductive reactance. If the parallel equivalent circuit associated with this impedance is
found, the network appean as a 402-kO resistance
in parallel with a 498-0hm inductive reactance. If a
498-()hm capacitive reactance was connected across
the primary terminals, this network could be u.sed
to ma tch a 52..ohm load to 402·kn source or
convently. Note that the resistance transformation
here is not accom plished in the $arne way that it is
with conventional iron-core transformers but by
means of reactive elements. However, the reader
might verify that if the coefficient of coupling is
increased to 0.82, the result is a 63.3-()hm resistance in se ries with an induc tive reactance of 176.4
ohms. Here, the resistance has been transformed in
the manner of an ordinary transformer although it
is far from being one that could be considered
ideal.

UHF CIRCUITS
RESONANT LINES
In resonant circuits N employed It the lower
frequencle. it is possible to consider each of the
reaetance components as I separate entity . The
flct thl t an inductor has a ce rtain amount of
selr-capacitance, all well as some resistance, while a
capaci tor also possesses a smaIl self·lnductance, CIUI
u. ullly be disregarded.
At the ycry-high IDd ulttahiJh frequencies it is
not ltIdiIy pow'ble to separate these comPOJICPu.
Also, the connecting leads, whkh It lower frequendes would stIVe merely to join the. capacitor IDd
coli, now may hIVe more inductance than the coil
itself. The requited inductance coil may be no
more than • sin&lt tum of wire, yet even thillingle
tum may have dimensions comparable to I WiVelength at the operating freque ncy. Thu. the energy
in the fJCld surrounding the "coil" may in part be
fldiated. At a sufficiently hi&h frequen cy the loss
by radiation may I1!present a mllior portion of the
total eJIClJ)' in the circuit.

For these reason. it is common practice to
utilize resonant sections of trammiuion Iinc u

tuned circuit••t frequeneies above 100 MHz or so.

Fig. 2-60 - Equ ivalent coupling circuitl for
parellel ... ine. cQexil l·line end con...entiOfull rHOIlen t
circu its.
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A quarter-wavelensth line, or any odd multiple
thenof, shorted at one end and open at the other
exhibit, large. standing waves, as described in the
I«:tion on transmiulon lines. When I voltage of the
frequency at which such I line is resonant is
applied to the open end, the response is very
l imilar to that of I parallel resonant circuit. The
equivalent relationships are shown in Fig. 2~O. At
frequencies off resonance th e line display, qualities
com parable with the inductive and eapacitlve
reactanCC5 of a conventional tuned circuit, so
sections of transmiuion line can be used in much
the same manner IJ indu ctors and capacitors.
To minimize ucliation Ion the two conductors
of a parallcJ-c:ondu ctor line should not be more
than abou t one-tenth wlvelength apart, the spacing
being measured between the condu ctor IXes. On
the other hand, the spacin, should not be leu than
about twice the condu ctor diameter because o f
"proximity effec;t," which taU$CS eddy curren ts
and an increase in lou. Above 300 MHz it is
difficult to s.atmy both the,e requirements simultaneo usly, and the racliat io n from an open line tends
to become excessive, reducing the Q. In IUch case
the coaxial type of line is to be preferred, since it is
inherently shielded.
Representative methods for adjusting coaxial
lines to resonance are Ihown in Fig. 2~ I . At the
left, a sliding shorting dL!.k is IUCd to m:luce the
effective length of the line by altering the position
of the &b.ort~ircuit. In the center, the same effect
is accomplished by using a telescoping tube in the
end of the inner conductor to vary its length and
thereby the effec tive lengt h of the line. At the
right, two possible methods of using pan.Uel-pJate
capaci tors are illustrated. The arraD,ement with
the loading capacitor at the open end of the line
has the greatest tuning elTec; t per unit of capacitance; the alternative method, which is equivalent
to tappmg the capacitor down on the line, has less
effect on the Q of t he circuit. Lines with capacitive
" loading" of the so rt illustrated will be shorter,
physically, than unloaded lines resonant at the
same frequency.
Two methods of tuning paraI1el-c:onductorlines
are shown in Fig. 2-62. The sliding short~ircuiting
strap can be tightened by means of screwl and nuts
to make good electrical contact. The parallel-plate
capacitor in the second drawing may be placed
anywhere along the line, the tuning errect becoming less as the capacito r is located nearer the
dlorted end of the line. Although a low-capacitance variable capaci tor of ordmary construction
can be used, the circular-plate type shown is
symmetrical and thus does not unbalance the line.
h also has the further I dvantage tha.t no lnsulatin&
material b required.

WAVEGUIDES
A waveguide is a conducting tube through

which energy is transmitted in the form of electromagnetic waves. 1be tube is no t considered as
carrying a cunent in the same sense that the wires
of a two-<:onductor line do, bu t rather as a
boundary which confines the waves to the enclosed
. space. Skin effect prevenU any electromaanetic
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Methods of tuning coalClal resonant

Fig. 2-61
lines.

effects from being evide nt outside the guide. The
energy is Injected at one end, either through
capacitive or inductive coupling or by radiation,
and is received at the other end_ The waveguide
then merely confines the energy of the .field$,
which are propagated through it to. the receiving
end by means of refiec;tions against itl irInu walls.
Analysis of waveguide operation il based on the
assumption that the guide material is I perfect
co nductor of electricity. Typical distributions of
electric and magnetic fields in a rectansuiar guide
are shown in Fig. 2-63. It will be o bJeIVed that the
intensity of the electric field is gIllatut (as indicated by closer spacing of the line. of rorce) It the
center along the % dimension, Fig. 2-63(8 ), diminishing to zero at the end walls. The btter is a
necessary concli tion, since the existe nce of any
electric field parallel to the walls at the surface
wou ld cau se an infinite current to flow in a perfect
conductor. 1bls represents an impossible situation.

Modes of Propaption
Fig. 2-63 represents a relatively simple distnbudon of the electric and magnetic flClds. There is in
general an inftnite number of Wlyl in which the
flClds can arrange thenuclves in a auide SO long as
there is no upper limit to the frequency to be
transmitted. Each field configu ration is called a
mode. All modes may be separated into two
general groups. One group, designated TM ( tramverse mapelie), has the magnetic: field entirely
transverse to the direction of pJ'Qpagation, but has
a component of electric field in that directiOD. The
other type, designated TE (transverse eaeetric) has
the electric: field entirely transverse, but has a
co mponent of magnetic field in the direction of
pro pagation. TM waves are $Ometimcs called E
waves, and TE waves are so metime, called H waves,
but the TM and TE designations are preferred_
The particular mode of transmission is identified by the group Ietten follov.-ed by two subscript

::

Fig. 2-62 _ Methods of tuning
re$Onant tines.

~leI-type
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Another kind of circuit particularly applicable
at wavelengths of the older of centimeters is the
cavi ty resonator, which may be looked upon lU a
sec.:tion of a waveguide with the dimensions chosen
so that waVes of a give n length can be maintained
imide.
Ty pical shaP'Cs used for resonators are the
cylinder, the rec tangular box and the sphere, U
shown in Fig. 2-64. The resonant frequency depends upon lhe dimensions of the cavity and the
mode of oscillation of the waves (comparable to
the transmission modes in a waveguide). For the
10welt modes the resonant wavelengths are IS
follows:

I~

Cylinder
Square box.
Sphere .. .

(c)

FIg. 2~3 - Field d istribution in I rectangular
waveguide. The TEI,O mode o f propagetion is
depicted.

numerals; for ell:ample, TEl,r> 1)1.1 1,1, etc. The
numbel of possible modes incrcaKl with freque ncy
for a given size of guide. There is only one poss ib le

mode (called the dominanl mode) fo r the lowest
frequency thai can be transmitted, The dominant
mode is the one gener ally used in practical work.

Waveguide DimensiOIl5
In the rectangular guide the critical dimension
is x In Fig. 2-63; this dimension musl be more than
one-half wavelength al the lowest frequency to be
tnll15mitted. In practice, the y dimension usually is
made about equal to 112 x to avoid the poss.ibility
of operation at other than the dominant mode.
Othe r croS$-Sectional shapes than the rec tangle
can be used, the most important being the circular
pipe. Much the same considerations apply.s in the
rectangular case.
Wavelength Connulas for rec langular and circular guides are given in the follOwing table, where x
is the width of a rectangular guide and r is the
radius of a circular gu ide_ All f18\l ru are in tenns of
the dominant mode_
Rectal/gular Qrr:uiar
Cu tofT wavelength
3.4 1r
Longes t wavelength traIl$mitted with Iitde attenuation
1.6r
3."
Shortest wavele ngth before
_next modo becomes possible
1.1x
2."

2.61r

1.411
2.28r

The resonant wavelengths of th e cylinder and
square box are independent of the height when the
~ight is leSS than a half wavelength. In other
modes of oscillation the height must be a multiple
of a half wavelength as measwcd inside the cavity.
A cylindrical cavity can be tuned by a sliding
shorting disk when operating in such a mode.
Other lUning methods include placing adjustable
tuning paddles or "slugs" inside the cavity so that
the standing-wave pattern of the elect ric and
magnetic fields can be Varied.
A form of cavity resonator in practical use is
the re-entrant cyli ndrical type Shown in Fig. 2-65.
In constlllction it resembles a concentric line
closed at bo th ends wi th capacitive loading at the
top. but the actu al mode of oscillation may differ
considerably from tha I occuring in coaxial lines.
The resonant frequency of such a cavity depends
upon the diameten of the two cylinde n and the
distance d between the cylinder ends.
Compared with ordinary resonant circuits, cav·
ity resona ton have extremely high Q. A valueofQ
of the order of 1000 or more is readily obtainable,
and Q values of several thousand can be secured
with good design and construction.
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Fig. 2-66 - Coupling to waveguides and resonaton.
Coupling to Waveguides and Cavit),
Resonators
Enell)' may be introduced into or abstracted

from a waveguide or resonator b)' means of either
the electric or magnetic field The enerzy transfer
frequenUy is through a COaxJaI line, two methods

of coupling to which are shown in Fig. 2-66. The
probe shown It A is simply a snort extension of
the inner conductor of the coaxial line, so oriented
that it is parallel to the eJeclric lines of force. The
loop shown at B is arranged 50 that it enclo~!
so me of the magnetic lines of force. The poinl al

which maximum coupling will be secured depends
upon the partic$r mode of propagation in the
guide or cavity; lhe coupling will be maximum
when the coupling device is in the most intense
field_
Coupling can be varied by turninJ: the probe or
loop through a 9Q-degree angie. When the probe is
perpendicular to the electric lines the coupling will
be minimum; similarly, when the plane of the loop
is parallcl to the magnetic lines the cou pli ng will
have its minimum value.

MOOULATION, HETERODYNING, AND BEATS
Since one of the most widespread uses.of radio
frequencies is the trarumiuion of speech and
music, it would be very convenient if the ludio
spectrum to be transmitted could simply be shifted
up to some radio frequency, InInSmiltcd as radio
Wives, and shifted back down to IUi,110 lit th..
receiving point. Suppose the audio signal to be
transmitted by rad io is a pure l ooo-hertt tone, and
we' wish 10 transmit the signal at 1 MHz (1 ,000,000
hertz. One possible way to do this migh t be to add
1.000 MHz and 1 kHz together, thereby obtaining
a radio frequency of 1.001 MHz. No simpJe
method for doing this direclly has been devised,
although the ~ffect is obtained and used in
"singlc-sideband InInSmission."
When two different frequenaes are present
limultaneously in an ordinary circuit (specifically,
one in which Ohm's Law holdJ) each behaves as
though the other were not there. The total or
resultant voltage (or current) in the circuit will be
Ihe sum of the ins tantaneous values of the two at
every instant. This is beeause the re can be only one
value of curre nt or voltage at any single point in a
Fig. 2-67 - Amplitude-vs.·timll end amplitude·VI.·
frequeocy plou of various sigoa\s. tAl 1·1/2 cycles
of an audio signal, assumed to be 1000 hz in this
example. t8l A radio-fre<Jlern:v signet, assumed to
be 1 MHz; 1500 hertz are completed during the
same time es the 1-1/2 cycles in A,IO they annot
be shown ecoJrately. tCl The signals of A and 8 in
the Janw circuit; each maintains iu own identity.
tDl The signals of A aoo 8 in a circuit where the
amplitude of A can control the ampli tude of B.
The I _M Hz signal is modu lated by the l ooo-hz
signaL
E, F, G and H show the spect rums lor the
sigoall in A, 8 , C and 0, re5p1:!Ctively. Note the new
frequ eocies in H, resu lti ng from the modulation
process.

circuit at

an)'

instant. Fip. 2-67A and B show two

such frequencies. and C shows the resultant. The

amplitude of the I-MHz cunent is not affected by
the presence of the I-kHz cunent, but the axis is
shifted back and forth at the l ·kHz. rate. An
attempt to transmit luch a combination lIS a radio

wave would resul t in only the radiation of the
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I·MHz frequency, since the I.JtHz frequency retains its identity as an audio frequency and will not
radiate.
There are devices, however, which make it
possible for one frequency to control the amplitude of the other. If, for example, a I-kH:t tone is
used to control a I-MHz signal, the maximum rf
out pu t will be ob tained when the I-kHz signal is at
the peak of onc alte rnation and the minimum will
occur al the peak of the next al ternation. The
process is called amplitude modulation , and the
elTect is shown in Fig. 2-61D. The resultant signal
Is now entirely at radio frequency, but with its
amplitude vuying at the modulation ra le (1 kHz).
Receiving equipment adjusted 10 receive the I-MHz
rl' signal can reproduce these chlll!:es in amplitude,
and reveal what the audio signal is, through a
prooess called detection.
h might be assumed thai the only radio
frequency presen t in such a signal is the original
1.000 MHz, but such is no t the case. Two new
frequencies have appeared. These are the sum ( 1.00
+ .001) and the difference (1.000 - .001) of the
two, and thus the radio frequencies appearing afte r
modulation are 1.001 , 1.000 and .999 MHz.
When an audio frequency is u5ed to control the
amplitude of a radio frequency, the p=ss is
generally called "amplitude moduluion," as mentioned, but when a radio frequency modulates
another radio frequency it is called heterodyning.
The processes are identical. A general tenD for the
sum and difference frequencies generated during
heterodyning or am plitude modulation is "belt
frequ encies," and a more specific one is upper side
frequency , for the sum, and lower side frequency
for the difference.
In the simple example, the modulating signal
was assumed to be a pure lone, but the modulating
signal can .just as well be a bond of frequencies
making up speech or music. In Ihis case, the side
frequencies are grouped into the upper sideband
and the lower sideband. Fig. 2-6 7f1 ShoWI tlle side
frequencies appearing as a resu lt of tlle modulation
p~.

Amplitude modulation (I-m) is not the only
Ule. Such
signal properties as phase and frequency can also
be modulued. In every cue the modulalion
process leads 10 the ge neralion of a new set (or
sets) of radio frequencies symmelJicaUy disposed
abou t lhe original r:adio (carrier) frequency.
possible type no r is il the only one in

Fig. 2-68 - Actual oscilloscope photograph Ihow·
ing the signals described in the text and shown in
the drawingl of Fig. 2-67.

TOROIDAL INDUCTORS AND TRANSFORMERS
With many builders, miniatudution is the
watchword. This is especiaUy tme when work in,
with solid.state and etched-circuit projects. One of
the deterrenu encountered in designing smallvolume equipment is the squeezing in of bulky
inductors - slug-tuned Of air wound - into I
compact assembly. Toroids offer a practical solution to the problem of mass. The good points do
not end there, however; toroidal-wound induc tors
not only fit in to small places, they offer exceptionaUy !tigh values of tuned-circuil Q, a defin ite

attribute when selectivity in an important consideration in equipment performance. QrdinarUy.
air-wound inducton which provide compar.able Q
are many times larger than are tlleir toroidal
kinsmen. The correct type of core material must be
used in order to realize the best possible Q at. I
particular frequency .
Minim um interaction between the tuned stages
of a given piece of equipment is usually of
paramount im portance 10 the builder. Here is
where the toroid performs well; a toroidal inductor

Toroids
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is se1f-shielding. That is to say, its magnetic fiux is
very nearly all contained within the coil itself. This
featu re cuts down stray inductive coupling be·
twee n adjacent circuits and pennils the toroid to
be mounted physically close to other components
- including the chassis and cabinet waUs - without
impairment of ils efficiency. The latter is nol true
of ordinary rf or af inductors. Because the flux is
contained within the toroid coil, tighter coupling
between windings, whe n a primary and seco ndary
are used, is possible.
The high pe:nnea bility of ferrite toroid cores
permits the user to employ fewer turns in the
tuned-circuit inductor. With fewer turn s o f wire
required, larger wire gauges can be used, with a
rerultanl re du ction in heating an d [2R losses. This
feat ure is especially beneficial in transistorized
equipment where high collector cur ren ts are frequently required.
II is best to unders tand that the word "toroidal" re fers 10 a physical forma l - doughnut
shape - rather than to a specific device or type of
material. Toroid cores come in a host of SileS, are
manufact ured by many finns (each with a different
ide ntifying code for the type of core material
used), and are fashioned from a wide varicty of
materials. Some cores are made by rolling up great
Icngths of thin silicon steel tape (Hypersil) into a
toro idal form . Such cores are held together by
means of plastic covers, or are wrapped with glass
tape which holds the core intac t while insulating it
from the wire which is wound on it. This type of
core i~ commonly u5Cd for low·f,..,quency powe r
applications such as do-to-dc, and do-to-ac converten. For audio and rf applications powdered
iron and fe rri te (a newer type of ceramic) material
are gene rally used. Ferrite acts like an insulating
material, making it unnecessary in all instances to
place a layer of tape between the co re and the
winding of the IIlInsformer or inductor.

ChOO$ing a Core
There is no simple rule th at can be used for
selecting a toroid co re for a particular job. Many
things must be considered notably the intended
frequency of operation, the operating frequency
versus the physical size and permeability of the
core, and whether or not the core will be used in a
small· or large-signal tu ned circuit. The higher the
permeability rating of the material, the fewer will
be the number of !Urns required to obtain a
specific inductance value. For example: if a core of
cellain size has a permeability rating of 400, it
might require, say, 25 turns of wire to give an
inductance of 10 ~. Therefore, where minimum
[2R loss in the winding is desirable, the higher
permeability is better. A core with a larger crosssectional area (computed from inside diameter,
outside diameter, and core heigh t) will reduce the
required number of turns also. These are but a few
possibili tes to consider when selecting a core. Q I
material is rated for rf applicatiorus up to 10 MHz,
Q2 stock is good to 50 MHl, and Q3 ferrite is rated
to 225 MHz. These three ranges handle mos t rf
needs. I If the imp roper material is chosen for a
given frequency of operation, the core material will

not provide a high-Q inductor. In fact, the wrong
material can completely ruin II. tuned circuit. If 100
large II. core (physical size) is used in the upper hf
legion, or at vhf, it may be impossible to wind a
sui.table coil on the toroid beca use so little wire
will be required to provide the needed value of
inductance. For Ihis reason, the smaller cores, and
those with low permeability rating~, should be used
in the upper frequency range.
It is helpfu l to have some knowledge of the
co re types offered by the various com panies before
ordering a loroid for a particular project. Indiana
General offers a specification sheet for each of
their core materials (see Table I). Each sheet lists
such da ta as permeability, flux density,residual
magnetism, usab le frequency range, and the loss
factor at a specified frequency. Bulletin l OlA lists
the physical dimensions of their cores and also
gives the cross·sectional area of each model in
square inches. With this information one cali
miculate the required number of turns for a
specific inductance value, u:riJlg a selected core size.
With the foregoing information at our disposal, the
formula given here will enable the constructor to
de termine the ind uctance of a toro id when the
number of tu rn s is known:

L '" (0.0046 pN2h [oglO OD ) pH
ID
WhereL " inductance
J.I = permeability of the material
N" number of turns
OD • outer diamcter ofeore (em.)
ID " inner diameter of core (em .)
h " height of core (in cm.)
To ob tain dimensions in centime ters, multiply
inches by 2.54. The indu ctance nomogram given
in Fig. 2·70 can be used wh en designing toroidal
inductors which are to be wound on the standard
cores offered by Indiana GeneIllJ.
Specifie Applications
Because toroids can be used in circuits that
handle anyth ing from miclowans to kilowatts,
they can be put to good use in almost any
luned-circuil or transforme r application.
Most amateurs are familiar with balun trans·
fonners, having used lhem at one lime or another
in their antenna systems. Toroids rmd widespread
use as balun Iransfo nners because they provide a
broad·band transformer that is compact and offers
~d power·lIansfer efficiency. An art icle which
describes how to contruct homemade toroidal
baluns was published in August 1964 QST. Core
sile with respect to four different power levels _
ISO to 1000 walts - is ireated in the article.
Toroidal induc tors are useful when app lied to
drcuits in which a high degree of selectivity is
desired. A high-Q toro idal tuned circuit in the rf
and mixer stages of a communications receiver can
aid im3ge rejection more than is possible with
conventional slug·tuned induc tors.
lQl , Q2, and Q3 d estina tion.. used here ue
those assiP1ed to eores made h y Indiana Genen..!
Cor p ., Keasbey, N J 08832. Other maDulactuu. of
lerramlc mat.erlalo use different IdenUfyl.n1 codes.
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surface is a change in overall circuit capacitance,
which in tum sl ightly affects- the resonant f~
quency of the toroidal tuned circuit. Because fewer
turns of wife are needed for a toroid coil than for
ordinary ai-wound or sl ug-tuned inductors., the
assembly can be made ext re mely compact - a
much sought-a fter fea ture in miniaturized equipme nt.
Ind uctors and transfo rmers which are wou nd
on toroid cores are subject to the same gene ral
conditions that are com mon to the laminated
iron<ore types treated earlier in this chapter. A
sufficient amount oC CIOSHeCtiOnaJ area is necessary fo r a given amoun\ or power in order to
prevent utu ration and heating. Either of these
conditions wiU seriously impair the efrlciencyd a
circuit. When toro id.! are used in circuiu where
high pk-pk rf voltage is (or can be) present, the
core should be wrapped with glass tape or some
insulating material of si milar characteristics. Tef·
lon-insulated wire should be used to prevent
nashover be tween turns. o r between the winding
and the core.
Addi tiona l design data and inCor mation on
mak ing one's own toroid COles are given in,
"Toroidal-Wound Inductors," QST Cor January
1968, page I I. Industrial data flies and application
notes are available rrom the manuCacturen or
ferrite products. 3
3 1ndiana General Corp_ Electronics D lv./

Another application (or toroidal inducton is in
transistorized transmitting and receiving equipmeu.t

_ and in some vacuum-lube circuilS - where
broad-band input, interstage, or output rf uars(ormers are desired. Torolds can be used in sudl.
circu its to provide good efficiency and smdl
physical size. The broad-band tra nsformer requi res
no tuning co nuols when properly designed for D
given frequency range _ a part icularly useful
feature in mobile equipment. II is nOI difficult to
design a broad-band transformer 2 that will wode
over a range of 3 to 30 MH%.. but onc must tate
precautions against the radiation of harmonic
energy when using this kind of transformer in llIe
fina l ltage of a transmitler.
Compact equipment cans for the close spacial
of component parts, often requiring thai the tuned
circuits of seve ral stages be in close physical
proxim ity. This sort of requirement of len leads 10
electrical instability of one or more of the stages,
beca use of unwanted interSlage coupli ng, thus
impa iring the performance of the equipmen t.
Because the toro idal transformer or induc tor is
self-shielding, it is possible to place the t uned
circuits much closer together than when usillg
conventional inductors. 11Ie self-shielding feature
also makes it possible to mount a toroid against a
circuit board, or against a metal chassis or cabinet
wall, without significantly affecting their Q.
Normally, the most noliceable effect of moving a
toro id closer to or farther away from a metal
2eL, Ruthroff "Some Broad band 'l"'1louformers ' . PJ'(IC. jRi!8 Vol. 47 . P. H 17, Au .. n ~u.

Fe rrit . . Ke.ubey, NJ 08832. Also, F erroxeube
Corp. of Amerlea, Saufertiet.. NY 12471 and
Amid on ADOcl.IUI, 120 3 Ot.et:o St ., N. HoUywood ,

CA
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FIg. 2-69 - Nomograph which can be

used to calculate the nu mber of turns
requi red for a specific inductance
once the type of COfe (Indiana GenerElI) il known. Oraw a li ne of inductance. L through the marker
which indica tes the COf"e material
being used, Q l . 02, OJ. etc. Complete this tine unt il it inteneets the
Reference line. Now draw a line from
the intersect point on the AefBf"BnCe
line to tha catalog numbel'" line of the
flOmogtlIm iC F number of the core) .
This line will cross the Nurroer of
Tums IN) tine. indicating the number
of tu rns needed. Example shOWll
15·turn winding requ ired for 1 0~
inductance on CF-114 core of Q2
material. (Nomogram cou rtesy of
Indiana General.)
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Chapter 3

Vacuum-Tube Principles
CURRENT IN A VACUUM
The outlliandilll difference be tween the
vacuum tube and most other electrical devices is
that the electric current does not flow through a
conductor bu t through empty space - a vacuum.
1lUs is only possibJe when "free" electrons - that
is, electrons that are not attached to atoms - are
somehow introduced Into the vacu um. Free
elec trons in an evacua ted space will be allmcted to
a positively charged object wi thin the same space,
or will be repelled by a nega tively ch~d object.
The movement of the electrons under the
alnaction or repulsion of such charged objects
constitutet the current in the vacuum.
The most practical way to introduce a
sufficienUy large number of elec trons into the
evacuated space is by thermionic emission.

Fig. 3-1 - Conduction by thermionic emini on in a
vacuum tube. The A batterv is used to heat the
cathode to e temperature that wi n caule it to emit
electrons. The B battery makes the plate positive
with rl!$pect to the cathode, thereby causing the
emitted electrons to be attr8C1ed to the piate.

Thermionic Emission

If I piece of metal is heated to incandescence in
a vacuum. electrons near the surface are given
enough energy of motion to ny off into the
surrounding space. The mgher the temperature, the
greater the number of electrons emitted. The Dante
for the emitting metal is cathode.
If the. cathode is the onl y thing in the vacuum,
most of the emitted electronillay in its immediate
vicinity. fonning a "cloud" abou t the cathode. The
zeason fOl' this is that the eJecuons In the space,
being negative electricity, for . negative charge
(space ch~) in the n:gion of the cathode. The

Transmitting tubft ara in the back and center rows.
Receiving tum _ in the front row II . to r.l :
miniatunt. pencil. planar triode hwo). NlNistor InC!
1-inch diameter cathode-nry tube.

Electrons captured by tM plate fl ow back thtougtl
the B battery to tM cathode.
space charge repels those elecllons nearest the
cathode, tending to make them fall back on it.
Now suppose I second conductor is introduced
into the vacuum, but not connected to anything
else inside the tube. If this second conductor is
given a positive charge by connecting a voltace
5O\UCe between it and the cathode, as indicated in
Fig. 3-1 . electrons emitted by the eathode are
attracted to the positivcly charged conductor. An
eJectric current then nows through the circuJt
formed by the cathode, the charged conductor,
and the voltage source. In Fig. 3· ' this voltage
source is a battery ("8 " blUelY); a second baUeIY
("A" batteI)') is also indicated for heating the
cathode to the proper ope rating tempera ture.
The positively charged condu ctor is usually.
metal plate or cylinder (surrounding the cathode)
and is called an anode or plate. Uke the other
working parts of a tube , it il a tube element or
electrode. The tube shown in Fig. 3- 1 is •
two-element or two-eiectrode tube, one element
being the cathode and the othe r th e anode or plate.
Since electrons are negative electricity, they
will be attracted to the plate only whe n the plate is
positive with respect to the cathode. If the plate is
given a negative charge, the electrons will be
repeUed back to the cathode and no cunent will
n ow. The vacu um tube theref(lfe can conduct only
in one dirtction.

"'......

Before ejection ernis!ion can OCCUJ', the eathode
must be heated to a IUgh temperature. However, it
is not essential that the heatina cu~nt flow
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Fi g. 3-2 - TVpes of cathode construction. DirectlV
heat8'd cathodes or "tiI&menu" . re shown a t A. B.
and C. The inverted V filament is used in small
receiving rubes, the M in both receiving and
transmitting tubes. The spiral f ilament is II transmitting tube type. The indrectlV heeted cathodes
a t 0 end E show two types of hNrer con5truction,
one • twisted loop and the other bunched nel ter
wi res. Both types ttOld to c~ the magnetie
fi elds se t up bv the currerlt through the heater.

through the actual malerial that does the emitting;
the fil ament or heater can be elec tri cally sepamte
from the emitting cathode. Such. cathode is called
indirectly heated, while an emitting mamen! is
called a directly heated cathode. Fig. 3-2 !hows
both types in the forms which they commonly

...,.

Much greater electron amiuion can be obtained, at rela tively low temperatuJes, by using special
cathode materials rather than pure metals. One of
these is thoriated mop len Of tunpten in which
thorium is dissolved. Still pealet efficiency is
achieved in the oxide-coalcd cathode, a cathode in
which rare~arth oxides form a coaling over a me lal

,"'.

Although the oxidlXoated cathode has the
highest efficiency, it can be used suecessfuDy only
in tubes that operate at rather low plate voltages.
Its use is thenfon confined to nce.iving.type tubes
and to the smaller varieties of transmittiJll tubes.
The thoriated Il1ament, on the other hand. will
operate weDin high-voltage tubes.
Plate Current

If there is only a man positive voltage on the
plate, the number of electrons re aching it will be
small because the space charge (which is negative)
prevents those eJectrons nearest the cath ode from
being attracted to the plate. As the plate voltage is
Increased, the effect of the space charge is
increasingly overcome and the numbe r of electrons
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Fig. 3-3 - The diode, or two-fll emen t tube, &nd a
ty pical curve showi ng how the plate current
depends upon the voltage applied to the plate.

attracted to the plate becomes Juge:r. That is, the
plate tuneftt increases with inCJeasing plate
vol tage.
Fig. 3·3 shows I typical plot of plate current ,s.
pJa te voltage for a two-element tube or diode. A
cuIVe of this type can be obtained with the circuit
shown, if the plate voltage is increased in small
steps and a current reading taken (by means of the
curren t·indlcating instrument - a milliamme ter) at
each vohage. The plate current is zero with no
pJate voltage and the curve rises until a saturation
point is reached. This is where the positive charge
on the plate hu Jubuantially overcome the space
chuge and almost aU the deetrons are going to the
plate. At higher voltages the plate cune nt stays at

U\J U

.0

Q Q

Fig. J.4 - Ractific.tion in a diode. Current fl ows
only when the plata is positive with respeet lothe
cathode, so that only hall-<=ycles of current llow
through the load resinor, R.
PlllCtiCaUy the same value.
The plate voltage multiplied by the plate
cunent is the power input to the tube. In a circuit
like that of Fig. 3·3 this power is all used in
heating the plate. If the power input is large, the
plate temperature may rise to a very high value
(the plate may become red or even white hot). The
heat developed In the plate is radiated to the bulb
of the tube, and in tum radiated by the bulb to the
rurrounding air.

RECTIFICATION
Since cunent can flow through a tube in only
one direction, a diode can be used to change
alternating curre nt in to direc t cunent. It docs this
by permitting curren t to fl ow only when the anode
is positive with respect to the cathode. There is no
current now when the plate is negative.
Fig. 3-4 shows a representative circuit. Alternat·
ing vol t. from the secondary of the Illlnsformel ,
T. is applied to the diode tube in seri es with a load
resistor, R . The voltage varies as is usual with at,
but cumm t fl ows through the tube and R only
when the plate is positive with re spect 10 the
cathode - that is, during the half-<=ycle when the
upper end of the transfonne r winding is positive.
During the negative half-cycle the re is simply a gap
in· the current fl ow. This rectified a1temating

Vacuum-Tube Amplifiers
curreot therefore is an intermittent direct current.
The load resistor, R, represents the actual
circuit in which the lectified alternating cunent
does work. All tubes work with a load of one type
0 1 another; in this respect a tube is much like I
generator or transfonner. A circuit that did not
provide a load for the tube would be li ke a
short-circuit across a transfonner ; no useful
purpose would be accomplished and the only resul t
would be the generation of he at in the transfoJIl\er.
So it is with vacuum tubes; they must cause power
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to be dl:VClopcd in a load in omer to serve a useful
purpose. Also, to be ~fIlci~n t most of the power
lIlust do useful work in the load and not be used in
heating the plate of the tube. Thus the voltaae
drop 2Cross the load should be mu ch higher than
Ole drop across the diode.
With the diode connec ted as shown in Fig. 34,
!he polarity of the current through the load is as
indica ted. If the diode were reversed, the polarity
of the voltage developed acro" the load R would
he reversed.

VACUUM·TUBE AMPLIFIERS
TRIODES
Grid Control

If a third element - called the control grid, or
simply grid - is inserted between the ca thode and
plate as in Fig. 3·5, it can be used to control the
effect of the space charge. If the grid is given a
positive voltage with respect t o the calbode, the
positive charge will te nd to neutralize the negative
space charge. The result is that, at any selected
pllte voltage, more electrons will now to the pIlle
than if the &rid were not prescnt. On the other
hand, if the grid is made negative with respect to
the cathode the negative charge on the grid will
add to the space charge. This will reduce the
numbe r or elec troIl! that can reach the plate It any
selected pIlle voltage.
The grid is inserted in the tube to control the
space charge and not to attract clectroIl! to itself,
so it is made in the ronn of a wire mcsh or spiral.
Electron s then can go through the open spaces In
the grid to reach the plate.
Characteristic Curve5
For any particular tube, the effect or the grid
volta&e on the plate current can be shown by. set
of chadcterislic curves. A typical sel or curves is
shown in fig. 3-6, together with the cUcuit that is
used for getting them. For each value of plate
voll3ge, there is a valu e of negative grid voltage
that wi ll reduce the plate current to zero; th aI Is,
there is a value of negative grid voltage that will cut
off the plale curre nt.

Fig. 3-5 - ConstructiOtl
of an elementary triode
vacuum tube, showing
th e d irectly ·hea ted
cathode (fi tamend.grid
(with an end view of
the grid wi red and
plate. The relative density of the lpace charge
is indicated roughly by
the dot density.
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Fig. 3-6 - Grkkloltage-YS.-p!ate-current CUrvft at
various fixed v"uM of plate voltage (EtJ for a
typical small tr iode. Ch....acteris lic curves of th is
type. can be t8ken by varying the battery voltllgll
in the circuit al the right .

The curves could be extended by makiOS the
grid voltage positive as we ll as negative. WIlen the
grid is negative, it repels electrons and therefore
~.Qne of t hem ro achel it; In other words, no CUl'Il'nt
flows in the grid circuit. However, whe n the grid is
po!itive, it attracts elec tIons and a current (grid
a m cnt) flows, just as cun ent flows to the positive
plate. Whenever there. is &:rid current there. is an
.x:ompanyifll power loss In the &rid circuit, but 50
long as the grid is rICsalive no power is used.
It is obvious that the grid can act as II valve to
control the flow of pllle current. Actually, the grid
has a much sreatcr e1fcct on plate current flow
than d oes the plate voltage. A small change in grid
voltage is just as effective in bringing about a given
change in plate current as u a large change in plate
voltage.
The fact that a small voltage acting on the grid
is equival ent to a large vol. ac ting on the plate
indicates the possibility of amplification with the
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The best all-around indication of the errectiv~
ness of a tube as an amplifier Is its grid-plate
transconductance - also called mutual conductance or
It is the change in plate cu n ent divided
by the change in grid voltqe that caused the
change; it can be found by dividing the
~ ampliflC3tion factor by the plate resis tance. SirlOt
t cunent divided by voltage is condu ctance,
j tran5(:onductance is measured in the unit of
~ conductance, the mho.
l
PIactical valueJ of transconductance lIe very
small, so the mic romho (one millionth of a mho) is
the commonly used unit. Different types of lubes
have transcondu ctances ranging from a few
hundred to several thousand. The highe r the
transconduc tance the greater the posibJe amplification.
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Fig. 3-7 - Dynamic cha racteristics of 8 smal l triode
wi th vari oul load resistances from 5000 10100,000
ohrr. .

AMPLIFICATION
The way in which a lube amplifies is best
known by a type of graph called the dynamic

triode tube. The many uses of the elec tronic tube characteristic. Such a graph, toge ther with the
ne arly all are based upon Ihis amplifying feature. circuit used for obtaining it, is shown in Fig. 3· 7.
The amplified output is not obtained Crom the Tho cu rves are taken with lhe plate-supply voltage
tube itself, bU I from the voltage source connecttd fi xed at the desired ope rating value. The difference
between its plale and cathode, The tube simply betwee n this circuit and the one shown in Fig. 3-6
coo 1mb the powe r from th is source, changing it to is that in Fig. 3-7 a load resistance is connected in
series with the plate of the tube. Fi&: 3-7 thus
the desmd form.
To utilize the oonttoUed power, 1 load must be mows how the plate cunent will vary, with
connected in the plate or "ou tput" cin;ui. , just as different grid voltages, when the plate current is
in the diode cue. The load may be either a made to now through a load and thus do useful
resislallce 0 1 an impedance. The te rm "impedance" work.
The several curves in l'1g. 3-7 are fOr various
is frequently used even when the load is purdy
values of load resistance. When the lesbtance is
resistive.
small (as in the case of the 5()/)(klhrn load) the
plate cunent changes rathe r rapidly with I given
Tu be Otancteristics
change in grid voltage. U the load. resistance is high
The physical construction of a triode deter- (as in the l OO.()/)(klhm cUNe), the change in plate
mines the re lative effectiveness of the grid and cunent fOI the same grid-voltage change is
piate in controllillJ the plate current. The control relatively iUllall : also, the CUNe tends to be
of the &rid i. increased by moving it doser to the straighter.
cathode or by makins the grid mesh finer.
Fig. 3-8 is the same type of CUNC, but with the
The pllte resistance of I vacuum tube is the ae circuit ananged SO that a source of a1temating
resistance of the pa th from cathode to plate. POI a vol tage (signal) is inse rted be tween the grid and the
given grid Voltage. it is the quotient of a smlll grid battery C'C" battery). The voltage of the grid
change in plale voltage divided by the resul tant battery is fixed at - 5 volts, and from the cu.rve. it is
change in plate cune nt. Thus if a l -volt change in seen that the plate cunen t at this grid voltage is 2
plate voltage caused a plale<urren l change of .01 milliamperes. This current fl ows when th e load
rnA (.00001 ampere), the plate res istance would resis tance is 50,000 ohms, as indicated in the
be 100,000 ohms.
circuit diagram. If the re is no ac signal in the grid
The amplification faclor (usually designated by circuit, the voltage drop in the load. resistor is
th e Greek let ter J.l.) of a vacuum tube is de fi ne d as 50,000 x .002 . 100 volts, leaving 200 volts
the ratio of the change in plate voltage to the between the plate an d ca thode.
change in grid voltage to effect equal changes in
When a sin~wave signal having a peak value of
plate current. If, for exam ple, an increase of 10 2 volts is applied in series with the bias voUage in
plate VWIIl raised the plate cunent 1.0 rnA. and an the grid circuit, th,e instantaneous voltage at the
increase in (negative) grid voltage of 0. 1 volt were grid will swing to - 3 volts at the Instant the signal
required to l eturn the plate cunent to its original reaches its pos.it ive peak. and to - 7 volts at the
...... ue. the amplification b e ton of triode tubes instant the signal reaches its negative peak. The
would be 100. The amplification factors of triode maximum plate cunent will occur I t the instant
tubes lange from 3 to 100 Of so. A hlgh"IJ. tube is
the grid voltage is - 3 volts. Ai shown by the graph,
one wi th an amplif'lCation of perhaps 30 0 1 more, it will have a value of 2.65 milliamperes. The
medium"IJ. tubes have amplification factors in the minimum plate cunent ocanl It the instant the
approximate range 8 to 30 and lowiL tubes in the grid voltage is -7 volts, and has • value of 1.35
range below 7 or 8, The J.l. of a triode is useful in rnA. At intennediate values of grid voltage,
computinJ stage gains.
intenndiate plale<Urrent valu es wil l occur.
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Fig. 3-8 - Amplifier operation. When the plate
current varies in response to the signal applied to
the grid, a varying voltage drop appears across the
load, R p , as shown by the dashed curve. Ep.l p is
the plate current.
The instantaneous voltage between the plate
and cathode of the tube abo is shown on the
graph. Whel} the plate current is maximum, the
instantaneous voltage drop in Rp is 50,000 x
.00265 '" 132.5 volts; when the plate current is
minimum the instantaneous voltage drop in Rp is
50,000 x .00135 " 67.5 volts. The actual voltage
between plate and cathode is the difference
between the plate~upply potential, 300 volts, and
the voltage drop in the load resistance. The
plate-tlH:athode vol tage is therefore 167.5 volu at
maximum plate current and 232.5 volts at
minimum plate current.
nus varying plate voltage is an ac voltage
superimposed on the steady plate-eathode polential of 200 volts (as previously determined for
no-signal conditions). The peak value of this ac
output voltage is the difference between either the
lTIllXimum or minimum plate-cathode voltage and
the no-signal value of 200 volts. In the ilIustf1ltion
this difference is 232.5 - 200 or 200 - 167.5; that
is, 32.5 volts in either C3SC. Since the grid signal
voltage has a peak: value of 2 volts, the
voltage-amplification ratio of the amplifier is
32.5/2 or 16.25. That is, approximately 16 times
as much voltage is obtained frorn the plate circuit
as is applied to the grid circuit.
As shown by the drawings in Fig. 3-8, the
alternating component of the plate voltage swings
in the negotive direction (with reference to the
no-signal value of plate-eathode voltage) when the
grid voltage swings in the positive direction, and
vice versa. This means that the alternating
component of plate voltage (that is, the amplified
signal) is 180 degrees out of phase with the signal
voltage on the grid.

The fixed negative grid voltage (called grid bias)
in Fig. 3-8 serves a very useful purpose. One object
of the type of amplification shown in this drawing
is to obtain, from the plate circuit, an alternating
voltage that has the same wave shape as the signal
voltage applied to the grid. To do so, an operating
point on the straight part of the curve must be
selected. The curve must be straight in both
directions from the operating point at least far
enough to accommodate the maximum value of
tl-te signal applied to the grid. If the grid signal
swings the plate current back and forth over a part
(If the curve that is not straigh t, as in Fig. 3-9, the
shape of the ac wave in the plate circuit will not be
the same as the shape of the grid-signal wave. In
m1ch a case the output wave shape will be
distorted.
A second reason for uiing negative grid bias is
that any signal whose peak positive voltage does
r.ot exceed the fixed negative voltage on the grid
cannot cause grid current to flow. With no curre nt
flow there is no power consumption, so the tube
will amplify without talting any power from the
signal source. (However, if the positive peak of the
signal does exceed the negative bias, current will
flow in the grid circuit during the time the grid is
positive.)
Distortion of the output wave shape that results
from working over a part of the curve that i$ not
straight (that is, a nonlilleu part of the curve) has
the effect of transforming a sine-wave grid signal
into a more complex waveform. As explained in an
~arlier chapter, a complex wave can be resolved
into a fundamental and a series of hannonics. In
other WOlds, distortion from nonlinearity causes
the generation of harmonic frequencies - frequencies that are not present in the signal appl ied to the
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B. The Jatter tube has negative grid bias supplied
by the battery shown. No cumn! fl ows on the grid

ciscuit of tube B and there is therefore no dc
volt. drop in R a:; in other words, the full voltage
of the bias battery is applied to the &rid of tube B.
The grid re5istor R a:> usually has a rather high
value (O.S to 2 megohms). The reactance of the
cou pliI13 capacitor, Ce , must be low enough
compared Ylith the resistance of Ra: so that the at
voltage drop in Ce is negligible at the lowest
frequency to be amplified. If Ra: il at least O.S
megohm, a 0.1-15 capacitor Ylill be amp ly larxe fOr
the usual ~ of audio frequencies.
So far as the alternating component of plate
Voltage is concerned, it will be realized that if the
vollage drop in Ce is negligible then Rp and R. are
effectively in paralJel (although they are quite
separate so far as de is concerned). The resultant
parallel resistance of the two is therefore thc ac tual
load resistance for the tube. That is why R. is
made as high in resis tance as possible; thcn it will
have the least effect on the load represented by

-.,

:''J;fl.
TRANSFORM ER COOPUNG
Fig. 3-1 0 - Three types o f

c;:oupli~

are In commOll

use at audlo frequencies. These are resistance
coupling, impedenot coupling, and transformer
coupling. In all three cases the OUtput is shown
coupled to the grid circuit of • IUbseqUeflt amp/ifie r tube, but the nme types of circuitll can be IlHd
to couple to other deIIic. lMn tubes.

grid. Harmonic distortion is undesirable in most
amplifiers, although thelt ~ occasions when
hannonics are delibenllcly generated and used.
Audio Amplifier Output Cin:uiu

The useful output of . vacuum-tube amplifier is
the alternating component of plate curren t or plate

voltage. The de voltage on Ihc plate of the tube is
essen tial for the lube's operation, but it a1mQit
Invariab ly would caule difficulties if it were

applIed, a10nl with the ftC output voltage, to the
load. The output ciKUitS of vacuum lubes are
therdore arranged so that tlte ac is transferred to
the load but the dc is no t.
Three types of cou pling ale in common use it
audlo-f.eql.lencies. These are resistance coupling,
impedance coupling, and tran, former coupling.
They m shown in Fi!;. 3-10. In all three cases tbe
output is shown coupled to the grid circuit of a
subsequent amp lHiu tube, but the Slme types of
cirCllits can be used to couple to othe r deviCC$ thm
tubes.
In the reJistanco-coupled circuit, the ac vo1~
developed across the pllte resis tor Rp (that is, the
ac voltap between the plate and cathode of tie
tube) is applied to • second resistor, R", through a
couplin, c.p.citor. Ce. The capacitor' blocks off"
the dc voltale on the plate of the fin;t tube and
prevents it from being applied to the grid of tube

The impedance-coupled circuit diffen; from
that using resistance coupling only in the
substitution of a high inductance (as high as several
hundred henrys) for the plate resisto r. The
advantage of using an inductor rathe r than a
resistor at this point is that the impedance of the
inductor is high for audio frequencies , but its
resistan ~ is relatively low. Thus it provides a
higher value of load impedance for Ie without an
excessive dc vollale drop, and consequently the
power-supply voltage does no t have to be high for
effective opention_
The tnuuformer-coupled amplifie r uses a
transformer with its primaJ}' connected in the plate
circuit of the tube and its secondary connected to
the load (in the circuit shown, a foUowing
amplifier). There is no direc t connection between
the two windings, so the plate voltage on tube A is
isolated from the grid of tube B. The transformercou pled amplifier has the wne advantage as the
impedance-couplcd circuit with respect to loss of
dc voltage from the plate supply. Abo, if the
secondaJ}' has more tums than the primary, the
output voltage will be "stepped up" in proportion
to the turns IlItio.
Resistance coupling is simple, inexpensive, and
will give the same amount of amplification - or
voltage gain - over a wide range of frequencies, it
will give substantially the same amplifIcation' at
any frequency in the audio range, for example.
Impedance coupling will give somewhat more gain,
with the same tube and same plate-su ppl y voltage,
than resistance coupling. However, It is not quite
so good over a Ylidt frequency range; it tends to
"peak," or give maximum gain, over a comparatively narrow band of f~l.Iencies. With a good
transformer the gain of a tnnsrorme,~pled
amplifier can be kept fairly constant over the
audio-frequency range. On the other hand,
transformer couplin, in voltage amplifiers (see
below) is best 5I1ited to triodel having amplification facton of about 20 or less, for the reason that
the primary inductance of I pm:ticable baruform-
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Fig. 3·11 - A n elementary pollYllr·lllTlplifier circuit

In which the power-cO<lsu ming load is cou pled to
the plata ci rcuit through an impedanct-matchlng
transformer.

er cannot be made large enough to work wdJ. with
a tube having high plate resistance.
OaM A Amplifien

An lJIlplifier in which voltage gain Is the
primary consideration is called a voltage am plifier.
Maximum voltage gain is secured when the load
rf'sistance or impedance is made as high as possible
in co mparison with the plale resistance of the tube.
In such a case, the major portion of the voltage
genera ted will appear across the load.
Voltage amplifien belong to a group called
OaM A am plifien. A Ow A amplifier is one
operated so that the wave shape of the output
voltage is the same as that of the signal voltage
applied to the grid. Jr a Cass A amplificr is bialled
so that tbe grid is always neptive, even with the
lugest signal to be handled by the grid, it is called
a Ous Al ampline, . Vollage amplifiers are always
Cus A1 amplifieD, and their primary use is in
driving a following Oass Al amplifier.
Power AmplifieD
The end result of any amplification is tha t the
amplified signal does some work. For example, an
audio-frequency amplifier usually drives a loudspeaker that in tum producel sound waves. The
greater the amount of af power supplied to tbe
speaker the louder tbe sound it will produce.
Fig. 3-11 shows an elementary power·amplifler
circuit. It Is limply a transformer-coupled amplifier
with thc load connected to the suondary.
Although tbe load is shown as a rosistor, it actually
would be some device, such all a loudspeaker, that
em ploys the poWl:r usefully. Every power tube
requires a specific val ue of load resis tance from
plate to cathode, usually somc thousands of ohms,
Cor optimum operation. TIle re$iSlance of the
actual load is mrely lhe right value for "matching"
this optimum load resistance, SO the trans former
tunu ratio is chosen to renect the power value of
resistance into the primary. The tums n.tio may be
either step-up or ste p-down, depending on whether
the actual load resistance is higher or lower than
the load the tube wants.
The power·amplification ratio of an amplifier is
the ratio of the power output obtained from the.
plate circuit to the power required from the ac
signal in the &rid circuit. There is no power lost in
the grid cil'cuit of a Qass Al amplificr, so such an
am plificr hall an infinitely luge power.amplifica.
tion ratio. However, it is quite possible to operate I

Oas. A amplifier in JUcb I way that cunent fiOWl
in its grid circuit durlna at least part of the cycle.
In such a case power is used up in tbe grid circuit
and the po~r amplification ratio is not infinite. A
tube operated in this fashion is known as I a_
A2 amplif'lCt'. II is neocssuy to use a power
amplifier to drive I OUS A2 amplifier, because a
voltage amplifier cannot deliver power without
serious distortion of the wave shape.
Anotber term used in connection with power
ampli fieD is power seMi tlvi l)'. In the case of I
Cass A) amplifier, it means the ratio of power
output to the grid signal voltage that caU5el it. If
grid current flows, the term usually means the ratio
of plate power output to grid power input.
The ac power that is delivered to I load by an
amplifier tube has to be paid for in power taken
from the soun::e of plate voltage and current. In
fact, there is always more power loing into the
plate circuit or the tube than is coming out as
useful output. The difference belWe'en the input
and output powcr is used up in heating the plate of
the tube, as explained previously. The ra tio of
usefu l power output to de plate in pu t is called the
plate efficiency. The higher the plate efficie ncy,
the greater the amount of power that can be taken
from a tube having a given pla tMiissipation rating.
PanDellnd Push·Pun .
Ylhen it is nece.uary to obtain more power
output than one tube iJ capable of giving. two or
more similar tubes may be connected in panDel. In
this case the similar elements in all tubes are
connected together. This method is !hown in Fig.
3·12 for a tl'lnaformer-coupled amplifier. The
power output is in proportio n to the number of
tubes used ; the grid signal or exciting voltage
required, however, is the $.lime all for one tube.
If the amplifier ope rates in such a way U to
consume power in the grid circuit, the grid power
required is in proportion to the number of tubes
=d.

II€
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PUSH-PU.l

Fig. 3·12
circuits.

Paranal and push-pull af amplifier
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Fig. 3-13 - elllSs B amplifier operation .

An increase in power output abo can be
secured by connecting two tube s in ptaJh-pull. In
this case the grids and plales of the two tubes are
connected 10 opposite ends of a balanced circuit as
shown in Fig. 3·12. At any instant the ends of the
lCCondiU)' winding of the input transformer, T 1.
will be at opposite polarity with respect to the
cathode connec tion, so the grid of onc tube is
swung positive al the same instant th at the grid of
the other is swung negative. Hence, in any
push-pull-connectcd amplifier the voltagel and.
currents of onc tube are Qui of phase with those of

the other tube.

In pum-pull operation the even-hannonic
(second, fourth, etc.) distortion is balanced out in
the plate circuil. This means that for the same
power output the distortion will be less than with

parallel ope11ltion.
The exciting voltage measured between the two
grids must be twice that required for one tube. If
the grids consume power, the driving power fOr the
push-pull amplifier is twice that taken by either
tube alone.
Cascade Amplirters
It is readily pOMible to take the output of one
amplifier and apply it as a signal on the grid of a
second arnplifer, then take the second amplifier's
ou tput and apply it to a third, and SO on. Each
amplifier is called a stage. and stages used
succcsslvely an: said to be in cascade.
0 .. B Amplifiers
Fig. ]... 13 shows two tubes connected in a
push·pull circuit. If the grid bias is set at the point
where (when no signal is applied) the plate curIe"t
Is j ust cu t ofT, the n a signal can cause plate current
to fl ow in either tube only when the si3nal vol t~
applied to that puticulu tube is positive with
respect to the cathode. Since in the balanced grid
circuit the signal voltages on the grids of the two
tubes always have opposite polarities, plate current
flows only in one tube at a time.

The ppM show the operation of wch an
amplifier. The plate current of tube B is dr2wn
inverted to show that it flows in the opposite
direction, through the primary of the output
transfonner, to the plate current of tube A. Thus
each half of the outpu(.transfonner prim ary works
alternately to indu ce a half-cycle of voltage in the
secondary. In the 5e<:ondary of TI, tile original
w:avefonn is restored. This type of operation is
called 0151 B am plification.
The Ow B amplifier has considerably higher
plate efficiency than the Ow A amplifier.
FUrthennore, the dc plate current of a Oass B
amplifier is proportional to the si3nal voltage on
the grids, so the power input is small with small
signals. The dc plate power input to a Oass A
amplifier is the !arne whether tile signal is large,
small, or absent altogethe r; therefore the maximum
de plate input that can be applied to a Oass A
amplifier is equal to the rated plate dissipation of
the tube or tubes. Two tubes in a Oass B amplifier
can deli ve r approximately rwelve times as much
audio power as the same two tubes in a Oass A
amplifier.
A Class B amplifier usually is operated in such a
way as to secure the maximum possible power
output. This requires rather large values of plate
current, and to obtain them the signal voltage must
completely overcome the grid bias during at least
part of the cycle, so grid cunent nows and the grid
circuit consumes power. While the power requirements are fai dy low (as compared with the powe r
ou tput), the ract that the grids an: posi tive during
only part of the cycle means that the load on the
precedill8 amplifier or driver stage varies in
magnitude during the cycle; the effective load
resistance is high when the grids an: not drawing
current and relatively low when they do take
current. This must be allowed (o r when designing
the driver.
Certain types of tubes have been designed
specifically for Class B service and can be ope rated
wi thout fixed or other form of grid bias (ze ro-bias
tubes). The amplification Cactor is so high that the
plate current is small witllout signal. Because there
is no fixed bias, tile grids start drawing current
immediately whenever a signal is applied. so the
grid..current flow is continuous throughout the
cycle. This makes the load on the driver much
more constant than is the case with tubes of lower
IJ. biased to platexurrent cut off.
Class B amplifiers used at radio frequencies are
known as linear amplifiers because they are
adjusted to operate in such a way that the power
output is proportional 10 the square of the rf
exciting voltllle. This permits amplification of a
modulated rf signal without distortion. Push·pull is
no t required in thU type of operation; a single tube
can be used equally we ll.
Class AB Amplifiers
A 0.. AD audio amplifier is a push-pull
amplifier with higher bias than would be normal
for pure Ow A opentioo, bul less than the
cut-off bias required for Class B. At low signal
leve1s the rubes operate as Oass A amplifiers, and
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the plate current is the same with or without
signal. At higher signa11evels, the plate current of
one tube is cut off during part of the negative cycle
of the signal applied to its grid, and the plate

current of the other tube rises with the signal. The
total plate current for the amplifier also rises above
the no-signallevcl with a large signal is applied.
In a properly designed Class AB amplifier the
distortion is as low as with a Class A stage, but the
efficiency and POwel output are considerably
higher than with pure Class A operation. A Class
AB amplifier can be operated either with or
without driving the grids into the positive region. A

Class AB! amplifier is one in wh ich the grids are
never pos.itive with respect ' to the cathode;
therefore no driving power is required - only
voltage. A Class AB2 amplifier is one that has
grid-currenl flow during part of the cycle if the
applied signal is large; it takes a small amount of
driving power. The Class AB2 amplifierwiU deliver
somewhat more power (using the same tubes) but
the Oass AB} amplifier avoids the problem of
designing a d rive r that will deliver power, without
distortion, into a load of highly variable resistance.
Operating Angle

Inspection of Fig. 3-13 shows that either of the
two vacuum tubes is working for only half the ac
cycle and idling during the other half. II is
convenient to describe the amoun t of time during
which plate current flows in tenns of electrical
degrees. In Fig. 3-13 each tube has " l8O-degree"
excitation, a half-cyc\e being equal to 180 degrees.
"llle numbe r of degrees during which plale current
flows is caned the operating angle of the amplifier.
From th-e descriptions given above, it should be
dear that a Oass A amplifier has 36O-degree
excitation. because plate current flows during the
whole cycle. In a Oass AB amplifier the operating
angle is between 180 and 360 degrees (in each
tube) depending on the particular operating
conditions chosen. The greater the amount of
negative grid bias, the smaller the operating angle
becomes.
An operating angle of less than 180 degrees
leads to a considerable amount of distortion,
because there is no way for the tube to reproduce
even a half-cycle of the s.ignal on its grid. Using two
tubes in push-pull, as in Fig. 3-13, would merely
pu t together two distorted half-cycles. An
operating angle of less than 180 degrees therefore
cannot be used if distortionless output is wanted.
Qass C AmplifieD
In power amplifiers operating at radio frequencies distortion of the rf wave form is relatively
unimportant. ·For reasons described later in this
chapter, an If amplifier must be operated with
tuned circuits, and the selectivity of such circuits
"filters out" the rf harmonics resulting from
distortion.
A radio-frequency power amplifier therefore
can be used with an operating angle of less than
180 degrees. "This is called Qass C operation. The
advantage is that the plate efficiency is increased,
because the loss in the plate is proportional, among

olher things , to the amount of time during which
the plale current flows. and this time is reduced by
decreasing the operating angle.
Depending on the type of tube, the optimum
load resistance for a Qass C amplifier ranges from
about 1500 to SOOO ohms. II is usually secured by
using tuned-circuit arrangements, of the type
described in the chapter on circuit fundamentals,
to transform the resistance of the actual load to
the value required by the tube. The grid is driven
well into the positive region, so that grid curre nt
flows and power is consumed in the grid circuit.
The smaller the operating angle, the greater the
driving voltage and the larger the grid driving
power required to develop full output in the load
resistance. The best compromise between driving
power, plate efficiency, and power output usual ly
resu lts when the minimum plate voltage (at the
peak of the driving cycle, when the plate current
reaches its highest value) is just equal to th e peak
positive grid voltage. Under these conditions the
operating angle is usually between 120 and 150
degrees and the plate efficiency lies in the range of
60 to 80 percen t. While higher plate eflkiencies
are possible. attaining them requires excessive
driving power and grid bias, together with higher
plate voltage than is "normal" for the particular
tube type.
With proper design and adjustment, a Qass C
amplifier can be made to operate in such a way
that the power input and output are proportional
to the square of the applied plate voltage. This is
an important consideration when the amplifier is
to be plate-modulated for radiotelephony, 3$
described in the chapter on amplitude modulation.

FEEDBACK
It is possible to take a part of the amplified
energy in the plate circuit of an amplifier and
insert it into the grid circuit. When this is done the
amplifier is said to have reedback.
If the voltage that is inserted in the grid circuit
is 180 degrees out of phase with the signal voltage
acting on the grid, the feedback is called negative,
or degenerative. On the other hand, if the voltage is
fed back in phase with the grid signal, the feedback
is called positive, or regenerative.

Negative Feedback
With negative feedback the voltage thai is fed
back opposes the signal voltage. 1lUs decreases the
amplitude of the voltage acting between the grid
and cathode and thus has the effect of reducing the
voltage amplification. That is, a large r exciting
voltage is required for obtaining the same output
voltage from the plate circuit.
The greater the amount of negative feedback
(when properly applied) th e more independent the
amplification becomes of tube characteristics and
circuit condi tions. ntis tends to make the
frequency-response characteristic of the amplifier
Oat - that is, the amplification tends to be the
sarne at all frequencies within the range for which
the amplifier is designed. Also, any distortion
generated in the plate circuit of the tube tends to
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. used for selective amplification at both audio and
radio frequencies, the feedback beina kept below
the value that causes self-oscillation.

{A'

INTERELECTROOE CAPACITANCES

,

, II '

{B1

Each pair of elements in a tube rorms a small
capacitor "plate." There are three such capacitances in a triode - that between the grid and
cathode, that between the grid and plate, and that
between the plate and cathode. The capacitances
are very small - only a rew picorarads at most but they rrequently have a very pronounced effect
on the operation or an amplifier circuit.

Input Capacitance
Fig. 3·14 - Simple circuits for producing feedback.

"buck itself 01,11." Amplifiers with n~ativc
feedback are therefore comparatively Cree [rom
harmonic distortion. These advantages are worth
whil e if the amplifier otherwise has enough voltage
gain for its intended use.
In the ci rcuit shown at A in Fig. 3-14 resistor
Rc is in series with the regular plate remtor, Rp
and thus is • put of the load fOJ the tube.
Therefore, part of the output voltage will appear
across R,,_ However, Rc also is connec ted in series
with the pid circuit, and SO the output voltage that
appean across Re is in series with the signal
YoI.tagc. The output voltage across Rc opposes the
signal voltJge, so the actual ae voltage between the
grid and calhode is equal to the difference bcrweeli
the two voitageL
The cirtult shown At B in Fig. 3-14 can be used
to give either negative or politive feedback. The
secondary of • tJansCormer is connected back into
the grid circuit to Inse rt a desired amount of
feedbad voltage. Reversing the lenninals of either
transformer winding (but not both simul taneou~y)
will reverse the phase.

It was C)(plained previously thai the ac grid
voltage and ac plate vo1iage of an amplifie r having
a resistive load Ille 180 degrees out or phase, uSY'g
the cathode of the tube as a reference poin t.
However, these two voltages are in phasc going
around the circuit from plate to grid as shown in
Fig. 3-15. This means that their sum is acting
between the grid and plate; that is, across the
grid-p late capacitance of the tube.
As a result, a capacitive current fl ows around
the circuit, its amplitude being directly proportional to the sy m of the at grid and plate voltages and
to the grid-plate capacitance. The source of the
grid signal must rurnish this amount of current, in
adcHdon to the capacitive cu rrent that flows in the
grid<athode capacitance. Hence the signal source
"sees" an effective capacitance that is large r than
the grid<athode capacitance. This is known as the
Miller Effec t.
The greater the voU. amplification the
greater the effective input capacitance. The input
capacitance of a resistan~pled amplifier is
given by the ronnula

Clnput - CIk + Ctp (A + t)

where Cdr is lIle grid- tCKathode capaci tance, ClIP
is the grid-to-platc o.:apacitancc, and A is the vol tage

Posilive Feedback
Positive feedback increases the am plification
because the feedback voltage adds to the original
signal voltage Ilr'Id the resu lting larger voltage on
the grid causes a large r output voltage. The
amplification tends to be greatest at one frequency
(whK:h depends upon the particular circuit
arrangement) and hannonic distortion is increased
If enough energy is fed back, a self-sustaininz
oscillation - in which energy at esse ntially one
frequency is generated by the tube itse lr - will be
set up. In sueb case all the signal voltage on the
grid can be supplied rrom the pJa te ciIcuit; no
external signal is needed because any small
inegularity in the plale current - and there are
always some irregularities - will be amplified
and thus give the oscillation an opportunity to
build up. Positive reedback rmds a major
application in such "oscillators," and in addition is

amplification. The input capacitance may be as
much as several hundred picofarads when the
vol tage amplification is large, even though the
interelectrode capacitances are qui te small.

Fig. 3-15 - The ec: lIottllQ8 appearing between the
grid and plate of the amplifier is the sum of the
signal lIoitagE! and the output voltage, • shown by
this Jimplified cirCUit. Instanteneou. polarities are
indicated.

n

Screen-Grid Tubes
Output Capacitance
The principal component of the output
capacitance of an amplifier is the actual plate-tocathode capacitance of the tube. The output
capacitan~ usually need not be considered in
audio amplifiers, but becomes of importance at
radio frequcncics.
Tube Capacitance at RF

At radio frequencies the reactal1ce! of even very
small interelectrode capacitances drop to very low
values. A reiistance-coupled amplifier givcs very
little amplification at rf, for example, because the
reactances of the interelectrode "capacitors" are so
low that they practically short-circuit the input
and output circuits and thus the tube is unable to
amplify: This is overcome at radio frequencics by
using tuned circuits for the grid and plate, making
the tube capacitances part of the tuning capacitances. In this way the circuits can have the high
resistive impedances necessary for satisfactory
amplification.
The grid-plate capacitance is important at radio
frequencies because its reactance, relatively low at
re, offers a path over which energy can be fed back
from the plate to the grid. In practically every case
the feedback is in the right phase and of sufficient
amplitude to cause seif-oscillation, so the cireuit
becomes useless as an amplifier.
Special "neuttaJizing" circuiu can be used to
prevent feedback but they are, in general, not too
satisfactory when used in radio receivers. They are,
however, used in transmitters.

SCREEN-GRID TUBES
The grid·plate capacitance can be redu ced to a
negligible value by inserting a second grid between
the control grid and the plate, as indicated in Fig.
3-16. The second grid, called the screen grid, ac ts

SCREEN

"'''

CONTROL
G"" D
CATHODE

PL.,<.TE

Fig. 3-16 - Representative arrangement of etc·
ments in a screen-grid tatrode, with part of ptate
and screen cut away . This is "single-endoo" con·
struction with a bunon base, typical of miniatUI1!l
receiving tubes. To reduce capacitance between
control grid lind plate me leads from mese elements are brought out at opposite sides; actual
tubes probably would have additional shielding
between these leads.

as an electrostatic shield to prevent capacitive
cou pling between the control grid and plate. It is
made in the form of a grid or coam screen 50 that
electrons can pass through it.
Because of the shiclding sction of the screen
grid, the positively charged plate cannot attract
electrons from the cathode as it does in a triode. In
order to get electrons to the plate, it is ntce" aTY to
apply a positive voltage (with respect to the
cathode) to the screen. The screen then attrllcts
electrons much as doe! the plate in a triode tube.
In traveling toward the $CIeen the electrons acquire
such vclocity that most of them shoot between the
screen wires and then are attracted to the plate. A
certain proportion do strike the screen, however,
with the result that some current also flows in the
screen-grid circuit.
To be a good shield, the screen grid must be
connected to the cathode through a circuit that has
low impedance at the frequency being amplified. A
bypass capacitor from screen grid to cathode,
having a reactance of not more than a few hundred
ohms, is gene.rally used.
A tube having a cathod!:, control grid, screen
grid and plate (four elements) is called a tetrode.
Pentodes
When an electron traveling at appreciable velocity through a tube strikes the plate it di$lodges
other electrons which "splash'· from the plate into
the in terelcment space. lltis is called secondary
emission. ·In a triode the negative grid repels the
secondary electrons back into the plate and they
cause no disturbance. In the screen-grid tube,
however, the positively charged screen attracts the
secondary electrons, causing a reverse current to
flow-between screen and plate.
To overcome the effccts of secondary emission,
a third grid, called the suppressor grid, may be
inserted · between the screen and plate. This grid
acts as a shield between the screen grid and plate so
the secondary electrons cannot be attracted by the
screen grid. They are hence attracted back to the
plate without appreciably obstructing the regular
plate-current fl ow. A five-element tube of this type
is called a pentode.
Although the screen grid in either the tetrode
or pentode greatly reduces the influence of the
plate upon plate-current flow, the control grid still
can control the plate current in essentially the
same way that it docs in a triode. Consequently.
the grid-plate transconductance (or mutual conductance) of II tetrode or pentade will be of the
same order of value as in a triode of corresponding
stru ctu re. On the other hand, since a change in
platc voltage has very little effect on the plate-current flow, both the amplification factor and plate
resistance of a pentode or tetrode are very high. In
small receiving pentodes the amplification factor is
of the order of 1000 or higher, while the plate
resistance may be from 0.5 to 1 or more megohms.
Because of the high plate rcsistance, the actual
voltage amplification possible with a pentode is
very much less than the large amplification factor
might indicate. A voltage gain in the vicinity of SO
to 200 is t ypical of a pentode stage.
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In PiliCtiCal screen-grid tubes the grid-plate
capacitance is only a small fraction of a picofarad.
This capacitance is too smaIl to cause an appreciable increase in input capacitance as described in
the preceding section, so the input capacitance of a

screen-grid tube is equal to the capacitance between the plate and screen.
In add ition to their applications as radio-fre-

Quency amplifiers, pentodes or tetrodes also are
used for audio-frequency power amplification. In
tubes designed for this purpose the chief function
of the screen is to serve as an accelerator of the

electrons, so that large values of plate current can
be drawn at relatively low plate voltages. Such
tubes have quite high power sensitivity compared
with triodes of the same power output, although
harmonic distortion is somewhat greater.

Beam Tubes

A beam telrode is a four-eJemenl screen-grid
tube constructed in such a way that the electrons
are formed into concentIated beams on their way
to the plate. Additional design features overcome
the effects of secondary emission so that a suppressor grid is not needed. The "beam" construction
makes it possible to maw large plate currents at
relatively low plate voltages, alld increases the
power sensitivity.
For power amp lification at both audio and
radio frequencies beam tetIodes have largely supplanted the non beam types because large power
ou tputs can be secured with very $mall amounts of
grid driving power.
Variablel1 Tubes
The mutual conductance of a vacuum tube
decreases when its grid bias is made more negative,
assuming that the other electrode voltages are held
constant. Since the mutual conductance contIols
the amoun t of amplification, it is possible to adjust
the gain of the amp lifier by adjus ting the grid bias.
1ltis method of gain control is universally used in
radio-frequency amplifiers designed for receivers.
The ord inary type of tube has what is known as
a sh up..cu toff characteristic. The mutual conductance decreases at a unifonn rute as the negative
bias is increased. The amount o f signal voltage that
such a tube can handle wi thou t causing distortion
is not sufficien t to take care of very strong signalS.
To overcome this, some tubes are made with a
variable~ characteristic ~ that is, the amplification
factor decreases with increasing grid bias. The
variablel1 tube Call handle a much laTger signal
than the sharp-<:u toff type before the signal swings
either beyond the zero grid-bias point or the
plate-current cutoff point.

INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCES
The input im pedance of a vacuum-tube amplifier is the impedalloo "seen" by the signal source
when connected to the input tenninals of the
amplifier. In the types of amplifiers previously
discussed, the input impedance is the impedance
measured be tween the grid and cathode of the tube
with operating voltages applied. At audio frequen-

cies the input impedance of a Oass Al amplifier is
for all practical purposes the inpu t impedance of
the stage. If the tube is drive n into the grid..currcnt
region thcre is in addition a resistance component
in the inpu t impedance, the resistance having an
average value equal to E2/p, where E is the rms
driving voltage and P is the power in watts
consumed in the grid. The resis tance usually will
vary during the ac cycle because grid current may
flow only during pru: t oT the cycle; also, the
grid-vol lage/grid..current chru:ac teristic is seld om
lineru:.
The output impedance of arnplifien of this
type consists of the plate resistance of the tube
shunted b y the output capacitance.
At radio frequencies, when tuned circuits are
employed , the input and ou tpu t imped ances are
usually p ure resistances; any reactive components
are " tuned out" in the process of adjusting the
circuits to resonance at the operating frequency.

OTHER TYPES OF AMPLIF IERS
In the amplifier circuits so fru: discussed, the
signal has been applied between the grid and
cathode and the am plified ou tput has been taken
from the plate-to-cathode circuit. Th at is, the
cathode has been the meeting point for the input
and output circuits. However, it is possible to use
anyone of the three pri ncipal elements as the
common point. This leads to two additional kinds
of amplifiers, commonly called the grounded-grid
amplifier (or grid-separation circuit) and the cathode rollower.
These two circuits are shown in simpl ified fonn
in Fig. 3-11. In both circuits the resistor R
represents the load into which the amplifier works;
the actual load may be resistance-capacitancecou pled, transfonner..coupled. may be a tuned
circuit if the amplificr ope rates at radio frequencies, and so on. Also, in both circuits the batteries
that supply grid bias and plate power ru:e assumed
to have such negligible impedallce that they do not
enter into the operation of the circu its.
Grounded-Grid Amplifi er
In the grounded-grid amplifie r the input signal
is applied between the cathode and grid, and the
Fig. 3-17 - In
the upper cirroit, the grid is
the ju nction
po int between
t he input and
output cin::u its
'in the lower
d r awing, the
plate is the junction. In either
case the output
is developed in
tha load resistor,
R, aod may be
coupled to a fot.
lowing amplifiCf'
by t he usual
methods.
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output is taken between the plate and grid. The
grid is thus the common element. The ac compon·
ent of the plate cunent has 10 flow through the
z.ignaJ source to reach the cathode. The source of
signal is In series with the load through the
plate-to-cathode resistance of the tube, so some of
the power In the load is supplied by the signal
source. In transmitting applications this fed·
through power is of the order of 10 percent of the
total power output, using tubes suitable for
grounded-grid service.
The input impedance of the grounded-grid
amplifier consists of a capacitance in paralkl with
an equivalent resistance representing the power
furnished by the driring source of the grid and to
the load. This resistance is o f the order of a few
hundred ohms. The output impedance, neglecting
the interelectrode capacitances, is equal to the
plate resistance of the tube. This is the same as in
the case of the p-ounded-cathode amplifier.
The grounded-grld amplifier is widely ued at
vhf and uhf, whe re the more conventional amplifi·
er circuit fails to work properly. With a triode tube
designed for this type of operation, an rf amplifier
can be built that is free from the type of feedback
thai causes osciUalion. This requires that th e grid
act as a shield between the cathode and plate,
reducing the plate-cathode capacitance to a very
low value.
Ca thode FoUower
Th e cathode follower uses the plate of the tube

as the com mon element. Th e input signal is applied
between the grid and plate (assuming negligible
impedance in the batteries) and the output is taken
between cathode and plate. This circuit is degener·
ative; in fact, 111.1. of the output voltage is fed back
into the input circuit out of phase with the grid
signal. The Input signal therefore has to be luger
than the output vol tage; that is, the cathode
follower gives a loss in voltage, although it gives the
same power gain as o ther circuits under equivalent
operating conditions.
An important feature of the cathode follower is
Its low output imped ance, which is given b y the
formu la (neglecting interelectrode capacitance s)

Zout - --.!R..1+jJ.
where 'p is the tube plate resistance and jJ. is the
amplification factor. Low output impedance is a
valuable characteristic in an amplifier designed 10
cover a wide band of frequencies. In addition, the
input capacitance is o nly a fraction of the grid·l~
cathode. capaci tance of the tube, a feature of
further benefit in a wide-band amplifier. The
cathode fonower is useful IS a step-down impedance transformer, dnce the Input impedance is high
and the output impedance is low.

CATHODE CIRCUITS AND GRID BIAS
Most of the e quipment ultd by amateun is
powered by the ac line. This includes the filaments
or heaten
vacuum tubes. Although supplies for
the piate (and sometimes the grid) are usually
m:tified and mtered to r;ive pue de - that is,

or

direct cunent that is COnstlllt and without a
superimposed ac component - the relatively large
cuu enu required by filaments and heaten usually
make a rc<:tifier·type de supply impllctkable.
F"llament Hum
Alternating current is just IS good II direct
current from the beating standpoint, but lOme of
the ac voltage is likely to get on the pid and cause
a low-pitched "ac hum" to be superimposed on the
output.
Hu m troubles are worst with directly-heated
cathodes or f1Iaments, because with such cathodes
there has to be a direct eonnection between the
source of heating power and the rest or the circuit.
The hum can be minimized by either of the
connections shown in Fig. 3-18. In both cases the
grid· and plate-return circuits are connected to the
electrical midpoint (cente r tap) or the filament
sup ply. Thus, so far as the grid and plate. are
conce rned, the voltage and current on one skle of
the fIlament are balanced by an equal and opposite
voltage and current on the other side, The balance
is never quite perfcet, however, so filament·type
tubes are never completely hum-free. For this
reason direct1y-heated mamcnts are empl~yed for
the most put In power tu bes, where the hum
introdu ced is extremely small in comparison with
the power-output levd.
With indirectly hea ted cathode . the c1tiefproblem is the magnetic field set up by the heater.
Occasionally, also, there is leakage between the
heater and cathode, allowing' . mallac volt. to
get to the grid. Ifhum appears. poundinJ; one dde
of the heater supply u.sually wiJl help 10 reduce it.
although sometimes \Jetter results are obtained if
the beater supply is center-tapped IIld the center. tap grounded, as in Fig. 3-18,

Cathode Biu
In the simplified amplifier circuits discussed in
tJili chapter, grid bias has been supplied by a
battery. However, in equipment that opellles from
the power line, cathode biu is almost univenally
used for tubes that are operated in CIS! A
(co nstant de input).
The cath ode-bias method uses a Itlsistor (cathode resistor) connected in series with th e cathode,
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Fig. 3-18 - Filament eenter-tapplog methodl fOf
with directly heated tubes.
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Fig. 3·19 - Cathode biasing. R Is the cathode
resistor end C is the cathode bypau capacitor.

as shown at R in Fig. 3- 19. The direction of
platKunent Dow is such that the end of the
resistor nearest the cathode u positive. The voltage
drop aCloss R therefore places a Ml1ltille voltage
on the grid. This negative biu i. obtained from the
Iteady de plate current.
If the altemating component of plate current
nows through R when the tube is amplifying, the
voltage drop caused by the ae will be degenerative
(note the similarity between this circuit and that of
Fig. 3-14A). To prevent this the .resistor Is bypassed by a capacitor, C, that has vel}' low
reactance compared with the resistance of R .
Depending on the type of tube and the particular
kind or operation, R may be between about 100
and 3000 ohms. For good bypassing at the low
audio frequencies, C should be 10 to SO microfarads (electrolytic capaciton are used for this
purpose). At radio I1equencies, capacitances of
abou t 100 pF to 0.1 ¢J are used; the small values
are sufficient at very high frequencies IlIld the
lugest at low and medium frequencies. In the
range 3 to 30 megahertz a capacitance of .01 j.JJ1
iJ satlsfactoJY.
The value of cathode resistor for an am plifier
having negligible dc resistance in its plate circuit
(transfonner or impedance coupled) can eas.ily be
calculated from the known operating conditions of
the tube. The proper grid bias and plate cu rrent
always are specified by the manufacnuer. Knowing
these, the .required remtance can be fou nd by
applylna: Ohm's Law.
•
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The cunent that OoW! through R is the total
cathode current. In an ordinary mode amplifier
this Is the same as tile plate current, but in a
IICreen-grid tu be the cathode current is the sum of
th e plate and !Creen curren ts. Hence w se two
currents must be added when calculating the value
of cathode resistor .required for a screen-grid tube.
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The cathode-resistor method of biasing is sclf·
regulating, because if the lu be characteristics vary
slightly from the published values (as they do in
practice) the bias will increase if the plate current
is slightly high, or decrease if it is slightly low. This
tends to hold the plate current at the proper value.
Calculation of the cathode resistor for a resistance-coupled amplifier is ordinarily not practicable
by the method described above, because the plate
current in such an amplifier is usually much smaller
than the rated value given in the tube tablcs.
However, representative data for the tubes commonly used as resistance-coupled amp lifien are
given In the chapter on audio arnplifien, including
cathode-resistor values.
"Contact Potential" Bia
In the absence of any negative bias voltage on
the ¢d of a tube, some of the electrons in the
space charge wi n have enough velocity to reach the
grid. This causes a small current (of the order of
microamperes) to flow in the external circuit
between the grid and cathode. If the current is
made to flow through a high resistance - a
megohm or so - the resulting voltage drop in the
resis tor win give the grid a negative bias of the
order of one volt . The bias so obtail)ed is called
contact-potential bias.
Contact·potential bias can be used to advantage
in circuits operating at low 1igna1 leveJs (less than
one volt peak) since it eliminates the cathode-bias
resis tor and byplW capacitor. It is principally used
in low-level resistanoe-couplcd audio amplifielS.
The bias mls tor is connected direc tly between grid
and cathode, and must be molated from the lignal
source by a blocking ca pacitor.
Screen Supply
In practical circuits using tetrodes and penlodes
the voltage for the screen frequently is taken rrom
the plate supply through a resistor. A typical
circuit for an rf amplifier is shown in Fig. 3-20.
Resistor R is the SCfeen dropping resistor, and C is
the screen byp... capacitor. Tn Oowing through R ,
the screen current causes a voltage drop in R that
reduces th e plate-supply voltage to the proper
value for the screen. When the plare-supply voltage
and the screen current are known, the value or R
can be caluc1ated from Ohm'. Law.
£Um", An " reoolrl.,. penlO<le .... I ..10:1 "''"''
""mnl of 2 mbUamperu (0.002 amp) II normll Opelll~'"
<:<>n<!ie!o .... Tbe IlItod "'teen >01 . . II 100 yolll.lncllbc
plato .. pply 1h'0I 150 >oIll. To pu l 100 .0I1S 011 1M ICreen,
tho .... op ....... R "",II bI ....... 10 tho <Iiff. .. """, be l ..... n
1M "",_pplr flItlifl a.ncI lhe JCrttII 'oIe..,; tIIIe ii,
2SD - 100- UOflltu, n..n
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Fig. J.20 - Screen..volt8g11 wpplv for II pentode
tube throu\tl a dropping "'5i$tor, R. The screen
by~. capacitor. C. must hII'Ve low enou\tl reactance to bring the screen to ground potential for the
frequency or frequencie5 being emplified.

The reactance of the screen bypass capacilor, C,
mould be low compiltd with th e screen-tocathode impedance. For radio-frequency applications a capacitance in the vicinity of .01 IJF is
am ply large.
In some vacuum-tube circuits the saeen voilaF
is obtained from II voltqe divider connected ICJOSI
the plate supply. The design of voltage divideR is
discussed It length elsewhere in this book.

OSCILLATORS
It was mentioned earlier that if there is enough
posi tive feed back in an amplifier circuit, seIf-sustaini ng oscillations will be set up. When an amplifier is arranged so that this condition exists it is
called an oscillator.
Oscillations normally take place al only one
frequency, and II desired frequency of oscillalion
can be obtained by using II resonant circuit tuned
to that frequency. For example, in Fig. 3-21A the
circuit LC' is tuned to the desired frequency of
oscillation. The cathode of the tube is connec:ted
to II tap on coil L and the grid and plate ilt
connected to opposile ends of the tuned circuit.
When an rf current flows in the tuned circuit there
is a voltage drop across L that increases progressively along the turns. Thus the point al which the tap
is connecled will be at an intermedi ate potential
with respec t to the two ends of the coil. The
amp lified current in the plate circuit, which flows
tJuough the bottom section of L, is in phase with
the cumnt already flowing in the circuit and lbus
in the proper relationship for positive feedback.
The amount of feedback depends on the
position of the tap. If the tap is too near the grid
end Ibe voltage drop between grid and cathode is
too Imall to give enough feedback to sustain
oscillation, and if it is too near, the plate end of the
impedance between the cathode and plate is too
small 10 pennit good amplification. Maximum
feedback usually is obtained when the tap is
somewhere ncar the cen ter of the coil.
The circuIt of Fig. 3-2 1A is parallel-fed, C b
being the blocking: capaci tor. The value of Cb is
not criikal so long as its reactance is low (no l more
than a few hundred ohms) at the operating
frequency.
Capacitor C. is the grid capacitor. It and R.
(the arid leak) are used for the purpose of
ootainina; pid bias for the tube. In mO!it oscillator
circuits the tube generates its own bias. Ouri~ the
part of the cycle when the grid is positive with
respect to the cathode, it attracts electrons. These
electrons cannot fl ow tJuaugh L back to the
cathode because C "blocks" direct curren t. They
therefore have to ~ow or "leak" through R. to
cathode, and in doing so cause a voltage drop in R .
that places a negative bias on the grid. The amount

of bias so developed is equal to the grid cunent
mu ltiplied by the resis tance of R. (Ohm's Law).
The value of grid.leak resistance required depends
upon the kind of tube used and the purpose for
which the oscillator is intended. Values range all
the way from a few thou sand to several hundred
thousand ohms. The capacitance of CJ should be
large enough to have low reactance (a few hundred
olmu) at the operatillJ frequency.
The circuit shown at B in Fig. 3·2 1 uses the
voltage drops acrou two capacitOR in series in the
tuned circuit to supply the feedback. Olber than
this, the operation is the same as just described.
The feedback can be varied by varying the ratio of
the reactance of Cl and C2 (that is, by varying the
ratio of their capacitances).
Another type of oscillator, called the tuned·
plate tuned-grld circuit, Is shown in Fig. 3·22.
Resonant circuits tuned ap proximately to the same
fll,lquency are connected between grid and cathode
and between plate and cathode. The two coils, Ll
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Fig. 3-21 - s.tic oteillator circuits. F&edback
1I00tage Is obtained by tapping the IIrid and cathode
8CrO$I a portion of the tunad ci rcui t . In the Hartley
circuit the tap is on the coil, but in th e Colpitts
cirwit the lIoitage Is obtained from the drop acros1
II capacitor.
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Fig. 3·22 - The woed-plate tuoed1lrid oscillatOo",
and L2. are not magneticaDy coopJed. The feed-

back is through lIle grid-plate capacitance of the
tube, and wiU be in the right phase to be positive
when the piale circuit. C2-L2, il tuned to a sligh tly
higher frequency than the grid circuit, U -Cl. The
amount of feedback can be adjusted by varying the
tuning of either circuit. The frequency of oscillation is determined by the tuned circuit that has the
higher Q. The grid leak and gri d capacito r have the
same func lions as in the olhe r circu its. In Ihis case
it is convenient to use series fced for the plate
circuit, so Cb is a bypass capacitor to guide the rf
curron t around tJlC plate supply.
There are many o scillator circuits (examples of
olhen will be found in late r chapters) but the basic
fea tu re of all of them is that there is positive
feedback in the proper amplitude and phase to
suslain oscillation.
O5eillalor Operating Chanclerislics

When an oscillator is delivering power to a load,
the adjustment for proper feedback will depend on
how heavily the oscillator is loaded - that is, how
mu ch power is being taken from the circuit. If the
feedback is not luge enough - grid excilation too
small - a small increase in load may tend 10 throw
the circuit out of osciUation. On the other hand,
too much feedback will make the grid current
excc.ssively higher, with the result that the power
loss in Ihe grid ciIcuit becomes larger than
necessary. Since lhe oscillator itself supplies this
grid powe r, excessive feedback lowers the over·all
efficiency because whatever power is used in the
grid circuit is not available as useful output.
One of Ihe most importanl considerations in
oscillator dcsign is rrequency stability. The princi·
pal facton that cause a change in frequency are (I)
temperature, (2) plate voltage, (3) loading, (4)
mechanical variations of circuit elements. Tempera·
tu re changes wiU cause vacu um· tube elements 10
expand o r contmcl slightly, thus causing variations
in the interelectrode ca pacitances. Since these are
unavoidably part of llie tuned circuit, the frequen·
cy will change correspondingly. Tempemture
changes in the coil or the tuning capacitor will a1tcr
the inductance or capacitance slightly, again causing a shift in the resonant frequency. These effects
are relatively slow in opemtion, and the frequency
change caused by them il called drirt.
A change in plate voltage usually will cause the
fRquency to change a small amount, an effect
caned dynamic instability. Dynamic instability can
be reduced by using a tuned circuit of high
effective Q. The energy taken from the circuit to
supply grid I~ as weU lIS energy supplied to a
load, represent an increase in the effeciMl resist-

ance of the tuned circuit and thUJ lower its Q. For
highest stabilily, therefore, the coupling between
the tuned circuit and the tube and load must be
kept as loose as possible. Prerenbly, the oscillator
should not be required to deliver power to an
ex ternal circuit, and a high value or grid leak
resistance should be used since this helps to raise
the tube grid and plate resistances as seen by the
tuned circuit. Loose coupling can be effected In a
variety of ways - one, fOr example, is by " tapping
down" on the tank for the connections to the grid
and piate. This is done in the "series-tuned"
Colpitts circuit widely used In variable-frequency
oscillators for amateur transmitters and described
in a later chapter. Alternat ively, the LIe ratio may
be made as small as possiblc while sustaining stable
oscillations (high C) with the grid and plate
connected to the ends or the circuit as shown in
Figs. 3-21 and 3-22. Using relatively high plate
voltage and low plate current also is desirablc.
In general. dynamic stability will be al maximum when the feedback is adjusted to the lcast
value that permits reliable oscillation. The usc ofa
tube having a high value o f transconductance is
desirable, since the highe r the transconductance
the looser the permissible cou pling to the tuned
circuit and the smallcr the feedback required.
Load variations act in much the same way as
plate-voltage variations. A temperature change in
the load may also resuJt in drift.
Mechanical variations, usually caused by vibrations, cause changes in inductance and/or capacitance that in tum cause the frequency to "wobble"
in step with the vibration.
Methods of minimizing freque ncy variations in
oscillators are taken up in detail in later chapters.
Ground Point
In the oscilla to r circuits shown in Figs. 3-21
and 3-22 the cathode is connected to ground. It is
nol actually essential thai the radio-frequency
circuit should be grounded at the cathode; in fact,
there are many times when an rf ground on some
other point in the circuit is desirable. The rf
groun d can be placed at any point 50 long as
proper provisions ue made for fccding the SIIpply
voltages to the tube elements.
Fig. 3-23 shows the Hartley circuit with the
pla te end of tho circuit grounded. The ca thodc and
control grid are "above ground," so far as the rfis
concerned. An advantage of such a circuit is that
the frame of the tuning capaci tor can be grounded.
The Colpitts.circuit can also be used wi th the plate

Fig. 3-23 - ShOwing how the pia.. may be
{J'ounded for rf in a typical oscillator circuit
(Hartley).

n

Microwave Tubes
grounded and the cathode above ground; it is only
necessazy to feed the dc to the cathode through an
rf choke.
A tetrode or pentode tube can be used in any
of the popular oscilla tor circuits. A common

variation is to use the screen grid of the tube as the
anode for the Hartley 01 Colpitts oscillator circuit.
It is usually used in the grounded anode circuit,
and the plate circuit of the tube is tuned to the
second hannonic of the oscillator frequency.

VHF AND MICROWAVE TUBES
Until now, it has been assumed that the time it
takes for the electrons to travel from the cathode
to the plate does not affect the performance of
vacuum-t ube operation. As the freq uency of opera·
tion is raised, this time, called the transit time ,
becomes increasingly important. The lIansit time
depends upon the voltage from the cathode to the
plate and the spacing between them. The higher
the vo ltage and the smaller the spacing, the shorter
the transit time. This is why tubes de~gned fo r vhf
and uhf work have ve ry small interelectrode
spacings. However, the power handJ ing capabilities
also get smaller as the spacing decreases so there is
a limit above which ordinary triode and pentode
tubes cannot be operated efficiently.
Many different tubes have been developed
which actually use transit·time effects to an ad·
vantage. Velocity modulation of the electron
stream in a k1yslIon is one example. A small
voltage applJed across the gap in a re-enlIant cavity
resonator either retards or accelerates an electron
stream by means of the resultant e leclIic field.
Initiall y, all the electrons arc traveling at the same
velocity and the current in the beam is uniform.
After the velocity fluctuations are impresscd on
the beam, the current is st ill uniform for awhile
but then the electrons that were accelerated begin
to catch u p with the slower ones that passed
through when the field was zero. The latter are also
catching up wit h ones that passed through the gap
eadier bu t were retarded. The result is that the
cu rrent in the beam is no longer uniform but
consists of a series of pulses. If the beam now
passes through another cavity gap, a current will be
induced in the cavity walls and an electric field also
will be set up across the gap. If the phase of the
electric field is right, the electron pu lses or
" bunches" pass th rough the gap and are retarded,
thus giving up energy to the electric field. When
the electric field reverses, it would normally
accelerate the same number of eleclIons and give
back the energy, but fewer elec trons now pass
through the gap and the energy given up is less.
Thus, a net flow of energy is from the bea m to the
cavity. If the voltage produced across the output
cavity is greater than that across the input cavity,
amplification results (assuming the two cavity
impedances are the same).
The type of klystron that amateurs are most
likely to use is the reflex klystron oscillator. Here,
the input and outp ut cavity are the same. The
electron stream makes one pass through, becomes
velocity modulated, and is turned around by the
negative charge on an element called the repeller.
During the second pass through, the stream is now
bunched and delivers some of its energy to the
cavity. The dissipated beam is then picked u p by

the cavity waDs and the circuit is completed. This
is shown pictorially in Fig. 3·24.

Klystrons either have cavities external to the
vacuum part of the tube o r bu ilt in as an integra l
part of the tube st ructure. The 723 reflex klystron
is of the latter type, and along with similar types
can be purchased surplus. These tubes were used as
local oscillators in radar receivers and can be used
for the same purpose in amateur applications. They
also may be used in low power transmitters.
Along with a heater supply (usually 6.3 volts),
two other voltages are necessary for the operation
of the reflex klystron. This is shown in Fig. 3·24.
Vc is typically 300 volts dc and Vr will vary fro m
100 to I SO volts dc. The loaded Q of t he re flex
klystron cavity is quite low and oscillations will
occur at d ifferent frequencies for various values of
Vr. This can be used to advantage and either
frequency modulation or auto mat ic frequency
co ntrol (afc) can be applied to the klystron by
means of changes in Vr. As the repeller voltage is
made more negative, it will be found that
oscillations will occu r, increase in amplitude, and
then drop OUI. "11th will be repeated as t he voltage
is increased and each time the max imum a mplitude
of the output power wiD be less. However, the
frequency range covered b y each di fferen t set of
oscillation co nditions is approximately the same.
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Fig. 3·24 - Cross~ectional view of a typical rellex
klystron. The frequency of the cavity resonator is
changed by vary ing the spacing betwet!n the grids
using a tuning mechanism and a flexible bellows.
Modi fication of th is $Vstem may be necessary to
get certain surplus klystrons into an approPl"iate
amateur band.
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Fig. 3·25 - Schematic diagram
and parts information for a
powt!r supply and con t rol u nit

suitabl e for amateur micro-

wave transceivers. Unless
otherwise specified, capacitor
values are in tJ.F and resistors
ara 1{2·watt composition .
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CR1-1QOOPRV, '·A.
Ft _loA fuse and holder.
Jl - Shielded microphonl!
jack.
J2 - Coaxial chassis fitting.
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- 10-H I IG-rnA choke
(SI,mear C- lOO1 ).
Rt - C.S-megohm potentiometer, audio taper.
R2 - O.2~eghom potentiom·
eter, carbon, linear taper.
A3 - Meter shunt; value 10
suit meter used , for l -mA
range,
R4 - 5000 ohms, 20 watts,
with slider.
RFCI - 15 turns No. 24
enamel on 1/2·inch form .
(Any rf choke for 30 to '
100 MHz ;s suitable.)
S1 - Toggle swi tch.
S2 - Toggle switch.
S3 - Single·pole 3-position
wafer switch.
54 - Toggle switch .
T l - 270-0-270 volts at 70
rnA min., 5 VOlts, 3 A. 6.3
vo l ts , 3.5 A (Stanco,
PC-84051.
T2 - 6.3 volts, 1.2 A (Stancor
P-6 1341.

Practical metering, afc, modulator, and power
waveguide and the coupling to the line is desupply circuit diagrams are shown in Fig. 3-25
termined by the depth of the probe. Since
(QST, August, 1960) which are suitable for the
klystrons (and other microwave tubes) are quite
723 and 2K26 klystrons. One disadvantage of the
sensitive to variatiom in loading, some sort of
system shown is that the sheD of the klystron is at
attenuator or an isolator is often necessary to
prevent malfunctions.
260 volts above ground. An alternate method is 10
Other types of microwave tubes that the
ground the sheD and apply - 260 vo lts to the
cathode and -(260 + Vr) to the repener. A
amateur may encounter are the traveling wave tube
mvn, and the backward wave oscillator (BWO).
5 lO-volt supply is needed for the repeUer, but since
Here, an electromagnetic wave is slowed down
the re peller draws negligible curren t, this should
. below the speed of light in free space 31ld allowed
nOI be difficult.
to interact continuously with an electron stream.
As is the case with most microwave \ube$ ,
While the latter two tubes use magnets for focusing
coupling power out from the Kl ystron is somewhat
the electron beam, the magnetron and other
more complicated than is the case with lowfrequency tubes. A magnetic pickup loop placed in ' crossed-field amplifiers also use a magnetic field in
conjunction with an electric field in their
the cavity is co nnected either to a coaxial fitting or
operation.
a waveguide probe. The latter (used with the 2K26
and the 723) is inserted into the middle of the

Chapter 4

Semiconductor Devices
Materials whose conductivity falls approximately midway between that of good conduc toR (e.g.,
coppell and good insulaton (e.g., quartz) are caJ.l.ed
aemiconductor&. Some of these materials (primarily
sermanium and silicon) can, by careful processing,
be used in solid-state eketronic devices that
perform many or all of the functionsofthennionlc
tubes. In many applications their small size, long

life and low power requirements make them
superior 10 tulles.
The conductivity of a material is proportional

to the number of free electrons in the material.
Pure germanium and pure silicon crystals have
relatively few free electrons. If, however, carefu Dy

controUed amount s of "impurities" (materials
having a different atomic structure, such as amnlc
or antimony) are added the number of free
electrons, and consequently the conductivity, is
inaeued. When certain Qther Impurities are
introduced (Iuch as aluminum , gallium or indium),

an electron derK:iency, or hole , is produced. As in
the cue of free electrons, the presence of holes
encourages the flow of electwl\lI in the semiconductor material, and the conductivity is increased.
Semiconductor material that conducts by virtue of
the free electrons is called o·type material; material
that conducts by virtue of an electron deficiency is
called p- type.
ElClCtron and Hole Condu ction
U a piece of p- type material is joined to a piece
of n-type material as at A in Fig. 4-1 and a volUge
is applied to the pair as at B, current· will now
across the boundary or junction between the two
(and also in the extem.a.l circuit) when the baltery
has the polarity indicated. Electrons, indicated by
the minus symbol, are atmcted IClOSI the junction
from the n material through the p material to the
positiYe tenninal of the battery, and boles,
indicated by the plus symbol, are attracted in the
opposite direction across the junction by the
negative potential of the battery. Thu5 current
nows through the circuit by means of elec u ons
moving one way and holes the other. .
If the battery polarity is revened, u at C. the
exc:e5I electrons in the n material are attracted
away Crom the junction and the holes in the p
material lie attracted by the negative potential of
the battery away from the junction. nus kaves the
junction region without any current carriers,
consequently there is 00 conduction.
In other words, a junction of I> and n-type
materials constitutes a rectifier. It differs Crom the
Tvpical silicon &rid gerlTl8llium diodes of the
pretlnt 11lI. The larger uni ts arB dlSigl'lld to handle
high currMlt.
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Fig. 4-1 _ A p-n junction IAI end its
behilllior when conductinll 181 and
nonconductinll Ie).
tube diode rectifier in that there is a measurable,
although comparatively very small, reverse current.
The reverse current resu lts from the presence of
some carriers of the type opposite to those whlch
principally chancterize the material_
With the two plates separated by practically
zero spacing, the junction forms a capacitor of
relatively high capacitance, nus places a limit on
the upper frequency at which semiconductor
devices of this construction will operate. IS
compared with. vaCUum tubes. Also, the numbe r of
exec!'..'! electrons and holes in the material depends
upon temperature, and since the conductivity in
tum depends on the number of exce!'..'! holes and
electrons, the device is more temperature sensitive
than is a vacuum tube.
Capacitance may be reduced by mOOIll the
contact a.n:a very small, This is done by means of a
point contact, a tiny ~type legion being formed
undel the contact point during manufacture when
n-type material is used for the main body of the
device.

SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
Point-contact and junction·type diodes are used
for many of the same purposes fOI which tube

•
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(e)

curve, when the applied voltage is changed by a
small amount. The fOlWard resistance sho~ some
variation in the region of very small applied
vdtages. but the curve is for the most part quite
straigh t, indicating fairly constant dynamic resist·
ance. For smaU applied voltages, the forward
resistance is of the order of 200 ohIll$ or less in
most such diodes. The back resistance shows
considerable variation, depending on the particular
voltage chosen for the measurement. It may run
from a few thousand ohms to well over a megohm.
In applicat ions such as meter rectifiers for If
indicating instruments (rf voltmeters, wavemeter
indicators, and $0 on) where the load remtance
may be small and the applied voltage of the order
of several Yolls, the resistances YaJ}' with the ydue
of the applied voltage and are considerably lower.

SYMBOL

Junction Diodes

Fig. 4·2 - At A, a germanium point-contact dicx:le.
At e, construct ion of a silicon Junctlon·type diode.
The sVmboi. It C is used f or both diode types and
Indi cates the direction of mi n imum resistance

measured by conventional methods. At C, the
IIrrow corresponds to the plate (enode) of 8
v!lCuum·t1Jbe diode. The bar represents the tube's
cathode element.

diodes are used. The construction of such diodes is
shown in Fig. 4-2. Germanium and silicon are the
most widely used materials; silicon finds much
application as a microwave mixer diode. As
compared with the tube diode for rf applications,
the semiconductor pomt-contact diode has the
advantages of very low intcrelectrode capacitance
(on t he order of 1 pF or less) and not requ iring any

heater or marncn! power.
The germanium diode is characterized by
relatively large current flow with smaU applied
voltages in the "forward" d.iltction, and small,
although finite, current flow in the reverse or
''back'' direction for much larger applied voltages.
A typical chanlcleri5tie curve is Ihown in Fig. 4-3.
The dynamic resistance in either the forward or
back direetion is determined by the change in
current thai occurs, at any given point on the

Fig. 4-3 - TV pical
point cont&et germanium diode Characteristic
CUM!. Because the back
current is much smaller
than the forward curI1tnt•• different scale is
u$ed fo.- back 1101 tag!!
and current.
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Junction-type diodes made of silicon are
employed widely as rectifiers. Depending upon the
design of Ihe diode, they are capable of n:ctify ing
cuncnts up 10 40 or SO amperes, and up 10 reverse
peak vwtages of 2500. They can be connected in
series or in paraUe1, with witable circuitry, to
provide higher capabilities than those given above.
A big advantage over thermionic rectifiers it their
Luge surge-t(HIYerage-current ratio, which makes
them suitable for use with capacitor-only fllter
circuits. This in tum leadJ to implOYed no-load-tofuU-Ioad Yoltage characteristics. Some consideration must be given to the operating temperature of
silicon diodes, although many carry ratings to ISO
degrees C or so. A liliconjunction diode roquires a
forward voltage of from 0.4 to 0.7 volts to
overcome the juncti on potential barrier.

Ratings
Semiconductor diodes artl rated primaril y in
terms of maxim um &afe inyerse voltage (PIV or
PRV) and maximum average rectified cunene.
Inverse voltage is a yoltagc applied in the dim:tion
opposite to that which would be read by • de
meter connected in the current path.
It is also customary with some types to specify
standan:b of perfonnance with respect to forward
and back current A minimum value of forward
current is usuaUy specified for one volt applied.
The voUage at which the maximum tolerable back
current is specified varies wi th the type of diode.
Zener Diodes
The Zener diode is a special type of silicon
junction diode that has a characteristic similar 10
that shown in Fig. 4-4. The sharp break from
non-conductance to conductance is caUed the
Zener knee; at applied voltages greater than this
breakdown point, the YoJtage drop across the diode
is essentiaUy constant oYer a wide range of
currents. The !ublta.ntially coru;lant vollll8C drop
over a wide range of currents allows this
semiconductor device to be used as a constanl
voltage roference or coniiol elemen t, in a man ner
somewhat similar to the gaseous voltage-regulator
tube. Voltages for Ze.ne r-diode action l ange from a
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few vol15 to several hundred and power ratings run
from a fraction of a watt to 50 watts.
lentI diodes can be connected in serieS to
advantage; the tempen.ture coefficient is improved
over that of a single diode of equivalent ratini and
the powtI-handling capability is increased.
Examples of Zener diode appUcations are given
in Fig. 4-5. The illustrations represent some of the
more common uses to which Zeners are put. Many
other applications are possible, though not shown
here.
Voltage-Variable Capacitor Diodes

"
II 1m ...}
~

"
F ig. 4-4 - Typical characteri$tic of II Zenar diode.
In this ellample, the voltage drop is substantially
coostant at 30 volts in the (nOffilally) reverse
direction. Compare wi th Fig. 4-3. A diode with this
c haracteristic woul d be called a "'3O-voIt Zener
diode:'

Voltage-variab le capacitors, Varicaps 01 vauctors, are p-n junction diodes that beh ave as
capacitors of reasonable Q when biased in the
reverse direction. They are usefu l in many
applications because the actual capacitance value is
dependent upon the dc bias voltage that is applied.
In a typical capacitor the capacitance can be varied
over a 100to-I range With a bias change from 0 to
- 100 volts. The current demand on the bias supply
is on the order of a few microamperes.
Typical applications include remote control of
tuned circuits, automatic frequency control of
receiver local oscill ators, and sim ple frequency
modulators for communications and for sweep-
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BASIC ZENER-DIODE
DC REGULATOR
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SIDE
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(A)

ZENER-DIODE VOtTAGE DIVIDER/REGULATOR

(B )
RFAMP.r-________,

FILAME NT REGULATOR

INi3

(C)
AMP.

BASE-BIAS REGULATION

(E)

'g

TRANSIENT PROTECTION

(F)

Fig. 4-5 - Zener diodes have many practical uses. Shwm at A. is a simple dc voltage regulator which
operates in the same manner lIS a gaseous regul ator tube. Several Zener di odes can be connected in series
(B) to provide various regulated vol tagB$. At C, the filame nt line of a tube is supplied with regulated de
to enhance oscillator stability and reduce hum. In the circuit at 0 a Zener diode sets the bias level of an
rf power amplifier. Bias regJlation is afforded the bipolar traosi5l0r at E by connecting the Zener diode
between base and ground. At F, the lS-voit Zener w ill clip peaks at and above 18 volts to protect 12-11olt
mobile equipment. (High peaks are frequentlv caused by transients in the aoutomotive ignition. system. I
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tuning appli cations. Diodes used in these appl ications are frequen tly .defIed to as "Varlcap" or
"E picap" diodes.
An importan t transmitter application of the
Var8ctor is as a high-efficiency frequency multiplier, The basic circuiu for varactOJ doublers and
triplers arc shown in Fig. 4~ , at A and B.ln these
circu its the fundamental frequency nows around
the in put loop. Harmonics generated by the
varactor are passed to the load through a filter
tuned to the desired hannonic. In the case of the
triple, circuit al S, an idler circuit, tuned to the
second ha rmonic, is required. Tripling efficiencies
of 7S percent are nO llOO difficult to come by, at
power levels of 10 to 25 walts.
Fig. 4.{iC illustrates how a voltage-variable
capacitor diode can be used to tunc a VFO. These
diodes can be used to tune othe r rf cin:uils also,
and are particularly useful for remote tuning such
as might be encountered in vehicular installati ons.
These diodes, because of thcir small size, penni!
tuned--circuit assemb lies to be quite compact. ~i nce
the Q of the diode is a vital consideration in
N+SllICQN WAFfR
GOI..D-PI.ATEO WHISKER
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view of a hot-c:arrier

Fig. 4-6 - Varactor frequency mullipliers are
shown at A and B. In practice the tuned circu its
and impedaoce-matching technique. are somewhat
more complex than lOOse shown in th8$e
representative circuils. AI C, a vafactor diode is
used to vary the frequ ency of a typical JFE T VFO.
As the de volt&ge is changed by control A, the
junction capacitance of CAl changes to sh ift Ihe
resonant frequancy of the tuned circuit.

such applications, this factor must be taken into
account when design ing a circuit. Prese nt-day
man ufaC luring proccsses have prod uced units
are in excess of 200 at SO MHz.
whose
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HOT-CARRIER DIODES
The hot-earrier diode is a high-frequency and
microwave semiconductor whose characteristics
fall somewhere between those of Ihe point-oontact
diode and the junction diode. 1be former is
comparable to the point--contact diode in highfrequency charncteristics, and exceeds it in
uniformity and reliab ili ty. The ho t--carrier diode is
useful in high"'5peed switching circuits and as a
mixer. detector, and rectifier we ll in to the
microwave spectrom. In essence, the hot--carrier
diode is l tectifying metal-semiconductor junction.
Typical metals used in combination with silicon of
either the n· or p-typc are platinum, silve r, gold or
palladium.
The ho t:Canier diode u tilizes a troe Schottky
barrier, whereas the point--con tact diode used a
metal whisker to make contact with the semiconductor element. In a hot--carrie r diode a planar area
provides a uniform contact potential and uniform
current distribution throughout the junction. This
geometry results in lower series resistance, greater
power capability, lowe r noise characte ristiCl, and
considerably greater immunity to bumout from
transient pulses or spikes. A cross-sectional view of
a hot--carrie r diode is shown in Fig. 4-7 (courtesy of
Hewlett Packard Associ ates). A comparison in
characteristics between a point-oontact diode and a
bot--carrier diode is given in Fia. 4-8. Detai1ed
information on the chancteristics of hot--carrieI
diodes and their many appliCitioru i5 given in
He\\o1eu Pllckard Application Not~ 907.

Transistors
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PIN Diodes
Another type of diode is the PIN diode. It
might more apUy be described as a variable ~is tor
than as a diode. In its intended application (at vhf
and higher) it dOC! not rectify the applied signal,
nor does it generate hannonics. Its redstance is
controlled by de or a low-frequency signal, and the
high-frequency signal wh ich is being controlled by
the diode see!- a constant polarity-independent
resistan ce. The dynam ic resistance of the PIN
diode is often IUBcr than 10,000 ohms, and its
junction capacitance is vel)' low.
PIN diodes are used as variable shunt or series
resistive clements in microwave transmission lines,
and as age diodes in the signal input lead to vhf and
uhf fm receivers. The PI N diode offers many
in terestin&. possibilities.
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Fig. 4-8 - Curves showing the comparison in
characteristics between 8 lN21G point~ontect
diode and. Hewlett-Packard HPA2350 hot-carrier
diode.

TRANSISTORS
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Fig. 4-9 - Illustration of a juOCtionprlp tr_istor.
Capacitances Cbe and Cbc Ire discussed in the tl xt,
and lIary with changes in operating and signal
volla9ll.

Fig. 4-9 shows a "sandwich" made from two
layers of p-type semiconductor materia] with a thin
layer of n-type be tween. There are in effect two pn
junction diodes back to back. If a positive bias is
applied to the p-type material at the left, CUHent
will flow though the left-hand junction, the holes
moving to the right and the electrons from the
n-ty pe material moving to the kft. Some of the
holes moving into the n-type material will combine
with th e electrons there and be neutralited, but
some of them also will travel to the region of th e
right-hand junction.
If the pn oombi.nation at the right is biased
negatively , as shown, there would normall y be no
current flow in this circuit. However, there are now
additional holes available allhe junction to travel
to point B and electIons can trave l toward point A ,
so a current can flow even though this section of
the sandwich is biased to prevent conduction. Most
of the currenl is between A and 8 and does not
Dow out through the common connectidn to the
n-type material in the sandwich.
A Gemiconductor combination of this type is
called a transislor, and the three sectiOllll are
known as the emitte r, base and collector,
~pectively. The amplitude of the collector
current depends principally upon the amplitude of

the emitter current; that is, the collector current is
controlled by the emitter current.
Between each p-n junction exists an area known
as the depktion, or transition region. It is similu in
characteristics to a dielectric layer, and its width
varies in accordance with the operating voltage.
The semiconductor materials either side or the
depletion region consitute the plates of a capacitor.
The capaci tance from base to emitter is shown as
Cbe (Fig. 4-9), and the collector-base capacitance is
represented as Cbc • Changes in signal and operatins
voltages cause l nonlinear chanF in these junction
capacitances, which must be taken into account
when designing some circuits. A base-emilter
resistance, rb', also exists. The junction capacitance, in combination with rb' detennines the
useful uppe r frequency limit (/'r OJ to) or a
transistor by establishing an RC time constant.
Power Amplification

Because the collect or is biased in the back
directio n the colicctor' la-base resi~tance is high.

This photo shows various modBm-day bipolar and
fiet d ..ffecl Ilansinon. Various case styles and

power classes are represented here.
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NPN

PNP

Fi g. 4· 10 - Schematic and pictorial representations
of jUllCtion-type transistor.;, In analogous terms the
~I can be t hought of IiI!Ii a lube', grid, the
collector as a plate, and the emitter as a cathode.
(See Fig. 4-12.1
On the other hand, the emitter and collector
cunenu are substantially equal, 50 the power in
the collector circuit is larger than the power in the
emitter circuit (P z /2R. so the powers an
proportional to the respective resis tanoeJ, if th e
cummts are the same). In practical transistors
emitter resistance is of the order ofa few hundred
ohms while the collector resis tance is hundreds or
thou5al1ds of times higher, so power gai ns o f 20 to
40 dB or even more are possible,

Tr....

capable of high-power operation well above 1000
M~. Theat. transistors an: quite usefu l IS
frequency doublers and triplers, and an: able to
provide an actual power gain in the process.
Another multi-emitter transistor has been
developed for use from hi through uhf, and should
be of particular inlerest to the radio amateur. It is
called a balanced-c mi tter transistor (BEn, or
"ballal)ted" tra nsisto r. The transistor chi p contains
several triode se miconductors whose bases and
collecton are connec ted in parallel. The various
emitten, howeve r, have buil t·in emitter resistors
(typicaJly about I ohm) which provide a
current·limiting wely factor during overload
periods. or under conditions of significant
mismatch. Since the emil!en an: brought out to a
single case terminal the resistances are effectively
in parallel, thUJ reducing the combined emitter
resistances to a fraction of an ohm. (If a signifICant
amount of resistance were allowed to exist it
would cause degeneratio n in the stage and would
lower the gain of the circuit.)
Most modem transis tors are of the junction
variety. Various names have bee n given to the
$Cveral type s, some o f which are junction alloy.
mesa, and planar. Though their characteristics may
differ slighUy, they are basically of the same family
and simply represen t differen t physical properties
and manufac turing techniques.
Transistor Characteristics
An important characteri stic of a transistOf b i15
beta <P>. or.current·amplification factor, which is
sometimes expressed as hVE (static' rorward·current
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1be transisto r may be one of the types shown
in fig. 4-10. n.e assembly of p" and n-types
materials may be reversed, so that pnp and npn
transistors are both possible.
The fIrSt two letters of the npn and pnp
designations indicate the respective polarities o f
too voltages applied t o the emitter and coUector in

normal operation. In a pnp transistor, for exam ple,
the emi tter is made positive with respect to both
the collec tor an d the base, and the collector is
made negative with respect to both the emitter and
the base.
Manufac turers an constan tly wo rking 10
Im prove the performance of their transiston _
greater reliability, higher power and £requency
ratinp, and improved uniformity of characteristics
for Illy given type numbe r. Recent developments
provided the oveday transistor, whose emitter
stru cture is made lJP of several emi tters which are
joined togeth er at a common case tenninaJ. This
procen lowers the base-emitter resistance, rb' , and
improves the tran sis tor's input time constant,
which is determined by rb' and the junction
capacitance of the device. The overlay trlUlsistor is
ex tremely useful in vhf and uh f applications, and is
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Fig. 4-11 - Tnlnsi t-time effects (in combination
with basfH:oIlector C8pacitance Cbcl can Call5e the
posi tive·feed:leck conditi on lhown at A. NonneI ty,
the phase of the collector l i!Jlal of an amplifier is
the inverse of the base si!Jlai. Positive feedback Can
be corrected by uling unila terali Z8tion, feeding an
equal amount of oP!)OSite.phasa signal back to the
base th roogh Uc. Neutralizat ion is shown at B, and
deals with nltgative feedback, as can be seen by the
phase reletionlhiPi . hown.
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transfe r ratio) or hfe (sma1l-signal forward-cunent
transfer ratio). Both symbols relate to the
grounded-i:mitter configuration. Beta is the ratio of
the base cunent to the collector current. Thus, if a
,~
base current of 1 rnA causes the collector current
to rUe to 100 rnA the beta is 100. Typical bela!; for
•
•
junction transiston range from as low as 10 to as
high as several hundred.
A transistor's alpha (a) is the ratio of the
. emitter and coUcctor currenll. Symbols hFB (static Fig. 4-13 - Collector current YS. coltector voItagl
forward-current transfer ratio) and hib (small- !or .various valu~ of base current. for I
s.ignaI forwud-cunent transfer ratio), common- JunctIon-type trans IStor. The values Ire determined
base hookup, ue frequently used in connection by means of the circuit shown.
with gain. The smaller the base cunent, the closer
the collector current comes to being equal to that
of the emitter, and the closer alpha comes to being
1. Alpha fo r a junction transistor is usually using a form of neutralization called unilateraliulion. In this case the feedback conditions are
between 0.92 and 0.98.
Transistors have frequency characteris tics balanced out. These conditiolU include I resistive
which are of importance to circuit designen. as well as a capacitive component, thus changinJ a
Symbol iT is the pin bandwidth product netwo rk from bilaterial to one which is unilateral.
(common-i:mitter) of the transis tor. This is the Negative feedback caused by C~, on the othe r
frequency at wh ich the gain becomes unity, or 1. hand, can be corrected by neutralization. Exam ples
The eltpression "alpha cutofr' is frequently used of both tcchniques are gtyen in Fig. 4-11.
to express the useful upper-frequency limit of a
Characteristic Cu rves
transistor, and this relates to the common-base
hookup. Alpha cutoff is the point at which the
The ope rating characteristics of u ansiston can
gain is 0.707, illl value at 1000 Hz.
Another factor which limits the uppe r frequen· be shown by a series of characteristic curves. One
cy capability of. transistor is illl tnruit time. This such set of curves is shown in Fig. 4·12. It shows
the collector cunent
collector voltage for a
is the period of time required for the current to
number of fixed values of emitter current.
Oow from emitter to collector, through the
semicondu ctor base material. The thicker the base Practically the coDettor cunent depends almost
cntirely UII Un: emittel CUrlent and ill independent
material, the greater the transit time. Hence, the
of the collector voltage. The separation between
thicker the base material the more likelihood thel"t
curves representing equal steps of emitter current is
will be of phase shift of the signal passing through
quite unifonn. indicati", that almost distortionlw
it. At frequencies near and above IT or alpha
output can be obtained ove r the useful openting
cutoff partial or complete phae shift can occur.
range of the transistor.
This will give rise to positive feedback bEcause the
Another type or curve is shown In FI,. 4·13,
internal capacitance, C~, (Fig.4-ll) feeds part of
together with the circuit used for obtaining it. This
the in-phase colleclor signal back to the base. The
also shows collector CUmlnt VI collector voltage,
positive feedback can cause inslabiUty and
but for a number of diffel"tnl values of base
oscillat ion, and In most cases will interlock the
current. In thill case the emitter element is used u
input and output tuned circui ts of an rf amplifier
the common point in the circuit. The colleclor
50 that it is almost impossible to tune them
cunent ill not independent of collector voltage
properly. Positive feedback can be corrected by
with this type o f connection, indicating that the
output resislance of the device is fairly low. The
base cunent also is quite low, which means that
the resistance of the b~mitter circuit is
mooeralely high with this method or connection.
nus may be contrasted with the high valuel of
emitter current shown in Fig. 4-12.

•

,

II'.

Fig. 4-12 - A typical coIlector-current ...s.
collector-voltagll characteristic of • junction·type
tlllflsistor, for v....iou. amitter-cu rrent values. The
cin;:uit shows the ..tup for taking such measure·
menu. Sinot the ,miuer resistanee is tow. a
current-limiting resistor, R, it coonec:ted in series
with the IJOlm:. of current. 1M emilter current can
be set at • desired velue by adjustment of this
resi5180C8.

Ratin.
The principal maximum ratings for tnnsiston
are coDector dissipation, collector vollll8e, collector current, and emitter current. Variations in these
basic ratings, such lIS maximum collee tor·t~ase
voltage. are covered in the symbols chart later in
this chapter. The designe r should study the
maximum ratings of a given transistor before
selecting it for use in a circuit.
The dissipation nting can be a troublesome
matter for an inexperienced designer. Techniques
mu.st be employed to :educe the openting
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discussion that the use of heat sinks is important,
wbe~ applicable.

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
Amplifier circui ts used with transistors fall in to
one of three types, known as the common-base,
common-ilmiller, and common-eolleetor circuits.
These are shown in Fig. 4- 14 in elementary fonn.
The three circuits cO lTCspond approximately to the
grou nded-grid, grouooed-eathode and cathodefollower circuits, respectivel y, used wi th vacuum
lUbeS.
The important transistor parameten in these
circuits are the morl-eircuit current transfer n.tio,
the cut-off frequency, and the input and output
impedances. 'The short-circuit cunent transfer ratio
is the ratio of a small change in outpu t cunent to
the change in input cunen t that causes it, the
output circuit being short-circuited_ The cutoff
frequency was discussed earlier in this chapter. The
input and oulput impedances are, respectively, til e
impedance which a signal source working into the
tran sistor wou ld see, an d the internal output
impedance of the transis tor (conesponding to the
plate resistance of a vacuu m lUbe, for exam ple).
COMMON

ENITTDI

Common -Base Circui t
.~

,_ -llf';--,-f{

?

n.

,

'-

...

COMMON COLL ECTOR

Fig. 4-1. - Baie tr_istor amplifier cirruits. The
d ifferences between modes is rttadilV apparent.
Tvpl~1 compOl'lent vaiUft ate given for use at
audio f requencies. The inpu t and OUtput phase
relationships are as shOWl.

temperature of power transistors, and this usually
require s that thennal-condu cting material s (Ileal
slnkl) be installed on the body of the transistor.
The specification sheets Ust the max imum
bansistor dissipation in lenni of case temperatures
up to 2S degreel C. Symbol Tc is used for the case
temperature and PT represents the total dissipa·
tion. Silicone grease is often used to assure proper
thenna! transCer between the tranJistor IUld its bea t
si nk. Additional information on the use of heat
sinks is given in Chapter 18.
Exees.s ive heat can lead to . condition known as
thennaJ fUnaway. As the transistor sets hotter its
internal resistance becomes lower, resulting in an
increase of emitter·lt'H:oUector and emitter·to-base
cu rren t. The increased curren t raises the dissipation
and further lowers the internal resistance. The
effects are cumulative, and eventually the Iransistor wi ll be destroyed. It can be seen from this

The input circuit of a common-base I mplirllC r
must be designed for low impedance, since the
emilter-t ~se resistance is of the oider of 2SII ..
ohms, where I.. is the emitter cunent in
milliillllpen:lI. TIll: uptimum outpu t load Impedance, R L, may range from a few thou sand ohms
to 100,000, depe nding upon the requiremen ts.
In this circuit the phase of the output
(collecto r) cunent is the same as that of the input
(emitter) current. The parts of these cun ents that
now th rough the base resistance are Iil:.ewise in
phase, so the circuit tends to be regenerative and
will oscillate if the curren t amplifica tion facto r is
greater than 1.

Common-Emitter Orcuit
The commoTM!mitter circui t shown in Fig. 4· 14
corresponds to the ordinary groundeck:athode
vacuum-tube amplifier. As indicated by the curves
of Fig. 4-13, the base cu rrent is small and the in put
impedance is the re fore fairly high - several
thousand o hms in the ave rage cast. The collec tor
resistan ce is some tens of thousands of ohms,
depending on the signal source impedance. The
commOTM!mitter circuit has a lower cutoff
frequency than does the eommon-base circuit, but
it gives the highest power gain of the three
configurations.
In this cir<:uit the phase of the output
(coDeetor) current is opposite to that of the input
(base) current 10 luc h feed back as occun through
the small emi tter resistance is negative and the
amplifier is stable.
Co mmon.coJleelo r Circuit
Like the vacuum-tube cathode follower, the
common-eoJlecto r transis tor amplifier has high
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input impedance and low output impedance. The
latter is approximately equal to the impedance of
the signal input source multiplied by (1 - a). The
input resistance depends on the load resistlnce,
being approximately equal to the load rcsistance
divided by (I - a). The fact that input resistance is
directly related to the loid resistance is a
disadvantage of this type of amplifier it the load is
one whose resistance or impedance varies with
frequency.
The cumnt transfer ratio with this cin:uit is ;

-L

1-.

and the cut-off frequency is the same IS in the
grounded-emitter circuit. The output and input
cunents are in phase.

PRACTICAL CIRCUIT DETAILS
The bipolar transistor is no longer restricted to
use in low·voltage circuil5. Many modem-day
transistors have voltage ratings as high as 1400.
Such trambton are useful in circuil5 that operate
directly from the 117-volt ac line, fonowing
rectincation. For thi! reason, baUery power is no
IonJCl 1M primary muns by which to operate
tnnUstorized equipment. Many low-voh. transistor types are capable of developing a considerable amount of af or If power, hence draw amperes
of cumnt from the power supply. Dry batteries
are seldom prutical in circuits of this type. The
usual approach in powering high-cunent, highwattage transistomed equipmen t is to employ a
wet-oeU slorage battery, or operate the equipment
from a 11'·voll ac:: tine, stepping the primary
voltage down to the desired level by means of a
transforme r, then rectifying the ac with silicon
diodes.
Coupling and Im pedance Matching
In contrasl to vacuum tube5, bipolar transistors
present low input and output impedances when
used 15 amplifiers. Field-effect transistors are tbe

exception, exhibidng terminal impedances similar
to those of triode vacuum tubes. Therefore, the
dcsigner of bipolar transistor circuits must deal
with specific maternn, techniques that w ure
efficient power transrer and acceptable stability or
operation. Most of the LC networks used in tuned
transistor amplifiers are of established standard
configuration, but in practice call for much higher
C·to·L fa tios than are common to circuits using
tubes. The low terminal impedances of bipolar
transistors result from the fact that current b being
amplified rather than voltage.. High base or collector cunent (plus re latively low operating voltages) establishe5 what may at times seem to be
unworkable terminal impedances - ten ohms or
less. The greatet the power input and output of an
amplifier stage the more pronounced the matching
problem becomes. requiring the employment of
spec ial matching techniques. Low4evel amplifying
stages Ire not 110 seriou!iy affected, and the usual
procedure is to use simple RC-coupling techniques
for audio (and some rf) amplifiers. This being the
case, the diSCllu ion will relate primarily to
common-emilter stages that are called upon to
d~liver significant amounts of output power.
ma tching network for
When designing
efficient t.ransfer of power from the collector to I
given load impedance, the designer must firtt
establish what the level of power output will be in
watts. He mllSt know alto what the operating
voltage fc.r the collector (CQllector to emitter) will
be. Once these quantities Ire determined the
collector load impedance can be calculated by
using the formula:

. ~

2PO(wattl)

where RL = Collector load impedance at resonance
V"" • Dc operating voltage. collector to
emitter
Po 0& Required power output in wailS

7Mlb

",0,32

Fig.

4.1 5 -

A

"

~lICtiC31

eKemple illustrati ng the
proble ms , ncountered
when designing networks
fOf 1.1$11 with solid-state
power amplifiers. T rans·
formers T1 and T2 can be
uwd to bring the base and
eoItectOt' impedances up to
a pract lce l value for
matching with L and T
ne twork s. The trans-.
formers are broad-band,
toroidel types.
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Example : An ampliCItr staF must deliver 10
watts 10 a known resistive load. The de voltage
from collector to emitter is 13.6. RL Is
RL •

V'
••• 0<
.. .LJlL.Z>I
lPo
20

~

•

9.248 ohms

II Is not difficult to determine fro m this that an
amplifie r delivering, say, 25 watts output at a
coUector su pply of 12 volts would have an extremely low collector impedance (2.88 ohms). Few
standard LC networks are l uhablt (or transforming
thai value to the typical SO-ohm nonreactive
antenna impedance. The situation becomes even
more complex when matching l powe r driver to
the baJC element of a power-tmpli(tel stage. In
such I cue it would not be unco mmon to match
an 18-ohm collector impedance 10 • 3-ohm base
impedance, or similar.
Two common net works are illustrated in Fig.
4-15 . Additional informa tion is co ntained in
Chapter 6 of this book. An excellent desi gn aid is
Motorola's Marching Ne/work Delig"s with Com·
puter SO/UtiOI1S, Application Note AN·267 . The
bibliography at the end of this chapter lists other
recommended texts for amateur and pro fessiona l
designel'1.
Broadband toroidal-wound transformers and
baluns Ife frequently used to match difficult
impedances. They can be used in combination with
tuned circui ts or netwotks to arrive at practical
network values. Resonant networks are employed
to provide needed selectivi ty for assu rance of dea n
output wavefo rms from amplifieR. A practical
upper limit for network QL (loaded QJ is 5, though
so me professional engineers design for va lues
higher than 5. It should be understood that the
higher the QL the greater the chance for electrical
instabilit y. It is recommended that the amateur
adhere 10 the practice of de signing his networks for
QL values between 3 and 5. Values as low as I are
suitable for iIOme circuits, especially low·pass
harmonk: mlers of the variet y used In the 5/kJhm
output line from many amplifiers.

collector must be negative. with respect to the
emitter. The required bias is provided by the
collector-to-emitter volt • • and by the emitter-tobase voltage. These bias voltages cause two currents
10 flow - emiller-to-collectot curren t 'and
emiltet-to-base curren t. Either type of transistor,
pnp or npn. can be used with a negative- or
positive-pound powe r source by changing the
circuit hookup as shown in Fig. 4·16 . Forward bias
is still prope rl y applied in each instance. The lower
the forward bias, the lowe r the collector cun ent.
As the forward bias is increased the collector
current rises and the junction temperature
increases. If the bias is continuously increased a
point will be reached whefe the transistor becomes
overloaded and burns out. This condition, called
thtmuzl IUnQWQY was discussed earlier in the
chapter. To prevent damage to the tran!istor, some
form of bias stabilization should be included in the.
design. Some practical bias-stabilization techniques
are given in Fig. 4-17. At A and B, RI in series
wi th the emitter, Is for the purpose of "swamping
out " the resistance of the emi tter-base diod e; this
swamping helps to stabilize the emitter curre nt.
The resistance of RI should be large. com pared
wi th that of the emitler-base diode, which is
'approximately equal to 25 divided by the emitter
cunent in mA .
Since the current in RI flows in such a
direction as to bias the emit ter negatively with
respect to the base (a pnp transistor is assumed), a
base-emitter bias slightly greater than the drop in
RI must be supplied. The proper operating poin t is
. achieved through adjustment of voltage divide r
R2R3, which is proportioned to give the desired
value of no-signal collector current .
In the transfOnl1 er~upled ciJcuit, input signal
currents n ow through R I and R2 , and there would
be a loss of signal powe r at the base-emitler diode
if these resis tors were not bypassed by CI and C2.
The capacitors should have low reactance com-

Bias and Bias Stabilization
Transistors must be forward biased in order to
conduct significant current. In the npn design case
the collector and base must be positive with
respect to the emitter. The same Is tro e when
wo rking with a pnp device, but the base and

o!-j ~ ...
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Fig. 4-16 - An example of how the ci rcui t polarity
can be changed to accommodate either a positi ve
or negative power·supply ground. Npn t ransistors
are shown he re, but the same rules apply to pnp
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AMP.

AMP.

0,"""

eC,,-",-_r'-" I' +
TRANS. COUPLING

DIODE B IAS STA61LIZATlON

(A)
AMP.

(e)

CA"--.
'oiIJPUT

+ "
INPV~

"

AMP.

"

R,

RESISTANCE COUPLING

(8)

T'HERJoIISTOR 61AS STABILIZATION

(0)
Fig. 4·17 - Examples of bias-s tabilizatiOfl tech·
niQUes. A text discussiOfl is given.
pared with the ~sistances across which they are
connected. In the resistance-coupled circuit R2
serves as part of the bias voltage divider and also as
part of the load for the signal·input source. As seen
by the signal source, R3 is in parallel with R2 and
thus becomes part of the input load resistance. C3
mus l have low reactance compared with the
parallel combination of R2R3 and th e base·ta.
emi Uer resistance of the transistor. The load
impedance will determine the reactance of C4.
The output load resistance in the transformercoupled case will be the actual load II reflected at
the primll)' of the trarufonner, and its proper
value will be detemtined by the transistor
characteristics and the type of operation (Class A,
B). The value of RL in the resistancc-coupled
case is usually such as to permit the muimurn at
voltage swing in the collector circuit without
undue dinortion, since Class--A operation is usual
with this type of amplifier.
Tnll15istor cu rrents are sensilive to tempe rature
variations, and so the operating point tends to shift
as the Inlnsistor heats. The shift in Opertlting point
is in such a direction as to increue the heating,
leadi", to thermal runaway. The heat devcloped
depends on the amount of power dWipated in the
lIaIlsistor, so it is obviousJy advantageous in this
respect to operate with 15 little internal diuipation
as possible; i.e., the dc input should be kept 10 the
lowest value that win permit the type of operation
desired and should never exceed the rated value for
the particular transistor used.
A contributing factor to the shift in opuating
point is the coUector·ta.base leakage cu rrent
(usually designated /"0) - that is, the current that
n OM from the collector to base with the emitter

connection open. ThIs current, which is highly
temperature sensitive, has the effect of increasing
the emitte r current by an amount much larger than
/ co itself, thus shifting the operating point in !uch
a way III to increase the collector current. ThIs
effect is reduced to the ex ten t that /"0 can be
made to flow out of the base terminal rather than
through the base~mitter diode. In the circuits of
Fig. 4-17, bias stabilization is improved by making
the ~sistance of RJ as large as possible and both
R2 and R3 as small as possible, consistent with
gain and power-su pply econo my.
It is common practice to em ploy certain devices
in the bias networks of transistor stages to enhance
bias stability. Tbermiston or diodes can be used to
advantage in such circuits. Exampks of both
techniques are given in Fig. 4-17 at C and D.
11lermiston (te mperatuTe-$Cnsitive resistors) can be
used to compensate the ra pid increase in collector
cu rrent which is brought abou t by an increase in
temperat ure. As tile temperature in that part of the
circuit increases, the thermistor 's resistance decreases, reducing the emittu·to-base voltage (bias).
As the bias is redu ced in this manner, the collector
curren t tends to remain the same, thus providing
bias stabilization.
ResistOR R.5 arid R7 of Fig. 4·17D ~ se1ected
to give the most effective compensation over I
particular temperature range.
A somewhat better bias-stabilization method iJ
shown in Ag. 4·1 1C, In this instance, a diode is
used between the base of the transistor and
ground, replacing the resistor that is used in the
circuitll at A and B. TIle diode establishes a rued
value of forward bias and sets the no-signal
collector current of the transistor. Also, the diode
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Fig. 4·18 - VlIrious methods for assuring high- and
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biu cumin! varies in direct proportion with the
supply voltage, lending to hold the oo-signal
collector current of the transistor at a steady value.
If the diode is installed thermally close 10 the
transistor with which it is used (clamped to the
chassis near the transis to r hea t sink), it will pro vide
protection against bias changes brough t about by
temperature excursions. As the diode temperature
increases so will the diode biu current, thus
lowering the bias voltage. Ordinarily. diode bias
stabilization is applied to Clas5 B stages. With
germanium tfansistors, diode bias stabilization

reduces coUector-current variations to approximately one fifth of that obtainable with thermistor
bias protect ion. With silicon transis tors, the cuuent
Y1lriations are reduced to a pproximately o ne·fif·
teenth the thermisto r·bias value.
Frequency Stability
Parasitic oscillations arc a common source of
trouble in trans.is lof circuits. If severe enough in
magnitude they can cause thermal runaway and
destroy the transistor. Oscillation can take place at
any frequency from jusl above de to the IT of the
device, and these parasitics can often pass
unnoliced if the waveforms are not examined with
an oscilloscope. In addition to posing a potential
danger to the device itse lf, the oscillations can
cause distortion and unwan ted radiation of
spurious energy. In an amateur uansmitler this
condition can lead to violation notices from the
other scrvi~s, and lVl. In
FCC, interference
the case of receivers, spurious energy can cause
"birdie5" and poor noise figures.
A transisto r chosen for high-frequency operation ffT at leas t five times greater than the
proposed operating frequency) can easily oscillate
abo~e
the operating frequency if feedback
conditions are correct. Also, the device gain in the

'0

low·f requen-cy ci rcui t stability . (See lext.)

spectrum below the operating frequency will be
very high, &iving rise to tow-frequency oscillation.
At vhf and uhf phase shifts come in to play, and
this condition can encourage positive feedback,
which leads to instability. At these higher
frequencies il is wise to avoid the use of rf chokes
and coupling ca pacitor.; whenever possjble .. TIle
capacitol5 can cause shifts in phase (IS can the base
semiconductor material in the uansistor), and the
rf chokes, unless of very low Q. can cause a
tuned-base tu ned-collector condition. Some precautionary measures against instabilily are shown
in Fig. 4-18. At A, RFC I has iU Q lowered by the
addition of the ' IOO-ohm seri es resistor. Alternatively, RFC I could be shunted by a low-value
resistor, but al some sacrifice in driving power. One
or more ferrite beads can be slipped over the pigtail
of an rf choke to lower lIIe Q of the inductor. This
method may be p~ferred in instances where the
addition of a low-value resistor might es tablish an
undesirable bias condition, as in the base return of
a Cla'ls C stage. Parasitic choke Z I consists of lIIree
ferrite beads slipped over a short piece of wire. The
choke is Installed as close to the collec tor terminal
as possible. This low-Q choke will hel p prevent vhf
or uhf instability. RFC2 is part of the decoupling
network in the collector su ppl y \ead. It is bypassed
for the operating liequency by means of the
.0l1!F capacitor, but is also bypassed for low
frequencies by the addition of the Ii-!F capacitor.
In the vhf amplifier at 8, Zl and Z2 are
ferrite-bead chokes. They present a high impedance
to the base and collector elementl, bu t because
they are low-(? chokes the re is little chance for
them to permit a tuned-base tuned-collector
oscillat ion. At C, the stage ope rates QIiSlI A, a
typical anangement in the low-level section of a
transmitter, and the emitter is above ground by
virtue of bias re5is tor Rl. It must be bypassed to

Field-Effect Transistors
assure maximum stage gain. Here the emitter is
bypassed for the operating frequency and for vhf.
By not bypassing the emitter for low frequencies
the stage is degenerative at 1f. TIlls will lessen the
chance of low-frequency osdJlation. The supply
leads, however, are bypassed for the ope rating
frequency and for If, thus preventing unwanted
feedback between stages along the supply leads. Zl
is a ferrite-bead vhf/uhf parasitic choke. The
t o-ohm resistor, R2, also helps SUPPI1,lSS vhf
parasitics. The emi tter lead should be kept as short
as possible in all three circuits to enhance stability
and to prevent degeneration al the operating
frequency. It is wise to use rf shields between the
input and output halves of the rf amplifier stage to
preven t unwanted cou pling between the base and
collector tuned circuits. At ope rati ng frequencies
where toroid cores are suitable, the shields can
often be omitted if the tu ned circuits use toroidal
inductors. Toroidal transfonners and inductors
have self-shielding properties - an asset to the
~esigner.

FIELD·EFFECT TRANSI STO RS
Still another se miconductor device, the fieldeffect transistor, (FET) is superior to bipolar
transistors in many applications because it has a
high input impedance, its characteristics more
ne arly approach those 9f a vacuum tube.
The Junction PET
Field-effect transistors are divided into two
main groups: junction FETs, and MOSFETs. The
basic JFET is shown il) Fig. 4-19.
The reason Cor the tenninal names will become
clear laler. A dc operating condition is se t up by
starting a current flow between source and drain.
nus current flow is made up of free electrons since
the semiconductor is n-type in the channel, so a
positive voltage is applied at the drain. This
positive voltage attracts the negative ly charged free
electrons and the cun-ent fl ows (Fig. 4-20). The
nex t step is to apply a gate voltage of the polarity
shown in Fig. 4-20. Note that this reverse-biases
the gates with respect to the sou rce, channel, and
drain. This reverse-bjas gate voltage causes a
depletion layer to be fonned which takes up part
of the channel, and since the electrons now have
less volume in which to move the resis tan ce is
greater and the cunent between so urce and drain is
reduced. If a large ga le voltage is applied the
depletion regions meet, causing pinch off, and
conseq uently the source-drain current is reduced
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Fig. 4·20 - Operation of the J FET under applied
bias. A depletion region (light shading) is formed,

compressing the channel
resistance to current flow.

and

illCreasing

its

ne arly to zero. Since the large source-drain current
changed with a relatively small gate voltage, Ihe
device acts as an amplifier. In the operation of the
SFIIT, the gate lenninal is never foward biased,
becauile if it were the source-drain cu rrent would
all be diverted tJ1 rough the forward-biased gate
junction diode.
.
The resistance between the gate terminal and
the res t of the device is very high, since the gate
terminal is always reverse biased, so the JFET has a
'ery high input resistance. The source tennina! is
ihe source of current carriers, and they are drained
out of the circuit at the drain. The gate open! and
doses the amount of channel current wh ich flows
in the pinch·off region. Thus the operation of a
i-' ET closely re~mbles the operation of the vacuum
rube with its high grid input impedance.
Comparing the JFET to a vacuum tube, the source
corresponds to the cathode, the gate to the grid,
md the drain to the plate.
MOSFETs
The other large family which makes up
tield-effect transistors is the insulaled-gate FET. or
MOSFET, which is piclured schematically .in Fig.
4-2 1. In order to set up a dc operating cond ition, a
positive polarity is applied to the drain terminal.
The substrate is connected to the source, and both
are at ground potential. so the channel electrons
are attracted to the posi tive driUn. In order to
regulate this source-drain cu rrent, voltage is applied
to the gate contact. The gate is insulated from the
rest of the device by a laye r of very thin dielectric
material, so this is not a p-n junction between the
,ate and the device - thus the name insulated gate.
When a negative gate polarity is applied,
positive-charged holes from the p-type substrate
GH(
I
DRAIN

SOU RCE

SU8STRATE

Fig. 4 -19 - The junct ion field-effect transistor.

Fig. 4-21 - The iMulated-gate field-effect transistor.
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Fig. 4-21 A-T y pical JFET characteristic curves.

are altracted toward the gate and the conductin,
channel is made more narrow; thus the SOUrcechain cune nt is reduced. When a positive gate
voltage is connected. the holes in the substrate 1m
repeUed away, the conducting channel is made
larger, and the source-drain current is Increased.
The MOSFET is more nexible since eit her I
positive or nega tive voltage can be ap plied to the
gate. The resistance be tween the ga te and the rest
of the device is extremely high because th ey are
sepan ted by a Jaycr of thin dielecllic. Thus the
MOSFET has an ex trem ely high input impedance.
In fac l, since the leaJc:age Ihrouah the insuialin3
material is general.ly much smaller than through the
reverse-biased p-n gate junction in the lFET, the

MOSFET has a much higher input impedance..
Typical values of RID for the MOSFET are over a
million megohms, while RiD for the JFET l\Inges
from megohms to over a thousand mego hms. There
are both single-gate and dual-p te MOSFETs available. The latter has a signal gate, Gate I , and ,
con trol ga le, Gate 2. The gates are effectively in
series making it an easy matter to control the
dynamic range of the device by varyins the biall on
Gate 2. Dual-pte MOSFETs are widely used as
agc-controlled rf and ..f amplifiers, as mixers and
produc t detectors,. and all variable attenuators. The
isolation between the gates is relatively high ill
mixer service. This helps lessen oscillator "pulling"
and reduces oscillator radiation. The forward tramad mittance (transconduc tance, or 8 m ) of modem
MOSFETs is as high as 18,000, and they are
designed to operate efficiently well into th e uhf
spectrum.
Characteristic Curves

The characteristic curves for th e FET! descri bed above are shown in Figs. 4·2 1A and 4·21B,
where drain-source cum:nt is plotted against
drain-sOlitce vol tage for give n gate Voltages.

Fig. 4·22 - Schllma tic presentation of (I {late·
prO tecle<l MOSFET. Back·to-back Zener diodes ara
bridged internalty from {latel 1 end 2 to the
sou rce/substrate element.

Fig. 4-218 - TVpical MOSFE T cha racteristic curves.
a assifiellions
Fielckffect tnlnsiston are classed into two
main groupings for application in circuits, ENHANCEMENT MODE and DEPLETION MODE.
The enhancement·mode devices are those specifically conshuctcd so that they have no channel.
They become useful only when a gate voltagc is
applied tha i causes a channel to be fonned.
IGFETs can be used as enhance ment·mode devices
since both polarities can be app lied to the gate
without the gate becoming forward biased and
conducting:.
A depletion-mode unit com:sponds to Figs.
4-19 and 4-2 1 shown earlier, where a channel exists
with no gate voltage applied. For the JFET _ can
apply a gate voltage and deplete the channel,
causing the curre nt to decrease. With the MOSFET
we can apply a ga te voltage of either polarity so
the device can be depicted (current decreased) or
enhanced (current increased).
To sum up, a deplction·mode FET is one which
has a channel constructed; thus it has a current
flow for lero gate voltage. Enhancemen t-mode
FETs are th ose which have no channel, so no
cunent floW! with zero gate voltage.
Gate·Protected FETs
Most JFETs are capable of withstanding up to
80 volts pk·pk from ga le to source before junction
damage occun. Insulatcd-gate FETs, howeve r, can
be damaged by al lowing the leads to come in
contact with plastic materials, or hr the simple ac t
of handl ing the leads with one 's fingers. Static
charges account for the roregoing, and the damage
takes the fonn of punctured dielec tric between the
gate or ga tes an d the remainder o f the internal
d ements. Devices o f the MFE3 006 and 3N140
series are amonS those which can be easily
damaged.
Gate·protected MOSFETs are currently
available, and their ptes are able to withstand
plr:-pk voltages (pte to source) of up to 10.
Internal Zener diodes art connected back to back
from each gate to the source/su bstrate element.
The 40613 and 3N200 FETI are among the types
which have bullt·ln Zener diodes. Oual-gate
MOSFETs which arc gatc-protec ted can be used as
single-gate protected FETs by connecting the two
gate leads in parallel. A ga le-protected MOSFET is
shown schematically in Fig. 4-22.

Integrated Circu its
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mows a representative ~e-oomponent Ie in both
pictorial and schematic form. Most Integrated
circuits arc housed in TO-S type cases, or in
flat-pack epoxy blocks. ICs may have as many as
12 or more leads which connect to the variOUll
eleme nts on the chip.

• ••

~ _.a.

A collection of modern 101. Various CIIS8 styles of
motal and epo)lv materials are illustrated.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Just as the term implies, integrated circuiU
(l Cs) contain numerous components which are

manufactured in such a way as to be suitably
interconnected for a particular application, and on
one piece of semiconductor base rtllIterlal. The
various elemenU of the IC are comprised of
bi-polar tnmsistolll, MOSFETs, diodes, resistances,
and capacitances. There are orten as many as ten or
more tnn$iston on a si ngle IC chip, and frequenlly
their respective bias resiston are formed on the
crup. Q:nerally spea kin& ICs fall into fou r basic
categories - differential amplifiers, operational
amplifier!;, diode or transistor arrays, and logic ICli.
IC Structures
The basic IC is formed on a uniform chip of
n-type 01 p-type silicon. Impurities are introduced
into the chip, their depth into it being determined
by the diffusion temperature and time. The
scometry of the plane surface of the chip is
determined by masking off certain areas, applying
photochemical techniques, and ap plying a coating
of insulating oxide. Ce rtain areas of the oxide
coating are then opened up to allow thc formation
of interconnecting leads between sectioru of the
IC. When capacitoa are fonned on the chip, the
oxide serves as the dielec tric material. Fig. 4·23

Types of IC Amplifielll
Some ICs are called differential amplirlen and
othelll are known as operational amplifien. n.e
basic differential-amplifier IC consists of a pair of
tranSistors !:hat have similar inpu t ci rcuiU. The
inputs can be connected so as to enable !:he
transistors to respond 10 the difference be tween
two voltages or currents. During this fun ction, !:he
circuit effective ly suppresses like voltages or
currents. For the lake of simplicity we may think
of the differential pair of lIlInsistOIli as I push-pull
arnplirler stage. Ordinarily, the differential pair of
transistoa are fed from a controlled, constantcurrent source (Q3 in Fig. 4-24A. QI and Q2 ~
the differential pai r in this instance). Q3 is
commonly called a hansistor cunent sink.
Excellent balance exists between the input
terminals of differential amplifiers because the
base-to-emittcr voltages and current gainl (beta) of

METAI,.lZEO
rollTACr

p .. P-TYPE NATERIAL
N " N-TYP£ MATERIAL

,
Fig. 4-23 - Pictorial end schematie iIIustllltions of
e simple IC device .
.R. C A CA3020
,-------~ "
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Fig. 4·24 - At A, II representative circuit for a typical differential IC. An Operational Amplifier Ie iii
iUustlllted et B, also in repre$enta!iw form.
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Fi ll. 4-25 - Some typical circuit applications for .
differential amplifier IC. ll!e 'nlemal circuit of th_
CAl028A Ie is given in Fig. 4-24 al A.
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the two transiston are closely ma tched. The match
results from the fact that the transistors are formed
next to one another on the same siUcon chip.
Differential ICs are useful as linear amplified
from de to the vhf spectrum, and can be employed
in such cin:uitJ as limiters, product deleclon,
frequency multipliers, mixers, amplitude modulaton, squelch, rf and J-e amplifiers, and even i.~
signal-gene13dng applications. AJ though they ue
designed to be used as dirferentiaJ amplifiers. they
can be used in othe r types of circuits 11$ wdl,
treatin8 the various

Ie

.m

INJECTION

components as discrete

units.
Operat ionaJ-amplUtef ICs are basically vef!o
high-pin d1rect-coupled ampli rled that rely on
feedback for control of the ir re sponse chanl!;:teri~
tiel. They contain cascaded differential amplifiers
o(the type shown in Fig. 4-24A. A sepante outPllt
Itlge, Q6- Q7. Fig. 4·24B, i5 contained on the
chip. A1though operational ICs can be successfully
operated un der open·loop condi tiolU, they are
generall y controlled by extemally applied negatife
feedback. Operational amplifiers ate most ofttn
used (o r audio ampl ification, as frequeney·sha ping
(peaking, notching, or bandpa u) am plifiers, or 1$
integra tor, differentiator, or comparator amplificrs.
Diode-ICI ate also being manufactured in tile
same manner as outlined in the fongoing JeCtiOR.
Several diodes can be contained on a single silicon
wlfer to provide a near-perfect match betwee n
diode characte ristics. The diode arrangement. can
take the form of I bridge circuit. series<onnected

PROOUCT DETECTOR

,OO
groupl, or as separate component!. Diode ICs of
this kind are useful in balanced·modulator circuits,
OJ to any application requirlng closely matched
diodes.
Fig. 4-25 demonstrates the ven.atiUty of jUlt
one type of IC, an RCA CA3028A differential
amplifier. its internal workings are shown in Fig.
4·24 A, permitting a comparison of the schematic
diagram and the block replUentationl of Fig. 4-25 .
1be circuit It B in Fig. 4·25 is characterized by its
high input and output impedances (several
thousand ohms), its high gain, and its stability.
This circuit can be adapted as an audio amplifier
by using transformer or RC coupling. In the
circuits of B and C tenninal 7 is used to manually
control tl1 e rf gain, but age can be applied to that
terminal instead. In the circuit at D the CA3028A
provides 10w-noi5C operation and exhibits good
convemon gain as I product detector. The
CA3028A offers good performance from dc to 100
MHz.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Some modern-day ICs are designed to Rplace
nearly all of the discrete components used in
earUer composite equipment. One example can be
seen in the RCA CA3089E Oat-pack IC which
contains nearly the entire circuit for an fm
receiver. The IC contains 63 bipolar transistors, 16
diodes, and 32 resistors. The CA3089£ is designed
for an i-f of 10.7 Mfh and requires but one
outboard tun ed circuit. The chip consists or an i-r
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Transistor Arrays
Fig. 4-26 - The cift:uit et A shows practical
component values for use with the CA3089E fm
subsystem IC. A COS/M OS array IC is ill ustrated et
B In schefNlic-ciiagram form. II consists of three
complementary·symmetry MOS FET pain. The
illustration at C sho ws how the CA3600E can be
connected in cascade to provide at least 100 dB of
IlUdio amplification.

amplifier, quadrature detectol, audio preamplifier,
IF, arc. squelch, and a tuning·meter circuit.
Umiting of·3 ·dB takes place at the 12-j.N input
level. When using an IC of this kind it is necesslU)'
only to provide a rront--end converter for the
desired frequency of reeeption, an audio amplifier,
and a power supply (plUJ speaker, level controb,
and meter).
There are two IC subsystem units designed for
a-m receiver use. Each is similar in complexity to
the CA3089E iUustrated in Fig: 4·26. These com·
ponents are identified as CA3088E and CA3123E.
The latter is desc ribed in RCA Data File No. 631.
Both IC. are readily adaptable to communications
receive r use and should become popular building
blocks for amateurs who desire com pact, por tab le
receiving equipment.
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Amateur designers should not overloo k the
usefu lness of transistor· and diode·array ICs. These
devices co ntain numerous bipolar or MOSFET
transistors on a common su bstrate. In most in·
stlnees the transistoJ$ ca n be employed as one
would tre.at discrete npn devices. An entire receiver
can be made from one transistor·array IC if one
wishes to construct I compact assembl y. The
CA3049 h a dual indepe ndent differential rf/i-f
am plifier chip with an IT of 1.3 GHt. It is
especiall y well suited to I pplicalions wh ich call for
double-balanced mixers, detectors, and modu·
lators.. Another device of si milar usefulness is the
CA3018A. The CA304S should also be of inte rest
to the amateUI. Ml tched electrical characteristics
of the transistors in these ICs offer many ad·

"
,•
(A)

•
,

vantages nOl available when using discret e tran·
mtors. Fig. 4·27 shows the internal workings of
theCA3018A and CA3045 ICs.
COS/MOS (complementary-symmetry metal·
oxide silicon) ICs lite becoming Increasingly
popular, Ind one RCA part. the CA3600E, contains an array of complementary-symmetry
MOSFET pairs (three) which can be used individually or in cascade, as shown in Fig. 4·26 al B.
Detailed information is given in RCA File No. 6 19.
The CA3600E is a high-input impedance, micropower component which is suitlble for use as a
preamplifier, di fferential amplifier, op am p, compaT1ltor, timer, mixer, chopper, or oscillator .
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Fig. "·27 - T ....istor Mf1IY1 offet" unlimited
application becMne _nil ci rcuit eombInltions
we poISibl •• The CA301BA IC lit A
Oerllngron<:onnected pelr pl us two seperate
trarmst~. At B, two transistors ere intemelly

'* •

_;

• • ' _ . .. . '000 000.

11:1 11

connected in • dlfferentilll amplifier fash ion. Three
~labI. for use In other
ful'lCtiom. Th. Iff1lY1 shown hare
useful into
the vhf spectrum.

separate trensiston efe

.re
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One of the more interesting and useful amy o f
ICs is the RCA CAJI02E. II conlains two differential pairs and two current-source trnnsistors. The
device is ideall y suited for use in doubly balanced
mixers, modulators, and product detectors. The
CAllOlE is excellent for use in the following
additional appUcations: vhf amplifiers, vhf mix t rs,
rf amp./mixer/oscillalor combinations, i-f amplifiers (differential and/or cascode mode). 5)'nchronous detectors, and sense ampliflllrs. This Ie is
similar in oonflguralkm to the CA3049T anay, bu t
has an independent substrate connection which is
common to an in te rnal shield th at separates the

two differential amplifiers. The shield helps assure
good isolation in applications where thai feature is

required.
FT for CA310lE is in excess of 1000 MHz.
Noise figure at 100 MHz single transistor is I.S
dB, R s • 500 ohms. Noise figure at 200 MHz
cascode mode is 4.6 dH. Additional specifications
can be found in RCA Dota File No. 61 1. The
CA3l0lE offers almost limitless possibilities for
applications in amateur nr.dio design work. The
chip is manufacltm:d in a 14-lead DIP package. The
CA3049T oomes encased in a standard TO·S
package.

DIGITAL-LOGIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
DigitaJ logic is the term used to describe an
ovenr.1l design procedure for elecuonic systems in
which "on" and "ofr' are the important words,
not "amplification," "detection," and other tenns
commonl y applied to most ama teur equipment. It
is " digital" becausc it deals with discrete events
that can be chara<:terized by digits or integers, in
oonu3.'lt with linear sys tems in which an infinite
number of levels may be encountered. It is "logic"
because it follows mathematical laws, in which
"effect" predictably follows "cause."
Just like linear integrated circuits, digital IC!
are manufacturcd in such a way that the Internal
co mponcnts are interconnected for particular
applications. Packaging of the digi tal ICs is the
same for their linear counterparts, with the rull
package range pictured earlier being used. From
outward appearances, it would be impossible to tell
the difference between the two types of ICs except
li:om the identification numben.
Unear ICs are constructed to respond to
continuously variable o r analog signals, such as in
an amplifier. Digital devices, on the oth er hand,
generally have active components operating only in
either of two co nditions - cutoff or satu ration.
Digital ICs find much application in on-off
switching cirruils, as well as in <:aUnting,
computation, rnemory-storage, and display cireuits.
Operation of these circui ts is based on binary
mathema tics, so words such as "onc" and "zero"
have come into frequcnt use in digitllHogic
terminology. These te rms refe r t o specifi c voltage

levels, and VaIY between manufacturers and
devices. Nearly always, a "0" means I voltage near
ground, while " I " means whatever the manufactur'
er specifies. One must distinguish between
"positive logie" and "negative logic." In posi tive
logic, It 1 Is more positive than a 0, thou gh both
may be nega tive voltages. In negative logic, the
reverse is true·. Often the terms "high" and ' 'low''
are used in reference to these vol tage levels. The
definitions of these tenns are the same for both
positive and negative logic. A "high" is the most
positive or leas t negative potential, while a '10w" is
the leas t positive or most negative.
For pn clieal use in some applications it is
desirable to convert binary data into decimal
equivalents, such as in electronic counting and
display systems. In other applications, suclt as for
the graphic recording or metering of summations
or products of integers, it is convenient to convert
the digital data into analog equivalents. Specialized
integrnted circuits designed to perform these
functions are also considered to be in<:1uded in the
digi tal·IC category.

LOGIC SYMBOLS
With mode rn microcireuit tecltnology, hun·
dreds of components can be packaged in a single
case. Rather than showing a forest of transistors,
re9ston, and diode.., logic diagrams show symbols
based on the fou r distinctive shapes given in Fig.
4-28 at A through D. These shapes may. be
"modified" or a1tcred slightl y, according to

•

From outward appearances, these three tCl appear
to be identic.1. Al th ough each i$ • I·K flip-flop,
there are differences in thei r character istics. Pic·
tured lit thalaft is II TexM Instrumenu SN74H72N
integrated ci rcuit, called a I-K maner-slave fl ip·
flop. Shown In the center Is a Motorola MC1927P
tC, which 11 • 12().MHz 8C<oupied I ·K flip-flop.
Both of these Ie, might be considered "univer$lll"
flip-flops, for they may be used In a variety of
ways. Shown at the right il a Motorota MC726P, 8
simple·I·K fllp·flop.
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Types of DigitallCs
specific functions performed. Examples are shown
at E through H of Fig. 4-28.
!be square, Fig. 4-280 and H, may appeu on
log;c diagrams u a rectangle. This symbol is a
somewhat univenal one, and thus must be
identified with supplemental information to
indicate the exact function. Internal labels are
usually used. Common identiftcation labels are:

FF - Flip-flop
FL - Flip-nop latch
SS - Single shot
ST - Schmitt trigger.
Other log;c functions may also be represented by
the square 01 rectangle, and the label should
adequately identify the function performed.
Unique identifying shapes arc used for gates and
inverted, so these nccd no labels to iden tify the
/unction. Hard~ or package-identification information may appear inside any of the symbols
on logic diagrams.

TYPES OF DIGITAllCs
Digital integrated cireuits perform a variety of
functions, but these functions can generally be
cataloged into just a few categories: ga tes,
inverters, nip-flops, driven and buffers, adders and
sublractors, registers, and memories, plus the
spccial-purpose ICs as mentioned earlier decoders and converters. Some of these types, such
as adden and subtraclon, registers, and me mories,
find use primarily in computer systems. More
unJversaUy IUed types of ICI are the inverters, gates
and nip-flops.
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Fig. 4·28 - Distinctive symbol. for digi tal logic
diagrams. At A is shown an invener. at B an AND
gllte. at C an Oll gate. al1d at D a ftip-flop.
Additions to t h e$8 basie symbol, indicata spacific
ful'lCtionl performed. A l malt circle, for e!Campte.
placed at t he output poi nt of the sVmbol. denotes
that invenlon occun 81 the output of the device.
Shown at E is an inverting AND or NAND gate,
..d at F i. an inverting Oil or NOll gilta. At G is
the symbol for an e!Ccl u$ive Oll gate. The .ymbol
It H represents a J-K fli p-fl op.

Inverten
A single chip in one IC package may be
designed to perform 5evef3.i functions, and these
functions can be Independent of each other. One
example of an Ie of this type is Motorola's
MC789P, which beaJS the name, "hex inverter."
This IC contains sill klentical inverter sections. The
$Chematic diagram of one section is shown in Fig.
4-29A. In operation, 3.0 to 3.6 volts are applied
between +Vec and ground. Fo r this device in
positive-logic applications, a 0 is defined 11$ any
potential less than approximately 0.6 volt, and a I
is any voltage greater than about 0.8. With a logic 0
applied al Ute input, the transistor will be at 0 1
neu cutoff. Its outpu t will be a potential near
+V cc, or a logic I. I.f the 0 at the input is replaced
by a 1, the transistor goes into saturation and its
out put drops nearly to ground potenti al; a 0
appean at the outpul The output of this device is
always the opposite or complement of the input
logic level. This is sometimes called a NOT gate,
because the input and output 'logic levels are not
the same, under any conditions of operatlon.
Shown at the right in Fig. 4-29A is the logic
symbol for the inverter. In all logic symbols, the
connections for +Vec and the ground retum are
omitted, al though they are undentood to be made.
The proper connectioru are given in the maJlJ,lfacturer'. data sheets, and, of coune, must be made

before the device will operate properly. In the case
of aU mu ltiple-fu nction ICs, sueh as the hex
inverter, a single ground conne<:tion and I single
-tVcc connection suffice for au sections contained
in the package.
Gates
Another example of an Ie conlaining seveIlli
bdepcndent functions in one package is Motorola's
MC124P, a quad 2-input gate. FOUl pte. IllI,l
contained in one chip. The Schema tic diagram and
logic symbols for a gate section are shown at B in
Fit\:. 4-29. As with the MC789P, a supply 0'3.0 to
3.6 volls is used; for positive logic a 0 is a potential
less than 0.6 volt , and a I is a potential peater
than 0.8 volt. It may be seen from the ilChe matic
diagram that the two transiStors have an
independent input 10 each base, but they share a
common collector resistor. Either transistor win be
Slturatcd with a logic I applied at its inpu t, and a 0
output will result. A 0 at the input of either
transistor will cause that traruistor to be cut off,
but a 1 at the opposite input win hold the output
at O. Thus, a 1 at either Input t or Inpu t 2 will
cause a 0 (or a NOT I ) 10 appear at the output.
1be NOT fu nctions are usually written with a bu
OYer them, 10 I means the same thing .. NOT 1,
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number of pul5es which have entered the input can
be determined It all times. These binuy-coded
decimal (BCD) OUlputs, after decoding, may be

IMPUT

INVERTER

(A)
GROUND

."""
(NPVT~
=

HOR GATE

(POSITI ... ! LOGIC)

(",PUT I

INPUT l

IH~~

"'"

IN""~

".

HANO GATE
GROUND

(6)

(NEGATIVE IDGIC)

Fig. 4·29 - Di9ital circui ts and their equivalent
logic sVmbols. See text. Inditated r"istor val ues
are typical.

and is expressed as NOT I when reading the tenn.
Logic-circuit open.tion can be expressed with
equations. Boolean algebra, a form of binan'
mathematics, is used. These equations should not
be confused with ordinary algebraic equations. The
logic equation for the ~ (ation of the circuit i.1
Fig. 4-28A is 1 ~ J .. 1. The little II means OR.
Sometimes "+" is used instead of "\I," In plain
words, the equation say, that a I at Input 1 or
Input 2 will yield I NOT I at the output.. This is
equivalent of saying the circuit is an invertina OR.
gate, or a NOT OR gate. This Janel name is usually
contracted to NOR gate, the name by which tIE
circuit is known.
If the cireuit of Ilig. 4·29B is used with negative
logic, circuit operation remains th e same; only the
definitions of terms are changed. A logic I, now, is
a volt age level less than 0.6, and a 0 is a level
greater than 0.8 volt. If a logic I is applied at both
inputs, 1 and 2, both tIanSiston will be cut off.
The output is near +Vcc, which is a logic 0 or NOy
I. The equation fo r tnis operation is 1 . I - I,
where the dot means AND . In this way, with
negative logic, the circuit becomes Ill) inverting
AND ga te, or 8 NOT AND gate or, more
com monl y, a NAND gate. Manufacturen'literature
frequently refen 10 this type of devk:c as a
NAND/ NOR. late, because it performs either
function.

Flip-Flops
It is no t necessary for the various func tions on

a single chip 10 be identical. Motorola's Me180P
Ie, a decade up-<:ounter, contains four flip-flops,
an inverter, and a2-inputgate. These functions are
interconnected to prOvidc divide-by-IO open tioo,
with ten input pulses ~uired for evef}' output
pulse which appean. Intermediate OUlputs are aIso
provided (in binary-coded fonn) so that the

used to operate decimal-readout indicatOR.
The term, medium·scale integration (MS!) is
(requenlly applied to Ie, such as Ihis decade
up-<:ounter, which contains the equivalent of IS or
more gates on I single chip. Luge-.cale in tegntkm
(lS I) describes les containing the equivalent of
100 or more ga tes on a single chip. These terms,
whcn applied to a particular Ie, convey an idea of
the com plexity of the circuitry.
A flip.nop is a device which has two outputs
that can be placed in various I and 0 combinations
by variou s input schemes. Basically, one oulput is a
1 when the othe r is a 0, although situations do
occur (sometimes on purpose) where both outpulS
are alike. One output is called the Q output, or
"set" output, while the other is the Q (NOT Q) or·
"reset" outp ut. If Q '" 1 and 11 - 0, the flip-flop is
said 10 be "set" or in the " I slate," while for the
reverse, the flip. flop is "reset," or "cleared," or in
the '·0 sta te.'· A variety of inputs exis t. from which
the flip-n ops derive their names.
The R-S flip-flop is the simplest type. Its
outputs change directly as a result of changes al its
inputs. TIle type T flip-flop "loggIes," "flips," or
changes ill stale during the oceurrenee of a T
pulse, called I clock pulse. The T flip-flop can be
considered as a special case of the I-X flip-flop
described later. The type D flip·nop acts as a
slorage element. When a d ock pulse occurs, the
complementary status of the D input i1 tran sferred
to the Q oulput. The flip-flop remains in this state
even though the input may change, as it can change
states only when a dock pulse occurs.
Althouzh there is some disagreemenl in the
nomenclature, I I-K flip-flop is generally considered to be a toggled or docked R-S flip-flop. It
may also be used as a storage clement. Thel input
is frequently called the "sct" or S input; the K is
called tlie "clear" or C input (not 10 be confused
with the dock input). The dock input is called r,
as in the type T flip-flop. A elear-direct or CD
input which overrides all othe r inputs 10 clear the
flip-flop to 0 is provided in mosl I·K flip-flop
packages. The logic symbol for the I -K flip-flop is
shown in Fiz. 4·28H. A simple I-X flip-flop circuit
contains 13 or 14 transislon and 16 or 18 resistOR.
There are essen tially two types of flip-nop
inputs, the dc or levei-sensitive type, and tlie "ae"
or transistion-sensilive Iype. II should not be
concluded that an ac inpul is capacitively coupled.
This was true for the discretc-component lUp-flops,
but capaciton just do not fit into microcircuit
dimensions. The construction of an at input uses
the "maste r~l ave" principle, where the actions of I
master flip-flop driving a slave flip-flop are
combined to produce a shift in the output level
during a transil of the inpu l.

DIGITAL-LOG IC Ie FAMILIES
There are sc.ven categories or families of which
nearly all sc.miconductor digital ICs are membeR.
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Ie Families

Diode·Transistor Logic - DTL

highest available speed of any satun.ted l"Ogic. Tn
may be thought of u a DTL modification that
results in higher speed and driving capability. II is
noted for better nobe immunity than that offered
by DTL, and is more elTective for driving
hig:h-capacitance loads because of its low output
impedance in both logic slates. Tn Ie. raU into
two major categories - medium speed and high
speed.. Various manufacturing techniques are used
to increase the speed, includilll gold doping and
incorpontion of high-speed Schottky diodes on
the chip. Another advantage of Tn is that it h;
compatible with various othe r families. Multiple
sources and extensive competition have resulted in
low prices for Tn devices. DisadvantageS are that
more care is required in the llyout and mechanical
design of syHems because of ilS high speed, and
additional capacitolS are required (or bypassing
because of Switching transients. The TIL family
requires a supply of 5 volls.

DTL lei contain diodes, as well as resistors and
transistors. Early DTL lei used design criteria
carried over from the use of discre te compo nents,
where diodes were inexpensive com pared to
transiston. These ICs required negative and
positive voltage sources. Late r DTL Ie. are of a
modified design which lends itself more easily to
Ie processing. PeIforrnance characteristics are also
enhanced, with less input current being required,
and omy a single voltage source needed. Members
of the DTL family are Umited generally to gates.
Advantages of this family are low power
dissipation, compatibility with 1TL (see later
section), )ow cost, ease of use in system design,
ease. of interl'ace with discrete circuits, and
relatively high fanout. DTL disadvantages are low
noise immunity, especially in the high state where
the input impedance b relatively high, rapid change
in voltage thresholds with temperature, speed
slowdown with clpacitive loading, and lower speed
capabilities than some other families. The on
family requires a supply voltage of 5.

ECL has the highest speed of any of the logic
forms. It is sometimes called current-mode logic.
1lIis family is dilTerent ffOm standard saturating
logic in that circuit ope ration is analogous to that
of some linear devices. In thi5 case, the transistors
do not saturate and the logic swings are reduced in
amplitude. Very high lpeeds can be attained
because of the Imall vollage swings Ind the use of
nonsaturating IIansistotS. The input circuitry of
ECL devices is of the nature of I differential
amplifier, resulting in much higher input impedances than saturated·logic devices. Emitter-fol·
lower outputs are of low impedance with hiah
fanout capabilities, and are suited for driving
SCklbm trarumrission lines dirtctly. Disadvantages
are higher power· dissipation, less noise immunity
than some satun.ted logic, translatotS are required
for interfacing with saturated logic, and doweddown operation with heavy capacitive loading. 1be
ECL family require.! a supply of -5.2 volts.

Each family has its own inherent advantages and
disadvantat;eS. Each Is &eared to its own particular
market, meeting a speclftc set of needs.
Resislor·Tn.nsistOT logic - RTL
RTL is known primarily for its economy. It is
well named, since it contains resistors and
transistors exclusively. The circuits of Fig. 4·29 are
RTL. Advantages of the Rn family are economy,
ease of use in system desigJls, ease of interface with
disc~te components, and
high speed-power
product. There are I wide number of functions
available in this family. Disadvantages are low
immunity to volt. noise (transients, rf pickup,
and the Uke), and relatively low fanout (the
number of loads that may be connected to an
output before performance is dep;nded). The RTL
family requires a su ppl y of 3.0 to 3.6 volt!.

EmiUer-COupled Logic - EeL

High·Threshoid Logic - HTL

Metal..()xide Semiconductor (NOS)

HTL devices are designed for high noise
immunity. The circuit form is the same as OTL
except that breakdown (Zener) diodes are used at
the inputs, Higher su pply voltages and higber
power dissipations accompany the HTL family .
These Ie. nnd applications In industrial environments and locations likely to have high electrical
noise levels. AdvantaFs are high noise immunity,
stable operation over very large t em perature
ranges, interfaces easily with discre te component!,
electromechanical compone nts, and linear functions (operational amplifiers and multipliers), and a
constant tlueshold·versus-temperatu~ characteristic. Disadvantages are higher cost than other
families, and relatively high power dissipation. The
JITL family requires a supply voltqe of 15.

Digital 10.105 devices an. gaining significance in
industrial applications., with IKhannel o r P-MOS
les being the most popull1. Large, com plex
repetitive (unctions, such as long shift registen and
high-capacity memories, have proved very practi·
cal. Gates and bask logic circuits have not become
as popular, because they exhibit lower drive
capability than other Ie (amiliel. Input impedance.
to these devices are essentially capacitive (In open
c::ircuit for dc). This feature allows verylligh fanout
where speed is not a consideration. Bidirectional
devices give more flexibility to the circuit designer.
P·MOS technology results in the lowest cost per bit
for memories and long shift registers, because
many mo~ functions can be contained on I atven
cltip size than in bipolar devices. Disadvantages are
that devices must be ha.odled more carefully than
bipolar ICs because exceuive static electricity can
destroy the narrow pte oxide, even with internal
breakdown-diode input protection. Drive capabill·
ty is limited because of the hl&b output

Transisto r-Transistor Logic -TIL
TIL has characteristics that are similar to OTL,
and is noted for many complex functions and the
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impedances characteristic of the~ devices. Two
power supplies are usually required. The P·MOS
family requires supplies of -13 and -21 volts.

with 8-ns delay MECL. MECL II has a speed of,
4 os; MECL 10,000, 2 ns; and MECL 10, 1.1
ns. With a propagation delay or 1 ns, operation
at 300 MHz is possible.

Complemenluy Melal-Oxide
Semiconductor - CMOS
CMOS technology cmploys both p-cltannel and
n-channe1 devices on the same silicon substrate.
Both types are enhancement-mode devices; that is,
ptc voltage musl be increased-in the direction that

inverts the surface in order for the device to
conduct. Only one oC' the two complementary
devices' of a circu it section is turned on al a time,
resultiilg in extremely low power dissi pation.
Dissipation is primarily from the switching of
devices through the active region and the charging
and discharging of capacitances. Advantages are
low power dissipation, good noise immunity, vcry
wide power supply vol tage variations allowed, high

fanout to other CMOS devices, and f\ill temperature-range capabilities. Disadvantages are restricted
interfacing capabilities because of high output
impedance, and medium to high cost. The CMOS
family requires a supply of 1.5 to 16 voils, 10 vo lts
being nominal.

Ie Family Groups
The popular digital·logic families have several.
groups where basic designs have been modified
fo r medium speed, high speed, or low power
consumption. Thc TIL family ICI have si ngleletter designators added to the part number to
identify the group: S - Schottky high speed. H
- medium speed, L - low power. EeL logie, 15
yet, has no such simple identification system.
Manufactured group their EeL products by propagation delay. an eXpJess.ion of Ihe maximum
speed at which the logic device will operate.
Motoro la, for example, calls the ECL group

Special DigiW IQ

In addition to the logic families, many
special-purpose digital Ie, are available to accomplish specific tasks.. A divide-by-IO circuit.
such as the Fairchild U6B95H9059X. opelates
up to 320 MHz and is uscd as a prescaler to
extend the range of a frequency coun ter. This
Ie has been designed to opera te with low-level
input signals, typicany .100 mV al 150 MHz.
Large MOS arrays are being used for a number of applications which require the storage of
logic instructions. These leI are called memories. Instructions lie stored in the memory by a
process named programming. Some memories
can be programmed only once; they are called
ROMs (Read.()nly Memory). ROMs must be
read in sequence, but another group of devices
called RAMs (Random-Access Memory) can be
used a section at a time. Both ROMs and RAMs
are also made in reprogrammable venions, where
the information stored in the memory can be
changed as desired. 1ltesc models are named
PROMs and PRAMs, respectively.
Large memory arrays are of len used for the
generation and co nversion of in formalion codes.
One IC can be programmed 10 convert the 5level RTI'Y code to the 8-level ASCII code
popular in co mputer devices. National Semiconductor manufactures a single Ie which generates
the entire 56-chancter 8-kvel cOde. Several ICs
an: now available for character generation where
letten and numerals are produced for display on
an oscillograph SCIeen .

OTHER DEVICES
THE UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR
Umjunction transistoB (UJn are being used by
amateurs fo r such applications as side-tone
oscillalon, sawtooth generators, pulse genhators,
and limers.
Structurally. the un is built on an n- type
silicon bar which has ohmic contacts - base one
(Bl) and base two (B2) - at opposite ends of the
bar. A rectifying oontact, the emitter, is attached
between BI and B2 on the bar. Durin, normal
operation BI is grounded and a positive bias is
supplied to B2. When the emitter is forward biased,
emitter cun eot wiU flow and the device will
conduc t. The symbol ror a UJ T is given in Fig.
4-30 at e. A circuit showing a typica l application
in which a U1T is employed is shown in Fig. 4-30.

tenninals are called anode, cathode and gate, Fig.
4-28B.

The SCR difTen from Ihe silicon rectifier in
that it wi ll nol conduct until the voltage exceeds
the forward breako~·er voltaae. Thc value of this
voltage can be controlled by the gale CU!Tent. As
the gate curre nt is increased , the value of the
forward breakover voltage is decreased. Once the
rectifier conducts in the rorward direction, the gate
curmnl no longer has any conlrol, and the rectifier
behaves as alow·rorward-resistance diode. The gate
regains conlrols when the current through the
rectifier is cut off, as during the othe r halr cycle.
The SCR finds wide use in power-control
applications and in time-delay circuits. SCR! are
available in various vo ltage and watlagc ratings.

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS
The silicon conlrol.led rectifier, abo known as a
Thyristor, is a four-layer (p-n-p-n or n--p-n·p)
three-e lectrode semiconductor rectifier. Tht: three

TRIACS
1be lriac, Sirnilll to the SCR, has three
electrodes - the main tenninal {No. I}, another
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SCR JUNCTlONS

(A)

Ufliiuroc:tion transisto.- and SCR

symbols ara gi""n et B Ind C. A neon lamp is used
to trigger till SCR In the circuit It D. A U.rr
triggeB the SCR in eXlmpie E.
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main terminal (No.2), and a gate. The triac
pedonn! in the same manner IS the SCR, but for
either polarity of voltage applied to its main
terminals. The SCR, as mentioned in the forecoing,
conducts only during one half the sin_ave cycle.
When an SCR is used in a motor-speed control,
therefore, the motor cannot be b rought up to full
speed. The triac, however, does trigger on both
halves of the cycle. Therefore, triacs are preferred
to SCRs in many control circuits. The triac can be
regarded as a device in which two SCRs are
em ployed in pam.lJ.el and oriented in oppo§ite
directions as shown in the drawing of Fig. 4·30. An
exam ple of a motor-speed control which uses a
triac is given in the construction chapter of this
book.

,
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TEP." 2
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$C,
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Fig. 4·31 - The symbol fo.- a triac is given at A.
The illustration at B sholNS how a triac compares to
two SCRs connected fo.- tha same perfo.-mance
offered by a triac, thus permitting conduction
(kJring both helves of the cycle.

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
Early analog computers used ampli rier blocks
which became known as operational Impllfien. or
s.imply op I mps. Operational ampliriers can be
constru cted using tubes or transistors, and u
hybrid or monolithic integrated circui ts. The
monolilhic IC has be<.:ome the mOlt popular type
of op amp. Today op-amp IC. cou approximately
one dollar for the preferred types. They are used as
building blocks in many circuit applications.
TIle op amp is a do-coupled multistage linear
amplifier which, in an ideal device, would have
infinite input impedance and infinite pin. While
the ideal op amp remains an unobtainable goal,
voltage gains of 100,000 or more can be achleved.
FET.input op amps have sufllcientiy hiIh input
impedance that the current required from the
driving source is measured in pA (w,tA).
Gain and Feedback
The internal circuit of a popular op-amp IC, the
Fairchild J!A,741 (also produced by mOlt other

5emiconductor manufacturers) is shown in Fig.
4--32. Two inputs are provided, one the comple-ment or inverse of the other. An amplifier with
two such inputs is known u a diUerentiaJ amplifier. If a small positive voltage is applied to the
noninverting ('f") terminal, it will produce a positive
output. The Jame positive voltage applied to the
inverting (-) terminal wiU result in a negative
output. If the ume voltage was applied to both
terminals, the output would be 'UfO. Both inputs.
can be used, called the differential connection, or
one can be returned to ground fOI single--ended
operation. In practical ICI, the output may not be
exactly zero when both inputs are at zero potential. Any output under these conditions is called
oUset - some op amps have provision for con·
nections to an external control which compensates
for any offset vol!age by applying bias current to
the input transiston. The offset connections for
the ~741 are shown in Fig. 4-32. Op amps are
Ivallable in all of the popular IC packages; cOrt$uit
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Fig. 4-32 - interMi circuit
of II pA 741 operlltior'lal
amplifie r.

otrSET

the manufacturer's Iitc l'lItl.1re for pin connections.

Usually the pin connections are not the !lame for a
pazticular device when it is made up in di fferent
package styles.
For IIlOlIt applications tbe full gain of the op
amp is not used. Feedback is employed. as shown
in Figs.4-34A and B.. The addition of a resistive
divider network, Ro-Ri, causes negative feedback
by allowing part of the output voltage to be
applied to the inverting input. The gain of the
device will be equal to the sum of Rn and Ri,
divided by the value of Ri. Feedback can be
applied in • simi1ar manner for I noninverting
amplifier, Fig. 4-338 .. 11te voltage summer, Fig.
4-33C, provides an output voltage which is the sum
of all inpu t voltages mult iplied by th e gain of the

operational amplificr. This circuh il oftc n cmploycd as an audio mixer. Fig. 4-330 shows thc
voltage-followcr connections. Thc load at thc
outpul of this circuit can dnw a large current
whilc the input draws aJmost no currenl Thc
output volllllgc follows Ihc lcvel of the inpu t
potential almost cxactly. Thc outp ut of thc diffcr'
entiator (Fig. 4·33E) is propo rtional 10 thc rate of
change of thc input volllllgC, whilc tllc intcgrator
(Fig. 4-33F) IVCragt.$ the Icvcl of II voltage that
varies ovcr a short period of time. A differential
connection of a singlc op amp is shown al G.
SllIIbi.1i1y

Because op amps aJe h.igh-gain dcvices with
frcqucncy respon se from dc to sevcral mcgahcrt~ ,
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Balic op-emp circuits.
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Fig. 4·34 - Some typIcal applications of opera·
tional amplifiers. The pin numbe rs Ihown are all
for the metal can (T0-991 package.

requirement can be eliminated by using a resistive
divider to bias the nonlnverting input as indicated
in Fig. 4-34C. If the amplifia- is intended to be used
OFF-SU
(0)
II! a limit ing device (the input stage of an RTTY
., ~
demodulator is an example) an offset control
/1"7 - lSV "1"15'1
should be added to allow adjustment fOI equal
clip ping of the negative and positive peaks (Fig.
4-340).
oscillation can occur. In any oJHll1lP circuit layout,
Another popular use for the op amp is as a
the inpu U should be weII isolated from the output. comparatar - see Fig. 4-34E. A comPllator is used
Input leads should be kept as short as ponible. to indicate when a difference exbts between a
Supply-voltage terminals should be bypassed with reference voltage and I n input voltage. The output
0. 1- or .Ol -W capacitou. As Ihe frequency is of the comparator will swing from Its maximum
increased, the stages wilhin an op amp will positive vol tage to maximum nega tive when the
introduce phase 5hifl. If the phue shift in the input exceeds the reference (zero voltage if the
amplifier reaches 180 degrees before the gain has reference is zero). A number of op amps optimized
decreased to unity, the amplifier will be ufl$table. for comparator servK:e are available; they are often
Some op amps, such as the J.IA 709 of Fig. 4·34A. used as in terface device. between linell and digital
require an external compensation network, RI-CI , circuits. The operational amplifier is often emto reduce the gain of the device at hf. Others, the ployed in "crlve filrerr , which use RC componen ts
J.lA741 of Fig. 4-34B ror example, contain internal to provide low-pass, high-pass, and bandpass charCOmpenAtiOn and, thus, require no additional acteristics. A simple illustration, an RC ruter
components to U$II re stability.
network tuned to 1200 Hz connected in parallel
with the feedback resistor, is given in Fig.4-34F.
AppiicatioRli
This design is for low Q givin& a characteristic
Most monolithic op-amp ICI require su pply suitable for a cw receiver. The gain at resonance is
voltages of plus S to IS and minus 5 to IS. approximately 40. Additional information about
Practical examples cf an audio amplifier and audio active filters and otherop-amp circuiu is available
mixer are given in FiS. 4-33A and B ~ respectively. in the publications listed in the bibliography at the
In some amateur applications, the dual-polarity end of this chapter.
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ABBREVIATED SEMICONDUCTOR SYMBOL LIST
BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR SYMBOLS

Ci".
Ci,.

Co".
e~

r.

IT
gm'
hFB

h ..
hFE

h.,
h ..
h"
Ib

I,
ICBO

_ Input capacitance, open cireuit
(common base)
- Input capacitance, open cilcuit
(common emitter)
_ Output capacitance, open circuit
(common base)
_ OUtput capacitance, open circuit
(common emitter)
- Cutoff frequency
_ Gain-bandwidth product (frequency at which small-signal forward
current-transfer ratio, common
emitter, is unity , or I)
- SmaU-signai transconductance
(common emitter)
_ Static forward-currenl transfer
ratio (common base)
_ Small-signal forward-current transfer ratio , short circuit (common
base)
_ Static forward-curren t transfer
ratio (co mmon emitter)
_ Small-signal forward-current transfer ratio, short circui t (common
emitter)
_ Stat ic input resistance (common
emitter)
_ Small-signal input impedance, short
circuit (common emitter)
- Base cunent
- Collector current
_ Colleclor-cutoff cunent, emitter

IE
MAG
PCE

_
_
_

POE

_

RL
R.

_
-

ICEO

VBB
VBC
VBE
VCB
VeBO

Vec
VCE
Vcro

_ CoUector-supply voltage
_ CoUector-to-emitter voltage
_ Collector-to-emittet voltage {base

VCI1!(sat)

_ CoUeetor-to-emitter satutation volt-

VEB

_

VEBO
VEE

y.,
y"

y~

open)

~tter.to-base voltage

_ Emitter-to-base voltage (collector
open)
_ Emitter-supply voltage
_ Forward tnmeonductance
- Input Admittance
- Output Admittance

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSFER SYMBOLS
_ Voltage amplification
_ Intrinsic channel capacitance
_ Drain-to-source capjcitance (includes approximately l-pF drainto-case and inledead capacitance)
_ Gate-to-drain capacitance (includes
0_ 1-pF inleriead capacitance)
_ Gate-to-source interlead and case
capacitance
_ Small-signal input capacitance,
short circuit
_ Small-nr::,alrcvene tramfer capac!e~
lance, s rt circuil
- Forward traruconductance
g.
- Input conductance
go
- Output conduc tance
g• •
- Dc drain current
10
IDS(OFF)- Drain-to-source OFF cunent
lOSS
- Gate lealeage current
_ Effective gate series resistance
ro5(ON) _ Drain-to-soun:e ON resistance
_ Gate-to-dnlin lealeage resistance
'od
_ Gate-to-source lealeage resistance
- Drain-to-substrate voltage
_ Drain-to-source voltage
Vos
- Dcarle-to-substrate voltage
VGB
_ Pe gate-to-wbs trate voltage
VGB
Vos
- Dc gate- to-source voltage
Vos
- Peale gate-to-sou rce voltage
VGS(OFF)- Gate-to-source cutoff voltage
Y,.
_ Forward tranudmittance ·gll
Yo.
- Output admittance
YL
- Load admittance

A

e,
e...

e,d
e"
e,g

,,,.

CoUecto r-cutoff cum:nt, base open
Emitte r current
Maximum available amplifier gain
Total dc or average power input to
collecto r (common emitter)
LaJ;ge-signal output power (common
eoottcr)
Load resistance
Source resistance
Base-supply voltage
Base-to-coUector voltage
Base-to-emitter voltage
Col1ecto r-to-base voltage

_ Collec lOr-to-base voltage (emitter

open)

"

~B

Semicon ductor Siblioguphy
Garrell,
" Ilitegrated-Orcuil
Digital
logiC
Families," in three pjrts, IEEE Spectrum.
October, November, and December 1970_

Hellwcll, Introduction to Boolean Algebra and
Logic Design, McGraw-Hili, 1964.
Maley, Manual of Logic Circuits Prentice-Hall
1970.
. ,
Pike, ' 'The Operational Amplifier," Parts I and II.
OST, Augusl and September, 1970_
Pos.
Logic Devices," QST, July, 1968_
Pas, Inlesrated-Circuit Flip-Rops," QST, Febru1ll)', 197 J.

':Pigital

RCA Trans/JtlW, ThyrisllW and DJOlk Manwzl
Series SC014, RCA, Hani~n, NJ 07029_

'

Microwa~tJ, Series
SP-51, RCA, Harrison, NJ 07029.
RCA Linear Integrattd Circuits, Series 1C42, RCA ,
Harrison, NJ 01029.
RCA Hob by Circuits Manual, Series HM-9I , RCA,
Harrison, NJ 07029 _
Solid-State Communicodons McGnw-Hill.
TranmtlWCircuit Design , McGraw-HiB.
Malmstadt and Enke. Digital EltctronkJ fO#'
Scientists, W. A_ Benjamin, Inc., New York, NY
10016_
Malmstadt and Enke, A L4bomtory KWkbook
(computer logic). W_ A_ Benjamin, Inc _, New
York, NY 10016.

RCA Power Circuits. DC to

Chapter 5

AC-Operated
Power Supplies
Power-line rJoitages have been "s tandardned" throughout the U.S. at 115
- 230 V in residential areas where a
single voltage plHzse is supplied. Tbne

figures represent nominal VO/loges,
bOUlefJer, "Normal" line voltage in a
particular area may be between approximately 110 and 125 volts, hut
generally wiU be above 115 ,,0/u. I,,'
many swln, the sf!nJ;ce is gorJemed by
tbe state 's pubJjc utilities commission.
The 'Poltllge (.4}(!mgt! aerou the country
is approximately J 17 volts. Source of
in/ormation: Edison Electric Co mpany

(an associatiQn of power companies),
New York . NY,
The electrical power required to operate
amateuJ radio equipment is U$uaDy taken from the
lie lines when the equipment is operated where this
power is available; in mobile operation the prime
so urce of power is usually the storage battery.
The high-voltagc de for the plates of vacuum
tubes used in receiven and transmitten is derived
from the commercial ae lines by the use of a
transformer-re<:Iifier-nlter system. The IransfOJ:mer
chang.:s the voltage of the IC to a suitable value,
and the rectifier converts it to pulsating dc. The
filter l(!du<:e$ the pulsations to a suitably low level,

and may have either a capacitor inpUl 01 B choke
input, depending on whether a shunt capacitor or a
$eries inducto r is the first filter element. Essentially
pure dire<:t cumnt is required to prevent hum in
the output o f receivers, speech amplifien. modulators and trammitten_ In the cue of transmitters, a
pure dc plate supply is also dictated by government
regula tions. If • constanl supply voltage is required
unde r conditions of changing load or ac line
voltage, a regulator is used following the filte r. ,
When the prime power source is dc (I battery),
the dc is fuSI changed to ac, and is then followed
by the transformer-rectitier-filter system. Additional information on thiJ type of $lIpply is
contained in Chapter 10,
The cathode-heating power can be IC or de in
the case of indirectly heated cathode tubes, and ac
or dc for rtIament-type tu bes if the tubes are
operated at a high power level (high-powered audio
and rf applica tions), Lo'w-level operation of
mament.type tubes generally requires dc on the
fIlamenu if undue hUm is to be avaided.
Occasionally trarufonneriess power supplies ale
used in some applications (notably in the a<>dc
type of broadcast receiver), Such su pplle. operate
direcdy from the power line, and it is necessaty to
connect the chassis or common-retuln point of the
circuit direc tl y to one side of the ac line. This type
of power suppl.y represenU an ex treme shock '
hazard when the equipment is interconnected with
other apparatus in the amateur .tation, or when
the chassis is exposed. For safety reasons, an
isolation transformer should he used with such
equipmnt when it is pre5ent in an amateur dation.

POWER-LINE CONSIDERATIONS
POWER LINE CONNECTIONS
In most residential systems, three wires are
brought in from the ouUide to the distribution
board, while in other systems there are only two
wires. In the three-wil e system, the third wire is
the neutral whic h is grounded. The voltage
between the other two wires normally is 230, while
half of this voltage (l i S) appears between each of
these wires and neutral, as indicated in Aa- 5-IA.
In systems of this type, usually it will be found
that the lI5-volt household load is divided as
evenly as possible between the two sidea of the
circuit, half of the load being conne<:ted be tween

one wire and the neutral, while the other half of
the load is connected between the other wife and
neutral. Heavy appliances, !IIch as e.lec tric stoves
and heaters, normally are designed for 230-vo1t
ope ration and therefore are connected across the
two ungrounded wires. While both ungrounded
wires should be fused, a fuse should never be used
in the wire to the neutral, nOI should I switch he
used in this side of the line. The reason for this is
that opening the neutral wile does not disconnect
the equipment. It simply le.ave5 the equipment on
one side ,of the 230-volt ciIcuit in series with
whatever load may be across the other side of the
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Fig. 5-1 - Thrl!e_jre power... ine circuits. A - Normal 3-wire-line termi nation. No fuse shoold be used in
the ground ed {neutral! line. B - Showing that e switch in the neutral d oes nOI remove voltage from
ei ther side of the line. C - Connections for both 115- and lJO-vol1 transformers . 0 - Operating e
115.y0l1 pille tl1lndormer from the 23D-volt ti ne to aYQid light blinking. T1 is 8 2'10-' nep -down
transformer.

circuit, as shown in Fig. 5-1B. Furthermore, with
Ihe neutral open, the voltage will then be divided
between the two sides In innne proportion to the
load resistance, the voltage on one side dropping
below normal, while it soars on Ihe other side,
unless the loads happen to be equal.
The usual line running to baseboard OIItlets is
ra ted at I S amperes. Considering th e power
consumed by filaments, lamps, transmi tter, receiver and other auxiliary equipment, it is not
unusual to find this 1S-A rating exceeded by the
requirements of a station of only moderate power.
It must also be kept in mind that the same branch
may be in use for other household purposes
through another outlet. For this tell$on, and to
minimize light blinking when keying or modulating
the transmitter, a se parate heavie r line should be
run from the distribution board to the station
whenever possible. (A three·volt drop in li ne
voltage wiU cause noticeablc light blinking.)
If the system is of the threc--wire 230-V type,
the three wires should be brought in to the station
so that the load can be distributed to keep the li ne
balanced. The voltage across a fixed load on one
side of the circuit wiU increase 1$ the load current
on th e other side is increased. The ra te of increase
will depend upon the resistance introduced by the
neu tra! wire. If the resiuance of the neu tral is low,
the increase will be cOlTespondingly small. When
the currents in the two circuits art: balanced, no
curren t nows in the neutral wire and the system is
operating at maximum efficiency.
Light blinking can be minimized by us ing
transformen with 2lO-volt primaries in the power
supplies for the keyed or intermittent part of the
load, connecting them ac ross the two ungrounded
wires with no connection to the: neutral, as shown
in Fig. 5-l e . The same can be accomplished by the
insertion of a step--down transforme r with its
pri mary operating at 230 volts and secondary
delivering I I S volts. Convent ional l iS-volt trans·
formen may be operated from the secondary of
the stepodown transformer (see Fig. 5-1 D).
When a special heavy.-duty line is to be
installed, the local power company should be
consulted as to local req uirements. In some
localities it is necessary to have such a job done by
a licensed electrician, and there may be special

requirements to be me t. Some amateun terminate
the special line to the station at a switch box, while
othen may use elcctrio-stove recep tacles as the
termination. The power ill then distributed around
the station by means of conventional outlets at
convenient points. All circuits should be properly
fused.
TJuee.Wire ((S·Y Power Cords
To meet the requiremenlJ oestate and national
codes, electrical tools, appliance$ and many items
or electronic equipment now being manufactured
to operate from the 115-volt line must be equipped
with a 3-conductor power cord. Two of the
conduc ton cany power to the device in the usual
fashion, while the third conductor is connected to
the case or frame.
When plugged into a properly wired mating
receptacle, the 3-contact polarized plug connects
this third conductor to an earth ground, thereby
grounding the chassis or frame of the appliance and
preventing the pouibility of electrical shock to the
user. All commercially manufactured items of
electronic test equipment and most ac-operated
amateuI equipmenls are being supplied with these
3·wiIe cords. Adapten are available ror use where
older electrical installations do no t have mating
reccp tacle$. For proper grounding, th e lug of the
green wire protru ding from the adapter must be
attached underneath the screw SC(:uring the cover
plate of the outlet box where connection is made,
and the outlet box itself must be grounded.
Fusing
All transformer primary circuits should be
properly fused. To determine the approximate
current rating of the fuse to be used, multiply each
current being drawn from the sup ply in amperes by
the voltage at which the current is being drawn.
Include the current taken by blceder resistances
and voltage dividen. In the case of series resiston,
use th e source voltagc, not the voltage at the
equipment end of the resistor. Include fUament
power if the transforme r ill supplying, filaments.
After multiplying the various voltages and currents,
add the individual products. Then divide by the
line voltage and add 10 or 20 percent. Use a fu se
with the nearest larger current rating.
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rated over a range of less than one VA at S volts
output up to several thousand VA at l1S Of 230
volts. On the average they will hold their output
voltages within one pereant under an input voltage
variation of± l S percent.

SAFETY PRECAUTI ONS

- - -,",
IISVAC

(6)

Fig. 5·2 - Two methods of transformer primary
control. At A is a tapped tov transformer which
mav be connected $0 8S to boon or buck the lina
vol tage ItS requ ired. At B is indicated a variable
transformer or autotransformer (Variac) which
feeds t he transformer primaries.

LIN E-VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT
In certain communities trouble is sometimes
experienced from fluctuations in line voltage.
Usually these nuctuations are caused by a variation
in th e load on the line. Since mos t of the variation
comes at certain fixed times of the day or night,
such as the times when lights are tumed on at
evening, they may be taken care of by the use of a
manually ope rated compensating device. A simple
arrangement is shown in Fig. S-2A. A toy
transformer is used to boost or buck the line
voltage as requ ired. The transforme r should have a
tapped secondary varying between 6 and 20 volts
in steps of 2 or 3 volts and its secondary should be
capable of carrying the fun load current.
The secondary is connected in series with the
line voltage and, if the phasing of the wind ings is
correct, the voltage applied to the pri maries of the
transmitter transformers can be brought up to the
rated l i S volts by setting the toy-transformer tap
switch on the right tap. If the phasing of the two
windings of the toy transformer happens to be
reversed, the voltage will be reduced instead of
increased. This connection may be used in cases
where the line voltage may be above 11S volts.
This method is preferable to using a resistor in the
pri mary of a power transformer s.ince it does not
affect the voltage regulation as seriously. The
circuit of S-2B illustrates the use of a variable
autotransformer (Variac) for adjusting lin!) voltage.
Constan t·VoUage Transformers
Although comparatively expens.ive, special
transformers called constant-voltage transformers
are available for use in cases where it is necessary
to hold line voltage and/or marnent voltage
constant with fluctuating supply-line voltage.
These are static-magnetic voltage regulating transformers operating on principles of ferroresonance.
They have no tubes or moving parts, and require
no manual adjustments. These transformers are

All power sup plies in an installation should be
fed through a s.ingle main power-line switch so that
all power may be cut off quicl:.ly. either before
working on the equipment, or in case of an
accident. Spring-operated switches or relays are not
sufficiently reliable for this important service.
Foolproof devices for cutting off all power to the
transmitter and other equipment are shown in Fig.
5-3. The anangements shown in Fig. S-3A and B
are s.imilar circuits for two-wire (lI S·volt) and
three-wire (23().volt) systems. S is an enclosed
double-throw switch of the sort usually used as the
entrance switch in house installations. J is a
standard ac outlet and P a shorted plug to fit the
outlet. The switch should be located prominently
in plain sight, and members of the household
should be instructed in its location and use. I is a
red lamp located alongside the switch. Its purpose
is not so much to serve as a ,,<aming that the power
is on as it is 'to help in identifying and quickly

POWEll
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(8)
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POW(R
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C!b
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(QUIP
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Fig. 5-3 - Reliable arrangements for cutting off ell
power to the transmitte r. S is an enclosed
doublf.l-ilole power switch, J a standard 8C outlet, P
II shorted plug to fit t he outlet and I iii red lamp.
A i$ for a two-wire 115-volt line, B for a
three-wire 230-volt svstem, and C a si mplified
arrangement for low-power stations.
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locating the switch should it become nece ssary for

Those who are operating low power and feel

someone else to cut the power off in an

that the expense or com plication of the switch

emergency.

isn't warranted c an use the shorted-plug idea as the
main power switch. In this casl!, the outlet should
be located prominently and identified by a signal
light, as shown in Fig. S·3e.
The te st bench should be fed through the maln

The outlet 1 should be placed in some comer
out of sight where it will not be a temptatio n for
children or others to play wi th. The shorting plug
can be removed to open the power circuit if there
are others around who might inadvertently throw
the switch while the operator is working on the rig .
If the operator takes the plug with h im, it will
prevent someone from turning on the power in his
absence and either hurtillj: themselves or the
equipme nt or perhaps starting a fire. Of utmost
importance is the fac t that the outlet J must be
placed in the ungrounded side of the line.

power switch, or a similar arrangement al the
bench, if the bench is located remotely from the
transmitter.
A bleeder resistor with a power rating which
gives a cotWderabie margin of safety shou ld be
used across the output of all transmitter power
su pplJes, so that the filter capacitors will be
discharged when the high-voltage is turned off

PLATE AND FILAMENT TRANSFOR MERS

,

Outpu t Vol tage
The output vol tage which the plate transformer
must deliver depends upon the required de load
voltage and the ty pe of filter circuit.
With a c hoke-input filter (see Fig. 5-4), the
requ ired rms secondary voltage (each side of
cen ter-tap fo r a center-tap rectifier) can be
calculated by the equation:

I

'.I
'.
Fig. 5-4 - Diagram showing various voltage drops
that must be taken in to consideration in determin·
ing the required transformer voltage to d eliver the
desired output vottage.

where Eo is the required dc out put voltage, I is the
load curren t (including bleeder current) in
amperes, RI and R2 are the dc resistances of the
chokes, and R. is the series resistance (transformer
and rectifier). E t is the open-circult nns voltage.
With a c apacitive-input filter system, the
approximate tJ:ansformer outpu t voltage required
to give a desired dc ou tput voltage with a given
load can be calculated with the aid of F ig. 5-5.
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Fig. 5-5 - Dc output
voltages from 8 full ~ave
roctifier circuit as a function of the filter capacitance and load resistance.
R, inCl udes transformer
Winding resistance and rectilier forwa rd resistance.
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the AC product. A is in
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Rewinding Transformers
The required trall$former is one having a
S1.4-Y center-tapped secondary. A 50-or 55-Y
secondary would be entirely satisfactory. Should
the filter section contain one or more filter chokes
connected between the input capacitor and the
load, the dc-resistance values of the chokes are
added to the value of Rs in the cquation before
mul tiplying by the load-currcnt value.
Volt·Ampere Rating
The number of 'loll-amperes delivered by a
transformer depends upon the type of filter
(caplCitor or choke input) used, and upon the type
of rectiner used (full·wave center tap, or full-wave
bridge). With a capacitive-input mter the heating
effect in the secondaIy is higher because of the
high ratio of peak-la-average current. The voltamperes handled by the transformer may be several
times the wat lS delivered to the load. With a
choke-input filter, provided the inpu t choke has at
leut the critical inductance, the secondary
volt-amperes can be calculated qu ile closely by the
equation:
(Full· wave ct) Sec. VA = ~

EI

(Fu D·wave bridge) Sec. VA '" 1000
where E is the total rms voltage of the secondary
(between the outside ends in the case of a
center-tapped winding) and I is the dc output
current in milliamperes (load current plus bleeder
cunent). The pri mary volt-ampe res will be
somewhat highe r because of transfo rmer losses.

BROADCAST & TELEVISION
REPLACEMENT TRANSFORMERS
Small power transformers of the type sold for
replacement in broadcast and television receivers
are usually designed for service in terms of use for
several hours continuously with capacitor-input
mIen. [n the usual type of amateur tnmsmitter
service, where most of the power is drawn
intermittently for periods of several minutes wit h
equivalent intervals in between, the published
ratings can be exceeded withou t excessWe transformer heating.
With a capacitor-input filte r, it shoul d be safe
to draw 20 to 30 percent more cu rrent than the
rated value. With a choke-input filtcr, an increase
in cprrent of abou t SO percent is pennlssible. If a
bridge rectifier is used, the output voltage will be
approx imately doubled_ In this case, it should be
possible In amateur transmitter service to draw the
rated current, thus obtaining_bout twice the rated
output power from the transfonner.
This does not apply, of coune, to amateur
transmitter piate transfonnen, which UJually are
already rated for intennittent service.

REWINDING POWER TRANSFORMERS
Although the home winding of powe r transfonnen is a task that few amateurs undertake, the

I-W-!

T
,
1'T'-='
Cor<
CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA"
WIDTH'- HEIGHT (W.-H) OF CORE

Fig. 5-6 - Cross-sectional drawing of _ typical
power transformer. Multiplying the height lor

thickness of the lamlnetioosl times the width of
the central core area in inches gives t he valU8 to be
~pplied to Fig. 5-7.
rewinding of a trans fonner secondary to give some
desired voltage for powering filaments or a
solid-state device Is not difficult. It involves a
matter of only a small number of turns and the
wire is large enough to be handled easily. Often a
receiver power transfonner with a bumed-oot
high-voltage winding or the power transformer
from a discarded TV set can be converted into an
entirely satisfactolY transformer without great
effort and with lillie expense. The average TV
power transfonner for a 17-inch or larger set is
capable of deliverilll £rom 350 to 4S0 wattl,
continuous duty. If an amateur transmitter is being:
powered, the service b not continuous, so the
ratings can be incre ased by a factor of 40 or SO
percent without dallier of overloading the
transfonnc r.
The primary volt-ampere raling of the transfanner to be rewound, if known, can be used to
detennine its power-handling capability. The
socondary volt-ampere rating will be ten to twenty
percent less than the primary rating. The power
rating may also be determined ap proximately from
the ClO$S-$OCtionai area or the core which is Inside
the windings. Fig. 5-6 shows the method of
de tennining the area, and Fig. 5-7 may be used to
convert thi5 information into a power rating.
Before disconnecting the winding leads from
their tenninals, eaeh should be marked for
identification. In remoYin& the core lamination.,
care should be taken to nOle the manner in wh ich
the core is assembled, so thai the reassembling will
be don e in the same manner. Most transformers
have secondaries wound over the primary, while in
some the order is reversed. In case the secondaries
are on the inside, the turns can be pullt:d out from
the center after slitting and removing the fiber
oore.
The turns removed £rom one of the original
filament windings of known voltage should be
carefully counted as the wi nd ing is removed. This
will give the number of tu rns per volt and th e same
figure should be uSed in detennining the number of
turns fo r the new secondary. For instance, if the
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Fig. 5·7 - Power-handling capability of
transformer versus cross-sectional area 01 core.
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old filament winding was rated at 5 vo lts and had

IS turns, this is 15/5" 3 turns per volt. If the new
secondary is to deliver 18 volts, the required
number of turns on the new winding will be

18 X 3 = 54 turns.
In winding a transformer, the size of wire is lIrl
important ,factor in the heat deve loped . in
operation. A cross-sectional area of 1000 circular
mils per ampere is conservative. A value commonly
used in amateur-service transformers is 700 emil/A.
The larger the cmilj A fIgUre, the cooler the

transformer will run. The current rating in amperes
of various wire sizes is shown in the copper-wire
table in another ch:ylter. lf the transformer being
rewound is a filament transformer, it may be
necesS3I)' to choose the wire size carefuUy to fit
the small available space. On the other hand , if the
transformer is a power unit with the high·voltage
winding removed, there should be plenty of room
for a size of wire that will conservatively handle
the required current.
After the first layer of turns is put on during
rewinding, secure the ends with cellulose tape.
Each layer should be insul ated from the next;
ordinary household waxed paper can be used for
the purpose, a single l~yer being adequate. Sheets
cut to size beforehand may be secured over each
layer with tape. Be sure to bring all leads ou t the
same side of the core so the covers wiD go in place
when the unit is completed. When the last layer of
the winding is put on, use two sheets of waxed
paper, and then cover those with vinyl electrical
tape, keeping the tape as laut as possible. This will
add mechanical strength to the assembly.
The laminations and housing are assembled in
just the opposite sequence to that fo!lowed in
disassembl y. Use a light coating of shellac between
each laminatio n. During reassembly, the lamination
stack may be compressed by clamping in a vise. If
the last few lamination strips cannot be replaced, it
is better to omit them than 10 force the unit
to~ ther.

RECTIFIER CIRCUITS
Half·Wave Rectifier
Fig. 5·8 shows three rectifier circuits coverin~
most of the co mmon applications in amateur
equipment. Fig. 5-8A is the circuit of a half-wave
rectifier. The rectifier is a device that will conduct
current in one direction but nOI in the o ther.
During one half of the ac cycle the rectifier will
cond uct and current will flow through the rectifier
to the load. During the other half of the cycle the
rectifier does not conduct and no current flows to
the load. The shape of the output wave is shown in
(A) at the right. It shows that the curre nt alway$
flows in the same direction but that the flow of
current is not continuous and is pulsating in
amplitude.
The average output voltage - the voltage read
by the usual de voltmeter - with this circuit (no
filter connected) is 0.45 times the ron value of Ihe
ac voltage delivered hy the transformer secondary.
Because the frequency of the pulses is relativel)'
low (one pulsation per cycle), considerable filtering
is required to provide adequately smooth de
output, and for this reason this circuit is usuall)'
limited to applications where the current involved
is small, such as supplies for cathode-ray tubes and
for protective bias in a transmitter.
The peak rever3t voltage (PRY), the voltage the
rectifier must withstand when it isn't conducting,
varies with the load. With a resistive load it is the
peak ac voltage (1.4 E RMS ) but with a capacitor

load drawing little or no current it can rise to 2.8
E RMS '
Another disadvantage of the half-wave rectifier
cin:uit is that tl1e transfonner must have a
considerably h.igller primary volt-ampere rating
(approximately 40 percent greater), for the same
de power output, than in other rectifillr circuits.
FUll-Wave Center-Tap Rectifier
A commonly used rectifier circuit is shown in
Fig. 5-8B. Essentially an arrangement fn wh icll the
outputs of two half-wave rectifiers are combined, it
makes use of both halves of the ac cycle. A
tran sfonner with a center-lapped secondary is
required with the circuit.
The average output voltage is 0.9 time s the nns
vol tage of hal f the tran sfonner secondary; this is
the ma ltimum voltage that can be obtained with a
suitable choke-input filter. The peak output
voltage is 1.4 times the nns voltage of half the
tran sformer secondary; this is the maximum
voltage that can be obtained from a capacitor-input
filter (at little or no load).
The peak reverse voltage across. a re ctifier unit
is 2.8 times the rms voltage of half the transfonner
secondary.
As can be seen from the sketches of tl1e oUlpu t
wave fonn in (B) to the right, the frequency of the
output pulses is twice th at of the half-wave
rectifier. Therefore much less mtering is required.
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Rectifier Circuits
Since the rectifien work alternately, eadl handles
half o( the load current, and the load<tlnent rating
o( each rectifier need be only half the total load
cunent drawn from the supply.
Two separate transformen, with their primaries
connected in parallel and secondaries connected in
series (with the proper polarity) may be used in
this circuit. However, i( this substirution is made.
the primary volt·ampere rating must be reduced to
about 40 percent less than twice the nting o( one:
tnnsforme r.
Full·Wave Bridge Rectifier
Another (ull·wave rectifier circuit is shown in
Fig. 5-8C. In this arrangement, two rectifien
operate in series on each half of the cycle, one
rectifie r being In the lead to the load, the other
being in the return lead. The currenl flows through
two rectifien during one half o f the cycle and
through the other two rectifien during the other
half of the cycle. The out put wave shape (C), 10
the righi, is the same as Ihat from Ihe simple
center·tap rectifier circuil. The max imum output
voltage inlo a res.istive load or a properly designed
choke·input filter is 0.9 times the rms voltage
delivered by the transforme r secondary; with a
capacitor·input filt er and a very ligh t load the
output voltage is 1.4 limes Ihe secondary rms
voltage. The peak revene voltage per rectifie r is 1.4
times the 5eConduy rms voltage. Each rectifier in a
bridge circuit should have a minimum load-current
rating of one-bal( the total load current to be
drawn from the supply.

RECTIFIER RATINGS
All rectifien are suqect to limitations as to
breakdown voltage and current-handling capabDity.
Some rube types are rated in terms of the
maximum rms voltage that should be applied to
the rectifier plate. ntis is IOmetimes dependent on
whelher a choke- or capacitive-input filler is used.
Others, particularly mercury-vapor and semiconductor typeJ, are rated according to maximum
peak revcne voltage.
Rectificn are ra ted also as to maximum dc load
current, and some may carry peak-current ratings
in addition. To assu re no rmal life, all ratings should
be carefully observed.

HIGH-VACUUM RECTIFIERS
High-vacuum rectifien depend en tirel y upon
the thermionic emission from a hcalcd filament
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and ale charactemed by • relatively high internal
resistance. For this reason. their applicaUon usually
is limited to low power, although there are a (ew
types designed for medium and high power in cases
where the relatively high intemal voltage drop may
be tolerated. This high internal resistance makes them lcu susceptible to dam. from temporary
overload and they are free from the bothenome
electrical noise sometimes associated with other
types of rectifien.
Some rectinen of the high-vacuum fu ll·wave
type in the .ro-called receiver·tube clus will handle
up to 275 mA at 4()(). to 50~voltll de ou tput.
Those in the higher power class can be uied to
handle up to 500 rnA at 2000 volts dc in (ull·wave
ciJ:cuits. Most low-power high-vacuum rectifien arc
produced in the ruU·wave type, while those for
greater power are invariably of the half·wave type,
two tubes being required for a full-wave ~ctlfler
circuit. A few of the lower voltage types have
Indirec tly heated cat hodes, but are limited In
heater-to-cathode voltage mting.

SEMICONDUCTOR R.E CTIFIERS
Silicon rectificn are be;", used almost exclu·
sively in power su pplies (or amateur equipment.
Types are available to replace high-vacuum and
mercu ry-vapm rectifien. The semiconductors have
the advantages o( compactness, low intemai
voltage drop, low operatinS temper1.ture and high
current-handlin! capability. Abo, no filament
transConnen are requiud.

Silic'oIl rcctirlCn are available in a wide range o(
voltage and cunent ra~ In peak reverse voltage
ratings ' of 600 OJ lesi, silicon rectiflCn carry
CUrrent ratings as high as ~OO amperes, and at 1000
PRY the cunent ratings may be 1.5 ampe.1N or so.
"The extreme compactness o( silicon IypeJ makes
feasible the stacking of several uniu In series tot:
higher voltages. Standard $\lCks are available thai
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will handle up to 10,000 PRY at a de load CUD\lnt
of SOO rnA, although the amateur can do much
better, economically. by stacking the rectifiers
himself.

PROTECTION OF SI LI CON
POWE R DIODES
The important specifications of a silicon diode
arc:
1) PRY (or PIV), the peak reverse (or peak
inverse) voltage,
2) 1o • the average de current rating.

rectifiers), some fonn of heat sinking is necessary.
Frequently, mounting the rectifier on the main
chassis - directly, or by means of thin mica
insulating washers - will suffice. If insu lated from
the chassis, a thin layer of silicone grease should be
used between the diode and the insulator, and
between the insulator and the chassis to assure
good heat conduction. Large high-current rectifiers
often require special heat sinks to maintain a safe
operating temperature. Forced-air cooling is
$Ometimes used as a further aid. Safe case
temperatures are usually give n in the manufac·
turer's data sheets and should be observed if the
maximum capabilities of the diode are 10 be
realized.

3) IREP, the peak repetitive forward current,
wd

4) [SURGE. the peak onlXycle surge currenl
The first two specifications appear in most

catalogs. The last two often do not, bll t they are
very important.
Since the rectifie r never allows current to flow
more than half the time, when it does conduct it
lias to pass at least twice the average direct current.
With a capacito r-input filter, the rectifier conducts
much less than half the time, SO that when it does
conduct, it may pass as much as ten to twenty

times the average de current, under certain
conditions. TIris peak current is Ill EP , the peak
repeti tive forward current.
Also, when the supply is first turned on, the
discharged input capacitor looks like a dead short,
and the rectifier passes a very heavy c urrent. This is
ISURGE. The maldmum ISURGE rating is usually
for a duration of one cycle (at 60 Hz), or about
16 .7 milliseconds.
If a manufacturer's data sheet is not available,
an educated guess about a diode's capabili ty can be
made by using these rules of thumb for silicon
diodes o f the type co mmonly used in amateur
power supplies:
Rule 1) The maximum IR£P rating can be
assumed to be approximately fou r times the
maximum 10 rating.
Rule 2) The maximum ISURGE rating can be
assumed to be approximately twelve time5 the
maximum 10 rati ng. (Th is should provide a
reasonable safety factor. Silicon rectifiers with
750·mA dc ratings, as an example, seldom have
l-eyc\e surge ratings o f less than 15 ampercs; some
are rated up to 35 amperes or more .) From this
then, it can be seen thai the rectifier should be
selected on the basis of ISURGE and not on fo
rutings.

Thermal Prorection
The junc tion of a diode is quile small, hence it
mus t opera te at a high cu rrent density. The
heat·handling capability is, therefore, qu ite small.
Normally, this is not a prime considera tion in
high·voltage, low--current supplies. When using
high--currcnt rectifie rs at or near their maximum
ratings (usually 2·ampere or larger stud·mount

Surge Protection
Each time the power supply is activated,
assuming the input filter capacitor has been
discharged, the rectifiers must look into what
represents a dead short. Some fonn of surge
protection is usually necessary to protect the
diodes until the input capacitor becomes nearly
charged. Although the dc resistance of the
transforme r secondary can be relied upon in some
instances to provide ample sU rge-currenllimiting, it
is seldom enough on high-vo ltage power supplies to
be suitable. Series resistors can be inslalled
between the secondary and the rectifier strings as
illustrated in Fig. 5-4, but are a deterrent 10 good
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Fig. 5·9 - The primary cirooit o f T1 shows how a
115 ..... 01t ac relay and a series dropping resistor, As,
.can provide surge protection while C charges. When
silicon rectifiers are connected in series for
high ..... oltage operation, the inverse voltage does nOt
divide equally . The reverse vol tage drops can be
equali~ed by using equali~i ng resistors, 8$ shown in
the secondary circuit. To prOtect against voltage
·'spikes" that may damage an individual rectifier,
each rect ifier shOuld be bypassed by a .OQ1F
capacitor. Connected as shown. · two 40()-PRV
silicon rectifiers can be used as an 800·PRV
rectifier, al t hough it is preferable to include a
safety factor and call it a ·'750-PRV" rectifier. The
rectifiers, CRl through CR4, should be the same
type (same type number and ratings).
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Sarkes-Tanian uses the delCliptive name, "Klipval l."
Transient voltages can go as high as twice the
normal line voltage before the suppressor diodes '
clip the pelb. Capacitors cannot give perfect
suppression either. Thus, it i. a good idea to \IJe
powe r-5\lpply rectifiers rated at about twice the
expected PRY.
•
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Fig. 5-10 - M!tthods of suptJf'8Ssing line transiilnu.
SMtillCt.

voltage regulation. By inslalling a surge-limiting
device in the primary circuit of the platil
tlllll5fonner, the need for series resislors in the
secondary clrcuil can be avoided.
A practical
method for primary-circuit surge control is
shown in Fig. 5·9. The resistor, R . introduces a
voltage drop in the primary feed to TJ until C is
nearly charged. Then, after C becomes partially
charged, the voltage drop acrou R. Ies.sens and
allows KIlo pull in, thu s ap plying full primary
power to TI as KIA shorts out RrR. is usually a
25-watt resistor whose re sistance is somewhere
between I S and 50 ohlll$, depending upon the
power supply eharacteristic$.

Transient Problems
A common cause of trouble is transient voltages
on the lie power line. These arc short spikes,
mostly, that can temporarily increase the voltage
seen by the rectifie r to valu es mu ch higher than the
IIOJIJlal trarufOJIJler voltage. They come from
distant lightning sUokes, electric motors turning on
and off, and so on. Transicnts cause unexpected,
and often unexplained, loss of silicon rectifiers.
It's always wise to suppress line transients, and
il can be cuily done. Fig. 5·10A shows one way.
Cl looks like 280,000 ohms al 60 Hz, but to a
sharp transient (which has only high-frequency
components), it is an effective bypass. C2 provides
addi tional protec tion on the secondary side of the
transformer. II should be .Ol~ for transformer
voltages of 100 or less, and .00 1~ Cor high-vol tage
transCormen.
Fig. 5·]OB shows another lraJUienHuppression
method using selenium suppressor diodes. The
.diodes do not condu~ t unless the peak vol lage
becomes abnonnally high. Then they clip the
transient peaks. General Elec tric sens protec tive
diodes under the trade name, ''Thyreclor.''

Diodes in Series
Where thc PRY rating of a single diode is not
SIIfficient for the application, similar diodes may
be used in se ries. (Two SaO-PRY diodes in series
win withstand 1000 PRY, and 50 on.) When this is
done, a resistor and a capacitor should be placed
across each diode in the strina to equalize the PRY
drops and to guard against traMien! voltage spikes,
as shown in Fi&- 5-9. Even though the diodes are of
the same type and have the same PRY ratilll, they
may have widely different back resistances when
they are cut off. The revene voltage divides
according to Ohm's Law, and thc diode with the
higher back resistance wi n have the higher voltage
developed across it. The diode may break down.
Ifwe put a swamping resistor across each diode,
R as shown in Fig. 5-9, the resultant resistance
across each diod e will be almost the same, and the
ba~k voltage will divide almost equally. A good
rule of thumb for resistor size is this: Multiply the
PRY ratinJ: of the diode by 500 oh m•. For
example, a 5OC-PRV diode should be shunted by
500 X 500, or 250,000 ohm ••
The shift from forward conduction 10 hi&b
back resistance does nol take place instan tly in a
silicon diode. Some diodes take loriger than othcrs
to develop high back resistance. To protect the
"fasl" diodes in a series string until all the diodes
are properly cut off, a .Oli-/F capacitor should be
placed across each diode. Fig. 5·9 shOWI the
complele series-diode cin:uit. The . capacitors
should be noninductive, ceramic disk. for example,
and should be well matched . Use 10-perce nl-lolcrance capacitOR If possible.

Diodes in Parallel
Diodes can be placed in parallel to increase
curre nt·handllng ~apabmly. Equalizing resis lon
should be added as shown In Fig. 5·11. With ou t the
resislon, one diode may take most of the current.
The resiJton should be selected to have about a
l-volt drop at the expected peak cummt.

Fig. 5-11 - Diodes in peralla! should IMlve
equalizing resiSlOrs. SM tut for appropriate v.l ue.
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FILTERING
The pulsating de waves (rom the rectifiers are
not sufficiently constant in amplitude to prevent
hum COneJpOnding to the p ulsations. Filters m
required between the rectifier and the load to
smooth QU I the pulsations into an essentially
constant de voltage. Also, upon the design of the
fil te r depends to a huge extent the de voltap
output, the voltage regulation of the power supply,
and the maximum load current that can be drawn
from the suppl y without exceeding the peakcurrent rating of the rectifier. Power supply filteJS
are low-pass devices using series inductors and
shun t capacitors.
Load Resistance
In discussing the perfonnanoe of power-supply
filten, it b sometimes convenient to express the

load co nnected to the output terminals of the
su pply in terms o f resistance. The load resistance is

equal to the output voltage divided by the total
current drawn, including the current drawn by the
bleeder resistor.

Vol tage Regulation
The outpu t voltage of a powe r supply always
decreases u more curre nt is drawn, not only
because of increased vol.tage drops on the
traruiormer, filter chokes and the rectifier (if
high-Yacuum rectllJelS ale used) but also because
the output voltage at light loads tends to soar to
the peak val ue of the transformer voltage as a
result of charging the nn t capacitor. By proper
mter design the latter effect can be eliminated. The
change in outpu t voltage with load is called )loIt~e
reguliJ/ion and is expressed as a percentage.

Percent regulation _ 100 (BI - El)
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A steady load, such as that re presented by a
receiver, speech amplifier or unkeyed stages of a
traramiltu, does not require good Oow) regulation
as lona: as the proper voltage Is obtained under load
conditions. However, the niter capacitors must
have a voltage rating safe for the highes t value to
which the voltage will soar whe n the extemal load
u removed.
A powe r supPly will show more (higher)
regulation with long-tenn changes in load ua ..
tance than with short temporary changes. The
regulation with long-term changes is often called
the static reauiation, to distinguish it from the
dynamic regulation (short tem porary load
changes). A load that varies at a synabic or keyed
rate~, u
represented by some audio and rf

amplifJelS, usually requires good dynamic regulation (15 percent or less) if distortion products are
to be held to • low level. 1be dynamic regulation
of a power supply is improved by increasing the
value of the ou tput capacitor.
Wben essentially constant vol tage regardless of
current variation is required (for stabilizing an
oscillator, for example), special voltapregulating
cin:Wts described elsewhere in this chapter are
used.
Bleede r
A bleeder resistor is a resistance connected
across the ou tpu t terminals of the power supply.
Its functions are to discllarge the filter capacitors
as a safety measure when the power is turned off
and to improve voltage regulation by providing a
minimum load resistance. When voltage regulation
is not of importance, the resistance may be as high
as 100 ohms pe r volt. The resistance value to be
used (or voltage-regulating purposes is discusscd in
iatu sections. From the COnllide13tion of safety,
the power rating of the resistor should be as
conservative as possible, since a bumed-out bleeder
resistor is more dangerous than none at all!
Ripple Frequency and Voltage
The pulsations in the output of the rectifier can
be cOnllidered to be the resultant of an alternating
current superi mposed upon a steady direct curn:nt.
From this viewpoin t, the ruter may be conside red
to consist of shunting capacitors which shortcircuit the ac componen t while not interfering with
the flow of the de component, and series chokes
which pus de readily but which impede the flow
of the ac component.
The alte rnating component is called the ripple.
The effectiveness of t he filter can be expressed in
terms of percent ripple, which is the ra tio of the
rms value o f the ripple t o the dc value in terms of
percentage. Any mu ltiplier Of amplifi~r supply in a
code transmitter should have less than S percent
ripple. A linear amplifier can tolerate about 3
percent ripple on the plate voltage. Bias supplies
for linear amplifien, and modulator and modu·
Iated-am pli ner plate supplies, should have less than
1 ·percent ripple. VFOs, speec h amplifiers an d
receiven may require a ripple reduction to .01
percent.
Ripple frequency is the frequency of the
pulsations in the rectifier output wave - the
number of pulsations pe r second. The frequency of
the ripple with half·wave rectifiers is the same as
the frequency of the lin.e supply - 60 Hz with
60-Hz supply. Since the output pulses are doubled
with a fu U-wave rectiner, the ripple frequency is
doubled - to 120 Hz with a 60-Hz mpply.
The amount of ffi terinJ; (values of inductance
and capacitance) req uired to give adequate
smoo th ing depends upon the ripple freque ncy,
with more filt ering being required as the ripple
frequency is lowered.

capacitive-Input Filters
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Type of Filter
Power-supply flltea fan into two classif'lCatiOIl5,
clp.::itor input and choke input. Capacitor-mput
fIIten 1M characterized by relatively high output
voltage in respect to the transrormer voltage.
Advantage of this can be taken when silicon
rectifiers are used or wi th any rectifier when the
load resistance Is high. Silicon rectifien have a
higher allowable peak-to-dt ratio than do ther·
mionic rectified. This permits the use of
capacitor.input filted at ratios of input capacitor
to load resistance that would seriously shorten the
Ure of a thermionic rectifier system. When the
series resistance through a rectifier and rIlter
system is appreciable, as when high . ¥&cuum
rectiraen are used, the voltage regulation of a
capacilor-input power supply is poor.
The output voltige of a properly designed
chokMnput power supply is less than wou ld be
obtained with a capacitor..input ruter rrom the
same transrormer.

CAPACITlVE .. INPUT FILTERS
Capacitive--input filter systems are shown In Fig .
5-12.. Dimgarding voltage drops in the chokes, all
have the same characteristics except in respect 10
ripple. Better ripple reduction will be obtained
when LC sections are added, as shown in Figs.
5-128 aDd C.

To delennine the approximate de voltage.
output when a capatitive·input filter is used,
rererence should be made to the graph or Fig. 5·5.
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Replation
If a bleeder resistance of 20,000 ohnu is used in
the example above, when the load is removed and
R becomes 20,000, the de voltage will rise t04 70.
For minimum regulation with I caplK:itor-input
filter, the bleeder resistance should be as high as
possible, or the serie1 resistance should be low and
the filter capacitance high, without exceeding the
transformer or rectifier ratings.

<,

,

Fig. 5·12 - Capacitivc.. inpu t til ler cirCUits. A
Simple upac:itillt!. B - Single-section. C
Doubll-settl on.

Maximum Rectifier Current
The maximum t unent that can be drawn from
a su pply with a capacitive-input filter without
exceeding the peak-current r"lting of the Je(:tifier
may be estimated from the graph of Fit; . 5-1l ..
Using values from the preceding example, the ratio
of peal: rectifie r cu.n ent to dc load tunen! for
2000 ohms, as !hown in Fig. S.. 13, is 3. Therefore,
the maximum load cumnt that tan be drawn
without exceeding the rectifier rating is 1/3 the
peak rating of the rectifier . For a load current or
18S rnA. IS above (370 V + 2000 fi), the rettifier
peak current rating should be at least
)X18S " SSSmA.
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With bleeder current only, Fig. S-1) shows that
the ratio will increase to 6.5. But since the bleeder
dJaws 23.S rnA de. the rectifier peak current wiD
be only 153 rnA.

Output Voltage

CHOKE-INPUT FilTERS
With thermionic n:ctifien bener voltage regulations results when a choke-Input filter, as shown in
Fig. 54, is used. ClOke input permits be tter
utilization of the thenn ionic rectifier, since a
higher load current usually can be drawn without
exceeding the peak current rating of the rectifier.
Minimum Choke In ductance

A choke-input filter will tend to ac t as a
capacilive-inpul filter unless the input choke has at
least a certain minimum value of inductance called
the critical value. This criticaJ value Is givcn by
L

cdt

(hen ...s) .. E (YOl ts)
'3

· cunent rating of 200 rnA. At all load currents
between 40 rnA and 200 rnA, the choke will adjust
its inductance to the app roximate critical value.

/

(rnA)

where E is the output voltage of the supply, and I
is the current being drawn through the Iiller.
If the choke has al least the critical value, the
outpu t voltage will be limited to the average value
of the rectified wave It the input to the choke (see
Fig. 5-8) when the current dnwn from the supply
is small. This is in contrast to the capaative-input
filter In which the output voltage lends to soar
toward the peak value of the rectif1e(1 wave at light
loads.
Minimum-Load - BII!I;!<.)"",

R~ioltllm;"

From the formu la above for critical inductance,
it is obvious that if no current is drawn from the
su pply, the cri tical inductance will be infinite. So
that a practical value of inductance may be used,
some current mU$t be drawn from the supply at all
timel the supply is in usc. From the formula we
find that this minimum value of current is

l(mA)"~
,
' elit

In the majority of cases it will be most
convenient 10 adjust the bleeder resistance so that
the bleede r will draw the required minimum
curre nt. From the fonnula , it may be seen that the
value of critical inductance becomes smallcr as the
load current increases.
Swinging Chokes
Less costly chokes are available thai will
maintain at least the critical value o( inductance
over the range of current likel y to be drawn (rom
practical su ppliC$_ ThC$e chokes are called swinging
chokes. As an example, a swinging choke may have
lin inductance rating of 5125 H and a current ralin8
of 200 rnA. I( the sup ply deliven 1000 volts, the
minimum load current should be 1000/25 = 40
mA_ When the full load current of 200 rnA is
drawn (rom the supply, the inductance will drop to
5 H. The cri tical inductance (o r 200 rnA at 1000
volts is 1000/200 ~ 5 H. There(ore the 5125 H
choke main tains the critical inductance at the full

Provided the input-choke inductance is at least
the critical value, the output vollage may be
calculated quite close by the following equation:

Eo· 0.9E, - (/B + Ir) ( Rl + R2) - Er
where Eo is the ou tput voltage; E t is the rms
voltage applied to the rectifier (rms vo ltage between
center·tap and one end of the secondary in the case
of the center-tap reetifier); IB and IL are the
bleeder and load currents. respectively, in amperes;
Rl and R2 are the resistances of the first and
second filter chokes; and Er is the voltage drop
across the rectifier. The various voltage drops are
shown in Fili:. 5-4. At no load lL is zero; hence the
no-load voltage may be calculated on the basis of
blceder current only. The voltage regulation may
be detennined from the no-load and full-load
voltages using the ronnula previously given.

OUTPUT CAPACITOR
Whether the supply has a choke- or capacitorinput filter, if it is intended for use with a Oass A
aC amplifier, the reactance of the output capacitor
should be low for the lowest audio frequency; 16
IJF ~r more is usually adequate. When the supply is
used with a aass B ampUfier (for modulation or
for sSb ampUfication) or a cw transmitter,
increasing the output capacitance will result in
improved dynamic regu lat ion of the supply.
However, II region of diminishing retum$ can be
reached, and 20 to 30 IJF will usually suffice for
any supply subjected to large changes at a syllabic
(or keying) rale.

RESONANCE
Resonance effects in the series circuit across the
output of the rectifier, formed by the fust choke
and fmt mter capacitor, must be avoided, since the
ripple voltage would build up to large values. This
not only Is the opposite actio n to that for whlch
the mter is intended, but may also cause excessive
rectifier peak currents and abnonnally high
peak-reverse voltages. For full-wave rectification
the ripple frequency will be 120 Hz (or a 6~Hz
supply, and resonance will occur when the product
of choke inductance in henrys times capacitor
capacitance in microfarads is equal to 1.77_ At
least twice this product of inductance and
capacitance should be used to ensure agalmt
resonance effects. With a swinging choke, the
minimum rated inductance of the choke should be
used.

RATINGS OF FILTER COMPONENTS
In a power suppl y using a choke-input filter and
properly designed choke and bleeder resistor, the
no-l oad voltage across the filter capacitors will be
about nine-tenths of the ac rms voltage. Neve rthe-
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Filtering
less, it is advisable to usc capacitors rated for the
petit transformer voltage. This large ,,(ety factor is
su,aested because the voltage across the capaciton
ean leach this peak vaJue if the bleeder should bum
out and there is no load on the supply.
In a capacitive-input filter, the capacitors
sh ould have a working.voltage rating at least as
high, and preferably somewhat higher, than the
peak voltage from the transformer. Thus, in the
case of a ce nter·tap rectifier having a transformer
delivering SSO volts each side of the ce nte r tap, the
minimum safe capacitor voltage rating will be
SSO X 1.41 or 77S volts. An SOO-volt capacitor
should be used, or preferably a l ~volt unit.
Filter CapacitOlS in Series
Filter capacitofS are made in several different
types. Electrolytic capacitors, which are available
for peak voltages up to about SOO, combine high
capacitance with small size, since the dielectric is
an extremely thin film of oxide on aluminum foil.
Capacitors of this type may be connected in series
for higher voltages, although the filtering ca paci·
tance will be reduced to the resultant of the two
capacilances in series. If this arrangement is used, it

is important tilat tilch of the capacitors be shunted

with a resistor of about 100 ohms per volt of
SIIpply voltage applied to the individuaJ capacitor.,
with an adequate power I1Iting. These resistors may
serve as all or part of the bleeder resistance.
Capacitors with higher voltage ratings uSllally are
made with a dielectric of thin paper impregnated
with oi\. The working voltage of a capacitor is the
voltage Ihat it will wi thstand continuously.
Filter Chokes
Filter chokes or inductances are wound on iron
cores. with a small gap in the core to prevent
magnetic saturation of the iron at high currents.
When the iron becomes $Ilturated its ptJTneability
decreases, and consequently the inductance also
decreases. Despite the air gap, the inductance of I
choke usually varies to some extent with the dittc.t
current flowing in the winding; hence it iJ
necessary 10 specify the inductance at the current
which the choke is intended to carry. l IS
inductance with little or no diree t current flowing
in the winding will usually be considerably higher
than the value when fuU load curren t is flowing.

NEGATIVE-LEAD FILTERING
For many years it has been almost universal
practke to place filter chokes in the positive leads
of plate power supplies. This melns that the
insuhtliun 1x:tW~~lI I.h~ "huk~ wlmJill8 lUlU lb eore
(whlch should be grounded to ehass is as a safe ty
measure) must be adequate to withstand the
outpu t vol tage of the supply. This voltage
requirement is removed if the chokes are placed in
the negative lead as shown in Fig. S·14. With this
connection, the capacitance of th e transformer
secondary to ground appears in parallel with the
filter chokes tending to bypass th e chokes.
However, this effec t will be negligible in practicaJ
application except in cases where the output ripple
mu!l be reduced to a very low fIgUre. Such
applicationl are usuall y limited to low-voltage
devices such as receivers, speec h amplifiers and
VFOs where insulation is no problem and th e
chokes may be placed in the positive side in the
conven tional manner. In higher voltage applica·
tions, there is no reason why the filter chokes
should not be placed in the nega tive lead to reduce

insulation requirements. Choice tenninab, negative
capacitor terminals and the tnmsformer center·tap
terminal should be well protected against acci·
dental (;ontact, since these wtll assume rull supply
voltage to chassis should a choke bum out or the
chassis connection fail.

THE "ECONOMY" POWER SUPPLY
In many transmitters of the lOO-watt class, an
excellent me lhod fo r obtaining plate and SCleen
voltages without wasting power in resistors is by
the use of the "economy" power-supply circuit.
Shown in Fig. S·IS, it is I combination of the
full·wave and bridge·rectifier circuits. The voltage
at El is the normal voltage obtained with the
full-wave circuit, and the voltage at E2 is that
obtained with the bridge circuit (see Fig. S-8). The
total dc power obtained from the transformer is, of
course, the same as when the ttansformer is used in
its nonnal manne r. In cw and ssb applications,
additional power can usually be drawn without
excessive heating, especiaUy if the transformer has
a rectifier mament winding that isn't being used.

~a~IC ~'q~-R~;;::
Fig. 6-14 - tn most applications, the filter chokes
may be ptaced in the negati ve inStead of the
posItive side of the CirCuit. This reduces the danger
of a voltage breakdown between the choke winding
and core.

Fig. 5·15 - The "economv" power supply circuit
is a combination of the full-wave and bridge-rectifier circuits.
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VOLTAGE·MULT IPLY ING CI RC UITS
A1though vacuum-tube rectifien can be used in
voltage-multiplying circuits, semiconductor rectifiers are recommended.
A simple half-wave rectifier circuit is shown in
Fig. 5-16. Strictly speaking this is not a
voltage-multiplying circuit. However, if the current
demand is low (a milliampere or less), the de
output voltage will be close to the peak voltage of

the source, or 1.4Enns. A typical application of
the circuit would be to ob tain a low bias voltage
from a heater winding: the + side of the outpu t can
be grounded by reversing the polarity of the
rectifier and capacitor. As with an half-wave
rectifiers, the output voltage drops quickly with
incre ased current demand.
The resistor R l in Fig. 5- 16 is included to limit
the current through the rectifier, in accordance
with the manufacturer's rating for the diode. If the
resistance of the lransfonner winding is sufficient,
Rl can be omitted.

"

+

•

']':"~

L L_ _ __...

1
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Fig. 5-16 - If the current demand is low, a simple
half-wave rectifier will deliver a voltage increase .
Tvpical values, for E RMS - 11 7 end B load current
011 mA:
C1 - 5Q.pF, 250-Velectrolytic.
Eou tput -160volts.
Rl - 22 ohms .

VOLTAGE DOUBLERS
Several types of voltage-doubling circuits are in
common use. Where it is no t necessary that one
side of the transfonner secondary be at ground
po tential, the voltage-doubling circuit of Fig. 5· 17
is used. TIm circuit has several advantages ove r the
voltage-doubling circuit to be described later. Fo r a
given output voltage, compared to the full-wave
rectifier circuit (Fig. 5-SB), this fuJI-wave doubler
circuit requires rectifiers having only half the PRY
rating. Again for a given output vol tage, compared
to a full-wave bridge circuit (Fig. 5-SC) only half as
many rec tifiers (of the same PRY rating) are
required.

~
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r-,--,--vvv->t-;-;-~ •••
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Resistors Rl in Fig. 5-17 are used to limit the
su rge currents through the rectifiers . Their values
are based on the transfonner vollage and the
rectifier surge-current rating, since at the instant
the power SIlpply is turned on the filter capacitors
look like a short-circuited load. Provided the
limiting resistors can withstand the surge current,
their current·handling capacity is based on the
maximum load current from the supply.
Ou tpu t voltages approaching twice the peak
voltage of the transfonner can be obtained with
the voltage-doubling circuit or Fig. 5-17. Fig.5-1S
shows how the voltage depends upon the ratio of
the series resistance to the load resistance, and the
product of the load resistance times the filler
capacitance.
When one side of the transformer secondary
must be at ground potential, as when the ac is
derived from a heater winding, the voltage-multiplying circuits of Fig. 5-19 can be used. In the
voltage-doubling circuit at A, CI charges th rough
the left-hand rectifier during one half of the ac
cyle; the other rectifier is nonconductive during
this time. During the other half of the cycle the
right-hand rectifier conducts and C2 becomes
ch:uged; they see as the source the transfonner
plus tlie voltage in C l. By reversing the polarities
of the capacitors and Iectifiern, the + side of the
output can be grounded.

VOLTAGE TRIPLING AND
QUADRUPLING
A voltage-tripling circuit is shown in Fig. 5·19B.

On one half of the ac cycle C I is ch arged to the
sou rce voltage through the left-hand rectifier. On
the opposite half of the cycle the middle rectifier
conducts and C2 is charged to lWice the source
voltage, because it sees the transfonner plus the
charge in C I as its source. (The left-hand rectifier is
cut off on this half cycle.) At the same time the
right-hand r~ctifier conducts and, wi th the
transfonner and the charge in C2 as the source, C3
is charged to three times the transformer voltage_
The + side of the output can be grounded if the
polarities of all of the capacitors and rectifiers are
reversed.
The voltage-quadrupling circuit of Fig. 5·19C
.works-in substan tially similar fashion.
In any of the circuits of Fig. 5-19, the output
voltage will approach an exact multiple (2, 3 o r 4,
depending upon the circuit) of the peak ac voltage
when the output current drain is low and the
capacitance values are high.

IWVW\
E.... • VSE . .. ,
E•• v

• 2.8 [ . .. ,

Fig. 5-17 - FuU-wavtl vol·
tage·doubling
circuit.
Values of limiling resistors,
At , depend upon allowable
su rge cu rrents of rectifier"$.
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Voltage Multiplying and Dropping
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Fig. 5·18 - Do;: output voltages from 11 fuLl-wave voltaglHlou b ling ci rcu il lIS a function of the f ilter
capaci tances and load resistance. For the rat io Rs/R and for th e RC product, resistances are in ohms and
capaci tance is in microfarad s. Equal resistance values for Rs and equal capacitance values for C are

assumed.
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Fig. 5-19 - Voltage-multiplving circu its with one
side 01 transforme r secondary grounded . (A)
Vol tage doubler IB) Vol tage tri p ler Ie) Voltage

~J I

quadruplet.

Capacitances are typically 20 to 50 /J,f
dependin g upon ou~put CtJ rrent demand . Dc ratings
of capaci tors are related to Epeak \ 1.4 E ~):
Cl - Greater than Elleak
C2 - Greater than 21:.peak
C3 - Greater man 3Epeak
C4 - Greater than 4 EpCak

'"

VO LTAGE DROPPING
Se ries Yoitage-Dropping Resistor
Certain plates and $Creens of the various tubes
in a transmitter o r receiver often requi re a variety
of operating voltages differing from the output
voltage of an available power supply. In most cases,
it is no t economically feasible to provide a sePaIate
power supply for each of the required voltages. If
the cu rrent drawn by an electrode (or combination
of elec trodes ope rating at the same voltage) is
Jea50nably cons tan t under normal operating
condi tions, the required vollage may be ob tained
from a supply of higher voltage by means of a
voltage-dropping resis to r in series, as shown in Fig.
S-20A. The value of the series, resistor, RI , may be
obtained from Ohm's Law,

E,
R -

I

where Ed is the voltage drop required from the
supply voltage to the desired voltage and / is the
total rated current of the load.
Example: l k pb.~ o f tho .ubo in 0'" ,II.. and lbe
.'''' ''"•• ortho tubes in I"", othoubp • • eq ..;"'." opcn.1b!t:
...,Itap: of 150. l k MUUI onilabIe ... pply voU .... 10 400
aM lho lotal 01 tbt n.ted plak and oc...,n ou .... nU ill 75
mAo Tho ... quirod resUWKI ;,

R " ~ " ~ " 200Doh""

n..

PO'O'H mini: of tho raisto. i, obtained flOm ,.
( .... tts) • J2R .. (0.075)2 X (2000) '" L1.2 ....
:w..... u

raisto. io tho n.. ~ $life ' lIi,.. to be UHd.

tIO."
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Fig. 5-20 - A - Series ... oItage-dropping resistor.
B - Simple ... oltage divider.
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12 must be assumed.

SU PPLY

C - Mu lti p le di ... ider circuit.

R3 -

Voltage Dividers

1be regu latio n of the voltage obtained in this
manner obviously is poor, since any change in
CUllcnt through the resistor will QUse a dilc<:Uy
proportional change in the voltage drop across the
resistor. The r egulation can be improved so mewhat

by connecting a second Iesistor from the
low-Yollagc end of the first to the negative
powcMupply terminal, as shown in Fig. S·20B.
Such an arrangement constitutes a voltap divider.
'Ibe second re:d:itor, RI, lIt:b IU II wlIstaul luad, (or

the fIrSt, RI, SO that any varia tion in cunent from
the tap becomes a smaller percentage of the total
cu rren t through Rl. The heavier the current drawn
by the resistors when they alone are connected
across the supply, the belter will be the voltage
regulation at the tap.
Such I voltage divider may have more than a
single tap (or the purpose of Obtaining more than
onc value of voltage. A typical arrangement is

E2· R2 _ £ l - £'? Rl _ £ - £ 1
n'
12+n'
11+12+n

13 mU5t be assumed.
shown in Fig. 5· 2OC, The terminal voltage is E, and
two taps are provided to give lower voltages, El
and E2, at cunents 11 and 12 respective ly, The
smaller the resistance between taps in proportion
to the total resistance, the lower is the vol tage
between the taps. The voltage divider in the figure
is made up of separate resistances, RI , R2 and R 3.
R3 carries only the bleede r cu rrent, 13; R2 carries
12 in addition to 13; RI carries II , 12 and 13. To
calculate the resistances required, a bleeder
current, 13, must be assumed; generally it is low
complllCd wit h the total104d current ( 10 percent
or so). Then the required values can be calculated
as shown in the caption of Fig. 5-20, I being in
decimal parts of an ampere,
The method may be ex tended to any desired
number of taps, each resistance section being
calculated by Ohm's Law using the needed voltage
drop across it and the total cunent through it. The
power dissipated by eac h section may be calculated
by mUltiplyi ng I and £ or 12 and R.

VOLTAGE STABILIZATION
Gaseous

Re~la tOl

Tubes

There is frequent need for maintai nin g the
voltage applied to a low· ... ol tage low-curre nt circuit
at a practically constant value, regardless of the
voltage regulation of the power supply or
variations in load current, In such applications,
gaseous regulator tubes (OB2/VR I OS. OA2/VR 150,
etc.) can be used to good ad ... antage. The voltage
drop across such tubes is constant over a
moderately wide current range. Tubes are av ailable
for regulated voltages near 150, 105, 90 and 75
volts..
The fundament.a1 cirouit for a gaseous regulator
is shown in Fig. 5-21. The tube is connocted in
series with a limiting resistor, RI, across a source
of volt age that must be higher· than the starting
voltage, The starting voltage is about 30 10 40
percent higher than the operating voltage. The load
is connected in parallel with the tu be. For ! table

operation, a mini mum lube current of 5 to 10 rnA
is required. The maximum permissible cu nent with
most types is 40 rnA; consequently, the load
current cannot eKceed 30 to 35 rnA if the voltage
is to be stabilized over a range from zero to
maximum load. A single VR tube may also be used
to regulate the voltage to a load current of almost
any value as long as lhe varliJlion in the cu rrent
doe s not exceed 30 to 35 rnA. If, for example, the
average load current is 100 rnA , a VR tube may be
used t o hold the voltage constant pro... ided the
current does not fall below 85 rnA or rise above
115 rnA.
The value of the Umiting resistor must lie
between that which just penniu minimum tube
current to now and that which just passes the
maximu m permissible tube current when there is
no load cu rrent. The latter value is generally u~d.
It is given by the equation:

..

Voltage Regulation
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where R is the limiting resistance in ohms, E, is the
voltace of the source acroSl which the tube and
resistor are connected, EI is the rated voltage drop
across the regulator tube, and I is the maximum
tube cunent in ampeJel (usually 40 rnA, or .04 A).
Two tubes may be used in scries to give a higher
regulated voltace than is obtainable with one, and
also to give two values of regulated voltage.
Regulation of the order of I pe rcent can be
obtained with these regulator tubes when they ue
operated within their proper cunent range. The
capacitance in shunt with a VR tube should be
limited to 0.1 pF or leu. Large r values may cause
the tube drop to oscillate between the operating
and starting voltages.

ZENER DIODE REGULATION
A Zener diode (named after Dr. Carl Zener) can

"be used to stabilize a voltage sou rce in much the
~e way as when the gaseous regulator tube is
used. The typical circuit is shown in Fig. 5·22A.
Note that the cathode side of the diode is
connected to the poSitive side of the supply. The
electrical characteristics of a Zener diode under
conditions of forward and reverse voltage life given
in Chapter 4.
Zener diodes are available in a wide variety of
voltages and power ratings. The voltages range
from less than 2 to a few hundred, wh.ile the power
IlItings (power the diode can diJsipate) run from
less than 0.25 watt to 50 watts. The ability of the
Zener diode to stabilize a voltage is dependent
upon the cooductilll impedance of the diode,
which can be as low u one ohm or less in a
low-voltace high-power diode to as high as a
thousand ohms In a low-power high-voltagc diode.
Diode Power Dissipation
Unlike gaseous regulator tubes, Zener diodes of
a particular voltage rating have varied maximum
cunent ~pabilitics, dependi1\8 upon the power
IlI.tings o f each of the diodes. The power dissipated
in a diode is the prod uct of the voltage across it
and the cunent through it. Conversely, the
maxim um cunent a particular diode may safely
conduct equab its power rati1\8 divided by its
voltage ratil\8. Thus, a 100V 5()'W Zener diode, if

•
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fig. 5-22 - Zener-d lode volt. ragu lation. The
voltage from a negative suppl V may be rtgulated by
reversing the power-supply connections end the
diode polarit ias.

operated at its maximum dissipation ratil\8, would
conduct 5 amperes of cunent. A l~V I·W diode,
on the other hand, could safely conduct no mote
than 0.1 A, or 100 rnA. The conductins impedance
of a diode is its voltage rating divided by the
current flowing through it, and in the above
examples would be 2 ohnu for the 50-W diode, and
100 ohms for the loW diode. DisreSllding small
voltage cbanges which may occur, the conductilll
impedance of a g;ven diode iJ • function of the
current flowing through it, vuying in inverse
proportion.
The power-handlina: capability of most Zener
diodes is zatcd at 25 degrees C, or approximately
room temperature. U the diode is operated in a
higher ambient temperatwe, its power capability
must be derated. A typical I-watt diode can safely
dissipate only 1/ 2 watt at 100 degrees C.
Limiting Resistance
The value of R. in Fig. 5·22 is determined by
the load requirements. If R . is too large the diode
will be unable to regulate at large values or fL' the
current through R L. If R. is too small, tho diode
dissipation rating may be exceeded at low value l of
fL' The optimum value for R . can be calculated
by:

R •

' J:,-- •

S

Err

(min) - Ez

. I/L (max)

When Rs is known, the maximum dissipation
of the diode, Po. may be determined by :
Fig. 5-21 - Vollege l1abili:zation c:lrcuitlllin9 a VR
tube. A negetlve-.upplv outPUt may be regulated
by

reY8nlng the polarity of the poweI"1Upply

connections and the VR·tube connections from
those shown here.

p

..
D

rEOC

l

(max)

RS

In the filst equation, conditions are sct up tOf
the Ze~ diode to draw 1/ 10 the maximum load
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cumnt.

This

Vol tage regulators fall into two basic types. In
the type most commonly used by amateu rs, the dc
supply delivers a voltage higher than that which is
available at the output of the regulator, and the
regulated voltage is obtained by dro ppins the
voltage down to a lowe r value through a dropping
"resistor." Regubtion Is accomplished by varying
either the current through a fixed droppins rclistance as changes in input voltage or load cunents
occu r (as in the VR·tubc and Zener-diode regulator
circuits), or by varying the equivalent resistive
value of the droppins element with Rich changes.
This btter tec hnique is used in elcctro nic regulators where the voltage-dropping elcment is a
vacuum tube or a transistor, rather than an actual
resistor. By varying the dc voltage at the grid or
curren t at the base of these elemen lS, the co nductivity of the device may be varied as necessary
to hold the output voltage constan t. In solid-state
regulators the series-d ropping element is called a
pass transistor. Power transistors are available
which will handle SIlveral amperes of cunent at
several hundred volts, bu t solid-state regu lators of
this type are usually operated at potentials below
100 volts.
The second type of regulator is a switching
type, where the voltage from the dc source is
rapidly switched on and off (electro nically). The
average dc voltage available from th e regulator is
proportional to the duty cycle of the switching
wave form, or the nt io of the ON time to the total
period of the switching cycle. Switching frequencies of !evenl kilohertz are normally used to avoid
the need for extensive filteri ng to smoo th the
switching frequency from the dc output.
The above information pe rtains essentiaUy to
voltage regu1atoB. 'A circuit can also be constructed to provide cumnt regulation. Such regu lation is usually obtained in the form of current
limitation - to a maximum value which is either
preset or adjustable, depend ing on the circuit.
Rela tively sim ple circui ts, such as described later,

iWures diode regulation unde r

maximum load.

-. R.-

£umple: A 1).¥oI1 _ _ Is l o"pplr aolocDll requi ..

... holU. TIle 10Id ....... ~I ytne. b e _ 20(10"" 350
E'Z M 9.1 V (n..faI ... ailablo nllIe).

i Vi:jI3.~.1.hl"'"

'rJ-[ u,:r.a - O.2J 9.1 - .IUX9.1_1.1'"
The nearest availab le di ssipation IlIting above
1.7 W is S; therefore, I 9.1-V S-W Zener diode
should be used. Such I IlIting, it may be noted, win
cause the diode to be in the ufe diUipation range
even though the load is completely di!connecled
{ IL (min) .. 0 I.

Obllini ng Other VolI.gf$

Fig. 5-22B shows how two Zener diodes may be
used In seri es to obtain regu lated voltages not
nonnally obtainable from a single Zener diode, and
also to give two values of regu lated voltage. The
diodes need not have equal breakdown voltages,
because the arrangemen t is self equalizing.
However; the current.handling cap~bHity of each
diod e should be taken into acoount. The limiting
~is tor may be calculated as above, taking the sum
of the diode voltages as E z, and the sum of the
load cunenU as /L'

ELECTRON IC VOLTAGE REGULATION
Seven1 circuits have been developed for
rqulatina the voltage output of a power supply
elec tronically. While more complicated than the
VR-tube and Zcncr-diode cbcuiU, they will handle
higher voltage and cunen t variations, and the
output voltage may be varied con tinuou1iy over a
wi de range.

liN A'

II ""
<,

Fig. 5-23 - SchelTlltic diagram of the power
suppiV. CapacitanCM ara in p.F; cepacitors marked
with a polarity are ehtctrotvtic. Reslsumces are in
ohms; R1 and R2 ara composition.
C1 - 2()()()'~F 50 1I00lS de eleetrolvtle (Mallory
CG23U5OC1).
C2 - .OI -~ F dilk elramie_
' CR1-CR4, incl. - 50 PRY loA silicon diode
(MotorolI 1N4719 ).

.
•

051 - Neon tamp assembty with resinor (Leecraft
32-21111.
01 - 2N1970.
51 - Spst t oggle swi tch.
52 - Phenolic rotary, 1 section, 2-poIe 11 used),
6-position, ihOl"ting (MaJlOlY 3126J).
T1 - Fitament tnmsformer, 25.2 V, 2 A (Knight
54

D41400I" ~milar ).

V Rl - Voltage regulator dioda.
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can be used to provide current limiting only.
Cumnt limiting circuitry may also be used in
conju nction with voltage regulators.

..1.

.-

SoIid·State Regulators
One of Ihc simplest forms of solid.state regu lation is shown at Fig. 5-23. A bridge rectifier
supplics 25 volts dc to a series rcgulator transisto r,
Q I , whose base bias is established by means of II.
Zener diode, VR I, providing a von age reference of
a fixed level. CI is the input capacitot for the
filte r. R I is chosen to establish a safe Zener-diode
cunent, which is dependent upon the watt~
I1.ting of the diode. A I-watt Zener diode is
adequate for the circuit of FiB. 5-23. R2 is a
bleeder resistor and C2 is an rf bypass.. If JeVeral
output voltages are desired, say from 6 to 18 volts,
Zener diodes from 6 to 18 volu can be wired to 52
as shown. When a 2NI970 is used at QI, the value
of R I will be 680 ohms. This value offers a
compromise for the 5 reference diodes used
(6,9,12, 15, and 18 volts).
The output of th e supply is equal to the Zener
voltage minus the emitter-Io-base bias voltage of
Q1. Bo th the Zener voltage and bias voltage will be
approx imately zero with only R2 as a load, but
will rise to roughly 0.3 volt with a I-A load
connected to the output. An increase in load ,
current lowers the unregulated dc input voltage
which appean across VRI IIId Rl. Zener current is
reduced, decreasing the voltage al which the diode
l'CI!:ulates. How much the voltage drops dcpends
upon the chaTlicleristics of thc particular Zener
employed.
This power sup ply has very low output ripple.
The main limitat ion of the circui t Is the possibility
of destroying Q I, the series-regulator transistor,
when a dead short or heavy overlood is connected
across the output of the supply. To protect QI
during normal operation, it should be mounted on
a fairly large heat sink which is thermally coupled
to the main chassis of the supply. The transistor
should be insulated from the sink by mean, of a
mica spacer and a thin layer or silicone greue. The
sink ca n then be boiled directly to the chassis.

IC Regu lators
The solid-stale regulator desc ribed above provides only Oxed voltages. Regulator circuits with
the output voltage continuously variable over a
wide ranBe and with a very high degree of
regu lation can be built, but the number of circuit
componenU is comparatively brge when discrete
components are used. Integrated-<:ucuit devices can
be used in a solid.state regulator circuit 10 replace
many or an of the discrele componcnu, depending
on the output fC'Jquirements. The voltage reference,
control, shut-down (for current limiting) and passtransistor driver elemenu are contained on a lingle
silicon chip. The construction of a regulated power
supply is simplified 10 a few interconnections if an
IC regulator is used.
Fig. 5·24 is the diagram of a regulator using an
IC and a single pass transistor. With a dc poten tial

~.n"

v...... u.,.
"'~f""01 I II 1 ;

. .CUT ......... TlO.IllECIM ...

cAI'ocrr-.: Me

I~

enlll ...... OJ "'COf.... .lMI.' QII . " I;
IlUlSTO":U "111: OJ 011 ... :

.·,000 ...·,000 coo.

Fig. 5-24 - Schematic di&grlm of 15-V 5-A
regulator !Wl KLK. QSTfor November, 1971101 - MOlOroiti power transistor; 3O-eubie-inch
heat sink required (Deleo 7281366 radiator or
equiv.).
Rl - O.I-nhm l1I'Sinor. made from 8 feet of No. 22
enam. copper wire.
R2, R4 - For telCt reference.
R3 - Lioear leper.
Ul - Signetics IC.
of 24 to 30 volu applied at Em the circuit as
shown will provide an adjustable output voltage
between 5 and IS. The circuit will handle up to 5
amperes of current, provided, of course, that the
de source will deliver this amo\lnt. If the load
requires no more than ISO rnA of current the pass
transistor may be eliminated from the circuit
altogether; in this case pins 2 and 10 of tbe IC
should be in terconnected.
The NES50 regu lator will safely accept input
voltages as high as 50, and output vo ltages may be
adjusted by appropriate resistance values for R2,
R3, and R4 from 2 10 40 volts. The value of Rl
determines the shut-d own current (ma.'dmum cur-

Table 5·'
Vollage Divider
VOUT

3 .•
5
9
12
13.6
15

20
28

",
6135

".

4417
11,043

3654

2967

2442
14,724 2314
16,687 2272
18,405 2243
24.540 2177
34,356 2 122

Current Umit
IMAX

.05
0.1
0.5
1.0
1.5
2
2.5
3.0
5
10

",

12

•

1.2
0 .•
0 .'
0 .3
0 .24

0 .20
0.12
.006

Table 5-1 - Resislence values for various Voltage
and current OUtputs from the regulator of Fig.
5-24. These valuas were determ ioed by ma the·
matical calculation end ere nOI necessarily avaitable
from stock SI.Ipplles. The IifIJres gil/en do indicate
the practical velues """ich may be used along wi th
an appropriale-value control for Rl in the circuit
of Fig. 5·24.
RA - R2 plus lOP pof'tion of R3.
RB - R4 plus boltom portion of R3.
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rent which the circuit will deUvtr into a ShOlt
circuit} and is usually selected to protect tither the
pau transistor or the power supply transformer,
whichever has the lowe r currenl rating. Table 5-1
gives resistance values for variouJ levels of voltage
and current from the regu lator.
The use of a high-gain pass device improves the

output regulat ion, and a Darl i ngton~nnected pair
is frequently employed. Of course it is easy to
purchase a ready-made Darlington transisto r, but
the enterpri sing amateur can make his own, as
shown in Fig. 5-2SA. However, so me of the I e
resulator! which ate available on the market have
10 much internal gain that it is difficult to avoid
oscillation with a high-gain pass transistor.

Hlgh·C!n:rent-Qutpul Regulators
When a single pass transistor is not available to

handle the current which may be required from a
regulator, the current-handHng capability may be
increased by connecting two or more pass transistors in parallel. The circuits at B ~nd e of Fig_
S-2S show the method of co nnection. The resistances in the emitter leads of each transistor are
necessary to equalize the cu rren".

,

I~ '"

(A)

,

'OK

"
!,

•

c

(6)

..
...

gO

c
g,
01

•

AS

(e)
Fig. 6-25 - At A. a Darlington-<:onnected pair for
use as the pass elemenl in a series-regulaling circuil.
AI Band C, Ihe method of connecling IWO or more
transistors in parallel for high current output.
Resistences are in ohms. The circuit at A may be
used for load currents from 100 mA to 5 A. et B
lor currents from 6 to 10 A, end et C for currents
from 91015 A.
01 - Mo torola MJE 340 or equivelent .
02-07, Incl. - Power transistor such es 2N3055 or
2N3772.

Fixed.YoItap

Ie Rtgu.b.ton

Ie regulators with aU circuitry contained on a

single silicon chip are becoming ava ilable for
different values of fixed-voltage outputs. The
LM309 fivo-volt regulator, manufactured by
Nationial Semiconductor and others, is one type of
such les. These regulators are three-terminal devices, for making connections to the positive
unregulated input, positive regulated output, and
ground. They are designed for local regulation on
digital·logic circuit-board cards to eliminate the
distribution problems essociated with single-point
regulation. For this reason they are frequently
called on-cud regulators.
The LM309 is available in two common transistor packages. The LMJ09H in a TO-S package
can deliver output currents in excess of 200 rnA if
adequate heat sinking is provided, and the
LM309K in the T0-3 po~r package can provide
an output currenl greate r than 1 A. The regulator
is essentially blow-out proof, wilh current limiting
included in the circuit. In addilion, thermal shu tdown is provided to keep the Ie from overheating.
If internal dissipation becomes too great, the
regulator will shut down 10 prevent excessive
heating.
II is not necessary 10 bypass tbe output of the
LM309, although bypassing does improve immunity from uamient respoll5e$. In put bypassing i!
needed, however, if the regulator is located very far
from the niter capacitor of tbe power supply.
Typical values of input bypass capacitance are O.IS
and 0.22 fJF. Although designed pdmarUy as a
uxed-voltage regulator, the LM309 can be used to
obtain a regulated out put at voltages higher than
five. This is done by return ing the "grou nd"
connection of tbe Ie to a tap point on a vol tage
divider which is connected between the regu lated
output and a true circuit ground. An adjustable
output regulator for voltages above five can be had
if the "ground" pin is connected to the junction of
a 3OO-ohm rlXed resistor and one end of •
100000hm linear conlrol. The opposite end of the
300-0hm resistor should be connected to the
output pin, and the wiper contact and third lug of
the control to a true clrcuil ground.
Switchin g Regu lator
Switching regulators are used when it is necessary or desired to minimize power losses which
would otherwise ocx:ur in the series pan tramistor
(or lraruiston) with large variations in input or
output voltages. The basic operation of the switching regulator, known as the Oyback type, may be
understood by referring to Fig. 5·26A. Assume
that the switch is closed and the circuit has been in
operation IonS enough to stabilize. The voltage
acrOS! the load, RL, is ~ro, and the current
through L is limited only by RI , the internal
resistance of the inductor. At the instant the
switch is opened, the voltage across the load goes
to a value higher than the source voltage, E,
because of the series-aiding or "flyback" effect of
the inductor. When the magnet ic lines of flux
about the inductor collapse completely, the voltage

Electronic Voltage Regulation
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across RL win be equal to tha i of the source
(minus the smaU voltage drop across Rd . Each
time the switch is closed and then opened, the
process is repeater. By opening and closing the
switch rapidly. voltage pulses ma y be applied
across R L which are higher than the de input
voltage. A capacito r may be connected IlC ross RL
to produce a de outpu t voltage. To kee p the
capacitor from discharging whe n the switch is
closed , a diode can be con nected in series with the
load and its paralle l-connec led capacitor.
In a practical switching-regula tor circuit the

,

switching is perforll.!ed by a transistor, as shown at
B of Fig. 5-26. The transistor may be d riven by any

number of circuits. Tn the practical circuit shown
Later (Fig. 5-27) four sections make up the d riving
circuit, as shown in block diagram form in Fig.
5-26B. The oscillator triggers the monostable multivibrator and detennines the freq uency of operatio n. The sc nsor measures the output volt age and
controls the pulse width of the multivibra tor
acco rdingly. The monostable multivibrator combine s the signals from the oscillator and scnsor to
produce the correct pulse width. T he driver receives t he multiv ibrator out put and drives the
power transis tor, Ql.
The voltage step-up capability of the inductor
has been mentioned briefly. However, in choosing
the vatue of the inductor, energy is an impo rtant
consideration. During the time the transistor is
turned on, the inductor stores energy. This energy
is added to the supply and delive red to the load
when the transistor tu rn s off. The total enel'lO'
must be enough to su pply the load an d maintain
output voltage. As the load is increased, the
transistor must remain on lo nger in order to store
more ene rgy in the ind uctor. The required value of
ind uct ance depends on frequency of operation,
duty cycle, and load. A linear change in current
through the ind uctor is a desirab le condition and
indicates opera tion is over a small segment of the
inductor's charging and discharging curve. A
powdered-iro n-cQIe ind uctor is normally used to

uan os

II<D+COHO.

o<c".... "ow.. or

."! '" .","'''.. 00. ' . ' I;
<,.".." ' . . . '" ,"",,0.0"0 . , or "" " "';
copa(UOIOCt

".so.u""u .... It< G><",:

+
72V -28VOC

IIII'UT

. ' ' 000 . .. . ,000 000.

Fig. 5-26 - At A. the fundamental cirC\J it of a
flVbac k switching regulatOf". and at B, the elements
of it pract ical circ uit.
prevent .a La rge inductance change with increascd
C\Jrre nt.
Efficie ncy of thc circuit depend s mainly upon
the switching and satura tio n losses of the power
transistor. The peak current through the transistor
is considerably greater than the input current. The
f1ybac k diode mus t have a fast revene recovery
time and low forward drop. There will be a large
curren t spike thro ugh thc transistor if the diode is
slow.
The co mplete ci rcuit of a switching regulator is
given in Fig. 5·27 . This regu lator will handle 100
watts of power efficie ntly, at o utput voltages as
much as 6 volts above the input voltage. The
switching rate of the regu lator is 9 kHz, and it
operates wi th an input of 22 to 28 volts. Regu la-

""'' ' J
" )
\6

m

I"'"
Fig. 5·27 - A , DO-W 28-V switc hing
regulator (circuit design courtes , 0 1
Delco Electronics. Kokomo. IndJ.
All resistors are 1/2 W.
CA t - Moto rOla rectifier mOll MOO
on Delco heat sink 7281352.
L1 - 124 turns No. 18 wire wou od
on Arnold 8079024-3 poINd!! ,oo·
iron co re.
0 1 - Darli ngton power trans '$tor
(Delco DTS 1020 or equiv.1.
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temperatu re is to connect diod~ that have neptive
temperature coefficienlS in series with the Zener
diode.
Two..Terminal Current Limiter

Fig. 5-28 - Two·terminal current limiter. See text
for discussion of component values and types .

tion and ripple are less than I percent a\ full
output. The switching device, Qt . is II commercially available Darlington transistor.
The effICiency of the circuit drops off al low
power leve ls. This is because the losses of the

circuit are not proportional to the outpu t power.
Max im um e Fficiency occurs at abou t 80 wailS
because the duty cycle of the transis tor is an
optimum for the chosen value of the inductor.
Whenever the input voltage increa.o;es above 28
YOllS, the output voltage track! the input. Th e

difference between the two voltages is the drop in
the flyback diode.
O utput voltage

variations

resulting

from

changes in ambient temperature are caused by two
major faclors; positive temperature coefficient of
the Zener diode, and the negative temperature
coefficient of the eminer-base junctions of the
tflinsiSlors. One way to compensate partially for

The simple circuit o( Fig. 5·28 performs the
current limiting function of fuses or circuit brealk
en. The cirCuit uses only two transistors and
two resistors. The necessary suppl y voltage for
operation is obtained from the power SQurce being
protected, with the load functioning as the return
to the power source. QI is a series element which
allows current, up to a desired maximum, to flow
to the load. Rl provides a suitable bias for QI to
permit such current to now. R2 is a sensing resistor
inte rposed between the .se ries transistor and the
load, and provides bias (or Q2. Normally th is bias
is low enough to prevent Q2 from conducting. Q2
controls the bias applied to QI. When e}CildS
current nows through R2 IS a result of a circuit
malfunction or a short across the load , the volfage
drop across R2 rises, biasing Q2 in to conduction.
When Q2 tu rns on, it reduces the bias on <11 and
limits the amount of cu rrent now. The maximum
amount of current now can be varied by changing
the value of R2. If an adjustable limhi ng level is
desired, R2 may be a variable resistor. The limiting
level is an inverse function of the resistance value.

0 ·25 VOLT ADJUSTABLE POWER SUPPLY
For most amateUJ: work the voltages needed
from tfllnsistoriud power su pplies fan into two
general mnges; S volts fo r digital circuits and 12
volts. On occasion there is the need (or other
values and this power supply is capable of providing vohages rrom 1.3 to 25.4. The heart of the
supply is the National LM3 17K adjustable voltage
regulator. In the following configllflltion the
supply is capable of 3 amperes output current
throughout Its voltage: range.
Circuit Description
The LM317K, aV3ilable in three case styl~, is a
completely self+Contained adjustable 1'<'gulator. The
basic, adjustable, r~gulate d supply requires no
more than a de source, the regulato r and two
resis loIll (Fig. 1). In the basic configuration the
regu lator Is capable of supplying up to I.S A
output current To provide higher-out put currents,
an e}Ctemal pass transistor has been added (Fig. 2).
CI and C2 (Fig. 2) are the usual capacitors to

Fig. 1 - SChematic diagram of th e basic rll1Julator.
improve transient response and reduce the noise on
the OUlput voltage. CI may be eliminated if the
regulator is located physicaUy close to the filter
capacitor. The 56QO.ohm resistor WlIS added in
parallel with the potentiometer to li mit the output
voltage to ap pro x. imately 2S. The ripple on the
output voltage is decreased by the addition o( C3
to the adjustment lead. If the regulator is going to
be used over 2S volts, a diode (CR5) should be
connected for protection if the input or output is
shorted.
Depending upon the builder's preferences,
meters may be added to the power supply. A shunt
resisto r was added to the meter reading the outpu t
current. The method for determining the value o(
the shunt resistor is discussed in the Test Equip"
ment and Measurements 5CCtion of this book.
Constru ction
The transformer secondary voltage should be in
the range of 20 to 24 V Ie when drawing slightly
more Ihan the desired load eurrent In addition to
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Fig. 2 - Schematic diaglllm of the complete power
IUppiV. All resistoR are 1/2 wiln oomposition. Cl
through C3 iI~ solid tantalum CapacitOR. Tl and
CA 1 throu!to CA4 are diseuS$ld in the text. Al h; a
panel·mounted linear·tapel'" potentiometer. Sf end

the load curre nt, the lransfonner must su pply a
small amount of power to the regulator. The
rectifier can be Cour Individual diodes or an
enca psulated bridge module. If individual diodes
are used their rating Ihould be at least 50 PRY and
1.5 amperes (3 A Of more if pass transistors are
uled). An enca psulated bridge must have the same
minimum ratings. A Radio Shack 276·1146
encapsulated bridge will be 1ll0re than adequate.
The 2N3055 and the regulator will both require
a heat sink which can be homemade. A suitable
commercially made heat sink would be the Radi o
Sha ck 216-1360. Due to the different transfo rmer
and heat sink sizes the cabinet can be any type that
the builder desires.
The template (Fig. 3) is the etching pattern for
a pc board that will hold aU the components
external to the regulator. Thh pc board could be
etched and then mounted above the regulator. lfit
Is not desired to use a pc board, all the components
can be mounted on termina l stripS.
One point that should be noted is the proper
wire size fOI the interconnectifl& wiring. The load
regulation is a function of the re5istance of the
wiring. A value as small as 0.05 ohm can decrease
the regulation by as much as a factor of eleven.
Adjus tment and Opera tion
The value of the 5600-ohm resistor may be
changed to suit the builder. Lowering iu value wil1
deerease the maximum output voltage available.
No other adjll5tment is necessary for operalion of
this power supply.

S2 an! 5pst toggle switches. The mete", are Call1tCtro
01-916 and 01·923. If the pass transistOR are not
be used, the 22-ohm resistor berween Cl and the

regulator input to, be omined.
although th e output voltage may be adjusted with
an externaUy mounted control within the nnge of
9 to 13 volls.
Circuil Descriplx,n
The use of two transformers, rather than one,
allows a certain degree of flexibility of operation,
in that the supply may be used on either 111 or
235 volts ac with only minor diCCerences in wiring.
The dc voltage al point A is approximately 30. Ql
is used as a series pass transistor. lIS function is to
drop the Voltage at point A of Fig. I to the desired
Il-volt-outpUI value, and maintain that voltage
over wide variations In the outpulload current. U2
is an intcgrated-circuit voltage regulator whkh,
with the aid of a few ex ternal components, is

,
AD'

"'"

Vout

LM317K

2N3055

Emitter

ANOTHER POWER SUPPLY
This regulated power 5lIpply is suitable for use
as a "battery eliminator" for transceivers of the
IQ.wan output varkty, or for general purpose
workbench duty. This supply is designed to provide up to 2 amperes continuously at 12 volts,

~~
<;____________--J
2N305

Fig. 3 - Template for pc board. View from the foil
side.
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Fig. 1 - Circuit diagram for the power
suppiV. Unlesa ot h8fWise noted, all resistors
• re 1/2-wat t composition. Component designations not li sted below are for t,xt
reference and eirc~ull·board layout purposes.
Cepacitofl ere disk ceramic except those with
polarity marked, which IIr, electrolvtic.
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(Spr.gu. TVA 13161.
DSl - 12-1I01t pilot lamp.
Fl - 1.5 A, type JAG fuse.

m - MotorOla HEP248 or equiv.
Q2 - Motorola HEPSO, 2N706A, or sqUill,

R3 - 100kO printed-circuit-mounting pot
IAadio Shack 271-218).
,
R5, A6, A7 - 0.5en 1-watt wirewound
reliistor lAadio Shack 271-072).
S1 - Miniatura dpn toggle.
Tl - 117-volt pri., 6.3-11011 ct Me. Ict

unused!. 3 ampefl1 IRadio Shack
273-1510) .
T2 - 117-volt pri" 12.6-volt at sac. (et
unustd), 3 ampere. (Radio Shack
273-1511).
U1 - Full-wava bridga rectifier assembly,SO
volts, 10 amperas (A!tdIQ Shack 27& 1156).
U2 - Motorola HEP C4069A, MC1469R, or
MC1569R.
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Power Supply Construction
Imide view of the re~18ted power supply. The use
of the ~nch square IX board (visible It upper
right) si~ifil!$ the interconnection of moolt of the
paru. The full_ bridge rectifier assembly (Ul)
and the helt sink for 01 are bolted to the chassis
floor. A single transformer hiH been used here in
piece of T l and T2 as de$(:ribed In QST for
Janulry, 1975.

series with R2} and R4 form an externally adjustable voltage divider, from the differential amplifier
ou tput (pin 9 of U2) to ground. Thus, the output
or the diCreren tial am plifier will mng to the level
that resu lU in the voltage at pin 8 of U2 being
idenlical 10 the fixed reference voltlF- A second
differential amplifier serves as the error amplifier.
One input (pin 6 of U2) is lied directly to pin 9,
whUe the other input (pin 5 of U2) is connecled 10
the power sup ply output bus. The erro r-amplifier
OUlpul conlrOls the internal output·regulator bias
of the IC, which in turn controls the bias applied
to QI. When connec ted in this manner, the error
amplifier responds to any difference between the
power su pply ou pu l level and th e (previously
adjusted) voltage reference level. The output regulalor acts on QI to corre ct the discrepancy. C3 and
C4 are used in the interest of maintaining amplifier
stability. RS, R6, R7, and Q2 are included in the
circuit to protect the power supply and regulator
In the event of an inadvertent short circuit between
the output terminals or if the cUlTenl demanded by
lhe load is too heavy for safe operation. The
operation of the current· limiting feature is as
follows: When the current nowi", throueh the
panllel combination of RS, R6, an d R 7 (equiva·
lent parallel resistance of about 0.18 ohm) is large
enough to produce a O.6-volt drop acrOSI the
res.!stors., Q2 is biased in to cond uction. The action
of Q2 on the IC internal out put regulato r re lults in
the reduction of the current through QI. The
short-circuit output cUrJent in this case will be
limited to 3.3 amperes (0,6/ o.I8 - 3.3), which is
within the safe regulator/pau-transistor limits. The
'IllIue of the cUlTent-sensing resistance requ ired for
short-circuit currents of other than 3.3 amperes is
calculated as follows by Ohm', Law; R80 ..
0.61180 where R sc is the cUlTent-senslng relistance
and I sc is t he maximum allowable short-circuit
current If a long run of cable is used between the
power supply and the load, the voltage drop in the
cable may be large enough to be of concern. If this
is the case, a !iCparate rem ote voltage-sensing win
may be run from the load to pin 5 of V2, n ther
than con necting pin 5 to the output at the power
wpply. The regulator will compensate for the
voltage drop in lhe cable. This wire may be of.
small gauge, as little current will be draWll through
ic
Construction Deuib
Most of the components were mounted on an
etched circuit board (see Fig. 2), although point·topoin t wiring on a perf board would have sufficed.
As th e transistors inside the IC are capable of
operation at vhf, it i ~ good pnctice to use short
leads for interconnecting the regulator componentl
to prevent unwanted oscillations from OCCUlTing.

The manufacturer recommends a low-inductance
connection between th e case of the HEP C4069R
and ground. No evidence o f instability W1IS noted
wit h this circuit
All parts are housed in an 8 x 6 x 3-1I2·inch
Minibox (Bud CtJ-2 109-A). Two standoff insu·
lators support th e pc board, wh ile the power
tran ~formers, T1 and T2, are bolted directl y to the
Minibox. As QI dissipatel sevenl watts when
maximum load current is being dnWD, a heat sink
is required. The Motorola HEPSOO, consisting of an
M5-IO predrilled heat sink and an MK·lS powertransistor mountilll kit, is ideal for this application. In aCCOfdance with the instructions supplied with the HEPSOO, the MK-IS should be
coated on both sides with a thin layer of silicone
thermal compound .(Radio Shack 276-1372), with
the bottom of Q I and the center area of th e heat
sink treated similarly. After the QI emitter and
base pins are insen ed through the proper holel in
the y.'iUher, Ihe transislor is mounted in the socket.
The mica washer insulates th e case of Ql (which is
connected in ternally to the collector) electrically
from the heal !ink and chus is, while the silicone
compound increases the thermal conductivity botween QI and the heat !ink.. Care should be taken
10 prevent contact between the case of QI and any
grounded otlject, as Ihe full su pply voitage appears
on the transistor case. The current·limiting feature
Mil not prolect the device from destru ction in
event of an accidental short from Ql to ground,
lince the current sensing rl!5istors (RS, R6, and R 7)
are connected betwee n QI and the power supply
out put term inals. The heat·sink assembly is boiled
to the reaf panel or the Mi nibox with No. 6
hardware. The M5-IO is 3 inches h igh and 4-1 / 2
inches wide. so it mUlt be located off center in
order to accomodate the Cuse holder and the line
cord on the rear panel A I·inch-diarneterhole was
punched in the rear pinel prior to the heat sink
installation to allow acceu to the transistor socket
piru. Short killths of hookup wire are u.5Cd
between the pc board and the transistor socket UJ
is coated wilh silicone compound and then bolted
to one of the inside waUs of the Minibox, which
SClVes lU a heat sink for the diodes. Ventila tion of
the Minibox il' desirable. Large holes punched or
cut in the sides and bottom of _he box and covered
with perforated metal Itock can be , used, or
ventilation holes can be drilled Individually in the
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metal enclosure. The
regulator Ie is mounted
d irectly on the pc
board, and it does not

require a heat sink.
Aft er the pilot
lamp, the power switch,
and the binding posts
are

installed

on

~
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CHASSIS
'----=t;, ,~, ~1t ~
ti NEGATIVE
POWER''

TO Ql EMI'l"I'ER

'1

'>"G.$lllPLY OU1'PUT I
-"-" I TERMINAL .

TO Ql COLLECTOR

\~Ql

BASE

l --

- l~B

the

fronl panel, T1 and T2
can be bolted in place
near the fronl of the

box. The transformer
primaIies can be tied in
I}--;;:;-'- C ' - ' parallel for operation
Rl
C4 t
from 1 17 volts ae, or in
series for 235-volt ac
operat ion. The T I and
T2 secondaries must be
connected in series and
in proper phase for the..
power supply to operate correctly, If the
unloaded ae output
voltage as measured
with a YOM is in the
neighborhood of 20
volts, the windings are
connected properly_ If,
howeve r, the YOM
(TO PANEL CONTROL),
reads approximately 6
volts, the secondaries
are out of phase and
the IMds from on e of
Fig. 2 - Fa ll ~nern and pans layout for the regulated power supply.
the transformers must be reversed. If the p rimary
phasing of the windings. The use of a 3-wire ac
leads are brought ou t to four separate termirul cord installed in a properly grounded outlet is
posts, changing from 117-volt to 235-volt opera- intelligent practice for this and a ny line-operated
tion will be a simple matter of changing appro- power supply. If a transformer with a secondary
priate jumpers. Alternat ively, a 117/ 235 switch rating of approximately 18 volts at 3 amperes is
may be installed easily on the rear panel if frequent av,ailable, it may be used in place of Tl and T 2.
line voltage changes are ant icipated. In either case Details for the modification ofa 24-voit secondary
attention should be paid to the matter of proper transformer are given in QST for January, 1975·.
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A UNI VE RSAL POWER SUPPLY FOR THE AMATEUR STATION
Presented here is a general-p u rpose unit with
provisions for 1 17-22o-volt operation, and it is
adapted easily for use with most commercially
available gear by co nstructing ap propriate power
cords. The supply deliver; 800 V at 300 rnA dc,
300 Vatl75 mAde,andOto- 130Vat 25 rnA. In

addition the supply provides ae filament potentials
of6.3 Vat II A or 12.6 Vat5.5 A.
Often the station power supply is a heavy black
box that is lucked away in a corner and just sits
there. A large cable interconnects this device with
th!l station transmitter or transeeiver and the
amateur never comes directly in contac t with it; all
of the supply functions are remotely co ntrolled

Fig. 1 - The Universal Power Supply is constructed on a standard·size aluminum chassis.
Back-to-back plugs with appropr iate jumper wires
make changing from 117·V to 220-V input operlltion or Irom 6.3-V to 12.S,V l ilamen t operation II
simple maHer 01 reversing II plug.

ucu..... -'Arn, ... aou.LV_'~

Fig. 2 - Circuit diagram for the Un iversal Power
desi!1l.cions not listed below are for telllt reference.
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Supply. Component

§'
Ll - 10 H, 200 mA
(Hammood 193JL
L2 - 10 H. 300 mA
(Hammond 193M!.
Pl, P2 - 5·pin plugs to
mate Jl and J2, 4
req' d (Ampheno!
86·PM5 or equiv.l.
R1 - 5_a1l 'ineartaper control.
A2, A3 - For text reference.
R4 - Three 39,000ohm 2·walt resinol'1
connected in paral·

[

i,

en
c

J

'0.

R5, A6 - See text.
S1 - SPSI toggte rated
at 6 A or greater.
S2 - 2-pole &positioo
rOlary, nonthorting
(Cenlralab 1411 or
eQuiv.L
Tl - Dual primary,
117 or 220 V ac;
l ecoodary 890 1101 II
each side of center
tap al 300 mA
(Hammond type
1010591.
T2 - Dual primary,
117 or 220 V ac;
secondary 3501l01ls
each ,ide of center
tap al 175 mA, 6.3
lIoIu ae at 6 A, 6 .3
YOIts ac at 5 A
(Hammond special
273BX).
VR 1, VR2 - Thyrector
ellembly IG E
6AS20SP4B4 ).

-W
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between -80 and -130 YOllS be required, RI may
be interchanged with R3. Likewise, if a nilngt from
o to -40 Yolu is needed, RI may be swapped with
'2.
Metering
A six·position switch and a O- I-mA meier

Fig. 3 SuppiV.

Bottom view 01 the Universal Power

from the panel of the station transmitt ing gear. But
what happens if an ins tance arises where a particular voltage (or combination of voltages) is
needed for an experimental project? Can that
"black box" in the corner be pressed readily intO'
lel'\lke? And what about the amateur who buys
two power supplies for his station because his
mobile transceiver cannot be plugged directly into
his home-station transmitter power supply? This
supply is designed to fill all thellO needs.

Many of today's C(lmmerciall y available ac
sup plies are not equipped for 22(}.volt operation. If

the station includes a Iw~kilowatt amplifie r, a
separate 220-voll line should be available in the
sha ck. Blinking house lights arc not always a-result
of running a high-powered arnpUlier. It could be
caused by the intermittent 400. Of SOO-watt load
presented by an exciter power supply to the
II1-volt source. Connecting the exciter supply to a
220-yo1t outlet (providing a dual.primuy transformer is used) can be helpful in this regard.
Circuit Detai"

The su pply is shown in Figs. t through 3.
Prima ry power may be applied to the supply in
two ways. First, terminals 6 and 8 of 13 may be
shorted togethe r; this is normally the function of
the station transmitting equipment on-off switch
(see Fig. 2). On the other hand, SI may be
actuated when the su pply is used independently.
Transient Yoitages on the ac line are eliminated by
Thyrector assemblies VRI and VR2.
Full-wave rectification it employed in the
secondary circuit of each power transformer to
devclop the three dc openilting Yoltages. Chokeinput mtering provides adequ ate regulation of both
the 300- and BOO-volt outputs. Both Ll and L2 are
shunted with suitable resistors to rcduce the
possibility of diod!: damage when primary power
.
to the supply is removed.
The bias voltage is adjustab le and may be set to
any yalue between - 40 and -80. Should a range

allows monitoring of high and low Yoltages, the
current for each of these, and the bias voltage. The
sixth position permits the meter to be disabled.
The meter :;hunts for both current positions of S2
are homemade and provide a full-scale reading of
500 rnA on each rall&e. The proper resistance for
the shunts is determined by dividing the meter
internal resistance (approximately 100 ohms in this
case) by SOO, and is equal to 0.2 ohm. No. 30
enameJed copper wire has a resistance of lOS ohms
per 1000 feet, or O.IOS ohm per foot. Extending
the division another ste p, one inch of wire has a
resistance of .oog oh m. App roximately 23 Inches
of wire provided the conecl value for the shun U.
Each 23-inch length of wire is wou nd on a
l 00,OOO-ohm, twa-watt co mposition resistor which
serves as a form.
Cons truction
The supply is built on a 10 x 8 x l-inch
aluminum chassis. The spot welds at the four
cornen are reinforced with No.6 hardware since
the transfonners are quite heavy. The total weight
of the completed suppl y i5 slightly more than .0
pounds. Several one-inch-d.iameter holes are cut in
the chassis bottom plate to allow adequate ~ ir
circulation.
All of the power-supply output voltages are
present on a 12-conncction tenn ina! block. The
end of the cable used to interconn ec t the supply to
the station transceiver is equipped with a 12-lu8
fanning strip, providing a convenient means to
disconnect it.
One special wiring precaution is necessary; the
bleeder resistors for both the high an~low-voltage
circuits should be mounted in the dear to allow
plenty of air circulation arou nd them. Perfora ted
aluminum Itock is placed oyer a 1 x J-inch cui in
the chassit which is directly above the mounting
position for the gOO-volt bteeder network.
Operation
Two jumper plugs are mounted "back-la-back",
making the change from 111-volt operation to 220
volts a simple matter of reversing PI. P2 performs
an identical function to select 6 or 12 volts for the
fIlament line.
The cost for this project should be under $100,
even if all of the parts are purchased new. The
price of the two power tnlnsfonners and two (iller
chokes comprises Ipproximately 60 percenl of the
total con.l
1 A paekq;e Ineludlna the two power trartlforme" and the two ruter chokell ;. avallable from
Hammond Manufaetu.rllll Company, Inc., 1061
Clinton Street, Buffalo, NY 14240. for approxImately $60. In Canada. the addreu is Hammond
Mfl. Co., Ltd.., 39. Edlnbul"8h Rd .. North G.udJlh,
Ontario. CatalOS avaUable.
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3OOO-Volt Power Su pply
A 3000-VOl T POWER SUPPLY
This high-voltage power supply may be used
with linear amPlifiers that are capable of operating
at maximum legal input power leveb_ It was
designed for use with a one-kilowatt 3-500Z
amplifier, but with minor modifications to the
control circuitry 10 suit individual circumstances it
can be used with amplifiers having a pair of 3-S00Z
tubes, a single 3- IOOOZ, 4-1000A, or any tube or
tubes caUing for 2500 to 3000 vohs at up to 100
rnA. Examples of such amplifiers may be found in
Chapter 6.
The Circuit
A voltage-doubler circuit connected to the
secondary o f TI provides approx imately 3000
volts dc. See Fig. 3. The primary of T I can be
operated from either a 111-volt line or a 22Q-volt
source; the latter voltage is preferred. VRI and
VR2 are suppresso" included to prevent transients
from damaging the high·voltage capacitor bank or
the rectifier diodes. Since T I has two 111-volt
primary windings, a sup pressor is connected across
each. The windings and suppressors are conne<:ted
in parallel for 111-volt operation, and they are
series connected for a 22Q-volt line.
A relay (K1) is ncceuary to switch the highcurrent inrush when the su pply is activated. Orclinary toggle switches cannot be used 10 activate the
power supply directly. Surge protection is accomplished by placing R I in series with one lead of the
ac line. K2B morts QUt this resistor a few seconds
after the main power switch (S I , located on the
amplifIer fronl panel) is actuated. A separate line
cord for the powtr supply allows this section to be
operated on 220 volts while permilling other
circuits in the amplifier to operate on 117 volts.
The 120 volts needed 10 energize the coil of K2 are
taken from a half-wave reclified dc supply located
on the amplifier chassis. Note that the B-minus
termina.i is held I few volts above grou nd by the
I S-ohm, 2-watt resistor, for metering purposes in
the companion am plifier.
Construction
The power supply is built on a standard
10 x 12 x 3-inch aluminum chassis. Construction
is straightforward, a5 can be seen from Figs. I pnd
2. The front and rear panels ate made from 9 x
iO-inch pieces of 1116-inch thick aluminum, and
the bottom plate and the U-shaped top cover are
~de out of perforated aluminum stock.
The primary and control-circuit componcnts, as
weU as the rectifier board and capacito r bank, are

Fig. 2 - The primary elld control-c:ireuit comporoellU ... grouped II lhe bottom, with the
high-vollage capacitor bank and rectifier board
OCQ.Jpyillg the upper ponion of this bottom chassis
view of the powef'supply. Al is vi$ible in the lower
right-haod comer.

Fig. t - Top chassis view of the 3000-volt power
supply as constructed bv WAUZC. The circuit
board ill the foregroulld holds the bleeder resistors,
which are spaced apart and supported a short
distance above the board for propet' cooling. The
large tran$former is for tha high-voltage supply,
aod the small trallsformer provides fi llmellt powe1'
for the amplifier.

mounted underneath the chassis. Reasonable care
must be taken to prevent any,part of the primary
or control wiring: from coming into contact with
the high-voltage components. Each of the loa-¢,"
capacitors in the capacitor bank is shunted by •
2S,OOO-ohm, 20-watt wirewound resistor. These
re~stof$ equalize the voltage drops across the
series-connected ca pac itors. and also serve II the
bleeder resistance. Since these resistors get quite
hot during normal operation, they are mounted
away from the electrolytic capacitors on a separate
circuit board above the chassis, to allow fo r
adequate ventilation. The other large heltgenelllting components are the powe r and filament
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ALT. CONNECTION FOR 220\1 AC
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Fi ll. 3 - Schematic di agram of the 3OOO-voit
power supply.

9 10 11 PI

CRI - CRlO, inc. - 1000·PRV, 2.S·A tMaUory
M2.SA or equiv.l.
OSI - 117-vo1t 8C neon pilot lamp assembly.
Jl, J2 - Hi\tl-voltage chassi$ connectOl'" tMilien
37(01) . Kl - PowerrelaV,dpdt, 117-voltcoil
!Potterand Brumfeld PR· l1AYorequ iv.l.
K2 - OpeIt 10 A contacts, 120-V de coil !Potter
and 8rumfeld
KA110G or eq\Iiv.l.
PI - Cable-ffiounted II'pin po_r connector.

P2 - Cable-mounted 2-pin po_ connector.
R2 - 8 feet No. 14 enam. wire wound on 3-inch
long, 3/4-inch dia Plexiglas rod .
T1 - Dual l17-volt primary, 11OQ-V seconda ry,
600 VA (Berkshire 61B1 or equiv.l.
T2 - 117-volt primary; secondary 5.0 vollS at 15 A
(Stancor P6433 or equ iv. l.
VR1, VR2 - Transient·voltage suppressor, 120vol t (General Electric 6RS2OSP484 or eqoiv.l.

transformers (Tl and T2), which are also mounted
above chassis.

mum voltage recomme nded by the tube manufacturer slightly, SO R2 was included 10 reduce the
voltage to a su itable value. To avoid e xcessive
voltage drop in the cable connecting T2 with the
amplifier, it is reco mmended that the cable be
made of No. 10 wire or larger (in many cases, R2
will not be necessary).

A small etched circuit board supports CR l
through CRIO and their associated oqualiting
r8$iston lind tramient-suppres.sing disk capacitors.
In actual operation, the filament voltage measured
at the amplifier tube socket ex~eded the maxi-

NICKEl·CADMIUM BATTERY CHARGER
Any advantage that a NiCad (nickel-<:admium)
ballery may have over other types can be lost
through imprope r charging. This information conce rning NiCadcharging techniques was conlribuled
by WA0UZO. NiCads can even be ruined on the
fint recharging cycle. If connected te a constanlvoliage source, initial cunenl may be quite high.
Normally, no damage would result unless the
baltery voltage is low (fully d &harged). Using a

constant current for battery charging is permissible
at the start of the charging cycle, however, as the
ballery reaches full charge, the voltage may rise to
an excessive value.
The correct solution is a combination of the
two methods. Any circuit used forcharging NiCad!
should limit both the curren t and vo ltage, such as
the one d escribed here.

Nickel-Cadmium Battery Charger
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Schematic diagram of the 117·V ac
charger.
CI - Electrolytic.
CR1, CA2 - Silicon diodes, 100 PRV, 3 A.
OS I - See text. .
TI - Primary 117 V ltC, secondary 25.6 V at 500
rnA. Calectro 01·7521 or equiv.1.
VA I - See text.

~2

IV~

,,

Fig. 1 -

Some other precautions which should be observed while charging NiCad! are:
I) Battery tempera lure should be between 40 0
and BooF. It should never eltceed loooF.
2) Two or more batteries with the ume voltage
rating may be charged in parallel, but be sure that
the charger has sufficient cunent capability.
3) Check the manufacturer's data sheet for the
maximum allowable charging rate. A typical fIgUre
would be len percent of the ampere-hour rating (a
ID-ampere-hour battery would tequire a current of
IA).
4) Do not attempt to charge two batteries in
series with a constant current unless the batteries
are of the same type and capacity, and are in the
same ~Iate of charge (voltage on one may be
excessive).
5) To determi ne the app roximate charging
time, div ide the ampere-hour rating by t he charging
current used, and multiply the resulting time by

1
be connected to the cigarette lighter, and is
suitable for battery packs of up to 14 volts.
The dial lamp (DS I) is used to limit the
current. One with a rating of 100 10 150 rnA
should work fine with most batteries. The voltage
rating should be approximately Ihat of the
charging source (for exam ple, two 12-V bulbs In
series may be nccenary if a 26-V supply is used).
The voltagc regulator shown in Fig. 3 is based
on the fact that I forward-bialed diode will not
conduct until approximately 0.75 V de is applied..
By adding a suitable number of diodes in series as
shown, a vo ltage regulator for the maximum
battery voltage can be built easily. The circuit
shown in Fig. 3 can be used in either Fig. I or 1,
for VR I. It will draw little current until the
_V R~

VR,

_VR!

~~V I
!----"•.,'."'--..1

VRIHtU

~ -I(l t

0+

TOTA L VOLTAG E
FOR VIn 15«1,.15N
IN .N UIol 8ER OF
SIL ICON 0100[5)

1.25 .

Suitable o.argi.ng Circuits
Figs. I and 2 show two velSianl of the same
buic charginl circuit. The circuit shown in FII. 1 is
used with 117 V IIC, and the one in Pi&- 2 can be
used with the car battery. The latter circuit could

."

Fig. 2 - Schemat ic diagram of NiCad bauery
char""r suitable for mobi te use. See tlKt for
"(plenation of OSl and VA l. CR2 protects the
components in the event of accidtn tlll reversal of
input laads. See Fig. 1 for CA2.

Fig. 3 - Schematic diagram of 1hl! vottagit
utator (VA l , Figs. l..-ld 2).

r~

battery yoltage reaches a permissible value during
charge. Once the voltage reacltes a preset level, the
diodes start to conduct and limit any further
increases.
Initial Tesling

After the circuit is wired and checked, ap ply
powe r (without a battery connec ted for charging).
The bulb should light to less than full brilliance.
Measure the vo ltage across the regulator. It should
be 3 to 8 percent above the rated voltage of the
batteries to be charged. Adding or Tcmovins some
diodes in VR I may be necessary. Connect the
discharged batteries and mc.r.sure the chargin&
current (either I built·in meter could be used, OJ I
temporary one could be connected in series with
the battery). The cunent should be typically 100
rnA with partially discharged batteries. The current
will decrease IS the charging time increases, and I
value of 5 rnA indicates a fully charged condition.
No damage will resull if the batteries are left on
charge continuously,

Chapter 6

HF Transmitting
Regardless of the transmission mode ~ code,
a-m, fm, single sideband, radiotcJetype, amateur
TV - vacuum tu bes and semiconductol1l m
common elements in all transm it ters. They are
used as oscillators, amplifien, frequency' multi-

pliers and frequency converters. These four
building blocks, plus sui table power supplies, are
basically all that is required to make any of the
popular transmission systems.
The simpIest code tnuwnitter is a keyed
oscillator working directly in to the antenna; •

moce elaoornte (and practical) code transmitter,
the type popular with many beginnen, will include
one or more frequency-multiplication stages and
one

OJ

more powcr-amplificr stages. Any code

bansmittcr will obviouily require a means fOI
keying it. The bare skeleton is shown in Figs. 6-2A
and B. The rf generating an d ampUfying sections of
a doublc-sidcband phone transmitter (a-m or fm)
axe similar to those of a code transmitter.
The overall design depends pri marily upon the
bands in whkh ope ration is desired and the power
output. A simple oscillillor with satisfactory
ftequency stability may be used as a transmitter at
the lower frequencies, bu t thc power ou tput
obtainable is small. As a general rule, the ou tput of
the oscillator is fed into one o r more amplifien to
bring the power fed to the antenna up to the
desired level.
An amplifier whose ou tput frequency Is the
SIlme ali the in pu t frequency is called a straigh t
amplifte r. A buffer amplifier is the term sometimes
applied to an amplifte r ltage to indicate that its

primary purpose is one of isolation, rather than
power gain.
Because it becomes increasingly difficult to
maintain osciUator frequency stability as th e
frequency is increased, it is most usual practice in
workinS at the higher frequencies to operate the
oscillator at a low frequency and follow it with one
or more frequ ency multipliers as required 10 arrive
at the desired OUlpu t freque ncy. A frequency
multiplier is an amplif}CJ that deliven output at a
mUltiple of the exciting frequency. A doubler is a
multiplier that gives ou tput at twice the exeitins
freq uency; a tripler multiplies the exci ti ng
frequency by three, etc. Froro the viewpoin t of
any particular stage in a transmitter, the preceding
stage is its driver.
As a general rule, frequency multipliers should
not be used to feed the antenna system directly,
but should feed a straight amplifier which, in tum ,
feeds the ant enna system.
Good frequency .slability is most easily
obtained through the use of a erystal-oontrolled
oscilla to r, although a different crystal is needed fo r
each frequency desired (or multiples of that
frequency). A self<OntroUed oscillato r or V FO
(variable·frequency oscillator) may be tuned to any
frequency with a dial in tile manner of a receiver,
but requires great care in desiJll and construction if
its stability is to compue with that of a crystal
oscillator.
Mony transmitters use tubes, but for low·power
hf and channelized vhf fm transmitters, transistors
are dominant. New solid-state devices are being
developed which allow de inputs of 100 watts or
morc with a low·level of 1M distortion products. As
the cost of t he se transisto rs is reduced il can be
assumed that at some poin t In Ibe future tubes will
be used only for high-power amplification.
The best stage or stages 10 key tn a code
transmi tter i~ a matter WItiCll is discussed in a later
cha pter. The oscillator/mu ltiplier/amplifier type of
transmitter (Fig. 6-2B) has long been popular.
HOwe¥er, the excellent rrequency stability and the
advan tages of grid·b1ock keying (which are
ex plained in the Code Transmission chap ter) have

Fig. 6- t - An amatwr's transmittllr is hil
on·th_i r \/oiclI. HII is judged by the Quality of th at
''voice,'' whatever the mode that he chooses 10
opeoIt ••
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Fig. 6·2 - Block diagrams of the three basic types

(A)

of transmitters.

(B)

made the heterodyne exciter of Fig. 6-2C
increasingly popular, in spite of the slightly more
complex circuitry required.
An fm tran~mitter can only be modula ted in or
following the oscillator stage. An a·m phone
transmitter can only be modulated in the out put
stage, unless the modulated stage is followed by a
linear amplifier. However, following an amplilud~
modulated stage by a linear amplifier is an
inefficient process, convenient as an expedient, but
not recommended for best efficiency.
Following the generat ion of a single-sideband
phone signal, its frequency can be changed only by
frequency conversion (not multiplication), in
exactly the same manner that signals in a rece iver
are he terodyned to a different frequency. Com·
plete details of ssb tljlIlsmitter design and
construction are given in Chapter 13.

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
The frequency of a cryslai-controlled oscillator
is held constant to a high degree of accuracy by the
use of a quartz crystal. The frequency depends
almost entirely on the dimensions of the crystal
(essentially its thickness); other circuit values have
comparativc1y negligible effect. Howeve r, the
poweJ: obtainable is limited by the heat the crystal
wil l sland wi lhout fracturing. The amount of
heating is dependent upon the rf cyrslal current

•

A.

=

"

"
(A)

'"

•

which, in tum, is a function of the amount of
feedback required to provide proper excitation.
Crystal heating short of the danger point results in
frequency drift to an extent depending upon the
way the cryst al is cut. Excitation Should always be
adjusted to the minimum necessary for proper
operation.
The most stable type of crystal oscillator is that
which provides only a small voltage output (lightly
loaded), and which operates the crystal al a low
drive level. Such oscillators are wide ly used in
receivers and heterodyne transmitters. The oscilla·
tor/multiplier/amplifier type of transmitter usually
requires some power from the oscillator stage. For
either type of crystal oscillator, the active element
may be a tube or a tr~isto r.
Oscillator Circui ts
The sim plest crystal--oscillator circuit is shown
in Fig. 6-3A. Feedback in this circuit is provided
by the gate-source and drain~ource capacitance.
The circuit shown at B is the equivalent of the
tuned-grid, tuned-plate circuit discussed in the
chapter on vacuum·tube principles, using the
crystal to replace the tuned grid circuit. Although
JFETs are shown in the sample circuits at A and B,
MOSFETs or triodes may al!K\ be employed, using
the connections shown in 6·3C through F.
For applications where some power is required
from the Cl)'stal oscillator, Ihe circuits shown in

~
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Fig. 6·3 - Simple eryst,,1 O$Citl"tor circuiu. tAl Pierce, (61 FET, te·FI other c\eY;pl$ that c"n al$o be
used in the circuits of A and B with appropriate changE!S in supply Voltage.
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(e)

ELEcrAON COUPLED

BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR

(GAIO-PLATE)

Fig. 6-4 - Crystel-owillator ci rcu its that ere designed to dEiliver power. u te ! rHOna!e at the crystal
frequency, or II mu ltiple thereof if the $&cond, third, o r fourth harmonic is the desired OUtput frequency.

Fig. 64 may be employed. At A, I bipolar
transistor is used, whUe the lube circuits (8, C) are

somewhat more complicated. They combine the
functions of oscillator and amplifier or frequency

multiplier in

II

dngie tube. In these circuils, the

screen of a tatTOOe o r pentode is used as the plate
in II triode oscilJalor. Power outpu t is laken from a
separate tuned tank circuit in the leWa! plate
circuit. Alth ough the oscillato r iUelf is not en tirely
independent of adjustment! made in the piale tank
ciJcuit when the lattet is tuned near the
fundamental frequency of the crystal, the effects
can be satisfactorily minimized by proper choice of
the oscillator tu be.
The oscillators of Fig. 648 and 64C are a
modification of the grid-plate circuit of Fig. 6-3B.
In Fig. 64C the pound point has been moved
from the cathode to the plate of the oscillalor (in
other words, to the scree n of the tube). Excitation
is adjusted by proper proportioning of 22· and
l()O.pF feedback capaciton.
When some t ypes of tuqes are used in the
circuits of Fig. 6-4B, oscill atio n wiD stop when the
ou tput plate circuit is tuncd to th e crystal
frequency, and it is nccessary to operate with the
plate tank circuit c ritically detuned for ma ximum
ou tput with stabil ity. However, when the 6G K6 ,
l2BY7A, 5763, o r the lower·power 6AH6 is used
with proper adjustment of excitation, it is possible
to tune to the crystal frequency without stoppin«
mcillation_ 1bese tube$ also o perate with less
crystal current than most other types for I given
+ tZV
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power output, and less frequency change QC(;un
when the plate circuit is tuned through the cyrstal
frequency (less than 25 Hertz It 3.5 MHz.).
Crystal current may be estimated by observing
rela tive briUiance of a 60-mA dial lamp connected
in series with the crys tal. Current should be held to
the minimum for satisfactory output by careful
adju stme nt o f excitation. With the operating
vol tages show n, satisfactory output should be
obtained with.crystal currents o f 40 rnA or less.
In these tu be circuits, output may be obtained
at mu ltiples of the crystal frequency by tuning the
plate tank ciJcuit to the desired hannonK:, the
oulput d rop ping off, of course, at the higher
harmonics. Especially for harmonic opera tion, a
low-C plate tank. circuit is desi rable.
Practical Conside raCions
The operation of a crystal oscillalor is often
hampered because vhf parasitic oscillations also
occur in the circu it. An effecCive way of killing
parasitic! is the use of a low-value composi tion
resistor o r fe rrite bead, as shown in Fig. 6-5. The
paIasit ic stopper can be located on the gate (grid o r
base) lead, and it should be placed as close as
possible to the transis tor. The circuit at A may be
used for low-power applications. If a crystal above
1 MHz. Is to be used it may be advisable to include
a trimmer capacitor across tlle crystal to allow the
crystal frequency to be sct exactly.
It is often desirable in fm and lib gear to use
several 'crystals, swi tch-selected in a single oscilla-
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Fig. 6-5 ~ Two practical crystal-05Cillalor desip. (A) For low·power Otltput applications such as a
conversion oscillator or BFO, (8)." .~ampl. of d iode switching of crvstals. Th. rf choke on the base lead
of the transiSlor i, a ferrite bead which prevents vhl parasi tic oscillation.
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HARTLEY

HARTLEY

(GAOUNDED DRAIN )

(GROUNDED CATIIOOE)

b

'"

<E)
PENTOOE
SERIES-TUNED COLPITTS

B!POLAR HARTLEY

(GROUNOED DRAIN)

Fig. 6-6 - VFO circu iU. The devices shown in Fig. 6-2C through F may 11150 be employed as the active
component.

tor. If manual switching is used, the leads to the
switch may introduce sufficient additional capacitance to upset the ope ration of the circuit.
Therefore, the use of diode switching, such as
shown in Fig. 6-SB, is now popular. Any
high-speed switching diode may be employed. The
use of diode Switching for low-level tank circuits,
especially in receivers, has gained wide acceptance.
A special diode known as the PIN has been
developed for this purpose. In any diode-switching
circuit it is important to insure that the swi tching
bias is many times larger than the peak If voltage
present.

. VARI ABLE·FREQUENCY
OSCI L LATORS
The frequency of a VFO depends entirely on
the values of inductance and capacitance in the
circuit . Therefore, it is necessary to take careful
steps to minimize changes in these values not under
the con trol of the operalor. As examples, even the
minute changes of dimensions with tempelliture,
particularly those of the coil, may result in a slow
but noticeable change in frequency called drift.
The effective input capacitance· of the oscillator
tube, which must be connected ac ross the circuit,
changes with variations in elcctrode voltages. This,
in tum, causes a change in the frequency of the
oscillator. To make use of the power from the
oscillator, a load, usually in the form of an
amplifier, mus t be cou pled to the oscillator, and

varia tions in the load may reflect on the frequency.
Very slight mechanical movement of the components may result in a shift in frequency, and
vibration can cause modulation.
In the past different techniques have been used
to design the V'F0s for transm itters and receivers.
However, today the same circuits m3Y be used for
either application. In receivers the VFO is usually
called an UFO.
VFO Circuits
Fig. 6-6 shows the mos t commonly used
circuits. They are all designed to minimize the
effects mentioned above. The oscillating circuits in
Figs. 6-6A and B are the Hartley type; those in C
and D 3re Colpitts circuits. (See chapler on
vacuum-tube principles.) In the circuits of A, Band
C, all of the above-mentioned effects, except
changes in indue lance, are minimized by the use of
a high-Q tank circuit obtained through the use of
large tank capacitances. Any uncontrolled changes
in capacitance thus become a very small percentage
of the total circuit capacitance.
In the series-tuned Colpitts circuit of Fig. 6-6D
(sometimes called the Clapp circuit), a high-Q
circuit is obtained in a different manne r. The tube
is tapped ac ross only a IDlail portion of the
oscillating tank circuit, resulting in very loose
coupling between tube and circuit. The taps 3re
provided by a series of three eapacitors acI OSS the
coil. Tn addition, the tube capacitanees are shunted
by large capacitors, so the effects of the tube changes in electrode voltages and loading - are still
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BUF FER

transmitter, beyond the YFO frequency control,
will have negligible effect on the frequency. Thit
can be done by adding isolating 5tage or stages
whose tuning is fIXed bet'>\'Cen the oscillator and
the fmt tuna ble amplifier stage in the transmitte r.
Fig. 6-7 A shows such an arrangement that gives
good isolation. A pc ntodc tube is operated with a
low·im pedance resistive load, and regulated screen
voltage. At B a simple follower circuit is used. The
disadvantage of this circuit is that the level of the
ou tput wil l be quite low, usually less than one volt.
Bipolar transistors are used in a direct-coup)ed
follOWer arrangement in Fig. 6·7C, providing a
higher level of output (above 3 V) than was
possible with the design shown at B. The I bility of
a buffer stage to isolate the YFO from the load can
be tested simply. Use a receiver to monitor the
VFO. and listcn IS the buffer output is firs t )eft
open and then sho rted.. A good butTer will hold the
frequency change to less than 100Hz. Often the
frequency change may be in the order of several
kHz when this test is made, an indication th at the
bu ffe r is not do ing its job.
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"FIg. 6-7 - Isolati ng SI8Q11$ to be used between
VFQ and t he f ollowing amplifier o r mixer nage.
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fu rther reduced . In contrast 10 the preceding
cif(:u its, the resulting lank circuit has a high LIe;
ratio and therefore the tank current is much lower
than in the circui ts using highC tanks. As a result,
it will usually be found (hu, other things being
equal, drift will be less with th e lowe circuit.
For best slability. the ratio of C2 to C4 should
be as high as possible wilhoul slo pping oscillation.
The permissible ratio will be higher the higher the

Q of the coil an d the mutua! co nduc tance of the
tube. I f the cirCllil does not oscillate over the
desired range, a coil of higher Q must be used or

the ca pacitance of C2 an d C3 reduced.
The penlodc tu be of 6-6E or any of the active
devices shown in Fig. 6-3 may be used in either th e
Hartley or Colpitts circuits. Good resu lts can be
ob tained with both tubes and t ransistors, so the
choice of the active device is often a mattc r of
personal preference.
Load lsotalion

In spite of the precautiomi already discussed,
the tuning of later stages in the InmsmitteJ may
cause a noticeable change in rrequency. This etTecl
can be reduced considerably by dcsigning a
pcntode oscillator for half the desired freq uency
and doubling frequency in the output circuit.
It is desirabl e, al though no l a strict net'Cssity If
detuning is recognized and taken into accoun t, to
approach as closely as possible the condition where
the adjustment of luning controls in the

Chi rp, PuILing and Drift
. Any oscillator will change frequency with an
exlrtme change in pla te screen voltages, and the
use of stabilized sources for both is good practice.
But steady so urce voltages cannot alter the fact of
the ex treme volt. changes that take place when
an oscillator is keyed or heavily amplitudemodulated. Consequently some chirp or fm is the
inescapable result of oscillator kcying or heavy
ampli tude modulat ion.
A keyed or ampli tude-modulated amplifier
prese nts a variable load to the driving stage. I f the
driving stage is an oscillator, the keyed or
modulated stage (t he variable load) may "pull" the
oscillator frequency during keying or modulation. TItis may cause a "chirp" on cw or incidental
fm on a-m phone. In either case the cure is to
provide one or more "buffer" or isolating stages
between the oscillator stage and the varying load.
If this is not done, the keying OJ modulation may
be lillk bettcr than when t he oscillator itself is
keyed or modu lated.
Frequency dri ft is minimized by limiting the
temperature excursions of the frequency-de tennining components to a mi nimum. This calls for good
ventil ation and a minimum of heat-gene ra ting
compOnents.
Variable capacitors should have ceramic insulation, good bearing contacts and should prefe rably
be of the double bearing type_ Fixed capacitors
should have zero-temperature coefficients. The
tube socket should have ce ramic insulation.
Temperatu re Compem;ation
If, despite the obscrvance of good. osciUato r

construction practice, the warm-up drift of an
oseiUator is too high, it is caused by high-temperature operation o f the oscillator. If the ve ntilat ion
cannot be improved (to reduce th e ul timate
tempelli tu re), the frequency drift of the oscillator
can be reduced by the addition o f a " tempera turecoefficient capacitor_" These are available In
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negative and positive coefficients, in contJast to
the zero-coefficient "NPO" types.

r

Oscillator CoiJs an d Vibration
The Q of inductors either in the VFO circuitry
proper or in a succeeding stage should be as high as
possi ble. The coil should be well SPlIced from
shields an d other conducting surfaces in order to
reduce undesirable eddy-current effects. A heavy·
gauge solld wire is recom mended for interII
ot
co nnecting leads and lengths should be kepi short.
While heating generally produces long-term
drift, this is usually not as serious as sudden
freq uency changes caused by vibration. All
components should be securely fastened to the
VFO chassis and circuit board wilh the entire
assembly shock mounted on rubber grommet
cushions. Care should also be laken concerning the
._~u..tl 1.,....i~u.J
method of coupling the VFO capacitor to the VFO
dia l. Vibration of the panel on whi ch the dial is
•
I.e'
...
mounted should not be transferred to the capacitor
u
"
q
shaft.
.~
~
Filtering
'lW+. f
tel
TIle out put of oscillators, mixer' and similar
stages usually has harmonic and ot her spurious- Fig. 6-8 - Low-PaJs and high-pass Chebyshev
frequency energy along with some desired signal. fi lten normalized to • frequency of 1 M H z and
Depending upon the application, such components inputlootptlt impedance terminations of 52 ohms.
may result in undesirable effects and require Component values for 0.1· and 3-dB ripple-factor
mlering. The circuits shown in Fig. 6-8 can be fil ters are given in Tabte 1.·Passband fl'"equency
respon$C for the O.I-dB tow -pass model Is shown In
employed where either a high-pass or lo~ Fig. 6-8C. Curve is limilar in shape for the 3-dB
mter characteristic is sufficient. (In some instances, model e"cept for te111e faclor. Response fOl" the
a band-pass filter may be rcquired.)
high-pass designs can be determi ned by substituting
These filters are based on a Chebyshev design Iff (M Hz) for f in Fig. 6-8C.
and Component values are given in Table 1. The
filten are "normalized" to a frequency of I MHz tio n to Ihe ones for frequency transla tion.
and an input and output impeda nce of 52 ohms. In Examination of the component values in Table J
order to translate the designs to ot her frequencies, indicates changing thc impedance level to a someall that is necessary is to divide the compone nt what highe r one is advisable if practical. ntis
values by the new frequency in MHz. (The I-MHz would avoid having very small inductance values
value represents a "cutoff" frequency. That is, Ihe and high caPlicitance value5 which might be
attenuation increases rapidly above this frequency unhandy in constructing I mter.
in the low-pass c:ue or below Ie in the high·pus
The cholce of niter model depends mostly on
application. This cffect should not be confused the power levcl involved. In low-level stages, the
with the nriations in attenuation in the passband.) effects of variation in insertion loss in the passband
Por instance, if it was desired to eliminate har- usually can be neglected in amateur applications.
monies from a YFO al frequencies above 5 MHl, Consequentl y, the filter with a 3-dB rippl e can be
the inductance and caPlicitance values would be used. However, VSWR II closely related to iMerdivided by 5.0.
tion lou and the O.I·d B filtcr should be selected in
Other impedance levels can also be used by powc r-amplificr stages where VSW R eQuid cau$C
multi plying the inductors by the ratio Zo/52 and harmful effects. " ,e O.l -dB filter shoul d have a
the Cllpacilon by 52/7:0 where 20 is the new IlUIxim um VSWR of approximately 1.4:\. UnforImpedance. This facto r shoul d be applied in addi- tunately, tlle O.I-dB design doesn't have the rapi d
roUoff that the 3--dB model possesses as can be seen
by the tabulated data in 1-ig. 6-8C. While other
TABLE I
mten are possible with different ripple factors, tlle
ones ·shown in Fig. 6·8 should cover a wide variety
Chmponent values ror rilleu shown in FiJJ. 6-8.
of ap plicationt.. .
Inductances are in micJohenriesa nd ClpaCIta nces
are in pico rarads.
A PRACTICAL VFO CIRCUIT
Fig. 6-&4 (/.PJ Ll
C2
La
C4
f.~
The circuit shown in Fig. 6·9 is fo r a solid-state
Fig. 6-88 (HPJ C1
L2
Ca
L4
C~
VFO cove ring 3.5 to 4 MHz. A number of
9.49 4197 16.4 4197 9.49
measu res have bee n taken to preven t harmonic and
O, I-dB LP
28.8 2332 37.6 2332 28.6
3-dB LP
spuri ous out puts th at 50 oft en plague transislo r
2669 6.04 1550 6.04 2669
O.J -dB HP
designs. Examination of Fig. 6·9 will show th ai a
879 10.9 61S 10.9
3-dB HP
diode, CR2 is corulccted be tween the signal ga te
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of Ql and ground. This diode should be des igned
for high-speed switchi ng - a I N9 14 is suitable and should be connected wit h its anode toward
gate 1. It clamps on th e positive.going half of the
cycle to preven t Ql from reaching high peak
tI1lIlscorKiuclance, the time peri od whe n the
output from the oscillator is rich in hannonic
ene rgy . This technique should be applied to any
JFET or MOSFET oscillator, but docs not work
with bipolar-trans istor oscillators. CRl does not
impair the pe rfo rmance of the VFO. Additional
harmonics can be generated at Q2 and Q3, so
attention must be given to tha i part of the circuit
as well. Note th at the collec tor of Q3 is tapped
\W1I down on L3. The tap provides an imped ance
match for the circuit, but still represents a high
im pedance at the harmonic frequencies, if not
located too near the cold end of L3, thus
con tri bu ting to a cleaner outpu t signal. Howeve r,
even though these precautions arc taken, it is no t
uncommon to find that the second and third
harmo nics from a tran sistor ou tput stage arc only
down some 10 to 15 dec ibels in level from the
fund ame ntal signal. By taking the VF O ou tp ut at
low impedMce, 1.4, a low-pass, dou ble-sec tion
m te r eM be used to diminish the h3llJl0nie to a
level that is some 30 decibe ls or more below that
of the desired output signal. FLl is designed for
3.5 to 4-MHz use, and assures a clean output signal
from the VFO.
V FO Outpu t Level and Impedance
One of the things that perplexes many
firsHime users o f transis torized VFOs is the matte r
of sufficien t signal ou tput to prope rly excite a
transmitte r input siage, or to su pply adequate
injection voltage to a receivcr o r transmitter mixer.
The rms output o f a solid-state VF O is limited by
its low-impedance ou tpu t port . In the circuits of
Fig. 6·9 the ou tpu t would usually be taken across
the em itter re sistor of Q2, the bu ffer. Ty pically,
the rms ou tpu t voltage at that poin t in thecircuit will be on the o rder of 0.5 to 2 volts.
Tu be mixers can req ui re up to several volts of
oscillator signal in o rder to functio n p roperly. Most

Fig. 6-9 - A typical VFO
design showing e)(/tmsive
use of buffering and filrering to achieve a highlV stable output with low spur ious-frequencv conlent.

solid-sta te transmitters need from 3 to 10 volts of
drive on the base o f Ihe first power stage, and a
reasonable amount of driving power is needed to
satisfy this requirement. Driving power is generally
required b y the grid of the firs t stage of a tube
transmitter. The VF O should, therefore, be capable
of supply ing from 0 .5 to I watt of powe r ou tput.
The Class--C am plifier, Q3, provides the needed
power ou tput. Should the driven stage present a
low-impcdance to the VFO, output can be taken
directly from the side of F Li opposite Q 3. If,
however, the driven stage of the transmittcr or
receiver has a high inpu t impedance, some me thod
must be used to p rovide the required impedance
transformation, low to high. A b road-band toroidal
step-up transfonner, T l , is used for this p urpose in
F ig. 6·9. The second ary of the transfonncr is
resonant somewhere in the operating range of the
VFO, and takes advantage o f the stray circu it
capacitance, normally around 10 pF , to establish
resonance. The impedance-transformation ratio is
set b y adjusting the number o f turns on the
primary wind ing. Alternatively. T1 can be replaced
by a tuned cireuit of conventional design. It can be
equ ipped with a fixed-value capacitor and 11
SoIug-tuned inductor, or a fixed-val ue inductor can
be used with a variable capaci tor to pennit peaking
the output at the operating frequency . The use of a
tuned cireuit will assure somewhat better efficiency than will the broadband transformer, T l. Th us,
it can be seen that the ci rcu it must be tailored to
the need.
Chee ki ng VFO S tability
A VFO sh ou ld be checked thoroughly before it
is placed in regular operation o n the air. Since
succeeding am plifier stages may affect" the signal
characteristics, final tests should be made with the
complete transmitter in ope ration. Almost any
VF O will show signals of good quali ty and stability
when it is running free and no t connected to 11
load. A well-isola ted monitor is a neces!ilty.
Perhaps the most convenient, as weD as one o f the
most satisfac tory, weD-shielded moni toring arrangements is a rece ive r combined with a harmonic
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from a frequency standard. (See the Measurements
chapter for suitable circuits.) The receiver BFO is
turned off and the VFO &ignal is tuned to beat
with the signal from the crystal oscillator instead.
In this way any receiver instability caused by
overloading the input circuits, which may result in
"pulling" of the hf oscillator in the receiver, or by
a change in line voltage to the receiver when the
transmitter is keyed, will not affec i the reliabili ty
of the check. Most crystals have a sufficiently low
temperature coefficient to give a check on drift as
well as on chirp and signal quality if they are not
overloaded.
Harmonics of the crystal may be used to beat
with the transmi tter &ignal when monitori ng at the
higher frequencies. Since any chirp at the lower
frequencies will be magnified at the higher
frequencies, accurate checking can best be done by
monitoring at a harmonic.
The distance between the crystal oscillator and
receiver should be adjus ted to give a good beat
between the crystal oscillator and the transmitter
&ignal. When u&ing harmonics of the crystal
oscillator, it may be necessary to attach a piece of
wire to the oscillator as an an tenna to give
sufficient signal in the receiver. Checks may show
that the stability is sufficiently good to pennit
oscillator keying at the lower frequencies, where
break·in operation is of greater value, but that
chirp becomes objectionable at the higher frequen·
cies. If further improvement does not seem
possible, it would be logical in this case to use
oscillator keying at the lower frequencies and
amplifier keying at the higher frequencies.
Premixing
It is difficult to build a variable·frequency

oscillator for operation above 10 MHz with drift of
onl y a few Hz. A scheme called premixing, shown
in Fig. 6·\ OA, may be used to obtain VFO output
in the 10- to 50-MHz range. The output of a highly
stable YFO is mixed with energy from a
crystal-controlled oscillator. The frequencies of the
two oscillators are chosen so that spurious outputs
gene rated during the mix ing process do not fall
within the desired outpu t range. A bandpass filter
at the mixer output attenuates any out·of·band
spurious energy. The charts given in Chapter 8 can
be used to choose oscillat or combinations which
will have a minimum of spurious out puts. Also,
Cha pter 8 contains a discussion of mixer-circuit
design.
PLL

Receiver.; and transmitters of advanced design
are now using phase-locked loops (PLl.s) to
generate highly stable local oscillator enerS)' up
into the microwave region. The PLL has the
advantage that no milting stage is used in
conj unction with the output oscillator, so the
ou tpu t energy is quite "clean." The Galaxy R·530,
the CoDins 651&- 1, and the National HR().6oo
currently use PLL high-frequency oscillator systems.
The basic diagram of a PLL is shown in Fig..
6-10B. Output from a voilage-controUed oscillator

OUlPUT

PREMIX ING

(A)

OUTPUT

Fig. 6-10 - Block diagrams of the (AI premixing
and (B) phase~ock~oop schemes.

(VCO) and a frequency standard are fed to a phase
detector which produces an output voltage equal
to the difference in frequency between the two
signals. The e"or voltage is amplified, filtered, and
applied to the Yeo. The error voltage changes the
frequency of the YCO until it is locked to the
standard. The bandwidth of the error·voltage filter
determines the frequency range over which the
system will remain in phase lock.
Three types of phase·locked loops are now in
use. TIle simplest type uses hannonics of a crystal
standard to phase·lock an HFO, providing the
injection for the r1J5t mixer in a double-conversion
receiver. A typical circuit is given in Fig. 6·1l.
Complete construction details on this PLL were
given in QST for January, 1972. A second type of
phase-l.ocked loop uses a stable mf VFO all the
standard which stabilizes the frequency of an hf or
vhf YCO. This approach is used in the receiver
described by Fischer in QST, March, 1970.
The o ther PLL sys tem also uses a crystal·
controlled standard, but with programmable
frequency dividers included so that the veo
ou tput is always locked 10 a crystal reference. The
frequency is changed by modifying the instructions
to the dividers; steps of 100 Hz are usually
employed for hf receiven while I O·kHz increments
are popular in vhf gear. The use of a PLL for fm
demodula tion is covered separately in Chapter 14.

VFO DIALS
One of the tasks facing an amateur builder is
the difficulty of rmding a suitable dial and drive
assembly for a VFO. A dial should provide a
sufficiently slow rate of tuning - 10- to 25·kHz
per knob revolution is considered op timum without backlash. Planetary drives are popular
because of their low cost; however, they often
develop objectional backlash after a short pe riod or
use. Several types of two-speed drives are available.
They are well suited to homemade amateur
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Fig. 6·11 - A practical phMe-locked osc illator
intended for application as t he crvstal-controlled
HFO in a transmitter o r re.::eiwr. T he crystal
frequency should be chosen so that the harmonic
content of the uandard is su ffi cient at the d esired

equipment. Several of the construction projects
described elsewhere in this book employ this type
of dial. The Eddystone 898 precision dial has long
been a favorite with amateurs, although the need
to elevate the VFO far above the chassis introduces
some mechanical-stability problems. If a penneability tuned oscillator (PTO) is used , one of the
many types of turn countcrs made for vacuum
variable capacitors or rotary inductors may be
employed.

66

output frequency. A 2()().kHz erystal is good to 40
MHz, 500-k Hz crystal 10 60 MHz, and I -MHz
crystal 10 80 MHz. L 1 and L3 are chosen 10
re-sonate at t he de-sired outpul frequency.

final adjustment, !he platcs of the capacitor must
be filed until linear readout is achieved. In a PTO,
the pitch of the oscillator coil winding may be
varied so that linear frequeney ehange results from
the travel of the tuning slug. Sueh a VFO was
described in QST for July, 1964. A different
approach was employed by Lee (QST, November,
1970), using a variable-capacitance diode (Varicap)
as the VFO tuning element. A me Ier which reads
the voltage applied to the Varicap was calibrated to
indicate the VFO frequency.

Linear Readout
If linear-frequency readout is desired on the
dial, the variable capacitor must be only a small
portion of the total capacitance in the oscillator
tank. Capacitors tend 10 be very nonlinear near !he
ends of rotation. A gear drive providing a I.S: I
reduction should be employed so that only the
cen ter of the capacitor range is used. Then, as a

,-,

I~;

I

.

i

-,

I

tCJ

Fig. 6-12 - A 5-digit readout us ing light-i!mitt ing
d iodes.

Elec tronic Dials
An electronic dial consists of a simplified
frequency counter which reads either the VFO or
operating frequency of a transmitter or receiver.
The advan tage of an electronic dial is the excellent
accuracy (to one Hertz, if desired) and the fact
thai VFO tuning does not have to be linear. The
readout section of the dial may use neon-glow
tubes called Nixies (a trade name of the Burroughs
Corp.), or a seven-segment display using incandescent lamps, filament wires in a vacuum tube, or
LEOs Oight-emitti ng diodes). A typical LED
display is shown in Fig. 6-12. The use of MS I and
LSI circuits, some containing as many as 200
transistors on a single chip, reduces the size
required fo r an electronic dial to a few square
inches of eircuit-board space.
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Frequency Multiptiers
ELECTRONIC DIAL

Fig. 6-13 - Bl ock diagram of a frequency counter.

A typical counter circui t is given in Fig. 6-13.
The accuracy of the counter Is determined by a
crystal standard which Is often refened to as a
clock . The output from a lOG-kHz calibration
oscillator, the t ype orten used in receivers and
uansceivers, may be empl oyed if aCCllracy of 100
Hz is sufficient. For readout dow n to I Hz, a 1- to
100MHz AT-(: ut crySiai shou ld be chosen, because
this type o f high-accuracy crystal exrobilS the best
temperature stability. The clock output energy is
divided in dccade-cou nter les to provide the pulse
which opens the Inpu t ga te of the coun ler for a
presel time. The nu mber of rf cycles wroch pass
through the gate while it is open are cou nted and
stored. Storage is used so that the readout does not
blink. At the end of each counting cycle the
information that has been stored activates the
display LEOs, which present the numbers coun ted
until another count cycle is complete. A com plete
electronk dial arranged to be combined with an
existing transmitter or receiver was described in
QST for October 1970. Abo, Mac1eish et a/
reported an adapter which allows a commercially
made frequency countcr to be mated with ham
gear so that the counter perfonns as an elec tronic
dial (QST, May, 197 1).

Multiplications of four or five sometimes are
used to reach the bands above 28 MHz from a
lower-frequency crystal, but in the majority or
lower-frequency transmitten, mu ltiplication in I
single stage is limited to I factor of two or three_
Screen-grid tubes make the best mu ltiplien because
their high powcr-sensitlvity makes them easie r to
drive properly than triodes.
Since the input and output circuits Ire not
tu ned close to the same frequency, neutralization
usually will no t be required. Instances may be
encountered with tu bes of high transconductance,
however, when a doubler will oscillate in t.g.t.p.
fashion.
Frequency multiplien using tubes are operated
Class C, with the bias an d drive levels adjusted for
plate-<:urre nl condu ction of less than 180 degree&.
MULTIPLIER
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Single-Tu be Multi plier
Outpu t at a multiple of the frequ ency al which
it is being driven may be ob tained from an
amplifier stage if the ou tput ci rcuit Is tuned to a
harmonic of the exciting frequency instead of to
the funda mental. Thus, when the frequency at the
grid is 3.S MHz, output at .7 MHz, 10.5 101 Hz, 14
101Hz, etc., may be obtained by tun ing the plale
tan k circuit to one of these freq uencies. The circuit
otherwise remains the same as that for a straight
am plifIer, although some of the values and
operating conditions may require change for
maximum multiplier ef(jciency.
A pnictical limit to efficiency and output
within normal tu be IlItings is reached when the
multiplier is operated at maximum pennissibk
plate yoltage and maximum permissible grid
cun ent. 11te plate cu rrent should be reduced as
~ to limit the dissipation to the rated value
by increasing the bias and decreasing the loading.
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Fig. 6-14 - Frequency-multjpljer cireu iU.
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Fig. 6·15 - Driver stages using tAl a pentode tube and IBI 8 bilHllar power transistor.

For maximum efficiency. a double r requires a
plate-o::onduction angle of abou t 110 degrees, while
a tripler needs 100 degrees. a quadrupler 80
degrees, and · a quintupler 65 degrees. For higher
orden of multiplication in creased bias and more
drive Ille needed.

A typical circuit using a 6CL6 penlode tube is
shown in Fig. 6- 14 A. The inpu t circuit is tuned to
the driving frequency while the oulput tank is set
for the desired harmonic. If such a multiplier were
to be operated directly into an antenna, additional
selectivity would be necessary 10 prevent the
radiation of hannonic ene rgy (other than the
desired freque ncy).

drive requ ired. If a high level of drive is available,
the bias circuit may be omilted_
A number of inlegrated circuiu can be
employed as frequency mullipliers_ The circuil at C
uses a Motorola MC I496G (o r the Signetics
S5596, or Fairchild 1tA796) u a doubler. The
input signal is balanced out in the Ie, so only the
desired second harmonic of the input frequency
appears at the output. With suitable bYPaM
capacitors this doubler can be used from audio 10
,hr.

DRIVERS

A single- or paraUeI-tube mUl tiplie r will delive r
output at either eve n or odd mu ltiples of the
exciting frequ ency. A push-pull slage does nol
work as a doubler or quadruplcr bUI it will work as
a tripler.

Pentode tubes are usually chosen for thc driver
stages of tube transmitters because they provide
high amplification, orten without requiring neutralization. Many of the reec h'ing-type pentodes and
smaller 1V sweep tubes may be employed. The
6CL6, 6GK6, 12BY7A, 6BA6, 6AU6, and 6DC6
are often ehose n. In cw lind fm service the driver
stage is operated Class C, while for ssb operation
the Oass-A mode is preferred 10 keep disto rtion 10
a minimum (third-order product! at leut 50 dB
down), In sm' exciten alc voltage is often applied
to a driver stage, in which case a semiremotc<utofT
tube is desirable. Sharp-<:u tofT type s arc not
acceptable because of a rapid increase in distortion
as ale vol tlll:c drives the grid inc re asingly negative.
A typical tube drive r stage is $hown in Fig. 6·15
at A. The output load is a paraDel-resonant circuil.
Often a bandpass network is used, so that the stage
does not have to be tuned by a panel con trol. Also,
cou pling wi th a band pass tnmsfonner provides a
higher ord er of attenua tion of harm onic and
spurious signals. At Fig. 6-15B, a 2N3632
medium-po_r transisto r serveS u a Clao;s-C driver.
Note thaI this circuit is not suitable for ssb service.

Transistor Multipliem

BlOiIdband Driver

A transistor deve lops hannonic energy wi th
good efficiency, often causing harmonic-ou tput
problems in straight-through amp lifieQ. Two
harrnonic-generating modes are present, parametric
multiplication and multiplication caused by the
nonlinear characteristic presented by the basecollector junction_ Transistors may be used in
single-ended, push-puD, or push-push circuits. A
typical push-puD tripler is shown in Fig. 6- 148. A
small amount of forward bias has been added to
the bases of the 2N2 102s to reduce the amount of

Transisto r circuits often require complex
inters tage cou pling nctwo rks, because of the low
input and output impedance eharolcteristics of
bipolar deviecs. Designing a solid-state multiband
hf transmitter offen requ ires some very complex
band-swilch arrangements. To eliminate this
problem, the cummt trend is to use a broadband
mu ltistage driver th at coven 3.5 to 30 MHt, for
exam ple, without switching or tuning adjuSlmcnts.
A typjcal circuit, similar to that used in
Signal/Ol\e'. ex-7 transeeiver, is shown in Fig.

Push-Push Multipliers
A two-tube circuit which works ....~11 at even
hannoniC5, but nol at the fundamental o r odd
harmonics, is known as the push-push circuit. The
grids are connected in push·puD while the plates
are connec tcd in paraDe!. The efficicncy of a
doubler using this circuit ap proaches th at of a
straight amplifie r.
ntis arnmgemen t has an advantage in some
applications. If the heater of one tube is turned
off, its grid·plate capacitance, being the same as
that of the remaining tube, serves to neutralize the
circuit. Thus provision is made for eithe r straight
amplification at th e fundamental with a single
tube. or doubling frequency with two tube s.

Ptuh-Pull Multiplier

Drivers
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Fig. 6-16 - Interlt.&ge coupling networks for lA, BI
tubes, Ie-E) trensistor stageS, and IF) a grounded-

grid amplifier.

6-17_ Only a few millivolts of ssb or cw drive will
provide suflkient output 10 drive a 4CX2S0B
ope rating Class AB1' interslage coupling is

accomplished with hrnllcthand toroidal transfonnen. Feedback is added from the collector to the
el'l)i tter of each bipolar-transistor stage to imp rove
linearity. Output impedance of the broadband
drivel is approximately 390 ohms.
Intentage Coupling
To achieve the maximu m transfer of power
belween the drive r and the succeeding amplifier
stage, the output impedance of the driver must be
matched to the input impedance of the following
amplifier. Some fonn of rf coupling or impedancematching nelWork is needed. The capacitive system
of Fig. 6-16A is the simplest of aU coupling
systems. In this circuit, the plate tank circuit of the
driver, CILI; serves also as the grid tank of the
amplifier. Although it is used more frequently than
any other sys tem. it Is less flexible and has certain
limitations that must be taken into consideration.
The two stages cannot be separated physically
any appreciable distance without involving loss in
transferred power, radiation from the coupling lead
and the danger of feedback from this lead. Since
both the output capacitance of the driver tube and
the input capacitance or the amplifier are acros.s
the single circuit, it is sometimes difficult to obtain
a tank circuit with a sufficiently low Q to provide
an efficient circuit at the higher frequencies. The
coupling can be varied by altering the capacitance
of the coupling capacitor, C2. The driver load
impedance is the sum of the amplifier grid
resistance and the reactance or the coupling
capacitor in series, the coupling capacitor serving
simply as a series reactor. The driver load resistance

increases with a decrease in the capacitance of the
coupling capacito r.
When the amplifier grid impedance is lower
than the optimulU IUilu r<::>i:>I.iUI"'" fur the driver, ill
transfonning action is possible by tapping tbe grid
down on the tank coil, but this is not
recommendcd because it invariably causes an
increase in vhf harmonics and sometimes sets up I
parasitic circuit.
So far as coupling is concerned, the Q or the
circuit is or little significance . Howeve r, the other
considerations discussed earlier in con nection with
tank~ircuit Q should be observed.
Pi-Network Inter:sbge Coupling
A pi-section tank circuit, as shO'Nll in Fig.
6-16B, may be used IS a coupling device between
screen-grid amplifier stages. The circuit can also be
considered a coupling arrangement with the grid of
the amplificr tapped down ·on the ci rcuit by means
of a capacitive divider. In cont rast to the
tapped~oU method mentioned previously, this
system will be very effective in reducing vhf
harmonics, because the output capacitor pl'O'lides a
direct capacitive shunt for hannonics across the
amplifier grid circuit.
To be mos l efrective in reducing vhf harmonies,
the output capacitor should be a mica capacitor
eonnectcd directly ac ross the lu~kct terminals. TappJTl& down on the circuit in this manner
also helps to stabilize the amplifier. Since the
coupling to the grid is comparatively loose under
any condition, it may be found tluit it is impossible
to utifu:e the full powt:r capability of the d~r
stage. If sufficient excitation cannot be obtained, it
may be necesSll)' to raise the plate voltlgC of the
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im pedance of an If power transistor is be tween
several lenths of an ohm and ~ ra1 ohms.
Generally. the higher the power rating of the
device, the lower the input impedance. The base
connection aho has a reactive component which is
capacitive at low frequencies and inductive at
higher frequencies. AI some frequency, usually
be tween 50 and I SO MHz, the base lead will be
self-resonant. The input impedance will vllJ')' with
drive level, whieh makes a cut-and-try adjustment
of the intentage network necessary.
An intentage network must provide the prope r
impedance transformation while tu ning out reactance in the transistors. The reactive components
of the base and collectors of power transistors are
of such magnitude that they must be included in
any network calculations. Fig. 6-16 shows several
networks ca pable of intcrstagc ma tching in a
multistage lIansis tor am plifier. At C, a T network
is pictured. The value of the inductor is chosen so
that its reactance is much greater than the
capacitive reac tance of the second t rn nsistor's base
circuit. The ca pacitive div ider provides the
impedance match between the collector and the
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Fig. 6-17 - A soIl d·st ate broad band d river for 3 to

30 MHz. The des ign of transformers T l . T2 and T3
is covered Ill ter in t he chapter,
driver, if this is penn issible. O therwise a laJger

driver lube may be req uired . As shown in Fig.
6-16 8, p:uallel drive r plate feed and amplifier grid
feed are necessary.
Cou pling Transis to r S iages
In st&gCs using bipolar power transistors, the
input circuit must provide a match between the
driver collector and the PA base. The latter
exhibiu a vcI)' low impedance. The input

The circuit of 6- 16D is also basically a T
network in which both the inductor and second
capacitor ate ehose n to have reac tance of a greate r
magnitude than the base~mitter capacitance of the
second transistor. The circuits of C and D requ ire
that the col.lector of the driver transistor be shun t
fed through high-impedance rfchoke. Fig. 6-16E
shows a coupling ne two rk tha t eliminates the need
for a choke. Hero the collector of the driver
transistor. is parallel-tuned and the ~milte r
junction of the following stage is series-tuned.
The remaining cireuit, Fig. 6- 16F, shows the
pi-section network: that is often used to match the
SO-ohm ou tpu t of an exci ter to a grounded-grid
power am plifier. A Q of I or 2 is chosen so that
the circuit will be broad enough to operate &cross
an amateur ba nd wit hout ietuning. The network is
designed for a SQ-ohm input impedance and to
match an output load of 30 to 150 ohms (the
impedance range of the ca th ode of typical
grounded-grid stages). Ty pical LC valUe.JI are given
in the constru ction projecu prese nted latcr in 1I1is
chapter.

a

RF POWER AMPLIFIER CI RCUIT RY
Tube Operating Conditions

In addi tion to proper tan k and output-coupling
circuits, an If ampJirier must be provided wi th
sui table operating vollagel and an rf driving or
excitation voltage. All If amplifie r tubes require a
voltage to operate the mamen t or heater (ac is
usually pe rmissible), and a positive de voltage
between the plate an d filament or eathode (plate
voltage). Most tubes also require a negative de
voltage (biasing voltage) between control grid (grid
No. J) and fllament or cathode. Saeen-grid tubes
require in addition a positive voltage (screen
voltage or grid No.2 voltage) between screen and
filarnent or cathode_
Biasing and plate voltages may be fed to the
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Sources of Tube Electrode Voltages
tube either in series with or in parallel with the
associated rf tank circuit as discussed in the
cha pter on clectrica1 laws and circuits.
It is important to remember that true plate,
screen or biasing voltage is the voltage between the
particular electrode and (liament or cathode. Only
when the cathode is directly grounded to the
chassis may the electrode-to-<:hassis voltage be
taken as the tme voltage. The required rf driving
voltage is applied between grid and cathode.
Power Input and Plate Dissipation
Platc power input is the de power input to the
plate circuit (dc plate voltage X dc plate current).
Screen power input likewise is the dc screen
voltage X the dc $Creen cu rren t.
Plate dissipat ion is the difference between the
rf power delivered by the lube 10 its loaded plate
tank circuit and the dc plate power input. The
screen, on the other hand, does not delivcr any
oUlput power, and therefore its dissipation is the
same as the screen power in put.

TRANSMITTING-TUBE RATINGS
Tube manufacturcrs specify lhe maximum
valu es that should be applied 10 the tubes they
produce. They also publish sets of typical
operating values that should result in good
efficiency and normal tube life.
Maximum values for all of the mos t popular
transmitting tubes will be found in the tables of
transm itting tubes in the last chapter. Also
included are as many sets of typical operating
values as space permits. However, it is recommended that the amateur secu re a transmitting·tube
manual from the manufacturer of the tube or tubes
he plans to use.
CCS and ICAS Ratings
The same transmitting tube may have different
ratings depending upon the manner in which the
tube is to be operated, and the service in wh ich it is
to be used. These different ratings are based
primarily upon the heat that the tube can safely
dissipate. Some types of operation, such as with
grid or screen modulation, are less efficient than
others, meaning that the tube must dissipate more

heat. Other types of operation, such as cw or
single-sideband phone are intelfi1ittent in nature,
resulting in less average heating than in other
modes where there is a continu ous power input to
the tube during transmissions. There are also
different ratings for tubes used in transmittcrs that
are in almost cons tant use (CCS - Continuous
Commercial Service), and for tubes that are to be
used in transmitters that average only a few houlS
of daily OpeIation (l eAS - Intermittent Commercial and Amateur Service). The latter are the
ratings used by amateu'n who wish to obtain
maximum output with reasonable tube life.
Maximum Ratinp.
Maximum ratings, where they differ from the
values given un der typical operating values, are not
nonnally of significance to the amateur except in
special applications. No single maximum value
should be used unless all other ratings can
simultaneously be held within the maximum
values. As an example, a tube may have a
maxim um plate-voltage rating of 2000, a maximum
plate-current rating of 300 mA, and a maximum
plate--power-input rating of 400 watts. Therefore, if
the maximum plate voltage of 2000 is used, the
plate current should be limited to 200 rnA (instead
of 300 rnA) to stay within the maximum
power-input rating of 400 watts.

SOURCES OF TUBE ELECTRODE
VOLTAG ES
Filament or Heater Voltage
The heater voltage for the indirectly he ated
cathode-type tubes found in low-power classifications may val)' 10 percent above or below rating
withou t seriously reducing thc life of the tube. But
the voltage of the higher-power ffiament'-type tube.!
should be held closely between the rated voltage as
a minimum and 5 percent above rating as a
maximum. Make sure that the plate power drawn
from the power line does not cause a drop in
mamen t vol tage below the proper value when plate
power is applied.
Thoriated-type (!laments lose emission when
the tube is overloaded appreciably. If the overload
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has not been too prolonged, emisskm sometimes
may be restored by operating the marnent at rated
vol. with all other voltagllS removed (or I period
of 10 minutes., or at 20 percent above rated voltage
for a few minutes.
Plale Voltage
Dc plate voltage for the operation of If
amplifiers is most often obtained from 11
mnsformer-rectifier-fllter system (see powersuppl y chap ter) designed to deUver the required
plate voltage at the required cumnt. However,
batteries or other dc-generatins devices are
sometimes used in certain types of operation (see
portable-rnobile ehapter).

Bias and Tube Protection
Several methods of ob taini", bias are shown in
Fig, 6·18. At A, bias is obtained by the voltage
drop across a resisto r in the grid de return circuit
when rectified grid current flows. The proper value
or re sistance may be determined by d ividing the
required biasing voltage by the de grid curren t al
which the tube will be operated. Then, so long as
the I f driving voltage is adjusted so th at the de grid
current is th e recommended value, the biasing
voltage will be the proper value. The tube Is biased
only when excitation is applied, since the voltage
drop aero" the resistor depends upon gridoCUrrent
flow. When excitation is removed. the bias falls to
zero. At zero bias most tubell draw power far in
excess of the plate--dissipation rating. So it is
IWv inble 10 make p royiyo;m for proteeti", the tube
when excitation fails by accident, or by intent as it
does when a preceding stage in a cw transmitlcr is
keyed.
If the maximum cw ratings show n in the lube
table s m to be used, the input should be cu t to
zero when the key is open. Aside from this, it is
not necessary that plate cumnt be cut off
completely but only to the point where the rated
dissipation is not exceeded. In this case pia temodulated phone ratings should be used fo r cw
operation, however.
With triodes this protection can be supplied by
obtaining all bias from a $outee of fixed volb.ge., as
shown in Fig. 6-18B. It is preferable, however, to
use only sufficient fixed bias to protec t the tube
and obtain the balance needed for ope rating bias
from a grid leak. The grid-leak resistance is
calculated as above, except that the fixed volt age is
sub tracted first.
Fixed bias may be obtained from dry batteries
o r from a power pack (see power-supply chapter).
If dry batteriC$ are used, they should be checked
pe riodkaJ.Iy. since even thoogh they may show
oonnal voltage, they eventually develop a high
internal resistance.
In Fig. 16-80 , bias is obtained from the voltage
drop acro" a Zener diode in the cathode (or
filament center-lap) lead. Protective bias is
obtained by the voltage drop across VR 1 as a result
of plate (and screen) current fl ow. Since plale
current mus t flow to ob tain a voltage drop across
the resistor, it is obvious that cutoff protective bias
cannot be obtained.

The voltage of the cathode biasing Zener
diode VR I should bechOlen Cor the value which
will ~ the correct operating bias voltagll with
rated pid, plate and screen cum:nlS flowing with
the amplifie r loaded to rated input. Wben
excitation is removed , the input to most types of
tubes will fall to a value that will prevent damage
to the tube, at leas t for the period of time required
to rem ove plate vo ltage. A disadvantage of this
biasing system is that tll e cathode rf connec tion to
ground depends upon a bypass capacitor.
Screen Voltage
For cw and fm operation. and under ce rtain
conditions of phone operation (see amplitude·
modulation chapter), the screen may be operated
[rom a power supply of the s.ame type used fo r
piate supply, exce pt that voltage and curre nt
ratings should be appropriate for screen requirements. The screen may also be operated through a
series resistor or volt age-divider fro m a sautee of
higher vollage, sueh as the pla te·voltage su pply,
thus malc: ing a separate su pply for the screen
unnecessary. Certain precautions are necessary,
depending upon the method used.
It should be kepi in mind that screen cum:nt
varies widely with both excitation and loading. If
the screen is operated from a fixed-vollage source,
the tube should never be operated without plate
voltage and load, otherwise the screen may be
damaged within a short time. Supplying the screen
through a series dropping resistor from a
hiiher-voltare source, such '1lJ the plate sll pply.
affords a measure of protection, since the resistor
causes the screen voltage to drop as the current
increases, thereby limiti ng the power drawn by the
screen. However, with a resisto r, the screen voltage
may vary considerably with excitation, malc:ing it
necessary 10 check the voltage at the screen
tenninal unde r actual operating conditions to make
sure that the screen voltage is normal. Reducing
excitation will cause the screen cum:nt to drop,
increasing the voltqe; incIIlasing excitation will
have I11e opposite effect. These changes are in
addition 10 those caused by changC$ in bias and
plate loading, 50 if a screen~d tube is operated
from a lC.Jic. resistor or a voltage divide r, iu
voltage should be checked as one of the final
adjustments after excitation and loading have bee n
set.
An approximate value fo r the screen-voJtage
dropping resistor may be obtained by dividing the
voltage drop required [rom the su ppl y voltage
(difference between the supply voltage and rtl ted
screen voltage) by the rated screen curren t In
decimal parts of an ampere. Some further
. adjustment may be necessary, as mentioned above,
50 an adjustable resistor with a total resistance
above that calculated showd be provided.
Protecting Screen-Grid Tubes
Considerably less grid bias is required to cut off
an amplifier that has a fixed--voltage screen sup ply
than one that derives the screen voltage through a
high valull of dropping resistor. Wben a "stilT"
screen voltage supply il used, the necessary grid

Transistor Ratings
cutoff voltage may be determined from an
inspection oCthe tube curves or by expe riment.
When the screen is supplied from a series
dtopping resistor, the tube can be protected by the
use of. cJamper tube, as shown in Fig. 6-180. The
grid-leak bias of the amplifier tube with excitation
is supplied also to the grid of the damper tube.
This is u5Ually sufficient to cut off the damper
tube. Howeve r, when excitation is removed, th e
cl.a.mper-tu be bias falls to zero and it draws enough
cumnt through the screen dropping resistor
usually to limit the inpu t to the amplifier to a safe
value. If complete screen-voltage cutoff is desired,
a Zener diode may be inserted in the senen lead.
The regulator diode voltage rating should be high
enough so that it will cease conducting when
excitation is removed.
Feeding Excitation to the Grid
The nquired rf driving voltage is su pplied by an
oscillator generating a voltage at the desired
frequency, either directly or through intermcdbte
amplifiers, mixers, or frequency mUltipliers.
As expl.a.ined in the chaptcr on yacuum·tube
fundamental s, the grid of an amplifier operating
under Clw C conditions must have an exciting
voltage whose peak value exceeds the negative
biasing voltage over a portion of the excitation
cycle. During this portion of the cycle, current will
flow In the grid-catbodc circuit as it does in I diode
cb'cuit when the plate of the diode is positive in
respect to the cathode. 'This requires that the rf
driver supply power. 'lbe power required to
develop the required peak driving voltage across
the grid~at hode impedance of the am pliflCr is the
rf driving power.
The tube tables give approximate figwes for the
grid driving power required for each tube under
. various operating conditions. These fIgUres, however, do not include circuit losses. In teneraJ, the
drivel stage for any Ow C amplificr should be
capable of supplying at least thru times the driving
powe r shown for typical operating conditions at
frequencies up to 30 MHz and from three to ten
times at higher frequencies •.
Since the de grid current relative to the biasing
voltage is rdated to the peak driving voltage, the dc
grid cumnt is commonly used as a convenient
indicator of driving conditions. A driver adjustmen t that results In rated de grid current when the
dc bias is at its rated value, indicates proper
exci tation to the amplifier when it is fully loaded.
In coupling the grid input circuit of an
amplifter to the output circuit of a driving stage
the objective is to load the driver plate circuit so
that the desired amplirlel" grid exci tation is
obtained without exceeding the plate-input rating:\'
of the driver tube.
Driving Impedance
The grid-<:urrent flow that results when the grid
is driven positive in respect to the cathode over a
portion of the excitation cyde represents an
average resistance across which the exciting voltage
must be developed by the driver. In other words,
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this is the load resistance into which the driver
plate circuit must be coupled. The approximate
grid input re»stance Is given by:
Input impedance (ohms)
,. driving powq (HJl IUI X 620 000
de grid current (mA)2
'

For nonnal operation, the driving power and grid
current may be taken from the tube tables. Since
the grid input resistance is a matter of a few
thousand ohms. an impedance step-up is necessary
if the grid is to be fed from a low-impedance
transmwion line

TRANSISTOR RATINGS
Transistor ratings are simUar in $Orne respects to
the maximum limits given for tubes. However,
solid-state devices are generally not so forgiving of
overload; they can qukkly be ruined if a voltage or
current parameter of the device is exceeded. All
semicondu ctors undergo irreversible changes if
their temperature is allo~d to go above a criticaJ
limit.
Voltage Rating
In general, the higher th e collectoHmilter
voltage rating of • transistor the less the chance of
damage when used as an rf power amplifier. A

mismatched load, or the loss of the load entirely,
causes high voltages to appear between the
collector and emitter of the transistor. U the
maximum rating is exceeded, the tranilitor may
break down and pass revel$C current. Transistor
manufacturers are now including a resistance in
series with the emitter lead of each of the many
junctions that make up the powel transistor as
break-down protection. This technique is called
ballasting or balanced emitteu. Another way to
protect a power transistor is to include I Zener
diode from col.lector 10 emitter. The break-down
voltage rating of the diode should be aboye the
peak rf voltage to be de~loped in the ciJ"l;:uit, but
below the maximum ratina: of the power device.
Cunent and Hea t
The cumnt that a po~r device can stand is
~Iated to its ability to dissipate heat. A transistor
is physically small, so high-po~ r models mu!t use
effective heat radiators, called heat sinks, to insure
that the operating temperature is kept to a
moderate value even when large currents are
flowing through the device.
Cooling considerations fOI practical $Olid-state
amplifiers are ouUined below. Manufacturer's
specification m.eets describe a safe operatina: uea
for an individual power transistol. Also, transistors
are rated in tenns of power output, rather than
input, so it should be remembered that a device
specified to deliver 80 watts of output power will
probably be running 160 watts or more input.
Transistor am plifien pass an appreciable amount or
driver power to the output, 8!1 do grounded-grid
tube stages, and this fact must also be taken into
account by the circuit designer.
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Fig. 6·19 - (A) Graph to determine the
lhermal resistance of iii heat sin k d" giv,
en size. The heat sink volume may be
computed by multiplyin g cross-sect ional
area b y heigh t . IB) Approximale mermal
resistan.ce needed for proper cooling of
tWO Iyp&l of transistOf' cases when oper·
ated at the proper tevel$ given .
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FINNfO·TYPE HeAT SINK

IAI
• COOLING
Tubes
Vacuum tubes must be ope rated within the
temperature JaIlgc specified by the manufacturer if
long tube life is to be achieved. Tu bes wi th glass

envelopes rued at up to 2S walts of plate
dissipation may be run without forced-ai r cooling.
If a moderate amount of cooling by convection can
be arranged. If a cane-metal enclosu re is used, and
a ring of 1/4-inch diameter ho les are placed around
the tube socket, nonnal air flow can be relied upon
to rem ove excess heat at room temperatu res.
For tubes with greate r plate dissipation, or
those operated with plate currents in excess of the
manufacturer's ratings (often the case with TV
sweep tu bes) forced air cooling with a fan or
blowe r is needed. Fans. especially th ose designed
for cooling hi-fi cabinets, are prefcmd because
th ey operate quietly. Howeve r, all fans lose their
ability to mOve air when excessive back p~ssu~
exist" For applications where a st~am of air must
be direc ted through iii tube socket, a blower is
usually req uired. Blowers vary in their abi lity to
work agai nst back pressu re, so this specification
should be checked when selccting a particular
model. Some air wil l always leak around the socket
and through other holes in a chassis, so the blower
chosen should have a capacity which is 30 to 50
percent beyond th at called for by the tube
manufactu rer.
An efficient blower is required when using the
external-anode tubes, such as the 4XISOA. Such
tubes represent a trade-off wh ich allows highpower operation with a physieally small device at
the expense of increased complexity in th e cooling
system. Other types of ex ternal -anode tubes are
now being produced fo r conductive cooling. An
electrical insulator which is also an excellcnt
thermal conductor, such as AISiM q:, couples the
tube to a heat sink. Requirements for the heat
dissipator are calculated in the same way as for
power tnn sistors , as outlined below. Similar tubes
are made with special anode struc tures for water or

vapor cooling, all owi ng high-power operation
without producing an objectionable noise level
from the cooling syste m.
Transistor Cooling
Bipolar power transistors usually have the
collector connec:ted directly to the case of the
device, as the collector must dissipate most of the
heat generated when the tnlnsist or is in operation.
However, even the larger use de signs cannot
conduc t heat away fas t enou,dt to keep the
operating temperature of the device functioning
within the safe area, the maximum tempe rature
that a device can stand without damage. Safe lU"Ca
is usually specified in a device data shee t, o ften in
graphical form. Germanium power transistors may
be operated at up to 100 degrees C wh ile the
silicon. types may be run al up to 200 degrees C.
Leakage currents in ge rmanium devices can be very
high at elevated tem pentures; thus, for power
appUcations silicon transistors are preferred.
A thermal sink, property chosen, will remove
beat at a rate which keeps the tnlnsisto[ junction
temperature in the safe area. Fo r tow·powe r
applkations 11 simple clip-on hea t sink will suffice,
while for l OO-watts of input power a massive
cast.aluminu m finned radi ator will be necessary. In
geneTllI, the case temperature of a power transistor
must be kept below the point at which it will
produce a bum when touched.
Uea t-Sink I:)e$gn
Simple heat sinks, made as described in the
Constru ction Practices chapter, can be made more
effective (by 25 percent or more) by applying a
coal of nat·black pain t . Finned radiators are most
effective when placed where maximum air 110w can
be achieved - outside a c~ with the fins placed
ve rtically. The size of a finned heat sink required
to give a desired thermal resistance, a measure of
the abili ty to dissipate heat, is shown in Fig.
6-19A. Fig. 6· 19B is a sim plified chart of the
thermal resistance needed in a he at sink for
transistors in IDS and T044 case" These figures
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Fig. 6-20 - Typical (AI push·pull and (SI parallel ampl ifier circuits.
are based on several assumptions, so Illey can be
considered a worst-case situation. Smaller heat
sinks may be usable.
The thermal design of solid-state circuits has
been covered in QST for April, 1972.
The
surface contact between the transistor case and the
heat sink is extremely important. To keep the sink
from being "hot" with dc, a mica insulator is
usually employed between the transistor case and
the heat dissipator. Newer types of transistors have
a case mounting bolt insulated from the collector
so that it may be connected directly to the heat
sink. Whatever the arrangemen t, the use of a
condu ctive compound such as silicone grease
(Coming PC4) is recommended between the
transistor and the sink. For high-power designs, it
may be desirable to add a small cooling fan,
providing a stream of air across the heat sink, to
keep the size of the heat dissipator within
reasonable limits. Even a light air flow greatly
increases the radiator 's ability to dispose of excess
heat.

•

OUTPUT POWER FROM TRANSMITTERS
cw o~ FM: In a cw or fm transmitter, any
elass of amplifier can be used as an output or
intermediate amplifier. (For reasonable efficiency,
a frequency multiplier must be operated Cass C.)
Oass.(; operation of the amplifier gives the highest
efficiency (65 to 75 percent), but it is likely to be
accompanied by appreciable hannoni C$ and consequent !VI possibilities. If the excitation is keyed
in a cw transmitter, Cass.c operation of
subsequent amplifiers will , under certain conditions, introduce key clicks not present on the
keyed excitation (see chapter on Code Transmission). The peak envelope power (PEP) input or
output of any cw (or fm) transmitter is the
"key-down" input or output.
A_M: In an amplitude-modulated phone transmitter, plate modulation of a Class-C output
amplifier results in the highest output for a given
input to the output stage. The efficiency is the
same as for cw or fm with the same amplifier, Crom
65 to 75 percent. (In most cases the manufacturer
rates the maximum aUo_ble input on p1ate-

modulated phone at abou t 2/3 that of cw or fm .)
A plate·modulated stage running 100 watts input
will deliver a carrier output of from 65 to 75 watts,
depending upon the tube, frequency and circuit
factor. The PEP output of any a-m signal is fOUl
times the carrier output power, or 260 to 300
watts for the lOO-watt input example.
Grid- (control or screen) modulated output
amplifiers in a-m operat ion run at a carrier
efficiency of 30 to 35 percent, and a grid-modulated stage with 100 \l'atts input has a carrier
output of 30 to 35 watts. (The PEP output, fow
times the camer output, is 120 to 140 watts.)
Running the legal input limit in the United
States, a plate-modulated output stage can deliver a
carrier output of 650 to 750 watts, while a screenOf control-grid-modulated output amplifier can
deliver only a camer of 300 to 350 watts.
SSB: Only Unear amplifiers can be used to
amplify ssb signals without distortion, and this
limits the choice of output amplifier operation to
Casses A, AB1 , AB2, and B. The efficiency of
operation of these amplifiers runs from about 20
to 65 percent. In all but Oass-A operation tho
indicated (by plate~rrcnt meter) input will vary
with the signal, and it is not possible to talk about
relative inputs and outputs as re adily as it is with
other modes. Therefore linear amplifiers are rated
by PEP (input or output) at a given distortion
level, which indicates not only how much ssb signal
they will deliver but also how effective they will be
in amplifying an a-m signal.
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS FOR A-M: In consider·
ing the practicality of adding a linear output
amplifJer to an existing a-m transmitter, it is
necessary to know the J:arrier output of the a-m
transmitter and the PEP output rating of the linear
amplifier. Since the PEP output of an a-m signal is
four times the carrier output, it is obvious that a
linear with a PEP output rating of only four times
the carrier ou tput of the a-m transmitter is no
amplifier at all. If the linear amplifier has a PEP
ou tput rating of 8 times the a-m transmitter carrier
output, the output power will be doubled and a
3-dB improve men t will be obtained. In most case!
a 3-dB change is just discernible by the receiving
operator.
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By comparison, a Iineu amplifier wilh I PEP
output mlmg of four times an eldsting ssb, cw 01
fro transmi tter will qUiu1lUpl~ the output, a 6-dB
improveme nt, It should be noted thai the linear
amplifier must be rated for the mode (ub, cw 0 1
fm) with which it is to be used.
GROVNDE().GRlD AMPLIFIERS; The pre-

ceding discussion applies to vacuum-tu be am plifiers
connected in a grounded-cathode or grounded-grid
circuit. However, there are a few points that apply
only to grounded-grid amplifiers.
A tube operated in a given class (AD1. B. C)
will require more driving power as a grounded-grid
amplifier than as a groundeck:athode amplifier.
This is no t because the grid losses ru n higher in the

grounded-grid configuration but because some of
the driving power is coupl ed directly through the
tube and appears in the plate load circuit. Provided
enough driving power is available, this increased
requirement is of no concern in (;IN 0 1 linear
opellltion. In a-m operation, however, the fedthrough power prevents the grounded-grid amplifier from being fully modulated (100 percent).

AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS
ParaUeland Push-PuIlAmplUien
The circu i~ for parallel-lube amplifiers are !he
same as for a single tube, similar tenninais of the
tubes being eonnected toge thcr. The grid im pe·
dance of two tube s in parallcl is half th at of a
single tube. Thb; means thai twice the grid tank
capacilance shown in FiJ. 6-20B should be used for
the same Q.
.
The plate load resist ance is halved so that the
plale-Iank capacitance for a single tube (Fig. 6-24)
also should be doubled. The total grid cu rre nt will
be doubled, so to maintain the same grid bias, the
grid-leak resistance should be half that used for a
single tube. The required driving power is doubled.
The capacitance of a neutralizing capacitor should
be doubled and the value of the screen dropping
resistor should be cut in half.
in treating parasitic oscillation, it is often
OOccssary to use a choke in each plate lead, rath er
than one in the common lead to avoid building in a
pwlt-puU type of vhf circui t, • f.clor in obtainin&
efficient operation at higher fzequencies.
Two or more transistors are often operated in
parallel to acltieve high output power, because
several medium-power devices often cost leu than

a single high-power type. When parallel operation is
used, precautions must be taken to insure that
equal drive is applied to each uansistor. Otherwise,
one transistor may ''bog'' most of the drive and
exceed iu safe rating'!.
A basie push-pull circuit is shown in Fig. 6-20A.
Amplifiers using this circuit are cumbersome to
bandswitch and consequently are not very popular
below 30 MHz. Howeve r, since the push-puU
configuration places tube input and output
capacitances in series, the circuit is often used at
SO MHz and higher.
In the circuit shown at A two 8135 are used.
Cross neutraJiution is employed, with Cl connec ted from the plate of one tube to the grid of the
second, while C2 is attached in the revene order.

GROUNDED-GRID AMPLIFIERS
Fig. 6-21A shows !he inpu t circuit of a
grounded-grid triode amplifier. In configuratio n it
is si milar 10 the conventional grounded-cathode
circuit except that the grid, instead of the ca thode,
is at ground potential. An am plifier of this type is
characterized by a compmtively low input
impedance and a relatively high driver power
requirement. The additional driver power is not
consumed in !he amplifier but is "fed through" to
the plate circuit where it combines with th e nonnal
plate output power. The total If powe r ou tput is
the sum of the drivcr and amplifier ou tput powers
less the power normally required to drive the tube
in a grounded-cathode circuit.
Positive feedback is from plate to cathode
through the p1ate<athode capacitance of the tube.
Since the grounded-grid is interposed between the
plate and cathode, litis capacitance is smal l, and
neuualization usually is not necessary.
In the grounded-grid circuit the cathode must
be isolated for If from ground. 11tis presenu a
practical difficulty especially in the case of a
ffiame nt-type tube whose f1Iament curre nt is large.
In plate-modulateJ phone operation the drivc r
power fed through to the output is not modulated.
The chicf application for grounded-grid am plifiers in amateur work: below 30 MHz is in the case
wheJe the available driving power far exceeds the
power that can be used in driving a conve ntional
groundeikathode amplifie r.
Scree n-grid tubes are also used sometimes in
grounded-grid amplifiers. in some cases, the screen

(A )

(e)

••

.l

I'lL.

FIL.

Fig. 6-21 - Input circuits for
triode or triode -con nected
power tubes operated grounded gtid .
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Fig. 6-22 - A 31).A filament choke for I
groonded-grid power amplifier consisting of 28
turns of No. 10 enam. wire on I 1I2·inch diameter
ferrite rod 7 inch es long.

is simply connected in paraDel with the grid, IU in
Fig. 6-21 B and the tube operates as a high-# triode.
In other cases, the screen is bypassed 10 ground
and operated at the usual dc po tential, as shown at
C. Since the scroon is still iri parallel with Ihe grid
for Jf, operation is very much like that of a triode
except that the positive voltage on the screen
redu ces driver·power requirements.
In indirectly-heated cathode tube s, the low
heater-to-<:athode ca pacitance will often provide
enough isolation to keep rf out of the beater
transfonTlCr and the ac lines. Ir not, the heater
vol tage must be applied through rf chokes.
In a directly·heated cathode tube, the mament
must be maintained above rf ground. This can be
.done by using a pair of filament chokes or by using
the input tank circuit, as shown in Fig. 6-21C. In
the fonner method, a double solenoid (often
wound on II ferrite core) is generally used, although
separate chokes can be used When the tank circuit
is used, tile tank inductor il; wound from two
(insulated) co ndu ctors In parallel or from an
insulated conductor inside a tubing oute r conductor. A typical mament choke is shown in Fig. 6-22.
The input impedance of a grounded-pid power
stage Is usually be tween 30 and ISO ohms. For
circuits similar to those shown in Figs. 6-21A and
B so me form of inpu t tuning network is needed. A
high-C, low-Q parallel-resonant or pi-section
network will suffice. The inpu t network provides
benefit other than impedance matching - a
redu ction in the 1M distortion produced by the
stage when amplifying an s.sb signal. A typical
input circuit is shown in Fig.. 6-16F. When an
amplirx:r is built for single-band operation, a tank
circuit similar to that shown in Fig. 6-21C may be
employed. Proper input matching is ach ieved by
tapping the input down on the coil.

A transistor amplifier R qUiIeS some melnl for
impedance matching at the inp.1t and output of the
stage. For conventional narrOW-band amplifier
designs, impedance matching is achieved with
tuned networb (pl. L or T sections or
combinations thereof). To simplify band-switching
requirements, broadband amplifiers with fOUl
octaves or more of bandwidth are desirable. Wide
bandwidths are achieved by using a special form of
transmission-line transformer for intefStage and
output coupling that is described later in this
chapter.
Most solid-state Ciass-C am plifiers are operated
witll both the base and emitter leads connecled to
de ground. Thus, the transistor is plllctically off
when no driving signal is present. The distortion of
the drive signal by such an amplifier is appreciable.
However, with CW, fm, or collector-modulated a-m,
the harmonics produced are removed from the
desired frequency by at least a factor of 2. Thus,
harmoniC' energy can be reduced or eliminated by
using appropriate filt ers.
Fig. 6-23A shows a basic Class-C transistor
amplifier. The base input is held at dc ground
through a radicrfrequency choke. A second choke.
consis ting of two femte beads (collector lead).
eliminates a tendency to vhf parasitic oscillation.
At B, parallel-connccted tnlnsistors are operated
Class C. Adjustment of LI and L2 provide equal
levels of drive. The devices chosen for this ci reuit
are designed for 30- to 50-MHz operation. Below
14 MHz some fonn of degenentive feedback will
be needed to prevent self oscillation, as the gain of
the transistors is quite high at lower frequencies.
For s.sb operation transistors must be forward
biased al the base. The lowe5t distortion results
with CJass-A operation, bul, efficiency is poor. The
best tnlde orr between low distortion and hip
efficiency is Ciass-B opention, even though
operation in this region introduces some severe
requirements for the bias circuit. Whenever a
transistor il forward biased, thcnna! runaway can
be a problem. A1so, ssb drive varies in amplitude
causing large variations in the transistor base
currenl. For best linearity, the de base-bias voltage
should remain constant as the rf drive level is
varied_ This situation is in conRict with the
conditions needed to prevent thenna! runaway_
E)(otic schemes have be.en designed to provide the
proper base bias for Oas--8 u b ampllflcatlon.
However, a simple diode circuit such as shown in
Fip. 6-23C and D can provide the required dc
stability with protection agains t thennal damage.
The baUasted type of transistors are preferred for
these circuits. Typical choices for Class-B s.sb
service are the 2NS94I, 2N2942, 2N337S,
2NS070, 2NS07 1, and the 2NS093. The design of
suitable broadband transformers for the circulu of
Fig. 6-29 is covered later In this chapter.
The circuits at 6-23C and 0 are similar except
for the choice of the active device. Both design5
were developed by K7QWR. The base-bw circuit
maintaiJU a steady voltage while supplying current
that varlcJ by a factor or 100 to 1 with drive. The
pin veaus frequency of both cirailts follows the
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power-Qutpul curves of the

transist on used,

changing from 25 dB at 2 MHz to 13 dB at 30
MHz. IMD i. typically 30 dB or more down with

ei tller circuit.

RF POWER·AMPLIFIER TANKS
ANO COUPLING
TANKQ
Rf power amplifien used in amateur transmit·
len are operated under Oass-C o r -AS conditions
(see chapter on tube fundamentals). The main
objec tive, of course, is to deliver as much
(undamental power as powble into a load, R
with ou t exceeding the tube ratings. The 'load
reslstance R may be in the fonn of. transmission
line to an antenna, or the input circuit of another
amplifier. A further objective is to minimize the
hannonic energy (always ge nented by an amplifier) fed into the load circuit. In attaining these
objective!, the Q of the tank circuit is of
importance. When II load is coupled indu ctively,

Fig. 6·23 - Some typical transistor power-amplifier circuits. At
C, Rl is adjuned for II collector
current of 40 mA with no drive,
whi le R2 It 0 is lilt for 20 mA
collector cu rrent with no in put.
S roadband tran$formeN used
consist of the followinll :
Tl , TJ, T5 - 6 tu rns of 2 twisted
pairli of No. 2S enam. wi re on
a Stackpole 57-9322 No. 11
to roid core, connected for
4 :1. ISee table 6-A.)
T2,T4 - 4 turN of 4 twilled pairs of
No. 26 enam. wire on a Stack·
pole 57-9322 No. 11 toroid
core, connected for 4: 1.
T6 - 10 turN of 3 twined pairs
of No. 28 enam. wire on two
Stackpole 57-9074 No. 11
toroi d cores, connected for
9: 1

a

the
of the tank circuit will have an effect on the
coefficient of coupling necessary for proper
loadina of the ampli fier. In respect to aU of th ese
fac ton, II tank of 10 to 20 is usuaUy coruidered
will resul t in less
optimum. A much lower
efficient operation of the amplifier tube. greater
hannonlc ou tput, and greate r difficult y in coupling
inductively to a load. A much higher will result
in higher tank curren t wi th increased loss in the
tank coil. Efficiency of a lank circuit is de tennined
by the ratio of loaded Q to unloaded
by the
relationship:

a

a

a

a

Elf. .. 100 (I where

Q.

ru)

aL is the loaded a and au is the unloaded

a

The
is dete rmined (see chapter on electrical
laws and circuits) by the LIC ratio and the load
resistance at wh ich the lUbe is opera ted, The lube
load resistance is related, in ap proxirnalion, to the
ratio of the de plale voltage to de plate current at

Inductive- Link Coupling
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which the tube is operated and can be computed
from:

IN PUT

CllISS+A Tube:

R

L"

-nc;lPil'~I~'"
1.3 X PlateV4o~'~t'~;;
Current

'"

Class-B Tube:
Plale Volts

- BI"'5

l.57 X Plate Current

Calculato,.

Transistor :

l2 - Reactance equal to line impedance. See
reactance chart and inductance formula in
electrical-laws chapter, or "se ARR l Lightning

R"
(Collect or Volts)2
L 2 X Powe r Outpu t (Watts)

CalculDto,.

R - Representi ng 1000.

0

Parallel·Resonant T ank

,

The amount of C that will give a Q of to for
various ratios is shown in Fig. 6·24. For a given
plate-voltage/plate-current ratio, the Q will vary
dirett1y as the tank tapadtance. twice the
capacitance doubles the Q, etc. For the same Q.
the capac:itance of each section of a split-stator
t apacitor in a balanced drcuit should be half the
value shown.
111ese values of t apadtance inchide the outpu t
capadtance of the amplifier tube, the input
capacitance of a following amplifier tube if it is
couplcd capacit ively, and all other stray capaci·
tances. At the highe r pla!e-voltage/plate-current
ra tios, the chart may show values of capacitance,
for the higher frequencies, smaller than those
attainable in prattice. In such a case, a tank Q
higher than 10 is unavoidable.
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Fig. 6·25 - Inductive-link output toupling circuits.
Cl - Plate tank tapacitor - see text and Fig. 6·24
for capacitance.
11 - T o resonate at operat ing frequency with Cl .
See LC chart and induttance formUla in
elcttritat-laws chapter, or use ARRl Lightning

Class-C Tube :

•U~
'00

+5.G.

, ,
RATIO

4S~7e,1O

15

20

PL" TE VO LTS
PlATE inA

Fig. 6·24 - Chart showing plate tank capacitance
required for II Q of 10. Divide the tube plate
voltage by the plate current in mi ll iamperes. Select
the IItIrtical line torresponding to the anSl'IOCr
obtained. Foll ow this lli!rtical line to the diagonal
line for th a band in question, and thence
horizontally to the left to read the capacitalll:e.
For a given ratio 01 plate voltage/plate current,
doubling the tapacitance shown doubles the Q.
When a split1itator capacitor is used in a balanced
cirtuit, the capacitance of each section may be one
half the value given by the chart.

INDUCTI V E· LINK COUPLIN G
Coupling to Flat Coaxial Lines
When the load R in F ig. 6-25 is located for
convenience at some distance from the amplifier,
or when maximum harmonic reduction is desired,
it is advisable to feed the power to the load
through a low-impedam:e l:Oax iai cable. The
shielded construction of the cable prevcnts
radiation and makes it possible to install the tine in
any convenient manner without danger of
unwanted coupling to othe r cirtuits.
If the line is more than a small fraction of a
wavelength long, the load resistance at its ou tput
end should be adju sted, by a matching circuit if
netessary. to malch the impedance of the cable.
This reduces losses in the cablc and makes the
toupling adjustments at the transmitter independent of the table length. Matching circuits for use
between the cable and another transmission line
are discussed in the chapter on transmission lines,
while the makhing adjustments when the load is
!he grid circuit of a following amplifier are
described elsewhere in this t hapter.
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inductance even for coupling to a 5!}ohm line al
low frequencies.
Ir the line is operating with a low SWR, the
system shown in Fig. 6-26A will require tighl
coupling between the two coils. Since the
secondary (pickup coil) circuit is not resonan t, thc
leakage reactance of the pickup coil will cause
some detuning of the amplificr tank citcu.it. This
dctunlng effect increases with increasing coupling,
but is usually not serious. However, the amplifie r
tuning must be adjusted to resonance, as indicated
by the pIate·ament dip, each time th e coupling is
changed.
Tuned Couplin g

(I)
.....TERNATJ\'E FOR USE
WITH SM4LL lOOCS

r-C2""""",,
~
(e)

Fig. 6-26 - With flat transmISSion li nes, power
transfer is Obtained with looser cou pling if the line
input is tuned to IlI$Onance. Cl and L1 should
resonate lit the op&nlting frequency. See table for
maximum usable value of Cl. If circuit d oes !'lOt
resonate with maximum Cl or less, inductance of
L 1 must be increllSed or added in series at L 2.

Table 6-A
Capacitance in pF Required for Cou'pli ~ to
Flat Coaxial Lines with Tuned Coupling Ircuic 1
Frrquency
Charoc ferinic ImpttdDnct: of Line
8~d

52

M Hz

a/llns

75
ohms

.. .."

<SO

30.

7

23.

,SO

"""

'"

SO

3.'

60

The design difficulties of using " untuned"
pickup coils, mentioned above, can be avoided by
using a coupling circuit tuned to the operating
frequency. This contribu tes additional selectivity
as weU, and hence aids in the sllppre~ion of
spurious radiations.
If th e line is flat the input impedance will be
essentially resistive and eq ual to the Zo of the line.
With coaxial cable, a circuit of reasomible Q can be
obtained with practicable values of inductance and
eapac:itance connected in series with the line's
input terminals. Suitable circuits are given in Fig.
6-26 at B and C. 'The Q of the cou pling circuit
often may be as low as 2, without running in to
difficulty in getting adequate coupling to a tank
circuit of prope r design. Large r values of Q can be
used and will result in increased ease o f coupling,
but as the Q is incre ased the frequency range over
which the circuit will operate with out readj ust·
ment becomes smaller. 11 is usuaUy good practice,
therefore, to use a coupli ng-circuit Q just low
enough to permit operation, ovcr as much of a
band as is nonnauy used fo r a particular type of
communication, without requiring retuning.
Capacitance values for a Q of 2 and line
impedances of 52 and 75 ohms are given in the
accompanying table. TItese are the fflQximum
values that should be used. The inductance in the
circuit should be adjusted to give resonance at the
P I NETWORK

1 Capacitance val\lel!lIe maximum usable.
No te: Induetanee in drcult must be .cti\lsted 10
rt!80nate at Openotinl frequency.

A5suming that the cable is properly tennlnated,
proper loading of the amplifier will be assured,
usi ng the circuit of Fig. 6-26A, if
1) The plate tank circuit has reasonably highe r
value of Q. A value of 10 is usually sufficient.

2) The inductance of the picJcup or link coil is
close to the optimum value for the frequency and
type of line used. The optimum coil is one whose
self·inductance is such th at its reactance at the
operating frequency is equal to the characterutic
impedance, Zo, of the line.
3) It is pos.'lible to make the coupling between
the tank and picku p coils vexy tight.
The second in this list is often hard to meet.
Few manufactured link com have adequate

+5.0:;. +H.V.

Fig. 6-27 - Pi and pi·L outpu1-coulilinll rMrtWOrkl.

Pi and Pi-L Output Tanks
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openting frequency. II the link coll used for a
particular band does not have enough inductance
to reso nate, the additional inductance may be
connected in series as shown in Fig. 6-26C.
OIaraeteristics
In practice, the amount of inductance in the
circuit should be chosen SO that, with somewhat
loose coupling between Ll and the amplifier tank
coil, the amplifie r plate current will increase when
the variable capacitor, CI, is tu ned through the
value of capacitance given by the table. TIle
coupling between the two coils should then be
increased until the amplifier loads normally,
wi thout changing the setting of CL If the
transmission line is nat over the entire frequency
band under consideration, it should not be
necessary to readjust Cl when changing frequency,
if the values given in the table are used. Ho~CJ:, It
is unlikely that the line actually will be flat over
such a range, so some readjustme nt of C l may be
needed to co mpensate for changes in the input
impedance of the line. II the input impedance
variations are not large, C I may be used as a
loading control, no changes in the coupling
between Ll and the tank coil being neccuaJ)'.
The degree of coupling be tween LI and the
arnpliflCl tank coil will depend on the coupling-
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A pHcction and pi.L tank circuil may also be
used in coupling to an antenna or transmission line,
as shown in Fig. 6-27, The optimum values of
capacitance and ind uctance are dependent upon
values of amplifier power input and output load
resistance.
Values for Land C may be taken direcUy from
the charts of Fig. 6·28 if the output load resistance
is the usual 52 olmu. It should be bome in mind
that these values apply o nJ y whcre the ou tput load
is resistive, I.e., where the antenna and line have
been matched. Fig. 6-28 and 6-28A were provided
byW6FFC.
Output-Capacitor Ratinp
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circuit Q. With I Q of 2. the cou pling should be
tight - comparable with the couplin& that It
typka1 o f "fixed-link" manufactured coib. With a
swinging link it may be necessary to inCIease the Q
of the coupling circuit in order to get sufficien t
power transfer. This can be done by increasing the
LIC ratio.
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Fig. &28A - The fol1owingdall II lor a pi netwotk with a Q of 2 at m. top of BKh band. The Q ,"own il
that lor the Ame inductor al the bottom of the bend. The capacitors are shown for the bottom of the
bind to Indiclte thI maximum apecitance needed. If the trlrnforl1\ltion ratio exceed$ 70 percent of
""ximum, the Q has been autometical1y recalculated In OI"~ to retlin the charllCteristic:l of a pi network
end that new vatueshown. 00 not for"gat which end of the network rapreenu 50 ohmsl
feeding 52· 75-0hm loads. In obtaining the larger
Cllpacilances required for the lower frequencies, it
is com mon practice to switch one or more fixed
capacitors in pari llel with the variab le air
Clpachor, While the voltage nting of a mb or
ceramic Clpacitor ma y nOI be exceeded in a
partieluar case, capacitors of these types I re
Ilmlled in currenl-carrying capacity. POItage-Stamp
sitver-miea capacitors .dJould be adequate (Of
amplifier inputs over the nnp from lbout 70
watts It 28 MHz to " 00 walts at I .. MUz Ind
lower, The larger mica ca.-cilors (CM-45 case)
havin, voltage ratings of 1200 and 2500 volts are
usually satisfactory for inputs varying rrom lbout
350 wattl at 28 MHz to I leW at 1" MHz and
lower. Because of these current limitations,
particularly at Ihe higher rrequencies, It is advisable
to use IS large an air capacitor ali pracdClble, UJ.in&

t he micas only at the lowe r frequencies. Broad·
ca5Heceiver replacement· type ca pacitors can be
obtained reasonably. 1beir voltage insulation
should be adequate for inpuls of 1000 watts or
more.

TRANSISTOR OUTPUT CIRCUITS
Sincc rf poWl:r traruiston have a low output
impedance (on the onlu of 5 ohms or ieu), the
problem of coupl.int; the baIldstor to the usual
5(k)hm ioad is the rI\Ierst or the problcm with a
vacuum·tube amplifier. The 50-0hm load must be
transformed to I low JeN.tance.
Figs 6-29A and B show two type! of
parallel· tu ned cin:uits used to couple the load to
the collector circuit. The collector is tapped down
on the inductor in both cases. CI provide. tuning
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Fig. 6-29 - Typical transistor output-matching
networks..

for the coUector and C2 adjusts the coupling to the
load to achieve the proper impedance transformation. The use of the tapped connection 10 the
inductor helps to maintain the loaded Q of the
circuit while mi nimizing variations in tuning with
changes in the junction capacitance of the
transistor.
Circuits of Figs. 6-29C through E are not
dependent upon coupling coefficient of.a tapped
coil for load-impedance transfonnation, making
them mon: suitable for use al hf than eithe r A or
B. The conector-emitteI capacitance (Co) of the
transistor is a major factor in the calculations used
to design these circuits. Unfortunately Co is not
constant, so cut-and·try adjustments arc usually
necessary to optimize a particular circuit.
Early tests of transistor rf power amplifiers
should be made with low voltage, a dummy load
and no drive. Some form of output indicator
shoukl. be ineluded_ When it has been established
that no instability exists, the drive can be applied
in increments and adjustment made fo r maximum
output. The amplifier should never be operated at
high voltage and no load.

STABILIZING AMPLIFIERS
A straight amplifier operates with iu input and
output circuits tuned to the same frequency .
Therefonl, unless thc coupling between these two
circuits is brought 10 the necessary minimum, the
amplifier will oscillate as a tuned-plate tuned-grid
circuit. Can: should be used in arranging
components and wiring of the two cin:uils so that
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BROADBAND COUPLING
The techn iques of broadband-transformer conslrucoon use transmission-line clements. A transformer consists of a short transmission line
(one-eighth wavelength or less) made from a
twisted-wire palr, coaxial or strip line, wound on a
high-permeability toroid core to improvc the
low-frequency characteristics. At vhf the core may
be omitted. Only discrete impedance transforma·
tions are pOluible; typical ratios are 9/4 : I , 4:1, 9: I,
16: I , and 25: I. The higher ratios are difficult to
achieve in pmctice, so several 4 : 1 transformers are
employed for a latge transformation ratio as shown
in Fig. 6·23. Hybrid transformers, providing the
180-degree phase shift for inpu t and output
matching to push-pull stages, may also be made
using broadband techniques.
Large toroid cores are not required for
moderate power levels. A one-half inch diameter
core is su fficient for opemtion at 100 watts at the
low impedance levels found in tr.msl$lor circuits.
Because the current is high it is important to keep
the resistance of the conductors low. Multicon·
duCtOI leads (3 or 4 strands of No. 26 enam.,
twisted) or th e nat enam. strip used for
transformer windings) are suitable. Some typical
designs are shown in Table 6-11.
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there will be negligible opportunity for coupliDl
external to the tube OT tramilIlOT itself. Complete
shielding .between input and output circuits usually
is required. All rf leads should be kept as sho rt as
possible and particular attention should be paid to
the rf return paths from input and output tank
circuits to emitteT or cathode. In general, the best
arrangement using a tube i! one in whkh the
cathode connection to ground, and the plate tank
circuit are on the nme side of the chassi! or other
shielding. The "hot" lead from the inpul tank (OT
driver plate tank) should be brought to the socket
through a hole in the shielding. Then when the grid
tank capacitor or bypass is grounded, a return path
through the hole to cathode will be enoouraged,
since transmission-line characteristic$ are limula'01.
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Screen.(;rid Tube Neutralizing Circuits

,,
i

CI

t,1;

CA)

L--:.'":.--- ---¥Cz-------Fig. 6-30

~

jA] A neutralizing

scheme may use either Cl or
C2 to cancel the effeet of gridto-piate capacitance in the t!,be
(8) Vhf parasitic: circuit shown
with neavy lines.

J;

~
~~
(8)

A check on ex ternal coupling between inpm
and output circuils can be made with a sensitive
indicating device, such as the waveme ler shown in
the Measurementt chapter. The amplifying device
is removed. With the driver stage ronning and
runcd to resonance, th e indicator should be
cou pled to the output tank coil and the output
la!Jk capaci tor tuned for any indication of rf
feedthrough . Experiment wit h shielding and
rean:angemcnt of parts will show whethe r the
isola tion can be imp roved. For additional .nfonnalion on transisto r circuit! see Chapter 4.

The plate-grld capacitance of screcn-grid tubes
is reduced to a fraction of a picofa rad by the
interposed grounded screen . Nevertheless, the
powe r sensitivity of these tubes is so great that
only a very small amount of feedback is necessary
to start osciUation. To assure a stable amplifier, it
is usually fleCessazy to load the grid circui t, or to
use a neutralizing circuit.
The capacitive neutralizing system for screengrid tubes is shown in Fig. 6-30A. CI is the
neutralizing capacitor. The capaci tance shou ld be
chosen so that at some adjus tment of Cl ,
Cl .

cJ

Dlbc aid·plaf( capgclt4n"l:r CgpJ

Tuln input capadtance (or

IN.!

The grid-cathode capacitance must include all
strays di rectl y across the tube capacitance,
includi ng the capacitance of the tuning-capaci tor
stator to ground. This may amount to S to 20 pF.
In the case of capacitance coupling, the ou tput
capacit ance o f the drive r tube must be added to
the grid-cathode capacitance of the amplifier in
arriving at the value of CI.
NeutJalaing a Screen.(jrld Am plifier Stage
There arc two gene ral procedures available for
indicating neutral ization in a screen-grid amplifie.r
stage. If the screen-grid tube is opera ted with or
withou t grid current, a sensitive ou tput indicator
REVERSAL
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Table6-lt - Basic broadba nd balun trensformers.
Bifilar windings are six to ten turns. depending on
the ferrite-cort permeability. A sui table ferrite
materiel il Q1 with a ~meabitity of 125. Very
small size corti (1/4-to 3/4-inch 00) may be used
for receiving tnd low-power tpplications. For
full-powel" applications it 2-1I2-inch 00 Ql core
with 1/2-inch cross section wound with No. 14
Formex copper wire. seven turn$ pe r winding. is
recommended.
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can be used. If the screen-grid tube is operated
with grid current, the grid-current reading can be
used as an indication of neu tralization. When Ihc
output indicator is used, both screen and plate
voltages must be removed from the tubes, but the
de circuits from the plate and screen to cathode
must be completed. If the grid.current reading is
used, the plate voltage may remai n on but the
screen voltage must be zero, with the dc circuit
com pleted between screen and cathode.
The immediate objective of the neutral.izing
process is reducing to a minimum the rf driver
voltage fed from the input of the amplifier to its
output circuit through the grid-plate capacitance of
the tube. This is done by adj usting carefully, bit by
bit, the neutralizing capacitor or link coils until an
rf indicator in the output circuit reads minimum,
or the reaction of the unloaded plate<:ircuit tuning
on the grid.current value is minimized.
The wavementer shown in the Measurements
chapter makes a sensitive neutralizing indicator.
The wave meter coil should be coupled to the
output tank coil at the low-potential or "ground"
point. Care should be taken to make sure that the
coupling is loose enough at all times to prevent
buring out the meter or the rectifier. The plate
tank capacitor should be readjusted for maximum
reading after each change in neutralizing.
When the grid-current meter is used as a
ncutralizing indicator, the screen should be
grou nded for rf and dc, as mentioned above. There
will be a change in grid current as the uruoaded
plate tank circuit is tu ned through resonancc. The
ncutralizing capacitor (or inductor) should be
adjusted until this deflection is brought to a
minimum. As a final adj ustmcnt, screen voltage
should be returned and the neutralizing adju stment
continued to the point where minimum plate
current, maximum grid current and maximum
screen current occur simultaneously. An increase in
grid current when the plate tank circuit is tuned
slightly on the high-I"requency side of resonance
indicates that the neutralizing capacitance is too
small. If the increase is on the low-frequency side,
the neutralizing capacitance is too large. When
neutralization is complete, there should be a slight
decreasc in grid current on either side of resonance.
Grid Loading
Thc use of a neutralizing circuit may often be
avoided by loading thc grid circuit if the driving
stage has some power capability to spare. Loading
by tapping the grid down on the grid tank coil (or
the plate tank coil of the drivcr in the case of
capacitive coupling), or by a resistor from grid to
cath ode is effective in stabilizing an amplifie r.
VHF Parasitic Oscillation
Parasitic oscillation in the vhf range will take
place in almost every rf power amplifier. To test
fOI vhf parasitic oscillation, the grid tank coil (or
driver tank coU in the case of capacitive coupling)
should be short-circuited with a clip lead. nus is to
prevent any possible t.g. t.p. oscillation at the
operating frequency which might lcad to confusion
in identifying the parasi tic. Any fixed bias should
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be replaced with a grid leak of 10,000 to 20,000
ohms. All load on the output of the am plifier
should be disconnected. Plate and screen voltages
should be reduced to tbe point where thc rated
dissipation is not exceeded. If a Variac is not
available, voltage may be reduced by a 11 7-volt
lamp in series with the primary of the plate
transformer.
With power applied oruy to the amplifie r under
test, a search should be made by adjusting the
input capacitor to several settings, including
minimu m and max imum, and turning the plate
capacitor through its range fO f each of the
grid--capacitor settings. Any grid current, or any dip
or flicker in plate current at any point, indicates
oscillation_ This can be confirmed by an indicating
absorption wavemeter tuned to the freque ncy of
the parasitic and held close to the plate lead of the

"''''.

The heavy lines of Fig. 6·30B show the usual
parasitic lank circuit, which resonates, in most
cases, between 100 and 200 MHz. For each type of
lelrode, there is a region, usually below the
parasitic I"requency, in which the tube will be
self-neu tralized. By adding the right amount of
inductance to the parasitic circuit, its rcsonant
I"requency can be brought down to the frequency
at which the tube is self-neutralized. However, the
resonant frequency should not be brought down SO
low that it falls c10sc to 1V Channel 6 (88 MHz).
From the consideration of lVI, the circuit may be
loaded down to a frequen cy not lower than 100
MHz. If the self-neutralizing frequency is below
100 MHz, the circuit should be loaded down to
somewhere between 100 and 120 MHz wi th
inductance. Then the parasitic can be suppressed
by loading with resistance. A coil of 4 or 5 turns,
1/4 inch in diameter, is a good starting size. With
the tank capacitor turned to maximum capacitance, the circuit should be checked with a GOO to
make sore the resonance is above 100 MHz. Then,
wi th the shortest possible leads, a noninductive
I QO.ohm I-watt resist or should be connected
across the ent ire coil. The amplifier should be
tuned up to its highest- frequency band and
operated at low vol tage. The tap should be moved
a little at a time to rmd the minimum number of
turns required to suppress the parasitic. Then
voltage should be increased until the resistor begins
to feel warm after several minutes of operation,
and the power input noted. This input $hould be
compared with the normal input and the power
rating of the resistor increased by this proportion;
i.e., if the power is half normal, the wattage rating
should be doubled. 1ltis increase is best made by
connecting I -watt cubon resistors in parallel to
give a resultant of about 100 ohm s.. Or, one of the
Globar surge-protection resistors may be used. As
power input is increased, the parasitic may start up
again, so power should be applied only momentarily until it is made certain that the parasitic is
still su ppressed. If the parasitic starts up again
when voltage is raised, the tap must be moved to
include more turns. So long as the parasitic is
suppressed, the resistors will heat up only from the
operating-frequency current. In grounded-grid
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Fig. 6-31 - Metering circuiu
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circuits it is useful to locate the pantsitic
su ppressor in thc cathode lead, WI thc rf power
level is less than at the platt terminal.
Since the resistor can be placed across only thai
portion of the puasltic circuit represented by Lp ,
the latte r should form as large a portion of the
circuit as possible. Therefore. the tank and bypass
capacitors should have the lowest possible
inductance and the leads shown in heavy lines
should be as short as possible and of the heaviest
pratical conductor. This will penni! Lp to be of
max imum size without tuning the circuit below the
tOO-MHz limit.
Another arrangemen t that hall been used
~ecessfu Uy in transistor and low-level tube stages
is t o place one or more ferri te beads over the input
OJ: outpu t leads, all close as possible to the
amplifying device_ The beads have $Ufflcientlow-Q
inductance at vhf to discounge any tendency
toward parasitic oscillatlon_
Low-Frequency Parasitic Oscillati on
The .screening of mos t transmitting screcn-grid
tubes is sufficient to prevent .Jow-frequency
parasitic oscillation caused by resonant circuits sct
up by rf chokes in grid and plate circuits. When rf
chokes are used in both grid and plate circuits of a
triode amplifier, the Split-stator tank capacitors
combine with the rf chokes to fonn a low-frequency parasitic circuit, urness the amplifier circuit is
lI.ITaI1ged to prevent it. Often, a resistor is
substituted for the grid rf choke, which wiD
produce the desired result. This resistance should
be al least 100 ohms. If any grid-leak resistance is
used for biasing. it should be substituted for the
1()().ohm resistor.
Transistor LF Pansitics
Uslns transiston with shunt feed often means
low-frequency parasitic trouble. A word about this
problem is in order as it usuaDy doesn't occur in
vacuum-tube circuits and is often a rough problem
for the newcomer to solid state. These par3Sitics
manifest themselves as a wide spectrum of white
noise (hash) around and below the operating
freq ue ncy. They can often be heard on a broadcast
receive r several feel away from a transmitter un der
test_ The desired signal may lOUD<! clean, 10 it is
necessary to check far below the operating
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frequency. Two transistor characteristics combine
to cause thb trouble. Finl, Iransiston have highcr
gain at lower frequ encies than they do at hf.
Second, interelcment ca pacitances vary over a wide
range of changes in voltage, the result being
varac tor action that caU$CS spurious outputs. The
best way to avoid the problem is to usc a minimum
of inductance in the coUector circuit. Large chokes
are unsatisfactory. Series feed is a good answer as
no choke is needed. Bypass capaciton should be
the minimum Yalue requ ired. Dccoupling on power
leads between stages should have at least two
capacitors, one effective al the operating liequency
and a second Iargc capacitor that is good at low
frequencies.

METERING
Fig. 6-3 t sJiows how a voltmeter and
milliammeter should be connectcd to read various
voltages and currents. Vollmclen are seldom
installed pennanently, since their prinCi pal use is in
preUminary checking. Also, miJUammeten are not
normally installed permanently in al1 of the
positions shown. Those mos t oftcn used are the
ones reading grid current and plate cUmnt, or grid
euuent and cathode current, or collector cu rrent.
Milliammeten come in various cum:nt ranges.
CUrrent values to be expected can be laken from
the tube tables and the me ter ranges selected
accordingly. To take care of normal overloads and
pointer swing, a metcr having a current range of
about twice the nonnal current 10 be expected
should be selected.
Grid-currcnt meten connected as shown in Fig.
6-31 and meten connected in the cathode circuit
need no special pMcaUtiOnll in mounting on lhe
InInsmitter panel ~ far as safety is concemed.
Howevcr, miIJiammeten having metal zero-adjusting screws on the face of th e meier should be
recessed behind the panel so that accidental
contact with the adjusting screw is not possible, if
the meter is connected in any of the other
positions shown in Fig. 6-3 1. The me ter can be
mounted on a small subpanel attached to the front
paneJ with long screws and sp3cers. Thc meter
opening should be covered with glass or celluloid.
ID uminated me ten make reading easier. Reference
should also be made to the TVI chapter or this
HDndbook in regard to wiring and shielding of
meters to suppress TVI.
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Component Ratings
COMPONENT RATINGS

Wire Sizes (Of" TnmmittinS Coils
for Tube TDnsmittelS

Output Tank Capacitor Voltage
In selecting a tank capadtor with a spacing
between plates su nkient to prevent voltage
breakdown, the peak rf voltage across a tank
circuit under load, but without modulation, may
be taken conservatively as equal to the dc plate or
coUector voltage. If the de supply voltage abo
appears across the tank capacitor, this must be
addcd to the p::ak rf voltage, making the total p::ak
voltage twice the dc supply voltage. If the ampliOcr
is to be plate-modulated, this last value must be
doublcd to make it four times the dc plate voltage,
because both dc and rf vollages double with
10000peteent amplitude modulation. At the higher
voltages, it is desirable to choose a tank cireuit in
which the dc and modulation voltages do not
appear across the tank capacitor, to p::nnit the use
of a smaller capacitor with less plate spacing.
Capacitor manufacturers usually rate their produ cts in terms of thc p::ak voltage between plates.
Typical plate spacinp are shown in the following
table, 6-111.
Output tank capacitors should be mounted as
close to the tube as temperature considerations will
pennit, to make possible the shortest capadtive
path from plate to cathode. Especially at the
higher frequencies where minimum circuit capacitance becomes important, the capacitor should be
mountcd with its stator plales well spaced from the
chassis or other shiclding. In circuits where the
ro tor must be insulatcd from ground, the capacitor
should be mounted on ceramic insulators of size
commensurate with the plate voltage involved and
- most important of aU, from the viewpoint of
safety to the operator - a wc ll-insulated coupling
should be used between lhe capacitor shaft and the
dial. The section of the shaft attached to the dial
should be well grounded. This can be done
conveniently through the use of panel shaft-bearing
units.

..

Table 6 -111

Typical Tank-Capacitor Plate Spacinp
I Spoclng
t

(In.)

i 0.01
S
0 02
1 .
0.03
O.OS

"'

SfHlClf16

1000
1200

0.07
0.08

I SOO

O.I2 S

3000
3500
4500

200'

0. 1 5

600.

Voltage

(In. )

Peak

Voltage

SplICing

Voltage

0. 175
0.15

7000
9000
11 000

0.3S

Band (MHzJ

1000

28-21
14-7
1.5-1.8

.00

28 - 21
14-7
1.5-1.8

".

28-21
14- 7
1.S - 1.8

"

18- 11
14- 7
1.S-1.8

25 or teu-

18-21
14-7
1.5-1.8

Wire Size
6

•
•

10

12

••
••

..
.
12

••

22

2'

"

• Wire she limlted prlnclpally by <=oDtldention of

Q.

There are many facton that must be taken into 1>
consideration in detennining the size of wire that
showd be used in winding • tank coil. The
considerations of Conn factor and wire me that
""ill produce a coll of minimum lou are often of
less importance in practice than the coil site that
will fit into available space OJ that will handle the
nlquired power without excessive heating. This is
particularly tnle in the case of screen-grid tubes
where the re latively small driving power required
can be easily obtained even if the losses in the
driver are quite high. It may be considered
preferable to take the power 10$1 if the physical
size of the excitCl can be kept down by makina: the
coils small.
. Transislor OUtpUI circuits operate . t rdatively
low impedances because the cune nt is quite high.
Coils showd be made of heavy wire or Simp, with
cOlU1ections made ror the lowest possible resistance. At vhf stripline techniquel are often
em ployed, as the small inductance values required
for a lumped inductance be<:ome difficult to
rabricate.
RFChokes

Peak

(I n.)

•••

Power Input (WiltU)

13000

Tank Coils
Tank coils should be mounled at }east their
diaJQetcr away from shiclding to prevent a marked
loss in Q. Except perhaps at 28 MHz it is nOI
important that the coil be mountcd quite close to
the tank capacitor. Leads up 10 6 or 8 inches are
permissible. It is more important to keep ilie tank
capacitor as well as othe r components out of the
immediate field of the coil. For this reason, it i5
preferable to mount thc coil 50 that its axil is
parallel to ilie capacitor shaft, either alonpide the
capaci tor or above Il

The characteristics of any rf choke Will vary
wilh frequency, from characteristics re Jembling
those or II. paraIlel-rewnant circuit, of high
impedance, to those of a Jeries-resonanl circuit,
where the impedance is lowesl. In between these
ex tremes, the choke will show varyina amount.! of
inductive OJ capacitive reactance.
In series-feed circuits, these characteristics are
of relatively small importance because the If
voltage across the choke is negligible. In a
parallel-feed circuit, however, the choke is shunted
across the tank circuit, and is subject to the full
tank rf voltage. If the choke does not present a
sufficiently high impedance, enough power will be
abosrbcd by the choke to cause it to buJn out.
To avoid 1M, the choke must have a
sufficiently high reactance to be effective at the
lowen !iequency, and yet have no series
resonances near the higher-frequency bands.
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THE K1ZJH SOllD·STA TE TR ANSCEIVER

Construction details for an all-band solid-state
tra nsceiver are presented here for the more adventurous buildcn. Beginners are not encouraged to
attempt duplicating the circuits of this advanced
project. Prinled<ircuit templates or layouts are lJOt
available. The transceiver has man y features
rnaklna il suited to fit a varie ty of amateur needs.
Fivo-hundred kHz coverage of the 80-, 4()', 20- and
15-meler bands is provided. as ~U as SOO kHz of
the 100meler band (28.S to 29.0 MHz). Cw (peak
ssb) power OUlput is, 20 watts on 80, 40 and 20
meters, dropping to a maximum of 9 walls on 10
meters. Cw operation was included, and the ss b
VOX circuit is combined with the cw sidetont
genCflltor to aDow semi-break-in operation. Wherever possible, FET and Ie circuitry was employed.
In kee ping wi th the slale-of·the art, an electronic dia l, or frequency counter, accurately
counts lnd display. the operating frequ ency of the
transceiver. Bocluse the counter derives its finll
count as I product of the oscilla tors Ind the BFO,
it will be as accura te as its time bue alloW1. A
more detailed description of cou nt er operation will
be given la ter.
Because portability was desired, the complete
tnlnsceiver, including speaker and power supply,
was usem bled in an LMB CO-I enclosu re. Although th e auth or'S un it (KI ZJH) WaJ built for
opera tion at 11 7 volts, the 14.S-vol t circuitry
makes battery operation possible.

Design Notes
Wit hout a doub t one of the larger problems
plaguing the designer of a multlband transceiver is
the genen tion of the local oscillator signal. One
approach is to lwitch bands with the VFO, hopi~
it will remain liable ovcr wide ranges of operating
parameters. Other alternatives are a multico nve rsion arra ngement involving the use of a
combination of i-f ranges, or using a premixing
scheme whlch diIectly synthesizes the mixer injoetion by com bining the VFO with other oscillaIon. Single convenion and one VFO range (the
premixing method) is used he re.

The use of the popular S- to 5.S-MH z VFO and
9-MHz i·f allows So.. an d 2G-meter cove rage to be
produced without premixing. Forty-meIer opera·
tion is accomplished by premixing the 5-MHz VFO
output with the 2I.S-MHz heterodyne oscillator to
generate a mixer injection signal at 16.5 10 16.0
MHz. When co mbin ed wit h 9 MHz, 4G-meter
operation is obtained. The remaining bands, 10 and
15 meters, arc produced with a 25-MHz HFO. On
15 meters, the VFO is mixed with the 25·MHz
HFO to produce a 30.0 to 30.5·MHz premixer
output. When mixed with the 9-M Hz i·f, the result
is the 21.0 to 21.5-MHz amateu r band. For 10
meters, the VFO is mixed with the 25-MHz HFO,
and the 20.0 to 19.5·MHz product is selected from
the premixer output. Combined with the 9-M Hz
i-f, coverage of the 29 to 28.5-MHz portion of the
I G-mete r band is provided. This premixing scheme
produces a few minor operational quiIks. Sideband
inversion or VFO tu ning inversion occurs on some
bands because of down conversion in one of th e
mixer stages. For this reason, the sideband positions on the mode switch are marked A and B. The
variable up or down premixing conversion does nOI
make it practical to offset the VFO to compensale
for changes in frequency when sidebands are
changed. This would result in an error of a few kHz
when using a mechanical dial arrangement, but the
counter quickly displays the new frequency. The
counttr is programmed to correct for VFO luning
invenion on those bands where it occurs.

The VFO and HFO
An MPF'·\ 02 JFET Colpitts oscillator is the heart
of the VFO. The pte of the MPF'-I02 is diode
clamped to minimize harmonic generation on
positive vo ltage peaks. Two trans istor buffer stages
follow to reduce the effects of loading and to
provide an amplified low-impedance VFO output.
Rece.iver offset tuning which is provided by a diode
acroR the main-tuning capacitor alloW1 up to a
3-kHz offset during receive. Vol tage for the
MPF· I0 2 is regulated. The Zener will dissipate heat
and should not be located in close proximit y to
frequency determining components. Main-tumng
capacitor, Cl, is a rather costly item and was used
because one w;u made available for this project ; it
is one of the beller capacitors available fo r VFO
service. The large value of fIXed·lnput capacitance
associated with the Colpitts oscillator twamped CI
and it was not possible to obtain fu ll S()()...tHz vro
range with the LC ratio. L2 serves to expand the
frequency coverage availab le with the 35·pF capacitor to a lit tl e over 500 kHz. The VFO tun ing range
mould be adjusted to give about 20 kHz of overla p
on band edges. The slug of Lt will largely
determine total VFO spread, and trimmer capacitor ell (45 pF across Cl) is used to set the VFO
frequency. Both adJustmcnts will interact.
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Block diagram for the K1ZJH tran5CetV1!r, The countAr circuit Ie not i...:;ludod.

The VFO circuit board and associated VFO
components wele mounted on a lIS-inch thick
aluminum plate for mechanical rigidity . The gear
drive mec hanism (nol avililable commercially) has a
Fat" ratio of 16 :1 providing about 33kHz per dial
revolution. This is aoou t the fastes t tun ing ni le
desira ble for comfo rtable luning of ssb signals.
The internal speaker is located within the VFO

enclosure (just below the VOX amplifier). ThiJ is a
compromise necessitated because of tight cabine t
space. Fortunately the VFQ is not microphonic,
and when possible, a larger and better sounding
external speaker is. used. The photographs reveal
the counter board which is located direetly
beneath the VFO. During operation , the compo.
nenlJl on this board get wa rm and radiale considen.ble heal. Howevc r, aftcr about a 15-minutc
warm-up period, thermal equilibrium is reached,
and VFO drift stabilizes to less than 100 Hz pe r
hour.
Polystyrene capaciton should be uSlCd where
indica ted. These hav e a bette r tolerance to temperalUle variations {either from external 5Oun:es or
internal rf heatilJ3} than their silver mica cou nterparts. Mica capaci tors can be<:ome leaky with age
because of diclectric dcterioration, a bane to stable
YFO operation. Drifting can be reduced by SlClecting thc "N" coefficient of trimmer C•. An N-SOO
capacitor was optimum compensation for Ih:b unit.

"ny harmonics generated in the VFO buffer stages
are reduced in a half-wave filtcr. The VFO output
level iJ adjustable by a SOlklhm composition
trimmer, and should be set for 100 millivolts peak
to peak to supply proper injection ieYels for the
MCI496 mixen. On 20 and 80 metcn, th e YfO
directly feeds the MCI 496 balanced mixer. On 10,
1'S and 40 mcten, the YFO output is premixed
with one of thc HFO oscillators in thc MC1496
premixer to produce the app ropriate in,i«tion
IInge for the mixer.
The HFO oscillators are used only on 40, I S
and 10 mC lers. Only one HFO oscillator is active al
anyone time; the openting vo1tase for the
approp riate HYO i5 supplied through band-switch
IOClion nine. On 40 meIers, the 2I.S-MHz oscillator is active, while on IS and 10 meten the
2S-MHz oscillator is used. Except for the operating
frequ ency, both oscillator circuits are identical.
The HFO circuit board is mounted on the rear
\'FO partition. The crystals used in the HFO are
inexpensive, ge neral purpose (third overtone) types
supplied by International Crystals.

The HFa Premixer and Preselector
The dou bly-balanced design gives adequate
isola tion of the input signals and only ODe tuned
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FiO_ 1 - Cin;uit dillgr.lrT'l for the t~i~r VFO.
HFO. 8nd mix ....
Cl - 35-pF YlIri~ (Mill&n 28035MKBB or
equiv.).
Ll - 24 tum. No. 26 enam. on 1/2-inch ctnlmic
form tuned with. red slug.
L2 - 9 turns No. 20enllm. on T-50-2 core .
L3. L5 - lB turn. No. 24en.m. on T-50-2 toroid
core.
L4, L6 - 2 turm No. 24 en.m. over L3 and L5
ret.peCti~iv •
L7 - 19 turns No. 24 enam. on T-50-2 toroid co....
L8 - 2 turns No. 24.nllm. over L 7.
L9 - 9 turns No.24 en8m. on T-50-2 toroid core .
L10 - 2 turns No. 24 enam. over L9.
L11 - 14 tum. ~o . 24 enam. on T -50-2 toroid

-.

L12 - 2 turns No. 24 enam. over LII .
VAl -.lIieon,I000PRV,1 A.
VI - 21.5 MHl third<lvertone genlr.t-purpose.
v2 - 25.0 MHl third<l"-rtOM genenll-purpose.

staae is needed for cach premixer output. The
neceuary SOQ-kHz pass band is easily obtained.
Voltq:e foe the premixer it: IUpplicd through
blnd-swilch section nine only on 40, 15 and 10
meten. The premixer is mounted in the VFO
enclosure on the partition shield parallel to the
bandswltch. HFO in.lection meuuIed on pin S of
the MCI496 premixer should be to 100 milLivoita
pop. VFO injection supplied to pin one should be
in the Iltl of 35 millivohs p-p ; if nol, the l3O-pF
cou plinJ capacitor can be chanacd accordingly.
Injection levels to both MC1496 mixe r stages are
critical. When using high er injection levels spurious,
raspy buzzsaw lOundina signal. will be heud
randomly as the receiver is wned acroa the banda.
Motorola mentions likelihood of telf oscillation
wben the derices are driven from. hi&h-impedance
-soun:e. Low-impedance drive source. ue used in
the traf\JCefvt r. CaJeful regulation
the maximum
mixer injection kvels seem. to be the bell wesuud ror n able MCI496 mixer opention.
B.nd-twitch secdon five selccts the correct
premixer LC output network. These are mounted
on th e premixer pc board, .nd leadJ be tween the
bandswilch and premixer should be short and
direct. The low-impedance outputs . re brou&ht to
N.nd-swf tch seetion $ill. in a bfllided shield. Section
six selects the proper lnjecdon sianal foc the
receiver-transmitter mixer and the counter input
shapinl circuil.
The prese\ector circuitry is 10Cited near the
fron t of the tnruceiver, adjacent to the VFO
compartment. II is shielded on tllree sides by the
front panel, . YFO compartment partition, and the
rear partition sepantinS the preselector and
receiver·tnmsmitler mixer compartments. The preselector cmult is fairly conventional uuna two
MPF-102 FET. in cascade conngunltion. Gate billS
Is under alc/aac control. ResiJtive loading of the SO
Ind 40 input links redu ces excessive .nd unneeded
pin on th ese two bands. Band-switch seetion' one,
two, three and four arc dedica ted to preselector

0'

coil switching. Seedon two sbould be shielded.
from section three to ltola te the input and output
stages of the preteleclor. The wield is grounded
directly to the adjacent shield partition sepantlna:
the VFO and prexlcctor computmenu. Shleldina
fabric ated from thin copper flashinl on the preselector pc board further isolates the inpu t and
output circuitry. The center shiek! of the preselector tuning c. paci tor II grounded with a short
sec tion of braid to a pc board shield directly
beneat h it. The hiJhcr rrequency coils w~ placed
closes t to the band switch pennittina short kad
lencths.
Both input and output impedances of the
preJelector are ,pproxim.te!y SG-70 ohms. Rellys
Kl and K2 Swilch the pre.selec tor between the
receiver and tnlnsmiller portions of the traruceiver.
The author acquired. handful 0" these minianue
rdays. and they are used In several area. of the
tranlCeiver to switch d . The use of relay switching
may seem archaic: in a modern transceive r but these
Uttle rela ys are quiet, o lTer a good degree of
switching isolation, readily switch low..(mpedance
rf with minimum loss, Ilnd Ife available. surplus at
reuonable prices. On recei~, the prc!Clcctor input
comes from the .nlenna relay through ad anenulIor pin con trol This method of gain control is
not oo1y effective, but does not affect the total
dynamic aac rante of the receiver. On 80 and 40
meten the pin .nd nabe nsure of the pre.seleetor
is of little practical YIlue and the Tf-pin con koi
will likely be run with almost full attenu.tion on
these bandl to allow for JOOd, stron,..slgnal
handling chancteristic. in the receiver. The preselec tor output in receive ,oes to the receivertransmitter mixer stage ror conversion to the
9-MHz receiver I-r. In transmit, the pre.JClector
input is swi tched to the receiver-tnnsmitter mixer
ou tpuL The prelC.lector outpu t, through an Ittenuator rf-drive-i.cvel control, goes to the trarumltter
power amplifier chain durin, tn.nsmit.
IO-Meter Pon Ampliner
and Receiver·Transmitter Mixer
It was found that bo th the presclector and
transmitter power chain suffered from a lack of
pep on ten meters. To improve receiver and
tnnsmitler performance on 10 meten, a 28-MH:r.
post amplifier WIll incorporated. The post ampll·
fier, a M.FE-lll dual-pte MOSFET. like th e
prcselector, is undcr alc/aSc control. OpenltinJ
voltase is supplied to the post .mplifier lhrouafJ
band-switch tection nine. on ten melen. Po_Tina
the .mpliner enupes relay K.2 placlnS the IJDpIjraer in line with the- low-impedance output or the
preseJector. The three tuned stases of the post
Iff'Ipuner offer a larae degree of selectivity and
require careful '"ger tuniDl to obtain uniform
pin .cross the 100mete.r band.. Stability of tbe
amplilier was achieved by ltager tuninJ and by
resistive loadins or the input stage. P1acement and
shieldinJ of th e .mpUner stlge are critical.
One mixer does the necessary conversion functions for both the receiver and traJUmitler teetlon.
of the tnlnlCeiver. Another Motorola MCI496 IC Is
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used In the receiver-transmitter mixer, and the
circui t is quite similar to the pre rnlxer stage. Like
the prcseleetor, miniahue hennetic relays are used
to switc h the mixer between receive and tnnsmit
functions. Injection levels to the receivertransmitter mixer arc critical. Ninety millivolU pop
should be meaSUJ\ld at pin 4 of the MC1496 mixer.
In receive, the mi:Ker output is matched to the
56(}-ohm crystal-filter impedance with a plnetwork. During transmit, individual fIXed-tuned pi
networb for eac h of the five bands are selected by
band-switch 5eCtions seven and eight to couple and
match the receiver-bansmitter mixer out put to the
preselectoT. The pi ne tworb also offer selectivi ty
and rejection to ou t-of-band signals.
Because individual whine techniqucs and partl
tolerances vary, the values fo r coils L24A-E and
capacitors CI 2A-£ are app roximate. Ceram ic or
mica trimmers may be substitu ted for the f!:Ked
values specified for CI2A-E. No te that these
capaciton and tOIolda! coils L24A-E were mounted on, and sup ported by, band-switch sec ti ons
seven and eight
I·F Crystal Filter
The Essel M9A fil ter is used with good re5ulU
in thc tra nsceiver. Becaulle th e ruter directly affecU
the receiver selectivity. tnInsminer bandwidth and
carrier suppression, a good quality filter is mandatory. KVG, Swan and oth en olTer ssb nI ten that
would be suitable for use in this transceiver. Diode
switching selects the proper filter paths for banSmitter or receiver opention. Filter porU Ru lind
R:Kb au associated with the receiver ; likewise,
ports Txa and Txb are ulled with the transm itter
circuitry. Modern eight-pole mters au capable of
more than 100 dB of stop-band attenuation and if
they are to be used to fu ll advantage, ca re is
requircd to main tain good isolation between filter
ports.
The I·F Stages, Product Detec tor and AGC{ALC
The i-C Itages, product detector and age/a1c
circuits are contained on one pc-board assembly.
The i-f stages are under a1cjage control; age voltage,
applied to pin seven of the CA3028A i-f amplirlers
varies., from two volts for minimum gain to 12
volts durinJ periods of no agc action. The 1wo i-f
stqes can produce over 50 dB or pin and, without
adequate shieldi", and power supply decou pl;1l1
be twccn stages, instabilit y can develop . Toroidal
cores in the tuned i-f stages reduce the chance for
unwanted intentage coupling. The turns rallo or
input tnInsfonner L2S-L26 performs impedance
ma tching between the filter and i-f stages. Capacitive dividen perform impedance transformations
between the i-f stages and to the product detectOf.
The output of the last i-fstage is beavily loaded to
prevent overdriving the product detector and to
help stabilize the I-f stages. The MCI496 product
detector has I dynamic:: nnae of 90 dB and a 12-dB
convenion gain. Output filtering is simplified IS
the double balanced design reduces th e level of the
i-r signal or BFO energy appearing in the outpuL
Two hundred millivolts pop of BFO energy are
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SS8 Generator and Associated Circuits
Fig. 3 _ Circuit diagr.llTl for the transmitter power
chain. See Table I for capacitor values.
CRl -lN2154
K4 - 12 V dc, $pdt.
L21A - 18 tums, No. 16 enam. OIl I T~·2 core.
Inductance is a1.9 p.H.
L21B - 15 tums. No. 16enam. on aT-60-6core.
Inductance is 1.08 p.H.
L21C - 10 turns. No. 16 enam. on aT-60-6core.
Inducl8nce Is 0.57 p.H.
L21D - 9 tu rns, No. 16 enam. on 8 T -60-6 core.
Inductance is 0.4 1 ",H.
L21E - 8 tums, No. 16 Imam. on 8 T-60-6 core.
Inductance il 0.33 p.H.
L22A - 16 turns, No. 16 enam. wound on II
T-80·2 core. Inductance is 1.46 '" H. L22B - 13

supplied to the product detector. Part of the i·r
output is &:Impled and amplified by a CA3028 rf
amplifier. The amplified i·f signal is detected in a
diode voltage doubler, and the de signal is fed to a
cascaded de amplifier using a 2N3903 and a
2N3905 transistor. The 2N390S controls the S
meter and supplies the ale/age control voltage. The
agc/ D.lc control bus is a common line, aUowed by
bilateral stageS common to both receiver and
transmitter (unctions..
Two age ranges selec::t fast or slow age eharae·
teristics. The one-rnA S meter, a ImaU surplus
movement. indicate5 relative received signal
strengths and transmitter alc levels. In transmit,
voltage is not supp lied to th e i·f stages, product
detector or CA3028 agc amplifier. The 2N3903
and 2N390S dc amplifiers remain ac tive, and alc
voltage developed in the PA is fed back to the dc
amplifiers for alc control voltage generation.

turns, No. 16 enam. on a T -80·2 core. Inductana
is 0.76 ",H.
.
L22C - 9 turns, No. 16 enam. Of! a T-60-6 oont.
Inductance is 0 .41 ",H.
L~2D - 8 turns. No. 16 enam. 00 a T-60-6 COl'll .
Inductance is 0 .27 ",H.
L22E - 7 tums, No. 16 enam. on a T -60-6 COnI.
Inductance is 0.19 ",H.
RFCI - Six beads from Amidon.
RFC2, RFC3 - One bead from Amidon.
Tl - Primary 6 turns ct; second ary 2 turns ct. See
text.
T2 - Primary 4 turns ct; 5&COIldary 6 rums. See
text.
T3 - 26 turns, No. 30 enam. on 0.3 in. al type
core.

sidetone oscillator Is active on keydown and is fed
to the audio am plifier. The amplifier assembly is
small and is located plll'8Uel to the front panel
behind the audio-gain control.
The SSB Generator and Associated C'ucuits
The two sideband crystals are those supplied by
the mter manufacturer Ind should be set to the
frequencies recommended. RatiteJ' than usinl I
third crystal for cw generation, it is pO$Sibie to puU
th e 9.0017-MHz crystal within the ruter passband
with a diode-twitched trimmer. For cw generation
the BFO oscillator transisto r emitter is key ed.
When rece iving in the cw mode, relay contacts K1B
energize the BFO (or product detector llnd counter
operation. During sideband opera tion, contactJ of
mode switch SI B prevent keying the BFO. While in
cw operation, voltage is supplied to the twin·tee
sidetone oscillator by the contacts of SIA of the

Audio Amplifier
A large variety of IC amplifiers is available that
could be used in the audio stage of the tnnsceive r.
A Sprague 2277 was USt:d as it was readily available
at a nearby Radio Shack store. The RS-2277 is Top view of the transceiver.
actually two two-watt nns amplifiers in one packi
age and was intended for small stereo systems. It
requires a minimum of external components and
provides good gain. Only one section of the 2277
was used. It delivers slightly less than two wa tlS
with the 14.S·vol t supply. Large ground foil areas
left on the pc; board will provide a satisfactory
heatsink for !he IC. The amplifier runs continuo
ously to allow sidclone monitorina for cw oper·
ati on. The ISoo-",F capacitor (rom pin 14 of the
2277 is needed (or decoupling and l table operation. The audio output will drive most low·impedance loads.. Cw selectivity is obtained
through a simple bandpass audio ruter built from
44·mH telephone loading colis, and the IOOO·Hz
filter is adequa te fo r casual ew operation.
A sharper mler skirt may be obtained by
removing the two 27OQ.-ohm resistors across the
44·mH coils (al the expense of a noticeable
increase in ringing). During cw operation, the
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mode switch. The emitte r of the sidelonc oscilla tor
uansistor is also keyed during cw operation.

Isolation diode CR4 prevents relay contacts of
K7B from activating the side tone generator in
receive which could result in false tripping of the
seml-break-in circuil. Because the BFO signal is a
part of the display freque ncy. during key-up
periods in transmit the display rea douts are
bla nked.
Mode switch contacts SIA su ppl y voltage to
the mie amplifiers in ei the r si deband position. An
RC A CA30 lSA transis to r array in the VOX circuit
reduces th e number of active com ponents to a few
devices. In the sideband positions, mode switch
contacts of 5 Ie feeds audio to the VOX circuit for
normal VOX operation. In cw,oontaclSoCSICfeed
sidetone audio to the VOX input aUowing semibreak-in operation, if desired. The VOX gain, delay
and anti trip controb are rronl-pand mounted fo r
accessibili ty.
The VOX circuit energizes relay K1. This relay
does voltage switching and primarily control s
receive o r transmit operation. When VOX operalion II no t de sired, the mie PTT contacts will
ma n ually key K1 , or a fron t-panel mounted switch
allows th e tnlnsceive r to be loc ked In transmi t. The
VOX assembly is mounted to the speaker support
bracket within the VFO compa rtment. Another
Motorola MCI496 IC is used for the balanced
modulator. Au dio is fed 10 pin four of the IC, BFO
injection to pin eight. Bes t curier rejection al 9
MHz resulls with 80 millivolts pop of BJo"O injection. The BFO level may be varied by changing the
value of the 82-pF cou pling capacitor. A multitum
trim pot is used for th e carrie r balance control to
allow for accura te and stable nulling of carrier.
Because no rf is presen t on the carri er balance
contro l, it may be mounted away from the
sideband genera tor. During cw opera tion the earrier balance is delibe rately upse t by placing a
potential o n pin one of the MCI496, permitting
the BFO energy to pass through the modulator
stage. The balanced modula to r is not powered
during receive conditions which prevents spurious
9-M Hz signals from reac hing the filter and the
receiver i-f stages. Besides the modu lator, BFa

TABLE I
Capacitor values in pF.

C7A - 560
C7B - 270

C1C - 150
C1D C1E C8A CBB CSC C8 D CBE C9A C9B C9C C9D C9E -

100
68
100
51
24
15
10
910
500
250
160
120

C I OA CIOS CIOC ClOD CIOE el lA C llS CIlC Cll D C II E C I 2A C I 2B Cl2C Cl2D C12E -

300
160
15
51
39
390
200
100
68
51
62
43
10
22
None used

Bottom view of the transceiVf!r.
injection is su pplied to the product detector and to
the BFO counte r-p rescaler circui t. Excessive rad ia·
tion of the BFO signal, through careless shielding
or bypassing, could reac h the i-f stages causing age
action or i-f blocking to occur.
Transmitte r Power Chain
The development of a high-gain broad-band
power amplifier able to span 30 MH z can be
difficult. Fortunately, two previously published
articles laid the basic ground work for the transceiver's power chain.' The circuitry was intended
for 20-mete r service and to obtain adequate perrormance at 10 meten required several circuit revisions. This included rcplacing thtl 2N2 102 stage s
with 2N3866 transistors. The CAJ028 predriver,
like the prC5C lector and 100meter postamplifier. is
under alc contro l. Drive to the predriver Slage is
manuall y regulated by the drive-level control. A
low-frequency ro ll off RC network after the driv&
level control helps to equalize for the decrease in
transisto r pin at the higher freque ncies. The
push-puU output of the predriveT drives two class
A.B 2NJ866 emitter foUo\\"~r stages. These, in tum,
d rive two push-pull AS 2N3866 transistors in
common~mitt e r configuration. Heamnk fins are
needed on the 2N3866 transistors.
T he final amplifier u a 12-voll version o r one
described by Lowe.' Const ru c tion of T I and T2 is
somewhat un conventional. The original amplifier
descri bed by lowe was designed for 28-vol t operation allowing the use of inexpens.ive surplus transistors. Since 1<4 .5·volt circuitry is used for the rf
stages, this involved changing the tums ratios of TI
and T2 and necessitated using 12-volt transis tors in
place of the 2N3632s. IXgenerative feedback in
the PA circuit improves linearity with a small
sacrifice in outpu t power. Excessive rf drive causes
the CA3028 predriver to satul1lte before danger-

HiI~,

"Slnll e Band SSB Traru;cflver." HQm
1973.
'Lowe "A 1 1)-Wa~t Output Soljd..state Lin eill'
Ampllflu ~or 3.5 to 30 Mlb," QST. D« .. 19 71.
L
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Transmitter Power Chain

Fig. 4 - Circuit diagram for the j·f fi lte r switc hi ng
ci rcuit and for the receivl!Nr~nsmittl!r mixer sec·
tion . See Table I for capacitor values.
K5 , K6 - 12Vdc,spdt .
L2 3 - 40 turns. No. 28 enam . wouod 00 a T·50·2
core.
L2 4A - 62 turns, No. 26 eoam . wouod on a
T·50-2 core.
L2 48 - 35 turns, No. 26 enam. wou nd 00 a T ·50-2
core.
L24C - 22 turns. No. 22 e Dam. wouod 00 a T·50·2
core.
L24 0 - 12 tu rns, No. 22 enam. wound 0 0 a
T ·50·2 core.
L24E - 4 tu rns, No. 22 enam. wound on a T-50·2
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ousty high base cunenn are reac hed in the final
amplifier.
T 3 samples PA rf outpu t. The secondary ofD
is detec ted to produce a proportional ale de
output. Ale action is rcgu13ted by a front-panel ale
con trol. The 2N2222 ale amplifie r increases the d e
signal to ill level usable for the c asead ed d e alc/agc
amplifier. The IN34 diode preven ts the 390-ohm
2N2222 em itter resistor from loading the age
voltage developed in the voltage-doublcr detector.
Because of the broad-band nature of the amplifier ,
undesirable energy cou ld be readily coupled to the
antenna. F ive elliptical low-pa ss fil ters, o ne for lllIch
individual band, are used to filter the tran smitter
outpu t. Band·switch sectio ns 10 and I I select the
appropriate filter for the band in use.',
The power chain was built on d ouble·dad
epoxy board. A 12-vol l power amplifie r develops
large rf curren15, an d stable efficien t operation
demands low-impedance ground paths. The top foil
was left o n the board to fonn a grou nd plane.
Leads above ground going to lower fo il run s are
isolated by reaming away copper around Ihe lead
holes. Leads going to lower ground foil runs should
also be solde red to the upper ground plane foil fo r
good bonding and to reduce grou nd loops.. The
board was mounted in a sec tion o f 1/ 8-inch
aluminum chan ne l that serves as a shield and a
hea tsink for the final transis tors. The PA transistors were mounted directly on the alum inum
channel. T he use of metal spacers and serews to
mount the board to the aluminum channel assured
adequate rf grounding.
Spectral ana lysis of the two-tone ssb output
signal shows third-order IM O p roducts to be 27 dB
down at full power. With a sligh t reduction in
drive, be tter than 30 dB are obtainable. Broad·
band white noise, harmonics and ot her undesirable
spurio us sign als are well within acceptabl e mini mum leve ls. Because exeessive drive levels cause
satura tion of the CA3028 predriver, it is good
. practice lIot to use excessive drive on cw to keep
harmon ic genera tion a t a minimum. Tota l trnnsmi ller curren t drai n is monito red with a threeampere meter movemell t. Proper drivp levels for
ssb operation must be initially de lenn ined using an
3 Sc hube rt. "Lowpass Fillers for Solid Stale
L in ears," Ham Xadfo. Mareh , 1974 .
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Transmitter Power Chain
Fig. 6 - Circuit diagram for the sidetone generator,
the ssp generator, the BFO, and VOX. All un·
marked diodes are 200 PRV, 1 A.
K7 - 4pdt, 12 V dc , l85-ohm coil !Allied Control
T-1634C or equ iv.l.
L32 - 40 tu rns . No. 28 enam. on a T -50-2 core.
L29 - 32 turns, No. 26 enam. on a T ·50·2 core.
L30, l3l - 2 turns, No. 26 enilm. wound over
L29.
T4
Aud io type, 800-()hm to 10,ooO'ohm
!DO·T23 UTC or equi v.) .
T5 - Aud io type. 10..ohm to l00-()hm !Argonne
AR17lor eq uivJ.
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Rear view of the transceive r.

-----..
oscilloscope. Once con eet peak curren t is determined, Ihe ale control should be sct to show signs
of ale action on voice peaks. The peak meter
reading depends on the characteris tics of the mete r
used and upon the voice characteris tics of the
operator.
Band-Switch Notes
The 11 section ceramic band switch used in the
transceiver is assembled from several switches
removed from scrapped electronic assem blies.
Variolls switch manufacturers se ll the necessary
wafer and d rive assem blies to produce alm ost any
custom switch required. If 3vajlable, a fiber drive
shaft will reduce unwanted coupling between
swi tch $Cctions. Shields are needed -for isolation
between swi tch wafer section! 2 an d 3, 4 and 5, 6
and 7, 8 and 9, and between 9 and 10. These
shields are grounded to nearby shield partitions.
T he meta l swi tch hardware al the end of tlle
assembly should be grounded. In the author 's unit ,
the vertical eUipticaHiJter pc board was sup po rted
in part by the rear of the switch assembly, and
ground foil remaining on the board provided a
low·impedance ground path to the chasis. T he
transmitter power run~ straight th rough from th e
mixer outpu t representing a large value of in·linc
gain produced by the prcselector and power chain
circ uitry. II doesn't take much unwanted coupling
to produce fcedback paths. Careful shielding,
bonding, and elimination of ground loops are
important for stable operation.

Power Supply
T he power supply provides regulated S·vol ts de
and 14.S-voUs dc for the transceiver. The five-volt
supply is for Ihe TTL logic and LED displays in the
frequency counter; the 14.S-volt supply powers the
rf and au dio scctions. A National LM 309 or
Fairc hild 780S IC is Ihe hear t of the S-volt supply.
The IC has internal current limiting and automatic
over temperatu re cutoff for self protection. The
output is electro nically filte red. A series resistor
reduce~ hea tsink requirements for the S-volt regulator.
The 14.5-volt supply centers around a Fairchild
781S regu lator. This IC has the same features of

th e 7805 e xcept it furn ishes IS volts. Because the
7815 alone will not meet the current demands of
the transceiver, two MJE·30S5 pass transistors are
used to amplify the current capability of the
J4.S-volt sl,lpply. Both pass transiSiors and IC
rcgulat ors require a heatsink. The dropping rcsis tor
for th e S-volt regulator should be mounted so that
it will dissipate heat without adve rsely affecting
near by circuits. An SC R crowbar circuit blows the
power supply fu se if regu13tor o r pass transistor
failure allows more Ihan 18 volts to appear on the
14-volt linc. Large transients will also activate the
SCR.
If battery operation is contemplated. the S-volt
regulato r should be ope rated directly from the
14.4-volt source without Ihe se ries dropping rcsis·
lO r. Operation directly from an 18- to 28-volt
supply may be accomplished, provided the regulators and pass tfansistors are used for voltage
reduction.
The F requency Display
Tw o se para te amplifiers and sealer stages 3re
used to amplify and shape the rf vol tage levels to
be TTL compati ble. Since the 74192 up-down
countcrs will on ly operate reliably to 2S MHz in
this application, each counter input is prescaled by
a factor of ten. The highest scaled input 10 the
countcr wiH be about 3 MHz on I S mcteI5 from
the 3a-MHz premixer out put_ The BFO amplifie r
uses a 7404 hex inverte r biased for amplifier
service, and am plifies and shapes the 9-MHz BFO
signal to a S-volt logic leveL A 7490 decade
cou nter divides the BFO signal down to 900 kHz.
These amplifiers and scalers should be well shielded
and bypassed as their harmon ics radia te well into
the hf region. A MC13S0 IC serves to am plify, 3S
applicable, either the premixer or VFO ou tput.
Another 7404 hex invertcr is used to furthcr
amplify and shape the rf signal to 3 usable logic
level. It was found that a 7490 would not operate
reliably in the presence of 3n rf field with the
max imum 3a-MHz promixer output. The solution
was to use a high speed 74S1 14 as a divide-by·two
prcscaler followed by a 7490 divide-by-five stage.
T he basic counter circuit evolved from an
article appearing in the 1914, May"June issue of
the Air Force MARS Newsletter. As originally

Frequency Display
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Fig. 7 - Cin::uit diagram for the cw filter. the
coonler ,cale~ and amplifie,.. end the eudio
amplifier 'U198 for the receiver.
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Fig. 8 - Circu it d iagram for the diode matri~ to select the preseiOClor output for the up-<lown convene".
K8 is B 12-V de dpdt unit. All diodes are power type, 200 PAY, 1 A.

intended, the counter was designed to count up the
high.frequency oscillator of a Swan transceiver,
and then c hange over and count down 105.S-MHz

carrier generaling oscillator; the difference of these
two (the opera ting freque ncy o f the transceiver)
would then be transferred, latched Bnd displayed.
With the prem ixing arrangement used in this
transceiver, it is necessary to count up or down

eithe r the premixer or BFO signals. On 20 and 10
meters, a double up count of the BFO and
premixer signals is needed to reproduce "the tra nsce iver operating frequency.
Fig. S ilIumates the U!le of UI , a 7400 gate.
This ga le, in conjunction with a diode matrix from
band-5witch section nine, serves to select the
appropriate prescaler output for the up- or downcou nter inputs. Relay K8 is energized on 20 or 10
meters allowing two sequential up counts of the
scaler outpUIJ to occu r in lieu of the normal
up-down count "'quence.
The three 74164 registers form the gating
circuit for th e coun ter. With initially all of the
registers at ~ero, the first ten clock pulses enable
the up<oun ter gate; the down cou nter is disabled.
The eleventh clock pulse disables the up-counte r
input, and enables the down-c oun ter input until
the 20th clock pulse, when both inputs are
disabled. On 10 or 20 meters, the eleventh clock
pulse enables th e second up-countcr input and
disables the fint up<ounter input (UISA-B).
On the 22nd clock pulse, the 7475 latches are
set with the cou nt present at the 74 192 outpulJ.
The 22nd pulse also clears both th e 74192 counters and 74164 gating registers. Because it is
possible for the 74192 counte rs to be rese t before
the 7475$ latch, causing a loss of the count,
inverters UI 3E and UI3F provide a small time
delay before clearing the 74192 counters.
The coun ter displays four digits. With th e

1000Hz clock rate selected, the hundreds of kHz ,
tens of kHz, kHz , and hundreds of Hz are
displayed. A complete cou nler cycle takes 200 ms,
which provides rapid updati", of changes in
operating frequen cy. A selectable 10-Hz clock rate
allows displays to within 10 Hz to be displayed ,
with a Ion of the IOO-k.Hz position and a 2.2second co unter update period. The MH z decimal
point 10 the left of the MSD is illum inated to
indicate when the higher clock ra te is selected.
The counter was assembled on 11 small square of
Vecloroord. This allowed numerous circuit changes
to be made in th e constru ction of the counter. The
counter circui try, like the prescalers, generates
large amounts of rf hash and should be well
bypassed and shielded from the receiver circuitry .
The use of sockets is recommende d. Ideally the
counter should be constru cted on double-sided pc
board with I n upper ground plane_ The readouts
wc:rt: mounted in a Monsanto MH04C circularly
polarized bezel. In operation the last digit varies up
10 :to I coun t, possi bly caused by the random loss of
one or two coun ts depending upon the phase
rela'tionship between the gating clock pulses and
the counter input signals. Placing the scalers afte r
the coun ter gating may have elimmated this condition, but it is only a minor an noyance.
A double-pole ce nter-off switch is used to select
the 100Ht or 1000Hz clock rate. The center-off
position removes the5-V de supply to the cou nter
circuitry. allowing considerable power savings
when the counter is not needed. The coun ter adds
a touch of class to the transceiver as well as
operating l1exibility and conve nience. On the
minus side, it must be admitted that a substan tial
portion of the transceive r power requiremenu and
cost are repccscnted in the coun ter sec tion. Some
amateurs may wish to forego the counte r in favor
of substituting a mechanical dial arrangemen t.
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Fig. 9 - Circuit diagram for the cou nter circuits.
T ran sceiver Alignment
It is assumed that the builder is experienced in
aligning ssb eq uipment , and space permi ts only a
cursory alignmen t proccdure to be outlined. Access
to a wideband cal ibrated oscilloscope is recommended. T he VFO range can be set with .e ither a
frequency counter or general--cove rage receive r.
Disabling the BFO prescaler and selecting 80 or 20
mete rs will allow the in ternal counter to display
the YFO frequency .
The BFO tank should be adjusted so the
oscillator will start reliably when power is applied.
The trimmer for the BFO crystals should be sct
using a counter. If one is not availa ble, disable the
premixer prescaler and usc the internal counter. On
40 meters, the 21.5-MHz HFO should be adjusted
so that it starts relia bly. T he 25-M Hz oscilla to r
shou ld be adju sted in a similar manner on either 10
or 15 meters. Set both of the Mt'1496 m ixcr
balancing pots to m id position. On the appropriate
bands, adjust th e premixer tan ks for maximum
ou tpu t at mid band. Use an rf vol tmeter o r suitable
scope on the low-impedance premixer output for
these measurements. With the scope still on thc
prcmixer ou tput, carefull y adjust Ule balance pot
until inpu t injec tion feedthrough is minimal.
Adjust the 9-MHz i- f receiver stages using a signal
generator. Adjust for maximum S-meter deflection.
The 9-M Hz receiver-transmitter mixe r output can

be tuned in a similar fashion. The third hannonie
of the VFO will beat with the 25-M Hz oscillator to
produce a strong 9-MHz signal on 10 and 15
meters. Tune the receiver to 28.666 MHz. Carefu ll y null the signal using the receiver transmitter
mixer balance pot. The presclector coils may be
peaked on receive using a signal ge nera tor, or by
on-the-air signals. Verify that the MC I496 mixer
injection levels (including balanced modula tor and
BFO) are correct. In cw transmit , peak the 9-t.IH z
balanced modulator output. If transmit drive levels
are low, repeal.: the preselector coils for ma:dmum
transmitter drive. In ssb irammit, adjus t the
camer-balance pot for minimal carrier feedthrough. Peak the 80 pI' receiver-transmitter mixer
pi-network loading trimmer for maximum 10meter cw ou tput.
The mic gain control is fixed. First disable the
transmitter power chilin. Then, using a suitable
scope, monitor the low-impedance receivertran smitter mixer output. Using the station mic
and speaking in a slighUy louder than normal voice,
adjust the mic-gain control to a po int just below
where flat topping begins in the receivertransmitter mixer. This insures adequate ssb drive
leve ls on J 0 and 15 meters. Changing microphones
will require this procedure to be repeated.
Preselector tuning during trammit should be
smoo th ; if the presclector tuning peaks abnormally
sharp on some bands., it is a probable indication of
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Fig. 11 - Cirl;t.lit diagram lor thl transceivS\'" poywr supply . U2 and U3 Ire manufactured by Fairchild.
VRl ;18 Gene..., Electric type e3S8. Ul is from Motorola. Tl is. Stancor RT-204.

rege neralion. Likewise, the drive-level control
sho uld exen::ise a smooth linear control over
output power. In ssb Innsmil, with the rf-drive
level at maximum, it should be possible to tune the
preselec lor throughout its range with ,no,indicalion

of spurious osci1l.ations.
The receiver performs as well as most on the

amateur market loday. The 20-watt output power
places the transmitter above the QRP class, al·
though some discreti on is needed when rubbing
mouldeo with high-power stations on a crowded
band. Reports have praised the audio qualit y, an d
many stations refused to believe the transmitter
was running only 20 watts.
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SIMPLE TRANSMITTING FILTERS

While the mIen in th is chart re present somewhat obsolete designs, the circuits are lik.ely to he
encountered because of their popularity. The terms
wave filters or image·parameter filter are often
ap plied to this type of network. A basic limitation
on image-parameter fillers is that a tenninaling
impeda nce that varies in a com plicated manner is
req uired if the exae t filter response is 10 be
realized. Consequently, such designs are o nly
approxima te in nature and should not be used if
close tolerence on attenuation is requir.ed.
The units for L, C. R, and f are microhenries.

picofarads, ohms and megaher tz. respectively. If
the so'Called m-derived mle! section is to be used,
the value of In in the char t can be found from
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A 160·METER AMPLIFIER

Fig. 1 -

Front view of the 160·meter amplifier.

Note the l,lfe of perforated aluminum $lock to

permit ventilation of both the rf and power supply
compllrtrnen ts. The large front'ililnel knob on the
right controls C3, v.tIile the adjacent knob to the
left controls C2. The power SWilch, 51, is controUed by the lITIlIUer knob located beneath Cl.
Both 51 and 52, the mellll'l" switch, Mil mounted
below th e chassis, and OS1 is mounted between
the two switches.

Anyone who has operated in the 16o-meteJ:
band lately can attest to Ihe fact that interest in
the "top band" is on the upswing. With only a
handful of manufacturers producing gear for 160,
this band is somewhat of a "homebrewcu' haven,"
Most opention takes pbce during the evening
hOUlS, because th e high level of dayt ime ionospheric absorption makes communication (other
than strictly local) all but impossible for low
powered slalioM. Summerlime Sialic makes Ihin;s
even more difficult. AI present, amateurs occu py
this band on a shared buis with various radionavigation scrvices, with ma:Kimum input power
limitation, imposed to preve nt harmful mittference from occuring. Thesc reurict ions ale
grealest between sundown and sunrise, when the
potenlial fOI interference is at ffilI:Kimum. However,
during the day light hours, amateurs in 29 sta tes ale
permined to use up to 1000 watts iX'wel input,
while in the oth er 21, the ffilI:Kimum is 500 watts,
in selected segments of the band.' The ampl ifier
described below is for use with 160-meter e:Kcite:s
in Ihe 50- to I DO-watt output class, for ssb and ClIo'
operation.
CIKuit Data

A pair of 572Btr 160 L triodes are used in a
cathode-driven, grounded-grkl. conf'lguration (see
Fig. 3). A small amount of operating bias is
provided by the 3.9-volt. 100watt Zener diode in
I A chart of U,S. and Canadian 16G-mew
..lHoUocaUo.,. . . . .aiJable trom ARRL

Hcad(l\l~

ten: .,end • .tamped, Klt-a ddl'e.sed enV1'lope and
",quelt form S-16A.

series with the ca thode return lead, and the tubes
are completely cut off during nontransrn itting
periods by opening that lead with KIA to reduce
unnecessary power consumption and heat generation. The other contacts on K I perfo rm all
neceuary antenna switch ing functions for
IIansccive or separate transminer/receiver operation. Drive power from the C)[citcr is fed to Ihe
directly heated cathodes tluough a parallel combinatkm of truee .01 ~F disk capacitors, and a
resonant cat hod e lank circuit helps minimize the
amount of drive required. 11te f'llament choke,
RFC2, isolates the driving signal from the f'llament
transformer. A B&W FC-15A choke was used here.
A single power switch, Sl, ap plies 117 Vac 10 the
primaries of both the power and f'llament transformers simultaneously, as the 572B's require no
significant warmup time. SI also activates the
!."Ooling fan, BI , and the front-panel pilot light
assembly, DSI . The self-contained high-voltage
power su pply uses D straightforward voltage
doubler circuit. No-load voltage Is appro:Kimately
3100 V dc, dropping to 2600 V dc under one
kilowatt key-down co nditions. R2 limits the initial
surge current to the filttr capacitor bank 10
prevent exceeding the current hand ling capability
of the rectifier Siring when the supply is rust
turned on.
A single 0-1 rnA meter is used to monitor either
plate vo ltage or cathode cunent. To measure plate
voltage, I mult iplier oonsisting of five seriesconnected I-megohm I-watt resistors with one end
tied to the B plus line is switched in series with the
meter to provide a rull-scale readin& of 5000 vollS.
A I (I()()-ohm one-watt resistor between the bottom
of the meter multiplier Dnd ground prevents th e
full B pll15 voltage from appearing across the meter
. switch, S2, when it is in the other position. To
measure cathode current, the meter is placed in

.

Fill. 2 - Top view of the amplifier. The rf
components occupy the foregrou nd . while the
heat-gener~ lirtg powtlf-IUPP!V componentl efe vis·
ible behind the companmenl shie ld at the rear.

A 16()..Meter Ampl ifier
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Fig. 3 - Circuit diagram lo r the 160-meter
amplifier. Fixed·value capacitors arB ceramic disk
unless otherwise indicatoo. Polari:ted capacitors BrB
electrolytic. All resisto~ are 1/2-watt composition
unless noted otherwise.

Bl - 1 17-volt axial len 1R0tron Whisper Fan or
equiv.1.
Cl - Parallel combination 01 one 5000, 2000, and
l000-pF silver-mica capac itors.
C2, C3 ~ 250-pF air var iable, .07S·inch $pacing (E.
F. Johnson 154-9 or equiv-l.
C4, CS, C6 ~ Transmitting capacitor, l000-pF
"doorknob" (Centralab 8585 or equiv.).
CRI-CRI2, incl. ~ 1000 PRV, 2.5·A silicon
(Motorola HEP 170 or equiv.).
OS 1 ~ 117-volt Be neon pilot lamp a5Sefllbly .
Jl - Phone jack.
J2 , J 3 - Coax chassis·mou nt ing con nector, type
50-239.
Kl - 3pdt, l o-A contacts, 110-V dc coi l (Potter
and Brumfield KUP14015 or equiv.).
(Continued on next pIlgej
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11-1.0"H
L2, L3 - See text.

Ml - l -mAdc (Simpson model 2 121 or /!Qui ... ,!.

RFCI - 1.0 mHo 500 rnA (E. F. Johnso n 102-752
or equ i.... ).
51 - Spst rotary swi t ch.
52 - Dpdt rot ary switch .
Tl - 117"'1011 primary; secondary 62S-O.u25 volts

ac let not u5e(!) at 450 rnA (Hammond No.
720).
T2 - 117..,,01t pri mary ; secondary 6.3 V ct at 10 A
{Stancor P-6464 or /!Quiv.l.
T3 - 117-\IOlt primarv ; secondary 6.3 V ae.
VAl - Zener, J.g-V, lO-watt (Motorola HEP
Z3500 or equi ... ".
parallel with shunt R I, which remains in series
with the cathode return lead at all times. To obtain
a full-scale read ing of one ampere , a shunt resistance of .04 3 ohms was used with the Simpson
model 2121 meter, as it has an internal resistance

of 43 ohms (see Olapter 17).
As this a mplifier is designed for monoba nd
operation, the mechanical and electrical OJill'
plex itic$ and com promises involved in th e bandswit ching of an o u t put ne twork are not a fa ctor
here. Tuned-link co upling is used in the output
circuit. The grid of each 572B is tied directly to
cha ssis gro und , using short lead s, to avo id prob lems
with instabilit y. Parasitic suppressors Zl and Z2
also contribute to stability. Neutraliut io n is not
necessary.
B&W Miniductor stock is used at L2 and LJ . L2
is made from 43 turns of B&W 3034 (No. 14 wire,
8 tp i, 3-in ch dia.) and L3 is made fro m 39 turns of
B&.W 3030 (No. 14 wire, 8 tpi, 2·1/2-inch dia.) .
The co ils are su pported on a lO-inch strip of
bakelite which is mounted on three 1-1/2-inch
steatite insu lating cones. L2 is epoxied into place
on the side of the bakelite strip nearest the tubes.
LJ will be partia lly inserted into the cold end of
L2, and is epoxied into place after initial adjustments have been made. L3 must be ab le to slide
freely inside L2 without making electrical co ntact.
The lu st 10 turns of L3 may be covered with a
layer of Scotch No. 21 glass insulating tape. Leads
from L3 are made with teflon-insu lated flexible
stranded wire to allow the coil a degree of freedom
of movement during initial adjust ment. Rf output
from L3 is conn ec ted to K 1B thro ugh a short
length of RG-58 /U coa xial ca ble.
Meter shunt Rl is made by wind ing 12·1/2
inches of No. 26 enam. wire aro und a I-megohm

2-watt resisto r. If the meter used h.n an internal
resistance o ther than 4 3 ohms, the ap pro priate
shunt resistance value may be wound by referring
to the copper wire resistance table in Chapter 18.
Parasit ic sup pressors ZI and Z2 are each made
wi th 3-1/2 turn s of No. 14 enam. wire wound
around the parallel combinat ion of three 82-ohm,
I-watt composition resistors, mounted right at
each pla te cap.
Operation
The power su pply should be tested before rf
drive is applied to the amplifier. For in itial tests, it
is desirable to co ntro l the power transformer
primary voltage with a Powers tat, while leaving the
filament transformer primary and fa n co n nected
directly to the 11 7 V ac line. R emember at 01/

times that lethal voltage: exist both above and
below chassis. Do not mak e any internal adjustments with the power on, or even with the
power o ff until the bleeders h ave fully discharged
the filter capacitors (at least 40 seconds with th is
particular am plifier). It is good practice to clip a
lead from the B-plus terminal to ground after the
capacitors have discharged , whenever working
inside the amplifier (remember to remove it before
a ppl ying powed ). The tuned-input circuit ( Ll-CI),
shoul d be checked with a grid-dip meter for
resonance at the frequency segment of interest. K I
must be closed during transmit; this may be
effected by shorting the wire flOm JJ to ground
with a relay inside the 160-meter e xci ter, or with
an externa l switch. Starting with a plate voltage of
about 1500 volts, d rive is applied through 12 and
C2 is adjusted for maximum rf out put as indicated
on an external rf wattmeter or relative out put
indicator. C3 is then adjusted for maximum output. The plate voltage may now be advanced to its
normal level. The link may be moved in or out
(with power ofD and C2 and C3 aga in adju sted
until the highest efficiency is obtained. At that
po int the link., LJ, may be epox ied in place. In the
amplifier described here, the o ptimum position for
L3 wa s when eight of its turn s were inside L2. This
may be used asa sta rting point fo r the adjustment.
Normal tu ne-up procedure involves only the adjustment o f C2 and C3 for maximum o utput,
within the maximum legal power limits, o f course.
Dur ing normal o peration the 572B anodes may
glow with a dull red co lor. The tubes draw about
50 rnA resting current, when KI is closed and no
drive is ap plied.

A CONDUCTION -COOLED TWO-KI LOWATT AMPLIFIER
One of the major concerns when dealing with
high power amplifiers is heat and how to reduce it.
The usual method has been to use a large fan or

blower, but this solution is generally noisy. By
using the principles of heat transfer, a noiseless
amplifier can be made with the use of an adequate
hea t sink and co nduction-cooled tubes.
The amplifier shown in the pho tograph s and
schematically in Fig. I uses a pair of recently
designed 8813 conduction-cooled triode tubes. The
circuit configuration is grounded grid and uses no
tuned-input tank components. When properly adjusted, the amplifier is capabl e o f IMD char.lcteristics which are better than can be achieved by a

A 2-kW Amplifier
Top view of the 8O-through l Ckneter condlH:tioncooled .mpIifi.,... The ehassis is 17 x 12 x 3 inches
143.2 x 30.5 x 7.6 em} and is tOl8l1y enclosed in 8
shield. A separete partition was fllbricated to
prevent rf leakage through thll meter holes in the
front panel . An old Na ti onal Redio Company
vernier dial is used in conjunction with the plate
tuning calJ8Citor to provide ease of adjustment
(especially on 10 meters ). The position of the di al
101" each band is marked on the dial skirt with a
blac k pen and india ink.
Iypical eJ[c1ter, the refore the added complexity of
band switching a tuned-input circuil was deemed
unnecessary.
Consbuction
Building an amplifier such as this is orten an
exercise in adapting readily available components
to a published circuit. For this reason, a blow·
by·blow description of this phase of the project
will not be givcn. An efforl was made, however, to
usc parts which are available genc ral ly, and should
the builder desire, this model could be copied
ve rbatim.
The most difficult conslruclionaJ probl em i5
that of aJign ing the tube sockets correctly. It i5
impentive that the sockets be aligned so that when
the tubes are mounted in place, the nat surfaces of
the anodes fit smoothly and snugly against the
thermal-link beat-transfer IlUI teriaJ. Any misalignmen t here could destroy the tu bes (or lube)
the first time fu ll power is Dppliod. The moun ting
holes for the tube sockets are enlarged to aJlow
final posi ti oning after the tubes are "socked" in
place with the clamping hard ware. Pressure must
be applicd to the anodes so that they are always
snug against the thermal link. The hardware used
to perform this fu nction must be noncond ucting
IlUItCrial ca pable of withstanding II much as
2500c. The pressure bracket used here was fabricated from several MilJen ~ck·ba r strips (metal
clips removed) moun ted in back·t~back fashion.
The en tire assembly is held in place by means of a
long piece of No. 10 thrcaded bnss rod which
passes through a small hole in the cen ter of the
heat sink. An attcmpt to give meaningful cornmen U about how tight the tubes should be
prcssu rcd to the copper and aluminum tlink will
not be given. Suffice it to say that the tubes should
fit flat and UlUg!y against Ihe thermal hardwarc.
The heat sink was purchased from Thermaloy and
is connected to a l / 4-inch thick piece of ordinary
copper plate. The total cost for the copper and the
aluminum sink is somewhal more than the price of
a good centrifugal blower (S30) but the savings
offered by not having to purchase special tu be
sockets and glass chimneys overCOmeJ the cost
diffcrential.
Top lI;ew of the power supplv built by WAIJ ZC
showing the technique lor mounting the fittel"
ca pacitor bank. The diodes II~ mounted on II
printeci-circuil board whiCh is fll$tened to th e rear
of the cabinet with cone insulators and suitable
Mrdware.

The power suppl y is built on a sepanle chassiJ
because the pbte transformer is bulky and !;Urnbersome. A special transformer was desigmd for
this am plifier by Hammond Transformer Co. Ltd.,
of Guelph, Onto Canada. The transformer contains
two wind ings, one Is for the plate supply to be
used in a voitage..d oubJer circuit and the other is
for the tube fllaments. The powe r su pply produces
2200 vollll under II load of SOOmA, and is rated for
2?OO watts. The Hammon d part num ber is given in
FIg. I. All of the interconnections for power.
supply control and the operating voltages needed
by th e amplifter are carried by a 5even-condu ctor
cable. This excl udes the B plus, however, which is
connected between the un its by means of a piece
of test·probe wire (S-kV rati~) with Millen high-voltage conn ectors mounted at both ends. The
seven-conductor cable is made from several picces
of tW<H<Onductor household wire (No. 10) avail·
able at most hardware stores.. Since the main power
switch is moun ted on the front panel of the
amplifier, the power supply may be placed in some
remote position, ou t of the way from the operator
(not a bad idea!). A high-voltage meter was
included with the power supply so tharit oould be
used with other amplifiers. II serves no purpose
with this system. The main amplifter deck toIlS
provisions for monitoring the plate voltage..
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Fig. 1 - Circuit diagram for the 8873 condl,lclior.eooled amplifier. Component designations not tined

below are for 18Xl reference. RFCl and RFC2 are wound on the same ferrite rod in the same direct ion;
three wires are wound together IAmidon MU· 125 kit). Tube sockeu for Vl and V2 afe E.F. Johnson
124·0311·100. The thermal links are availabl e from Eimac with the tubes. Th e heat sink is part numbe12559·08O-AOOO from ASlrodyne Inc., 353 Middlese:. Ave., Wilmington, MA 01887, and cons
approximately $20,
Cl

- T ransmiuing air varieble, 347 pF (E.F.
Johnson 154-0010-001 t,

C2 - Transmitt ing air varieble, 1000 pF IE.F.
Johnson 154-30).

CR2·CR7, incl, - 1000 PRY, 2.5 A (Motorola
HEP170).
J l - 50-239 chanis mounted coax ial coonector.
J3, J4, J5 - Phono jack, panel mount.
J6 - High·voltage connection !Millen 370011.
Kl - Enclosed, threfl1JoOle relav, ll Q..volt dc coil
(Potte r ilnd B.rumlield KUPI4D I 51 .
4·314 tum, of 114·inch copper tubing,
1-3/4-inch inside diameter, 2· 1/4 inches long.
L2 - 12·1/2 turns. 1I4-inch copper tubing, 2·3/4·
inch inside diameter, tap at one turn from
connection poiflt with l1, 2· 1/2 inches for 20
meters, 7·314 turns lor 40 meters.
L3 - 11 ·1(2 turns .. 2-inch diameter, 6 tpi {Barker
and Williamson 30251.
L4 - 10 turns, 2·inch diameter, 6 tpi, with taps at
3 turns for 10 meters, 3-1/2 turns for Hi
meters, 4-3/4 turn s lor 20 meters, &-314 turns
lor 40 me ters ; all taps made from junction of

11 -

L3 (Bltrker and Williamson 30251.
Ml - 200 mA lull scaie, 0.5-ohm internal resis·
tance (Simpson Elaclric Designer Series Model
523).
M2 - 1 mA lull scale, 43 ohms internal resistanc ,
(Simpson Electric, same series as MO.
Rl - Meter shunt, .05555 ohms conStructed Irom
3.375 feet of No. 22 enam. wire wound over
the bodV 01 any 2·well resistor higher than 100
ohms in value.
R2 - Meter shunt. 0.2 ohms made from five
l -ohm, l-walt resistor. connected in parall'l.
RFC1, RFC5, RFC6 2.5 mH !Millen
34300(2500).
RFeJ - RI choke (Barker and Wiltlamson Model
BOO with 10 turns removed from the bottom
end).
RFC4 - 22 J' H (Millen 34300).
5 1 - Hlgh-vol tage ba~selec tOr style. double pOle,
six position IJames Millen 51001 Slvlel.
Zl, Z2 - 2 turns 3 /B-inch-wide coppe r $trap
wound over three lCIO-ohm. 2·watt resistors
connec ted in parall'l.
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Fig. 2 - Ci rroit diagram for the power supplV.
The power transformer is available f rom Hammond; type no. 101165. CRl through CR9 are
2.5 A, 1000 PRY; see Fig. 1 for suitable part
number. T2 is Stam::or part number P·8190 and is

rated for 6.3 volts at 1.2 amperes. OSl is a
117..yolt neon pilot lamp assemblV. The lap at R1
shou ld be set for 5000 ohms to the 8 minus lead.
Adjust ments to this tap cannot be made while
voltage is applied to the power supply. l[thepilot

lamp does not glow properly, remove th e ac cord,
allow suitable time [or the high·voltage to bleed to
uro, and apply a screwdriver between the B·pius
line and ground before mtlking any adjuflmentff
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A conventional hou5ehold light switch may be
used for 54. If the switch il to be mounted
horizontally. be sure 10 use a oon laclor device and
not a mercury type (which operates in I vertiClll
position o nly). A doubl&pale switc h was used with
bo th poles connected in parallel. The ra ting is 220
V al 10 A per seclion.

ronnin&, and there are no brightly illum inated
tubes to warn I.he operator that the ampliflCr iJ
turned on. Except for the pilot lamp on the front
panel, one might be fooled into believing the
amplUter is turned off! And if th e pilot lamp
should bu rn out, there is abwlutely no way to tell
if the power is turned On (with the resultant high
voltage at the anodes of th e 88735). Beware!

The RF Deck

The two sections of the pi-L netwo rk are
isolated from each other by placing one of them
under the c hassis. Although not shown in the
photograph, a shield was added to prevent If

ene rgy

!'rom

entering

the

control

section

underneath the chassis. The shield divides the
chusis between the tube wckel5 and the inductors.
The loading capacitor is mounted directly beneath
the plal&-tu ni ng capacitor. This sc heme provides an
excellent mecha nical arrangement as well as a nea t
fron t-panel Jayou l.
The 8873s require a 6t}.second warmup time,
and accord ingly. a one-min ute Ii mlHle Jay circuit is
included in the de sign. The amplifier IN/OUT
switch is independent of the main power swi tch
and the time delay. Once the de lay circuit "times
out," the amplifier may be placed in or out of the
line to the antenna, whena'er desired. A safety
problem exists here: there ill no large hlower

Openlion
Tuning a pi-L-output circuit is somewhat dif·
ferent than tuning a conventional p"network because the grid current shouk! be monitored closely.
Grid current depends on two items, drive power
and amplifier loading. The procedure found to be
most effective is to tune for maximum power
out put with the loading sufficiently heavy to keep
the grid current below the maximum level while
adjusting the drive powe r for the proper amoun t of
plate currenl. The plate current for cw opera tion
should be 450 rnA and approximately 900 rnA
unde r sing.le-tone tunin g conditions for ssb. This
present! a problem since it is not legal to operate
under gngJe-tone tuning conditions for ssl>. Sixty
walts of drive power will provide full input levels.
For use with high.-power exciters, see QST fOr
October, 1973.

A TWO-KILOWATT AMPLIFIER USING THE EIMAC 8877 TR IODE

One of the easier projecu fo r the amateur to
undertake is the construclion of an amplifier for
use on the hf bands. Generally speaking, the
mechanical aspects of the construction are more
difficult to handle than the electrical ones. And, as
with any construction project, acquiring the parts
eln be difficult. The two--k ilowatl amplifier Shown
he re is designed for dependable service at th e
max imum legal power input allowed in the United
States. The component ratings arc generous and
the construc tion is heavy duty. Since powe r
handling capability is typically determin ed by
physical size, most of the components used here
are large and accordingly, a spli t arrangement has
been em ployed allowing the placement of the
power supply on a separate chassis from the
amplifier compartment.
Another feature sets this amplilier apart froIJI
most others described in the literature; the air is
ex hausted from the top of the tube socket instead
of the conventional pressurized chassis air·flow
system.

The Circuit
The tnode, a 3CX1500/8877, iJ connected in a
gro unded -grid configuration which provideS about

Front view of the 8877 amplifier. The non·
sequential numbering of the band swi l Ch is dis·
cussed in the text. A switch is provided to allow
the $election of proper bias lor the mode in use at
the lime.
the most simple layo ut poss1ble. The out put tank
circuit is a pi·network with vacuum·variable capacitors used fo r both input and out put tuning. A
2.5·mH rf choke is co nnected between the output
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Mechanical Construction
end of the tank Ind ground to prevent B plWI from
appearing It the antenna terminal5 should Cl
develo p a short.
A passive, un tuned, capacitor·cou pled circuil is
used to apply rC·drlve ene rgy to the 8871 cathode.
Since a moderale amOUnt of bias is permitted, Ll
is incorporated to pr.9vide isolation from rf to the
bw-developing Zener diodes. The highest recommended hiM voltage for use on ssb is 8.2, bUI for
cw operation, where IMD is not important, 22
yolU is dcveloped which nearly places the tube at
cutoff {urn no-signal plate current}. A lQ-kn
resistor is included in series with the Zener-diode
circuit to assure complete cutoff of the 8871
during recciving periods. It is switched out of the
circuit during transmit periods by a set of contacts
on K l.
Antenna transfer along with bias switching is
accomplished with two relays. Sequencing can be
an important factor since il is very undesirable to
provide drive to the 8877, remove iu bias, all
before the output drcuit relay has closed and
stopped "bouncing." This is accomplished by the
use of a vacuum relay shown as K2 in Fig. I. K2 is
many times faster in operation tha n Kl and
accordingly, the antenna is placed on the amplifier
outPUt circuit well ahead of drive arriving at the
cathode of the 8877. Voltage to operate both
relays is developed by T2. Sin!:e the relays are
connected in D fashio n to allow straight·through
operation of an exciter or transceive r to the
antenna in the dc-energized position, interruption
of the voltage from T2 during transmit periods
with it is undesirable; to havc the am plifier "on
line" and developing power. is all that need be
done. 54 serves that function.
Metering of three operating conditions of the
amplifier is accomplished with three meten instead
of one or two. The purpose is first, to eliminate a
switch for selection, and second, to provide con'
tinuous indica tion of the importa nt parameteu of
the 8877. Of course, operator erIOr is reduced
since it is impossible to assume a meIer is
measuring one thing while 11 switch is selected for
another. Both plate and grid I:1ment meters are
direct-reading instrumenu - no shunts are needed.
A string of resiston is used at Rl to multiply the
scale of the S()().JlA meter to indicate zero through
5000 YoIU. RI is constructed of 10 resistors,
one·watt in size and one·megohm in val ue. The
purpose is to keep the app tied vottage across ea!:h
res:i5lor below 600. A IOOO-<lhm rellstor is in·
cluded at the meter end of R I to keep the Yoltage
low should the meter winding become an open
circuit.
Another feature of th is particular amplifier is
the use of a motorized Powerstat for control of the
high-voltage ci rcuit. The ability 10 select the
operating plate voltage from the fro nt panel of the
amplifier is a feat ure desired by the builder of the
proje!:t and need not be duplicated. If yoltage
control is not used, the power transformer used in
the high·yoltage power supply mould be selected
to provide about 3000 Yolts. This is • suitable
com promise for efficient cw and ssb operation It
the maximum power input levels. In Ictual opera·
tion, the amplifier shown in the photogmphs is

Bottom view of the amplifier chassis. L 1 is shown
near the tube socket. It is wound on a T·50·2
Amidon toroid COR. The Zener diode5 art
mounted on II plait end secured to the .ide chassis
wall.

used with 3400 volts during ssb operation and
2500 yolts for cw co nditions.
Several SO-ohm, IO-watt resistors haYe been
placed at various poinU in the B-minUJ circuit,
both in the . mplifier~hauis compartment and on
the power supply chassis. This prevenU the B·
minus lead from creeping above "almost ground "
potcntial should a defect develop in th e grid·
current metering circuit. Abo, included in the
B·plus lead is 11 1000hm rcsutor which will help
prevent component damage should I db:ect short
take place in the amplifier compartment.

Mechanica t Comtru etion
·!be split-chassis configuration offers i\Cveral
advantages. Fint, it allows the amplifler compart·
ment to be somewhat more compact because the
power sup ply can be located elsewhere. This
consumes less space on the operating desk. It also
divides the weight into parts; the heavier section
may be placed on th e floor. The power su pply may
be equipped with wheels to give it mobility. The
only disadvantage wilh having a two chassis system
comes when por tab ili ty is desired .
The power sup ply has becn auemblcd on an
aluminum plate wh ich is l/4--inch thick. Casten are
provided because the plate lransfo rmer itself
weigh!: about 80 pound5. The capacitor bank for
filtenng has also been mounted on the aluminum
plate. A circuit board is used to interconnect the
capacitors Ind is su pported above the plate with
ceramic pDlar insulators. A screcned covering is
provided to keep unwanted objects from co n·
tacting th e high·voltagc system. The power suppl y
relay (T3 primary connection) and Ihe Powenlat
have been assembled separately an d may be inter·
connected 10 Ihe POWCl: supply c.hassis plate via an
inconn ecting cable. Mounting bolh the plate transformer and the PowenLat on the same chauis
would render it unmovable!
The power supply bleeder-resistor network
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and voltage~urce circuiU for the relays along with
th<:: blower a ll operate from 117 Vac.
The amplifier portion of this system is eonstructed on an aluminum chassis which is 14 x 17
x 4 inches. The 14-inch dimension was chose n as
capacitors connected in series constitutes the filter
network. Each filter capacitor in the circuit has the front-panel side \0 conserve space on the
one of the bleeder res.islors connected directly operating table. A bottom cover for the chassis is
across it in o rder to assure equal voltage division.
cut from a large section of aluminum perforated
stock while the area above the chassis top is
Each capacitor is rated at 200 IIF and 450 volts.
CR5 and CR6 consin o f series diod es similar in completely sealed an d made airtight. The ampli fier
hookup to the capacitor and resistor network
top cover is solid stock but has a four-inch flange
describd:l above. Each individual diode is rated at
(stovepipe material) moun ted d irectly above the
1000 volu; the four series connected equal 4000 8877 tube. Hot air is exhausted via th is port using
PRY. The c urrent rating for each diode is two an external "blower" which has been sct up to
amperes.
draw air rather than force it. The pro<:ed ure is
No provisions have been made to operate this sim ple; just co nnect the four-inch hose com ing
plate sup ply from a l l 1-volt ac source. Accord· from thc pipe flange to the blower intake port.
ingly, if o ne wishes to have such capability, a · Place the blower exhaust outlet in a position so
su itable transformer must be subs tituted for T3
that it will not be restricted. The cold air is drawn
shown in Fig. I. It should be pointed out, however , in under the amplifier chassis, passes through the
that the plate sup ply is the only po rtion to operate 8817 and socket, then out the stovepipe to the
with a 234-volt line. The amplifier filament circuit blower. The air from the blower is heated and
must be placed in a position to allow air to flow
past it and rise tlu-ough the top ~creen cover. R 2
and R3 each consist of six resistors (12 total) rated
at 2(J-kn and 20 watts each. A simHar ban k of 12

Operation
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Fig. 1 - Circuil diagram lor the 8877 twookilow&tt
amplifier. Component designations not listed below

ere for text reference only.

Cl - 5OO-pF transmitting capacitor, 5000 volts
(Centrelab 858 sene$).
C2 - .OO' -jjF transmitting capac::itor, 5000 volu
. (Centraleb 858 series).
C3 - Vacuum variable, 500 pF maximum, 7500
volts.
C4 - Vacuum variable, 1000 pF maximum, 5000
\/0115 .

es, C6 -

Six 2OO~F units (See 111(1.1K, - Opelt. 5-A contacts. Coil vol tage is 12 volts
do.

K2 -

'II.~

(.ONT_

VllCUurn relav. spst. (Torr- Electronics or

equiv.)

K3 - Power relay, 1G-A contacts, 117·V DC coil.

should not be directed aI anything which might
run normaUy warm (power supply componenu). In
fact, the warm air may either be directed out of
the radio shack in the event the heat is undesirable
or the heat may be ap plied to one's feet in the
win ter ilC3son if the system is being used in an
unheated basement atmosphere. Of eoune, one of
the key features of a solid shield enclosure for the
rf compartment is the reduction of unwanted
radiation of fundamental or spurious energy which
could cause TVI.
Care mull be given to the mechanical instaUation of the high-voltage connectors and the cable
used to transport 3600 volu of de from the power
supply 10 the anode of tlte 8871. Millen highvoltage co nnectors were used throughout. One
problem developed during the testing phase of this
project. A steel screw and nut were used to mount
one of the connectors and apparently the Bakelite
material cracked during imtallation. A discharge
path developed across the crack creating loud
noises and popping fuses. Nylon or Teflon hard-
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L1 - 25 turns wound on 8n Amidon T·50·2 toroid
core.
L2 -1 25 JjH, 2 A (Hammond Mlg.J.
L3 - Strap-wound ioductor, 12 "H total tapped 81
2·1/2 turns for 10 metefl, 3 turns for 15
mete". 5 turns for 20 mete" and 14 turns for
40 mell!f'S. IE. F. Johnson 232-6261 .
L4 - 5 turns of 1I4-lnch copper tubing wound thl
same diameter as L3.
51,53.54 - ,pst, 3 A IRa<lioShackJ.
52 - $pd t, 3 A wi th spri ng return to center off

position (Radio Shack).
Tl - primary 117 V ac, secondary 6.0 V ac, lOA.
(Hammond Transformer!.
T2 - primary 117 Vac,secondary 12Vac8t3A .
TJ - plate transformer, 234.yott ac primary,
1770.yolt (Hammond Transformer 1056771.

ware is recommended for mounting the Millen
connectors if voltages above 3000 are anticipated.

Operation
Since this pro}ect is one which should not be
undertaken by an inexperienced builder, some of
the basic steps of pretest will not be discussed in
detail here. Suffice it to $By that ordinary primary
voltage checks and switching should be confirmed
u being in correct working order 'before pbeing
primary power to the high .... oltage supply. The
3()()()...volt circuit must be treated with respect - It
can seriously injure or even kill a person coming in
contact with it ! Operation or the motor-tontrol1ed
Powers tal can be delennined by openting the
system on thc 117-volt primary, leaving the plug to
the 234+vollline disconnceted.
A word of caution: The air flow system mld:t
always be used wh en any power Is applied to the
8877 - el'en filament. And rf driVe PQwer should
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Top view of the 8877 amplifier. The three meten
are separated Irom the rf comp.rtment with an
aluminum shield.

never reach the 8877 Wlll'u that tube has plale
voltage ap plied. Of course, if one applies plale
voltage and drive, he should be prepared to
dissipate the power outpul from the amplifier into
• dummy load of $\lilab!e rating.
One particular disadvantage of having the
amplifier completely enclosed in a IOlid shield is

the inability of the openltor to visually spot any
arc or com ponent failure. During the initial te$ting
of this amplifier, occasionall y an alC would occur.
While the 8fC was aud ible, the operator had to
irupect the inner compartment very carefUUy to
determine th e cause of the malady. In fa ct, the arc
had to be "encouraged " to a point where damage
wu easily Identified!
Actual optl'lltion of the amplifier is quite
simple. A feature which simplifies tuneup is the usc
of turn-eounting dials for both the plate tuning and
plale loading. Once the proper tuning has been
established, one can log the numben and return to
them any lime. It is quite easy to touch up the dial
settings for proper operating conditions once the
approximate settings have bee n determined.
The coil·tap positions shown in the caption fo r
Fig. I arc given for proper operation at 3000 volts.
Slightly better efficiency b pO!Sible by increasing
the plate voltage to 3600 for two-lcllowatl PEP ISb
operation. The same is true of lowering the voltage
10 2SOO during cw conditions. The actual plate
current to which the amplifier is driven should be
determined in conjunction with the full-load plate
voltage.
For cw tuneup and operation, the .amplifier
should be adjusted (or maximum out put power
(usuall y determined using an externally mounted rf
wattmeter) while maintaining proper grid curren t
under co nditions of one kilowatt input as determined by the. combination of plate cunent and
voltage. The proper seWngs will have been found
when the plate meters indicate one-kilowatt input,
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the grid current shows 40 rnA, and maximum
output powcr occun in conjunction with a "dip';
in plate current Ind I "peak" in grid current all at
the same dme as the plate tuning control is
adjusted. A condition of high grid current is
usually a result of insufficientioading or too much .
drive power. If I low grid current co nditi on exists
and loading COnlIol decrease doesn't correct it,
more drive power Is indicated .
Tuneup for single sideband at the two-kilowatt
level can be done only during dummy load
conditions because it requires key-down conditions
in excess of the legal-limit power restrictions.
There is no way to tune this amplifier into an
an tenna al reduced power input and then drive it
up to the two-kilowatt rated input point. The
procedure for adjustment is identical to the one
described abOve for cw operation. The one exception is plate-power input as indicated by the meters
should be two kilowatts. Then, when the proper
settings have been determined, the ssb drive signal
is adjusted so that peak readings of plate current
show about one half of that shown for key-down
operation.
The lack of a tuned-input circuit solves several
problems normally encountered when constructing
an amplifier. The main advantage is that there need
not be two band-switch deckJ with long leads (or
ev~n worse, two band Switches!) nor space given to
the inductors and capacitors. The driving impedance of the 8871 is very nearly SO ohms and
requires very little power to drive it to full power
input. The tuned-circuit characteristics would
reduce the drive requirement even further and
should be considered by anyone wishing to use a
20-watt driver. For those amateurs using modernday exciters in the lOO-watt output class l so me
reduction in exciter gain control may be necessary.
Exciters with more than about I SO watts of output
power available should not be used without due
consid eration being given to an attenuator. The
measured power required for this particular ampl ifier and tube shown was SO watts to achieve a
kilowatt on ew and about 70 waus (or two
kilowatts (lhis was in conjunction with a plate
voltage chlnge between modes) for ISb service_
Slighlly more drive power was required on 10
lllI01en.

Problems
Some of the difficulties which come with
making an amplifltr of this category operate
correctly are worthy of mention. First, as discussed
earlier, some componen ts whieh seemed adeq uate
for 2SOI}-volt systems failed when 3600 volll of dc
was applied.. The Millen con nectors were one
example. While the failure was not the rault of the
component, cue must be given to the maintenance
of insulation integrity. Rf voltages developed in the
tank circuit of this un it are substantiaL Several
problems wi th the band-switch contacts wcre
encountered. Even though the plate output inductor has unused turns shorted out by the band
switch, the shorted section of the coil ca n (and
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most l.ilLely will) ha~ elltremely high voltages
present on it. In order to solve an arcing problem
one of the band-1iwiteh tap positions had 10 be
swapped wilh anothe r. The band-switeh mjU"k:ings
on the front panel are nol sequential. A solution 10
the problem woul d no doubt come if one were to
use a co ntinuously shOTting ,witch.
Another dirticulty which plagued this con·
suuetor was th e propensity for the amplifier to
show large amounts of negative grid current on 80
meten along wilh erratic plate current and poor
erticiency. Thc calculated value for L2 is 95 uH.
The original choke used at this point measured 87
"H cven though an inducta nce of 9S was called for.

Mler many hours of tank-cin:uit troubleshooting,
it was decided to change the plate choke. 11lc new

one had an Inductance of 125 "H and the 8().meter
problems disappeared.
Collec ting the Parlll
Most of the component parts used in the
project were purehased from SUrplUs deaters or
were donated by the manufacturer. Special thanks
to James Millen Inc., Hammond Transfor mer
Corporation, Simpson Electric, and Eimac for
keeping the tota l cost of the )XIrts to wet! within
the allowable limits of any ARRL Lab project.

AN AMPLIFIER FOR QRP TRANSCEIVERS

The circuit of Fig. I shows a IS·watt output
plug-in amplifier suitable for use with the HW-7
transce iver, or with any 2-watl class rig designed
fo r hf·ban d work. The nucleus of the cIrcuI t is
·Motorola's new MRF·line transistor, the 4491..
Unit cosl is $13 for the part, and it will delive r up
to 30 walls of output to 30 MHz as a Class C
ampli[ier. Operating voltage is 13.0 dc. Rf drive
requirements for fuU output are under I walt.
Another member of this transistor family is the
MRF4S0A, which will provide SO watts or outpul
with 2 watts of drivc. It costs $16.50 according to
a quote from an East Coost su pplier.
Table I lists Land C valucs for 15 watts of
output The network is based on a loaded Q of 4.
The XL and Xc values given in Fig. 1 can be used
to obtain inductance and capacitance values for
frequencies o ther than 7, 14, and 21 MHz.
A SO-ohm, 3-dB attenua tor pad is used at the
ampli[ier input to assure less than I wall of drive
wilhout the need 10 modify the output stage or
driver of the HW· 7. The base shunting resis tors of
QI consume additional drive powe r whHe aiding
ampU rljlr stability. Another advantage of the atten·
uator is that it provides a resistive termination ro r
the HW-7 across its operating range - 7 to 21 MHz.
Without the attenuator the complex input impedance of QI would be reftected through TI, and the
reactance seen by the HW· 7 could be troublesom e.
. A complell XL and Xc condition tIlists at the
input of a power transistor, Ind reactance amounts
vary with operating frequency.

transformers in cascade, effecting the desiltld 16: 1
transformation ratio. A conventional transfonncr
requires bu t one to roid core, and it is easy to build.
Fo r that reaso n it b specified here.
RF CI serves as a low-Q col1ector choke, RFC2
is U.'lCd as a deco upling choke to preve nt rf cnergy
from entering the HW·7 via the 13,volt line.
Performance
Motorola rates the MRF449A at SO-percent
efficiency. Our lab findings bring thai figure cJo5CJ:
to 60 percent I t IS·watts output. The output
waveform from the circuit of Fig. I is exceptionally "sanilary." No distorti on could be seen on
the sine wave, as vie\Wd on a SO-MH z scope, while
deUvering I S watts into a SO-ohm dummy load.

Circuit No tes
A con~ntional broadband toroidal tranlformer

is used at Tl . F..quaJ performance was Doted when

com paring this lransformer to uOMmution·/jne
transformers. The laller consisted of two 4 : I

Shown here is the auembled amplifier as originally
described in OST lor December, 1975.
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TABLE I

7 MH z

0.6 .IIH, 13 T
No. 22 o:!nam.,S / 16"
ID, no core
0.3 ,1111 , 8 T
No. 22 enam., 5/ 16"
10, no core.

14MHz

0.19.11H,5T
No. 20 enam., 5/ 16"
10, no core

21 MHz

CJ

L1

Ll

Ban d

C1

1.1 .IIH, 14 T
No, 22 enam. on

4S().pF

820-p F
silver mica

T-68-2 toroid corc

mica
tr immer

0,55 .IIH, 9 T
No. 22 cnam.. on.

4S0-pF

T -68-6 toroid core

0.39 .IIH , 6 T
No. 22 coam., on
T-68-6 toroid co re

220-pF
mica

mica
trimmer

~il\ler

4SO-pF

None

mica
trimmer

LI coils are airwound. L2 coils are on Amidon toroid cores,

Final Com ments

Harmonic energy was at least 40 dB below carrie r
level.
'

Three phono plugs are soidered to tlle amplifier
pc board. Matin g phono jacks (J I. n, and 13) are
located on the rear panel of the HW· 7. The coaxial
cable between the HW·7 PA and the antenna relay
is opened to permit insertion of the amplifier. The
HW·7 PA output is rou ted to PI of Fig. I , and the
amplifier output iJ fed into the HW·7, then to the
antenna relay. through P3. To reinstate the HW·7.
simply jumper JJ and 13 with a mOll length or
S().ohm coa:dal cable. P2 and J2 pennit tlle
opelll tor to obtain 1l.0 operating volts for Ihe
amplifier from inside Ihe HW·7, if de$ired. A 3·A

Short tcs t periods were established wi th the
ampUfie r output port
seconds maximum), and
It is stressed, however,
alwQys have a SO-ohm

shorted and open (30
no damage to QI resulted.
thai the amplifier should

lermination during operation to assu rt proper performance and transistor

longevity. Gain will be 8.7 dB at IS·walUoutput
(HW·7 2·walt rcference). It can be seen that a
signifICant improvement in signal readability will
result from using the amplifier when band condi·
tions are poor.
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Fig. 1 _ Schetl'Wltie diagram of the 15-watt ampli·
fier . Fbced"llllue ClJPlIciton are disk ceramic unless
otherwi$8 noled. Resiuors arl 112-wan composi·
tion unless lIPCCified differently. Tt.e 47'i!F capaci·
lor can be electrolytic or tantalum.
C1 - 450-pF Mica comprenion trimmer [Arco·
EIMenco 466 or equivalent) .
C2 - See Table I.
L1 , L2 -See Table l.
Pl ·P3, inel. - Phono plugs 50Idered to edge of pc
board.

01 - Motorola MRF449A strip-line stud transls·
tor.
RFC1, RF.C2 - 7 turns No. 20 enam. wira on
0.5.Jnch 00 toroid ferrite core with 125
permeability (Amidon Assoc. FT-60~1 core o r
equivJ,311M •
Tl - Primary, 32 turns No. 24 enam. on Amidon
T-68·2 core (7i!H). Secondary. 8 turns No. 24
over primary winding.

Pc Board Layout
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47JJ.F

.OlJJ.~
't-

::,jf

"

"
OUTPUT

+12.5V

INPUT
FOIL SIDE
(FULL SCALE)

,

Toe

MRF449A

•

Q1

c

,

HEAT SINK
(US E SILICONE COMPOUND BETWEEN PLATES)

Fig. 2 - Scale layout of the pc board. HeaHink dimensions are given in English and metric. The heat sink
is held to the double.elad pc board by means of the transistor Slud and two 440 screws and nuts. A
substan tially larger heat si n ~ should be used jf the amplifier is revised for 30 watts of output.
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~

recommended for the

o~erafl

system when running 15 watts of output.
Details of the po-board layout and heat sink are
given in Fig. 2. The transistor body must make
firm contact with the heat sink. Silicone he at-sink
compound should be used between QI and the
heal sink. Tighten the lransistor stud nul with c#n
lest the stud be broken olT.
Tune up in the cen ter of the cw band by

adju$ling CI to provide maximum If output into a
SO-ohm load. Amplifier bandwidth will be suffi ·
cient fOJ all of each cw band.
If a band-swiiched version of the circuit is
desired, build th e amplifier in a separate box and

use a two-pole, three-posi tion, celllmic-insuiated
wafer swi tch to select the T ne tworb . The kads
from the switch to the networks and Ql must be
kept mO£I to preserve til e network characteristics.
SwitChed- lead inductances will become part of th e
network, so they must be kept to minimum
lengths.
Detailed network design infonnation can be
obtained from the QST beginner's series, "Learning
to Work with Semiconduc tors," Apri l-October,
inclusive, 1975. Those wishing to operate the
amplifier at 30-watts output can redesign the T
network to match a 2.8.oom colloctor impedance,
using the equations in th e beginner's se ries.

CHAPTER 7

VHF and UHF Transmitting
Before planning operation on the frequencies
above 50 MHz, we should underst and th e FCC
rules, as they apply to the bands we are interested
in. The necessary information is included in the
allocations table in the fint chapter of this
Handbook and in The Radio Amateur's Liceme

Manual, but some points will bear emphasis here.
quality in the
50-MHz band are the same as for all lower amateur
Standards governing signal

frequencies. Frequency stability, modulation, keying characteristics, and freedom from spurious

products must be consistent with good engineering
practice. Simultaneous amplitude and frequency
modulation is prohibited. These standards are not
imposed by law on amateur frequencies from 144
MHz up. 'This is not to say that we should not
strive for excellence on the higher bands, as well as
on 50 MHz, but it is important t o remember that
we may be cited by FCC for failing to meet the
required standards in SO-MHz work.
A sideband signal having excessive bandwidth,
an a-m signal whose frequency jumps when modulation is applied, an ·fm signal that is also amplitude-modulated, a cw signal with excessive keying
chirp or objectionable key clicks - any of these is
undesirable on any band, but they are all Illegal on
SO MHz. Any of them could eam the operator an
FCC citation in SO-MHz work. And misin terpretation of these points in an FCC examination could
cost the would-be amateur his frnt ticket.
The frequencies above SO MHz were once a
world apart from the rest of amateur radio, in
equipment required, in modes of operation and in
results obtained Today these worlds blend inereasingly. Thus, if the reader does not fmd what he
needs in these pages to solve a transmitter problem,
it will be covered in the hf transmitting chapter.
This chapter deals mainly with aspects of transmitter design and operation that call for different
techniques in equipment for SO MHz and up.

DESIGNING FOR SSB AND CW
Almost univel'Sai use of ssb for voice work in
the hf range has had a major impact on equipment
design for the vhf and even uhf bands. Many
amateurs have a considerable investment in hf
sideband gear. This equipment provides aCCUl'3.te
frequency calibration and good mechanical and
elcctrical stability. It is effective in cw as well as
ssb communication. These qualities being attI1lctive
to the vhf operator, it is natural for him to look for
ways to use his hf gear on frequencies above SO
MHz.
. Thus increasing use is being made of vhf

accessory devices, both ready made and homebuilt. This started yean ago with the vhf converter,
for receiving. Rather similar conversion equipment
for . transmitting has been widely used since ssb
began taking over the hfbands. Today the hf trend
is to one-package stations, called transceivers. The
obvious move for many vhf men is a companion
box to perfonn both transmitting and receiving
convel'Sion functions. Known as transverters, th ese
are offered by several transceiver manufacturers.
They are also relatively simple to build, and a.re
thus likely projects for the home-builder of vhf
gear.
TflIJIsverter vs. Sepante Units
It does not necessarily follow that what is

popular in hf work is ideal for vhf use. Our bands
are wide, and piling-up in a narrow segment of a
band, which the transceiver encourages, is less than
ideal use of a major asset of the vhf bands spectrum space. Separate ssb exciters and receivers,
with separate vhf conversion units for tranmritting
and receiving, tend to suit our purposes better than
the tmnsceiver-transverter combination, at least in
home-station service.
Future of Other Modes
It should not be assumed that ssb will monopolize voice work in the world above SO MHz in the
way that it has the amateur voice frequencies
below 29 MHz. Sideband is unquestionably far
superior to other voice modes for weak-signal DX
work, but where there is plenty of room, as there is
in all vhf and higher bands, both ampUtude and
frequency modulation have merit. A low-powered
a-m transmitter is a fme construetion project for a
vhf beginner, and fm has been gaining in popularity
mpidly in recent years. A reprint of a very popular
4-part QST series describing a complete two-band
vhf station for the beginncr is available from
AR RL for SO cents.
The dectine in use of amplitude modulation has
been mainly in high-powered stations. The heavyiron modulator seems destined to become a thing
of th e past, but this should not rule out use of a·m.
Many ssb transceivers are capable of producing
high-quality a-m, and one linear amplifier st age can
build as little as 2 watts a-m output up to 200
watts or so, with excellent voice quality, if the
equipment is adjusted with care. It should be
remembered that the transmitting converter (or
heterodyne unit as it is often called)" is not a
sideband device only. It will serve equally well with
a-m, fm or cw drive.
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THE OSCILLATOR-MULTIPLIER

APPROACH
Where modes other than ssb are used, most vhf
transmi tters have an oscillator, usually in the hf
range, one o r more frequency mu ltiplier slagel, and
.t least one amplifier stage. The basics of this type
of transmitter are well covered in lhe preceding
chapter, 50 only those aspects of design thai are of
special concern in vhf ap plications will be discussed

"'re.

Oscillator.;

Because any instability in the oscillator is

hardly noticeable in hi work, are multiplied to
unacceptable proportions in the oscillato,..
multiplier type of transmitter. 1be fact that many
such uT\lltabie VFO rigs are on the air, particUlarly
on 6 meters, does not make tMm desirablc, or even
legal. Only careful attention to all the fine points
of VFO design anCi use can result in satisfactory
stability in vhf transmitteR.
Frequency Multipliers
Frequency muJtiplication is treated in Chapter
6. Thc principal factor to keep in mind in
multipliers for the vhf bands is the probability that
frequ encies othe r than the desired hannonics will
be present in the output. These can be sou rces of
lVl in vhf transmitteR. Examples are the 9th
hannonic of 6 MHz and the 7th hannonic of 8
MHz, both faUi ng in 1V Channel 2. The l Oth
hannonic of 8·MHz oscillators falli ng in Channel 6
is a similar problem. These unwanted multiples can
be held down by the use of the highest practical
degree of selectivity in intentage coupling circuits
in the vhf transmi tter, and by proper shielding and
intentage impedance matching. This last is particu·
larly Important in transistor frequency multiplien
and amplificn. More on avoiding TV! wiU be found
later in this chapter, and in the chapter on
interference problems.
The vaJllclor multiplier (see Olap ter 4 ) is much
used for developing power in the 420-MHz band.
Requiring no power supply, it uses onl y driving
power from a previous stagc, yet quite high orden
of efficiency are possible. Two examples are shown
later in this chapter. A 220-MHz exciter tu ned
down to 216 MHz. makes a good driver for a
432-MHz VlIlclor doubler. More commonly used is
a tripler such as the one described in this chap tcr,
usi", 144-MHz drive. The output of a varactor
multiplier tends to have appreciable amount! of
power at other frequencies than lhe desired, so use
of a strip-line or coaxial filter is recom mended,
whether the multiplier drives an am plifier or works
into the antenna directly.

multiplied along with the frequency itself, special
attention must be paid to both mechanical and
electrical faclon in tile oscillator of a vhf transmitter. The power source must be pure dc, of
unvarying voltage. The oscillator should run at low
input, to avoid drift due to heating. Except where
fro is wanted, care should be taken to isclate the
oscillator from the modulated stage or stages.
Crystal oscillators in vhf tran smitters may use
either fundamental or OvtrlOllC crystals. The fundamental type is nonnaUy supplied for frequencies
up to 18 MHz. For higher frequencies the overtone
type is preferred in most applications, though
fundamental crystals for up to about 30 MHz can
be obtained on order. The fundamental crystal
oscillates on the frequency marked on its holder.
The marked frequency of the overtone type is
approximate ly an odd multiple of its fundamental
frequency, uiually the third multip!.e for frequencies between 12 and 54 MHz, the fifth for roughly
54 to 7S MHz, and the seventh or ninth for
frequencies up to abou t 150 MHz. Crys tals are
seldom used for duect frequency control above
about 75 MHz in amateur work, though crystals
for I44-MHz O5CiUation can be made.
Most fundament$! crySiais can be made to
oscillate on at Icll.'i! the third overtono, and orten
hlghe r, with suitable circuit! to provide feedback at
the desired overtone frequency. Conversely, an
overtone crystal is likely to oscillate on its fundamental frequency, unless the tuned circuit Is AMPLIFIER DESIGN AND
properly designed. An overtone erystal circuit OPERATION
should be adjusted so that there is no oscillation at
Amplifien in vhf transmitten aU once ran Class
or near one-third of ~he frequency marked on the
holder, nor should there be energy de lectable on C, or as near thereto IS available drive leveb would
the even mU ltiples of the funda mental frequen cy. pennit. This Wll.'i mainly for high~ff}C iency cw, and
quality high·level amplitude modulation. O as! C is
It should be noted that the overtone is not
now used mostly for cw or fm, and in either of
necessarily an exact mu ltiple of the fundamental.
these modes the drive level is completely uncritical,
An 8~kHz fundamental ~uency does not
except as it affects the operating efficiency. The
guarantee ove rtone oscillation on 24 .000 MHz,
though it may work out that way in some circuits, influence of ssb techniques is seen clearly in
with some crystals. Overtone crystaiJ can also be current amplifier trends. Today Class ABl is
made to oscillate on other overtones than the popular and most amplifien are set up for linear
intended one. A third-overtone 24·MHz. crystal can amplification, r OT ssb and - to a lesser ex tent be used fOr ilJ fifth overtone, about 40 MHz, or its a-m. The latter is often used in connection with
seventh, about S6 MHz, by use ofa suitable tuned small amplitu de·modulated vhf transmitters, having
their own built-in audio equipment. Where a-m
cireul! and cucful adjustment of the feedback.
Variable.frequency OIIcilIatom are in great de- output is available Cram the ssb exciter, it is also
mand for vhf·transmiuer frequency control, but I15Cful with the Class ABllinear amplifier, for only
a watt or two of driver output is required.
excopt where hetcrodyning to a higher frequency is
used, as opposed to frequency multiplication, the
There is no essential circuit difference between
VFO is generally unsatisfactory. Small instabilities,
the ABl linear amplifier and the C\as.s-C amplifier;

Amplifier Design and Operation
only the operating conditions are changed for
different classes of service. Though the plate
efficiency of the .ABllinear amplifier is low in a-m
service, this type of operation makes switching
modes a very simple maUcr. Moving toward the
high errK:iency of Class C from AD l , for cw or fm
se rvice, is accomplished by merely raising the drive
from the low ADl level. In ABl service the
efficiency Is typically 30 to 3S percent. No grid
currenl is ever drawn. As the grid drive is increased,
and grid cunenl starts to flow, Ihe effICiency rises
rapidly. In a ~ll-designed amplifier it may reach
60 percent, with only a small amount of grid
cu nent flowing. Unless the drive is ron well into
the Ow C region, the operating conditions in the
amplifier can be left unchanged, other than the
small increaSing of the drive, to improve !he
eDkiency available for cw or fm. No switching or
major adjustments of any kind are required for
~1ll'Optimum operation on u b, .. m, fm or cw, if
the ampli fier is designed primarily for AB1 JeJVice.
If high-level a-m ~re 10 be used, there would have
to be major operaling-conditions changes, and very
much higher available driving powc r.

AIoIP.
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StlIbilization
Most vhf amplifiers, other than the groundedgrid variety, require neutralization if they are 10 be
satisfactorily stable. This is particularly true of
ADl amplifiers, which are characterized by very
high power sensitivity. Conventional neutralization
is discussed in Chapter 6. An example is shown in
Fig.1-IA.
A tetrode tube has some frequency where it is
inherently neutralized nus is likely 10 be in the
lowe r part of the vhf region, for tubes designed for
hf service. Ncutraliz.ation of the opposite sense
may be required in such amplifiers, as In the
example shown in Fig. 1-1B.
Conventional screen bypassing methods may be
ineffective in the vhf rangll. Series-tuning !he
seteen to ground, as in 1-1C, may be useful in this
situ ation. A critical combination of fixed capacitance and lead length may accomplish the same
resu lt. Neutralization of transistorized amplifiers is
not ge nerally practical, at least where bipolar
tran sistors are used
Parasitic oscillation can occur in vhf amplifiers,
and, as with hf circuits, the oscillation is usually at
a frequency considerably higher than the operating

.'"

(B)

''''

Tank-Circuit Design
Except in compact low-powered transmitters ,
conventional coil-anlkapacitor circuiUy is seldom
used in transmitter amplifiers for 144 MHz and
higher frequencies. .U-shaped loops of sheet metal
or copper lubing, or eve n coppe r-iaminaled circuit
board, generaUy give higher Q and circuit efficiency at 144 and 220 MHz. At 420 MHz and higher,
coaxial tank circuits are effcctive. Resonant cavities are used in so me applications above 1000 MHz.
Examples of all types of circuits are see n later in
this chapter. Coil and capacitor circui ts are common in 5().MHz amplifiers, and In low-powered,
mobile and portable equipment for 144 and even
220 MHz.

.

.oovJ;;t;

(A)

.....
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A~P:

(c)

etAS

+4OOV.

'01"

Fig. 7-1 - Representative circuits
neutralizing
vhf $ingle~nded amplifien. The same techniques:
are applicabl e to stages lnat operate in push-pull.
At A, Cl is connected In the manner tnat Is
common to most vhf or uhf amplifiers_ The cil"C1Jib
It Band Car. required when the tube is operated
above its ~tural self--neutralil ing frequetlCy. At B,
Cl is connected betW1Ktn the grid and plate of the
amplifier. Ortlinarily, I Ihort I.ngth of stiff wire
een be soldered to the grid pin of th e t ube socket,
Ihen rooted through the ehassis and pla ced
!ldjacent to the tube envelope, and parallel to the
8node element. Neutrat1zatlon is effected by
varying the placement of t he wire with respect to
Ihe anode of t he tube, th us providing varlllble
C8PBCitllnce at Ct . The circuit at C is II varilltion of
Ihe one shown at B. It too is useful when a tube is
operated above ib seI'--neutralizing f requency. in
this instance, Cl provides e low-Z sereen-to--groond
path at the operating frequency. RFC1n all circuits
shown are vhf types and shOOld be selected fOf" the
operating frequency of the amptifier.

frequency , and it cannot be neutralized out.
Usuall y it is damped out by method-' illustrated In
Fig. 1-2. Circuits A and D are commonly used in
6-mcter transmitters. Circuit A may absorb sufficient fundamental energy to bum up in all but
low-power transmitters. A better approach is to use
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AMP.

(A)

fiFe

( B)

AM P.

(e)

+24V.

Fig. 7-2 - RlpNKfInUI1ivt' elreuiU for vhf.parasitic $Uppreuion a,e shown 8t A,
B, lind C. At A. Z1 (for s.metet' opel'8tion) would typiClilly (:Onsilt of 3 or 4
turns of No. 14 wi ... wound on 8 HIO-ohm 2-watt non-Inductive ,"iuo•. 21
owrheats in ali 001 very low power circuits. The circuit 111 e, elso for 6...neter
1,1$8, is mont pltlCticel wher. heating is concerned. Z2 is tu ned to resonance at
the parasitic frequ ency by C. Each windi ng of Z2 consists of two Dr more
turns of No. 14 wire - determined experimentally - wound over the body of
a l000hm 2·wett (or larger) nonioductive resistor. At C, an Illustration of uhf
parasitic luppresslon II applied to a 2-mete. amplifier. Noninductivi S6-0hm
2-watt resistors er. bridged a<:I"O$$ 8 shen length of the connecting lead
between 't he tube anode and the main element of the tank inductOl'". thus
f ormi ng Z3 fOd Z4.
The ci rcuit at 0 illustrates how bypassing for both the Opef1ltill1l frequency
and lowel'" fntqueneies Is aceompIished. Low-frequency oscillation is
discouraged by t!'le addition of the O. l~F disk ceramic eapaclton. RFCl and
RFC2 ere Plrt of the decoupling network used to isolate the twO stages. Th is
technique is n01 required in vacuum-tube eircu iu.

the selective circuit illustrated at B. The cilcuit is
coupled to the plate tank circuit and tun ed to the
parasl tlc frequency. Since a minimum amou nt of
the fundamental energy will be absorbed by the
trap, heating should no lonser be a problem.

At 144 MHz and highel, it is difficult to
construct a parasitic choke that will not be
resonant at 01 near the operating frequency.
Should uhf parasitici occur, an effective cure can
often be realized by shunting a 56-0hrn 2-waU
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Tips on AB1 Linear Amplifiers
a una1l section of the piate eOO of
C. The
resistor should be attached as ncar the plate
connector _ prxtical. Such. trap can often be
constructed by brtd&fn& the resistor eciou •
portion of the fle~ible stnp-eonnector that is used
in some transmitters to join the anode nuln, to
the olalc-tank inductor.
(nstabtlily in solid-state vhf and uhf amplifien
can often be traced to oscillations in the Jr and hC
resion •. Because the pin of the tflnloiltOlS is "cry
high at the lower frequencies, Instability iJ almOit
certain to occur unless proper bypassin, and
dccouptinl of slagel is carried out. Low-frequency
OJCillation can usually be cured by selectina I
bypasKapacltor nJue that is effective at the
tiequency of oscillation and connectina; It in
parallel with the vhf bypass Clpacitor in the same
part of the circuit. It is not unusual, for example,
to em ploy I G.l-¢" disk ceramic in parallel with a
.OOl-IJF disk capacitor in such circuit! as the
resistor

ICfOSI

the tuned circuit IS shown in Fia; 7-2, at

emitter, base, or coUector return. The ac tual values
used will depend upon the frequencies Involved.
This technique Is shown in Fig. 7·2D. For more on
tmumltter SllbOiz.tion, see Chapter 6.

TIPS ON AS1 LINEAR
AMPLIFIERS
As iu name im plies, the function of a linear is
to amplify an amplitude-modulated sianaJ in a
manner so that the result is an exact ~pr04uetion
of the drivina u,naL (Remember, ssb Is a form of
amplitude modulation.) The nature of the HI!
signal with carrier is such that linear amplillcation
of It is inherently an inefficient process, In term s of
power input to power ou tput, which Is the
conventional way of lookiDJl at amplifier efficiency. But when all factors are conndered, partkula:c·
Iy the very small exci ter power required and
elimination of the cumbersome and expensive
hl&h4evd plate-modulation equipment, "efficiency" takes on a different meaninJ. Viewed in this
way. the Cass-AB 1 HI! linear has only two
di$advantqa; it is incapable of provldiDJ u much
power output (within the amateur power limit of I
kW) u the hich-level-modulated ampliOer, and it
requires considerable skUl and care In adjultment.
The maximum plate etT'iciency possible with an
ABl a·m linear is about 35 percent. The power
ou tp ut In watts that is possible with a given
amplif1er rube Is roughly half Its rated pl.a te
dlsslpadon. If the nrst factor i, e}Cceeded the re·sult
is poor quality and splatter. If the leCond it
ipored, the tube life is shortened mukedly.
There beiDl no can:ier 10 WOn)' abou t in lib
operation, the linear amplifIer can run considerably
higher emclency in amplifying ub slanals, and the
popularity of ISb hu brought the advantqes of the
linear amplifier for all clusa of service into focus.
The difference between a-m with canter and ssb
without carrier, in the adjustment of a linear, is
mainly I matter of the drive level. Drive can neve r
be run up to the point whm the staat begins to
draw arid cullCnt, but it can run close with ISb,
whereas it must be held well below the pid.-current
level when the carrier is present.

With ~m drive the plate and .:~n currents
must remain steady durlna modulation. (The
K:reeII current may be nepUve in some amplifiers.
so observation of it Is simpler if the SCJeen-current
meter Is the 'lCnKenter type.) The plate. M:reen
and &rid me ton are the belt simple indicator of
safe AB} operation, but they do not show whether
or not you an:. getd", all you can out of the
am plifier. The lignal can be monitored in the
station receiver, if the Ilgnai in the receivel can be
held below the point at which the receiver Is
overtoaded. Cuttina the voltage from a converter
amplif.er stat;e b a JOod way to do this.. But the
only way to know for sure Is to UJe an osclUo=p'.

One that can be used conveniendy is the Heath
Monitor Scope, any vemon. Some modification of
the connections to this inlUUment may be needed,
to prevent exeeulve rfpickup and resultant patlun
distortion, when ush'll it fOI vhf work. Nonnally a
coupling I.oop within the scope, connected between
two eonial fittings on the rear of thc instrument,
is used. The line [rom the transmitter to the
antenna or dummy load runs through theR! two
fittings. For vhf ae.rrice, a coaxial T fitlinl b
connected to one of these tcnnJnais, and the line Is
run through it, only. With full power it may even
be necessary to remove the center pin from the T
litlin&, to reduce the inpH to the .:ope JtiI
f\l.rthes, particularty in 144-MHz service.
Really effective adjustment of the linear amplifier, whether with ISb or a·m drive, involm many
factors. The amp lifier must be loaded u heavily u
possible. Its plate and pid cin:uits must be tuned
carefully for ma:dmum amplille:r output. (Detuning the grid circuit is not the way to cu t down
drive.) If the powe r level is changed, all operating
conditions must be checked carefully again. Con·
stant meterin.& of the pid., ICreen and plate
currenb is very helpful. One meter, switched to the
various ciraJiu, is dellnitely not recommended. A
relative-power indicator In the antenna line il a
necessity.
All this makes It appear that adjustment of a
linear is a very complex and diffia.llt process, but
with e}Cperience it becomes almost second nature,
even with all the points that must be kept in mind.
It boils down to keepinJ; the amplifier adjusted ror
maximum powe r out pu t, and the drive level low
enough so that there is no distortion, bu t high
enough so that maximum emciency Is ob tained.
Practice dol", thil with the amplifie r running into
a dummy load, and the process will soon become
almos t .... tomatk:. Your amateur neighbors (and
pe:rhaps TV vie1rers nearby, u well) will appreciate
your ~ntiOD!
About OriverSbps

If the amplifie r b capable of reproducing the
drivinc siJnaI exaedy, It follows tha t the driver
quality must be above reproach. This is quite
readily assured, in view of the low drin", power
required with the ABt linear. Only about two
W1Itts e}Cciter powe r IJ needed to drive a grounded·
cathode ADt linear of &Ood desi,", so it is. possible
to build excellent quality and modu1ation chane-
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Items 1, 4 and 5 are roceiver faulls, and nothing
can be done at the transmitter to reduce them,

Fig. 7-3 - The 6-meter transve"e" with shield
cOvtr in place. urge knobs Ire for amplifier tuning
and 10000ing. Small knob , lower right is for I meter
sensitivity control. The meter switch is just above
it.
tmstics into the 8·m drive r or ssb !!Xciler. If this i'I

done, and the amplifier is operated properly. the
result can be II signal that will bring appreciative
and complimentary reporU from stations worked,
on both I-m and ssb.

VHF T VI CAUSES AND CU RES
The principal causes of TVI from vhf transmitten are III follows:
1) Adjacent-channel interference in Channels 2
and 3 from 50 MHz.
2) Fourth harmonic of 50 MHz in Channels II ,
12 or 13, depending on the operating frequency.
3) Radiation of unused harmonics of the oscU·
lator or multiplier stages. Examples are 9th halmonic of 6 MHz, and 7th harmonic of 8 MHz in
Channel 2 ~ 10th harmonic of 8 MHz in Channel 6;
7th harmonic of 2S·MHz stages in Channel 1; 4th
harm onic of 4S.MHz stages in Channel 9 or 10; and
many other combinations. This may include i·f
pickup, as in the cases of 24·MHz interference in
receiven having 21-MHz i-r systems, and 48-MHz
trouble in 4S-M Hz i-6.
4) Fundamental blocking effecll, including
modulation ban, usually found only In the lower
channels, from SO-MHz equipmen t.
5) Image interference in Channel 2 from 144
MHz, in receiven havIDa a 4S-M Hz i-f.
6) Sound interference (picture clear in some
cases) rtSU lting from rf pickup by the audio
cireuits of the TV receiver.
There are other possibilities, but nearly all ean
be eorrected completely, and the rest can be
substantially reduced.

except to lower the power or increase separation
between the transmitting and TV antenna systems.
Item 6 is also a receive r fauIt, but it can be
alleviated at the transmitter by using fm or cw
instead of a-m phone.
Treatmen t of the various harmonic troubles,
Items 2 and 3, follows the standard methods
detailed elsewhere in th i.!; Handbook. It is suggested
that the prospective builder of new vhf equipment
familiarize himself with TVI prevention techniques, and Incorporate them in new constru ction
projects.
Use as high a starting frequency as possible, to
reduce the number of harmonics that might cause
trouble. Select crystal frequencies that do not have
hannonio in TV channels in use locally. Example:
The 10th harmonic of S-MHz crystal s used fOf
operation in the low part of the SO-MHz band falls
in Channel 6, but 6-MHz crystals for the same band
have no humonie in that channel.
If TVI is a serious proble m, use the lowest
transmitter power that will do the job at hand.
Keep the power in the multiplier and driver stages
at the lowest practical level, and use link coupling
in preference to capacitive coupling. Plan for
complete shielding and mterin,$ of the rf sec tions
of the transmitter, should these steps become

=""Y.
Use coaxial line to feed the antenna system,
and locate the radiating portion of the antenna IS
far as poWbie from TV receivers and their antenna
systems.

5O-MHZ TRANSVERTER
With the increase in use of ub on the vhf bands,
there is much interest in adapting hf ssb gear to use
on higher frequencies. The tIansverter of Fig. 1-3
will provide transceive r-style operation on 50 MHz,
when used with a low-powered 28-Mfh tran sceiver.
1be output of the transmi tter portion is about 40
watts, adequate for much interesting worl:.. It can
be used to drive an amplifier such as the groundedgrid l-SOOZ unit described later in th is chapter.
The reccivinS converCer combines sim plicity, ade-quate gain and noise figure, and freedom from
overloading problems.
Circuit Details
The receiving front end uses a grounded-gate
J FET rf amplifier, QI in Fig. 1-5, followed by a
dual-gate MOSPET mixer, Q2. Its 22-Mfh injection voltage is taken from the oscillator and buffer
stages that also supply injection for t ransmitter
mixing. The difference frequency is 28 MHz, so th e
transceiver dial reading bears a direct 28-50 relationship to the SO-MH~ signal being n:ceived. FOI
more detail on the converCer construction and
adju.sbnent, see Fig. 9-9 and lWOCiated lex t. The
transverter USCI the groundEld-gate rf amplifier
circuit, while the converter referred to above has a
grounded source, bu t they are quite similar otherwise.
1be triode porCion of a 6LNS, VlA, is a
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22-MHz crystal oscillator. The pentode, VIB, is a
buffer, for isolation of the oscillator, and increased
stability. Injection voltage for the receiving mixer
is taken from the buffer output circuit. LB,
through a two-turn link, L9, and small-diameter
coax, to p te 2 of the mixer, through a 100pF
blocking capacitor.
The grid circuit of the 6EJ7 transmitting mixer,
V2, is tuned to 22 MHz and is inductively coupled
to the buffer plate circuit. The 28-MHz input is
applied to the grid circuit through a link around
LJ I, and small-diameter coax. The mixe r output,
Ll2. is tuned to the sum frequency, 50 MHz. and
coupled to a 6GK6 amplifier, V3, by a bandpass
circuit, LI2 and L13_ The 6GK6 is bandpasscoupled to the grid of a 6146 output stage, V4.
This amplifier employs a pi-network output stage.
The 6 146 plate dissipation is held down during
the receiving periods by fixed bias that is switched
in by relay Kl. The mixer and driver tubes have
their screen voltage removed during rece iving, by
the same relay, which also switches the antenna
and 28-MHz input circuits for transmitting and
receiving. The relay is energized by grounding pin 7
of PI through an external switch, or by the VOX
relay in the tnmsceiver.
Corutruction
A 7 X 9 X 2-inch aluminum chassis is used for

the transve rter, with a front panel 6 inches high,
made of shoet aluminum. TIle top and sides are
I:Jlclosed by I one--picc:c covllr of perforated aluminum. The output-stage tuning control, C5, is on
the upper left of the panel, 2 inches above the
chassis. The loading control, C6, is immediately
below. under the chassis. The meter, upper right ,
moniton either 6 146 plate current or relative
output, as selected by the switch, SI, immediately
below it. A sensitivity control for calibrating the
output-metering ciIcuit completes the front-panel
controls.
The output connector, 12. is centered on the
rear apron of the chassis, which also has the input
jack, 11 , the 8-pin connector, PI , and the biasadju5lingcontrol mounted on it.
The meter is a l-mA movement, with multiplier
resistors to give I full-scale reading on 'a current of
200 rnA. The front cover snaps orf easily, to allow
calibr1ltion marks to be put on as desired.
An enclosure of perforated aluminum, 3 1/4
inches high, 4 inches wide and 4 3/ 4 inches long
shields the 6 146 and il5 plate circuit. There Is also
an L-shaped shield around the 6146 socket, under
the chassis.
The receiving converter is built on a
2 1/ 2 X 4 1/4-incb etched board, and mounted
vertically in I three-mded sbield of sheet aluminum.
Before mounting the converter shield, be sure to
check for c1euance with the terminals on the
meter. Remember, the meter has full plate voltage
on it when the switch is set to read plate current,
even when the uansverter is in the rece iving mode.
Testing of the transVerter was done with the
General-Purpose Supply for TranSceivers, described
in the power supply chapter. Separate provision

Fig. 7-4 - Top view of the tral'lsvener. The
receiving converter is Inlide the shield 8t the left.
The 22· MHz cryst.1 ,*,iU.to r.nd buff.r are in mil
left rear portion of the cha$5is. In the ri!tJt corner
is the tran, minlng mixer. AboVe it is the firtt
amplifier. The 6 146 output amplifier is in the
shielded compartment at the left front.
must be made for 12 volls dc for the receiving
converter.
Injection volt.age, signal input and i-f output
connections to the converter are made with small·
diameter coax. These and the 12-volt wiring are
brought up through small boles in the chassis,
under the converter. Auten in Fig. 9-11 , the input
JFET, Ql . is on the left. The mixer Is ncar the
center. The 28-MHz output coils, L5 and L6, are
just to the right of Q2.
Note that there are two sets of relay contacts,
KID and KIF, in series in the receiver line. This
guanmlees high isolation of the receiver input, to
protect the rf amplifier tranw;tor. Another protce-tive device is the diode, CRI, across the coil of the
relay. If th ere are other relays external to this unit
that use the same 12-volt supply, it is advisable to
put diodes IClOSS their coils also_ Spikes of several
volts can be induced with making and breakin& of
the coil circuits.
Adjustment
A dip lJleter is very useful in the preliminU)'
tuning. Be sure that L7 and LB are tuned to 22
MHz and Ll2 and Ll3 are tuned to 50 MHz. The
driver and output circuits should also be tuned to
50 MHz. Check to be sure that slug-tuned coils
really tune ;hrough the desired fl1lQuency. Quite
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often troubles are eventuaUy traced to coils where
the circuit is only approaching resonance as the
core centers in the winding. Such • circuit will
appear to work, but drive will be low, and spurious
outputs wiD tend to be higli. This ill common
trouble in overtone oscillators, with slug-tuned

coils.
Onec the circuits have been set approximuely,
apply heater and plate voltage to the osc lUl t or, and
tunc L7 for best oscillation, as checked with a
Wlvemeter or I receiver tuned to 22 MHz. Connect

VHF AND UHF TRANSMITTING

a 28-MHz receiver to the input. n , and apply de to
the converter. It Ihould be possible to hear I strong
local station OJ test signal immediately. Peak aD
coils for best reception, then stagger-tune L5 and
1.6 for good response ICroSS the filS!
kHz of
the band.
Before applying plate voltage to the 6146, iii!
advisable to protect the tube during tuneup by
inserting I lS00- or 2000-0hm 2S-watt resistor in
series with the plale supply. Connect a SO-ohm
load to the output Jack, and energize Xl. Adjust

sao
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5O-MHz Transvertar
·Fig. 7·5 - Schematic diegrem end pan infOfmltion
for the 5().MHz transvener.
Cl - lO-pF subminieture variable tHammarlund
MAC-l01.
C2 - !).pF subminiature variab le tHfrTllTlarlund
MAC5).
C3 - 2 1/24nch length No. 14 wire, parellelto and
1/4 inch away from tube envelope. Cover with
insuluing sleeve.
C4 - SOO-pF 3()()().yolt disk ceramic.
C5 - 1 C).pF wriable (Johnson 149-3, wi th one
stator and one rotor plue removed).
C6 - 14().pF veriable tMilien 221401 .
CR1-1N128diode.
CA2 - 1 N83A diode.
Jl - Phono jack.
J2 - Coexialjack, 50·239.
Kl - 6-pole doubl e·throw relay, 12·volt de: coil.
L1 - 2 t urns small Insulated wire owr ground end
of L2.
L2, L3. L4 - 10 turl'll No. 24 enemel dosewound
on J. W. Miller 4500-4 iron"5lug form.
L5, L6 - 12 turns No. 24 enamel on J . W. Milltf
4500-2 iron-slug form.
L7, La, L11 - Iron-sJug coils adjusted for 4.1 , 5.5
end 5.5 J1H, resp&c:tionlV IMiller 44051.
L9, L10 - 2 tu rns small insulated wire over ground
ends of LB .nd L 11.
L12, L13 - 1-¢'+ iroMlug coil J . W. Miller 4403, 3
turns removed.
L14 - 7 turn. No. 20, t/2·inch dia. 1/2 inch long
tB& W3003I .
L15 - Uke L14, but 6 turns.
L16 - 6 rurns No. 20, SIS-inch die, 314 inch long
IB & W30(6).
Pl - B'pin pOWer connector.
AFC I - 68-fJH rf cho ka IMi lien 343001.
RFC2 - 8.2.pH rf choke (Millen J-300J.
AFC3 - 5 turn. No. 22 on 47-ohm 1/2·watt
resistor.
RFC4 - 4 turns No. 15 on 47-ohm l -watt resistor.
RFC5, RF C6. RF C7 - 8.2·~H rf choke IMillen
34300\'
5 1 - Opdt toggle.
Yt - 22·MHz overton-e crystal (International
Crystal Co" TVpe EX).

the bias con trol for 25 10 30 rnA plate current.
Apply a small amount of 28·M.H1. drive. A fn ction
or a watt, enouah to produce a dim glow in a No.
47 pilot lamp load, will do. Some output should be
indicated on the meter, with the sensitivity control
fully clockwise. Adjust the amplifier tuning and
loading for maximum oulput, and ,eadjust all of
the SO-MHz circuits likewise.
After the circuits have been peaked up, adjust
the bandpass circuits by applying rust a 28.1-M~
input and then a 28.4-MHz input, and peaking
alternate coil! until good operation is obtained
over the range of 50.0 to 50.5 MHz. Most ssb
operation currently is close to 50.1 MHz, so
uniform response across a 5000kHz range is not too
importarit, if onJy this mode .is used. If the
IO-meter transceiver is capable of
operation,
and you want to use this mqde, coveraae up to
50.5 with unifonn output may be more desirable.
Adjust the position of the neutralwng wire, C3 ,
for minimum d in L16. with drive on, but no
screen or plate v~tace on the 6146.

.-m

Fig. 7-6 - Bottom of the traosverter, with the
6146 .ocket inside the shield compartment at the
right. Three sets of inciuctivelV-coupled cIrcuits are
visible in the uppe1"of"ight corner. The first two. near
the top of the picture, ara on 22 MHz. Nelllt to the
right and down, ere the mi)(er plate end
first-empJifier !l'id cirCUits. The self-supporting
6GK6 plate and 6146 grid coils are just outside the
amplifier shield compartment. Tha lergll variable
capacitor il tha loading control.

Now apply fuD plale voltage. With no ~,set
the bias adjustment for a 6146 plate current of 25
to 30 mAo With the dummy load connected,
experiment with the amount or drive needed to
reach maximum plate cu~t. Preferably, use a
stope to check for Oat-tOPPina as the drive Is
inc:Rased. An output of 40 watts, cw, should be
obtainable. The quality of the Ab signal is determined {ust by the equipment ge nerating it, but it
can be ruined by improper opertltion. Over driving
the mix.er 01 the 6146, and improper loading or the
amplifier will cause distortion and splau er. Continuous monitoring with a scope is the best preventive .
measure.
Because of the ' frequencies mi)(ed, and the
bandpass coupling between lilages, the output of
the transverter Is reasonably dean. S till, use or III
antenna coupler or filter between the transverter
and antenna is JOOd Insurance. The same treatment
of the transyener output is desirable when driving
a linear amplifier.
.
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Ag. 7-7 - Penel view of the 2-mm.4tr transven'f.
Thi' \l'eBion h pett.med .fter I tr.",mltfing
con... rt.r d&si~ by K9UI F. The on-off ,witches
for 8C and de MCdons of the ~r wpplv .,.
mounted on tile front panel of the unit _ .rt the
pilot III'f1JS and pI.tl meter for In. PA ltage, The
tuning cootrol.
the lI.riOUI stages er. acc:elllbl.

'Of

from t he top of the CNllis.

A 2·METER TRANSVERTER
This transVertcr is designed to be used with Illy
14- Of 28-MH:r. ab exciter capable of delivenn,
approximately 20 wans peak output. It is stable
both in tenns of frequency aftd general operatina
conditions. It can provide up to 20 watts PEP
output It 144 MHz - sufficient , II)" for drivina I
pair of 4CX250 tu1)c. in Class C for cw operatkm,
or the same pair of tubes can be operated AD , to
proride 1200 Wltll PEP input with thiJ unit u •
driYer. The output signal is clean and 1VI should
not be experienced except where rec:c~r (.ulu are

in'olved.
It is not recommended that beJinnen attempt
this project since IIhf Isb circuits Jt'luire special

Bl - SmelI 15-vo1t batter(.
Cl - 201:IF mini.tun! valiebl. IE. F. Johnson
160-110 suitable).
C2, C3, C5 - l Q.pF pe r section mlnl aturt ooutrfly
(E. J . Johnson 167·21 suitablilo
C4 - &pF per slCtion miniature buttlrfly IE . F,
Johnson 160-205 suitable).
C6 - 2().pF miniature variable (..me. Cl ).
11 , 12 - 117-VK neon panel lamp _ mbly.
Jl.J3, ind o- 50-239-style coax connlCtor.
J3 - Cloted-circuit phone jack.
Ll - 15 tum. No. 28enam. wire, close-wound. on
1/4-inch die alug-tuned form (Millen 69058
form suitable).
L2 - 12 turns No. 28 enam. wire, c1ose-wound. on
same type form as L1.
L3 - 5 tums No. '8 wire space-wound to 7/S-inch
length, 1/2-inch di s, center-tapped.
L4 - 3 tum. No. 18 win!, 1/2-inch dra, 3/8-inch
long, cent&r-tapped.
L5 - 5 turns No. 18 wire, 1I2-inch dq" 518-<neh
long. centfl"·tapped.
L6 - 3 tums No. 18 wire, 1I2-1nch dill, 5/B-inch
long, eenl&r-tappld.
L7 - 4 turns No. 18 wire, 1/2·inch dla, 1/2-inch
long, centllr-tapped.
LB - I -turn link of insulated tKlokup wire,
l f2-1nc:h dla, iflMl"ted in center of L7.
1.S - 2 turm of ifl$Ulated Mokup wire OYer" L3.
M1 - 0 to 200-mA Oc meter.
PI -11-pin chassis-mount male plug (Amphenol
86PM111.
Rl - 5O,OOO-ohm linear-taper, &watt con trol.
RFC, · RFC3, Ind. - 2.7-1'H rf chokt (Millen
3430().2.7).
5 1, 52 - 5pn rocker-Will switch (Carling
TI GK60).

VI

- 43.3J3..M H:t: third-oYenone crystal for
14-M H:t: input. If a 28-MHz transceiver will be
used, a 38.867-MH:t: crys tal Is r~i,-.d .

Arter tlJe 1 3 ~MHz and 14· MH z signals are
mixed at V3, the .rum frequ ency of 144·MH:t: is
coupled to the grids ofV4, the PI. stage, by means
care in their constru ction and operation, f(lmc- · of another bandplSll tuned circuit - turther redu otimes I requirement that is I bit beyond the illl spurious ou tput from the exciter. PA stJ&C V4
inexperienced builder.
operates in the AD. mode. Its idlina plate curttnt
Is approximately 25 mAo The plate cu nent rises to
How It Operalel
approximately 100 rnA at tull inpu L
If cw operation is desired, the grid-block keyirc
Starting with VIA, the oscillator, Fi,. 7-8, a
43.333-MH:t: 01" overtone crystal is used at VI to circuit in the mixer Itage (13) can be included. If
provide the local-oscillator signal for the exciter. nil operation is aU that is contemplated, the minus
Output from VIA is amplified by VIB to a l()(kolt bias line can be eliminated along with 13 ,
suitable level for drivinJ the tripier, V2. 13o.MH:t: RI . and the shaping network at n. In that case the
or 116·MIh enerzy b fed to the grid. ot V3, I
IS,OClO-ohm grid resistor £rom the ce nter tap of LA
6360 mUcr, by mealll ot a bandpass tuned circuit, would be grounded to the chassis.
U,CI ,lnd lA ,C. The selectivity of thb drcuit is
The recetvin, section uses a Jow-nobe uht
high, thus reducing unwanted spurlOUJ enerzy at MOSFET as the If amplifier and a teCOnd dual-pte
the mUer plds.
MOSFET as the mUer. See Pi&- 7·10. The pt~l
Output from the exciter is supplied through an and dram connectkms or the rf amplifier are
I ttenuator pad . t J1 and is injected to the mixer, tapped down on the tuned circuits so that uncondiV3, at its cathode circuit, across a 270-ohm tional stability is achieved without neutralization.
resistor. The attenuator pad ean be elimina ted It a Oscilla tor enefl)' is sampled with a two-turn link
very low-powe r excite r is to be used. The values wound ove r U . A short length ot RG-S8A/U
shown in Fia. 7-8 we.re tholen tor operation with a curies the injection enefIY to Q2. Tbe converter is
Central Eleclronks 201. exciter opentina al fuD buDt in a .5 X 2 1/ 4 X 2 1/ 4-inch box constructed
input, OJ: nearly so. The amount of drivina power from tour pieces of doublMidcd circuit board that
needed at the cathode ofV31s spproxlml tdy 4 or have been soldered on a1J aluttinJ; ed&eJ. The unit
5 watts PEP.
is mounted on the tnn!Yer1er tront panel.
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VHF AND UHF TRANSMITTING

Fig. 7-9 - Inside view of the converter. Shield. ere
u$I!d between t he rf amplifier input and output
circuiu. and between thtl latter and the mileer
input circuit. The cable entering the bottom side of
the encloJUrI carri!$ the oseill.tor injection energy.
Output to the associated reeeillli!r or tr.nscei~r is
taken through llwt jack 10 the left.

Construction No tes

The photographs show the construction techniques that should be followed for duplicating this
equipment. The more seaso.red builder should have
no diffICUlty changing the prescribed layout to fit
his particular Deeds, but the shielding and bypassing methods used here should be adhered to even if
changes are made.
An 8 X 12 X 3-inch aluminum chassis is used
for this equipment. An inte rnal chassis,S inches

wide, 3 inches deep. and 12 inches lOng, is made
from flashing copper and installed along one edge
of the main chassis. This method makes it possible
to soldcr dire<:i1y to the chassis for making positive
ground connections rather than rely on mochanical
joints. Shield partitions are made of copper and are
soldered in place III indicated on the schematic
diagram and in the photo. An aluminum bottom
plate is used to enclose the undenidc of th e chassis
for confining the rf.
Feedthrough capacitors are used to bring power
leads into the copper compartment. Though this
adds somewhat to the overall cost of the projoct, it
provides excencnt bypusing and decoupling, thus
reducing unwanted interstage cou pling. It also
contributes to TVI redu ction. Most surplus houses
stock feedthrough capacitors , and offer th em at
reasonable COSI.
Tune.Up
An antenna-changeover ' re lay and a set of
normally-<lpen relay contacts, both operated by
the exciter, must be provided. The remote control
leads, from P2, should be connec ted to the relay
contacts. With power applied to the conven er, L12
should be set foi' maximum noise input to the
transceiver. Then, using a signal generator or
off-thlHlir weak signal, peak L9, LIO and LIt for
best signal-ta-noise ratio.
The transmitter section can be powered by th e
circuit of Fig. 7-12, or the builder can design a
supply of his own choice, Regulated voltages are

.,.I30MHI

H60R
144 MHZ
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Fig. 7-10' - ~iagram of the converter section .
Resin ors ere 1!4·walt comp05ition and capacitors
arlt di,k C8ll1miC. except !IS noted otherwise.
C7-C9, incl. - Air variable. pc mount IJohnson
189-505-5).

cia -

Feedthrough type.
L9 - 41/2 turns. No.18 tinned wire,1/4-inch 10.

Tap at I 112 turn$ up from tha g.-ou nd end for
the antenna connection, and 81 3 turns for the
al gate.
LIO - 41/2 turns, No. 18 tinMd wire. 1I4-incn

10. Tap 81 3 turns up from Ihe cold end for the

al

drain connection.
Ll1 - S,ums No. IS tinned wire, 1/4-inch 10.
L1 2 -1.99-2.42·pH slug-wned COil. pc moont, for
28-MHI output IJ. W. MilLer 46A226CPC); or,
for 14·MHz output. 7.J.8.9-pH fJ . W. Miller
46A826CPC).
J4-J6,lncl. - Phono type.
a1. Q2 - RCA dual-gate MOSFE T.
Zl - 12·V miniature powe!" supply, transistor
radiO type.
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A 2-Meter Transverter
Fig. 7-11 - Looki!'lfl
into the bottom of
the m..it. the rf
section It enclosed
in I Ihield eompart.
went InIde from
flll!lhing C<JWIIr. Ad·
ditional divider lee·
1\0I'l1 lsole le the input
eod outPUt
tuned clrcuitl of the
lat t thrM 1t&geS of

lhe .xcit.r. Feedthrough capacitors
'1"1 mo1Jnted on one
-'I of the eopptf
compertment
to
prowkte decouplinv
of the power leeos.

recommended (or best opera tion.
With a dummy load connec ted to J2, apply
opeI'llllng voltage. Couple a wolvemeler to LI and

and C4 (or maximum indicated plate cunent It
Ml , then adjust C5 and C6 for maximum power
output to the dummy load. CI, C2, C3 and C4

tune the oscillator plale for maximum output.

should be readjusted at this point for maximum
plate current of the PA 'taae. Use only enough
drive to bri ng the PA plate current up to 100 rnA
at maximum de input power.
A clOled-circwt keyingjact is used at 13 10 that
the mixer staF is not biased to cutoff durinJ: voice
operation. Insertilll the key pennits full bias to be
applied, thus cuUin, off V3. RI should be IKljusted.
ror complete cutoff ofV3 when the key is open.

1ben, detune the slug of LI slightly (toward
minimum inductance) to assure reliable oscilla tor
StirtinS- Couple the wavemeler to L2 and tune for
peak output. With the 'o\'J.vemelcr applied to lA,

adjust Cl and C2 for maximum indicated output.
The next step is to connect the transceive r to
Jl and supply JUII enough drive to cause I rue in
PA plale current of I rew milliamperes. Thne C3
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Fig. 7-12 - Schemelic of the power wpply ..etlon. On-off awlteha for the K and de drcuit$ are
mounted In the rf deck along with the pilot lamps. Polariud capKiton.,.. tlK1101ytie, others ar. dilk
cerlmlc. CRt and CR2 lire l ()()().vol l, l-ampere ,lIicon diodn. CR3 ill 2O().JIRV 6CXHnA silicon diode.
T1 11. power transformer with a 54CWolt ct lecondary 81 120 rnA. F ilamant windingl are 5 volts It 3
A. Ind 6.3 'Iolts II 3.5 A. T2 II I 6.3 .... oIt. ' .. mpere filament transformer connect9d bIIck to bDck with
thl 5-vQIt winding of T1. 51 il In 111>1n lOCket Ifemelal. A 10.ooo~m resistor Ind I .01·/-1F d isk
capeeitor Ire COflnacted in _iat between tha ctntar tap of Tt 'l HlCondary Ind ground for translant
IUpprHSlon whan 52 is swilched 10 on. Tha 1\IPPf'IUOI' is mounted at 52, In the rf deck.
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A 500-WATT FM AND CW
TRANSMITTER FOR 220 MHZ
This 22B-MHl: IrarumiUcr WlIS desi3ned and
built by R. B. StCYt!nl, WIQWJ, and was first
descdbed In May 1969
It is capable of 300
watts output, cw or fm, or the exdter portion can
be used alone to deliver approximatdy 8 watts

asr.

output
The RP eimaits

Lookina: at tJ;e schematic dia&nm. Fis- 7-15, it

will be seen that the fint tIuef, stages of the
bansmitter look very much like any vhf transmit·
te r uling vacuum tubes. A conventional 6CL6
crystal oscillator, VI, uses 6-, 8- Of 12-MHz
crystals, multfplyinc in .Its plate circuit to 24 MHz
(12 MHz crystals should be the fundamental type.)
A 6BQS. VI, triples to 73 MHz, and drives II 2E26
IUIlplifier, Vl , straight·through on this frequency.
A variable capacitor, C6, ICIOSS the crystal, pennits
a smallldjullment of the frequency.
A ... metar tripier, driven by the 2£26, is used
to aet up to 220. Requirlna no powtr supply of its
·own. it is u pable of more than enoup power
output at 220 to drive our S()().watt amplifier.
The output of I varactor multiplier contains
hannonic. other than the desUed ODe, 10 I stripline filter is connected between the vuactor output
and the final amplifier &rid ein:uit. The filter is a
aeparatc assembly moun ted on the end of the
chassis, visible in two of the pbotopaphs. Full
details of the filter may be found In any edition of
the VHF MalJlUll, and in this Handbook.
The final amplifier is a 4CX2S0 aeries ex ternal·
anode tube, with. coaxial tank circuit. The B
version is used here, but the R and F types ha~
the same mechanical design.
The coaxial pllte circuit follows • standard
~. Such , tank has extremely high Q, and the
t 8ray)ey.... ~COQI ..-Tank Ampl1l'1~.l for 220 ...4
.20 MHz!" ...,.,T. Mil)' 19&1. AJao, YHF MllmIal,
Chap ..... O.

Fill. 7-13 - Th, 220-M Hz Iransmilter II Itt up for
reck mountlnll on 83/4·inch penel. Mete", al the
11ft can be Iwitched to reed driver pille, amplifier
Kreen and Implifier piatt currentl;, and amplifier
plate voltage.

heavy copper (or brass) conSlnIction offen con·
siderable heat linking.. Probably its only disadvan·
tage is the ncccuity for feedi", the high voltlle in
through some kind of rfbyPassln1 device. This and
the other mechanical feltuf\'iS of a good coaxial
tank are not readily made v.i\h the simpler tools.
Details of the assembly are pven in Fie. 7-19.
The final pid circuit, visible In the end view
alo", with the varxtor multiplier and the stdp-line
filter, is a half·wave strip-linc. The fan blows
coolin& air Into the grid compartment, up throuJh
the 40250 socket, and out through the end of
the tank assembly. by way of the hollow Inner
conductor, LID. The coaxial output fittinJ, J6 , the
couplilllioop. LIl, and its aeries capacitor, Cll,
are mounted on ,small detachable plale bent to fit
the curvature of the coaxb.I assembly, and mounted near the outer end. The 'fUlIctor tripler is built
Into the top of the amplifier Jrid usembly, and is
visible in the end view alonl v.ith the rmal grid
circuit and the strip-li ne filte r.
Ge neratln, th e FrflJ uency Modulation
Where only a small swine It the con trol
frequency .is nceded, as In a vhf OJ uhf transmlUe r
having a high ord er of rrcque ncy mulliplicatlon,
the modulation can be appUed very easily. A
voltage-variable capa<:itoJ, CR1, chqeJ capacl·
tance in relation to the audio voltap applicd. across
it, and this changina capacitance b used to "pull"
the frequency of the cryllal OICillator slightly. A
good 8-MHr crystal can be pulled _bout 600 Hz In
this way. With 27-tlmes ff\'iquency multiplication
this gives a mu:imum deviation In excelS of 16 kHz
F"~ 7-14 - R_ view of tIM 2»MHz tf1ll1lmltter.
'The a)tat&!" .~ are on e circuit board In the
foreground . Cha$i$ It the right ,idl houses tIM
varactor triple.- end thl empIlf1e.- grid circuit. Air
bIo_ into this cornpertmtnt end OUt through tIM
CII'lter conductor of I:ht coaxial plete-circuit
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Fig. 7· 15 - Schematic: diagram and parulnfOfrTllltJon for the W,QWJ 220·MHz exciter and frequency

modulator. CapaciIOrt with polarity marked
electrolyt ic. Components not speci fied below are
marked for tex t refer.nce purposes. Cl througt1 C5 .r. d ipped mi~ Of ,ilwr mel!,
C6 - 3().pF mioiaturelrimmer (Johnton 16C).1301.

C7. C8 -

2O-pF minlat"re trl_r (JohI1SOll

160-1101.
C9 - 15-pF variable, dooble~ (Hammarlund
HF-lI). XI.
CIO - 14()opF veriable tHammarlund HF· 1401.
CRI - V.rleap d iode.

CR2, CR3 - Any . illeon diode (Motorol a 2105 or
similarlJ I - ClOI8d-elreult jack.
J2 - 8NC cn.si. fitting:
Ll - 10 tUmI No. 22 enamel, clOleWOUnd on
1I4-inch , lulJ"tuned form.
12 - 4 turn, No. 22, 1/24nch die , 7/16 Inch long.

13 - 7 tuiTII No. 22, 112.:tnch di., 318 Inch long.
TIP 4 turns from grid .nd.
L4 - 5 tu rnt No. 16, 112-indl di., 1 Inch long.
Yl - 815().kHz crystal, HC-6/ U holder preferred.
6112 k Hz or 12223·k Hz fundamental crystal
.Ito u$lble. FnlQuencles gi ....n ere for low·f,.·
quency end of the band. U.. C6 fOl'" slight
frequency adjustment.

..,

Co>
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Fig. 7-16 - Circuit of the varector muttipli8f", 73 to 220 MHz.

ell, CU, C14, CIS - 15-pF miniatur. variable
(Johl1$On 16().1071. Ro to r of CTT must be
insulated from chassis.
el2
2().pf miniatu re variable (Johnson
160-110).
CIS - 5-pF ceramic.
LS - 8 tuml No. 16, 1/2-inch dia, 7/8 Inch long.

L6 - 4 turns No. 16, 1/2·inch die, 112 inch long.
L7 - 3 turns No. 16, 3/8-inch die, 3/B inch long.
L8 - 3 turn. No. 16, 3/8-inch die, 3IS inch long.
tepped at 1 turn from ","ounded end.
CRS - VaractOl" diode (Amperelt H4 A/ 1N48851.
J3, J4 - BNC fining.

..,

f ig. 7-17 - Schematic diagram end parh Information for the 22().MHz final amplifier.
Dec imal values of capacitance are in microflll'llds ij.IF) ; elhell in pf.

,
L_"'l-

-f'' l
••

en »pF miniature variable (Johnson
160-110). Stetor supports end of L9.
CT8 - 15-pF , ilver mica.
C19 - Capacitor buih into socket assembly

VA<;

(Johnson 124-109·' socket, with 124-,,3-1
bypa5$ ri"g ant! 124-111 -1 chimney ).
C20 - Disk-type tuning capacitor; $88 fig. 7-1 9 .
C2l
15-pF miniature variable (Johnson

160-110).
C22 - 8uilt-in bypass capacitor; see Fig. 7-19.
C23 - SOO-p F, 5·kVor more.
J6 - N·type fittin g.
L9 - Bf'8S$ strip, 1116 by 3/8 by 61/2 inches.
Bolts to grid terminal on socket. Tap Ct8 7/8
Inch from grid.

at the operating frequency, close to the optimum
fOI" most of the rm receiven currently in use in
fixed-frequency service on 6 and 2. LesSeI" deviation, (01 working into comm unications receiven,
most
them having abou t a 3 -kH~ bandwidth
applying less audio_
today, is merely a mattel

or

or

Adjustment and Operation

This is not intended to be a beginner's project l
so detailed discussion o( the mcchanical layou t will
be omitted. The mechanical arrangement of the

LIO - C08ltial line Inner conductor; _ Fig. 7-19.
111 - Output coupling loop made from 3 114
inches No. 16. C(MIr with Insulatin g slewing
a nd bend to 3/4 inch high end 1 3/4 inch long.
See Fig. 7-1.
RFC4. AFC5 - 0.84 ~ rf choke (Ohmite Z-2361.
J5 - BNC fining.

components could be a1teted to suit one's own
requirements, since the complete tmnsmitter is
made up of many subassemblies. Adjustment ror
best results may be somewhat strange to anyone
who hu not had experience with vuactor multipli.~,

The lint step is to get I good S2-ohm load. For
the present, it win have to handle a maximu m o{
about 10 watts. A good SWR bridge is abo needed
{Ol the tests. The fint step is to adjust the exciter.
Procedure here is like that COl any similar lineup of

tubes, but the 2E26 must be adjusted {or optimum

A 500-Watt FM and CW Transmitter for 220 MHz
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Fig. 7-18 - Circuit details of tha ~ilt-in power
supplilll for amplifier bias (lowed and speech
amplifier-modulator (upper) for the 22().MHz
transmittar. CapacitoR with polarity marked ara
electrolytic. AU dlodM are 200-'lolt PRY, 1~.
Rl and R2 ara approximate valuIII. Select for 12
and minus 50 volll outpUt. retpactively. ClIp&citanee Is in microfaradJ.
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Fig. 7-19 - Detalll of the
cOllJlllal-line plate circuit of
tha 22O-MHz transmitter.

"

"

\;-

results when working into a 52-ohm load. Once an maximum output at 220 MHz. Adjustments in the
output of 10 to 12 watts is obtained in this way, multiplier interlock, and. 5eVenU passes through all
leave the tunin;: of the 2E26 and prtoeding stages adjustments may be needed for best output. But
zemember that the 2E26 is set (or a 52-ohm load.
alone !.hereafter.
Now connect the SWR bridge output to 13 of Leave It alone, and make the multiplier adjust·
the varactOl multipUer, and tune CII and Cl2 fOl ments ~o the job. An indication of some 8 watts or
lowest SWR indication. Leave the 2E26 adjust- so of output should be obtained. Part o( this will
ments alone.
•
be ~arrnonic energy, how-ever, so the SWR bridge
Now connect a coaxial cable from 12 to 13, and should now be connected between the strip-line
connect the bridge OJ wattme\p in aline from J4 filter and the amplifier grid citcuit, and !.he filtcr
to the dummy load. Adjust C13, C14 and C16 for adjusted for maximum forward power and the
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Fig. 7·20 - Looking
the
chassis
of
the
22()"MHz transmitter, we lee the
speech
ampli fierclipper lit the lower
left, the exciter circuits 1ICf0Sl the top.
power IUPpiV compollents at the upper left, end meter
switching.
lo~ ·
undarn.eth

right.

amplifier input circuit for minimum re flected. This
should result in maximum grid current in the final
amplifier.
It is likely thai getting enough grid current for
the 4CX2S0B wiU not be difficult, as the lineup
de5cribed gives more than ample drive. Up to 20
rnA grid current ha.s been obtained, but not this
much is needed. In fact, with fm or cw operation,
only a slight increase in erficiency is noted afler
the drive is raised beyond the point where grid
current begim to now.

Fig. 7·21 - Looking
Into the amplifier
grid compartment.
The vaI'8Ctor tripler
is in the upper left
ponion. Below t t.
compartment II t he
22O-MHt Itrip-line
filter.

Adjustment of the coupli ng loop, L11 , and the
loading capacitor, C2 1, will be fairly critical when
striving fOI the absolute maximum output. Following the manufacturer's recommendations as to
maximum plate voltage and current, 2000 volts at
250 rnA, resulted in about 320 watts output.
Raising the plate curI'tnt to 300 rnA, by incrtuing
the screen voltage, netted 400 watts output. Even
at this input the tube seemed to be operating well
and the tank circuit did no l Indicate excessive
beating.

220 MHz Repeater Amplifier
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220 MHz REPEATER 'AMPLIFIER

The crowded frequencies for 144·MHz repcatcr
service have caused some moves to 220 MHz.. This
acceptable coverage to
band is providing
mobile users with moderate powcr. The amplificr
to be described was devcloped to assist in increas"
ing Ih is coverage. In the majority of cases, the
power source for the amplifier is no t of major
importance. Therefore, the Je2015, 28--volt uan·
sis tor was selected for a power output of approxi-matel)' 75 walls. In the following circuit confIgUra·
tion the gain is 8.8 dB or 75 watts output for 10
waIlS input (Fig. I).

very

Circuil Description
For repea ter 5Crvice, C\.as$-C operation is used.
The inpu t network is a single L seclion with a
serics capacitance to tune out the reaClance.
Stripline induc tors are used in th e matching net ..
works. Output matching is a1so accomplished with
L sections, two In this casco Micrwuip lines are
also used between the matching networkJ and the
conm:clors. They were etched to provide a S().ohm
characteristic impedance. The collector decoupling
network uses four values of capacitors to provide
Isolation for over a wide frequency range.
Construction
As can be seen in the photographs, the heat
sink is made of four pieCf!1 of alum inum . The
pieces were formed indiv iduaUy and then bolted
together. A liberal amount of silicone pease.
Wid applied be tween the pieces of aluminum
before anembly. This heat sink has pIOYCd quite
effec tive du ring ex tended amplifJer operation.

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagriilm of the 220
MHz repeater amplifier. Unleu otherwise
specified, ciilpacllors ii1re dis k ceramic.
Cl, C3 - Trimmer (Areo 402) .
C2 - Trimmer IAreo 4611 .
C4, C5 - Tri mmer (Areo 464).
Ll - Micro-tlrip inductor, 50 mm long,
0 .205 inch wi de.
L2, L3 - Micro-.trip inducto.r, 25 mm
loog,0.155 inch wide.
01 - Power transisto.r TRW J& 2015.
RFC 1 - Choke, 0.15 "H with Ferrox·
cu!'e bead 156-590-65/3 8) on ground
!cOld.

RFC 2 - Choke, 2 turns of No. 22 wire
on 330-ohm l -watt resislor.

no ....
tX<;l n1!

Fig. 2 - T.S! $CIUP for adjusting the Imp)ifilH'.

The circuit board must have spacen inserted
for support above the heat sink. Then, the traruis-tor should be soldered to the circuit board afte r it
is bolted to th e heat sink. Space" can then be
inse rted, insurinJ there isn't any upward pressu re
on the transistor cap.
Adjustment and Operation
The ampUficr m ould be connected as illusUated
in Fig. 2, The general procedure is to fllst adjust
the input for minimum reflected power and then
th e output for muirnum power ou tput. To be
more specific, apply a small am ount of drive to the
amplifier and adju st Cl and C2 for minimum
refl ected poWCI. Output adjustments are more
difficult to align. AU three adjustment. interact
and it can take longer to fmd the correct settings,
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Interior "jew of 22O-MHz Repeater amplifier.

un lcss the capacitors were set to the approximate
values prio r to the application of power. After
finding the maximum output settin&$. increase the
drlye and readjust the input and outpu t matching.
For unattended or extended operation a small Can

can be placed neal the heat sink. This will help
keep the amplifier cool and extend ilS life. There
were no provisions made for an tenna switching. It
was intended that the amplifier be inserted
between th e exci ter and the duplexcr.

A VARACTOR TRIPlER FOR 420 MHZ
1.1 is Ihe input-coupling link and ilS reactance is

tuned out by CI. L2.c2 form a conve ntional
series-resonant circuit tuned 10 the iopu t frequency. The combination of these circuits, th en,
becomes the familiar tuned circuit with linkcoupled Input. The link ;s coupled 10 the cold end
of L2 nnd the amount of <:oupting is adjustable by
ehalll;n, the position of L I. It is easier to visualize
the end of L2 as bei ng "cold " by remembering that
the varacto r diode is low impedance device.
L3.c3 is the serie5-(uned idler circuit that Is
necessary for cfficient harmonic generation, and
U.c4 is a serics-Iuned cin;uit for the output
frequency, L5 and C6 are resonant .t the output
frequency also, with a small capacito r, C5, to
provide Coupling to th e diode output circuitry.
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Fig. t - Schematic for the vanIClor tripler.
C1, C2 - 2.2· to 34-pF miniature variable IE.F.
Johnson 190-OO10-001J.
.
C3, C4, C6 - 1.4· to 9.2-pF miniature variable
IE. F. Johnsoo 189·563·00 11 .
C5 - Copper strip I -in. long x 1/4";n. wide. Bend
one end up to form a tab 3J8-in. long. Spacing
between tabs approx. l i B ineh.
CRI - V.rector diode {Amperex H4A or equlv. l.
J l , J2 - Coaxial connec tor. TVpe 8NC suitable.

L1 - 3 turns No. 16 enam., 3/8·in. 10 x 3/8-i n.
long.
L2 - 6-1/2 turns No. 16 tinned bus wire, 3/8";n.
10 x 7/8";n.long.
L3 - 3-1/2 turns No. 16 tinned bus wi re, 318·in.
10 x 1I2-in.loog.
L4 - COpper strip. 3-1/4";n. long x 3/8·in . wide.
Space 1/2";n. above ground .
L5 - Copper strip, 3-3/8·in. long x 3/8-in. wide.
Space 1/2-in . above (]round. Tap 1.J/8 in. from
ground end.
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GROUNDED·GRID 5O-MHZ AMPLIFIER
Increasing usc of SO-MHz transceivers and
transmitters having outputs of 25 wat ts or more
has created a demand for amplifius to be used
with such equipment as the driver_ The groundedgrid amplifier of Fig. 7-27 is designed for this use.
With 30 watts or more of driving power it will
deliver 600 watts cw output. As a Oass-B linell,
single-tone conditions, its rated PEP output i,7S0
watts.
Circuit

The Eimac 3-S00Z triode is designed for
grounded-grid service. AI may be seen from Fig.
7-30, driving power is applied to the filament
circuit, which must be kept above If ground by
means of high-current bifiw rf chokes, RFCI and
RFC2. These are a ccntml feature of the bottom
view, Fig. 7-29. The in put im pedance is low , so the
input circuit , Ll ,CI , tunes broadly! and the SO-ohm
line from the exciter is tapped well up on LI. The
plate circuit is merely a coil of copper tubing, L2,
inductively tuned by means of a "shorted tum" of
copper strip, rotated inside its cold end. See Fig.
7-28. Thning is smooth and the rotating loop
avoids many problems commonly encountered in
tuning high-powered amplifiers by conventional
methods. Plate vol tage is shunt fed to the tube, 10
prevent the high dc voltage from accidentally
appearing on the output coupling loop or on the '
antenna line.
Mon of the lower part of the schematic
diagram has to do with control and metering, and
is largely self-explanatory. The exciter voiceeontrol relay shoru out RI , allowing grid current
to flow, and maid", the amplifier operative, if the
marnent and primary~ontrol switches, SI and S2,
h ave been closed. Feeding Be voltage to the
plate-supply relay through 14, I S and PI makes
application oC plate voltage without the filam en t
and blower being on impossible.
Construclion
The amplifier chassis is aluminum,IO X 12 X 3
inches in size, with the tube socket cente red 3 1/8
inches from the front edge. The sheet-aluminum
panel is 10 inches hiah. The decorative edging is
"cove molding," used by cabinet makers Cor
counter tops. Sides and back an: also shcet
aluminum. Where they need not be removable,
parts are Castened together by pop-riveting. Tools
and rivets for this worle can be found in most
hardware stores. Perforated aluminum (cane metal)
is used Cor the top, and for coveriilg the panel
viewing hole.
Stretch the wire for the birliar rf chokes, before
winding. TIlen, with the wires side by side, under
tension, wind them on I form oC wood or metal.
nus bleft in untD the choke ends are soldered in
position. Then remove the fonn and COlt the
wiodinp with coil cement, to help maintain tum
alignment.

Fig. 7-27 - Table.top 5O-MHz amplifier of
grounded-grid design, only 10 X 12 inches In size.
Grid and platl current anl.monitored simu'taMOUsIy. Knobs at thl right are for input tuning, bottom,
amplifier loading. eenter. and plate tuning, top.
Connections to the grid tenninall (on opposite
sides of the socket) are made with short l/4--inch
copper st raps soldered to the pins and bolted to
the chassis with No. 6 sCrews, nuts IIld lockwashers. Be sure that a clean, tight rf ground
results.
In Fig. 7-28 it will be seen that the hot end of
L2 is supported on the top oC the two blocking
capaciton, C3 and C4, which in tum, are mounted
on the Teflon rod that senres as the fonn Cor
RFC3. The ground end of L2 is supported on a
vertical post made of 3/B-inch copper tubing, I 3/8
inches high. The end oC the coil can be fitted with
a heavy copper lug, or pounded fl at. . A hole is
drilled in the flat portion and I 2-inch brass bolt
runs through it and the post and ch assis. Be SUl'e
that there is a pennantnf solid rf ground at this
point.
The shunt-Ceed rf choke is effectively 8CJOSI the
tuned circuit, so it must be a good one. Handwindin g as described below is strongly recommended, as no ready-made choke is likely to be as
good. Teflon is slippery, so a light thread cut in the
fonn will help keep the winding in place. IC this
cannot be done, prepare and wind two wires, u for
the Jilament chokes. Feed the wire ends through
one hole in the fonn, and wind a bifilar coil. PuD
the other ends through the finWl hole, bending one
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Fig. 7-28 - I nU!rior view of the 5O-M Hz amplifier

shows the shorted·tum tuning sy uem. platl coi l
al'ld output coupling. upper righ t . The tuning and
loading controls are moonted on 8 bracket to the
right of the 3-500Z tubl end chimney. Meter
shielding is partially visible in the left front corner.

back tightly at the hole edge. Remove the other
winding, which should leave a tight evenly-spaced
coil that makes an e)lceUent vhf choke.
The blocking capacitors, C3 and C4, are mount-

ed between brass plates, one of whkh is fa stened
to the top of the rf choke form vvith a sheet·meW
SCrew. The other plate is connected to the hot end
of L2 by means of a wrap-around cUp of flashing
copper. The lead to the tube plale cap is made with
braid removed from a scrap of coax. A strip of
flashing copper about 1/ 4 inch wide is also good
for too. Use a good heat-dissipating connector
such as the Eimac HR6.
The shorted-tum tuning ring is centered between the fust two turns of L2. The ring is
attached to a ceramic pillar, and that to a l/4-inch
Shaft, the end of which b tapped for 8-32 thRad.
This shaft runs through a bearing mounted in a
bracket 4 inches high and 23/4 · inches wide,
fastcned to the chassis and the side of the
enclosure. The output loading capacitor, C6, is also
mounted on this bracket. It is one inch above the
chassis, and the tuning- ring shaft is 3 1/4 inches
above the chassis. The input tuning capacitor, CI,
is mounted under the chassis, with equal spacing
between the tluee, for symmetrical appearance.
1be output coupling loop, L3. is just inside the
cold end of L2. It can be adjusted fOI optimum
coupling by "leaning" it slightly into or out of L2.
Be $Ute that it clears the shorted tum throughout
movement of the latter.
The coaxial output jack, 13. Is on the rear wall
o f the enclosure. A small bracket of aluminum
grounds it to the chassis, independent of the
bonding between the chassis and the enclosure.
Plate voltage enten through a Millen 37001 high-
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voltage cOMector, 12, on the rear wall, and is
bypassed immediately inside the compartment
with a 1V "doorknob" high-voltage capacitor, CS.
The blower assembly in the left tear comer of
the chassls draws air in through a hole in the back
of the compartment, and forces it down into the
enclosed chassis. The oruy air path is then back up
through the socket and chimney (Eimac parts
SK-4lO and SK-406 recommended) and out
through th e top of the enclosure. The data sheet
for the 3-S00Z specifics an air Oow of at least 13
cubic feet per minute, when the tube is operated at
500 watU plate dissipation. The ac leads for the
blower mOlor come into the enclosure on feedthrough capaciton.
The meten are cnclo5td in a shield fastened to
the front and side panels. Meter terminals are
bypassed for rf inside the shield, and leads come
through the chassis on feedthrough capacitors. The
rocker-type switches just below the meters have
built-in illumination. The high-voltage switch is not
meant to con trol the plate supply directly, but
rather through a relay, as in the 3000-volt supply
shown in Chaptcr S. The plate meter is in the
negative lead, 50 be sure that youI supply Is
compatible with this arrangement. Do not use this
system where a potential difference exists between
the amplifier and ~r supply chassis. All power
kads are made with shielded wire (Belden 8862)
and all exposed poinU are bypassed to ground.
Adjustment and Use

Do not apply drive to the 3-500Z without the
plate vol tage being on. Also, it is recommended
that Initial testin g be done with low drive, and with
a plate voltage of 1500 or less. With a SO-ohm load

Fig. 7·29 - With the bottom cover removed, a lbok:
into the chaui l from the rear shoONS the input
ci rcuit, L1 ,Cl, right, the bifilar filament chokes,
foreground, filament transforme r and control
switehltS. Opening in the r&ar wall i$ for air intake.
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Fig. 7-30 - Schematic diagram and Plrts
information fO( the 6O-MHl grounded.grid Impli·
fier.
B1 - Blower, 15 ft3/mi n or more.
C1 - 7&.pF verie!JI e (Johnson 167-4'.
C2 - 1 QOO.pF dipped mica.
C3, C4 - 5()().pF 5-lcV transmitting cerlmic
ICen1rllab 8585·500).
C5 - 5OQ.pF, l()'kV' or more, TV "Doorknob."
C6 - 5O-pF variable (Johnson 167·3).
Jl - BNC coexlal receptacle.
J2 - High-vottege connecto( (Millen 37001) .
J3 - Type N coaxial receptacle.
J4 - S-pin male power connector, chaniJ-mount·
ing.
J5 - AC receptacle, cnassis-rT1OUnli ng..
Ll - 4 tum • .No. 12 enam, 1 inch long, linch dill.
Tap 2 1/2 turns from ground end.
L.2 - 3112 tums lI4-fnch copper tubing,
3 1I2-inch dil, 5 1/4 inches long. Diameter i.
fi nished dimension, not that of fO(m u~ for
winding. See text and photo for turn spacing.

Tuning ring is closed loop of 1/2-inch coppef
strip, 2 5/ 8-1nch die.
L3 - 1 tum, J.inch dil, end leeds, made from one
piece of 1/B-inch COPf)ll" tubing or No. 8 wire.
Ml - ' DC meter, ()'1 ampere ISimpson Wide-Vue,
Model 1327).
M2 - MOO rnA, tike Ml.
Pl - AC plug. on cable to power supply.
Rl - 47 ,()()().ohm 2·watt resistor.
RFC1, RFC2 - 21 tu rns each, No. 12 801m,
1I2-inch dia, bifilar.
RFC3 - 30 turns No. 20 el\8m, speced wire de, on
3/4-inch Teflon rod, 33/4 inches long. Drill
end holes 1/2 end 2 3/4 inches from top.
Sl, S2 - Spn, rocker·type, naon-lighted (Carlil1g
l T1 L, with snap.jn bracket).
T1 - Filament t ransformer, 5 V, 15 A (Stanco(
P6433; check any electriCII equival ent for fit
under J.inch chanlsl .

connec ted to 13, apply 1000 to 1500 volu through

some experimentation with diameter and length or
L2 may be needed if ),ou want other than the 49.8
to 52.7 MHz obtained with the graduated tum
spacing visible in the interior view. The ltighest
f~quency is reached with the ring in a vertical
plane. Dimensions thlt affect tuning range are 1$
(ollows; Grounded support (0% L2 - 1 118 inches
from right side of chassis, and 3 1/4 inche$ from
rear. RFC3 mountina: position - 4 inches from n!U
and S 1/ 2 inches from left. Shorted tum approximately centered between turns 1 and 2 ofL2. The
start of L3 bends from the stator ofC6 to near the
start of L2. The end toward J2 passes between the
flnt two turns of L2, clearing the tuning ring in
any position of the laner.
Once the I mplifier seems to worle: nOJITlaUy- at

12, and turn on the driver. Adjust the tuning ring
inside L2 (or a dip in plate current. TU ne CI (or
maximum grid current. Tune C6 and adjust the
posi tion o( L3 with respect to L2 (or maximum
output. It the amplifier seems to be fUnning
properly. connect an SWR bridge between the
driver Ind n, and check reDected power. It should
be close to u ro. If otherwise, adjust the tiP
position on Ll.
TUninJ range of the plate circuit can be
checked with I grid-dip meter, with the power off
the amplifier. The range is affected by turn spacing
overall, and at the cold end. The closer the fint
two turns are toge ther the greater the effect of the
tuning ring. No other tuning device is used, 10
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modente plate voltages. apply JUsher. up to the
maximum of 3000. Plate current, with no drive.
should be about 160 rnA. It can be lowered by
insertillJ 0.1 to 0.4 ohm in series with Rl and the
filament center-tap. A Zener diode, 2 to 9 volts, 10
walts, couk! do this job, as weD.
Keep the amplifier tuned for maximum output.
Do not decouple to reduce output; cut down drive
and/or plate voJt age instead. Adjustment for linear
operation requires I scope. Maximum output,
minimum plate cunent and mnimum grid current
Ihould all occur at the same settlnJ of the plate
tuning. If they do not, the output loading is
ewer coupled, or there is regeneration in the amplifier. The piate-cuDent dip I t resonance is notice-

Typical operltma conditions given by the man-

ufacturer, and in the tube-data section of the
Hllndboolc, lie guides to good practice. The ampli.
fier wodts well with u little as 1000 volts on the
tube plate, 10 varying the ac voltage to the
p1at&supply transfonner is a convenient way to
control power level. It is seldom necessary to run
the maximum legal power in vhf communication,
so lome provision for this voltage control is
recommended. With just one high·voltaxe supply
needed and no cri tical tu ning adjustments, power
variations from 100 t o 600 watts output are
quick1y and easily made. This amplifie r was built
by Tom McMuUen, WlSL, and first described in
QSTforNovember, 1970.

able and smooth, but not of great magnitude.

A 2·KW PEP AMPLIFIER
FOR 144 MHz

Large external·anode triodes, In a cathodedriven configura tion, offer outstanding reliability,
slability and ease in obtaining high power at 144
MHz. The selection i!; somewha t limited and they
are not inexpensive. Data on the recently introduced 3CX1500A1/8877. a hip.mu, cxternalanode power mode., appeued vel)' promising. A
reasonable heater requirement (5V at 10 A) and an
Inexpensive socket and chimney combination made
the tube even more attractive.
The techniques employed In the design and
construction of the cathode-driven 3CX I 500A7/
8877 am plifier described here have removed many
of the mechanical impositions of other de$igns..
Those interested in obtalni ng complete constru ctional detailJ; should refer to the two part
article appearing in December, 1973, and January,
1974 QST.
The plate tank opera tes with a loaded Q on the
order of 40 at 2-kW PEP and 80 at 1 kW. Typical
loaded Q values of 10 to IS are used in hf
amplifier!. In comparison, we are dealing with a
relatively high loaded Q, so lossel in the s~line
tank-circuit co mponen ts must be kcpt very low. To
this end, small diameter Teflon rods are used as
mechanical drive for the tuning capacitor and for
physical support as weU as mechanical drive for th e
output·coupling capacitor. The tuning vane or
flapper capacitor is solidly grounded, through a

wide flexible strap of negligible inductance, directly to the cha5Sis in close proximity to the
grid-return point. A flexible-strap arrangement,
similar to that of the tuning capacitor, is used to
connect the output coupling capacitor to the
center pin of a type N coaxial connector mounted
in the chassis base, Ceramic (or Teflon) pillars,
used to su pport the air strip line, are located un der
the middle set of plate-Hne de isolation bushings.
This places theJe pillars well out of the intense rf
field associated with the tube, OJ: high-impedance
end of the line, In operation, plate tuning and
loadinS is quite smoo th and stable, so a high-loaded
Q is apparently not bothersome in this respect
In this amplifier, output coupling is accomplished by the capacitive probe method. As
pointed out by KnadJe' "Major advantages of
capacitive probe coupling arc loading linearity and
elimination of moving contact surfaces.."
Capacitivo-probe coupling is a form of " reactive
transformation matching" whereby the feed-line
(load) impedance is transformed to the tube
resonant-load impedance (R.,J of 1800 ohms (at
the 2·kW level) by means of a series reactance (a
capacitor in thli case). At the l-kW level, Ro is
approximately twice that at the 2-kW PEP level.
Thererore, the se rie s cou pung capacitor should be
variable and of sufficient range to cove r both
power levels. Formulas to calculate the transformation values have been presented in QST,~
The electro-mechanical method of probe coupling used in this ampllfier is easy to assembl.e and
provides 800d electri cal performance. Also. it has
no movinr-contact surfaces and enables placement
of the output coupling. or loading, control on the
front panel of the amplifier for ease in adjustment_
The grid- and cathode-metering c\rcuill employed are eonventional for cathode-driven amplifier!. The mullimeter, a basic 0-1 mA movement, is
switched to appropriate monitoring points..
An rf·output monitor is a virtual necessity in
, Knad1e, "A Suip-Llne Kilowatt AmpUfler for
432 M H ~," QST, In two part,: Part I, AprlJ,1972,
P. 49; Put II, May , 1972, P. 59.
• Belcher, "Rt Matehln, Techniqu es, Deal&n Ind,
Enm,ple," QST, October, 1972.

2·kW PEP A mpl ifier for 144 MHz
The pleeemtnt of input-eireui t componenu and
IUpporting tncb! nwy be SMf'I In this bonom
view. When the bottom cov.t 1. In pI~. the
KtHned air Inlet allows the bI<WM' to pull air in,
prlaurizinll 1M Intir, under-dl ••is ....... The
MinlOOlt on the rear apron is • h00ling for the
Input r.flectOl'nltM cin;uil.

vhf amplifltn to usure maximum power transfer
to the 100d while luninJ. Most c:apacidvo-probe
output couptirll schemes presenled to dlle do not
lend themselves to built-in relJtivc-output mornlori-\ll circuits. In this ampli1kr. one of tbe.e
buill-in circuits is achlcved qLlite handily, The
circuit consists or a 10: I resistive voltage dil,ider.
diode rectifier, filler and adjustable Indkaling
instrument. Two 1S0Q..0hm, 2-wal1 cuOOn reo
siuon are located in the plate compartment
connected be tween the type N , e-ou tput connector
and a BHe connector. A small wire was JOldercd to
the center pin of the BNe connector, Inside I

MiniOOlt, with the lSOO-ohm. I-watt composition
resistor and the rectifier diode joined al this point
Relative output voltage is fed, vii 'feedlhrough
capacitors, to the leftl--settinl potentiometer and
multimetcr nri tch.
A calibrated string of 2-watt compositic.'l ~
sislors, totalin& 5 megohms, was installed to
facilitate "on-thc-spot" dctcnnin.ltion of powtr
input, and 10 attest to the preSlCnce Of ablcnce or
high voltaac in the plate tank circuit. A rull-scaJe
ranpl of 5000 volts is obtained with t1l e (). I mA
meter. If desired. t1le builder may UJC ten 50()'K·n,
2-wa u , I-percent resiJtors fo r t1le sWill and
reasonable accuracy win be obtained.. Of course
this monitor feature may be eliminated ir other
me.ns are used to measure and monito r platc
voitaJe.
The amplifier Is unconditionally stablc, with no
pal1IIsitic1. To verify this, a zero biu check for
stability was made. This involved shorti"l out t1le
Zener diode in the cathode return lead, reducin&
bias 10 essentially uro 'lollS. Plate voltage WIt
appUcd, allowinl the tube to dissipale about 885
watts. The inpu t and output circuits we re Ihcn
tuned. Ihroulh their ranges with no loads attached.
There was no silll of output on the relalive output
meter and no change in the plate and grid currents.
As with molt c.thod~driven ampilners, there II I

The lube and plate Ii.... i. in plliICe, with th, lop
and .cia of tha eompartmant rM'lOYld for clarity,
The plat.tuning vana is at bottom center. A
breckel is attached to the side PlloeI10 wppQr1 the
rfIM of the Tefl on rod supporting th, tuningv.."e.
The coli " the opposill end of th' pille lin, i.
RFC1, connacted between the hlgi'loYOItegHJypass
pille I nd th, top Metion of the pllI... i.,. lindwlc h. Itlms OUUide the tube enclOllJ re include thl
fil ilment trentformer, bl ower motor, r&tIlVS, Ind I
pow...... pply to opel"lIe I VO X.eontroli ed Teilly
..,. ..em.

sIlght interaction between p:id I nd plale eWl'ents
during normal tun~up under rf'applicd conditions.
This should no l be misconstrued as amplifier
Instability.
. Tolerances of the Zener diode used in the
ca.t1lode retum line will result In nhlcs 0( bias
voltage lind idUna plate currents other than those
tistcd in Table I. TIle IN3311 , I 2O-pcrcent
toknnce unit, is rated II 12 YOib nominal but
actually operates It 10 volts in this ampii.f'1CI'
(within the lO-perccnl tolerance),
All testin, Ind IClual operation or this amplJ..
rlCf was COI1ductcd "';th • Rlytrack hi&tHoillP
power supply uJCd in conjunction with the IUthor's 6·meter am pllne r. The power supply control
and output cable harness was moved from one
amplifier to Ihe otl1er, dependin, on the desired.
frequency or operation.
Drive requirements were mea.rurcd for plale
power·input level. of 1000 and 1600 watts wil h a
Bird Model 43 Thru Line Wlltmcler and a pluS or
known accuncy. OUlpUl po'WU was measured.
simultaneously with drive rcquirt:menb al the
1000 and 1600 walt plale power inpul levcls. A
IICCOfld Bird model 43 with I l()()().walt plua was
u.sed 10 measure ImplirlCr OUlpUt into I Bird
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ll)()().watt Termaline load. A lSOO-watt plug
would be neceuuy to determine output power at
the 2-kW input level, so I stopped at the l()()().watt
output point and worked backwuds to calculate
.pparent sta,e pin and cflkiency.
ErrlCiency measurements also werl! made
employin8 the " tube aiMtream heat-difi'crential"
method. Several rulll were made It 885 watts .talic
ck: an4 DOmI.I1 rf input. Apparent e£rJciencies or 62
to 67 percent were noted. These qlues WeJe about
5-percenl higher than the actulll power output
value. givcn In Table I. Both efficiency meUlln>menl schc:rn.es llent to confirm that the ampUfier is

Fig. 1 - Schematic dleg..-m of the ampIlfi ....
Included is informetion for thl Input refleetometlr
u.t I I In lid to tuning thl cathode circuit for low
SWR. c:7, ca, Ind C9 I rl flbrlceted at described In
the tot ar.d Flo. 2Bl _ BlO\Wr. FIICO 59752·IN or Dayton 2C810.
Wheal diamat ... Is 3-13/16Inehes.
C2 _ 5- to 3~F elr varlabll. Hammarlund
HF-3()'X or Iquill.
eJ, C4, CS, C6 _ 0.1 "F, ~V., 2<).A fl8dthrough
e.peeitor. Spragul 8OP3 or equill.
JI, n, J6 _ COIII.l" ehaHls-mount connectors,
type 8NC.
J3 - Coaxial connector, tvpt N.
J4 - Coaxial penel jack, UG·228/U (Amphenol
82-62 or equlvJ.
J5 _ HV connector Ijames Millen 37001 or
equlll.1.
LI - DoublHlded pc:: board, 1·1/4 X 4-7/16
Inches.
L2 - 4-1/4 inches of No. 18 wire. Ll and L2 .rl
I*'t of thl Input refleetomet .... circuit deK:rlbed
In the text under · tl'le hNding of "Support
Electrooics."

openting at the upper limi t of the theoretical
SG-6O-pcrcent efficiency range for typical Class
AS 2 Implifien.

To commence routine opentlon, the variaNc
capacitor in the input circuil should be set It the
point where lowest input VSWR was oblalned
durins the "cold-tube" initial tub&-up. The ability
of the plate tank to resonate It 14.... 145 MHz with
the top CO¥U in place ....ould be verified with a
p:id-dip meter, via a one-tum link attached to the
rf output connector. Top and bottom emcrs are
then IeCUfed A. with 411 CQthooe driven ampllf1m,
adtatfon should nevo be applied whrn the tube

La - 6 turns No. 18 enam., 5/8-ln. long on 318-ln.
dll form (whltillugl.
L4 - 3 turlll No. 14 enam., 5/B-ln.long X 9/16-ln.
10. Lead length to La Is 5/8-in. Lead lengt h to
c:ethode bu. Is 3/ 4-in.
L5 - Alr-dieltctric nrlp line. See text and Fig. 2.
PI - Coaxiel cabll connector, type BNC.
P2 - COfix ial eebll connector, type N.
RI - Meter rlnge multipl ier. Ten 500-K n, 2-wltt
composition rlllitorl in _ies.
RFCI - 7 rums No. 16 tinned, 1/2·ln. 10 x 1-1n.

I"".

RFC2 - 18 turns No. 18 lnam., clO$l wound 00
l -megoh!Tl,
composition resistor.
RFeJ, RFC4 - Each 2 ferrhl '-d$ on eomponlnt

;l-"

INd •.
RFC5, RFC6 - 10 tums No. 12 enem. blfillr
wound, 5/8-in. dll.
SI - Single-poli. three position rotlry .witch,
non-N'lorting contacts.
Tl - 5-V, I ()'A sec:ondary. center tiP not used.
(Stancor P-6135 or equill.) .
VRI - 12·V, ro.-n Zen. diode.
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2·kW PEP Amplifier for 144 MHz
heaUT is QctivQted QTld plQte voltage i! removed.

Next, turn on the tube hC3ter 3nd blower simul·
taneously, allowing 90 seconds for warm·up. Platc
potential between 240(}.3000 vollj then may be
applied and its presence verified on the multimeter.
The power supply should be able to deliver 800
rnA or so. With the VOX relay actuated, resting
current should be indicated on the cathode meter.
A small amount of drive is applied and the plate
tank circuit tuned for an indication of maximum
relative power output. The cathode circuit can now
be resonated, tuning for minimum reflected power
on the refleetometer, and not for maximum drive
power trarufer. Tuning and loading of the platetank circuit follows the standard sequence for any
cathode driven amplifier. Resonance is accompanied by a moderate dip in plate/cathode current,
a rise in grid current and a considerable increase in
relative power output. Plate-currcnl dip is not
absolutely coinciden t with maximum power output but it is very close. Tuning and output-loading

adjustments should be for maximum efficiency and
output as indicated on the output meter. Fj.ruIl
adjustment for lowest VSWR at amplifier Input
mould be done when the deisred plate input-power
level has been reached.

Table I
PerfomJl.mce Dola

Power input, watts
1000
2600
Plate voltage
Plate current (single tone) 385 rnA
SOmA
Plate current (idling)
-IOV
Grid bias
Grid current (single tone) 35mA
Drive power, watts
IS
Efficiency (apparent)
59.5%
15.2 dB
Power gain (appare nt)
Power output, watts
595

1600
2450

660 rnA
SOmA

-IOV
54 rnA

41
61.8%
13.9 dB
1000
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TOP SHEET
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Dimetlsions end layout in_

forrrwnion

for the platll line. The twO

bran

platft and II Teflon sheet form II

sandwich

(US .... "

with

the

plate

nearest

the

chauis being It de ground potential. The
top

. s 'U6'

(.ul''')

SHOR.TING SAil. 14--nll(K 8RASS

(f..l$""J

(el

pl.le carries

high Yoltage and is

connected to the lube anode. Th e
shorti!'lg bar leI is permanently attached
between the bottom plate and the ehauis,
repl acing the sli ding shon that is visibl e in
the pho tographs.

A TRIPLER AMPLIFIER FOR 432 MHZ
Equipment for 432 MHz varies in style, size,
complex ity. and ancestly. Some sta tions lise con·
verted uhffm transm itters that once saw duty in
taxicabs or the like. Others have been able to build
upo(:onverters using tubes such as the 6939. 1
1 Mo retti, "A Heterodyne Exciter tor 43 2
MHz," QST, November 1978, (-..Lto In Feedbac k,
QST, March, 1974. Pllie 83),

Others have pressed Iheir 144·MHz equipmen t inlo
service by employing an active frequency lIip·
ler. 2 ,8
2Knadle, "Hl"h Etflclenc)' Parallel Kilowatt for
MHz," QST. Aprll, 1972.
3 Kn adle, " Dua l·Band Stripline AmplifierTripier for 144 and 432 MHz. " Ham Radio,
FebruarY. 1970.
432
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A Triple< Amplifier for 432 MHz

The plate liDe b the familiar haIf-wavck:nph
variety, with capacitive tuninJ provided by
movable vanes or ''flappers.'' In earlier vcnions
using this tuninl $Cherne, the nappers were moved
by means of string that .was allowed to wind or
unwind around a shafl, providin. front-panel control. After a few Instances of loss of control,
caused by the nylon rJShin& line mellin, or
becornin, unlied, the writc.rs decided thlt there
had to be I bener way. Accordin&ly, the CIJ1H)(tl"'fod method was tried and found satisfaclory.
Both plate-Iunin. an d oulpu t-!:ou plinl nappers are
Idjusted in this manner (Fig. 2).

Coolin.

The design criteria for a desirable amplirler
were simple - a tabJe.top condu ction-cooled
(quiet) unit that would deUver lOG-watts outpu t I t
I drive level of leu than 10 ",'alts. 1be table-top
con(lJUration would be more attractive to many
IUlion olillfiers than would the old reliable rack·
and-panel sy,tem of day, gone by_ The con·
duc:tion<oolin, requirement

\\'U

Several teSII were performed to check the
effectiveness of the thennal·linkJheal-sink coolina
system. With the aid of Temprobes," it waS
determi ned thai Ihe lube would lIay within maximum lemperature ratings while dissipal1na 100 to
200 watts of dc. A liberal coating or thcrmalconductin, peuc was used to aid heal tnnsfer.
More on thil.ubject Ialer.

to gel away from

the blo~rJair.flOlC/inmlatcd-box problems that
follow the usual extcmal-anode dCsiJn. At the
1000watt output level, lOme lransmission-l.ine lou

could be talen.ted and still al low the use of •
modelt antenna for satellite access.

Amplifier CirtuitJy
The amplifier draws heavily upon P«!v10U5
designs. that uWized the airo(:ooied. external-anodc
tubes, as shown in Fis. 1 IUld in the photo-

J.r1Iphl. A half,wlve grid line is fabricated (rom
doublMided pc-board nutcrbl. The input~uplinl
method deparu slightly from previous examples,
but only in the mechanics of adju stment. The plate

line is similar 10 pubIbhed information, with Slight
variations in the method of tuning.
Input coupUn, 10 the amplifier is by mCllnl of a
capacitille probe to the pid line. A small tab of
copper is soldered to the &rid line and form. one
.ide of Ihe capacitor. A disk on the or:nler
conductor of a coaxial section is the mOllable
portion of the couptinl- This coaxial .ction is
fabricated Crom pieces of bn.u tubin, thlt will
&lide topthu, te~ fashion. A SNe chusilmount fittin, with the threads ftled down is
soldered into the inner, mOllable piece of tubinlto
aUow ease of connection from thc excitcr. A piece
of copper wire and a couple orTenon disk. extend
the cenler conductor (or atr.chment of the ca pacitor plate inside the Ilk! compartmenL Once
a<ljulted, the slid in, portion is held in pllce by
means of. smaU comprtssion clamp.
4-r.mplObe: Tat Kit, by TempU· , HamUton
Blvd .. South Plainfield, N~ 0"/080 • .

A look at the bonom of the "'"'Plilie' r_.1s 1M
grid compart"",nt hop center) and the Ie tnd de
conntClion cabIn from the power lupply. A grid
tine is tuned by mellns of a butterfly type of
capacitor mounlld DI\ phenolic 10 that the lotal
capecitance i. reduced. A small dilk on the end of
• COUil1 section ptovides capecitive input coupling
to thlt grid circuh. The fluiblt coupling .hown
her. hal sine::. been replaced by two univetalll·joint
tVPt of connectOrt to remow fOfN annoying
backtash in the tuning control. A hi;n-lt1Q1!1
dropping rflllt01, part 01 the Ie,,"n wppty elr·
cuiuy, il Ihown It the right.
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Fill. 1 - Schematic diagram of the 432-MHz
amplifier.
e, - 1.8. to 5 .1.pF air variable. E. F. Johnson
161H1205.()()1. Mount on phenol ic bracket.
C2 - 1/2" nch d i•. disk on center conductor or
(08)(ial 1)<lenllon. See texi and phol QOl'8ph.
C3, C4 - Spr inll.Q f"UI flapper type t u ning CllpICilors. See tlxt end Fill_ 2.
C5 - 2-112 X 4-inch pc boMd , Jirtgle-skied. with
.OI-inch thick T.f\orl sheet for Inlu.lion to
eft..... COpper-foil
mount~ t~rd th,

chassis wall.

"cia

CR I - 1/4·inch dia, LEO.
J l - BNC chassil-mount con nector with threads
filed to fit inside brast . Ieeve.
J2 - TVpe "N" c08xl,1 eonnector.

Euly tes ts with only de a pplied, and later ones
with the (u D de and rf voltages present, confirmed
that a l the 1000walt output level nO fo rced-air
cooling was required. At higher ou tput levels of
175 to 200 "''itt!, the temperatures on the anode
and heat sink were still below the maximum
allowed by the manufacturer, but high enoup, that
it wu felt prudent to add a quiet ~\\'bisper " fan fOf"
safety. Operatx,na! lesh proved that the added
bu kpound noise was nol distracting 10 the operator.

J3 , J4 _ Tip ~kl or binding poIli.
J5 - Phono tVpe connector. External relav con·
taell Ihould be wired to Ihor t J5 lor "carrier·
on·' condJtl o n.
J6 - High-YCIltage connector, James Millen 37001 .
L1 - 1-3/4 X 4 -1nch double-side<l pc board, ~
7/8-1nch 'rom chauis.
L2 - 3·1/2 X 6 ·1I4-1nch doobla-cided pc board or
ah.IITIinum "rip. Length from t ip of line to lUbe
center ;17·1/8 inches. See Fig. 2.
Heat Sink - Allrodyne N o. 3216-0500-,11,0000, 5
X 5 inCMs. Can be pa inted flat black pr
anodited for batter dissipation.
Rl - 27 ohm, I ·W rll$istor, 6 in para llel.
R2 - 100'«0 I ·Wr.,iuor, 31n parlliial.

Comuu ction

Thcre are level'lll configul'll tio ns possible for the
packaae, and th e constructor ihooid fcel free to
mold them 10 fit his idea of how thinp should be
asse mbled. An LM8 cabinel (CO· I) was selected
for an enclosure because il mltches many of th e
"p;ily boxes" found in a 101 of shacks. Rathcr th an
mount the heat sink through an unsiahlly hole in
the rear panel of the cabinet, il was decided to
mount th e am plirle r pu:allel to th e front panel.
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Tube Placement
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Fig. 2 - Cu taway drawin g from the side of the grid an d pl ate compartments. Tho pla te tine may be made
of two pieces, as shown here , or alone si ngle piece of al umin um strip. C4 is shown from the end-on view.
The arm that moves C4 and the eccentric tha t moves C3 are fastened to thei r insulated shafts by epoxy
ceme nt. Small Teflon bu ttons prevent acc idental shorts between the capacitors and the plate line.

This places the hea t sink inside, bu t the re is
adeq uate ventilation through th e box to allow
proper cooling. T his moun ting scheme also perm its
a fan to be mounte d inside, so that there are no
aw kward pro tuberances to worry about behind the
cabinet. A standard size chassis is u5lld to fill the
gap between the panel and the amp lifier proper ,
and incidentally to provide a moun ting space for
peripheral electronics. As long as th e parts placement within the amplifier grid and plate compartments is not changed from the design given here , it
will not m ailer what is d one externally.
The grid compartment is a 5 X 7 X 2-inch
aluminum chassis with captive n uts in the bottom
lip to permit securing the bottom pla te. For the
pla te compartmcnt a 5 X 10 X 3-ineh alumin um
ehassis was modified to provide bettcr mounting
surfaces for the heat sin k and to all ow the
plate-tun ing nappel to be mou n ted on the end wall
of th e com partment. O ne end of the chassis was
rcmoved an d pieces of alum inum angle stock were
fastened aro und the open end. These pieces were
drilled to accep t No. 8-3 2 screws th at thread into
lapped holes in the heat sin k. Tapped holes in the
top surface of th e heat sink and captive nuts in the
top lips of the chassis permit a perforated top plate
to be fastened securely for m inimum rf leakage.
T otal dimensions are given in Fig. 2.

the hea l away from the anode. The thennallink is
made of toxic be ryllium oxide (BeQ). The manufacturer's caution against ab rasion, frac tures, or
disposal should be heeded. Parts placement in the
anode- block area is !=ritieal if e ffic ient heat transfer
and minumum strain on th e tube are to be
obtained. The tube socket must have suffic ient
clearance in its mounting hole tha t some la teral
movement toward or awa y from th e heat sink is
allowed. The socket is secured to the chassis with

Tube Placement
An Eimac SK-630 soc ket and SK-1920 thermal
link are used in mounting the tube and conduct ing

The varactor tri pler is a~sembled in a box made
Irom double-sided pc board.
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•
The amplifier chassis is mounted parallel to the
Iront pane l. A varactor-diode tripler is mounted on
the subchassis . at the right. Th is view of the
amplifier shows the ceramic insula tors that provide
pressure 10 ho ld the tube anode against the thermal
link and the heat-sink assemblv. A ha lf-wavelength
plate line occup ies most of the length of the
chassis. with a flapper type 01 tuning capacitor
mou n ted on the left wall. The two VA tubes ,
cen ter, are regulators for the screen voltage. In sulated shafts extend into the pl ate compartment,
under the plate line, where they rotate occt!ntric
disks to provide tuning control. Two tip Jacks at
the extreme righ t allow a cooling fan to be
connec ted, if needed for high er power operation .

the usual toe damps supplied. Because of the rim
fonned on the socke t by th e integral screen-bypaS'l
capacitor, a spacer is needed between the thermal
link and the heat sink. A piece o f copper, 1/4-incll
thick and about 2-3/4 X 4-1/2·inches, serves as the
space r, as well as providing excellent hea t transfer
to the inner face of the heal sink. This copper
spacer and the BeO thermal link are both held in
place between the tube a!lode and th e heat sink by
the pressure applied b y the ceramic pillars. The
anode end of the plate line is benl up 10 form a
surface that will pe rmit screws to th read into the
insu la tors. In the early version of the amplifier this

shaped and bent piece of aluminum was onl y long
enough to provide some mounting surface to which
the plate line (double-sided pc board in this
instance) was fastened by means of five No. 6-32
screws and nu ts with lock washers. The photograph
shows this particular scheme in the top view. A
later ve rsion had the pc board replaced with an
aluminum strip of the same size. A still later test
was made with the anode·damp/ plate line all
constructed from one piece of aluminum. No
difference in plate . dreu it perfonnance cou ld be
noticed, which was the reason for the tests of
different materials .
A moderate coating of thennal-cond ucting
grease should be ap plied between the copper plate,
the heat sink, the thermal link, and the anode
block. Don't overd o it, however . In one test a glob
of the material found its way down to the screen
ring, and the combination of rf and dc voltages
between the screen and pla te caused the material
to break down .
The Tripier
The tripler is responsible for the ' 'Tr'' pa rt o f
the name. Th e frequency tripier, using a varaetor
diode , is essentially a duplicate o f the one de-

scribed in other ARRL publications.!'> A slight
change was made to pennit easier adjustment ; a
lOOO .. ohm re sistor was added in series with the
normal bias resistor across the diode. This permits
the d iode curren t to be monitored duri ng the
tune-up procedure. A Tough approximation of
correct adjustment can be obtained by tuning the
input circuitry for maximum vol tage across the
lOOO-ohm resistor , and then adjusting the idle r
circuit and the output circuits for a dip in this
reading. These adjustmen ts should be made with
the varactor output connected to a suitable
50-0hm load ; reactive loads will cause the readings
to be erratic and confusing . Final adjustments
should be made with the aid of SWR meters and a
sensitive wavemeter or other spectral-output
indi cating sys tem . Once th e trip ler is adjusted for
proper operation into a dummy load , don't touch
it. Further adjustments should be done 3tthe tube
grid-input circuit.
Because the trip ler construction and the peripheral-electronics chassis layout were not carefully
coordinated, there is a distressing lack of space to
adjust the tr ipler input circuits while in place (as
can be seen in the photograph). However, if the
builder will move the location of the voltage
regulator tubes an inch or two to the left, there
should be no problem. The tripler is fastened to
the chassis by means of !>pade lugs extending from
the vertka l members of the tripler box.

Power Supply
Most of the earlier testing of this unit was
perfonned while using the Heath HP-23A to supply

5Radio Amart!u,·s Handbook.
Edition . Chapter 7 . .
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Adjustment and Operation
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Fig. J - Schematic d iagram of the varac tor tripler.

all voltages. The amplifier can be operated at the
80- to I OO-watt output level without und uly taxing
the capability of this supply. Accordingly, the
wiring and plug co nnections were made up with
this feature in mind. When a larger supply was
constructed for lests at the 20o-watt level, connections were made compatible with those on th e
Heath supply as far as practicable. When using the
HP-2 3A, provision must be made to drop the
filament potential to the nominal 6.0 V required
by the 8560A heater. A voltage-dropping resistor
for this purpose is loca ted under the su pport
chassis. Hea ter voltage should be measured Qt the
tube socket, not at the power supply. The newer
power supply, HP-23B, can be used if the series
resistance added is sufficient to drop the potential
from 12 to 6 V as needed by the lube.
Adju stm ent and Operation
Initial testing should be perfonned while opera·
ting the amplifier at reduced plate and screen
voltages, if possible. Output cou pling should be at
maximum, and the inpul-<:oupJing probe should be
near maximum. Again, do not adj ust the tripler
circuits to make up for misadjustment of the
amplifie r. Drive power should be adjusted by
increasing or decreasing the 144-M Hz exci tat ion to
the tripler. An output power ind icator should be
used as an aid in adjustment of the amplifier .

TABLE I
Operating Conditioru
432·MBz
432-MB z
144-MHz
drive power
drive power
output power
I'.fItts

IWttS

4
8
10
15

2
4
5
7
9

18

mltts

30
50
80
100
140

Ep - 1000 V.
lp - 60 rnA, zero signal.
[p - 300 rnA, single tone (cw), 140 W output.

Provisions were made in the wiring to the mult imeter switch to display a~mple of rf energ y, such
as might be obtained from a directional coupler. 6
The input·probe spacing and th e grid-line tuning
mou ld be adjusted for maximum drive to the tube;
this should be concurrent with minimum SWR as
leen by the tripler. Move the coup ling probe in
;ma11 increments - the proper position will tend to
be somewhat difficult to li nd. Output coupling and
plate tuning should be adjusted for maximum
ClUtput. The reason for starting wi th maximum
coupling is that with minimum coupling and
reactive loads, the amplifier could be unstable.
Loading should be decreased until there is a
smooth, but not sharp, dip in plate curren t. A
reading in the vic inity of 250 to 300 rnA at
resonance is about right, at a plate potential of 800
V. As with most tubes in this family , maximum
output is seld om achieved at minimum plate
current. Use the output power as an indication of
proper operation, but be sure that the screen is not
abused - small amounts of negative screen current
are no cause for alarm. In all cases, do not exceed
the power dissipation rating of the tube clemen t
concerned.
It is not practical to operate this tube in this
configuration at more than l200-V plate potential.
Tests were made at 1500 V, with disas trous results.
AI that de level, with the added rf voltage, the
stress across the BeO thennal link caused it to
become very "unhappy." T his caused it to produce
fry ing sounds, which made the authors unhap py.
The condition also caused a reduction of platecircuit efficiency and much unwanted hea ting of
nearby metal parts. Investigation of the
phenomenon showed that the high Q of the circuit
caused th e fau lt. Rather than do a complete
redesign of the plate circuit, and because the initial
goal was a 1 OO-watt unit, the deci!ilon was made to
leave well enough alone and recommend a
1200-volt limit. This uni t was originally described
by QST for January, 1976.

6McMullen, " The Line Sampler," QST, April
1972. Also In FM and R £pi!at""$ for th i! Radio
Amateur, Chapter 1 0, and Thi! Radio AmaU ..r:r
VHF Manual, Chapter 14 .
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A LOW-DRIVE 6-METER PA

Recently, there have been 50 me excellent art icles on 6-metc r amplificf$ in the \- and 2-kW PEP
levels. Usually grounded-grid de sign is used and the
amplifiers require exciters in the lOO-wall clan.

The new popular solid-state 6-mctcr transceivers
that develop approxima tely 100II,aus PEP rail $hort
of the necessary drive for grounded-grid design.
This am plifier can cHily be dri ven to SO().watts
PEP input by transm itters in this powe r class.
The Circuil

A sIngle 4CX250B is used in a conventional
groundcd-ca th ode arrangement (Fig. I), T he tuned
grid circuil and the pi-ne twork in the output is I
standard design tha i works well on 6 me len.
Driving powe r is fed into the tuned grid circuit
th rough a SO-o hm T pad. Selection of the correct
T -pad value will compensate (or driving power of I
watt or so up to 2S waItt. RS provides very heavy
lwamping and assures that the amplifier is com·
pletcly slable. If RS resistor is omilled for drive oi
less th an I wall, the amplifier will have to be
neutrtllized. Another advantage of th e T pad and
resistive input is a rtWre consta nt load to the
driving stage.
In the plate circu it, heavy cop per'strap conduc·
tors arc used to provide low indu ctan ce leads. The
ou tpu t capacitance of the 4CX2S0B (4.4 pF) plus
stra ys and the plate tuning capacitan ce should be:
10 to 12 pF for a reasonable circuit Q. The
amplifier plale circuit should resonate at SO MHz
with the tuning capacitor (e l ) as near minimum
value as possible.

Desillned and buill by Dick Sleven', wtQWJ. th is
amplif ier fills Ihe need lor a low'<lrive model usable
wil h lO"Watt 8)(cilet'1.

Wh en drive is provided by a tra nsce iver, a dpdt
relay ( Ki) places the amp lifier in th e line in th e
transmi t condit ion and connects the an tenna 10 th e
tran sceiver in the receive condition. Cutoff bias is
applie d to the amp lifier in the receive co nditi on
and is reduced to the opcrtlting value while
transmitting by grounding one end of th e bias
po ten tiome ter, R4 . A double se t of VOX sendj
receive contacU is required to perfonn these two
functions(K2}.
Constr'\l clion
An LMR CO-7 ca bine t is used as the basic
am plifie r housing. It is necessary to add 4 small
brackets to stiffen the fron t and back panels. T wo
pieces of II2 x 1/2-i nch Reynolds aluminum angle
stock arc add ed to the sides of Ihe builH n chassis
to provide additional strength and provide an air

TABLE!
Pad Values for Inpu t Attenuator
Attn (dB)

o

6
10
20
Top view 01 the amp!ifier (nOli paralleled ceramic
ClIpacitot'1 for C4).

RJ
none

R2

R3 (ohm;)

18
27
43

18
27

68
39

43

II

Results
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seal between the bottom and top of the chassis. All
the perforated holes above the lOp of the chassis
must be covered with masking tape to make the
top portion of the cabinet airtight. Directly
beneath the 4CX250B lUbe socket, a large hole is
punched in the bottom of the cabi net (or an air

entrance. The photograph of the amplifie r shows
tha t the 4CX250B does not have a chimney. It was
latcr found that the chimney must be used to
provide adequate cooling. A 4-inch diameter hole is
cu t in the back panel of the ca binet and as-inch
Roton Whisper ran is mounted ove r the hol e to
exhauu air from the cabinet.
Air now is through the bonom of the cabinet,
through the 50Ckei of the 4CX250B. through the
Chimney Into the anode and out of the cabinet
through the exhaust fan. Very little blower noise is
generated using this method of cooling as compared to the conventio nal squirrel-cage blower fan.
The amp lifie r constru ction is qu ite simple as can he
secn from the photographs and c an be dupliCated
easily.
. Resu lts

A su itable power supply is shown in Fig. 2.
With 2000 vo lts on the anode and a plate cu rrent

Bottom view of the amplifier.

of 250 rnA, the powe r out put as measured by a
Bird Thruline wattmete r Into a Bird dummy load
was 325 watts. This agrees closely with the tube
speciftcation sheets.

0 __ _

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the amplifi,r.
Un les! otherwise specified, capacitors are disk
ceramic and resillon; are CIIrbon composition.
Cl - 50 pF, receil/ll spacing.
C2 - 25 pF, 3 kV (surplus cap. in un il l.
C3 - 140 pF, receive spacing.
C4 - Cir. cap. 2 paralleled 500 pF , 5 kV .
Kl - Opell retay, 12,V coil (can have dc/power

tvpe contacts but rl desiWl pre'ferablt).
K2 - Opdt relav. Either T-R contacts in elleiter or
aUll. relay if o.,IV $pst option availabla.
L1 - 6 lurns No.14 solid wire, 1/2-inch dia,I-I/4
inch long. Tap 1· 1(2 turns from gnd end.
L2 - 5 lurns No. 10 so lid wire, t·3lS dia, 2 Inch
long (see teKI!.
RFCI _ 35 turns No. 22 enam. wire on 5/8-inch dia
car. i.,s.
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Fig. 2 - Power supplV for the amplifier.
B1 - Blower motor (we la~t).

K3 - Power relav. dpdt 10 A, contacts 117.v ac

CR1-CA4, incl. - Each leg consists of 2, series
slticon diodes 11 A, 1000 PAVI.
CRS, CRS, CA7 - Si~con diode, 1 A, 1000 PRV .
CRS - Silicon diode, 3 A, 100 PRY.

n - Power transformer, 1400 V ac. 500 mAo
T2 - Power transformer, 500 V at 100 rnA sec.
12-V, l -A sec. and 6.3.v, 3·A sec.
T3 - Filament t.ilndormer , 6.3 V. 1A.

coil.

CHAPTER 8

Receiving Systems
The performance of a communications receiver
can be measured by ill ability 10 pick up weak
signals and separate them from the noise and
intenmnce while at the same time holding them
steady It the same dial settings. The difference
between a good receiver and a poor one can be the
difference between copying a weak signal well, or
perhaps not copying It at an,
Whether the receive r is of home·made or
commercial o rigin, itJ performance can J1IIIge from
excellent to extremely poor, and high cost OJ
circuit complexity cannot ISSUIe proper resul u.
Some of the simplest of receiven can provide
exce Uent results if careC!!l attention is given to
their design and plopcrttse. Conversely. the most
expensive DC receivers can provide poor results If
not operated in a competent manner. Th~fore.
the operato,'s success at sorting th e weak signals
ou t of the noise and interferenCe is dependent
upon the correct use of a properly de~ed ,
conectly operated receiver.
Communications receivers are rated by their
sensitivity (ability to pick up weak s.ignals), their
seleclivily (the ability to distinguish between
~gnals thai are extremely close toge ther in terms
of frequency), and by their stabtlily. The Ialler
trait assures that once a stable signal is tuned in it
will remain tuned without periodic lttuning of the
receiver con trols (especially the main tuning and
BFO controb).
A well-designed modern reoeive r must be able
to receive all of the popular modes of emission if it
is to be truly venatiJe. It should be capable of
handlin, CW, u b, a.m, fm, and RlTY signals.
The type of de tection to be used will depend
on the job the receiver Is called upon to do. Simple
receiven consisting of • single Slage of detection
(regenera tive detector) followed by a one- or
two-stage audio ampliflCr are often adequate for
portable and emergency use ove r short distances.
This type of receiver can be quite compact and
light weight and can provide many houl'S of
operation from a dry-battery pack if transistorized
circuitry is used. SimiJaIly, supWegenentive
detecton can be used in the s:une way, but are

•
Fig. 8-1 - The SUa:&$l of amateur on-the-eir
operotion Is. in 8 large pllrt. determined by •
receiver. A good receiver, mated ....ith • good pair
of ears. is 1m unbeatable cOmbination.

suitable for copying only a-m and wide-band fro
signals. Superheterodyne receivers are the most
popular and are capable of better performance
than the foltgoing type s. Heterodyne delecton are
used for ssb and cw reception In the latter. If a
regenClative detector is made to oscillate and
provide a !leady signal, it is known as an autodyne
detector. A beat·frequency oscillator, or BFO, is
used to generate a steady signal in the superheterodyne receiver. This signal is applied to the detector
stage to permit the reception of ssb and cw
signals.

Communications receivers should have a slow
tuning rate and a smooth-operating tuning-dial
mechanism if any reaso nable degree of selectivity is
used. Without these featurel cw and tib lignalS are
extremely hard to tune in. 'In fact, one mi&ht easily
tune past a weak signal without knowing it wu
there if a fast tuning rate were used.

REC EIVER CHARACTERISTICS
Sensitivily
In commercial circle, "sensitivity" is defined as
the signal at the input of the receiver ~quired to
give a signal-plus-noise output some stated ratio
(generally 10 dB) above the noise output of the
receiver. This is a useful sensitivity measure for the

amateur, since it indicates how wel1 a weak signal
will be heard. However, it Is not an abso lute
method, because the bandwidth of the reoeivt:r
plays alarp part in the result.
The Jandom motion of the molecules in the
antenna and rec:civer circuits generates small
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•

is uwally given In decibels; it runs around 5 to 10
dB for • good communications teceiver below 30
MHz. Although nolso figures of 2 to 4 dB can be

obtained, they are of litlle or no use below 30 MHz
except in extremely quiet locatio ns or-when a very
small antenna is used. The noise figure of a receiver
is not modifi ed by changes in bandwid th.
Selectivity

,

0

,
~

~

•

0
0
10&64202.46810

KHz. OFF RESONANCE

Fig. 8-2 - Typi cal selectivity curve of II modern
superheterodyne receiver. Rel,tlve resporl5e il
plotted agai nst deviations above and below the
resonence f requency. T he scale It the left is in
terms of voltage ratios, the c()(Tespooding decibel
neps ere shown at the right.

voltages called therm.a1-ap.lation noise. ThermiUllliialion noise is independent of frequency and is
proportional to the (absolute) tempera ture, the
resistive oo mponent of the impedance aeros!
which the thermal agitation is produced, and the
bandwidth. Noise is generated in vacuum tubes and
semiconducton by random irregularities in the
cunen t flow within them; it is convenient to
express this mOI-effed nobe as an equivalent
resistance in the grid circuit of a noise-free tube.
This eq uivalent noise resistance is the resistance (al
room temperature) that placed in the grid circuit
of a noise·free tube will produce pl.al~cuil noise
equal to that of the actual tube. The equivalent
noise resistance of a vacuum tube increases with
frequency.
An ideal receiver would generate no noise in iii
tubes o r semiconductors and circuits, and the
minimum delectable signal would be limited only
by the thermal noi!.c in the an tenna. In a practical
receiver, the limit is determined by now we ll the
amplified antenna noise overrides th e other noUe
of the input stage. (It is assumed that the fint stage
of any good receiver will be the determining factor;
the noise contributions of subsequent stages should
be insignificant by com parison.) At frequencies
below 20 or 30 MHz the site noise (atmospheric
and man-made noise) is generally the limitin,
factor.
The . degree to which a practical receiver
approaches the quiet ideal receive r of the same
bandwidth is given by the nolso figure of the
receiver. Noise figure is defined as the ratio of the
5ignal to noise power ratio of ·the Ideal receiver to
the signal· to-noise power IlItio of the ac tual
receiver output. Since the noise figure is a ratio, il

Selectivity is the ability of a receive r to
discriminate again st signals of frequcncies differing
from that of the de sired signal. The overall
selec tivity will depend upon the selectivity and the
number of the individual tuned circuits.
The selectivi ty of a receiver is shown
graphically by drawing a curve thai gives the ratio
of signal strength required at various frequencies
oIT resonance to the signal strength at resonance,
10 give constant output. A resonance curve of this
type is shown ill Fig. 8·2. The bandwidth is the
width of th e resonance curve (in Hz o r kllz) of a
receiver at a specified ratio; in the typical cu rve of
Fig. 8-2 the bandwidths for response ratios of 2
and 1000 (described as "'-6 dB" and "-60 dB " ) are
2.4 and 12.2 kJiz respectively.
The bandwidth at 6 dB down must be sufficient
to pass the signal and its sidebands if failhful
reproduction of the signal is desired. However, in
the crowded amateul bands, it is generally
advisable to sacrifice fidelity for intelligibility. The
ability to reject adjacent-channcl signals depends
upon the skirt selectivity of th e receiver, which is
determined by the bandwidth at high attenuation.
In a receiver wi th exce Uent skirt selectivity, the
rutio of the 6-dB bandwidth to th e 60-dB
bandwidth will be about 0.2 for codc and 0.3 fo r
phone. The mi ni mum usable bandwidth at 6 dB
down is approximately ISO Hz for code reception
and approximately 2000 Hz for phone.

DETECTOR

(A)

(6)
DIRECT CONVERSION

(c)

Fig. 8-3 - Block diagrams of three simple receivers.

Detection and Detectors
Stability
The stability of a Illoeiver is its ability to "stay
put" on a signal under varying conditions of
gain-.control setting, temperature, su ppl y-voltage
changes and mechanical Shock. The term "unstable" is also applied to a Illoeive r that breab into
oscillation or a regenerative condition wi th some
IIC ttings of its conUols that are not specifically
intended to cont rol such a condition.

SIMP LE RECEIVERS
The simplest receive r design consists of a
detecto r followed by an audio amplifie r, as shown
in Fig. 8-JA. Obviously, the IICnsitivity of the
detector determines how well this receiver will
wolk. Various schemes have been developed 10
increase detector sensitivity, including the regenerative and superregencrative detectors described
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later in this chapte r. Another way to increase
receiver sensitivity is to add one o r more
rf-amplifier $t~s before the detector. This
approach is called the tuned-radio-frequency, or
TRF rece iver, Fig. 8·38.
Another design which hIlS become popular for
use in battery-powered equipment is the directconversion receive r, Fig. S-3C. Here, a detector iJ
employed along with a variable-frequency oscillator which is tuned just slightly ofT the frequency of
the incoming signal to produce a beat note. A
narrow-bandwidth audio filter located between lbe
detector and the aduio amplifier provides IIClectivity. However, the lack of au tomatic gain control
limits the range ove r which the receiver can handle
strong signals unless a manual rf-pin control iJ
employed. FETs and ICs can be used as detectOD
to provide up to 90 dB of dynamic range typically 3IJ.V to 100 mVofinput signal.

DETECTION AND DETECTORS
Detection (demodulation) is the process of
extrac ting the signal information from a modulated
carrier wave. Wh en dealing with an a·m signal,
detection involves orny the rectification of the rf
signal. During fm reception, the incoming signal
must be converted to an a·m signal for detection.
See Chapter 14.
De tector sensi tivity is the ratio of desired
detector output to the input. Detector linearity is a
measu re of tbe ability of the de tec tor to reprodu ce
the exact form of the modulation on the incoming
signal. The resistance o r impedance of the detector
is the resistance or impedance it plClICnts to the
circuits it is connected to. The input resistance is
important in receiver design, since if it is relatively
low it means that the detecto r will consume powe r,
and this powe r must be furnished by the preceding
stage. The signal-bandJing capability means the
ability to accept signals of a specified amplitude
without overloading o r distortion .

circuit at Fig. 8-4A includes the rf tuned circuit,
L2CI, a coupling coil, LI , from which the rf
energy iJ fed to 12Cl , and the diode, CR t , with its
load resistance, R I, and bypass capacitor, C2.

'"

"r.--,

Diode Deleclon
The simplest detector for a-m is !he diode. A
germanium or silicon crys tal is an imperfect form
of diode (a small current can usually pass in the
reverse direction), but the principle of detection in
a semiconductor diode iJ similar to that in a
vacuum·tube diode.
Circuits for both half·wave and full·wave diodes
are given in Fig. 8-4. The simplified half-wave
Fig. 8-4 - Simplified and practical diode detectOf
ci rcuits. A, the elementary half·wave diode
detector; B, II practicat circuit, with rf filtering and
audio OIJtput coopling; C, fuU-wave diode detector,
with OIJtput cooplir"lg indicated. The circuit, L2Cl,
is tuned to the sigr"181 frequency; typical values for
C2 and Rl in A and C &re 250 p F and 250.000
ohms, respectively; in B, C2 and C3 are 100 p F
each; R, . 50,000 o hms; lind R2. 250,000 onms. C4
is 0.1 IJF and R3 may be 0.5 to 1 megohm.

'"

Ie,
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both halves of the rf cycle are utilized. The
full·wave eircuit has the advantage thaI If mtering
is easier than in the half-wave circuit. As a result,
less attenuation of the higher audio frequencies
will be obtained for any given de~e of rf filtering.
The reactance ofC2 must be small compared to
the resistance of Rl at the radio frequency being
rectified, but at audio frequencies must be
relatively large compared to Rl. If the capacitance
of C2 is 100 large, response at the higher audio
frequencies will be lowered.
Compared with most other detectors, the gain
of the diode is low, normally running around 0.8 in
audio work. Since the diode consumes power, the
Q of the tuned circuit is reduced, bringing about a
reduction in selectivity. The loading effect of the
diode is close to one half the load resistance. The
detector linearity is good, and the signal-handling
capability is high.
Plate Detectors.

Fig. 8-5 - Diagrams showing the detection process.

The progress of the signal through the detector
or rectifier is shown in Fig. 8-5. A typical
modulated signal as it exists in the tuned circuit is
shown at A. When this signal is applied to the
rectifier, current will fl ow only duri", the part of
the rf cycle when the anode is positive with respect
to cathode, $0 thai the output of the rectifier
consists of half-cydes of rr. lbcse curnnt pulses
flow in the load circuit comprised of RI and C2,
the resistance of RI and the capacitance of C2
being so proportioned that C2 charges to the peak
value of the rectified voltage on each pulse and
retains enough charge between pulses so th at the
voltage across RI is smoothed oul, as shown in C.
C2 thUI acts as a mltr for the radio-frequency
component of the output of the rectifier.ieavin8 a
de component that varies in the same way as the
modulation on the original signal. When this
varying dc voltage is applied to • following
amplifier through a coupling capacitor (C4 in Fig.
8-4), only the vQru.tions in voltage are tran s(ened,
110 that the final output signal is ac, as shown in D.
In the cucuit at 8-4B, RI and C2 have been
divided for th e purpose of providing a more
effective filter for rf. It is impo rtant to preven t the
appearance of any rf voltage in the output of the
detector, because it may cause overloading of a
succeeding amplifier stage. The audio-frequency
variations can be transferred to another circuit
through a coupling capacitor, C4. R2 is usually a
"potentiome ter'" !I() that the audio Volume can be
adjusted to a desired level.
Cou pling from the potentiometer (volume
con trol) through a capacitor also avoids any flow
of dc through thc moving contact of con trol. The
flow of de through a high.resistance volume
control often tends to make the control noisy
(scratchy) after a short while.
The full·wave diode ci rC'U it at 8-4C differs iii
operation from the ha((-wave circuit only in that

The plate detector is arranged so that
rectification of the rf signal takes place in the plate
cucuit of the tube or the collector of an FET.
Sufncient negative bias is applied to the grid to
bring the plate current nearly to the cutoff point,
so that application of a signal to the grid circuit
causes an increase in average plate cunent. The
ave~ plate current folloW! the ChangC5 in the
signal in a fashion similar to the rectified curren t in
a diode detector.
In genen!, transformer coupling from the plate
circuit of a plate detector is not satisfactory,
because the plate impedance of any tube is very
high when the bias is near the plate--<:urrent cutoff
point. The same is true of a J FET or MOSFET.
Impedance coupling may be used in place of the

RfC
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Fig. 8-6 - Circuits for plate detection. A, triode; B,
F ET. Th e input circuit. L2Cl . is t uned to tho
signal frequency. Typical values for Al a,e 22,000
to 150,000 ohms for the circuit at A, and 4700 to
22,000 ohms for B.

Heterodyne and PrOduct DetectOR
resistance coupling shown in Fig. 8-6. Usually 100
henrys OJ more ofinductancc are requlred..
.
The plate detector is more semitive than the
diode because there is some amplifying action in
the tube or transistor. It will handle 1arge signals,
but is not so tolerant in this respect !U the diode.
Linearity. with the self-biased circuits shown, is
good. Up to the ovezload point the detector takes
no power from the tuned circuit, and 10 does not
affect its Q and sdectivity.
·Inrmite·hnpedanoe Detector
The circuit of ,Fig. 8-7 combines the high
s.ignal·handling capabilities of the diode detector
with low distortion and, like the plate detector,
does not load the tuned circuit it connects to. The
circuit resembles that of the plate detector, excep t
that the lood resbtance, 27kll. i, comccled between
SOUICC and ground and thus is common to both
gate and dJain circuits, giving neptive feedback for
the audio frequencies. The source resbtor is
bypassed for rf but not for audio, while the drain
circuit is bypassed to ground for both audio and
radio frequencies. An rf mler can be COlUlCcted
between the cathode and the output coupling capacitor to d iminate any rf that might otherwise appear in the outpu t.
The drain CUllent is very low at no signal,
increasing with signal as in the case of the plate
detector. The voltage drop across the soun:e resistor consequently increases with signal. Because of
thb and the luge initial drop across this resistor,
the gate usually cannot be driven positive by the sigM!.

HETERODYNE AND PRODUCT
DETECTORS
Any of the foregoing a-m detectors becomes a
heterodyne detector when a loca1-oscillator (BFO)
is added to it. The BFO signal amplitude shoLlld be
S to 20 times greater than that of the strongest
incoming cw or ssb signal if distortion is to be
minimized. These heterodyne detectors are frequently Llxd in receivers that are intended for a-m
as well as cw and Slb reception. A single detec tor
can thw be uxd fQC all three mode!, and elaborate
Switching techniques are not required. To receive
a-m it is merely ntee5$3ry to disable the BFO
circuit.
The name product detec tor htlS been given to
heterodyne detectoQ in whi!;h special attention has

.~
'
SOK

27K

AUOIO

IN OlrTPVT

Fig. 8-7 - The infinite-lmpedanc:e detec:tor_ The
input !;ircuit, L2C l , it tuoed to the li9"81
frequency.
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been paid to minimizing distortion and intermodulatlon (IM) products. Product detecton have been
thought of by some u a type of detector whose
output signal vanishes when the BFO signal is
removed. Although some produet detectors function that way. such operation is not a criterion. A
product is something that results from the
combination of two or more things. hence any
heterodyn e de tector can rightfully be regarded as a
product detector. The two input signals (i-f and
BFO) are fed into wha t is essentially a mixer stage.
The difference in frequ ency (after mtering out and
removing the i-f and BFO signals Crom the mixer
output) is fed to the audio amplifier stages and
increased to speaker or headphone level. A1thouYt
product detecton are intended primarily for use
with cw and ssb signals, a-m signals can be copied
satisfactorily on receivers which have good i-f
selectivity. The a-m signal is tuned in as though it
were an ssb signal. When properly tuned, the
heterodyne from the a-m carrier is not audible.
A triode prodLlct-<ietector ciIcuit is given in Fig.
8-8A. The i-f signal is fed to the grid of the tube,
while the BFO energy is sup plied to the cathode.
The two signals mix to produce RLldio-frequeney
output from the plate circuit of the tube. The BFO
voltage should be about 2 V rms and the signal
should not exceed 0.3 V rnu for linear detection.
The degree of plate filtering requ ired will depend
on the frequency of operation. The values shown
in Fig. 8-8A are 5Ufficient for 4SG-kfh operation.
At low frequencies more elaborate filtering is
needed. A similu circuit usil" a JFET is shown at
B.
In the circuit of .Fig. 8-8C, two gennanium
diodes are used, though a 6ALS tube could be
substituted. The high back resistance of the diodes
is used as a dc return; if a 6ALS is uxd the diodes
must be shunted by I-megoh m re sistors. The BFO
signal shoukl be at least 10 or 20 times the
amplitUde of the Incoming signal.
At Fig. 8-80 a two-diode circuit, plus one
transistor, provides both &-In and prod uet detection. 11tis circuit is used in the Drake SPR-4
receiver. Balanced output is required from the
BFO. The a·m detector is forwud biased to
prevent the sclf-squeJchina effect common to
single-diode detectors (caused by signals of low
level not exceeding the forward vol tage drop of the
diode)_ The IC detector given in Fig. 8-8E has
several advantages. Fint, the BFO injection only
needs to be equal to the input signal, becau5e of
the additional amplification of the BFO energy
which takes place within the IC. Also, ou tput
fillering is quite simple, as the doublo-balanc:ed
design reduces the level of i-f signal and BFO
voltage appearing in the output circuit. Motorola's
MCI496G htlS a dynamic range of 90 dB and •
conversion gain of about 12 dB, making it R good
choice for use in a direct-conversion receiver.
A mUltipurpose IC i-f ampliflerfdetec:tor/agc
system, the National Semiconductor LM373, Is
shown in Fig. S-SF. A choice of a-m, ~b, cw, aoo
fm detection is available, as weU as a 6(ktB-range
age system and .. r amplification of 10 dB.
Recovered audio is typically 120 mY. Ll0 tune to
the I-f frequency,
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detector circuits. In the circu it

at F. Rl and R2 are chosen 10
p rovide the proper impedance
termlnetion. for the fillets used,
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Regenerative Oetectors
REGENERATIVE DETECTORS
By providing controllable If feedback (regeneradon) in a triode, pcntode, 01 transistori ted-detector circuit, the incoming sign al can be amplificd
many times, thereby greatly increasing the
sensitivity of the detector. Regeneration also
increases the effec tive Q of the cin:u.it and thus the
selectivity. The grid-leak type of detector is most
suitable for the purpose.
The grid-leak detector Is a combination diode
rectifier and audio-frequency amplifier. In the
circui t of Fig. 8-9A, the grid corresponds to the
diode plate and the rectifying action is exactl y the
same as in a diode. The dc voltage from
rectified-current flow through the grid leak, RI,
biues the grid negatively, and the aud io-frequency
variations in voltage ICroSS RI are ampliftcd
through the tube as in a normal af amplifier. In the
plate circuit, R2 is the plate-load resistance and C3
and RFC a filter to eliminate rl in the output
circuit.
A grid·leak detecto r has considerably greater
sensitivily than a diode. The sensitivity is furthcr
iocreased by using a screen-gid tube instead of a
triode. The operation is equiv:alent to that of the
triode cireuit. The screen bypass capacitor should
have low relCtance for both radio and audio
frequencies.
The circuit in Fig. 8-98 is regenerative, the
feedback being obtained by feeding some signal
from the drain circuit back to the sate by inductive
coupling. The amount of regeneration must be
controllable, because maximum regenerative ampli·
fieation is secured at the critical point where the
circuit is just about to oscillate_ The ciritical point
in tum depends upon cin:uit conditions, which
may vary with the frequency to which the detector
is tuned. An oscillating detector can be detuned
slightly from an incoming cw signal to give
autodyne recep ti on. The circuit of Fig. 8-9B uses a
control which varies the supply voltage to control
regeneration. If L2 and L3 are wound end to end
in the same direction, the drain connection is to
the outside of the "tickler" coil, L3. when the gate
connection i'I to the outside end of L2.
Although the regenerative detector is more
sensitive than any othe r type, its many disadvantages commend it for use only in the simplest
receivers. The linearity is rather poor, and the
signal-handling capabili ty is limited. The signalhandling capability can be improved by reducing
RJ to 0.1 megohm, but the sensitivity win be
decreased. The degree of antenna COUplill& is often
critical.
A bipolar transistor Is used in a ~generative
detector hookup at C. The emitter is returned to
dc ground through a iOOO·ohm resistor and ' a
SO,OOO-ohm regene ration control. The lOOO-ohm
resistor keeps the emiller above ground at rf to
permit feedback between the emittcr and collector.
A S-pF capacitor (more capacitance might be
required) provides the reedback path. Cl and L2
comprise the tuned circuit, and the detected signal
is taken from the conector ~tum through Tl. A
transistor with medium or high beta works best in

circuits of this type and should have a frequency
rating which is well above the desired operating
frequency. The same is true of the frequency rating
of any FET used in the circuit at B.
Superregencrative detecton are somewhat more
sensitive than straight regenerative de tectors and
can employ eithe r tubn or transiston. An in-depth
discussion of l uperngenerative detecton is Jiven in
Chapter 9.
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Fig. 8-9 - (AI Triode grid~eak detector combines
diode detection with triode amplification. Al·
though shown here with resistive plate load, A2, an
audio choke coil or tlllnsformer could be used.
IB) Feeding lome lignal from the drain circuit
beck to the gala makllS the circuit regenerative.
When feedb<lck il lufficienl, the elrcuil wi11
oscillate. The regeneration is adjusted by a
1Q,OOO.ahm control wh ich varies the drain vol tage.
Ie) An npn bipolar transistor can be used as a
regenerative delector too. Feedback occurs between collector WId emi tter through the 5-pF
capacitor. A 1iQ,000000m control in tne emitter
return seb the regeneration. Pnp tt...-.slstors can
IIIso be used in this circuit, but the battery polarity
must be reversed.
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Tunffis

oscillating is the most sensitive condition for code

For cw rtteption. the rqenen.tion control b
advanced until the detector breaks into a "hiss"
which indicates that the detector is oscillating.
Further advancing of the regeneration control will

tceeption. Further advancing the regeneration
control makes the ~iver less prone to blocking.

result in. digh! dectease in the hiss.
Code signals can be tuned in and wiD give I
tone with each signal depending on the se tting of
the tuning control. A low-pitched beat note canno t
be obtained from a strong signal because the
detector "pulls in" or "blocks,"

The point just after the detector starts

b u t also less sensitive to weak iignals.
If the detector is in the oscillating condition
and an a-m phone signal is tuned in. I steady

audible beat·note will resu lt. Wblle it is possible to
listen to phone if the receiver can be tuned to '
exact tel O beat, it is more u.tisfactoIY to reduce
the regeneration to the point just before the
receiver goes into oscillation. nus is also the most
sensitive operating poin t.

•

TUNING METHODS
Tuninl
The resonant

Bandspre adinJ

frequ~cy

of a circuit can be
shifted by changing either the inductance or the
capacitance in the cucuit. Panel control of
inductance (penneatility-tuned osciUator, or FI'O)
is used to tune a few commercial receivl"', but
most receiveD depend upon panel·mounte(!
variable capacitOD for tuning.
Tuning RI te
For ease in tuning a signal, it is desirable that
the receiver have a tuning rate in keeping with the
type of signal being received and abo with the
selectivity of the receiver. A tuning rate of 500
kHz per knob revolution is normally u tislactory
fOI a broadcast receive r, but 100 kHz per
revolution is almost too fast for easy ssb reception
- around 25 to 50 kHz being more desirable.
Band a.anging

The same coil and tuning ca paci tor cannot be
used for, say, 3,5 to 14 MHz because of the
impracticable maximum-to-minimum capcitance
ratio required. It is necessary, therefore , to provide
a means for changing the circuit constants for
various frequency bands. 'As a matter of conveni'ence the same tuning capacitor usuaUy is retained,
but new coils are inserted in the circuit for each
band_
One met hod of changing inductances is to use a
switch having an approPl'iate number of contacts,
which connccts the desired coil and disconnects
the others. The unused coils are sometimcs
shOlt-circuited by the switch, to avoid undesiJ:able
self-resonance5.
Another method is to use coils wound on fonns
that can be plugged into suitable sockets. These
plug-in coils are advantageous when space is at a
premium, and they are alJo very useful when
considerable expe rimental wo rk is involved.

(A)

--ill
~

Fig.

8-10

C,

-

(8)

--_.

Essentials

of

The tuninJ range of a given coil and variable
capacitor will depend upon the Inductance of the
coil and the change in tuning capacitance. To cover
a wide frequency range and still retain a l uitable
tu ning rate over a relatively narrow frequency
range requires the use of band$preading. Mtthani·
cal bandspreadinJ ut:il.izel some mechanical meaw
to reduce the tuning rate; a typical example is the
tw<Hpeed planetary drive to be found in some
receivers. Electrical blndspteadinJ il obt ained by
UDnJ a suitable circuit configuration. Several of
these methods are shown in Fig. 8- 10.
In A, a small bandspfead capacitor, Cl ( 15- to
2S.pF maximum), is used in parallel with capacitor
C2, which is taUaUy large enough (100 to 140 pF)
to cover a 2-t~ 1 frequency range. The setting of
C2 will determine the minimum capacitance of the
circuit, and the maximum capacitance for bandspread tuning will be the maximum capacitance of
C I plus the se tting of C2. The inductance of the
coil can be adjusted so that the maximum-minimum ratio will give adequate bands pread. I I is
almost impoMible, because of the nonharmonic
relation of the various band limltl , to get fu ll
bandspread on aU bands with the same pair of
capaciton. C2 is variously called the bandseltinJ or
main·tuning Cl.pacitor. It must be reset each time
the band is changed.
If the capacitance change of. tuning capacitor
is known, the total rlXed shunt capacitance (Fig.
8-10A) fOI covering a band of frequencies can be
found from Fig. 8-11 .

EuJn"" ......

(rDed .... "laPKi~.;n'UOW.tI,.:Itoi' "ItII ...... 01 S to}O pF 10 110_ ].45 to UIS
)I",'

(4.05 - US) .. 4.05" 0.148
F""", fi&. " I I. tM capodw.u ",110 10 0.31, _ 110_
.... ""............... tara lo(lO _ 5) .. o.J8"66 pF. n..
s-pF ....1IimI. or u.e III .... tIpOdtol , tIIo tube <2pIdWICC
""" orry ,tny apodtanoe """I be Inchadoed 1ft tM 66 pP.

~--.

~
the

three

(C)

basic bIIndsPltJad tuning I vna rTll' .
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point . t wbkh Cl is tapped on the coil. The neaRr
the tap to the bottom of the coil, the pater the
bandspread, and rice vena.. For a pl'en coD and..
tap, the bandspread will be greater if C2 is let a t
higber capacitance. C2 IDlY be connected pennancntly acroa the individual induetOI and preset, if
des ired. This requl.res a separate capacitor for each
band, but eliminates the necessity for ~ltilll C2
each time.

Ganged Tuning

FIg. 8011 - Minimum circuit capacitance required
In the cireuit of Fig. 8 -I OA as • f unction of the

c::apeeitlnce change end the frequ.oev eheoge.
Note that m.vtimum freque ncy end minimum
QlPecl tene. ere used.

The method shown .1 Fi&. &-108 makes use of
capacilon In series. The tuning Clpacitor, el, may

have • maxim um capacitance of 100 pF or more.
The minimum capacitance is detennined principally by the setting of Cl, whim ll$UalIy has Jow
capacitance, and the maximum elplcitance by the
setting of C2, which is in the order of 25 to 50 pF.
Th~ method j~ capable of close aIljultmcnt to

practically any desiml degree o f bandspread.
Either C2 o r C3 mUl l be adjusted for each band or
se parate preadju$too capacitOR must be switched

rn.

1be drcuit .t Pi&- 8-JOC also gives compl ete
spread OJ! each band. CI, the bandspread capacitor,
may have any convenient value; 50 pP is
..osfactory . C2 may be used (or continuous
frequency COYefaIC ("general covcnge'1 and 15 a
blndsettina cap-=itor. The effective maximumminimum capacitance ratio depends on C2 and the

The tuning ca pilld ton of the several rf circuits
may be coupled tocelher meehanically and
operated by a si.n&Je control. However, this
operatin&: convenience invoives more complicated
oonstJuetion, both elec trically and mechanicaUy.1t
beocome5 DeOeISIl)' to nuke the various circuits
track - that is, lune 10 the amt frequency for a
given setting of the tunilll control.
Tru e tfacldna can be obtained only when the
inductance, tunlf'll capacitOR, and circuit inductances and minimum and maximum capacitancc:l
lIe ide ntk:al in all "pnaed" IlaitS. A mtaII
trimme r or padding capacitor may be connected
across th e coil, so that various minimum
capacitam:a can be compensated. The Ule of the
trimmer necessarily increases the minimum circuit
capacitance but is I necessity for satisfactory
tracking. Midce t capadton havinJ maximum
capacitances of 15 to 30 pP are commoDly uscd.
The same methodJ are applied to bandspread
circuiu thlt must be tracked. 'The induetanoc can
be trimmed by usin&: I con fonn with an adjustable
brass (or cop per) core. This core mlterial win
reduce the Inductance of the coil, raisins the
resonant frequency of the circuit. Powdered-iron
or ferrite core m aterial can also be used, but will
lower the resonant f~uency of the tuned circuit
because it increases the inductance of the coll.
Fenite and powdered-iron cores will ruse the Q of
the coi.I provided the core material iI suitable fOJ
the frequency beiDa: used. Core material is now
available for frequencies well into the vhf reelon.

The Su perheterodyne
In a superheterodyne receiver, the frequency of
the ineomlng signal is heterodyned to a new radio
freque ncy. th e inlermedille freq uency (abbl'eVialed "I-r), then amplified, and finaUy detected.
The CJequency is ehanced by modul aUna the
outpu t of a tunable oscillator (the hi&b.fn:quency ,
or local oscillator) by the incomilll AcnaI in a
mixer o r converter stage 10 produce a side
frequency equal to the in termediate frequency.
'The other side frequency is rejected by aclective
circuits. The au dio-frequency sienal is obtained I t
the detector. Code signals ate made audible by
heterodyne reception at the delector Itll8e; this
oteillatOf is caIlr:d the "bell-f~uency OIclllator"
or BFO. Block diagrams of typicaJ single- and
double-convclSio n receiven ate shown in Fig. 8-12.
AI a nu me rical exam ple, lISSume that an
intermediate frequency of 455 kHz il chosen and

that the incomins slanal Is at 7000 kHz. Then the
high-frequency osciliitor frequency may be set to
7455 kHz in order that o ne dde frequency (7455
minus 7000) win be at 455 kHz. The blgIl.(requency oscillator could also be Jet to 6545 kHz and Pw:
the same difference freq uency. To produ ce an
audibJe code lipaIat the de lector of, say. 1000
Hz, the he terodynlna; OIdllator would be let to
either 454 or 456 kHL
1be ucqueney<onvenion process pennits If
amplif'lcation at a relatinly low frequency , the tof.
selectivity and pin can be obt &ined at this
freque ncy, and this lelectivity and pin are
constant. The separlte osclllatolS can be designed
for good stabili ty an d, since they aze wOlkinS at
frequencies eonsldenbly re moved from the signal
frequencies, they ue not normally ''pulled'' by the
incoming lignal.

Hie..
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SLNGLE CONV ERSION

(A)
A NT.

Dou8LE CONVERSION

Ag. 8-12 _ Block diegrams of • (AI lingle- end IBI doubI e-.converslon luperheterodyn e receive...

of the high-frequ ency o!clllator may bea t with

Images
Each hf oscillator frequ ency win cause lor
response I t two signal frequencies, o ne higher and
one lowe r than the oscillator frequency. If the
oscillator is set to 7455 kHz to tune 10 a 7()()(}.kHz
sipal! for example. the receiver can respond also
to. SIgnal on 1910 kHz, which li kewisepvts I 455·
kHt beat. The undc1ired sign.a1 1s caUed the imalt.
It can cause unneceulIl)' interference if it isn't
eliminated.
'Ole radjo.Ctequency circuits of the Ieotiver
(those used before the .igna! i! heterodyned 10 the
\.1) normall y are tuned to the desired signal, 10 that
the lelectiyit y of the circui ts redu~ or eliminatel
the response to lbc imaF signal. The ratio of the
receiver voltsif' outpu t from the desired signal 10
th~t fro~ the i~age is called the sianal-to-imlF
11110 , or 1m• • ra tio.
TIle image ratio depends upon the selectivity of
the rf tuned circuits preceding the mixer tube.
~. the ~r the intermediate frequency, the
higher the Image ratio, lince raising the i-f increa5e5
the frequcncy separation between the sign al and
the Image and places the laller furthcr away h om
~ r.esooanoe peak of the signal-frequency input
ClfCUltS.
The

Double~V('lSion

Superheterodyne

At higb and very-rug. frequencies It is difficult
IeOlfe an adequlte image ratio when the
intemlediate frequ ency Is of tbe order of 455 kHz..
To reduce image response the ligna] frequ en tly iJ
converted fint 10 I rathe r high (1 500, 5000, or
even 10,000 ~Hz) intermediate f~uency, and
then - sometunes after furthe r amplification converted to I lower j·f where higher adjaeen t~hanncl selectivity can be obtained. SllCh I receiver
as ealled a doutJ&e.convenlon &upt' rheteJOdyne (FI&.
8-.JIB).
10

Other SpuriOlll Response.
In a~ti?n to iffi2lU, other Iignals to which
the receIVer as not tuned may be heard. Hannonics

signals far removed from the desired frequency to

produce output at the intermediate frequency '
such spurious responses cln be reduced b;
a~quate se~ctiYitr be.fon the mixer stage, and by
ugnl sumaent shielding to F evcn t signal pickup
by any means other than the antenna. When a
Itronl signal b received, the harmonkl generated
by rectification in the de tector may, by aU'lly
coupUng, be int roduced into the rf or mixer circuit
and conve rted to the intermediate frequency , to go
through the receiver in the same way as an
ordinuy signal. TbcJe ''birdies'' appear as I
heterodyne beat on the desired signal and are
principally bothersome when the freque~C)' of tbe
incoming signal h not greatly different from the
intermediate , frequency . 1be cu re is proper cin:uit
iSolation and shielding.
Harmonics of the beal oseillator also may be
co nverted in si milar fashion and ampUfied through
t~ ~ceiver; theSe responses can be reduced by
weldina the belt oscillator and by <:areful
mechanical design.

MIXER PRODUCTS
Additional spurious products are acnerated
dllrina the mixin. process, and these products an'I
the molt trou bksome of all , as it u difficult indeed
to elimInale them unless the frequencies chosen ror
the mixing scheme are chan&ed. The tables and
chart givcn in Fis. 8-13 will aid in the c.hoice or
spuriou.. rree frequency combinations, and they
can be used to determine how rece iver "birdies"
ue beina geDC1lIItcd. Only mixer produets that fall
dOle to the desired frequency are contidered, as
they are the ones thai normally cause trouble. The
hori:wntal axis of the chart Is marked orr in steps
from 3 to 20, and the vertical axes from 0 to 14.
These numben can be taken to mean eithe r
kilohertz or megahertz, depending on the frequ ency ranse used. Both ax es must use the same
rderence; one cannot be in kHz and the other in
MH z.
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Mixer Products
Spurious Response Chart
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a/Collins Radio

Fig. 8-13 - Ch&rl 10 aid in the celculstion of
$PUriOUI frequencies generated during the mi,..jng

prace".
To demolUltnte the uM of !.be ..hart,
AlPPose an unateur ....... ted to mI,. a 6· to
6.f>-MH" VFO output with • lo-MH .. Db
sIVIal to obtaio outpu t in the 8Ckneter
bud (tbe s ame problem M with I. ret.<l!iver
that tunes 3.b to 4 MHl<, ustnr I. 6· to
. 6.f>-MH,. VFO to heterodyne to I. lo-MHz
I-Il. Tbua, PI b 10 MHz and F2 b 6 to 6.fi
MHl<. ExllUDin.tion of the chart abo_ the
inteneetion ot these hequende. to be near
tIM llnH marked 2/3 and S/ fi. In the UH of
the b"...-nitter. diffeftnce (aubtracUve)
mixln, II to be used. Tbe ol(!er of the
produc ts that wil1 be close to the desiftd
mixer output fftquency b rPve n o n eacb line
in p l.nmt6 eMs. A plus IliaD In front of the
panmtbeHs Indi.. I.te. the product order In a
aum (additlvej mix, and • minWl aan the
or4er or a dif erenee mix. For thl. exunple,
!.be chvt In<lli: I.tes the Srd.·, 1th· t.nC1
8tb-ozdH products In • 2 / 3 relaUonsb)p are

to be neu the 8o-meter band, plWl the
thoOl"der product of the 3 1fi relationshlp.
! om.
Tbe ... .,t mquencies of these p rodue tl

e .... be found with the beIp of tbe t ...o small
table. in Flt 8-13. The produet orden from
1 to 9 are Yen for all the praduet l.ines on
tbe ebart.. hII Ilst diI:It of e..,b IJ"OUP In I.
box b tbe bumonle of tbe lo... er frequene y/
F2 ..... d tbe Heond di21t b tbe harmonle a

the laraer frequeney, Fl. Tbe dot Inlllea_
aum mI,.In'..,d no dot Indieate. productl in
.. IIlffeftnce mb. In the example. the charl
shows that the 213 ftlationship wiU yield I.
3rd.-orou produet 2F2-Fl. .. 7th-on1e.r
produet 4P2-SFl, and .., 81h-ord er product
5 F 2-3Fl.

(Con tinued on next page)
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(2X6)-lO
(2 X 6.5) _ 10

- 2

_ S

(314 order)

(.X6)-(3X1 0) _-6
(4X6.5)-(3X IO) - t

(7UlOl'du)
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...
.~

(5X6) - (3XIO) - 0
(5 X 6.6) - (3 X 10). 2. 5 (8th order)

0

~a

Tbe 31. ",iatioD.lbip produee. a 6t.b.order

#.

.tt.

#.

prodllCt 41"2-2F l .

-4
(4 X 6.5) - ( 2 X 10) .6

(4X6) - (2X10)

~~1
•• .f.
It. !t.

t.!tf.

~~;,:. . 5f:!f.

.'"

~"

Thus. tbe nnps of spudou. alanab near the
clellred output band uti 2 to 3" MH:r. 6 to"
MH:r."O to 2.& MHz, ... 4 " to 6 Mit:r.. The

-

,

JI.! rI•

plonf,

MI.1.IVe lip lndicaw. tbat the 7tb-<>rdu
product mOVU in !.be oppMik dboectiOD to
the Donna! oujpu t bequ.euey. u the VFO bI
w,ned. In this eXamJ)le p roper · rnilr.n
operation and sufficient HlecUrity 101.10_
tnt: the mixer Ihould keep the uDwanted
prOduet. sufficiently d own in 1evt!1 -.ltbOl.lt
the u K of mum or trap., Eveo.()rder
products can be ftdu «d by emp ioyinl a
balaneed or doub!y balarw::ed mlxu cirellit,
Nch .. lI:un... in F'i£ 8·16.

Fi9- 8-14 - Chari showing the relutive levels of
'purious signal, gener8led by a 12AU1A mixer.

The level of spurious products to be found in
me oUlput rof a 12AU7 have been calculated by V.
W. Bolie, uling the assumption that the oscillator
injection voltage will be 10 times (20 dB) greatet
than the input signal. ThiJ information is given jn
Fig. 8- 14 for 151- to 5th-order products. It il;

evident from the chart that multiples of the
oscillator voltage produce the strongest df the
undesired products. Thus, it follows that using a
ba1anced·mixer design which reduces the level of
asciIla tor signal in the output circuit will decrease
the strength of the unwanted products.
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MIXERS
A circuit tuned 10 the output frequency b "converter." In either case the function is the
placed in the plate circuit of the mixe r, to offer a
Typical mixer circuits are shown in Figs. 8-15
high impedance load for the output cun en t that is
I3eveloped. The signal· and oscillator· frequency and 8- 16. The variations are chiefly in the way in
voJtases appearing in the plate circuit are rejected which the osciUator voltage is intJ:oduced. In
by th e selectivity of this circuit. The ou tput tuned 8-15A, a pentode fun ctions as a plate detector at
circuit should have low impedance for these the output frequency; the oscillator voltage is
frequencies. a condition easily met if neither is capacitance-coupled to the grid of the tube
close to the output frequency.
through C2. inductive coupling may be used
The conversion efficiency o f the mixer is the instead. The convenion gain and input selectivi ty
ratio of output voltage [rom the plate circuit to rf generally ale good, 10 long as the $Um of the two
signal voltase applied to the grid. High conversioll voltages (signal and oscillator) impresSed on the
efficiency is desirable. The devioe used as a mixer mixer grid doci not exceed the grid bias. It is
also should be low noise U • good signal·to-noist desirtlbl.e 10 make the oscillator voltage as high as
ratio is wan ted, particularly if the mixer is the flnt possible without exceeding this limitation. 1bc
active device in the receiver.
oscillator power required is negligible. 1l\e circuit
A change in oscillator frequency caused by is a sensitive one and makes a good mixer,
tuning of the mixer grid circuit is called puHi ns. particularly with high-transconductance tubes like
PuUing should be minimized, because th e stability the 6CY5, 6EJ1 or 6U8A (pentode section).
of the whole receiver or transmitter depends Triode tubes can be used as rnixen in grid-injection
critically upon the stability o f the hf oscillator. circuits, bu t they are commonly used at 50 MH z
Pulling decreases with separation of the signal and and bigher, where mixer noise may b«:ome a
hf-oscillatoJ frequencies, being less with highel IignifJCant factor. Tbc triode mixer has the lowest
ou tput frequencies. Another type of pulling is inherent noise, the pentode is IlCXt, and the
caused by lack of regulation in the power supply. multigrid converter tubes ale the noisiest.
Strong signals cause the voltage to change, which
In the circuit or Fig. 8-15A the oscillator
in turn lhifts the oscillator frequency.
voltage could be introduced at the cathode rather
than at the con trol grid. If this were done, C3
would have to be removed, and output rrom the
Circui ts
oscillator would be coupled to the cathode of th e
If the mixer and high-frequency oscillator are mixer Uuough •.OOl-1lF' ca pacitor. C2 would also
separate tubes or transistors, the con\rert er portion be discarded. Generally, lhe same rules apply all
Is called a "mixer." If the two are combined in one when the tube uses grid injection.
It is difficult 10 avoid "puUing" in a triode or
tube envelope (as is often don e for reasons of
economy or efficiency). the slase is called a pentode mixer, and a pentagrid mixer tube

,_.
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Mixen
provides much better isolation. A typical circuit is

shown in Fig. 8-158, and tubes like the 6BA7 or
6BE6 are commonly used. 11le osciJ..Iator voltage is
introduced through an ''injection'' grid. Measurement of the rectified cunen! nowing in R2 is used
as I check (Of proper oscillator-voltage amplitude.
Thning of tbe signal-grid circuit can have little
effcet on the oscillator frequency beclll1sc the
injection grid is isolated from the signal grid by a
screen grid that is at rf ground potential. !lie
pentagrid mixe r is mu ch noisier than a triode or
pentode mixer, but iu isolating chazacteristics
make it a very useful device.
Penagrid tubes like the 6BE6 or 6BA 7 are
so mtimes used IS "converters" performing the dual
function of mixer and oscillator. 'Ole usual cireuil
resembles Fig. 8-1SD except that the No.1 grid
connects to tbe top of a grounded parallel-tuned
circuit by means of a larger grid-blocking capacito r,
and the cathode (without RJ and e3) connects to
a up near the grounded end of the coD. This Cornu
a Hartley oscillator circuit. Correct location of the
cathode tap is indicated by the grid cunenl ;
raising the tap increases the grid current because
the strength of oscillation is increased.
The elTectiveneS\ of converter tubes of the type
just described becomes less as the signal frequency
is increased. Some oscillator voltage will be
coupled to the signal grid through "space-dia.rge"
coupling, an effect that mcrease5 with frequenCy.
If there is rclatively little frequency difference
between oscillator and signal, as for example a 14OJ 28-Mlh signal and an i-r of 455 kHz. thiJ
voltage can become conside rable because the
selectivity of the signal circuit will be unable to
reject it. If the signal grid is not returned dinlctly
to ground, but instead is returned through a
remtor or part of an age system, eonsiderable bias
can be developed which will cut ddWn the gain.
For this reason, and to reduce image resporue, the
1-f fonowing the first converter of a receiver should
be not less than 5 or 10 percent of the sisnal
frequency.
Diodes, FETs, les, and bipolar transistOJ8 can
be used as mixen. Examples are given in Figs. 8- 15
and 8- 16. A single-diode mixer is not shown he re
since its application is usually limited to circuits
openting in the uhf region and higher. A
discussion of diode mixers, plus a typical circuit, is
given in Chapter!t.
Oscillator injection can be fed to the base or
emi tter elements of bipoiaf-transistor mixers, Fig.
8-ISC. If e'mitter injection Is used, the usual
emitter bypass capacitor must be removed. Because
the· dynamic ch:uacteristiCII of bipolar tIanSiston
prevent them from handling high sjgnal levels,
FETs are usuall y preferred in mixer cirtuits,
although they, do not provide the high conversion
gain available with bipolar mixers. FET! (Fig.
8-I5D and E) have greater immunity to eroumodulation and overload than bipolar transis ton,
and offer nearly square-law perioIJnal'lCe. n.e
circuit at D U5e$ a junction FEr, N-channel type,
with oscillator injection being supplied to the
source. The value or the source resistor should be
adjusted to provide a bias of approximately 0.8
volts. This value offen a &ood compromise

between conversion gain and JOOd intermodulation-distortion characteristics. At this bias level I
local-oscillator injection of approximately 1.5 volts
is desirable for good conversion gain. The lower the
OSCillator-injection level, the lower the gain. High
injection lcvels improve the mixen immunity to
cross-modulation.
A dual"llte MOSFET is used as I mixer It E.
Gate 2 il used for injecting the local-05cillltor
signal while glte 1 is supplied with signal voltage.
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Fi g. 8-16 - Balanced and d oublV balanced mixers.

This type of mixer has excc Ucnt immunity to
cross-modulation and overload. It offen betler
isola tion between tile oscillator and input stages
than is possible with a JFET mixer. The mixers at
D and E have high-Z input tenninals, while the
circui t at C has a relatively low-Z input impedance.
The latter requires tapping the base down on the
input tuned circuit fOJ a suitable imped ance ma tch.

BALANCED MIXERS
The level of input and spu rious signals
contained in the o utput of a mixer may be
decreased by using a balanced or doubly balanced
circuit. The balalK:cd mixer redu ces leakthro ugh
and even-order harmonics of one input (usually the
local oscillator) while the doubly balanced designs
lower the level of spurious signals caused by bot h
the signal and oscillator inputs. One type of
balanced mixer uses a 1360 beam-<leflection tube,
connected as shown in Fig. 8-16A. The signal is
introduced at the No. I grid, to modulate the
electIon stream running from cathode to pla tes.
The beam is deflected from onc plate to the other
and back again by the BFO voltage ap plied to o ne
of the deflection plates. (If o scill ator radiation is a
problem, push·pull deflection by both de flection
plates should be uscd.) At S , two CP6 25 fETs are
used ; these devices have a large dynamic range,
about 130 d B, making them an excellent choice for
either a transmitting or receiving mixer. Dc balance
is sct with a control in Ihe source leads. The
oscill ator energy is introduced at the center tap of

f!+OO~"'

INPUT
,.,"

.""
;/;..

(D)

the inp ut transformer.
In the c ircuit o f Fig. 8- 16C, hot-carrier diodes
are employed as a b road-band balanced mixer.
With careful winding of the to roid-core inpu t and
output transformers, the inherent balance of the
mixcr will provide 40- to 50-dB a ttenuation of the
oscillator signal. The transformen, TI and 1'2,
having trimar windings - using No. 32 enamel
wire, 12 turns o n a 1/2-inch core will provide
operation o n any frequency be tween 500 k Hz and
100 MHz. Using Q3 core s lhe upper- frequency
range can be extended to 300 MHz. C RI to CR4,
inc, co mprise a matched qu ad of Hewle tt-Packard
HPA 50 82-2805 d iodes. Conversion loss in the
mixer will be 6 to 8 dB .
Special doubly bala nce d mixe r ICs are now
available which can simplify circuit cons truction,
as special balanced transformen are not required.
Also, the ICs produce high conversion gain. A
typical circuit usi ng the Signct ics S5596 K is shown
in Fig. 8-1 6D. The upper freq uency limit of this
device is approx im ately 130 MHz.

THE HIGH,FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
Stability of the receiver is depende n t chiefl y
upon the stability of the tunable hf oscilllllor , and
particular care should be given this part of the
receiver. The frequency of oscillation should be
insensitive to mec hanical shock and changes in
voltage and loading. Thermal effects (slow change
in frequency because of tube, transistor, o r circuit
heating) shou ld be minimized. See Chapter 6 for
sam ple circuit s and construction de tails.
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The Intermediate-Frequency Amplifier
THE INTERMEDIATE· FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
One major advantage of the mperhet is that
high gain and selectivity can be obtained by usinJ a
good i·f amplifier. This can be a one-stage affair in
simple receivers, or two or three stages in the more
elaborlle sets.
Choice or Frequency
The selection of an Intennediale frequency is a
compromise between conflicting fac tors. The lower
the i-f, the higher the selectivity and gain, but a
low j..f brings the image nearer the desired signal
and hen ce decreases the image ratio. A low j..f also
increases pulling of the oscillator frequency. On
the other hand, a high i·f is beneficial to both
image ratio and pulling, but the gain is lowered and
selectivity is harder to obtain by simple meaJU.
An j.f of the order of 455 kHl; giVes good
selectivity and is satisfactory from the standpoint
of image ratio and oscillator pulling at frequencies
up to 7 MHl;. The image ratio is poo r at 14 MHl;
when the mixer is eonneeted to the antenna, but
adequate when there is a tuned rf amplifier
between antenna and mixer. At 28 MHz and on the
very high frequencie s, the image ratio is very poor
unless seve ral If stagcs are used. Above 14 Mfh,
pulling is likely to be bad withou t very loose
coupling between mixe r and oscillator. Tuned·
circuit shielding a1so helps.
With an i·f of about 1600 kHz, satisfactory
image ra tios can be secured on 14,2 1 and 28 MHz
with one If stage of good design. Fo r frequencies
of 28 MHz and higher, a common solution is to use
double conversion, choosing one high i·f fOTimage
reduction (5 and JO MHz are frequently used) and
a lower one for gain m d selectivity.
In choosing an i· f it is wise to avoid frequencies
on which there is considerable activity by the
various radio seJVices, since such signals may be
picked up directly by the i·fwiring. Shifting the i·f
or better shielding are the solutions to this
interference problem.
Fideli ty; Sideband Cutti ng
AmplitUde modulation of a carrier generates
sideband frequencies numerically equal to the
carrier frequency plus md minus the modu lation
freq uene ies p resent. If the receive r Is to give a
faithful reproduction of modulation that contains,
fOT instance, audio freq ue ncies up to 5000 Hz, it
must at leas t be capable of amplifying equally all
frequencie s con tained in a band ex tending from
5000 li z above or below the carrier frequency. In a
superheterodyne, where all carrier frequencies are
changed to the fixed intermediate frequency. the
H amplification must be uniform over a hand
5-kHz wide, when the carrier is set at one edge. If
the carrier is set in the cente r, at lo.k Hz band is
required. The signal·frequency circuits usually do
not have enough ovenll selectivity to affect
materially the "adjacent<:hannel" selectivity, so
that only the i-f-amplifier selectivity need be
considered.

If the selectivity is too great to permJt uniform
amplification over the band of frequencies
occupied by the modu lated signal. some of the
sidebands are "cut." While sidebmd cutting
reduces fidelity, it is frequen tly preferable to
sacrifice naturalness of reproduction in favor of
communications effectiveness.
The selectivity of m j.f.amplifier, and hence the
tendency to cut sidebands increases with the
number of tuned circuits md a1so is greater the
lower the intennediate frequency. From the
standpoint of communication, sideband cutting is
never serious with two-stage amplifien at Crequen- .
cies as low as 455 k Hz. A two-stage j-f·amplifier at
85 or 100 kHz will be sharp enough to cut some of
the higher frequency sidebmds, if good transfonnet5 are u.sed. However, the cutting is not at all
serious, and the gain in selec tivity is worthwhile in
crowded amateur bands as an aid to QRM
reduc tion.
CireuilS
I·f amplifien usually consist of one or more
stages. The more stages employed, the greater the
selec tivity and overall gain of thc sys tem. In
dou bie<:onvenion receivers there is usually onc
stage at the fmt j·f, and sometimes as many as
three or four stages at the second, or last, i·f. Most
singJe-eonvenion receiven use no more than three
stages of j.f amplification.
A typical vacuum·tube i·f stage is shown in Fig.
8-17 at A. The seco nd or third stages wou ld simply
be duplicates of the stage shown. Remote cutoff
pcntodes are almost always used for i·f amplifle.T1.
and such tubes are operated as Class·A amplifiers.
For maximum selectivit y, double·tuned transfonn·
en are used for interstage coupling, though
single·tuned inducton and capacitive co upling can
be used, but at a marked redu ction in selectivity_
Agc voltage can be used to reduce the gain of
the stage, or stages, by applying it to the terminal
marked AGe . The age volt age shoul d be negative.
ManUal con trol of the gain can be effected by
lifting the l()()..ohm cathode resistor from ground
and inserting a potentiometer between it and
ground. A to,OOO-ohm control can be used for this
purpose. A .nall amount of &.plus voltage can be fed
through • droppina re sistor (abou t 56,000 ohms
Cra m a 25().volt bUI) to the junction of the gain
control and the lOO-oh.m cathode resistor to
provide an increase in tube bias in tum reducing
the mutual COnduction of the tube for gain
reduction.
An integrated<:ircult i-f ampl ifier is shown at B.
A positive-polarity IIF voltage is required for this
drcuit to control the stage gain. If manual gain
control provisions are desired, a potentiometer can
be used to vary the plus vol tage to the agc terminal
of the IC. The control would be connected
between the 9-volt bus and ground, iu movable
contact wired to the age terminal of the IC_
A dual-gate MOSFET i-f amplifier is shown at
B. Application or negative voltage to gate 2 of the
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uling tubes. ttansistors and in tegrated eireuiu. Al l
cireuiu shown haw provisions fo r age contrOl.

device reduces the gain of the stage. To realize
max imu m gain when no age voltage is present, it is
necessary to apply approximately 3 'lollS of
positive de 10 gate 2. Neutralization is usually no l
req uired with a MOSFET in i-f amplifiers operatiTll:
up 10 20 MH t. Should ins tability occu r, however,
pIe I and the drain may be tapped down on the i-f
transformer windings.
High'1lain linear les have been deve loped
specifically (or use as receiver i-f am plifiers. A
typical circui t which uses the Motorola MClS90G
is shown at 0 ; 70 dB of gain may be achieved using
this device. Age challicteristics of the Ie are
excellen t. A 4-'1011 change at the age terminal
produces 6O-dB change in the gain of the stage.
Age actio n starts at 5 vo lts , so a posi tive age system
with a fixed de level must be employed.
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Tu bes fo r I·r Amplifiers
Variable-p. (remote cu toff) pe ntodes are almost
invariably used In i·f am plifie r stages, since
grid-bias gain control is practically always applied
to the i-f amplifier. Tubes wi lh high plate
resistance will have least effec t on the selec tivity of
the amplifier, and those with high. mutual
conduc tance will pve g.roatcst gain. The choice of
i-f tubes normall y has no effect on the
signal· to-nobe ratio, since this is determined by the
preceding mixer and rf amplifier.
The 6 BA6, 6BJ6 and 6 BZ6 are recom mended
for i-f wo rk because they have desirable remote
cutoff cllaracte ristics.
When two o r mo re stages are used the high gain
may lend to cause troub lesome instability and
oscillation, so that good shielding, bypassing, and
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Automatic Gain Control
careful circuit ~ent to prevent stray
couplinl between input and output circuits IJ'e

"""""'.

circuiU in amplifien JO CONtructed II to keep
reBCnention at I minimum:

"'.0'"

="

When ncuum tube, arc used, the pille and grid
&mdwldtrs, kHz
leads should be weU tePlrlted. When tranliJton IJ'e Ckn.
fuq.
Q -6 dB -20 dS - 60dS
1UCd, the base and coI1ector circuits Ihould be well
50 kH,.
60
1.16
0.' 0.95
i501ated. With tube. it is advisable to mount the
-U5tH,.
75
3.6
1600 kH,.
screcn-bypus clpacitor directly on the bottom of
'0 U 15
the socket, crouwise between the plate and arid
pins, to pfOYide additional shlcldlllJ. As I further
precaution tpinst clpacitive couplina, the &rid and THE BEAT OSCILLATOR AND DETECTOR
plate leads should be "dressed" dose to the chassis.
TIle detC(:tor In • supeJhcterodyne receiw:r
functiol1l the same way IS do tbe simple detecton
T·f Transformed
described euller in this chapter WI&. 8-4), but
The tuned circuits of i·f ampUncrs are built up l1SUally operates at I higher input kvel because of
IS transformer units consistin, or • metal shield
the amplification ahead of it. The detectors of FIJ.
contalner In which the coils and tunlllJ capaciton 8-4 are satisfactof)' for tbe reeeptlon of.m sl&nalt.
are mounted. Both lir-corc and powcl ed-iron-core
When coPYir!& cw and ssb sJpaJs It beeomes
universal·wound coils are used, the latter having necessary to 5Upply I beat-otclUltor (BFO) sipaI
somewhat higher QJ Ind hence peater selec tivity to the de tector stage as described In the earllel
and pin. in universal windilllP the coil is wound In ilCCtion on product detecton. Suitable ciIcuits fo r
layen with each tum trlVersiq the length of the variable·rrequency and Cf)'5Ial-controUed BPOs are
coil, back and forth, rather than beiq: wound given in Chapter 6.
perpendicular to the lxis as in ordinary !illlle·laye r
coils. in I straiah t mul tilaye r winding, a fairly large AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
capacitance can exist between llyers. Un iversal
Automatic regu lation of the pin of the receiver
windlna, with its "criss-crOQDd" turns, tends to
in inverse proportion to the algnal sl1ength b an
reduce distributed-clpacitance effects.
POI tuning, air-dieleCtrlc tunina capadton are operating convenience in poooe reception, Ilnce It
preferable to mici comp~lSlon types because their tends to keep the output left-I of the receiver
capacitance is practically unaffected by changes in constant regardless of input-liJDaI strength. The
tempclllture and humidity. iroJH:OlC tnmformen Iverage rectified dc voltap, developed by the
may be tuned by YIIYin& the Inductance received signal ICr(IU a lesbtt.nce in I detector
(permeability tuninJ), In which case . tability circuit, is used to vuy the bill on the If and I·f
comparabJe to that of variable air~padtor tunin8 amplifier 5t.I;&eJ. Since this yol. is proportional
can be obtained by use of higb-stability fixed mica to the aveflllC Implitude of the 1ipaJ, the pin is
or ceramic capacitors. Such stability is of peat reduced as the signal smllJlh becomes peater. The
importance, siilce I circuit whose fzequency control will be mo~ complete and the output
more COl1ltant IS 1M number of sllgCs to which
"drifts" with time eventually will be tuned to I
different frequency than the otber circuits, thereby the 1ge bias is IPpHed is Increacd. Control or It
reduc2n, the pn and selectivity of the Implifier. kast two slagel is Idrisallle.
The normal mten,. . I-f trans(O£mer is loosely
Carrier·Derived Circuits
c®pled, to Pc JOOd aelectivity consistent with
A bask: diode-detector/qc:-rec tificr cirwlt is
ldequate pin. A so-called diode transformer is
,ermanlum diode
similar, but the coupllDJ is ti&hter, to Jive pvcn at Fi&. 8-t8A. Here I
sufficient transfer when working Into the finite serves both IS I detector and an lit rectifier,
load pre5e:nted by a diode detector. Ullng I diode producing I neptive-poluity IF .01.• . Audio is
trand"ormer In place of an intentaae transformer taken from the retu rn end of the i·f transformer
would result In loss of selectivity; using an JeCondary and is filtered by means of a
Intcntage transformel to couple 10 the diode 47,()()()..ohm resis tor and two 470-pP ca paciton.
At B, CR t (also I JCnnanium diode) f\lnctionl
would reluil in loss o( pin.
Besides the conventional 1-( tnns(ormcrs just lIS a detector while CR2 (prmanium) operatel ..
mentioned, lpecial unill to give dcsired selectivity an agc rectifier. CRl furnishes I rIC,ltive IF
characteristics have been used. For higher·than· voltage to the controlled Itages or the receiver.
orWnl1)' Idjlcent-channel selectivity, triple·tuned Though soUd -stage rectiners IJ'e shown II A and B,
transformen, wilh I third tuned dfQIlt inserted vacuum-tube diodes can be used in theJe clrcuiU. A
between the Input and oulput windinp, have been 6Al.5 tube is commonly used in drcuIu calling for
made. The energy is tnnsrer~d from the input to two diodes (B), but I l-meJOhm resistor Ihould be
shunted
the right-hlnd diode If I tube b
the output windings vb this ttrtiary whtcling. thus
IIdd.in& ita selectivity 10 the over-all lIdecthrity of
The circuit It C IhoWl I typical hookup for IIC
the transformer.
feed to the controlled .I.qc$. SI can be used to
k&ecdvity
disabic the aac when thb is desim1. Por tube and
The cwcnU selectivity of tho I·f ampUficr will FET circuits the value or RI and R2 can be
depend Oil the f~quency and the number ohtqes. 100,000 ohm" and RJ can be 470,000 ohms. If
The rollowinl (!IUra arc indicative of the bipolar lnnIiston are used for the If and j·f Sllgel
bandwidths to be ell:pected with aoockJuaiity beinJ: controlled, Rl and Rl will usually be
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Fig. a.18 - Methods for o btaining rectified voltaql!. At A the detector fumishes age voltage. B ,haws
separate diodes bIling used for the detect or and age circuiu. C illustrates how neg!ltiVllIIgC voltage is fed
to the rf and j·f "ages of I typical receiver. 0 shows an eooio-derived age scheme. SI is used to di58bla
the age when desired. AI . A2 end R3 In combination with C1. C2, and C3, are used for rf d ecoopling.
Their lIalues are dependent upon the device being used - tube o r transistor. CRI and CA2 at A and B are
germaniu m diodes.

between 1000 and 10,000 ohms. depending upon
the bias network required for the transiston used_
R3 win also be determined by the bias value
required in the ci rcuit_
Age Time Constant
The time constant of the resistor-capacitor
combinations in the age circuit Is an important part
of the system_ It must be long enough so that the
modul ation on th e signal is completely fille red
from the dc ou tpu t, leaving only an average dc
componen t which follows the relatively slow
carrier variations with fading. Audio-frequency
varia tions in th e age voll3ge applied to the
amplifier grids would reduce the percent age of
modulation on the incoming signal. But the time
constan t must not be too long or the agc will be
uillible to follow rflpid fading. The capacitance and
resistance values indica ted in 8· 18A will give a time
constant that is satisfactory for avcrflge reception.

..

,

AUDIO f_

Cw and Ssb
Age can be used fo r cw and ssb reception but
the circuit ~ usually' more complicated. The age
voltage must be derived from a rectifier that ~
isolated from the beal-frequency oscillator (othc rwise the rectified BFO vallage will redu ce the
receiver gain even with no signal coming tJuough).
Th~ is done by using a separate agc channel
connected to an i·f amplifier stage ahead of the
second de tector (and BFO) or by rectifying the
audio output of the detector. If the selectivity
ahead of the age rectifier isn' t good, strong
adjacent-channel signals may develop age voltages
that will reduce the receiver gai n. When clear
channell are available, however, cw and ssb age will
hold the receiver ou tput constant over a wide range
of signal inputs. Age systems designed to work on
these signals should have fas t·attack and slowdecay characteri stics to work satisfac torily, and
often a selection of time constants is made
available .
Audio-Derived Age
Age potential for Ule in a cw/ssb receive r may
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Fig. 8- 19 - An Ie age system.
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also be obtained by sampling the audio output of
the detector and rectifying this signal. A typical
circuit is shown in Fig. 8-18D. The JFET stage
amplifies the audio signal; the ou tput of th e
HEP801 Is coupled to the secondary of an audio
transfonne r, LL The time constant of the agc line
Is established by RICI. Manual gain control can be
accomplished by adding . variable negative voltage
to the common lead of tho audio rectifier.

'""
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Noise Reduction
An improved andio-derived age ci rcuit is shown
In Fig. 8-19, using the Plessey Microelectronics
S1.-621 integrated circuit. This design provides the
fast ..Uack, slow-decay time constant required for
ssb reception. High-level pulse signals that might

''hang up" the age system are sampled by the IC

input circuit, activating a trigger which provides a
flSt.iJisch:uge path for the tilTle-C{)nstant capacitor.
Thus, noise bunts will not produce a mange in the
level of agc output voltage.

NOISE REDUCTION
Types of Noise
In addition to tube and circuit noise, much of
the noise Interference experienced in reception of
high·frequency signals is caused by domestic or
industrial electrical equipment and by automobile
ignition 5)'stems. The interference is of two types
in its effects. The flnt is the "hiss" type, consisting
of overlapping pulses similar in nature to !be
receiver noise. It is largely reduced by high
selectivity in the receiver, especially for code
reception. The second is the ·"pistol-shot" or
"machine-gun" type, consisting of separated
impu lse1 of high ampli tude. The " hiss" type of
interference usuaDy is caused by comm utato r
sparking in dc and se ries-wound ac moton, while
the "shot" type results from separated spark
discharges (ac power leaks, switch and key clicks,
ignition sparks, and the like).
11Ie only known approach to redu cing tube and
circuit noise is th rough the choice of low·noise
front-end active components and through more
O'Verall selectivity.
Impulse Noise
Impu lse noise, because of the short duration of
the pulses compared with the time between tbem,
must have high amplitude to contain much average
energy. Hence, noise of this type strong enough to
cause much interference generally has an instantan·
enus amplitude much higher than that of the signal
being received. The general principle of devices
intended to reduce such noise is to allow the
desired signa) 10 pass through the receiver
unaffected, but to make the receiver inopentlve
for amplitudes gl1.!aler than thai of the signal. The
greate r the amplitude of the pulse compared with
its time of duration, the more successful the noise
reduction.
Another approach is to "silence" (render
inoperative) the rllCeiver during the sho rt duration
time of any individual puise. The listener wiD no t
hear the "hole" because of its shorl du ral ion, llIld
very effective noise reduction is obtained. Such
dev ices are called " blankers" rather than
"limiten.·'
In passing through selective receiver circuits,
the time du ration of the impulses il increased,
because of the Q of the circuits. Thus, the more
selectivity ahead of the noise-reducing dcvice, the
more difficult it becomes to secure IGOO pUlse-type
noise suppreuion. See Fig. 8·22.
Audio Limiting
A considerable degree of noise reduc tion in
code reception can be accomplished by amplitudelimiting arrangements applied to the audio-output

MIGM-:

""'"

Fig. 8-20 - Circuit of 8 simple audio limiter/clipper. It can be plugged into the headphone jack of
the receiver. RI sets the bill$ on the diodes, CRI
and CRl, lor the des ired limiting level. 5 1 opens
the ballerv leads when the circuit i$ not being
IISed. The diodes can be 1 N34A, or similar.

circuit of a receiver. Such limiters a1so maintain the
~ output nearly constant during fading. These
output-limiter systems are simple, and they are
readily adaptable to most receivers without any
modification of the receive r itself. However, they
cannot prevent noise peaks from overloading
previous stages.

NOISE· L1MITER CI RCUITS
Pu J.se..type noise can be eliminated to an ex tent
whicb mak es the reception of even the weakest of
signals possible. The nobe pulses can be clipped, or
limited in amplitude, at either an rf or If point in
ihe receiver circuit. Both methods are used by
receiver manufactureni both are effective.
A simple audio noise limiter is shown at Fig.
g..20. It can be plugged into the headphOfle jack of
the receiver and a pair of headphones connected to
the output of the limiter. CRt and CR2 are wiled
to clip both the positive and negative peaks of the
audio signal, thus removing the high spikes of pulse
noise. The diodes are back-biased by l.5-volt
batteries to permit Rl to serve as a cli pping-level
control. This circuit abo li mits the amount of
ludio reaching the headphones. When tuning across
the band, strong signals wiD not be ear-shattcring
and will appear to be the iIllme strength as the
weaker ones. Sl is open when the circuit is not In
usc to prevent battery drain. CRt and CR2 can be
germanium or silicon diodeli, but tN34As are
generally used. ThIs circuit is wable only with
higlHmpedance headphones.
The usual practice in communications reoeiven
is to use low-level limiting, Fig. 8-21. The limiting
can be carried out al If or af poin lll in the receiver,
as shown. Limiting at rf does not cause poor audio
quali ty as is so metimes experienced when using
series or shunt af limiters, The latter limits the
nonnal af signal peaks as well as the noise pulses,
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Fig. 8·2 1 - Tvpical rf and af IIn l circuiU. A shows the circuit of 8 lelf-adjusting af noise lim iter. CR l lind
CA2 ere self'./)i8sed siUcon diodes wh ich limit both the positive and negat ive audio and noise.pu lse peaks.
51 lum. ttl, limillff on or off; B shows an rf limiter of the $ame type as A, bul this circuit clips Iha
positive and negative rf peaks and is conne.;:ted to the last I-f stage. This circuit does not degrade the
audio quality of the signal as d oes the circuit of A.
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f ig. 8·22 - The delav and lengthening of 8 noise
pulse when passed through I 2'k H ~ wide amplifier
wi th good skirt selectivity (4 kHz at -60 dBI. (81 a

lei

3.75·M Hz carrier modulated 30 percent, interfered
with bV noise pulses. The noise pulses were
CHigineJlv 101X) t ime1 the amplitude of the 5ignal;
they have been reduced (and lengthened) bV
OYefioad In the i·f. The i-f barn:lwidth ts 5 kHl.
Sweep speed • 1 millisecond/em. Ie) Same as B
but with a noise blanker on.
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giving an unpleasant audio quality to strong signals.
In a serie,.Umiting cirouit, a normally conducting element (or elements) Is connected in the
circuit in tenes and operated in such a manner that
it becomes nonconductive above a Jiven signal
level. In a shunt limiting circuit, a nonconducting
el£ment is connected in shunt aclOSS the circuit
and operated so that it becomes conductive above
a given signal level, thus shor t-cin:u iting the signal
and preventing iu being transmitted to the
remainder or the amplUter. 1be usual conducting
dement will be a rorward-biased diode, and the
usual nonconducting element win be a back-biased
diode. In many applications the value or biu is set
manually by the operato r; usually the clipping level
will be se t at about 1 to 10 Volts.
lbe at shunt limiter at A, and the If shunt
limiter at B operate In the same manner. A pair of
self-biased diodes art connected across the af line
at A, and across an rf inductor at B. When a steady
cw signal is present the diode s barely conduct, bu t
when a noise pulse ride s in on the incoming signal,
it is heavily cUpped because capacitors Cl and C2
tend to hold the diode bias connant for the
duration of the noise pulse. For this reason the
diodes conduct heavily in the presence of noise and
maintain a rairly constant signal output level.
Considerable clipping or cw signal peaks occurs
with this type of limiter, but no apparent
deterioration or the signal quality results. Ll at C
is tuned to the i-r or the receiver. An i-f
transformer wi th a conventional secondary winding
could be used in pUce or Ll, the clipper circuit
being connected to the xconduy winding; the
plate or the 6BA6 would connect to the primary
winding in the usual rashion.

rectification of the noise pulsel that rise above the
peak amplitu de of the desired signaJ. The clamp
transistor, Q3, short circuits the posiUve-goin&
pulse " ovenhoots." Running the 40673 controlled
i-f amplUIer at nro pte 2 voluac allows the direct
application of age voltage. See July 1971 QST for
additional details.

I-F NOISE SILENCER
lbe i-r noise silence r circuit shown in Fig. 8-23
is designed to be uted ahead or the higlHd«tivity
section or the receiver. Noise puise5 are amplified
and rectified, and the resuldl\ll negative-,oing dc
pulses art used to cut orr an amplifier stage during
the pulse. A manual "threshold" con trolls set by
the operator to a level that only permits

NOISE
AGe AMPUFIER

SIGNAL-STRENGTH AND
TUNING INDICATORS
It is convenient to have some means by which
to obtain relatiJ!e readings of signal stref1Jth on a
communications receive r. The letual meter readhlp in terms or S unitJ, or decibels above S9, are
of little consequence as far as a meaningful rcport
to a distant station is concemed. Few signalstrength meters are accurate in tenns or decibels,
especially aCIQM their entire indicatin& range. Some
manu facturers once established a standard in which
a certain number of microvolts were equal to S9 on
the meter face. Such calibration b difficult to
main tain when a number of differen t receiver
circuits are to be used. At best, a meter can be
calibrated for one receiver - the one in whlch it
will be used. Therefore, most S meters are good
only as relative indicating instrumentJ for compuing the rtrength of signals at a given time, on a
given amateur band. 1ney art also useful for
"on-the-nose-tunins" acljustment. with sel«tive
receivers. If available, a signal genen.tor with an
accurate output attenuator can be used to calibrate
an S meter in terms of microvolts, but a different
calibration chart will probably be required ror each
band because or probable differences in receiver
sensitivity from band to band. It is helpful to
establish a SCHN readin& at midsca1e on the meter
so that the very strong signals will crowd the hl&h
end or the meter scale. 1bc _alter lignals wiU then
be spread over the lo_r half or the scale and will
not be compressed at the low end. Midscale on the
meter can be called S9. If S units art desired across
the scale, below S9, a marker can be established at
every 6 dB point.
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Fig. S.23 - Diagram of the noise blanker. L1 and
C1 ere chosen to resonate at the desired I-f.
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S-METER CIRCUITS
A very simple meier indicator is shown at Fig.
8-24B. Rectified i-r is ob tained by connecting CR l
to the take-off point for the detecto r. The de is
IUlered by means of a 56G-ohm resistor and a
.OS-¢' capacitor. A I O,OOO-ohm cont rol sets the
meter at zero reading in the absence of a signal and
also serves as a " linearizing" resistor to help
compe nsa te for the nonlinear output from CR l.
The meter is a 50-~ unit, therefore consuming
but a small amount of current from the ou tpu t of
the i-f.

Fig. 8-24 _ Practical exampl es of S-mete r ci rcuits.
At A, a meter measures the change in screcn
volt age of an l-f ampli f ier stage, caused by changes
in the age: vol tage applied to the grid of the
ampli f ier. At B, the i-f signal is rect ified by CRl
and is fed to a 5O:-~ meter. A 1O,OOO-oh m con trol
sets t he sensitivity and al so functions as a
"lineari zi ng" resistor to make the meter less
subject to the square-law response of CR,. At C,
lin FET samples the voltage on the age ti n e lind
drives an IC amplifier which prOllides the required
current swi n g to operate II l -mA meter.

Another sim ple approach is to meter the change
m screen voltage of an i-f amplifier stage. The
swing in screen potential is caused by changes in
the agc voltage applied to the stage. A reference
voltage is obtained from the cathode of the
audio-ou tput stage. A I-rnA meter Is suitable fo r
the circuit shown in Fig. 8-24A. At C, a more
complex design is employed which can operate
directly from the agc line of , a tramoistorized
receiver. The sent.itivity of the me tering circuit is
adjusted by changing the gain of the Ie meter
amplifier. An FET buffer is employed to insure
that loading of the age line will be negligible.

IMPROVING RECEIVER SELECTIVITY
I NTERMEDIATE-F REQUENCY
A MPLIF I ERS
One of the big advan tages of the superheterodyne receiver is the improved selectivity tha t is
possible. This selectivity is obtained in the i-f
am plifier, where the lower frequency allows more
selectivity per stage than at the higher signal
frequency. For normal a-m (double-sideband)
reception, the limit to use ful selectivity in the i-f
amplifier is the point where too many of the
high-frequency sidebands are lost. The limit to
selectivity for a t.ingle-s ideband signal, or a
double-sideband a-m signal treated as an ssb signal,
is about 2000 Hz, but reception is much more
normal if the bandwidth is opened up to 2300 or
2500 Hz. The correct bandwidth fOI fm o r pm
reception is de termined by the deviation of the
received signal; sideband cu tting of these signals

results in distortion. TIle limit to useful selec tivity
in code work is around 150 or 200 Hz for
hand-key speeds, but this much selectivity requires
excellent stability in both transmitte r and receiver,
and a slow receiver tuning rate for ease of
operat,ion,
Single-SignaJ Effec t
In he terodyne cw (or ssb) reception wi th a
superheterodyne receiver, the beat oscillator is set
to give a suitable audio-frequency beat note when
the incoming signal is conve rted to the intermediate frequency. For example, the beat oscilla tor
may be set to 454 kHz (the i-f being 455 k Hz) to
give a lOOo-Hz beat note. Now, if an interfering
signal appears at 453 kHz or if Ihe rece iver is tuned
to heterodyne the incoming signal to 453 kHz, il
will also be heterodyned by the beal oscillator to
prod uce a l OOO-Hz beat. Hence evcry signal can be
tuned in at two places that will give a 1000-Hz beat

Band-Pass Filters
(or any other low audio frequency). The
audio-frequency image effect can be reduced if the
i-f selectivity is such that the incoming lignal, when
heterodyned to 453 kHz, is attenuated to • very
low level.
When this is done, tuning through a give n signal
will show a strong response at the desired beat no te
on one side of u ro beat onl y, instead of thc two
beat notes on either side of ze ro beat cha racteri stic
of lesHClec tive reception, hence the name:'
singk1ignal reception.
The necessary selectivity is not ob tained with
nonregenerative amplifiers using ordinary tuned
circuits unless a low i-f, or a large number of
circuits, is used.
Regenel'lltion
Regeneration can be used to give a single-signal
effect , panicularly when the i·f Is 455 kHz or
lower. The resonance curve of an j·f stage at cri tical
regencration (just below the OKiIlating point ) is
extremely sharp, a bandwidth of I kHz at 10 times
down and 5 kHz at 100 times down being
obtaina ble In one stage. The audio·frequency image
of a given signal thus can be reduced by a fac tor of
nearly 100 for a lQOO.Hz beat no te (image 2000
Hz from resonance).
Regeneration b easily introduced into an i·f
amplifier by providing a small amount of clpacity
coupling between grid and plate. Bringing a short
length of wire, connected to the grid, into the
vicin ily of the pla te lead usually will suffice. The
fcedback may be controlled by a cathode-resistor
gain control. When the i·f is regene rative, il is
preferabl e to operale the tube at reduced gain
(h igh billS) and depend on regenera ti on to bring up
the sign¥ strength. This prevents overl oading and
increases selectivity.
The highcr selectivity with regeneration redu ces
the ove r·all response to noise genc rated in the
earlier stages of the receiver, just as does high
selcctivity produced by other means, and therefore
im proves the signal·to-noisc ratio. However, the
regene rative gain varien...ith signal llrength, being
less on strong signals.
Crystal Filters; Phasing
A simple means fo r obtaining high selec tivity is

by the use of a piezoelectric qu artz crystal as a
selec tive filt er in the i·f amplifier . Compared to a
good tuned circuit. the Q of such a crystal is
extremely high. The crystal is ground reso nant at
the I·f and '!SCd as a selective coupler between i-f
stages. Fo r singlCX'lignal I'I.lception, the audio-frequency image can be reduced by 50 dB o r more.
Besides practically eliminating the aC image, the
hiJh selectivity of the crystal filter provides good
discrimination agaim t adjacent signals and abo
reduces the broadband noise.

BAND·PASS FILTERS
A single high-Q circuit (e.g., a quartz crys tal or
regenerative stage) will give adequate singlCX'lignal
cw reception under mOli t circumstance s. Fo r phone
n:!ce ption, however, cither single-sideband o r ..m, a
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band-p1SS chanicleristic is more desirable. A
band-pass mler is one that passes without unusual
attenuation a desired bond of fn:!quenc~ and
n:!jects signals outside this band. A good band-pass
mter for ringle-sldcband recepti on migh t have a
bandwid th of 2500 Hz I t -6 dB and 4 kHz at -60
dB; a filter for a·m would =juire twice these
bandwi dths if both side bands were to be
accommoda ted. thu s ass uring sui table fideli ty .
The simplest band-pass crystal m ter is one using
two crySlals, as in Fig. 8-25A. The two crystals arc
separaled slightly in frequency. If the frequencies
are only a few hundred Hz apart the characteristic
is a good one fOl' cw reception. With crystals abou t
2 kHz apart, a reasonable phone chanlcterislic Is
.obtained. FIg. 8-2 shows a selec tivity characteristic
of an amplifier with a bandpass (at -6 dB) of 2.4
kHz, which is typical of what can be expected
from a two-crystal bandpass Gi ter.
More elabora te crys tal m ten, using foor and six
crystals, will give reduced bandwidth at -60 dB
withou l decreasing the bandwid th at ~ dB. The
resu lting increased "skirt selec tivity" gives be tter
rejection of adjacent-channel signals. "Crystallattice" filters of th.ls type are available commer·
cially for frequencies up to 40 MHz or so, and they
have also been built by amateurs [rom inexpensive
tJansmilting-type crystals. (See Vester, "SurplusCrystal High-Fn:!quency Filten," QST, January,
1959; Healey, " High.Freque ncy Crystal Filters for
SSB," QST, October. 1960.)
Two half·lanice filters of the type shown at
Fig. 8-25A can be connected back to back as
shown at B. The channel spacing of YI and Y2 will
depend upon the receivin g requirements as
discussed in the foregoin g tex t. Ordinarily, for ssb
rece ption (and no nstringen t cw rece ptio n) a
frequency se paratio n of approximately 1.5 kHz is
suitable. The overall i·f strip of thc receivu is
tuned to a fre quency which is midway betv.1:en YI
and Y2. C I is tuned to help give the desired shape
to ll1e passband. LI is I bifilar-wound toroidal
inductor which lunes to the i-f frequency by means
of C l. The values of RI and R2 are identical and
are determined by the mter response desired.
Ordinarily the ohmic value is on the order of 600
ohms, but valu es IS high IS 5000 ohms are
sometimes used. The lower the value of resistance, '
the broader and flatter will be the response of the
f11lcr. Though the circuit at B is shown in a
transistorized circuli, It can be used wi th vacuum
lubes o r integra ted circuits as well. The circuit
shows an i-f fl'l.lquency of 9 MHz, but the fIItu can
be used at any desired frequeney below 9 MHz by
altering the crystal frequencies and the tuned
circuits. CommcrciaJ versions o f the 9-MHz lattice
filter are available at modeJlIe cost.1 War-surplus
FT-24 1 cryltab in the 455-kHz range are
inex"pensive and lend themselves nicely to thU type
of circuit.
Mechanical r.J teJS can be built al frequencies
below I MHz. They are made up of three sectiom;
In input tran sducer, a mechanically resonant mter
lS-pe<:Uu.m I n temat.lonal. P. O.

Boa

81.

Topsfield, MA 01983. Abo. McCoy EieelJ'Onic,
Co., Mount Holly Spdnp, PA.
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Fig, 8-25 - A half-lattiee bandpass filter at A; B shows twD half-lattice filters in cascade; C $hows •
mechanical filter.

stello" , and an output tnmsducer. The transducen
u se the principle of magnetlMltriclion to convert
the electrical signal
mechanical energy, then
back again. The mechanically resonant se<: tion
consists of carefull y machined metal di sks sup ported and cou pl~ d by thin rods. Each ,disk has a
resonant frequency dependent upon the material
and iu dimensions, and the effective Q of a single
disk may be in excess of 2000. Consequently, a
mechanical mler can be built for either narrow OJ
broad passband with a nearly reclangu iar curve.
Mechanical mien are available commerci.ally and
an! used in both receivers and singJe-sideband
tfansmiuelS. They are moderately priced.
The signal-handling capability of I mechanical
filler is limited by the magnetie circuils to from 2
to 15 volts rntS, a limitation that is of no practical
importance provided it is recognized and provided
for. Crystal filters are limited in their signal-handling ability only by the voltage breakdown limi ts,
wroch normally wou ld nOI be reached before the
preceding amplifier tube was overloaded. A more

to

serious practical consideration in the use of any
high-sele<:tiYit y component is the prevention or
coupling "around" the filter, ex ternally, which can
only degrade the action of the mtcr.
The circuit at Fig. 8-25C sho~ a typical
hookup for a mechanical f1iter. FLI is a Collins
455-F'B-21, which has an 5sb band-pass characteristic of 2.1 kHz. It is shown in a typical $Olid-!ltate
receiver circuit, but can be used equally as well in a
lUbe-type application.
Placemenl of the BFO signal with respect to the
passbands of the three circuits at A, B, and C, is
the same. Either a CJystaJ-controlled or $elf-excited
oscillator can be used to generate the BFO signal
and tl1e usual practice Is to place the BFO signal at
a frequency that falls at the two points which are
approximately 20 dB down on the filter curve,
dependent upon whic h sideband is desired.
Typically, with the filter specified at C, the ce nter
frequency of FLl is 455 kHt. To place the BFO at
the 2O-dB points (down from the center-frequency
peak) a signal at 453 and 456 kHz is required.
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Fig. 8-26 - A n i·f a mu ltiplier for use with II
bipol.r tnlMiltor (Al. At B, II tube-type rf
a multiplier which can be used at the firt:t ltage of
the receiver. ThIIantenna coil is uled for feedbac:k
to Vl , which then introduce$ "negative resistance"
to L2.

Q Mul tiplier

The "Q Mu ltiplier" is a stable regene rative stage
that is connectcd in parallel with one of the i-f
stages of a receive r. In one condition it narrows the
ba nd wid th and in the other condition it products a
shup "null" or rejection notch. A "tuning"
adjunment controls Ille liequency of the peak or
null, movilll it across the nonnal passband of the
receiver i-f amplllter. The shape of the peak or null
is always that of a single tuned circuit (Fig. 2-42)
but the effective Q is adjustable over a wide range.
A Q Multiplier is most effective at an i-f of 500
kHz or less; at higher frequencies the rejection
notch becomes wide enough (measured in Hz) to
reject II major portion of a phone signal. Within its
useful range, however, the Q MUltiplier will rejee t
an interferi ng eanier without degrading the quality
of the desired dgnal.
In the "peak" condi tion the Q Multiplier can be
made to oscillate by advancing the "peak"
(regeneration) control far enough and in this
condition it can be made to serve as II
beat-liequeney oscillator. However, it cannot be
made to serve IS a selective element and as a BFO
at the some time. Some inexpensive receivers may
combine either a Q Mu ltiplier or some olller fonn
of reaeneration willl the BFO function, and the
reader is advised to check carefully any inexpensive
receiver he intends to buy that offen a regenerative
type of selectivity, in order to make su.re that the
selectivity is available when the BFO is turned on.
A representative circuit for • transis torized
Q-multiplier is given in Fig. 8-26A. The constants
given are typical for i-f operation at 455 kHz. LI
can be I J. W. Miller 9002 or 9 102 slug-tuned
inductor. A 2S,OOO-ohm control, RI, penniU
adjustment or the regeneration. C l is used to tune
the Q-multiplier frequency back and forth across
the i-f passband for peaking or notehi", adjustments. With circuits or this type there is usually a
need to .djust both Rl and CI al ternately for II
peaking or notching effec t, because the controls
tend to interlock as far as the frequency of
oscillation is concerned. A Q-multiplier mou td be
solidly built in a shielded enclosure to assu re
maxim um stability.
Q m!-lltiplien can be used at the front end of a

.,..
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receiver also, as shown at B in Fig. 8-26. The
enhancement of the Q at that point in a receiver
greatl y reduces image proble ms because the
selectivi ty of the inpu t tu ned circui t is increased
markedly. The an tenna coil, LI, is u$Cd as It
feedback winding to make V I regenerative. 1hls in
effect adds "negative resistance" to L2, increasin8
its "Q. A 20,()()().ohm control sets the regenention
of VI, and should be adjusted to I point jwt under
regenention for best results. Rf Q mu ltiplication is
not a cure for a poor~uality inductor at L2,
however.
T-Notch Fil te r
At low intermediate frequencies ( SO - 100
kHz) the T·notch filter of Fig. g..27 will provide II
sharp tunable null.
The inductor L resonates with C at the
rejec tion frequency, and when R ~ QXL/4 the
rejection is maximu m. (XL is the coil-reactance
and Q is the coil Q.) In a typical S().kHz circuit, C
might be 3900 pF making L approxima tely 2.6
mH o When R is greater than the maximum-attenuation value, the ciscuit still provides some
rejection, and in use the inductor is detuned or
shorted out when the rejection is not desired.
At higher frequencies, the T-notc:h filler is not
sharp enough with avai lable com ponents to reject
only a narrow band of freq ue ncies.
T-NOTCH

,

I-F
"lJrISt59

6800

410

"'" ..,.
+'2v
Fig. 8-27 - Typical T·noteh (bridged·Tj filter, to

provide a shar p notch at a low i-f. Adjustment of
L changes the frequency of the notch; adj ustment
of R con trols the notch dePth.
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SOME RECEIVER DESIGN NOTES

The receiver to be discussed in these notes
incorporates some advan ced ideas an d bas been
included for its value as a the ory article rather than
I consttu ction project. Consequently, templates
will nol be avai lable. For further information, see
article by WICER in Ju ne and J uly QSTfaf 1976.
Also, a SC I of converters has been designed by
W7ZOI and the article appear, in QST for June,
1976. The basic rece ive r covers the 1. 8-~Hl band.
Front.End Features
Alth ough the circui t trea ted here is for a

one-ba nd receiver (1.8 to 2.0 MHz), the design
procedures are pp plicabic to any amateur band in
the hf spectrum. Down conve rters to cove r 80
through 10 meters can be emp loyed and they are
founded on the same concep ts to be discussed
he re.

Fig. 1

~h ow,

the rr amplifie r mixer, and

post-mixer amplifier. Wha t ma y see m like excessive
elabora tion in design is a ma tter of personal whim,
but the featu res are useful, never th eless. For
e:<a mple, the two fron t-cnd altenuat ors aren't
es.sential to good performam:e, but are useful in
making accurate measu remen u (6, 12 or 18 dB) of

Top-chassis view of the receiver . The R·C ac tive
filter an d aud iO prea mplifier are bu ilt on the pc
board at the upper left. To the right is the BFO
module in a ,hield box . T he age circuit is setln at
the lower lefl, and to its right is th e i·f Itrip in a
Shi el d enclosu re. The large shield box at the upper
cente1' contains Ihe VFO. To ilS , ight is the tunable
front .. nd fiiler. The thr"~ t ic:1n variable capaci·
tor il inside the rectangula, shield box. The
audio .. mplif ier module is seen at the lower , ight.
The small board (mounted VllftiCIIltvl at the left
center contain, the product detector. Homemad lt
end bracken add rTIItchanical stabilitv betYl/lten the
panel and chassis, and ....... as a wppon for the
receiver top cove, .

signal levels during o n·lh e-air expe rimenlll with
other statio ns (antennas, ampli fie rs and such).
Also, FL2, a fi:<ed·tun ed 1.8· to 2·MH z bandpass
filter, nced not be inclu ded if th e operator is
willing to repeak the three·pole tracking filter
(F L l) when tu ning a bou t in th e band. The
fix ed·tuned filter is useful when the down convt .
teTS are in use.
The benefiU oblained from a highly selective
tunable flI ter like F LI are see n whe n strong signals
are elsewhere in (or near) the 16O-me ter band.
Insertion lou ....'lIS set at S dB in order to narrow
the filter response. In this example Ih e high-Q
slug·luned inductors art isolated in aluminum
shields. and the three-ieCtion variable capacitor
which tunes them is enclosed in a shield made from
pc-board sections. Bottom coupling is accomplished with small toroidal co ils.
Rf amplifier Q I was added to com pensate for
the filter lou. It is mismatched intent ionall y by
mcans of L IO and Li llo reSlric t the gain to 6..dB
maximu m. Some ad dit ional mismatching ;s seen at
Ll2, an d the mixer b overcoupled to Ihe FI:.T·
tuned outpul tan k 10 broaden the re sponse (l.S 10
2 MHz). Th e design tradeoff! do not impair
perfo rmance. The common·ga te rf stage has good
dynamic range and IMD chara cte ri stics.
The doubly balanccd diode·ring mixe r (U I) was
chosen for its e:ro:cc Uent re putatio n in handling high
signal levels, having superb po rt·l o-po rt signa l
isolatio n, and becaU5e of ill good IMD perfor·
mancc. Th e module used in Ihis design ;s a
commercial one whic h contains two broadban d
transforme rs an d four hOI-carrie r d iodes wit h
matched characteristics.. The ama tcur can build his
own mixer a.ssembly in th e interes t of rcduced
expense. At Ihe frequencies involved in this
example, it should not be difficult 10 ob tain
perl'ormance equal to thaI of a commercial mixer.
A diplexer is inclu ded al Ihe mi:<e r OUlput ( LI3
and th e related .002 capac itors). The addilion was
worthwhile, a.s it provided an im provement in th e
noise floor and IMD charac teristics of Ihe receiver.
The diplexer worltl in com bination with matching
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ne twork L14, a low-pass L-Iy pe circuit. (The
d ip lexer is a high-pass network which permits the
56-ohm terminating resistor to be seen by the
mixer wi thout degrading the 455-k Hz i- f. The
low-pass portion of the dip lexer help~ reject all
freq uencies above 455 k Hz so that the pos t-mixer
am pl ifier receives o nly the desired infoonation.)
The high-pass section of the diplexer starts rolling
off at 1.2 MHz .. A reactance o f 66 ohms was
c hosen to penn i! usc of standard-value capacitors
in the low-Q network.
A pair of source-cou pled JFETs is used in the
post-mixer i-f preammplifier. The lO,OQO-oh m gate
resistor o f Q2 se ts the transfonnation ratio of Ih e
L ne two rk a t 200:1 (50 ohms to 10 K-n). An L
network is used to cou ple the preamplifier to a
diode-switched pair of Collins mech an ical filte rs
wh ich have a ch aracteristic impedance of 2000
ohms. The te rminations arc buil t into the filters.
Gain d istribution to th e m ixer is held to near
unity in the inte rest of good IMD perfonnance.
The preamplifier gain is ap prox imatel y 25 dB. The
choice was made to com pensate fo r the relatively
high insertion loss of the mechan ical filters - lO
dB. With ou t the high gain of Q2 and Q3, there
wou ld be a dete rioration in noise figure.
Local Oscilla tor
low noise floor and good stability are
essen tial traits of the local oscillator in a quality
receive r. The requirements are me t by the circuit
of Fig. 2. Within the capa bilities of the ARRL lab
measuring procedures, it was detenn ined tha i VFO
noise was at least 90 dB below fundamental
outp ut. F urthermorc, stab ili ty at 25" C ambient
temperatu re was such that no drift could be
measured from a cold start to a pe riod three hours
later. Mechanical stability is excellent: Several
sharp btows 10 the VFO shield box caused no
discernible sh ift in a cw beat note while the 4oo-Hz
i-f filter was actua ted . VFO amplifier Q14 is
designed to provid e the recommended +7-dBm
mixer injection. Furthennore, the output pi tank
of Q14 is of 5().-ohms charac teristic impedance.
Though no t of special sign ificance in th is app lication, the measu red hannonic ou tput ac ross 50
ohms is - 36 d B at the second order and - 47 dB at
the th ird ord cr.
A

Filte r Modu le
In the interest of minimiz.ing leakagc betwcen
th e filter input to outpu t ports, diode switching
(Fig. 3) was used. The advan tage of this method is
that only d e switching is required, thereb y avoid ing
the occasion for unwanted rf coupling . across the
contacts and wafers of a mechan ical switch. lN914
diodes are used to select F L3 (40().Hz bandwid th)
or FL4 (2.5-kH z bandwidth). Reverse bias is
applied to the noncond ucting diodes. This lessens
the possibility of leakage through the switching
diodes. Because the CoUins filteTS have a
ch aracte ristic impedance o f 2000 ohms, the output
coupling capacitors from each are 120 pF rather
than low-reactance .01-JlF units , as used at th e
fIlteT inputs. WiULOut the smaller value of capaci-
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Considerable space: remains beneath the chassis for
the addition of accessory circuits or a 581 of down
con verter1i. At the lower right are the adjuslment
screws for the tu nab le filter, plus the bottomcoupling toroids. At the right center is the fi xedtuned fronl -end filter. To t ile left is the rf-amplifier
module. A lQO.kHl MFJ En terprises calibrator is
seen at the far uppe r right. Immedi ately to its left
is the mixer/ampl ifie r assembly. T he large board at
the upper center contai ns the i·f filters and
post-filter amplifie r. Most of t he amplifier
components have been tacked beneath the pC
board because of desi gn c hanges which occurred
during de velop ment.

lance, the fIl ters would see the lo w base inlpedanee
of Q4, the post-filter i-r amplifie r. The re sult would
be one of dou ble tenni na tion in this case, leading
to a loss in signal level. Add itionall y, the 12D-pF
capacitors help 10 divo rce th e input c apacitance of
the amplifie r stage. The added capacitance would
ha ve to be subtracted from th e 3S0 - and 51D-pl'
resonating capacitors at th e output ends of the
fil ters.
The apparent overall receiver gain is grea test
during cw recep tion, owing to the se lectivity of cw
filter FL3. T o keep Ihe S-me ter readings cons tant
for a given signal level in the ssb and cw modes, R 7
has been included in the filter/ amplifier module. In
the cw mode, R 7 is adjusted to· bias Q4 for an
S-meter read ing eq ual to th a t obtained in the ~sb
mode. Voltage for the biasing is ob ta ined from the
diode switch ing linc during cw receptio n.
Alth ough a 2N2222A is not a low-noise device,
the perfonnance charac teris tics are su itable for this
circui t. A sligh t improvement in noise figure would
pro bably result from the usc of an MPF I 02, 406 73
or low-noise bipolar transiS lo r in that part of the
circu it.
Perfonnanee No tes
The tuning range of the receiver is 200 kHz .
T his mcans that for use with converters the bu ilder
will have to sat isfy him self with the cw or 5sb band
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segments. The alternatives he to inc~ase th e local
oscillator tuning nllF to 500 kHz. or use I
multiplid ty of converters to cover the cw and ssb
portions of each band.
Som.e severe lab tests were undertaken with the
com pleted rece iver, aimed at learning how
~eruneh proo r' the front end really was. A
quarter·wavelength end·fed wire (inverted L) was
matched to the receiver SO-ohm input port. The far
end of the anten na was situated three feet away
from tlle WIAW end·fed Zepp antenna. A pk·pk
1'ollage of 15 was measured across th e 50-0hm
receiver input jaek: by means of a Tektronix model
453 scope while WI AW was operating. Now, thai's
I lot of rf energy! Witll that high level of If vol . .
p~n t, a Io-"V signal was fed into the rece iver
and spotted 2 kHz away from the WI AW operating
frequency. No evidence of eroa modulation could
be observed, and desensitiUlion of the receiver
could nol be discerned by ear. The spread from 1.8
to 2 MHz. was .tuned, and no 1M products were
heard.
Dynamic ra nge tests were performed in accor·
dance with th e Haywa rd paper in QST for J uly.
1975. Noise floor was - 135 dBm. lMD was 95 dB
and I dB of blocldng occurred al some (undeter·
mined) point greater than 123 dB above th e noise
floor. The latter measurement is inconclusive
because block:inc did no t become manifest within
the output capability of the model 80 generators
tsed in the ARRL lab. The resultant receiver noise
figure at 1.8 MHz is 13 dB, which is more than
adequ ate for the high :almo~pheric noiK level on '
160 melers.
A receive r i·f system should be capable of
providing a specific gain, have an acceptable noise
figure and respo nd satisfac torily to th e ap plied agc.
Two of the more serious shortcomings in some
designs are pOOl agc (clicky, pumping or
inadequate range) and insufficient i·r gain.
Because of past succeues, it was elected to use
a pair of RCA CA3028A lei in the i·r strip.
Somewhat greater j·r dynamic ranlte is possible
with MC I590G ICs, and they are the choice of
many builderL However, the CA3028As, configured as differential amp lifiers, will provide
approximately 70 dB of gain per pair when
operated at 4 55 kHz. This gives an age characteristic from maximum gain to full cu toff which is
entirely acceptable for most am ateur work.
Fig. 4 shows the H amplifiers, product detector
and Varicap·tuned BFO. Transfonner coupling is
used between U2 and U3 and also between U3 and
the product detector. The 6S0Q-0hm resistors used
a::ross the primaries or T2 and T3 were chosen to
force an impedance transformation which the
tnnsfonnen can't by themselves provide: Available MUier transformers with a 30,OOo-ohm
primary to 500-0h.m secondary characteristic are
used.. U2 and U3 have 10- and 220-0hm series
rn istors in the signal lines. These were added to
discourage vhf parasitic oscillations.
Agc is applied to pin 7 of each IC. Maximum
glin occurs at +9 V, and minimum gain resulu
when the age voltage drops to its low value - +2 V.
The agc is [f-derived, with j·r sampling for the agc
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Fig. 2 - Circuit diagram of the local oscillato._
Capacitors are disk ceramic unless specified differently. Resistors are 1/2·W composition. Entire
assembly is enclosed in a shield box made from
pc.tloard sections.
C2 - Double.tJearing variable capacitor, 50 p F.
C3 - Miniature 30-pF ai r variable.
CRI - High -speed switthing diode, silicon tvPil

lN914A.

amplifier being done at pin 6 of U3 through a
lOO-pF bl ocking capacitor.
The 100000hm d ecou pling resistors in the 12-V
feed to U 2 and U3 drop the operating vo ltage to
+9. This aids stability and reduces I-f sys tem noise.
T he amplifier strip operates with unconditional
sta bility.
Product Detec tor
A quad of I N914A diodes is used in th~
product dete ctor. Hot-carrier diodes may be preferred by some, and they may lead to slightly
better performance than the silicon units chosen. A
trililar broadband toroidal tnnsformer , T 4,
couples the i-f amplifier to the detector at a
50-ohm impedance level. BFO inj ection is supplied
at O. 7·Y rms.
.

BFO Ci rcuit
In the in tereS! of lowering the cost of this
project, a Yaricap (C RIO of Fig. 4) is used to
control the BFO frequency. Had a conventional
system been utilized , three expensive crystal5
would have been needed to handle upper sideban~,
lower sideband and cwo The voltage-variable capaci·
tor tuning method shown in Fig. 4 is satisfactory if
the operator is willing to change the operating
frequency of the BF O when changing receive
modes. Adjustment is d one by me ans of frontpanel control RI . Maximum drift wi th this circu it
.was measured as 5 Hz from a cold start to a time

_. , 000,111.,000 000.

L18 - 17- to 4 1·jjH slug-tuned inductor, Q u of
175 (J. W. Miller 43A335CB I in Miller 5·74
shield can).
Lt g - 10· to 18.7-jjH slug·tuned pe-board inductor
IJ. W. Miller 23A 155 APC].
AFCI3, AFC14 - Miniature l-mH rf chok.e (J. W.
Miller 70F l 03Al].
VR2 - 8.S-V, t·W Zener diode.

three hou rs later. A Motorola MY-I 04 tuning diode
is used at CR I O.
T o vary the BFO frequency from 453 to 457
kHz, the diode is subjected to various amounts of
back bias, applied by me ans of Rl. Regulated
voltage (V RI) is applied to the oscillator and
tuning diode.
Q6 func tions as a Class A BFO amplifie r/buffer.
I! contains a pi-network output circu it and has a
50-ohm ou tput charac teristic. The main purpose of
the amplifie r stage is to increase the BFO injection
power without loading down the oscillator.
AGeCircui!
F ig. 5 shows the agc ampliflC r, rectifie r, dc
source follower and op-amp difference amplifier.
An FET is used at QlO because it exhibits a
high-input impedance, and will not, therefore, load
down the primary of T 3 in Fig. 4. Ql is direct
coupled to a pnp transistor, Qil . Assuming that Rs
and R2 are tre ated as a single resistance, Rs, the
Q I OIQ11 gain is determined as: Gain (dB) = 20 log
Rc .;- Rs. Control R 2 has been included as part of
Rs to permit adjustment of the agc loop gain. Each
operator may have a preference in th is rega rd. T he
writer has the age set so it is fully actuated at a
signal·input level of 10 jJV. Agc ac tion commcnces
at 0.2 jJY (i d B of gain compressio n).
Agc d isabling is effected by rem oving the
operating voltage from QIO and Qll by means of
$5 . Manual j...f gain control is made possible by

BFO Circuit
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Fig. 3 - SChematic diagram of the fiher and i-I
post·fitter IKTlp lifier . Capacitors ara disk ceramic .
Resinors are 1I2.iiV composition.
CR2'(;R5, incl. - High·speed silicon switching
diode , lN914A.
FL3 - Collins mechanica l filter F455F0.()4.
FL4 - Collins mechanical filter F455FD-25.

RFC3 ·RFC10. in cl . - 10-mH minleture rf choke
(J . W. Miller 70F l 02Al).
R7 - Pc-boerd control , 10,000 ohms,linear taper .
54 - Double~le, doub le·throw toggle or wafIII'.
Tl - Miniature 455-kHz i-f transformer (J. W.
Miller 2067, 30.000 to 500 ohms) .
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L16 - Nominal 640-II H slug -tuned indu ctor (J. W.

Miller 9057).
L17 - Nominal 6O-JlH .I ull-tuned inductor IJ. W.
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CR la - Motorola MV -l04 Varicap luning diode .
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F ig. 4 - Circui t of the j·f amp lif ier, BFO, and
produ ct detector. Capacitor. are d isk ceramic
un less noted differently . F i ~ed'val ue resinors are
1/2-W composition. Dashed lines show shield
enclosures . The BFO and i-f cirCIJiu are installed in
separate shield b o xes. T he R-C a<: live filllt!' end af
prl!ampl ifilN are on a common circtJit board wh ich
is not shielded.
CR6-CR9, inel. - High-speed silicon, lN914A or

,

r-----.. .,.
"

......

_-- -_ .,
l

Miller 90541.

Rl - l 00,OOO-ohm lin ear-Iaper composition can·
trol lp anel mount).
RFC11 - 2.5-m H m iniature cho ke (J . W. Miller
70F253AlI.
RFC 12 - 10-mH min iature cho ke IJ. W. Mille.
70Fl02A1).
12, T3 - 455-kHz i-f trandormer. See teICt . IJ . W.
Mille!" 2067l.
T4 - Trifilar broadband tran$lo.me• . 15 trif il a.
t urns of No. 26 enam. wire on Am idon T -50-61
toroid core.
U2 , U3 - RCA IC.
VRl - 9 .1-V. l-W Zener diode .
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Audio System
adjusting R3 of Fig. S. Age delay is approx ima tely
one second. Longer or shorter delay periods can be
established by altering the values of the Q14 ~te
resistor and capacitor. Age amplifier gain is variable
from six to 40 dB by adjusting R2 . T hll arrangement at Q14 an d U4 was adapted from a design by
W1Z0l. Age action is smooth, and there is 09
evidence of clicks on the attack during strongsignal periods. A t no time has age "pumping" been
observed.

Audio System
majo r failing of many receivers is poo rquality audio. For the mos t par t this malady is
manifest as cross-ove r distor tion in the af-output
amplifier. Moreover, some receivers have marginal
audio-power capa bility for normal room vol ume
when a loudspcakcr is used. Some uansformerless
single-c hip audio ICs (0.25- to 2-W class) cxhibit a '
prohibitive dis tortion charac tcristic, and this is
especially prominent at low signal levels. The
unplcasant effect is onc of "fuzziness" when
listcning to low-level signals. Unfortunately, external access to the biasing circuit of such ICs is
A

not typical, owing to the unitizcd co nstruction of
the chips.
Since "sanitary" au dio is an important feature
of a q uality communications receiver, a circuit
containing discrete devices was used. The
com plimenlary-symmetry ou tpu t transistors and
the op-amp driver ate configu red in a manner
simila r to that used by Jung in his Op Amp
GJokbook by Howard Sams. Maximum ou tput
capability is 3.5 W in to an 8-ohm load. An
LM-301A driver was chosen because of its lownoise profile. Thcre has been no aural evidence of
disto rtion at any signal level while using the circuit
of Fig. 6 . T he game played in this situation is one
of hav ing considerably more audio power avail able
than is ever nceded - a rationale used in hi- fi work.
R-C Active CW Filler
A worthwh ile im provement in signal-to-noise
ratio can be realized du ring weak-signal recep tion
by employing an R-C active bandpass filter. A
two-pole version (F LS) is shown in Fig. 6. A peak
frequency of 800 Hz results from the Rand C
values givcn.
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Fig. 5 _ Schematic di!IQram of the agc system.
Capaci tors are disk ceramic except when polar itv is
indicated, wh ich signifies electrolvtic. Fi xed-value
resistors are 1/2-W com position. This mod ule is not
enclosed in a shield compartment.
CA 12, CA13 _ High -Speed silicon. l N914A or
eq uiv.
Ml - 0 to l-m A meter.
01 0, 011 ,014 - Motorola transistor .

R2, A4 , A5 _ Linear·taper composition pc-board
mount control.
A3 - 10,OOO-ohm linear·taper control, panel
moumed.
AFC15 - 2_5-m H miniature choke (J . W. Miller
70 F253A 1 1.
55 - Single ~ole, single-throw toggle.
U4 - Dual-,n-line 8""pin 741 op am p .
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Fig. 6 - Diagram of the audio amplifie r and R-C
8etill'lt filter, Capacilors are diSk ceramic unless
otherwise noted. Po larized capacitors are aleclralVlie or tantalum. F' Ked '"al ue resi n o r. are
1/2-W composition. This circuit is not contained in
a shield box. Hea t sinks are u$ed wi th as and 09.

C4-C7, incl. - See text .
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CRll - High-$peed silicon, 1 N914A or equ iv.
J3 - Phone jack.
R6 - 10.ooo-ohm Budio-taper composition con\rol, panel mou n ted.
56 - Double·throw, doubl e1>OIe toggle.
U4 - National Semiconductor LM-301 A IC.
US - Signeties N5558 dUll op-amp IC.
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NBS Ears for Your Ham·Band Receivers
The benefits of fi LS are similar to those
described by Hayward in his "Competition-Grade
cw R~ivc.r" ar ticle. He used 3 second i-r filte r (al
the i-r strip Dutput) to reduce wide-band no ise
from the sys tem. The R·C ac tive filter serv es in a
similar manner, but perfo rms the signal "laundering" at audio rather than at rf. The technique
hn one timilation - monotony in lis tening 10 a
fixed-frequency beat note, ..... hich is dictated by Ihe
cente r frequency of the filler. The R·C niter
should be designed to have a peak frequency which
matches Ihe cw beat-nole frequency preferred by
the operJtor. That is, if the BFO is adjusted to
provide an SOO-Hz cw noll', thc ccn ler frequency

of FLS should also be 800 Hz.
Experience with fiLS in th is receiver has proved
in many instances thai weak DX signals on 160
me ters could be elevated abo\·e the noise to a QS
co py level, while withou t the filter solid copy was
impossible. It should be stressed tha i high-Q
ca pacitors be used from C4 to C1, inclusive. 10
IISSllrc a sharp pcak response. Polystyrene capacitors satisfy the requirement. To ensure a ...:cll·
dermed (minimum ripple) center frequency , the
capacitors should be matched closely in value (S
pe rcen t or Ie»). Resislors of S'percenl tolerance
should be employed in the circuit, whe re indicated
in Fig. 6.

NBS EARS FOR Y OUR HAM-BAND REC EIVER S

Radio amateurs are becoming worshipers of the
sun, constantly peering at projections of the
surface for signs of black spots; "sun spots," they
call them.
Why has inte rest in su n spo ts suddenly turned
many amateu rs into sola r astronome rs? The answer
is becoming more obvious each day . The slate of
the earth's ionosphere and geomagnetic field , and
therefore radio propagation for a given time, is
directly related to conditions on the sun_ Sun-spol
activity will soon be on th~ increase. and geomagnetic activity is conSlantly changing. As a
result, unexpected , often undetected , band openings are o\.'Curring. But clouds and ot her weather
phenomena can make it impossible fo r observers to
see the sun, much less any spots that might
otherwise be visibk. That geomagnetic distu rbance
business - how can one tell when such an event
will occur? WeD, one way is to oonsult the "DXer's
Crystal BaD." 1
If you don't have a Ouija board at your
disposal, the Natio nal Bureau of Standards (NBS)
sta tions WWV and WWV II offer an alterna tive
source of info rmation on sola r and geomagne tic
ac tivity. Propaga tion bulletins arC broadcast hou rly
by these stations, and art icles in QS T and this
Handbook have shown several ways in which th is
information can be put 10 ..... ork in helping amateurs make better usc of their air lime.
Some amateurs may have a problem usillJ this
info nn at ion source because a large portion of
amate ur gear manufac tured in recent years is fo r
ham-ban ds-only recep tion. Some receivers do offer
an "extra" band, usually 15 MHz, which is useful
sometimes, in some areas of the world, but not in
others.. An inexpensive solution to th e problem for

lru\ou ''Tbe D Xer" Cry.tal Ball." PartII l \ b rou&b
U I. QST. J u n e, A Ul uS\ and Septem ber, 19 7 15.

WWV conWfter as nested In the chassis. The shield
shown in the photograph was f ou!"ld to be unneces'
sary since $lr.v coupling between the input .nd
output of the rf amplifier proved not to be •

problem.

those who want 10 receive the NBS stations'
tr.msm i»ions, bu t don't want to spend the money
for a general-coverage receiver, iJ. converter which
uses one of the ama leur frequmcies for 8n H
ou tpu t. Selection of th e proper componen t values
allows lhe potential use r to build a converter that
will cover the WWV or WWVH freque ncy most
usa ble at his location.
The conve rter desc ribed here, when used with
an amateu r-band!-only receive r, provide! for
reception or 10-, 15- or 2S-MH:r. NBS stations
\VWV or WWVH. The receiver, when tuned t04, 14
or 2 1 MH:r., $elVes 81 the i-f amplifier, de tcctor and
audio stages. The low cun cnt drain of the eonver-
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram, of lhi! WlNV-la-ham bands convener. The oscillator output frequency of
11 MHz was chosen to provi de the reception of the three most commonty used WlNV frequenc ies itO.
15 and 25 MHz), without the need to change the osci llator frequency.

tc r (IS rnA ty pical) \['fIds itself to operation from a
9-volt tran sis tor-radio battery and to use with QRP
equ ipment.

The Circ uit
The schematic diagram of the converter is liven
in Fig. L With the exception of tire Miller coil
[onn$, nearly all of the components used can be
purchased from Radio Shack or Lafayelle Rad io
Electronic siores. For cove ra!:" of the 10-, 15- and
2S-MHz WWV frequencies, com ponen t values of
the three tuned circuits in the If·amplifier and
mi1<er sb,es mUSI ~ selected from Table I. This
approach reduces tbe comp lexity of the converter

by eliminating band-swi tching circuit ry, but
restricts the converte r 10 use on only one NBS
frequency at a lime.
A comm on-galc JFET rf amplifier provides 8
dB of gain in this converte r and has good IMD and
overload tmmunity. A 4067] MOSFET is used as
ll1e mixcr in the converter. The output circuit of
the mixer uses a low value of coupling capaci tor as
an al ternative 10 an rf voltage divider or Olher
output-coupling technique. This was done as a
parts-saving step and does not seem to degrade th e
performance of the converter significantly.
VR I provides adequ31c regula lion of til e V+ to
the converter pc board. The regulator diode is

TABLE I
CI

~C2

10M Hz

90pF

C3
22 pF

lSMllz

4]pF

300pF

25 Mlh

22 pF

48 pF

1.1

2-J/2turns
No.]4 enamel
over L2.
1-l f2 turns
No. 24 enamel
over L2

1- 1/2 turns

No. 24 enamel
ove r L2
·U - 2.42-2.96 ~ H . Miller 46A 276CPC

L2 - LJ
SamcuLS·

SameasLS·

Same as U·

S.5 ~H (nom.)
Miller 46AS66CPC

1.8 ~H(lIom.)

Same as LS ·

Miller 46A 186CPC
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Fig. 2 - Etching pettern e!ld parts..placement glJidB for the converter circui, board. l /2-watl resiltorl Wi!rt
used throughOYt, bUI 1/4-wall resistors mav allo be used if p referred.

placed on the V+ line for the entire circuit of the
convertcr; the convcrtcr, therefo re. is opernting at
7.1 volts. Any voltage from 9 to 18 volts will
power th e converter.
The converter is housed in an aluminum Minibox; dimensions of the bo:o.: are 4 x 2-1 / 8 x 1-5/8
inches. Radio Shack part number 27(}-239 is
.suitable. AI can be noted from the photograph. the

converter pc board was laid oul to fac ilitate
I/2-watt resis tors, but I/4-watt resistors are accept
able since power consumptio n fo r th e converter is
very low. Silve r-mica or polystyrene capacitors
should be used for C7, CD, C 14 and CI S because
they aid stability in the oscillator circuit. Discceramic capacitors are suitable for use in the
remainder of the converter circuit.

A BAND -PASS TUNER FOR ADJUSTABLE SELECTIVITY
Many modern receivers have fi:o.:ed-frequency
oscillator circuits for injection at the product
detector during ssb and cw operation. The fre>quency of the fhed-frequ ency oscillator determines the characteristic range of the received
signal. For cw operation, it determines ihe BFO
offset frequency and accordingly the pitch
the
sigrllls heard. A receiver which has a variable BFO
(sometimes called a pitch control) allows the
operator to select the pitch at which the cw signalS
are centered in the flIle r response. Durinll ssb
recep tion, the control may be used to select a
pleasing quali ty for the incoming signal. A pitch
control is undesirable, however, if the BFO in the
receiver is to aCI as a carrier oscUlator in the
transmitter for transceive operation. In this ease,
the BFO musl be on e:l(3el1y the same frequency
for both receive and transmit periods; indeed many
times the same oscillator is used. Transceive operation is not compatible with a pitch control, and
un fortunately the openllor is required to accept
the resul tant BFO offset. While it is possible to
shift a BFO/ca rrier oscillator to obtain a d~irable
receive r respoJUe characteristic, the affect to the
transmitted signal could be detrimental These
disadvant~ges can be overcome by incorporatinll
the circuit shown in Fi" I into the station receiver
or transceivcr. It may be used with ~ny apparatus

or

hav ing an i-f of 3.395 MHz. Other i·f ranges could
be used if appropriate changes are made to the
Band-Pass Tuner VFO input and output circuits.
The experienced builder should not encounter any
difficulty.
The purpose or the Band-Pass Tuner is to Illow
the operator to ~djust the range of rrequeneies
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whic h pass through the filler without changing the
frequency of the receiver or the transmit offset
frequency. The unit could be built for cw or ss b
opcntion only. Several mien, however, may be
included in the circuit and switched 10 coincide
with the desired mode of trammission. When Ute

Band.Pl5s Tuner is interconnected to. transceiver,
one needs to assure thai the transmit signal docs
not pass through the Band-Pass Tuner system. This
could be a(:t:omplished with either a double-pole
relay or a diode switching array as shown in the
circuit diagram. Generally spealdng, the latter
provides more isolation than the mechanical relay
and is recommended.
Circuit Functions
The main function of the Band-Pus Tuner is to
convert the i-f signal to a different frequency
where sharp-skirt filt ers may be used to increase
the selectivity of a receiving system. After the
signal is filtered, it is then conver ted back to the
receiver (or lI1IInsceiver) ..f. The techniqu e used to
obtain variable band-pass response is 10 employ a
VFO for the conversion osciUalor and use this
energy not only to conve rt the signal from 3.395

..
...~ 1?
. ....... ..
rI-,

".~

..

0"
'"

r+,

-

••

,

C,

MH z down to 455 kHz, but alJO to conve rt the
signal back to the receiver i-f range. Since thc down
convcrsion is equal to thc up convcrsion (the same
oscillator is used for both>, changing the VFO
frequency does not change the frequency of the
received sipal The output frequency is always
equ al to the input frequency; the VFO only
changes th e position of thc signal around the 455
kHz filter system.
A Ci rcuit diagram for Ihe Band-Pass Tuner is
given in Fig. I. Dual-gate MOSFl:."Ts arc used to
accomp lish both the down and the up conversion.
Sinee the phone-band mechanical filter has considerable insertion loss (about 10 dB), an RCA
40613 ampliner is included to bring thc signal up
to the proper level for re-entering the receiver H
system. The 40673 cou Ld be controlled by vol tage
sup plicd from the receive r agc bus; however, it was
not necessary. Normal agc aCllon of the receiver
secmed unaffected by thc inclusion of the BandPass Tuncr.
The YFO must be capable of reaching stability
from a cold start in just a few minutes.. A VFO
which drifu more than a kilohertz during warmup
will cause the operator to have to readjust th e
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Fig. 1 - Circuit diagram fOl" the Band--Pass T uner. All resistors are 112"'1\1att COI"npO$ition. FLl and FL.2 ere
Collins types. RFC's are from Milten. All capacitors are di$C ceramic. The output of the Pass-Band Tuner
shou ld be connected in the receiver at a point befOff! the receiver 1-f filter sV$tem. The i·f control Voould
be adjusted to give suitable gain when the unit i$ placed in operation II1II outlined in the text.

tuning during this period. Since the tun ing is
accomplished with a varacto r diode which has a
limited range, driCt must be held to within a few
hundred Hertz Cor wannup and wi thin abou t 2S Hz
Cor nonnal operation. The voltage source for the
VFO must be regulated. CR I in Fig. I serves that
Cunction.
Most receivers with a 3.395 MHz second i·C
have a fint i-C in th e range of 8 MHz. Since the
third hannonk of the VFO falll in that range, a
low-pass mter was ineorpomted to eliminate any
receiver spurious response. The tenth hannomc of
the VFO is the only one to fall in an hf amateur
band.. It was nOI detectable on the receiver mown
in the pho tographs.
A pair of emi tte r followers are incorporated in
tho VFO injection line; each one offers isolation
betwcen the VFO and the aSSOCiated mixer.
Additionally, isolation is provided between the
input mixer, Ul and the output mixer, U3.
Insufficient isolation on this line could cause poor
selectivity charaeteristics (parallel path to the
filters) an d instability.
Col1$tructiop
Several methods may be used to enclose the
Band-Pass Tuner. If sufficient space i.! available in
the receiver or transceiver, and if th e control
functions can be made part of the front-panel
layou t (wiihout drilling holes!), then mounting the
circuit boards internally would be desirable. The

other option is to fabricate a cabinet or obtain a
sufficientl y large Minibox to house the circuIt
boards and controls.
AU of the components for the VFO, converted,
and amplifiers are included on one board. The
filter switching network and the .filten are
mounted on lhe $arne circuit board.
Shielded leads should be used between the
input and output points on the circuit boa rd and
the station receiver.
Rea!iver Intereonnecdop and Al.ipment

The input terminal of the Band-Pass Tuner
should be connected to the outpu t of the second
mixer in the receiver. The output of the Band·Pan
Tuner connects directly 10 the input of the reeeiver
crystal mter.
Alignment is simple. Before the Band-Pass
Tuner i.! installed in the receiver, tune in the
receiver cryual calibrator and log the S-meter
reading. Install the Band-Pus Tuner. Set the VI'O
for 2.940 MH z. A frequency counter is handy for
this step, however a general-coverage receiver is
suitable. The band-pass tuning control RS , should
ClIuse a frequency change of approx imately three
kilohertz: either tide of 2.940 MH~
With the receiver and the Band-Pass Tuner
turncd on·, and the calibrator tuned in, the band·
pass control (VFO) should be adjusted to show a
peak reading on the S·Meter. Then the gain
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CQntrol, RI , should be sel so that the receiver
S-meter reading under the above conditions is the
same as the reading taken before the Band-Pass
Tuner Will; installed. The gain control will no doubt
have to be changed during nOTm al operatiOf] if
more than one filter is used.

Opcntion

Top villW of the Band·Pass Tuner

The incorporation of the Band-Pass Tuner does
not change the nannal operation of the receiver.
S! may be used to select an out condition
(Band-Pass Tuner out of the circuit), the ssb fIlter,
or a sharper cw filter. The band-pass tuning control
may be adjusted to give the desired filter response
in relation to the signal being received.
With most receivers, the change from one
sideband to the other al· the receiver mode switch
will not require a change in the position of the ·
band-pass luning conlrol. II will. however, change
the tuning direction of the re'ponse. For instance,
if the tuning control is rotated in one direction to
favor a higher pitch with usb operation, when used
on lower sideband, the same direction of rotation
, will cause thc favored pitch to become lower.

A COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
WITH DIGITAL FREQUENCY READOUT
This solid-state receiver will enable the operator
to tune the amateur bands from 160 10 10 mete"
in 500 kHz segments.. An integral part of the uni t is
a digital frequency counter that may be used to
display the received freq uency directly to the
nearest 100 Hz. The basic receiver consists o[ a
single-conversion tu nable i-[ which covers a range
that includes the l6(}meler band. Converters COT
each additional desired band are placed ahead of
the tunable i-f and may be built into the same
enclosure. This approach combines the vir tues of
high perfo rmance, moderate complexity, an d
reasonable cost with plenty of flex ibility.
Circuit Overview

Fron t view of the communications receiver built
WA1JZC. The receiver controls are grouped at
the right side of the front panel, with the digital
readout occupying the left side.

by

The design objectives incorpo rated in this receiver include optional coverage of all of the
ama teu r bands below 30 MHz, abili ty to withstand
strong signals without cross modulation or overloading, selectable phone or cw bandwidt h i-f
filters, extensive use of diode switching, and di rect
display of the frequency of incoming signals. The
signal path through Ihe recciver may be traced with
the aid of the block diagram, Fig. 1.
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Band switch 51 con nects the rf input, i-f input,
and positive supply voltllge to the desired converte r
board. The circuits used in the 4()., 2()., 15-, and
I ().meter converlers are of similar design. Each one
consists of an Fe! rf amplifier, a crystal-controlled
heterodyne oscillator (HFO), and a dual-ga le
MOSFET mixer stage. No rf amplifier is included
in the 8().metcr design; an input bandpass network
takes ils place. T he HFO and mixer in the 8().meler
circuit are similar 10 those of the other converters.
In each case, the desired output from ihe mixer is
the difference be twecn the incoming signal frequency and the HFO frequency. This difference
frequcncy will fall within the range covered by the
tunable i-f, 1800 to 2300 kHz. For 16().meter
operation, Sl connects the antenna lead straight

through to the input of the tunable i-f, bypassing
the converters.. No rf amplifier is needed (or used)
on 160 meters' In the tunable !-f, a bandpass filtcr,
I'Ll, is used ahead of a dual-gate MO!'SET mixer,
Q1. Oscillator injection to QI, supplied by a
three-stage variabl e frequency oscillator assembly
(Q2, Q3, and Q5), may be tun ed over a 50().kHz
wide range. In this case, the desired mixer output is
at 455 kHz. I-f selectivity following the mixer is
es tablished by means of a nanow-bandwidth
crystal filter, I'Ll, for cw operation, or by a
mechanical fil ter with a somewhat broader response, FL3, for use with ssb. A diod e-switching
ne lwork permits either filter to be chosen. An j..f
preamplifier (Q4) following the filters compensates
for filte r insertion loss. Two stages of i-f amplifica-
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View of the receiver compart ment Pl'ior to installation of the converter boards.

tion (UI and U2) after the preamplifier provide
ample gain and dynamic range. A passive product
detector (CR2, CR3) at the i. f outpu t receives
injection from a crystal-controllcd BFO, (Q6). The
BFO incorporates diode switching of thrce crystals,
one for cw, one for lower sideband reception, and
one for upper side band reception. The audio
output from the product detec to r is split into two
independent pa ths. One path leads to an a-f
preamplifier (QIO) followed by an integrated audio
power amplifier (U4) whic h drivcs a speaker or
headphones. The other path runs to an audiQderived age circuit consis ting of U3, CR4 and CR5,
Q7, and Q8 plus associated components. The agc is
applied to UI and U2, and additionall y provides an
S-mc ter indication on Ml.
Tu n. ble I-F Section
A tuning range of 1800 to 2300 "Hz was
chosen for this portion of the receiver (Fig. 2A). A
front'Cnd filter, peaked by means of a fron t-panel
moun ted variable capacitor, is used to assure
rejec tion of potentially troublesome out-of-band
signals on 160-meters, particularly those of local be
stations. Inexpensive loopstick ind uctors arc used
at L2 and L3. It was necessary to remove 125 turns
of wire from each so that thcy would re suitable
for tuning from 1800 to 2300 kHz with the
split-stalor variable capacitor used in the filter. The
unloaded Q of each, after modification, is 125 at
1.9 MHx. An active mixer was chosen for the first
stage of the tunable i-f section to lim it the number
of recciver stages required for suitable overall gain.
Q I , the dual-ga te MOSFET, operates with the
signal gate tapped down on FL I to reduce the
possibili ty of over-loading and ClOSS modula tion.
T he conversion gain is roughly 10 dB, and that
more than compensa tes for the insc rtion loss of the
tu nable filter, FLi . It is wise to keep the signal
voltage at gate I as low as prac ticable 10 assure
good mixer perfOlmance. A small amount of
forward bias is applied to both gates of the 40673
mixer to increase the linearity and conversion gain
of that stage. A 33-ohm resistor is used in the drain
to prevent vhf parasitic oscillations.

Perhaps the most important consideration when
choosing a vfo circuit i! its frccdom from drift. The
incorporation of narrow-bandwidth filters (FL2,
Fl3) in lhis receiver makes local oscillator stability
a must, as any -change in the LO frequency can be
easily dctccted T hc local oscillator depicted in Fig.
2B is unconditionally stable, from both a mechanical and an electrical standpoint OsciUator drift,
measured from a cold start, was less than 75 Hz
after 30 minutes of operation. VFO s patterned
after this circuit have been uscd in several different
applica tions, and comparable stability has been
achieved in every casc.
With the circuit constants shown in Fig. 2B, the
vfo covers the desired frequency mnge of 2255
kHz to 2755 kHz, with an additional 15 kHz on
either side of that range. VFO linearity across Ihe
entire tuning range is nol as exacting a requiremen t
whcn an "electronic dial" is used to display the
receiver frcquency as il is when some type of
mec hanical readout is used. Using a 10: 1 ratio ball
bearing drive to turn the shaft of C2, a tuning ra te
of 80 kHz per main- tuning-knob revolution is
obtained at the low frequency end of the range,
and 125 kHz per revolution at the high frcquency
end of the range. If pe rsonal preference dictates a
slower tuning rate, dual ra tio 36:1 and 6:1 drives
arc available.
Referring to the circuil diagram, Q2 is used in a
sericHuned Colpitis oscillator configuration. Polystyrene capacito rs were chosen for their tempera ture' stabill ty at C9 and C1Q because these components are part of the frequency-determin ing
ne twork. If the inductor specified for L6 is not
available, its replacement mu st exhibit a similarly
high Q (approximately 150 measured at 2.5 MHz)
to assure proper oscil1alion. With the exception of
C2, C3, C4, and L6, al1 VFO components are
mounted on a single printed-circuit board. C3 and
C4 are soldered directly between the C2 stator
terminal and the (grounded) capacitor body to
minimize lead inductance effects. Inasmuch as the
position of the powdered iron core of L6 is
variable, the added inductance of the wire from C2
to L6, and from L6 to the pe board is taken into
account during the initial VFO alignment. Ncvertheless, from the standpoint of mechanical and
thermal stability, it is desirable to keep the
connecting leads short and direct, using a stiff
gauge of wire.
Q3 is connected as a source follower, and is
intended to act as a buffer in order to isolate the
oscillator circuit from la ter stages. The buffer
drives a single-tran sistor amplifier stage, Q5. Output from the YFO is takcn off of the Q5 collector
through a pi-ne twork tank circuit, composed of
Cll, LS, C12, and C 13. Operatingvoltagcs for the
three transistorized vfo stage_~ are de rived from a
Zener regulated 8.l-volt bus which is, in turn ,
derived from the 12-yolt receiver power supply. A
variation of plus or minu s 15% in the receiver
supply vollage results in less than a 5 Hz change in
thc VFO frequency. Additional details concerning
the design of the VFO appear in th e Novembe r,
1974 issue of QST, page 22.
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text).
l5 - Pc·moun t slug-tuned coil, 10.0 . lB.7 jJH
(J.W. Miller 23AI55RPC).
l6 - Slug·tuned coil - 3/B· inch d iameter Cllramic
form, red core, 18 .8 - 41.0 ,I.IH {Miller
42A335CBIl.
AFCI - 10-m H miniature encapsulated in ductor
(M illen Mfg. Co. J302·10,OOO) .
RFC2, RFC3 - ' ·mH min iatu re encapsulated
inductor {Millen J302-10001.
AFC4 - 2.5-mH miniature encapsulated Inductor
(Mille" J302-25001.
51 - Four-pole, six·position rotary switch.
VRI - 8 .2-V,l-W Zener diode.

Fig. 2 - Sc hematic diagram of the 16Q-rneter
front·end mixer and local O$cillatof. The mixer is
at A, and the oscillator and buffer are a t B.
Fixed·value capacitof$ are disk. ceramic unless
ot herwise indicated . Resistof$ ca n be 1/4· or
1/2'wa tt composition types unless specified differ·
ently.
Ct - Dual·section SO-pF variable.
C2 - Single-section l00·pF variable lJ.W. Miller
2101 o r equivJ.
11 - 3 turns small-diameter insulated wi re wound
over ground end of L2.
L2. L3 - RadIo Shack. No. 270-376 ferrite be
antenna with 125 turns of wire removed (SlMI
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The output of the mixer, QI , contains not only
the desired difference between the VFO and the
(post..conversion) incoming signal frequencies., but
the sum of these frequencies and highe r order
products of these frequencies as well.
selectivity
is developed at the output of the mixer by means
of sharp filters resonant at 455 k Hz, which both
reject the unwanted mixing products and establish
the skirt selectivity of the receiver. A choice of i-f
bandwidths, one suitable fo r cw reception and the
other tailored for ssb, is made available by the use
of two separate filters, FL2 and FL3: F L 2 is a

,·r

crystal filter with a bandwidth of 300 Hz measured
at - 6 dB from the peak response. FL3 is a 2.1 kHz
bandwidth mechanical filter.
A diode switching arrangement, shown sche·
matically in Fig. 4, is used to choose the appropriate nI ter. When th e mode switch (53) is set to
cw, a de path is created flom the posltivesupply
bus through R8, RFC5 , CR ll , RFC7 , RFC8 ,
RFC I O, CR 12, RFCll , and R 9 to g rou nd. Simul·
taneously, CR9 and CRIO become reverse biased ,
'0 that they look like very high impedances. When
diodes CRll and CRl2 are forward biased, they
appear as very low impedances, thereby opening an
rf path from the drain of QI, through C14, CRII ,
CI S, FL2, C16, CR 12. and C17, to the gate of the
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Fig.3 - Schematic diagram of the I·f, 811C, and
aud io pream pl ifier cireuiu. Capacitorl are disk
ceramic except those with polarity marked, 1Nh1ch
are a leetrolyt1c. Fixed-value resiston can be 1/4- or
l/2-wan composition unless otherwise noted.
Numbered compone"u not appearing in the paru
lin a' 8 so numbered for text discussion.
CR2-CR6, incl. - High-spnd silicon switching
diode, 1 N3063. 1 N914, or equiv.
J5 - Phono jack, single-hole mount.
Ml - 0 10 l-rnA meter (Simpson No. 2121 I.

R2, RS - 10,OOO-ohm linear-taper control.
RS - l 00-ohm pc-board-mou nt contro l (M .. llory
MTC. 12Ll or equiv.l.
52 - Two-pole, l ingle-throw toggle. Subminiature
type used In this examp le.
Tl-T3, Incl.- Single-tuned minls!Uf' 455-kHz j-f
tnJnsformer, 30,()()()...ohm primary 10 SOO.ohm
secoodary (Radio Shack No. 273·1383). lJ$e
the black core at T1 . yellow core at T2, and
white Corl It n.
Ul , U2 - RCA Integrated circuit.
U3 - Motorola Integrated circu it.
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i-f preamp (04). When the mode switch is placed in
the lower sideband or upper sideband positio n.
CRlI and CR I 2 become reverse biased, while CR9
and CR IO become forward biased, opening an rf
path through FL3, and closing off the path
tluough FL2. With this system, isolation between
the filter inputs and outputs as well as betwccn the
filters is good, and since the mode swi tch carries dc
only, no special precautions necd be taken with the
switching lead dress. If insufficient isolation ex ists
between thc miers, Ihc characteristics of the
narrowcr filter will be degraded by the wider filter.
If this is Ihe case, the use of two series-connectcd
diodes in place of the single diodes o n eithcr side
of the wider nIter (and the possible addition of a
small capacitor [rom th e junction of those diodes
to ground) should improve the isolation. However,
no such degradation was observed wh en the circuit,
as depicted in Fig. 4, was used. The values for C I 8
and the series combination of Cl9 and C20 are
chosen to resonate with the inductance of the
mechanical mter input and outpu t transducers at
455 kHz.
An FET preamplifier stage follows th e i-f filter
assembly to compensate for the insertion loss of
the mters, and establishes the noise figure of the i-f
strip. An MPFI02 was used at Q4 because of ils
low noise characteristics. A single-tuned 455-kHz
i-f transformer is used to couple the output from
Q4 to the input of U l.
T wo stages of i-C amplification are providcd by
Ul and U2 (Fig. 3). RCA CA3028A integrated
circu;u WCTC chosen for u;c ;n the i-f chllin because
they are inexpensive and easy to work with. In this
circuit they are connected as differential amplifiers. Audio-derived age is applied to terminal 7 of
each Ie (+2.5 to +9 volts), the constantcurrent-source bases. The d ynamic range of the i-f
system is approximately 60 dB.
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Audio-Derived AGe
Audio output flOm the product detector is split
into two channels, one line feeding the agt: strip
and the other running to the audio amplifier
circuit. An MFC4QIOA low-cost lC provides 60 dB
of gain and serves as the agc amplifier (U3 of Fig.
3). Output from U3 is rectified by means of a
voltage doubler consisting of two I N914 diodes.
Because of the high-gain capability of U3 it tends
10 be unstable at frequencies above the audio
range. Addition of the .Ol-J,lF bypass capacitor
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BFO
An MPF102 JFET (Q6) functions in a Pierce
crystal controlled BFO (Fig. 5). Separate crystals
are used for cw, lower sideband, and upper
sideband. Diode switching is used to select the
proper crysta~ with one section of the mode
switch, S3C, performing the function. Again, lead
dress to the mode switch is not critical. because
only de is being carried by those leads. The BFO
crystal frequency chosen for cw operation is 454.3
kHz, 100 Hz below the center frequency of the i-f.
This results in an audio beat note of 700 Hz when
a cw signal is peaked in the passband. The lower
sideband crystal frequency is 453.650 kHz, and the
upper sideband crystal frequency is 456_350 kHz.
No te the (suppressed) carrier frequency that the
rcceiver is tu ned to changes by 2. 7 klIz when the
mode switch is changed to the opposite sideband.
BFO injection to the product detector is 1 volts
peak to peak.

~

~n.

..

A passive product detet:tor wa s chosen over an
active one because of its simplicity and good
signal-handling capability. A pair of high-speed
switching diodes ( I N3063) were chosen because of
their low cost and easy availibility.
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Fig. 4 - Circuit diagram of the i-f fi lter diode
switching network. Numbered components not
appearing in the parts list are so numbered for text
reference purposes.
FL3 - 2.1-kHz bandwidth me-chanical fHter ,
4550k Hz center frequency (Collins F455FA21,
Colli ns Radio Company, 4311 Jamboree Blvd.,
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Newport Beach. CA 92663).
F L2 - 300-Hz bandwidth crystal fi tter, 455-k Hz
center frequency (Collins X455KF300, see QST
Ham.Ads to obtai n the names of suppliers).
RFC5 - RFC11 - incl. 10-rn H miniature encapsulated inducto.- (Millen J302-10,OOO).
S3 - Four pole, three position rotary switch.
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Fig. 5 - Diagram of the receiver beat frequency
oscillator showing the use of diode switching of
BFO erystals.
CR13-CRt5, inel . - HIIfI-speed silicon switching
diode, 1 N3063, 1 N9104 , or equiv .
RFC 12-15, incl. - t().mH miniature encapsulated
inductor (Millen J302- 10,OOO).
VI - ·456.35O· kHz cryllal in HC6/ U holder
Iinternational Cryltal Mfg, Co. tvpe CS, 10
North Lea, Oklahoma Citv, OK 73102).
Y2 - 453.S5G-kHz crylilal in HC.a/u hOlder
!Internati onal type CSI.
Y3 - 454.3QO-kHz cryltal in HC.a/ U hold&!'
(International type CS),

,J;'

.. .

• ,

values of R3 and C5. The final values will be a
matter of operator preference; no two people seem
to agree on which lime constant is best.
Audio Sy.tem

from tcnninal 2 to ground cured all signs of
unstable operation in Ihis circuit. Stubborn cases
may require ,orne additional bypassing at terminal
4 of U3. If so, use only that amount necessary to

au ure stability.
Rec tified audio voltage from CR4 and CRS is
supplied to a tWo-tnn:nsIO[ de amplifier, Q7 and
Q8. Age voltage is taken from the emitter of Q8.
IU am ount varies \\oith the incomi", signal level,
and changes as the current-caused voltage drop
across the lSOO-ohm emltter resistor, R6, shifts in
value. S-me tcr Ml folloWli the same excursions in

cunen l al Q8.
Manual .. f gain control is possible by means of
potentiometer R2 I I supplies de voltage to the
base of Q7, thereby causing a voltage drop across
R 7, which causes Q8 to condu ct more heavily. As a
result, the voltage drop across R6 increases and
reduces the age voltage to lower the pin of the H
system. The same aetion takes place. during normal
I.JC aclion. Diode CR6 acts IU a gate to prevent the
dc voltage provided by CR4 and CR5 from being
distu rbed by the presence of R2. Maximum H gain
occurs when the arm of R2 is elosest to ground. R3
and C5 es tablish the age time constant. The value
of R4 can be tailored 10 provide Ihe attack-time
chlllllelerislics one prefers. Slower or faster age
time constanb can be obtained by changing the
AF

Low-cos t compone nts are used in the audio
system of Fig. 3 and Fig. 6. The circuit performs
well and delivers undistorted af output up to one
watt in level. An MPSA to uansistol is employed as
an audio preamplifier. Muting is provided for by
means of anothe r MPSA 10, Q9. A positive-polarity
voltage iJ fed to the base of Q9 from the
tran5lJ\itter changeover system to saturate the
muting transistor, When in the sa turated mode, Q9
shorts out the base of QIO to silence th e receiver,
1be audio output circuit, U4 of Fig. 6, WIJ
borrowed from MFJ Enterprises and is Illat used in
their I-wall module, No. 1000. Those wishing to
do so may ordeJ the assembly direct from MFJ.
Provisions are made for feeding a sido-tone
signal into terminal 3 of U4. This will permit .
monitoring one's sending even though the receiver
iJ muted by means of Q9. U4 remains opellitive at
all times.
HP·Band Converters
The same pattern is followed for Ille individual

CfYstak:onuoHed converters used from 40 tJuough
10 meten (Fig. 7). The 8O-meter dcsign is slightly
different and is leen in rig. 8. Separate converlers
were incorponled 10 eliminate the need for
complicated band switching, and also to permit

A~PL l f I EIi

r...,'""IV(,.,------.-~+lH

Fig. 6 - SciJemaotic diagram of
the MFJ En~rpri$l!l l -wall
audio module used in the re- '
ceiver,
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enam. on Amidon T· 50-6 toroid core. Tap 3
turns above ground 13.5 pH Qu - 150)
L9 - 40 meters, same as L8, but tap at 25 ttlms.
20 Meters, same as L8, but tap lit 22 ru m s. 15
meters, same as LB, but tap at 12 tu rns. 10
meters. same as L8, but tap at 10 ttlrns.
RFC16 - SOO·pH miniature encapsulated Inductor
(Millen J302·500) .
Y5 - International Crystal type CS crystal in type
FM-l holder; 40 meters. 5.2 MHz. fundamental
mode; 20 meters. 12.2 MHz. fundamental
mode; 15 meters, 19.2 MHZ, fundamental
mode; 10 meters 128.0· to 28.5-MHz coverage)
26.2 MHz. 128.5·to 29.0-MHz coverage) 26.7
MHz, 129.0-to 29.5-MHz COIIerage) 27.2 MHz,
(29.5-to 30-M Hz coverage) 27.7 MHz. ell third
overtone.
U5 - Pc moun t slug-tuned coil, 1.5 pH nominal.
Miller 46A 156CPC or equiv.
RFC18 - 2.2 pH rf choke.

Fig. 7 - Schematic dl3gram of the 4O-meter
converter at A, w ith 10-meter oscillator modification at S. Capacitors are disc ceramic UiI[edvalue types) . Resistors can btl 1/4- or l/2-watt
composition types.
C7, C8 - Miniature ceramic or compression trimmer, 5- to 201)F range.
CF - 39 pF for 20-, 15-, and 1O-meter converters.
Jl - Coax connector of builder's cho1ce.
L7 - 2 turns of No. 28 enam. wire oV'r grounded
end of LB.
LB ~ 40 meters, 50 turns of No. 28 enam. o n
Amidon T -50-2 toroid core. Tap 8 turns above
ground 113 J,lH, Qu - lS0). 20 meters, 44 turns
No. 28 enam. o n Amidon T-50-6 toroid core.
Tap 6 turns above ground 181lH, Qu · lS01. 15
meters, 25 turns No. 2B enam. on Amidon
T -50-6 toroid core. Tap 4 turns above ground
14 pH, Qu • 150). 10 meters, 20 rums No. 28
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optimization of circuit values fOJ each band of
interest. The system used in this receiver calls for
switching ·of only dc and 50-ohm circuitry. Low·
impedance switching eliminates problcms caused
by long switch leads. Switching at high-impedance
points, which is the usual techniqu e in multiband
receiven, can impair the quality of the tuned
circuits and makes isolation of critical circuiu
more difficult.
A common-gate JFET rf amplifier provides 10
dB of gain in these converters and has good IMD
and overload immunity. A 40673 MOSFET is used
as the mixer in each converter. Output is taken at
the i-f from a broadly resonant circuit formed by a
Soo-"H If choke and an rf voltage divider which
uses a series capacitor combina tion (25 and 50 pF).
The divider provides a low-impedance pickoff
point for the i-f output line to the tunable H
receiver section.
The 40- through I S-meter converlers employ
simple Colpitts oscillators. A high-be la transistor is
used for the mcillator. It has an j'r of approximately 200 MHz. The circuit for the 100meter
com'erter os.cill.ator differs slightJ y from the others
in that the HFO uses third overtone rathcr than

fundamental mode crystals, necessitating the insertion of a coUcctor tank circuit tuned to the
overtone frequcncy.
A different design is used in the SO-meter
converter, wherein a bandpass mter is used as the
inpul flXed-tuned circuit. This technique was
necessary to assure ample bandwidth from 3.5 to
4.0 MHz without the need to have a panetmounted peaking control The bandwid th is usable
for an 80- and 7S-meter frequcncy spread of I
MHL
A Pierce oscillator is used in the SO-meter
front-end module to assure plenty of feedback for
the 1700-kHz crys tal.
frequency Display Design Approach
The operation of the frequency display may be
fonowed with the aid of the simplificd block
diagram, Fig. 9. With the convenion scheme
utilized in the receiver, the received zero-beat
frequency is cqual to the sum of the VFO and
HFO frequencies minus the BFO frequency, or in
the special case of 160-meter operation, the difference between the VFO and BFO frequencies..
Accordingly, the display has three identical input
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Fig. 8 - Schematic diagram of the 8O-mater
converter. Capacitors ere disc ceramic. ReSi$tors
can be 1/4· or t /2-watl composition types.
L 11 - 4 turns No. 28 Inarn. wire oyer grounded
end of L12.
L12 - 36 turns No. 28 enam. wire on Amidon
T-50-2 toroid eore !5.5 ~H, Qu · 1751. Tap at
18 turns.

113 _ 68-~ H miniature rf choke ~Qv of 50 Of"
greater). Millen 3430().68 used In this example.
114-Samee.U2.
RFC17 - 5OO·"H miniature encapsuleted inductor
(Millen J302-5ClO).
Y4 - Internationel type CS CIVl lel In F-700
holder, 1.7 MHt.

networb - one for each oscillator - which
amplify and square the incaminl!: waveform" The
outputs of these p~conditioning networks are
sequentially gated into a chain of seven type
SN74192 pre:set1able up/down docade counters,.
Ul2-UlS. The oscillator frequency addition and
subtraction functions are performed by this
counter chain. The events in a standard count
sequence occur in this o rder: The counter chain is
rcset to zero and then placed in the count-up

mode. The VFO signal is gated in and counted for
100 millisecond.!., .The cou nter is then placed in the
count-down mode and the lIFU signal is ga ted in
and counted ror 100 milliseconds (effectively
subt[1lcting the BFO frequency rrom th e VFO
frequency digitally). During the ne)[t 100 millisecond period. the counter is again placed in the
count·up mode and the HFO signal is gated in and
cou nted. At this point. the output of the counte r
chain les represen ts the receiver zero beat fre-
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qucmcy. This out~t is in Binary Coded Decimal
(BCD) form. The information from the last six
SN14192s in the chain, UB.. UlS, is stored in six
type SN141S latches (in BCD form) and the entire
countel chain is relICt to ttlO during the ensuing
100 millisecond period. The standard count Jfr
quence is then repeated. Each of the latches is
foJlowed by a type SN1441 IC which dccodes the
BCD input and provides an output suitable for
driving a seven'segment readout. Thus, the display
is updated every 400 milliseconds. The output of
U12 is not displayed, in order to avoid a dislraCting
last-digit flicke r. Accordingly, the 6-digit frequency
display reads accurately to the nearest l()().Hz. The
timing of the oscillator gating, the latch pulse, and
the counter reset pulse is dete rmined by a crystal·
controlled oscillator/divider chain consisting of
m D, mE, an'd U6-U11.
Although this system is satisfactory for ub
reception, it hall the drawback that it is necessary
for the operator to :tero beat an incoming cw signal
to read its exact frequency. By taking advantage of
the presettable input feature of the SN14192 ICs,
the display can be alte red during cw reception to
read the signal's zero beat frequency while the
signal is peaked in the crystal filter paslband.
Inasmuch as the BFO frequency is 100 Hz below
the passband center frequency, in order to obtain
the desired readout it is necessary to start counting
from "negative 100 H:t" rather than from :telO by
plllsctting the counter chain to 999930 every time
a count sequence is begun.
Frequency Display Opention
Fig. l Ois a complete schematic diagram of the
frequency display. The design of each of thc input
preconditioning networks is identical to thai used
by BlakCliee (QST for June, 1912, pages 31 .. 32). In
the HFO sha ping netwurk, protection against
possible damage to Ql6 caused by the application

Top view of frequency displllY circuit board.
Visible in the foreground are the three Shielded
input Wilve-shapi ng networks,

of too great an input voltage is accorded by CRl6
and CRl1, which conduct if the absolute value of
the input signal exceeds approx imately 0.6 volts.
Q16 and Q19 form a t~stage am plifier that
pre!Cnts a high impedance to the input signal and a
low impedance to the succeeding stage. Four
seelions of a type SN14H04 lUgh-speed ITL hex
inverter are used to convert the incoming sinusoidal HFO signal to a square wave. U33F, openting
as an ampliriel, drives a Schmitt Trigger composed
of U33E and U33D. U33C acts as an output
buffer. A type SN1404 can be used in place of Ihe
SN14H04 in the VFO and BFO shaping networks
inasmuch as they opente at Illiatively low frequen-
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Fig. 10 - $chema tic diagram of the receivar frsquency dlsplay. U5-U30 arl TIKBS Instru men u SN7400
series TTL integrated circu iu, o r aqu iv.

cies. Each input network is connec ted to its
appropriate oscillator through • shorl length of
RG- 174 miniaturtl coax ial cable and a small value

couplinS capacitor. The smallest value of capacitance thai win provide reliable counting should be
employed. FOT example, 27 pF was used to couple
Crom the VFO. Each heterodyne oscillator crystal
will require its own coupling capacitor. and one of
the receiver band-switch decks may be used to
select the proper capacitor for each band. FOr use
of the counter to display an external signal, such as
a transmitter's frequency, the HFO input network
is switched to receive signals from a front-panel

mounted BNC jack, by means of S4C. The lypica1
input circuit seflllitivily is 50 10 100 mY.
The Ihree preconditioning networks ope rale
continuously and independently of each other. The
shaped oscillator signals are gated sequentially 10
the input of the coun ter chain. eacb for a 100
millisecond interval. Botb tbe duration of the
interval and the order in wbicb tbe receiver
oscillators are sampled are governed by a crystalcon trolled time bue. Two sections of a type
SN7404 helt inverter (US D and USE), a I·MHz
cry, ,",1 (Y6), plus a handful of other parU constitute the maller oscillator, C23 is a pc-mount air
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variable capacitot that penni!! an incremental
adjustment of the oscillator frequency.
The muter oscillator il followed by a frequency divide r network, U6-U I I. U6-UlO are type
SN7490 dea.de counten. E.1ch SN7490 is composed of a divide-by-two section and a divide-byfrYe section. In this application, the .$Cctions are
cucaded resulting in divide-by-ten operation. Four
outputs are avai lable from each SN7490 con nected
in this configuration, corresponding to a BCD
repre5e nlation of the number of inp ut pulses
previously applied to the IC, from zero 10 nine and
then back to zero again. These outputs are labeled
"A" (pin 12). " B" (pin 9), ''C'. (pin 8), and " D"
(pin 11) representing the Z', Z', ZS , and ZS bits
rapectively_ For eveTy ten pulses applied to the
inpu t (pin 14), one pUI5e appean at the "D"
ou.tput, giving the effect of dividing the input
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frequl;ncy by ten (sec FiR. 11). Five such divideby-ten stages arc cascaded in the time base resulling ill division by 100.000 - with an Input
frequency of I MHz from the master oscillator. the
frequency of the square wave appearing al the "0"
output of UlO is 10 Hz. A $light shUt of the
master-oscillator frequency away from 1 MHz. due
to perhaps temperature or voltage nuctullions. will
also show up at UIO, but divided by 100,000 - a
good reason for starting with a high crystal
frequency. It is obvious thai with large-amplitude
harmonic-rich square waves of 5everal different
frequencies present in the time base, the frequency
display must be well shielded from the rccciver in
order to prevent the appearance of strong birdies
all across the dial
The output pulses from Ul0 are asymme tric low fOJ 80 milliseconds and high for ZO milli-
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5eCOnds. Ull is a type SN7473 d ual f1ip-nop with
both seclions con nec ted for divide-by-two operation an d cascaded. Each time a negative-s oing pulse
edge (l orn UI O appeal's at the clock input of the
ftnl l section of U I I (2!!! I), the Q I output (.Iong
with irs complement, Q I) changes state. Since U II
encounters I neptive-going pulse edge once every
100 miUise<:onds, the QI output is alterna tely low
for 100 mi lliseco nds and high for 100 milliseconds.
The Q l outp ut is used to esta blish the duration of
the ~c:eiver-osciUato r sampli ng in terval.
Four distinc t 100 miUiJewnd in tervals are
neceuary (VFO count, BFO count , HFO count,
Latch and reset): A means for distinguishin, between these four intervals is provided by div iding
the time base frequel1cy (at Q l) by two in the
second sec tio n of UI!. T hus the Q2 output of U I I
(21ong wit h its complement Q2) is alternately low
for 200 milliseconds and high for 200 milliseconds.
The four distinct sta tes occur with Q I low and Q2
low, QI high and Q2 10w, Ql low an d Q2 high, and
QI high and Q2 hi&!!: An e~iva1cn t description of
the~ states is tha t QI and Q2 are high, Q I and Qi
are high, Q1 and Q2 are high, and QI and Q2 are
high respectively. The sequential gating to the
counter of the preconditioned VFO, BFO, and
HFO signals is perfonned by U34, a type SN74H IO
triple three-input NAND gate. Tile outpu t of a
three-input positive logic NAN D gate is high under
ali in put conditions excep t whe n all three inputs
are in a high slate simul taneously, when the outpu t
is forced low. The preconditioned VFO signal is
applied con tlnuou~ly 10 Olle of the inpu~of U34C.
The other two inpu ts are ded to the QI and Q2
outI!!!U respectively of U\ 1. Whenever liither Qi
or Q2 or both 'Q l and Q2 are low, the output of
U34C is he ld high. Du ring the 100 m illi~cond long
interval when both Ql and Q2 are simultaneou!.ly
high, howeve r, the output o f U34C follows the
e;tcursions of the VFO input, going low when the

square wave VFO input is high and vice verla.
Similarly, there are inputs to U3 4B from QI, Q2 ,
and the BFO; to U34A from Q I, Q2, and the HFO.
In each C3SC, when a signal is not being gated by a
section of U34, the output of tha t section is held
high.

The ICs used in the counter ehain are SN14192
up/ down decade counlers. Like the
SN1490 , each SN14 192 has fou r tenninais, "A"
(pin 3), "s" (pin 2), "C" (pin 6), Dnd "D" (pin 7)
for BCD output. Additionally, the Ie has " A"
input, " B" inpu t, "C" input", and " D input"
terminals (pins 15, I , 10, and 9 respectively) which
may be used to ini tialize or preset the BeD output
of the counter to some particular desired nonzero
slate from which point the count begins. For
example, to load the preset inpu ts wi th the count
of nine (the SCD represen tation of nine is 1001)
the A and D inputs would be tied to +5 vollll and
the Band C inpu lll would be grounded. The
information at the preset inpulll is transferred to
the output te nninals when a negative-going pulse is
applied to the counter rese t or load terminal (pin
11), and as long as this te rminal is held low, the
counter is inhibited from counting pulses applied
to either of illl clock inpu~ Each SN14 192 has
two clock inputs, one labeled count up (pin 5) and
the other labeled. count down (pin 4). When pin 4
is held at +5 volts and pulses are applied to pi n 5,
each incoming pulse increases the BCD ou tpu t by I
cou nt. Likewise, when pin 5 is at a high logic level
and pulses are app lied to pin 4, each incoming
pubc decreases the BCD output by I count. A
single SN 14192 can count from 0 to 9. If a greater
number of pulses is to be coun ted, several of the
les may be cascaded. Borrow an d carry ou tpu t
term inals (pins 13 and 12 respectively) are provided for th is purpose. To cascade several counters,
the borrow output of the nnt IC is connected to
the count down input of the nex t Ie in line and
pre~ tlable
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the cany output is connected to the count up
input of the next IC. In this confJgUllItion, if the
ou tpu t of a counter is nine and one pulse is applied
to the count up input, the output of the fust
counter will Co to zero and one pulse will be
tllInsferred to the cou nt up input of the next
counter in line. The case of the count down and
bolTOW terminals is analogous.
In this frequency display, sevcn cou nters are
cascaded with the result that a max imum of
9,999,999 counb can be ngiSle~d before the
chain reseb to zero. If a I I)..MHz lignal wu gated
into the counter chain for 100 milliseconds, one
million counts would be registe red.. The output of
the las t cou nter in the chain would be I, while the
other counter ou tputs wou ld be zero. Thus, with a
100 millisecond sampling in terval, the last counter
indicatel! the tens of Megaher tz, the counter
immediately befo~ indicates the units of Megahertz, the counter before that indicates the number
of hundreds of kilohertz, and so on up to the first
counter which indica tes the number of tens of
Hertz. Because of the plus-or-minus one count
accuracy in the sampling proceu, which takes place
three limes in the making of each combined count,
there is a tendency for the flISI counter in the
chain to renect this uncertainty by taking on
several different nearby values even though the
inp ut frequency is kepi constant. For Ihis reason,
only thc outputs of Ull-UiS arc displayed on the
seven-scgment readouts (the display reads to the
nearest 100 Hz rather than to the nearest 10 Hz).
The maximum rated clock input fRquency of the
SN74192 is at least 20 MHz, but il is listed in the
data books as typkally 30 MHz, so it may be
necessary to hand pick thc fmtlC in the chain for
proper high (requency operation.
The outpub of the YFO and HFO gales (U34C
and U34A) are combined by U35B and U5F, and
applied to the count up input of UI2, while the
output of the BFO gate (U34B) is applied directiy·
to the count down input of UI2, so that duri ng the
fust 100 milliseconds of a count sequence tile
countcr chain counts up Ihe VFO frequency,
during the second 100 ms period the 8FO
frequency is counted down, and during the third
100 ms period the HFO frequency is counted up.
The rcsult of this activity is that at the end of 300
ms, the outputs of the coun te r chain represent the
receiver zero beat frequency. During the fourth
t OO ms period, tile oulpub of the SN74192s are
stored in six 5N747S latches, and then after 80 ms
of this period have passed, the counler lei are resel
to zero (or to their preset values) by a 20 ms lone
reset pulse applied to pin II. The entire sequence
then rcpeal~ The reset pulse is derived from the
time base. U35C is onc section of a 5N74H 10
triple three-input NAND gale. The inputs to U35C
come from the " 0 " output of UIO, and the QI
Ind Q2 ou tpu b of ut I. By nferrinr: 10 Fig. II, it
can be seen thai the only time that these three
inputs are simultancously high is during this 20 mt
interval, forcing thc outpul of U35C and the rese t
inputs of UI 2·U I S low.
When the receiver mode switch (53) is in the cw
position, the preset inputs of Ull-ut8 are set to
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999930, while for ssb opention all of the preset
inputs are sel to 0, S4 clloOlCS either receiver
fre quency display or external irtqucncy count
operation. When set to extemal., the counter preset
inpub are set to 00000o regardless of the receiver
mode switch position, the Input to the 8FO
preconditioning network is removed from the HFO
and connected to the front panel BNC jack, and
U34B and U34C are di13.blcd so that only Ute
external signal sou rce is counted up. The rest of
the counter functions are uncha.nJed for external
operation.
The action of the SN7475 quad latches
(U19-U24) is straightforward. Each SN7475 hal
four one-bit latches, each with an input and output
tcnninal plus two clock lines (one for each pair of
latches). When the clock line is at a high logic level,
the logic level applied to each input will appear It
its own output, and the OUtput will follow any
changes in the input. When the clock line is It a
low logic level, the levcl that was present al each
output at the time of the high to low transition of
the clock pulse remains at that level regardless of
the state of the input. In this application, the BCD
output from each of the counler 1Cs, Ull-UIS, is
applied to the inputs of a SN7475 latch. OurinC
the 300 filS long counting period, the clock line iJ
kept at a low level About midway into the fourth
lOOms period In the standard sequence, the cloc k
line goes positive for 20 ms, transferring the BCD
information present at the counter outpu ts to the
latch outpulJ, and then the clock line goes negative
again before the reset pube. OCCUlt. The latcltint
pulse is derived from the time bax. Referring to
Fig. II, the pulse labeled LATCH is the output
from U35A when the "C" output of utO, the Ql
and Q2 outputs of UIl, and the complement of
the "B" OUlput of UIO are It a hip logic level
simultaneously, Note that in order to "synthesize"
a four-input NAND pte from It~input NAND
pte, diodes CR22 and CR23 were added in liont
or one of the SN74H I0 inputs. The LATCH pulse
is obtained by inverting the LATcH pulse. U5A
drive$ the clock Unes of ttu-ee of the SN7475s,
while U5B drives the other three.
Each of the SN7475s drives a type SN7447
BCD to .seven segment decoderl driver. 1be
function of these ICs (U25-U30) is to convert the
BCD code from the latchcs into a form suitable for
driving seven segment display devices.
Construetion Details
The completed reeeiveI was assemblcd inside a
'"WIlIp around" style cabinet (LMB CQ.-l) measuring 6-1 12 )( 14-1 12 )( 13·inches (HWD). A homemade aluminum inner enclosure, attached to the
front .panel, was partitioned with an aluminum
shield inlo two equal-me compartments - one side
to house the receiver boards and the other to house
the fRquency display. The liberal use of perforated
aluminum screeni. in thc top Ind outside waUl of
the frequ ency cou nter comparlment anoWl for
adequate ventilation of that subsys tem. No venti·
lation of the receiver section was deemed nccessary
as no hcat-generating componenu are involved
lhere.
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ments made [rom Inch-high strips of double-sided
The phy.sical location of the rtont-panel controls WIllI dictated as much by functional requiR- pc board isolate the three input-shaping networks
menu as by operational considerations. The layout [rom each other and from the rest of the counter,
Signal leads from the three receiver oscillators are
depicted in the photograph of the front panel is
carried to the input networks via short lengths of
compact yet uncluttered. As far all possible, each
minia ture coaxial ca ble (RG- 174 or equiv,), and
individ ual control is placed near the ci rcuit being
the dc supply line to each compartment passes
controlled. A "commercial look" is imparted to
through a .OOI-.IIF feed through capacitor.
the unit by the use of Kun:-Kaseh series 1657 and
Space is at a premiUm inside the input com·
700 knobs. A Digbezel model 930-70 (Nobex
partments, requiring the use of minia ture verticalComponents, 1027 California Drive. Burlingame,
mount electrolyti es an d 1/4-watt rcsistors. LowCA 94010) filler/ bezel assembly measuring approx·
profile sockets (Texas Instrumcnts type C93) were
imately 5-1/4 X 1-3/4-inches is used to frame the
used with aU of the ICs on the counlcr board. The
seven-segment readouts. A red filler was chosen for
clock oscillator crystal, Y6, was soldered direc tly
this application, but filters are available for tbe
into the circuit with its eaJe grounded to lhe top
bezel in amber, green, and neutrallinU as well.
foil. A three-section, two-polition rotary switch
Printed circuit boards are used ex tensively in (54), mounted with an " L" bracket 10 the chas.sis
the construction of this receiver. The pattern used bottom 10 the rear of the counter board, serves aJ
for interconnecting the t\\'enty-flve ICs on the the ex lernal count/ receiver count switch. Inpu t
main frequency-display board is sufficiently com- signals from external sources are routed from the
plex to warrant the use of photosensitive resin 01 fron l-panel-moun ted nNC Jack to S4 via a length
silkscreening tec hn iques in the preparation of the of RG-1 74. Stando ff Insulaton, 1·1/2-inch high,
board. While the less complex layout of the arc used to support the counter board al its
receiver boards does not require the use of such corners.
methods of pc fabrication, the high quality of the
The display board containing U25 through
results that may be obtained more than justi fy the U30, as weD as the seven-segment readout devicC$,
slight additional costs involved. G-IO gllW-epoxy is mounted vertically behind the front panel in
board, 1/ I 6-inch thick, with I-ot. (per square foot) such a manner that only the readouts are visible
copper is used in all cases.
through the bezel This board is wpporled partly
With the exception of U25 through U30 and by the stiffness of the leads that interface it with
the seve~segment displays, all of the frequency the main board, and partly by mearu of two No.6
counter comp()llents are mounted on a 6 x &-inch screws and metal spacers affixed 10 the panel. No
double-sided pc board. The pattern of inll~r circuit board pattern is supplied for the displa y
connecting copper paths is etched on the underside boa rd beeause of the wide variety of display
of the board, whilc the top side is left as a solid devices and BCD decodc r/ drivCI lCs available to
ground plane, broken only at the places whe re the buildc r at modest cos t. LED rcadouts, nuocomponent leads pIOjec l through the board If rescent readou ts and gaHlischargc devices, to name
sockets are used, short bu t-wire jumpers from the a few, are competitive in price to the incandescent
donul pads provided on the unde rside of Ihe board sevc~regment displays thaI were used here, and
to the top foil may be used to ground the each type hIlS its own pin-numbering scheme and
necessary IC pins. Allernativdy, individual com- - driver requiremen ts, as well as physical mounling
ponent leads may be grounded by directly solder- requirem ents.
ing them to the foil. A No. 65 drill was used for
The rece iver is buill from a number of sui>the IC and transis tor pins, while the remaining assemblies, with the principal one incorporating
holes were drilled with a No. 60 bit. The removal the better part of the tunable i-f. This 6 x 6-inch
of copper foil from around th e ungrounded leads is pc board contalru the front-end mixe r stage, the i-f
best accomplished by drilling those holes ftrst, and filters and amplifters, the product detector, and the
then scraping away the top ground foil around BFO. Addi tionally, it suppor ts thc local oscillator
each hole with a hand-held large-diameter dril l bit module. Separate and smaller boards are used for
( l4-inch is satisfactory for the purpose). This 'the agc and audio circuit$ and cach of the
process may be specded up by thc use of a drill converters. A complete sel of templates for the
press, although extIemc caution must be exercised boards used in the receiver and in the frequ ency
in order to prevent the drill bit from going display Is ava ilable from ARRL for .$2 and a
completely through the board. The !)oles for selJ-addressed, stamped busines.s size envelope.
grounded leads may then be drilled.
Phylically small components are employed
The liberal uSt: of bypas.s capacitors in combi- wherever possible, resuhing in compact board
nation with a low-impedance ground return is vi tal layouts. Vertical rorffi,lt low voltage electrolytics
in order to prevent clock pulses, switching tnl~ such a$ the Sprague 5030 series are to be preferred
sienu. and other "garbage" from travelling along over axial lead types, which must be mount ed
the de wpply lines to the sensitive cou nter inpu t upright to ftt on the board Sprague Hypercon
wave-shaplng networks, resulting in imprope r low-voltage ceramic disc capacitors are ideally
operation. The conftguration of the +5-volt de w ited du e to their miniatu re size for use wherever
wpply bus resemblcs a fivc- toothed comb of a 0. 1- or .Ol-~F value is called for. MlDen J3 02
jumper wires, laid across th e board's uppe r sidc. series encapsulated inductors arc used liberally.
The far end of each of the "teeth" is bypasred with They are compact and are de5igned fo r higha .022 ~F disc ccramic capacitor. Shield co mparl- density pc mounti ng. Ei ther quarter-watt or hal f-
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waH resistors can be used, although with the W&er
size it may be neceuary to stand some of the
resistors on end. TI-T3 are inexpensive im ported
4S5-kHz i-f transfonnen that come four to a
package. International Crystal type F-60S nylon
sockeu were used for YI-Y3, which are not
available with win: lead.!. All of Ihe semiconductor
devices used in the receiver are soldered directly
into Ihe cin:uil board, al though $OCkets are available for Ul and U2 if desired.
An outboard power supply capable of providing
12 volu al I SO mA maximum for the receiver and
S.O volts at 1.5A for tile frequency display Is
required. II is adviscable to use separate receiver
and display ~upplies rUher than a common transformer an d rectifier feeding two voltage regu lators
in order to minimize the chances of coupling
counter " hash" into the receiver via the +12-volt
supply line. A front-panel-mounled miniature
toggle switch is used to apply 11 7-v ac to the
remote supply transformer primaries. Proper bypassing of all supply leads entering the cabinet will
aId in rejection of el!:traneous signals. A loudspeaker may be installed in the same cabinet as the
power supply for operating convenience.
The local oscillator enclosure is made from four
pieces of double-sided circuit board material
soldered together al the edges. The assembly
measures approl!:imately 2-1/4 x 1-3/4 x 4-I /Sinehes (HWD), and Is bolted down to the main
receiver board by fou r spade lUgs. The main tuning
capacitor, C2, is fi rst attached to one of the side
walls of the compartment with the Iwo specially
threaded machine screws provided with the capacitor. A 3/S-ineh diameter hole drilled in Ihe front
compartment wall provides adequate clearance for
the capacitor shafl L6 is mounted on the same
wall as C2, centered in lhe enclosure and directly
above the YFO printed-<:ircuit board which is
affixed by soldering its ground foil along three
edges to the enclosure waUs. A 10: 1 reduction
epicyclic drive. Jackson Brothers numbe r 5857
(available from M. Swedgal, 258 Broadway, New
York, NY 10(07) is used to tum the main-tuni",
capacitor shafl This drive unit requires I-liS-inch
clearance behind the front panel. A one-piece
nickel·plated brass coupling is used between the
drive and the capacit(l( shaft Four 2-inch long No.
6 machine screws are used to su pport th e large
rece ive r board, which must be installed at the
heigh t that permits precise atignment between
these shafts.
The main receiver board and the age/audio
preamp boards are fabricated from double-sided
copper clad material. All of the other receiver
boards use singiMided stock. The age/ audio preamp board and lhe MFJ audio board (available
rrom MFJ Enterprises, P.O. Box 494, Mississippi
State, MS 39762) are mounted with No.6 ha rd wa re and half-inch spacers on one of the aluminum
cnclosure walls. The input bandpau nI ter, FLI , is
enclosed in an alum imum Minibox measuring I-I /S
X 2-1/8 x 3-1 /4-inches HWD (Bud CU-21I7A)
Which is mounted to the opposite enclosure wall.
All interconnections between boards are made with
RG-174 miniature coaxial cable. Spade lugs
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suppert the converter boardJ from the rear ....-aIl of
the receiver compartment
Alignment
The only adjustment thai should be neccssary
with the frequency display is th e setUng of the
time base crystal oscillator frequency to I MHz. A
clip lead from the antenna input jack of a
genern\-eoverage receiver loosely coupled 10 the
osciUator will pk:k up enough harmonic enerA)' to
allow for precise zero beating of the oscillator
frequency to WWV at 10 MHz. A nonmetallic
lIlignmenl tool should be used to turn the shaft of
C23, which sl10uld provide a wide enough incremental freque ncy adjustment.
The 16().meter tunable i--f should be adjusted
before the converters arc c11ecked out After
verifying wilh an oscilloscope or a gcneral-<:overage
rceeive r thai the VFO i$ indeed oscillating, the
VFO .tuning range may be set properly with Ihe aid
of the frequency display (se t to external count).
With the plates of C2 fu lly meshed, the core 0(L6
should be moved in or out until the frequcncy
display reads app roximately 2240 kHz. Then note
the displayed rrequency with C2 rotated to minimum capacitance, which should be close to 2770
kHz. If the upper frequency obtained departs
5ignificantly from the above reading, the slug of L6
should be moved to a point tha t provides approximately equal amounts of overlap on either side of
lhe desired 2255-2755 kH7. rnnge.
The BFO shou ld be checked for proper
oper.ltion. At Ihi' poinl, the dlspl3 y may be
connected in the receiver count mode. If alJ is well
it will indicate a received rrequency between 1800
~nd 2300 kHz.. With a signal generator ret to 1800
tHz connected to the input of FLI and the plates
of Cl fully meshed, a beat note should be heard in
the speaker or headphones as the receiver is tuned
to the signal generator frequency. L2 and L3 may
now be adjus ted to peak the signal on the $omeler
or in the loudspeaker. If these coib are not
carefully tuned the Iwo fJJ.ter sections will no t
track weU, resulting in an undesirable broad cc!poI1se or perhaps even a double peak. Now, tune
TI, T 2, and T3 for maJdmum signal output. Spot
check.\: across the I SOO to 2300 kHz range can be
made to assure lhat the input bandpass filter is
optimized an d is tunable across the entire frequency spread. Chcck to see that the mode switch
JCiecb both the proper ery~taIs. in the uro and the
correct i-r mter. AU that remairu to be adjusted
now is the S-meter control, R5. With the age 011,
but with the i-f pin (R2) sct at minimum
sensitivity. adjust R5 to give fun-scale deflection of
MI. This procedure will complete the tune-up of
the main portion of the receiver.
Checkout of the converlcn is similarly easy.
The trimmers should be adjus ted for peak response
at th e center of each frequency band of inlerest. A
signal genen lor is useful for this procedure, although on-the-air signalJ., preferably weak ones,
will suffIce.
Alignment of the receiver is complele at this
point. The frequency display should be operative
and accurate on each band

Chapter 9

VHF and U HF Receiving
Techniques
Adequate receiving capability is esse nt ial in vhf

and uhf communication, whether the station is a
transceiver or a combination of separate tIansm itting and receiving units, and regardless of the
modulation system used. Transceivers and fm
rcceiveN are treated scp;:o ratcly in Ihis Handbook,
but their performance involves basic principles that
apply to al l receivers for frequencies above 30
MHz. Important attributes are good signal-t<rnoise

ratio (low noise figure), adequate gain, stability,
an d freedom from overloading and other spuri ous
responses.

Except where a tIansceiver is used, the vhf
sta tion oflen has a communications receiver fOl

lower bands, with a crystal-controllcd converter for
the vhf band in IJIcslion ahead of it. The receiver
se rves as a tun able i-f sys tem, com plet e with
detector, noise limiter, BFO and audio amplifier.
Unless one enjoys work with communications
receivers, thcre may be little point in building this
part of the station. Thus our concern here will be
mainly Wlth converter design an d constroc tion.

Choice of a suitable commu nicatio ns receiver
for usc wi th converters shou ld no t re made lightly,
however. Several degrees of selectivity arc desirable: 500 Hz or less for cw, 2 to 3 kHz fo r ssb, 4 to
8 kHz for a·m phone and 12 to 36 k Hz for fm
phone are useful. The spec ial require ments of fm
phone are discussed in Chap ter 14. Good
mechanical design and freq uency stability are
important. [mage rcjection should be high in the
range tuned for the converter ou tput. This may
rule out 28 MHz with receivers of the singleconversion type having 455-k Hz i-r systems.
Broad-band receiving gear o f the
su rplus
variety is a poo r investment at any price, unless
one is interested only in local work. The
superregenerative receiver, tho ugh simple to build
and economical to use, is inherently lacking in
selectivity. With this gene ral information in mind,
this section will cover vhf and uhf receiver "front
ends" stage by stage.

RF AMPLIFIERS
Signal-IO-Noise Ralio: Noise of
one kind or
another li mits the ability o f any receiving system
to provide readable signals, in the absence of other
kinds of interference. The noise problem varies
greatly with frequency of reception. In the hf
range man-madc, galactic and atmospheric noise
picked up by the antcnna and amplified by aD
stages of the receiver exeeeds noise generated in
the receiver itself. Thus the no ise figure o f the
receiver is not o f major importance in weak-signal
reception, up to at least 30 MHz.
At 50 MHz, external noise still overrides
receiver noise in any weU-dcsigned system, even in
a supposedly "quiet" location. The ratio of
external to in ternal no ise then drops rapidly with
inc reasing signal frequency. Above 100 MH z 01 so
external noise other than man-made is scldom a
problem in wcak-signal reception. Noise eharac telistics of transistors and tubes thus become very
important in receivers for 144 MHz and higher
ban ds, and circuit design and adjustment are more
critical than o n lower frequencies.
The noise figure of receivers using rf ampl.i liers
is de te rmincd mainly b y the fi rst stage, so solving
the internal-noise problem is fairly simple.
Subsequent stages can be designed for scicctivit}·,
freedom from overloading, and rejection of
spurious signals, when a good rf ampl.i fier is used.
Gain; It might seem that the more gain an If
amplificr has, the better t he reception, but this is

not necessarily true. The primary function of an rf
amplifier in a vhf receiver is to establish the noise
figure of the system; that is, to override noise
gcneilited in la ter stages. One good rf stage is
usually enough, and two is the usual max imn m
requi rcment.
Once the systcm noise figure is es tablished, any
further gain required may be mo re readily o b tained
in the intenn ediate frequency st ages, or even in the
audio amplifie r. Using the mi nimum rfgain needed
to sct the overall noise figure of the receive r is
helpful in avoiding overloading and spurious
responses in later c ircu its. F or more on rf gain
requirements, see the foUowing sectio n on mixers.
Stability : Neutralization or
unilaterialization
(see chapter on semiconductors) may be requ ired
in rf amplifiers, except where the grounded -gate
circuit or its tube equ ivalcnt is used. Amplifier
neutralizati on is aecomplis11ed by feeding t he
energy flOm the output circuit back in to the inpu t,
in such amo unt and phase as to cancel out the
effects of device capac itance and o ther u nwanted
input-outpu t cou pling tha t might cause o scillation
or other regenerative effects. Induc tive neutralization is shown in Fig. 9-1 B and C . Capacitive
arrangemen ts are also usable. Examples of both
will be seen later in this ch apte r.
An rf ampli fie r may no t actu ally oscillate if
operated without ncutralization, but noise figure
and bandwidth of th e amplifi er may be better with
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a vhf recciver for optimum perfonnance. but we
often want to improve reception with equipment
already built. Thousands of em receivers fonnerly
in commercial service, now revamped for amateur
work in the S~, J44· and 420-MHI bands, were
built before modem low'noise tubes and transistors
were available. Thougli otherwise useful, these
receivers have excessively-high noise figure. Many
other commercial and homc-buil t vhf converters
and receivers are also not as sens.itive as they might

...

145""1.

,....,

It is important to design the front-end stages of

+12V

Fig. 9-1 - Typical grounded-source rf amplifleu.
The dual-gate MOSFET ,A, is useful bel ow 500
MHz. The Junction FET,B, eod neutralized
MOSFET,C, WOfk well on all vhf bands. Except
wllere given, component values depend on
frequency.

Though it would be better to replace the If

stages of such equipment with more modern

devices, the simpler approach is usually to add an
outboard If amplifier using I low-noise tube or
transistor. In the fm example, the quieting level of
some receivers can be improved by as much as 10
dB by addition of a simple transistor amplifier.
Similar improvement in noise figure of some
receivers for otlier modes is also possible;
particularly band·swilching communications receiv·
en thai have vhf coverage.
Common circuits for rf pIllamplifie r service are
shown in Figs. 9-1 , 2 and 3. Examples of amplifier
construction are given later ill this chapter. Circuits
shown in the vhf co nverters descnbed can also be
adapted to preamplifier service .

Circuit di$CIIssion is cumbersome if we usc
slrictiy..c;om:ct tenns for aU tube and transistor
amplifiers, so tube terminology will be used hero
for sim plification. The reader is asked to remember
Amplifier Circuirry

it. Any neutralization adjustment reacts on the
tuned ciIcuils or the stage, 50 the process is a
repetitive cut-and-try one. The objective should

\'e

greatest maJgin of signal over noise, rather than

maximum gain without oscillation. A noise
generator is 11 great aid in neutralization, but II
weak signal can be used if the job is done with

<=.

Ove rioadin, and SPUriOU5 Signals: Except when
some bipolar transistors are used, the rf amplifier is
oot no nnally a major contributor 10 overloading
problems in vhr receivers, though excessive rf·gain
can cause the mixer to overload mORi readily.
Overloading is usually a matter of mixer design,
with either transistors or tubes. Imllgej and other
spurious responses to out-of·band signals can be
kept down by the usc of double·tuned circuits
between Ule rf and mixer st!l!les, and in the rf
amplifie r input circuit. In extreme cases, such as
operation near to fm or 1V stations, coaxial or
other high·Q inpu t circuits are helpful In rejecting
unwanted frequencies.

+ I'2V

IN~ n~l,oo .'2N5480

-tr:,
"Fe

·"'1

'"
+1'2V

Fig. 9·2 - Grounded.gate FET preamp li fier tends
to haY!:! lower gain end broader frequency response
thiln other amplifiers described.
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Fig. 9-3 - (~) ~scode amplifier cirwit combines wounded-$OI,Irce end grounded-gate stages, lor high 98;n
and low nOise f,gure, Though JFETs are shown. the cascode Pl"incipl8 is usable with MOSFETII as well. (B
and C) Examples of uhf preamplifier construction using bipolar transistors.

that

"gate" may also imply "base" for bipolar

tra nsistors, or "grid" fo r tobes. "Source" should be
read as "emitter" for Ihe bipolar, an d as "cathode"
for the FET.
Am plifiers may be the grounded-source type,
Fig. 9·'; grounded-gate, 9-2; or I combination of
both, 9·3. The dual-gale MOSFET circui t, 9-I A,
works we(] up to 300 MHz, bUI JFET and bipolar

devices are superior for 420 MHt. and higher. The
pin and noilc: figure of a dual-gale MOSFET are
adequale al 300 MHz, and it Is simple and readily
adapted 10 automatic gain control.
,
Triode lube$ and 1'1:.1 transistors usually _
quire neu tralization for optimum noise figure with
the grounded-cathode circuit. Inductive' ne utralization is shown in Fig. 9-I B, and the ca pacitive
method shown at C works equall y well. Examples
will be see n later in this chapte r. The 58·MH z trap
circuit in Fig. 9·1 A is discussed in the following
section on mixers.
An alternative to neutralization lies in use of
the grounded·gate circuit, Fig. 9-2. It5 stage gain is
lower and its bandwidth generally greater than
with the grounded-cathode circuit. The input
impedance is low, and the input circuit is tapped to
provide a proper impedance match. A brood·band
amplifier may be made with a low-imPedance line
connected directly to the input element, if selectivity is not required al this point for other
reasOn!. Tubes designed for grounded-grid service
include the 411N5842, 416B, 7768 and the
var ious "lighthouse" lypeS, though almost any

triode or triode-connccted tet rode can be used.
J FETs work well ill grounded-gate circuits. In the
grounded-grid antpliner, the tube heater becomes
effectively a part of the tuned circuit. so some
form of high-cu rrent rf choke is required. Ferritebead chokes work well.
The cascode circuit, Fig. 9-3, combined
grou nded-source and grounded-gate stages, securing
some of the advantages of both. Fig. 9-3B shows a
grounded-base bipolar transistor amplifer. The
value of R I should be chosen experimentally to
achieve best sensitivity.
Front·End Protection
The nnt ampJiner of a receiver is susecp tible to
damagtl or complete burnou t through applicatlon
of excessive votlage to its input element by way of
the antenna. This can be the result of ligh tning
discharges (not necessarily in the immediate
vicinity), rf leakage from the station lnmsmitler
through a fau lty send-receive relay or switcn, or rf
power from a nearby transmitter and antenna
system. Bipolar transistors often used in low-noise
uhf amplmers are particularly sensitive to this
trouble. The degradation may be gradual, going
unnoticed until the receiving sensitivity has
become very poo r.
No equipment is likely to survive a direct hi t
from ligh tning, but casual damage can be prevented
by connecting diodes back-to-back across the input
circuit. Either germanium or silicon vhf diodes can

Rf Selectivity
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diodes such IS the IN914 and hot-carrier types are
suitable. A check on weak·signal reception should
be made before and after connection of the diodes.

be ustd. Bo th have thresholds of conduction well
above an y normal signal level, about 0.2 volt for
germaniu m and 0.6 volt for silicon. The diodes
used should have fast switching times. Compu te r

RF SELECTIVITY

I·

The weakest point in any vhf or uhf receiver is
the fron t·end circuit. Solid·stale devices with high
sensitivity, wide dynamic range and freedom from
overload are now available. Thus. the quali ty of a
front-end circuit is usually determined by how the
ac tive devices are used and the degree of rf
scle<:tivity Included. n igh selectivity at vhf and uhf
is not easy to achieve. Many lumped-eonstant
tuned circuits are needed for even a moderate
degree of selectivity at the signal frequency.
Several tuned eircuil! before the fiut active stage
(rf amplifier or mixer) will have 5IIfficient loss to
limit the sensitivit y of the receiver. If lumpedconstant circuits are employed, rf am plifiers can be
interspaccd between the LC elements to make up
losses. High gai n is not needed or desirable, 50
FETs operated grounded-gate are preferred.
For improved rf selectivity a helical re5Onator, a
device which consists of I shield and a coil may be
employed. One end of the coil is Illached to the
shield, 35 shown in Fig. 9-4, and the other end Is
open-eircuited, except for a tuning capacitor.
Helical resonators are electrically equivalent to a
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Fig. 9-6 - Scherrwllic diagram of the Johnson 504 front-eoo circuit.
quarter-wave transmission-line resonator but are
phylicaJ.ly much smallter. Resonators can be built
exhibiting Q of 1000 or more al vhf and uhf.
Because the Q i$ $0 high, fronl-end ci rcuits can be
designed using helical resonators which provide a
high degree of selectivity wit hout high losses, at
least a low and mode rate power levels.
The induc tance element in a he lical resonator
should be made as large as possible and ca paci tan~
kept to a minimum for beSt performance. Probe,
tap or aperture coupling may be em ployed. The
basic form of a helical resonator is shown in F~.
9-4. A 10w-10SlI air-insulated trimmer or disk
plunger may be used to tune the resonator. The
capacitor must be much higher Q than the resonator to be useable. The usual precautions for
fabricating high-Q coils must be observed when
building a helical resonator. A protC(:tive silvcr
plating is recommended for the coil and shield for
unit~ to be used above 100 MHz. The shield should
be seamless and all joints should be effectively
soldered to keep resistance to a minimum. The coil
and shield should be made using heavy stock to
assure mC(:hanic.al stability.
Fig. 9-5 can be used to obtain approximate
design information accurate to plus or minus teD.
percent. Complete design equations for helical
reJOnators an: beyond the scope of this tex t, but
they may be found in Macapline and Schildknecht,
''Coaxial Resonators with Helical Inner Co nductor," Proceeding of the IRE,December, 1959.

Fig. 9·7 - Close-up view of the helical resonators
with the C0Y8rs ""moved. The rf ampl ifier nage is
constructed on the OIJuide wall of the upper-right·
hand resonator. Details are given in the teKt .
An appllcation of heliCal resonators in a
146-MHl front-end circuit is shown in Figs. 9-6
and 9-7. This circuit is used in the Johnson 504
transceiver. The helical resonaton co nsist of 5-3/4
turns of No. 12 wire contai ned in a rectangula r 1
x I x 2-inch cavity. 80th the coil and enclosure
are silver plated. The coil is 5/8 ~nch inside
diameter and 5/8 inch long, tuned with a 7-pF
miniature air-variable capacitor. The 50-0hm input
tap is at 1/4 tum from the ground end of the coil,
an indication of the high impedancc achieved.
Coupling between individual resonators is through
a 1/2 x 114 -inch aperture. or "window." Layout
details c~ n be seen in Fig. 9-7.

MI XERS
Conversion of the received ene rgy \0 a lower
frequency, so that it can be amplified mon
ellkiently than would be possible at the signal
frequency, is a basic principle of the superheter~
dyne receiver. The stage in which this is done may
be called a "converter," or "frequency conve rter,
but we wiU use the more common term, ",ixu, to
avoid confusion with c(Jnt'(ner, as applied to a
complete vhf receiving acccS$Ory. Mixers perfonn
Similar functions in both lTansmitting and receiv in,
circuits, and mixer theory and practice are treated
in considerable detail elsewhere in th is Handbook,
A receivc r for 50 MHl or highe r usually has at"
least two such stages; one in the vhf or uhf
converter, and usually two or more in the
R

commu nications receiver that foUows it. We are
concerned here with the first mL-oo:cr.
Diode Mixer : There are many types
of
mixers, the simplest being merely a diode with the
signal and energy on the heterodyning frequency
fed into it, lOn1Cwhat in the manner of the
1296-MHz example, Fig.9-8A. 11te mixer output
includcs both the sum and difference frequencies.
Either can be used, but in l itis application it is the
difICRncc, !inee we are interested in going lower in
frequency.
With a good uhf diode in a suitable circui t, a
diode mixer can have a fairly low noise figure, and
this is almost independent of treoucncv. well into
the microwave region. The effectiveness of most
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Mixers
active mixers falls off rapidly above 400 MHz, so
the diode mixer is almost standard practice in
am ateuI microwave communicatioh. All diode
mixers have some conversion loss. This must be
added to the noise figure of the i-f amplifier
following, to determine the overall system noise
Hgure. Low-noise design in the Hrst i-r stage is thus
mandatory, for good weak-signal reception with a
diode mixer having no If amplifier preceding it.
Purit y of the heterodyning energy and the level of
injection to the mixer are other facton in the
performance of diode mixers.
Balanced mixers using hot-carrier diodes are
capable of noise figures I to 2 dB lowcr than the
best poinl-conlact diodes. Hot...:arnex diodes are
normally quite unnonn, so tedious selection of
matched pairs (necessary with othcr types of
diodes) is eliminated. They arc also rugged, and
superior in the matter of qverloading.
The i-f impedance of a balanced hot-carrier
diode mixer (Fig. 9-8B) is on the ordcr of 90 ohms,
when the oscillator injection is about one
mi]]j watt. Thus the mixer and a transis torized i-f
amplifier can be separated physically, and connected by means of 9J..ohm coax, witho ut an
output transformer.

Conversion loss. around 1 dB, must be added to
the noise figure of the i-f system to determine the
ovel;llll system noise figure. Unless a low-noise
preamplifier is used ahead of it, a communications
receiver may have a noise figure of about 10 dB,
resulting in an overnll noise figure of 17 dB or
worse for a vhf system with any diode mixer. A
good j·f preamplifier could bring the receiver noise
figure dowh t o 2 dB or even less, but the system
noise figure would still be about 9 dB ; too high for
good reception.
An amplifier at the signal frequ ency is thus secn
to be required, regardless of mixer design, for
optimum reception above 50 MHz. The rf gain, to
override noise in the rest o f the receiver, should be
greater than the sum of noise-figures of the mixer
and t he i-f system. Since the noise figure of the
be tter If amplifiers will be around 3 dB, the gain
should be at least 20 dB for tJle fint example in
the previous paragraph, and 12 dB for the second.
Tube and Transistor Mixers; Any mixer is pro ne to
overloading and spurious responses, so a prime
design objective should be to minimize these
problems. FET mixe rs have become standard practice 3t vhf. lFETs are sllghtly better than
MOSFETs, although the junction types require
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Fig.9-8 - Vhf and uhf miller circui ts. A diode mixer for 1296 MHz, wi th a coaXial circuit for the signal
frequency, is shown in A. CRI is it uhf diode, such as the 1 N21 se ri es. A balanced miller, as in B, gives
improved rejection of the signal and injection frequencies. If hot-carrier diodes are used for CR2, soning
for matched c haracteristics is eliminated. Gate and source injection of a JFE T mixer are shown at C and
D, respectivelv.
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Fig. 9 ·9 - A simple overtone crystal oscillator fqr vhf conveners, IA) has Zener voltage re!J.llatiOfl. An
FET overtone oscillator and diode multiplier, fBI supply injection for a 144-MHz converter with II
14-MHzi.f. Series trap absorbs unwanted second harmonic at 86 MHz. A triode oscillator wou ld use
essentiall V 11M! same cil'C\l it. A tunable oscillator, as sh own ilt C. would be suitable f or it simple SO:MHI
receiver with II b road j·f system,

more power from the injection source. When the
local-<lscillator frequency is far removed from the
input frequency. the scheme of Fig. 9·8C can be
used. The diagram at 9·8D is needed if the
oscillator frequency is within 20 percent of the
signal frequency.
The injection level from the oscillator affects
mixer performance. Until it affects the mixer
adversely in o ther ways, railing the injection levd
raises the mixer conversion gain. A !imple check u
made by observing the effect on signal-to-noise
I'lItio as the injection is varied . At preferred
injectio n levels, the gain will vary but the ,.;,gnal·
lo-noise I'lIlio will not change. T he injectio n should
Ihen be sel for conversion gain a few decibels
above that at which lower injection causes a drop
in signal-to-noise ra tio.
Dou ble-limed circu its in the mixer and the rf
ampliner, 'as shown in severaJ of the schema tic
diagrams in this chaptet, help to keep down mixer
response to signals outside the intended tunin&
I'lInge.
The insulated-gate FET is superior to olher
transistors for mixer service in the matter of
overloading. An example is given in Fig. 9-8E. All
objection to the MQSFET, the ease with which it
can be damaged in handling, has been taken care of
by buUding-in prOlective diode s in devices such a5
the MPFI22, 40613, and 3N 187. Units so designed
require no special carc in han dl ing, and tfley work
as well as their morc f ragile predeccessors,
Insu lated-gate MQS F ETs have re sistance to ovcr-

loading which , while superior to most tubes, is not
as good as the best I FETs.
Pentode o r telrode tubes make simple and
effective mixers, up to I SO MHz or so. Triodes
work well at any f requency, and an: prefened in
the high vhf range. Diode mixers arc common in
the 420-MHz band and higher.

INJECTION STAGES
Oscillator and multiplier stages that supply
heterodyning energy to the mixe r should be as
stable and [ree of unwanted (rcquencies as
possible. Stability is no great problem in
eryst al-<:on trolled conve rters, i f the oscillator is run
at low input and its supply voltage is regulated.
Simple Zener regu lation, as in Fig. 9·9A , is
adequa te for a transistorized overtO'le oscillato r. A
h igher o rder of regulation is needed for tunable
oscillators. See Chapter S for suitable regulated
po-weJ: suppli es.
Unwanted frequencies generated in the injection stages can beat with signals that ;ue outside
the intended tuning range. In a typical example,
Flg.9-9B, an FET overtone oscillator on 43.333
MHz feeds a diode tripler to 130 MHz. 1bis
frequency beats with signals between 144 and 148
MHz, to give desired responses at 14 to 18 MHz.
The mu ltip lier stage also has some output at twice
the crystal frequency, 86.666 MHz. If allowed to
reach the mixer, this can beat with fm broadcast
signals in the I OO- MHz region that leak through the
rf circuits o f the converter. There are many such
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annoying possibilities, as any vhf enthusiut living
near high-powered fm and TV stations has found
out.
Spurious frequ encies can be kept down by
us.ing th e highes t practical oscillator frequency, no
multiplier in a 50-MHz converter, and as few as
possible for higher bands. Some unwanted
harmonics are unavoidable, so circuit precautions
are oftcn needed 10 preven t both these hannonics
and thc unwanted signals from reaching the mixer.
Selective coaxial or helical·resona tor circuits are
practical alds in uhf receivers. Trap circui ts of
various kinds may be needed to "suck out" energy
on troublesome frequencies.
The series trap in Fig. 9-SB reduces the level of
the 86·MHz second harmonic of the crystal
frequency_ A 58-MHz parallel-tuned trap, Fig.
9-1 At prevents the entry of Channel 2 TV signals
that could ot herwise beat with the second harmonic of a 36-MHz oscillato r in a SO-MHz converter that works into a 14-M Uz i-f (36 )( 2 14>-58).
Unwan ted frequencies also increase the noise
output of the mixer. This degrades perfonnancc in
a receiver having no rf amplificr, and makes the job
of an amplifier, if uwd, more difficult.
Frequency multipliers in vhf ~ivers ge nerally
follow transmittiI18 practice, excep t for their low
power level. The simple diode multiplier of Fig.
9-9B will orten suffice. Ib parallel-tuned l3O-MHz
ciIc uit emphasizes the desired third harmonic,
while the series circuit su ppresses the unwanted
second hannonic. The trap is tuned by listening to
a spu rious fm broadcast signal and tuning th e scries
capaci to r for minimum in terference. The tripler
circuit shou ld be peaked for maximum respo nse to
a 2·meter signal. Do no t detune this circuit to
lower injection level. This should be conlJOU ed by
the vol tage on the oscillator, the coupling between
the oscillator and multiplier, or by the cou pling to
the mi1&:er [rom the 130-MHz circuit.
Tunable Oscillators
Any tu nable vhf receiver must employ I variable
oscillator. At this point the intennediate frequency
is fixed, and the oscillator tunes a range highe r or
lower thin the signal frequency by the amount of
the I·f. In the interest of stabili ty, it is usually

lower. In Fig. 9-9<:: a simpl~ JF ET oscillator tunes ~
36 to 40 MHz, for reception of the SO-MHz band
with a fixed 14-MHz i-f. Its stabilit y should be
adequ ate fo r I-m or fm reception with I relatively
broad i-f, but it is unlikely to meet the tequir&
ments for iSb or cw reception, even for SO MHz,
and certainly not for higher bands.
Practically all vhf rece ption with high selectivity uses double-conversion schemes, with the
tunable oscillator serving the second conversion.
Such h( oscillatOR are trea ted in Chapter 6. They
should run at the lowest practical input level, to
minimize drift caused by heating. The supply
should be well-regulated pure dc. Mechanicall y·
rugged components and construction are mandatory. The circu ils should be shielded from the rest
of the receiver, and couplill8 to the mixer should
be as light as practical. Drift cycling due to
heating can be minimized if the oscillator is kept
running continuously.

THE SUPERREGENERATIVE RECEIVER
Though the newcome r may not be too familiar
with the superregcneradve detector, the simple
" rushbox" was widely used in early vhf work.
Nothing of comparable simplicity has been found
to equal its weak-signal recep tion, inherent
noise-limiting and qc action, and freedom from
overloading and spurious responses. But like all
simple devices the lupe rregcnerator has limitations.
It has little selectivit y. It makes a high and
unpleasant hissing noise, and it radiates a broad
int erfering signal around its receiving frequency.
Adding an If amplificr will improve selec tivity
and redu ce dcteclor radiation. High-Q tuned
circuits aid st'lec tivit y and improve stability. Use of
superregcneration at 14 to 18, 26 to 30 MHz, or
some similar hf range, in the tunable clement of a
simple superheterodyne receiver, works fairl y well
as a simple tuner for vhf convertea: None or these
steps corrects the basic weaknesses entirely, so the
supcrregenerator is used today mainly where simplicity, low cost and banery economy are major
considerations. Cw and narrow-band fm signals
cannot be received using a superregenerative receiver.
~'<.
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Fig. 9-10 - Circuits of typical superregenerative dete<:tOI'$ using II field-effect transistor, A, end a tetn:xh
tube, B. Regenerllt ion is controlled by varying the drain voltage on the detector in the transistor circuit,
lind the sc reen voltllge in the tetrOde or pentode. Values of L1 and Cl shOUld be IIdj U5ted for the
frequency Involved, as $hould the size of the rf choke. RFC1.
C2, C3 - .OO1 -1lF disk ceramic. Try different L2 - Small audio or filter choke; not critical.
vaolues up to .005 for desi red audio QUality.
RFCl - Single-laver rf chokll, to suit frequency.
Rl - 2 to 10 megohms.
RFC2 - B5-mH rf choke.
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Typkal superregenerative detector circuits are

impedance. Fresh or weU-charged batteries are

shown in Fig. 9·10. High-tr.msconductance FET·

ideal. Regeneration is controlled by varying tlte
gain of the stage.

and

high-beta vhf transistors are favored. The

power source should be weU-fiItered and of low

SERIES-RESONANT BYPASSING
Inexpensive disk-ceramic and "dog-bone" types
of capacitors are relatively ineffective for bypassing
above approximately 100 MHz. This is because of
their considerable lead inductance, even when they
are connected as close to the eiements to be
bypassed as possible. Actually this lead induc tance
can be used to advantage by selecting lead lengths
that make the Capacitor series-resonant at the
frequency to be bypassed.
11Us approach is recommended by WA2KYF,
who supplied the infonnation in Table 9-1, showing
capacitor and lead-length combinations for effective bypassing of rf energy at frequencies
commonly encountered in vhf work. The values lITe
not particularly critical, as a series-resonant circuit
is broad by nature. The impedance of a
series-resonant bypass is very close to zero ohms at
the frequency of resonance, and it will be lower
than most conventional capacitors for a considerable range of frequency either side of resonance.
A higlH;apacitance short-lead combination is
preferable to a lower value with longer leads,
because the fonner will be less likely to allow
unwanted coupling to other circuits. For example,

MOSFET

TABLE 9-1
Values of capacitance in pF required for resonance of frequencies commonly encoun tered in
amateur·band vhf work, for leads of 1/4, 1/2 and
I inch in length.

Frequency
MH,
48-50
12
96
144

220

800
390
220
100
39

llUnch J.Jnch
Lead!;
Leadl

400
180
100

2JJO

47

25

20

10

91
56

a l(){).pF capacitor with 1/4-inch leads is a better
bet than a 25-pF with I-inch leads, for bypassing at
144 MHz. The series-resonant bypass is worth a try
in any circuit where instability is troublesome, and
conventional bypassing has been sHown to be
ineffective.

PREAMPLIFIER~

Where an hf or vhf receiver lacks gain, or has a
poor noise figure, an external preamplifier can
improve its ability to deted weak signals. This
preamplifier uses an RCA 40673 dual-gate
MOSFET. Designs for using this device as a mixer
or as a preamplifier abound and many of them are
excellent.
When it comes to simplicit y, small size, good
performance, low cost, and flexibility, a design by
Gerald C. Jenkins, W4CAH, certainly qualifies.
Where the preamplifier really shines is in
pepping up the perfonnance of so me of the older

I/4·Inch
Leads

FOR 10,6, ANO 2 METERS
ten-meter receivers that many have pressed into
service. A six-meter version is also very useful for
any of the modes of commu nication available on
tha t band.
The voltage dropp ing resistor, R4, and the
Zener dio de, VR I. may be of the value necessary
to obtain 9 to 12 V dc fo r operation of the unit.
By increasing the resistance and dusipation ra ting
of R4 and VR I , the preamplifier may be operated
from the 150- to 200-V supply found in many
IUbe·t ype receivers.
The layout of the board is so simple that it is
hardly worth the effort of making a negative for
the pho to-etch process. A Kepro res.i st-marking pen
was used with S!lcce" on seve ral boards. Another
approach - and one that i3 highly recommended -

Two lIenions of the preamplifier. The one in the
box is for 2-meter use. Toroids are used in the
six-meter venion (right! and in the ten·meter
preamplifier Inot shown). Input is at the right on
both units. The extra rf choke and feedthrough
capacitor on the right end of the Minibox are for
decoupling a crystal-current metEtring eircuit that i$
part of a 2304-MHz mixer.

MOSFET Preamplifier for 10, 6, and 2 Met ers
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~ 001
Fig. 1 ~ Schematic diagram for
the preamplifier. Part designations
not listed below are for pc board
placement purposes. Alternative
input circui t for use with microwave diode mixer is shown at B.
Cl, C4 ~ See Table I.
C2, C3, C5, C6, C7, C9 - Disk
ceramic.
C8 - .001 feedt hrough capacitor.
J l , J2 - Coaxial connectors.
Phono-tyPl!, BNC or 50-239
acceptable.
U , L2-See TabieL
R4 - 3 tu rns No. 28 enam. o n
ferrite bead. A 22Q-ohm,
1/2-watt resistor may be substituted _
R FC2 - 33 .uH , iron~ore ind uctor. Mi llen J3DO-33 o r J.
W. Miller 70F335Al .
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is to cover the copper with masking tape. transfer

the patte rn with carbon paper, then cut away the
tape to expose the part to be etched. On small,
simple boards the masking-tape method is hard to
beat.
The pc board may be mounted in almost any
small enclosure. Co nstruction is not tricky or
diffICult. It should take only a few minutes to
.:omplete the unit after the board is prepared. The
boa rd is fastened in the enclosure by' means of one
metal standoff post and a No. 4 screw and nu t.
Input and output co nnectors ale not critical;
phono-type jacks may be used in the interest of
low cost.
Adjustment is so easy that it almost needs no
descri ptio n. After connecting the amplifier to a
receiver, simply tune the in pu t (C l) and the output
(C4) for maximum indication on a weak signal.
One possible area of concern might be tha t the
loroids used in the ten- and six-meter versions are
not always uniform in permeability, as purchased
from various suppliers. However, it is an easy
mailer 10 add capacitance or temove a turn as
required to make the circuits resonate at the
correct frequency.

I NPUT

MOU 'H I NG
HOLE

Fig. 2 - Full-$cale layou t and pans placement
guide for the pc board. Foil side shown.

Table 1

L1

L2
Cl ,
C4 ,

28MHz
17 turn s No. 28 enam. on
Amidon T-5Q..6 core . Tap
. at 6 turns from ground
eod
Same 11$ L1, without tap.

15 to 6{)..pF ceramic
trimme r. Erie 538-Q02F.

50MHz
12 tu rn $ No. 26 enam. on
Amidon T-37-1 0 co re. Tap
at 5 tu rn$ from grou nd
end .
Same a1 L1, ....,ithout tap.

1.8· to 16.7-pF air variable.
E. F. Johnson 189·506-005.

144 MHz
5 turns No. 20 ti nned
1/2-inch ID)( 1/2-inch
long. Tap a~ turn$
from ground end .
4 turns No. 20 tinned
like L1, withoul tap.
1.5- 10 11.6·pF
ai r variable.
E. F. Johnson
189-504-005.

Fig. 1 - Completed lIx· and two-meter conven ers
(l eft and center) with power supply.

CONVERTERS FOR 50 AND 144 MHz
The converters described here are designed by
the Rochester V HF Group and de tails are presented by W2DUC and K2YCO.
Because of the nature o f the project, a universal
circuit·board design is used. One circuit board
serves f or either band, with only slight
modifICation. Other specifM: design goals wen:
I) Low noise fIgUre, less than 3 dB.
2) State-of·the-a rt freedom from cross modu·
b tion.

3) Sufficient gain to override the front·end
noise of most receivers.
4) Double-tuned bandpass in teutage and output circuil! to achieve a fl at response over a
two-MHz po rt ion of either band.
S) Filtering of the local oscillator chain in the
two-meter model to reduce spurious Iesponse~
6) Small size and low power co nsumption.
7) Freedom from accktental mistuning during
the life of the converter.
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Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of the IIK·meter
converter. All resisto~ are 1/4·watl composition.
C2, ca, C I O and CIS are .OOI,..F di lk ceramic. C4
i• . OI ·J.lF disk ce ramic. All o ther cap&Clto~ are
dipped mica.
11 · l6, incl. - All No. 28 enam. wi re wound on
Amidon T·3Q..6 cores lIS foll ows: Ll , 14 turns

.~

tapped at 4 turns and 6 turns; L2, 13 turns; L3,
12 turn,; L4, 18 turns; LS, 18 turns tapped at 4
turns from col d en d; L6, 26 turns lapped at 6
turllS from hot end.
VI - 22·M Hz cry stal,. Intern ational Cryst al Mf".
Co. type EX.

Converters for 50 and 144 MHz
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Fill. 3 - Schematic diagram of the two-meter
convener. All resistors are 1/4-wan compo$ition.
ca, C10, C15 and CIB are .OOl-IIF disk ceramic.
All other capacicors are dipped mica uni ts.
L1 , L2, L3, L7, L8 - All No. 20 enam. wire
formed by usinll the th reads of a 114-20 bolt as
a guide. L1, 5 turns tapped at 1-3/4 turns and
3/4 turn from cold end; L2, 5 turns; LJ, 4
turns; L7, and LB, 5 turns tapped at 2 turns
from hot end.

Othe r points considered were such things as
freedom from the necwity o f neutraliution a nd
the use of moderately priced transistors.
Several breadooard models were co nstructed
and tcsted as the design evolved. Fig. I sho ws two
comp/eled conve rters and a power supply.
Circuit Design
A schematic dill.g(am for the sill-meter converter is shown in Fig. 2, and fOI the two-meter
model in Fig. 3. The confIgUration of the rf and
mixer port io ns of the circuit are virtually identical
for six and two meters, with the values of lhe
frequency-determining IXImponents being scaled
appropriately. The major difference between the
two co nverters is a change in the loca l oscillator
chain. A minor change in the method o f interstagc
couplinS was neces.sary to prevent s!faycapacitance errec ts from making the alignment
c ri tical on the six-mete r converter.
All inductors in the six-meter model and the
two-meter ou tput circuit are wound on Amidon
T-3\l.6 toroid cores. The tuned circuits are aligned
by spreading o r compressing the turns around thll

L4 - 18 turns No. 28 enam. wound on Amidon
T-30-6 core.
L5 - 18 turns likll L4, tapped at 4 turns from cold
~d.

t

LS - 0.68 pH miniature inductor. Delevan 1025
series or J. W. Miller 9230-16.
VI - 38.66&MHl crystal. Inte(1\8tional Crystal
Mfg. Co. type EX.

toro id co re. After alignme nt the coils are glued in
place with Silast ic compound (sold as bathtub
caulk)_
The If amplifier, QI. is used in a grounded-pte
configuration. Th e in put circuit is tapped to
provide a proper malch between the antenna and
source of the FET while maintaining a reasonable
Q. The six-meter intentasc coupling netwo rk
consists of C3, CS, L2, and L3. Band-pass coup ling
is controlled by the capacitive T netwo rk of C3
and CS in ratio with C6. A 40673 dual-pte
MOSFET is used in the mixer circuit (Q2). Gate I
receives the signal, whil e ga te 2 has the local
-oscillator injection vo ltage applied to it through
C7. A slight amount of positive bias is applied to
gate 2 through R2. A tOlKoupled conflg1lllltion.
using to roid inductors, serves as the 28-M Hz
output c ircuil of oot h converten..
The oscillator ciicu il in the six-meter model is
straightforward, relying on the drain-to-gate capacitance of the FET for feedback. A tap at four
turns from the hot end of the toroid winding
provides the injection to the mixer through capacit or C7. In the two-meter converter, Fig. 3, the rf
stage Is identical to the six-meter version except fo r
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Fig_ 4 - Parts-placement guide for the ,;x-meter converter, A, and the two--meter converter, B. View iii
from the foil side of the board.
DMhed .irib show the localion of shields that are soldered to
short pieces of wi re ~ich project through hol es in the pc board. The sh ields may be fabricated from

shee t brass or copper, or scraps of copper-elad board material.

the tuning networks. Ll , L2, and L3 are air
wound, self-supporting, and are formed initially by
winding wile uound the threads of a 1/ 4-20 bolt.

The turns of Ll are spread to permit adding taps
prior to mount ing on the board. The d egree o f

intentage coupling in the two-meter model is
controlled by Ihe positions of L2 and LJ. Since
they a re mounted a t ri&ht angle" the cou plina i,
very light. By changin g the angle between these
two co ils, the passband may be optimized.
In the two-meter oscill ator stage, Q3 is changed
to In oscillator/tripler by replacin8 the source biltS
resistor with L6. Replace bypass capacitor, CIl,

"

,
"

Fig. 5 - An i·1 I neou ator may be nscll'Ssary If the
recei ver following the converter is excepli onelly
hot. Val ull'S lor 6 dB: RI. R2 - 18 o hms; R3 - 68
ohms. For 10 dB: RI , R2 - 27 ohms; R3 - 39

...,=.

with a ]O·pF value 10 resonate L6 ncar the c rystal
frequency. Source-Io-gate capaci tance provides the
feedback in this cue. The drain tank is modified to
provide output at the third harmonic, thus
eliminating the need for a separate triplet stage. Q4
is used lIS an oolation amplirler runn ing at veO' low
current level (as co ntrolled by R9) to provide
attenuation of the adjacent harmonics. This stage is
not needed for amplirlcation or the osci ll ator sigrual
bu t without the add itional filtering, severe
"birdies" may result from nearby fm or TV
statioru. In both the six-Ind two-meter venioru, a
numbe r of printed-circuit pads will be left over
when cons truc ti on is completed. Th ese a re til e
result of providing both bands o n a common pc
layout. For example, the isolation amplifie r
following the oscillato r is not used on six meten.
Therefore, this stage is bypassed by a Jumpe r wire
from L6 to C7. Five addi tional holes are located in
the ground area along the centerline of the board
and between rf Ind mi)(er slages.. Component lead
clippi ngs are solde red into these holes to provide a
mounting for the sh ield partitions, whic h are
soldered to the wires where they extend through
the board. Fig. 4 shows the parts layout for the sixand two-meter COnVetten. Notice that one lead of
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Fig. 6 - ScallHiize leyOllt for the pc board. The
,ami pattern is used for either band. Foil side
lihown here.

Tl ble I - Perfo rmance Specificalio ns
Parameler
Noiw figure, dB
Conversion gain, d B
Spu rious responses, dB

Freq . response,

6 Mtlen
1.8 - 2.3
--80·
o Has a respon$8
lit 6 MHz
49.8 - 5 1.5 MHz

2 M elen
2.0 - 2.4
17 - 24
-60·
o Rl!$ponses at
107 & 181 MHz
143.9 - 146.4 MHz

12 - 18mA

14-20mA

22-28

..:!: 1 dB
Cu rrent at 12 V de

IHIUI

M
t NI '

-

+1~V

SWltcN AND t~ ....,·
f OIlMER NOT QIj poe

'"
Fig. 7 - Schamatic diagram and pans-placement
guide for the power supply to tM conveners. The
transformer is mounted elilternal to the board. Pc
board ' size i, iden tical to the one used for the
convene...
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C3 must reach past the ground hole and connect to
the foil. R3 is not used on the six·met~r converter.
Alignment and Test

Perhaps the most difficult tuk in the project
was the teS! and tune-up of the finished converter.
A single test setu p using a sweep generator, diode

probe, and oscilloscope was a neemit)' to assure
the flat response over the tu ning range. Comme rcial attenualors we re used to caJibrate each
converter by the substitu tio n method.
Tuning of the air-wound rf circuit fOf two
meters was accomplished by spreading or co mpressing the turns of the coils. After Ililnmenl, the
windings were seemed by I bead of Silastic
compound along the oil to hold the turns in place.

The noise rigtuc of each converter was checked

using the Monode noi5e-Jenerator Icchnique. 1 A
final 5ell5itivity check usifll! • receiver (NC300) and

a model 80 calibrated signal generator com pleted
the checkout .
1 Guentder, "The Mo node NoiM Generator,"

Qsr,

April 1967 .

The transistors used in the rf stage were also
subject to some variation in noise figure. When this
occ::uued, an rf FET was carefully tnded with an
oscilbtor FET, since performance of the·FET all an
oscillator Wall always satisfactory.
The performance specification range (or the
converters is secn in Table J.
SmaU ceramic trimmers can be used in place of
the rixed-va lue mi ca capaci tors in the tuned
circuits of these co nverters. The midrange of the
trimmer should be approximately th e value of the
mica capacitors replaced. This procedure may
simplify the tunina process of the converters where
a sweep generator setup is not available, A little
careful twuking should give a reasonably flat
responsc.
If trimmers afe used, the rf input circuit should
be tuned to the center of the dcsired re5ponse,
50.5 MHz as an example. This circuit tunes broadly
and is not too eriticat. The rf intentage circuits
should be stagger tuned, one al 50.0 MHz and the
othe r at 51.0 MHz, as an example, the output i-f
circuits can" be tuned in a man net similar to the
intentage circuits.

DOUBLE BALANCED MIXER
Advances in technology have, in recent yean,
provided the amateur builder with many new
choices of hardware to use in the building of
receivers, conver ters. or preamplifiers. The broadband double-balaneed mixer paekage is a fine
e:umple of th is type of progress, and as amateurs
gain an understanding of the capabilities of this
device, they are incorporating this type of mixer in
many pieces of equipment, especially receivi ng
mi}[crs.. The combined mixer/amplifier described
here was presented originally in QST for March,
1975, by KIAGB,

placing a lower limit on mixer system sensitivity.
Generall y 20 dB of mixer midband, inter-port,
isolation is required, and most passive OHM can
ofTer greater than 40 dB.
A commercially manufactured double-balanced
diode mixer offers perfo rmance predictability,
circuit simplicity and fleXibility. Oosely matched
Schottky-barrier hot-carrier diodes, commonly
used in most inexpensive mixers of this type,
provide oUI.Uanding strong-signal mixe r per·
forman ce (up to about 0 dBm at the rfinput port)
and add little (0.5 dB or so) to th e mUte r noise
figu re. Essentially, diode conversion loss from rf to
i-f, listed in Table I, rcprescnU moS( of the mixer

Mixer CompariJons
II a OBM really better than other types'? What
docs it offer, and what arc its disadvantages? To
ans~, these questions., a look at more conventional "active" (voltages applied) mixing tech·
niques and some of the ir problems Is in order. The
reader is referred to a recen t art icle in QSr>:
dealing with mixers. Briefl y reiterated, common
single-device ac tive mixers with gain at ~h f and uhf
arc beset with problems of noise, desensitiuation
and small local-oscillator (LO) isolation fr om the
r-f and H "ports." As mixers, mos t devk:es have
noise figures in excess of those published for them
as If amplifiers and will not provide sufficient
.p",
sensitivity for weak-signal work. To minimize
noise, mixer·device current is generally mainlaincd
at a low level. This can reduce dynamic range.
increasing overl oad potential, as defined in lhe
terminology appendix. Gain contributions of rf
amplifiers (ui\Cd to estabtish a low sYltem noise Fig. 1 _ The I·f port of a do-ub' e~l a nced mixer i$
matched It flO - Iff Ind reactive at flO'" frf. In
figu re) further complicate the ove rl oad problem. this configuration conversion ion, rf com pression
U).noi~e leakage to the rf and i-f ports ad~crsely
and desensitization levels ca n vary t3 dB while
affects system pe rfo rmancc. Mixer dynamic range ' harmonic modulation and third-order IMO pro·
can be limited by conversion of th b noise to i-f, ducts can vary t20 dB.

Double Balance Mixer

..
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Fig. 2 - A schematic diagram for the doobl"balatlced mixer 'tid i-f post amplifier. The i·f ClIn be lither

14 or 28 MHz. I'iiIn1 values are given in Tlble II.

contribu tion to system noise ligure.t Midband
isolation between the LO port and the rf and i-f
ports of a DBM is typically> 35 dB - far !:leater
than that achievable with con ventional singledevice acti ve-mixing sc hemes. This isolation is
p<lrticutarl y ~lI v~" "'g<:uu~ j " deati n, with low-level
local-oscillalor harm onic and noise content. Of
course, selection of LO devices with low audio
noise figures. and proper rf fil tering in the LO
output, will redu ce problems from thissou rce.
Often listed dis.advan tages of a diode DBM are
(a). conversion loss, (b) LO power requirements,
and (c) i-f-interface problems. Th e first two points
are closety interrelated. Conversion Joss necessita tes $Ome low-noise r-f amplifica tion to establish a
useful weak-sign al system noise figure. Active
mi xefll also have this requirement , as will be
demonstrated later. Additi onal LO power is fairly
easy to generate, filter, and mcasure. If we accept
the fac t that mote LO powcr is necessary for the
DBM than is used in conventional single-device
actlvc mixing circuits, we Icave onl y two real
obstacles to be overcome in th e DBM . th ose of
conversion loss and i-f outpu t interfa cing.
To minimi~ conv<" Bion I05S in I OHM, the
diod es Me driven by rhe LO beyond th eir squarelaw re gion, producing 3n output spectrum which in
ge ne ral includes the terms:
_Fundamental hcquencies {LO and f rf
_All of their humonics
_The desired I-f output, fLO:t f rf
_All higher order products of nfLO :t m/rf
where n and m ate inte~rs.
The DBM, by virtue of its symmetry and

*

t See .i.PPf!n41x on n ol ... lI,u~.

*s.... appendix fo~ mix"" t.enninololl)'.

intern al transformer balance, suppresses I large
number of the harmonic modu lation products. In
the sy uem described here, flO is on the low $ide
of In; the refore, numerically, the desired i-f output
is frf - flO . Nonetheless, the term fLO :t Irf
appelill at the i-r-output port equal in amplitude to
the desired i-f signal, and this unused enerv must
be effectively terminated to obtain no more than
the specified mixer-conversion loss. This Is not the
image frequency. flO - /i·f, which will be discus.sed later.
In any mix er design, all rf p<lI"t dgnal components must be bypassed effectively fOf best
convenion efficiency (minimum Ion). Energy not
"converted" by mixing action will reduce conversion gain in active systems, and increase conversion
loss in passive systems such IS the diode DBM_ Rf
bypassinr; aho preven ts spurious resonances and
other undesired phenomena from affecti", mixer
performarn::c_ In this system, rf bypassin, at the
i-f-output port will be provided by the inpUt
capacitance of the }of interface. The DBM is Dot a
panacea ror mix ing ills, and its effectiveness can be
reduced drastically if all ports an not prope rly
terminated.
DBM Port Terminations
Most DBM-perfonnance inconsistencies occur
because system source and load impedances
prese nted to the mixer .u not matched at all
frequ encies encou ntered in normal operation. The
terminations (attenuator pads) used in conjund ion
with tes t equipment by manufac turers to measure
published performance characteristics are indeed
"broadband" matched Reactive mixer terminations can cause system problems, an d multiple
reactiv e terminations can usually compound these
problems to the point !"here performance is vCl)'
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difficult to predicL Let's see how we can deal with
reactive terminations.
The I-F Port
The j.f port is very se nsitive to mismatch
conditions. Renections from the mixcr/ H amplificr interface (the pi network in Fig. 2) can cause
the conveTSion loss to vary as much as 6 dB. Aho
gr eatly affec ted a re third- o r de r intermodulation-p roduct ratio and the suppression of
spuriou ~ ggnals, both of which may vary t: 10 dB or
more. It is ironic that the i-f port is the most
sensitive to a reactive termination, as this is a
receiving system point where -shatp"sk irtcd filters
are often desire d
Briefly, here is . what happens with a reactive
i-r-port termination. Fig. 1 shows a DBM with
"h igh sidt" La injection and an i-f termination
ma tched at fLO - I rf but reac tive to fLO -t Irf.
The laller lerm re-enten the mixer, api n combines
wilh t~ LO Ind produces terms that ClCit at the rf
port, namely 2/LO -t [rf, a de term, and fLO -t Irf
- fLO (the original rf-port inpu t frequency). This
condition affects conversion loss, as mentioned
earlier, iii add ition to r(-port VSWR, depending on
the phase of the reflected signaJ. The term 2fLO +
ftf also arfec" the harmonic modulation-products
spec trum resulting in spu rious responses.
One solution to the i- f-interface problem is the
use of a broadband 5~ohm resistive termination,
like a pad, to minimiu reflections. In deference to
increased post-conversion sys tem noise figure, It
~med impractical to place such a ~ennination at
the mixer H output port. While a complimentary
filler or diplexer (high-pass/low-pass mten appropriately terminated) can be used 10 terminate both
§PntenUtion .... d caltw...tlon format of tb_
terms ls baRd on "Iow dde" LO Injeetion. See the
e ppendb;: 101" ezplanation.

[rf + fLO and Irf - fLO §, a simpler meth od can be
used if I rf -t fLO is less than 1 GHz and (frf -t fLO)
I (frf - fLO) > 10. Place a short-circuit termination to frf + flO, like a simple lumped capacitance, directly at the mixer i-f terminal. This
approach is easiest fpr the amateur to Implement
and duplicate, 50 a form of it WaJ tried _ with
$ucces.s. In our circuil, Cl serves a dual purpose. Its
reactance at Irf -t fLO is small enough to provide I
low-impedance "short-circu it" condition to this
term for proper mixer operation. Additionall y, it is
part of the inpu t reactance of the mixer i-famplifie r interflce. Foztunately the netwozk
impedance- transformation ratio is largtl enough,
and in the proper direction, to permi t a fai rl y large
amount of capacitance (low reactance) at the
mixer i-f-output port. The capacitor, in its dual
role, must be of lOod quality at vhf/ uhf (specifically I rf -t fLO) , with short icads, to be effective.
The mixer condition (ftf -t fLO) / (frf - fLO) :;. 10
is met al 432 and 220 Mll z with a 404 / l92-MH z
LO (2S-M Hz i-n and on 14 MHz with a I3~MHz
LO (H-M Hz i-t). At SO MHz, with a 36 MHz LO,
we are sligh tly shy of the requirement, but no
problems were encountered in an operating unit.
The pi-type interface circuit assures a dec reasing
impedance as i-f operation departs from midband,
thereby lessening IMD problems.
The LO Port
The primary effec t of a reactive La source is an
increase in harm onic modu lat ion an d third-ordc r
IMD products. tr the drive leve l is adequate, no
effect II noted on conversion loss, rf compression
and desensitization levels. A reactive La source can
be mitigated by simply padding the LO port wi th a
3- or 6-dB pad and increasing the LO drive a like
amount If excess La power is not available,
matching the La source to the mixer will improve
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pe:rfonnance. This method is acceptable for single- at the If imaae frequency (numerically fLO - fi-f
frequency to applications, when appropriate test in our case) willlqitimately appeu iDverted at the
equipment is available to evaluate matchiT\l results. i-f-output port, unless proper filtering is used to
For limplicity, a J.db pad WI5 incorporated at the reduce them It the mixer rf·input port. For
LO-Input port IS an interface in both venions of example. a 144·MHz converter with I 28-MHz i-f
the mixer. Thus the LO port is presen ted with I output (I 16-MH1: LO) will have rf image-response
reasonably broadband termination, and is relatively potential in the 84 to 88-MHz nnge. TV chann el 6
inse nsitive to appli ed frequency, as long as it is wideband-fm aud io will indeed appear at the
below about 500 MHz. This Imp lies that fre- I-f-cutput port near 28 MHz unless appropriate
quencies other th an amateur assignments may be rf-input mtering is used to eliminate it. While
covered - and such is indeed the case when
octave-bandwidth vhf/uhf "image less mixer" techappropriate LO frequencies and rf amplifiers are niques can improve sys tem noise JlCrfonnance by
used. Remotely located LOs, when adjusted for a about 3 dB (imaae noise ~ductioit). and image
S(k)hm load, can be connected to tile mixer signal rejection by 20 dB - and much greater with
without severe SWR and reflcctiYe-loss problems in the use of a simple pting scheme - such a system
the trqlsmilSion line.
is a bit esoteric for our application. DoUble or
Broadband mixen exhibit different character- mulliple-conversion techniques can be used to
istics at different frequencies., due to circuit reso- advantage, but they further complicate an othernam~es and changes in diode impedances resulting
wise simple system. Image noise and signal refrom LO power·level changes. Input impedances of jection will depend on the effectiveness of the
the various por ts are load depend enl, eve n though filtering provided in the rf-amplifier chain.
they are isola ted from each olher physically, and
by II least 35 dB electrically. AI higher fre·
Mixer Selec tio n
quencies., this effect is more no ticeable, since
The mixer used in this system is a Releom M6F,
isolation tends to drop as frequency increases. For with specifications given in Table I. Suitable
this reason, il is important 10 maintain the LO substitute units are also presented. The M6F is
power 81 its appropriate Icvd,.once other ports are designed for printed-circuit applications (as are the
matched.
recommended substitutes), and the lead pins are
rather short. While mixen are available with
connectors attached, they are mOl e expensive. The
The RF Port
A reactive rf source is not too detrimental to simple package is suggested as, aside from less
expense, improved interface between mixer and i-f
system performance. This is good, since the output
amplifier is possible because of the shorlleads. The
impedance of most amateUI preamplifiers is seldom
combining of miKer. and i-f amplifier in one
SO ohms resistive. A 3-dB pad Is used at the rfport converter package was done for that reason. Along
in the SO- and 144-MHz mixer to 14 MH z, and a
these lines, the modular--constroclion approach
2-dB pad is used in the 220/432-MHz mixer to 28
MHz, although they add directly to mixer noise
figure. Rr inputs be t"IWen about 80 and 200 MHz
ate practical in the 14-MHz .. r-output model, while
the 28--MHz-output unit is most useful from 175 to
500 MHz. Mbler contribution to system noise
figure will be almost completely overcome by a
lo.noise rf amplifier with suffiCient pin and
adequafc imace rejection.
Image Response
Any broadband mixing scheme will have a
potential Image-response problem. In most amateur
vhf/uhf receiver systems (as In these units) singleconversion techn iqu e~ are employed, with the LO
placed below the desired rf channel for noninverting down-conversion to !-f. Conversion Is
related to both i-f and LO frequencies and, because
of the broadband nature of the DBM, input signals

This tOP view of the DBMfi·' amplifier shOWI the
plluic miKer package plus rf/LO Inputl ImI i·f
out pu t Jacks clea rly marked for cabling. The unit is
mounted on the open face of a .tandard 6 x 4 x
2.inch aluminum chalSis. This shieldi ng is necessary
to prevent the 3N l 40 from picking up IKlernel
signals In thl 14-MHl region.
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The bottom view of the DBM/i-f amplifie1" shows
eomponent and shielding layout. L1, the milUlf'
amplifier In terface Inductal'lCl and associated com·
ponents erl Indlcatld. Cl, wit h 11$ widl silllir-ttrap
leads, Is connlCted directly betvwen the millir i-f
outpilt pin and the copper-elad ground planl with
_ntially Ziro lead length. Connection betweln
the ml lle1" output pin and other components (Ll,
C2 and the rf c!w)ke for d-e return) is made by
using excess lead from C1. The 43-ohm, l /4-W
resinor In thl 3N140 gate 1 lead is con nec ted
between thl hlgh-impedanel end of l1 and a spare
terminal on the coil form. The device gate No.1
lead and resinor are Joined at this point. It Is
Important that input/ output isolation of the
3Nl 40 be maintained as It Ii operating at high IIBln.
Miller packages other than the M6F may halle
differ,nt pin connections and require sl ightly
differlnt input-circuit layout and shielding.
OoublHldad copper-cled board was used through·

00'.

pcnnits ,ood signal isolation and enable. the
mixer-amplifier/i-r system to be used at a va ri ety of
rf and LO-input frequ encies, as mentioned ea rlier.
Most eommonly available, inexpensive DBM are
not constructed 10 take advantage of LO powers
much above +10 dBm (10 roW). To do so requires
add itional circuitry which could degrade other
mixer characteristics, speCifically conversion loss
and inter-pori isolation. The advan tage of higher
LO power is primarily one of improved slron,signal-handling performance. At least one manufacturer advertises moderately priced "'igh-!eve'"
reaivin, DBM which can use up 10+23 dBm (200

roW) LO power, and still retain excellent conveIsion 1055 and isolation characteristics, shown in
Table 1. The usefulness of mixers with LO power
requirements above the commonly available +7
dBm (5 mW) level in amateur receiving applications
may be a bit moot, as mcceeding stages in most
amateur receivers will likely overload before the
DBM. Excessive overdC5ign is not necessary.
In general, mixer selection is based on lIle
lowest practical LO level requirement lIlal will
meet the application, as it is more economical and
resulu in the least LO leakage within the system.
M a fmt-order approximation, LO power should
be 10 dB greater than the highest anticipated
inpu~lignal level at the rf port. Mixen with LO
requirements of +7 dBm are quite adequate for
amateur,rcceivlng applications.

Application Design Guidelines
WhlJe the material just presented only scratches
the surface in tenns of DBM theory and utilization
in amateur vhf/uhf receiving systems. some praQtical solutions to the non-ideal mixer-port.
tenn ination problem halle been offered. To achieve
best performance from most commercially manu·
factured btoadband DBM In amateu r receiver
service, the following guidelines ate suggested:
• ChOOle H . and LO frequencies that will
provide maximum freedom from interference problems. Don', "guesstimate," go through the numbers!
• Provide a proptlI H -output tcnn ination (mos t
critical).
• Increase the LO-input power to rf-input
power ratio to a valu e that will provide the
required suppression of any in-band interfering
produets. The specified LO power (+7 dBm) will
generally accom plish this.
• PIOIIide as good an LO match as possible.
.Include adequate pre-mixer rf-image filtering
at the rf port.
When the mixer porU Ire terminated properly
perfonnance usually in excess of published specifications will be achieved - and this is more than
adequate for most amateur vhf/uhf receiver milling
applications.

This Is a slda IIlaw showing construction details for
the double-tuned j_f outPlIt circuit. Thl 3N140
drain lead pesses through the shield wa ll Ilia. smalt
Teflon press-fit bushing and Is connectad directly
to L2. A de-input isolation compartment . ' ong
with delllce gil" 2 biasing components (bill canfigurlltion modifild slightly aft.,. photogrllph was
tak.n), can be seen to the left of the j·f-output
componlntl. l2 and l 3 are spac.d l - lf8.lnch
12.9 em) c.nt.,.·to-centet In the 14-MHz model
N\own, and 1 Inch (2.5 em) apart In thl 28-MH~
unit.
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Fig. 6 - A test setu p used to measure tMD. The first attenuator adjusts the input level to thll uni t under
wst. The second one provides a means of staying with in thlliinear range or the spectrum analyzer.

The Combined DBM/ I-F Amplifier
A low-noise i-f ampli fier (2 dB or less) following the DBM helps ensure an acceptable system
noise figure when the mixer is preceeded by . a
low-noise rf amplifier. A pi-network matcmng
system used between the mixer i-f-ou tpu t por t and
gate 1 of the 3N 14 0 transforms the nominal
SO-ohm mixer-outpu t impedance to a l SOC~·ohm
gate-input impedance (at 28 MHz) specifically for
best noise performance. The network forms a
narrow-band mixer/ i-f-output circuit which serves
two other important functions: It helps achieve the
neceSSllIY isolation between rf-and i-f signal components, and serves as a 3-polc nIter, resulting in a
monotonic decrease in match imperances as the
operating j..f departs from mid-band. This action
a id s in suppression of harmonic-distortion
products.
The combined DBM/i-f amplifier is shown
sehematically in Fig. 2 and pictorially in the
photographs. In the 14-MHz model, the 3Nl40
drain is tapped down on its associated inductance
to provide a lower impedance for better strongsignal-handling ability. The 3N l40 produces about
19 dB gain across a 700-kHz passband, flat within
1 dB between 13.8 and 14.5 MHz. A 2-M tlz
passband is used for the 28-MHz model, and the
device drain is connected directly to the hiP.
impedance end of its associated indu ctance. Both
amplifiers were tuned independently of their respective mixers, and chec ked for noise figure as
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well as gain. With each i-f amplilier pretuned anO
connected to its mixer, signals were applied to the
Wand rf-input ports. The pi-network inductance
in the j..f interface was adjusted carefull y to see if
perfonnance had been al tered No change was
noted I-f gain is controlled by the ex ternally
accessable po tentiometer. Passband tuning adjustments in the drain circuit are .best made with a
sweep generator, but single-signal tuning techniques will be adequate. While there should be no
difficu lty with the non-gate-protected 3N140, a
4067 3 may be substitu led direc tl y if des,ired.
DBM/I·F Amplifier IMD Evaluation
Oassical labora tory IMO measurements made
on the DBM/ j..f am plifier, using the test setup
shown in Fig. 6. from both tones of a twoequal-tone If- input test signal consisting of - 10
dB m each tone. Thc tones were closely spaced in
the 144-MHz range, and converted to 14 MHz LO.
Close spacing was necessary to ensure third-order
products would appear essentially unattenuated
within the relatively narrow j..f-output passband. In
operation, as simulated by thesc test conditions,
equivalen t output signal levels at J3 would be
strong enough to severely overload most amateur
receivers. Perhaps the early Collins 75A series,
R390A an d those systems described by Sabin 4 and
Hay ward ' would still be func tioning well.
A high-perfonnance, small-signal, vh f/ uh f receiving amplifier optimized for IMD reduction and
useful noise figure is only as good as any succeeding receiving-system stage, in tt;'rms of overload. The DBM /i-f-amplifier combina tion presented
significantly reduces common first-mixer overload
problems, leaving the sta tion receiver as thc potentially weak link in the system. When properly
understood and employed, the broadband DBM
foHowed by a selective low- noise j..f amplifier can

Fig. 7 _ A thlrd-order in tercept point is determined by extrepolating the dll$ired product curve
beyond the mixlIf" compression point and intersecting with tlje third-order IM-product cu rve. In
this case LO power is +7 d 8m , conversion 10$$ is 5
dB.
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be • useful tool for the amateur vh f/ uhf receiver
experlmenter.

Appendix
Mixer Terminology

ftf - rfinput frequency
fLO - local-oscillator input frequency
/H - l-foul put frequency
By convention, mixing signals an d their products
arc re fe rred to the LO frequency for calculations.
In the mixer system presented, /rf is always above
fLO, to we will refer ou r riplab to [rf, with the
exce ption of Fig. 1 which u~ th e /LO reference.
Overload

A ge neric term covering most un desired operating phenomena associated with device nonlinearity.
Ha,monic Modulation ProdUCtl

Output responses caused by harmonics of /LO
and /tf and their mixing p£oducts.

RF Compuuion Level
The absolute single-signal rf input-power level
that causes co nversion loss to increase by I dB.

RF Desensitization Level
The rr input powa of an in terfering signal that
causes the ,mall-signal co n... cnion loss to increase

Becau se mix ers are nonlinear devices, aU signals
applied will generate o thers. When two signals (or
tones), PI and F2, are applied simultaneously to
the rf-input port, additional signah are generated
and appear in the outpu t u fLO 1- (nFl + mF2).
These siplals are most troublesome when n.t m is a
low odd num ber, as the resultin, product will lie
close to the desired ou tput. For n-l (or 2) and
m- 2 (or 1), the result is three (3), an d is called the
two-tonc/lhird-order intermodu lation produets
When Fl and F2 are separated by I MH t, the
third-order produc ts will lie I MHz above and
below the desired outputs. Intermodulation is
genaally specified under an ticipated ope rating
conditions since performance varies over th e broad
mbc:er-frequency ranges. Intermodulation products
may be specified at levels required (i.e. SO dB
below the desired outputs for two (k1Bm input
signals) or by the intercept point.
The intercept point is a fictitious point determinM by the fac t that an increase of level of two
input tones by 10 dB will cause the desired output
to increase by 10 dB, but the third-order output
will increase by 30 dB. If the mix er ex hibited no
compression, there would be a point at which the
level of the desired ou tpu t would be equal to that
of the third-order product. This is caUed the
third-order intercept point and is the poini wh ere
the desired-ou tput slopes an d third-order slopes
intersect (Fig. 7).
Noise Figure
Noise figure is a relative measurement based on
excess noise power available from a termination
(input relb tor) at a particular tempera ture (290
degrees K). When measu ring !be NF or a dOuble
balanced mixer wi th an automatic system, such IS
the HP 342A, a correction may be necessary to
make th e mete r reading consistant with th e accepted definition or receiver noise figure.
In a broadband DBM, the actual noise bandwidth consisll of two H pa5sbands, one on each
side of the local-oscillator frequ ency (flO + {t-f
and fLO - ft-O. This double sideband (dsb) H
ruponse includes the rr channel and ill image. In
general, only the rf channel is desired for further
amplification. The image contributes nothi", but
receiver and background noise.
When makill8 an au tomatic noiserrlgure
measurement usl", a wideband noise source, the
excess noise is applied through both sidebands in a
broadband DBM. Thus the instrument meter indicates NF as based on both sideba nds. This means
that the noise in th e rf and image sideband s is
combined in the mixer i-f-output port to give a
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double contribution (3 dB greater than under ~b
condi tions). For equal rf·sideband responses, which
is a reasonable IWUmption, and in the absence or
presel~ton, fliters, or other imaJc rejection elements, the automatic NF meter readings are 3 dB
lower th an the actual NF ror OBM measurements.
The nobe figure ror receivers (and most OBM)
Is generall y specified with only one sideband for
the useful signal. As mentioned in the text, most
DBM diodes add no mo re than 0.5 dB (i n th e form
of NF) to conversion 10". which is generall y
measured under single-signal rf·input (lSb) con·
dilioM. Auuming OBM conversion efficiency (or
10") to be within specificatioM, there is an
excellent probability that the "b NF is also
satisfactory. Noise f"lgUre calculations In the tex t
were mlde using a graphical solution of the well
known noise-figure f~nnula :
,- -

I

rr - ft+u.....-..:....
. t,
converted 10 dB.
Improved Wide Bind I·P Responses
The following infortn2tion wu developed in
achieving broad-band perfonnance in Ihe mixer-tcr
amplifier circuitry. In cases where only a small
portion of a band is of interest the original circuit
values are adequate. For those who need to rccc:ive
over I eonsidenble portion of a band, say one to
two .MHz, a change of some component will
provide Improved perfonnance over I broad range
while maintaining an acceptable noise fiJUIe.
The te nn "nominal SO-ohm Impedance"
applied to diode OBM ports is tru ly a misnomer, as
their reflective impedance is rarely SO ohms +jO and
a VSWR of I is almost never achieved. Mixer
performance specified by the manu factu rer is
meUllred in a SO-ohm broadband system, and it is

up te;! the dedaner to provide an equivalent
tennination to ensure that the unit will meet
.specif"JCations. Appropriate mltcrun,; techniques It
the rf and W ports will reduce. conversion Joss and
low-power requirements. Complex mteT synthesis
can improve the j.f output match. Ho_ver, if one
doe s not have the necessary equipment to evalUlte
his efforts, they may be wuled. Simple, effe<:tive,
euily reproduced ciTcuitly WlS desired lIS long as
the trade-offs were acceptable, and meas urements
indica te this 10 be the cue.
The most critical circuit in the combined unit is
the interface. between mixer and j.f amplifier. It
mull be low-pass in nature to satisfy vhf silflal
component bypassing requmments at the mixer j.f
port. For belt mixer IMD characteristics Ind low
conversion loss, it must puent to the H port a
nominal SO-ohm impedance at the desired ~
quency, and th is impedance value must not be
allowed to increase as jof operation departs from
midband. The impedance at the i-f amplifier end of
the interface network must be in the optimum
region for minimum crou-modulation and low
noise. A dual-gale device offen two important
advantages over most bi-polars. Very little. if any,
power gain is sacriflCed in achieving best noise
figure. and both parameters (gain and NFl are
relatively independent of source resistance in the
optimum region. As a Jesuit, the dffigner has I
great deal of Oexibility in choosing a source
impedance. In general, a 3: 1 change in source
resistance results in only a l·dB change in NF. With
miftimJm Cl ost-modulation as 3. prime system
consideration, this 3: 1 change (reduction) in
source resistance implies a 3: 1 improvement in
CJ"OS9-moduiation and total harmonic: distortion.
Tests on the 3N201 dual-gate MOSFET have
shown device noise performance to be excellent for
source impedJ.nces in the l-kii to 2·k.a region. For
optimum noise and good cross-modulation

...
..'v O--3'.·~
14 MHz

28Mtb

Ct - 300 pf (JF O 301!.
C2 - 5t pF S.M.
C3 - 68 pF S.M.
Ll - 1St No. 24 en,meled 0<"1 3/B-inch dia
f8d.slull form. 1.5-2.5 pH range, 1.95 pH
network.

100 pF UFO 101).
Not used
1.5 pF S.M.
191 No. 26 en,meled on 1/4-inch di a reO-slug
Conn.

,«

Fill. 1 - Suggested changes in the mixer·to 3N 140 pi·network interface circuit, produCinlilower QL' and
better performlnce. See the ()I'"lginal article for additional circuit dellils.
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performance, the nomi nal S(}.ohm mixer H output way to "set" the receiver S meier, A good method
impedance is stepped up to about 1500 ohms for fOI gain adjustment is redu ction of the ga le-2 bias
H amplifier gate I , using the familiar low-pass pi voltage from its initial optimum-gain bias point
network. This is a mismatched condition for gate (greater than +4 V de), producing a remote-cutoff
I , as the device inpu t impedance for best gain in charac teristic (a gradu al reduction in drain current
the hf region is on the order of to k n network with
decreasing
gate
bias),
The
in itial
loaded-Q values in the article are a bit higher than gain-reduction rate is higher with a slight forward
necessary, and a design for lower QL is preferred bias on gate 1, than for Vg I s'" 0, Input and outpu t
Suggested modified component values are listed in circ uit delu ning resulting from gain reduction
Fig. 8. High-frequency attenuation is reduced (Miller effect) is inconsequential as the gate- l and
somewhat, but sa tisfac tory noise and bandwidth drain suscep tances change very litde over a wide
performance is more easily obtained. Coil-form size range o f Vg21 and ID at both choices of i-f, Best
is the same, so no layou t changes are required for intennodulation figure for the 3N20 1 was obtained
the modiftcation. Components in the interface with a small forward bias on gate 1, and the biasmust be of high Q and few in number to limit their circuil mo difica tion shown may be tried, if desired
noise con tribution through losses. The 28-M Hz
References
values provide satisfactory interface network
performance over a 2.-MHz bandwidth. A higher
I Fio!t, " D ouble-Bala n ced Mlx en," HQm Radio,
QL in the 28-M Hz interface can be useful if one Much,1968,
narrows the output network and coven only a few
1 ReS!, "BToadband Double-bala nc ed Mod uhundred kilohertz bandwidth, as is commonly latOT," Hllm RQd/o, Much, 1970,
'DeMaw a nd McCoy; "Leunin, to Work With
done in 432-MHz weak-signal work..
Device biasing and gain control me thods were SemiCOnductors," P art IV , QST, July, 1974,
'Sabin, " T he So lid-State R eceiver," QST, J uly,
chosen for simplicity and adequate performance. 1970,
Some sort of gain adjustmen t is desirable for
' Haywazd, "A Competition-Grade CW R edrain-circuit overload -protection, It is also a handy ceiver," QST, March and April 1974,

AN OSCAR UP-CONVERTER
Many amateu r operato rs who wish to receive
the l().me ter signals from the Oscar s.atelli tes do so
with an average receiver that is already "at hand"
in the shack, sometimes adding a preamplifier for
improved performance, Othe~s use a converter to
translate the signals to a lower frequency where the
station receiver is more stable 01 more sensitive,
However, there is another approach that should
be explored _ that of co nverting the Io.meter
signals up to a higher band, J ust a very short tim e
ago this system would have been impractical, if not
ridiculous, because o f the complexity and size of
the equipment involved Recent developments in
two-meter transceivel1l make the up-conversion
scheme practical and .attrac tive. A nearly " ideal"
Oscar package can be obtained by the addition of a
small converter whleh aUows a nonnal transccive
style of opera tion wi th the vhf equipmen t.
There are seve ral makes o f 144-MHz ssb tran sce ivers available, but only a few are beginning to
appear on the marke t in the Western Hemisphere,
The KLM Echo II was used here to evalua te the
technique and test the performance of the converter tha t was assembled This particular transceiver had been modified to permit cw opera tion as
well as the usual ssb - a desirable feature to look
for in any equipm ent be ing con templated.
In some instances it may seem a bi t red undant
to convert a 28-MHz signal to 144 MHz, only to
have it converted back down to 28 MHz in the
rece iver first mixer, However, there are reasons
wh y this sc heme is 'no t all that bad, and a chief one
is tha t the fre quencies do not translate direc d y in
all cases. A secondary, but important, consJUera-

tion is tha t it may not be desirable or possible to
modify the e qu ipment to accept a 28-MHz input.
And of course not all transceiven have 28 MHz as a

fint }Of,
The Converter
If the pc board and parts-placement layout
appears familiar, it is because an existing design
was modified 10 serve our purpose, Rather than go
through the entire process o f developing a new
board the " Rochester" converter was rehabilitated
for this project. See pages 300.304 for more delails
of these converters. Most suppliers of ama teu r
radio pc boards have this pattern on hand, and
ma ny have etched and drilled boards in stock,
There have been a few changes to some parts o f the
cireuit, necessita ting the plac ing of one capaci tor
on the foil side of the board. In operation the
COnverter reverses the p rocess o f Ihe original in
tha i it rust amplifies the l ().meter signals in Q l
(Fig. I ), then mixes them wi th 11 6.45-hl Hz energy
in Q2, to provide an output between 145.85 and
145,95 MH z. T he o riginal o sclila toT and
harmo nic-generator cireu it proved adequate with a
slight modification; a third-overtone crystal with a
frequency of 58.225 was used instead of the
38,6-MHz unit specified earlier. A buffe r stage
(Q4) is necessary to allow some rejec tion of
un wanted harmonics wh ile mainta ining a suitable
injection voltage for the mixe r,
Construction
The assembly o f the converter is greatly simpli-
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ell - Two 1/2·inch Ifleces No. 18 insu lated
hookup w ire , tw isted together 1/2 turn.
U , L2, L3 - 18 turns No. 28 enam. wound on
Amidon T -30-.s core. L1 tapped at 6 turns and
11 tur ns from ground end.

L4, L5 - 5 turns No. 20 enam ., formed by using
threads of 1/4·20 bolt as 11 guide. L5 is tapped 2
t l;!rns from the ground end.

fied by the use of a ready-made board, since for
the most part the work consists of placing the
component leads through the hol es and soldcrinR;
them in place.
Because of slight differences in materials used
in toroids, it will be necessary to adjust the input
and intcrstage tuncd circuits to re son ance after the
converter is com ple ted. This W3Jl done by the
substitution method, placing different values of
capacitance across the windings whil e monitoring
the signal on a receiver. There aIe miniature
trimmers available that would fit into the space,
but the cost o f th ese devices is a bit high.
Altel1latively, larger trimm ers could be mounlcd
below the pc board, if the builder allows enough
sPlIce between the board and the enclosure to
which it is fastened. Proper operation of the
oscillator and buffer stages can be ascertained by
using a grid-dip metcr to indicatc output on the
correct hannonic of Yl.
There is sufficient space "in m me transceivers to
allow the converter to be mounted internally, as
was the case in the Echo 11 - unit shown in the

001 ..

, FJ:

OH"';

.·'000 ... · 1000000

~

"'" '" r-••• ~ '"
""

~c.

Fig. 1 - The schematic diagram of t he "Rochester" converter as modified for up~onversion .

OTHUIS

'f

+12 V

L6 - 10 turns No. 24 enam. cl ose wound on the
body o f a 1000-ohm I n-watt resistor.
L7 , La - 5 turn s No. 20 enam .. formed the same
as L4. Both are tapped 2 turns fram the hot
end.
Y1 - SB.225·M Hz crystal. International Crystal
third-overto ne type in FM·l (wire leads) or
FM-2 (pins ) hOlder. Calibretion tole.-ance of
.0025% at a load capacitance of 20 pF used
here. Generat1Jurpose 1.01%) tolerance may be
adequate in mon instances.

photographs. A small bracket was fastened to the
rear apron of the equipment to provide a mount
for the 28-MHz input connector. WIlere a lTans..
ceiver is too co mpact to allow this style or
asse mbly, the eonvcrlcr could be fastened in a
small Minibox for shielding. A source of +1 2 V.
and a small-diameter coax for ; input and ou tput
connec tions makes the Wiring job simple. In some
equipment it may be necessary to disconnect the
receiver input wiring from the T / R relay but Uris
was no t done in the Echo II. The ou tpu t from the
convcrtcr was wired in parallel with the receiver
input lead. Any smaU amount of noise picked up
by the receiver wa! masked by the output from the
converter. Ho~ver, in areas of high local activity
or high ambien t noise levels, it will be necessary to
disable the normal receiver input. ·

Perrormance
Sensitivity of the converter was sufficient that
the residual output of a Model 80 signal generator
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In this particular model tnll1$Ceive., room was
available to mount the converter in en inverted
position jU1t below the speaker. A small bracket is
fastened under one of the bolts that also holds a
transformer to the bottom sidewall. Cables are
routed along with eX isti ng wiring harnesses and
tied in pl ace. The 28·MH:l input con nector is
fastened to the rear apron of the equipment.

could be heard clearly. A

l~-"V

signal Wli loud

enough that it evoked the immediate reaction of
turning down the audio gain control on the
transceiver. Ignition noise picked up by the variety
of antennas tried was strong enough to be bothersome at times, (ulther attes ting to the sensi tivity of
the converte.r - it abo pointed out the usefulness
of the noiJc blanker in the Echo II. ConsideTill8 the
perfonnance of the converter/transceiver combination, lIIe addition of a preamplifier or an j·e post
amplifier was not considered necessaty. Additional
pin could even be detrimental by causing overloading or intermodulation problems - there was
no evidence of these problems during severBI te~ts.
Since the fttl l j·f in the transceiver is at 28
MHz, the qu estion of powble ''leak-through'' of
local signals was raised. No indication of this type

......

provide I high degree of attenuation to hf-band

In lUeas where strong local operation doe s cause
$I1ch leakage or signals Ihrough the converter it will
be necessary to install a high-pau filter between
the converter output and the receiver input.
Designs for such mten can be round in the ARRL
Handbook. Because the filter will be used at
es.sentiaUy zero power level, it can be made
phy*aUy quite compacl Of cou rse good shielding
and hilh-quality coaxial cable is a must in any
effort to keep unwanted signals out - the best
fillers in the world will do no good if there is a
path around them.

[ EDITOR'S NOTE: The pug plIeement lor this
up.cODvutBr .. Ylrtuall,. IdenUeal w that ...ed in

of interference was found during receivinl; tests,
bul admittedly it eQuid happen. The output circuit
of the mixer (LA, LS, ell) has a band-pus

tbe "Roebetter" couvemn. 10000ud etae.h ere in

characteristic centered on 146 MHz and should

fHquenclq tIll'Ouabout.]

this cbaptel". The reader "aD foUo. that layouL.
keepinJ: in mind the diUenonCH in tUDecl-<:IrcuI.t

Top view of the modified Rochester Converter. A
mounting bracket has been fastened to the lowel'"
right COfner. The 28-MHz Input II to the upper
ri ght , wit h the rf ampl ifier along th e top of the
board. Osci llator and buffer stagel are located
along the bottom portion. The j·f ou tput coi ls, L4
and L5. are at the upper left with Cll (twisted
wires) JUSt below L4, adjacent to the resistor. The
shields bet_n stages haw been omitted for a
better view.
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INTERDIG ITAL CONVERTER
FOR 1296 OR 2304 MHz
In a world where rf spectrum pollution is
becoming more serious, even into the microwave
region, it is almost as important to keep unwanted
signals out of a receiver as it is to prevent IlIdiation
of spurious energy. An interdigitaL filter was
described some years ago, featuring low insertion
loss, simplicity of construction, and relU(lnable
rejection to out-of.i.mnd signals.' It could be used
in either transmitters or receivers.
This twice-useful principle has now been put to
work again - as a mixer. Again, the ease of
construction and ada ptation leads many to wonder
that it had not been thought of before. It was first
described by W2CQH in QST for Januuy, 1974.

frequ ency near 1296 or 2304 MHz.. The ungJounded end of rod A Is connected to a BNC
coaxial connector and Serves as the coupling
section to the niter inpul Rod B is the high·Q

•

A Filter and Mixer
A layout of the microwave portions of both
co nverters is shown in Fig. I. The structure
consis ts of five interdigitated round rods, made of
3{s..inch OD brass or coppe r tubing. They are
soldered to two sidewalls and centrally located
between two gJound-planes made of lf l 6-inch
sheet brass or copper-cl.ad epoJly fiber glau. One
ground plane is made larger than the microwave
assembly and thus provides a convenient mounting
plate for the remainder of the conve rter cornponenu..
The sidewalls are bent from .032-inch thick
sheet brass or they can be made from 1/4 x
3{4-inch brass rod. One edgc of each sidewall is
soldered to the larger groun d plane. The other edge
is fastened to the smaller gJound plane by 4-40
machine or self·tapping screws, each located over
the cen terline of a rod. The sidewall edges should
be sanded flat. before the gJound plane is attached,
to assure continuOlls electrical con tacl Note that
no end walls are required since there are no electric
fields in these regioni.
Electrically, rods A, B, and C com prise a
one-stage, blgh-loaded-Q (QL : 100), interdigital
niter' which is tuned to the incoming signal
'Pll hn. "Int'"rdl&ital Bandpaa Pilten for A.m.-tellr VHF/UHF Application ... " QST Much, 1968.

The converter for 1296 MHz. This unit was built
by R.E. Fisher, W2CQH. While the mix.,.. assembly

hop cemer) in this ~I has solid brass walls, it
can be made from lighter material as explain:td in
the text and shown in Fig. 1. The i-f amplifier is
near the center, just above the mixer·
current-monitoring jack, J1 . A BNC eonnector at
the lower left is for 28-MHz OUlput. The local
oscillator and multiplier circuits are to the lower
right. Note that L6 is very close to the chassis, just
above the crystal. The variable capacitor near the
crystal is an OptiOOi11 trimmer to adjust the
oscillator to the correct frequency .

, ,

, ,,
r
;

.....
0

J" INPUT

Fig. 1 - Dimensions and layout fO<" the filter and
mixer portions of the lnllrdigitat conyerters. The
signal input is to the left rod, labelled "A."
local-oscillator injection b through the diode to
rod " E." CR l is the mix.,.. diode. connected to the
center rod in the assembly.
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F ig. 2 - &:hematic d iagram 01 the 1296·MH z
converter with oscillator and multiplier soctions
included. Dimensions for the filter and mixer

C5 - .OOl'JL F button mica.
2- to 20-pF air variable, E. F. Johnson
189-507-004 or equiv.
CRI - Hewlett P<lCkard 5082-2571 or 5082-2835.

CR2 - Hewlett Packard 5082·2811 or 5082-2835.
Jl - Closed-<;ircuit jack.
J2 - Coaxial connector, chassis mount. Type BNC
acceptable.
Ll, l2 - 18 turns No. 24 enam. on 114·inch 00
slug·tuned form 11 .5 #H nomin al! .
L3 - 10 turns like 1I (0.5 #HJ.
L4 . l5 - 6 turns like 1I \0.2 # H!.
L6 - Copper strip, tl2 ·inch wide X 2 · 1/2-inches
\ 1. 27 X 6.35 cmJ long. $e0l text and photo·
graphs.
RFCI - 33 "H, J . W. Miller 74F33SAI or OlQuiv.

resonator an d is tuned by a 1().32 machine screw.
Rod C provides the filter output-eoupling see tion
to the mixer diode, CR I.
Th e m ixer diode is a Hewlett-Packard
5082-2571 Schottkey-barrier type which is available from distri bu to rs fo r about $4. The cheaper
5082-2835, selling for 90 cent5, can be used
instead, but this su bs tit ution wiB increase the
23()4..M Hz mixer no ise figure by approximately 3
dB.
One pigtail lead of the mixe r diode is lacksolde red to a cop per disk on the ungroun ded end
of rod C. Ca re should be taken to keep the pigtail
lead as short as possible. If rod C is machined from
solid brass stoc k, then it is feasi ble to elamp one of
the mixer-diode leads to the rod end with a small

se tserew. This alternative metho d facilitates diode
su bsti tution and was used in the mixe r models
shown in the pho tographs.
Fig. J also sh ows tha t the other end of CR I is
connected to a homemade 3O-pF )lypass capacitor,
C!, wh ich consists of a lI2-inc h- square copper or
br.iss plate clamped to the sidewall with a 4-40
machine screw. The dielectric material is a ~mall
screw passes through an oversize hole and is
insu ta ted from the other side of the wall by a sm all
plas tic shoulder washer:
In the firs t converte r models constructed by the
author an d shown in the photograp hs, C I was a
3O-pF button mica un it soldered to the flange of a
lIS- inch diameter threaded panel bearing ( U.H.
Smith No. 119). The beari ng was then screwed into

assemb ly afe given in F ig. 1.
el, C2 - 30-pF homemade capac itor . See text and
Fig.1.
C3, C4 - 0.8· to l().pF glass trimmer, Johanson
2945 or equiv.
C6 -
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a thIeaded hole in the sidewa'll This provision
made it convenient to measure the insertion loss
and bandwidth of the interdigital filters since the
capacitor assembly could be removed and replaced
with a BNC connes:tor,
Rods C, D, and E comprise another high
loaded-Q (OL;; 1(0) interdigital mter tuned.to the
local oscillator (LO) frequency. 1ltis mter passes
only the fourth harmonic (1268 or 2160 MHz)
from the multiplier diode, CR2 The two filters
have a common output-coupling $Cction (rod C)
and their loaded OS are high enough to prevent
much unwanted coupling of signal power from the
an tenna to the mul tiplier diode and LO power
back out to the antenna.
The multiplier diode is connec ted to the driver
circuitry through C2 a 3O-pF bypass ca pacitor
identical to CI. CR2 is a He\1llett·Pacrud
5082·2811 although the 5082· 2835 WQrkJ nearly
IU weU. Fifty milliwatts drive at one quarter of the
LO frequency is sufficient to produce 2 rnA of
mixer diode CUllent, which repre$Cnb about I
milliwatt of thc iocal-oscillator injection. A
Scholtkey·ballicr was chosen over the more

Table I

Conwmer Specification,
Noise figure
Conversion gain
J-dB bandwidlh

1296 MHz

23Q4Mllz

5.5 dB
20 dB
2MHz

6.5 dB
14dB
7 MHl
30dB
144 MHz

lma9l; rejection

18 dB

H output

2BMHz

familiar varactor diode ror the multiplier because it
is cheaper, more stablc. an d requires no idler
circuit.
Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of th e 1296
to 28 MHz converter. All componen t5 are mounted
on a 1 X 9--ineh (11.8 x 22.9 em) sheet or braH or
copper·clad epoxy·fibcr giaH board. As mentioned
earlier, this mounting pla te also serves as one
ground plane for the microwave mi:o(e r. Wilen
compkted, the mounting plate is fastened to an
inverted aluminum chassis which provides a
shielded housing.
Oscillator and Multipliers
The nonmicrOW3ve por tion of the converter is
rather conventional. QI , a dual·gate MOSf'ET, was
ehosen aJl th e 28·MHz i·f ampli fier sineC! it can
provide 25 dB of gain with a 1.5-dB noi~ figure.
The mixcr diode is eoupled to the fint pte of QI
by a pi-network matching section. II is most
important that the proper impedance match be
achieved between the mixer Ind H amplifier if a
low noise figure is 10 be obtained. In this ease, the

approximately 30-0tun output impedance of the
mixer must be Stepped up to about 1500 if QI is
to yield its rated noise figure of 1.5 dB. It is fOI
this reason that a remote i-f amplifier WIU not
employed as is the case with many eon temporary
uhr converte r",
Q2 functions in a oscillator·tripler circuit which
deliven about 10 milliwatls of I 58.5·MHz drive to
the base of Q3. The emitter coil, L3, serves mainly
all a choke to prevent the crystal from oscillating It
it5 fundam ental rrequency. Coils L4 and LS, which
are identical, should be spaced closely such that
.
the ir windings almost touch.
Q3 doubles the frcquency to 3 11 MHz, providing about 50 milliwatb drive to the multiplier
diode. It is important thaI the emitter lead ofQ3
be kept extremely short; ll4--inch (6.36 mm) is
probably too long. L6, th e strip-line inductor in
the collector circuit of Q3, consiSts or a 112 x
H / 2·inch (1.21 x 6.35 em) piece or flashing
copper spaced l IS-inch (3. 18 mm) above the
ground plane. The cold end or L6 is bypassed to
ground by C5, a .001·"F button mica capacitor.
, The multiplier circuits are tuned to resonance
in the usual manner by holding a Wlivemcter near
each inductor being tuned. Resonance in the Q3
collector circult is found by touchllll a VTVM
probe (a resistor must be in the probe) to C2 and
adjusting the Johanson capacitors until aboul-l.5
vol ts of hiaJ is obtained. The 311· to 1268--MHz
",ultipliCT clvity is then resonated by adjusting the
1()'32 maehine screw unti l max im um mixer cUllen t
is measured at JI. When resonance is found, RI
shOUld be adjusted so that about 2 rnA of mixer
CUllent is obtained. As an a1temative to mounting
a potentiometer in the converter, once a value or
resistance has been found that provides correct
performance it can be measured and the nearest
standard fix ed-value resistor substituted. Some
means of adjusting Ihe collector voltage on the
multiplier stage must be provided initially to allow
for the nonuniformity of transiston.

A. 2304·MHz Version

Fig. 3 and 4 show the schemat ic dlagnlms or
the 23()4.MHz convcrter and multiplier. The mixer
and H preamplifier was built on a separate chassis
since. at 'the time of their construction. a mLi ltiplier
chain from anot her projec t was gvailable. An j·f of
144 MHz was chosen although 50 MHz would
work as well. An H output of 28 MHz. or 10....'Cr,
should not be used since Ihis would result in
undesirable interaction between the mixer and
mu ttiplier interdigitaJ filters.
The 2304·MHz mixer and j· f ampllficr section,
shown in Fig. 3. is very similar 10 its 1296·MHz
counterpart. QI. thc duai-gale MOSFET, operates
at 144 MHz and thus has a noise figu re about I dB
higher than that obtainable at 28 Mllz.
The mu ltiplier chain, 1·l g. 4, hu a separate
oscillator rOf imprOlled drive to the 2N3866 outpu t
stage. Otherwise the drcuitry is similar to the
1296·MHz version.

•
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Fig, 3 - Schematic diagram of tile 2304·MH:l
_lion of the cooverrer, with the j·f amplifier. The
oscillator al'ld multiplier ci rcui ts are constructed
separately,
C1, C2 - JO.pF homemade capacitor. See text.
e3, C4, C5 - 0.8- to lQ-pF glass tri mmer,
Joh anson 2945 or equ'v.
CAl - Hewlelt PlICkard 5082·2577 or 5082·2835.
CA2 - Hewlett Packard 5082·28 11 or 5082-2835.
Jl - Closed.circui t jack.
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long. 16.35 )( 12.7 mm).
L2 - 6 turns No. 24 enam., on 1I4·jnch 00 slug
tuned form (0.25 p HI.
L3 - Copper strip 1/2·inch wide x 2-11 / 16 inches
!1.27 x 6.86 cm! long. See text lind
photographs.
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RFC2 - Oh ml te Z·460 o r equ iv .
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Fill. 4 - Schematic diagram 01 the oscillator and
multiplier fOf" the 2304-MHt corrvetler. As e)(.
plained il'l the text and shown in the photographs,
a fixed-value resistor may be substi tu ted for Rl
after the value that provides proper performance
has been found.
Cl , C2. CJ - 0.8- to l Q-pF glass ' trimmer,
Johenson 2945 or equ iv.
C4 - .OOI·,.F button mica.

Jl - Coaxial conn&ctor, chauis mount, type BNC

Of" equiv.
L1 - 10 turns No. 24 el'lam. on 1!4·inch 00
slug-Iuned form.
L2, LJ - 3 turns tike L1.
L4 - Copper stri p 112-inch wide X 1-1(2 inC hes
!1.27 X 3.S1 cm! long. Space 1/8 inch !3.18
mm! from chassis.
RFCI - 10 turns No. 24 ena m. l/S·il'lch 10,
c1osewound .

• CHAPTER 10

Mobile and
Portable I Emergency
Equipment and Practices
MOBILE AND PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
Amateur mobile and portabJc operation provides many opportunities for one to exercise his
skill under less than ide al conditions, Additionally,
the user of such equipment is available for
publie«rvice wort when emergencies arise in his
communit y - an important facet of amateur-radio
operation. Operating skill must be better than that
used at most rued locations because the
mobile/port abl e opera tor must utilize inferior
antennas, and must work with low-powe r t ransmit-

All portaNe and mobile equipment should be
asse mbled with more than ordinal)' care, assuring
thai maximum reliability under rough-and-tum1»e
conditioru will plCvail. All solder joints shouJd be
made well, stranded hookup wire should be used
for cabling (and in any part of the equipment
subjected to stress). TIle cabinets for such gear
should be rugged, and should be capable of
protecting the components from dust, dirt, and
moisture.

ten in many instances.
Most modcm-day hi-band mobile work is done
while using the ssb mode. Conversely, the fm
mode is favored by mobile and pClflable vhf
openton, though ssb is fuUy practical for vhf
service. Some amatCW'S openlle cw mobile, mu ch 10
the consternation of local highway patrolmen, bUI
cw operation from a f'drked car shou ld nol be

overlooked during emergency operations.
High-power mobile

operation has become

practical on ssb because of the low duty cycle o f
voice operation, and because low·drain solid~tate
mobile power 5uppJies lessen battery drain over
that of dynamotors or vibrator packs. Most mobile
l·m and fm operation is limited to 60 watts for
reasons of battery drain.
Portable operation is popular on " b, cw and
fm whiJe usi ng battery-powered equipment.
Ordinanly. the power of the transm itter is limited
to less than five-watts dc input for pfllCticai reasoru.
Solid~ta te equipment is the choice of most
modem amateurs because of its compactness,
reliability. and low power consumption. Highpower portable operation is practical and desirable
when a gasoline-powercd ac gencrator is employed.
Thc secrct of successful operation I rom
portable slles is much the same as that [rom a fixed
station - a good an tenna, prope rly installed. Power
levels as low as O.S watt are sulf'K:ient for covering
thoosands of miles during hf·band ssb and cw
operation. In the vhf and uhf region of operation it
is co mmon to work distances in ucess of 100
miles - line of sight - with less than one watt of
transmitter output power. or course it is important
to selec t a high, clear location for such operation
on vhf, and it is bencrlCial to use an antenna with
as much gain as is pntctical. Low-noise receiving
equipment Is the ever<anslant companion of any
low-powe r portable transmitter thai provides
successful long-distance communications. Careful
matching of the portable or mobile an lenna 10
obtain the lowesl possible SWR is anothcr secrel of
the successful operator.

ELECTRICAL·NOISE ELI MINATION
One of the most significant deterren b to
effective signal reception during mobile or portable
operation is electrical impulse noise from the
automotive ignition system. The problem also
arises during the use of gasoline-powered portable
ac generators. This rorm or interference can
completely mask a weak signal, thus rendering the
station ineffective. Most electrical noise can be
eliminated by taking logical steps toward suppre ss-

Fig. 1().1 - Effective portable operation c.-. be
realized when usi ng lofty locati()f1$ tor vhf or uhf.
Here. WI CKK Is shown operll1ing a bat1;erypowered. 15().mW output. 2-meter transceiver.
~,th oni v a quarter w8IIeiangth antenna it ,.
possible to communiClite with nations 25 milas or
more awav. Low-power trans istor equipmen t li ka
th is unit wi lt operata manV hours from a dry-calt

battery pack.
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Fig. 10-2
Hi gh-power portable/emergency
operation can be made possible on all amateur
bands by using YIICUU m-tube transmitters, and
powering t hem from a gasoline-operatBd ac
generato r of one or more kW rating. (Shown here
is VE7ARV/7 d uring a Field Day operation.)

ing it. The fInt st ep is to clean up the

noise source

itself, then utilize the receiver's built-in noisereducing c ircuit as a last measure to -knock down

any noise pulses from passing can, or from
man-made sources.

o th~1

Spark-Pl ug Noise
Spark-plug noise is perh aps the -worst o ffe nder
when it comes to ignitio n noise. The~e are three
methods of eliminating th is type o f interferenceresistive spark-plug suppressors, resistor spark

plugs, or resistance-wire cabling. By installing
Autolite resistor plugs a great deal of the noise can
be stop ped. Test s have. proved, however, that
su ppressor cable between the plugs and the
distributor, and betwecn the distributor and
ignition coil, is th e most effective means of curing
the problem. Distribu ted-resist ance cab le has an
appro ximate resis tance of 5000 ohms pe r foot, and
consists ' of a carbon-impregnated sheath followed
by a layer of insulation, then an ou te r covering of
pro tective plastic sJJeathing. Some cars come
equipped with suppressor cable. Those which do
not can be so equipped in just a ma tter of minu tes.
Automotive supply stores seD the cable, and it is
not expensive. It is recommended th at this wiring
be used on all mobile units. The same type of cabl e
can be installed o n gasoline·powered generators f()r
field use. A further step in eliminating plug noise is
the addition of shielding over each sp ark·plug wire,
and over the coil lead. It should be remembered
that each ignition cable is an antenna by itself, thus
radiating those impulses passing tluough it. By
fitt ing each spark-plug and coil lead with the shield
braid Crom a piece of RG-59!U coax line,
ground ing the braid at each end to the engine
block, the noise reduction will be even greater. An
additional step is to encase the distribu tor in
flashing copper, ground ing the copper to the

engine block. This copper is quite soft and can be
fonn-fit to the contour o f the distributor.
(Commercially·manufactured shielded igni tio n
cable kits are also ·available.) The shield braid of
the spark-plug wires should be soldered to the
dis tribu tor shield if one is used. Also, th e ignition
coil should be enclosed in a metal shield since the
top end of many of these coils is made of plastic. A
smaJ.l tin can can often be used as a top cover for
the coil or distributo r. It shoul d be soldered to the
existing metal hou sing of the coil. Additio nal
reduction in spark-plug noise can be effected by
making ce rtai n that the engine hood makes positire
contac t w ith the frame of the car when it is closed,
thus o ffcring an addit ional shield over the ignition
systettl Th e engine block shou ld also be bonded to
the frame at several points. This can be done with
the sh ield braid from coax cable. Fecd through
(hi-pass) capacitors should be mounted on the coil
shield as shown in Fig. Ilk) to filter the two small
leads leaving the assembly.
Other Electrical Noise
The automoUve generator system can c rcate an
annoying ty pe oC interCercnce which manifests
itself as a "whi ne" whe n heard in the receiver. This
noise results from the brushes sp arki ng as the
commutator passes over them. A dirty commutator
is frequently the cause of excessive sparking, and
can be cleaned up by pol ishing its surface with a
fine grade of emery cloth. The commutator
grooves should be cleancd out with a small,
pointed instrument. A coaxial feed through capacitor of 0.1- to O.S-pP capacitance shou ld be
moun ted on the generator frame and used to filter
the generator armature lead. In stubborn cases of
genera to r noise a parallel LIe tuned trap can be
used in place of the capac itor, or in addition to it,
tuned to the receive r's operating frequency. This is
probably the most effective measure used for
curing generator noise.

Fi g. 10-3 - A typical homemade shielding kit for

an automotive ignition system. Tin cans have been
put to use as shields for the spark coil and
distributor. Addi t ional shields have bee n mounted
on th e pl ug end$ of the wires for shildi ng the spark
plugs. The shield bl"aid of the cabli ng protrudes at
each end o f the w ires and is grounded to the engine
block.
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the heat- and fuel-level indicators. Ordinarily, the
addition of a O.5ilP coaxial capacitor at the sender
element will cure the problem. ,
Other noise-gathering accessories are tum
signals, window-opener moton, heating·fan motors
and electric windshield.wiper moton. :tbe installation of a 0.2SilP capacitor wiD usually eliminate
their in terference noise.
Ftame and Body Bonding

Fig. 10-4 - A close..jJp view of the distributor
shield can. The shield braid over each lpertc'9lug
wire is soldered to the top of the can, and the can
is grou nded to the engine block.
Voltage Illgulaton alll another cause o f mob ile
interference. They contain rclay contacl! thatjitter
open and closed when the battery is fu Uy charged.
The noise shows up in the Illcciver as a ragged,
" hashy" 5OWld. Coaxial feedthrough capacitoIJ can
be mounted at the battery and QntUJture tennlnals
of the rqulalnr rn,x to filter those leada. Theficld
tenninal should have I small capacitor and resistor,
series-eonnected, from it to chassis ground. The
resistor prevents the regulator from commanding
the generator t o charge constan tly in the ClIent the
bypass capacitor short-circuits. Such I condition
would destroy the &e neJ1ltor by causing over·
heating.
Alternaton should be suppressed in I similar
manne r as de ge nerators. Their sUp rings should be
kept dean to minimize noise. Make sure the
brushes are making good contact inside the unit. A
couial feed through capacitor and/or tuned tl1lP
should be connected to the output tenninal of tbe
al ternator. Make eertain that the capac itor is rated
to handle the output current in the line. The same
rule applies t o dc generaton. Do not connect II
cQpacitor to Ihe a/lemator or generator field
termlnQ/s. Cap~itor ¥a1ues as high as 0.5 IJF are
suitable fo r alternator filtering.
Some alterna tor regulator boxes contain solid·
state circuits, while oUten use single or double
contact relays. The singl e-<:ontaet units require a
eoaxiaI capacitor at the {Pition tenninal . 1bc
double-co ntact ¥ariety should haye a second such
capacitor at the oottt'ry terminal. U noise still
penists, try shielding the lield wire between the
regulator and the gene rator or al ternator. Ground
the shield at both ends.
Instrument Noise
Some automotiye instru ments are capable of
creating noise. Among these gauges and senden are

Sections of the automobile frame and body
that come in contact with one another can create
additio nal noise. Suspected areas should be bonded
together with flexible leads RIch as those made
from the shield braid of RG-SjU coaxial cable.
Trouble areas to be bonded are;
1 - Engine to frame .
2 - Air cleaner to engine block.
3 - Exhaust lines to car fame and engine block.
4 - Battery grou nd terminal to frllme .
.5 - Steering column 10 frame.
6 - Hood to car bod y.
7 - Front and rear bumpers to frame.
S - Tail pipe to frame.
9 - Tru nk lid to frame.
Wheel and Tire Static
Wheel noise produces a raged sounding pulse
in the mobile receiver. This condition can be cured
by installing statie-<:ol.Iector springs between the
spindle bolt of the wheel and the grease-retainer
cap. Inser t springs of th is kind are a.ailable at
~ utomotlve supply stores.
Tire slatic has a ragged sou nd too, and can be
detected whcn driving on hard-surface highways. If
the noise docs not appear when driring on dirt
roads it will be a sure indication that tire static
exists. This problem can be resolved by putting

Fig. 10-5 - Gasoline-powered ac goneratOf'S used
for portable/emergency operati.on should be
treated for ignition noIse in t he same manner as
automobile engines are. The frame of the gas
genel1ltor should be connected to an earth ground.
and th e entire unit should be siluated as far from
the operating position as possible. This will not
only reduOl ignition noise, but will minimize
emblent noise from the pow,," unit. (Shown here
is 1< 1 GTK during Field Day Optf'lltions.I
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Fig. 10-6 - The !lutomobile i!P"'ition coil sho~lId be
shielded 85 shown here. A small t in can has been
soldered to the metal coil case, and coaxial
feed t hrtWgh cap&CitOB have been $Oldefed to the
top of the can. The "hot" lead of the coil enten
the shield can throultl II modified audio connector.

antistatic powder inside each tire. Th is substance
is available at aula slores, and comes su pplied with
an injector tool and instruc.tions.
Corona·Discharge Noise

Some mobile antennas are prone to corona
build-up and discharge. Whip antennas which come
to a sharp point will sometimes create this kind of
noise. This is why most mobile whips have steel or
plastic balls at their tips. But. regan1less of the

transmitter and receiver. All antenna connections
should be tight and weatherproof. Mobile loading
coils should be protected from dirt, rain , and snow
if they IUe to main tain their Q and resonant
frequency. Tho greater the Q of the loading coil,
the better the efnciency, but the narrower will be
the bandwidth of the antenna system.
1bough bumper-mounted mobile antennas IUe
favored by some, it is better to place the antenna
mount on the rear deck of the vehicle, ncar the
rear window. This locates the antenna high and in
the clear. assuring less detuning of the system when
thc antenna moves to and from the car body.

Never use a base-loaded antenna 011 a bumper
moont if an efficient system is desired. Many
operators avoid cutting holes in the car body fo r
fear of devaluation when selling the automobile.
Such holes are easily ruled, and few car dealers, if
any, lower the lnlde-in price because of the holes.
The choice of base or center loading a mobile
antenna has been a matter of con troversy for many
years. In theory , the ce nter·loaded whip presents a
slightly highcr base impedance than does the
base.,loaded antenna. However, with proper impedance-matching techniques employed there is no
discernible difference in performance between the
two methods. A base-loading coil requires fewer
turn s of wire than one for center loading, and this
is an electrical advantage because of reduced coil

SWcture of the mobile antenna, corona build-up
will freque ntl y occu r during or just before a severe
electrical storm. The symptoms are a high·pilched
"screaming" noise in the mobile receiver, which
comes in cycles of one or two minutes duration,
then changes pitch and dies down as it discharges
through the front end of the receive r. 1lte
condition will repeat itself as won all the antenm
system charges up again. There is no cu re for this
condition, but it is described here to show that it is
not of origin with in the electrical sys tem of tt.:
automobile.
Electronic Noise Limiters
Many commercially built mobile transceiven
have some type of built-in noise clipping or
cancelling circuit. Those which do not can be
modified to inclu de weh a cin:uit. The operator
has a choice of using af or rf limiting. Circuits or
this type are desc ribed in the theory section of the
hf receiving chapter.
Simple supenegenc rative receiven, by nature of
their operation, provide noise-l..imiling features, and
no additional circuit is needed. Fm receiven, if
operating properly, do not respond to noise pulses
of normal amplitude; hence no additional circuitry
is requiml.

THE MOBILE ANTENNA
The antenna is perhaps the most important
item in the successful operation of the mobile
installation. Mobile antennas, whether designed for
single OJ multiband use, should be securtly
mounted to the automobile, u far tiom the engine
compartment all possible (for reducing noise
pickup), and should be carefully matched to the
coaxial feed line which connects th em to the

FIg. 10-7 - Here II mobile uation is used as II
portable/emergency sta tion. fJ4 such , it can be
connected to II fuU-size Ulltionary antenna for
milximum effectiveness. Th-e engine should be
noise-supPreSSed, and ~Id be kept running
during open!tion of the stlltion to III$SUJ1! full

battery power. {WA3EOK operating.1
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coated with liquid fibez glass, inside and out, to
make it weather proof. Brass insert plugs can be
installed in each end, their centers drilled and
tapped for a 3/8 X 24 thre ad to accommodat e the
mobile antenna sections. After the eoil winding is
pruned to resonance it should be Coated with a
high-quality, low-loss compound to hold th e turns
securely in place, and to protect the coil from the
weather. Liqukt polystyrene is exceUent fof this. It
can be made by dissolving chips of solid
polystyrene in carbon-tetrachloride. Caution: Do
not breathe the chemical fumes, and do not allow
the liquid to co me In contact with the skin. Corbon
tetrachloride is hazardous to health. Dissolve
sufficien t polystyre ne material in the liquid to
make the remaining product the consistency of
Q-dope or paneale syrup. Details for malting a
home-built loading Coil are given in Fig. 10-8.

(A)

Im pedJJlce Matching

(B)

Fig. lQ.8 - Details for making a home-bu itt mobile
loading coil. A breakdown view of the auemblv is
given at A. Brass end plugs lire snultfi, into th e
ends of the phenolic tubing, and each is held in
place by fou r 6-32 bras, screws. Center holes in the
pl ugs art! driUed and tapped for 3/8-24 thread. The
tubing can be any diameter from one to four
il'lChes. The largef diameters are recommended.
Illustration B showt the eomple~ coil. Resonance
can be obtained by installing the coil, appIVing
tran5miner power, then pruning the turns until the
lowest SWR is Obtained. Pruning the coil for
mIIximufTl field-strength·meter indi~tion wi ll allO
SIiIfV9 as a resonance indication. The chart in Fig..
t ().10 will serve as a guide in determ ini ng the
number of turns required for a jjven freque ncy of
operation.

Fig. 1()'9 illustrates the shunt·feed method of
obtaining a match between the antenna and the
coaxial feed li ne. Fo r operation on 7S meters with
a center-l oaded whip, L2 will have approximately
18 tum.s of No: 14 wire, iipaced one wire thickness
between turns, and wound on a l-inch diameter
form. Initially, the tap will be approxbnatcly 5
tum.s above the ground end of L2. Coil L2 can be
inside the ear body, at the base of the antenna,
or it can be located at the base of the whip, outside
the car body. The latter method is preferred , Since
L2 helps delenninc the re sonance of the overall
antenna, Ll should be tuned to resonance in the
desired part of the band with L2 in Ihe circuit. The

IOSSCL A lJase.Ioadcd antenna is more stable from
the standpoint of wind loading and sway. If a
homemade an tenna system is contemplated, either
system will provide good results, but the
base-loaded antcnna may be preferred for its
mechanical advantagcs.

co

?~
"!f~__..~~,~.~,~.i,,~,,e

Loading CoiJs
There are many comnie rcially built antenna
systems available fo r mobile operation, and 50me
manufacture1ll seD the coils as separate units.
Air·wound coils of large wire diameter are
excelle nt for use as loading inductors, Large
Minidu ctor coils can be installed on a solid
phenolic rod and used as loading coils. Minidu ctors,. because of their turns spacing. are easy to
adjust whe.n resonating the mobile antenna, and
provide excellent circuit Q, Phenolic-impregnated
paper or fabric tubing of large diameter is suitable
for making homemade loading coils_ It should be

'"&'iI"
..,,""

-(lu..bod¥Ground
SHUN T FEED

Fig. 10-9 - A mobi la an tenna using , hu nt-feed
mIItch ing. Overall antenna resonance is determi ned
tha combination of L 1 and L2, Antenna
resonance is set by pru ning the turns of Ll. or
adjusting t he top section of the whip, while
ob$erving the field-itreogth meter or SWR indicator. Then, adjust the tap on L2 for lowest SWR.
by
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Approxi mate Va/ues for 8·fool Mobile Whip

Base Loading
L Otldint Rc(QSO) Rc(Q300) Ra
Ohm,
LpH
Ohms
Oh""

{ >H,
! 8oo
380<1
720<1
14,200
21,250
29,00{)

345

77

71

37

20
4.5
1.25

IS
1.1
3.4

!80<1
380<1
720<1
14,200
21,250

100 .
ISO
40
8.'
2.5

13
• .1
3
1.3
0.5

0.1
0.35
1.35
5.1
14.8

Feed R- Matching
Ohn.
LpH'
23
16
IS
12
16
36

3
1.2
0.'
0.28
0.28
0.23

34
22
19
19
29

3.1
1.4
0.1
0.35
0.29

Center Loading

R5, -

158

12
36
IS

•••

23
12

•

2.5
1.1

0.2
0.8
3
11
27

Load1nc..:oU lUistanee: ~ - Radla Uon Rsistane~.
• "",min, lo&dinl c o U Q _ <I ,Ul d In cludinc estimated lfOu n dloa resistanc e.
SU&Jested eoU d1mensionl for t be RQUlred loadinK Induclance are
m o wn

In ..

fon owina table,

fig. 1().10 - Chan showing irdlctante values used as II Usrting poin t for
wi nding homem&de loading coi ls. Val ues are based o n an approximate
base ~oaded wh ip capacil!lnte o f 25 pF, and 8 capacita nce of 12 pF fo r
ce nter-l oaded whips. La rge-diameter wire and coils, pl us low-loss coil
f orms. are recommended f or best Q.

TABLE 10-1
SU/lFSted Loading.coil [)imemions
Le ngth

Th~

Wi",
Sizt:

DI.

LpH

I~

!~

100

190

22

34S

035

18

,

150

100

16

21/2 10

71
77

15
29

14

12

2 1/ 2 10
5
4 1/ 4

16
12

21 / 2
21 /2

2
4 1/4

16
12

2 1/ 2
2 1/2

14

2
2 1/ 2

1 1/ 4
23/4
2
3

Rrq'd

40
40
20
20

8.'
8.'

28
34
11

22
16
IS

12

4.5
4.5

10
12

12

2.5
2.5

8
8

1.25
1.25

14

12

•
•• •
12

3

2
2 1/2
2

10
10

adjustable top section of the whip can be
telescoped until a maximum readi ng is no ted on
til e field-s trengtll meter. The tap is then adjusted
on L2 for the lowest reflected·power reading on
the SWR bridge. Repeat these two adjustments
until no further increase in field strength can be
obtained; this point should coincide with the
lowest SWR. The number of turns needed for L2
will have to be detennined experimentally for 4(1and 2~meter opera tion. There will be proportionately fewer turns required.

MATCHING WITH A N L NETWOR K
Any mobile antenna that has a feed-point
impedance less than th e characteristic impedance
of the t.ran1lIlission line can be matched to the line
by means of a simple L network, as shown in Fig.
1 ~11. The network is composed of eM and L M .
The required value s of eM and L M may be
det ermi ned from the following:

I 1/4
4

23/8

2
41/ 2

I 3/ 4
23/ 8

2
4 1/2

where RA is the anteM. feed-poin t impedance and
Ro is the characteristic impedance of the
.transmission line.
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Matching with an l Network
As an example, if the antenna impedance is 20
ohms and the line is 50-0hm coaxial cable, then at
4000kHz,
C = 1 20(50 20)X 109
M
(6.28) (4000) (20) (50)
=16OQXI04
(6.28) (4) (2) (5)

= 2254i~2 X 10 4 = 974 pF
20)X 103
(6.28) (4000)

= 1 20 (50

L
M

-li.Q!2- 24.5 - 0 97 ,,"
- 25.12 - 25. 12 - .

,.....

The chart of Fig. 10-12 shows the capacitive
reactance of C M , and the inductive reactance of
L M necessary to match various antenna impedances to 5()'ohm coaxial cable.
In practice, LM need not be a separate
inductor.' l ts effect can be duplicated by adding an
equivalent amount of inductance to the loading
coil, regardless of whether the loading coil is at the
base or at the center of the antenna.
Adjustment

Fig. 10-11 - A whip antenna may also be matched
to coax line by means of an L network. The .
inductive reactanOl:! of t he L IMltwork can be
combined in the loading coil, as ind icated at the
right .

In adjusting this system, at least part of eM
should be variable, the balance being made up of
combinations of fixed mica capacitors in parallel as
ncedcd_
A small one-tum loop should be connected
between C M and the chassis of the car, and the
loading coil should then be adjusted for resonance
at the desired frequency as indicated by a GOO
coupled to the loop at the base. Then the
transmission line should be connected, and a check
made with an SWR bridge connected at the
transmitter end of the line.
With the line disconnected from the an tenna
again, CM should be readjusted and the antenna
returncd to resonance by readjustment of the
loading coil. The line should be connected again,

and another check made with the SWR bridge. If
the SWR is less than it was on the fmt trial, CM
should be readjusted in the same direction until the
point of minimum SWR is found. Then the
coupling betwccn the line and the transmitter can
be adjusted for proper loading. It will be noticed
from Fig. 1().12 that the inductive reactance varies
only slightly over the range of antenna resistances
likely to be encountered in mobife work.
Therefore, most of the necessary adjustment is in
the capacitor.
The one-turn loop at the base should be
removed at the conclusion of the adjustment and
slight compensation made at the loading coil to
maintain resonance.

»

"
Fig. 10-12 - Curves showing
inductive and capllCitive rellCtances required to match a 5O-ohm
coax line to a variety of an tenna

resistances.
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"step-tapered" design is best. A typical step-taperill8 technique for a varlable-pitcb helical whip
antenna is to divide the total length of th e radiator,
say 4 feet , into 6 equal paru of 8 inches each. The
helix is then wound with a 2-inch pitch for the first
8 inches, pitches of I, 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8 inch,
respectively, for the next four 8-inch sec tions, and
finished with close winding of the final section.
The re sonant frequency wi11 depend upon the rod
diameter, wire size and number of turns. Howeve r,
the variable-pilch 6-step tape r approaches Ihe meal
continuously-vari able condition closely enough to
give II good SO-ohm malch with a 4-foot antcnna It
frequ encies between 20 and 30 MHz.

. ",~"

_«111,,_
CIN Bcdy

J;(:,
:
:-'
-,
lijMM.
, ..... ~oo,/oop

,

•

Adjustment

Fig. 10-13 - The relionant frequency of the
en tenna can be checked fA) with I grid-dip meter
or (B) by find ing the frequ9fl(:y al which minimum

feed-line SWR occu rs. The latter method is more
&Ccurate 8t high frequencies because it el.iminetes
the effect o f Ihe cou pling loop required in A.

•

CONTINUOUSl V· LOADED

HELICAL WHIPS
A con tinuousiy.J.oaded whip antenna of the
type shown in Fig. 10.14 is thought to be more
efficient than a center- or ba.se-loaded sys tem
(QST, May 1958, W9 KNK). The feed-point
impedance of the helically-wound whip is some·
what greater than .the previously desc ribed mobile

antennas, and is on the order of 20 ohms, thus
providing an SWR of only 2.5 when SO-ohm
coaxial feed line is used. The voltage and current
distribution is more uniform than that of
lum ped<:o nstanl antennas. The low SWR and this
feature make the antenna more efficien t than the
tenter- or base-loaded types. Antennas o f this
varicty can be wound on a fiber glus fIShing rod,
then weatherproo fed by coating them wi th liquid
fiber glass, or by encapsulating them with
sh.rinlr:able vinyl·plastic tubing.
Tapered Pilch

e.nd

On frequ encies below 2g MHz the radiation
re sistance fall s ofr so rapid ly tha t for the desired 4and 6-foo t whip lengths th e resistan ce values arc
not suitable for direct operation with SO-ohm lines.
It Is desirable to raise th e feed-point R to a value,
approaching SO ohms so that a matched line
condition will exisL Based on ex tensive experime ntation, a tapered-pilcb continuOUl-loading antenna
il recommended. Since it is not feasible to wind
the helix wi th continuously vuying pitch, a

~1S

01....

j='jjji'CH-

, "

}S,"'Pti-CH
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mltli/

Bandwidth [or
Rt-soml11t
Freq.
S WR SWR " 2.0

Length

10 mctcrs
15 meters
20 meters
40 metefS
75 me ters

4
4
6
6
6

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

800 kHz
500 kH z
14.25 MHz 1.3
250 kl-l z
7.25 MHz L5
100 kfl z
'3.90 MHz L5
60 kHz
In the 15-, 20- and 40-meter bands the
bandwidths of the laper-pitch designs are good
enough to cover the entiIe phone portions of the
bands. The bandwidths have been arbitrarily
29.00 MHz

2 1.30 MHz

1.3
I..

P\ASnc MRCOATIHG

FI8ERGLASS WH IP ROO

~
~ \-h
Z71Z'Xs
6'

With this design il is difficult to adjust the
resonant frequency by changing tbe turns near
the base; howeve r, the freque ncy may be adjusted
very readily by cu tting off sec tions of the
tigh tly-wound portion near the top of the whip.
The techniqu e to follow is to design for a
frequency slightly lower Ihan desired and then to
bring the unit in on freq,uency by cutting small
sections off the top until It resonates al the desired
frequency. Resonance can be checked either by the
use of a grid-dip meter or by the use of a
transmitte r and SWR bridge. Reflected powe r Il$
low as 2 10 5 percent can easily be obtained with
the units properly reso nated even though it may
mean culting an inch or two off the top
closely wound section to bring the unit in on
frequency. These values can be oblained in the 10and I S-meter band with ove rall lengths of 4 feet
and in Ihe 20- and 40-meter bands wi th a length of
6 feet. In the 7S-meter band it has been possible to
obtain an SWR of 1.5 using a 6-foot lapered-pitch
helical winding, although the bandwidth is
restricted to about 60 kHz. 11tis affords operalion
comparable to the ce nter coil loaded 12-fool
whips. In general, the longer the radiator (in
wavelengths), th e grea ter the bandwidth. By
:ubitrarily restricting the physical length to 6 fccl,
or less, we obtain Ihe follOWing results:

%
II~·

M
I' 9~:n~'~I'
.

II~·

.

;4,p"";;''''-''-:,,~e.-i,ii,,~,",-+-<,,"
iif!,i;----1

FIIJ. 10-14 -

Dimensions
15-meter st eppedpltctl whip, wound with
No. 20 enameled wi re.
fO(

8
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Remote Antenna Resonating

FIg. 10-16 - A capacitance "hat" can be
used to improve the
performance of base- 01'"
amter-loaded whips. A
lolid metal disk can be
used in place of thoe
skeleton disk shown
hera.

.

Fig. 10-15 - K1MET prunes a capacity hat for
antenna resonance at the low end of the 160.meter
band. The W1lb$ter Big·K antenna il fint tuned for
the higtllegment of the bane!. Th' capacitY hat is
clipped on when operation on the " low end" i$
desired, Fin, adjustments can be made by
increasing Of" decreasi ng the spacing between the
two No. to wi res.
sclocted as that frequency spread at which the
SWR becomes 2 on a S().ob.m line, although with
most equipment SWR values up to 2.S can be
tolerated and loading accomplished with ease.
Top·Loading Capacitalll:e
Because the coil resistance varies with the
inductance of the loading coil, the resistance can
be reduced, beneficially, by redu cing the number
of tum s on the coil. This can be done by adding
capacitance to that portion of the mobile anle nna
that is above the loading coil. To achieve
resonance, the inductance of the coil is reduced
proportionally. Capacity "hats," as they Ut often
called, can consist of a single stiff wire, two wires
or more, or a disk made up from several wires, like
the spokes of a wheel. A solid metal disk can also
be used. The larger the capacit y hat, in terms of
mass, the greater tbe capacitanoe. The greater the
capacitance, the smaller the amount of indu ctance
needed in the loading coil for a given resonant
frequency,
There are two schools of t!lought concerning
the attribute. o f center·loading and ba.se--Ioadlng. II
has not been established that one system is
superior to the other. especially in the lower part
of the hi spectrum. For this reason bolh the baseand center-loading schemes are popular. Capacityhat loading is applicable to eilher sYltem. Since
mote inductance is required for center·loaded
whips to make them resonant all given frequency,
capacity hau should be particularly useful in
improving their efficiency.

REMOTE ANTENNA RESONATING
Fig. I o.J1 sho"",, circuits of two remote-control
resonating systems for mobile antennas. Al shown,
they make U$e of surplus dc moton driving a

loading coil. removed from a surplus ARC·S
transmitter. A standard coil and motor may be
used in either installation at increased expense.
The conUol circuit shown in Fig. 10-11 A is a
three-wire system (the car frame is the fourth
conductor) with a double-pole double·throw
switch and a mome ntary (normally om singJe-poie
single-throw switch. Sl is the motor reversing
switch. The motor runs so long as S I is closed.
The circuit shown in Fig. 1O-17B uses a latching
relay, in conjunction with microswitches, to
reveRe automatically the motor when the roner
reaches the end of lhe coil. S3 and" SS opente the
relay, KI , which reverses the motol. S4 is the

(B)

Fig. 10-17 - Circuit of the fMnOte mobil~ip
tuni ng systems.
Kt - Dpdt latching relaV.
S1, 53, 54, S5 - Momentary-cont iICl SPIt,
normallvopen,
S2 - Dpdt toggle.
$6, S7 - SPIt momanl8ry-cont&et microswitch,
normailVopen.
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motor on-<lfJ switch. When Ute luning coil roller
reaches one end or the o ther of the coil, it closes
S6 or 57, as the case may be, openling the relay
and reversing the motor.
The procedure in setting up the system is to
p[Une the cen te r-loading coil to resonate the
antenna on the highest frequency used withoul lhe
base-loading coit. Then, the base-loading coli is
used to resonate at the lowe r frequencies. When
the circuit shown in Fig. 10-17A is used for

control, 51 is used 10 slart and slop the mo lor, and
52. sel at the "up" or "down" position, will
de termine whether the resonant frequency is raised
or lowered. In the circui t shown in Fig. 10-17B.54
is used 10 control the motor. 53 or S5 is
momentarily closed (to activate the latching re lay)
for raising or lowering the resonant freq uency, The
broadcast anlcnna is used wi lh a wavemeter 10
indicate reso nance. (Originall y descri bed in QST,
December 1953,)

VHF MOBILE ANT"ENNAS
The three most popular vhf mobile antenn3.\! are
the so-<:alled halo, the turnstile, and the 1/ 4-wave·
length verticaL The same rules apply to the
installation and use of these antennas as for
antennas operated in the hf bands - mounled as
high and in the clear as possible, and with good
electrical connectio ns throughout thc system.
The polarization chosen - vertical o r horizontal
- will depend upon the applicatio n and the area of
the USA where operation will take place. ]t is best
to usc whateve r polarity is in vogue for your
region, thus mak ing the mobile signal compatible
with those of other mobiles o r fixed stations.
Vertically polarized mobile antennas are more
subject 10 pattern disturbance than horizontal
types. That is to say, considerably more nutter will
be inherent on the signal than with horizontal
antennas. 1lris is because such objects as trees and
power poles. because of their verl.iCll I "'ofill'... ,"nd
'to present a gJeater path obstacle to the vertical
antenna. It is becoming common practice,
however, to use omnidirectional, vertically
polarized vhf mobile an tennas in con nection with
fm/repeater mobile service, even in areas where
horizontal antennas are favored.
Both the turnstile and halo antennas alb
horizon tally polarized. The halo is physically smaU,
but is less effective than a turnstile. II is a
haJJ·wavelength dipole bent into I circle, and
because the ends are in close proximity to one
another, some signal cancell ation OCCUR. This
renden the antenna less efficient tha n a straight
cen ter·fed dipole. Hatos do not offer a pe rfectly
circu lar radiation pattern, though th is has been a
popular belief. Tests indicate that there is definite
direc tivity, though broad, when a halo is rotated
360 degrees ove r a unifonn plane surface.

5!8·WAVELE NGTH 220·MHz MOBILE
AN TENN A
This antenna was developed to fill the gap
between a homemade 1/4-wavelenglh mobile an'
tenna and a commercially made 518·wavelength
model There have been other anten nas made using
modlried citizens band models. This still presents
the problem of cost in acquiring the original
antenna. The major cost in this set up is the whip
portion. This can be any tempered rod that will
not take a set easily.

.~
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Fig. 10-19 - Schematic .epresentation of the Big
Wheel at B. Three one-wavelength elements are
coronected in pal'llUei. The rl!$uhing low feed
impedance is raised to 52 ohms wi th an inductive
stub. illustration A shows the be nd details of one
element for 144·M H ~ use.

Constru ction
The base insulator po rtion is constructed of
1/2·inch Plcxiglas rod. A few minutes work on a
lathe was sufficient 10 shape and dr in the rod. The
bottom 1/2·inch of the rod is turned down to a
diameter of J/S-inch. This por tion will now fit into
a PL·259 uhf connector. A hole,l/S-inch diameter,
is drilled through the center of the rod. This hole
will contain the wires that make the connections
between the center conductor of the connector
and the coil tap. The connection between the whip
and the top of the coil is also run through tliis
opening. A stud was force-fitted into the top of the
Plexiglas rod. This allows the whip to be detached
from the insulator portion.
The coil should be initially wound on a form
sligh tly smaller than the base insulator. When the
coil is transferred to the Plexiglas rod it will keep
its shape and will not readily move. After the tap

MOBILE ANTENNAS
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As ClIn be seen in the photograph, the bottom end
of the coil can be soldered d irectlv to the

connector.

point has been dete rmined, a longitudinal hole is
drilled into the center of the rod. A No. 22 wire
ca n then be inserted through the cenler of the
insubl or into the connec tor. This method is also
used 10 atlach the whi p to the top of the coil.
Arte r the wh ip has been fuUy assembled a coating
of epox y cement was applied. This sealed the
entire assembly and provided some additional
strength. During a fuD winter's use, there was not
any sign of Clacking or mechanical failu re.
Adjustment
Prio r to fina l assembly of the whip a ntenna, the
correct ta p poin t should be dctcrmi~d. The
co rrect point will produce the least re flected
power. The whip length should be cui ini tially for
the de sired operating frequen cy .

TWO-METER 5/a.wAVELENGTH
VERTICAL
Probably the most po pular antenna used by the
fm group is the SIS-wavelength ve rticIl. As stated
prevKlusly, this antenna has SQme gai n when
compared to a dipole. The antenna 'can be used in
either a fixed location with radials or in a mobile

Fig. 10-20 - Diagram of Sf8.wawlength 220 MHz
mobile antenna.

installatio n. An inexpensive an tenna of this type
can be made from a modified CD whip. The
an tenna shown in Figs. I and 2 is a SIS-wave length,
2-meter whip.
There are a numbe r of different types o f CD
mobile ante nnas available. This particular ante nna
to be modified consisU of a clamp-on uunk
mount, a base loading coil, and a 39-inch springmounted, stainless-steel whip.
The modification consist.! of removing the
10ading-cQil inductance, winding a new coil, and
mounting :. 3-30 pF trimmer in the bottom
housing. The capacitor Is used fo r obtalning I
precise match in conjunction with the bue coil
"p.
The first step is to remove the weatherproof
phenolic covering from the coil. Remove the base
housing and clamp the whip side of the antenna in
a vise. Inse rt a knife blade between the edge o f the
whip base an d the phenolic covering. Gently tap
the knife edge with a hammer to force lhe housing
away from the whip section.
Next, remove the coil turns Ind wind I new coil
using No. 12 wire. The new coil should have nine
tu rns, equally spaced. The lap point is two lum,
up from the base (ground) end on the antenna as

1..
'

1
"

~.
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1O-0~
,~.

TO . ,,

Fig. 1 - T he new coil Is tapped two turn. from the
bPe end . II may be nllcessary 10 file Ih. coil end.
10 th at the assembly w ill fit in Ihe phenolic
co.... rin g.

Fig. 2 - Circu it d iagra m of Ihe whip antenna. CII,
a 3- to 3O-pF trimmer.
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assure uniform omnidirectional radiation. This
suggests that the cen ter of the automobile roof is
the best place to mount it. Altematively, the n at
portion of the aU lo's rear trunk deck can be used,
but will result in a directional pattern because of
car-body obstruction. Fig. 10-23 illustrates at A
and B how a Millen high-voltage connector can be
used as a roof moun t for a l44-M Hz wh ip. The
hole in til e roof can be made ove r the dome ligh t,
thus providing accessab ili ty through the upholstery. R(;..S9 / U and match ing section L , Fig,
10-23C, can be routed belween the car roof and
the ceiling upholstery and brough t into the trunk
compartmen t , or down to the dashboard of the
car. Some openton install an S0-239-type COil)(
connector on the roof for mounting the whip. The
method U similar to that of drawing A.
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V HF HALO ANTENNAS
The ante nna of Fig. 10-22 can be built from
alum inum tubing o f medium tensi le strength. The
one-ha lf-wavele ngth dipolc is bent into a circle and
fed wi th a gamma ma tch. Capacitor c is shown as a
fixed value, bu t" a variable capacitor mounted In a
weatherp roof box will afford more precise

I¥f-

Fig. 1()'22 - Details for building a halo IIni enna for
6 - or 2-me1et" use are shown 8t A. Other me<:hanical
me lhods are possible, and the cOO$trucrion
technique used w ill be up to the bullde.- . The open
end of the COB1t cable should be sealed &gains! the
weather. At B, a schematic reprtnentation of the
halo. Dime nsion a is set for 1/2 wavelength at the
opera ti ng frequency . The chart gives approximate
dimensions in inches, and will serve 8S II gtJide in
building 8 hal o.

modified. The trimmer ca pacitor is mo unted on a
tenninel strip which is installed in the base
housing. A hole must be drilled In the housing to
allo w access to the capaci tor adju stment screw.
Init ially, the tap on the coil was tried aI t h ree
turns rrom the bottom. The antenna was mounted

on the car. an SWR indicator was inserted in the
feed line, and CI and the whip height were
adj usted for a match . A matc h was obtained , but
when the phenolic sleeve was placed over the coil,
it was impmsibJe to obtain an adjustment that
proved a match. Apparently the dielectric material
used in the coil cover has an effect on the coil.
After some expe rimenting it was found that with
the tap two turns up from the bottom, and with
the cover over the coil, it was possible to get a
good match with 5(k)hm Iinc.
Thu antenna can be used in a fixed loca tion by
adding rad ial$. The radials, three or four, should be
slightl y longe r than 1/ 4-wave and should be
atta ched to the base mounting section.

Fig. 10-23 - At A and e, an illustration of how a
QUarter-wavelength VWtical antenna can be mounted on a car roof. The wtJ ip section thould be
soldered into tna cap portion of the Millen
connector, then screwed to the base socket . Th is
handy a rrangement permits removing th e antenna
THE QUARTER-WAVELENGTH VERTICAL whe n d esired. Epox v cement shou ld be used a t the
two mounting &c rews to prevt!nt moisture from
Ideally ,' the vh f vertical an tenna should be entering the Car. Diagrams C and 0 a re discussed in
installed over a perfectl y fiat plane renector t o the text.
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material is recommended if an insulator/stabilizer
is used.
<,..., ..
If 7S-ohm transmission line is used for the
LI ' U • ..,... ! ~IIO."
vertical, a quarter·wave length matching trans·
HII' DIA. I-I/I.'DIA.
fonner, L, can be used to mateh the feed
L!'S~t«UCI
4T""" III
impedance of the whi p - approximately 30 ohms
1-1n'"",A. ,• .0 ....
- to that of the feed line. A section of SO-ohm
coax inserted as shown provides a close match to
the antenna. Coax fittings can be used at junction Q
Fig. 10·24 ~ Schematic diagram of the 6·, or
to assure a flat line, and to provide mechan ical
2-meter antenna-<Tlatd!ing circuit for use at the f1e1l:ibility. BNC connec tors are ideal for use with
base of the Quarter-wall1llength vertical antenna. It
can be housed in a Minibo~ and mounted small coax lines. Illustration D shows how a se ries
permanen tl v at the antenna baSil, inside or ou tside capacitor can be used to tune the reactance out of
the car. If used outside, it should be sealed against ' the an tenna when using SO-ohm feed line. For
144·MHz use it shou ld be 3S pF. A 7S·p F variable
dirt and moisture.
win suffice for 6·meter antennas. An SWR bridge
adjustment of the SWR. Or, a variable capacitor should be connected in the Une whi le c is tuned for
can be used initially for obtaining a 1 :1 match; minimum reflected·power indication.
A more precise method of matching the line to
then its value can be measured at that setting to
de termine the required value for fixed capacitor c. the antenna is shown in Fig. 10-24. This antenna
F ixed·value capacitor c should be a dipped silver coupler can match SO- or 7S-{)hm lines to any
mica. A 7S·pF variable should be used for 6·meter antenna impedance from 20 ohms to several
antennas, and a 3S·pF variable will suffice for 144 hundred ohms. It should be installed al the base of
the ve rti cal, and with an SWR bridge in the line C I
MHz.
The tubing of Q can be flattened to provide a and C2 shou ld be adjusted for the lowest SWR
suitable mounting surface for attachment to the possible. The tap near the ground end of L2 should
insulating block of Fig. 10·22A. Gamm a rod b c an then be adjusted for the lowest SWR, readjusting
be secured to the same block by fl attening its end Cl and C2 for minimum reflected power each tim e
and bolting it in place with 440 brass hardware. the tap is moved. A very compact tuner can be
The spacing at d can be varied during final built by sealing down the coil dimensions
adjus tment to secure the lowes t SWR. Better appropriately. T rimmer capacitors can be used fo r
physical stability will result if a high·dielectric Cl and C2 if power levels of less than SO watb are
insulator is connected across area d. Steatite used.
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MOBILE POWER SUPPLIES
Most modern-day mobile installations utilize
commercially-built equipmen t. This usually takes
the fonn of a transcei~er for ssb on the hf bands,
and ssb o r a·m for vhf operation. For fm operation
in the vhf bands, most transceivers are surplus units
which were originally used by commercial
land·mobile services. Some home·built equipment
is still being used, and it is highly recommended
that one consider building his own mobile
installation for the technical experience and
satisfaction such a project can afford.
Many mobile tr.msceive rs conta in their own
power supplies for 6- and J 2·voit dc operation.
Some in lernal power supplies will also work off the
117·V mains. Vibrator power suppliC1 are quite
popular for low and medium power levels, but
solid -5tate supplies are more reliable and efficient.
Dynamotors are slill used by some operators, but
are bulky, noisy, and inefficient. The latter
imposes an extremely heavy drain on the car
battery, and does not contribu te to long·term
mobile or emergency operation without having the
engine running at fairly high rpm to maintain the
charge level of the battery,

winding. One winding serves for the driving motor,
while the output voltage is taken from the other.
Dynamotors usually are operated from 6·, 12·, 28or 32·volt storage batteries and deliver from 300 to
1000 volts or more at various current rating;.
Commutator noise is a common cause of poor
reception when dynamotors are used. It can
usually be cu red by installing .OO2·~ mica bypass
capacitors from the dynamotor brushes (high·
voltage end of armature) to the frame of the unit,
preferably inside the cover. The high-voltage
output lead from the d yna motor should be mtered
by placing a .Ol-J.LF capacitor in shunt with the line
(a lOOO-V disk), followed by a 2.S·mH rf choke (in
series with the line) of adequate current rating for
the transmitter or receiver being powered by Ihe
dynamotor. lbis network should be fo llo wed by a
smoothing HIter consisting of two 8-J.LF electrolytic
capacitors and a 15· or 30-H choke having a low dc
resistance. The commutator and its grooves, at
both ends of the annature, should be kept clean 10
further minimize noise. Heavy, direct leads should
be used for connecting the dynamotor to the
storage battery.

Dynamotors

Vibra tor Power SUppliC1

A dynamotor differs from a motor generator in
that it is a single unit having a double armature

The vibrator type of power supply consists of a
special step-up transformer combined with a
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Fig.

10-25 -

Basic types of vibrator power

supplies. A - Nonsvnchronous. B - Synchronous.

vibrating in terrupter (vibrator), Whe n the unit is
connected to a slOrage batteI)', plate power is
obtained by passing current from the battery
through the primary o f the transformer. The
circuit is made and reversed rapidly by the vibrator
contaeU, interrupting the current at regular
intervals to give a changing magnetic field whK:h
induces a voltage in the secondary. The resulting
square-wave de pulses in the primary of the
transformer cause an alternating voltage to be
developed in the secondary. T'hi5 high-voltage ae in
tum is rectified, either by silicon diode rectifiers or
by an additional synchronized pair of vibrator
contacts. The rectified ou tput is pulsating dc,
which may be filtered by ordinary means. The
smoothing filler can be a single-section affair, but
the output capacitance should be fairly large - 16
10 32¢'.
Fig. 10-25 shows the two types of circuits. At
A is shown thc nonsynchronous type of vibrator.
When the battery is disconnected the reed is
midway between the two contacts, touching
neither. On closing the battery circuit the magnet
coil pulls the reed into contact with one contact
point, causing cun ent to flow through the lower
half of the transformer primary winding. Simulta·
neously, the magnet coit is short-circuited,
de-cnergiring it, and the reed swings back. Inertia
carries the reed into contact with the upper point,
causing cunent to flow through the upper half of
the transfonner primary. The magnet coil again is
energized, and tlle cycle repeats itself.
The synchronou s circuit of F ig. 10-25B is
provided with an extra pair of contacts which
rectifies the secondary ou tpu t of tlle transfonner,
thus e liminating the need for a separate rectifier
tube. The secondal}' center tap furnishes the

• positive o u tpu t terminal when the relative
polarities of primary and second ary windings are
correct. The proper connections may be deter·
mined by experiment.
The buffer capacitor, C2, across the secondal}'
of T, absoros spikes that occur on breaking th e
current, when the magnetic field collapses almost
instantly and hence causes high voltages to be
induced in the secondal}'. Without C2 excessive
spai:ldng occurs at tlle vibrator contacts, shortening
the vibrator life. Resistor RI is part of the buffer
and serves as a fuse if C2 should short out, thus
protecting the vibrator and transfonner from
damage. Values between 1000 and 5600 ohms, 1
watt, are commonly used. Correct values for C2 lie
between .005 and .03 p.F, and for 220-350·Y
supplies the capacitor should be rated at 2000 V or
better, dc. The exac t capacitance is critical, and
should be detennined expe rim entally while observing the output wavefonn on an oscilloscope for the
least noise output. Alternatively, though not as
effC{:tive a method, the capacitor can be selected
for least sparking at the vibrator contacts .
Vibrator·transfonner units are available in a
variety of power and vol tage ratings. Representa·
tive units val}' from one delivering 125 to 200 volts
at 100 rnA to others that have a 400-volt output
rating al 150 rnA. Most units come supplied with
" hash" filters, but not all of them have built·in
ripple mters. The requirements for ripple fillers are
sim ilar to those for ac supplies. The usual
efficiency of vibrator packs is in the vicinity of 70
percent, so a 300-volt 200-mA unit will draw
approximately 15 amperes from a 6-volt sto rage
battery. Special vibrator transformers are also
available from transformer manufacturers so that
the amateur may b uild his own supply if he so
desires. These have dc Olltput ratings varying from
150 volts at4 0 rnA to 330 volts at 135 rnA.
" Hash'" Elimination

Sparking at the vibrato r contacts causes rf
interference ("hash," which can be distinguished
from h um by its harsh, sharper pitch) when used
with a receiver. To minimize this, rf filters are
incorporated, consisting of RFCI and Cl in the
batte ry circuit, and RFC2 wi th C3 in the dc output
circuit.
Equally as importan t as the hash filter is
thorough shielding of the power supply and its
connecting leads, since even a small piece of wire
or metal will radiate e nough rf to cause
interference in a sensitive amateur receiver.

TRANSISTOR IZED POWER SUPPLIES
Most present-day mobile equipment is powered
solid -state dc·to-dc co nverters. They are
somewhat simil.a 10 vibrator supplies in that they
use power transistors to switch the primal}' voltage
of the transformer. ntis techniqu e eliminates
sparldng in the switchi ng circuit, and offers greater
reliability and efficiency. The swi tching transistors
can be made to oscillate, by means of a feedback
winding on the transformer, and by applicatio n of
forward bias on .the bases of the swi tching

by
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transilton. The switching rate can be set (01 any
I'requency between 50 Hz and several thousand Hz
and depen ds to a great extent
upon the
inductance of the traruformer windings. The
switching waveform is • square wave. Therefore,
the su pply is capable o f causing a buning sound in
transmitter OJ receiver output in much the same
fashion as with a vibrator supply. Rf filtering
should be employed as a corrective measure. At
highe r switching rates the buzz becomes a whine
which sounds like that from a dynamotor.
High·frequ ency switchi lll rates are preferred for
dc-to-dc converters because smaller transformer
cores can be used, and because less ou tput filtering
is required. The efficiency of a well-designed
solid-state power suuply is on the order of 80
percent, an improvement over the usual 60 to 70
percent of vibrator suppl.ies, or the miserable 30 10
40 percent of dynamotors.
A ty pical transistorized supply is shown in Fig.
10-26 . The supply vol tage is fed into the emitter
cireuit of QI-Q2. A resistive divider is used to
ob tain' forwa rd bias fo r the transistors through
base-fcedback-winding 1. The primary switching
takes place between the emitter and collector of
each transistor. Q I and Q2 are connected in
push-pull and condu ct on aJternate half cycles. As
each transistor is drivcn into conduction it
saturates, thus forming a closed con tact in that leg
of the circ uit. The indu ced voltage is stepped up by
T, and high-voltage appears across winding 3. Zener
diodes CR I and CR2 protc<: t Ql and Q2 from
voltage spikes. They should be ra ted at a voltage
slightly lower than the Vce of the transiston.
Diodes CR3 through CR6 form a bridge rec tifier to
provide dc output from winding 3. Some sup plies
operate at a switching rate of 2000 to 3000 Hz. It
is possible to operate such units without using
ou tput rectifiers, but good filtering: is needed !o
remove the ripple from the dc ou tput.
T ransistor Selection
The switc hing: transistors should be able to
hand le the primary cu rrent of the tfansfonner.
Since the feedback will diminish as the secondary
load is increased, the be ta of the transistors, plus

•

.~

Fig. 10·26 - Typical dc-to-dc converter. Retings
for CRJ-CR6, and the

100~

litter capacitor cen

be selected from dete in the power-1upply chapter.
the design of the feedback circuit, must be
sufficient to sustain oscillatlon under full-load
conditions. During no--Ioad conditions, the feedback voltage will reach its highest peak at the bases
of QI and Q2. Therefore, the lIansiston must be
rated for wha tever ba~mittc r reverse voltage that
occurs during: the cutofJ period. Since the
transistors must be able to handle whatever peak
voltage occurs during the switchina process, it il
wise to stay on the safe side. Choose transiston
that have a Vew rating of three or four times the
$Upply voltage, keepinB in mind that full) . ::haYpd
automobile batteries can deUve r as much as 14
volts. Heat sinks should be used on QI and Q2 to
prevent damage from excessive heating. The Jup:r
the heat sink, the beneI. Under fuU-Ioad
conditions the transistors should only be slightly
wann to the touch. If they are running hot, this
will indicate inadequate heat sinking, too great a
secondary load, or too much feedback. Use ollly
ellough [eedbtJck to sustalll oscillation ullder full
loading, and to assure rapid starting under the same
conditions.

MOBILE POWER SUPPLY FOR TRANSCEIVERS
Transceivers, such as the liea th SB-102, and the
Drakc TR4 require a separate power supply when
operated from 12-volls de. Additionall y, linear
amplifiers can be run from a separate de supply to
allow increased powcr operation from relatively
low-power transceivers. The unit described here,
when operated from 12-volts dc, win deliver
approximately 900-volts de at 300 rnA, 2SI).voits
dc at 200 rnA , negative 15G-volts de at 40 rnA, and
an adjustable bias voltage from 10 to 150 volts of
do.

The Orcuit
A common-emiuer configuration is used with
diodes to provide a return path ror the feedback

winding, as shown in Fig. 11).28. A" uminll ihat Q2
condu cts fint , the base is driven negative b y the
feedback wind ing (connec tions 6 and 7 on Tl).
CRI 5 then condu cu, thereby protectill8 the base
of QI. CR14 is back-bi ased to an open circuit
when Q2 is conducting. When T I saturates
producing a square wave, the voltage at pins 6 and
7 of Tl reverses tumill& on QI . When Q2 conducts,
current flows through the primuy of T2 in one
direction and as QI cond ucU, current fl ows
tJuough the primuy of 1'2 in the other direction.
This rcvenaJ of current in the primary of 1'2
provides an aJtClll2tina square-wave voltage which
is stepped up by the seconduy winding. Full-wave
rectification with current limitirc is used with each
secondary winding.
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The supply oscillates at abou t 1000 Hz and
audible noise is low. The main power to ihe supply
is applied through K I B. KIA can be connected in
parallel with the filament supply in the transceiver.
Hash filtering is provided by RFC I and its
associated bypass capacitors in the primary lead.
Transient suppression is assured by CR13, CRl6
and C RI 1. Bleeder resistors are used on each
supply leg to provide a constant minimum load for
the circuit. The supply can be ope rated withou t
being connected to its load without fear of
damaging the diodes or transis tors, al though this is
not considered good practice. Input and output
connectors for interconnection to the battery and
the tnmsccivcr can be selected to meet the needs of
the particulaJ: installation.

Fig. 10-27 - The heat sinks 8fe mounted on an
aluminum panel. When installing iii power supply of
this type, be sure to keep t he heat sink fins in iii
venical position to prOYide besl air circulation. All
o f the filter capacit~ are moun-ted in II rr;yw across
the front of the chassis. RFCt is located nexl to
the transformer. Two sockets ilre mounted on the
chassis side wall to accept an intllrconnecting cable
from the transceiver. To thelaft of t hllSl! sockets is
the bias voltage adjustment control, R3 . This
model of the power supplv was built by WSHS and
assistance was given by WSODO, W9IWJ lof Delco
Radio Corp.1. and Jim Osborne (of Osborne
Transformer CoJ.

Construction
This circuit requires that the transistors be
insulated from the heat sink. Suitable insulators are
included with the devices.Silicone grease should be
used to help conduct the heat away from the
transistors.
No attempt has been made to make the supply
small. It is built on a 12 X 6 X 3-inch chassis which
allows plenty of room fo r the heavy conduc tors.
The capacitors are mounted in a row along one side
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Fig. 10·28 - Ci rcui t diagram of the mobile power
supplV . Polari zed capaci tors 81'9 electrolytiC, others
ani paper or mica. Resistances are in ohms.
Component designations not listed below are for
text reference.

CR 1-C R13 , incl. - l000-PRV, 1.5-A silicon diode
(Mallory MR 2.5 A or equiv.).
CR 14, CR 15 - 5O-PRV, 3-A sili con diode (G.E.
A15 FI .
CR 16, CR17 - 18-volt, l ·wall, Zener diode
(Motorola lN4 7461.

Kl - Spst eontactor relav, 60·A, 12-volt de coil
{Potter and Brumfietd MB30} .
Ql, Q2 - oetco 2N1523 transistor (substitu t ions
not recommended). Delco insu lator kits (No.
7274633) are req uired. The heat sinks are
Delco part No. 7281366.
R3 - 1 OO,OOO..ohm, 3watt, linear·taper control.
RFC l - 20 turns, No. 10 enam. wire on a 1/4·ineh
dowel.

.

Tl - Feedback transformer, l000·Hz (Osborne
6784).
T2 - Hipersil transformer, lOOO-Hz (Osborne
215551 .
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of the chassis. 1be heat sinks, shown in the
pholognph, are mounted on a l/3-inch·thick
aluminum back plate.
TIle Inlb from the battery to the rciay, and
from the relll.Y to the transistors and TI , should be
No.6 or No.8 conductors. All ground leadJ should
be con nected to one point on the chassis. The
wiring layout is uncritica l and no other special
precautjonsarc necessary.

Operation
The power supply should be mounted as clOJe
to the battery tenninais as possible to minimize
voltage drop. If the supply is lnink mounted,
1/4-inch conductors should be used to connect it
to the battery. A 300-volt tap is available on the
seco ndary of T2. If the tran5Ciever requires more
than 250 volts for proper opc(ation, this tap can be
used.

AMATEUR RADIO AFLOAT
Many amateurs like to combine two hobbies
.. radio and boating. While operating an amateur
station from a boat is similar to other forms of
portable operation, there are a few important
diffe rences. For one thing, equipment mU$t be
proteCted from occasional con ta ct with salt water.
Even in large boalS witll sui table cabins, it always
seems an "accident" of some so rt manages to
Occur. Someone handles a piece of equIp ment with
wet hands or a hand·held transeeiver is operated in
an arca of the boat subject to spray and spume.
The combination of salt, air and time then do a job
that experienced boaters might equate to the
action of the most corrosive aci d.
Since portable equipment is the man likely to
encounter such hazards, protecting this kind of
gear with a plastic bag is onc measure that can be
taken as shown in the photograph. Insert the
transceiver into a $uitable bag and securely tie the
top opening around the wh ip antenna. Usually, the
controls can still be manipulated With only minor
inconvenience. Whilc the method isn't waterproof,
it does provide adequatc protection for most
purposes.
Low.voltage connectors, especially those
subject to the weather, may benefit [rom a liberal
coating of marine lube both inside and on the
threads. (The same method is also useful for the
sockets in trailer lights.) When possible, coaxial

Low-<:O$I insurance is prDllided by weatherproofing
pOrtabll gear in plastic bags. Be su re to remove bag
when taken ashore and discard bagi al first sign of

-,.

cable should be looped so that a sman section is
tile connection to the an tenna. This will
prevcnt water from runn ing down inside the cable
jacket after a pe ri od of time.
Dc·to-ac inverters can be built and arc available
commcrdaUy, including a model that comC$ in kit
form. Howevcr. the output of such inverters is
usuaUy a square wave. As a consequence, some
noise or buzz may occur in clectronic equipment
an d additional (altering may be required. Also, eve n
though therms voltage from a square-wave inverter
is rated at the same value as an ordinary residential
service, the peak values are differenl The peak
voltage from a square wave is equal to the rms
value while the peak voltage of a sine wave is 1.101
times the rms value. Since the output of most
power supplies lies betwecn the [ ffiS and peak
value, a lowe r dc output voltage may occu r when
an invcrte r is used.
Mobile-like antennas such as whips are frequently cmployed at hf. and the quest ion arise! of a

abol't!

Small Inverters such as th is onl pl'ocWCI I $quare"
Wavl output IiInd electronic equipment mlW halle to
be modified accordingly.
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Unless you in tend to go "First Class," 8S in this
U.s. Navy patrol craft, be pre pared for some tough
technical problems (W82VYUI/MMR2 ope rores his
58-102 into 8 28-1001 whip and hi s "shack" would
be the envy of many boaters).

ground re turn for the rf currents. In the case of a
metal boat, or an antenna with a high feed-point
impedance (such as a half-wavelength vertical.
whip), the problem is simple Ind eit her a conncclion to the metal boat or a short conductor
immeJSed in the water shou ld suffice. A piece of
meta l sheet faslened 10 the bottom might be a
suit able substitute for low-impedance types 5uch a$
quarter-wavelengt h whips. If the sheet is large
enough, paint and other coatings shouldn't cause ill
effects si nce the capacitance between the plate and
the water may be sufficient to provide adequate
co upling.
Bands to UR

In most

c:a5e5,

e"cunion, are limited 10 a few

miles offshore and vhf operation should prove
sufficient in regards to activity and range. Since
many boaters tend to favor a cerlain area, a t:heck
on thc local repeater silUation might be in order if
con tin ued operation in onc region is the rule. On
thc other hand, bands 5uch as 10 meters are ideal if
activity i! sufficient. Getting anten M5 of electrical
Icngth luch that efficiency b no t a problem i!
relatively easy and "local" propagation on this
band is excellent especially ove r !lI11 water. Ranges
are ex tended by a t:onsiderable margi n over propaga tion distances on land. The lack of at mospheric
noise and QRM means low power should prove
effective.
Offshore cruising is ordinarily Umited to larger
mO, and the hf range from 40 meters might be
considered for this type of work. If 11 7 V ac, 60
Hz, b: pvailablc, flxed-station operation can be
employed. Diesel engines have no ignition system
in the normal sense and electrical noise should not
be a problem. Howeve r, if an huxiliary gasoline
gene rator is to sup pl y the power, adequate no ise·
suppression measu res should be taken.
I f the power source co nsists of some oth er type
than 117 V ae, 60 Hz, one might as well be

resigned to Ihe fact conversion problems may be
practically insurmountab le. Rotary COnverlers are
large, heavy, expensive and inefficient. Solid-state
models are load fOl only low-power applica tions
and ones SUitable for high-powe r work are apt to
be hard 10 obtain. In addition, if operation from
1ead-a cid storage battedes is conte mplated, ano ther
difficulty exists. While such cells are useful in
delivering la rge amounts of cunent for short
periods of time, Ihe voltage drop becomes i>Cvere
with modellite loads over longcr periods. This is
becpuse bubbles tend to form on the plates and
temporarily increase th e internal resistance of the
cell. Ali a consequence, inverters and other solidstate equipment do not funt:tion as efficiently
since such gear is usually designed for a nominal
voltage of 13.8. Unfortunately, there are no easy
solutions to this particular problem and plans in
such matten as purehasing equipment should be
made act:ordingly.
Olher Uses of Radio
Even if ama teur opera tion from a small boot is
not contemplated, there are other applications of
rad io that might be of interest. In many areas,
continuous broadcast of weather is sent out over
special fm stations on approximately 162.4 MHz.
Receivers that cover this IlIIlge could be built but
they are also read ily available commer cially al\ow
(;(1st. The Cont Guard maintains a system of
radio-direelion-finding stations in the If range.
Location and frequency of these statioru are
contained in ehar ts and in lists published by the
government. Wh ile such equipment is usually
unnecessary for Inshore excursions, having RDF
eq ui pment is handy for offshore tri ps. Howeve r,
noise diffieulties with gasoline engines are apt to be
a problem unless adequate suppression Is
employed. Since RDF gea r i~ usually battery
powered, the engine can be shut 01T whil e readi ngs
are taleen.
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Fig. 10-32 - A b and-swi tched field-strlmgth meter
for tuning up the hl-band mobile anten na. It
shOUld be Msembled in II me tal bo )(. In use, it
shou ld be pIeced scYtlrlll feet from the antenna
under test. Cl is tuned for a peak. meter reading et
the operating frequency. It can be dew ned for
varying the sensitivity.

A Direct-Conversion Kilogram
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A BAND·SWITCHING FIELD-STRENGTH
METER

wound with SO turns of No. 26 enamel wire. It is
tapped 10 turns from ground for 15· and to-meter
use, 18 turns from ground for 20 meters, and 36
turns above ground for 40 meters. The entire SO
turns are used fo r 80 and 160 me ters. S2 adds I
33Q..pF capacitor for 160-meter operation. S I can
be a singJe wafer, si ngJe·pole, S·position rotlf}'
switch of phenolic or ceramic insulation. S2 can be
a spst slide switch, CI is a Ham marlund HF-t OO
capacitor, or equivalent. (Amidon cores can be
obtained from Amidon Associates, 12033 Otsego
St., N. Holiywood,CA 91607.)

The cmit of Fig. 10.32 can be used for tuning
the mobile antenna system to resonance. It coYers
a range from 1.8 to 30 MHz. A single toroidal
inductor is used in the tuned cireuil. The coil is
tapped to provide band switching by means of S I .
C I is tuned for a peak meter reading at the
transmitter's outpu t frequency. The unit should be
housed In a metal utility box. A banana jack can be
used fo r attaching the short whip antenna.
An Amidon Associa tes IXore, No. T-68-2, is

A DIRECT-CONVERSION KILOGRAM
FOR 20 AND 40 METERS

..
When portability, low current drain, and sim·
plicity are required in a receiver, it is hard to beat
the technique of direct conversion. The unit
described here covers thc cw portion of both 20
and 40 meters. As total power consumption is on
the order of 0.6 wall, battery operation is practical. Packaged in an aluminum box only 6 )( 7 )( J
inches (IIWD), the receiver weighs in at about one
ki logram (2.2 pounds) and fits easily inside a
suitcase. The receiver is designed to be compatible
with the low-power solid-state transmitter desaibed in Chapter 6.
Cin:uit OYen>iew
This approach to direct conve rsion uses an FET
as a fixed-tuned rf ampliner, 'switchablc be tween
20 and 40 meters.. An Ie transisto r array serves as
the heart of a band-switched local osciUator. A
differential amplUJer IC functions as a prod uct
detector. The audio channel uses an FET to
estab Hsh a low noise figure, followed by a high-gain

•
wide-band IC amplUlCI. Audio selectivity ill ..
cltieved through the use of a two-stage active niter.
A signal strength indication is obtained through the
use of an audio-derived S·meter circuit.
Circuit De5cJ:iption
Q I operates as a grounded·gate rf amplifier. C I,
a front-panel mounted broadcast type variable
capacitor, peaks the input of the stage for 40- or
20-meter reception. The output of the $lage is
tuned to 20 meters by L3-C3. One pole of 51
switches additional ClPllcitance in parallel with C3
for 40-rncter opera tion. L4 couples rf energy to the
input of the product detector, UI. Loca.1-oscillator
injection is applied to pin 2 of UI, the base of the
in ternal constan t-cuu ent :!Ource transisto r. The
local oscillator is built around a CA3046 IC
transisto r array, and i5 identica l to the VFO used in
the companion transmitter described in Chapter 6.
The CAJ046 contains three independent NPN
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the d irect-conversion receiver. Numbered
paru in this diagram whi ch
are not listed below are $0
number&d for c ircuit·board
identi fiCiltion and te)l t discuulo n. FI)I&d .... alu. resistors may be 1/2- or 1/4·
_tt composition. Polarized capacitors are elec trolytic. FIlled'val ue capacitors are disk cenlmic. unless otherwise indiCilt&d.

Cl - 365-pF miniature variable.
C3, C4 - 6().pF trimmer IEde SJ8..()11 F· 15-60 or
equiv.l.
C16, C17, C18, C19, C42, C43 - 1(l()().pF polyltyrene.
C21 - 47-pF NPO.
C24 - t hr&e-$8Ction, 2O-p F·per-sectlon va riable.
tWO section. used IJ.W. Miller 1460 or similar).
CAl - Silicon diode.
J l - Phorie jack.
J2 - Miniat ure phone Jack.
J3. J4, J6 - PhOI)() jack.
JS - 50-239 connector.
L1 - 2 turns . mall diameter hookup wire over L2.
L2 - 18 turn, No. 22 enam . wou nd on Amidon
T5().6 core h ap 4 turns above ground).
13 - 25 turn' No. 24 enam. wou nd on T5G-6 core.
L4 - 6 turns $mall diameter hookup wire, center
tapped, over L3.
L5 - 3.0-7 .0 J.lH shielded variable inducto r (J.W.

Miller 9051 or equill.).
L6 - 1.5-3.0,..H shielded variable inductor. (J. W. Mill er 9050 or equiv.1.
M1 - 100 microamperH full scale.
Ql ,02-MPF-102,
03 - 2N2222 or equiv.
51 - 4pdt slide switch (Aadio Shack
275-4051S2 - 'Pdt toggle $Witch.
Tl - Miniature interstage tramfarm ... ,
2()()()..o hm ct to 10,000 ohms (Radio
Shack 273·1378).
U1 - CA3028A.
U2 - CAJ046 or CA3045.
U3 - HEP caOl0 or MFC 401 OA,
U4 - Dual 741 op amp lR adio Shack
. 27s.0J8 or equiv.).
U5 - LM301 A op amp.
U6 - CA3600E.
VR I - 8_2-\1Olt, l-waH Zener d iode.

w
w

'"
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Fig. 2 - In~de view of the receiver. Most of the
componen ts are mounted on • 4- X 6-inch pr intedcircuit board. The rl amplifi« and product d.
tector co mponents ere grouped together 8t the
upper le ft co rne'\" of the board, while the audio
channel oocuples the left foreground. The V FO
main-tuning capac itor, C24, is centered in the
cabinet, and is positioned directly over the VFO.
The 5-meter amplifier cirwltry is visible .t the
right.

CA3046 have a rated FT of 550 MH z. R30, R37,
and R4S are UJed to preven t vhf parasitic oscilla·
tions from occurring. SIB may be used to select
either 40- or lO-meter out put from the local
oscillator, and SIC applies 12 volls de to the
frequency doubler portion of the oscillator for
2().meter opera tion. With the oomp:ment values
shown, the receiver covers 7.0 to 1.15 MH t. and
14.0 to 14. 3 Mllz. A miniature intersta.ge tnm $form er, TI , is used to couple the output of the
product detector 10 the audio channel. Q2 funclions as a moderate-gain, lo w-noise audio pream pli·
fier, which is followed by the integrated high-gain
amplifier U3. Q3 has bun included to al low for
muting of the receiver during trall5mittin& periods
by the applica tion of 12 volts dc to RI 9 (in series
with the base of Q3) by means of a contact on the
tnlnsmitter's T-R relay. This biases Q3 in to conduction and effectively breaks the circuit path
between Q2 and U3. A minia tuze po t is used at
R45 , which serves as the af gain con trol The
setting of R45 determine5 the input level to
U4A-U4B. A small part of the output of U3 (raken
off before the ar gain control) is used to drive the
5·meter circuitry. Audio selectivity for the receiver
is provided by two cascaded active filter sections
consisting of a dual 74 1 op amp, U4A·U4B, plus
ISSOcialed pusive components. With the values
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shown In the schematic each individual mler
section will have a peak response at 840 Hz and a
bandwidth of 375 Hz (measured at 6 dB below
peak rt sponse). When two sections are cascaded, a
narrower m ter with a bandwidth of 200 Hz results.
It is advantageous to match the peak: frequency
response of each filter section closely by hand
piclcing componen t values' to achieve op timum
mter pe rformance. Provision is made for using
either a broad or a narrow response by using 52 to
switch the headphones to ei ther the output of U4A
or U4B, respectively. The active mter drives a pair
of high·impedance headphones directly. Provision
for monitoring the tran smitter side tone is included
by introducing the ton e in to the audio channel
be yond the muting transistor, Q3. The audioderived 5-meter circuit uses a single-stage audio
mter, followed by a meIer amplifier. The mte r is
similar to one 5lE:ction of the audio channel filter
and is necessary to assure that the meter indication
is a fun ction of the signal being monitored and not
the result of ex traneous signals at the ou tput of
U3, Thus, the S-meter reading does not vary with
the se tting of the af gllin control, and doe s not
operate while the sidelone is being monitored. The
output of the S-meler nller drives a three-section
integrated-circuit ampliner, U6. The rectified am·
ptirte r output drives a 100 micorampere full-scale
meter for the signal strength indica tion. Pc
mount ed polS are used at R52 and R60 for 5-meter
adjustment (sensjtivity and zero).
Construction
Construction of the receiver is greatly sim plified by the Ute of an etched printed-circuit board
for mounting most of th e parts. A template is
availab le from ARRL for 50 cen ts and an S.a.s.e,
The entire receiver fits on a 4- x 6-ineh board. If
no 5-meter is desired, it is a simple mailer to adjust
the layout to fit on a 4-- x 4-1/ 2-inch board leaving
ou t U5, U6, and th eir IS5OCia tod componen~
I Com pone n t. plu . a clreuit boud (or m e audio
(I1t8f m ay be obtained from M FJ Euterpri.e •• P.O .
Bo:o: 494, MllaIsslppl State, MS 3976 2

Fig. 3

-

Front view of t he di..ec1-conversion

receiver. Th,

cabinet i, homemade from two

U-shaped pieces of .040·inch thick sheet alumi·
num. The front panel is painted battleship gray,
and white "press-on" labet, mark the function of

the control,.

A Oirect-Conversion Kilogram
photo-etch process was used to produce the original board although it may be duplicated by other
metoocb aJ long as sufficient care is taken in the

vicinity of the Ie pins aoo other hWh-densit y areas
of the pattern to avoid the appearance of unwanted foil bridges. The prototype receiver WaJ
built on double-sided G-IO glass epoxy board ,
l / l 6-inch thick_ The circuit pattern is etched on
the bottom of the board while the top is left aJ a
continuous ground plane broken only where component leads project through the board. The
ground plane is an aid to stabilit y and inteutage
isolation. An easy technique for removing the
ground plane around th e compo ne nt leads (after
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the bottom of the board has been drilled) is to use
a large diameter drill (1/4-inch is satisfactory) and
make a shallow hole in the top side of th e board at
every lead location. This may be done by hand, or
wry carefully with a drill press. The prototype
ru:eiver board was sil:ver plated before component
assembly, a step which while not required, makes
soldering easier, and improvC$ the appearance of
the final product. Part of the key to building a
compact receiver is the usc of parIS which are
physically small. The usc of small SO-volt disk
a:ramic capacitors can go a long wa y toward
increasing pacldng density. Using miniature low~oltage electrolytic capacitors, toroidal inductors,

Fig.4 - Partl placement and board la",oul for the reoaiver. A:}4. C8 and C26 ara mounled on the foil sida.
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and l/4-watt instead of 112-watt resistors where
applicable will make construction much ea$ia for
the builde r of portable equipment.

The placement of the fronl- Ind rear-panelmounted parts is detennined as much by symmelry

as by the criterion of short leads. In the author's
receiver. the S-meter, controls for af and rf gain,
the band swi tch, input trimmer ca pacilor, seleCI!I'ity switch, and the main t uning knob are loca ted
on the front panel. The rear panel includes banana
jacks for the 12-vol! de inpu t, phono jacks for
sidetonc and muting inpuu from the IransmitlCI,
and a phone jack for headphones. For operating
convenience, an SO-239 coax receptacle and a
femaie phono jack wired in parallel were used as
antenna connectors. The VFO tu ning <:apacitOl,
C24, i5 mounted on an aluminum bra cket from lhi!
front panel to achieve mechanical stability. Th~
Cl pacitor drive is 3. mod ified im ported vernier dial.
The original escutcheon. calibrated 0-100, was
rep laced wit h a homemade plastic dia l. fifty· and
2S·k Hz marke rs on the dial are made wi th thin
black tape of the type usually used fo r prin tedcircuit artwo rk. The homemade U·shaped cabinet
Is spray pain ted with battleship gray enamel and
white pressure-sensitive labels were added 10 identify Ihe controls. The lop cover is painted tlat
black. Professional·looking front.panel knobs complele the mechanical assemb ly.

Init ial AdjuStment
The }neal oscillator should be checked first for
proper opentlon on 40 meters. With C24 almost
fully meshed, LS may be adjU$ted wi th a non·
metallic tool to set the out put frequency to 1.000
MHz. A d rop of melted wax will be $Urlicient to
hold the slug in plate. The freque ncy doubler
portion of th e local oscillator should be checked
with an oscilloscope. L6 may be adj usted to
provide the cleanest 14-M Hz waveform. A signal
generator and an oscilloscope may be used to
verify thaI the audio channel is functioning.
Assuming thai part, tolerances were adhered to
closely, the audio filt er width and center frequency
in both the broad and narrow positions should be
comparable 10 the resullS mentioned above. With
the aid of a signal generator or a weak on-Ihe-ai r
sjgnal, Ihe front-cnd response should be peaked
first on 20 me ters by jldjusting CI and C3, and
the n on 40 meters by adjusting C I and C4. In
actual operation, C I is a fron t-pa nel control, and is
tuned to th e frequency band of inte rest. After C3
and C4 are se t, it shou ld not be necessary to repeak
them. If the product detector is working correctly
it should be possible to hook a pair of headphones
to Jl or 12 and make th ese adjustments by ea r.
The S-meter zero and sensitivit y controls can be
adjusted according to operator preference.

THE MINI·MISER'S DREAM RECEIVER
A

receiver that featured good performan ce wi th

a modest outlay of building time and componentl
appeared in the Forty-Fifth Edition of The Radio
A ma(eur's Handbook. The original design was tha t

of Byron Goodman, WIDX, and incorporated
vacuum tubes in the const ru ction.
This updated version by Doug DeMaw, WICER,
utilizes the $lime principle of going directly into I
mixer in the [ront end which is followed by •
simple crystal filter. Solid-state constru ction b
used throughout the design and audio ou tput is
sufficie nt to drive a small spea ker. This receiver
should fm Ihe need fo r a sim ple, compact unit
where low cu rrent drain is also a requirement.
Circuit Description
There are so me departures from the WIDX
design, mainly to minimize cost and package size.

The major com promise was the eli mination of agc
and multiband coverage. There is ample room
inside the cabinet of this receiver to accommodate
one or two small co nverters fo r reception of bands
other than 40 meters. This main frame is designed
for 7: to 1.11S·MH z cove rage.
Fig. I mows an IC being used as th e receiver
[ron t end - a CA3028A which is configured as I
balanced mi xer. The input tuned circuit, TI , is
designed to match a SO-ohm ante nna to the
2()()().ohm base-to-base impedance of the mixer IC.
The transformer is broadbandcd in nature (300
kHz al th e 3-dB poinU), and has a loaded Q of 2 3.
This eliminates th e need for a front·pilIlci pea king
control - a cost-cu tti ng aid to sim plicity.
The output tuned circuit, LI , is a binJar-wound
toroid which is tuned approximately to re so nance
by means of a mi ca trimmer, C2. The BClllal se tting
of C2 will depend upon the degree of i-[ selectivity
desired, and typically the point of resonance will
not be exactly at 3300.S , the i-r center frequen cy.
GoodlIllln used I hal f-lattice filter (two cry , tals)
in his design, but Ihis requires two crystals which
are rcli ted properly in addi tion to a BFO crystal.
For this reason, an older circuit was employed - a
single crystal filter with a phasing capacitor, Cl.
The latter approach provides reasonably good
singlc"'Signal rece ption (at least 30 dB rejec tion o[
Ihe unwanted re sponse), and assures much betler
pe rformance than is possible wit~ si mpler direct·
conversion receivers.
A single i-r amplifier, U2, is used to provide up
to 40 dB of gai n. R I scoes as a manual i·f gain

Construction Notes
control, and will completely cut off the signal
output when set for minimum H gain. No audio
gain control is used. T2 is designed 10 tram.form
th e SOOO-ohm co llector-to-collector impedance of
U2 down to 500 ohms, and has a bandwidth of
100 kHz. The loaded Q is 33.
A two..::!iode product dete ctor converts the i-f
energy to audio. BFO injectio n voltage is obtained
I:jy mean s of a crysta l-controlled oscillator, Q2.
RFC2 and the l-jjF bypass capacitor filter the rf,
keeping it out of the aud io line to U3.
Audio-output IC U3 C<lntains a preamplifier
and power-output system. It will deliver approximately 300 mW of af energy into an 8-ohm load.
RFC5 is used to prevent rf oscillations from
occurring and being radiated to the front end and
i·f system of the receiver. The O,I-jjF bypass at
RFC5 also helps prevent oscillations.
A th ree-terminal vo ltage regulator, VRI, supplies the required operating voltage to U3. It also
provides regulated voltage for the VFO and buffer
stages of the local oscillator {Q2 and Q3}. The
latter consists of a stable series-tuned Clapp VFO
and an emitter·follower buffer stage. A singlesection pi network is placed between the emitter of
Q3 and the injection terminal of UI. It has a
loaded Q of I , and serves as a filter for the VFO
output energy. It is designed for a bilateral
impedance of approxima tely 500 ohms. The recommended injection-voltage level for a CA3028 A
mixer is 1.5 rms. Good perfo rmance will result
with as little as 0.5 volt rms. A I-volt level is
available with the circui t shown in Fig. I.
A red LED is used at DS I as an on-off
indicator. Since it serves mainly as "window
dressing," it need not be ineluded in the circuit,
Construction Noles
Front panel, rear panel, side brackets, and
chassis are made from double-sided cireuit·board
material. T he chassis is an etched circuit boa rd, the
pattern for which is given in Fig. 2. There is no
reawn why the top and bottom covers for the
receive r can not be made of the ' same mate rial by
soldering Six pieces of pc board together to form
two U-shaped coven.
The local oscillator is housed in a compartment
made from pc-board sections. It measures (HWD)
1-3/8 X I-S/8 X 2-3/4 inches. A l/4-inch high peboard fence of the same width and depth is soldered
to the bottom side of the pc board (opposite the top
partition) to attenuate rf energy from entering or
lea~ing the local oscillator section of the receiver.
Employmen t of the top and bottom shields stiffens
the main pc board, and that helps prevent mechanical instability of the oscillator, which can result
from stress on the main assembly.
Silver plating has been applied to the main pc
board , and to the front and rear panels. This was
done to enhance th e appearance and discourage
tarn ishing of the copper. It is not a necessary step
in building the receiver. The front panel has been
sprayed with green paint, then baked for 30
minutes by mea ns of a heat lam p. A coarse grade
of sandpa per was used to ab rade th e front panel
before application of the paint. The tethnique will
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Interior view of the receiver. The front end is at
the lower righ t . The leads of U1 are bent to align
with an 81>;n dual-in-line Ie socket. The rim of the
speaker is tatk-soldered to the pc-board side wall at
two points. The 20-meter converter mounts on the
rear wall inside the receiver (upper left corner! .
prevent the paint from coming off easily when the
panel is bumped or scratched. Green Dymo tape
labels are used to identify the panel con trols.
TIlere is amp le room inside the cabinet, along
the roar inner panel surfa ce, to install a small
crystal-controlled conver ter for some other hf
band. A switch, 51, is located o n the front panel to
accommodate a planned 20-meter converter. A
suitable circuit is given in Fig. 3.
AU of the toroidal inducto rs are coated several
tim es with Q dope after they are installed in the
circuit. T he VFO coil is treated in a like manner.
The polystyrene VFO capacitors Should be cemented to the pc board after a circuit is tested.
This will help prevent meChanical ins tability.
Hobby cemen t or epoxy glue is OK fo r the job.
Use only a drop or two of cemen t at each capacitor
- just enough to affix it to the pc board.
Alignmen t and Opera tion
The VFO should be aligned first. This can be
done by attaching a frequency counter to pin 2 of
Ul. Coverage should be from 3699.5 to 3814.5
kHz for reception from 7.0 to 7.175 MHl. Actual
coverage may be more o r less than the spread
indicated. depending on the absolute va lues of the
VFO capacitors and stray circuil induc tance and
capacitance. Greater coverage can be had b y using
a large r capacitance value at C5, the main tuning
control. Those individuals interested only in
phone-band coverage can align the VFO accord ingly and cltange Y2 to 3400.S kHz.
Final tweaking is effected by attaching an
an tenna and peaking Cl, C2 .a nd C4 for max imum
signal re sponse at 7085 kHz. To obtain the
selectivity charac teristi cs desired (within the ca-
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Jl, J3 - Single..n o le-mount phono jack.
J2 _ Cl o sed--<:ircuit phone jack.
Ll _ Toroidal b ifilar-wound i nductor . L 5.8 jJH .
8 turns No. 28 !lnam" bif itar wound on Amidon

Fig.
Schematic diagram of the 40-meter
receiver. Fixed-value capacitors are chip or di sk
ceramic unless noted otherwise . Capacitors with
polarity marked are electrolytic. S.M. indicates
Silver mica, and P is for polysty rene. Fixed·value
resistors are 1/4 - or 1
comp osition,
Cl, C2, C4 - 17(1..
4213).

K

FT -37-61 le.rite core. Note polarity marks.

n-w

(0

- Slug·tuned in d uc t or (see text), 11 IJH
n.aminaL J. W. Miller 42A105CBI or eq uiv. Q u
- 125.
L3 - T oroidal inductor. 17 IJH, 19 turns No. 26
enam. wire on Amidon FT·5~1 ferri te corp .
Rl - lO,OOO-ohm m i niature composi t i on control,
linear taper .
RFC1, RFC2 - Mini at ure l ·m H rf choke (Millen
L2

600-.pF mica trimmer f Ar<;o

C3 - 10-pF su bminiature trimmer. Ceramic or
pc-mount air variable su itable.
C5 - Miniature air var iable, 30 pF maxi mum
(M illen 25030E or similar!.
CR1-CR3, incl. - High -speed sili(;on switching
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J302·1000 or equiv.).
RFC3, RFC4 - Miniature 33o-~ rf choke
!Millen J302-330 or equiv.) .
RF C5 ~ Miniature rf choke, 33 ¢""I !Milten
J302-33 o r equivJ.
5 1 - Miniature dpdt toggle,
T1 - Toroidal transformer. Primary has 2 tu rns
No. 24 8nam. wire. Secondary has 14 turns No.
24 enam. wi re on AmidOfl T·50-2 core.
T2 - Toroidal transformer. Pri ma ry has 9 turns No.

SecOfldary hIlS 3 turn, No. 26 enam. wire.
Primary win ding hll$ cen"r tap.
Ul - RCA IC. Bend pins to fit S-pin dual·in-/ine IC
socket.
U2. U3 - Motorola IC.
VAl - Three·terminal 8-volt regulator Ie !Na·
tional Semiconductor) .
VI, Y2 - Surplul crystal in HC-6/U case or
International Crystal Co. type GP wi th 32-pF
load capacitance.

Fig.2 - Foil-s,lde scale pattern of the pc
board. Circuit board i, double.,sided glass·

~

epo:<y material. Ground-plane copper
dlould be removed directlv oppo$ite Q2
and releted components !O$Ciltator ) for an
area of H 12 X 1-112 inches. Aem ove copper
in similar manner on groun d-plane side of
board opposite L1 . C3 and VI !1 X 1-1 14

capacitive
e ffects
those
cri ti calun~;~~~~~~~~tl wanted
inch erea).
AemoYilI
of foilinwill
prelllnt
parts o f the circui t. Ground-plane si de of

board should be electrica liV commOfl to the
ground foil s on opposi te side of board at
several points.
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Fig. 3 - Schematic d iagram of Ihe 20·meter
conven er. Fixed-val ue capaci tors ore di 5k ceramic
unla$\! noted o therwise. Resis tors are 1/4· or 1/2·W
composition . Rough pc le mpla te and layou t available for 2St! lind an s.a.s.e.
C6, C7 - 40-pF submin iatu re ceramic trimme r.
J4 - Single-hole-mount phone jack on rear panel
of main receiver.
L4 -

Toroidal indu(:tOf. 12 turns No. 26 an8m.

wire 00 Amidon FT -37.6 1 core. L • 8~ .
L5 - Toroidal inductor. 24 tum. No. 26 anarn.

pability of the circuil), adjust C2 and CJ experimenlal1)'. C2 will provide the majo r effect. C3
should be se t for minim um response on the
unwan ted side of zero bea t. A fairly st rong sig na l
will be needed 10 hear Ihe unwanted response.
For ree<:pt ion of lower sideband, it will be
necessa ry to use a diffe rent BFO frequency 3400.5 klh.. The crystal indicated in Fig. I was
used because it was the only one available at the
lime of constru ction. Those wishing to shift Ihe
BFO frequency a few hundred Hz can place a
trimmer in se ries wi th V2 ra ther than use the
lool'F ctlpaciior shown.
Because there is noage in this receiver. the I-f ga in
should be se t low, for co mfo rtable listening. Too
much ga in will cause the audio circuit to be overdrivcn, and distortio n will resu lt. To prevent earsp li tting signal levels, one can ins tall a pair of I N34A
diodes (back to back)across the outputJack, 12.
Bitsand Pie<:cs
The photograph sho~ 5Qme fancy looking components on the circuit board. Tantalum capacitors
are see n where electrolytics are indicated on the
diagra m. Either type will work niccly. Tantalums
were found at a flea market for 10 cents each, so
they were used. Similarly, the O. l -"Fcapaci tors used
li re th e hiB,h-class kind (Aerovox CKOS BX), which
sell for roughly 70 cents each. My lar o r disk ceramic
O. l -"F units will be fine a5 substit utes.
The pol)'styrene capaci tors were obtained from
Radio Sha ck in an as!IOrtment pack. New unit s are
made by Cent ra lab, and th ey sell fo r less than 20

wire o n Amidon T-50~ core. L ~ 2.4 JlH.
04 - RCA transistor.
05 - Motorola transistor, MPF102, 2N4416, or
HEP S02.
T3 _ Toroidal transforme r, 10:1 tu rns rat io. L ..
1.S5 JlH . Pri. has 2 turns No. 26 enam. wire.
Sec. contains 21 turn, No. 26 enam. wire on
Amidon T·50.o core.
Y3 - 21.115-M Hz fundamental CryStal in HC- 1S/U
case (International Cry5tal Co. type GP with
32-pF load capacitance).
cents each in single 1015. Since they are more stable
than silver micas, they are recommended Cor the
VFQ circuit.
At! of the toroid Cores 'M: re purchased by mail
from Amidon Associates. A J. W. Miller 42-series coil
is used in the VFO, but any slug-tuned cera mic fo rm
ca n be used if it has good high-frequency core material. The unloaded Q of the inductor should be at
leas t I SO at 3.5 MH t. L2 in this design has 3/8-inch
diameter body. The wind ingarca is 5/8 inch long.
The meta l cues of both crystals should be
connected to &fOund by means of short lengths of
wire. This will prevent unwanted radiat ion from
the BFO cr),stal. and will help k«: p the filter
crystal from piek.ina up It ra y energy. A metal cove r
should be placed on the VFO compart ment fo r
reasons of iS9lation.
lames Millen encaps ulated rf Chokes are used in
the receiver. Any subminiature choke of the approximale inductance indicated will be suitable and it
need not beencapsuiated. TIle VFO tuning capacitor
is also a Millen part. Ampleroomexists between the
VFO box and the fron t panel 10 allow making the
box longer. Thai will permit use of a larger variable
ca pacitor. A double-bearing capacitor is recommended fo r best mechanical uabilityofthe VFO.
The i-£ system and BFO can be tailored to
frequencies other than those indicated. The VFO,
mixer, and i-f amplirier tuned circui ts will have to
be alte red aceordingly, if crystah of ot her frequcncies in the 2· to 3-MH z ra nge are chosen.
Perfo rman ce of Ih'is receive r is quite good . A
O.l-pV signal from a generato r is plainly aud ible.
No hum or distortion is hea rd in the ou tp ut of th e
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receiver at no rmal liste ning levels. VFO drift is 45
Hz from a cold start to stabilization, and stro ng
signals do not pull the oscillator.
Extremely strong local signals (1000 jl.V or
greater) will cause de.sensiti:.r.a tio n of the receive r
when they appear off frequen q' from where the
ope rator is listening. Under ord inary condition s
th is will nO:t be a problem. At some sacrifice in
noise figure and sensitivity, those living in areas
whe re other amateurs are nearby can modify T I to
aid the situatio n.CI should remain across all of the
T I secondary , and a 2200-Qhm resistor should be
connected across C I . Pins I and 5 of U I should be
connected to two turns each side of the center tap
of the secondary. This will require culling the pc
board elements to divorce pins I and 5 from Cl.
This design trade-Qff is quite acceptable at 40
meters, as the atmospheric noise level will mask th e
reduction in receiver noise performance. With the
circuit change there was no de sensing evident

below approximately 8000 u.V.
Agc could be used in this receiver by applying the
audio-de rived ''hang'' type used by Goodman in his
Handbook design. If the feature was adopted, agc
voltage would be appl ied to pin 5 of U2 and the
manual gain control would be eliminated. In such a
case, it would be necessary to add an afgain con trol
betwccn the pro duct detec tor and U3. It should be
remembered that minimum ga in results when 13
vo lts arc applied to pin 5 of U2. The lower the
voltage at tha t point, the grMter the gain.
This Mini Miser's Dream may be just what
you've Ueen wanting for that next camping trip.
Since it measures only 2·5 /8 X 4·3/4 X 5 inches , it
s1lOUld fit easily into a rucksack, along with a
batte~y pack. (maximum current is 120 mAl. Or,
maybe you' re try ing to get that rode speed peaked
fo r a higher license class. If so, thi s little fella might
be the right size fo r the night stand by the bed assumin~ the XY L doesn't object!

A SOLID STATE RECEIVER FOR PORTABLE USE
T his design is based on thc series Learning to
Work With Semiconductors in April through September QST, 1974. The model shown here uses
printed-drcuit construction and slight alteration of
components in the rf and mixe r stages. Conv"e rters
for the highcr bands are also featured
Circui!ry

(exactly the opposite as done in the QSTversion),
otherwise the windings will be out of phase and the
unit will not oscillate, The coupling capacitor in
the OU lput of the BFO should not be larger than
68 pF. In some cases this value may have to be
reduced to provide stable operation.
The audio amplifier is capable of a voltage gain
of 100 which SllOUId easily drive a high-impedance
headset. The 101).jl.F capacitor and 100-0hm remtor in the B+ linc form a decoupling ne twork to
preven t audio feed b3ck to the detector (motor·
boating and howl).

T oroids are used at the inputs of both the rf
and mixer stages of the main receiver. AJjgnment
and tracking problems are elimina ted by winding
an equal number of turns on L2 and L3 and using a
dual capacitor (variable) with the same maximum
capacitance in each section. T he Miller unit speci·
Converter Section
fied here has sections of 170 pF and 365 pF. Plales
T he converter circuit for covering the higher
must be removed from the 365 pF' section to bring
it down to 1'70 pF. Actually any dual capacitor amateur bands is simple ye t effective. The oscil·
above 100 pF will su.fficc as long as each section lator coil (L5) should be adjusted to the frequency
has approximately the same value. Be sure leads to specified in the Table (listening for the note on a
CI A and CI B arc kept short and at right angles to general-covcrage receiver). The input and output
each other 10 prevent unwanted coupling. I f coils are adjusted for maximum gain on a signal
instability becomes a problem, the gain of QI heard at the middle of the band. On 40 mcters
should be redu ced by lowering the bias voltage on receiver tuning is bac kwards. On Ihe dial , 7 MHz
will read 4 MHz and 7.5 MHz will read 3. 5 MHz.
gate 2,
In the origina] design, a single-gate FE.T was The other bands will tune normally (the lower end
used (or the mixe r. Unfortunately, pulling of the is at 3.5 MHz).
VFO on strong signals was experienced. A dualgate MOSFET ;$ used here; isola tion be tween gates
land 2is40dB.
The output of the mixer is fed to a Miller
crystal mter/H transformer. At the cost of reduced
selectivity, the yeUow core j·f transforme r used for
the BFO circuit could be directly substituted.
The VFO should tune from 3950 kHz to 4455
kHz which corresponds to a reCeive frequency of
3500 kHz to 4000 kHz \\1Ih an i·f of 455 kHz.. T o
assure undistorted ou tput from the VFO, the dc
collector voltage should be one half of the supply
voltage (6 volts). Some adjustment of the 8200ohm resistor at the base of Q4 may be required
The BFO circuit was selecled because it lends
itself to an inexpensive i-f transformer for the
tuning coil. Be sure to wire the coil as shown here
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otherwise specified capac ito rs are di sc ceramic.
Capacitors marked with polarity are electrolytic.
C1, C2, C3 - See cOnverter coil/capacitor table.
C4 - Dual 17O-pF air variable. (J. W. Miller
555-27, see tll xt).
es - 140pF va riable (Radio Shack 273-1344,365
pF with 6 plates removed from the rotor).
L 1, L2, L4 - See converter coil/ca pacitor table.
L3 - 19.5.uH (J. W. Miller 46A225C PCI.
L5 - 4 turns No. 30 \/\lire over L6.
L6, L7 - 70 turns of No. 30 enam wire over
Amidon T -8()'2 core tapped 47 turns from the
cold end.
Le - 2.42 .IIH - 2.96 .uH {J. W. Miller
46A276CPCl.
L9 - 6 .IIH; 48 turns No. 30 enam. wi re closewou nd on 1 /4~inch dia. form. Wooden or
polystyrene ro d suitabl e for form.
0 1 , OJ, Q4 - 40673 RCA dua l·gate MOSFET.
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02 - MPF102 or HEP802.
as, 06, Q9 - 2N 4124 Or H EP53.
Q7, as, 010 - 2N3641, HEP736, 2N2222,
2N4124, or HEP53.
all - 2N 4126 or HEP57.
RFCl - l 000.uH (Millen J302·10001.
Tl - 455 k Hz j·f transformer/filter IJ.W. Miller
8814).
T2 - Miniature 455 kHz i·f transformer {Radio
Shack 273-1383; use white corel.
T3 - Miniature 455 kHz i·f transformer (Radio
Shack 273· 13~; use yell ow corel.
T4 - Miniature audio transformer 10,OOO-ohm
primary to 2000·ohm SfK;ondarv {Ra di o Shack
273·1378, or CII lectro 01·711 I.
T5 - 18 Vac, 2·ampere transformer {Poly Paksi.
Ul - 50 PRY rectifier bridge.
U2 - Voltage regulat or {Nationa l Semfconducto r
LM3407· 12 or Moto rola MC7e12CPI.
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':.O!'..~;'~ of the basic receiver. The power supplv is
at the lower right. One of the converter
is mounted at the top lef l.

main cnassis with spade bolts. The tu ning dial
consists of a n inexpensive vernie r drive with the
9-100 facepla te removed. It is replaced by a plastic
dial which has 25-kHz increments.
Alignment and Use

-i••••••••I11I1:::.==!!!':Ii::il1
iii

Construction
Five circuit boards are used allowing the buildel
to test each one separately if desired. ThiJ; method
also permits the builder to easily modify or redo a
portion of the circuil T he VFO board is enclosed
on all four sides by soldering pc material to its
edges. The en tire assem bly is then fastened to th e

Fully mesh the VFO capaci tor plates and lune
IA un til a note is heard at 3950 kHz on another
receiver. This sets the YFO 455 kHz above the
receiver tuned freque ncy. Then connec t an antenna
and tune the i-f and BFO coils for maximum noise
in the headphones. Do likewise wi th the audio bias

adjustment. Tune in a signal and peak the preselector control on the front paneL. The BFO coil
in conjunction with the main tuning dial should be
set for best reception of ssb or cw signals. The rf
altcnuator conlrol sho uld be used to reduce the
receiver gain to prevent distortion and overl oading
by very strong signals.

Converter Co;/and Capacitor Table
Band

L1

L2

CJ

L4

C2

C3

Oscillator

40 Meters 7 tums over 12 13.2 IIH-16.S IIH
Miller 46A ISS CPC

25 pF 2.42 IIH-2.96 I/H
Miller 46A276CPC

220 pF

Frequency
ISO pF II MHz

20 ~f eters 3 turns over L2 6.1 I/H-7.S I/ H
Miller 46A686CPC

15 pF 2.4 2 IIH-2.96 IIH
MiUer 46A276CPC

220 pF

150 pF

10.5 MHz

I S Meters 3 turns over L2 3.5 IIH-4.2 7 I/H
Miller 46A396 CPC

10 pF

100 pF

100 pF

7.5 MHz

1.42 I/ H-1.58 IIH
Miller 46A I S6CPC

A TRANSMATCH FOR QRP RIGS
This equ ipment permits matching low-powel
(five watt s) transmitters to a wid e range of
impedances encountered when using randomlength, single-wire antennas of the ty pe common to
portable and emergency operation. The un it will
also match the transmitte r to any coax line
regardless of the misma tch re l1ected fro m the
antenna to the feed end of the line.

ElC terior view of the ORP Transmatch. The cabinet
is homemade from solid sheet and perforated
aluminum stock. T he two controls at t he far left
are 365-pF variables, as is the one at the lower lefl
of the Simpson meter. At the upper left of the
meter is the variable-inductance con trol. Direct ly
under the meter is the meter~ensitivilV poten t iom·
eter. The bridge function switch is visi ble at the
upper right of the panet. Kurz·Kasch aluminum
knobs are uSlld o n the control ••

Construc tion
The use of separa te capacitors at C I and C2.
Fig. I, req ulres slightly more manipulation during
tune-up than would be the case wi lh ganged
capacitors, bu t once ball-park setti ngs arc found
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. Interior lIiew of the Transmatch. The three lIariable
capacitors are gfouped at the right . Note thilt two
of them are mounted on insulating board. Just to
the right of the meter one can Sllll the inductance
switch on which three toroids and OM air-wound
coil are mounted. The resistance bridge and function switch are located ilt the far left of the chass is.

fo r each operating band it is a simple matter to log
them for future usc. C2 and C3 must be mounted
so that their rotor and stator sec tions ilre above
chassis ground. This is accomplished easily by
assembling them on a small piece of phenolic
insu lating board and using insulating shaft couplers
(A ll ied Electronics No. 92O-(120).
Three small toroidal induc tors and one airwound co il comprise the variabl~inductor leg of
the circuit, U-L4, inclusive, and S2. With the
constants specified for the circuit of Fig. I the
tuner will give good performance ffOm 80 through
10 meters. S2 is a low-cost imported component.•
Ml can be any l·mA instrument. A Simpson
No. 212 1 is shown in the photos, but may be a
trifle too dear in terms of cost for those wishing to
do the job at minimum investment. Many imported
meters (Radio Shack No. 22-018 for one) can be
purchased at a fraction of the cost common to
.high..qualily American made instruments.
SI, in the unit pictured, is a double-pole,
fOUl-po sition, two-section ceramic wafer sw itch of
Ihe submin iature species. A piece o f doub le-clad pc

~1ct: ~ T

U

IN04tAH~,

board is visible be tween the wafer sections. It was
added to funcl ion as an rf shield between the two
sections of SI, thereby helping to isolate the inpu t
and output ports of the resistance bridge. Any
shorting-type doubl~pole, thre~posit.ion switch
shou ld be suitabl e, ceramic or phenolic insulation.
SI and S2 are the shorting variety, thus preventing
momentary no-load conditions from being seen by
the transmitter. The package dimensions are 7- 1/2
X 2-3/4 x 2·3/4 inc hes (18 x fr 1/2 x fr 1/2 em).A
cover was made from a section of rurplu, perforated-aluminum slock. Solid aluminum ~t ock
would be just as good. In fact, the entire enclosure
could be constructed from galvanized furnace
ducting, often available in scrap sizes from furnace
repair shops. Rf shielding is not imperative when
building housings fo r Transmatches.

O[l;lMAl

YALIiES Of CAPAC""'CE U[
II< IIltllO'''''''O' I ~fI ; OTMEJlS
AIlE IN ~I(Of"AJIIAOSI.f OR ~,n;
ItESlSTAIOCU .... [ IN OHMS;

.·1000 . ... 1000000

TRANS. I

"~
.O()¥;+;
Fill. I - Schematic d iagram ·of the Transmatch.
Fi:<ed-llillue capacitors . ilre desk ceramic. Fixedvalue r!!Sistors are composition tyPIIS.
CI-Cl, inc!. - Miniature 365-pF variable IArcherl
Radio 5hack No. 272-134 1 or equ iv.).
CRI - High-speed silicon d iode, lN914 or equiY.
Jl, J2 - Phono connector, single-hole chassis
mount.
J3, J4 - 50-239 style coax connector.
11 - 15 turns No. 24 enilm. wire, close-wound on
1/4-inch I D form. Remove form after winding.
L2 - 28 turns No. 24 enam. wire on Amidon
T-5().6 toroid core. Tap 7 turns from each end.
L3 - 27 turns No. 24 enam. wire on Amidon
T-50-2 toro id core. Tap at 5. 10 and 15 turns
from l2 end.

'"
II<! SENS.

l4 - 26 turns No. 24 enam. wi re on Amidon
. T-68-2 toroid core. Tap at 6.12 and 18 turns
from L3 end.
.
MI - 0- to I -rnA de meter, , ·1/2 inches square.
See Ie:<t.
RI -R3. incl. - 51-ohm, 2-watt. 5-percent toterance.
R4 - Miniature IO,OOO-Ohm control, audio or
linear taper suitable.
51
Two-pote, three-position. shorting-type
rotary wafer switch. See text.
52 - Single-pole, 12'pos;tion, rotary wafer switch,
shorting type (Radio Shack No. 277-1385 or
Calect ro No. E·2-162).

CHAPTER 11

Code Transmission
Keying a transmitte r properly Involves much
more than merely turning it on and off with a fast
manually operated switch (the key). If the output
is permitted to go from l ero to full inslantaoeousiy
(zero " rise" time), side frequencies, or key dicb,
will be generated for many kilohertz either side of
the transmitter frequency, at the instant the key is
closed. Similarly. if the output drops (rom full to
1610 instantaneously (zero " decay" time), side

£rcque ncies will be genera ted al the instan t of
opening the key. The amplitude of the side-frequency energy decreascs with the frequency separation from the transmitter frequency_ To avoid
key clicks and thus to comply with the FCC
regulations covering spurious radiations, the transmitter output must be "shaped" to provide fmite
rise and decay times for the envelope. The longer
the rue and decay times, the less will be the
side-frequency energy and ex tent.
Since the FCC regulations require that
" . . . Ihe frequency or the emilled wave shall be
IS corutant as the state oflhe U I permits," there
shou ld be no appreciable change in the transmitter
frequency while energy is being radiated. A slo w
change in frequency is called a rrequeney drift ; it is
usually the result of thermal effec ts on the
oscillator. A fast frequency cha nge, observable
during eac h dit or dal! of the tran smission, is called
a chirp. Chirp is usually caused DY a nonconsta nt
load on the oscillator or by dc voltage chan,I:Cs on

A

•
c
Fig. 11-1 - Typical O$(:illO$COpe displays of a code
!ranSmiller. The rC(;tangular-shaped dots or dashes
tAl have $!Inous key d icks extending many kHz
either side of the transmitter frequency. Using
proper shaping circuits increases the rise and decay
times to give. signals with the envelope form of B.
This signal would have preetically no key clicks.
Cerrylng the shaping Pf'0C95S tOO far, as in C,
results in a signal that is too "soft" and Is not qu ite
as easy to copy as B.
Oscilloscope displays of this type are obtained
bV coupling the transmitter rf to the vertical plates
end usi ng a slow sweep speeclWnchronizecl to the
dotlpeed 01 en automatic key.

the oscillator during the keying cycle. Chirp may
or may not be accompanicd by drift.
If the transmitter output is not redu ced to zero
when the key is up, a back wave (oo mctim es called
a "spacing wave") will be nldiated. A backwave is
objectionable 10 the receiving operator if it is
readily apparent; it makes the signal slightly harder
to copy. HoW'Cve r, a slight backWllve, 40 dB or
more below the kcy-down signal, will be discern'
ible only when the signal·t~noise ratio is qu ite
high. Some opern tors listening in the shac k to their
own signals and hearing a bac kwave think th at the
backwave can be hcard on the air. It isn't ncC\)sSatil y so, and the best way to check is with an
amateur a mile or so away. If he doesn't fi nd th e
backwave o~ectio nable on the S9+ signal, you can
be sure that it won't be when the signal is wea ker.
When any circuit carrying dc or ac is closed or
opened, the small or large spark (depending upon
the voltage an d current ) generates rf during the
instan t of make or break_ 11tis rf click covers a
frequency flInge of many megahertz. When a
tlansmi tler is keyed, the spark at the key (and
relay, if one is used) causes a click in the receiver.
This click has 110 effect on rite transmitted lig/l'ol.
Since it occurs at the same time that a click (if
any) appears on the transmitter output, it must be
eliminated ir one is to listen critically to his own
signal within the shack. A small rf filter is required
at the contacts of the key (and relay); typical
circuits and values are shown in Fig. 11 ·2. To
check the effectiveness of the rf filter, listen on a
band lowe r in frequency than the one the transmittel is luned to, with a short re ceiving antenna and
the recciver gain backed off.
What Transmitler Stage To Key
A satisfac tory code signal, free from chirp and
key clicks, ca n be amplified by a lillear amplifier
without affecting the keyi ng characteris tics in any
way. If, however, the sa tisfactory signal is am plified by one or more nonlinear stages (e.g. , a Q us C
multiplicr or amp[i(ier), the signal envelope wi ll be
modiHe d. The rise and decay times will be dccreased, possibly introducing significant key clicks that
were not present on the signal before amplification. l t is possible to co mpensate for the effect by
using longer-than·normal rise and decay times in
the uci tation and letting the amplifier(s) modify
the signal to an acce ptable one.
Many two-, three- and even four-5tage VFQcon trolled transmitters are incapable of chirp-free
output.amplifier keyi ng because kcying thc output
stage has an effect on th e oscillator frequency and
"pulls" it. Keying the amplifier presents a variable
load to ill drive r stage, which in tum is felt u a
variable load on the previous stage, and so on back
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Fig. 11-2 - TVpical filter circuits to applv at the
keV ,(and relav. if used) to minimi2e rf dicks. The
simplest circuit (A) i, II smell capacito.- mounted at
the kay. If this proves insufficient, an rf choke can
be added to the ungrounded lead IB). The vlllua of
Cl is .001 to .01 J1f ; RFCI can be 0.5 to 2.5 mH,
with a curren t-<:arrying abilitv sufficient for the
current in the keVed ei rcuit. In difficult cases
another smalt capacitor mav be required on the
other si de of the rf ehoke. In all eases the rf filter
s.Ilould be mounted rigllt at the kev 0.- relav
terminals; sometimes the filter can be concealed
under the key. When cathode or center-tap keying
is 1Hed, the resistance of the rf ehoke 0.- chokes
will add cathode bias to the keved stage, and in
this ease a high_eurrent low·resi$lance choka may
be required, or compen18ting reduetion 01 the
grid-leak bias lif It is used) may be needed.
Shielded wire or eoax ial cable makes a good keying
leacl.
A vi sible spark on "make" can often be reduced
by the addition of e smlll (10 to 100 000'11)
resinor in series with Cl (inserted at point ")(").
Too high a value of resinance reduces the are-iUppressing effect on "brlMk:'

requires . source or neg.tive Yoltage. Output stages
that aren't neutralized, such as many or Ihe
tetrodes and pentodes in widespread use, wi ll
usually leak a li ttle and show some backwave
regardless of how they are keyed. In a case like this
it may be necessary to key two stages to eliminate
backwavc. They can be keyed in th e cathodes, with
blocked-grid keying, or in the screens. When screen
teying is used , it is not always suffieient to Mdu ce
the screen Yoltage to zero; it may have to be taken
10 some negative value to bring the key-up plate
current to zero, unle ss fixed negative eontrol-yid
bias is used. It should be apparen t that where two
!lages are keyed , keying the earlier stage mus t have
DO effeet on the oscillato r frequenq< jf completely
chirp-free output is Ihe goal.

'.
A

8
to the oscillator. Chanees of pulling are es peeially
high when the oscillator Is on the same frequeney
as the keyed output stage, but frequency mulliplieation is no guarantee agains t pulling. Another
sou rce of reaction is the variation in oscillator
supply voltage under key ing eonditions, but this
can usually be handled by stabili2ing the oscillator
supply with a VR tube. If the objective is a
eompletely chirp-free transmi tter, th e fint step is
to make sure that keying the amplifie r stage (or
stages) has no effeet on the frequcncy. This ean be
cheeked by listening on the osc ill ator freque ncy
white the amplifier stage is keyed. Listen for chirp
on either side o f ze ro beat, to elimi nate the
possibility of a chirpy receiver (eaused by linevoltage changes or BFO pullif18).
An amplifier ean be keyed by any method Ih at
reduces the output to ze ro. Neutralaed .stages can
be keyed in the cathode circui t, although where
powers ove r 50 OJ 75 watts are involved it is often
desirable to usc a key lng relay or vacu um tube
keye r, 10 minimize the chances for electrical shock.
Tube keying drops Ihe supply voltages and adds
cathode bias, points to be considered where maximum output is required. Blocked-grid keying i1
applicable to many neutralized stages, but it
presenu problems in high-powered amplifiers and

Fig. 11-3 - The basic cathode (A) and center-tap
case C1 is the rf
~turn to ground, shunted by a larger capacitor,
C2, for shaping. Voltage ratings at lean equal to
the cutoff voltagt of the tube are required. T1 i,
the normal fillment transformer. Cl end C3 can be
about .01 J1f .
The shaping of the signal is controlled by the
values of R2 and C2. Increased capacitance al C2
will makB Ihe Ilgnal solter on break; Incre_d
resistance I t R2 wilt make the li gnal IOher on
make.
Values at C2 will range from 0 .5 to 10 IJ,F,
depending upon the tube type and operating
conditions. The value of R2 will also vary with
tube type and conditions. and may range from a
few to one hundred oh ms. When tetrodes or
pentodes are keyed in this manner, e smallar villue
ean sometimes be used 8t C2 if the screen-vollagll
supply is fixed and not oblained from the plate
supply through a dropping resistor. If the resinor
d!ICreases the OUtput (by adding tOO much cathode
bias) the value of R11hoold be redueed.
Oscillators keyed in the cathode can't be
softened on break indefinitely by IncrellSlng !he
v"ue of C2 becau$8 the grick:ircuit time COIlIitllnt
ente" into the &etlan.
(3) keying eircults. In either

•
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Fig. l' -4 _ The basic circtJit for blockedllrid
keying is shown al A. R 1 is the normal grid leak,
and the blocklnll voltage must be III leut _entl
limes the normal grid bias. The click on make cln
be reduced by making Cl larger, end th e click on
break can be reduced by making R2larger. Usually
the value of R2 wHl be 5 to 20 timllS th' r"istance
of

R1. The power supply curren t

requireme~1

depends upon the value of R2, since closing the
key circuit plac8$ A2 IICross the blocking volta98

Fig. 11-5 _ When the driver-5tage plate voltage is
rooghly the same as the screen voltage of a tetrode
final ampli fier, combined ICrHn and driver kElying
is en excellent system. The envelope sha ping is
determined by the valuas of L1 , C4, and R3,
althCHJgh thlt rf bypass capacitors C1, C2 and C3
allO have. slight effect. R1 serves as an excitation
control for the final amplifier, by con trolling the
screen vol tage of the driver stage. If. triode driver
is used , its plate voltage can be varied for excitation
control .
The Inductor L 1 will not be too critical, and
the secondary of a spara filament transformer can
be used if a low-inductanclt choke is not available.
The values of C4 and R3 will depend upon the
ind uctance and the voltage and current levels, but
good starting values are 0.1 J-IF and 50 ohms.
To minimize the possibilitY of electrical shock,
it Is recommended that a keving relay be used in
this circuit, since both sides of the circuit are
"hot." As in any transmitter, the signal will be
chirp-free only if keving the driver nll{J8 has no
effect on the oscillator frequency. (The Sigma
4 1F Z-J5-ACS-5 IL 6·volt ac relay Is wtll-$ui ted for
keying applications.)
..
0111'0'[11
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An allied circuit is the vacuum-tube keyer of S ,
The tube V, is connected in the cathode circuit of
the stage to be keyed. The values of C1 , Al and R2
determine the keying envelo!)!! in the same way
met they do for blocked-grid keying , Values 10
star! with might be 0.47 megohm for Rl, 4.7
megohms for R2 and .0047 fJF for C1.

The blocking voltage suppiV must deliver several hundred volts, but the current drein is v&ri
low. A 6Y6 or other low piate.ntlistance tube is
suitable fo r VI. To increase the currem<Cllrrying
ability of a tube keyer, several tubes can be
connected in parallel .
A vacuum.tube keye!' adds cathode bias and
drops the supply voltages to the keyed stage and
wi ll reduce the output of tho $Iage. In O$(:illatQr
keying it may be impossible to use a VT kl\l er
without changing the oscillator dc grid return fr(lm
ground to cathode.

Shaping o f the keying is obtained in several
ways. V..,uum-tube keyen, bloo.:kcd-pid and cathode-keyed syste ms get suitable maping with proper
choice of resistor and capaci tor values, while
screen1¢d key ing can be shaped by using indu ctors or resis tors and capacitors. Sample circuits are
shown in Figs. 11-3, 11-4 , and II-S, toge ther with

..

"
=
c,

instro ctions (or their adjustment. There is no
"best" adjus tment, since this Is II matter of
personal preference and what you wan t your signal
to sound like. Most opera ton seem to like the
make to be heavier than the break. All of the
circuits .mown here anl capable or a wide range of
adjustment.
If tho negative rupply in • grid-block keyed
stage fai ls, the tube will draw excessive key-up
cunent. To protect agains t tu be damage in this
eventuality, an overload relay can be used or, more
simply, a fast-acting fuse c an be included in the
cathode circuit.

OSCILLATOR KEYING
One may wo nde r wh y osci1lator keying hasn't
been mentioned earlier, dn ce it is widely used. A
sad fact of life Is that excellent oscillator keying is
infinitely more diffi cult to obtain than is excellent
amplifier keying. If the objective is no detectable
chirp, it is probably impossible to obtain with
oscillator keying, particularly on the high er frequencies. The relSons are simple. Any keyed-oscilIator transmitter requires shaping at the oscillator,
which involves changing the operating conditiolU
of the oscillator over a significant period o ( time.

The output or the oscillator doesn' t rise to full
value immed iately so the drive on the (ollowing
stage is changing, which in turn may reflect a
variable 10Dd on the oscill ator. No oscillator hDS
been devised that has no change in frequency ove r
its entire opel. ting voltage ran ge and with a
changing load. l'urthennOn:l, the shaping of the
keyed-oscill ator envelope usually hu to be exaggerated, because the following stages will tend to
sharpen up the keying and introduce clicks unless
they ~ operated as line ar amplillen.

Oscillator Keying
05C.
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commonly used by lib alations. It dot$ not permit
hearing the other station whenever the key is up, as
does fuD breaIr:~.
Full break-in with excellent keying is not easy
to come by, but it is easier than many amateurs
think. Many usc oscillator keying and put up with
a second-best signal,

AMP.

Differential Keying

1
Fig. 1 Hi - Simple differential-keying eircult for a
ery.tfII-c:ontrolled osc:illator and power-empUflar
transmitter.
Most .imple crystal-controlled transmitters,
commercial or home-built, return the oscillator
grid-leak resinor, A1, to chassis, and "cathode
keyln,g" i. used on the osc:itlator .nd amplifier
.tage1. By returning the osc:illator grid leak to Ih e
c:athode, as shown here, negative power-supply-"ad
keying Is used on Ihe oscillator. A OOod crystal
oscillator will operate with only 5 to 10 volu
applied to il .
Ullng the abow circuil, the signal Is controlled
by the s.haping circuit, C4-A3. Ir'lCrnsing the velue
of A3 will make the signal "soher" on make;
increasing the capacitance of C4 will make the
signal IOfter on make and break. The oscillator will
continue to operate after the amplifier has cut off,
until the charge In C4 falls below the minimum
operating voltage for the oscillator.
T he .ol-#lf capaci tor and 47-ohm r"illor reduce the spark at the key cantata and minimize
"key cllckl" heard in the receiver and other nearby
rll(:8iwrs. They do not control the key clicks
asloclated with the signal mil K away; these cllclu
Ira reducttd by increasi ng the velues o f A3 and C4.
Since the oscillator may hold In between dots
and dashes, a back wave may be present if the
amplifier Itege is not neu treli~ed.
C1, C2 - Normal OSCillator capacitors.
C3 - AmplIfier rf cathode bypass capacitor.
C4 - Shaping capacitor, typically lto 10JLF, 250
voI1S, electrolytic
Al - Oscillator grid leak; return to cethode instead
of chassis ground.
A2 - Normal amplifier grid leak; no changt.
A3 - Typicelly 47 to 100 ohms.
AFC1, AFC2 _ As In transmitter, no change.

Break-in Keying
The usual argument for osciUator keying is tha t
it pennits break-in operation (see subsequent see-tions, also Chapter 23), Ir break-in operation is not
contemplated and as near perfect keyl", as p05sible is the objective, tben keyi", an amplifier or
two by the methods outlined eartier is the solution.
For operati", convenience, an iutom.tie tranmlitter "tumer-onner" (see CampbeU, QST Aug.,
1956), which wiD tum on the power supplies and
switch antenna relays and receive r mudi18 devices,
can be used. The ,ration , witches over to the
complete "tmnsmil" condition where th e first dot
is sent, Ind it holds in fo r a length of time
dependent upon the setting of the delay. It is
equivalent to voice-operated phone or the type

The principle behind "differential" keyiT18 is to
tum the oscillator on rast before a keyed amplifier
stage can pass any signal and tum off the oscillator
rast after the keyed amplifier stage has cut off. Ii
number of circuits have been devised ror acoornpIishing the action. The simplest, which should be
applied only to I transmitter using a voltage-stable
(cryltal~ntrolled) oscillator is shown in Fig. 11-6.
Many "simple" and ki lled Novice transmitten can
be modified to use this system, which approaches
the performance of the " tumer-onne r" mentioned
above insofar as the lrtInsmitter performance is
concerned. With separate transmitting and reo
ceiving !I1ltennas, the pe rformance is comparable.
A simple differential-keying circuit that can be
applied to any grid-block keyed amplifier or
tubeokeyed stage by the add ition of a triode and •
VR tube is shown in Fig. 11-7. Using this keying

OSOll,ATOA.
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Fig, t 1-7 - When flti.factory blockedllrid or tube
keying of an amplifier lIage has been obtained, this
VA·tube break-in circuit can be applied to the
transmiuer to furnish differential keying, Tha
COl'lStants shown here are suitable fo r blockediiJrid
keying of a 6 146 ampl ifier, with a tube keyer the
6J5 and VA tube ci rcuitry would be the Io8me.
With the key up, suHicient current fl ows
through A3 to give a voitagEI that will cut off the
osc:illator tUbe. When tM key II closed, the cathode
vortage of the 6J5 becomes close to ground
potential, ex tinguishing the VA tube and permitting the oscillator to operate, Too much shunt
"pacilY on the leads to the VR tube end too large
a vatue of grid C8pactUlr'ICe in the o$clilator may
slow down this action, and best performance will
be obtained when the oscillator humed on and off
this wayl sounds "clickv." The outpUt envelope
Ihaping Is obtaIned In the amplifier, and it can be
made softer by increasing the vatue o f C1. If the
keyed amplifier II a tetrode or .-ntode, the screen
voltage shOUld be obtained from a fixed vol tage
source or $tiff voltagll divider, not from the plate
supplv through a droppinll resistor.

CODE TRANSMISSION
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value of CI wiD soften both "make" and "break."
The tube used at VI win depend upon the
available negative supply voltage. If it is bc::tween
120 and ISO, a OA3!VR7S Is recommended. Abovc '
thi s a OC3!VRIOS can be used. The diode, CRI,
can be any unit operated within iu ratings. A type
IN400S, for example, may be used with screen
voltages under 600 and with far grealer bleeder
currents than are nonnally encountered - up to 1
ampere.
aiclls in later Stages

lTAGf

.. _--jh-+",

. ,.
Fig. 11 ·8 - VA-tube differential klyiog in 8r1
amplifier screen circu il.
With key up and current flowing through V I
and CRI, the oscillator is cut off by the drop
through R3. The keyed staga draWl no CYrreflt
because its screen grid is negali ..... Cl 11 charged
negatiwly to the value of the - wurce. Wle" the
relay is e"ergind, Cl charges throu~ Al to • +
val ue, Before reaching zero (on its way +) l!'Iera is
insufficiafll volt. 10 maintain ionization In VI,
&nd the current Is broken in RJ, tu rning on the
oscillator stage. As the screen lIoltage goes positiVI,
the VA tube cannot reignite because the diode,
CAl, will n<lt conduc t in that direction. The
oscillator lind keyed stage remain on • long lIS the
relay is dO$8d. When the relay openl, the yoltage
across Cl must be lufficiently "egBtiY' for V1 to
ionize before any bleeder current will pass throu~
R3. 8'1' thi s ti~ Ihe screen of tha keyed stage ;SIO
far negative that the lube has stopped conducting.
{Sei! Fig. 11·5 for ,uitabla relay.l

system for break·in, the key ing wiD be chirp·free if
it is chirp·free with the VR tube removed from it!
socket to penni! the osciDalor to run all of the
time. If the transmi tter can' t pass this test, it
indicates that more isolation is required between
keyed stage and o5Cillato r.
Another VR-tube differential-keying circuit,
useful when the 5Cl'een-grid circuit of an amplifier
is keyed, is shown in Fig. 11·8. The no rmal screen
keying ci rcuit is made up of the shaping ca pacitor
CI, the keying relay (to remove dangerous voltages
from the key), and the resistors RI and R2. The+
su ppl y should be SO to 100 volb higher than tl:e
normal screen voltage, and the - voltage should be
sufficient to isnite the VR tube, VI, through tle
mop in R2 and R3. Current through R2 win be
determined by the Voltage required to cut 01I the
oscillator ; if 10 volts will do it the current wiD be 1
rnA. For a desirable keying characteristic, R2 will
usually have 11 higher value than Rt. Increasing U1e

It was mentioned earlier that key clicks can be
genera ted in amplifie r stages following the keyed
stage or stages. This can be 11 punti ng problem to
an operator who has spent conside rablc time
adjusting the keying in his exciter unit for clickless
keying, only to find that the clicks are bad when
the amplifier unit is added. There are two possible
causes for the clicks: low·frequency parasitic oscil·
lations and amplirler "clipping."
Under some conditions an amplifier will be
momentarily trigge red into low-frequency parasitic
oscillations, and clicks will be generated when the
amplifier is driven by a keyed exci ter. If these
clicks are the result of 10w-frequel'lCY parasitic
oscillations, they will be found in "groups" of
cliclts ()CI;Uning at SO- to ISO-kHz intervals eithe r
side of the transmitter frequency. Of course
low·frequency parasitic oscillations can be generat·
ed in a keyed stage, and the operato r should listen
carefully to make sure that the output of the
exciter .is clean before he blames a later amplifier.
Low·frequency parasitic oscillaliolU are usually
caused by pool choice in rf choke values, and the
use of more inductance in the plate choke than in
the grid choke for the same sta~ is recommended.
When the clicks introduced by th e addition of
an amplifier stage are found only near the transmit·
ter frequency, am plifier "clipping" is indicated. It
is quite common when fixed bias is used on the
amplifier and the bias is well past the "cut--orr'
value. 1be effect can usually be minimized by
using a combination of fixed and grid-leak bias fOI
the amplifMlr stage. The fixed bias should be
sufficient to hold the key-up plate current only 10
11 low level and not to zero.
A linear amplifier (Class ABI, AB2 or B) will
amplify the excita tion without adding any cli cks,
and if clicks show up a low-frequency parasi tic
oscillatlon is probably the reason.

KEYING SPEEDS
In radio telegraphy the basic code element is
the dot, or unit pulse. The time duration of a dot
and a space .is thai of two unit pulses. A dash is
three unit pulses long. The space between letters is
three unit pulses; the space between words or
groups is seven unit pulses. A speed of one baud is
one pulse per second..
Assuming that a speed key is adjusted to giTe
the proper dot, space and dash values mentioned
above, the code speed can be found from

Speed (wpm) '"'

do"1f in. -

2. 4 x dotl/ue.

E.I.: A propedr .dju~ted electronic key cives.
shin" of dot. tha cou n t to 10 dOtl per -""C ond.
Speed- 2.4X 10 _ 24 wpm.

Many modc.m electroni c keyen use a clock or
puJse..gencrato r circuit which feeds a Dip-Hop dot
genenttOl. For these keyelS the code speed may be
detennined directly from the clock frequency
Speed (wpm) - 1.2 x clock fnquency (Hz) .

T·R Switches
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For a quick and simple means of determining the
code speed, send a continuous string of dashes and
count the number of dames which occur in a

5-second period. This number, 10 a close approxima tion, is the code speed in words per minute.

BREAK·IN OPERATION
Smooth cw break-in operation involves protect·
ing the receiver from permanent damage by the
transmitter power an d assuring that the receiver
will "recover" fast enough to be sensitive between
dots and dashes, or at least between letters and
words.

Fig. 11-9 - Proper method of interconnecting T. R
switch wi th various other station
equipment.

Separllte Antennas
Few of the available antenna transfer relays are
fast enough to follow keying, SO the simplest
break-in system is the use of a separllte receiving
antenna. If the transmitter power is low (25 or 50
watts) and the isolation between transmitting and
receiving antennas is good, this method can be
satisfactory. Best isolation is obtained by mounting
the antennas as far apart as possible and at right
angles to each other. Feed-line pickup should be
minimized, through the use of coaxial cable or
300-0hm Twin-Lead. If the receiver recovers fast
enough but the transmitter clicks are bothcrsome
(they may be caused by the receiver overload and
so exist only in the receiver) their effect on the
operator can be minimized through the use ot
input and output limiters (see Chapter 8).

ELECTRONIC TRANSMIT-RECEIVE
SWITCHES
When powers above 25 or 50 watts are used,
where two antennas are not available, or when it is
desired to use the same antenna fOI transmitting
and receiving (a "must" when directional antennas
are used), special treatment is required for quiet
break-in operation on the transmitter frequency. A
means must be provided for limiting the power
that reaches the receiver input. 11tis can be either a
direct short-circuit, or may be a limiting device like
an electronic switch used in the antenna feed line.
The word "switch" is a misnomer in this case; the
transmitter is connected directly to the antenna at
all times. The receiver is connected to the antenna
through the T-R switch, which functions to protect
the rcreiver's input from transmitted power. In
such a setup, all the operator need do is key the
transmitter, and all the switching functions are
taken care of by the T-R switch.
With the use of a T-R switch some steps should
be taken to prevent receiver blocking. Tum off the
age or avc, decrease the rf gain setting, and advance
the audio gain control. Use the rf gain control for
obtaining the desired listening level. A li ttle
experimenting with the controls will provide the
receiver settin~ best suited to individual operating
preferences. A range of settings can usually be
found, just on the threshold of receiver blocking,
where comfortable levels of received signals are
heard, and where, without adjusting the controls,
the receive r can be used as a monitor during
transmission. Usually no modification to the

* If used
receiver is required, but if annoying clicks and
thumps or excess volume occur at all settings of
the receiver controls during transmission, their
effect can be redu ced with output audio limiting
(see Chapter 8).
'
TVI and T-R Switches
T-R switches generate harmonic, of the
transmitted signal because of rectification of the
energy reaching the input of the switch. These
harmonics can cause TVI if steps are not t aken to
preven t it. Any T-R switch should be very well
shielded, and should be connected with as short as
possible a cable length to the transmitter. In
addition, a low-pass r.Jler may be required in the
transmission line bet\\oUn the T-R switch and the
antenna. Fig. 11-9 shows the proper method of
interconnecting the various station accessory
equipment.
Reduction or Receiver G3in During Transmission
For absolutely smooth break-in operation with
no clicks or thumps, means must be provided·for
momentarily reducing the gain th rough the
receiver. The system shown in Fig. ll-IO permits
quiet break-in operation of high-powered stations.
It m3Y requ ire a simple operation on the receiver,
although many commercial receiven already
provide the connection and require no internal
modification. The circuit is for use with a T-R
switch and a single antenna. RI is the regular
receiver rf and i-f gain control. The ground lead is
run to chassis ground through R2. A wire from the
junction runs to the keying relay, Kl. When the
key is up, the ground side of Rl is connected to
groorid through the relay arm, and the receiver is in
its nonnal operating condition. When the key is
closed the relay closes, which breaks the ground
connection from Rl and applies additional bias to
the tubes in the receiver. lbis bias is controlled by
R2. When the relay closes, it also closes the circuit
to the transmitter keying circuit. A simple rf mter
at the key suppresses the local clicks caused by the
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Fig. 11 ·10 -ci rCIJit for smooth b reak-in operation,
using an electronic T·R switch. The led shown as
tMtavy lines should be kept as short as possible, to
minimize direct transminer pickup.
Kl - Spdt keying rel ay (Sigma 4 1 FZ·1Q()()O.ACSSi l or equiv.l. Ahhoulto battery end de relay
ere shown, any suitable IIC or de relay IiIIld

power sourot can be used.
Rl - Receiver mar'lUai gain con trol.
R2 - 5()()(). or 10.()()()"ohm wire-wound potentiometer.
AFC1 , AFC2 - , - to 2 1/2-mH rf choke, current
reting adequate for eppoliclltion .

relay current. This circuit is superior to any

the age circuits and wi U recover faster. A similar
circuit may be used in the emitters or source leads
of transis torized receivers.

working o n tile age line of the receiver because the
cathode circuit(s) have shorter time constan ts than

TESTING AND MON ITORING OF KEYING
In general, lbere are two common methods for
monitorinS one's "fist" and signal. The rllSt type
involves the use of an audio oscillator that is keyed
simultaneously with the uansmitter.
The second method is one thai permits receiving the signal through one's rece iver, and this
generally requires that the rece iver be tuned to the
transmiUer (not always convenient unless working
on the same frequency) and tha t some method be
provided for preventing overloading of the receiver,
10 that a good replica of the uansmi lted signal will
be received. Except where quite low power is used,
this usually involve5 a reby for simultaneously
shorting the rece iver input terminals and reduc~
the receiver gain.
An alternative is to use an rf-powered audio
oscillator. This follows the keylnll very closely (but
tells nothing abou t the qu ality - chirps or elicksof Ihe signal).
The easiest way to find out what your keyed
signal sounds like on the air is to trade stations
with a neax-by ham friend some evening for a short
QSO. If he is a half mile or so away, that's fine, but
any distance where the signals are still S9 will be
satisfaclory.
After you have found out how to work his rig,
make contact and then have him send slow dashes,
with dash spacing (the lener "T" al about S wpm).
With minimum selectivity, cut the rf gain back just
enough to avoid receiver overloading (the condition where you ge t crisp signals instead of mushy
ones) and tune slowly from out of beal-note range
on one side of the signal through to zero and out
the other side. Knowing the tempo of the dashes,
you can readily ktentify any clicks in the vicinity
as yaun or someone elsc·,. A llood signal will have

a thump on "make" that is perceptible only where
you can also hear the beat note. and the click on
-"break" should be practically negligible at any
point. If your signal is like that, it will sound good,
provided there are no chirps, Then have your
friend ron off a string of fast dots with the bug - if
they are easy to copy. your signal has no "tails"
worth worrying about and is a good one for any
speed up to the limit of manual keying. Make one
check with the selectivity in, 10 see that the clicks
off the liinal frequency are negligible even at high
si1;rlalieveL
If you don't have any friends with whom to
tJade stations, you can still check your keying,
although you have to be a little more careful, The
transmitter output shOUld be fed into a shielded
dummy load. Ordinary incandescent lamps are
unsa tisfactory 11$ lanlp resistance varies too much
with current. The themullag may cause the rosu lb
to be misleading.
The finl step is 10 ge t rill of the rf click al the
key. This requires an rf filter (mentioned earlier).
With no clicks from a spark at the key, disconnect
the an lenna from your receive r and short the
antenna terminals with a short piece of wire, Tune
in your own sil!;nal and reduce the rf gain to the
point where your receiver doesn' t overload. Detune
any. antenna trimmer the nlcciver may have. If you
can't avoid overload with the rf gain-control range,
pull out the rf amplifier tube and try apin. l fyou
still can't avoid overload, lis ten 10 the second
harmon ic as a las l resort. An overloaded receiver
can generate clicks.
Descri bing the volume level at which you
should set your receiver for these "shack" tests is a
little difficult. The rf filler should be effective with
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A Deluxe Kayer Memory
Tllese photOS show cw sigl'lll •• s obMrved on an
oscilloscope, At A is a dot gel'Htrated at a 4s.baud
rate with no intenli onal shaping, while al B the
shaping ci rcuit. have been adjusted 10f" epproximately 5-..,. ri$e and decay lilTlft. Va.-tica' lines
ara from a l ·kI--l, signal applied to the Z Of'
intensi ty exls lor timing. Shown at C is a shaped
signal with the intensily modulation of the P8ttern
removed. For eac h of these photo" sampled rf
from the transmitter was fed directly to Ihe
deflection platlS of the oscilloscope.
AI 0 may be seen a received signal having
enentiall y no shaping. The spike at the leadi ng
edge is typical of poor po_r-supply regulatiOn,as
is allO the imme<1iat&iy following d ip and rj$e in
amplitude. The clicks were quite pronounced. Thl,
pettern i, typical of many observed 'l9"al', al·
though nOl by any means a worst case. The ,igfllli
was taken from t he receiver'. i·1 amplifier (before
detection) using e h.alld-operated _ p cl,rcuit to
redu ce the
time to the order of one second.
(Photos from QST for October and "Iovember

IAI

IBI

,_p

1966.)

the receiver running wide ope n and with an
antenna co nnected. When you tu rn on the u ansmittel and talr::e the steps mentioned to red uce the
signal in the receiver, ron the audio up and the rf
down to the poin t where you can Just heu a little
"roshi"," sound with the BFO off and the teceiver
tuned to the signal . This is with the selectivity in.
At this level, a properly adjusted keyirc ciJcuit wilt
show no clicks off the ru shing-sound range. With
the BFO on and the same gain settirll, there should
be no clicks outside the beat-note range. When
observing dicks, make the slow-dash and dot tests
outlined previously.
Now you know how your signal sounds on the
ai r, with one possible excepti on. If keying your
transmitter makes the lights blink, you may not be
able to teU too accurately about the ch irp on you r
siplai. However, if you are satisfied with the
absence of chirp whe n tunill8 either ride of zero
bedl, it Is safe to assume that your receive r im't
chirping with the J.igtJt rucker and that the observed signal is a true representation. No .chirp either
side of ze ro beat is fi ne. Don't tJ)' to make these
tesu without fllSt gettill8 rid of the rf click at the
key, because clicks can mask a chirp.
The least satisfactory way to check your keying
is to ask another ham on the air how your keyil'lt

ICI

101

sounds. It is the least satidactory beCllllse most
hams are reluctant to be highly critical of another
amateur's siplai. In a great many cases they don't
actually know what to look for or how to describe
any aberrations they may observe.

A MEMORY FOR THE DELUXE" KEYER
The system described below permits stOrlige of
up to 200 leUers of tex t organized in one, two,
three, Of four messages. A digital display provides
an indication of the message being sent or loaded
(No.1, 2, 3, or 4) and the message bit being
addressed (O to SI 2). Any number of PlUseS may

FIg. 1 - A look at the inside of the Aecu·Memory.
The power wpply camponen" may be Men at the
teft, and the three "stacked" circuit boards to th eir
right. The fourth circuit board, containing the
readout; i, mou nted behind the ' loping ponion of
the front panel. The board at the bottam of the
"steck" i. that of the original Accu·K..,.er.

be programmed into a message 10 allow manual
insertion of changeable text (such as RST or
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Fig. 2 - Diagram of memory circu itry of the Attu-Memory. See T.bI. II
lilt of pilrts. Numben lind
letters in trilogies identify inte r-eonnections to other paru of the Accu·Memory, as listed in Table I.
Letter. in circles ind icatll UlI'"m;!'I&11 '01'" Jumpers 10 bo! wi red for either one or two RAM rCs. This wiring
information is al so listed in Teble I.

conlest serial number), After manual inscr tion a
touch of the RUN bUlIan allows the rema inder of
the programmed message to con tinu e. T he message
bei ng scn t may be aborted by pressing the STOP
bu llon (t he " I did n't mean to press th e butto n!"
bu tton). Unlike some programmable keye rs, the
Ulle of • free-running (asynchrono us) clock in the
load mode has been avoided, greatl y simplifying

the loading process.. All fea tures of the original
Accu-Keyer have been retained. The dot an d dash
memories of the Acc u-Keye r and its autom atic
c harac ter-space fea ture are used to good ad vantage
in the Accu-Memory.
In addi tion to the Accu-Keyer board, th ree
printed circuit boards make u p the Accu- Memory:
a memory board, a di splay board, and a display-
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0.8 ampe re to powe r all the circuitry.

that the digital displays arc far more u!ieful than
originally anticipated.

The Accu-Memory has been "baltic tested" in
conteds and has been found to be very effective in
reducing operator fatigue. It is of use whenever
there is a requirement for repeatedly sending the
same cw sequences such as in contes!$, DX pileups,
and net-con trol opera tions... Experience has shown

As shown in Fig. I, the Accu-Memory is
constructed in an aluminum box made by cutting
and bending sheet aluminum. The front-panel
dimensions are deliberately made small because

driver board. The power supply prov ides 5 volts at

Cons tru ction
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The jumper points are shown as
capital letters in circles. Table I is a
list of interconnecting wires. Table II
gives a parts list for each board. Fig.
4 is a diagram of the power supply.
To send, place the LOAD/SEND
switch in the SEND position and
press the proper message button. T he
STOP button will hal t sending, but
the message can be continued from
••" the halted point if the RUN button is
depressed.
If it is desired to use the insert
feature, .Ioad the fmt part o f the
message as described above. Then
after the memory stops advancing,
press the RUN button once, wait
until the coun t slops, and thcn load
the second half of the message. Tn the
SEND mode the memory will send
the fust part, stop and allow insertion of manual input such as signal
reports, and then, when the RUN
button is depre ssed., continue with
the second half. This procedure may
be repeated as many times as necessary.
The readout indica tes the message number and
the location wi thin the message starting at 000 and
continuing through ei ther 256 or 512, depending
on whether one or two memories are installed. A
decimal point lights when the keyer is sending
either manually or automatically.
Helpful Advice

TO . .... . , ,... I

+'"

Fig. 3 - Diagram of driver and displav . See Table
II fO( list of parts. Numbers inside t riangles
identify interconnections to other parts of the
Accu-MemOfY, as listed in Table I.

depth in most ham shacks is more abundant than
frontal-area space. This method also gives a neat,
streamlined appearance. The overall outside dime nl().~ with the length
dimension measured across the bottom p13te, less
knobs and heat sink. The heat sink for the LM309
is atta ched to the rear panel,' along with th e key
jack, the outpu t jack, and a fuse holde r (Safety

sions are 4-lh x 3-'h. x

First!). Power supply components are located on
the bottom plate near the rear. Two terminal strips
are used to mount the power supply diodes and
mler capacitor. All the other electronic parts are
-Jllounted on four printe<k:ircuit cards.
The push buttons are sold by Solid State
Sydems (see footnole '). One word of cau tion : do
not increase the value of the fllte r capacitor in the
power supply. II has been chosen for minimum
dissipation by the LM309 regulator.
Fig. 2 is a schematlc diagram of the circuitry on
the driver and display board. Wires that inter·
connec t the boards are shown as numbers or lower
case leiters in triangles on the figures. Selectable
jumpers allow thc use of onc or two RAM Ie's.
I The heat link for the LM·309 Is available from
30lid State SymlnS, Inc., Bolt 773, Columbia, MO

65201.

After a lot of correspondence with amateurs
who built the Accu·Keyer, it is apparen t that some
do not know tha t there is a diffcrence between a
7400, a 74HOO, a 74 LOO, and a 74COO. These are
all members of a fam ily of quad two-input gates
that are different internally and are not inter·
changeable (in almost all cases) with each other.
Some Ie distributors ten d to be hapha~ard about
which type they send.
As with the Accu·Keyer, ready+made boards are
available for the memory through Garretl' A
business-size self·addressed stamped envelope is
mandatory to reduce add ressing time to a mini·
mum. If any problems develop or changes occur in
the circuit , a data shee t showing conections will be
included with the boards.
• Aa .. serviee to those wbo wi.sI!. to a"an
themselves, ready-made eiNult board. may be
obtained tbl'Oulh Jame. Garrett, WB4VVF, 1 26 W.
Buchanon Ave., OrlandO, FL 32809. All board. are
lIaas epoxy lU\d drilled. At the Ume of thl.o
printlnl, the Accu· Keyer board 1.0 $3.50. Tbe
memory, readout, and readoutodr\ver boards are
11 2 as a set. The memory board, If ordered Blone.
1.0 $6.

€)II
Fig. 4 .- Power supply for Accu·Memory and
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TABLE I - INTERCONNECTIONS
WIRE NUMBER

FUNCTION

WIRE NUMBER
18
19
.. b,c,d,e,r,g
Mtunory 10 driper

Keyv-to-memory interconntl:tionr.

I
2
3

Oock - connect to R6
AnodeCRI
Cathode CRI (Remove CRI in keyer
and connect as shown.)
4
Data in (Connect to U78 in keyer and
tone o5cillator on driver boarel)
5
Data ou't (Connect to manuallr:ey input, U7
pin 5 in lr:eyer.)
Mtmory-to-control ,,,,,,'chtt
6
Send I
7
Send 2
8
Load I
Dpdt swi tch
9
Load 2
10
Common 1
11
Common 2
Mtmory to readOUt
12
Insert
13
Insert re turn
14
Reset I
15
Reset 2
Push buttons
Hi
Reset 3
Reset 4
17

Memory Board
2

2
I

2
I
I

I
I
I
2
I
3

Reset common
Stop
Quadrant readout

20

Readout count
Readout reset
Readout quadnlnt reset (use with one 2601)
Readou t quadrant reset (use with two 260ls)
NOR 1
NOR 2
NOR oul

21
22
2J
24
25

"

Dr/",.r to rCildout
27-33 (a-g. LSB)
34-40 (a-,s. CSB)
41-47 (a-g, MSB)

ic

1:

j
~

j

Leut-si~nmcant did l
Center-SIgnificant digit
Mos1:_significant digit
Pitch control (short if no Co nlIol desired)
SpeaJcer

....,
'0

Memory interconnectiont
For one memory Ie connect:

A to H, B to G, C 10 I, D to P, J to grou nd,
K 10+ 5 Y, L loN,and M toO.
For two mcmory les connect:
A to J , B to I, C to K, D 10 H, E to F,
G to+ 5 Y, L to O. and M to P.
Connect DP (decimal point) on readout board to wire 13.

TA.BLE 11 - Accu-Mem0l)' Part' List
8
t 500-0 !4-W resistors
4
l ~kO }'.-W resistors
2
330-0 remtoll
1
4700-0 res\J tor
.DOl-,..F ditk ctlamic capacitors
.1-,..F disk ceramic caJ?lciton
50-,..F 15-V electrolytIc capacitOl'
I

U8, V II
7474lCa
7493 1Cs
U9, VlO .
U6
H08 1e
74123 ICs
V5, V 14
U3
74DO IC
U7
7490 IC
U4
7402 1C
UI3
7420 lC
VI
2(optional)
7447 1C
UI , V2 {V2 optional)
2102 or 2602 ICs
2N2222A tnnsislor
I N41 48 silkon diodes or equivalent

FUNCI'ION

••

Dri,er /J6tlrd

3
3
I

I

7490 1C.
7447 1Ca
7402 1C
NE555 1C

22
I
I

I
I
I
I

2
2

•
6

•

3 3~0 resLuors
5600-0 resistors
2200-0 resistor
"700-0 resistor (33kO with no pitch control)
27·0 resistor
.DO I -~F disk ceramic capacitor
.0'l2-~F disk ceT1IImic caoacitor
.1 ,..F disk ceram iccapacllon
50-,..F IS-V eI~trolyflc caoaciton
R udout BOIliiJ
SL A·I readouts
Push buttons (see text)
33o.n resistors

t
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DELUXE ALL-50LlD-5TATE KEVER
The Aero-Keyer iJ a modem keying device with
deluxe features available on only the most expensive of commercially available instruments, but it
may be built for less than $ 25,
The basic circuit uses seven TIL integrated
cUcuits which may be purchased at "bargain"
suppliers fOI less than $3. Optional features which
may be incorporated al the builder's discretion are
a stiffly regulated PQwer supply. a keying monitor,
and provisions for solid-stale keying of cathodekeyed transmitters.

The Aecu-Keyer was

de~d

with these fea-

tures in mind:

1) SelC-ro mpJeting dots and dashes
2) Dot and dash memories
3) Iambic operation
4) Dot and dash insertion
5) Automatic character space (with switching
provided to defeat this feature)
6) 5-50 wpm speed range
7) Low cost
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Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of the Accu-Keyer.
Resistances are in ohms; k - 1000, All capaci tloces
are in microfarads. All resistors may be 1 /4 wan
except R13, which should have e 2-W rating.
Capacitors with polarity indicated are etectrolytic;
aU others art! disk ceramic. Parts not listed below
are for text reference and circu it-board identification.
CRl - SmaU-signal silicon diode.
CR2 - Recti f ier diode, 1/2 A or greater.
Q1, OJ - Silicon npn, 25O-mW, high-speed swi tching or rl-ampli fi er transistor.
Cl2 - Silicon pnp, 25O-mW, high-speed swi tching
o r rl-amplifier tran$istor.
04 - Silicon pnp, 250-mW, high-voltage afamplifier transistor.

R7 - Revers~lO{t-taper control; Ma ll ory U-28
suitable.
5 1 - Spst toggle,
Ul, U2, U6 - Quad 2-input NAND gale, type
7400.U3, U4, US - Dual type D flip-flop, type 7474.*
U7 - Tripl e J-input NAND gate, type 7410.·'
VR l - S.l-V, O.5-W Zener diode.
• AllIC ...... dual-in-line paek.a&e, 14 pin. Note:
All IC, ..... available from vario .... manufactueren

or u wrplus. Motorola part numbers are pnofiIed
by Me and suffixed by P. Tnu I nslrume n h partI
have an SN preflx and N suffur.. SianeUcI I C. have
an

N

prefu

a nd

a n .A. suffix. For example,

Motorola's MC7400P b equivalent to Texu lnstn>menu' SN7400N orSlanetlcs' N7400A.
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Deluxe Solid-State Keyer
A peek inside the Accu-Keyer shows compact
construction in this deluxe version built by
W1 RML. The ac-operated power supply components are located at t he left, and the basic keyer
board at the right . The keying monitor is constructed on B separate verticall y mounted 'circuit
board positioned near the center of the enclosure.
The pitch control is mounted inside the keyer on
this circuit board, as it is not adjusted frequently.
The speaker is mounted over a "grille" fQ(med by
drilling many holes at the bottom of the enclosure,
and is nearly hidden by the filter capaci tor in this
view. On the rear panel, in T0-3 style cases, are the
5-volt rt!gulator IC and the cathode keying transistor.

The Circuit
The schematic diagram of the Accu-Keyer is
shown in Fig. 2. The voltage applied to CR2 for
powering the keyer may be eit her 8 to 10 volts dc
or 6.3 volts ae, such as from the filament su pp ly of
a transmitter or receiver. If de is appl ied, C6 is not
required. If ac is applied to CR2, VRI functions
more to protect the ICs from overvoltage by
limiting the amplitude of the ripple than it does for
voltage regulation. If a well-filtered and regulated
supply is desired, the circuit of Fig. 3A may be
used in place of CR2, R13, and VR I and associated capacitors. Constructed with the components
shown, that supply will handle the keyer requill"
ments with power to spare.
Should a keying monitor be deilied, the diagram of Fig. 3B may be used to construct a circuit
which will afford plenty of vol ume and a stable,

pleasing tone. The circuit is a modified version of
the code-practice oscillator appearing in Chapter I.
Equipped with such a monitor, the Accu-Keyer
becomes ideal for conducting code practice sessions for small and medium-sized groups.
Fig. 3C shows a circuit which may be used for
cathode-keyed or solid-sta te "QRP" transmitters.
The Delco keying transistor wiD safely handle two
amperes of current and a CQllector-t<H:mitter p0tential of 800 V, and yet its cost is Jess than that o f
a new mercury-wetted relay. The use of a transis tor
offe rs advantages over both vacuum-tube keying
and relay keying of cathode-keyed rigs; the voltage
drop across the transistor when saturated introduces negligible grid-cathode bias to the keyed
stage, and the keying is softened somewhat over
relay keying because the transistor cannot go from
cu toff to sa turation (or vice versa) instantaneously.
For QRP transmitters, Q6 may be a 30{)- or
SOO-mW silicon npn transistor, such as a 2N2222
or 2N4123.
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BOTTON VIEW

Fig.. 3 ~ At A, optional ac-operated power supply
circuit for the' Accu-Keyer; At B. an optional
monitor, and at C a circuit for cathode keying.
LS1 ~ Miniaturt! speaker. 4-. 8- or 16-ohm impedance.

06

~ High-voltaga high-cllrrent,si lieon npn power
transistor (Delco OTS-8iJ1, -802, or -804 or
equiv.).

Tl

~ Surplus filament transformer, 12.6-V
1-A
secondary rating.
U8 - Fu ll -wave recti fier bridge. I-A 5O-V (Motorola 920-2. HEP 175, or equivJ. Four rectifier
diodes in a bt'idga errangement may be used
in$tead.
U9 ~ Voi tage-«gulatQ( IC, &-volt (National Semiconductor LM309K or equiv.l.
U10 ~ Signetics NE555 timer IC.
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Fig. 4 - Etching pattern and parts-layout diagram for the Accu-K eyer. Pattern is 3ctual size, shown from
foil side of board.

Construction and Operation
A ready-made circui t board is available for the

basic circuit of the Accu-Keycr.l Fig. 4 is an
actual-size boa rd layout and parts-placement guide.
If the builder ejects to use none of the optional
circuit features of Fig. 3, Ihe compiete keyer may
be bui lt into a 3 X 2 X S-inch Minioox. The board
pattern in Fig. 4 contains all parts of Fig. 2 except
the cont rols, the filter capacito r, and the rectifier
in the power supply,
It is esse ntial that all leads to the Keyer be
shielded from rf. RG-174/ U coax may be used. A
.OI-pF bypass capacitor is provided on llie power
1 A ,lass..,pox)' board, pre-driUed, is ava ilable
for $3.50 from James M. Garrett, WB4VVF,126
W. Buchanon, Orlando, FL 32809.

input to remove n, As shown on the diagram, the
inputs from the paddle are filtered by 150-ohm
resisto,rs bypassed by .001-jJF capaci tors. In stubborn cases it may be nccessary to bypass the
paddle contac ts at the paddle itself,
Substitution of transistors fo r QI and Q2 may
requite changing the value of R5 to make the first
clock pulse the same length as the rest. Both
~hould be tra nsistors with a beta of at lea.~t 60. Q3
is noncritical, and any good silicon transis tor
should work. ~ should be capable of withstanding
the transmistter key-up voltage. Any pnp silicon
device having a reasonable bela and meeting lhis
requite men t should work. The value ofCI may be
juggled to change the range of the speed control.
The value specified gives a range of a pproximately
5 to 50 wpm.

A SINGLE IC KEVER
The 8043 Integrated Electronic Keyer IC is a
space-age component, designed specifically for the
cw opemtor. A product of the latest desig n and
processing technology available in the integrated
ci rcuit industry, the 8043 represenh the same
advancemen ts which make possible the one chip
electronic calculator and the digital electronic wrist
watch, The 8043 is available from Curtis Electro
Devices, Mountain View, California.
A good keyer exhibits no idiosy ncrasies. The
8043 incorpo rates filters wh ich eliminate the effects of key bounce on both make and break.
Another intangible q uality is rf immunity. To
protect false triggering by rf on the paddle leads,
the 8043 dot and dash inputs arc equipped with
active pull-u p resistors (a system which reflects a
few hundred ohms d uring quiescence and zero
ohms during key down) which exhibit only a few
hundred ohms impedance to the power supply

Single-Ie Kayar
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when the key is open. In orde r to assure thll the
8043 dissipates IS little power as possible, CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) cir·
cui l technique, are used. As a result, the quiescent
cunent requ il'ed is only SO microamperes at 0.5
volls. This makes an on-off switch unnecessary
even when using a battery sup ply. The key-down
cu rrent is about 30 rnA with about 99.9% of Ihis
current being required for sidetone output and
drive for the output Innsislor.
Once a dot, dash or space is commenced. th ere
is no way to prevent it from transmitting at the
exact standard length. It may be neither cut short
nor extended by improper key action. When the
do t paddle is depressed, a co ntinuous Siring of dots
is produced; when the dash paddle is depressed,
continuous dashes are produced. When both paddles are closed, an alternate (iambic) series of dots
and dashes is made. The series can be started with
either a dot or a dash, depending on whkh key side
is closed firSt. Iambic operation allows squeeze
keying if a twin-lever paddle is used.
The self-rompleting functio n of electronic
keyecs ca n cause dots to get lost because the
operator, attempting to initiate a dot before the
last character hili been completed, tends to lead
the keyer. Since dashes are natl1Illlly he ld longer,
they seldom get Iost_ To prevent lost dots, the
8043 employs a memory to remember when I dot
is called for and to insert it at the proper time. The
do t memory also helps in squeeze keying, where a
tap on the dot paddle will insert a dot in to II series
of dashes. Alt hough a dot-space ratio of 1-to-l is
correct timing, some opellltors like heavier keying_
The 8043 has provision for a weight control if
desired.

,
~.

Inside view of the one IC kever.

The 8043 hili I built-in sidetone ,enellltor with
pitch adju SlabJe to your prefere nce. This sidetone
also functions when a st raight key is used or the
tune switch is closed. The keying out put voltage
from the 8043 is low to r a key-up condition; key
down is represented by high output of sufficient
level to drive an npn keying tnmsistor. The speed
range is pormally about 8 to 50 words per minute,
but by seJeclin, liming components, you can get
almost any speed range you like.
The 8043 is contained in I 1-3/4 X 2-1/4 X
4·3!4·inch me tal box. There is no on-off switch
because of the low quiescen t current drain. Jacks
for the paddle and outp ut keying are located on
the rear of the enclosure and are not visible in the
photograph.
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Fig. 1 _ Circuit diagram for the keyer. All di0de5 an! 1 N4006 or aquiv. All potentiometers are linear
taper and resinors are 1/2 or 1/ 4 wan.

Chapter 12

Amplitude Modulation and
Double-Sideband Phone

IAI

181

lei

Fig. 12-1 -

Spectrum-analyzer display of the rf

output of en ,·m transmitter. Frequ ency Is
pre$ented on the hori!on tal .uds 17-k Hz total
display width) venus relative amplitude of the
signal eompot'l&rlt on the venical IIltis. Shown at A
is the unmodulated carTier. which occupies oot II
single frequency. At B the carrier is 2O-perc:ent
modulated with a l ~Hl tone. Each sideband
may be seen to be 8t II level approltimately 20 dB
below the carrier. T he signal b8ndwidt h in t his casll
is twice th Et modulating frequency, or 2 k Hl .
Shown at C is the widened channel bandwidth
resulting from spl atter caused by OIIermodu lation,
New frequencies, audio harmonics of the l000-Hz
modulating tone, e xtend for 5eIIeral ki loheru
.i ther side of the carrier.

As described in t be chapler on circuit
fundam entals, the process of modulation sets up
groups of Crequencies called sidebands, which
appear sy mmetrically above and below the
frequency of the unmodulated signal or carrier. If
the instantaneous values of the amplitudes of all
th ese separate frequ encies .ue added together, the
result is called the modu la tion envelope_ In
am pli tude modu lation (a-m) the modulation
envelope foUows the amplitude variatioll$ of the
signal that is used to modulate the wave.
For example, modulation by a lOO(}Hz tone
will result in a modulation envelope thai varies in
am plitude at a lOOO-Hz rate. The actual rf signal
that produces suc h an envelope consists of three
frequencies - the carrier, a side frequency 1000 Hz
higher, and a side frequency 1000Hz lower than
the carrier. See Fig. 12-1. These three frequencies
easily can be separated by a receiver having high
selectivity. In orde r to reproduce the original
modulation the receiver must have enough
bandwidth to accept the carrier and the sideba nds
simultaneously. TItis is because an a-m detector
responds to the modulation envelope rather than
to the individual signal compo nents, and the
enve lope will be distorted in the receiver unless all
the frequency components in the signal go through
without change in their amplitudes.
In the simple t:a$e of tone modulation the two
side frequencies and the carrier aJ'(I constant in
amplitude - it is only the envelope am plitude that
varies at the modulation t ate. With more com plex
modulation sueh as voice or music the amplitudes
and frequencies of the side frequencies vary from
instant to instan t. The amplitude of the modulation envelope varies from instan t to instant in the
same wa.y lIS the complex audi o-frequency $lgnal
causing the modulation. Even in this case the
carrier amplitude is constant if the transmitter is
properly modulated.

A·M Sidebands an d Channel Width
Speech ean be electrically reproduced, with
high intelligibility, in a band of freq uencies lying
between approximately 100 and 3000 Hz. When
these frequencies are combined wi th a radio-frequency carrier, the sidebands occu py the frequency $pectrum from about 3000 Hz below the carrier
frequency to 3000 Hz above - a total band or
channel of abo ut 6 k Hz.
Actual speech frequencies extend up to 10,000
Hz or more, so It is possible to occ upy a 2(}k Hz
channel if no provision is made for reducing its
width. For communication purpo5CS such a
channel wid th represents I wlISte of valuable
spectrum space, since a 6-1dfz channel is fully
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adequate for inteUip'bility. Oceupying more than
the minimum channel creates unnecessuy inturer-

'O<e.

(A)

T

1

THE MODULATION ENVElOPE
In Fig. 12-2 the dJ'awing at A shows the
unmodulated rf signal, assumed to be a sine wave
of the desired radio frequency. The graph can be
taken to represent either voltage or current.
In B, the lignal is assumed to be modulated by
the audio frequency shown in the small drawing
above. This frequency is much lowe r than the
carrier fre quency, a necessary condition for good
modulation. Wh en the modulati ng vol tage is
"positive," (above its axis) the envelope amplitude
is increased abo~/! its unmodulated amplilude;
when the modulating voltage is "negative," the
envelope amplitude is lkcr/!Qsed. Thus the envelope
grows larger and smaller with the polarity and
amplitude of the modulating voltage.
The drawing at C shows what happens wi th
stronger modulation. The envelope amplitude is
doubled at the instant the modu lating volt age
reaches its positive peak. On the negative peak of
the modulating voltage the envelope amplitude just
reaches lero.
Percentage or Modulation
When a modulated signal is detected in a
n:ceiver, the detector OUlput follows the modula·
tion envelope. The stronger the modu lation,
there fore, the greate r is the useful receiver output.
Obviously, it is desirable 10 make the modulation
as slIong or "heavy" as possible. A wave
modulated as in Fig. 12-2C would produce more
useful audio output than the one shown at B.
The "depth" of the modulation is expre!Sed as
a percentage of the unmodulated carrier amplitude.
In either B OJ C, Fig. 12· 2, X represents the
unmodulated carrier am plitude, Y is the maximum
envelope amplitude on the modula tion uppeak,
and Z is the min imum envelope ampli tude on the
modulation downpeak.
In a properly operating modulation system the
modulation envelope is an accurate reproduction
of the modulating wave, as can be!leen in Fig. 12·2
at B and C by comparing one side of the outline
with the shape of the modulating wave. (The lowe r
outline duplicates the upper, bu t si mply appears
upside down in the drawing.)
The percentage of mod ul ation is

~ Mod. = ..r.yx-x 100 (upward modulation), or
,. Mod. = ..A..yZ-X 100 (downward modulation)
If the two percentajeS differ, the larger of the two
is customarily specified. If the wave shape of the
modulation is such that ilS peak positive and
negative amplitude, arc equal, then the modulation
perce ntage will be the same both up and down , and

;,

,. Mod.'"

~:~

X 100.

(c)

Fig. 12·2 _ Graphical representation of (A) rf
output unmodulated, (B) modulated 50 percent,
(e) modu lated , 00 pe.-cent. The modulation
envelope if fhown by the thin outline on the
modulated wave.

Power in Modulated Wave
The amplitude values shown in Fig. 12·2
correspond to curren t and voltage, so the drawings
may be taken to represent instantaneous values of
either. The power in the wave variCli 81 the square
of either the cu rrent or voltagt, so at the peak of
the modulation upswing the instan taneous power
in the envdope of Fig. 12·2C is four times the
unmodulated carrier power (because the current
and voltage both-are doubled). At the peak of the
downswing Ihe power is zero, since the amplitude
is zero. These statements are tNe of lOG-percent
modulation no matter what the wa~ form of the
modulation. 1be instantaneous envelope power in
the modulated signal is proportional to the square
of its envelope amplitude at eYel}' instant. This fact
is highly important in the operation of every
method of amplitude modulation.
II is convenient, and customary, to describe the
operation of modulati on systcms in tcrms of
sine-wave modulation. Although this wave shape is
seldom actual ly used in practice (voice wave shapes
depart very considerably [rom the sine form) it
lends itself to simple calculations and Its use as a
standan! permits comparison between systems on a
cornmon basis. With sine-wave modulation the
werage power in the modulated lignal over any
number of fu ll cycles of the modulation frequency
is found to be 1·1/2 times the power in the
unmodulated : arrier. In other words, the power
output increases 50 percent with I OO-percent
modulation by a sinc wave.
This relationship is veIY usefu l in the design or
modulation systems and modulators, because any
such system that is capable of Increasing the
average power ou tpu t by 50 percent with line-wave

I
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Fig. 12-3 - Modulation by an unsymmetrical wa~
form. This drawing shows 100-percent downward
modulation along with 300-percen t upward modu-

lation. There ;$ no distortion, since the modulation
envelope is an accurate reproduction of the wave
form of the modulating voltage.
modulation automatically fulfills the requirement

that the instantaneous power at the modulation
uppeak be four times the carrier power. Consequently, systems in which the additional power· is
supplied from ouwda the modulated If stage (e.g.,
plate modulation) usually are designed on a
sine-wave basis as a matter o f convenience.
Modulation systems in which the additional power
is secured from the modulated rf amplifier (e.g.,
grid modUlation) usual ly are more conveniently

designed on the basis of peak envelope power
rather than average power.
The extra power that is contained in a
modulated signal goes entirely into the sidebands,
half in the uppe r sideband and half into the lower.
As a numerical example, full modulation of a
lOO-watt carrier by a sine wave win add SO walts
of sideband power, 25 in the lower and 25 in the
upper sideband. With lowe r modulation pe rcentages, the sideband power is proportional to Ihe
squQre
of the modulation percentage, i.e.,
SO-percent modulation will add 12.5 watts of
sideband power, 6.25 watts in each sideband .
Supplying this additional power for the sidebands
is the object of all of the variou s system s devised
for amplitude modulation.
No such simple relationship exists with
complex wave fonns . Complex wave forms such as
speech do not, as a ru le, contain as much average
power as a sine wave. Ord inary speech wave fonns
have about half as much average power as a sine
wave, for the same peak amplitude in both wave
fonns. Thus for the same modulation percentage,
the sideband power wilh ordinary speech wiD
average only about half the power with sine-wave
modulation, since it is the peak envelope
amplitude, not the average power, that determines
the percentage of modulation.
Unsy mmetrical Modulation
In an ordinary electric circuit it is possible to
increase the amplitude of curren t flow indefinitely,

up to the limit of the power-handling capa'bility of
the componen ts, but it cannol very well be
decreased to less than zero. Th e same thing is true
of the amplitude of an rf signal ; it can be
modu lated upword to any desired extent, but it
cannot be modulated downward more than 100
percen t.
When the modulating wave fonn is unsymmetri·
cal it is poss..ible for the upward and downward
modulation percentages to be different. A simple
case is shown in Fig. 12-3. The positive peak of the
modulating signal is about 3 times the amplitude of
the negative peak. If, as shown in the drawing, the
modulating amplitude is adjusted so that the peak
downward modulation is just 100 percent (Z " 0)
the peak upward modulation is 300 percent (y ..
4X). The carrier amplitude is represented by X , as
in Fig. 12-2. The modu lation enve lope reprodu ces
the wave fonn of the modulating signal accurately,
hence there is no distortion, In such a modulated
signal the increase in power output with
modulation is considerably gre ate r than it is when
the modulation is symmetrical . In Fig. 12-3 the
peak envelope amplitude, Y, is fou r times the
carrier amplitude, X , so the peak-envelope power
(PEP) is 16 times the carrier power. When the
upward modulation is more than 100 percen t the
power capacity of the modula ting system obvious·
Iy must be increased sufficiently to take care of the
much larger peak amplitudes. Such a system o f
modula tion, often called "supermodulation," was
popubu among amateurs in the early 19S0s. (See
bibliography at the end of this cha pte r.)
Overmoduladon
If the amplitude o f the modulation on the
downward swing becomes too groat, there will be a
period of time during which the rf output is
entirely cut 0 1T. This is shown in Fig. 12-4. The
shape of the downward half of the modulating
wave is no longer accurat ely reproduced by the
modu lation envelope, consequently the modulation is distorted . Operation of this type is called
overmodulation.
The disto rtion of the modula tion envelope
causes new frequencies (harmonics of the modulating freque ncy) 10 be generated . These combine

Fig. 12-4 - An overmodulated signal. The
modulation enV(llope is not an accurate reproduction o f the wave lorm of t he modulat ing voltage.
Thi s, or any type of distortion occurring during the
modulation process, generates spurious sidebands
or "splatter."

Plate Modulation
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with the carrier to fonn new
frequenci eS that
widen the channel occupied by the modu lated
signal, as shown in Fig. 12·1C. These spurious
frequencies arc commonly called "splattel."
II is ·important to realize thlt the channel
occupied by an amplitude-modulated signal is
depe ndent on the shape of the modulation
en~elope. If this· wave shape is co mplex and can be
resolved into a wide band of audio !requencies,
then the channel occupied will be correspondingly
luge. An overrnodulated signal splatters and
occupies a much wider channel than is necessary
because the "clipping" of the modulating wave

that occurs at the zero axis change,!: the envelope
wave shape to one that contains high-order
harmonics of the original modulating !requenc)"
These harmonics appear as side liequencies
separated by, in lOme cases, many kiloheru from
the carrier frequency,
Because of this clipping action at the zero axls,
it is Important, that care be taken to preven t
applying too large I modulatinJ; signal in the
downward direction. Overmoduladon downward
results in more splatter than is caused by most
other types of distortion In a phone transmitter.

AMPLITUDE MODULATION METHODS
MODULATION SYSTEMS
As explained in the preceding section, ampli·
tude modulation of I carrier is accompanied by an
increase in power output, the additional power
being the ''useful'' or "talk power" in the
sidebands, This additional power may be supplicd
from an external source in the fonn of
audio-frequency power. It is then added to the
unmodulllted power input to the amplifier to be
modulated, aftcr which the combined power is
converted to If. This is the me thod used in plllte or
coDector modullltion. It has the advantage that the
rf power is generated It the high-cOlcicncy clwacterutic of Class C amplifiers - of the order of 6S
to 75 percent - but bas the aCCQmpanying
disadvantage tha t ge nerating the audio-frequency
powe r is rather expensive.
An alternative that does not require relatively
large amounts of audio-uequency power makes use
of the fact that the power output of an amplifier
can be con ttolle4 by vlII}'ing the poten tial of a
tube or transistor clement - such as a con trol or
screen grid or a transistor base - that does not, in
itself, consume appreciable power. In this cue the
additional power during modulation is secured by
sacrificing carrier power; in other words, a tube is
capablc of delivering only SO much total power
within its ratings, and if more must be delivered at
fuD modulation, then less is available for the
unmodulated cauier. Systems of this type must of
necessity work at rather low efficiency at the
unmodulated carrier level. As a practical working
rule, the efficiency of the modu lated rf amplifie r Is
of the order of 30 to 3S percent, and the
unmodulated can:ier power output obtainable with
such a system is only about one-fourth to one-third
that obtainable from the same amplifier with plate
mod ulation.

PLATE OR COllECTOR MODULATION
Fig. 12·5 shows a system of plate modulation,
in this case with a triode .rf tube. A balanced
(push-puU Class A, Cia" AB or ClaM B) modul ator
is transformer coupled to the plate circuit of the
modulated rf amplifier. The audio-frequency
power genuated by the modulator is combined
with the dc power in the modu lated·amplifler plate

circuit by transfer through the coupling transfonner, T. Fo r IOo-pe rcent modulation the audiofrequency power output of the modulatIX and the
turns ntio of the coupling translOImer must be
such that the vo ltage It the plate of the of the
modu lated am plifier varies between zero and twice
and dc operating plate voltage, thus causing cor·
responding variations in the amplitude of the d'
output. The lu~ of Fic. 12·5 may be replaced
with tnlOsiston, either bipolar or PET, for collector or drain modu lation.

-

•

Fig. 12·5 - Plate modulation of I Class C rf
amplifier. The rf pltte bypilSS capacItor, C , in the
amplifier stage should have reasonably high react·
ance at ludio frequencies. A value of the order of
.001 IJF to .005 p.F is 'Itisfactory In ptlICtically III
C3$IS for VIC\.Ium-tube circuits. A considerably
higher value will be req.lired if the vecuum Nbet
are replaced by tr8llsistors - in the order of a few
mic rofarads.
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Audio Power

As stated earlier, th e average power output of
the modulated stage must Increase durin, moduLa·
tion. The modulator must be capable of supplying
to the modulated rf stage sine-wave audio power
equal to SO percent of the de input power. For
example, if the de input power to the rf stage is
100 watts, the sine-wave audio power output of
the modulator must be SO watts.
Allhough the total power Input (de plus aud iofrequency ac) increases with modulation, the de
plate or collector current of. modulated amplifier
dlould not change when the stage is modulated.
This is because each increase in voltage and curren t
is balanced by an equivalent decrease in vol tage
and current o n the nex t haU cycle of the modulating wave. Dc instruments ca nnot follow the af
variations, and since the average de plate or
collector current and voltage of I properly operated am plif"ter do not change, neither do the meier
readinp. A change in current with modulation
indicates non li nearily. On the other hand, a thermocouple rf amme ter connected in the antenna, or
transmission line, wiU show an incre.a5e in rf
current with modulation, because instruments of
this type re5pond to power rather than to current
o r voltage.
Modulating Impedance ; Linearity
The modulating impedance, or load resistance
presented to the modulato r by the modu lated rf
amplifier, Is equal to
Zm "

~b

•

X 1000 ohms

where Eb - IX: plate or collector voltage
J • IX: plate or collector curren t (rnA)
Eb and
lie measured without modulation.

fp

The powe r output of the rf amplifier mu st vary
as the square of the instantaneous piate or collector voltage (the rf o utput voltage must be
proportional to the plate o r co llecto r voltage) for
the mod ulation to be linear. This will be the case
when the amplifier operates under Ciass C conditions. The lineuity depends upon havlns sufficient grid o r base excita lion and proper bias, and
upon the adjus tment or circuit constants to the
proper val ues.
Screen-Grid RF Amplifiers
Screen-grid tu bes of the pentode or beam-tet·
rode type can be used in Cass C plate-modulated
amplifiers by applying the modulation to both the
plate and screen grid. The usual method of feeding
the screen grid with the necessary dc and
modula tion voltages is shown in Fig. 12-6. The
dropping resistor, R, should be of the proper value
to apply normal dc voltage to the screen unde r
steady camer conditions. lIS value can be
calculated by taking the difference between plate
and scree n voltages and dividing it by the rated
screcn cune nt .
The modulating impedance is found by dividing
the dc plate voltage by the sum of the plate and

Fig. 12-6 - Plate and screen modulation of a Class
C rf ampli fi er using a scresn-grid tuba. The piate rf
bypass capacitor, C l , shOUld hal/t! reasonabl y high

re&Ctance at all audio frequencies; a value of .00 1
to .005 JlF is gene rally Mtisfactory. The sc::reen
Dvpeq, C2, , hould not 8JtCMd .0021JF in the usual

,-.

screen curre nts. The plate vo ltage multiplied by the
su m of the two currents gives the power input to
be used as the basis for determining the audio
power required from the modulator.
Modul atio n of the screen along with the plate is
necessary because the sc reen voltage has a much
greater effect on the plate cunent than the plate
volt age docs. The modulation characteristic is
nonlinear if the plate al one is modulated.
Choke<:oupled or Heisi ng Modul ation
One of the oldest types of plate modulating
systems is the choke-ooupled Class A or Heising
modulator shown in Fig. 12·7. Because of the
relatively low power output and plale efficiency of
a Class A am plifier, the method is rarely used now
except for I few special app lications.
The audio power output of the modulator is
combined with the dc powe r in the plate circui t
through the modulation choke, Lt , which has a
high impedance at audio frequencies. This
technique of modulating the rf signal is similar to
the case of the tnmrormer-coupled modulator but
there iI considerably lesa freedom in adjustment
since no tran~onner is availab le for matching
impedances. The dc input power to th e rf stage
must not cxceed twice the rated af powe r output
of the modula tor, and for l OO'percent modulation
the plate voltage o n the modu lator must be higher
than the plate voltage on the rf ampUfie r. This is
because the af voltage developed by the modulator
canno t swing to zero withou t a great deal of
disto rtion. R I provides the necessary dc voltage
drop berween the modulator and the rf amplifier.
The voltage d rop across this re sis to r must equal the
minimum instantaneous plate volt age on the
modu lator tube under normal operating condi·
tions. C I , an audio-frequency bypass across R I.
should have a capacitance such that its reactance at
100 Hz Is not more than about o ne-ten th the
resistance of Rl.Without Rl-C I the percentage of
modulation is limited to 10 to 80 percent in thc
average case.
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FI~ 12·7 - Choke-coopled OIlSS A modulator. The
modulation choke, L " mould have a ValUI of 5 H
or more. A valul of .001 to .0051JF is satlsfKtory.
for C2. See text for discussion of Cl and Rl .

The modulator Is required to rwnish only the
audio polWor dissipated in the modulated pid
under the operating conditions chosen. A speech
amplifier capable of delivering 3 to 10 watts is
usually sufficient.
Grid modulation does not give quite ulinear a
modulation characteristic as pille modulation,
even under optimum operating conditions_ When
misadjusted the nonlinearity may be severe,
resulting in considerable distortion and splatter.
Screen Grid Modulation
Screen modulation is probably the simplest and
most popular form of grid modulation, and the
least critical of adjustment. The most satisfactory
way to apply the modulating voltage to the lCleert
is through a transformer.
With practical tubes it is necessary to drive the
lCIun somewhat negative with respect to the
cathode to get complete cutoff of rf output. For
this reason the peak modulating voltage required
for IOO-pe rcent modulation is usually 10 percent
or so greater than the dc lCIeen voltage. The laUer,
in turn, is approximately half the rated ICIccn
voltage recommended by the manufacturer under
maximum ratinp for radiotelegraph ope:tltion. The
audio power required for 100000rcent modulation
is approdmately one-fourth the dc power input to
the screen In cw operation, but varies somewhat
with the operati", conditions.

GRID MODU LATI ON
The principal disadvantage of plate modulation
is that a considerable amount of audio power is
neec.ssll)'. This requirement can be avoided by
applying the modulation to a grid element in the
modulated amplifier. However, serious disadvantages of grid modulation a~ the fWuction in the
carrier powel output obtainable from a given If
amplifier tube and the more rigorous operating
requirements and more complicated adjustm ent.
The term "grid modulation" as used here
applies to all types - control grid, screen, or
suppressor - since the operating principles are
exactly the same no matter which grid is actuaUy
modulated. (Screen'lrid modulation is the most
commonly used technique of the tIuee types liste(!
here.) With grid modulation the plate voltage is .
cons tant, and the increase in power output with
modulation is obtained by making both the plate
current and plate e£ficiency vary with the
mod~ting signal. The efficiency obtainable at the
envelope peak depends on how carefully the
modulated amplifier is adjusted, and sometimes
can be as high as 80 percent. It is generally less
when the amplifier is adjuste4 for good linearity,
and under average conditions a round figure of 2/3.
or 66 percent, is representative. The efficiency
without modulation is only haIr the peak
efficiency, or about 33 pe rcen t. This low average
efficiency reduces the permissib1e curier output to
about one-fourth the power obtainable from the
same tube in cw opetlUon, and to about on~third
the carrier output obtainable from the tube with
plate modulation.

Con trolled Carrier
AJ explained earlier, a limit is placed on the

output obtainable Crom a grid-modulation system
by the low rf..mplirter plate efficiency (approximately 33 percent) under unmodulated carrier

r--_
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Fig. 12-8 - Circuit for carrier control with screen
modulation. A small triode such 81 thl 6C4 can be
used as the control amplifier end I 6Y6G is
suitable as a carrier--control tube. Tl is an
interstage audio transformer having a l ·tO-l or
larger turns rllio. R4 is ~ O.5-megohm vol ume
control and also serves 81 the grid resistor for the
modulatQl'". A gennanium diode rnav be used 85 the
rectifier. R3 may be the normal screen dropping
resistor. Cl-Rl and C2-R3 should heve a time
constant of about O. t second.
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conditions. The plate efficiency increases with
modulation, since the output increases'while the de
input remains constant, and reaches a maximum in
the neighborhood of 50 peroent with tOO-percent
sine-wave modulation. If the power input to the
amplifier can be redu ced during periods when there
is little or no modulation, thus reducing the plate
loss, advantage can be laken of the highe r
efficiency at full modulation to obtain higher
. effective output. This can be done by varying the
de po\Wr input to the modulated stage in
accordanoe with average variations in voice
intensity. in such a way as to maintain just
sufficien t carrier power to keep the modulation
high, but nol exceeding 100 percent, under all
conditions. Thus the carrier ampli tude is controlled
by 1M avcTlIge voice intensity. Properly utilited,
con trolled carrier pe rmiU incJllasing the carrier
output at maximum level 10 a value about equal to

the Hied plate diuipation of the tube, twice the
output obtliinabJe with connant carrier.
It is desirable to control the p<lwer input just
enough so tha t the plate loss, without modulation,
is safely below the tube nting.. Excessive conuol is
disadvantllgtOus because the distant receivers avc
system must continually follow the variations in
avenge signaJ level. The circuit of Fig. 12-8 permits
adjustment of both the maximum and minimum
power input, and separates the function s of modulation and carrier con trol. A portion of the aud io
voltage at the modulator grid is applied to a Class
A "control amplifier," which drives a rectifier
circuit 10 produce I de voltage negative with
respect 10 ground. CI mters out the audio varialions, leaving a dc voltage proportional to the
ave rage voice level. This voltage is applied to Ihe
grid of a "clamp" tube to con trol the dc screen
voltage and thus the d camer level.

DOUBLE-SIDEBAND GENERATORS
The a-m camer can be suppressed or nearly
eliminated by using a balanced modulator. The
basic principle in any balanced modulator is to
introduce the camer in such a way that it does not
appeal in the output but $0 that the sidebands will.
This requiremen t is satisfied by introducing the
audio in push-pull and the rf drive in parallel, and
connecting the output in push-pull. Balanced
modulators can also be connected with the If drive
and audio inputs in push-pull and the output in
panillcl with equal effectiveness.
Vacuum-tube balanced modulators can be
operated at high power levels and the double.sideband output can be used directly into the antenna.

Past issues of QST have given construction details
on such trarumitten (see, for example, Rush,
" ISO-Watt D.S.B. Transmitter," QST July, 1966).
A <lsb signal can be copied by the same methods
that are used for single-sideband signals, provided
the receiver has sufficient selectivity to reject one
of the sidebands. In any balanced·modulator
circuit, no rf output will exist with no audio signal.
When audio is applied, the balance of the
modulator is upset $0 that sum and difference
frequencies (sidebands) appeal at the output.
Further information on balanced modulators is
presented in Chapter 13.

CHECKING A-M PHONE OPERATION
USING THE OSCILLOSCOPE
Proper adjustment of a phone transmitter is
aided Immeasunbly by the oscilloscope. The scope
wilt give more information, more accuratdy, than
almost any collection of other instrumenu that
might be named. Furthermore, an oscilloscope that
is enlirely satisfactory for the purpose is not
necessarily an expe nsive instrument; the cathodeny tube and iu power supply are about a11lhat are
needed. Amplifiers and linear sweep circuits are by
no means necessary.
In the simplest scope circuit, radio-frequency
voltage from the modu lated amplifier is applied to
the vertical denection plates of the tube, usually
through blocking capacitors, and audio-frequency
voltage from the modu lator is applied to the
horizonlal deflection plates. As the instantaneous
amplitude of the audio signal varies, the rf outpu t
of the transmitter likewise varies, and this produces
a wedge-shaped pattern or tnpezoid on the screen.
If the oscillosco pe has a buill-in horizontal sweep,
the rf voltage can be applied to the vertical pla tes
as before, and the sweep will produce a pattern

that follows the modulation envelope of the
transmitter output, provided the sweep frequency
is lower than the modulation frequency. This
produces a wave.envelOpe modulation panem.
The Wave·Envei ope Pa ttern .
The connections for the wave-i!nvelopc pattern
are shown in Fig. 12-9A. The ve rtical denection
plates are coupled 10 the amplifier tank coil (or an
antenna coil) through a Jow-impedance (coax,
twined pail, etc.) line and pickup coil. As shown in
the alternative drawing, a resonant circuit tuned to
the operating frequency may be connected to the
vertical plates, using link coupling between it and
the Intnsmitter. This will eliminate rf hannonics,
and the tuning control provides a means for
adjustment of the pattern height.
If it is inconvenient to couple to the final tank
coil, as may be the case if the transmitter il tightly
shielded, the pickup loop may be coupled to the
tuned tank of a matching circuit or antenna
coupler. Any method (even a shorl antenna
coupled to the tuned circuit shown in the

Checking A-m Phone Operation
"alternate input connections" of Fig. 12-9AJ that
will pick up enough rf to give a suitable pattern
height may be used.
The paPtion of the pickup coil should be varied
until an unmodulated carrier pattern, Fig. 12·10A,
of suitable height is obtained. The horizontal
sweep voltage should be adjusted to make the
width of the pattern somewhat more than half the
diameter of the screen. When voice modulation is
applied, a rapidly ehangill8 pattern of vuyill8
height will be obtained. When the maximum height
of thb pattern is just twice that of the carrier
alone, the wave is bei~ modulated 100 percent,
This is ilIusuatcd by Fig. 12·lIK:.
If the height is greater than twice th e unmodu·
Iated carrier amplitude, as illusuated in Fig.
12-IOD, the wave is ovennodulated in the upward
direction. Overmodulalion in the downward direc·
tion is indicated by a gap in the pattern II the
reference axis, where a single bright Une appears on
the screen_ Overmodulation in either direction may
take place even when the modulatio n in the other
direction is less tha n 100 percent.
The Trapezoidll Pattern
Connections for the trapezoid or wedge pattern
as used for checking a-m are shown in Fig. 12·9B.
The vertical plates of the CR tube are coupled to
the transmitter tank through a pickup loop,
preferably using a tuned circuit, as shown in the
upper drawing, adjustable to the operating
frequency, Audio voltage from the modu lator is
applied to the horizontal plates through a voltage
divider, RI-R2. This voltage should be adjustable
so a suitable pattern width can be obtained; a
0.25·rnegohm volume control can be used at R2
for this purpose.
The resistance requ ired at RI will depend on
the dc voltage on the modulated element. The total
resis tance of RJ and R2 in .teries should be about
0.25 megohm for each 100 Volts. For example, if a
plate-modulated amplifier operates at 1500 volu,
the to tal resistance should be 3.75 megohms,O.25
megohm at R2 and the remainder, 3.5 megohms, in
Rl. RI should be composed of individual resistors
not larger than 0.5 megohm each, in which case
I·watt resistors will be satisfactory.
For adequate coupling at 100 Hz, the
capacitance in microfarads of the blocki ng
capaci tor, C, should be at leas t .OS{R, where R is
the total resis tance (RI + R2) in megohms. In the
example above, where R is 3.75 me&OOml, the
capacitance should be .05/3.75 · ,013 pF or
more, The voltage rating of the capacitor should be
at leas t twice the dc voltage applied to the
modulated element.
Trapeziodal patterns for various conditions of
modulation are mown in Fig. 12-10,each alongside
thc corresponding wave-envelope pattern. With no
si&nal, oniy the cathode-ray spot appears on the
scrccn. When the unmodulated carrier is applied, a
verlical line appears; the lengt h of the line should
be adjusted, by me;!ns of the picku{H:oil coupling,
to a convenient value, When the carder is modulated, the wedge-shaped paltern appealS; the higher
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Fill. 12-9
Methods of eonnaeting the
osciFlos<:0pe for modulation chaekinll. A connaetloos for wave-envelope panern with any
modulation method; B - conneetionl for trape·
loid&! pattern with plete or lit,"" modulation.

the modulation percentage, the wider and more
pointed the wedge becomes. At lOO-percent modu-

lation it just makes a point at one end of the
horizontal axis, and the height at the other end iI
equal to twice carrier height. Ovemlodulation in
the upwud direction is indicated by increased
height, at one end, and downward by an ex tension'
along the horilOnW axis at the pointed end,

CHECKING A·M TRANSMITTER
PERFORMANCE
The trapezoidal pat tern is genentlly more useful
than the wavtH:nvelope pattern for checking the
operation of the phone transmitter. However, both
types of patterns have their special virtu es, and the
bes t ten setup is one that makes both available,
The trapezoidal pattern is better adap ted to
showl", the perfonnance of a modulated amplifier
from the standpoint of inherent linearity, wi thout
regard to the wave fonn of the audio modulating
signal, than is th e wave-i:nvelope pattern, Distortion in the audio signal also can be detected in the
trapezoidal pattern, al though experience in analYljog scope patterns Is required to recognize it.
If the wa~nvelope pattern is used with a
sine-wave! audio modulating signal, dis~rtion in the
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modulation envelope is easily r~ablei however, It is difficult 10 determine whether the
distortion is caused by lack of linearity of the rf
stage or by af distortion in the modulator. If the
tnlpezoidai pattern shows good linearity in such a
case, the trouble obviously is in the audio system.
It is possible, of course, for both defects to be
prese nt simultaneously. If they are, the rf amplifier
should be made linear first, then any distortion in
the modulation envelope will be the result of
improper operation in the speech amplifier or
modulator, or in coupling the modulator to the
modulated nstage.

Rg. 12·10 -

Oscilloscope patterns showing various

forms of modulation of en rf am plifier, At left,

wave-envelope patterns; at r ight, correspond ing
trapezoid al patterns. The wave-envelope palterns
were obtained with a linear oscilloscope rweep
having I frequency one-third that of the sine_VII
audio modulating frequeoCV. so that three cydes
of the modUlation envelope may be _n.Shown at
A is 8n unmodulated carrier. al B approximatelv
5O-percent modulation, and al C. l00-percent
modUl ation. The ph otos al 0 show modulation in
,xcess of 100 percent . E III'1d F show th e rMu lu of
improper ope..al ion or ci rcui t design. See t'lI1.

R! Linearity
The trapezoidal pattern is a graph of the
modulation characteristic of the modulated amplifier. The sloping sides of the _dge show the rf
amplitude for every value of instantaneous
modulating voltage. If these sides are perfectly
straight lines, the modulation characteristic is
linear. If the sides show curvature, the characteristic is nonlinear to an extent shown by the degree
to which the sides depart from perfect suaightness.
This is true regardless of the modulating wave
fonn . Ir these edges tend to bend over toward the
horitontal at the maximum height of the wedge,
the am plifier is "flattening" on the modulation
uppeaks. This is usually caused by attempting to
get too large a curier output, and can be corrected
by tighter coupling to the antenna or by I decrease
in the dc screen voltage. The slight "tailinll off' at
the modulation downpeak (point o f the wedge)
can be minimized by careful adjustment of excita·
tion and plate loading.
Several types of improper opention lie shown
in Fig. 12-10_ The patterns at E show the effect of
a too long time constant in the screen circuit, in an
amplifier getting its screen voltage through a
dropping resistor, both plate and screen being
modulated. The " double-edged" pattern is the
result of audio phase shift in the screen circuit
combined with varying screen-Io-cathode resistance
during modulation. This effoct can be reduced by
reducing the screen bypass capacitance, and also by
connecting resistance (to be determined experimentally, but of the same order &9 the screen
dro Ppinll resistance) between $CIeen and cathode.
The pictures at the bottom, F, show the effect
of insufficient audio power. Althoup the trapezoidal pattern shows good linearity in the rf
amplifier, the wavo.envelope pattern shows flattened peaks (both positive and negative) in the
modulation envelope even thoup the aud io signal
appUed to the amplifie r was a sine wave . More
speech-amplifier gain merely increases the Rattening without increasing the modulation percentage
in such a case. The remedy is to use I larger
modulator or less input to the modulated I f stage.
In some cases the trouble may be caused by an
income t modulation-transformer turns ,atio, causing the modulator to be overloaded before its
maximum power output capabilities are reached.

3n

General-Purppse Amplitude Modulators
GENERAL-PURPOSE AMPLITUDE MODULATORS

The two modulator circulu shown in F ip. output tnlnsistou anl operated at uro bias,
12-11 and 12·12 can be employed to deliver from providing excenent de stability. Elaborate repllat.
3 to 70 watu of audio power. 1be basic designs are ed power supplies are not Iequired. 11Ie compJc.
taken from RCA's Audio Design PhQU 2. The mentuy-symmetry amplifie r is limited to about 20
complementary--symmehy circuit, Fig. 12-11 , is watts output because of the high level of hea t that
characterized by a Oass A driver and a the driver stage must dissipate. Component values
complementary pair (npn/ pnp) of output transb- and transisto r types are given in Table 12·1 for 3·,
tou. The primal)' advantages of this circuit are 5·, 12·, and 2().watt design5.
For higher power levels, the quaskomplesimplicity and economy. Common conduction is
minimized because the transistor which is "ofr' mentary cireuit (Fig. 12·12) is usuaUy chosen. Here
during half of the audio cycle 15 reverse biased. The a Oan A predrivel feeds a Class B npn{pnp drivel
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Fig. 12-12 - General-purpose emplitutie modulator
for 25 to 70 watts of audio poweI'". Capecitol'$ with

polarity Indicated are elec;trolVtic. S&e Table 12·1'
for parts not listed below.

pair, which, in tum, activatel the "pn output
transistors. The danger of damage to the output
stage from I short circuit is high, so protec tion is
included. Table 12-11 includespartS infonnation for
three power levels: 25,40, and 70 watts.

All amplifiers are designed for an S-ohrn
ou tput, so 1'2 can be a standard l udio ou tput
transformer in " reverse." The secondary impedance will depend on the impedance of the stage to
be modulated .

Ll - J . W. Miller 4622 or &quiv.
Sl - Sixt toggle.
T2 - See text.
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Chapter 13

Single-Sideband Transmission
GENERATING THE SSB
SIGNAL
A fuDy modulated 8-m signal has two thirds of
its power in the carrier and only one third in the
sidebands. The sideband! carry the in telligence to
be transmitted; the carrier "goes along for the
ride" and serves only to demodulate tile signal at
the receive r. By eliminating the carrier and
transmitting only the sidebands, or just one
sideband, the available transmitter powe r is used to
greater advantage. To recove r the intell igence being
transmitted, the carrie r must be reinse rted at the
receive r, but this is no great problem with a proper

detecto r circuil.
Assuming that the same final-amplifier lube or
lubes are used either for normal a-m or for
single sideband , camer suppressed, II can be shown
thai the use of ssb can give an effective gain of up
to 9 dB over a-m - equivalent to increasing the
transmitter power 8 times. Eliminating the carrier
also dirninates the heterodyne interference that 50
o ften spoils communication in congested phone

""''''.

Filter Method

Two basic systems (or generating ssb signals are
shown in Fig. 13-2. One involves the use of a
bandpass mtel having sufficien t selec tivity to pass
one sideband and reject the ot her. Mechanical
filtelS are available for frequencies below I MHz.
From 0.2 to 10 MHz, good sideband rejection can
be obtained wi th fillers using four or more quam:
crystals. Oscillator output at the mter frequen!;)' is
combined wi th the audio signal in a balanced
modulato r, and only the upper and lower
sidebands appear in the outpuL One of the
sidebands is passed by the filter and the other
rejected, 50 that an ssb signal is fed to the mixer.
The signal is mixed with the ou tput of a
high·frequency rf oscillator to produce the desired
ou tput frcquency. For addi tional am plification a
linear rf amplifier mus t be used. When the ssb
signal Is generated around 500 kHt it may be
necessary t o convert twice to reach the operating
frequency. since tWs sim plifies the problem of
rejecting the " image" frequcncies resulting [rom
the heterodyne process. The problem of image
frequencies in the frequen!;), conversions of ssb
signals differs from the problem in receivers
because the beating..<lSCillator frequency becomes
important. Either balanced mixelS or mmcient
selectivity must be used to attenuate these

is

Fig. 13-1 - Single sideband the mtIIIt popular of
all the moc;les for amateur hf comnwniClllion.

frequencie s in the output and hen ce minimize the
possibili ty of unwanted radiations. (ExarnplC5 of
filter·type exciters can be found in various issues of
QST and in Single Sideband for th e Radio
Amoteur.)
Phao;ing Method
The seco nd system is based on the phase
relationships betWtelJ the carrier and sidebands in a
modulated signal. As shown in the diagram. the
audio signal is split into two components that are
identical except for a phase difference of 90
degrees. The ou tput of the rf oscillator (which may
be at the ope rating frequency. if desired) is
likewise spli t in to two sepa rate components having
a 9~deg:ree phase difference. One rf and one audio
componen t are combined in each of two separate
balanced modulators. The carrier is suppressed in
the modulators, and too relative phases of the
sidebands are such that one sideband is balanced
out and the othe r is augmented in the combined
output. If the output £rom the balanced
modulators is high enough, such an ssb excitCJ' can
worlr:: directly into the antenna, 01 the po ....'Clievel
can be increased in a following ampLiflCf.
Generally. the filler.type exciter is easier to
adjl!st than is tbe phasing exciter. Most home built
ssb equipment uses commercially made filters Ulese
day s. The alignment is done at the factory. thus
relieving the amateur of the some times tedious task
of adjusting the filte r fOf 5uitable bandpass
charactem tics. Filter·type exciters are more
popular than phasing units and offer be tter carrier
suppression and alignment stability. It is still
practical (or the builde r to fabricate hU own
crystal-lattice filter by utilixing low-cost surplus
crystals. This possibility should not be overlooked
if tbe builder is Interested in keeping the overall
cost of the home-built exciter It a minjrnum.

BALANCED MODULATORS
Thc carrie r can be suppressed or nearly
eliminated by using a balanced modulator o r an
extremely sharp filter. In ssb tIansmitters it is
common practice to use both devices. The bask:
principle of any balanced modulator is 10

•
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introduoe the camer in such a way thai it does not
appear in the output, but so that the sidebands
will. Th e type of balanoed-modulalor circuit
chosen by the builder will depend upon the

constructional considerations, cost, and whether
diodes or transistors are to be employed.
In any balanced-modulator circuit there will be
no output with no audio signal. When audio is
applied, the balance is up$Ct, and one branch will
condu ct more th an the other. Since any modu lation process is the same as "mixing" in receivers,
sum and d ifference frequenciC! (sidebands) will be

generated. The modulator is not balanced for the
sidebands, and they will appear in the outpul.
In the rec tifier-type balanced modulatolS
shown in Fig. 13-3, at A and B, the diode rectiflelS
are COMected in such a manner that, if they have
equal forward resistances, no rf can pllH from the
carrier source to the output circuit via either of the
two possible paths. The net effect is that no rf
energy appears in the output. When audio is
applied, it unbalances the circuit by biasing the
diode (or diodes) in one path, depending upon the
instantaneous polarity of the audio, and hence
~me rf will appear in the ou tput. The rf in the
output will appear as a doubJe-sideband suppressed-carrier signal.
In any diode modulator, the rf voltage should
be at least 6 to 8 times the peak audio voltage for
minimum distortion. The usual operation involves
I fraction of a volt of audio and several volts of rf.
Desirable diode characte ristics for balanced modulator and mixer service include; low noise, low
forward resistance, high reverse resistance, good
temperature stability, and fast switching time (for
high·frequency operation). Fig. 13-4 lists the
differe nt classes of diodes, giving the ratio of
forward ·tn-reverse resistance of each. This ratio is
an important criterion in th e selectlon of diodes.
Also. the individual diodes used should have
closely matched forward and reverse resistances; an

Arrows indicaU
dimtiox of

$iJH4l.

Fig. 13-2 - Two bIIsic systems for generating single-sideban d 5UPP!'e$$ed car-

rier signals.

ohmmeter can be used to select matched pairs or
quads.
One of the simplest diode balanced modulatol1
in use is that of Fig. 13·lA_ Its use is usually
Hrnited to low-cost portable equipment in which a
high degree of carrier su ppression is not vital. A
ring balanced modulator, shown in Fig. 13·3B,
offers good carrier suppression at low cost. Diodes
CRI through CR4 should be wen matched and can
be I N270s or similar. Cl is adjusted for bes t rf
phase balance as evidenced by maximum carrier
null. RI is also adjustcd for the best carrier null
obtainable. It may be necessary to adjust each
control several times to secure optimum suppres·
sian.
Varacto r diodes are part of the unusual circuit
shown in Fig. 13·3C. nus arrangement allows
sing1e-ended input of near-equalleveIs of audio and
camer oscillator. ExceUent carrier suppression, SO
dB or more, and a simple method of unbalancing
the modulator for ew ope ration are features of this
design. CR I and CR2 should be rated al 20 pF for
a bias of -4 V. R\ can be adjusted to cancel any
mismatch in the diode characteristics, so it isn't
necessary that the varac tofll be weU matched. T\ is
wound on a small-diamete r toroid core. The tap on
the primary winding of this transfonnc r is at the
center of the winding.
A bipolar-transistor balanced modulator is
shown in 13·3D. This circuit is similar to one used
by Galuy Electronics and uses closely matched
transistors II QI and Q2. A phase splitter (inverter)
Q3, is used to feed audio to the balanced
modulator in pusb-pun. The carrier is supplied to
the circuit in parallel and the output is taken in
push-pull. CR I is a Zener diode and is used ·to
stabilize the dc voltage. Con trols RI and R2 aRl
adjus ted for bes t carrier su ppression.
The circuit at E offers supe rior carner
suppression and uses a 7360 beam-dellection tube
as a balanced modulator. This tube is capablc of

Balanced Modulators
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100 mV of injoction is about optimum, producing
up to 55 dB of carrier suppression. Additional
information on balanced modulators and other
~b-generator
cireuits is given in the texts
referenced al the end of this chapter.

R.1lo
(hi .. 1,000,000)

Point-contact gennanium (lN98)

'00

Small-junction germanium ( I N270) O. I M
Low-conductance silicon ( I N4S7)
48M
High-oonductance silicon (I N64S) 480M
Hot ..... A~ricr (lWA-2800)
2000M
Fig. 13-4 -

FILTERS

Table showing the forward-to-rev8rse

resilience ratio for
solld.!ate d iodes.

the different

clasUli

of

providing as much 8$ 60 dB of carrie r suppression.
When used with mechanical or crystal·lattice fillen
the total carrier suppression can be II! great as 80
dB. Most weU-designed balanced modulators can
provide between 30 and SO dB of carrier
supp ression; hence the 7360 circuit is highl y
desirable for optimum results. The primuy of
trarufonner T I should be bifilar wound for best
results.

Ie Balanced Modul ators
Integrated circuit'S (les) arc presently available
for use In balanced-modulator and mixer circuits.
A diode amty such as the RCA C.4.3039 is ideally
suited fOT use in circuits such as that of Fig. I)-SA.
Since all diodes are formed on a common silicon
crup, their characteristics are ex tremely well
matchcd. This fact makes the Ie ideal in a circuit
where good balance is required. The hot-carrier
diodc also has closely matched chal"1lclCristics and
excellent tempe rature stability. Using bToad-band
toroidal·wo und tran~ormers, it is possible to
construct a circuit similar to that of Fig. 1 3~
which will have 40 dB of carricr suppression
without the need for balance controls. TI and 1'2
consist of trinlar windings, 12 turns of No. 32
enam. wire wound on a 1/2·inch toroid cort:.
Another devi ce with good inheren t balance is the
special Ie made for modulato r/mixe r IICJVice, sueb
as the Molorola MCI496G or Signetics 55596. A
sample circuit using the MCJ496 can be seen in
Fig. 13-5 8. R I is adjusted for best carrler balance.
The amoun t of energy delivered rrom th e carrier
generator effects the level of carrier suppre ssion;

A hom e-built crystal lattice filte r suitable for
use in an ssb gene rator is show n in Fig. 13-7. This
unit is composed of three half·lattice sections, with
2 crystals in each section, made with surplus hf
crystals. The 33().ohm resistor between sections
two and three reduces interaction and smooths the
passband response. The leakage reactance between
the two halves of L2 and L3 is tuned out by the
capaciton connec ted in series with the center ta ps
of these coils. Ll and LA, the input and output
coils, resonate with the calculated value of
tenninating capacitance at 5060 kHz and reflect
the needed inductance ac ross the crystals. The
20()()..Qhm resiston complete the tennination.
All the crystals were purchased as 5500-kll z
FT·243s and etched to the desired frequencies with
hydrofluoric acid. It is best to wash each crystal
with soap and water and measure its frequency
before etching. The crystals in each sct of three
should be as dose to each other in frequency as
possible, and the separation between the two
groups should be about 1500 Hz.
Tuning the filter is quite sim ple sinpe all four
adjustemenl$ can be peaked for maximum output
at a fixed alignment frequency. This frequency
should be on the high side of the pass band and can
be the ca rrier frequency used for lower-sideband
tran smission (5505.5 kHz in the case of the filter
described). Using the carrie r frequency it is only
necessary to unbalance the balanced modu lator to
. obtain a cw alignment signal. Of coune, a signal
generator and rC·probe-i:quipped VTVM can also be
used. el, C2, LI and LA are adjusted for maximum
output.
A slightly bette r shape factor can be had by
detuning the carriel oscillator to a lower alignment
frequency co rresponding to about the 4-dB-down
point on the high·frequ ency side of the pass band.
Fig. 13-8 shows the meuured pcrfonnance of the
filter when aligned a t 5505.2 kHz. The 6-dB
bandwid th is 2750 Hz .
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Fig. 13-6 - Balanced modulator design using
hot-<:arrier diodes.
TIle (suppressed) carrier frequency must be
adjusted so that it falls properly on the slope of the
filter characteristic. If it is too close to the filter
mid frequency the sideband rejection wiU be poor ;
if it is too rar away there will be a lack or " lows"
in the signal.
Ordinarily, the carrier is plaoed on one side of
the curve, depending upon which sideband is
desired, which is approximately 20 dB down from
the peak. It is sometimes helpru l to make
provisions ror "rubbering" the crystal of the carrier
oscillator so that the most natural voice quality can
be realized when making initial adjustments.

Using Commercial Crys tal Filters
Some builders may not have adequate testing
racilities ror building and aligning their own mters.
In such instances it is possible to purchax
ready·made units which are prealigned and come
equi pped with crystals for upper· and lower~ide
band use. Spectrum International l has two types
for use at 9 MHz. Ano ther manufacturer, McCoy
Electronics CO.,2 sells 9-MHz models ro r amateur
use, an d o ther filters are available surplus.3
Mechanica1 Filters
MedulI1ical filters contain elemenU that vibmte
and establish reJIIonance mechanically. In crystal
1 McCoy ElectroniC5 Company. Mt. Hony
S prlnp,PA.
2 Speetrum International. Topatield., Mil..
3 E. S. Electronic Labs. 31 Auputu • • Ellcelalor

Sprinp. MO.
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Fig. 13-8 - Measured selltCtivity characteristic of
the filter when aligned 8t 5505.2 kHl. The 6-d8
bandwidth is 2750 Hz and the 3O-dB/6-dB shape
factor is 1.44.

HUers the coupling between mter sections is
achieved by electrical means, In mechanica1 filters,
mechanical couplers are ulled to transfer the
vibrations from one resonant section to the ncxt.
At the input an d output ends of the fil te r ate
transd ucers which provide ror clec trical coupling to
an d rrom the m ter, Mos t mechanical filters are
designed for use rrom 200 to 600 kHz , the range
ncar 455 k Hz being the most popular for amateur
use. Mechanical mlcrs suitable ror amateur radio
circuits are manufactured by the Collins Radio Co.
and can be purchased from some dealers in
amateur radio equipmen t.
FILTER APPLICATIONS
Methods for using typical sideband filters are
shown schematically in Fig. 13-9. In the circuit or

'"
INPUf

OUTPUT

u

Fig. 13-7 - Circuit diilglllm of 8 filter. Resistances are in ohms, 8Ild resistors fIr8 1/2-wan composition;
capacitors are disk ceramic except 81 noted.
C1, C2 - Mica trimmer .
Lt, L4 - 50 turns No. 38 enamel, close·wound on
17/64-inch die ceramic slug·tu ned form tCTe
LS·6, National XR·81 or ,i milur).
L2, L3 - 60 turns No. 38 enamel, Cl018 wou nd on
17/64-i nch ceramic form tCTe L5-6, National

XA-81 or similar wi lh powered-iron corl
r1'Imoved), C:lnl&r tapped.
Yl. Y2, Y3 - All slime frequency (near 5500
kHz).
Y4 , Y5, Y6 - All 5ame frequency and 1500 to
1700 Hz different from Yl, Y2, Y3.
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ci rcuits showing how
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eel In the circuit.
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(c)
Fig. J 3-9A a 4SS-k Hz mechanical filter is coupled
to the balanced modulator by means of two de
isolating capacitors. CI is used to tune the input of
FLI to resonance Of a Collin! type 4SS-FB-2 1 is
used), Frequen tly, a fixed-val ue 12Q-pF capacitor
will suffice at each end of the fille r. C2 tunes the
output of the filter, A stage of i-f amplification
usuall y follows the filter, as shown, to compensa te
for the inse rtion loss of the filter and to provide a
stage to whic h ag<: can be applied for al e
(au tomalic level cont rol) purposes. In the circuit
shown the operato r can grou nd R J if ale is not

used. R2 can be lifted from ground and a
S()()().o hm control caD be placed between it and
grou nd to provide a means of manual gain control
for providi ng the desired signal level to the mixe r.
The circuit of Fig. 13-98 uses a 9.MHz crystal
fil ter, foU owed by an IC i-f am plifier. Either the
McCoy or Spectru m In tematiOflal filters are
suitable. MO!il commercial ISb filters are supplied
with a data sheet wttich shows ",commended input
and outpu t circuits for matctting the impedance of
the rIl ter. All are adaptable to use with tubes or
transistors.

Another circuit wroch uses an hf crystal filter,
preceded by a dual-gate MOSF'ET operating as an
rf spee<:h clipper. is shown in Fig. 13·9C. The
advantages of rf clipping are ex plained later In this
chapter. A seco nd MOSF'ET amplifi es the signal
ffOm the filter and provides a variable level of
ou tput which is con trolled by lhe alc line.

CARRIER OSCILLATOR
The ss bogeneration process starts with a
cl)'stal-<:on trolled oscillator, as shown in Fig. 13·2.
In a filter·type generator, the oscillator freque ncy
is sct on the low-frequ ency side of the filte r
bandpass to produce upper sideband and on the
upper ilide when lower-sideband opern tion is
desired. Suitable oscillator circu its are shown in
Chapter 6.

MIXER
A single-sideband signal, unlike fm o r cw,
canno t be ~uency mu ltiplied. One or more
mixer slage$ are employed in an u b excite r to
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The purpose of a speech amplifier is to raise the
level of audio output from a microphone to that
required by the modulator of a transmitter. In ssb
and fm transmitten the modulation process takes
place at low levels, so only a few voll!; o f audio are
necessary. One or two simple voltage-amplifier
stages will suffiee. A-m transmitters often employ
high-level plate modulation requiring considerable
audio power, as described in Chapter 12. The
microphone-input and audio voltage-amplifier
circuits are similar in all three types of phone
transmitters, however.
. When designing speech equipment it is necessary to know ( I) the amount of audio power the
modul ation system must furni sh and (2) the
o utput voltage developed by the microphone when
it is spokcn into from nonnal distance (a few
inches) with ordinary loudness. It then becomes
possib le to choose the number and type of
amplifier stages needed to ge ne rate the required
audio power without ove rl oading 0 1 undue
distortion anywhere in the system.

j.-o <IUTIlUT

"00

L_~ ·+12v.

LO-Z DYNAM IC

Fig. 13-10 - Speoch circuits for U$e wit h
standard-type microphones. Typical parts values
are given.
heterodyne the output o f a fixed-frequency ssb
genentor to the desired operating freque ncy. See
Chapter 8 fOT details of mixer design and sample
mixer circuits .

Fig. 13-11 - A resistancecou pled speech amplifier.
Component values are representative o f a typical
circuit.

The level of a microphone is its electrical
output for a given sound intensity. The level varies
somewhat with the type. It depends to a large
ex tcnt on the distance from the sound source and
the intensity of the spea ker's voice. Most
COllllneJl;ial 1r.t"~lIJiLl"'" are lIesigned fOf the
median level. If a high-level mike is used, can:
should be taken not to overload the input amplifier
stage. Conversely, a microphone of too low a level
must be boosted by a preamplifier.
The frequency response (fidelity) of a micrO'
phone is its ability to convert sound unifonnly in to
alternating current. For high articulation it is
desirable to reproduce a frequency range of
2QO.3500 Hz. When all frequencies are reproduced
equally, the microphone is considered " fiat." Flat
response is highly desirable as peaks (sharp rises in
the reproduction curve ) limi t tlie swi ng or
modulation to the maximum drive vol tage, whe reas
the usable energy is contained in tlie fiat part of
the curve.
Microphones are generally omnidirectional, and
respond to sound from all directions, or unidirectional, picking up sound from one direction. II a
microphone is 10 be used cl ose to the ope rato r's

.,
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Fig. 13-12 - TVpieal phase-inverter
circuiu lor transistor ampl ifier appl icat ions.

"

mouth, IlIl omnidirectional microphone: is ideal. If,
however. speech is generated I (oat or more from
the microphone, a unidirectional mi crophone wiU
reduce reverberation by a factoJ of 1.7 ;1. Some
types of urudirectional microphones have prol(im-

tty erfect in that low frequencies are accentuated
when the microphone is too close to the mouth.
Carbon Microph ones

The carbon mic rophone consists of a metal
diaph ragm placed agai ns t a cup of loosely packed
carbon granules. As the dia phragm is actua ted by
the sound pressure, it alternately compresses and
decompresses the granu les. When cu rrent is flowing
through the bunon, a variable de will correspond
to the movement of the diaphfllgm. This
Ductuating de can be used to provide grid'i:athode
voltage corresponding to the sound pressure.
The

output

of

a carbon

microphone

is

extremely high, bu t nonlinear distortion and
Ins tablHty has reduced its use. The circuit mown in
Fig. 13-10 will delive r 2(1..30 volts at the
transfOnller secondary.
Piezodectri c Mi crophones
Piezoelec tric microphones make use of the
phenomena by which certain materials produce a
voltage by mechanical stress or distortion of the
material. A diaphragm is coupled to a small bar of
material such 115 Rochelle salt or ceramic made of
barium titanate or lead zirconium titanate. -The
diaphragm motion is thus translated into elec.:trical
energy. Rochelle-sa1t crystals are susceptible to
high temperatures, excessive moistu re, or extreme
dryness. Although the ou tput level is highe r, their
use is decli ning because of their fragility.
Ceramic mic rophones are impervious to temperatu re and humidity. The ou tput level is
adequa te for mos t modem amplifiers. They are
capacitive devices and the output impedance is
high. The load impedance will affect the low
frequencies. To provide attenuation, it is desirable
to ~duce the load to 0.25 megohm or even lower,
to maximize perfonllance when operating ssb, thus
eliminating much of the unwanted low·frequency
response.

moves the coil through the magnetic field
generating an alternating voltagc.
Elec tret Microphones
The clec tret microphone has recentl y appeared
as a feasable alternative to the carbon, piezoelectric
or dy namic microphone.. An dectret is an insulator
which has a quasi-perma nent static electric charge
trapped in or upon it. The electret operates in a
condenlill:r fashion whlch uses a se t of biased plates
whose motion, caused by air pressure variations,
creates a changing capacitance and accompanying
change in voltage. Tbe electret acts as tbe plates
would, and being charged, it requires no bias
voltage. A low voltage provided by a battery uged
for an FET impedance converter is the only power
required to produce an audio sifllll.l
Electrets traditionally have been susceptable to
damage from high temperatures and high humidity.
New materials and diffe ren t charging techniques
have lowe red the chances of damage, however.
Only in extre me conditions (such as 120 degrees F
at 90 percent humidity) are problems present. The
outpu t level of a typical electret is rughe r than that
of a standard dynamic microphone.

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS

Dynamie Microphones

The impo rtant characteristics of a voltage
amplifier are its voltage gain, maximum undistorted OUlpu t vOi tage, and its frequency ~ponse.
The vol tage gain is the voltage-amplification ratio
of the stage. The OIItput voltage is the maximum af
voltage that can be secured from Ihe stage withou t
distortion. The am plifie r frequency response
should be adequate for voice reproduction; this
requirement is easily satisfied.
The voltage pin and maximum undistorted
output voltage depend on the operating conditions
of the amplifier. The output voltage is in tenns or
peak voltage rather than nilS; this makes the ratil18
independent of the waveform. Exceeding the peak
valuc causes the amplifier to distort, so it is more
usefuJ to consider only peak values in working with
amplifiers.

The dynamic microphone somewhat re sembles
a dynamic loudspeaker. A lightwe ight coil, usually
made of aluminum wi re, is attached to a
diaphragm. This coil is suspended in a magnetic
circuit. When sound impilll:e5 on the diaphragm , it

Resistance coupling gencrally is uscd in
voltage-am plifier stages. It is relatively inexpensive,
good I:rcquency response can be secured, and there

Resis tance Coupling
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is little danger of hum pick·up f rom stray magnetic
fields. It is the most satisfactory type of coupling
for the output circuits of pentodes and high·/J
triodes, because wi th transformers a sufficiently
high load impedance canno t be obtained without
~onsiderablc frequency distortion. A typical circui t
is given in Fig. 13· 11.
Phase Invers ion
Push·pull output may be secured with resistance coupling by using phase·inverter or phase.
splitte r circu its as shown in Fig. 13· 12. In this
circuit the voUage developed across the efllitter
resistor of QI is equal to, but 180 degrees ou t of
phase with, the voltage swing across the collecto r
resisto r. Thus, the following two stages are fed
equal af voltages. The gain of Ql will be quite low,
if indeed the stage exhibits any gain at all.

,.

(D)

sing1e~nded

and a push-put! stage.
Several types of ICs have been developed for
use in speech amplifiers. lbe Motorola MFC8040
features very low noise, typically 1 JAV, (Fig.
l3·l3A), while the RCA CA3020 has sufficient
power output - 500 mW .,... to drive low·impedance
loads (Fig. I3-13B). A transistor IC array c an also
be put to work in a speech amplifier, as shown in
Fig_ l3-l3C. This circuit uses an RCA CA3018,
with a high-gain Darlington pair providing high gain
and high input impedance. A second transistor
within the IC functions as an emitter follower, for
low-impedance output. Most of the operationalampli fier IC! will work as high-gain speeCh
amplifiers, using a minimum of external parts as
shown in Fig. 13-13D. The J1A14 1 has internal
frequency compensation, but the populat 709
series of operational amplifiers requires external
frequency compensation to prevent self-oscillation.

Transformer Coupling
Transformer coupling between stages ordinarily
is used only when power is to be trans ferred (in
such a case resistance coupling is very inefficient),
or when it is necessary to couple between a

ELECTRONIC
ATTENUATOR

Fig. 13-14 - A de voltage controls th e gain of this
Ie, eliminating the need for shielded leads to
the gain controt.

Gain Control
A means for vary ing the over-all gain o f the
amplifie r is necessary for keeping the final output
at the proper level for modulating the transmitter.
The common method of gain control is to adjust
the value of ac vol tage applied to the base or grid
of one of the amplifiers by means of a voltage
divider or potentiometer.
The gain-control potentiometer should be near
the input end of the amplifier, at a point where the
signal voltage level is so low there is no danger that
the stages alKlad of the gain control will be
ove rl oaded by the fun microphone output. In a
high-gain amplifier it is best to operate the first
stage at ma ximu m gain, since this gives the best
signaJ-to-hum ratio. The con tro1 is usually placed in
the input circuit of the second stage.
Remote gain control can also be accomplished
with an electronic attenuato r IC, such as the
Motorola MFC6040. A de voltage varies the gain of
the IC from +6 dB to -85 dB, eliminating the need
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Fig. 1~15 - Rf filters usi.,g L C (Aland RC (8)
compoo8fltl, wtli ch Ire used to prevent feedback
caused bv rf pickup on the microphone lead.

for shielded leads to a remotely located volume
oontrol. A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 13·14.

Speech-Amplifier Construction
Once a suitable circuit has been selected for a
speech amplifie r, the construction problem resolves
itself in to avoiding two difficulties - excessive
hum, and unwanted feedback. For reasonably
hurnless operation, the hum voltage should not
exceed about 1 percent of the maximum audio
output voltage - that is, the hum and noise should
be at least 40 dB below too output level.
Unwanted feedback, if negative, will reduce the
gain below the calculated value; if positive, is likely
to cause self-oscillation or " howls," Feedback can
be minimized by isolating each stage with
decoupling resiSlors and capacitors, by avoiding
layouts that bring the flltt and last stages near each
other, and by shielding of "hot" poinb in the
circuit, such as high-impcdance leads in low-kvel

,........

If circuit-board CCn5truction is used, highimpedance leads should be kept as short as
possiblc_ AU ground returns should be made to a
common poin t_ A good ground betwcen the circuit
board and the metal chassis is ncccuary. Complcte
shielding from rf ene rgy is alWtly1 required fOJ
low-level soIid-stalc audio circuits. 1Dc microphone input should be dccoupled for rf with a
filter, ali shown in Fig. 13-1.5. At A, an rf choke
with a high impedance over the frequency range of
the transmitt er is employed For high-impedance
inputs, a resis tor may be used in place o f the
choke.
When using paper capacitOR lIS bypasses, be

~1x.ER

sure that the terminal marked "outside foil," often
indicated with a black band., is CO M cc ted to
ground This utilil:C5 the outside foil of the
capacitor as a shield around the "h ot" foil . When
paper or mylar capaaton are used for coupling
between stagel, always connect the outside foil
terminal to the side of the circuit having the lower
impedance to ground.

DRIVER AND OUTPUT STAGES
Few ssb transmitting mixen have sufficienl
output to property drive an output stage of any
significant power level. MOlt modem4ay Unear
amplifien require at least 30 to 100 watts of
e1<citer output power to drive them to their ra ted
power input level. It follows, then, that an
intermediate stage of amplifica tion should be used
between the mixe r and the pa stage of the exciter.
The vacuum-tube mi xers of Cha pler 8 wi ll
provide 3 to 4 peak volts of ou tput inlO a
high-impedance load. Since most ADl exci ter
output stages need from 2S to .50 volts of swing on
their grids for nonnal operation, it is necessary to
employ a driver stage to amplify the mixe r output.
There am several high-transconductance pentode
tubell that work weD as driven. Among them am
the 6CL6, th e 12DY7, the 6EH7, and the 6GK6.
Since all of these tubes are capable of high gain,
instability is sometimes encount ered during the ir
use. Panlsitic suppression should be included as a
matter of coo ne, and can take the fonn o f a
low-value non inductive resistor in series with the
grid, or a standard parasitic choke installed directly
at the plate of the tUbe. Some fonn of
neutralization is recommended and is preferred to
resistive loading of the tuned circui ts. The latter
method lawen the tuned-circuit Q. This in tum
lowers the stage selec tivity and pennits spurious
responses from the mixer 10 be passed on to the
following stage of the exciter.
A typical driver and PA Slage for modem
exciters is shown in Fig. 13-16. The PA is set upJor
ABI amplificati on. The AS1 mode is preferred
because it results in less distortion than does the
AB z or Qass-B modes, and because driviD8 power
is not needed for AD} operation. A 6146 tube is
used but an inexpensive TV sweep tube may be
employed if a higher level of IMD is pennissible.

PA

DRiVER

*R.JI.
¥OLT.t.G£
!.""OSILV(1t MIC.\
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Fig. 13-16 - Sl;:hemlltic diagram of a typical driver and final stage fOf' $$b exd ter. Neutl1ltizetion ltf'Id
parasitic1Uppression clrcuiu I'Iave been included.
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Some sweep tubes m capable of producing less
IMD than others, but if not averdri~ most of
them lite satisfactory for ham use. Among the
sweep tubes useful as ABl am plifiers are the
fonowing: 6DQ5, 6GB5, 6GES, 6HPS, 6JE6, 6JS6,
6KD6, 6KG6, 6LF6 and 6LQ6.
A Pnctical Circuit
In the circuit of Fi&. 1].16, a 6GK6 and a 6]46
ale shown in a typical drive .... amplifier arrangeme nt. Each stage is stabilized by means of Rl in
the drivc r grid, and ZI in the PA plate, both for
parasitic suppression. C2 and C5 are neutntlizing
capaciton and can take the fonn o f stiff wire~
placed adj ace nt to, and in the same plane as the
tube anode. VaryiflJ1: the !pacing between the

neutIali:ting stubs and the tube envclopes provides
the adjustment of these capacitors. Pa.raIlel dc feed
is used in the mixer and drivcr stages to prevent the
tuncd-circuit Q from being lowered by de current
How through L1 and L2. CIA and CIB are ganged,
and slug-tuned inductors arc used al LI and L2 to
permit tracking of the mixer and dri vcr plate tanks.
C3 and C4 fonn part of the neutralizing circuill.
The values shown are suitable for operation on 3.5
ftiHz but may require modifICation for use on the
other bands. Regulated dc voltage is recommended
for the screen grids o f th e driver and If stages.
Typica1 Ifvolta:ges (measured with a diode rfprobe
and VTVM are identified with an asterisk. A circuit
of this type is capable of up to 60 walts PEP
output For more infonnation on linear amplifien
for sideband service, sec Oiapter 6.

POWER RATINGS OF SSB TRANSMITTERS
Fig. 13-11 is more or less typical of a few
voicc-I'requency cycles of the mod ulalion envelope
of a single-s.ideband signal. Two amplitUde values
associated with it are of particular intereu. One is
the m4Xirrwm peQt Qmplitude, the greatest
amplitude reached by the envelope at any time.
The other is the average Ilmplitude, which is the
average of al l the amplitude val ues contained in the

( A)

-----r
PEAK

__

~.L"-'_' .LLf

______

-I

(B)

Fig. 13-17 - IA) TypiQI S$b voi<:e-modutated $itt
nat might have an lMlve!ope of the general nature
mown, where the rf amplitude IClJrrlnt or voltagel
is plOtted as. function of time, which increases to
the right horizontally. (8 ) Envelope peltern aft8\'
speech processing to increase the average level of
power output.

envelope over some significant period of time, such
as the time of one syUable of speech.
The power contained In the signal at the
maximum peak amplitude is the basic transmitter
rating. It is called the ptllk-enveiope power,
abbreviated · PEP. The peak-envclope power of a
given transmitter is intimately re lated to the
distortion considered tolerable. The lower the
signal-to-distortion ratio the lower the attainable
peak-envelope power, as a general rule. For splatter
redu ction, an SID ratio of 25 dB il considered I
border-line minimum, and higher fitJ,lres are
desirable.
The signal power, S, in the standard definition
of SID ratio is the power in otiC tone of a two-tone
test signal. ntis is 3 d.B below the peak-envelope
power in the same signal. Manufactluen of
amateu r ssb equipment usually b ase their published
SID ratios on PEP, th ereby gelti", an SID ratio
that looks 3 dB better than one based on the
standard definition. In comparina distortionproduct ratings of different transmiuers or
amplifiers, fint make sure that the ratios have the
same base.
Wllen the output of an ssb transmitter is viewed
on a speetnlm analyzer, the display shows the
power in the two tones separa tely, so that the level
of distortion producU is 6 dB below the level of
either ton e. However, commcrclal analyzen usually
have a scale over the display tube which Is
ealibralcd directly in dB below a single-tone test.
Readings may be converted to dB below the PEP
level by subtracting 6 dB from the indicated
distortion levels.
Peak VI.

A veraje

Power

Envelope peaks occur only spol1ldicaJly during
voice tranmtiss.ion, and have no dire<:t relationship
with meter readings. The meten respond to the
amplitude (current or voltage) of the signal
averaged over sevcnl cycles of the modulation
envclope. (This is tnle in pncticaDy aD cases. even
though the transmitter If output meter may be
a:1libroted in watll. Unfortunately, such a c.libra·
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Fig. 13-18 - Typical
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tion means little in voice transmission since the
meter can be calibn.ted in walts only by using I
sine-wave signal - which a voice-modulated signal
definitely is not.)
The ratio of peak-to-average am plitude varies
widely wi th voice of different characteri8lics. In
th e case shown in Fig. IJ ·1 7A the avenge
amplitude, found graph ically, is such thai the
peak-to-ave rage rati o of amplitud es is almost 3 to
1. The ratio of peak power to average power is
something else again. Thele is no simple relationship be tween the mete r reading and ac tual average
power, for the reason mentioned earlier.

output peak-Io-average ratio, depend.! on the voice
characteristics. Determination o f the input ratio il
further complicated by the fac t thai lhere is a
resting valu e o f de: plate input even when there is
no rf output. No exact figues are possible.
Howeve r, experience has shown that for many
type s of voices and fo r ordinary tube operating
conditions where a moderate value of resting
cunent is used, the ratio of PEP input to average
input (during I modu lation peak) will be in the
neighborhood of 2 to 1. That is why many
amplifier! are nlted for I PEP input of 2 k.ilowatts
even though the maximum legal input is I kiloWlitt.
PEP Input

The 2-k.ilowau PEP input rating can be
interpreted in this way: The amplifier can handle
dc peak~nvelope inputs of 2 kw, presumably with
satisfactory linearit y. But il should be run up to
such peaks if - and only if - in doing so th e dc
plate cu rrent (the current that shows on the plate
meter) multiplied by the de plate voltage does not
at any time exceed 1 kilowatt. On the other hand,
if you r voice has eharacte ristics such thai the dc
peaIc:.to--ave rage ratio is, for example, 3 to I , you
should not run a peater de input during peaks than
200013, or 660 watt.!. Higher dc input WQUld drive
the amplifier into nonlinearity and genera te
DC Input
splatter.
FCC regulations requi re that the transmitter
If your voice happe ns to have a peak-to-average
power be rated in terms of the de Input to the final ratio of less than 'l to I with this particular
stage. Most ssb final amplifien are ope rated Qass amplifier, you eannot ru n more than 1 Idlowatl de
AB} 01 AB2. so that the plate current during input even th ough the envelope peaks do not reach
modulation varies upward from a "resting" or 'l kilowatts.
no-signai value that is generally chosen 10 minimize
It should be apparent that the dc input ratin g
distorti on. There wiU be a peak~nve l ope value of (based on the max imum value . of de input
plate cu rrent that, when multiplied by the dc plate developed during modulation, of cou ne) leaves
vol tage, represents the im tantaneous tube powe r mu eh to be desired. Its princi pal virtues are that it
inpu t required to produce the peak~nve lope can be measured with ordinary instru ments, and
ou tput. This is the "peak-envelope de input" 01 that it is consislen t with the method used for
" PEP input." It does not register on any meter in rating the power of other types of emission used
the transmitte r. Meter! cannot move fast enough to by amateun. The mete r readings offer no usuran ce
show it - and even if they did, the eye COUldn 't that t he transmitter is being operated within
follow . What the plate meter doel read is til e plate linearity limits, unless backed up by oscilloscope
current averaged over several modu l ation~nvelope checks using your voice.
cycle,. This multiplied by tile dc plate voltage i5
It shou ld be observed, also, that in the case of a
tile number of watts input required to produce the grounded-grid final amplifier, the l -Idlowatt de
average powe r output described earlie r.
input permitted by FCC regulations must include
the input to the drive r stage as well lIS the input to
In voice transmission the power Input and
power output are both continually varying. llte the final amplifier itself. Both inputs are measured
power input peak-to-average ratio, like the poweJo. as described above.
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SPEECH PROCESSING
Four basic systems, or a combination thereof,
can be used to reduce the peak-to-average ratio,
and thus, to raise the average power level of an ssb
signal. They are: compression or clipping of the af
wave before it reaches the balanced modulator, and
compression or clipping of the If waveform after
the ssb signal has been gene rated. One form of rf
compression, commonly called al e (automatic level
control) is a1mOlit universally used in amateur ssb
transmitten. Audio processing is also used to
increase the level of audio power contained in the
sidebands of an a-m transmitter and to maintain
constant deviation in an fm uansmilter. Both
compression and clipping are used in a-m systems,
while most fm transmitters employ only clipping.

pin 8.
Agc voltage for Ul is developed by the
SL62OC. A suitable time constant for voice
operation is established by the capacitors connected to pins 3,4 and 6, respectively. The IC provides
a fast-attack, s1ow-decay characteristic for the age
voltage when voice signals are applied and a $hort
burst of age voltage when a short noise burst
occurs. Twenty transistors and four diodes are used
in U2.
The compressor will hold the output level
constan t wi thin 2 dB over a 40-ll.B range of input
signal. The nominal output level is 80 mY; the
microphone used should develop at least 3 mY at
the gate of Ql.
Fig. 13·18B shows an IC audio compressor
circuit using the National Semiconductor LM-370.
This Ie has two gain-<:ontrol points, pins 3 and 4;
one is used for the input gain adjustmen t while the
other receives agc voltage whenever the output
level exceeds a preset norm. R2 establishes the
point at which compression starts.

Volume Compression
Although it is obviously desirable to keep the
voice level as high as possible, it is difficult to
maintain constant voice intensity when speaking
into the microphone. To overcome this variab le
output level, it is possible to use automa tic gain
confrol that follows the average (not instantaneou~l variations in speech amplitude. TItis can be
done by rectifying and filtering some of the audio
output and applying the rectified and filtered dc to
a control electrode in an early stage in the
amplifier.
A practical examp le of an audio compressor
circuit is shown in Fig. 13-l 8A. Ql is employed as
an impedance converte r, providing coupling be·
tween a high-impedance microphone and the input
terminal of the Plessey SL630C audio-ilmp lifier IC.
Low-impedance microphones can be connected
directly to the input of the SL63OC. UI has an agc
terminal which allows logarithmic control of the
output level with a variable dc vollage. Highfrequency cutoff is accomplished by connecting a
.OO2-pF capacitor bt:tween pins 3 and 4. Manual
gain control is effected by applying a dc voltage to

Speech Clipping and Filtering
In speech wave forms the average power content
is considerably less than in a sine wave of the s.ame
peak amplitude. If the low-energy peaks are
clipped off, the remaining wave form will have a
considcrably higher ralio of ayerage power to peak
amplitu de. Although clipping distorts the wave
form and the result therefore does not sound
exacUy like the original. it is possible to secure a
worthwhile increase in audio power without
sacrific ing intelligibility. Once the system is
properly adjusted it will be impossible to overdrive
the modulator stage of the transmitter because the
maximum output amplitude is fixed.
By itself, dipping generates high..order harmonics and therefore will cause splatter. To
prevent this, the audio frequencies above those
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Fig. 13-19 _ This drawing illustrates use of JFETs or silieon diodes to clip pOSitive and negative voice
peaks.
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needed for intelligible speech must be mItred out,
after clipping and before modulation. The IDler
required for this purpose should have relatively
little attenu atio n below abou t 2500 Hz. but high
attt nlu ation for aU frequencies above 3000 H:t.
The values of L and C should be chosen to form
a low-pass filter section having a cutoff frequency
of about 2500 Hz, using the value of the terminating relistor load resistance. For this eutotT
frequency the formulas are:
Lt .. 7fsoandC I - C2"

(A)

0/

where R i5 in ohms, Ll in henrys, and C l and C2
in microfarads.
There is I loss in naturalness with "dee p"
dipping, even though the voice is highly

(8)

in telligible. With moderate clipping levels (6 to 12
dB) there is almost no change in "quality" bu t the

voice power is increased considerably_
Before drastic clipping can be used, the speech
signal must be amplified several time s more than is
necessary for normal modulation. Also, the hum
and noise mu st be mu ch lower than the tolerable
level in ordinary amplification, tiecause the noise in
the oulput of the amplifie r increases in proportion
to the gain .
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O&' OF PUK COMPRESSION OR Cl.IPPING (5S a)

Fi ll. 13-20 The improvement in received
. lgnaHo-noiltl ratio ac hi eved by the , impl .. forms

of signal processing.
In the ci rcui t of Fig. 13·19B a simple diode
clipper is shown following a two-transistor
preamplificr scction. The lN3754s conduct at
appro xima tely 0.7 volt of audio and providc
posi tive- and negative-peak clipping of the speech
wave form. A 47,OO(k)hm resisto r and a .02-¢'
capacitor follow the clipper to form a simple R~
filter for allenuati ng the high-frequency components generated by the clipping action. as discussed
earlier. An y top·hat or similar silicon diodes can be
used in place of the IN37S4s. Germanium diodes
(I N34A type) can also be used, but will clip at a
slightly lower peak audio level.

SSB SPEECH PROCESSING
Comp ression and clipping are related, as both
have flLSt attack times, and when the comp~r
release time is made quite shon, the effect on the

Fig. 13-2 1 - Two-tone envelope patterns wit h
various degrees of rf clipping. All envelope panerns
are formed using tones of 600 80d 1000 Hz. (A) At
clipping thrl!$hold; (B) 5 dB of clipping; (C) 10 dB
of clipping; (0] 15 dB o f clipping.
wave from a pproaches that of cli pping. Speoch
processing is most effec tive when accomplished at
radio frequencie s, although a combination of af
clipping and compression can produce worthwhile
results. The advantage of an outboa rd audi o speech
processor is that no intem al mod iflcatio ns are
necessary to the ssb transmitter with which it will
be used.
To understand the effect of ssb speech
processing, review the basic rf wavefo mls shown in
Fig. 13~ 1 7A. Without processing, they have high
peaks but low average power. Afte r processing, Fig.
13-1 7B, the amount of average power has been
raised considerably. Fig. 13-20 show! an advantage
of seve ral dB for rf clipping (for 20 dB of
processing) over its nearest competitor.
Investigations by W6JES reported in QST for
January, 1969, show that, observing a transmitted
sign.al using 15 dB of audio Clipping from a remote
receiveT, the intellipbility threshold was improved
nearly 4 dB over a signal with no clipp ing.
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Fig. 13-22 ~ (A) Control voltage obtained bV
sampling the rf output voltage of the final
amplifier. The diode back bias, 40 volts or so
maximum, may be taken f rom any convenient
posi t ive voltage source in the transmitter. Rl may
be a linear control having a maximum resistance of
the order of 50,000 oh ms. CR l may be a I N34A
or similar germanium diode.
(B) Control voltage Obtained from grid circu it of a
Oass AB l tetrode amplifier. Tl is an interstage
aud io transformer having a turns ratio . secondary
increasillll: the af clipping level to 25 dB gave an
additional 1.5 dB improvement in intelligibility.
Audio compression was found to be valuable fo r
maint aining rclatively constant average·vol\lme
speeeh, but such a compressor add ed little to the
intelligibility threshold at the receiver, only about
1·2 dB.
Evaluation of rf clipping from the receive side
with cons tant-l.evcl speech, and filtering to restore
the original bandwidth, resulted in an improved
intelligibility threshold of 4.5 dB with 10 dB of
clipping. Raising the dipping level to 18 dB gave an
additional 4-dB improvement at the receiver, or
8.5-dB total increase. The imp rovement of the
intelligibility of a weak ssb signal at a distant

"..00 . . 1M! M:DUC"....... ID

I'0Il "..IOV .... ,

(F)
to primary, of 2 or 3 to 1. An inexpensive
transformer may be used since the primary and
secondary currents are negligible. CRI may be a
l N34A or similar; time COnstant R2C3 is discussed
in the text.
IC) Control vol tage is Obtained from the grid of a
Class AS! tetrocle amplifier and ampl ified by a
triode aud iO stage.
(0) Ate $Vstem used in the Collins 325-3
transmitter.
lE I ApplVing cont rol voltage to the tube or (F)
li near IC cont rolled amplifier.
receiver can thus be substantially improved by rf
'Clipping. The effect of such cl ipping on 11 two-tone
test pattcrn is shown in Fig. 13-2 1.
Automatic level con trol, although a fonn of rf
speech processing, has found its primary app lication in maintaining the peak rf outpu t of an ssb
transmitter at a relativcly constant level, h opefully
below the point at which the final amplifier is
overdriven, when the aud io input varies over a
cons iderable range. These typical ale systems,
shown in Fig. 13-22, by thc nature of their design
lime constants o ffer a limited IIlcrease in
transmitted average-ta- PEP ratio.
A value In
the region of 2·5 d B is ty pical. An ale circuit wi th
shorler time cons tants will function as an rf
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syllabic compressor, producing up to 6 dB

and because their re s])e(:tive frequency speclIums
are nonoverlapping. the envelope can be fillered
leaving only the carrier. (See Fig. J.)
T o separate the envelope and carriCl', the speech
signal is passed through a logarithmic amplifier
which perfonns the mathematical opera tion of
taking logarithms. By 3fIa1ogy to the a-m model,
this signal can be represented as the mathematical
product EV, where E represents the envelope and
V. the voice carricr, both of whic h are functions of
time. Taking the logarithm produces log EV, but
log EV = log E + log V (a well known property of
• the logarithm). The envelope and carrier components are then separated in terms of their logarithlllS and it is now a relatively simpl!! ma tter to
process the two co mponents independently. This is
something wh ich could not be done up 10 this
poinl A high-pass filter with an app ropriately
chosen cutoff frequ ency attenuates the envelope
waveform but passes the higher- frequency voice
carrier. The remaining signal is log V. It goes
through an inverse-logarithm amplifie{ which
produces at its ou tput the signal V. The result is
the desired cons tant-amplitude voice carrier.

improvemen t in the intelligibility threshold at a

distant receiver. The Collins Radio Company uses
an ale system wit h dual time constants (Fig.
13-22D) in their S/Line transmitters, and th is has
proven to be quite effective.
Heat is an extremely important consideratio n in
the use of any speech processor which increases the
ave rage-to-peak power ratio. Many transmitters, in
particular those using television sweep tubes,
$.imply are not built to stand the effects of
increased average inpu t, either in the fin al-am plifie r
tube or tubes OJ in the power sup ply . lf hea!ing in
the final tube is the limiti ng factor, adding a
cooling fan may be a satisfactory answer.

AN AUDIO SPEECH PROCESSOR

Circuit Descript io n

Over the ye ars, differen t speech processing
scheme s have been employed , with varying degrees
of succtl!s, to raise the average- to-peak power ratio
of a voice signal 3fId improve communica tions
effectiveness. The various me thods gencrally fall
into one of two categories - compression or
clipping: Deseribed here is a processor which
represenb a departure from these standard approaches. Processing is done at audio freq uencies,
but in a unique fashion. The unit is used between
the microphone 3fId the transmitter so tha t no
modification to the transm itter is required.
Technical Description
Operation is a consequence of the fac t tha t
speech energy rcsembles an amplitude-modulated
signal. The speech waveform represents multiplicatio n of a slowly varying envelope containing energy
below 100 Hz with a voice-frcqucncy signal contained mostly between 300 3fId 3000 Hz. In an
analagous fashion, a conven tional a-m modulator
multiplies an amplitude-vary ing low-frequency
signal (the applied modulation) with a co nstantampli tude higher-frequency carrier. Th us the
speech waveform e nvelope corresponds to the a-m
mo dulation and the voice-frequency portion to the
carrier. Note that the voice carrier actually varies
continuously in frequency, unlike the conventional
fIXed-frequ ency a-m case, but is constant in amp litude. The object of this speech processor is to
reproduce only the carrier portio n of speech. The
voice envelope is separated from the voice carrier,

Some additional issues arise when one tries to
im pleme nt the preceding scheme. These will be
considered now in a stage-by-s tage operational
desc ription of the processor. The reader is referred
to the block diagram given in Fig. 2 and the circuit
shown in diagram Fig. 3. Speech amplifier VI rust
boosts the incoming audio signal to a convenient
and usable level. Before taking logari thms, however, ou tput from VI must be full-wave rectified to
be all positive since the logarith mic amplifier works
only for posi tive signal input. The logarithm of a
number is defined only for positive numbers. U4
and U5 serve as a full-wave rectifier and precedes
the logarithmic am plifier, U6 and U7. Ma tched
silicon diodes are recommended for CRI and CR2.
If none are available, individuallN914 diodes may
be substitu ted. T he logarithmic stage se parates the
voice-frequency 3fId envelope compo nents of the
speech waveform, as described above, and the
envelope is filtered by an ac live R Chigh-pass filter,
U8.' A two-pole Butterworth configura tion is
used with the lower half-power frequency se t at
app roximately 50 H z. Those who are exper imen·
tally inclined may wish to try lower or higher
cutoff frequenc ies. T he expression for cutoff frequency, fe' in terms of the fIlter com ponents is:
1

fc '" 271'

.J R3 R2 C I C2

Because the r ectification and toprithmic
operati01u performed upo n the orilinai $peech
oi&na! Ilri! nonllne,"". the frequency spectrums of
the actual envelope and voice carrier sipais au.
strictly s p ellkinl, not e:.actiY the same IlS t h ose of
the silnals a ppearin& at the output o f the lopri&hm1c amplifier . The main res ult o f the.e operations
is to Introduce a d ditional hlpe r-frequ e ncy cOmponents not present in the o rlil na! silna!. It hIlS
bee n determined, bow e ve r. t b at th e 10larithm of
the r e ctifie d speecb envelope is still primarily
low-frequency in nature (mostly far below 100
Hz). This Is sulfldent to allow the processor to
operate as oricinally ducn'bed.
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I

I
(A)

Fig. 1 - A voice .iWlal can be repfflSenred 81 an
a-m wavefOt'm, whleh mulll from multiplication
of a relatively slowly varying envelope fB) with a
c;al'rier, Ie). Nota the carrier peak amplitude i.
tonstant. The speech processor seperates componenu Band e, and filters out B, leaving the earrier
portion only.

L\

V

L\

(B)

nnn~n n~~nn n
u~~DUU@U U~

(c )

where it is required tha t C l ., C2 and R3 - 2 R2
for proper mter response. Varying the cutoff
f requency corresponds to c hanging the
compression level setting on a conventional speech
compressor.. Lower cutoff frequencies resu lt in
reduced "compression." In the oriainal model of
this processor, it WaJ found that a filter cutoff
frequeney of about .. 00 Hz or hishcr produ~ed
esse ntially e(lnstant-ampli tude output from the
processor. Harmonic distortion wu qu ite noticeable, howeve r. Th us 50 Hz was chosen as a
compromi$t between maximum "compression"
and minimum distortion. The distortion that is
inherent in this unit occun for signals that have
considerable energy in the neig.hborhood of the
high-pass fil ter cutoff frequency. With I setting of
50 H1., the distortion il quite low. The mtered
signal proceeds to an exponential amplifier, U9 and
UIO. As with the logarithmic amplifier, matched
diodes for CR3 and CR4 will produce the best
resulU, but individual IN9 14's will serve satisfactoril y. The signal at the output of UIO is still in
rectiried fonn (all positive). To be converted bac!:.
to its bipolar form, the signal is multiplied by the
correct sign information (either positive or negative). The effect is to invert (make negative)
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porlions of the signal which should be negative,
leaving the remaining parts positive. The correct
sign information is obtained by hard-limiting the
voice signal at the processor inpul Ou tput from
UI is further amplined by U2 and then limited by
a diode dipper, CRS Ind CR6. Because of the very
high gain of the UI-U2 cascade, the clipper
produces almost pure square-wave output. Thus,
any positive input to U I produces a level of
approximately one volt at the output of U2, and
any negative input produces a level of about minus
one vol t. The square-wave output is multiplied
with the signal from the eX,p onenlial amplirltr by
an analog multiplier, U14. The LMl595 used at
UI4 produces an outpu t voltage equal to the
mathematical product of its two input signals,
which in this case are th e signals from U2 and U 10.
The result, then, is to multiply the rectified signal
from the exponential am plifier by plus or minus
one volt to produce the desired bipolar si&nal.
Output is taken from buffer amplUItT UII . The
processed signal is passed through a low-pass filter
with sharp cutoff above 3 kHz to eliminate
unwan ted high.frequency energy.
B<lC:lUIC th e p rocauor i, inherently selUitiva to
even the smallest inpu t signals, undesired bac!:.ground noise or induced ae hum will be processed
along wi th the speech and w ill appear as a loud
disturbance at the output. To help eliminate th is
problem noise blanker U3 is included in the design.
It consists of a free- running multivibrator with
square-wave output at about 20 !:.Hz, which is
beyond audibility. When this signal is added to the
output of the speeeh amplifier, the effect is to
mas!:., before processing. I ny noise which is lower
in amplitude than the 2()'!:.Hz signal
An audio amplifier, UI3, at the output, provides a convenient means of monitoring the
processed audio output with low-impedance
(eight-ohm) headphones. If high-impedance headphones are to be used, T I may be om itted and
output can be taken directly from pin 6 of UI3
through a S J,lF coupting capll.ci tor.
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Fig. 2 - Block diagram for the processor.
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CR 1, CR2 - pair of matched sil icon d iodes (see

leKtI.
CR3, CR4 - Same as CR 1, CA2.
Rl , R4, RS, R6, R7 - Use circu it -board type pots.

5 1 - Dpdt toggle sw itc h.
Tl - lQOO-ohm 10 8-Oh m aud io trans f ormer, 250
mil liwatts.
U1, U 5, U 6, US, U9, U1 1, U12, U 13 - 74 1 op
amp (Fai rc hil d ~ A741 , Nalional Semiconductor
L M74 1, Motorola MC 1741, or equivalent),
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Construction Informttion

slighUy below the output cIippillg level or UI
(approximately 14 volts pelk). Remove the microphone and connect the siJnal generator to J I. Set
th e generator frequency to abou t 1000 H:r. and
adjust its output level to produce about JO volts
pcat at pin 6 or UI. PI_the oscilloscope probe
on pin 6 of U 12. Adjust offset controls RS and R6
for the best-looking sine wave. It lhou ld be
possible to produce a ncarly pe rfect sine wave.
Disconnect th e !enuator, reconne<:t the microphone, and plua headphones into J3. Advancin&
volume control R8, one should now be able to hear
himself IIllI;il\l, although background noise and ac
hum win probably be very high. Adjust noise
blanking control R4 for the desired deJree of
backsround noise Rlppreuion.
Those. who do not have access to test
equipment may do the fol lowi"l: Set R4 to the
center of its nnp. Connect _ microphone to JJ
and headphones to 13. Speaking into the microphone, advan ce input gain control Rl and monitOf
volume conttol R8 to the point where the speech
becomes audible in the headphones. Adjust orfse t
controls RS and R6 for mi nimum distortion as
monitored in the head phones. The final seHln, of
R 1 is not cri tieal It should be high enoup 10 that
the circuit functions properly (If Itt too low, the
audio output wililOUnd broken up and "aninY"')
but not 50 hiJh that the speech ampliflCr ilKlf
distorts the siln_1 by clipping. Adjust R4 to
suppress background noise as desired_
Finaliy, connect the processor output at 12 to
the transmitter'. microphone jack. Switch the
processor out of th e line by means of S1. If a
Monitorscope is IVl ilable to view rf output, speak
into the microphone and note the level of th e voice
peaks. Switch the unit "in" and adjust output level
control R 7 for the same peak voke output level. If
a monitOfICopc is not lvailable, the transmiuer'.
alc meter readinp may be used. With the processor
$'4ilc:hed "oul," spea k into the microphone and
incrcast the t""nsmitter'. microphone gain control
until the alc meter star ts to def1ccL Note the peat
readinp. Switch the procenor "in" and adjust R7
to obtain the same peak reading.

An etched circuit board template pattern is
..ailable from ARRL, 225 Main Sueet, Newin!ton
cr 06111. Please include 50 cen ts and a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. Builders who usc this
layou t should experience no problems. Those
allemptil1l th eir own layout, however, should be
cautioned that because of the relaUvdy large
number of ac tive devices, some operating with high
gain, the potential for instability (osci11gtion) exists
in a haphlll.ard layout. Amngement of circuit
components should be !CnenUy in a Itraightlinc
from input to OUtpuL The shortest possible leadl
Ihould be used in all cues.. Particu lar attention
Ihould be paid to th e positions of Ul and U2 with
respect to each other. Because of the very hi&h pin
the input of UI should be kept physkally IS far
aputlS possible from the output of U2. Mountinl
the ci rcuit board inside a metal chassis, such as a
suitable Minlbox, is recommended for rf shielding.
Procurement of parts should presen t no particu.
lar problems. As of the time of this writing, the
741 and LM 30 1 operational amplirlers used in the
circuit can be purchased from mail order houses
for about 30 cents apiece. The lM I S9S integrated
circuit, probably th e single most expensive Item In
the processor, was bought for unde r two dollan..
Matched diodes for CRI , CR2, CR3 and CR4 cost
kss th.n a dollar.1
The circuit is po,.,-cred by • dual de power
supply th at provides plus and minus IS volts, as is
typically used wi th most open tional amp lifiers.
Cu rrent consumption is app roximately 50 mA
from each side of the supply.
Initial Adju$lmenll
If an oscilloscope and audio line wave generator

arc available, th e following ali&nmen t procedure
should be follo~d : Set R4 to minimum resistance.
Connect. microphone to J I and the oscillotCOpC
probe to pill 6 or UI. Adjust RI, the input pin
control, while speaking into the microphone 10
that the voice peaks viewed on the oscilloscope arc
20 n • .,wce for !.hw !Um: Td-uk, InC., Box

14206, PhouW:, AZ 15031.

SINGLE·SIDEBAND TRANSCEIVERS
A "transceiver" combines the functiofll of
tnn smi ller and receiver in a singlc package. In
contflSt to a packaged "transmitter-receive r," it
utilizes many of the active and passive elements for
both transmitting and receivina. Ssb twucei'll:r
open tion enjoys widespread popularity ror seven!
justifiable reasons. In mOil desips the lransmis'
SMmS are on the same (sup pressed.c.nier) fn:quen.
C)' IS the receiver is tu ned to. The only pnctical
way to Cl OY on a rapid multiple-ttation " round
table" or net operation is for all .tations to
tnnsmit on the same frequency . Transcciven arc
ideal ror this, since once the receiver Is prope rl y set
the transmi tter is also. Transceiven are by nature
more compac t than transmitter-receiven, and thus
lend themselves well to mobile and portable usc.

Althouch the man)' designs .ivailablc on the
market differ in detail, there arc of necessity many
poinu of similarity. AU or them use the ruter type
of sideband aenention, and the filter unit furnishes
the m:eivtr i-f sck\:tfrity as ....'ClI. TIlt carrier
oscillator doubles IS the receiver (fixed) BFO. One
or more miXCl or lor llqe or stages will be used ror
both tflnsmi ning and receiving. The receiver S
meter may become the transmitter plate-cum:.nt or
ou tput-voll. . indicator. The VFO that sets the
fClCCive r rrequency also determines the tnnsmitte r
frequency, The same sign al-frequency tuned
ci rcuits may be used for bo th transmission and
rece ption, Ine1uding the transmitter pi·network
output circuit.
Usually the circuits arc swi tched by a
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Fie- 13 -28 - Transceiver eircu its whet •• Menon II
mad_ to
on both transmit and receive. See
te/{1 for
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multiple-<:o ntact relay, wltich transfen the an tenna
if necelSUY and also shifu tbe biases on several

st'FI. Most commercial desipJ offer VOX
(voke-controUed operation) and MOX (manual
operation). Which is prefenble is • controversial
IlIbject; lOme openllon like VOX and olhen pref.r
MOX.
Circuib

The use of • Ijltcr-arnplifier combinadon
common to lxIth the tnlnSmitler and receiver b
shown in Fig. 13-28A. This cin:uil is used by the
Heath Company in seve ral of their lransceiver kits.
When receiving, the output of the hf mixer Is
eoupled to the crystal mlcr, which, In tum, Ceem

the -rmt j·r amplifier. The output of this stare is

transformer cou pled 10 the second j·r amplifier.
Durina transmit, K.l is closed, turning on the
isolation am plifier that links the balanced modu lator to the bancl-pasl rIller. 1'be sinJle-Uteband
output from the fIlte.r is amplified and cap';'
lanceoCoupled to the transmitter mb:er. The rt"'y
contacts aIsu apply al e voltage to the rmt i-htage
and remove the serten voltage from the second j·r
amplifie r, when transmitting..
Bilateral amplifier and mixer stap, fitst used
by Sideband Enpneen in their 5B£..33, also have
found Ipplication in other transceiver designs.. The
circuits shown in Fig. 13·28B and C are made to
worle in either direction by grounding the bias

Tilting . Si-.ct T"nomitblr
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divider of the input transistor, completina the bias
network. 'The application of these desigN to an
amateur tmuceiver for the 80-10 me ter bands is
given in the 5th Edition of Sfnp Sidebond [01' the
RtJdioAmtlttur.
]be complexity of I multiband ssb trarucelvu
is such thai IIlOIt amateurs buy them fuUy built
and tested. There are, hOweYCf, some exoc:Uent
designs available in the kit field, and any amateur
able to handle I solderina iron and rouaw
instJuctiorli can live himself considerable money
by usemblin, an SIb u aruccivu kit.
Some tranJCeiven include I fel twe that peoniu
the receiver to be tuned I few kHz either tide of
the transmitter frequency. This comilU of I
voltage-sensitive capacitor, which is tuned by
vvying the a pplied de voltqe. This can be a useM
device when ono o r more of the I tatiOns in • net

drilt di&htly. 1be control for thb Cunction "
usually tabled R1T for receiver indtptndent tun/III.
Other transceivers include provision fOI I crystal·
controlled transmitter frequency plus (un use of
the receive r tuning. This is weful for " DXpedi.
tions" where oct operation (on the same
frequcDCY) may not be des:inbie.
ssa Bi bUoanphy

Single Sidebond for the Radio A/tIJJteur, by the
American Radio Relay Leatue, 5th Edition, 1970.
Hennebul)', SinKk Sidebtllld Hvtdbook, TecImicaI
Maledai Corpontion, 1964.
Pappentus, Bruene and Schoenike, Sinsl~ Sideband
PrindpielllndCircultl, McGraw· Hill, 1964.
Antilte0l7 Single Side[xmd,
by Collins Radio
Company, 1962.

TESTING A SIDEBAND TRANSMITTER
There are three commonly uled metho(lI for
testinS an ub transmitter. These include thl!
wa ttmeter, oscilloscope, and lpectrum-anal~er
techniques. In eac h cue, a two-tone test sipal is
(ed in to the mic Inpul 10 simulate a speech sipIaL
From the measurements. information eonceminl
such quantities u PEP and intermodulatio~
distortion-product ( IMO) levels can be obtained.
Depend!ns upon the technique used, other aspeclJ
of transmlUer operation (such u hum problemJ
and carrier balance) can also be checked.
At miJbt be expected, each technique has both
advantqu and disadvantar;es and the suitability of
a particular method will depend upon the desi.red
application. The wattmeter method is perhaps the
sim plest one but it also provides the leu t amount
of inrormation. Rf wattmeters luitable ror sins!.
tooe Of c ... open.tion may not be accurate. with a
two-lOne 161 lienal A suitable wattmeler for the
Jattel' cue mUlt have a readins that is proportional
to the actual power consumed by the load. The
readinl mu st be Independent or signal waverorm. A
thermocoople ammeter connecled in seriel wilh
the load would be a typical examp1e or such a
system. The ou Iput powa would be equal 10 P R,
where 1 II the cunent in the ammeter and R is the
load resiJtance {usuaUy 50 ohms}. In order 10 fand
the PEP output with the lalter method (usi", a
Iwo--tone lesl input Ji.gnal), the power output is
multiplied by 2.
A rpecllUm analyzer is capable of "mill the
most inrOfmltioo (or the three methods coruIdered
~), but It Is also the mOil costl y method and the

Fig. 1 - Block di.... m
of • spectrum analyz..-.

one wilh Ihe greale, ' chance of misinterpretation.
Basically, a spec trum anal yzer is a receiver v.tlh a
readout which provide. a plot o( dgnaI amplitude
VI. frequency. n.e readout could be in the rorm or
a paper c:hart but usually It Is prumted u a trace
on a CRT. A I_ep voltaIC which is applied to the
horizonta"deOec: tion ampliOers of the CRT Is also
used to control the frequency of the LO ror the
fllst mixer (there may be other mixers but these
are fixed-frequency types) in the analyzer. (See the
block dlapm in FJ.&. I.) [0 order 10 live a
meaninsful output waverorm. tbe flOt mixer has to
have. broadband and " n.t" response.. It abo has
to have very JOOd IMO sUPFess10n chalacleristica.
otherwise, the mixer may tenerate spurioul lipals
iuclf. Unrorlunately, thelC slpall rall on the same
rrequencies u those bein, measured in the tra~
mittel' output and it may be difficult to teU
whether Of not the spurious Foducts are beina:
genente.d In the tnnsmitter or in the spectrum
lnalyzet'. Other precautions that should be taken
would be to ensure thai
RF1-preventlon
practices are ot>strved. In effec t, the problem Is
sirnillr to tryinJ to listen to one'l own signal in the
station receiver. Quite o rlen, a.!pal may not be u
bad or 41 fOOd In the la!tlll u it is at a distant
station.
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Two-Tone Tal. and
Scope Plltet'nt
A method which Is a very practical one rOf
amateu r applications Is to use a two-tone test ~
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{UJllal1y IUdIo} Ind sample the transmitter output.
The waveform of the latter Is then applied diRctJy
to the vertical-deflection plates in an oscWOJCOpe.
An all~.tive method is 10 use In rf probe and
detector 10 Ample the waveform and apply the
KtUllirll .udio siplal to the vertical-denection
amplifier input.
If there lilt no appredable nonlinearities in the
amplifier, the re!Ulting cnveJope will approach I
perfect sine-wave pattern (see Fig. 2A), As a
comparison, a spectrum-anaJyzer display (or th e

SINGLE-8IDEBAND TRANSMISSION
same tnnsmitler and under the same conditions is
shown in AI- 2B. In lhis cue, spurious products
em be seen whlch are approxlmteJy 30 dB below
the amplitude of each of the tones.
As the dbtortlon increases, 10 does the level of
the spurious products and the resulting waveform
deparu from I true sine-wave function. This can be
seen in Fi" 2C. One of the disadvantages of the
ICOpe and two-tone lest method is that a relatively
high level of IMD-product voltage is required
before the waveCorm seems distorted to the eye.

Fig. 2 _ Scope patterns for e fWO.tOfMl test signal and corresponding .pectrum-an alyZ6f di splay •. Tha
pallarn In A i, fOl" a properly adjusted tratl.miuer ~ consequMdy thalMO products are reillivaly low
81 can be leen on the anelyler di spl ay, At C, tha PA biM was se t to zero Idling current and considerable
dinortlon cen be obierved. Note how the panern hIlS changed on the lCoptI and the increase in IMD level.
At E, the drlVl!l lewl WI' increased until the fl anopping region Will appr08Ctled. Th is I. the most serlou.
di.tOrtlon of el l since the width of the IMO spectrum increases conlldurably causing spl.uer IF!.

Testing 8 Sideband Transmitter
For instance, the wavefonn in Fig. 2C doesn't seem
too much different than the one in Fig. 2A but the
IMD level is only 17 dB below the level of the
desired signal (see analyzer display in Fig. 20). A
11- to 2().dB level conesponds to approximately
ten-percent dluortion in the voltage wave/onn.
Consequently, a "good" W3vefonn means the IMD
products are at least 20 dB below the desired
tones. Any notic~lIbl~ departu re from the waveform in Fig. 2A should be suspect and the
transmitter operation should be checked.
The relation between the level at which distortion begins for the two-tone test signal and an
actual voice siJnal is a rath er simple one. The
maximum deflection on the scope is noted (for an
acceptable two-tone test waveform) and lIle uansmitter is then operated such that voice peaks are
kept below thiJ level If the voice peaks go above
this level, a type of distortion called "flattopping"
will occur and the results are shown for a two-tone
test signal in Fig. 2E. IMD-produ ctlevcls raise very
rap idly when flaUopping occurs. For insta nce,
third-order product levels will in crease 30 dB for
every 100dB increase in de sired output 1$ the
Ilattopping region is approached, and mth-order
tenns will increase by 50 dB (per 10 dB).
Interpretina: Distortion
Measurements
Unfortunately, cunsiderable co nfusion has
grown concerning th e interpretation and importance of distortion in ss b gear. Dntortion is a
very serious problem when high spurious-product
levels exist at frequ encies removed [rom the
passband of the desired channel but iJ less serious
if ruch product! fall within the bandwidth of
operation. In th is former case, such distortion may
cause needle u interference to other channels
("splatter") and should be avoided. This can be·
seen quite dramatically in Fig. 2F when the
flattopping region is approached and the fifth and
higher order tenn s increase drastically.
On the other hand, attempting to suppreu
in-band products more than necessary is not only
difficult to achieve but may no t result in any
noticeable increase in signal quality. In addition,
mea5Ure$ required to suppress in-band IMD often
cause problems at the expense of other qualities
such as efficiency. This can lead to serious dim..
culties such ItS shortened tube life. or transistor
hca t-dissipation problems.
The two primary causes of distortion can be
seen in Fig. 3. While the waveform is for a
singl&tone input signal, similar effects occur for
the tWQoto ne cast. As the drive signal is inCfeased, a
point n reached where the output current (or
voltage) ca nnot foUow the inpu t lrld the amplifier
satu rates. This condition is often refened to as
Oattopping (IS mentioned previously). It can be
prevented by ensuring that exceufve drive doesn' t
occur and the usual means of accomplishing this is
by alc action. The alc provide5 a signal that is used
to lower the pin of earlier l tages in the tran,..
mitter.
The second type of distortion is called "crossover" distortion and occurs at low signal levels.
(See Fig. 3.) Increa.d ng the idling plate or coUeClor
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Fig. 3 - Wallltform of an amplifier with a slnglalone input showing flanopping and cross-ollltr
distortion.
current is one way of reducing the effect of
cross-over distortion in reprds to producing undes.irable components near the operating froquency. Instead, the components occur at fl&
quencies considerably removed from the opera ting
frequency and can be e limin~ t~d by_ filte~i~J.
As implied in the foregoing, the effect of
distortion frequ encywi se is to generate components which add or subtrac t in order to make up
the complex waveform. A more familiar example
would be the harmonic generation caused by the
nonlineari ties often encountered in amplifier •.
Ho wever, a com mon misconce ptiOfl which should
be avoided is that IMD is ca used by fundamentallignal component! beating with harmonics. Generally speakin& no such simple relation exists. For
instance, singJe-cnded stages have relatively poor
2nd-harmonic suppression but with proper biasing
to increase the idling cun en t, such stages ean have
very good IMD-suppression qualities.
However, a definite mathematical relation does
exist betwee n Ute desired component! in an ssb
signal and th e "dntorti on signals.. ,. Whenever nonIinearities exist, produ cts between the individual
components which make up the desired signal will
occur. The mathematical result of such multipli.
cation is to generate o ther signals of the form ( 2f1
- (2) , (3f1), (5£2 - fl) and 10 on. Hence the term
intennodulation-distortion products. The "order"
of such products is equal to the sum of th e
multipliers in front of each frequency component.
For instance, a tenn $lIch as (3f! - 2f2) would be
called a fiflh-order term since 3+2 is equal to 5.ln
general, the 3rd, 5th, 7 th , and similar "odd order"
term s are th e most imporlant ones since some o r
these fall near the desired l.(Insmitter output
frequ ency and can't be eliminated by mtering. As
pointed out previously, such terms do no t normally result from fundamental component! bealing
with harmonics. An exception would be when the
fundamental signal along with it! harmoniC1 is
applied to another nonlinear stage $IIch as a mixer.
Components at identicaJ frequencies as the IMD
products will result.
When two equal tones are applied to an
amplifier and the re sult is displayed on i. ,peetrum
analyzer, the IMD products appear as "pips'" off to
the sidc of the main signal componcnts (Fig. 2).
The amplitudes as.sociated wi th each tone and the

•
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Fig. 4 - Speech pattern of the
p roparly adjusted SI b tra nsmitter.

wo~d

")(" 10 •

Fig. 5 _ Sewre clipping hame tran$mitter as Fig. 4
but wit h high drive and alc dlsablftdl.

IMD producu are merely the dB difference between
the particular product and one tone. However,
each demed lo ne is 3 dB down from the _vert/It
power ou tpu t and 6 dB down from the PEP
output.
Since the PEP represents the most importanl
quantity as far as IM D is concerned, relating
IMD-product level5 to PEP is one logh::a1 way of
specifying the "quality" of a transmitter or ampli·
fler in resard 10 low dis tortion. For iruUnce, lMD
levels, are referenced to PEP in Recent Equipment
reviews of commercially made gear in QST. PEP
output can be found by multiplying the PEP input
by the efficiency of the amplifie r. The input PEP
(or a two-tone test signal is given by:

"linear" term, B, will exis t. Coruequently, the
output quantity will be an exac t replica of the
inpuL
If the output is plotted against the Input, a
straight line will result, hence the term " linear
operation." On the olhe r hand, if distortion is
present, the C, D, and other constants wi ll not be
zero. The values of the constants will be such that
as r increases, the higher order tenns will add (or
subtract) so that , follows the input-output curve
of the amplifier.
For a two-tone tesl signal, r can be represented
by the follOwing formula:
,,. Ro (Cor wI r + Cor w2 t) ; WI

w2

PEP " Ep I", 11.51 - o.S7i!!-1
p

where Ep Is the plate voltage and Ip is the average
plate current. In is the idling current.
Generally speaking, mOil actual voice patte rns
will 1001:: alike (in the prese nce of distortion)
except in the case where severe Rattopping occun.
This condition is not too common since most rigs
have an alc system which preven ts overdriving the
amplifiers. However, the voice pattern in a pro·
perly adjusted transmitter usually has a "Christmas
tree" shape when observed on a scope and an
example is shown in Fig. 4.

The term intermodulation-dis tortio n product is
often used and the following derivation shows how
it is related to amplifier nonlineari ty. The ou tput
of an amplifier can be related to the input by
means of a power series of the form :

S-A +Br+O' +D,' +E,A + ..... .
where I represents some parameter such as output
voltage or cu rrent and r represents some input
quantity (voltage or current). A , B, C, and other
cons tants are primarily deteonined by the amplifier nonlinearity. A represents a dc teon and can be
neglected. In an ideal amplifier with no distortion,
C, D, and the constants for the higher exponent
tenns will be ze ro and only the constant for the

211'!2

where /'l and /2 are the frequencies of the two
tones. If this equation for r is substituted into the
power lCries, many terms will result and the
algebra involved to find each one would be rather
tedious. HOVl'Cver, the purpose here i5 only to show
how the IMD pmduclS come abouL FO£ instance,
some terms will yield produclS such as:
(Cor' WI t ) (Col w2 t)

The squared term can be expanded by a trigonometric formula:
Cm2
I+ Cor2 w lt
WIt-

Mat hematical Relation Between
Amplirter Nonlineuity and IMD Product.

211"11
z
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This gives rise to a term Cos 2 W j t Cor w2' which
can be expanded by another trigonometric formula
to give;

The second tenn in the bracket rep resen ts a
thircJ.order IMD "produc t" which falls close to the
ssb passband. Notice that the ex ponents or the
product runctions which gave rise to Uti! tenn are
2 and I, respec tively, hence the tenn " third-order"
producL The manner in which the tenns increue
will depend upon the dillortion curve bu t generally
speaking,. the amplitude will follow a Law whic h is
proportional to , rai.'led to a power x, where x i5
the order of the term.

Solid-State Vox
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A MODERN SOLID-STATE VOX

In QSTror March, ]964, Campbe1l1 described.
simple and inex pensive voice-operated relay (VOX)
device which he called ". VOX in a box." Today,
most manufactured ssb transceivers include a VOX
function. It would seem OOt insufficient time or
effort has gone inlo the design of some commercial
VOX circuits, because performance is often poor.
The VOX unit described here retains Campbell's
concepts of I small, low..cost device, but les and
modem cin:uil techniques have been employed to
improve opera tional characteristics.
Circuil Description

Two integnled circuiU, an LM3900 (a quad of
Norton operational amplifiers) an d an NE5S5
time r, have been used in the VOX circuit. Each Ie
is cu rrently priced at one dollar. A description of
the NESS5 has previously appeared in QSTZ and
will not be repeated here. The Norton circuit is an
unu sual type of operational am plifier in wh ich the
differential input tran sis tors of a conventional op
am p have been replaced by a "current mirror"
circuit to obtain a non-invertin, input directly
from the inverting input. One advantage of this
circuit arrangement is operation from a single
supply voltage. A simplificd diagram of the input
portion of the Norton amplifier is shown in Fil.
I A. CRI and the base-emitler junction of Q2
clamp the maximum input voltagcs at ap prox·
imately 0.5 volt. Exte rnal seric~ resistors are
employed to co nvert volta!:e changes to current
differences which are applied to the input terminals. CRt an d QI form the mirror circuit which
assures that the bias cunen t al both inputs will be
th e same; whalever bias Yoltage is applied to the
non inverting inpu t will be reproduced for the
inverting input_
The basic design data for the LM 3900 am·
plifie rs are given in Fig. l B. At audio frequ encies,

The unit shown here was designed and buil t by
Wl KLK. 11 origi neUV appeared in QST for Ma rch .
1976 .

Ihe maximum gain of a single stage b40 dB, while
the open·loop gain is specified at approximately 70
dB. Input bias cu rrent is ratcd at 30 nanoamperes
(nA). Each of the four op amps in the lM3900
may be opera ted independently.
The schematic diagram of the VOX device is
shown in Fig. 2. Three of the lM3900 sections
have been configured as high·pin audio am plifien.
UIA and UIB amplify the signal from the microphone. For applicat ions where a high-ou tput
microph one is employed, or when the audio signal
is sampted after a preamplifier stage, the builder
may wish to reduce the gain of UIA . Thd can be
accomp lished by changing the values of R I and R2
in acco rdance with the design equa tions in Fig. lB .
If R2 is changed, the value of R3 must be modified
$0 that R3 is twi ce the resistance of R2. Ul e
runctions as an amplifier for audio sampled at the
station speaker. Coupling capacitors in the audio
stages have been chosen to reduce response below
300 Ht. This will minimiu hum problems.
OulpuU from the microphone and speaker
INY£RTING'>-_ _ _ __ _
amplifiers are capacitively coupled to rectifier
INJ>\1T ::
stages whic h convert the audio signals to vary ing de
voltages. Germanium diodes, because of the lower
NONINVEIITING
threshold voltage, have been used as audkl recINPUT o;>-----,~__{
tifiers instead or silicon uniU. The outpull of tile
+
two rectifier stage.s are summed resistively by
lA'
means of R6 and R7, and applied to the inverting
input of a voltage eomparntor, UI D. The ou tpu t or
UID remains high (ap proximately 0.5 volt leu
+
than the supply vol tage) 50 long as the voltage at
the noninverting Input is leu than the O.2-volt
I NPUTo--"NIr-+~
reference ap plied to the inverting input. Whenever
OUTPUT
the input exceeds the reference, the output of the
compll'2tor goes low - to near the ground or
+
common po tential. Voltage output from the microphone-slgnal rec tifie r is positive and, thus, will
OAIN.*
cause tne comparator to switch as soon as the
reference is exceeded. Because the speake r-signal
Rl · IXR2
+
rectifie r produces negative voltage, it will not
Fig. 1 - (A) Simplified input circuit for a Norton trigger the com parator. If the outpuU of the two
operational amplif ie r such as used in the National rectifiers are equal, as wilt happen when the
Semiconductor LM3900. (8 ) Design equations for microphone is picking up audio £rom the speaker.
an audio amplifier using the LM3900.
the resu lting voltage from the summinJ network
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Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of the VOX unit.
Unless otherwise specified, resistOR af e 1/4-watt
composition. Capacitors wit h polarity marked are
plaSlic-encapsulated tantalum; others ar!! di sk ceo
ramie.
e ! - For text . eference.
CRI 10 CA4, incl. - Germaniu m diode, 1 N34A,
1 N67 or equivalent.
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CAS - Silicon di ode, 50 PRV or more, lN 4001 or
similar.
Kl - Min iat ure type, 12-voh coil (see text).
RI -R3, incl.. A6 , A7 - For text reference.
R4, RS, RS - Miniature control (set! le>!I).
RFC1·RFC3. incl. - Ferrite bead.
Ul - National Semiconductor LM3900.
U2 - Signe lics NE555 or Motorola MCI 45S.
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will be zero and the comparator will not trigger.
The abili ty 10 reject speaker audio is usually called
the ANT IVOX fU nction.
Th e positive- to-ground transi tion of the comparator output starts the timing cycle of the
NE555. T he length of the lime cycle is determined
by the values used for R9 and Cl. The tim e delay
produced is identical each time the mic rophone
signal stops. One of the major difficul ties of earlier
VOX circuits was that capacit or discharge circuits
were used where the capacitor would not always be
fully charged . so the time delay produced would
vary. Operator! compensa ted for th e uncer tain
tim e delay by using a modified vers ion of the
English language where an ahhh, oouh, or e rn was
inserted after each word to assure that the VOX
relay would not drop out prematurely.
The NE555 has a cunent-switch ing capability
of 200 rnA, sufficient to directly drive either a
relay or a solid-state switching arrangement. CR5 is
included to protect the IC from transients generated when switching an induc tive load such as a
relay coil.
Componenu and Construction
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The VOX unit is constru cted on a 2-3 /8 X
2-3/4-inch etched c ircuit board. Th e photo in·
dicate s that one third of the board real estate is
unused, so a smaller version is possib le . The type o f
controls and relay employed will be determined by
th e builder's iftd ividual requirements. Th is wr iter's
unit uses pc-mount controls which are aligned on
the board so that they may be accessed through
small holes in the rear panel of the transceiver. If
panel-moun t controls are desired , Mallor y MLC
units may be used for R4, R5 and R8.
The VOX device is small enough so it can be
mounted in side most rigs. If a separate VOX unit is
needed , a small utility or Minibox will make an
appropriate housing. Rf inte rference can cause
trouble, so the unit should be shielded in any
applicat ion where rf fields may be present. The
bypass capacitOr! fo r the audio inputs are located
on the c ircui t hoard. If the lead s from the audio
connec tors are more th an a few inch es long, the
bypass capaci tors and their assoc ia ted ferrile-bead
chokes should be mounted at the connectors.
No provisio n has been made for moun ting the
rclay on the circuit board, as the ty pe o f relay will
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Fig. 3 - Tvpical connections to the VOX unit.

only the reference voltage. The ANTIVOX gain
should be set with th e audio f rom the speaker
slightly loude r than is necessary during normal
operation.
VOX control can be a help ful operating aid. It
can speed up traffic handling and contest operation. It migh t make round-table discussions more
natural. T he unit described here will help to
eliminate some of the opera tor idiosyncrasies that
have become associaled with VOX operation. The
operators themselves can cure the rcst.
Referencell

depcnd on how the VOX device will be used. Any
12·vo lt relay wh ich requites less than 200 rnA of
current can be em ployed. When the VOX relay
must drive a second relay , such as the antenna
relay in a transceiver, Ihe fast operating time of a
reed relay is nceded to prevent clipping of Ute first
sy llable spoken. The total close time of all relays
connec ted in ta ndem should be 10 milliseconds or
less. If the VOX relay will perform all switching
functions directly. a miniatu re control relay such
as the Potter & Brumfield R lO series is appropria te. These relays are available in 2-, 4- and
6-pole versions, part numbers RlO-E I-Y2-185,
RIO-EI-Y4-V I 85 and RI O-E I-Y6-V90, respeclively.
The circuit board is designed for 1/4-watt
resistors which are mounted flat. If I{2-watt units
are used, they must be positioned vertically. Care
must be employed when moun ting and solderin!!;
the german ium diodes. If the leads are bent too
close to the body of the d iode, breakage can result.
If excessive hea t is applied to the diode, it can be
damaged, so use a heat sink (such as a small
alligator clip) when solder ing. Assu re Utat proper
polarity is observed when installing Ute diodes and
tantalum capacitors.
Installation and Operation
T ypical connec tions for the VOX unit are
shown in Fig. 3. Shielded cable should be used for
all aud io connec tions. Audio for the ANTIVOX
function can be sampled a t the station speaker or
at the phone-patch output (which is a fcature of
many comme rcial transceivers). If VOX operation
of a cw rig is d esired, connect the output of a
sidetone monitor to the mic rophone input of the
vox unit. Th e mic gain control should be set so
that the VOX relay closes each tim e a word is
spo ken. T he delay control should be adjusted to fit
individual speech patterns and operating habits.
The delay time must be long en ough that the VOX
relay will drop out only du ring a pause in speech.
There are two methods of setting the ANT IVOX
gain contro l. The first way is simp ly to advance the
con tro l until audio from the speaker does not trip
the VOX unit. A more scientific approach is to
connect a voltmeter to TPl. With no audio· input,
the meter should read on ly the comparator reference voltage, approximately 0.1 volt. Tune the
receiver to prov ide a steady tone signal , such as the
heterodyne note from a crys tal calibrato r. Advance
the ANT tVOX control until the voltmete r registers

1 Campbell, "A VOX In a Box." QST for
Marcb,1964.
2 Tecbnical Topic., "Time - IC Controlled,"
QST for June. 1 972.
3 Blakeslu, "Some Thoughts on Station Contro l." QST for January, 1966 .
4 Blakulee, "A Solid oStah VOX," QST for
September. 1970.

A TRANSVERTER FOR 1.8 MHZ
Owners of five-band transceivers often get the
urge to try "top band." Converting a transceiver to
cover a frequency range for wmeh the rig was not
designed is difficult indeed. A far better approach
is to build an outboard transverter, such as the one
described here. Tms particular system requires one
watt of drive power at either 21 or 28 MHz. Many
tran sceivers can provide tms lOW-level output along
with the power suppl y voltage~ through an accessory socket.
The ClJ"Cuit
A schematic diagram of the transverter is give n
in Fig. I. QI operates as a crystal oscillator, to
produce the local oscillator energy for the receive
(Q5) and transmit (Q2) mixing stages, wmch runs
continuously. During transmit 21. 1 MH z ssb o r cw
energy is 5ppplied to the emitter of Q2 through a
power divider network. Th is signal is mixed with

Top view of transverter with cover removed. Final
amplifier circuit is at the left. The rear apron has
an IICCesSOry socket for an external power supply
(trll,Jlsceiver) , rf, and remote-keyi ng connectors.
The pla te meter is 8t the lower left.
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram for the transverter.
Resistors are 1/2-watt composition and capacitors
are dis k ceramic. unless otherwise noted.
e1 - Oual-section air variable, 140 pF per section,
or two 150 pF ai r variable units.
C2 - Airv8riable IMilien 19280).
C3 - Dual-section broadcast variable, 365 pF per
section, both sections connected in parallel.
CAl - Zener diode, 6.8·vo ll. l -watt (l N4736"
CR I O - Silicon, 60 PRY, l 00mA.
Jl _ Phon~ type, c haSiis mount.
J2 - Coaxial receptacle, chassis mount.
Kl. K2 - 12 V dc, 2-A contacts, dpdt relay (Radio
Shack 275-2061.
L1 - 11 turns of No. 28 enam. wire wound over
L2.
L2, L4 - 19.5·24.3 "H vlIriable inductor (Mill&<
46A225CPCI.
L3 - 22 turns of No. 38 80am. wire woul'\d on L4
coil form .

L5 - 18.841 .0 JlH variable induct()f (Mi1I~
42A335CPCL
L6. L8 - 35-43.0 "H variable inductor (M i l1~
46A395CPC) .
L7 - 13.2·16.5 #,H variable inductor (M ill er
46AI55CPC).
19 - 10.8 ·18.0 "H adjulteble coil (Miller
21A155RBIL
l10 - 42 turns, No. 16 enam. wire equally spaced
on a T.2oo Amidon core.
Ml - 500 rnA, panel mount (Simpson 17443 or
similar!.
05,06 - RCA MOSFET.
RFCI - 1 mHo 500 rnA rf choke (Johnson
102-672).
RFC2 - 56 " H rf choke (MilLen J·302·56) .
VI - 19.3-MHz crylital is used for e 21-MHz i·l.
26.5·MHz crystal for a 28·MHz i·f.
ZI, Z2 - 2 turns, No. 18 enam. wouOd over
4 7--ohm, 2-wan composition resistor.

the 19.3-MHz output from the LO producing 1.8
MHz power wh;ch is am plified by Q3, foUowed by
a filter network. Q4 provides adequate driv e to the
pair of 614685. The PA 5tage operates class ASI
which will deliver in excess of 100 walls PEP
output.
During receive, an incoming signal is amplified
by Q6, a dual-gate, diode-protected MOSFET. The
output from the rf ImpliflCl is mixed with Iocaloscillator energy at QS to produce a receiving i-f of

21 MHz. The frequency of th e crystal is th e only
c hange required to make this system useable at 28
MHz. Changeove r from transmit to rece ive is
accompUshed by K1 and K2 which are controlled
by the associated transceiver. If Ihe LO frequency
is 19.3 MHz, the 1.8 to 2.0 MHz band will
correspond with 21.1 to 21.3 MHz on the
transceiver dial. Likewise, with a 26.S MHz crystal
in the LO circuit, the 16o-meter band will appear
between 28.3 and 28.5 MHz.
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If the various supply voJtages can no t be
obtained from the uansceiver, an economy power
supply shown in Fig. 2 can be used. The 6.3- and
S-volt windings of T I are series-connected to
provide n.s volts to power Kl and K2, the
receiving converter and the predriver stages of the
transmitting section. The windings must be phased
properly to prevent cancellation of the voltages. If
no output is obtained when the windings are
oonnected, reverse the leads of one winding. The
11.3·volt ac Is rectificd by CR6.
Bias vo ltage is obtained for VI and V2 by
connecting a 6.3·volt filament transformer in
back-to-back fashion wi th the 6.3-volt winding of
T1. The 12S·volt ac output from T2 is rec tified,
fill ered, and the n routed to the btu'adjust oontrol,
RI , to establish a fA reSling plale current of SO
mAo
The metering circuit consists of a SOO rnA
meter con nccted in the plate voltage lioo. Other
meters may be employed by using the proper
shunts, :u described in the Measurements Chapter.
Construction
An aluminum chassis which measures 1 x I I X
2 inches is used as the baJe for the tran$Vcrter. A
homemade panel and cabinet enclose the unit. The
front panel is 8 x 1-1/4 inches. The byOll!
employed should be apparent from the photographs. All long runs of rf wiring should be mad~

The bottom view of the chassis, the lOCkets for the
61468 tubes are a t the lower Ofnter. Th, etchedcirC1Jit board is above the final amplifier tuba
$OCkeu and the ToR relays at the upper right. The
different supply voltages ara obtained from tha
associated transceiver,

with subminiature coaxiaJ cable (RG-114 / U or
similar).
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~ Diagram of the power-supply section.
Resisto~ are 1/2-watt composition. Capaciton: are

Fig. 2

disk ceramic. except those with polarity marked
which are electrolytic.
CR2-CR5, incl. - Silicon, 1000 PRY, 1 A.
CRG, CA7 - Silicon, 400 PRY, 1 A.
J3 - Phono type, chassis moun t .

Kl .K2-seeFig.l.

The receiver section, driver stages and local

oscillator are constmcted on a double-sided
printed-circuit board measuri ng 3 x 3-lf2 inches.
Inductors Ll and L2 are mounted on the chassis
close to Cl. Short leads are used from the circui t

LIt - Power thoke, 130 rnA (A ll ied 6X24HF or
equiv."
51 - Spst toggle.

Tl - Power transformer, 117·V primary ; secon·
dary windings 740 V c t al 275 mA, 6.3 Vat 7
A, aod 5 V al 3 A (Stancor P~315 or equiv.).
T2 - Filament transformer. 117·V primary; 6.3-V,
I-A $OCondary.

whi ch are located on the unde rside of the chassis.
The final tank inductor is wound on an Amidon
T-200 toroid core. It is supPQrted above the chassis
by a ceramic standoff insulato r and two pieces of
Plexiglas.

board to the PRESELECTOR capacitor and Ll-Ll

Tune Up
Provision must be made to reduce the power
output of most transceivers used with the transw rter since only about one watt of drive powe r is
required. Too much rfvoltage can damage the HEr
56 and will "smoke" the input resistors. Some
transce ivers are capable of delivering sufficient
drive by removing the screen voltage from the PA
stage. O r, it may be practical 10 disable the PA and
ob tain a sample of driver output by a Iink-cou pJing
circuit.
Before testing the transverter, assure that the
changeover relays, KI and K2, are connected to
the remote-keying terminals of the transceiver .
Then connect an antenna to 12 and Usten fo r
signals. Peak the incom ing signals with the PRE-

Oose-up view of the printed-circuit board. Th is
boa rd has the local oscillator. receiver. and low·
IllI/et dri ver Stages. The cryslal socket aod crystal
fpr the LO are shown at the lower left.
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SELECTOR co ntro l. The slugs o f L2 and L4
should be adjusted for the highest S-me ter reading
on the transceiver. LS shou ld be set for maximum
output at 21 or 28 MHz. If the receiving co nverter
is func tioni ng properly, it will be possible to copy
a 0. 1 jJV signal without diffiCl,lity in areas where
atmospheric and man-made noise are at a minimum. If no signals can be heard , check QI to make
certain that it is working properly. A wavemeter or
general-coverage receiver can be employed to see if
the crystal o$Cilla.tor is operating.

Attach a 50-ohm load to J 2 befo re testing the
transmitter section. Set R I for an indicated resting
plate current of 50 mA on M 1. This adjustment
should be made withou t drive applied but with Kl
and K2 energized. Next, apply abou t one watt of
2 I.l -M Hz cw drive power at J 1. Tune L6, L 7, L8
and L9 fOI maximum meter reading. While monitoring the plate current , tune C2 for a dip. C3 is
the PA LOADING control. When the PA capacitors
are properly adjusted, the plate current will be
abou t 220 rnA.

A LOW·POWER SSB/CW TRANSMITTER FOR 80 OR 20 METERS
A number o f QRP transmitter design s have
appeared in the past, mostly for cw-only operation.
The unit to be descnoed operates in both the ssb
and cw modes. Using so lid·state devices through·
out, the transmitter is capa ble of delivering up to
nine walts PEP output into a 50-0hm load. A
9-MHz i-f in conjunction with a VFO that tunes
5 .0 to 5.5 MHz results in single- band operation o n
either 80 OT 20 meters. A regula.ted 12·volt de
supply that can furnish at least two amperes is
required to power the transmitter.
Construction Details
Four se parate circui t board assemblies are used.
T wo boards, measuring 6 by 2-3/8 inches and 5-3/4
by 2-3/4 inches, conta in most of the tmnsmitter
circuitry. The VFO and power output amplifier are
in clu ded on separate boards, measuring 2 by 3
inches and 2-1/2 by 4 inches respectively. Doub leclad circuit board should be used for all except the
VFO board. The co pper plane on the component
side of each board provides a good rf ground and
t hu s enhances stabillty in the u nit . Component
leads which are soldered to ground should be
soldered to bo th the ground plane on the component side and the ground foil on the reverse side.
To prevent other leads from mor ting to the ground
plane, their holes on the component side are drilled
out slightl y with a 1/4-inch drill before mounting.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, shields, made from pieces
of d ouble-cl.ad circuit board soldered 10 the main
Clrcw t boards, are used to isolate stages whi ch are
susceptible to Sl ray rf pickup.
The VFO is housed in a four-walled enclosu re
formed b y four pieces of circuit board so ldered
toge ther at their common seams. The VFO board
fit s snugly inside and is solder ed along its edges 10
the walls of the enclosure. The tuning capacitor.
C6, mounls fllmly against the front wall from
which its shaft protrudes. Dc powe r connection is
made via a feedt hrough capacitor. A short length
of subminiature RG-174 fU coax connects the VFO
output to U2.
If the SO-meter version of the un.i! is be ing
constructed, QIJ and associated co mponents in
this amplifier stage are to be omitted from the
board since t he stage is required only for 2o-meter
operation. Instead, then, a jum per connection is

Fig. 1 - Front view o f the transmitter with cOlIer
in place. The two-piece chassis is made from sheet
aluminum. The front panet, w hich measures 9-1 /2
by 4 inches, is spraY1'<linted orange and the cover
is fi nished in bro wn. White decals are used to
identify t he power switc h, mode switch, microphone gil in control. and jack. For cw operation,
the key plugs into a jack at the rear of tl'le chassis.
A two-speed vernier dial is employed for V FO
tuning and stick-on rubber feet are fitted on the
bottom of the chassis.

made from common connection 4 (as indicated in
the sc hematic diagmm) dilectly to the base of Q12.
In the 2o-meter unit this s tage is included and the
jumper omitted.
The broadband power o utput stage em ploys a
2N6367 rf power transistor rated for 9 watt s PEP
output with a - 30 dB IMD specification. All
rf-carrying leads associated wit h the base circuit of
Q13 sho uld be abso lu tely as short as possible.
Because of the low base input impedance - two or
three ohms - even small amounts o f stray reacta nce cannot be tolerated. Leads as mort as one
inch can oontribute a considerable amount of
inductive reactance in the base circuit.
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Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of the 8Q-. or
2Q-meter 10w1J'C)wM ssb/cw transmitter.
Capacitors ..... ith polarity marked are electroIvtic. Fixed·value capacitors are ceramic
unless otherwisa noted. Resistors EIre
1/2-wan composition unless marked ot herwise. Numbered parIS not appearing below
are so identified for pc-board layout purposas only.
Cl, C2 - 2.Q-. to 27-pF printed-circuit a ir
variab le IE .F. J o hnson No .
193-Q()(l8..00s or equiv.).
eJ, C4, C7, Cll, Cl3 - 250-pF max.
trimmer IArco Elmenco 426).
C6 - 5Q-.pF a ir variable.
ca, Cl0 - 22Q-.pF silver mica (80-meter
unit); lQO-pF silver mica 120-meter unitl.
C9 - 68-pF silver mica ISQ-.meter unit!; 1.7to l1-pF miniature air variable ·IE.F .
Johnson No. 187..010&005 or equiv. for
2Q-meter unit!.
C12 - .OOI -;.IF (8Q-.meter unit); 68-pF
(20-meter unit).
C14 - 820'pF s ilver mica (8().meter unit);
68().pF silvM mica 120-meler unit) .
CIS - 15QO-pF silver mica (8().meter unit);
47Q-.pF silver mica (2Q-meter unit).
CIS - 82Q-.pF silver mica !8().meter unit);
22Q-.pF silver mica (2().meter unit)'
CRI - Silicon alode, 50 PRV , lA (1 N4001
or equiY.).
CR2 - Silicon diode, 50 PRV, 3A or
grllater, stud-mounting type (Motorola
HEP R01300r equiY.J.
FL1 - 9·MHz. 2.5-kHz bandwidth crystal
filter, KVG type XF·9A.
Kl - Opdt 12 Vdc relay, contact rating of 1
IImpere or greater tRadio Shack cat. No.
275-206 or equiv.l.
L1, L3 - 2.S-Jl H, 25 turns No. 24 enam. on
Amidon T -5Q-.6 toroid core.
L2 - 2 turns No. 24 enam. wound over L1.
L4 - 2 turns No. 24 e nem. wound over L3.
L5 - 4.S-;.IH, 34 turns No. 24 enam. on
Amidon T-5Q-.6 core.
LS - 3 turn s No. 24 enam. wound oyer LS.
(Conrinu ed on
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L 7 - 1.8- to 12.Q..,IIH slug-tuned coil (Miner 43091.

LB, Ll O - 8.9·"H. 49 turos No. 26 enam. on
Am idon T -5(Hj <:01"

18O-meter unid; 1.2·,IIH.

17 tu rns No. 24 ,nem. on Amidon T -5().6
(2Q..meler unill.
L9 - 26.5·jJH, 68 tu rnl No. 28 enam. on Amidon
T-68-2 toroid core (SO-meter unit); 11.6-jlH, 55
tu r ns No. 28 In8m. on Amidon T -68·2 cor.
(20-meter unil).
Ll1 - 8.1·j.lH. 45 turnl No. 26 aoam. on Amidon
T-50-6 core (8()..metlr unit); O.68·,IIH, 13 turl'll

No. 24 loam. on Amidon T -50-0 core (20-

meter unit!.
L12 - 3 turns No. 24 Il\8ffi. wound OYer Ll1.
L 13 - O.68-/oIH, 13 turns No. 24 eroam. on Amidon
T-50-6 eore (used In the 20-meter unit onlv!.
L 14 - 1 turn No. 24 aMm. wound OYer L 13.

L1S, L1 6 -

2.6-,IIH, 25 turns No. 24 enem. on

Amidon T ·50.s COfe {8O-meter u nit}; O.28·,IIH,

8 turllS No. 24 Inam. on Amidon T-50-6 core
(2O-meter un it!.
RFCS - 6 turns No. 2B enam. using Amidon
J umbo Ferrite Bead as toroid core.
S1 - Dpdt rubminillturll toggle switch (Radio
Shock 275-1546 or equiv.1.
S2 - Spst wbminlatur. toggle switch {Radio Sheck
275-324 or equivJ .
n , T4 - 4: 1 broadband tra nsformer; 12 turns of 1
twined pair of No. 24 enam. wire (6 turns per
inch, not critical) wound on Amidon

Some care must be taken in mounting Q 13. The
power amplifier board is drilled out to allow the
flange for heat-sink mounting to pass th rough the
board. The transistor lead s, which arc short straps,
then lie nush with the top surface of the boa rd and
the flange lies beneath the board. The leads arc
.'Dldered to the board as close to the body of the
tnInsistor as possible and should not be bent. The
heat dnk consists of a 1/l6-inch thick rectangular
piece of sheet aluminum cut to the same size as the
circuit board. The mnsinor requires two bolls for
mounting to the heat sink_ The use of silicone
grease to improve thermaJ conductivity between
the transisto r and heat !ink is recommended. CR2,
a stud-mounting type wode, also mounts on the
heal sin k ncar the powe r transistor si nce good
thermal con tact wit h Q 13 is necessary for CR2 to
provide thermal compensa tion for the output
transisto r. Note also thai in the driver stage, Q l 2
requires a heat sink.
The chassis is formed from a piece of sheet
aluminum bent into a U-shape. T he front panel
measures 9-1 / 2 b y 4 inches and the chassis is 7
inches deep. Except for the VFO enclosure, the
circuit boards mount Vertically on the chassis by
means of spade boll!.. An aluminum coYe r is
formed to fit over the chassi!.. A Jackson Bro!.. No.
4103 dial mechanism is used for YFO tuning. Any
similar mecharusm with a slow tuning ra te should
be satisfactory. F ront-panel controls are the microphone-gain control, VFO tu ning, mode switch, and
on-off switch. The key jack, rf-output connector,
and dc-powcr connector are mounted at the rea r of
the chassis. The transmit-leceive relay socket
mounts inside the chassis and the spare set of
contacts are brought out to a connedor at the
back of the unit.

FT-61-301 toroid core.
T2 - 4: 1 broadband transformer; 6 turns of 2
twisted pairs of No. 26 enam. wire (6 turns per
Inch) 'NOund on Amidon FT-61-301 toroid
core. tn twisting the wires. a si ngle turn consists
of a fu ll twist of all wi rlS . The two wiras at the
ends of each pair are soldered together and each
pair then comprises one w inding o f the transformer.
T3 - 4: 1 broadband Iran$former; 4 turns of 4
twisted pairs of No. 26 enam. wire {6 turns per
inch) wound on Amidon FT-61 ·301 toroid
cor • . A single turn consins of I full twist of all
wires. The two wires at the ends of each pair
I r. SOldered together, tna ends of t'NO pairs are
soldered together , resu lting in two 4-<:onductor
wirlS. Each 4-conductor wire compr ises one
winding of the transformer.
U1
741 operational amplifier (Motorola
MC1741, National Semiconductor LM741 ,
Fairchild $lA741 or equiv.l, 14-pin DIP used
here.
U2 - Balanced modulator IC {Motorola MCI496L
or National Semiconductor LM1496L. Signeties
5596). 14-pin DIP used here.
VI - B999.O-kHz crystal (KVG type XF 903).
V2 - B998.5-kHz crystal (KVG tyPl XF 9011.
ZI - DOUble balanced mi xer, model SRA-l manulectured by Mini-Circuits uooratory, 2913
Quentin Rd., Brooklyn, NY 11229.

Initial Adjustmen tsl nd Operation
A well-calibraled general-coverage receiver, 3
YOM, and a VTVM with an rf probe (or bette r yct,
a good rf oscilloscope) are required for making the
initial adjustments on the transmiuer. Connect a
12·volt dc supply to the transmiuer (except the
rmal power amplif'Jllr $Iage). With power turned on,
daeck to see that the unit draw s no more than
abou t 200 rnA from the su pply. Any reading well
in excess of this valuc indicates a wiring error or
defective components.
. Tune the rece iver to 9 MHz to locate the
heterodyn e oscillator signal. A few feet of hookup
wire placed near the circuit board should suffice
for a receiving anten na. Switching th e mode sw itch
to change the oscillator crystals Y l ind Y2 should
shift the o scillator frequency accordingly. Adj ust
C3 for maximum signal at the collector o f Q3 as
displayed on an oscilloscope o r VTVM with rf
probe.
Plug I key into the key jack and set cw drive
con trol , R2 , for minimum resistance. Place the
mode sw itda in the cw position. Depress the key
while monitoring the collector of Q9 for rf output
with the oscilloscope or rf probe. Slowly increase
the cw drive Icvel until a 9·MHz signal appears at
09. Adj ust C4 for maximum signal at the collector.
Tuning Cl allows a small variation of the cw
frequency. Adj ustment is not critical but it mou ld
be tuned to place the cw signal inside the passba nd
of FL I. If the signal is too close to the edge of the
passband, keying may ca use the filte r to "ring,"
producin8 key cli cks It the output.
Tune the receiver between 5.0 and 5.5 MHz and
vary the VFO tuning capaci tor, C6, until the VFO
signal is located. Slug-tuned coil D, which reso-
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nates with C6, should then be adjusted 10 that an
entire sweep o( C6 covers the range o( S.O to S.S
MH z or slightly peater. While monitoring the
collector o( Q8 with the rf probe or the oscillo.scope, adjust C7 (or maximum signal.
At this point, an 80- or 2O-meter signal should
be genented when the· tnlnsmitter is keyed. By
tuning the monitor receiver to the appropriate
amateur band, it should be powble to hear this
signal. Tune C6 to place the signal in the center of
the amateur band. IJ an oscilloscope is being used,
adjust C II for maximum signal at the base o( QII.
Be careful not 10 peak this capacitor to a harmonic
of the 80- or 20-meler signal or to another
undesired frequency outpul from the mixer. 1£ the
20-meter system is bei. tested, it is abo necesiIIIJY
10 peak the ~d·pass filter at the balanced mixer
oulput for optimum (requency response. With Ihe
VFO set to the center of the 2().meter band, adjust
C9 for maximum response, using an insulated 1001
10 U not to introduce stray capacitance which
could upset t he ruter tuning. Place th e oscilloscope
probe al th e base of Q 12. Nex t tune CJ3 for
maximum signal amplitude. If an oscilloscope b Fig. 3 ~ View of the inside of the transmitter. The
not available, the above steps may be performed by two main circuit boards are mou n ted lIertically on
listening to the radiated siinal in a gencral-coverage the leh side. Note the U18 of !!hield. (made from
receiver and usina Ihe receiver's S meter as a peak double-clad circuit boardl to provld. isolation
between stages on the boards. The VFO, the third
indicator.
The carrier null pot, RS, is adjusted to mini- circuit board assembly fro m the left, is housed in I
four·sided
enctowrtl feshiontld from four piece. of
mize any S-MHz VFO signal appearing at the
output of the bllanced mixer. First disable the circuit board. The poweo- output ampJlfl1l' board
mounts over the sheet aluminum heat sink which is
9·MHz heterodyne oscillator by removill8 YI or clso mounted vertically on the chassis. Transmit·
Yl from the .,aer. With the n_.:illn~pe attached n>caive relay Kl is jun visible behind the VFO.
to the mixer outpul at pin 6 o( the MCI496L,
adjust RS for ·minimum S·MHz output. If In
oscilloscope is not aVlilable RS should be set to the phone to the microphone jlde. The pin control is
middle of its range. Good suppression of the adjusted in the same manner as with any convenS-MHz signal will result at the tnlnsm iUer output tional ssb tnlnsmitter. The setting is best deterin conjunction with the filterin& in the following mined with the aid of I Monilorscope II the.
stages. It is difficult to perform this step with just a tnnsmitter output. RI should neverbeadvanced
receiver alone since direct pickup from the VFO beyond the point where d peak fiauenill8 begins..
will obscure Iny null indication. Y I or Y2 should It. slighl readjustment of C2 may be necessary to
center the ssb signal properly in the passband of
be replaced in its sockel.
A check should be made with the YOM or the crystal filter. Improper centering wiJI impair
vrVM to assure that th e de voltage drop across R6 the audio frequency response. This adjustment can
is appro:dmately 4.4 volts. This indicates proper be made by listening to oneself in • receiver and
quiescent collector current at QI2 for linear tweaking C2 for proper response. Note that the ssb
frequen cy will shift, too, as the selling of C2 is
operation.
Connect the power ampline r stage· to the changed. The audio should be clean and free (rom
12·volt su pply but do nottey the transmitter. R9 distortion.
In cw operation, the cw drive control Rl
....ou ld te mporarily be sel al maxjmum resi.stance
should be brought up to the point where no
fir st. The YOM is temporarily inserted in series
further increase in rf output results. The break·in
with th e collector lead of Q13 10 measure collector delay circuit prollides semibre.ak·in operation for
current. R9 should slowly be decreased to the
cw and push-to-talk operadon for ssb. The setting
point where the static collector CUfrent (no d
of time delay adjustment R3 determines the lengt h
signal input) reaches 3S rnA. The YOM is removed,
of time the transmit·receive relay KI remains
the ooDector lead reconnected, and R9 left at this
closed after the key is re1eased. Adjust R3 for a
setting. If a s.ilicon diode other than an· HEP delay time suitable for the keying speed being
ROl 30 Is used for CR2, it may be necessary to used. The spare set of contacu o f Kl ma)' be uled
change the values of R8 and R9 to achieve the for muting a receiver during transmil or (or
proper quiescent oollector current. Some experi- switching an outboard power amplifier. The tnlnlmentation will determine the correct values, keep- miller shouJd never be operated without a proper
ing in mind the resistor power dissipation require- load at the output.
A set of templates for the four circuit boards is
Finally, oonnect I SG-ohm dummy load 10 the available from ARRL Headquarters. Newi~ton,
antenna connector and a hlgh-impedance micro- Conn. 0611l for $I .
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SINGLE·SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
A SOLlD·STATE TRANSCEIVER FOR 160 METERS
electricaJJy mort on 160 meters, can still make
excellent receiving antennas if a balancing network
is used. The balancing transformer [[ I) shown In
Fig. J can be used for both transmitting and
re<:eiving, th us reducing ground-loop currents. A
simple loading coil in one side of the feed line can
be used to tune out the an tenn a capacitive reactance.
Adequate front-e nd scie<:tivity is also necessary
to assure that unwanted rf energy is rejected ~rOrt
it reaches the active elements in the receiving
sec tion of the tranJCCive r. The preselector shown in
Fig. I may be built [rom readily available parts.
Some experimentation with the number of turns
on L I in receiv&<lnly applications may be necessary, Use the minimum number of turns that give
suffICient sensitivity wi thou t signs of overloading.
This preselector could also be used with exiUing
receivers with inadequate front-cnd selectivit y on
160,

This ssb transceiver is suitable (or QRP oper&tion (rom ba tteries or as a main frame Cor
faxed-station use. Its circuitfy is simple enough to
permit easy duplication (or substitution of componen!! where necessary) by profiden t builden
with only limited experience in solid-state design.
Some 160 Notes

Technically speaking, 160 meten is in teresting
since it is Ihe only amateur band in the mf range.
Pho ne operation is similar to that encountered on
Ihe hf bands but the use of cw is somewhat
diffe rent. Split-frequency operation is common
and one should avoid transmitting withln the DX
"window" from 1825 10 1830 kHz when the band
is open. While cw operation is possible wi th I
transceiver, the above precaution should be noted.
Because of the LORAN (Long Range Navigation)
service, the band is split up according to geographi cal area and OnC shou ld obsoerve "the fro-

quency range and power limit for his region (See
Chap ter I).
LORAN, proximi ty to the broadcast band,
Q RN, and interference from TV sets often imposes
severe requirements on receiving devices for this
band, While little can be done with sky-wave
signals, experimentation with various ante nna
systems can reduce local interference to a great
extent. Proximity and orientation of the antenna
to the intedering source lUe the prime factors hen.
Because of Iatt~ consideration, separate uan,.
mill ing and receiving antennas may be necessaJ)',
Hf-band dipole s, even though they may be

Interior view of the t ransceiver.

Circuit Details
The circuit diagram of the transceiver is shown
in Fig. I and Figs. 3 through 8 incl. The block
diagram and swi tching logic of the tran sceiver are
shown in FI8. 2. This arrangemen t eliminates the
need for relays and provides excellent isolation
Mound the 9-MHz mter board. The fun capabilities
of a good receiving m ter may be reduced considerably by undesirable st ra y paths. Rf ene rgy
rejec ted by the tiller goes around it through Ule
unwanted pat hs. In the receive position, signals
from 1.8 to 2 MHz are mixed with th e LO (10.8 to
I I MHz) to give a 9-MHz i-f. Greater bandspread
can be achieved by using a smaller value for CIO
and increasing L5 or Ci i. This would reduce the
band cove rage, howeve r. In the transmit posi tion,
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Cl - Air variable, 365 pF per section U.W. Miller
2 11 2orequiv,l.

Ll, L4 - 2 turns of plastio--coated wire over cokl
ends of L2 and L3 respectively.
L2, L3 - Modified Feni·Tenna Coil (R adio Shack
No. 270-1430). Remove coupling coil and all
but 35 turns of fine wire on core (see tex1l.
RFC1 - 2.5 mH rf choke pc-board mounting type
(Mill en J302·2500).
T1 - 40 turns over Ami d on T-68-3 toroid (gray
core) of bifil ar-wound No. 26 enamel wi re.

the same mixer is used but rf energy from the
balanced modulator and filter board at 9-Mllz is
converted to the l.8-MHz band.
8 e<:ause of the relationship between Ihe LO and
the i·f, a sideba nd inversion occurs. This means
tlla t the carriet oscilla tor crystals will be opposite
that usually marked on the filt er package. Cw
ope ration is in the usb mode and both carrier-

oscillator and VFO offset is used. The carrieroscillator offset pulls the crystal frequency into the
passband of the mter slightJy, while the VFO
offset can be adjusted for the desired tone on
receiving. Keying is accomplished by unbalancing
the 1496 tC balanced modula tor. Waveshape is
determined by the tIme constant of R62 and CS9
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the rf amplifier and
pleselector. In this and succeeding d iagrams, component designations nat mentioned in the captions
are for text and layout references on ly. Unless
otherwise noted, resistors ara 1/4- or l/2'watt
composition and capacitors are di sk ceramic.
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The low-pll!ls filter shown in Fig. 8 is used to
elim inate unwa nt ed rf ene rgy (LO, carrier oscill ator,and o ther products) above 2 M Hz before
going to tbe buffer transistor QI I. While variou s
transistors are suitable for cw service in the hf
rangc, many will not perform well lI!I linear powe r
amplifiers. T he varia tion in transisto r cone nt gain
over a largll dynamic range is too great. This results
in distortion or imposes severe biasing problems.
Generally speaking, uhf types are the be$t ones to
use. T he am plifier used with the transcelver is
capable of appro:'lima tely onG-watt ou tpu t with
good IMD charac teristics.

Fig. 3 - Schematic d iagram of LO and mixer
modu le, If greater bandspread is de$ired, II small er
value capacito<" coul d be substituted for CI O wi th
C l l increased bV an appropriate amount to $III the
low-frequency end of the tunlng range to 10.8
M H z.

CI O - Air variable, 104 pF lT1,uli mum IJ.W. Miller
2 101 or equiy.).
L5 - 1.1'j.lH slug tuned (Mi llen 69054-0.91 or
equiv.J.
RFC2 - Three Amidon ferri le beads 8t d rain
terminal of OJ. Ins tal l on 1/2-inch length o f
No. 24 bare wi re,
RFC3, RFC4 , RFC 5 -

Mi n iature SO-j.lH cho k e

(Mi llen Co. J300-50J.
n. T3 - 25 turns No. 28 (trifi'sr wound) on
Amidon T-50-3 toroid core,

CoJl5ttucl ion

A mod ular-type layout was used that allows the

Fig. 4 - The 9-MHz filter bo8<'d_ pt,ysi~ layou t
shou.d keep input 8nd ou t put leads If!pilIrated,
C22, C25 - 3- to 35- p F mica compression
trimmer.
RF CS - Miniature 100-j.lH choke (Millen Co.

J 3QO.l 00).

FL1 - 9-MHz crystal fi lte!", 2. 1-k Hz bandwidth
(KVG XF-9B Spect rum International, Box 87,
Topsfiel d , MA 0 1983),
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bu ilder to pre test various sections of the transceiver be/ore instal la tion in the cabinet. SingJGsided pc board o r Vee to rbord construction shou ld
be avoided since unwanted capacitive and induc tive
coupling may ca use spurious oscillations. Usc
double-sid ed pc board, o r, as in the case of the unit
shown, isolated-pad Constmction. The latter is
hlghl y recommen ded. The individua l boards are
then mounted in the cabinet wi th small "L"
brac kets o.r in the case of the VfO module, with
screws.
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Fig. 5 - Carrier oscillator boord.
ClO. Cl3 - Miniature pc-mount air variable
(Johnson 18g·50 6-5, Allied Electronics
828-1219).
L6 - 15 p H nominal (Miller 4506 or equ iv.).
RFC7...:. 5()C).pH rf choke {Millen J300-500L
Yl , Y2 - KVG matching crystals for F L1.

Where intereonnecting shielded cables are used
(5uch as the connoctions on S I and othe r rf leads),
small coaxial cable is id eal. RG·174/ U was used in
the u~it shown and it is good praetice to tic the
ground leads to one point where two or more
cables come together. An example would be thc
switch connections at S I. Regular hoo k-up wire
can be used for the power·supply leads going to
eac.b board.
While the general layout should no t be c ritical,
the one shown in the photograph is suggested. The
cab inet is a Ten-Tee MW·IO and the dial assembly
can be ob tained from Allied/ Radio Sback. The
rootary switches for S I and S2 are so rplus minia·
ture types with glass-cpoxy insulation. The size of

the various components available will determine
the final la yout but care should be taken to keep
all leads as short as possible.
I t is a good idea to slart wi th the receiver
portion of Ihe transceiver (the rf amp lifier and
prcselector is the simplest module 10 build).
Carerully unwind (and save) the wire from the Iwo
ferrite-loop antenna coils.
Wind a one.-layer coH (3S turns) back on each
form and solder it in place. Paint cach coil with Q
dope to keep the turn s from unwinding. Mou nt the
completed coils (U and L3) u sing heavy wire leads
on the 36S-pF capacilor as shown in the pho tograph. Ll and L4 consisl of 2 lums of hook up
wire wound on the cold end of L2 and L3
respectively. Next, la y out the circuit board for the

Fig. 6 - Recei ver board . Th is includes the i·t
amplifier, product d etector, and audio ampli f ier.
Audio power is sufficient for high·impedance
earphones.
L7 - Slusrtuned inductor, 1.6 pH nominal. 13
turns No. 26 enam. on 1I4-i nch form.
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Fig. 7 - Schematic d iagram of tha speech amplifier
and the balanced modulator boards,
C62 - Mica Compression trimmer, 50 pF.
R52, ASS - Control, pc-mounting type.
RFCB - 3 ferrile bead$ over microphone-input
I,&d.

rf amplifier, making it small enough to mount on
the back of the capaci tor with spacers and screws.
Layout for Ihis board (and the remaining ones) wi n

be successful if the following rules are observed.
First, keep all component leads as short as possible

(especially Ie leads) and seco nd, lay 01,11 the stages
in a straight line as shown in the photograph. Also
auu re that input and output lead s are kepI as far
away from cach olher as is practical. If the
isolated-pad construc tion tcchnique is used, a drill
press (bench style) is handy. However, e ither a

hand-held elcc uic drill or a crank- type hand drill
may be used. Once the preselector modu le is
completed, perfor m the alignment proced ure
before going on to the next boo rd. Complete and
test the remaining boa rds before moun ting them
permanently in the cabinet.
Alignment
While the transce:iver could be tested aft er it is
com pleted, the procedure outlined here will assure
each mod ule is working before the next one is
mounted in the cabinet. Necessary test equipment
includes a signal source and receiver covering 1.8 to
2.0 MH z, and 9 to I I MHz. The receiver should be
capable of receiving 5sb s.ignals. Other suggested
equipment would be a VTVM, a mon itor scope
whic h can be used with the receiver to check
modulation, and a frequency counte r.

The presclecLOr module should be aligned fir st.
Connect a signal source to the general-cove rage
receiver and tunc in the signal Next, connect the
preselector between the genenlor and the receivCl
and adjust th e ~ugs until the signals peak. For
correct alignment, C I should be fully meshed at
the low end ( 1.8 MH z) of the band. The VFO
should be adju sted by selling its range for 10.8 to
11 MHz as indica ted on ei thCl a gcnenl-oovenge
receiver or a frequency countcr. The presclector
and LO/ mixer modul es may be mounted inside the
cabinet and interconnected. See blocks (a) and (b)
in Fig. 2. The ex ternal receiver should be con·
neeted to the ou tput of 1'2. When powe r is applied
to the tran sceiver and S I is set for Rev, signals
and noise should be heard at 9 MHz as the VFO
and prcsciector are tuned. The 9-MHz mter board
should be inslaUed and the receiver connection
moved from 1'2 to the output of the ftiter. See
block (d) in Fi&, 2. Peak C24 and C25 for
maximum signal. The camer-()scillator board may
be checked by listening with the gcneIllk:overagc
receive r to the two cryst al rrequencies (8.999 and
9.001). Mount the carrier-osciUator and receiver
boards, connect a headphone set and adjust L7
for maximum rece iver se nsitivi ty. This com pletes
the alignment of Ihe rece ivCl. See block (e) in Fig.
2 for delails.
Refer to block (h) in Fig. 2 and mount the
speech ampline r. Install the appropriate power,
input and output con nections. Couple a headset to
the output of this circuit through a O.5-.uF
capacitor and speak into the microphone. Speech
should be heard. Install and connect the balancedmodulator boord. Rerer to block (g) in Fig. 2. Ssb
signaJs should be det ected at the output terminal
of T3. Adjust R68 and <:62 for minimum carrier.
Interconnect the buffer and PA modules, and
connect a dummy load (wi th an output indiCOltor)
to the an tenna jack. A small pilot ligh t (No. 47)
will $Ilrfice if the PA shown in Fig. 8 is used. R73
should be se t for minimum collector current. A
short whistle into the mi crophone should prod uce
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an output signal. Oear·sounding ssb signals should Fig. 8 - Schematic diagram of buffer and PA. If a
be heard when listening to the genetal-coverage broad-barn;l amplifier 01" antenna circuit il to follow
T5, a low·pa$l filter may be neceu.ary to reduce
«lcciver. This completes the ssb alignment.
Place a jumper from either the USB or LSB unwan ted har mon ic energy.
- 27 j.lH, 66 turns uf No. 30 enam. wi re on
position ofS2A to the cw position of S2A. Set the L8 Amidon
T·50-3 (gray) tOl"oid COTe.
gencral-coverage receiver to the USB position. Tum L9 - 37 J,lH, 76 t urns No. 30 enam. on T--5().J
the transceiver to the c w position and tune unlil a
,~.
readable ssb signal is heard. Key the transceiver and R73 - Control, pe-mounting type.
depending upon the settings of CI2 and C30, a RFC9 - 2,7 j.lH minimum. Slip a ferrite beiid over
each end of a small rf choke (Millen 343(0).
tone should be heard. eJO will determine the
amount of output. Adjust C I2 until the desired T4 - Stack two Amidon Husky (7 mml beads and
wind a 5-turn Pl"imary and a 3 lurn secondary
side tone is obtained. This will require re tuning the
Ihrougtl both cores. Use No. 26 enam. wi re.
receiver for readable usb after each adjustmen t.
Make a second transformer similar to the first
When the adjustment is correct, a proper-so unding
one. Parallel the primaries, and series cunneet
ssb signal can be heard in the CW position and the
the secondaries observing the polarities shown
desired note will also be heard when the tran~
on the diagram.
miller is keyed. Remuve the jumper from S2A. 1'5 - 24 tums No. 26 enam. wire !trifiter wound)
This completes alignment of the tJanseeiver.
on Amidon T-68-3 core.

Chapter 14

Frequency Modulation and
Repeaters
Methods of radiotclphone commun ication by
fn:quency modulation were developed in the 1930s
by Major Edwin Armstrong in an attempt to
ledure the problems of sta tk: and noise associated
with receiving a-m broadcast uansmissions. The
primal)' advan tage of fm, die abil ily to produce a
high signal- to-n oise ratio when fC(:civing I signal of
only moderate strength, has made fm the mode
chosen for mobile communicat ions services and
quality broadcasting. The disadvantages. the wide
bandwid th required and the poor results obtained
when an fm signal is propagated via the Ionosphere
(because o f phase distortion), has limited the use
of frequency modulation to the 100mcter band and
the vhf/uhf s.cction of the spec tl'\lm.
Fm has some impressive advantages for vhf
opera tion, especially when compared to a-m. With
fm the modulation process takes place in a
low-l.evel stage. TIle modulation equipment required is the same, regardle ss of transmitter power.
1be lipul may be frequency multiplied after
modulation, and the PA stage can be operated
aass C for best cfflCiency, as the "final" need not
be linear.
In recent years there has been increasing use of
fm by amateurs ope rat ing around 29.6 MHz in the
Io.metc r band. The vhf spectrum now in popular
use includes 52 to 53 MHz, 14/1 to 147.5 Ml lz, 222
to 225 MHz, and 440 to 450 MHz.

FREQUENCY AND
PHASE MODULATION
It b pos5ible to convey intelligence by
modulating any property of. carrie r, including its
frequency and phase. When the frequency of the
carrier is varied in accordance with the variations in
a modu tating signal, the result is rrequcncy
modu lalion (frn). Similarly, varying the phase of
the ea rrie r curre nt is called phase modulat io n (p m).
Frequency and phase modu lation are not
independent, since the frequency can not be varied
withou t also varying the phase, and vice versa.

The effectiveness of fm and pm for communication purposes depends almost entirely on the
receivin g methods. If the receive r will respond to
frequency and phase changes bu t is insensitive to
amplitude changes, it will discriminate against most
forms of noise, particularly impulse noise wch as is
set up by ignition sySlems and other sparking
devices.. Special methods of detect;on are required
to accomplish this result.
Modulation methods for fm and pm are simple
and require practically no audio power. There is
also th e advantage tha t, sinee there is no amplitude
variation in the signal. interference to broadcasl
reception rewiling from rec tification of the
transmitted signal In Ibe audio circuits o'f the bc
receiver is subs tantially elimina ted.
Freque ncy Modulation
Fig. 14·2 is a representation of frequency
modulation. When a modulating signal is applied,
the carrier frequency is increased during one
half cycle of the modulating signal and decreased
during the half cycle of opposite polarity. This is
indicated in the drawing by the fact tba t the rf
cycle, occupy less time (higher frequency) when
the modulating signal is positive, and more time
(lowe r frequency) wben the modulating signal is
negative. The change in Ibe carrier frequency
(frequency devia tio n) is proportional to the
instantaneous amplitude of the modulating signal.
so the deviation is smail when the instantaneous
amplitude of the modulating signal is small, and is
greatest when the modulating signal rucbes its
peak, either positive o r negative.
As sbown by tbe drawing. the ampli.tude of the
signal docs not cbange during modulation.
Phase Modul 3tio n
If tbe phase of tbe cu rren t in 3 circuit b
changed there is an instan taneous frequency
change during Ihe time tha i the ph ase is being
shifted, The amount of frequency change, or
deviat ion, depends o n how rapidly the pbase shift
is accomplished. II is also dependent upon tbe total
amount of tbe pbase shift. In a properly openting

Fig. 14-t - The use of vhf 1m mobile rigs in
conjunction with repeaters has improved the
communications of many emateur emergency
groups, Here F2ea relevs treffic being received vie
2..meter 1m on e4().melElf ISb link.
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Fig. 14-2 - Graphical rll~ntation of frequency
modulation. In the unmodulated carrillr at A, lI!ICh
rf cyclll occupies the same amount of time, When
the modulating signal, S, is applied, the radio
frequency is increased and decreased &<:Cording to
the amplitude and polarity of the modulating
signat.

ee)
pm system the amount of phase shift is
proportional to the instantaneous amplitude of the
modulating signal. The r apid ity of the phase shift is
directl y proportional to the frequency of the
modulating signal. COl'kwquenlly, the frequency
deviation in pm is proportional to both the
amplitude and freq uency of the modulating signal.
The latter represents the outstanding difference
between fm and pm, since in fm the frequency
deviation is proportional only to the amplitude of
the modulating signal.
FM and PM Sidebands

The sidebands set up by fm and pm differ from
tho'" resulting from a-m in that they occur at

integral multiples of the moduLating frequency on
either side of the carrier rather than, as in a-m,
consisting of a single set of side frequencies for
each modulating frequency. An fro or pm signal
therefore inherently occupies a wider channel than

.m.

The number of "exIra" sidebands thaI occu r in
fm and pm depends on the relationship between
the modulating frequency and the frequency
deviation. The ra~io between the frequency
deviation, in Hertz, and the modulating frequency,
also in Hertz, is called the modulating index. That
is,
Modulation index .. equier freouency deviation
Modulating frequency
EI~ ... ,le :

The muimum

fr~ucnc1

dnla.

tioo in . .. ! ..... tr..".miUcT i . 3000 H •. dther
, ide of the carrier f~U"'C1 . The moduL ..tion
inde" wben the modulatiDII: f~ue"", i . 100J
H2. i .

. ~_ l

Modul ..tion indc:x

,~

Fig. 14-3 shows how the amplitudes of the
carrier and the various sidebands vary with the
modulation index. This is for single-tone modula·
tion; the first sideband (actually a palr, one above
and one below the carrier) is displaced from the
carrier by an amount equal to the modulating
frequency, the second is twice the modulating
frequency away from the carrier, and so on. For
txample, if the modulating frequency is 2000 Hz
md the carrier frequency is 29,500 kHz, the first
!ideband pair is at 29,498 kHz and 29,502 kHz,
the second pair is at 29,496 kHz and 29,504 kHz,
the third at 29,494 kHz and 29,506 kHz, etc. The
mlplitudes of these sidebands depend on the
modulation index, not on the frequency deviation,
Note that as shown by Fig. 14-3, the carrier
strength varics with the modulation index. (In
amplitu de modulation the carrier strength is
constant; only the sideband amplitUde varies.) At a
moduJation index of approximately 2.4 the carrier
disappears entirely, It then becomes "negative" at
11 higher index, meaning that its phase is reversed as
,ompared to the phase without modulation. In fm
md pm the energy that goes into the sidebands is
taken from the carrier, the total power remaining
the same regardleS.'l of the modulation index.
Since there is no change in am plitude with
modulation, an fm or pm signal can be amplified
without dis lortion by an ordinary Class C
amplifier. The modulation can take place in a very
h w,level stage and the signal can then be amplified
by either frequency multipliers or straight-through
mlplifiers.
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In pm the modulation index is co nstant
regardless of the modulating frequency; in fm it
varies with the modulating frequency, as shown in
the above example. In an fm system the ratio of
the maximum carrier-frequency deviation to the
highest modulating frequency used is called the
deviation ratio.

•

Fig. 14-3 - How the amplitude of the pairs
of sidebands va ries with the modulation
index in an fm or pm signal, If the curves
were extendei:l for greater values of
modulation index it would be $"n that the
carrier amplitude goes throuF lero at
several points. The same statement also
applies to the sidebands.

..
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If the modulated signal is passed through one or
more frequency multipliers, the modulation index

The rule-of-thumb for d etermination of bandwidth
requirements for an fm system is:

is multiplied by the same factor that the carrier
frequency is 'multiplied. For example, if modulation is applied on 3.S MHz and the final output is
on 28 MHz, the total frequency multip lication is 8
times, so if the frequency deviation is 500 Hz It
3.5 MHz it will be 4000 Hz at 28 MHz. Frequency
multiplication offers II means for obtaining
practically any desired amount of frequency
deviat ion, whether or not the modulator itself is
capable of giving that much deviation without
distortion.

where l:F is one half of the total frequency
deviation , and F Am.... is the maximum audio
frequency (3 kHz for c ommunicatlons purposes).
Thus, for narrow-band fm, the bandwidth equals
(2) 5 + 3 or 13 k Hz. Wide-band systems need a
33-kHz receiver bandwid th.

Bandwi d th
FCC amateur regulations (Part 97.61) limit
the bandwidth of F3 (frequency and phase

modula1ion) to that of an a-m transmission
having the same audio charac teristics below
29.0 MHz lind in the SO. I- to 52,S-MH z

frequency segment. Grealer bandwid ths are
allowed from 29.0 to 29.7 MHz and above
52. 5 MHz.

If the modulation index (with single-tone
modulation) does not exceed 0.6 or 0.1, the most
important extra sideband , the second, wiD be It
least 20 dB below the unmodulated carrie r level,
and this should represent an effec tive channel
width about equivalent to that of an a-m signal. In
the case of speech, a somewhat higher modu lation
index can be used. ntis is because the energy
distribution in a complex wave is such Ihal the
modulation index for anyone frequency component is reduced as compared to the index with a
sine wave having the same peak amplitude as the
voice wave.
The chief advantage of fm OJ pm for
li'eq uencies below 30 MHz is that it eliminates or
reduces certain types of interference to broadcasl
reception. Also, the modulating equipment is
relatively sim ple and inexpensive. However, assuming the same unmodulated carrier power in all
cases, narrow-band fm or pm is not as effective as
a-m with the methods of reception used by many
anuzteun. To obtain the-benefits of the fm mode, a
good fm receiver is required. As shown in Fig.
14-3, al an index of 0.6 the amplitude of the fiT!t
sideband is abou t 25 percent of the unmodulated·
carrier amplitude; this compares with a sideband
am plitude of SO pe rcent in the case of a 100
percent modulated a-m transmitter. When copied
on an a-m receiver, a narrow-band fm or pm
transmitter is about equivalent to a lOO--percent
modulaled a-m transmitter operating at one-fourth
the carrier power . On a suitable (fm) receiver, fm is
as good or better than a-m, watt for watt.
Three deviation amounts are now slandard
practice: 15, 5 and 2.5 k Hz, which in the current
vernacular of fm users , are known as wide band,
narrow band, and sliver band. respectively. (See
box above.) Thc 2.5·3 k Hz deviation (called nbfm
by OTs) was popular for a time o n the vhf bands
and 10 meters after World War II. Deviation Hgures
are given for the freque ncy swing in one direction.

2 (t::.. F)+FAmu.

Comparison o f PM and PM
Frequcncy modulation canno t be applied 10 an
ampliHcr stage. but phase modu lation can; pm is
therefore readily adaptable to transmitters employing osciUators of high stability such as the
crystal-controned type. The amount of phase shift
that can be obtained with good linearity is such
that the maximum practicable modulatlon index is
abou t 0.5. Because the phase shift is proportional
to the modula ting frequency, this index can be
used only at the highest frequency present in the
modulating signal, assuming that an frequencies
will at one time or another have equal amplitudes.
Taking 3000 Hz as a sui table upper limit for voice
work, and se tting the modulation index a t 0.5 for
3000 Hz, the frequency response of the speech·
amplifier system above 3000 Hz must be sharpl y
attenuated, to prevent excess splatter. (See Fig.
14-4.) Also, if the " tinny " quality of pm as
received on an fm receiver is to be avoided, the pm
must be changed 10 fm, in which the modu lation
index decreases in inverse proportion to the
modulating frequency. This require s shaping the
speech-amplifier frequency-response curve in such
a way that the output voltage is inversely
proportional to frequency over most of the voice
range. When this is done the maximum modulation
index can only be used to some relativeJy low
audio frequency, perhaps 300 to 400 Hz in voice
transmission, and must decrease in proportion to
th e increase in frequency. The result is that the
maximum linear frequency deviation is only one OJ
two hundred Hz, when pm is c hanged to fm. To
increase the deviat ion for narrow band requires a
frequency multiplicatlon of 8 times or more.

Fig. 14-4 - Output frequency spectrum of II
nllrrow-band fm transmitter modulated by a 1·k Hz
tone.

FrBqJency ModJ lation Methods
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It is relatively easy to secure a fairly large
frequency deviation when a self<ontrolled oscillator is frequency-modulated dire<:dy. (True frequency modulatio n of a crystal-controlled oscillator
resu lts in only vcry small deviations and so requires

a grea t deal of t;requeney multiplication.) The ehief
problem is to maintain a satisfactory degree of
curier stability, since the greater the inherent
stability of the.oKillator the more difficult it is to
secure a wide frequency Swing with linearit y,

METHODS OF FREOUENCY MODULATION
Direct FM
A si mple and satisfactory device for producing

fm in the amatcu r transmitter is the reactance
modulator. This is a vacuum tube or transistor
connected to the ri tank circuit of an oscillator in
such a way as to act a$ a variable inductance or
capacitance.
Fig. 14-5A is a representative circuit. Gate I or
th e modulator MOSFET is connected across the
oscillator tank circuit, CILl , through resistor RI
and bloelting ca pacitoJ 0 . C3 represenu the input
capacitance of the modulator tran sistor. 1M
resistance of RI is made large compared to the
JeactlUlce of Cl, so the If cummt through RIC3
will be practicaUy in phase with the rf voltage
appearing at the terminals of the tank circuit.

REACTANCE MODULATOR
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Fig. 14·5 - Reactance moduletorl u, ing lAI a
high·trensconductence MOSFET and (S) • varoctor
diode.

However, the voltage across Cl will lag the current
by 90 degrees. The rf cu rrent in the drain circuit of
the modulator. will be in phase with the grid
voltage, and consequently is 90 degrees behind the
current through C3, OJ 90 degrees behind the If
tank vol tage. This lagging current is dJawn through
the oscillator tank, giving the same effect as though
an inductance were connected across the tank. The
frequency increases in proportion to the amp litude
of the lagging plate cune nt of the modulator. The
audio voltage, introduced through a radiO:f~quen:
cy choke, varie, the transconductance of The
transistor and thereby varies the rf drain ·current.
The modulated oscillator u5ually is operated on
a relatively low fJequency, so that a high orde(. of
carrier Itability can be ICCUred. Frequency
multiplicrs are used to raise the frequency to the
final frequency desired.
A reactance modulator can be connected to a
crystal oscillator as wen as to the self-controUed
type as shown in Fig. 14·58 . However, the
resulting signal can be more phase-modulated than
it is frequcncy.modulated, for the reason that the
frequency deviation that can be secured by varying
the frequency of a crystal oscillator is quite small.
The sensitivity of the modulator (frequency
change per unit change in grid voltage) depends on
the transconductance of the modulator IDnsistor.
It inCIease5 when Rl is made smaller in comparison
with C3. It also increase5 with an incre ase in LlC
ratio in the oscillator tank circuit. However, (or
highest carrier stability it is desirable to use the
largest tank capacitance that will pennit the
desired deviation to be secured while keeping
within the limits of linear operation.
A change in ally o( thc voltages on tlie
modulator transistor will cause a change in rf drain
current, IUId consequently a frequency change.
Therefore it is advisable to use • regulated powel
su pply for both modulator and oscillator.
Indirect FM
The same type. of reactance-tube circuit that is
used to vary the tuning of the oscillator tank in £m
can be used to vary the tuning of an amplifler tank
and thus vary the phase of the tank current (OJ pm.
Hence the modulator circuit of Fig. 14·SA or
14-6A can be used fOJ pm if the reactance
transistor or tube wolks on an amplifier tank
ins tead of directly on a self-contro Ued oscillator. If
audio shaping is used in the speech amplifier, as
described above, fm instead of pm win be
generated by the phase modulator.
The phase shift that occurs when a circuit is
delUDed from resonance depe nds on the amount of
detunins IUId the Q of the circuit. The bieber the
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PHASE MODULATOR
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that the actual frequency deviation increases with
the modu1atina audio frequency in pm makes it
necessary to cut 01T the frequencies above about
3000 Hz before modulation takes place. If this is
not donc, unne<:eSsary sidebands will be genel1lted
at frequencies conside rably away from the carrier.
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Q. the smaller the amount of detuning needed to
secure a given number of degrees of phase shi!!. If
the Q is at least 10, the relationship between phase
shift and deluning (in kHz ei ther side of the
resonant frequency) will be subs tantially linear
over a phase-ihift range of about 2S degrees. From
the standpoint of modulator sensitivity, the Q of
the tuned circuit on which the modulalo r operates
should be as high as possible. On the other hand,
the effective Q of the cUcuil will not be very high
if the amplifier is delivering power 10 I load !ince
the load resistance reducell the Q. There mUll!
therefore be • compromise between modulato r
-ensitivity and rf power output from the
modulated amplifier. An optimum figure for Q
appears to be about 20; Ih is al lows reasonable
loading o f the modulated amplifier and the
neeessary tuning varia tion can be secured from a
reactance modulato r without difficulty. It is
advisable to modulate at a low powe r level.
Reactance modulation of an amplifie r stage
usually results .in simultaneous amplitude modulation because the modulated stage is delUned £rom
resonance 8$ the phase is shifled. This must be
eliminated by feeding the modulated signal
through an amplitude limiter or one or more
"saturating" stages - that is, amplifiers that are
openlted Oass C and driven hard enough so that
variations in the amplitude of the input exci tation
produce no appreciable variations in the output
amplitude.
Fo r the same type of reactance modula tor, the
speech-amplifier gain required is the samc for pm
as for fm. However, as pointed ou t earlie r, the fact

The speech am plificr preceding tlle modulator
follows ordinal)' design, except that no powcr is
taken from it and the af voltage required by the
modulato r grid usual ly is small - not more than 10
or IS volts, even witlliarge modulator tubes, and
only a volt or two for transistors. Because of these
modest requirements, only a few speech stages are
needed ; • two-stage amplificr consisting of two
bipolar transistors, both resistance-coupled, will
more than suffice for crystal ceramic or hi-Z
dynamic microphones. For more information on
speech amplifien see Chap ter 13.
Several forms of speech processing produce
worthwhile improvements in fm system performance. It is desirable to limit the peak amplitude
of the audio signal applied to an fm or pm
modulator, 50 that the deviation of the fm
transmitter will not exceed a prese t value. This
peak limitir(!!: is usually accomplished with a simple
audio clipper whieh is placed be tween the speech
amplifier and modulator. The clipping process
produces high-order harmonics which, if allowed to
pass through to the modulator stage, would create
unwanted sidebands. Therefore, an aud io low-pass
filter with a cu t-olT frequency between 2.5 and 3
kHz. is needed at the output of the clipper. Excess
clip ping can cause severe distortion of the voice
signal. An audio processor consisting of a
compresso r and a clipper, such as described in
Chapter 13, has been found to produce audio with
a better sound (i.e., less distortion) than a clipper
alone.
To reduce the amount of noise in 50me fm
communications systems, an audio shaping netwo rk called pre~mpha.sis is added at the
transmitter to proportionally attenuate the lower
audio frequencies, giving an even spread 10 the
energy in the audio band. TIlls results in an fm
signal of nearly conl tanl energy distribution. The
revene is done at the receiver, called de-emphasis,
to restore the audio to its original relative
proportions. Sample cireuiu are shown in Fig.
14-6.

FM EXCITERS
Fm exciten and transmitters take two gencral
forms. One, shown at Fig. 14-7A, consists of.
reactance modu lator which shifts the frequency of
an oscillator to se nerate an fm signal directly.
Successive mwtiplier stages provide OUlput on the
desired frequency, which is amplirJCd by a PA
stage. This system Iw a disadvantage in that, if the
oscillator is free running, it is difficult to achieve
sufficient stability for vhf usc. If a crystal-controlled oscillator is em ployed, unless the amount
that the crystal frequency is changed is kept small,
it is difficult to achieve equal amounts of
frequency swing.
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Block d1agrams 01 typical 1m exciters.

Fig. 14-7 -

The indirect melhod of gene rating fm shown in
FiS. 14-1 B is curren tly popular. Shaped audio is
applied 10 a phase modulator to gene rate fm. As
the amount of deviation produced is very small,
then a large number of multiplier stages is needed
to ach ieve wide-band deviation at the operating
frequency. In general, the system shown al A will
require a less co mplex ci rcuit than that at B, but
the indirect method (8) often produces supe rio r
re SUlts.

TESTING AN FM TRANSMITTER
Accurate checking o r the operation of an fm or
pm transmitter requires differen t methods than the
corresponding checks on an a-m or $lib set. This is
because the common fonns of measuring devices
either indicale amplitUde variatio ns only (a
milli ammeter, for exam ple), or because their
indications arc most eas il y interpret ed in lenns of
amplitUde.

The quant ities to be checked in an fm
tran smi tte r arc Ihe linearity and frequency
deviation and the output frequcn!;)', if the unit
uses crystal con trol_ The methods of checking
differ in detail.
Frequency Checking
The crystal-controlled, channelized operation
that is now popular with amateur fm usen requires
that a transmitte r be held close to th e desired
channcl, at least within a few hundred lIcrtz, even
in a wide4>and sYl tem. Having the tJllllsmi ttcr on
the proper frequency is particularly important
when openlting through a repeater. The rigors of
mobile and portable operation make I frequency
check of a channclized txan5CCiver a good idea at
three-month intervals.
Freq ue ncy meten ge nerally fall in two categories, the hererodyne type and the digita l cou nter. For
amateur use, the vhf/ uhf coun terpa rt.! of the

PEAK DEVIATION METER
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DeIl/orIQII Produced
2/1d Null

Audio
Frequency

1st Null

905.8 Hz
1000.0 liz
1500.0 Hz
18 11.0 Hz
2000.0 Hz
2079.2 liz
2805.0 Hz

±2.18kHz
± 2.40 kHz
± 3.6 1 kHz
.±4.35 kHz
±4.8 1 kHz
±S.OO kHz
±6.75 kHz

± 5.00kHz
± 5.52 kHz
± 8.28 kHz
± I O.OO kHz
± 11.04 kHz
± 11.4 8 kHz
± 15.48 kHz

3rdNuU

± 1.84 kHz
± 8.65 kHz
.1 12.98 kHz
± 15.61 kHz
± 17.3 1 kHz
± 17.99 kHz
±24.27 kHz

Fig. 14--8 - (AI Schematic diagram of the dMation mater. ResIStOR ere 1I2wlItt compositiOl"l and
capacitors are ceramic. eICcept those with polarity marked. which are electrolvtic. CA1-CR3. incl. are
high~peed silicon switching diodes_ A1 is a linear-taper composition cOl"ltrol . and SI, S2 are spst toggle
lIWitches. Tl is a mlnt.WrfI audio transformer wi th . 10.QOO-ohm primary and 2O.()()(kJhm center-tapped
secondary (Triad A31X). (6) Chart of audio frequencies which will produce a carrier null when the
d8lliation of lin fm transm1tter is set for the yaluas given.
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popular BC-221 frequency meter, the 1'8-174 and
TS-115, will provide sufficient accuracy. Frequency counters that will work directly up to 500 MHz
and higher are available, but their cost is high. The
less expensive low-frequency counters can be
employed using a scaler, a device which divides an
input frequ ency by a preset ratio, usually 10 0 1
100. The Heathkit IB· I 02 scaler may be used up to
175 MHz, using a c ountcr with a 2-MHz (or more)
upper frequency limit. If the counting system does
not have a sufficien t upper frequency limil to
measure the ou tput of an fm transmi tt er dizectly,
one of the frequency-multiplie r stages can be
sampled to provide a Ugnal in the range of the
measurement device. Alterna tively, a crystal-contlo Ued co nverter feeding an hi receiver whlch has
accurate frequency readout can be employed, if a
secondary standard is available to calibrate the

receiving system.
Deviation an d Deviation Lineuily

A simple deviation meter can be assembled
Collowing the diagram of Fig. l 4-8A. This circuit
was designed by K6VKZ. The output of a
wide-band reoeiver di$Criminator (\lefore any
de-f;mphasis) is fed to t wo amplifier transistors.
The ou tput of the amplifier sec tion is ~sfonneI
cou pled to a pair ofrectifiet diodes to develop a dc
voltage fo r the mettz, ML There will be an
indication on the meter with no signal input
because of detected noise, so the accuracy of the
instru men t will be poor on weak signals.
To calibrate the unit, signals of known
deviation will be requiIed. Jr the mete r is to be se t
to read 0-15 kHz, then a 7.5-kHz deviation test
signal should be employed. R I is then adjuSied

until MI reads half scale, SO /-IA. To check the peak
deviation of an incomins signal, close both S l and
S2. Then, read the meter. Opening fint one switch
and then the othe r will indicate the amount of
positive and negative deviation of the signal, a
check of deviation li nearity.
Measurement or Deviation Using Bessel Functions
Using a mat h. relationshi p known as the Bessel
Fu nction it is possible to predic t the points at
which, with certai n audio-input frequencies and
predetennined deviation se ttings, the carricr
outpu t of an rm transmitter will disappear
completely. Thus, by monitoring the carrier
frequ ency with a receive r, it will be possible by ear
to identify the deviation at which the carrier is
nulled. A heterodyne signal at either the input or
receiver i-r is required so that the carrier will
produce a beat note which can easily be identified.
Other tones wil l be prod uced in the modulation
process, so some concentration is required by the
operato r when making the test. With an audio tone
selected from the chart (Fig. 14·8B), advance the
deviation control slowly until Ihe first nuJl is
heard. If a highel'-Ordcr nu ll is desired, continue
advancing the control rurther until the second, and
then the third, null is heard. Using a carrier null
beyond the third is generally not practical.
For exam ple, if a 9Q5_8-Hz tone is used, the
transmitter will be se t for 5-kHz deviation when
the second null is reached. The second nu ll
achieved with a 2805-Hz audio input will set the
transmitter deviation at 15.48 kHz. The Besselfunction approach can be used to calib rate a
deviation meter, ruch as the' unit shown in Fig.
14-SA

RECEPTIDN OF FM SIGNALS
Receivers for fm signals differ rrom others
pri ncipally in two features - there is no need ror
linearity preceding dete<:tion (it is, in ract, advan~eous if amplitude variations in signal and
background noise can be "washed OUI'') and the
(lEVIATION
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Fig. t 4-9 Fm detector characteristlCi. Slope
det'ction, usi ng the sloping aide of the receivtlrt
H lectivl ty C1.II'II& to cOtlvert fm to a-m for
w bsequ'nt detection.

detector must be capable of converting frequency
variations in the incoming signal into amplitude
variations.
Frequency·mod ulated signals can be received
after a fashion on any ordinary nx:c iver. The
receiver Is tuned to put the carrier frequency
partway down on one side or the selectivi ty curve.
When the frequency or the ! ignal varies wi th
modul3tion it swings as indicated in Fig. 14·9,
resulting in an a-m output vary ing between X and
Y. This is thcn rectified as an a-m signal.
With receivers having sleep-sided selectivity
cutYeS. the me thod is not very satisfactory because
the distortion is quite severe unless the rrequency
deviation is small, since the rrequ ency deviation
and outpu t amplitUde Is linear over only a small
part of the selectivity curve.
The FM Receiver

Block diagrams of an a-m/ssb and an fm
receiver are shown in Fig. 14- 10. Fundamentally,
to achieve a sensitivity of less than one microvolt,
an fm receiver require s a gain of several million too much total gain to be accom plished with
stability on a single r.reque ncy. Thus, the use of the
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A-M RECE IV ER

Fig. 14-10 - Bl oc k diagrams of (AI an a-m (BI an
fm receiver_ Dark bordal'$ outline tha sectioN thlt
ara different In the fm set.
F M RECEI VER

superheterod yne circuit has become standard
practice. Three major differences will be ap parent
from a comparison of the two block diagrams. The
fm receiver employs a wider.l)andwidth filter, a
differen t detector, and has I limiter stage added
between the ;-f amplifier and the detector.
Otherwise the func ti ons, and often the circuits, of
the If, oscillator, mixer and audio stages will be the
same in either receiver_
In operation, the noticeable difference between
the two mceiven is the effect of noise and
interference on an incoming signal. From the time
of the fint spark transmitters, "rotten QRM" has
been a major problem for amateUR. The limiter
and discriminator stages in an fm set can elimi nate
a good deal o f im pulse noise, exce pt that noise
which man.s to acquire I f,-equency-modulltion
clw'acteristic. Accurate alignment of the receiver
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Most fm sets that use tubes achieye U
selectivity by using a number of overcoupJed
transformcrs. The wide bandwidth and phaseresponse characterisitic needed in the i-f system
dictate can:ful design and alignment of all
intentage'raruformen.
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i-f system and phase tuning of the detector are
required to achieve good noise suppression. Fm
receiven perform in an unusual manner when QRM
is present, eldtibiting I characteristic known as the
copllJ.re effect. The loudest lignal received, even if
it is only two or three times stronger than other
stations on the same frequency, will be the only
transmission demodulated. By comparison, an S9
a·m or cw signal can suffer noticeable interference
from an S2 carrier.
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Fig. 14-11 - A list of fm-bandwidth 'ilteB that are lIVailable 10 amateurs. Manufacturar'. addresses are ..
fOllOWS :
3) E_ S_ Electronic labs, 301 Au(pJstus, Excel.iO!"
11 Spect rum International , P. O. Box 87, TopsSprings, MO 64024.
field, MA 01983.
41 Semiconductor Specialists, Inc., P. O. Box
2) Heath Dynamics, Inc_, 6050 N. 5200 Avenue,
66125, O'Hlre International Airport. Chlcego,
Glendale, AZ 85301.
.
I L 60666. IMlnimum order $5.00.)
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Fig. 14-12 Representation of limitltr action.
Amplhude variations on the ligna' are removed by
the diode action of the grid- and pl8Ie~rrent
sa luretion.

Fo r the average ham, the use of. rugh-sde<:tivi-

Iy filler in a homemade receiver offen some
simpli fication of the alignment task. Following the

techniques used in ssb receivers, a crystal or
ceramic filter should be placed in the circuit as
close as possible to the an tenna CQMcctor - at the
ou tput of the first mixer, in most cases. Fig. 14·11

m available
to ama teurs. Prices for these mIen are in the range
of $10 to $30. Experimenters who wilh to " roll
their own" can use surplus hf crystals, as outlined
in ARRL's Single Sidebdnd for the Rfldio Amoteur,
or ceramic resonators.
One item of concern to every ama teur fm user
is the choice of i-r bandwidth for his receIver, as
both 1.5- and 5-kHz deviation are now In co mmon
use on the amateur bands. A wide-band receive r
can receive narrow-band signals, suffering o nl y
some loss of au dio in the de tec tion process.
However, a wideband signal wil l be badly d is to rted
when receive d on a nurow-band rig. At th is poin t
it seems reasonable to assume that increasing fm
activity and co ntinued production of commercial
narrow-band transceivers may graduaUy shift
amateur operation to a 5-KHz deviation standard.
But, as with the a-m opera tors, the wide-band
enthusiasts will be around for some ti me to come,
lured by inexpensive su rplus wide-band gear.
IislS a number of suitable fil ters that

limits wben it is of sufficient amplitude so that
diode action of tbe grid and plate-cumnt
saturation clip both sides of the inpu t sign al,
producing a com tanl-am plitude ou tpu t Yoltage.
Obyiously, a signal of eOrWdeJ'llble strength is
required at the inpu t of the limiter to assure full
clipping, ty pically seve ral volts for tubes, one volt
for tJ'llnsist ors, and seve ral hun dred microyolts for
ICs. limiting ac lion should start with an If input
of 0. 2 f..I.V or less, so a large amount of gain is
required between the an lenna tenninaJ and the
limi ter stages. I' or example, the Motorola 800 has
eight tu bes before the li miter, and the solid-state
MOTRAC receiyers use nine transis tor stages to get
sufficien t gain before the Imt limiter. The new ICs
offer some simplineation of the i-f sys tem as they
pack a lot of gain in lo a singie package.
When sufficie nt signal arrives at the receiver to
start limiting action, the set quieti - that is, the
background noise disappears. The se nsitivity of an
fm receive r is J'll tcd in lenns of the amount of
input signal required to produce a given amount of
quie ti ng, usuall y 20 dB. Current pJ'lletice using the
new solid-s tate dcyices can prod uce receivers wh ic h
ach ieve 20 dB quieting with 0.15 to O.S f..I.V of
input signal.
A single tube o r tran sisto r stage will not provide
good UmitinJ OYe r a wide range of input $ignals.
Two stages, with different input time constanU,
are a minimum requiremen t. The first stage is set
to handle Impulse noise satisfactorily while the
second is detigncd to limit the range of signal$
passed on by the first. At frequencies below I MHz
it is useful to employ untuned R C-coupled limitcrs
which provide sufficien t gain without a tenden cy
toward oscillation.

IAI

Umitel!l
When fm was fust introduced, the main selling
point used fo r tile new mode was the noise-free
reception possibilities. The ci rcuit in th e fm
receiver that has the task of choppi ng off noise and
am plitude modulation fro m an incoming signal is
the limite,. Mos t types of fm detectors respond to
bo th frequency and amplitude variations of the
signal. Thus, the limiter stages pre<:eding the
de tec tor are included to "cleanse" the signal so
that only the desired frequency modulation will be
demodulated. This action can be seen in Fig.

181

14-l 3.
Limiter stages can be designed using tubes,
tlansislors, or 10;. For a tube to ac t as a limiter,
the applied B yoltages are c hose n so that Ihe stage
will oyerload easily, even with a small amount o f
signal inpu t. A sharp-cutoff 'pentode such as the
68H6 is usually em ployed with little o r no bias
applied. As shown in Fig. 14-12, the Input signal

Fig. 14-13 _ (AI Input wave form to a limiter lIa08
shows a'ffl and nolsa. (8) T he same signal , aftt r
passing throo gh two limiter n ilges, is devoid of a","
components.
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Fig. 14-14A shows a tWCHl lage limiter using
sbaJ]Kutoff tubes, while 14-148 has tJlUll islOIS in
two l tages biased for limiter service. The base bias
on either transistor may be varied to provide
limiting at a desired level. The input-s.ignal voltage
required to start limiting action is caDed the
limitilll knu, referring to the point at which
collector (or plate) curnnt ceases to rise with
increased input signal. Modem ICs have IimitillJ
knees of 100 mV for the circuit shown in Fig.
14-14C, using the CA3028A or MC ISSOG, or 200
#N for th e Motorola MC 1590G of Fig. 14-14D.
Because the high-gain ICs such as the CA3076 and
MCl S90G contain as many as six or cigh t active
stages which will saturate with sufficient input, one
of these devices provides superior limiter performance compared to a pair of tubes or tnnsistolS_

+nv

•

Fig. 14-15 - The characteristic of an fm discriminator.
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Fig. 14-16 - Typical frequency-discriminator circuit used for 1m detection. Tl is a Mille r 12-C4S.

Detectors
In the search for a simplified fm detec tor, RCA
The fi rst type of fm detector to gain populari ty developed a circuit that has now become standard
was the frequency discriminator. The characteristic in entertainment radios which eliminated the need
of such a detector is shown ill Fig. 14+15. When the for a preceding limiter stage. Known as the ratio
fm signal has no modulation, and the carrier is al detector, this circuit is based o n the idea of
point 0 , th e detector has no output. When audio dividing a dc voltage into a ra tio which is eq ual to
input to the fm transmitter swings the signal higher the ratio of the amplitudes from either side of a
in frequency, the rec tified output increases in the discriminator·transfonner secondary. With a detec·
positive direction. When the frequency swings to r that responds only to rat ios, the input signal
lower the ou tput amplitude increases in the may vary in strength over a wide range without
negative direction. Over a range where the causing a change in the level of output voltage _
discriminator is linear (shown as the straight fm can be detected, but not a·m. In an actual ratio
portion of the line), the conversion of fm to a-m detector, Fig. 14· 17, the dc voltage required is
developed across two load resistors, shunted by an
which is taking place will be linear.
A practical discrim ina tor circuit is shown in electrolytic capacito r. Other diffcrences include
Fig. 14-16. The fm signal is conve rted to a·m by the two diodes, which are wired in series aiding
transfonner Tl. The voltage induced in the T1 rather than series opposing, as in the stand ard
secondary is 90 degrees ou t of phase with the discriminator cEocuit. The recovered audio is take n
curren t in thc primary. The primary signal is from a tertiary inding which is tightly coupled to
introduced through a center tap on the secondary, the primary of hc transfonner. Diode·load resistor
coupled through a capacitor. The secondary values are selectcd to be lower (5000 ohms or less)
voltages combine on each side of the center tap so than for the discriminator.
The sensitivity of the ratio detector is one half
that the voltage on one side leads the primary
signal while the other side lags by the same that of the discriminator. In general, however, the
amount. When rectificd, these two voltagcs are transfonner design values for Q, primary-secondary
equal and of opposite polarity, resulting in coupling, and load will vary greatly, so the actual
zero-voltage output. A shift in input frequency pe rfonnance differences between these two type s
causes a shift in the phase of the voltage of fm detectors are usually not significant. Either
compone nts that results in an increase of ou tput circuit can provide excellent results. In ope ration,
ampli tude on one side of the second ary, and a the ratio detector will not provide sufficient
corresponding decrease on the other side. The limi ting for comm unications service, so this
differences in the two changing voltages, after detector also is usually preceded by at least a single
rectification, constitute the audio output.
limiting stage.
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Fig. 14·1 7 - A rati o detector of th e type often
used in entenai nment radio and T V seu. Tl is a
ratio-detector tran sformer 5uch 8$ the Miller 1606.
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Fig. 14·18 - Crystal discriminator, Cl and L1 are
resonant at the intermediate frequency. C2 is equel
in value to C3. C4 corrects any circuit imbalance so
that equal amounts of li9'l<l1 are fed to the detector
diodes.
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New Detector Designs
The difficulties often encoun tered in building
and aligning LC discrimina ton han inspired
research that has resulted in a number of
adjustment·free fm detector des.igns. The crystal
diICrimirullOl' utilizes a quartz resona tor, shun ted
by an inductor, in place of the tuned-cireui,
secondary used in a discriminator transformer. A
typical cireuit is shown in Fig. 14·18. Some
commerdally-made CJYs tai discriminaton have the
input-circuit inducto r, Ll, built in (C I must be
added) while in other types both Ll and Cl must
be supplied by the builder. Fig. 14·1 8 shows
typical component values; unmarked pan s are
chosen to give the desired bandwidth. Sources fOJ
crystal discriminaton are listed in Fig. 14·11 .
The PLL
Now that the phase-locked loop (PLL) has been
reduced to a single IC pac kage, this ci rcuit is
destined to revolutionize some facets of receiver
design. Introduction by Signeties of a PLL in a
single flat·pack IC, followed by Motorola and
Fairchild (who are making the PLL in separate
building-block lCs), allows a builder to get to work
with a minimum of bo ther.

I

A basic phase-locked loop (Fig. 14-19A)
consislll of a phase detector, a filter, a de amp lifier,
and a voltage-controUcd oscillator (VCO). The
VCO rons at a frequency close to that of an
incoming signal. TIle phase detecto r produces an
error voltage if any difference in frequency exlslll
between the veo and the i-f signal. This error
voltage is applied to the veo. An y changes in the
frequency of the incoming signal lIlC sensed at the
detector and the error voltage readjusu the
frequency so that it remains locked to the
intermedia te frequ ency. The bandwidth of th e
system is determined by a filt er on the
error·voitagll iine.
Be<:ause Ihe error voltage is a copy of tile audio
variations originally used to shift the frequency of
the transmitter, the PLL functions directly as an
fm detector. The scnsitivity achieved ,,",th the
Signetics N.E565 PLL is good - about 1 mV for
the ci rcuit shown in Fig. 14· 19B. No transformed
or tuned circuit1 are required. The PLL bandwidth
is usuaUy two to ten percent of the i.f for em
dete<:tion. Components R 1..( 1 set the veo to nea r
the desi red frequency. e2 is the loop-fillet
capacitor which detennines the ca pture range _
that TIlJ18C of frequ encies over which the loop will
acquire lock witll an input signal, initially starting

veo

PLL

FROM
I-F

_________ J

~

DETECTOR

PHASE
DEiECTOR
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M"'"

IAI
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Fig. 14·'9 - IA) Block diagram of a
PLL demodutator. IBI Complete PLL
cin::uit.
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out of lock. The NE56S has an upper frequency
limit of 500 kJlz; fo r ltigher frequencies, the
NES61, which is usable up to 30 MHz, can be
emplo yed.

220 VISITED
There are several different models of 220-MHt
transceivers on the market today. The power leveb
range from 8 to IS watt! output. This am plifier
was developed to make all the power levels the
same. It also provides a common base fo r large
amplifiers. Since the selection of 12-voll transistors
for 220 MHz is limited, the MRF 226 is used here.
Ci rcuit Description

The schematic diagram of the amplifier is
shown in Fig. I . This amplifier WIS designed fOI
aas! C operation only_ RFCI provides the necessary ground and isolation for the base lead. The
matching networ k consisting of C1, C2, and Ll is
used to match the low input impedance of the
base. This impedance, 1.7 + jO.2 ohms, is transformed to SO ohms. LI and L2 are micrOSlrip
tnnsmission lines. Their characteristic Impedance
is 62.7 ohms and this value of impedance was
selected for convenience of ,circuit-board layout.
Width of the lines is .062 inch. The output
impedance, 6.6-13.7 ohms, is also transformed to
SO ohms. The co mbination of L2, C3 and C4
provides the output matching. RFC2, CS, C6, and
C7 provide collector OOlation and decoupling.
The matching networks were all developed with

CI

U

"

"

Fig. 1 amplifier.

Schematic diagram of the 22()'MHz

Cl - Arco 402 trimmer 11.5 to 20 pF).
C2, C3, C4 - Arc042 1 trimmer (2 to 25 pFI.
C5 - 220 pF, disk ceramic.
CS - .0 1 ,.,F, d itk ceramic.
C7 - 10 ,.,F. 50·V elEN:trolv t ic.
Lt , L2 - Strip-line indicator 5 cm tong X JJ62 in.
wide.
.
RFCI - Molded rl choke 0.15 I'H U. W. Millar
9250-151 with ferrite bead
IFerroxcube
56-59().65/3B).
RFC2 - 2 turns No. 22 ana m. wire on 3304l,
l -watt resistor.

Completed amplifier. Phone plugs _re used for this
first model. In ItCtuel use better vhf connectors
should be inltalled.

the aid of • Smith chan. An in-depth discussion of
microstrip impedance and matching network calculations ca n be fo und in the Motorokl App/icotion
Notel AN-S4SA and AN-267.
Constm ction
Double-sided pc board was used for the construction of the amplifier. The board is 1 oz.
copper·d ad glass epoxy. Thickness of the copper
and type of material are faCtoIS in the impedance
calculations of the strip lines. The microstrip lines
were laid out using .062-inch dNifting tape. Using
this method, errors in rhe width are then very
smaU. Pads were etched at the ends of the strip
lines to provide mreas for capacitor and transistor
connections. There are several places on the board
that were used for ground connections between the
two sides. A No. 16 tinned wire is inserled in a No.
SS drill hole. The wire was soldered on both sides
and then cut ofT flush with the board.
The next tle p is to mount the transistor to the
heat sink and cn-cuil board. Insert the stud of the
transistor through the to p of the board and attach
it to the heat sink by lightly tightening the stud
nut after applying heat-sink compound. Now
examine th e spacing between the heat sink and the
bottom of the circuit board with the transistor
flush against the top of the board. Inserl a number
of No.4 washen (approxinu.tely four) $0 that the
transistor tabl ar.e flush against the board. There
should be no upward pressure that would tend to
lift them ofT. After the correct number of No.4
washers have been inserted, the transistor leads are
soldered to the board. The stud should be
tightened 10 6 inch-pounds. Do not exceed the
maximum of 6.5. It is better to undertighten than
hea t-$ink
to overtighten the stud. A Sood
C(lmpound, Dow Corning 340, should be applied
between the device and the heat sink. After the
amplifier has been tuned the co mpression trimmers
could be replaced wilh high quality capacitors.
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...as constructed. Usins Ie Iimitef/amplifier, and
miniature i-f transrormers, the unit require5 only
25 rnA at 12 V for power. See Fig. 14-24A. The
Motorola MC1590G provides 70 dB gain, and hard
limiting action superio r to that obtained with the
tube version.
The unit Is built on a 2 X 6·t/ 2-ineh circuit
board; a te mplate is given In Fig. 14-24B. Because
of the high gain of t he Ie stage, a shield is required
, cross pins 4 and 6 to isolate the inpu t from the
output. Alignment and installation are the same as
for the lu be version. The bandwidth of the
miniature uansformcrs rest ricts this adapter to
!lllTow-band reception. However, builders wishing
I wideband version can use the J. W. Miller 881 1
miniature coils which m combined with a 12--pF
coupling capacitor to form a wide-band transformer.

Antenna transfer relay.

FM COMMUNICATIONS
AdjuSlmen l and Openllion
The amplifier should be connected as illustrated
in Fig. 2. Adjustment of the ampli£ier is very easy.
A small amount of drive is applied to the input and
the output matching capacitors are then adjusted
for maximu m output. Next adjust the input
ca pacitors for minimum rel1ected power. Readjust
the outpul capacitors for maxim um power. Now
Increat;ll th.., ,h ive: power to the Mm plifier. The
input and o utput capacitors will have to be
readjusted fo r minim um reflccted power and maximum OUtput respectively. The max imum collecto r
current of 2.5 amperes should not be exceeded .
If maximum gain is achieved, this am plifier will
deliver 13 watts output with 1.5 watts of drive.
Most of the transceivers on th e market have: a low
power position tha t provides between 0.5 and 1.5
WItts output. This low power could be used to
drive Ihe amplifier. If the lower-power position
output is very small, the tl1l.nsceiver could be used
in the high-power mode and an Ittenua tor inserled
before the amplifier.
The antenna· transfer relay was added after the
amplifier was developed. If desired , the relay co uld
be mounted on thc circui t board. Rela y circuitry is
similar to the onc describcd in p previous prticle
(QST, May, 1972).

Although inform ation on fm theory and
construction has bee n available to the amateur for
;t number of years, this mode has been largely
neglected. But now large quantities of used
commercial fm mobile equipment have become
available for amateur use, creating new interest.
Originally designed to cove r frequency ranges
adjacent to amateu r bands, this equipment Is easU)'
retuned for am ateur usc.
One feature of fm is its no ise-suppIessio n
capability. For signals above the receiver threshold,
wide band fm has a !ignal-to-no ise ratio advantage
over a-m as a result of 115 greater "intelligence
bandwidth." This same increased bandwidth,
however, resulU in a much more abrupt signal
threshold effect, causing weak signals to suddenly
disappear. The geneJ1llit y can be madc that ... m has
a Irolltcr range in weak signal work but that
wideband fm will provide greater noise su ppression
in local work. Howeve r, in practice, vhf fm mobiles
experience greater range than previously found on
a-m due to the output powen employed which ue
considerably higher than those co mmon on a-m.

A SOLl O·STATE ADAPTER
Tubes are seldom used in cunent designs. For
those builden who prefer to be " up with the
times," a solid-state version of the 455·kHz lIdapte r

Fig. 2 - Test setup iOf" adjusting emplifier.

Fig. 14.22 _ In thi, bottom view, the Input
t ransformer is to the left, followed b y the I-f
amplifi er, limit"" .nd detecto r. On the far right art
the audio .mpllfier l18ge and gain control .
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Fig. 14-23
The $OIid-iUlte fm adapter is
constructed on a 6 X 2-inch elched-circuit board,
mounted on OJ homemade chassil.

Operati ng Practices

Amateur fm practice has been to retain the
fixed-frequency channelized capabilily of It.!
commercial equipment. VFOs and tunable rece Ivers have not proven satisfactory beeause of the
requlremon t for precise frequency notting. An
off-frequency signal will be received with distol-

tion and will nOI have fuU noise rejection.
Channe\it.td opcnltion with squelched receivers
permits continuous monitoring of the IClive
frequencies. Long, lirnc-con5urning calls and CQs
are not necessary (or appreciated) 10 establish
communications, as all receivers on the channel
"come alive" with the opera lor', first word.
Natural, short transmissions are usually encour-
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Fig. 14·24 (AI Diagram of the 455-kH z
narrow.tJand adapter. Resi$\ors are 1/4 - o r 1/2-wall
composition and capacitors are disk ceramic.
except those with polarity marked. which are
eteetrolytic. Components with reference nufl"lbeB
that are not listed below are noted for
ci rcuit.tJOlIrd location.
Jl , J2 - Phono reeeptacle, panel mount.

R l - Miniature 1/2-wa tl composition control.
Tl - Miniature 455·kHz i-f trandormer (Miller
8807).

T2 -

Miniature discriminator trall$former, 455
(Mille r 8806).
Ul - Motorola MCI590G.
(8) Template for the solid·state adapter (not to
scalel.
kH~

Repeaten
aged. The old monopoly switch routine, where the

operator pbs to himself for 10 minutes at I time,
will get him invited olT I busy fm channeJ. Some
channels are calling channels on which extended
ragchewin& is discouraged, whereas other channels,
or the same channel in another area, may be alive
wi th chatter. This is I matfer of local determination, influenced by ' the amount of ac livity , and
should be respected by the new opel'1ltors and the
transien t mobU e operator alike. Some groups have
adop ted the use of the "10 code" which was
originated for law enforcement communications.
However, plain language in most cases is as fast and
requires no clarification or explanation 10 anyone.
Standarc1s

Standard channel frequencies have been agreed
upon 10 penni! orderly growth and to permit
communications from one area to another. On two
meters, it has been agreed that any frequency used
wiU fall on increments of 60 kHz, begi nning at
146.01 MHz. 146.94 MHz (or "nine·four") is the
national calling frequency. On six meten, the
national calling frequency is 52.525 MHz, with
othe.(. channels having a 40-kHz spac ing bepnning
at 52.56 MHz. Ten-me ter fm activity can be found
on 29.6 MHz. Recommendations for 10 meten and
220 MHz lie for 40 kHz channel sPacini startins at
29.04 and 220.02 MHz. Usage of the 420-MHz
band varies from area to Ilea. u it is used for
control channels, repeaten, and remote bases, U
will be discussed later. In the abse nce of any other
local standard, usage should begin at 449.95 MHz
and proceed downward in 50-kHz inc rements.
Two deviation standards are commonly found.
The older standard, ''wide band," calls for a
maximum deviation of 15 kHz. The newe r
standard, "narrow band," imposed on commercial
users by the splitting of their assigned channels, is
5 kHz. The deviation to be employed by amateurs
on frequencies where fm is permitted is not limited
to a specific value by the FCC, but it is limited by
the bandpass tilters in the fm reeeiven. In general,
a receiver with a mter for 5-kHz deviation will not
inteUigibly copy a signal with IS-kHz deviation. In
some areas, a compromise deviation of 7 or 8
kHz is used with some success with both wide and
narrow receivers. When necessary, receive r filters
can be exchanged to change the bandpllM.

REPEATERS
A repeater is a device which retransmits
received signals in order to provide Imp roved
communications range and coverage. This communications enhancement is possible because the
repeater can be located at an elevated site which
has coverage that is superior to th at ob tained by
most stations. A major improvement is usually
found when a repeater is used be tween vhf mobile
stations, which normally are severely limited by
their low an tcnna heights and resulting short
communications range. This is es pecially true
where rough tenain exis ts.
The simplest repeater consists of a receiver with
its audio output directly connected to the audio

Fig. 14-25 A homem&de fm transceiver. The
traf'lsminer section uses the soIid~tale exciter and
amplifier shown in Chapter 10.
inpu t of an associated transmitter tuned to a
second frequcncy. In th is way, every thing received
on the first frequency is retransmitted on the
second frequency. But, ce rtain additional features
are requi red to produce a workable repeater. These
are shown in .Flg. 14-28A. The "COR" or
carrier-operated relay Is I device connected to the
receiver squelch circuit whi ch provides a relay
contact closure to key the transmitter when an
input signal of adequate strength is prese nt. As aU
amateur transmissions require a licensed operator
to conuol the emissions, a "control"' switch is
provided in the keyi ng path SO that the operator
may exercise his duties. This repeater, as shown , is

Fig. 14·26 _
Thll Iypical 144-MHz emateur
repeater uses GE Progress-Line transmitter and
l'fICeiver decks. Power lupplles end metering
circui lS h&YII been edded. The receive r located on
the middle deck is a 44G-MHz control receiver. ello
B surptus GE unit. A preamplifier. similar to that
shown in Fig. 14 44 , hili been added to th e 2'mlltef
receive r to improve the semitil!lty 50 that 0.2 J,l.V
of input signal will produce 20 dB quieting.
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FM JARGON (Fig. 14-27)
Simultaneous transmi ssions between two stations using two fRiquencies.
Simpltx - Alternating transmission between
two or more stations using one frequency.
Low bond - 30 to SO MHz. Also, the sixmeter amateur band.
Highlxmd - 148 to 114 MHz. Also,the
two-meler amateur band.
Remou blue - A remotely controlled sta·
tion , usually simplex (see tex t).
Duplex -

Machine - Either a repeater or a remote
base. Also called a " box,"
Vault - Building that houses the machine.
COR - Carrier-openled relay (see text).

cress -

Continuous

tone-controlled

squelch system. Continuouu ubaudible
tone (250 Hz or lower) tran smi tted aionl
with the audio 10 aJ10w actuation ofa repeater or receiver only by transmitten so
equipped. More frequently referred to
by variOllS tIade names $U ch lIS Private

line, Channel Guard, and Quiet Channel
Communications circuit
from the machine to the control J)Qint.
Up clulllntl - Communications and/or control circuit from the control point to the
machine.
Open repeater - A machine where transient
Operators are. welco me.
Qosl'd I'l'peater - A machine where use by
non-memben is not encoumged. (When
heavy ex penditures are involved, freeLoaden are not popular.)
Down channel -

suitable for installation where an ope ra tor is
present, such as the home of a local amateur wi th a
superior location, and would require no special
licensing under exUti~ rules.
In the case of a repeater located where no
licensed operator is available, a spcciallice nse for
remote control operation must be obtained and
provisions made to con trol the equipment over a
telephone line or a radio circuit on 220 MHz. or
hi8her. The licensed operator must then be on
hand at an au thorized control poin t. Fig. 14·288
shows the simplest system of this type. The co ntrol
decoder may be variously designed to respond to
simple audio tones, dial pulsed tones, or ~en
" Touch-Tone" signals. If a leased telephone line
with dc continuity is used, control vol tages may be
sent directly, requiring no decoder. A 3-minute
timer to disable the repeater transmitter is
provided for fail-safe ope ration. This timer resets
during pauses be~en transmissions and does not
in terfere with nonnal communications. The sys tem
just outlined is suitable where all operation is to be
through the repeater and where the frequencies to
be used have no other ac tivity.

but is basically a simplex device. That is, it
tnIIIsmits and receives on a single frequeocy in
order to communicate with other stations also
ope rating on that frequency. The opcmtor of the
remote base listens to his hiUtop receiver and keys
his hiUtop transmitter over his 220-MHz. or higher
control channels (or telephone line). Fig. 14-29A
shows such a system. Control and keying features
have been omitted for clarity. In some areas of
high activity, repeaters have all but disappeared in
favor of remote bases because of tile interference
to sim plex activity caused by repeaters unable to
minitor their output frequ ency from the transmitter location.
Com ple te System
Fig. 14-298 shows a repeater that tombines the
features of the simple repeater and the remote
base. Again, neceS5af}' control and keying fea tu res
have not been shown in order to simplify the
drawing, and make it easie r to foUow. This repeater
is compatible with simplex operation on the
output frequ ency because the operator in control
monitors the out put frequency from a receive r at
the repeate r site between transmissions. The
con trol operator may also operate the sys tem as a
rem ote basco This type of system is almost
manda tory for operation on one of the national
calU. frequencies, such as 146.94 MHz, because it
minimi:r.es interference to sim plex operation and
permits simplex communications through the
system with paning mobiles who may not have
faciliti es for the repeater-input frequency.
The audio interface between the repeater
receivers and transmitten can, with some equipment, co nsist of a direct connection bridging the
transmitter microphone inputs across the receive r
speaker ou tputs. This is not recommended,
however, because of th e degradation of the audio
quali ty in the receiver-outpu t stages. A cathod e

be SI
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Remote Base Stations
The remote base, like the repeater, utilizes a
superior location for transmission and reception,

~'.E

Fig. 14-28 - Simple repeat1t". The svstam at A is
for locill control. Remote control is shown at 8 .
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'"
Fill. 14-29 - A remote bil'Se is shown
al A. A repeater with Il!mote-base
operating capability is shown at B.
Control and hying circuits are 1101
shown. Telephone-line control may
be subslitutlJd lor the radio-control
channels shown.

followcr connected to each receiver's firs t squelchcon trolled audio amplifier stage provides the bc$t
results. A repeater should maintain a nat response
acro ss its audio passband to maintain the repeater
IntcUigibility al the same level as direct transmissions. There should be no noticeable difference
be tween repeated and direct transmissions. The
intellipbility of some repeaters suITers because of
improper Iewl se uinp whkh cause excessive
clipping distortion. The clipper in the repeater
transmitter should be set for the maximum system
deviation, for example, 10 kHz. Then the receiver
level driving the transmitter should be sct by
applying an input signal of known deviatjon below
the maximum, such as 5 kHz, and adjusting the
receive r audio gain to produce the same devia tion
at the repeater outpu L Signals will then be
repeated linearly up to the maximum desired
deviation. The only incoming signal that should be
clipped in a properly adjusted repeater is an
overdeviated signal.
!be choice of repeater input and output
frequencies must be carl:l!ully made. On two
meters, 60Q-k:Hz spacing between the input and
output frequencies is common. Closer spacing
mues polSible interference problems between the
repeater transmitter and receive r more severe.
Greater spacing is not recommended if the user's
transm itters must be switched between the two
frequencies, as happens when the output frequency
is also used for simplex operation, either fo r
short.range communications, or to main lain
communications when the repeater is not functioning.. A 5-MHz spacing is recommended on 440
MHz.
Careful consideration of other activity in the
area should be made to prevent interference to or
from the repeater. Many "open" or general-use
repeaters have been installed on one of the national
calling frequencie$. On two meters, a 146.94 MHt
output is usually paired with a 146.34-MHz input,
and many travelers have made good use of this
combinat ion where it is found. Where 146.94·MHz
sim plex ac tivity has not permit ted a repeater on
this frequency, 146.76 MHt has been used as an
alternative. On six meters, seve ral choices of input
liequencies have been paired with 52.525 MHt.

~l

...,.

The choice and usage is a matter for local
agreement.
In some cases where there is overlapping
geogra phical coverage of repeaters using the same
frequencies, special me thods for selecting th~
desired repeater have been employed. One of the
most common technlquel requiJes the user to
transmit automatically a OS-second burst of I
specific audio tone at the start of each
transmission. Different tones are used to select
different repelters. Standard tone frequencies are
1800, 1950,2100,2250, and 2400 Ht_

PRACTICAL REPEATER CIRCUITS
Because of their proven reliability, commercially made transmitter and rece iver decks are
generally used in repeater installa tions. Units
designed for repelter or duplex service are
preferred because they have the e:dra shielding and
nltering necessary to hold mutual interference to.
minimum when both the receiver and transmi tter
are operated simultaneously_
Wideband noUe produced by the transmitter is
a major factor in the design of any repeater. 1be
use of high-Q tuned circuiu between each stage of
the transmitter, plul shielding and mtenng
throughout the repeater installation, will hold the
wideband noise to approx imalely 80 dB below the
output carrier. Howeve r, this b not sufficient to
the reduction in
prevent dese nsitization
sensitivity of the receiver caused by noise or rI
overload from the nearby transmitter - if the
antennas for the two unils are placed physically
close together.
Desensitization can easily be checked by
monitoring the limiter current of the receiver with
the tran.unitter switched off, then on. If the limiter
currenl increases when the transmitter is turned
on, then the problem is presenL Only phylieaJ
isolation of the antennas or the usc of high-{2
tuned cavities in the transmitter and rece iver
antenna feedline will Improve the situati on.
Antenna Considerations
The ultimate answer to the problem of receiver
desensing is to locate the repeater transmitter l
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circuit is shown in Fig. 14-31A. Th i!; un it may be
operated by the grid ClI n ent of a tube limiter or
the de output of the noise detec tor in a solid~tate
receiver.
NonnaDy a repelter i!; given a "tail"; a time r
holds the repeater transmitte r on for a few seconds
after the input signal disappears. This de lay
prevents the repeater from being keyed on and off
by a rapidly fading signal. Other timers keep each
transmission to less than three minutes duration
(an FCC requireme nt), tum on identincation, and.
control Jogging functions. A sim ple time r circuil is
shown in Fig. 14·3 IB.
Logging and Identifi ca tion

( Bl

<100

SPACING (FEET)

Fig_ 14-30 Charts to calcula te the amount of
isolalion 8ch ie~ ed bV (A I ve rt ical and (B)
ho ri1;ontal splICing o f repeater a ntennas. If 6OO.k Hz
separa ti on between th e transmitted and received
f",Qu enci" is used, approKimattHv 58-dB attenuation Undiceted bV th e dotted line ) will be needed.

mile or more away from the receive r. The two can
be interconnected by telep hone line or uhf link.
Another effective ap proach is to use a single
antenna with a duplexe r, a device thai provides up
to 120 dB of isolalion be tween the transmitter and
RceivCJ. High-Q cavities in the duplexe r prevent
lrlInsm ined signal energy and wide band noise from
degnding the sensitivity of the receiver, even
though the transmitter and receiver are operating
on a single antenna simultaneously. A commerciall y made duplexer i!; very expe nsive, and
constroc ting a unit requires extensive metal-wo rk:ing equipmenl and tell fDcililies_
If Iwo antennas are used at a single sile, there
will be a minimum spacing of the two an tennas
required to prevent desensing. Fig. 14-30 indicates
the spacinl necessary for repea te" operating in the
50-, 144-, 220-, and 420-Mllz bands. An examination of 14·30 will show that vertical spacing is rar
more effective than Is horizo ntal separation. The
chart assumes unity-gain ante nn as will be used. If
some type of gain antenna is employed, the pallern
or the ante nnas will be a mod ify ing factor. A
rugged repealer antenna was described in QST for
January, 1910.
Control
Two connec tions arc needed between the
repeater receive r and tnrumitter, audio and
tl1lllllmiller con trol. The audio should be fed
through an impedance-matching network to insure
that the receive r output circuit has a eons tantload
while the lnlnsmitter receives the proper input
impedance. Filters limiting the audio response to
the 3(1). to 300Q-Hz. band are desirable, and with
some gear an audkH:ompensat ion network may be
required. A typkal COR (earrier-opel'llted relay)

Cu rre nt FCC ru les require that a log be ke pi of
repeater operati-ons showing each time the repeater
is placed in (or taken out of) service. Indivi dual
transmissions, however, need not be entered. Although regu lations do not require logging or
individual transmissions through a repeater, so me
repeater com mitt ees have tape recording equi pment connec ted to the repeater syste m in order to
reco rd a small po rtion of eac h transmission. The
tapes provide an "unofficial" record concerning
repeater usage. A two trac k tape recorder may have
one of the tracks con nected to a receive r tuned to
WWV or CHU if the repeater committee is Interested in having time inrormation.
AMP.
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Fig. 14-31 - IAI COR circuit 10f' repeater use. R2
sets the length of time that Kl will nay closed
after the input vol tage d iuaPPllars. K I may be any
relay with a l2-vo1t coit, although the long-life reed
type is preferred. CR I is a silicon diode. (8 ) Timer
circuit using a 5ignetics NE555. RI, Cl sets the
li men range. Cl should be • low-leakage type
capacitor. 51, 52 could have their contacts para.
lIe1ed by the receiver COR 10f' automat ic START
and R£SETcontroll&d by an incomingsigoat.
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Fig. 14-32 (A) Schematic diagram 01 the
"electronic whistle." The main diagram is for
high-i mpedance output. Th e lower ponion has an
emitter·foll ower added, for use with transmitters
having low·impedance speech input circu its. All
values 01 capacitance are in /J,F; polarity ioclicates
electrolytic. (8) Tone-burst decoder . Resi$tor'S are
1/2-watt compositio n and capacitor'S are mylar. K 1
is an spst reed relay with a 6·volt coi l (C. P. Clare
PR A·20 10).

"

'AI
Identification of the repeater itself may be
done by users, but les t a forgetful ope rator leave
the repeater unknown, some form of automatic ID
is preferred; A tape deck wi th a short loop tape for
voice ID or a digital cw generator has proven to be
effective. A suitable sOlid-State cw generator was
described in QST for June, 1970.
Many repeaters use a fonn of tone con trol so
that a carrier on the input frequency wiU not
inadvertently key the transmitt er. The most
popular fonn of tone control is known as tone
burst, often called whistle on because an operato r
with a good ear for frequency can use a short
whistle instead of an electronically generated tone
to key the repeate r. A better app roach, however, is
a simple transistor tone genera tor, such as shown in
Fig. 14·32A.
The whistle-on device was built for use with a
Motorola 3G-D transmitter, on a 1 1/2 X 2 1/ 2·inch
piece of Vectorbord. It is nothing more than an
astable mu ltivibrato r, triggered by a one-shot.
When the push-to-talk switch is dosed, actuating
the transmitter reiay, KI, QI goes from satu ration
to cutoff, and the multivibrator, Q2-Q3, begins
·oscillating with a period dependent on the. values
of R3 , R5, C2 and C3. Values given result in a
"whistle" of roughly 650 Hz.

Low
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High Tone
1209 Hz 1336 Hz
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Fig. 14-33 - Standard Touch·Tone frequ encies for
the 12-<1igit pad.

Fig. 14 ·34 - Ty pical connecti ons to
use a Touch·Tone pad f or repeater
control. Resistances are in ohms. Rt
is e linear·taper compos ition COfltrot
aocl Jl is a panel·mounted phono
j.ack. Capaci t ors a re electrolytic;
cotor coding on the wire leads from
the pad is $hown in parenth eses.
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Oscillation ~ases when QI turns on again. This
is regula ted by the values of R2 and C t , and is
roughly 0.25 second with the values shown. The
41()..ohm resisto r, RI . protects the base of QI from
current surges when the PlT is released.
TIle lower right portion of Fig. 14-32A shows
an emitler-rOno~r added., fo r use with transmitters employing carbon microphones. The value of
C4 can be adjusted to give the appropriate output
level.

Mos t of the component values are not critical,
excep t the RC products which detennin e liming.
Since the freque ncy is low, almost any bipolar
transistOR can be used. Npn types ate shown, but
pop will work wi th opposite voltage polarity. The
beta rating should be al least twice R3/ R4 , to
insure saturation.
Most narrow-bandwidth tone decoden current-

ly used in amateur repeate r and remote-station
applications em ploy several bulky LC circuits to
achieve the Irequired au dio selectivity. The
phase·locked loop (PLL) ICs, pioneered by
Signetics, have simplified the design and reduced
the size of tone decoders 50 that a complete
Touch-Tone demodulator can be built on a
3 X 5 1/ 2· inch etched circuit board (about the size
for a single·tone decoder using LC components).
A typical PLL single-tone decoder, such as
might be emp loyed for tone-burst entry control at
a repeater, is shown in Fig. 14-32 B. One RC
network es tablishes the frequency to which the
PLL is tuned, according to the rcla liolUhip :
frequency - ~

The PLL. a Signe tics NE567, may be operated
from 0. 1 Hz to 500 kHz. C2 es tablishes the
bandwidth of the decoder, which can be set
be tween one and fourtecn percen t of the operating
frequency, C3 smoo ths the outpu t signal, and,
when this ca paci tor is made a high value, provides a
de lay in the lurn-on function whcn a tone is
rece ived, Up to 100 rnA may be drawn by the '567
output circuit, enough to kcy 11 re lay di rec tly or to
drive TTL logic. The PLL con tains 62 transist ors.
Au topatc h and Touch Tone
Some repeater groups ha\'e provided an
in terconnection to the public tclephone ne twork
tluough a device callcd an aulopatch. Details on all
phases of phone patching are con tained in Chapter
15. Such interconnectio n has led to the
widespread usc of the telephone company's Touch
Tone system of tone signaling for repeater control
function s, as well as telephone dialing. Beca use all
of thc Touch-Tone frequ encies are within th e voice
band, they can be transmitted by any amateur
voice tran smitter.
The Touch-Tone eonllol system consists of
pain of tones ,(see Fig. 14-33) for each of to
numbers and the two special functions. One tone
from the high-frequ ency group is generated
simultaneously wit h one tone from the low-fro·
quency group to IlIpresent each number or
function. The Touch-Tone generator pad from a
standard telephone instrument is usually employed. See Fit. 14-34 for connections. A simple
Touch-Tone decode r using ICs throughou t was
described in July 197 1 QST.

A SCANNING TOUCH ·TONE DIGIT AND WORD DECODER
The Touch-Tone encoding system, used extensively in au to-patch ope rations on fm repeaters
across the country, offers a ready-made source for
dual-tone codes, and advances in micro-ci reuilry
design have produced a single device th at can be
used to decode these du al·tone codes for I variety
of rem otely controlled funclions. However, one
device is required to decode each lone. I.n Ihis
artiCle the writer shows how a scanning decoder
evolved as an attempt to avoid using seven of these
decoder ICs, and how a simple counter circuit can
recognize specific four-digit-word sequ enCC':S to
provide a unique approach to a remouxon trol
decoder.
There are six teen tone pairs possible - selecting
one from the low grou p, 697, 710, 852 and 94 1
Hz, and one from the high group, 1209, 1336,
1477 an d 1633 Hz. Two phase-Iock.ed-loop types
of tone decoders should therefore be sufficient if
each one sequentially scans the four tones of one
group. In this wa y two decoders with so me added
scan ning circui ts take the place of eight. Parts of
the scanning circuit such as the clock oscillator an d
digit decode r wou ld be required in any case for
word decoding, and the parlS' cost of the presen t
system using primarily low cost TIL logic is

reaso nable. One disadvantage of the scanning decoder is the slow response time resulting from the
need to W'di t for each decoder to find the received
tone. Also, a delay is built·in which requires both
decoders to halt for at least one full clock period
before a digit is registered. The operation is, thus,
relatively immune to spu rious responses from voice
signals, ye t takes 1/2 second or less to respond
pro perly to any digi t.
The type 567 tonc decoder is not sa tisfactory
for use in this circuit because neither side of the
frequency determining R< network is grounded. A
Motoro\J Mel3 10P was tried because one had
been used previousl y for tone decoding and was
found to work we ll in th is frequen cy range. [IS
intended use is as a phase-locked-toop fm ste reo
decoder. In this applicatIon it locks onlO the
190kHz pilot lone which is present, along wilh the
audio signal, and turns on an open-collector output
to light a stcreo indicator lamp.! Its internal
oscittator runs at 76 kll z, and an internal frequency divi de r gives the 19 kHz for the pilot tone
1 Gay. EleclronicI 44 (24). p. 62, November
22.1971.
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detection. A 19-kHz monitor output is provided.
In the pre sen t circuit the oscillator is fUn at four
limes the Touch-Tone frequencies, and the stereo
decoder (\loetinn (except for the indicator lam p
OIHpui) is ignored. Since the frequency determining resistor runs to ground, it is programmed
easily for scanning operation by usinS four reo
sistance values and four, ope n-collector, IS-vall
NAND gates (7426).

Diai! Decoding

The digit decoder is shown in Fig. l. A 12-volt
power supply is required for th e MCl3 10P circuits.
and the voltage on the programming resistance
network is somewhat high for the usual opencollector-NAND ga tes, so 3 7426 is used. The .01and .O l S-pF ca pacitors wO lild be my lar or silver
mica for temperature stab ility, and some experimentation with the resistance values to achieve the
correct frequencies may be necessary. A fixed
resistance of 10k-O or 12k-O was used and a
jumper-wire or selected value of fixed resistance
was inserted between all of the l -kO potentiometers. The circuit time constants re$Ulting from
the use.of 1.0-,IlF ceramic capacitors appear to be
the eOlTeet value for the present system. The
82().n pull-up resistor from the +5·volt supply
makes the output TIL compatible ; the mon itor
ou tput is correct for driving TIL deviCC$.
The 555 timer U9 and inverting gale U7D
provide a positive clock pulse for all the 7473
flip-n aps whic h toggle on the trailing edge of the
pulse. When no tone in pu ts are received, U3 and
U4 count through four Slates each and cause the
open collector gates US and U6 to conduct in
sequence A through 0, thereby sweeping the
frequencies of U I and U2 upwa rd th rough the low
and high tone gro ups respectively. When either
tunes to an incoming tone, it becomes phase
locked to ii, its output at th e lest point goes low,
the counter is stopped because hs J and K inputs
are low and the detector remains locked on the
incoming frequency. Also, the mOllltor output can
pass through gate U7a or U7C an d can be used for
exact measurement of incoming tone frequencies.
When both tones are so detected, a ]0Ik:~
condi tion appears at the output of NOR gate U7A
and counter U8 is permined to advance from its
cleared condition.
The J·K flip-nops in U8 are wired to advance in
count throug.h sta tes 0, 1, 3,2,2 and become
Slopped in state 2 (U8A off, U8 B on) until rext
when one or the other tone detector drops out. lis
purpose is to provide a two-dock-period double
check on Ihe decoder operation and yield a single
clOCk pulse (ClK) just before tile end of state 3 if
the tone signal is so validated. Also, duri", state 3
(U8A and U8B on) the decoder UI I is enabled,
and one of the dig il outputs from un or U I3
comes on.
The decode r makes use of the counter states of
U3 and U4 when they are Slopped by an incoming
two-tone signal. Since the tones are scanned from
low to high and th e low group (top to bottom rows

Shown hen! i. the deeodllr built bV WI GNP liS

described in QST for January, 1976.

on a standard pad) is wired to the two least·
significan t-digit inputs on Ul I, the output states of
U11 would cOlTespond to the tone button assignments o f a standard Touch-Tone pad. In ordtr that
lhe digit outputs are COrTect for the actuallssicn'
menl on the tone pad, the U l l oulputs are
reordered and the twelve cOlTesponding to the
commonly used twelve button pad are inverted to
the positive logic form by U12 and UB. The fou r
gates U14, U15, U16 and U17 are optional and are
used to obtain the binlf}' equivaJent of the
standard digit assign ment of the Touch-Tone pad.

Word Decodins
The word-decoding circuitry shown in Fis. 2
consists of two, Ihree-digit prefix decodeJ$ ',nd an
output nip-nop U22. Each prefix decoder consists
of a dual J·K nip-flop (U J 8) two AND gates
(U20A and B) and two NAND ga tes (U2 1A and B).
The prefix or fust three digits of th e four-letter
",'Ord being dec::oded are selected by connecti",
inputs digit J (DGI), digit 2 (DG1), digit 3 (DG3)
and digit 4 (DG4) to the desired outputs from U l l
an d U13. Likewise, the other word-decoder in puts
DHI, OH2, DH3 and OH4 are connected to
four outputs from Ull and UB . The fust fourleiter word such as the sequence 4639 would turn
U22 on, and the second such as 1 • S # would tum
it off.
This sequence detection is achieved by the
gating used on the J·K inputs of UI8 and U19.
Each is a two-staae counter which will advance in
the state sequence 0 - I - 3 - 2 - 0 oniy ir the
correct digit inpUI Is on in proper sequence. That
is, In order to advance from 0 - 1 DC 1 must be
on, 10 advance from I - 3 DG2 must be on, and to
advance from 3 - 2 D03 must be 011. If any are off
when tney should be on, the Slate goes directly to
u ro. When state 2 is reached, UI 8A is off and
uisa is on, and two of Ihe three AND J inputs of
U22 are on. At this point the th ree-digit prefix hu
been received successfully. If the fourth digit
rece:ived corresponds to DG4, the clock pulse
(ClK) will also tum on Ull since: an its J Inputs

•
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will then be on. Similarly, the second four-digitword sequence will tum olT U22. Further interfacing between the TTL output of U22 and a

"'G~

MCN'TOIO

controlled system will depend upon irs nature. A
simple relay driver using two parallel-connected
IS-volt open-colledor buffer inverte rs (1/3 of a
7416) and a 12-volt, ISO-()hm relay is shown. A
small silicon diode connected as shown helps to
avo id transient problems.
The on-off function of Fig. 2 can be simplified
by using the same prefix decoder for both tum on

"00

"

.~

word. This is just a ma tter of being sure that any
"
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Alignment is a matter of selling the scanned
frequencies to the correct values using a freque ncy
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diffe ren t. One must be sure the word decode r is
reset before it will respond properly to a four-digit

T he unit shown in the title photograph was
constructed on double-sided, copppr-ciad pc board.
T he layout and fabrication of the boards was done
by Chuck Carroll, WIGQO, in the ARR L labora·
tory .
The tone and digit decoder circuit of Fig. 1 was
constructed on a 6 X 6 -inch pc board. A ll of the
components are moun ted on the top side of the
board and are soldered on both sides of the pc
board. The value for R I through R6 in each
tone-selection line should be selected so that the
potentiometer will tune the circuit to the proper
tone in the middle of its resistance range. The
values shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. I are
typical and can be used as a starting !Xlint for
selecting the final value. T he word decoders are
also constructed on pc board with a double-sided
layout. T he decoder board is 4 X 4 inches with all
of the components installed on the top si de.
Several of these decode r boards can be s tacked and
will make the addition of control functions 11
simple task.
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and tum of[: only the fourth digit need be

code such as 4639 is not preceeded by a 4, a 46, or
a 463 . If in doubt about what the last d ig it may
have been in the system, an extra random digit
other than 4 is genera ll y sufficient. Alternatively,
the reset inputs of UIS and UI9 can be wired 10
some completely independent source of a reset
such as the carrier-input detec tor.
A few words about the choice of codes. For
mos t amateu r radio applications the fou r-digit
word prov ides adequate security. If a great deal of
phone patch activity is present on th e channel, the
cha racters • or # should be used in the code as
these do not appear in phone numben. T he four
additional characters gene rated only by a sixteenbutton pad can be used if four additional inverters
are added to the group in Ul2 and un. When a
number of four-digit codes are used to operate a
remote system of some sor t, it becomes difficult to
remember them all, and ease of use becomes an
importan t factor in choosing codes. Often a single
digit is better to turn somet hing off because it's
quicker and less likely to be forgotten. In any case.
all system codes must be mutuaUy compatible.
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagra m of the tone and digit d ecoder. Parts placemen t is n ot critical . but stand ard
construction practice should be foll owed when fabricating these circu its.

counter connected to a mon itor poin t. The
associated test point is grounded, an d with no
inpu t to the decoder one of the frequencies can be
adjusted, depending on which of the fou r tones in
any group happened to be on when it was stopped
ma nually. It is best to stop the highest tone first
and adjust the first potentiometer . along with R9 if
necessary, to get 941 Hz. Then select the second

•

, •
un

poten tiometer and value of R I until 852 Hz can be
tuned. In a like manner, adjust all eight frequencies
to the correct values. After several months of
operation the response became sluggish and finally
the unit stopped wor king, but original performance
WilS
restored by retuning R I through R6.
Satisfactory ope ration is obtained witb input levels
between 0. 1 and I volt ac.
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Fig. 2 - 5<:hemalic diagram o f the relav-control pc boa rd. Be sure to !.elect relavs that have con tactcu rrent capability lor use in t he desired ap pl ica tion.

A TONE BEEP KEVER FOR REPEATERS
This simple teleme try circuit was designed for
the WR6ABN repeate r. Earlier uses of tones and
tonc bursts rem inded users to allow time fClI
breaking stations, and to indica te that the time-out
timer had been reset. This latter indicat ion wu by
means of transmitting two tones simultaneously.
This system is designed to inhibit one of the

two tones, select ively. a nd allow either the high Or
low tone to indica te the position of the user's
carrier in the rece iver passband.
The sensors wele adjusted to trip the relays at I
kHz above or below the center frequency; tbis
appears to be a practical val ue for narrow-band
receivers. Th us, the "on-channel" slot is 2-kHz
wide, centered about the receive r inpu t frequency.
The 74 1 op amp is SCt for a de gain of 1000.
The ae gain of the eircuit is very low, as set by the
I-jlF bypass ca pacito r across the 1M· n resistor in
the feedback loop. and 1 "F across the 50·kn
control in th e input circuit. The out put of the 741
feedS two tra nsistors and a zero-cent er meter.
The Sleering diodes, CRI and CR2, allow the
o p amp to drive Ql or Q2 int o co nduction a nd to
charge CI or C2 to the value of the o(HImp out pu t
voltage. RI and R2 allow capacitors Cl and C2 to
charge above the base voltage of the transistors and
to cause them to conduct for about 5 seconds afler

the driVe vollage from the op amp is removed. This
d elay aclS as a memory.
Note tha t the poor ac frequency response o f
the op.. mp mean s that the in p ut to it mllSt remain
for apprOXimately 3 seconds in o rder for it to load
CI o r C2 for the readout.
The input to the o p amp is shorted to ground
when a carrier is nOI present. This prevents noise
from loading up the se nsor pri or to a reading. It
also allows the adjustment of the de o ffset control,
RS. The calibrate potentiometer, R6 , is adjusted to
a poin t whcre signals I kHz above or below the
center frequency of the rece iver will just trip relays
K4 or KS . (Note that the receiver should be
adjusted so that the discrimina tor voltage is zero
with no Signal.) This adjustment of R6 to :; I kHz
detennines the slot width. The Center frequency is
determined by the usual erystal--oscillator adjustments in the receiver.
K J can be the normal COR or a separate relay
keyed by the COR. This relay keys bot h the input
to the op amp and the delay relay, K2. Because of
the discha rge time of C3, K2 will have a delayed
release. When K2 releases, it keYI K3 for a sho rt
period IS determined by C4 and R8 . The values
needed for 0, C4, R7 and R8 will vary, depending
upon the characteristics of K2 and K3.
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Fig. 1 - Th. 5Chematie.diagram of the tone-beep keyer. A dual 28.v
$tJpply is used in thi s system , but there m oul d be no difficulty in
revising values to make use of lower voltaglH. Th e charging currenl
of C1 through C4 is limited to a safe value bv means of t he series
resistor in each case. If the meter is omitted, t ip jacks should be
provided to aid in adj usting tbe circ u it .
CR1-CR6, incl. - Silico n diodes, 1 N2069 Of eq uiv.
OS1, OS2 - 2S·V pilot lam ps- Lo ..... er-vohage units or LEOs with
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sui table dropping . asistors may be u5ed .
Kl - Opdt re lav, Coi l VOltage and current mU$1 be compatible ..... ith
voltages available from rece iver COR c ircuitry.
K2-K5, incl. - Spdt relavs. 4 50- to 7DO-o hm coil tOl 24 V de. Allied
Control T154-2C or equiv.
Ul - Operat ional ampl ifier IC. Fairchild }JA741 IU5B774 1312),
Signatics }JA741T or j.!A741CV. Motolo la MC174 1G or
MC17 41P l or equiv .
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IMPROVING FM RECEIVER
PERFORMANCE
Many o lder fm receivers, and some new model!,
do not have sufficient sensitivity or limi~
capability. Also, the transceivers designed for the
mobile telephone se rvice do not have a squelch or
audio power-amplifier circuit. Suitable accessory
units can be easily constructed to improve th ~
perfo nn ance of a rig deficien t in any of these are&.
A sim ple pream plifier, such as shown in Fig.
1445 for 146 MHz and in Fig. 14-47 fo r 440 MHz,
may be added to a receive r to increase its
sensitivity and to improve limiting (as the overall
gain before the limiter will be increased by 10-15
dB). The 2-meter version uses. dual..ate MooFET
wh.ile the 440-MHz unit employs two l FETI in I

Fig. 14-44 mounted in

II

The 2-mater preamp. may be
small Minibol( or connected directlv

Inside an fm receiver.

PREAMP:

grounded-pte circuit. Both amplifiers are adjusted
by peaking all runed circuiu for maximum limiter
cunent while receiving a weat signal.
A receiver will have a pool limiting characteristic if the gain before the limiter circuit is
insufftcient, o r if the limiter itself is of poor design.
The circuit of Fig. 1448 can be added to a receive r
10 replace an e:dsling lim iter stage. The new limiter
uses an RCA CA30 J 1 integra ted circui t. Care mu st
be used in the ins tallation and layout of thi!
hlgh-gain IC to insure stability. The CA3011 will
provide a "hard " limiting characteristic with about
100 mVofsignaJ input.

Fig. 1446 The 44Q-MHz preamplifier i,
constructed In a 3 X 31/2 X ' ·inch box made of
d ou ble-sided circuit board. All abutting edges are
soldered to complete the enclosure. Two
3 X 15/ 16-inch shields IIpt118te the t uned li nes.

"

. 100

r'\1V'v-o;;il>

TO

(B)
(A)

Fig. 14-45 -

CirC\J it di&gr..-n IAl and pc-board

layout IBI for the 2-meter preamplifier. Res istOlS
Ire 1I4-wltt cOmpOSition Ind capacitoMi Ire disk
ceremic unll$S otherwise noted. Components not
lined below are given desl gnatOMi for clrcult-board
location purposes.
C2, C6 - Air variable (Johmon 189·5Q6.5).
Jl , J2 - Phono type, panel mount

FOIL SIDE
I HALF SCALE I

LI _ 5 turns, No. 16, 5/ 16 inch d ia, 1/2 inch lon~.
Tapped at 2 turns for the antenna connection,
and 4 turns for Ql .
L2 - 4 turns, No. 16, 6/16 inch dia, 3/8 inch long.
Tapped at 2 t urns .
L3 - 1 turn , plMtlc-cove red hookup wi re, 5/ 16
inch dia , placed between two turns of L2.
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440 MHz PREAM P
44010lllz
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~
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RFCS

Fig_ 14-47 Schematic diagram of the uhf
preamplifier. Capacitors are disk ceramic un less
otherwise noted .
CI-C3, incl. - 1.4 to 9.2·p F miniatu re variable
Uohnson 189-0563-001) .
C4, C5 - Feedth rough type .
J l , J2 - BNC type, chassis mount.
Ll -L3, incl. - 2518 X 1/4-inch strip of b rass,
sOldered 'to the enclosure on one end and to t he
capaci tor at the other, Input and outpu t taps

(on Ll and L3) are 1/2·inch up from the
ground end, Drain taps for a l and
on L2
and L3, respectively, are made just below C2
and C3.
RFC1, RFC2 - 420-MHz cho ke (Miller 4584) .
RFC3, RFC4 - Two ferrite beads o n a short piece
of No. 20 hookup wire. (Beads are availab le
from Amid on Associates, 12033 Otsego St ., N.
Holl ywood, CA 91607,)
RFC5 - T hree ferrite bead s on No. 20 hookup wire,
a I , a2 - Motorola JFET .

a:z

LIM ITER

FM Bibliography
GQldsmith et ai, Frequency Modulation, in two
volumes, RCA Review, RCA, 194 8.
Rider and Uslan, FM Transmiuion and Reception,
John F. Rider Publisher, 1948.
Wolf, FM Schematic Digest, Two-Way Radio Engi·
neers, 1970.
Pre-Progrett Line Diagrams, in two volumes, Mobile
Radio Departmcnt, General Electric Company,

1968.
Fig. 144 8 - Diagram of a limiter which may be
added between t he Ian i·1 nage and the detector of
a receive r.

Hund, Frequency Modulation, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 194 2.
Lytel, Two- Way Radio, McGraw-Hili Book Company, 1959.

A SOLID-STATE FM TRANSM ITTER FOR 146 MHz
In an effort to shrink the dimensions of the
solid-state fm 1r.lDsmitte r treated carlier in QST,
and in the 1972 ARRL l/andbook, it became
necessary to eliminate one stage of the rf section,
and to reduce the si1;e of the speech amplifier and
clipper. The product o f thai effort is shown
schematically in Fig, 1.
A slightly different electrical approach wa s
taken, wherein the oscillato r was called upon to
deliver a fair amount of power. T he increased
output from Q I permitted the deletion of a driver
stage ahead of the PA. The change mad e it
necessary to pay particular atten tion to the design
of all networks between stages, providing adequate
selectivity to assure suppression of unwanted output frequencics. The c ri terion was me t, as
evidenced by a spectral display of the output

energy, The MK-II version is as clean as was the
M K-I model.
A logical approach to reducing the area
occupied by th e speech amplifier and clipper was
the em ploymen t of a hansistor'array IC as opposed
to the use of discrete components. The latter
techniq ue was used in th e MK-I example .
Circu it Highlights
Generally, the circuit of Fig. I follows the
classic sanobuoy format given in RCA '$ Power
Circuits, IX to Microwaves. 1 Some of the circuil
changes made are radical; others are subtle, The
1 Recommended for amateur libraries. Orde r
from local radio store, or write RCA Elec tro nic '
Co mponents. Harrison , NJ 07029. Price : Sl.
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f ig, 1 - Schematic diagrem of th e 2-mlur. 1m
transmitte r, Fixed-value capaciton I re disk ceramic
unless o therwise fTliIrked. Polarized capaci tors are
eilt(:trolytic. Fixed-vitlue r&sinon are 1I2·wan com.position. Numbered compo!'lenll not appearing in
perls list are so nu mbered for pc-board layOUt
purposes only. Use crown type heat sink on Q1.
.larger Slyle on Q2 and 03.
C1, C2, C6, e 11 , C15, CI S - 7- to 25·pF
minill!ur(I ceramic tri rnrn8\" (Eri. 538·0028-7-25
or &qui .... Avail. new from Newark EIec::troniC$.

Avail. su rplus from Aeliance Merchandising Co.,
Phils. PAL

e.9 - 15- to 6D-pF miniature ceramic trimmer
(Erie 538·002F·l!i-60 or aqu iv.).
C3 1 - l00-pF silver mica.
CA l - Vollage ..... ariable capacitor {Varicap l diode.
CA2 - High·speed silicon switch ifl9 diode ,
L - 1 to 2 ~ inductor. 20 tur", No. 30 enam.
close-wound on 100,000 ohm, l -watt resistor.
L l - 5 turns No. 16 tinned bus wir', 1I4·inch 10
X 5/8 inch long. Tap at 1·1/2 turns from
12..... oIt end.
L2 - 3 turns No. 16 tinned bus WiN, 1I4·inch ID
X 3/8 inch long. Tap at 1/ 2 turn from C13 end.
L3 - 4 tu rns No. 22 enam. wire, close·wound,
114-inch ID.
L4 - 25 turnf No . 28 enaln-. wire, clOS8>woo nd on
body of loo,OOO-oh m, l ·walt resistor. Use
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resis to r pigtails as anch or points lor ends of
winding.
L5 - 5 turns No. 16 tinned bus wiN, 5/ 16 10 X
112 inch long.
01·03, incL- ACA transistor.
Rl1 - 10,OOO-otim pc-board carbon control linear
taper (Mallory MTC 14L 1 or equiv.).
RF CI
l ·mH miniature rf choke (Millen
J300-251.
RFC3, AFC4 - ' Q-JJH miniature rf choke (Millen
J3O().101 .
RFC5 - 10·J.l. H miniatu re rf choke (Millen J3QO.
101 wi th one Am idon ferrite bead owr groul)<l·
end pigtail.
RFC6 , AFC9 - 4 Amid on lerr ite beads on
112·inch length o f No. 24 wi re (Amidon Asso·
ciates. 12033 Otsego St., No. Hollywood, CA
9 16071.
RFC1 , AFCS - Same as RFC6 but with three
beads on 3/8-inch langth of wire.
5 1 - Spdt slide or rotary switch.
Ul - RCA inlegnted circu it.
VAl - 9.1 IIOIt, '_11 Zener diode.
VI, Y2 - 18-MHz Cl'Y'tal (International Crystal
Co. ground for 2Q..pF load capacitance.
HC·25/U holder. U" International FM·2 pc.
board cry1tal locke tl. High accuriICV .002 per·
cent temperatu ra·tolerance crys tal recommen·
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146 MHz FM Transmitter
bolled-down venion is based on amateur-band
performance criteria and the more commonly
available supply voltage of 12_ fmphasis has been
placed on &QOd frequency stability, narro w-band
deviatio n (up 106 kHz), and relative freedom from
spu rious outpur.
Low-<:ost transistors are used al QI and Q2. A
ballasled transistor (misma tch protected) is U5ed al
Q3 to prevent burnout resulting from temporary
open- or short-circuit conditions in the anten na
system. The current OEM price (s mgle 1(1) for Ihe
2NS9 13 is $3.63. Over-the-counter prices will be
slightly higher, bu t it is recommended that the
builder use the 'S9 13 if he wishes to have the
circuit perform as speciiJed here. Substitutes for
any of Ihe devices used in the circuit should be
employed only by those who are experienced in
semiconductor work. The wrong choice can lead
to dismal resu lts with the circuit - instabili ty, low
output, or destruction of alit or more of the
transistor•.
Ferrite beads l1'e used generously in Ihe circui t,
for decoupling of the dc bus and as rf chokes.2 The
beads provide low-Q impedances and are superior
to solenoid-wound inductors in preventing circuit
inslability caused by tuned-base-tuned-collector
conditions. A fu rther aid to stability il provided
through the use of high and low values of
ca pacitance (combined) in various parts of Ihe
circuil. This standard technique helps to assu re
stability .t hf i nd vhf, and is necessary because of
the high IT of the lnmmtors used. 3
Transislo r sockets should not be used at Ql, Q2
or Q3. The additional lead lengths resu iting from
the use of sockets could lead to Instability problems. Those wishing to use a socket at Ul may do
so by redesigning the pc board to al low a socket to
be installed (bringing the twelve holes for the IC
clos!r together). Alternatively, one might employ
an IC socket which has fairly long lugs, be nding the
lugs OUlward 10 mate with the holes in the
»>board.
Speech Amplifier

UI consists of fou r bipolar transistors on a
common substrate. Two of the transistors are
con nected for use as a Darlington pair. The
remaining two are separate from one anothe r. In
the cucuit of Fig. I the Darlington pair serves as a
preamplifier fo r a high-impedance crystal, ceramic,
or dynamic microphone. One of the separate
transistors is used as a diode in Ihe clipper ci rcuit
(an ou t~ rd silicon diode is used. to clip the
opposite s;de of the ar sine wave), and the
remainina lJanSistor amplifies the clipped audio
after it is m lered by an RC network. Deviation is
set by adjustment of a pc-boa rd potentiometer,
R1 7.
The processed audio is fed to CRI, the vanctor
diode modulator. Some reverse bias is used on CRI
to assure greater linearity of modulation (3 Volts dc
2 See parn lis t for orderinlllnrorm eUon.
8 The hi ah er th e IT (upper-freq uency Tati na) of
a Irans inor, Ihe grUler will be luga ln capability I I
lower frequencies, thus giving riH 10 unWllnied hf
or If occill Btions.
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taken from the junction of R3 IIIId R4)_ As the
audio Voltage is Impressed across CRt , the junction
capacitance of the diode shifts above the steadystale value which exists when no af voltage is
present. The change in capacitance shifts lhe
crystal frequency above and below its nominai
value to provide fm.
Constru ction
There are no special instructions provided the
builde r follows the template pattern offered.4
However, it is worth mentioning that the QST
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model was built on glass-epoxy circuit board.
Those attempt ing to use phenolic o r other types of
pc board may encounter difficulty in obtaining
proper circuit performa nce. The dieieclI'ic properties of the vario lls board materials are differen t,
thereby ca using different values of capacitance to
exist between pc-board foil nrips. The condition
can cause instability. unwanted coupli ng, and
tuned circuits that will nOI hit resonance. Some
builders of the MK·! transmitter learned Ihis the
hard way!
Transiston Q2 and Q3 require fairly heft y heal
sinks if good efficiency and longevity of the
devices is to be realized. lIomemade sinks I rc
shown in the photo. Each consists of a piece of
l / l6-inch thick aluminum (brass or co pper is ok)
formed over a drill bit slightly smaller in diameter
than a TO-S transistor case. The aluminum can be
crimped in a bench vise until it filS snugly around
the drill body. Silicone grease should be used to
coat the tnm,istor bodies prior to installation of
the hea t sinks. The height of the sinks is I inch.
The ID is approximately If4 inch.
Lead lengths of the wires going from the pc
board to S I should be kept short - preferably Iw
than 1·1 / 2 inches long. Coaxial cable (5(k)hm
impedance) should be used between the antenna
ternUna1s on the pc board and the antenna connector. The shield braid must be grounded at each
end of the cable. Similarly, shielded cable should
be employed between the microphone jack and the
aud io-inpu t terminals o n the pc board.

lamp lhoukt illuminate to slightly more than
norma l briJlilnce. Power output into a 5(k)hm
load should be between 1-1/2 and 2 watts Current
drain will be bet ween 200 and 250 rnA, speech
amplifier included.
Adjustment of the transminer frequency and
deviation can best be done while using a vhf
freq uency co unter and deviatio n meter. Alternatively, one can put the transmitte r in service and
ask one o{ the other fm operatOIl in the area to
observe his receiver's discriminator metc r while
you adjust you r crystal trimmer {or a lero reading.
Deviation can be set reasonably close to the desired
amou nt by co mpa ring your modu lation against
tha t of other local stations, having a third operator
report the com parisons..
This transmitter is well suited as a Companion
unit to the fm receiver de$C!ibed in ChapteT 3, and
in QST.fI The two units can be packaged to form a
tran s-receiver ror portable, mobile, or fixed·station
usc. The transmitte r can be used to drive a
high-power solid·state 2-meter am plifier, described
later in th is chapter . if one wishes to put o n a pair
of "boots."6
foOeMaw, .. " Singte-Conversion 2·Mete r FM
Reeewer." QST. Aurust. 1972.
6 Hejhal1 , ' ·Some 2-Meter SOlid-State RIo"
Power-Amplifier CirCuits:· QST, May. t972, p. 4 0 .
7Write: Spectrum Resea rch Laboratory, Box.
5112 4 . T ucson. AZ 115703.

Checkout and Use
Initial checkout should be undertaken at reduced supply voltage. Apply a voltage or between
6 and 12, making certain that a dumm y load of
approximately 50 ohms is connected to the output
or Q3. A 56-0hm 2-watt resistor or a No. 47 pilot
lamp will suffice. Using a wavemete r tuned to 73
MHl, adju st the collector tank of QI for a peak
reading on the waveme ter. Next, set the wavemeter
for operation at 146 MHl and adjust the collector
tuned citcuit of Q2 for maximum meter indication.
The tank circuit of Q3 should be adjusted for
maximum power output l$ observed on an rf
wattmeter or Monlmatch-type SWR indicator. A
rough check can be made by using a No.4 7 lamp
as a load, adjuJting for maximum bulb brilliancy.
The next ste p is to raise the su pply 'voltage to 12
and repeat the tweaking procedure outlined above.
If aU stages are functioning norma lly, a No. 47

2-METER SOLID-STATE
RF POWER-AMPLIFIERS
The majority of the commercially made 2meter fm transceivers available today have rf
p<lwer-outpul levels of 1 to 15 watts. There are
man y octasions when an fm ope rator would like to
have a little more power to be ab le to wo rk o ver
greater distances. Described he re are two amplifiers, one for 25 wai lS and another for 50 watts
output fo r the 2-meter band. Both amplifiers use a
single transistor and operate directly from a
13.6-volt ve hicular electrical system.
Circuit Description
The amplifie r circuit shown in Fig. 14·53
utililes a single 2N6084 transisto r operated in a
ClasS-<:, leto-bias oonfiguration. ThiS mode of
operation has the advantages of high collet to!
efficiency at full output and u ro de current drain
when IlQ rf driving signal is applied. The reader
should note that zero-biu opention yields an
amplifier that is no t a " Unear." It is designed for

Fig. 14-52 - An end view of tn. breadboa rd
version of the 5O-watt 2·me~r amplIfier. The input
circuit Is at the lower right. and the ou t pu t
network is at the upper le lt.
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Fig. 14-53 (AI - Diagram of the ampli fier which
provides 40 to 50 watts output and its associlted
COR circuit. Capacitors era mica unless oth erwise
no ted. The heat .ink is a Thermalloy 6169B IAllied
Eloctronia No. 957·2B90).
Cl , C7 - 5- to 8o-pF compression trimmer (Ilco
462 or equiv.).
C2, C4·C , ca, inel. - Mica button (Underwood
J·lon.
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IBI COR cIrcuit. Capacitors are disk ceramic.
The COR relay is modified by ramoving Iha
connBCtl ng wi res trom all four wiper arm. and
8dding two $horting bars, 8S shown. Oniv Ihe
SllIionary-contact connections are used.
CR1 - l00-PAV Of more, 500-mA or more silicon
diode IMotorol l lN4001 orequiv.l.
CR2, CR3 - High-speed. low-capacilance l OO-PRV
si licon diode IMo torola MSD7000 dual package
used here).
Kl - 4pdt open·frame relaV, 12·V COntaCU (Comar CRQ·160 3-4S35 Of equiv., Sigma
67R4·12D ,Iso suitable), modified as described
""~.
Q2 - Npn silicon Darlington transiuOf, hFt; of
5000 or more (Molorola MPS'A13 Of equlv.).
ICI The CO R relay is modified bV removing Ihe
eonnecting wires from all lour wi per arms and
adding tWO shorting bars, lIS .hown. Only the
Slationary-conlllCl connoctions are used.

OUTPUT

II - 12 nH, No. 10 tinned wire, 1 1/4-inch long
straight conduc tor.
L2 - 30 nH, 1 3/4 turns. No. 10 tinned wire, 3/8
inch 10, 3/4 inch long.
L3 - 15 nH, No. 14 lirmed wire, 3{4·inch long
slraighl conduc tor.
L4 - 2 turns of No. lB linned wire 1I4·inch 10 ,
0.2 inch tong (approximately 44 nHI.
01 - MOlorol1 silicon power tren$istor.
Q2 - Npn silicon Darlington transistor, hFI!; 01
5000 or mlXe IMotorola MPS-A I3 Of equlv.).
Rl -15 ohm, I -wan composition.
R2 - 4700 oh m 1/2-wan compo'lilio n
RFCI - 17 turns. No. 16 enam. wire wOl.lnd on
Amidon T·80-2 toroid core.
RFC2 - Molded rl choke IJ . W. Miller 9250-15).
RFC3 - Ferrite bead (FerrOHcube 56-590-65/3 8
or equiv.l.
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C3, C9 - 9· to 18o-pF compression trimmer (Arco
463 or equ iv.J.
CIO - Feedthroogh type.
C II - Tantalum.
CI2. C15. CI6 - Cltramic disk.
C13. C l4 - 39·pF mica IElmenco 6ED390J03 or
equ iv.1.
CRI - l OO·PRV IX more, 500-mA or more silicon
d iode (Motorola I N4001 or equiv.l.
CR2,CR3 - High-speed, low capaei tan(;t! lOO-PRV
silicon dioda IMOlorola MSD7000 dua l package
used here).
J I ,J2 - CoaHial connoctor, panel moon!.
Kl - 4pdl open·frame relay. 12-V contaCI$ IComar CRO- 1603·4S35 or equiv., Sigrm
67R4·12D also suitabl e). modified as described
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I

C2

10 1 Pi-S8Clion output filter, CI an d C2 are 39·pF
mica capaci lor$ (Elmenco 6ED39OJ03 or equiv.l.
and L1 conlins of 2 turn. of No. 18 tinned wire,
1/4 inch 10, 0.2 inch long (lpproxima.teJV 44 nH).
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Fig. 14-54 _ ParlS-layool diagram for the 50-watt emp"'ifier Inot to scale I. A 4 X 6-inch pc board is used
as the base.

fm (or cw- operation only, and wou ld produce
objectional distortion and splatter if used to
amplify either a-rn o r ssb signals.
The am{'llifier 0fWIra1e.t directly (rom an auto-

mobile electrical system, so no additional power
supply is required

rOf

mobile operation. The input

and output-tuned circuits arc designed to match
the impedances of the transisto r to a S().ohm
drivina: source and to I SO-ohm antenna system,
respectively. Since bolh the input and output
impedanct.S of the t""nslstor are extremely low (ia
the I- to S-ohm region), the matching network.!
employed are somewhat different than those used
with tubes. The networks chosen for the amplifier
are optimized for low-impedance matching. and
they perform thcir tasks efficiently. The network
designs for Ihi! amplifier were done with the aid of
a com puter.
The elaborate decoupling network used in the
collector de feed is fo r the purpose of assuring
amplifier stability with ft wide variety of loads and
tun ing conditions. The 2N6084 transistor is conservatively rated at 40 watts output (a pproximately
60 watts dc input). The amplifier can readily be
driven to power output levels considerably higher
than 40 wat U, but it is recommended that it be
kept below SO watts output. If your transmitter or
transceiver has greater than 10 watlS output, an
a!tenuator should be used at the am plifier input to
keep the output from the am plifier below SO
watts.

Construction Details
Construction of the amplifier is straightforward . The usual precau tions that musl be
observed when building a solid-state final amplif"1tt
are followed_ These precautions include proper

mechanical mounting of the transistor, emiller
grounding, heat sinking, and decoupling of the
supply-voltage kads. Most of the components used
OUt conventional items which are readily o.vailable,
with two exceptions. The fixed mica capacitors,
Underwood type J-IOI , are a special mica unit
designed for high-frequency applications. The core
for RFCI and the rf bead used for RFC3 are
available from Elna Ferrite Labs, lnc.. 9 Pine Grove
St., Woodstock, NY 12498.
The amplifier is constructed on a pc board
which is bolted to a heat sink. A few islands can be
etched on the board for tic points, at the builder's
discretion; a complex foil pattern is not required.
In the am pUf"le r shown in the photo, islands were
etched only for input and output tie points.
Circuit-board islands may also be etched fot the
transistor base and collector leads. However, an
interesting alternative method was used in the
author's breadboard ampliner. The base and collector wands were formed by attaching small pieces
'Of pc board to the top of the main board. This
procedure added a few tenths of a pF of capacitance at the connection poin u, SO if you choose to
etch islands directly on the main board you may
want to increase the yalue of C6 slightly. (The
yalues of C4 an d C5 are nol critical.)
A word about the care of a stud-mount rf
power transistor: Two of the most important
mounting precautions Ire (I) to l!SUre that there is
110 upward pressure (in the direction of the ceramic
cap) applied to the leads, and (2) that the nut on
the mounting stud is not over·tightened. The way
_ to accompllih item 1 is to install the nu ts first and
solder the leads 10 the circuit later. For item I , the
recommended stud torque is 6 in.ch-pounds. For
those who don't have I torque wrench in the
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Fig. 14-55 - Circuit diagram of the 25-wlu
amplif ier. Cepecltors ara disk caramic unless otherwise nOled.
Cl - 5· to BO-pF compressioo trimmer (Arco 462
or equ iv. 1.
C2 - 2· to 50·pF compressioo trimmer (Arco 461
or equiv.1.
C3 - BUllon mica (Underwood J-10 11.
C4, C5 - 9- to 180-)-pF compression trimmer
fArco 463 or equiv.l.

.:r~'

'"C

MH.

HEPS30010R
2N5591
Q'

+13.6

'"
"'"

J2
OUTPUT

J1 , J2 - Coaxial connec tor, panel mount.
L 1 - l -1nch length of No. 14 tinned wire.
0 1 - Motorola silicoo power transistor (2N5591
or HEP 53007 lor 25 W output, 2N5590 or
HEP 53006 fo r l OW ou tput).
AFCI - Ferroxcube VK2OD-19/4B ferrite choke.
RFC2 - Molded rf choke (J. W. Miller 9250-15) .
RFC3 - Ferrite bead (Ferroxcube 56-590-6513B
or equlv.).
Tl - See Fig. 14·56.

out pu t, if the driving source has an outpu t impeshac k, remember that it is better 10 under tighlen dance of approximately SO ohms. 1I0wever, a
than to over tighten the mounting nut.
. better procedure consists of tuning the output tank
The transistor stud is mounted through I hole circuil for maximum If output and tuni", the
drilled in the heat sink. A thermal compound, 5uch input circuit for minimum SWR as measured
a.\: Dow Corning 340 heat-sink grease, should be
between th e exciter and the final amplilier. This
used 10 decrea se the th erm al resistance from tune-up procedure has the added advan tage of
transistor case to heat sink. See the excellent assu ring that the am plifier presents a 50-ohm load
article by White in QST for April, 197 1, for details to the exciter. A de ammeter to check colleclor
of heat-sink design.
current is a useful tune-up aid. Since tunlne is for
Series impedance in the emitter cmuil can peak outpUt, a Monimatch·typt SWR bridge is
dn.stically rtduce the gain of the amplifier. Both adequale for the job. Also, the wattmeter detransistor emitter leads should be grounded a5 close scribed in Chapter 22 would be an excellent
10 Ihe transino r body as is prac tical.
choice. The bes t tun ing procedure is to monitor
The wiring for Ihe de voltage feeder to the simultaneously bolh output power (absolute or'
collec tor should have ex tremely low dc resistance. relative) and the SWR between the exciter and
Even a drop of one volt can significantly reduce amplifier.
the power oulpu t of the amplifier. A good goal is
First, ap ply de voltage with no If drtve.. No
less than 0.5 volt drop from the car baUery 10 the collector current should n ow. Then apply a low
transisto r collector. With operating cunents of level of rf drive - perhaps 25 perce nt or less of the
5CVeral amperes, a to tal dc resistance of only a rated 10 watlS maximum drive - and tune the
fracl ion of an ohm is needed. A standard commer- input netw or k: for m.aximum indicated collector
cially made heat sink it used for the SO-wall curren t. The networks may not tune to resonance
amplifier, and it is adequate for amateur communi- at this low drive level, but you should at leHt get
cations. Forced-air cooling acron the heat sink ,an indication of proper operation by smooth
should be used for any appliation requiring long- tuning and lack of any erratic behavior in the
term key-down operation at 40 watts or more of CQUector-c urrent reading. GraduaUy increase the
output.
drive, retuning as you go, until the raled 7·10 watts
input and 40 to SO walU output are obtained. As
Tune-U p Procedure
power input is increased, use the recommended
Generally, the best way to tune a tnlnsistor tunin, procedure of maximum output from the
final is for maximum rf power ou tpu t. If this output tank and minimum input SWR for the
approach resu lu in exceedi", the power ra tings of input circuit.
There is dange r of low-frequ ency osclnations
the transistor, then the power ou tput should be
reduced by reducing the drive-level, no t by de- with most transistor am plifiers. A scope of S-MH z
tuning the final. In the case of an outboard PA or more bandwidth connected to the de feeder at
, tage, such as described here, both the input and point A makes an excellent indicator of any
output networks can be tuned for maximum If low-frequency osclllat.ion. It is possible to have
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Fig. 14-56 - Transminion-line OYlput transformer
consisting 01 2 4-inch long conductors, No. 20
enam. wire, twisted to 16 crests per inch , using an
electr ic drill. The conductors shou ld be color
coded, 008 with one color and one with. second
color. Form the twisted pair into II 1I2-inch di.

circle. Unwind the IIad$ so that only the portion of
the pair forming the circle remains twisted. Connect the leads 01 eech color as shown.

signal output on all hf and vhf amateur bands and

all TV channels, simultaneously, when a bad case
of parasitic oscillation occurs. For those who may

have access to one, the best indicator of parasitic
oscillation is a wide-band spectrum analyzer.
An Additional Design

For those who own a low-power fm transceiver,
an intermediate amplifier stage or a final amplifier
prov iding 10 to 25 watts may be desire.d. 'r1l e
circuit of Fig. 14·55 is suitable for the 2N5S9 1 o r
IIEP S3007 transiston (25 waIlS), and the 2N5590
or HEP 3006 transistors (10 walU). An unusual
feature of this circui t is the use of a transmission·
line trarufonner in the output network. The
construction and tune-up procedures for the ampti·
ners of Fig. 14·55 is simihu: to that desc ribed
earlier for the 50-watt amplifier.
Accessories
When an amplifier stage is used with an fm
transceiver, a method of automatic transmit/receive switching is needed. A simple carrier-operated
relay (COR), such u shown in Fig. 14· 16 can be
employed for the amplifiers described in this
article. The level of in put rf required to operate the
COR is determined by the value of R I. One to two
watts of 2·meter enerllY will operate K I when a
4100-ohm resistor is employed. The rf signal is

rectified by two high-speed switchina diodes; the
dc output from the rectifier is applied to QI, a
Oarlington-connccted transisto r pair. When sufficient curren t is developed in the bue circu it, QI
will turn on, activa ting KI . A transient-suppression
diode is included across the relay coil to prevent
voltage-spike damage to Ql.
The lwitching circuits needed to take the
amplifier in and out of the circuit· are somewhat
complex. The cost of four CO.lIxial relays would be
prohibitive. But, an open-frame retay can cause
sufficient loss at 146 MHz to severely degrade the
sensit ivity of the assoc iated receive r. To get around
this problem the author modified an inexpensive
relay. The long leads to the wiper arms were
refllQYed and discarded. Two shorting ban were
added, Il5 shown in the drawing.. External connections were made only to the stationary contacts.
Received signal loss through the modified relay
measured 0.4 dB - an insignificant amount.
Second-harmonic output from the SO-watt amplifier measured 34 dB down from the level of the
J46-MH'Z cncrgy. ThIlS, the com putcr-<iesign Olltpu t network co mpares favorably with the pisection tank circu its often u$Cd in hf transm itters.
To assure that harmonic energy didn't cause a
problem to other services, a simple pi-section
output filter was added. This niter is designed for
50-0hm input Ind outpllt impedances; it can be
used with any two-meter amplifier. The insertion
loss of the filter at 146 MHz is 0.2 dB , while it
provides 46 dB attenuation at '292 MHz and 25 dB
at 438 MHz.

AptxmdixA
Amidon torlod cor.,. He nallable trom
Amidon AsIo<=tates. 12033 O~IO Street. No.
HoU ywood. CA 91607.
2) Ferroxcube co mponent. can be purcb.sed
from Elna Ferrite L.bo r. torlu. Inc" 9 Pine Grove
Street. Woodt tock. NY 124911.
3) J. W. Miller chokes are av ailable from
distributors. Or directly trom J. W. MUier. 19070
Reyes Ave .• Compton, CA 90224.
4) Underwood mica e.p.citor. mUIt be ordered
dincU y from lhe mlUluf.etu:rel. Underwood Etec_ ute IUld MlUlut.cturlnJ Comp.ny . tne .• P. O. Box
188_ M.ywood. IL 60153. Price for lh. J-I01 units
specified In lhll article is .pproxim.tely ' 1.20 ..eh
(specify the value -in pF - delired.).
5) A circuli boud for tbe SO-watt .... putler will
be available from Spectrum R....... rcb L.b,. p. O.
Box :;824. TUCIon. AZ 85703.
1)

2-METER FM RECEIVER
An fm purist is not likely to settle for secondrate receiver performance in thi s day of vhf-band
saturation. A satisfactory fm rece iver must be able
to separate the various repeater output rrequencies
without beina affected by IMD and ovc rl oad
problems. The $Cnsitivity must be good, and so
should the limiti", characteristics. Few low-coS!
designs satisfy the foregoing criteria. The circuit of
Fig. 14-58 represents a practic:al. compromise between cou and circuit complexity, yet provides
performance which is com parable to that of many
comme rcial fm receivers in use by amateurs..

The single-conversion solid-state fm receiver
described here Is intended as a mate for the
transmitter shown in Fi3. 14-50. This design
centers around a multifunction IC, the CA3089E.
Circuit simplicity, good performance. and low cost
are the keynotes in this project ..
Cireuit Highlighb
A JFET was chosen for rf amplifier QI, Fig.
14-58. Neulnllization is unnecessary provided the
gate and drain clements are tapped down on their
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Fig. 14-57 - Thi$ photo
shows thl! final breadboa rd
wrsion of the fm receiver.
Some of the bypass capacitors are located on the foil
side 0 1 the pc board in this
example. The template and
parts~ayO\lt sheet provi des
for topside mounting of
the capacitors. The dif·
ferenOO$ between the receiver shown here and the
fina l model are Quile
minor.

respective tu ned circuits. For simplicity s sake o nl y
two tuned circuits are used ahead of the mixer,
wh ich uses a dua l-gate MOSFET. The combina tion
of FETs Q l and Q2 assure s low IMD an d provides
good immun ity to overloading. Ou tput fro m the
mixer is supplied to FL I . Th is is a four-pole
1O.7-MHz i-f fil ter which is fed fro m a 900-ohm
tap point on tuned circuit C9-<:1O-L3.
The oscillato r/multiplier stage, Q3, is a carbon
copy of that used by Pearce-Simpson in their
Gladding 25 fm transceiver. It is one of the
sim ples t circuits one can use, ye t it performs we ll.
Injec tion to the mixer is supplied at 1-57 MHz
(lO.7-MHz H plus the frequency of the received
signal). The oscillator crys tal frequency is one half
the injection frequency - 78 MHz in this example.
No netting trimmers are necessary if crystals for
the Gladding circuit ale ordered and used. Frequency doubling from 78 MHz is accomplished in
the coUec tor circuit of Q3.
I-f ampl ifier V I is a CA3028A wired for
cascode o peration. FLI connects to input terminal
2 through a .O I-J.lF" blocking capacitor. Tenni nating
resistor R7 is selected fo r the characteristic impedance of the filter used. The KVG filter ha s a
910-0hm bilateral impedance, so if precise
matc hing is desired o nl! ca n use a 910-0hm unit at
R 7. Output from VI is fed to multifunction chirp
V 2, across Rll.
Audio o utput from U2 is amplified by Q4
before being routed to V3, a transformer less I-watt
out put IC. Though the MC l 454 is designed to
wo rk into a l 6-0hm speaker, good resu lts can be
had when using an 8--ohm speaker.
COns troctio n
How the receiver is packaged can best be.
d"cided by the builder. Two choices are offered:
dividing the board in two parts and stacking one
section above the ot her on standoff posts. If this is
done it will be necessary to cut the board midway
between V I and U2. If com pact ness is not necessary the constmcto r can follow a one-piece assembly format, keeping the board its 8 x
2-1 1/ 16-inch size.
Those who desire additional crystal positions
can make the board slightl y longer. This will
provide roo m for more crystal sockets, bu t will
requiie that a switch with more positions be used
for Sl.

It is recommended that transistor and Ie
'lOCkets be avoided except at Q4 and V3. Short
leads between the bodies of the devices and the pc
board must be main tained to prevent unstable
opeIll.tion. The use of sockets will ca use instability
unless low·profIle rece ptactes are used. Similarly,
the pigtails o n the bypass capacitors should be kep t
lIS short as possible in all parIS of the rf circuit.
The wiring which connec ts the au dio and
squelch conlIols to the circuit board should be of
the shielded vadet)!. If the board is cut into two
!IIclions, as mentioned earlier, use shielded cable
betwee n UI and U2, rout ing the i-fsignal from pin
6 of VI to pin I of U2. DolI't lea~e out CJ6.
The leads from SI to the crystal sockets must
be kep t as short as possible - less than 1-1/2 inches
each. As a further aid to circui t stability mount the
pc board on a metal cabinet will or chassis by
means of four or six metal standoff posts. This
techn ique is beneficial in preventing rf ground
loops.

Checkout and Alignment
It should be stressed that there is no sim ple way

to align an fm receiver. A stable signal generato r
will be req uired, preferably one with fm capabili ty.
In itial alignment cannot be properly effected by
using off-the-air fm signals. A weak-signal source
can be buill by using the modula tor and crystal
oscillator stage of the low power transmitter
described in Fig. 14-50. Whatever met hod is used,
make certain that the test signal Is no farther of(
frequ ency than 200 Hz from the desired frequency
of rece ption. Ideally, the signal source should be
exactly on the chose n input frequency of the
receiver.
Connect the signal generator to Jl. Attach a
meter across 12 and 13. Make certain that a speaker
is hooked 10 the output of U3. Assuming that an
ohmmeter check shows no shorted or open cin;uits
in the comple ted assem bl y, connect a 12-volt dc
supply to the receiver. With the squelch turned off
(maxim um hiss noise) adjust C2, C4, and C44 for
an upward deflection of the relative-signal-strength
me ter (at 12 and 13). Next, adjust C IO for
maximum meIer reading. Repeat these steps two
more times. All tu ning adjustments should provide
fairly sharp peaks when the circuits are tu ned to
resonance.
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2-Meter Fm Receiver

A frequeocy<modubted signal will be required
for ort-the--nose adjustment of the detector (L4 aDd
C24). C24 should be adjusted slowly until the
pai nt is found where best audio qual ity occUr!.
Audio recovery will be the lowest at this point,
creating the illusion of reduced receiver sensitivity.
If no fm signal is available for this part of the
alignment, tune the detector for minimum hiss
noise as heard in the speaker. After the detector is
aligned, readjust C IO for beSI audio qu ality of a
received fm signal. It may be necessary to go back
and forth between CI O and C24, . carefully
tweaking each capacito r for the best received·signal
audio quality. The detector should be adjusted
while a mong signal (100 JJ,V or greater) is being
sup plied at 11 .
Adjustment of th e squelch co ntrol should
pl(lvide complete muting of the hiss noise (no
s~nal present) as approximately midrallle in iu
rotation. If the audi o channel is runctioning
properly one should find thai plenty of volu me
oo:.:Ur! at less than a midrange setting of R 18.
Performance
In two models built, bolh k1enlical to the
cilcuit of Fig. 14-58, sen~tivity checked ou t at
ro)ghly 0.8 IN for 20 dB of quieting. This
sensitivity figure is by no means spectacular, but is
quite ample for work in the primary signal contour
of an y repeater. The addition of B dual-tate
MOS FET preamplifier ahe ad of QI resulted in a
sensitivity of 0.25 JJ,V for 20 dB of qu ieting. The
barefoot receiver requires approximatel y 0.5 JJ,Vof
input signal to open the squelch. A more elaborate
circuit Wou ld have provided greater sensitivity, but
at increased cost and greate r circuit complexi ty.
Hard li miting occurs at signal input levels in
excess of 10 IN, wit h 3 dB of limiting exhibited at
I JJ,V. Addi tion of an outboard preamplifier will
greatly improve the limiting charac leristics, and
this wou ld benefit those who are dealing primarUy
with weak signals.
A KVG XM 107504 i·f filler (FL!) t is used in
tll! cifi:uit of Fig. 14--58. However, any 10.7-MHz
filter with suitable bandwidth characteristics for
alllaleur fm reception can be substituted for the
udt spec::ified. During the development period a
Piezo Technology Comline filter was used at FL I. 2
The model tried was B PTI 2l94F, whi ch sells for
$ iO per unit in single lois. Club groups may wiYi
to take pdvanlage of the 5 to 9 price break ..
$~.95 each. The PTI 2 194F gave performance
similar to that 'ofthe KVG unit.
Each brand of filter has its own characteristic
ilq)edance, so if substitutions are made it will be
necessuy to change the tap position on L3 to
w ure a proper match between Q2 and FLl.
Similarly, the ohmic value of R7 will have to be
changed.
1 A produc~ re view describ! nl the ti tter'. d ,ar·
acteristies w u dven InQST lor .lune .. 1972 , P. 56.
Tlte filter ",U. for ue;.~e; and ean be ordered from
SpectnuD Intem.tiona], BOl< 87 , To~IIItJd, MA
0 1983. A drilled printed circuit board II available
l or
trom : D.L. McClaren, W8URX , 19721
Ma plewood Avenue , CJeveland, OH 4413~
2 Pino TechnolOllY Inc.. Bo.. 7877, Orlando.
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Chapter 15

Specialized Communications
System!ii
The field of specialized amateur communications systems includes radioteietype, amateur tde..
vision, ama leur facsimile, phone patching, and
space and satellite communications.. Radio control
of models is not a "communications" system in the
amateur (two-way) sense . TIle specia.lized hobby of
radio control does have a large following, bUI
"citizen-band" provisions for frequency allocations
and operator registrations divorce it from the
strictl y ham-radio field {unless one wishes to avoid
the QRM} .
By far thc greatest ac tivity in the specialized
fields is to be found in radioteietypc (RlTY).
Opcrntion using frequeney-shift keying tec hniques
is pcnnitled on aU amatcur hands except 160
meten .
Activity in amatelU TV (ATV) can be found
primarily in a number of population eenten
around the counlly . Most of the work is based on
converted entertainment receiven and manufacture r'wurplus camera tubes (vidicons) . AlV i~
permitted on. the amateur baDds above 420 MHz,
and this and the broadband na tu re of tile transmis .
sions preeludc~ extensive DX work .
Slow-5Can TV (SSTV) is a narrow..band system
that is permitted in any of the phone bands except

160 meten . It is a completely electronic sYSlem,
however ; no photographic techniques are required .
Pictures are t ransmitted in g seconds or less .
Amateur facsimile operation, unde r prese nt
U . S. regulations, is permitted only above 50.. 1
MHz . Operation in the 6- and 2-meter bands is
restricted to the use of shifting audio tones with an
amplitude-modulated carrier (A4 emission), so
operation tluough an fm repeater on these bands is
prohibited . Facsimile opellition is undertaken pri ..
marily by groups in heavily populated areas.
Amateur satellites - called OscQr; for Orbiting
Satellites Carrying Ama teur Radio - offcr another
way of extending the range of vhf and uhf stations.
Satellites can also ope rate in the hf n:gion to
provide communication during times of poor ionospheric conditions..
Phone patches permit third parties to communicate via amateur radio, through an interconnection
between the amateur's station equipment and his
te1ephone line . With voice operation in use, phone
patching may be conducted in any amateur voke
band be tween domestic stations, or belWCCn sta ..
tio ns of any two countries pennitting third-party
communications .

RADIOTELETYPE (RTTY)
Radioteletype (abbreviated RTTY) is a fonn of
telegraphic communication employing typewrite r"
like machines for (I) generating a eoded set of
electrleal impulses when a Iypewriter key eorresponding to the desired letter or symbol is pressed,
and (2) converting a received set of such impulSC$
in to the corresponding printed character . The
message to be sent is typed out in mu ch the same
way that it would be written on a typewri ter, bu t
the printing is done at the distan t receivi ng point
The teletypewriter at the sending point may also
pri nt t he same material .

1bc tele printer machinel used for RlTY arc far
too complex meeharucaUy for home construction,
and if purchased new would be highly expensive ..
Howcver, uilCd teletypewriters in good mechanical
condition arc available at quite reasonable prices.
These are machines retired from commercial. se r..
vice but capable of entirely satisfactory operation
in amatelU work . They may be obtained from
several sources on condition that they will be used
purely for amateur purposes and will not be resold
for commereial use .
Some dealers and amateun around the country
make it known by advertising that they handle
parts or may be a lOurce for machines and
accessory equipment . QSTs Ham .. Ads and ot her
publications often wow good buys in equipment as
amateun move about, oblain ncy,-er equipment, or
change interests .
Periodic publications are available which
arc devoted exclusively to amateur RTTY .
Such publications carry timely techn ical articles
and operating info rmation, as weU as classified ads .

The Telety pe Corp. Model 28ASR teleprinter is
used by many amateurs. In addition to the
keyboard end page printer. ~i s model coo tains

facilities for making end sending perforated tapes.

Radioteletype (RTTY)

-

Ovcr the years QST has carried a number of articles
on all aspects of RTrY. Including a detailed series
by Hoff in 1965 and 1966. For a list of surplus-

equipment dealers, information on publishers of
RTTY periodicals, and a bibliogra phy of al l articles
on RTIY which have appeared in QST, wri te to
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RTI'Y T.1.5., ARRL Headquarters, 225 Main
Street, Newington, CT 06111. U.S. residents
should enclose a stamped busin~e envelope
bearing a return address with their request.
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Pulse sequence in the teleprinter
code. Each character begins wi th II Itlrt pulse,
always II "Ipace," Ind ends with II "stop" pulse,
always a "mark." The distributio n of ma rks end
spaces in th e five elemen u between .ten end stop
determines the particuta r ch aracter transmiu ed.

Types o f Mach ines
There are two general types of machines, the
page printer and the tape printer. The formc r
pri nts on a paper I OU about the same width as a

Te leprinter Code

bu!.iness letterhead. The latter prinu on paper tape ,
usually gummed on the reverse side so it may be

In the special code used for teleprinter operation, every character has ilVe "elemenu" sent in
sequence. Each clement has two pow'ble slates,
either "mark" or "space," which are indicated by
different types of electrical impulses (i.e .. mark
might be indica ted by II negative volt age and space
by a posi ti ve vo ltage). At 60 wpm each eleme nt
occupies a time o f 22 miUiseconds. I.n addition,
there is an intlal "start" clement (space), also 22
ms long, to set the sending and receiving mechanisms in operation, and a terminal "stop" element
(mark) 3 1 ms long, to end the operation lind ready
the machine fOr the next chancter. This sequence
is illustrated in Fig. I SA-I , which shows the letter
G with its starl and stop clemenu.
At ma ximum mach ine speed, it takes 163 ms to
send each charac ter. This is the equivalent of 36 8
operations per minute. At 15 wpm with this same
code, 460 operations per minute result, and 600
for 100 wpm. The letter code as it appears on
perforated tape is shown in Fig. 15A·2, wbere the
black dots indicate marking pulses. Figures and
arbitrary signs - punctuation, e tc. - use the same
set of code im pulses as the al phabet, and are
selec ted b y sh ifting lhe carriage as in the ease of an
o rdinary typewriter. The carriage shift is accomplished by transmitting either the "LTR S" or
"FIG S" code symbol as ~uired. There is also II
"carriage return" code c haracter to bring the
carriage back to the starting position after the end
of the line is reac.hed on a p~ printe r, and a "line
feed" character to advance the page to the next
line after a line is completed.

cut to letter-siu wklth and pasted on a sheet of
paper in a series of lines. The page printer is the
more common type in the equipmen t available 10
ama leurs,
Th e oper ating speed of most TIUIchinC1 is such
that characters are sent at the rale of ei ther 60, 67,
1 S or 100 wpm depending on the gearing ratio of a
particular machine. Current FCC regu lations allow amateu.1'S the use of any of these four speeds.
Interchangeable gears pennit most machines to
operateatthesespeeds.Qrdinary teletypewri ters ue
o f the start-stop variety, in which the pu lse-forming mechanism (motor driven) is at res t un til a
typewriter key is depressed. At this time it begins
ope rating, forms the prope r pulse sequence, and
then comes to rest again before the next key is
depressed to form the succeeding characte r. The
receiving mechanism operates in similar fashion,
being set into operation by the filst pul5e o f the
sequence from the transmitter. Thus, although the
actual tIllnsmission speed cannot exceed about 60
wpm (or whatever maximum speed the ma cltine Is
geared for), it can be conside rably slowe r, d epend·
ing on the typing speed Of the operalor.
It is also possible to transm it by using perfo rated tape. This has the advantage that the comp lete
message may be typed out in advance of ac tual
transrniW.on, at any convenient speed; when transmi tted, however, it is sent at the machine', normal
maximum speed. A spec ial tape reader, called a
transmitler-distributor, and tape perforator aro
req uired for this process. A reperforator is a device
tha t may tJt, con nected to the conventional toletypewriter fo r punching tape when the machine is
operated in the regulu way. It may thus be used
either for an original message or fo r "taping" an
incoming menage for la ter retIllnstnUs1on.
Fill. l SA-2 - Telepri nter tener
code 8$ it appears on perforated
tape; $tart and stop elements do
not appear. Elemenu are numbared from tOP to bottom; dots
indicate marking pul$Cl. Numeral., puno;:tu8tion, and other arbitrary IY mbals are 58cured by
carrill!jle shift. There ere no
tower<aSe letters on II teletype·
writer using th i$ &-unit code.

-
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Addi tio nal System Requireme nts
To be used in rad io communication; the pulses
(dc) gcnef& led by the teletypewriter must be
utilized in some way to key a radio transmitter so
they may be sent in proper sequence and 'Usable
form to a distant point. At the receiving end the
incoming signal must be converted into dc pulses
suitable for operating the printer. These functions,
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Below SO MHz, F I or fsk emission must be
used. The carrier is on continuously, bu t lu
frequency is shifted to represent marks and spaces.
General practice with fsk is to use a frequency shift
of 850 Hz, although FCC qulaDons permit the
use of any value of frequency shift up to 900 Hz.
The smallcr values of shift have been shown to
have a signal-to-noise-ratio advantage, and 170·Hz
shift is currently being used by a number of
amateurs. The nom inal transm itter frequency is the
mark condition and the freq uency is shifted 850
Hz (or whatever shift may have been chosen) lower
for the space signal.
RlTY with SSB TrammiUen

Fig. 15A-3 - Block diagram showing the ba5ic
equipment requ ired fo r amateur RTTY operation.
shown in block form in Fig. lS A·3, are performed
by dectronic units known respectively as the
(requency-shi f t t eyer or RTrY modulator and
re«iving converter 01 RTrY demodulator.

The radio tmnsmitter and receiver are quite
conventional in design. Practically all the special
feature s needed can be incorporated in the keyer
and converte r, so tha t mos t ordinary amateur
equipment is suitable for KlTY with lillle or no
modificati on.
TransmiSllion Me thods

11 is quite possibhl to tnmsmit teleprinter
signals by ordinary "orKIn" or "make-break"
keying such as is used in regular hand·keyed cw
transmission. In practice, however, frequency-shift
keying is prerened because it giv~ definite pulses
on both mark and space, which is an advantage in
printer operation. Also, since fsk can be received
by methods similar to those used for fm reception,
there is considerable discrim ination agalnn noise,
both natural and manmade, distributed uniformly
across the receiver's passband, when the recelyed
signal is not too weak. Both fac tors make for
increased reliabili ty in pri nter opera tion.

A number of amateurs operating RTTY in the
hf bands, below 30 MUz, are using audio tont! fed
into the micro phone input of an ssb transmitter.
With propedy designed and CQnstructed equipment
which is correc tl y adjusted, this provides a satisfactory method of obtaining FI emission. The user
should ma ke ce rtain, however, tha t audio distortion, carricr, and unwanted sidebands are not
present to the degree of causing interference in
receiving equipment of good engineering desiln.
The user should also make ce rtain that the ~uip·
ment is captJble of wfthJ{tmding the hither· than·
nomlQ/ tI~erage power inl1Olved. The RlTY signal is
transmitted wi th. l ()()..percent duty cycle, i.e., the
avenge-to-peak power ratio is I . while ordinary
speech waveforms generally have du ty cycles in the
order of 25 percent or less.. Many ssb transmitten,
such as th05t using sweep-tube final amplifien, are
designed only for low-d uty-cycle use. Power·supply
components, such as the plate·yoltage transformer,
may also be ra ted for ligh t-duty use only. As a
general ru le when using ssb equipment for R1TY
operation, the dc input power to the fmal PA stage
should be no more than twk:e the plate dissipation
rating of the PA tube or tubes.

FREQUENCY·SHI FT KE Y ERS

Frequency.shifl Keying

11Je keyboard contacts of the teletypewriter
actuate a direct-cummt circuit that operates th e
printer magnets. In the " resting" condition th e
contacts aze closed (mark). In operation ~
CQntacts open for "space." Because of the presence
of dc Yoltage across the open keyboard contacts in
sueh an arrangemen t, the y can not normally be
used directly to frequency-shift·key an other d r·
cuit. Isolation in the form of a keying re lay or
electronic Switching is ordinazily used.

On the vhf bands where A.2 transmissio n is
pennitted, audio frequency",hift keying (afsk) is
generaUy used. In this case the rf carrier is
trarumitted continuously, the pubes being transmitted by frequeocy-shifted tone modulation. The
audio frequencies used have been more-or·less
standardized at 2125 and 2975 Hz, tlte shift being
850 Hz. (These frequenciCl are the 5th and 7th
harmonics, respectiyely, of 4 25 Hz, which is half
the shift freque ncy, and th us are convenient for
calibration and alignmen t purposes.) With afsk. the
lowe r audio frequency is customarily used for
• mark and the higher for space.

Perhaps the simplest 5atisfactory circuit ror
frequency-shift keying a VFO is the one shown in
Fig. 1. nw uses a diode to swit ch a capacitor in
and out of the circuit, and is intended for use in a
transmitter which heterodynes the VFO signa.I to
the operating frequency. Because of the small
nu mber of parts required for the modification,
they can often be mounted on a small homemade
subchassis, which in turn is mou nted a1ong1 ide the
VFO tube. Connection to the VF O circuit can be
made by remov in g the tube from its socket ,

Saturated-Diode Keying
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Frequency-Shift Key....
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Fig. 1 - Frequency-shift keyer
using IIIlurated diodll
AFC! , AFC2 - 2.5 mH (National R·t oo or equiv.).
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1
wrapping the connecting lead around the tube's
cathode pin, and reinserting the tube in its socket.
The variable capacilon are adjusted for the desired
shifts. Once set, the shifts will remain constant for
aU bands of operation. With Utis circuit th e VFO
frequency will be lower on space when the fsk
driver of the RTIY demodulator shown later is
used. If ¥PO "~deband invenion" lakes place jn a
mixer stage of the transmitter, it will be necessaJ)'
to key from tbe afsk drivel output of the demodulator to send a signal which is "right side up."
Be sure to use an NPO type miniature ceramic
trimmer for best stability. Use only In If choke
wound on I ceramic form. Feoite or iron-core
types ate not suitable because of excessive intemaJ
capacitance, so the NationaJ type R- IOO is recommended. Use only the IN270 diode specificd. This
diode is a speciaJ high..:ondl.lctance com puter type
which provides maximum circuit Q, avoiding variations in oscillator output level.
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Fig. 2 - "Shih-pot" frequency-shift keyer circuit.
The shift-adjunment cont rol may be remoted from
the VFQcirC1.lil.
CR2 - Zener, 6.S.V 400 mW 11N7 10 or eqUill.),
R1 - U n.ear·laper control, low _II• .

"Shirt·pot" Keying Circuit
Q1 - Audio tr_iner, npn silicon IMoteroia
The circuit of Fig. 2 may be used with
MPS3394 er equiv.).
tJansmitters having a VFO followed by frequencymultiplying stages. The amount of frequency multiplication in such tfansmitters changes from one
ama tcur band to another, and to maintain a AN RTTY DEMOOUl ATOR
constant transmitted frequ ency shift readjustment
Fig. .1 on page 462 shows the diagram of a
is necessary during band changes. In this circuit the
solid-stale demodulator which can be built for
natural YFO frequency is used for mark, and fo r
approximately $60. Using surplus S8-mH toroidal
space the frequency is lowered somewhat depend- inductors,' the di-"Criminator filten operate with
ing on the cunen t flowing through CR.1. R l Dudio tones of 2125 and 2295 H~ for copying
adjusts this CUTTent , and therefore controls the 17(). Hz Shift, which Is used almon exclusively on
amount o f frequency sltift. As shown, the circuit the amateur bands theJe da ys.
may be keyed by the fsk driver stage of the R1TY
The demodulator it intended to be operated
If a keying relay is from a 5()(k)hm souru. If only a 4-- or 8-ohm
demodulato r shown later.
used, QI may be omitted and the keying contacts speaker output Is availa ble at Ihe receiver, a small
(closed on mark, open on space) connected direct- tine to voice-coil tJansformer should be used
ly from the junetklll of R I an d R2 to grou nd.
between the receiver and the demodulator to
Leads inside the VFO compartment should be pro vide the proper impedance match. An
ke pt as short as possible. Lead length to the integrated-cireuit operational amplifier, having very
remainder of the circuit is not crilical, but to avoid high-pin capability, is used for the limiter, The
inducing rf or 6().Hz hum into the circuil, shielded discriminator filten and detectors convert the
wiring should be used for runs longer than a few shifting ludio lonel Into de pulses which are
inches, Positive voltages other than ISO may be amplified in th e slicer section. The keyer transistor,
used for the bias supply; the value and wattage of
R3 should be chosen to supply a current of 2 rnA
'See QST Ham·Adf for f\lppllen of 88-mH
torold,.
or more to th.e 6's-Y Zener diode.
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motor should there be no RTIY signal present for
approximately 30 seconds.

Q5, controls the printer selector magnets, which
should be wired for 60-mA operation. The teleprinter keyboard is to be connected in series wil1l
the printer magnets, both being connected to the
demodulator via 13. Typing al the keyboard will
then produce local copy on the printer and will
also produce voltages at J 1 and J 2 for frequencyshift keying a transmitter or an audio oscillator,
The autoprint and motor-de lay section provides

Adjultments
With a vrVM, mCa!lure the + 12-V supply
potential Ground the audio input to the demodula tor, and connect the vrVM to pin 3 of the
IC. Adjust Rl through its total range, and note
that the voltage changes from approximately 1.6 V
al either extreme to about +6 V at the cen ter
setting of Rl. Perform a coarse adjustment of RI
by setting it for a peak meier reading, approximately +6 V. Now move the vrVM lead to pin 6
of th e Ie. Slowly adjust R I in either direction, and
no te thai adjustment of just a $71JIl1l fTQction of a

op tional featu res which are no! necessary fOl basic
operation. This section provides a simulated mark

signal at the keyer when no RITY slgnal is being
received, preventing cw signals and random noise
from printing "garble" at the printer. The motorcontrol circuil energizes the teleprinter moto r in
the presence of an RITY signal, but turns off the
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Cl - Optional
C2 - .033 ~, paper" or Mylar, 75- or 100-vo/t
rllting. .
C3 - .01 IlF Mvlar or disk, 600 volt. Ol']1it jf af
keying output is not ....sad .
CRl, CR2, CR7, CRa, eR9, CAl5-CA18, incl.,
CR20 - Sil icon diode, 50 PRV or greaer(1N481 6

or equiv.J
CR3-CR6, indo - Germanium diode. type lN 270.
CA1Q-CR14, incl. -

Silicon rectifier, 400PRVor

greater 11 N4004 or squ iv.l.
CR 19 - Zener diode, 12-V. l -W !Sarkes-TaT'lian
VA-12 or equ iv.l.

CA2l - Zener diode, 4 .3N, 400-mW (1N4731 or
equiyJ .
Jl, J2 - Phone jacks. Omit Jl if af keying output
is not used.
J3 "':' Phone ja ck, single circuit, shoning.
Kl - 11o-V de rel ay, dpdt contact!; with lO-A
minimum rating (Potter and Brumfield type
KA11DG or equiY.1.
L1, L2 - 88 mH tOl"oid .
01,06, OS, 09, al" 021 - Audio transistor, npn
silicon (Motorola MPS3394 or equiy.l.
02, 07, 010 - Audio transistor, pnp 5ilicon
.
(Motorola MPSJ702 or equiyJ.
03, Q4 - General·purpose transistor, npo silicon
(Motorola MPS2926 o r equiY.1.
OS, 012 - Audio tral1$is tor, npn . iI1con, 300-V
collector·emitte.- rating (Motorola MJE340 or
equiy."
AI, A2 - 10,OClO-ohm linear taper control, subminiature, for hori~ontal circuit-board mount·
ing (Mallory MTC·14L4 or eQuiv.l.
A3 - 5600 ohms.
A4 - 18,000 ohms.
AS - 82,000 ohms.
A6 - 0.1 megohm.
A7 - 1000 ohms.
A8 - 560 ohms.
51-55, inCl. - 5pst toggle. 55 optionaoi .
T1 - Power; primary 120 V; secondary 125 V
(Chicago-Stancor PA-8421 or Triad N51·X or
equiv.l.
T2 - Power; primary 120 V; secondary 12 V, 350
mA (Chicago-5tancor P839t or equiv.).
U1
Integrated-circuit operational amplifier,
f,LA74 1 , TO·5 package.

Fig. I - The 5T-4 ATTV demodulator (by Hoff - from QST, Apri l 1970) . Unless otherwise indicated,
resistors are 1/4_11 1Q-percent tolerance. 'Capacitors with polarity indi cated alll electrolytic. Dc
ope rating voltages a re indicated in the limiter. sl icer, keyer, and autoprint and motor delay cin:;uiU. All
voltages alll measured with respect to chanis ground "lith a VTVM. In the slicer and keyer stage-s, Yoltage
w lullS above the line should appear with a mark tone present at the demodulator input, while yalues
below the line appear with a space tone present. In Ihe autoprint and motor delay circuit, Yoltage values
aboYe the line occur with a mark or space tone present while those values below the li ne are present with
onlV receiver noise applied at the demodulator input.

The RTTY demodulator may be constructed on a
large circuit board which is mounted inside a
standard aluminum chassis, as shown here. A
decora tive self-adhesive paper provides the grainedwood appeara nce. The meter is OI)tional and
provides a tuning indication for use in the hf
amateu r bands.

tum causes the voltage to swing from approxima tely +1 V to +11 V. Carefu lly perform a fine
adjustment of Rl by se tting it for a volt meter
reading of half the supply voltage, approximately
+6 V. Next, again measure the voltage at pin 3. If
the potential is approxima tely +6 V, RI is propt:r1y
set. If the potential is in the range of+2 Vor less.
Rl is misadjusted, and the procedure thu s far
should be repeated
Next connect the VTVM to point A. With a
mark-tone in pu t, adjust th e tone frequency for a
max im um reading around -2.5 volts. Then change
the tone for maximum reading on the space
frequency. Adjust R 2 un til the voltages ue equ al.

With afsk at vhf, audio tones modu lating the
carrier are fed from the receiver to the RTTY
demodulator. At hf, the BFO must be energized
and the signal tuned as if it were a lowe r sideband
signal for the proper pitches. If the tuningindicator mete r is used, th e hf signal should be
tuned for an unflickering indication. A VT VM
connected at point A of Fig. I will give the same
type of indicati on. An oscilloseope may be connec ted to the points indicated in the filter section
and used for a tuning indicator, as shown in the
accompanying photographS.

OscillOSCOpe presentations of the type obtained
wi t h the scope ma rk and scope space connections
in the filter section are made. For these displays
the mark frequency is displayed on the hori20ntal
allis and the space frequency on the vt!rtical axis.
The signals appear as e11ipses because some of the
mark signal appears in the space channel and vice
versa. Al though only one freq uency is present al a
given instant. the persistence of the scope screen
permits simultaneous observation of both frequencies. The photo at the left shows a received
signal dur ing normal reception. while the photo at
the right shows a signal d uring unusual conditions
of selective fading, where the mark frequency is
momentarily absent.

AMATEUR TELEVISION IATVI
Television is no t cu cily new to ama teu r radio.
Enterprising amateurs have been playing with thi s
branch of the elecllon ics ut fo r a matter of 45
years or more. Files of QST daling back to the '205
offer proof that there was amateu r television
before many of ou r present-day ama teurs were
born. The methods used then bore little resemblance to the techniques employed today, but
ham s were sending and receiv ing pictures (or trying
to) two gene rations ago.

QST carried man y articles on television from
1925 on. and there was plenty orinteres!. But the
work was being done by the motor-driven scanning
di sk method. and it was doomed to failu re. Though
many dollars and man-hours were spent on the
problem , nobody succeeded in develo ping mechanical sys tems thai we re com pletely practic al . As
early as 1928 , a QST au thor was pointing out the
possibilities of electronic television, using the then
rare-and-expensive cathode-ray tube. The days of
the scanning disk were num bered.
But predicting the coming of electronic tele·
vision and bringing it abou t were two quite
different matters. Though it had become fashionable, by 193 1, to say that "Tdevision is just
uound the come r," the cathode-ray tube was a
laboratory curiosity, and it was to remain so for
some yeus to come, as far as most amateurs were
concerned. Not until 1937 was the subject of

An ilCtual 44()-MH z TV picture transmitted with
theequipmentshown in Fig. 15B·2.

Amateur Television (ATV)
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Fig. 158-1 - 810ck diagram of the television system used by W28K, formerly W2LNP.
June, 1950.)
tcievisioo to appear again in QST. By then the
problems Involved in elec tronic tclevision were
gradually being solved. Usable componcnts were
beginning to appear, and television expe rimental
work loomed as a possible field for the more
advanced amateur. For more than two yean almos t
even' issue of QST carried somethi ng on television,
but it was mostly concerned with the rcceiving
end. The gcneIlltion of a telev ision picture for
tIllnsmission was still conddercd to be beyond the
radio amateu r, until moderately priced ieonoseope
tubes were introduced for amateur use In 1940.
TelevIsIon tIllnsmitter and camera design were
treated extensively in QST for 1940.
The highJy involved and ex pensive process
requ ired in getting on the ai r fo r actual television
communicati on was just too much fo r mos t amateun, and progress in amaleur television slowed to
a stand still until wen into the postwar period. At
that time, availability of most of the needed
components on the surplu s market gave amateu r
television the push thai it had al ways needed, and
the period since 1948 has seen more amatcur 1V
activity than existed in all previous years combined. By 1960, color·TV sign a1s were bei.
transmitted by amateurs.
From severnl cities in this country has come
news of ac tivity in amateur television. Mu ch of the
effort has been concerned with transmitting. The
trend in this country has been to use tran smitting
sys tems that would tie in with those employed in
commercial services, so thai ordinary hom e television receivers could be used fo r amaleu r work by
the addition of a simple converter. in this cou ntry
amateu r TV is limited to the frequencies £rom 420
MHz up, because of the bandwidth involved.

Fig. 158-2 _ The transmlttong portion of It
complete ATV station. The video sy"em utilizes a
modified RCA TV Eye closed-circuit c8lnltra and
control unit, shown at the left. The 44O-MHz
TV signal comes out the BNC conn.eclor It the end
0 1 the mixer-amplilier cha$sis. The power . uppty
end bias battery are also visible in the photograph.
(From QST, November, 1962)

A Novel Way to

(From QST.

Ge t Started

The oosl and complexi ty of TV gear has SO flU
left most amatellrs convinced that television is not
for them, but ways have been found to cu i comers.
Thcn: have been several ideas developed for bring·
ing the transmission of televisio n nearer to the
abililiCll of the average experienced ham. One such
sim plified SYltem was developed by J. R. PopkinO llJTJlan, W2LNP, later to become W2BK. This
system simpliilC$ matters for the ham who wouJd
like to tnmsmit transparencies (film negatives or
positives, movies, diapams, visual messages) without going into the complexities of camera design
and construction. It also lets I local TV station and
a standard TV receiver do some of the work, as
shown in block-diagram fonn in Fig. ISB-1. A
standard 1V receive r is tuned to a local sta tion and
the lead from th e receiver video amplifier to the
cathode-ray tube is disconnected and the output of
the amplifier is fed to a blank ing generator. The
output of the blank ing generator is applied to the
receiver cathode-ray tube, the raster of which is
used as a light source.
In the simples t fonn of picture transmission, a
tran~arency is placed directly on the foce of the
cathode-ray tube, which for this JllUPOSe can be
almost any type, including those with p..7 phosphor. Light fJom the ras ter, passing through the
transparency, is picked up by a photo tube and
multiplier and fed to a video-amplifler unit that
includes a high-frequency peaker and possibly a
vidco phase inverter. TIle lattcr is used only if it Is
desired to transmit negatives in positive [ann.
After passing through I dipper and blanking
inserter and a mixer, the signal is ready [or the
modulator and transmitter. Sound and video are
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transmitted on the same channel, rust by frequency modulating a 4.5-MHz oscillator. The 420-MHz
transmitter is modulated simultaneously with this
signal and the video, b y means of the video-sound
modulator.
The signa) thus transmit ted has aU the characteristics of a co mmercial video transmission, and
may be received on any standard ho me IclCY isio n
receiver equipped with a 42f).MHz convert er. In
the ab sence of a local 1V station it is merely
nccessary to de rive the sync and blanking from the

receiver 's own swee p circuits. In this case the
picture wil l have only 262 lines, noninterlaced. It
retains the same horizontal ICsolution, but the
vertica1 resolution is reduced In this type of
operation it is desirable to sync the vertk:al to the
60-Hz power supply, to reduce hum effects.
The photo tube may be I 93 1-A multiplier
lyre. available as $U rplus. The output of the photo
tube is fed into a series of video amplifiers. one of
which is a high.frequency peakcr. nus is ne<:essary
to compensate for the build-up and decay times o f
the cathode-ray tube's phosphor screen.
The rf $Cction of the IransmiUer is crystalcontroDed. The receiver has a crystal mixer and a
6J6 oscillator, followed by a cascode amplifier
working into a home television rece iver. The
channel used for the i-f should be one that is not in
use locally. and should be in the 10w·TV band for
best resu lts.
TIle systcm may be adapted for transmission of
movies. A rdm-proje<:tor light soulCe is rcmovcd,
and the photo tube installed in its place. A 60-H:t
synchronous motor is used to drive the Him
sprocket and the rd m is run at 30 frames per
second instead of 16 or 24. It is necessary to blank
the raster during the flJm puD·down ti me. Pictures
of live su bjects may also be transmitted by
projecting the light from the raster on the subject

and coUccling the renected light with a condensing-l.ens system for the photo tube. Considerably
greater light is needed than for transparencies, and
a 5TP4 or a SWP15 projection cathode-ray tube,
with its associated high voltage, is suitable.
Adapting Oosed-Circuit TV SY$tems
By adaptin g closed-circuit TV systems, anum·
ber of amateuI'll have been able to get a picture on
the air without having to struggle with cut-and-tty
methods, not to mention tlte mechanical problems
of camera constru ction. A manufactured TV camera and control unit are used. along with homebuilt Ii scctiO/lli necessary for the ATV station.
Such a system is not restrictcd to sending slides or
stills. It is capable of transmitting a moving picture
of proCessional quali ty. Such a station is shown in
Fig. 15B-2.
Many elosed-circuit TV cameras provide a
picture signal on any regular TV channel from 2 to
6, inclusive. In a typical systcm, the camera
contains a vidicon camera tu be, a three-stage video
amplifier, a video output stage, a 55· to 85-Mllz
tunable oscillator, and a modulator stage that
combines the rf, video, and sync signals from a
control unit. The control unit contains the horiwntal and vertical defl ection circuits for the
vidicon tube, a protective circuit that prevents
damage to the vidicon in the event of a sweepcircuit failure, a blanking and vertical sync stage.
and the power suppl y. For use in an AlV station,
most amateurs choose to modify the camera
oscillator circuit to provide CfYstal-controiled operation on a locally unused low lV channel. In Ihis
way, a regu lar TV receiver can be used as a
monitor. TIle video-modulated If signal from the
camera is fed tlu-ough amplifier and mixer stages 10
derive the transmitted video signal. For reception,
a converter is used ahead of a regular 1V receiver.

SLOW-SCAN TELEVISION ISSTV)
Because of the required bandwidth, arnatCllr
TV transmissions in this country are limited to the
frequencies above 420 MH:t. With essen tiall y lineof·sigh t propagation or signals at the.se frequencies,
it has always been nece$3.ry fo r an amateu r
wishing to engagc in ATV to interest anothe r local
Fig. 51C-l - A typical slow-s<:an T V picture,

amateur in this mode, or fo r him to work into a
kical group which may already be active if he did
not wish to transmit pictures merely for his own
amusemen t. For tWs reaso n, AlV has had tiute to
offer to the amateu r who lives in a sparsely
populated area, perhaps hundreds of miles from
any large city. Siow-scan TV, on the other hand ,
offers a great deal. By using voice-channel band·
widths, SSTV transmissions may be used in any
ama teur b,and exce pt 160 meters. The ama teur in
thc splllSCly populated area can exchange picturts
with the felloW! in the big city, the nex t state, or
even with felloW! in othcr countries.
Won: in the area o f SSTV was pioneered by a
group of amateurs headed by Copthome Macdonald, W4ZIJ (later to become in succession,
WA2BCW, WA' NLQ, WA2FU , and WIGNQ).
Thc first of Macdonald's severa1 articles on the
subject appeared in QST in 1958. Early on-tlte-air
tests took place in th e then-available ii-meIer
shared band, the only hf amateur band where
" facsimile" transmissions were pennitted. The
video infonnation was transmitted as amplitude
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modulation of a 2()(K)..Hz subcanier tone, which in
tum was fed into the :qx:ech-amplifier circuits of a
conventionaJ tr.msmittel.
The loss to U.S. amateurs o f the 21-M Hz band
in September 1958 dkl much to dampen the
enthusiasm of would-be slow seaMen. However,
special temponuy authorizations were granted by
the FCC to a few amateurs for the purpose of
making experimen tal SSTV lransmissions, first on
10 metels, and later on 20 meten. Tests by
WA2BCW and othen in 1959 and 1960 indica ted
that sign!ll fading and interfering transmissions
from other stati(ln$ caused considerable degrading
of picturel received from subcurier I-m (seam)
tranllm issio n$. This led to experiments with subcarri er fm (scfm) tnnsmissions, and the superiority of
this technique for average propagation conditionll
was immediately recognized. The resulting standard s proposed by Macdonald in January 1961
have since been adapted and are in use today (see
Table I). In the sefm system, the frequency of the
audio lo ne conveys the video information, wi th
1500 HI representing black and 2300 Hz rep resenting white. In termediate shades of gray are transmitted wi th intermediate-frequency tones. Tones of
1200 Hz (ultrablack) are used to lransmit vertical
and horizontal sy ne pulses. The success of expe rimenU in the mid '60s on 20 meters with sefm, and
especially the fact that SSlV oocu pies a normal
voice-<:hanoel bandwidth with no side-frequency
products to cause in terference on adjacent chan-nels, led to changes in the FCC rule!.

ssrv Emissions
Since August 1968, narrow·band AS 'and .F5
emissions (SSTV) have been pcnnitted in the
Advanced and Exlnl Class portions of 7S, 40, 20
and 15 meters, in aU but the cw-on1y portions of
10, 6, and 2 me tCJS, and the entire amateur range
above 220 MHz. The regulations permit th e transmission of independent sidebands, with picture
infonnation contained in one sideband and voice in
the othc r. Few amateun today are equipped for
this type of operation, however. TIle usu!ll practice
il to intersperse pictu Ri transmi ssio ns with voice
transmissions o n single sideband.
A stipulation in the U.s. regulationll limits the
bandwidth of AS o r F5 emissions below 50 MHz;
they must not ell-reed that of an A3 single--sideband
emission, approximately 3000 Hz. This preclude.
the use of an a-m transmitter with the standard
SSTV l ubcarrier ton es. Most amateurs operating in
the hf bands feed the video information as a
vuyJng-frequency tone into th e microphone input
of an ssb transmitter, and with carrier suppression,
F5 emission results. A seldom-used but qu ite
feasible !Iltemative is to frequency modulate an rf
oscillator with video signab from the camera.
Because of the narrow bandwidth used, tape
recordings of SSTV video signals can be made with
an ordinary audio tape record er running at 3 3/4
inches per second. Nearly every slow scan ncr
prescrvcs lome of his on-the--air contacts o n tape,
and most prepare an interesting program to be
transmitted. A good number of amateun begin

The SST.V Viewing Adapter with th e top cover
removed. The adapter may be eonstn,Jcted on
Vectorbord. _ shown. The IrIlDs lormer nlar the
Riar (Ielt) II in the power IUpply cireuit; the o ne
flear the front is in the video detector uage. On the
lront panel are the power switch and indicator. the
manual vertical~weep push butt on. and vertiCal
IVnc control, Pflono jacks on the rear panel are for
connections to the oscillO$cope and receiver. Two
oonana jacks are used for th e CRT connllCtion,.
(Ori ginally descri bed In QST for June, 1970, by
W7A BW and W7 FEN .I
maldng two-way pictu re transmissionl whUe
equipped with nothing more. than a receiving
morutor and a tape recorder, in addition to
ordinary station equipment. In lieu of a camera,
they enlist the aid of a friend having the proper
equipmen t to prepare a taped program which is
sent during tran smissions. Because of the slow
frame rate wi th SSTV (one picture e¥'ery 7 or 8
seconds), live pictures of anything except still
subjects are impractical. Viewing a series of SSTV
frames has freque ntl y been compared to vi ewing a
series of projected photographic slides.
Experiments are currently being made with the
transmission of color pictures by SSlV. Various
techniques are. being used, but in essence the
protes, involves the sending of three separate
fiames of the same pictu re. with a red, a blue, and

TABLE I
Amateu r Slow-Sun Standards
flO-Hz Arrru

Sweep Rates:
Horizontal

SO·H: Arrru

162/3 Hz
(50 Hill)
Ver tical
a ICC.
7.2 ICC.
No. of Scanninl Unes
Aspec t Rat iO
) :1
1: 1
Direction of Sc.n:
Horizontal
Left to Rilbt Left to Rilhl
Verlical
Top CQ Bollo m To p to Bollom
Sync Pulse Durallon :
Horizontal
S mil1isec.
S mil1i..c_
Vertical
30 mlltlsec.
30 mi11isec.
Subcarricr Freq.:
Syne
1200 Hz
I loo Hz
Blick
1500 Hz
1500 H I:
Wbil e
2loo Hz
2300 HI
Req. Trans.
Bandwldlh
1.0IOl.5kHz LOt02.SkH z
t S Hz

(60 Hz{4)
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".
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the slow~r'I adapter. Capacitors wi th polarity indicated ilre electrolytic,
others are ceramic or paper. except as indicated. Variable resistOI"l are composition controls, linear taper.

Resistors are 1I2-watt.
Cl - 4·J.lF. 25-11ol t, nonpolari zed I8ntalum.
C2 - 2·p.f, 25-volt, My lar.
Jl ·J3, incl. - Phono jack.
l1, L2 - Variable inductor , approx . 200 mH
(Miller 6330, UTe HVC.6, or Stancor WC-14).
L3 - 1 Q.-H, low-current choke, 3000-volt insula-

al -09, lncl. - 2N7 18, 2N697, 2N2222. or
2N3641·3.
Tl - 6.3-volt, low current, 3()()()..volt insulation.
Ul - Operational amplifier IFairch'ild J.lA700.
T eX8$ Instruments SN6715 or Motorola
SC4070G).

tion fr om ground (Burstain-Applebllll 18A9591.

a green filter succe ssively placed in front of the
camera lens for each of the three frames. At tM
J'C(;eiving end of the circuit, corresponding mien
are used and each frame is photographed on color
film. After a tricolor exposure is made, the
photograph is deve loped and printed in the norma!
manner. The use of Polaroid camera equipment
with color film is popular in this work because it
affords on-the-spot processing. Color reproduction
by this technique can be quite good.

SLOW-SCAN TV VIEWING ADAPTER
FOR OSCILLOSCOPES
The slow-scan TV adap ter shown in Figs. \-4.
incl., permits the ham with an oscilloscope to
view slow-scan TV with a minimum of investment
and effort. The adapter has been used successfully
wi th several oscilloscopes, including the Tektroni x
514 , Dumont 304, Heathkit I().I S, Heathkit
100lO, and a Navy surplu s scope, OS·SB.

The oscilloscope's horizontal scan must be able
to synchronite from an cl(temal trigger al 15 Hz.
The scope should have a dc vertical input that will
accept 10 volts. If the scope does not have a de
input , the vertical deflection amplifier may be able
to be driven direetly. The circuit show n in Fig. 3
was used with the Heath 1().1 8. This arrangement
should be adaptable to other scopes not having a
de input, bu t RI and R2 would have to be scaled
to provide proper centering.
Most oscilloscopes have cathode-ray tube s with
a PI phosphor. The PI phosphor is of short
persis tence, which is not sui table for slow-scan 'IV.
Therefore, the PI tube should be replaced with a
M-phosphor tube which has the long persistence
required. The last two characters of the CRT type
usually indicate the phosphor, and most types are
available in several different phosphors. The Heath
10-1 8 uses a SUPI which was replaced with a SUM
at a cost ofiess than SIS.OO.IJf a direct sub stitute
cannot be found, it may be possible to find a
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fig. 2 - At A, a cirCt.lit which InIIV be edded to increase the contrast 01 the SSTV adapter, and at B, an
alternative circuit using surplus 88·mH tOl'"oidat inductors lor Ll and Ll. If the circuit of A is used, the
18,000- and 22.(K)O.ohm resiston snown connected to the base of 01 in Fig. 1 ere unneeeuary.
surplus CRT of another type which will function.
The Dumont 304 used lit SABPI CRT, which was
replaced with a SCP7. This CRT was obtained on
the surplus market for less than $S.00.2 If the
purchase of a new oscilloscope is anticipated, a
P7·phosphor cathode-ray tube shou ld be requested.
Ada pter Grcuit Design
The schematic di.ag1affi of the slow-scan TV
converter is shown in Fig. I. The slow-scan signal
from the audio output of a communications
receive r, tape recorder, 01" other source is fed into
the input of an integrated-circuit ope~tional amplifier having a gain of 300. Therefore, a a.l-volt ac
peak·t·o-peak signal causes the amplifier to limit at
the supply voltages, and the limited output will be
approximately 28 volts ac peak·ta-peak. The limit·
ed signal is then fed t o lit series video discriminator.
The output of the video discriminator Is fed to QI.
a video litmplii~r with a 6.3-volt ac mament
transformer as a collector load. The transformer is
used to provide voltage step-up. A transformer
with 3()OO.voit insulation from ground is used, as
the CRT grid circuit has a 14()().volt potential
which must be insubted from ground. The video is
then full-wave rectified and fed to I 10000Hz mter.
The output video de is then cOlUlectcd across the
scope CRT's seric s grid resistor to modulate the
CRT intensity.
The output of the video discriminator is also
fed to a 12()().Hz syoc discriminator. nus cisc ui!
passes o nly the 12QO..Hz $ync pulses. The 12QO..Hz
syoc pulses are then rectifted, mtcred and fed to a
two-stage amplifier, Q2 and Q3. The.output of this
squarer provides l5-volt sync pulses.
A S-volt sawtooth voltage is required for
vertical sweep 00 the oscilloscope. This voltage
should have a very fast rise time and a linear deelY·
A sync separator circuit is used to separate the
3()'ms vertical pulses from the S-ml horizontal
pulses. The vertical pulse5 are fed into the vertkal
trigger, a one-sho t multivibrator. Provision is made

for manually triggering the vertical $wecp with a
front-panel push button, S I , in case a vertical sync
pulse is missed. The multivibrator triggers a transistor $witch , Q6, that instantaneously charges C2
every tim e a vertical sync pulse is received. This
capacitor is discharged at a linear rate through Q7.
The base of Q7 is biased by two diodes at 1.2 volts.
Thus, the cumnt through the 0.4 7-megohm
emitter resistor is held at a COIl$lant value, pving a
linear voltage discharge IcrOSS Cl . This sawtooth
voltage is sampled by a Darlington transistor
follower, Q8 and Q9, whose output will sweep
from 10 to S volts dc when receiving s1ow-scan TV.
The value of S volts was chosen $0 that when a
signal is not present, the dot o n the scope CRT will
be off the screen.
If the capability for high contrast is desired , the
vid eo signal level may be increased by adding a
2N718 transistor ahead of Ql, as shown in Fig. 2A.
For those who wish to use 88-mH toroids in place
of the variable inductors, LI and L2, the circuit of
Fig. 28 may be used.
Construction
The layout is relatively noncritical with the
exception of the 6-volt ac mament transforme r
which will have high voltage o n the secondary, so
nccessary precautions mu st be taken. It shouJd be
mounted away from the power trarnfonncr to
minimize hum pickup. High-voltage wire H used to
bring the CRT grid COlUlection into the unit.
Sockets were used for the IC ampliirer and
transistors; however, the components can be
soldered directly into the circwt. The vertical-scan
output kad shouk! be shiclded_ Several types of
transistors may be used; the circuit was designed
for devices with a minimum beta of SO. A variety
of integrated operational amplifien may be used;
however, the 709 was chosen because of its low
cost and availability.

1 Av~l.I ..ble hom Bany Electronics. 512 Broad-

&:ope Modification

:1 Cataloc SC2799P7.. Fair Radio S ale., P. O.

The potential between the CRT's control grid
and thc cathode variel the interuity. The conuel

way. New

York. NY 10012.

Box 1106, Lima, 08 45e02.
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Fig. 3 - Amplifier ci rcuit to provide a de vertical
input for ac-oniV O$Cilloscop&s. Cap&c;:itor, life
ceramic, and rl!$istors ilre l/2-w'H. Th e switch, S1,
mIIV be any convenient type. The operation al
amplifier, Ul, is II Fairchild 11Ao709. Al and A2
sO()t)ld be adjusted in \lalue to give proper
centering, if necessary.
grid usually has an isolation lasUlor in series with

the negative voltage lead. Video rrom the converter
is connected across this resistor to VlIlY the
intensity of the CRT, This resistor should be al
least 100 k11.u it is not lhis large in the exbiting
scope circuit, it should be changed. This will have
no effect on the scope's operation, since this
control grid draws no current. There is usually
ample room on most scopes to install two additional insulat ed jacks on the terminal board that has
the direct deflection·plate connections.

AdjuJlmenl
1) Connect the $Cope's vertical input to test
point I.
2) Connee! a 2350-Hz signal to the input and
adjust the video discriminator coil LI ror minimum
indication on the scope. This is usuall y with the
sl ug rully inserted.
3) Connect the scope to test point 2. Change
the input to 1200 Hz and peak the sync discrimina·

FI;. 4 - Power supplv for the adapter. Capaciton
are electrolvtic. Resiston are 1/2-wan unless ottle..·
wise specified.
CR1 -CR4 , incl. - Silicon type, 200 PRV or greate..
(Motorola l N4002, lN4004 or lN4007).
CRS, CR6 - 15-\101 t , l -wan Zener {Centrlliab
R4128-4, Un itri ode Uz71S).
PI - Fused line plug.
S1 - Toggle.
T1 - 4Q.vo!t ct, 100 mA (Triad F90X).

101 coil Ll ror maximum indication on the scope.
Connecl a de voltmeter between the collector or
Q3 (sync level) and ifound. With a 1300-H% tone
red to the input or the adapter, adjust the 50,000
ohm sync adjust control to the p<lint where the dc
voltmeter just reads + IS vol IS.
4 ) Make the connections from the adpatcr to
the oscilloscope's external sy nc, vertical input, and
the CRT grid.
5) Connect the adapter's input to the receiver
or tape recorder.
.
6) Set th e contrut control at rnidposition and
the sync control to maximum.
7) Adjust the scope's sweep to )5 Hz ror
trigger lock.
8) Adjust the me or the raster with the scope
horizontal and vertical size controill un til a !l!J.uare
raster is obtained.
9) Adjust the adapter contrast and the scope
intensity controls until a clear picture is obtained.
If the picture is negative, the connections to the
CRT grid should be revened.
)0) Wllen a picture is obtained, the sync
levet should be adjusted to a point just before
sy nc is lost. This will eliminate false triggering
when copying weak signals and, if a vertical sy nc
pulse is missed, the manual trigger can be used.
The finished adapter can be finally tested in
several ways:
1) Tune to one or the SSTV frequencies listed
below and look ror a station transmitting SSTV.
Tune the signal as you flOnnally would for Mb. It is
a good idea to tape-record a rew pictures ofr the air
- they then can be played back as often as
III:ceS!aJ}' while adjusting the adapter.
2) Send a blank record ing tape (wi th re turn
postage) 10 any amateur who is equipped with an
SSTV f1ying-spot scanner or camera. All amateurs
in this field are happy to make a tape to get a
newcomer goina.
3) Luten to the SSTV rrequencics. You may
find a nearby amateur is on the ail with SSTV.
You can lake your adapter to his shack to try it
directly on a piclUR gcncrator.
The slow-scan TV adapter has givcn good
pictures on the scope$ tried. A hood should be
provided around the CRT face for direc t viewing.
Scopes with CRT tubes that have an accelerato r
will provide a brighter scan . Thc Heath 10-18 scope
uses a CRT without the accelerato r, and the
brightness was noticeably leu than others tried.

At the present time, most SSTV operation
takes place on 20 meter., on or IIiJoW
14,230 kHz. Local lieU operate on 384S
kHz. Other hf calling and working frequencies are 7171, 21 ,340, and 28,680 k H%. (tn
the U.S., SSTV eminiool are authorized in
the Advanced and Extra 085$ portions of all
hf phone bands.) Sutlens from all conti·
mma are to be found 00 SSTV. The OX
capabilitY of SSTV is being demonstrated
da ll y by picture e"changes between the U.S.
and Canada and fOreigo amateurs.

Facsimile
FACSIMILE
Facsimile (FAX) is an electronic or electromechanical PlOceSS by wbicb graphic information
is transmiUed by wire or by radio to a distant
~cciving point, where it is recorded in a permanent
printed form. Common uses of FAX include the
t ran smission of maps, schematic diagrams,
drnwin gs, photographs, and o ther fIXed images. At
the present time, amplitUde modulated fa csimile
(A4) Is permitted in the U.S. on silt meters
betwecn SO.l and 54.0 MHz., on two meters
between 144.1 and 148.0 MHz, and on aU amateur
frequencie.t above 220 MHz. Frequency modulated
facsimile (F4) is permitted on aU amateur frequencies above 220 MHz.

FAX TRANSMISSION
The most common method of converting written or printed images into the electrical signals
used for modulating a transmitter involves photoelectric scanning. The material 10 be transmitted Is
wrapped around a cylinder or drum which is
rollted abou t its longitudinal axu, while a tiny
spot of ligh t is projected on the surface of the
material. The reflected light from the subject copy
il focused on a photoconductive tu be or photomultiplier. The amplified output of the pbototube
is an electrical analog of the vuying light in-tensities reflected from the information being
scanned. Each rotation of the drum p!"ovides one
scanning line. As the drum turns, it is slowly
moved laterall y by a Iqd screw, cauung sUght
se paration of adjacen t seanning lines. In this
manner, the scanning beam strikes the subject copy
in the form of a hem.
Tbe band of frequencies that the out put of the
phototube occupies is called the base band. The
baseband O£dinarily roJUists of varying dc levels
(which represent the range of densities from while
to black on the copy) and frequencies in the low
audio and subaudio range (whicb arise from the
rapid transi tions between the variOUI densities
encountered by the scanning beam). On some
systems. maxi mum output is interpreted 81 white,
minimum output is intcrpreted as black, and
intermediate values represent mades of grey. Other
systems use the opposite scheme. The baseband
signal may be used to vary the frequency of a
voltage-con troUed oscillator, in order to gener..te
an fm subcan.ier (not unlike an SSTV 5Ubcarrier) in
which the highest frequency represents white, the
lowelt frequency represents black, and intermediate frequencies represent grey (or vioe-versa).
Altemativdy. tbe baseband signal may be used to
VIf)' the amplitUde of a ronstant.frequency subClrrler.
Another method sometimes used is to interru pt
the renccted light fr om the subjeet copy by placill8
II cbopper wheel between the light source and the
pho totube. If the ligb! is interrupted 2400 times
per second, the output of the pholotube is an
amplitUde modulated 2400-Ht subcarrier. This
system is used in the Western Union Telefu
tmn$Celven described later in this chapter.

The Telefax transceiver with cove.- removed. The
shaft along which the drum trsven.es is visible at
the teft of the drum. The photo-optic assembly
~~nt: ~~~i:;I'It-h8nd side of the chani.,

:r

RECE IVI NG FAX
Most FAX recciving systems available to the
amateur operate on an electromechanical basis.
Received a-m subcarrier signals may be demodulated with a diodc or o ther envelope detector. Fm
signals are first passed through a limiter to remove
amplitude variations, and then through a discriminator and detector. The output from the detector
in either case is a varying de signal corresponding
to the lightness and darkness variation in th e
subject ma terial. There arc several methods CUTrenlly used to transfer the varying dc signal in to a
printed re cord of the original copy. Some of the
more common processes include the usc of electrolytic paper, clectrothermal paper, an d photosensitive pa per.
The action of clectroly tic paper is based on the
change of color that resul ts from the paS$3gtl oran
e~ctric current through an iron stylus and paper
~ted with a special electrolyte. A sheet of papcr
IS wrapped aro und a metal dru m on the receiving
machine, and the ampliried signal voltage is applied
between the pointed stylul and the drum. The
variation in current caused by the signal voltage
appears as variations in the darkness of the paper.
The drum lOtates, and sim ultaneously either the
drum or the stylus moves laterally, in order to
separate th e adjacent lines. A drum and stylus are
used wit h electrothermal paper, wbich has a
coating that breaks dow n ehemically when an
electric current passes tllrougb it , and changes
color accordi ng to the streng th of the current. A
lamp replaces the stylul when photosensitive paper
is being used. The demodulated signal voltage is
used to modulate the intensity of the ligbt .:)urt.e
whicb ex poses the paper. The paper is usuan;
WI3pped around a rotatin& cylinder (IS in the
previous caa:s). After exposure, the paper must be
processed in a dark room. Many modern facs.imlJe
recorders use a "Oat paper" process wbereby it is
not necessary to place the sensitive recording
ma terial around a cylinder. Instead, t he paper is
co ntinuou~y dra wn from a roU across a Oat
"writing surface," and an electrode moves across
this surface in synchronism with the drum revolu.
tion speed at the transmiUer.
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Fig. 1 _ Schematic diagram of the modified TeleflliIC tr,nsceivflr.

Syncllronization
It is important thai th e speeds of the FAX
transmitter drum and FAX receiver drum be as

close to identical as possible. Failure to match the
speeds will result in diagonal tearing or skewing of
tile received copy. In practice, sy nchronous motors
locked to the frequenc), of th e 60-H z Ie line are
used to drive both the drum and the lead screw on
a machine.
Phasing

While syncnronizalion e nsures tha t Ih e received
FAX picture is spatially consjs tant with the su bjec t

copy being transmitted, it is also important that
the starl of each scan ]jne co incide with the edge o f
the paper on th e receiving end. If this is not done,
the possibiUly exists (in fact it is probabl e) that the
received image will run off the edge of the pape r.
Thus, it is neeessaty for the Inlnsmitling machine
to send a series of phasing pulses pt"iOf to sending

the actual picture.

CONVERSION OF TELEFAX TRANSCEIVERS TO AMATEUR SERVICE
Conversion of I lelefax transceiver is easy to
do. First, remove the cover and check the tubes in
I lube tester. Cl1eck to see if you have I stylus. If
necessary, replace the stylus with carbon-steel wire
only. A wire brush is a common source of stylus
wire.
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Remove the exciter lamp, clean its opening, and
set it aside in a safe place. These lamps are hard to
obtain. Carefully remove the lamp telescope, then
remove the lenses, and clean them. Be sure to
replace Ihe lenses in the same direction as they
. came out. Replace the telescope and exciter lamp.
Plug in the 117-V line cord and push the white
OUTGOING bullon to tum on the lamp. Focus
the lightlpot on the drum by movina the telescope
back and forth.
Rem ove the photo-tube telescope and clean
bot h lenses, then reassemble. Tum on the lamp and
focus the telescope image on th e pinhole at the
back of th e telescope lube assembly. Put a paper
with typed letters on the cylinder. Focus the edge
of a letter on the pin hole. This is very importanl if
you are 10 send sharp pictures.
Remove the bottom plale and solder a .OI-jiF
dislc capacitor from the junction of the 2()(1().ohm
and 2700-0hm resistors in the cathode circuits of
the 12AX7 tube to ground. This keeps rf oUI of
the video amplifier. Clip one of the leads of the
Sl -ohm 2·watt resistor on the INCOMI NG pushbutton switch. The other two leads can also be
clipped and the switch can be used to switch the
line between your mic and the receiver 's audio
output.
Clip the wire coming from relay LR, the
normally closed contact, and go ins to re1ay fiR,
the moving contact. Clip the wire on the rear of

Facsimile
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the 01JTOOING push bulton, the normally open·
contact. Run I wire [rom this contact to the
DKl¥tnc contact of J;eby HR jult made .vailable.
See·Pis. t. Tbe!e change. UlUre proper operltlon
of the transmit-receive relay .
Remove the ACKNOWLEDGE push bulton,
solder the lead, togethe r, ,nd insulate them with
spaghetti or tape_ In the push.bullon hole, mount a
spelt togg.le switch. Disconnect the leads !<lIng to
the eontacU of relay LR (line relay). Run three
wire. from the spot switch 10 the three leads at
relay LR, replacing the relay !'unction with the
switch. Now, when you close the switch , the
carria&e mechanism for the drum will feed. If your
transmitter il keyed with , push-to-talk switch, Fi~ 2 - Addition o f • fiber-optics tight pipe fOt"
tran$ffliulon of positive pic""r".
you may UK , dpdt switch, with the second PQIe
to by the FTT line. This will key the tnnsmitler
automatically at the start of the scan.
Positive Pictures
C.refu Uy remove the line transformer and
Fig.. 2 shows a modification for sending po.ilive
re mount it on the tear apron of the chassis in a
pictures. Mou nt a short piece of fiber-optic. light
vertical position behind relay LR. In the o riginal
pipe between the exciter lamp and the chopper
pol ition, the ",ray motor" on the chassis above
wheel. The light pipe is el!sl ly held in place by
the line transformer will induce hum into the video
wrapping It with No. 14 wire, placins the wire
signal . Solde r the shield leads at the old lineunder the two telescope JCre1II'l, as shown in Fia. 2.
transformer location, red to red and black to black.
Run two shielded Iud. from the JeCOndary of the CarduUy position the light pipe so it shines
line tn.mformer through the nearby ho le in the through a slot in the chopper wheel when the
pin-hole light is cut off by the chopper. Connect an
fUf apron and to the LI.NE terminaillrip. Hook I
oscilloscope or ac voltmeter to the LINE kads and
shielded lead to the LINE terminals of the line
move the J.i&ht pipe neuer to or farther rrom the
transformer for connection to yo ur ria's mic jack
exciter lamp until the tcope or meter shows a null.
and speaker leads.
Fit- 3 show. an experimcntally derived circuit
It may be necessary to replace the stylu.
shielded Iud. The old rubber-insulated shield may wbich will tend IYnt puiJe' when in the 01JTGOING
mode before picture scann ing be&ins.
have become very leaky. Also it'•• lood idea to
replace the lead from the 6V6 lube to the plate This circu it ,Iso receives lync pulses before scln
choke.
begins to synchronl%e the drum angle.
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Fig. 3 - Circuit modification for seodiog or
rKeiving .ync infOt"mation beforl picture IICII'!
btgIn •. These modification. were originally deteribeel by W7QCV 10 QSTfOf Mey, 1972.
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SPACE COMMUNICATIONS

The UM of vhf and uhf fl1:lquencles (or inler·
mediate and 10111 distance communications has
become possible throulh sp..::e communicaliOIll
techniques. There are baska1Jy two types of
SYltems: passive and Itttve. A passive system uses.
celestial object such as the moon or an artif"JciaI
rdlcctifll satellite to return signals to earth. An
lICtive .".tem consisU of I space vehicle carrying an
eteclrOnk repealer.
CONTACT MAY
ITAln HEM:

THE MOON AS A PASSIVE
REFLECTOR
Communication by renecting Sl&rW1 off the
lunu surface has drawn the interest of an increu I,. number of amateun in recent ycan , despit e the

oonsiderable challeqe such work re presentl. The
n1quinments (or earth -moon-earth (EME) communication are fairl y well known. Overoomilll the
ex treme ly high path loss of too EME cireuit calls
for close to the maximum transmi Uer power
ou tpu t obtainable with one kilowatt input, the
best poss.ible receiver, and very luge high-gain
antennas. The highest practical receiver selectivity
is helpful, and visual signal-reiKIout is often employed_
These req uireme nts contribute their own problems. Narrow bandwidth demands exceptional frequency stability and calibration aOCllracy in both
transmitter and receiver. High anllmna pin means
narrow beamwldth, in I system where a slowly
moving target that is often invisible mult be hit.
And even when aU demandi", conditions are
satisfied, the best one can upect is a sip!AI barely
distingubhab&c in the noise.
But the rewards are considerable, for the EME
circuit provida vhf and uhf communications po-
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MAP R.t.HG[ lH STATun MILES

Fig. 15E-l - Satellit. .ltitude lIboveearth WrlUS
ground lIa-tion mep ~ (ltlltutll mllesl.

Fig. 15E-2 - Satllllitll ~ throug. thll r.,..ge of
stations, enabl ing con tlet.

twO

ten tia! for any two points on earth where the
moon is above the ho rizon. A surprising number of
amateun hive accepted this supreme challenge,
and before the end of 1970, all amateur bands
from 144 to 2300 Mlb hlKl been employed
successful ly for lunar communications.

SATELLITES
Exciting co mmunications possibili ties are af·
forded through the usc of amateur u ttUite •. They
function much in the same way
terreslrial
repeaten, to relay signals over grelter distances
than normally feuible. (See chap ter 14.) With
satellites, the area is usually international in scope.
Thus, OX communica tion on frequencies unable to
support IoDOlphtric propaption is possible.
Three lma teur co mmuDications Ptelliles have
been orbited to date. Oscu 3, used in euty 1965,
was a 144-MHz in-band repeater ; Oscar 4, launched
in late 1965, repelted I44-Mllz liJrfals in the
42~lH z band ; OM:a r 6, launched in October,
1972, is a Ion,·Ufelime tnnslator, repeltina
144-MHz signals in the 28·MHz l».nd. <>tean I , 2,
and 5 were beacon sale Ui les ror scientific: I nd
lIIining purposes.
Current amateu r plans for sateUite system.
involve the usc of the 28-, J.44·, and 420-M Hz
bands. Crossband repeaten llC favored, Thu&,
expected combinations might be : J44 uplink, 28
downlink; 420 upUnk , 144 downlink; or 144
uplink, 420 down link. There Is a trend toward
designing amateu r sate Uites wit h higher 5yn em
pins (I.e., higher se nsitivity and greate r out pu t) .
The objective is to permit the usc of these sa teliitel
by IvcragMized amateur ground stations. Fu ture
satellite lifetimes of one year or more can be
expected. Effort will be made for .,a:essive
satellites to ulilize similar frequency combinat ions
10 alleviate the need for equipmen t changes in
ground stations.
A principal factor in determining how fu one
can communicate via • particular satellite is the
orbit. Higher aJtitude o rbi ts pul the satelUte within
ino-d-sightdpeater ll£tlsdtheearth. Fi8- 15SI can
be used 10 determine you r map range for a IIteliite
ac:cordinc to its altitude. For exam ple, a SlIteUite al
910 miles would give a map ranF of 2450 miles.
For illustntion, draw on a mlP a cirde centered OD
your location with a radiuJ equal to the map r&n&e,
Each time the ute1lite is dJre,ctly over l ny point

I'
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Fig. 15E·3 - Satellite transmitter frequency versus
Ooppler shift for satellite in 200- or l()()(}.statutemile orbits . For 8 tranSlator, use the difference
between uplink and downlink frequencies as the
"frequency ."
within this circle, you will be able to use it for
communication. Contact can be made with any
other station having the s.atellite within its range at
the same time. This is shown in Fig. 15&2 Thus,the
maximum map distance for communication would
be about two times your map range.
The time duration for which a s.atenite will be
within your range depends on two factors: the
satellite's altitude and the distance between the
subsa tellite point (the point on the earth directly
below the satellite) and your station. Higher
alti tude orbits increase the &ize of your range Of
acquisition cucle, thus providing longer exposure
to the satellite, Also, the longest duration for any
given altitude will occur on orbits which pass
duectly over the station location. For example, a
satellite in a l 000-mile orbit would be line-of-&igh{
to a ground station for about 2S minutes on an
overhead pass. At a map range of l OOCl miles the
du ration would be 20 minutes, and at 2000 miles.
availability wouJd be about 10 minutes.
Conventional transceiver-type operation may
offe r some problems wit h satellites because of the
Doppler phenomenon. Separate frequency control
of the ground sta tion's transmitter and receiver is
desirable. (In so me eases an '"incremental tuning"
feature on a transceive r will suffice .) Dopple r is a
froquency-shifting eITect resulting from the motion
of the satellite. It is a function of the transmitting
frequency and the velocity of the s.atellite relative
to Ihe observing station. (Velocity is further a function of satellite's altitude.) F ig. 15E-3 compares
Doppler shifts for frequencies up to 500 MHz for
satellites in 2()().. and 100o-statute-mile orbits.
The reason why Doppler shift requues a special
consideration with tIansceiver operation is because
two stations in contact would go through a series
of frequency compensations, thus "walking" themselves across (and perhaps out 00 the band! The
frequency of a satellite moving toward a ground
station appears higher than the actual sateUite
transmitler frequency. It drops as the satellite
nears the ground station. At the exact point of
closest approach, the observed frequency will be
the same as the true frequency. Past this point, the

satellite's signal will continue to drop lower in
frequency as the satellite moves away.
There are two types of repeaters likely to be
employed in future amateu r saleUites. A channelized repeater for fm wouJd operate much like the
ground-based fm repeaters used by amateurs; one
station cou ld use a channcl at a time. Several
contact!; could be accommoda ted by a multichannel satellite. The otller approach is called a
frequency translator. It receives a segment of one
band, s.ay 100 kHz at 144 MHz, and retransmit!;
the segmen t on another band, say 28 MHz. With a
frequency translator , as many contacts as can be
accommodated by the translator's bandwidth can
take place simultaneously, and aU modes can be
used. Doppler shift from the fm repeater would be
the same as expected for a transmitter on its
downlink frequency. With a trarulator, however,
the amount of Doppler shift is innuenced by both
the up- and downlinks. By employing a frequency
inversion technique in the satellite's design, these
amounts of Doppler wiD subtract; the resulting
shift is then found from Fig. ISE-3 by using the
frequency difference between up- and downlinks.
An aid to satellite communication is to monitor
your own downlink signal coming from the satellite, while you are transmitting. This permits you
to avoid interference from other stations, to
compensate, where appropriate, for Doppler shift,
and to adjust your transmitter power and antenna
direction for maximum efficiency in sharing the
satellite's ou tput.
Best results in saleUite communications are
achiC"(ed when the ground-station antenna is pointed directly at the satellite. Movement of the
antenna in elevation as wen as azimuth is necessary. An easier al ternative, providing adequate
results, is also available. It is the use of a
medium·gain antenna (about 10 dB) pointed at a
fixed eleva tion of ahou t 30 degrees and rotatable
in azimuth. The beamwidth of such an antenna will
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aUow sali$factol}' perfonnance with mos t passes of
the satellite. In the case of sy nchronous sateOiles.
where the spacecraft maintains the same position
relative to the observe r, even the az imuth rotation
can be elimina ted - the an ten na can be in a fixed
position. However, ~atcr antenn~ gain wiu most
likely be needed in this case 10 compensate for the
greater path loss £rom a satellite in such a
high-altitude orbit. .

Another antelUll consideration (or satellite
communication is the use of circular polarization.
Because th e plane of a wave is rotaled as it passes

through the ionosphere, cross-polarization can
occur between two linearly polarized (i.e., horizon-

tal or vertical) antennas. This is called FaJ1Iday
rotation. A cis<:ularly polarized an tenna (such as a
crossed-di pole, crossed-yagi, or a helix.) 'at either
the gro und station or the satellite serves 10
minimize the effec t.

Late InfOl"mation

QST I;:uries information about rec:ent developments in Oscar. Since ground station requirements
are dependent on the bands, modes, etc. used by
the satellite, the amateur wishing to become
equipped for space I;:ommunication should cons ul t
ARRL headquarters to determine current amateur
satellite plans.

PHONE PATCHING
A phone patch is an intefl:onnecHon mad e
betwc:en a radio telephone system and a wire-Line
telephone. When the pa tch is made properly, the
radio link and the wile line will effectively extend
each othe r. Phone patches have provided vital
communication when a natural disaster has caused
disruption of normal communication facilities.
More commonly, phone patches permit men in
:!eM U or on scientific ex peditiOll!i to talk with
their families. Few activities lcan create a more
favorable public image for amateurs than to bring
people t oge ther in this way. Such public se rvice is
always appreciated. Amateurs are using phone
patches for their own convenience, too. A phone
patch might be used 10 talk /with a friend in a
distant city or to make a pho1e call from a I;:ar. In
the la lter case, a number of clubs are equipping
their repeaters wi lh unattended phone palch urangements.
Occasionally, a phone patch will be used at
both ends of a rad io li nk. That is sometimes the
case when Ihe radio contact is made to overseas

military bases. Some bases have a special phone
booth or a small studio where the serviceman can
have more privacy and be at ease while in
convenatlon. The studio may be equipped with a
regular telephone or it may have a microphone and
earphones or a loudspeaker. It is common, too, for
the participants to be asked to end each comment
with the word "over" as a cue to radio operators
(who may be using push-to-talk operation) 10
reverse the direc tion of transmission.
A few general conside rations apply to phone
patching. It constitutes the handling of third·party
traffIC. Agreements between gove rnm ents specificaUy permilting such traffic must be in effect if the
radio link is to a foreign country. Amateurs are
responsible fo r conforming to regulatioll!i on slation identifJCation, prohibited language and the
like while a phone patch is in progress. If a repeater
is involved, th,e arrangement should meet all
applil;:able rule s regarding repea ter-control facilities. Telephone co mpanics, too, are concerned that
the intef(:onnection arrangemen ls be made in the
proper way and th at lbe electri cal signals meet
c:enain standards.

THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Fig. 15F-l - The voice coupler, to the left of the
taudi-tone telephone, i5 supplied by th' telephone
company. The coupler is r'IOrmally fixed to a wall
01" desk, and contai n. a jack ' 01" connlCtion of the
amatetJr's phone patch.

Telephone company regulations are published
in their tariffs, which in most state$ must be
available in the company's business offices. In the
tariffs, phone patches are included unde r " Interconnection Arrangements" or a similar designation.
Telephone employees may not be familiar with the
term, "phone patc h" 50 it should be used with
caution when talking with them. Patching is
ICcomplished with the aid of devices called "couplers" or "voice connecting arrangemen ts:' These
are provided by the telephone com pany and are
important in seve ral ways. They protect the amateur's telephone service from in tcrruplion that
might result from a malfunction in his equipment ;
they protect other users, too. By isolating the
amateur'S equipment electrically from the telephone !jne, they give him a great deal of freedom
in the design of his circuits. 1be protective device
also pennlU proper adjustme nt of the circuit
impedance, energy levels and other operating conditions to be met by the amatem's Ilquipment .
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Several different interconnection arrange men t.! are
listed in Table I.
A telephone line normally consists of a single
pair of wires which is used for both directions of
transmission. At the amateur's station it will be
tenninated in a telephone sct. A voice coupler will
be connected in parallel with the telephone set
when the phone patch is in progress. For design
purposes, the telephone set and line are each
Il.'t'iumed to have an impedance of abou t 900 ohms
(in the case of residence service) and the best
impedance for the phone-patch circuit Is also 900
ohms. In operation, the patch will see a load of
about 450 ohms. This small misma tch should not
be cause fot concern, however, as it is the best
possible compromi5c. The phone patch's bask
function is to connec t the radio receiver's audio
output circuit and the radio transmi tte r's audio
input circuit to the telephone voice coupler. It
should do this in a way that rewlts in correct
ci:rcuit impedances and voice levels. Provision
should be made, tob. for measuring and adjusting
the voice level that is transmitted to th e telephone
li ne and fo r electrical filtering to the extent nceded
to comply with telephone company limitations.
Fig. UF·) shows a typical voice coupler and a
rela ted tclephone se t. A simplified schematic dia·
gram o f ihis setup is given in Fig. 15 F·2. The
telcphone Is equipped with an exclusion key and a
tum button. The telephone opera tes in the usual
way when the two switches are in their nonnal
positions. Ulling the exclusion key causes the
voice coupler to be connected to the te lephone
line. If it is requ es ted when the voice coupler is
ordered, the tum button will be supplied and can
be wired by the telephone company to cut ofT the
handset transmitter, the receiver, or both of them.
The trat/lmitro-cutoff fea tu re is preferred, as it will
eliminate the pickup of room noise by the tele·
phone while pennilting the patched communiea·
tion to be monitored on th e handse t receiver. The
operato r call restore the tum bunon as nquired
for station identifllCation or to break in fo r other
purposes.

'>'01([ COUPUIl

r----------------,

~ki, OII~

i,

,I

~----- - ------

''

~

Fig. 15F-2 - Simplifi ed dia{lr1lrn of voice coupler
and telephon-e set.·Boththecutoff switch and the
excl us ion key switch are shown in their normal
positions.

Supplemental info rmation and pertinent telephone co mpany technical specifications as they
may apply to amateur radio are given in the
appendix which appears at the end of th.ls chapter.

PHONE PATCH CIRCUITS
When. push·lo-talk operation is used, the phone
patcb can be u simple as a transrer switch
(connecting the receive r and the transmitter, alter·
nately, to the coupler) or it can be a resis tive
co mbining network of the kind shown in Fig.
15F·3. Included in the circuit is a 2600- H1: filter,
the need for which is discussed later.

Hybrid Circuits
Where it is desirable 10 use voice-operated
transmitter con trol (VOX), more elaborate ~
ments are required. The VOX circuit must determine when the distant rad io station is transmitting
and inh.lbit the local transmitter. When the party

TA BLE I

Voice Interconnection Arrangements of 1nterest to Amateurs
Appllc4bl"
Bell SYlttm
Publ/ell·I",.

Af"mKtmel1r
Service Code

PUB42101

QKT

PUB 42208

STC
(Q X or VX)

Provides manual connection of tzam;mllUnl or reeelvini equipment
to an eIeb.uiae Un. by meana of • telephone ... t; ....... a BOA or
L-7049A voice eouple •. T ele pho ne hanmet transmitter eutotf b
optional. Conneetion to th e eouple. 11 .... d e with a 1 / 4-1neh
tl~eeve plu •• provided by the uaef. impedanee. 900-0hna.
Provides au tomatle (..,..ttended) elll orllln.atlon and .... Werillll for
OM uehanp line. Connection to the unit Is mad e with a speeial

pl.UI to be . uppUed by the

UHf.

Required '- • Cinch Co. No.

281 ·15-61· 133 plu l equipped with a h ood. No.
Impedance. 600 o h n\l., Ac POW'" b req uired .
PUB42402

CD8

239· 13.g9~9 .

ProvldCl automatic (unattended) call o rl&lnaUon l o r u p to 1"
b-unu. Impedan ce. 600 ohms. Ae power Is req uired.

NOTE: PubUeaUons ue made available throulh the telephone eo mpany in local ueas.
Consul t YOUZ telephone company about tbe uae 0 1 th_ ",rvice unnlements.
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on the land telephone is talking, the VOX circuit
must activate the local transmitter. 11tis funclion is
made difficult by the differen<:c in audio level$.
The phone patch must transmit a voice level of
approximately -5 YU toward the telephone li ne,
whereas the level received from the distant land
telephone may range from - 45 YU to - 10 VU )
The contrast in levels can be reduced (;oruiderably
at the inpu t to the local transmitter's VOX circuit
by using a " hybrid" circuit. A hybrid circuit is an
ekctrical netwo rk connecting together the transmitter, receiver and the voice cou pler in such a way
that the audio energy rrom the receiver is canceled
at the input to the transmitter. Hy brids requ ire a
fourth circuit e1c.mcnt, called a balancing network,
in o rder to function.
Several kinds o( hybrids can be constructed, the
simplest of which is an
of the Wheal-

. n"

REctl"'E~

AUOIO

on""

'"

'"
f-_-+_r

"li6P'''"''

Fig. 15F-3 - Schematic 01 the simple phone PEltch.
Fixed resinors ara 1/2 wa tt , 5-percent tolerance,
composition .
C1 -.04-and .0027-1JF paper in parallel.
L1 - 8S-mH surplus tOl'oid.
Pl- Phonl plug.
A1 - The value of t his reistor rna.,. be varied from
that shown; 18,000 ohms is correct for a toroid
wH haQof63.
R2- Linear-taper composition conlrol.
T1
Output transformer, 3.2-ohm primarv,
4 • OO-ohm secondary !t..favette Radio
AA 135).

-

L

"

~

When the impedance of the balancing network is
equal to the impedance at the input to the line
filter, the bridge will be in a condition of balance.
The amoun t o f audio from the receiver that
reache5 the transmitter (or VOX circu it) will then
be minimized.
The balancing network, shown schematically in
Fig. ISF·S is not compl icated. In most cases it will
consis t on ly of a resistor and a capacilol in paralle l.
Typical values for a condition of ba lance when a
voice coupler is used would be 470 ollms for RI
and .04 pF (or C I . Other interface devices, such as
might be used a l repeaters (o r unattended
operation, will require other values.. The resistance
mighl be between SOO and 1200 ohms and Ihe
shunt capacitance might range from .01 to 0.1 pf';
in rare cases, a series capacitor in the order of 2 J.lF'
may be required. The values (or a particula r
installation must be found by trial. The hybrid can
be ba la nced by establishing a telephone call, and
tuning in a c lear vo ice signal on the receiver. With
headphones connected to the transmitter audio
circuit, adjust the hybrid balance network for
minimum ~gnal in the headset.
With the Wheatstone bridge hybrid circuit of
Fig. 1SF-4, losses between the receiver and the
telephone tine , and between the line and the
transmiller, will be in the order of 6 to 10 dB.
Tronsfo rmer-I ype hybrid circuits exhibit lower
loues, only 4.S to 6 dB. A circuit for a singletraD5former hybrid is shown in Fig. ISF-6. A
two-t ransformer arrangement (giving better isola-

1NPUf

TO LIII[ RLftUllt

L~=I==-__~ WIC.f

COUPLER
lOGO!\.

Fig. 15F-4 - Wheatstoneobridge hybrid phontpatch circuit. Aesistance$ arl in ohms. Hall_an
resi.tol1 of 20-pereent tolerance are adequat!.
Filtll'l and level-measuring anangements are not
included in t hi$ simple circuit.
Tl - Line to yoice coil; primary 1000 ohms,
secondary 4 ohms, such as Al lied 6W3HF L or
&quiy,
T2 - Audio; primary 1000 ohms, secondary IS
appropriate to match transmitter input impe·
d ance,
Zl - Balancing network. See Fig. 15 F-5 and IU t.

c,

."." ;.-

TOH!YBAID
TWORK

N'

~

Fig. 15F-5 - Balancing network. Al is a wire·
wound control. Cl 8nd Al should balance a Yoice
coupler; typical values are 470 ohms and .04 IJ-F.
C2 is ordinarilv not used, but yBlues in the order of
1 to 4 IJF may be rl!QUired with unattended
interconnection devices.
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Maximum Permissible Energy Levels at the In put
of a Voice Interconnection Arrangement

2ilOO HI.
FILTER.
(If ffljl.lirtd)

"

(r •

IW..ANCE
NETWORK

mg. Bond

'.)n

"

C' '-<> UNE FlLfER
..... 010010:£
COU~LIR

, "

RANSIOfflil

L---o_ ,NPUT
Fig. 15F-6 - Hyb rid circuit made wi th a single
audio tra nsformer.
T l - Windings de'Signated HBH and . C" should be of
about 900 ohms impedance each. Winding "A"
may be of h igher impedance if the 2600·HI.
fi ller is used ; alOWilr impedance may be used to
match the rece ivl!l' if a 2600-Hz filter is not
needed.
Zl _ Balancing network. See Fig. 15F·5 and tl Kt.
Z2 - 2600- Hz filter (C l , Ll ,and Rl of Fig. 15F·3).

tion between elemen u) is shown later in this cha pter.
Filten
Standards have been established for the
maximum signal levels that can be connected to
th e input of a coupler or o ther interconnection
device. They are listed in Table 11 . The limi ts of
out-of.band energy are best met by using a
low·pass line mter. Located between the coupler
and the hybrid it will protect the line and abo
band-limit line signals to the transmitter. Filters of
seve ral types (image parameter, elliptic function,
and $0 on) may be used. The niter sh~ld be of 600or 900-0hm impedance (depending on the
in te rface), passing frequencies below 3 kHz with
losses rising ra pidly above that point; a rejedlon
not ch should be provided at 4 kHz.
In the long distance network the tele phone
system uses 2600 Hz as a "d isconnect" signal. If
patched calls are made to telephone offices distant
from your own, the nced for filtering at that
fu,quency ca n best be judged by experience. The
mter ca n be made switchable, if desired. The best
location for a 2600- Uz rejection filter i5 at the
receiver output.

REPEATER PATCHES
Some inte res ting phone·patch possibilities exist
at repealers. Unattended interconnection devices
are associated with the repea ters to provide a form
of mobile telephone service for the clubs operating
them. The connections 10 a typical una ttended
interface device are shown in Fig. ISF·1 .
Suitable signals generated in mobile units work
through p base station to activa te the intercon·
nection device, causing it to connect and pass dial

Maximum L nel

Direct cu rrent

0:5 milliampere

Voice range
(nominally
300 to 3000 Hz)

Vo~ coupler: -3 dBm.
Other arrange ments: 9 dB below I mW
Oeveb avanged over 3 seconds, see
note.)

2450 to
2150 Hz

Preferably no energy; in no case greater
than the level present simuJtanoourJy
in the 800- to 24SO-lli band.

3995 to
4005 Hz

18 dB below the voice-band level.

4.0 to 10.0 kHz
10.0 to 25.0 kHz
25.0 to 40.0 kHz
Above 40.0 kHz

16 dB below one milliwatt (-16 dBm).
·24 dBm
-36 dBm
·50 dBm

NOTE: The above limits should be met wi th amateurprovided equipment having an internal impedance of 900
ohms If it is to worlc in to a vok e cou pler, or 600 ohnu if
other arrangemenU are to be usecl.

pulses to the telephone line. The system may be
that the base transmitter carries both
sides of the conversation or only the voice of the
distant tele phone user. Switching of the patch's
voice path between the transmitter and the receiver
could be done unde r the cont rol of tones or a
carricr-operated relay. A simple combining circuit
may be used if both sides of the conversat ion are
to be put out over the air. To equalize audio levels,
I wide·1'1lI1ge age amplifier might have to be
provided, or an attenuator in the transmitter audio
line would have to be switched in and ou t. A
IlTllIlged $0
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unanended Interfece deViees.
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hybrid circuit c(lUld be used in this cue bul the
retr.lIllllmiued audio from the mobile unit would
not be as free from distortkln IS with the combinIng arrangement.
Some telephone lines and inte rface devices can
be arnnged to ligna! the fac t that a IOU call has
been dialed. Such a signal might be used to
disconnect the phone patch if the rtpealcr owners
do not want long distance calls to be made. Clubs
would probably want to cont rol acccss to the
patch in any case, as they wou ld be lesponsible fo r
all te lephone service charge s, even if the caUs were
nOI made by their members.

A HYBRID PHONE PATCH
The photographs and Fig. 1 show • deluxe
2-transformer hybrid phone patch for home conIIruction. Some fOl:m of hybrid circuit is necessary
if VOX control of the transmitte r is 10 be used. A
third transformer matches the 3.2-ohm output of
the receiver. A 26()()"Hz mler is provided in the
Un e from the receiver to reduce the possibility of
unw a nt e d di sc onnec tion s res ulting from
hete rodyning signals during use oYer iong-diJtancc
telephone lines. The filler may be switche,\ out for
local calls for a slight improvement in voice fidelity
from the received signal to the tele phone line. A
modified VU meter indicates the levels received
from and applied to the te lephone line en tering the
ama teur station. The use of surplus or " bargain"
components, especially transform ers, will greatly
reduce the cost of construction.
The circuit of the phone·patch unit is mown in
Fig. 1. C 1, Lt, and R2 form the 26oo·Hz receiver·
line flIter . Its insertion loss at tooo Hz is negligible,
but is in excess or I S dB at 2600 Hz. T2 and T3
are the hybrid transformers , with C3 and RS
provided to balance the nelworl:. Independent
level adjustmenl5 are provided for the signal

The phone patch unit is bui lt in to a homemade
aluminum enclosure measu ring 3 X 3 X 6 inches. A
coating of spray->on enamel. rubber feet, and
we Hrander decal labels plus Jhiny knobs give the
unit a professional appearance.

coupled from the rece iver to the telephone line
(Rl) and from the telephone line to the trans-

mitter speech am plifier (RJ).
Ml is a CaJectro model DI-9JOA "VU" me ter
with its time constant modified by adding external
capacitance. The " A" model is identified with the
leiter A appearing in a circle near the bottom of
the me ter·scale card. Earlier models or the 01·930
meier, wi thout the A, are unsuitable without
internal modifica tion. The correct valu e of damping capacitance is 400 $lF, and may be obtained by
connecting four lOO-$lF 6-V electrolytic ca pacitors
in parallel. These are to be connected directly
acrou the metl!r terminals, observing proper polari·
ty. This capacitance value applies only to this
particular make and modeJ or VU mete r. T he
modined me ter responds to speech signals of J kHz
or kss In a way that comparl!$ very dosely with the
measuring sels mentioned in tile Bell interface
specifications. ErrOl should be le u than 1 dB and
should be round to be on Ihe safe side. The meter,
H
modified, haJ a l ·kHz impedance of appro)[imately 6S00 ohms. It should be mounted only on
a nonferrous panel.
Construction
The component layout for the phone patch is
not critical, and any o f seve ral construction techniqu es is quite acceptable. In the model ph o t~
graphed aU components e)[cept the modi£ied
meleI, conlrols, and phono jacks were mounted on
a piece of circuit-boa rd material. The balance
control was mounted on the front panel, but th is is
a "sct once and forget" control so some builders
may wish to include it inside the enclosu re. An
etched pattern in the coppe r foil provides a few of
the circuit interconnections, bu t most co nnecti ons,
including aU those to the two hybrid transronnecs,
arc made with point-I~point wiring. The UTe
transrormers specified have mounting studs affixed
to the top of the case, and these are uscd to mount
the transfonnen in an inverted position on tile
circuit board. This same construc tion idea can be
used wit h perforated phenolic board and point-topoint wiring for all eomponenlS, inucad of an
etched circuit board.
The onl y precaution to obscrve during construction is to keep 13 insulated from chauis
ground, to reduce rf coupling into the telephone
line. In the mod el photographed this was done by
drilling a 1/ 2·inch hole in the rear panel whe re 13
was to be mounted, and then, with machine
screws, fastening a small piece of phenolic board to
cover the hole. Next J3 Will mounled on the
phenolic board, ce ntered in the hole. Some types
of phono jacks come supplied with phenolic
mounting mater.iaI , and if the clearance hole is
large enough these types may be moun ted directly
on a metal panel without grounding the oute r
contact.
Adjustment
If one has access to an accurately calib rated
audio signal generat or .01' to an eie<:t ronic [re-
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diegram of the phone..patch
circuit. Resistances are in ohms, k .. 1000. Fixed
resistors may be 1/2 watt, 10 percent tolarance.
Capacitance is In microfareds. Componenu not
listecl below.e iden tified for text refel'1lflce.

11 - Surplus 88-mH toroidal inductor, connected
wi th half-windin91 in seri es aidi ng.
Ml - Calectro OI-930A VU meter, modified, Sea
text.
Rl , R3 - 5000-0hm audio-taper control (Mallory
U1 2 or equiv.1.
Cl - Capacitors in perallel to give required value RS - 1000-0hm linear·taper control (Mallory U4
or equiv. l.
of .0427 1Jf; low-vol tage metalized peper or
T1 - Audio tnll1$former, 4 'or 8 otllTl1 to 4000
Mvlar are suitable.
ohms (UTC So· tO or equiv.l.
C3 - TVpical v.ue, .04 $.If . See text end Fig.
n, T3 - Audio transformer, 250().0hm split
15F-5 if hybrid network cannot be balancBCI.
Jl, J2, J3 - Phono jack. J3 should be insulated
primary, 1000-0hm split secondary (UTC 0·19
from chessis.
or equlv.l.

quency counter he may wish to check the notch
frequ ency of the 2600-Hz mter, although this step
is not essential. 1be frequency may be adju sted by
using vlllious co mbinations of fixed-YaJue capacitors [or Cl until the notch appears at eJC actly 2600
Hz. In the model photographed stock-yalue capaci·
tors, selected at nmdom to provide the specified
total capacitance for CI, resulted in a notch
frequency of 262 1 Hz, which is quite acceptable.
Co rrect adjustment of the balance control, RS ,
will facilitate the operation of the trarumitter VOX
circuit by the distan t party on the land te lephone.
Connect aU station equipment to place the patch
into operation. Connect a pair of headphones or an
at: voltmeter to the transmitter audio <:itcuit. If a
sensitive ac VI'VM is available, one which will
measu re in the miJUvolt range, it may be connected
directly to the output from J2, in parallel with the
line connected to the transmilter. EJtablish a
phone caD and connect the phone patch to the
voice <:oupler. Tune in a clear voice signal on the
receive r, and adjust RS fOI the best null of the
received signal as monitored in the transmitter
audio section. Jr the nun doel not occur within the
range of RS, expe rimentally try different capacitance values for C) and a larger value for RS
(conncct a fIXed-value resistor in series with RS to
obtain a higher equivalent value). With RS properly
adjusted, the distant party should be able to trip
the transmitter VOX circuit satisfactorily eve n
though no anti-trip connection is used rrom the
receive r. With such a co nnection made, VOX
operation will be quite reliable.

InstaUadon and Opetation
The receive r input to the phone-patc h uni t may
be taken in parallel with the speaker leads fr om the
receiYer. Most opera ton prefer to disconnect or
disable the speake r, however, and to connect the
patch directly to the spcaker-output terminals of
the receiver. The switching to and from phonepatch station operation is generally done in suitable control circuits which may be included in the
phone-patch enclosure itself, if desired. Operating
with the speake r disconnec ted will result in a
3-dB-sreater audio signal being fed to the hyb rid
circuit, and mOnitoring of the recehoer audio by the
amateu r operator may be done through the telephone handset.
The level of signal being fed from the receiver
to the telephone Une du rina rc<:ep tion may be
adjusted either with Rl 01" with the receiver audio
gain control Similarly. the level o[ audin belng fed
to the transmitter rrom the telephone line during
transmission may be adjusted wi th R3 and with the
transmitter miaophone gain control. If the distant
party on the telephone line il not talking loulBy
enough ror proper operation of the transmi tter,
remember that orten he can be made to sPeak
louder simply by uducinK the le~d of IlUdlo beinK
~nt 10 him. The ~h Ievcl should never be
permitted to exceed - 2 VU on the 01-930 .... scale.
When the telephone =nnection is made to a
nearby point (such 115 a line served out of the Jame
teJephon<: building 115 the patched line), the distant
listener will receive I more comfortable Ustening
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The layout of the phone-patch
componenu is not critical.
The two hybrid-network transforme" are visible to t he right
of center. and in the upper left
corner of the circuit board the
receiver matching Irllnsformer
l'Tlay be seen. Two damping
capacilofl added during modif ication of the Calectro 0 1930A meter art visible atop
the meter case; two more Ire
hidden beneath the metl!f.

level if the maximum signal is held to about - 9 on
the meter scale.
Many times when phone-patch operation is
heard over the air, the transmitted voice quality of
the distant land-telephone party seems to be as
JOOd as if he were speaking directly inlo the
station mic rophone. Occasionally, however, signals
will be heard wi th an undue amount of power-linef[(queru:;y hum present on the signal. Of course the
quality and )evel of the voice siJrta! coming in on
the telephone line plays an important part in how
that voice signal sounds over the air, but sometimes
a hu m problem can be traced directly to the
installation of the phone-patch equipment. In

particuiaI, the phone palch (and the voice couple r)

should be located away (rom power supply tranS:
formers in stallon equipment. Complete magnetic
shielding may nol exist even with sleel enclosures
for power supplies. If other equipment is moun led
nearby, the 61).Hz field can induce hum into the
transformen of the phone patch. Hum problems of
this sort can usually be solved simply by relocating
the pos.ition of the phone..patch unit.
During operl tion of I pho ne patch in the hf
am8leur bandJ it is considered good pI1JCtice to
avoid the Iransmission of operator chitter, dial
tones, dial pulses, ringing and busy signals, as Ihey
are not essential to communications.

Appendix
Signals and Circuit Conditions Used in the Tele phone System
I) TIle status of a local telephone Hne (idle or
busy) is indicated by on-hook or off-hoole: , ignals
U fOUOW5 :
On·Hoole:
Minimum de resistance betWHn tIp
and rinl conductOR of 30,000 ohms.
Off-Hook
Muimum dc resisl,nce between tip
and rina conducl ors of 200 ohou.

Telephone selS give an ofr-hooK condition at .11
times from the answer or origination of a call to its
completion. The only exception to this is during
dial pulsing.
2) Dial pulses conlist of momentary opens in
the loop; dial pulses should meet the following
standards:
Pullina rate
10 pulses/ucond :l:. 10%
Pulse Shape
SII%- 1064% break (open)
lnterdigital time
600 milliseconds minimum
Note: Two pulses indicate the digit "2," three
pulses indicate the digit "3," and so on, up to ten,
indicating the digit "0."

3) The standards for tone " diaHng" are u
follows:
.) Each dlpl is represenled by • unique plir
of lanes If, Ihown below.

,,

DIg"

,,
,•
3

,
8

0

•
#

High 'Ollit
6\" and 1'209 H:t
697 and 1336 H:t
697 and 1477 H:t
770 Ind 1209 Hz
770 and 1336 Hz
770 and 1477 Hz
1S2 and 1209 Hz
as2 and 1336 Hz
as2 .nd 1477 Hz
94 1 and 1336 Hz
94 1 and 1209 Hz
941 and 1477 Hz

LOW t01l1t

b) In o rder for Ihe Cltnlral-o(ficll re<:eiver 10
register tile diilt properly, the tone-addre"
lilnals must meet the foll Owi ng requ i ~ mltnu:
(I) Sianal levet.:
Nominal ",vel per frequency : -6 to - 4
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dBm_ Minimum level per frequency: Low
Group, -10 dBm ; High Group, -3 dBm_
Max, level per frequency .,.Ir : "'1 dBm.
Max, difference in levels bet\Wen frequen.
cle.: 4 dB .
(2) Frequency deviation: :I:. 1.5 percent of
Ihe valu es given above.
(3) Extraneou s frequ ency compOnent' : The
total pO\Wr of all ex lrQneoul rreq uendes
accompany in g th e sigll al Sho uld be a t leut
20 dB below the signal power, in the voice
ban d above 500 Hz.

(4) Voice Suppression: Voice enerJY (rom
any source Iho uld be suppressed II leul 4S
dB durin, lone signal Iransmission_ In the
case or aulomatic dialin, Ihe l upprO!Qion
should be maintained conl inuo uSly until
pu lsin& i.I co mpleted.
(5) Rise Ti me: Each or Ihe IWO frequencies

of the l igna! shou ld allai n at leut 90
perce nl o f full a mplitude within S ml, and
preferab ly wi thin 3 truI (or a Ulomatlc dial -

elS, from lhe lime Ihat Ihe firsl frequency
begins.
(6) Pulsin, RIte: Minimum duration o r
two-frequency lo ne sipal' 50 rns normally ;
90 ms if InnsmiU ed by ..... dio. Minimum
interdig:ltallime: 45 1m.
(7) Tone leak durin& ~iKnal o ff lime sbould
be leu Ib an -5$ d Bm.
(8) Tnnsie nt Vo lt a&es: Peak transienl volt ages generated duri ng lone Jignal ing should
be no greal er than 11 dB above the le ro-Io-pea k volla,e of the composite twofr<!quency ton e , Ignal.
4) Audible tones will be used in the telephone
system to indicate the progreu or disposition Of a
call. These include:
a) Dial tone: 350 and 440 Hs.
b) Line busy: 480 an d 610 H z, inlerl1lpted I I
60 inlerruplion. per mlnule (I/ min).
c) Reorder <III Iru nks busy ), 480 and 610
HI, interrup led al t 10 I/ min.
d) Audible rln gina: 440 and 480 Hz , 1
seconds on, 4 second s orr.
e) Reserved hl &h lone: 1633 H z.
f) Invalid dl~ lin a code : Voice In nounceme nl.
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Chapter 16

Interference with other
Services
FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE ( RF I)
R ADIO
has Pfobably been with us since Ute fint

amatcur sta tions came on the air some 70 years
ago. Fed by the techn ology that developed during
and fOUOwllll WW II, the problem hal become IlJ\
increasing source of irritation between mdio operaton and theil: neighbors. Homo-entertainment electronics devices now abound, with mOil famiUes
owning at least one television receiver, an .m or
fm radio, and anyone of several audio devices
(snch IS a phonograph, an intercom, an electroruc
guitar, or an electronic: organ). Given the innate
perversity of these objects to intercept I1Idio
signals, it should surprise no onc to learn that R FI
is one of the mOM difficult problems amateul'S race
in their day-to-day operations.
How Setioul is the RFI Problem?

In 1974, the FCC received 42,000 RFl compLaints, up 20% from the number of complaints
received in 1970. Of these, 38,000 inv olved interfere nce to home-entertainment equipment. Most
important, 36,000 of Ihese would never have come
to the Commiu ion's attention if the manufacturers
had corrected design deficiencies in their homoentertainment producU at the time of manufac·
ture. It is of interest 10 no le that C1'I er 60% of the
interference ClUeS reporled in 1974 were related to
television interference (TVl).
In the cale of te levision interference, FCC
experience shows thai 90% of the problems experienced can only be cured at the televisio n receiver.
Further, when it comes to audio equipment, the
only cure for RFI is by treatment of the audio
device experiencing the inlerference. There is ·
nothing an amateur can do to his transmitter which
will stop a neighbor's phonograph from acting tike
a shorl·wave' receiver. It should be emphasil.ed that
phonographs and Hi-FI units are not designed to be
receiven, but simply audio devices.
It is clear, therefore, that almost all RFI
problems experienced with home-en tertainm ent
devices result from twic design de ficlcnciel in this
equipment The few small components or filters
wh ich would prevent RF t are often left ou l of
otherwise wdl- designed prodUCb as manufacturen
attempt to reduce costs, and hence, to redu ce the
prices of their products..

radio transmi tter. Manufacturcrs must be made to
ICCoprlze the RFI protection of their homoentertainmen t equipment has become enentiaJ,
and that this must be incorporaled Further, where
interference is being experienced, the consumer
should be encouraged to contact the manufaclurer
of his equipment and to req ues t that til e l1W~f4~
tUfer furnish the componenb or services necessary
to eUminaI/! RFl.
What Ne Manu facturefl DoinS Today?
Many responsible manufacturers have a policy
of su pplying ruters for eliminating tel evision interference when such cases are brought 10 their
attention. A list of those manufacturen, and a
more thorough treatment of the RFl problem, can
be obtained by writing the ARRL. If a given
manufactUrer is not lisled, it is still possible that he
can be persuaded to supply a filter ; this can be
determined by wriling either directly to him or to
th e Electronic industriCl Aswciati on (ElA).l
With respect to audio devices. some manufaclUren will supply modified schematic diagrams
showing the recommended placement of bypass
capacitors and other componenll 10 reduce rf
su-.::eptibility. One large American lI\anufacturer of
Hi-Fi equipment has In some cases supplied thc
necessary components free of charge, although no
consislenl policy has been evident and the coruumer must still pay to have a servicema n install the
componen ts.
While these are encouraging developments. it
appears likely that meaningfu l and widespread
cOlTcctive ac tion by equipmen t designers will
require both pre!SUre from consumers and establishment of suitable Bovemment standards.
Voluntary after·the·fact measu res on the part
of manufa cturers limply are not enough. II b a
foregone conclusion that U long as the inclusion of
additional components fOl susceptibility reduction
Inc reues a manufacturer's cost, however slightly,
there will be re luctance to take stcps to improve
equipment designs by the manufaclUrers themselves. What appears to be necessary, therefore, is
federal legislation giving the FCC the authority to
regulate the manufacture of home-entertainment
devices and thus protect the consumer.
II" Up 10 U.

The Solution - Comumer Prolection

If requesu to manufacturers of hom~ntertain
Given the present unacceptable situation, what ment equipment for those com ponents and Instalcan we as amateurs do to help the consume r ' lation services necessary to relieve RFI problems
~Ive the RFI problem? One step which should
are 10 be successful, each of us, when faced with an
certainly be taken is 10 advise our friends and RFI problem, must make known our posi tion to
neighbon to inquire, before they make a purchase
1 EIl!ctronic Ind\l&Ules AaociBlOll, 2001 E ye
of an dectronk: device, whether the product has Street. N. W" Wuh!npon, DC 20006. Attenllon!
been certified for opera tion in the presence of a DIrector of Consumer Affairs.
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VHF Television
the manufacturers involved While a respectful
request (or assistance will bring more cooperation
than a blunt demand, do not hesitate to let the
manufacturers know that they have a responsibility
to the consumer fOl correcting the desi!n deficiencies that are cau!ing the problem. Before casting
the fllst stone, however, make sure you're not
silting In a gIw house. Certainly, if YOUI own
television receiver ex periences no interference
while you are on the air, it b mo!t likely that
intenerence to a more distant television receiver is
not the fault of your transmitter.
An of the above is not to say, however, that we
should not continue to asmt in resolving RFt
problems. Radio amateurs have typically sought to
asmt their neighbon In correcting RFI problems,
even where those problems wele in no way
attributable to the perfonnance of the transmitter.
tntimately, of course, it is the manufactureu'
responsibility to correct those deficiencies which
lead to the interception of radio signals. But in the
inlele!1 of good neighborhood relatioll5, we must
continue to provide lhis assistance wherever older
equipment designs are in use.

Should you chanp location, ma ke your pI&sence known and conduct occasional tesU on the
air, requesting anyone whose reception is beiDa
spoiled to let you know lbout it so steps may be
taken to eliminate the trouble.
Act Promptly
The average penon will tolerate I limited
amount of Interference, but the sooner you take
steps to eliminate ii, the more agreeable the
listener will be; the longer he has to walt for you,
the I"n wiDIng he win be 10 coope rate.
Present Your Story Tlctfully
Whenever a device intercepts your signals, it II
natural for the complaJnant to IIsume that your
transmitter is at fault. If you are ce rtain that the
trouble is nOI in your tnlnsmitter, explain to the
listener thlt the reason lies in the receiver design,
and lhlt some modil1eations may have to be made
in the receiver if he is to expect interference-free
reception.

Ananp for TellJ
Oean HOUJe Finl
In approaching an RFI problem, the fust step
obviously is to make sure that the transmitter has
no radiations ou tside the bands assigned for amateur use. The best check on thb is yOID: own a-m or
TV receiver. It is always convincing if you can
demonstnlte that you do not interfere with reception in yOUl own home.
.
Don't Hide Your Identity
Whenever you make equipment changes - or
shlft to a hitherto unused band or type of emission
- that might be expected 10 change the interfer·
ence situation, check with you r neighbor!. If no
one is experiencing interference, 10 much the
better; it does no harm 10 keep the neighborhood
aware of the fact that you are operating without
bothering anyone.

Most listeners are not very competent observers
of the various aspecu of interference. If at all
possible, enlbt the he lp of another amateur and
have him operate your transmitte r while you see
for yourself what happens at the affected receiver.
In General
In this "public relations" phue of th e problem
a great deal depends on your own attitude. Most
people will be willing to meet you half way,
particularly when the interference is nOI of long
standing, If you as I person make I good impretrion. Your personal appearance is important. So is
what you say about the receiver - no one takes
kindly to hearing his polSCssions derided. Ir you
disculS your interference problems on th e air, do it
in a constroctive way - one calculated to increase
listener cooperation, not destroy it.

VHF TELEVISION
For th e amateur who does most of his
transmitting on f.requen cies below 30 MHz, the TV
band of principal interest is the low vhf band

between 54 and 88 MHr.. If harmonic radiation can
be reduced to the point where no interference is
caused to Channels 2 to 6, inclusive, it is almost
certain that any harmonic troubl es with channels
above 174 MHz will diuppear also.
The relationship between the vhf television
channels and hannonics of amateur bands from 14
through 2g MHz is shown in Fig. 16- 1. Harmonics
of the 7· and 3.S·Mlh bands are not shown
because they fan in every television channel.
However, the harmonics above S4 MHz from these
bands ue of such high order thlt they are usuaUy
rather low in amplitude, although they may be
strong enough to inte rfere if the television receiver

qui te close to the amateur transmitter.
Low-order harmonkl - up 10 about the sixth are usually the most difficult to eliminate.
Of the amateur vhr ba,nds, only 50 MHz win
have harmonics falling in a vhf lelevision channel
(chann els II , 12 and 13). However, a transmitter
for any amateur vhf band may cause intenerence if
it has multiplier stages either operaq in Of having
hannonics in ODe or more of the vhf TV channels.
The rf energy on such frequencies can be radiated
directiy from the transmilting circuiu or cou pled
by stray means to the transmitting antenna.

is

Freq uency Effecu
The degree to which transmitter harmonics or
other undesired radiation Ictually in the TV
channel must be suppressed depends principally on
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two (acton, the strength of the TV signal on the
channel or channels affected, and the relationship
between the frequency of the spurious radiation
and the frequencies of the TV picture and sound
carrien within the channe l. If the TV signal is vel)'
strong, interference can be eliminated by com panltively sim ple methods. However, if the TV signal is
very weak, as in "fringe" areas where the received
picture is visibly degraded by the appearance of set
noise or "snow" on the screen, it may be nccessaJy
to go 10 extreme measures.
In either case the intensity of the interference
depends very greatly on the exact frequency of the
interfering signal Fi~ 1&2 shows the piaccmer'll of
the pictu re and sound carriers in the standvd TV
channel. In Channel 2, for example, Ihe pic ture
carrier frequency is 54 + 1.25 • 55.25 MHz and the
sound carrier frequency is 60 - 0.25 = 59.15 MH1..
The second hannonic of 28.010 kHz (56,020 kHz
or 56.02 MHz) falls 56.02 - 54 • 2.02 MHz abon
the low edge of the channel and is in the regiOll
marked "Severe" in Fig. 16-2 On the other hand,
the second harmonic o f 29,500 KHz (59,000 kHz
or 59 MHz) iJ 59 - 54 • 5 MHz from the low edge
of the channel and faUs in the region marked

o

1

2

Fig. 1 S.1 - R&lationshlp of
amateur..tJend harmoni C$ to vhf
T V chann.el •. Harmon ic interference from transmitters operating below 30 MHz is likely to be
seriout in the 10W<:hannelgroup
(54 to 88 M Hz).

,

""
""

"Mild." In terference at this frequency has to be
about 100 times as strong III at 56,020 kHz to
cause effects of equal intensity. Thu~ an opernling
frequcncy thai pu ts a harmonic near the pic tu re
carrier requires about 40 dB more harmonic
suppression in order 10 avoid intcrference, as
compared with an operntilll frequency that puts
the harmonic near the upper edge of the channeL
For a region of 100 kHz or so either dde of the
sound carrier there is ano ther "Severe" region
where a spurious radiation will interfere with
reception of the sound program and this region
also mould be avoided. In general, a signal of
intensity equal to that of the picture carrier will
not cauile noticeable interfe rence if its frequency is
in the "Mild" region shown in F ig. 16-2, but the
sa me inteMily in the "Severe" region will utterly
destroy the picture.

Interfeence Patterns
The visible effects of interferenee vaty with the
type and in tensity of the in terference. Complete
"blackout," where the picture and sound disappear

3

4.

5

MEGACYClES FROM lOW EDGE OF TV CHANNEl.
Fig. 16-2 - Location of picture and sound carri er1i in a monochrome television channel. and relative
intemity of Interference !IS the locat ion of the interfering.lgnal within the channels is varied without
changinll iu strength. The th ree n~gions Ire not actually sharply defined as shown in this drawing. but
merge Into OIleanomer gradually .
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plying combinationl that require .. doubler OJ
tripler stage to operate on a frequency actually in a
low-band vhf channel in use in the locality should
be avoided.

Harmonic Suppression

Fig. 16-3 - "Crou-hatchlng," cau$l!d by the beat
between the picture carrier and an interfering
signal Inside the TV channel.
completely, leaving the screen dark, occurs only
when the transmitter and receiver are quite close
together. Suong in terference ordinarily causes the
pic ture to ' be broken up, leaving a jumble of light
and dark lines, or turns the picture "negative" the nOlmally white parts of the picture tum black
and the nonnaUy black parts tum white.
"Cross-hatching" - diagonal ban: or lines in the
picture _ accompanies the lalter, usually, and also
represents the most common type of less severe
interference. The bllS are the resul t of the beat
between the hannonic frequency and the picture
carrier frequency. They are broad and relatively
rew in numbe r if th e beat frequency is
comparatively low - near the picture camer - and
are numerous and very flne if the beat frequency is
very high - towant the upper end of the channel.
Typical Cl0$5-hatcrung is shown in Fig. 16-3. If the
fre quency falls in the "Mild" region in P ig. 16-2
the cross·hatching may be so fine as to be visible
only on close inspec: tion of the picture, in which
case it may simply cause the apparent brightness of
the screen to change when the llan!>ll1itter cam er is
thrown on and off.'
Whethe r or not cross-hatching i5 visible, an
am plitude-modulatcd transmitter may cause
"sound bars" in the picture. These look about IS
shown in Fig. 16-4. They result from the variations
in the intensity of the interfering signal when
modulated. Unde r most circumstances modu lation
bars will not occur if th e amateur transmitter is
frequency· or phase-modu lated. With the se types
of modulation the cross·hatching will "wiggle"
from side to side with the modulation.
Except in the more $CYere cases, there is seldom
any effect on the sound rece ption when interference shows in the picture, unless the frequency is
quite close to the 50Und carrie r. In the latter event
the sound may be in terfered with even though the
picture is clean.
Reference to Fig. 16- 1 will show whether OJ
not harmonics of the frequency in use will fall in
any television channels that can be received In the
locality. It should be kept in mind that not only
hamtonics of the flIlai frequency may interfere,
but also hannonics of any frequencies that may be
present in buffer or frequency-multiplier stages. In
the case of 144-MHz transmitters, frequency.-multi-

Effective harmonic suppre500n has three
sep:ftate phucs:
1) Redu cing the amplitude of hannonics
ga:nerated in the tnnsmitter. This il .. matter of
circuit desi&n and opera ting conditions.
2) Preventing stny rad iati on from the trans·
mitter and from associated wiring. This requires
adequate shielding and filtering of all circuits and
leads from wh ich radiation can take place.
3) Preventing harmonics from bei", fed into
the antelUla.
It i5 impossible to build a transmitter thlt will
not gcnente lOme hannonics, but it il obviously
adyantageous to reduce their strength, by circuit
design and choice of operating conditioltll, by as
large a factor as pClS!ible before attem pting to
preyent them from being radiated. Harmonic
radiation from the transmitter itself or from its
associated wirins obviously will cause interference
just as readily IS radiation from the antenna, so
measures taken to prevent harmonics from
reaching the antenna will not reduce TVI if the
transmitter itself Is radiating humonics. But once
it has bee n found that the transmitter itscl fis free
from harmonic radiation, devices for preventing
harmonics from reaching the an tenna can be
expected to produce resultJ.

REDUCING HARMONIC GENERATION
Since reasonably efficient operation of rf power
amplifiers always i5 accompanied by harmonic
gene ration, good judgment calls for operating all
frequency·mu ltiplier stages at a very low power
leyei. When the final output frequency is reached,
it is desirable to use as few stages as po!Sible in
building up to the flIlai ou tpu t power level, and to
use tubes that require a minimum of driving power.

Fig. 16-4 - "Sound bars" or "modulation ban;"
eccOlnpanying IImplitude modulation of an inter·
fering signal. In this c-.e the interfering carrier is
strong enough to destroY the picture, but in mild
cases the picty,.. Is yisible through the hori:rontal
ban. Sound blrs may accompa'ly modul ation even
though thl unmodutated carrier gi_ no vi$'bla
crbss·hatching.
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Qrcuit Desi., and uyout

Harmonk cllmnts of considel'2ble amplitude
(low in both the grid and plate circu.iu of rf power
amplifiers, but they will do relatively little harm if

they can be effoctivel y bypassed to the ca thode of
the tube. Fig. 16-5 shows the palhs followed by
harmonic currents in an amplifier circui t ; because
of the high reactance of the tank coil there is1ittle
harmonic curren t in it, so the harmonic cu rrents

<,
<,

covering the S().lSO MHz range to the grid and
plate leads. Ir a resonance is found in or near a TV
channel, methods such u those described above
should be used to move It well out of the TV
range. The grid-dip meter also should be used to
check for vhf resonances in the tank coils, because
coils made for 14 MH:r. and below usually will show
such reso nances. In making the check, disconnec t
the coil entirel y from the transmitter and move the
grid-dip meter coil along it while exploring for a
dip in the S4-SS-MHz band. If a resonance falls in a
TV chllllMl that is in use in the locality, changing
the number of turns win move it to a
klss-troublesome frequency.
Openting Condi tions

Fig. 16-5 _ A vhf rewoant cireuit is formed by the
tube capacitance and the leeds through the tank
and blocking capacitors . R~lar tank coill ere not
thown . since they have lit lle effect on liuch
resonances. Cl is the grid tuning capacitor and C2
Is the p late tu ning capaCito r. C3 end C4 81'11 the
grid 8':ld plate bl ocking o r bypass c apaci tors,
respectiliely.

simply flow through the tllIlk capacitor, the plate
(or grid) blocking capacitor, and the tube
capacitances. The lengths of the leads forming
the5e paths is of great importance. since the
inductance in this circuit will resonate with the
tube ca pacitance at some £requency in the vhf
range (the tank and blocking capacitances usually
are so large compared with the tube capacitance
that they have little effec t on the resonant
frequency) . If such a re so nance happens t o occur
at or near the same frequency as one of the
transmitter harmonics, the effect is just th e same as
th ough a harmonic tank ciIcuit had been
deliberately introduced; the hannonic at that
frequcncy will be tremendously increased in
amplitude.
Such resonances m= unavoidable, but by
keeping the path from plate to cathode and from
grid to cathode as short M is physically possible,
the resonant frequ ency usually can be raised ahove
100 Mib in amplifiers of medium power. This puts
it between the two grOUp!'il of tclevision channels.
It is easier to place grid-circuil vhf resonancc!
where they will do no haJ:m when the amplifier is
Unk--coupled to t he driver stage, since this generally
permits shorter leads and more favorable condi·
tions for bypassing the harmonics than Is the case
with capacitive coupling. Unk coupling also
reduces the coupling between the driver and
amplifier at harmonic frequencies, thus pmenting
driver harmonics from being amplirled.
The inductance of leads from the tube to the
tank capacitor can be reduced not only by
shortening but by using flat strip instead of wire
conductors. It is also better to use the chassis as
the return from the blocking capacitor or tuned
circuit to cathode, since a chassis path wil l have
less Inductance than almost any other form of
co nnec tion.
The vhf resonance polnu in amplirle r tank
circuits can be found by cou pling a grid-dip meter

Grid bias and grid cuuent have an important
effect on the harmonic co nten t of the rf currents
in both the grid and plate ciIcuits. In general,
harmonic outpUt increases as the grid bias and grid
cutten t are increased, but this is not necessarily
true o f a porticular harmonic. The third and highe r
harmonics, especially, win go through nuctualions
in amplitude as the grid current is increased, and
sometimes a rather high value of grid current wUl
minirni:r.e one harmonic as com pm=d with a low
value. This charactcristlc can be used to advantage
wheJe a particular harmonic is causing interference,
remembering that the operating conditions that
minimize one harmonic may greatly increase
another.
For equal operating conditions, there is little or
no differe nce between single-ended and push·pun
amplifiers in re spect to harmonic generation.
Push-pull amplifiers are frequently troublemakers
on even-ordcr harmonics because with such
amplifiers the even-harmoni c voltages are in phase
at the ends of the tank circuit and hence appear
with equal amplitude across the whole tank coil, if
the ce nter of the coil is not grounded. Unde r such
circumstances the even harmonics can be coupled
to the output circuit through stray capacitance
betwecn the tank and coupling coils. TIIis does not
occu r in a single-e nded amplifier having an
inductively coupled tank, if the coupling coil Is
placed at the cold end, or wi lh a pi·network tank.
Harmon ic Traps
If a harmonic in only one 1V chann el Is

particularly bo thenome- frequently the ease when
the transmitter optnltes on 28 MHz - a trap tuned
to the harmonic frequency may be imtalled in the
plate lead as shown in Fig. 16-6. At the harmonic
fuquency the trap represents aver)' high
impedance and hence reduces the amplitude of the
harmonic curre nt flowing through the tank circuit.
In the push-pull circuit both traps have the same
constants. 1be LIe ratio is not critical but a high-C
circuit usually will have least effect on the
perfonnance of the plate circuit at the normal
operating frequency.
Since there is a considerable harmonic voltage
across the trtlp, radia tion may occur from the trap
urness the transmi tter is well shielded. Traps should
be placed so that there is no coupli", between

Preventing Transmitter Radiation
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Fig. 16-6 - Harmon ie traps in an amplifier plate
circuit. L and C should resonate at the frequency
of the harmonic to be suppressed. C may be a 25·
to 5()..p F midget, and L usually consists of 3 to 6
turns about 1/2 inch in diameter for Channels 2
throultJ 6. The inductance should be adjusted 50
that the trap resonates at about half capacitance of
C before being installed in the transmitter. The
frequency may be checked with a grid-dip me ter.
lNhen in place, the trap should be adjusted for
minimum interference to the TV picture.
them and the amplifier tank circuit.
A Uap is a highly selective device and so is
useful only over a small lange of frequencies. A
second· or third·harmonic trap on a 28·MHz tank
circuit usually will not be effective over more than
SO kHz or so at the fundamental frequency,
depending on how seriou s tbe interference is
without the trap. B.ecause they are critical of
adjustment, it is better to prevent TVI by other
means, jf possible, and use traps only as a last
resort.

PREVENTING RADIATION FROM
THE TRANSMITTER
The extent to which interference will be caused
by direct radiation of spurious signals depends on
the operating frequency, the transmitte r power
level, the strength of the television signal, and the
distance between the transmitter and TV receiver,
Transmitter radiation can be a vcry serious
problem if the TV signal is weak, if the TV receiver
and amateur transmitter are close together, and if
the transmitter is operated with high power.
Shielding
Direct radiation from the transmitter circuits
and components can be prevented by proper
shielding. To be effective, a shield must completely
enclose the circuits and paru and must have no
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openings that will permit rf energy to escape.
Unfortunately, ordinary metal boxes and cabinets
do not provide good shielding, since such openings
as louvers, lids, and holes for running in
connections allow far too much leakage.
A primary requisite for good shielding is that all
joints must ma ke a good electrical connection
along their entire length. A small slit or crack will
}at ou t a surprising amount of d energy; so will
lCntilating louvers and large boles such as those
used fOI mounting meters. On the other hand,
~mall holes do not impair the shielding very
greatl y, and a limited number of ventilating holes
may be used if they are small - not over 1/4 inch
in diame ter. Also, wire screen makes quite effective
Ihielding if the wires make good electrical
connection at each crossover. Perforated aluminum
luch as the "do-it-yourselr' sold at hardware stores
also is good, although not ver.)' strong mecbanically. Ir perforated material is used, choose the
yariety with the smallest openings. The leakage
through large openings can be very much reduced
by covering such openings with sc reening Of
perforated aluminum, we ll bonded to all edges of
the opening.
The intensity of If fields abou t coils, capacitors,
tubes and wiring decreases very rapidly with
distance, so shielding is more effective, from a
practical standpoint , if the components and wiring
are not too close to it. It is advisable to have a
separation of several inches, if possible, between
"hot" points in the circuit and the nearest
sbielding.
Fo r a given thickness of metal, the greater t.he
conduc tivity the better the shiclding. Copper is
best, with aluminum, brass and steel following in
that order. However, if the thickness is adequate
for structural purposes (over .02 inch) and the
shield and a "hot " point in the circuit are not in
close proximity, any of these metals will be
satisfactory. Greater separation should be used
with steel shielding than with the other materials
not only because it is considerably poorer as a
shield but also because it will cause greater losses in
near-by circuits than would coppe r or aluminum at
the same distance. Wire screen or perforated metal
used as a shield should also be kept at some
distance from high-voltage or high-current d
points, since there is considerably more leakage
through the mesh 'than through solid metal.
Where two pieces of metal join, as in forming a
come r, they should overlap at least a half inch and
be fastened together firmly with screws or bolts
'paced at close-enough intervals to maintain fillll
con tact all along tbe joint. The contact surfaces
should be dean before joining, and should be
checked occasionally - especially steel, whicb is
almost certain to rust after a period of time.
The leakage through a given size of aperture in
!hielding increases with frequency, so such points
as good continuous contact, screening of large
holes, and so on, become even more important
when the radiation to be sup pressed is in the high
band - 174-2 16 MHz. Hence SO- and 144·MHz
transmitters, which in general will have frequencymultiplier harmonics of relative ly high intensity in
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this repon, require special attention in this respect
if the possibility of interfering with I channel
received locally eJdsu.
Lead Treatment

Even

very

good

shielding

can

be made

completely useless when connections are run to

fig. 16-7 - Proper INthod of bvpassing the end
of. shielded lead using disk ceramic capacitor. The
,D01·¢, size shou ld be used for 1600 vola or less;
600 p F .t higher Voltages. The I,,," are wrapped
.round the inner end outer condUctors and
IOIdered, so that the lead length is negligible. This
photograph is about foor times actoei sizi.
ex temaJ power supplies and other equipment Crom
the circuiu inside the shield. Every such conductor
Icavil\( the shielding fomu a path (or Ihe escape of
rf, which is then radiated by the connecting wire!.

Hence a step that is essential in every case is to
prevent harmonic currents from flowing on the
leadlleaving the shielded enclosure.

Hannonic currents always flow on the dc or ac
lead. connecting to the tube circuits. A very
effective means of prevent!", such currents from
bein& coupled into other wiring, and one that
provides desirable bypassi", as well, is to use
shielded wire for all such leads, maintainirl& the
shielding from the point where the lead connec!!
to the tube or rf circuit right through to the point
where it leaves the chassis. The shield braid should
be grounded to the chassis at both ends and at
frequent intervals along the path.
Good bypassing of shielded leads also is
essential. Bearing in mind that the shield braid
about the conductor confines the hannonic
curren ts to the inside of the shielded wire, the
object of bypassing is to prevent their escape. Fig.
16-7 shows the proper way to bypass. The small
.OOI.pF ce ramic disk capacitor, when mounted on
the end of the shielded wire as shown in Fig.
16-7, actually fonns a series-resonant circuit ill
the S4.f18-MHz range and thus represents practically a short circuit for low-band TV humonics. The
exposed wi re 10 the connection tenninal should be
kept as short as is phydcaIly possible, to prevent
any possible hannonic pickup exterior to Ihe
shielded wiring. Disk capaciton in the useful
capacitance range of 500 to. 1000 pF are available
in sevel'fll voltage rating1 up to 6000 volts.

Fig. 16-8 - Additional rl filtering of suppl y
leads lTlCIy bII required in rEtgions where the TV
signal is very weak. The rl choke $hould bII
physically smail , and may consist of a I -inch
winding of No.- 26 enameled wire on a 1/4-inch
form. close-wound. Manufactu red single·layer
chokes havi ng an inductftllOll of a few microhenries
also lTlCIy bII used.
These bypasset are essenti.al at the conn«:tionblock tenninals, and desirable at the tube ends of
the leads aUo. Installed as shown with shielded
wiring, they have been found to be so effective
that there is usually no need for further hannonic
filtering. Howeve r, if a test shows that additional
fIl lering is required, the arrangement shown in Fig.
16-8 may be used. Such an rf ,filter should be
installed at the tube end of the shielded lead, and if
more than one circuit is filtered care $hould be
taken to keep the rf chokes sepanted from each
other and so oriented as to minimi.te coupli",
between them. This is necessary fOI preven ting
hannonics present in one circuit from beinl
coupled into another.
In difficult cases involving Channels 7 to 13 i.e., close proximity between the transmitte r and
receive r, and a weak TV signal - additional
lead-filtering measures may be needed to prevent
radiation of inte rfering signals by SO- and l44·MHz
lIansmi tters. A recommended me lhod is shown in
Fig. 16-9. It uscs a lhielded lead bypassed with a
ceramic disk as desc ribed above, with the addition
of a low·inductance feed-through type capacitor

i@li!'

."

Fig. 1S-9
Additional lead filtllring for
harmon ia or other spY rious frequenci es in the high
vhf TV blind (174-216 MHz).
Cl - .OOli.iF disk ceramic.
C2 - 500- or l000-pF fed-through bypan
(Centrailib FT-1000. AboVe 500 volts, liubsti·
tutll Centraiab 8585·500. ).
RFC _ 14 Inches No. 26 IIl'IIImel close-wound on
311S-lnch dia. form or composition resinor
bodV.
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and a small If choke, the capacitor being used II a
tenninal for the external connec tion. For voltagM
above 400, a capacitor of co mpact construction (as
indicated in the caption) should be used, mounted
so thai there is a very minimum of exposed lead
inSide the chassis, from the capacitor 10 the
connection tenninal.
As an alternative to the series-resonant
bypassin, described above, feed·through type
capaciton such as the Sprague "Hypass" type may
be used II lenninals for external connections. The
ideal method or tnstaUation is 10 mount them so
they protrude through the chassu, with thoroup
bondin, to the chassis all uound the hole in which
the capacitor is mounted. The principle is
illustrated in Fig. 16·10.
Melen that are mounted in an rf unit should be
enclosed in sh.ielding coven, the connections being
made with shielded wire wi th each lead bypassed as
Fig. 16-11 - Meter shieldinll 8tId bvPlsslng. It is
de5cn'bed above. The shield braid should be essentiel
to Ihleld .the mater mounting hOle linea
grounded to the panel or chassis immediately the meter will carry rf through it to be radiated.
outside the meter shield, as indicated in Fig. 16·1 1. Stritabla shields can be mede (rom 2 112· or 3-lnch
A bypass may also be conne<:ted across the meIe r diameter metal cans or small metal chassis bo";8S.
tenninals, principally to prevent any fundamental
current that may be present from flowina through more usual practice of usin, no mOJe lead than is
the meter itself. As an alternative to individual actually necessary. Where wires crou or run
meter shielding the meted may be mounted parallel, the shields should be $pol-soldered
entirely behind the panel, and the panel holes together and connected to the chassis. Fo r high
needed fot observation may be covered with wire Voltages, automobile ignition cable covered with
screen that is carefull y bonded to the panel all shie lding braid is recommended.
around the hole.
Proper shielding of the transmitter requires that
Care should be used in the selection of shielded the rf circuits be shielded eniliely from the
wire for transmitter use. Not only should the external connectinK leads. A dtu ation such as is
insulation be conservatively nted for the dc shown in Fi.. 16-12. where the leads in the rf"
vol tage in use, but the insulation should be of chassis have been shielded and properly mtered bu t
material that will not easily deteriorate in . the chassis is mounted In a large shield, simply
soldering. The rf characteristics of the wire are oot invites the hannonic curre nts to travel over the
especlsUy important, exce pt that the attenuation chassis and on out over the leach outride the
or harmonics in the wire itself win be grester if the chassis. The shielding about the rf cin::uits should
insulating material hss hi&" losses at adio make complete contact with the chassis on which
frequencies; in other wordJ, wire intended for use the parIS are mounted.
st dc and low frequencie s is preferable to cables
Checking Tnnsmitter Radi ation
designed e,.; pressly fo r carrying rf. The attenuation
also will Increase with the length of the wire: in
A check for transmitter radiation always should
genew, it is better to make the leads as long as be made before attempting to use low-pw nlters
circumstances pennit rather than to foUow the or other devices for preventinJr: harmonics froR\
reachin.. the antenna sys tem. The only ~ally
satisfactory Indicating instrument u a television
rece iver. In regio ns where the 1V signal is strong an
indicating wavemcter suc h as one having a crystal
INSIDE

OUrsID!

Fig. 16-10 - The best method of usinll tke
"HvPIII'" type feed-through capacitor. Capaci·
tanc&l of .01 to 0. 1 ~F are .atisfactory. Capacitors
of this type are useful for hlgh-current circuits,
l uch l1li filamant and 117·volt laeOs, as a substitute
for the rf i:hoke chown In Fig. 16-8, In ~
where addition.. leed filtefing is needed.

Fig. 16-12 - A metal cabinet can be an adequate
shield, but there will still be radiation if th e leads
insida can pick up rf from the transmitting ci rcuits.
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or tu be detector may be usefill; if it is possible to
get any indication al an from harmonia either on
su pply leads or around the tnnsmiuer itself, the
harmonics are probably strona enough to cause
interfen:nce. However, the absence of any such
indication does not mean thai harmonic interference will not be caused. If the techniques of
shielding and lead filteri ng desc ribed in the
preceding seedon are followed, the harmonic
intensh y on any extemalleads should be (til' below
what any such instruments can detect.
Radiation checks should be made with the
transmitter delivering full power into I dummy
antenna, such as an incandescent lamp of suitable
power rating, preferably inSlalled inside the
shielded enclosure. If the dummy must be external,
it is desinble to connect it through I coax-matching circuit such all is shown in Fig. 16-1 3. Shie1d.ing
OUTPUT ,sTA.GE

------------------

the TV receiver and the transmitter can be
operated side-by~ide, • length of wire connected
to one antenna tenninal on the receiver can be
ulled as a probe to go over the transmitter
enclosure and exte rnal leads. This device will vel)'
quickly expolle the spots from which serious
leakage is taking place.
As a final test , connect th e transmitting
antenna or ils transmission line lenninais to the
outside of the transmitter shielding. Inte£ference
created when this test is applied indieates that
_ak currents are on the ou tside of the shield and
can be conducted to the antenna when the nonnal
antenna connections are used. Currents of this
nature represent interference that is conducted
over low-pus filters, and hence cannot be
eliminated \If such filters.

TRANSMI TTING·ANTENNA
CONSIDERAT IONS

-----------------

Fig. 16-13 _ Oummv-antenni IV.tern for dlaeking
harmonic radiation from lIlA transmittar and lead$.

the dummy antenna circuit is alsO desirable,
although it is not always neceuary.
Make the radiation test on all frequencies that
are to be used in transmitting, and note whether or
not in terferen ce patterns show in the received
picture. (These tests must be made while a TV
signal Is being received, since the beat patterns will
not be formed if the TV picture carrier is not
present.) J( interference exists, its source can be
detected by grasping the various external leads (by
the insulation, not the live wire!) or bringing the
hand near meter faces, louvers, and other possible
points where harmonic energy mig.ltt escape from
the transmitter. If any of these tests cause a chilnge
_ not neeessarily an incretlle - in the In tensity of
the interference, the presence of harmonics at that
point is indicated. 'The location of such ' 'hot''
spots usually will point the way to the remedy. If

When a weU-shielded transmitter is used In
conjunction wit h an effective low-pass filter, and
there is no incidental rectification in the area, it is
impossible to have " harmonic-type" TVI, regard·
Jess of th e type o f transmi tting antenna. HO'MIver,
the type of transmitting antenna in use can be
responsible for "fundamental-overload" TVI .
To minimize the chances of TVI, the
transmitting antenna should be located as rar as
possible from the receiving antenna. The chances
of fundamental overload at the television receiver
are reduced when a horizontal transmitting
antenna or beam is mounted higher than the TV
antenna. Other things being equal, fundamen tal
overl oad Is more likely to occur with a ve rtical
transmitting antenna than with a horizontal one,
because the vertical antenna has a stronger field at
a 10 ..... angle. If I ground·plane antenna can be
located weU above the height of the TV receivins
antenna, there is less likelihood or fundamental
overload than when it is at the same height or
below the television antenna.
The 5WR on the line to the trarumi ttina
antenna has no elTeet on TVI. However, when the
line to the antenna passes near the 1V anlen na,
radiation from the line can be a source of TVI .
Methods rOt minimizing radiation from the line are
discussed in the chap ter on transmission lines.

FILTERS AND INTERFERENCE
The judicious use of fillers, along with othel
suppression measures 50ch as shielding, has provided solutions to interference problems in widely
v8I)'ing applications. As a consequence, consider·
able attention has been given to the subject ove r
the yean that has resulted in lOme vel)' esotetlc
designs. Perhaps the mos t modern approach is the
optimization and/or realization fo r a particular
applica tion of a filter by mean. of a digital
co mputer. However, there are a number o f other
types with component values cataloged in tabu lar
fo nn. Of these, the most im porta nt ones are the
so-called Chebyshev and elliptic-function fillen.

,

(Butterwo rth mten are often considered u a
special case of Chebyshev types only with a ripple
faclor of zero.)
Elliptic-function filten might be considered
optimum in the sense that they provide the
sharpest roUoff between the passband and stopband. Computed values for a low-pass filter with a
O.J-dB ripple in the passband and a cutoff rrequency of 30.6 MHz arc shown in Fig. I. The filter
is su pposed to provide an attenuation of 35 dB
above 40 MH z. An experime ntal model was built
and th e response is shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen,
the filler came qu ite dose 10 th e design goals.
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Fig. 1 - Schemltic diagram showing component
...Iuel of en uperimental elliptic function filter.
Unfortunately, u with most of the daicN In thb
JeCtion, alignment of the more complX:lted filten
requires lOme IOrt of $Wff.p-generator letup. This is
the only pqelieal "''8,y of "t~aklng" I filter to the
desired response. While buildin, I sweep setup is
not beyond the talents of In Idvlnced experimen ter, the lack of one is an oblt. de in the home
construction of ruters.
Chebyshev Filters
Chebyshev low- pass filters (and Butterworth
filten) have the same ladder·network circuit as the
elJiptk·function filter in Fi&- 1 except that the
inductors in the shunt IlIIUi are omitted. Tables for
the element values are quite common Ind can be
found in Iny number of ref~nCCJ. However, how
to determine the IItenuation at a particular frequency Is often not included in sud! tables and
some explanation is in order. It wiU be teClIled
thai • ripple factor was mentioned In conjunction
with the eUiptic-fu nction filter In the previous
section. This flclor specifies the allowable amount
of attenua tion In the passband mnd represents a
tradeoff from steepness of the attenuation between
the pus band and stopband. Lar~r ripple facton
result in grea tcr ronorr; however, the input imped·
anc:e .nd consequently the VSWR of the filltr
become larger .Iso. For moderate 'powertransmillin,applicitions, a ripple factor of 0.1 dB
is .bout the maximum permissible amount. This
results in • VSWR of ap proximately 1.4: 1. For
low-levelltage.s. VSWR is often nOI • problem and
hi,her ripple f.ctors can be uJed.
The allenu.tion (or insertion lOS! In the case of
equal resIJlive terminations at the in put and output
of the fil ter) Is given by :
L · 10 log10 1 +

~2~II2(W)

Fig. 2 _ Resporlle cu..... 0' the filter shown In Fig.
1. Vertical lCale reprelena 10 d8/diY . and horizon·
tal scale i. 10 MHz/diY.

equal to I represents the cu toff frequency of the
filter. While the polynomial could be tabulated
from tables of functions. the problem could be
easily solved on many eurrenl calculalor models.. In
fact, with prop-ammable models such u the
Hewlett Packard HP-2S, find ing the atte nuation at
Iny frequency only requires entry of the frequem;y, ripple factor and number of elemenu
(number of poles). For thotC lntettsted. a copy of
such a prosram is available from ARRL for 2l
cents aDd an " ' .Le.
The lerm ,2 Is the ripple faclor and is related to
the ripple faclor in decibell by the equation:
rlppl. (dB)

.2 _ 10

10

- I

This concept rtpresents the most important .spect

of current filter design. Limlu or tolerances are llet
on the amount of ripple in eit her the passband or
stopband (or both In the case of elliptic-fu nction
fillers) and the filler is desianed around these
limits.
A Citation Eliminator
Quite often, lOme insight into the qualitative
manner in which • mler wocks is useful For
exam ple, consider the filter shown in Fi&- 3. u the
2.26-~ H coils were omitted, a hich-p1SS conflluralion would result. By Includini; the coils, th e filter
.".;U possibly have • roUoff above the hlgh-p ass
cutoff frequency . nd provide .n unsymmetrical
bandpass chancterbtic.

where Th(w) repreJents a Chebyshev polynomial
of decree n, and n represents the number of
inductors Ind capacitors in the nIter (for instance,
for an ordinary pi or T network, n would be 3).
1be term w is just 21({ (f is the frequency in Hz
and ~2 will be diJcusted Ihortly). Cbebylbev
polynomials can be expressed in terms of ordinary
tri&onometric and hyperbolic fUnctions by:
Tn(w) •

I}

cos(n HC COl 10.1) ()oc;woor;;
{ oosh en HC cosh",,) w :> 1

For valuel of w less than one, the polynomial
osciUattS between :t I While for greater va lues, it
lncreases rapidly. Consequently, the va lue for w

Pc board servel as III enclosure
function filter .

'01"

this aUi ptlc-
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Fill_ 3 - Schematic diagram of the " Cit.tion
Eliminator." Component values Ihown arlt theorelietl computed Inductances _noel capacitances for
• bandpass fiI{tr ,.,Ionant It 21 .14 MHz with.
bandwidth of 4.5 MH!.
Cl , C2 - 4 .5 to 25 pF, ceramic tTlmm.r.
L1 , L2 - 13 turns J/4.J nch di,., 16 Ipi 18 & W
3011).
L3 - 5 turn. No. 16 lo lld wire 3/4 -i nch d ia.,
Ipprox. l .J nch long.

Fig. 4 - Raspon$!! of ttla "Citation Eliminator:'
Altenullion and frequency lCele 10 dB /div. (verti.
cal) and 5 MHz/d iv. Ihoriz on ta1J .

An Absorptive Filter
The nher shown in FIg. I not only provides
reject ion by means of a low·JXl ss section, it also
includes circuitry that absorbs harmonic energy. A
hlghllasa section consistin, of LI , L2, Cl an d C2 is
terminated in a S().ohm "idler load" and this combination performs the taller function . The advantages of this technique are tha t degradation ofm ler
rejection caused by antenna mlsml tch at the
harmonic frequen cy are not IS severe (with a rIllcrof
this type) Ind the tnlnJmitter is terminated in a
resist ive loadatlhe h.armonic.

This is shown in Fi&. 4 and an application of I
filter of Ih is type Is as (OllOWI. Many older ri&s
suitable for cw work Drc often acquired by Novice
operaton becaux of their low cost. Unfo rtun ately,
opcntion on the hi&hcr bands such as IS meters
can be somewha t tricky I nd it is possible that the
is tuned up on 20 meters instead. The
mentioned mter eliminates thai possibility by
pt"oYiding rejection at 14 MHz and abo I ' harmonies above the operatinl rrequ em,:)' of 21 MHz.
Comtruction and Test Techniques
It is relatively easy to ali," since all thai is
necessary is to pid-d ip LI to 21.14 ~HI :t (with the
If good performance above 100 MHz is not a
input sllorted and the output open) by mtiM of necessity, this filter CIIn be built usirc conventional
Cl. The procey is reputed with L2 and. C2, only rl}{ed capacitors. Coppef'clid Teflon board may
the input ;s opened and the outpu t terminal not be readily available in smaU quantities from
morted. Further tweakin, can be accomp lished by many supply hOUJe L Rel\llar fiberJ:l~insuiated
~justin& the ca pacitors for minimum SWR with
board is satiJ(actory ror low power. One such filter
!he outpu t cireui! connected to a dumm y load. has been used with In 58-100 tl1lnlCtiver running
Some adjustment of L3 may be necessary which
100 watl.L Although the Q
th e fiberglass
controls the couplin," Spreading or lqueezinS the
coil turns fart her apart or close r together, decreases
01" increues the Induc ta nce (and hence th e
coupUna) 1ICC0rdinsJy.

rc

.rOTe-

or

~.

I NPUT

Fig. 1 - Schemltie diagram of

t'-lIbsorpti ~

filter.

The pcboard uNd i. MI L·P· I39490. FL-GT·.062 in.
A simi ", conStruction using pc: boIIrd i. shown fOl"
the "Cilalion Elimina tor." Approx imate dimension1l
are 2 )( 2-3/4 )( 2-3/ 4 (HWO). A topcov.rwithhola
for Cllpac:itor adjustmant I hould be IOldtredon after
filter Is initially aligned. POW\oer riling iSluitabla for
trammitterl in 75_tt Input c ....

C·2/ 2-11017 . Clast 1. Gntde A. Palyc hem Bud OM.Ion. Capacitance between copper . urfac:es Is 10-pF
per SQuare ioch. VaiuM ar• • follow. for a design
cutoff fl"lqYlncy of 40 MHz and ~iection peak in
Channel 2:

CI - 52pF
C2-73 pF
C3-126pF

C4 - 21.6 pF
L1 -0.125~H
L2 -0.52 ~H

L3 -0.3~ H

L4 -0.212 ~H
L5 - 0 .24 ~H

Filters for VHF Transmitten
capaciton will be lower tMn that or Tenondielectric capacitors. this should not ~at1y atrect
the type or filler described here.
Test equipment needed 10 build this filter al
home includeJ a reasonably accura te grid-dip oscilllloe, a S WR brldae, a reacta nce chart 01" the
ARRL Lightlna: Calculalor (for L, C, and f), a
So.ohm dummy load, and a transmiuer_
Once the value of a pen capacitor hu been
calculated, the next step is to determine the
capacitance per square inch of the doubllH:lad
circuit board you have_ This is done by connecting
one end of a co il of known inductance to one aide
or the circuit board, and the other coil lead to the
other side of the circuit board. Use the pid-dip
o«:ilb.tor, coupled lilbtiy to the coil, to determine
the I'U)nant frequency
the coil and the circuittMxrd clpacitoe. When the frequency is known, Ihe
tolll capacitance can be determined by worku.
the Lightninr: Calculator or by loot.tna the capacitance up on a rCllcllnce ChilL The totll capacitan'ce divided by the number of square inches on
one side of the circuit board gives the capacitance
per square inch. Once this figure is determined,
capacitors of almott any value can be laid out with
a ruler!
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Fig. 16-14 - Equlwlent cireu!u for tha Itrip-line
filt..... At A. t:ht areu!t foe 1tMi 6- a'Id 2-meter
filters .,.. Itlowu. L2 end L3 .,.. the Input and
outpUt links. Thlse tiltel'1 a~ bilaterlel. permitting
interchanging of the input and outpUt terminals.
At B, the reprnen~tiw circuit for ttle 220- and
432-MHz fi lters. These filten a,. 1110 b1laterial.

or

Fig. 3 - Dummv la.d for the high-pau section of
the filt ....
High voltageS can be developed aeross capacitor. In a seoe.tuned circuit, 5(1 the copper material
should be trimmed back II least 1/ 8 inch from all
edges of a board, eJlcept those that will be IOldered
to ground, to prevent arcing. This should not be
accompli5bed by fiUn" since the copper filings
YfOUld become imbedded in the board material. and
just compound the problem. The capacitor surfaces
should be kept smooth and sharp corners Ihould be
avoided.
Jr the filter box Is made of doubllH:lad fiber
g1au board, bolh sides should be bonded tocether
with eopper Jtripped from another plocc of bofIrd.
Stripped copper foil may be. cleaned with a mor
blade before soIde:rin&- To remove copper foil from
a board, use I stflight odie and a sharp scribe to
IOOre the thin copper foil When the copper foil hu
been cut. use a fno r blade to lift a comer. Careful
heatinJ with a soIderin& Iron will reduce the dTOI"t
required to separa te the copper from the board.
This technique of bondina two pieces of board or
two sides of a piece of board can also be used to
Interconnect two capacitors when cOrlltrucUo n in
one plane would require too much area. Sinly
inductance must be minimized and sufficient cleatance must be. maintained for arc-ovtt protection.
Capacitors with Tenon dielectric have been
Ilse:d in filten passint; up to 2 kW PEP. One f'Urther

1Wrd of cautkln: No low-pall nIter will be cuny
effective untO the transmitter with which It Is used
is properly shielded and aD leads filtered.
The terminaling loads for the hilh-pus section
or the filter can be made from 2-watt, 100pefCeIlt
tolerance composition resistorL Almost any dissipation radnt; can be obtained by suitable seriesparaDel combinations. For exa mple, a 16-walt,
SO-ohm load could be buil t as shown in Fi&- 3. This
load should handle the harmonic enerzy of a sipal
with peak fundamental power of 2 kilowuu. Willi
this load, the hlf11lOJlie ener))' will see a S It'R
.under 2: I up to 400 MH~ For low power (under
300 watts PEP) , a pair of 2-W1!t l()O.ohm re:silton
is adequate.
In the model shown the high-pass fliter series
capaclton are bonded and mounted on Tenon
standoff insulators.

FilTERS FOR VHF TRANSMITTERS
High rejection of unwan ted I'requencies is
possible with the tuned-tine rulen of Fi&- 16·14.
t:xamplel uc moVin for each band from SO
through 450 MHz. Consuu cdon I. .relatively
simple, and the cost iI low. Standard boxes uc
used, for ease of duplication.
The filter or Fi&- 16-15 iI se.\ective: tnOU&b to
pW 5~MHz enerm' and ette:nua.te the. 1th
Iwmonic of an 8-MHz osciIla.tor that falls in TV
Cwlnd 2. With an insertion loa at 50 MHz. of
about 1 dB , it can provide up to 40 dB of
attenuation to ener))' at 51 MHz in the nme line.
This Ihould be more than enouah attenu ation to
take care of tbe wont litua.tions, provided that !be
radiation II by way of the tra.nsmltter output coax
only. 1bc filter will not eliminate lnterferinJ
CDerJY that Fts out from power cables, the I.e line,
or from the transmitter circuiu themselves. It Ibo
will do oolhina for TVI !bat re:sll1u from
deficie ncies in the TV receiver.
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Fig. 16-15 - I n~rlOf of
the fiO.MHz strip UM filt....

In"", conductor of " uminum strip is bent Into U
Ihape, to fit imide •
nenderd 17-inch chassis.

FiO. 16-16 - The 144-MHz

filter h . In inne r pooductor of 1/2-inch copper tu bing 10 inches long, grounded to the left end of the
c.. and supported at the
right end by the tuning
capac::itor.

Fig. 16-17 - A hatf-wave
u rlp li ne 11 Uled in the
220-M Hz filter. It is
grounded at both ends and
tuned at tl'le cent....

The S().MHz mtcr, Fi.. 16-15, uses a (olded li ne
in order to keep it within the confi nes of •

standud c:hwis. The case is • 6 X 17 X )..inch
chassis (Bud AC-433) with • cover plAte that
fastcns in place with telf.tappina ICfeW L An
aluminum partition down the middle of the
assembly IJ 14 inches Ion" and the (ull heigh t of
the chaSli., 3 Inches.
The Inner conductor of the line Is 32 inches
10nJ and 13/ 16 inch wide, of 1/ 16-inch brlSs,
copper or aluminum. This was made from [wo
pieces of aillftlinum spliced together to provide the
32-incll lenath. Splicin& teemed to hive no ill
efTeet on the circuit Q. The side of the "U" m
2 7f8 1nches apart, with the panition at the center.
The line Is supported o n ceramic standoffs. These
~re shimmed up with sections of hlrd wood Of
bakelite roel, to giYe the required 1 1/2-inch beilht.
The tunhll capacitor is a double-spaced variable
(HlmmaduM HP·3D-X) mounted 1 1/2 inches
from the right end o r the cbl5Sis. Inpu t and output
COUpUIlJ loops are or No. 10 or 12 wire, 10 inches
Ionl. Spacing away rrom the line is Idjusted to
about 1/4 incb.
The 144-MH~ model
Is boused In I
Minibox
(Bud
2 1/4 X 2 1/2 X 12-lncb

CU-2114-A).
One end or the tubln, is slotted 1/4 incb deep
with I backnw. nul slot tlkel I brl51 anile
bRcket 1 1/2 Incbes wide, 1/4 Inch blp, with I
1/ 2-incb mountina Up. ThilI /4-tnch lip Is JoIdered

into the tubing slot, and the bracket is then bolted
to the end or the box, 80 as to be centered on the
end plate.
The twain, cap.citor (Hammadund HF-15-X) is
mounted I 1/ 4 inches rrom the other end or the
box, In luch a position that the inner conductor
can be soldered to the two stator bart.
The two coaxial fittinp (S0-239) are 11/ 16
incb in Crom each side or the box, 3 1/ 2 Inches
from the len encl. The coupli.. loops m No. 12
wire, bent 10 that each is parallel to the center line
or the inner conducto r, and about 1/ 8 inch Crom
it. IUrface. Their cold ends are IOIck:red to the
brall mounting bracket.
The 22D-MHz ffiter uses the same size box as
the 144-MHz model. The inner conducto r b
1/ I 6-inch brass or copper, 5/8 inch wide,just lona
cnoup to rold oyer It each end ro r bolti", to the
box. It il positioned 80 that there will be 118 inch
c1euanoe between it and the rotor pillet of the
tuning capacitor. The latter is a Hammarlund
HF-IS-X, mounted dightly off-oenter in the box,
so that lIS statOI plates connect to the eXl!: t
mid-point of the li ne. The 5/ 16-inch mounting
hole in the CI5e is S 1/ 2 Inches from one end. The
S0-239 coaxial. fittinp are I inch in rrom opposite
sides or the box, 1 incbea [rom the ends. Their
coupling IInu are No. 14 wire, 1/ 8 inch f.rom the
inner conduc to r of the line.
The 42D-MHz fil ter is similar in desian. using a
15/ 8 X 2 X ID-inch Mlnlbox (Bud CU-2113-A). A
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half-Wive tine is used, with disk tunl,. at the
center. The disk. lIe 1/ 16-inch 1nu:s. I IJ4-lncb
diameter. The fixed one is centemt on the Inner
c:onducto r, the other mounted on a No.6 brass
leld-screw. This passes through a threaded wshing,
which can be tlken flom the end of I discarded
slut-tuned fonn . An advantage of theie Is thlt
usually I tension derice is Included. If there is
none, use I loc:t nu L
Type N coaxial connecton were used on the
42().MHz model. They are SIS inch in from each
Iide of the box, and 1 3/8 inches in from the ends.
Their c:oupUIIJ links of No. 14 wire are 1/16 Inch
from the inner condu ctor.
Allju.bDent and Use
If you want the filter to work on both
transmitting and receiving, connect the filter
between antenna Une andSWRincticator. With this
a.tI"lIJlFIllCDt you need merely tdjust the filter for
minimum reflected power reading on the SWR
bridge. This should be zero, or close 10 iI, if the
antenna is well-matched. The bridge should be
used, as there is no way to adjun the fil ler
properly without It. If you insist on lryinc. adjust
for bes t reception of si&nab on frequencies dose to
the ones you expect to transmit on. This VIOm
only If the antenna it weU matched.
When the filter Is properly adjusted (with the
SWR bridge) you may find tha I reception can be
improved by relunina the mter. Don't do it, if you
want th e filter to work best on the job it was
intended to do: the rejection of unwanted eMf!)' ,
transmilting or receivin" If you want to improve
reception with the filter in the circuil, work on the
receiver input circuil. To get maximum power out
of the truwnitter and into the line, adjust the
tranlmitter output coupling, nol the mter. If the
effecl of the filter on reception bothen you,
connect it in the line from the antennl re lay to the
transmitter only.

SUMMARY
The metlKHh of harmonk: eliminltion outlined
here have been proved beyond doub t to be
effective even under IUghly unfavorable cond\tiOill.
I I mUl t be emphasized once more, however, that
the problem must be IIOlved one step at. time, and
the procedure mu st be In lopc;U or-de •• I t cannot
be done ploperly without t'Wl) items of simple
equipment: a pid-dlp meter Ind wavemeter coverinJ: the TV bands, and I dununy antenna.
FIg. 16-18 - Th. proper method of
Installing. low-pass filllr behveefl
tha t' ll1Imi".r Ind a Tran'fnIteh. If
tha &Dlanl"ll I. fed through COlli. the
Transmltch can be Itll mlnatad. bu t
the transmltt.r and filter must be
completely IIhllldid. If a TR IWitch is
u.ed. It should be inUAIlld be~
the tr8fl$ITIIlter -..d 10W1)IQ filtlll".
TR Mten. can genera" harmonics
therr.al_. 110 the Iow-pa. filter
lIhould follow the TR switch.

To summarize:
I) Tate a critical look It the transmitter on the
basis of the design conliderations outlined under
" Reducl", HIlImonic Generation."
2) Oteck all circuits, particularly those COllnected with the fmal amplifier, with the pid-dip
mete r to detennine whether there lie any
resonance. in the 1V bands. If 10, felfflnJC the
cin:uib 110 the resonances ~ moved out of the
critical rrequency re&ion.
3) Connect the tnnsmiller to the dummy
antenna and check with the wave meter ror the
presence of harm onlct on leads and lround the
uansmitter enclosure, Seal off the weak spots in
the shieldi", and mter the lead. until the
wlvemeter shows no indication at any hannonic
frequency.
4) At this lta&e, cheek for IntedereDCC with I
TV ~tye r. If there is interference, detennine the
cause by the methods described previously and
Ipply the recommendcd remedies until the
Interference disappears.
5) Wh en the transmitter Is com pletely clean on
the dumm y an tenna, connect it to the regulu
antenna and cbe.ck for interference on the 1V
receiver. If the interference is oot bad, I
Tnmsmatch or matching circuit lost,ned as
previoully described should cleu it up. Alternatively, a low-pass filter may be used. If neither the
Trarumltc:h nor filter makes any diJTereDCC in the
interference, the evidence II Slrong thll the
interference, II least in part, il beina caulted by
n>C,,;n,r uv"doadlnl bl:caUIC or the Itron, flIndamenlal·frequency ficJd about the 1V I ntenna and
receiver. A Transmltc:h and/or filter, installed as
described above, wiD invariably make I dl1Ierence
in the intensity of the interference If the
interferellCe is caused by tnnsmitler hannonics
alone,
6} If there 1! still interfere nce after inllallina:
the Transmatch and/or fiter, and the evidence
shOWI that it iJ probably alused by a hannonic,
more Ittenullion is Deeded. A mOR d aborate mtu
may be 1'IeCe1lU)'. Ho_er, it b we D at this IIIF
to assume th.t part of the interference may be
caused by receiver overioadillJ, and take steps to
alleviate such I condition before Iryine; highlyelaborale mtcn and InIps on the tnnsmiller.

HARMONICS BY RECTIFICATION
E~n thOllJh the transmitter b complelely free
from harmonic output it is . tiD pouible fOl
interference to occu r because of humonics

TO REC .
T R SWITCH
OR RELAV

TRAIlS.

1

CDAX

FILTER

TIW<5MATCH

/
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FReIlIed outside the tnnsmittu. These teIUlt
£rom nlCtUication of fundamental-frequency anrents induced in conducton in the .k:inity of the
tlVlsmlttin& antennL Rectification can take place
at allY point where two conducton are in poor
declrlc:a1 contact, • condition that frequently

exists in plumbiflg. downspoud., ex cables
crossinl each other, and numerous other places in
the o rdinary residence. It also can OCCUr at any
exposed vacuum tube! in the Itatio n, in powe r
supplies, speech equipment, etc., that may nol be
enclosed in the shieldilll about the rf circuits. Poor
joints anywhere in the antcllnI l)'ltem are
especially bad, and rectification abo mly take
place In the contacts of antenna chanlCoYer relay•.
Another COOlmon callie is ovedoadl", the front
end of the COOlmunicttions receiver when it is used
'NIth • lepatale 11IItnna (which ,.;n radiate the
hannonics aenented in the rml tube) foc break-in.

Recillkation of dUs son will not only cause
harmonic interfere nce but also iI frequently
responsible fOI cross-modulation effects. It can be

detected in greater or less degree In most locations,
but fonunately the harmonics thus generated are
not usually of high amplilude. HO'A'!:Ver, they can
cause considenble interference In the immedbte
vicinity in fringe areas, especially when opentkln is
ill the 28-MHz band. The amplitude decreases
I'1.pidly with the order of the humonlc, the second
and third beinl tbe wont. It Is ordinari1y found
that even in cases where clestructive interference
relUlts from 2S-MHz opention the interference is
compllI1l.tively mild from 14 MHz, and is negligible
It .tUllower frequencies.
Nothins can be done at either the tnnsmltter
or receiver when rectification occun. Thc remedy
Is to fmd the source and eliminatc the poor contact
either by separating the conductors or bonding
them together. A cry.s!al wavemeter (tuned to thc
fundamental frequ ency) is useful for hunlin, thc
lOurce, by showing which conductors are carrying
rf and, comparatively, how much.
Interference of this Idnd is frequenUy intennitlent since the rectification efrlciency will vary with
vibntion, the weather, and 10 on. 1bc pom"ility
of cOrrodcd contacts in the 1V receiving antenna
should not be oyeriooked, especially If it hal been
up a year or mme.

TV RECEIVER DEFICIENCIES
When a tekYisioo receiver is quite dote to the
tIlulimittcr, the intense rf signal flOm the
transmittcr's fundamental may overload one o r
more of Ihe receiver circuits to produce sp urious
responses thlt cause intedeJt!llCe.
If the overload is moderatc, the interference Is
of the samc nature as harmonic interference; It is
caused by harmonia genera ted in thc early stages
of the receivcr and, since it occurs only on
channels harmonically related to the tranlmi llins
frequency, It is difficult to distinguish from
harmonia 8ClUaUy radilted by the transmittcr. In
SUch cates Idditional harmonic suppression at the
tnnsmitter will do DO JOOd. but any means takcn
at the receivcr to reduce the strength of thc
amateur sisnaI reachin, the fmt tube will eUect an
improvement. With very sevc~ overloading. inte r·
fucnce IllIO will oo;:ur on channels "ot harmonlcal·
ly relaled 10 the !rlrUmitting frequency, so such
cases are casUy Identified.
Cross-Mod ulation
Upon SOme cireumstances overioadinS will
result in Q"ou-modulation or mixin&: of thc
amateur dpaI with thai from I local rm or 1V
station. For examplc, I 14-MHz Jisn.aI can mix
with I 92-MHt. fm stltion to produce I beat I t 78
MHz and cause inte.rfc.ence in Channel S, or with a
1V station on Channel S to cause interference in
Channel J. Neither of the channels interfered with
is in humonk relationship to 14 MHz. 80th si&naJt
have to be on thc Illr ror the interference to occur,
and eliminating cither lit the 1V receiver will
eliminatc the interrerence.
There are many combinations of this type,
depending on the band in use and the local
frequcncy usignmenl5 10 rm and 1V stations. The
interfering frequency is equal to the amateur
fundamental frequency either added to or
Rlbtncted from the frequency of some local
StatiOD, and when interference aceun in a 1V
channel thlt is not hannonkaUy related 10 thc
amateur transmittin, frequcncy ~ possibilities in
such frequency combinations should be invesuptcd.

Fig_ 16-t9 - High-paH filters for
i1"lltalletion . t the TV receiver
.,teON terminals. A - bellnCId
filter for JOO.ohm line. 8 - for
7s.ohm eoIIxial line. I,"pono",: Do
not use. direct ground on the chestis
of I tr.,lformerleu receiver. Ground
through I .OO11lF miea caprjlCitor.

EACH COil 3 tURNS No. \4.
DIA "'~ e TUANS PEA IN(H
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TV Receiver Deficiencies
I_r Interference

High'Pus Fillers

Some 1V receivers do not have IllCf"Icienl
selectivity 10 prevent stro"' signals in the
In tennediale-frequency range from forcing their
way through the front end and getting Into the i-f
amplifier. The oJ;lCC-Standard intermediate frequency of, roughly, 21 to 21 MHz, is subject to
interference from the fundamental·frequency out·
put of transmitters operating in the 21 ·MHz band.
Transmitters on 28 MHz sometimes will cause this
type oCinterference as well.
A form of i-f interference peculiar to SO-MHz
operation near the low edge of the band occurs
with some receivers having the standard " 41·MHz"
i-f, which has the sound carrier at 41.2S MHz and
the picture carrier at 4S .1S MHz. A SO-MHz signal
thai forces iu way into the i-f system of the
receiver will beat with the i-f picture carrier to give
a spurious signal on or near the H sound carrier,
even though the interfering signal il not actuall y in
the nominal passband of the i-f amplifier.
There is a type of i·f interference unlque to the
144·MHz band in localities where cen ain uhf TV
channell are in operation, affecting only thole TV
receivers in which double-convenion type plug·in
uhf luning strips are used. The design o f these
.strips involves a first intennediate freq uency that
varies with the TV channel to be received and,
depending on the particular strip design, this fint
i-f may be in 0 1 close to the 144·MHz Imateur
band. Since there is comparatively little selectivity
in the TV signal-frequency circuiu ahead of the
fint i-f, a signal from a 144·Mfb: transmitter will
" ride inlo" the i-f, even when th e Rlceiver is I t a
considerable distance from the transmitler. The
channels that can be alTecled by this type of i·f
in terfere nce are:

In all of the above cases the interference can be
eliminated if the fundamental signal strength can
be reduced to • level that the ~eiver can handle.
To accomplish tM with lignals on bands below 30
MHz, the mosl satisfac tory device is a high-pass
filter having. culoff frequ ency between 30 and 54
MHz, inslalled at th e tuner input terminals of Ihe
receiver. Circuits th at have proved effective are
shown in Figs. 16·18 and 16-1 9. Fig. 16-18 huone
more section than the mten of Fig:. 16-19 and as a
consequence has somewhat better cutoff character·
istics.. All the circui u pve n l1C designed to have
little or no effect on the TV signals but will
attenuate all sipaals lower in frequency than about
40 MHz. These filters preferably should be
constru cted in some so n of shielding container,
although shielding is not always neceSSIfY. The
dashed lines in Fig. 16· 20 show how individual
filter coils Cln be shielded from each other. The
capacitors can be tu bular ceramic units ce ntered in
holes in the panitions th at separate the coils.
Simple high·pass filters cannot always be
applied successfully in th e case of SO-MHz
InInsmissions, because they do no t have sufficient·
Iy-sharp cutofT charac teristics to give both good
attenuation at SO-S 4 MHz and no attenuation
above S4 MHz. A more elaborate design capable of
giving the requifed sharp cutolThas been described
(Ladd, "SO-Mfb: TVI - lu Causes and CuRlS,"
QsT, June and July. 1954). This article also
contains other 'information useful in coping with
the TVl problems peculiar to 50-MHz operation.
As an al tern ative 10 such a ruter, a high-(? wave
trap tuned to the transm itting frequency may be
used, suffering only the disadvantage that it is
quite selective and therefore will protect a Rlceiver
from overloading over only a small range of
transmitting frequencies in the SO-MHz band. A
trap of this type is shown in Fig. 16·2 1. These
"suck-Qut" traps, while absorbing energy at the
frequency to which they are tuned, do not affect
the receiver operation otherwise. The assembly
should be mounted near lhe in put tcnninals or the
TV tuner and iu case should be grounded to tbe
TV set chassis. The tlllPS should be tuned for
minim um TVI at the transmitter operating
frequency. An insulated tuning tool should be used
for adjustment of the trimmer capaciton , since

Reulwn with
21·MH!
ucondl·f

R fllceluen with
41-MH:
ucond l·f

Channels 14-1 8, incl.
Channels 41-48, inel
Channels 69-11, incl.

Channel. 20-25, incl
Channels 5 1-58, incl.
Channels 82 and 83.

If the receiver is no t close to the transmitter , a trap
of the type shown in Fig. 16·2 1 will be effective .
However, if the se paration is small the 144·MHz
signal will be picked up directly on the receiver
clrcuiu and the best solution is to reldj ust the strip
oscUlator so that the first j·f is moved to a
frequency not In the vicinity of the 144·Mfb: band.
This lias to be done by a competenl technician.
I·f interference is easily identified since it
occurs on all channels - although sometimes the
intensity varies from channel to channel - and the
cross·hatch P!lttem il causes will rotate when the
reeei ver'l fine.tuning control is varied. When the
interference is caused by a harmonic, ove rloading,
or cross modu lation, the stJU cture of the
interference pattern does not change (iu intensity
may change) as the fine-tuning co ntrol is varied.
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Fig. 16-20 - Another type of high-PillS fitter for
JOO-ohm line. The coils mey be wound on 1/8-inch
diameler plaulc knitting needles. Important: Do
!lOt use a direct ground on the chassis 0 1 a
translormerlass receiver. Ground through II .OOl ·J.lF
mica capacitor.
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Fig. 16-2 1 - ParaU&f-tuned traps for Insta ll ation in
the 300-0hm line to the TV ' ". The traps shou ld
be mounted in an aluminum Minibox with. shield

partition between them, as shown , For 50 MHz,
the coils should have 9 tums of No. 16 enamel
wire, close wound t o II d iameter of 1/ 2 inch . The
144· MHz t raps should contain (:oil. with. tOUlI of
6 turns of the same type wire, clOIe-w(lund to II
diameter o f 114 inch. Traps of mi. type cln be
used to combat fundamental-overload T VI on the
lower·frequency band$; as well.

they are at a " hot" point and will show
considerable body-capacitance effect.
High-pass filters are available commercially at
mode rate prices.. In this connection, It should be
understood by all parties conce rned that while an
amateu r is responsible for hlUlTlonic radi ation from
his transmitter. it is no part of his responsibility to
pay fo r or install fil ters, wave traps, etc. that may
be required at the receiver to prevent in terference
caused by his fundamental rrequ ency. Proper
imtallation usually requirM that the filter be
installed right at the input tenninals of the rf tuner
of the 1V set and not merely at the external
antenna terminals, which may be at a considerable
distance from the tuner. The question of cost is
one to be se ttled between the set owner and the
organization with which he deal s. Don' t overlook
th e possibility that the manufactu rer or the TV
receiver will supply a high-pass fdler free of charge.
lr the fundamental signal is gelting into the
receiver by way of the li ne cord a line filter such as
tho~ shown in Fig. 16-22 may help. To be most
effective it should be installed inside the receiver
chassis at the point where the cord enters, maldng
the ground connections direcUy to the chassiJ at
thiJ point. It may not be so helpful if placed
between the line plug and the waU lOC ket unless
the rf is actually picked up on the house wiring
rathe r than on the line eord itself.
c,
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Fila- 11>22 - " BT1Jte-force" at tine filter for
~lvel'J. 11'11 vat UM ot C l , C2 and C3 ere not
generally critical; cep&Citances from .001 to .01 1JF
can be und. L 1 and L 2 can be a 2-lnch winding of
No. 18 enameled wire on a half-inch d iameter
form. In making up such e unit for u" axternal 10
the receiver. mIIka sure that there art no exposed
condlJCton to offllr a lhock hazard.

Usually. the transmission line between the 1V
receiver and the actual 1V antenna will pick up a
great deal more energy from a nearby transmitter
than the television recciving antenna itself. The
currents Induced on the 1V transmission line in
this case are of the "parallel" type, where the
phase of the cu rrent is the same in both
conduc tors. The line simply acts like two wires
connected toge ther to operate as one. If the
receiver's antenna input circuit were perfectl y
balanced it would rej ec t these "parallel" or
"unbalancc" signals and respond only to the tru e
transmission-line (" puSh-pull") currents; that is,
only signals picked up on the actual an tenna would
cause a receiver response. However, no receive r is
perfec t in this respec t, and many 1V receivers will
respond strongly to such parallel cu rre nts. The
result is that the signals from a nearby amateur
tlarumitter are much more in te nse at the first stage
in the TV receive r than the y would be if the
receiver response were confined entirely to energy
picked up on the TV antenna alone. This si tu ation
can be imp roved by using shielded transmission
line - coax or, in the balanced form , "twinax" _
for the receiving installation. For best resuhs the
line should tenninate in a coax fitting on the
receiver chassis, but if this is no t possible the shield
d10uJd be grounded to the chassis right at the
antenna terminals.
The use of sMelded transmission line for the
receiver also will be helprul in reducing response to
harm onics ac tually being radiated from the
-transmitter or transmitting antenna. In most
receiving installations the Intnsmission line is very
mu ch longer Ihan the antenna itself, and is
conseq ucntly far mo re ex posed to the harmonic
fields from the transmitter. Much of the harm onic
pickup, therefore, is on the receiving transmission
li ne when the tHfismitter and receiver are quite
dose together. Shielded line, plus relocation of
either the transmitting or receiving an tenna to take
advantage of directive elTects, often will result in
reducing overloading, as we ll as harmonic picku p,
to a level that docs not inte rfere wi th reception.

UHF TELEVISION
Harmonic TVI in the uhf 1V band is far less
troublesome than in the vhf band. Harmonics from
transmitters opera ting below 30 MHz are of such
high order that they would normally be ex~ted
to be quite weak; in addition, the components,
circuit con4,itions and constru ction onow-frequency transmitten lie l uch .. to tend to prevent very
strong harmonics from being generated in this
region. However, this is not true of amateur vhf
transmitters, particularly those worldng in th e
144-MHz and higher bands. Here the problem is
quite similar to that of the low vhf 1V band with
respect to transmi tt ers ope rating below 30 MHl:.
There is one highly favorable factor in uhf 1V
that does not exislln the most of the vhf 1V band :
If harmonics are redial ed, it is possible to move the
transmitte r frequency sufficiently (within the
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amateur band being used) 10 avoid interfering with
a channel that may be in use in the locality, By
restricting operation 10 a portion of Ihe amateur
band that will not result in harmonic interference,
it is possible to avoid the necessity for taking
extrao rdinary precautions to prevent harmonic
radiation.
TIle f~quency assignment for uhf television
consists of seventy 6-Megabertz channels (Nos. 14
to 83, inclusive) beginning at 410 MHz and ending
at 890 MHz. The hannonics from amateur bands
above 5().MlV $pan tbe uhf channels as shown in
Table 16-1. Since the assignment plan talls for a
minimum separation of six channels between any
two stations in one locality, the re is ample
opportunity to choose a fundamental frequency
that will move a harmonic out oC range of a local
TV frequency.

:rABLE 16-1
Harmonic Relationship Amateur VHF Bands IlId
UHF TV Channds

Amateur

&"d
J44MHz

Harmonic
41h

'Ih
.Ih
220 MHz

3,d

41h
420MHz

Fundamental
Fnq. Range
144.0- 144.5
144.5- 146.0
146.0- 141.5
147.5- 14 8.0
144.0-144.4
144.4- 145.6
145_6- 146.8
146.8- 148.0
144 .0 - 144.33
144.33- 145.33
145.33- 147.33
147.33- 148.0

Channel
Affected
31
32
33

34

,."

""

79
80
81

82

220- 220.61
220.67- 222_61
222.67- 224.67
224.67 - 225
220-221
221 - 222_5

4S

420- 421
42 1--424
424- 427
427 - 430
430- 433
433-436

"7.

2nd

4.

47
48
82

83

77

78
79
80

COLOR TELEVISION
1be colorlV signal includes a subcarrier l paced
3_58 MHz from the regular pictwe carrier (or 4.83
MHz from the low edge of the channel) for
transmitting the color Information. Harmonics
which faU in the color subcarrier region can be
epected to cause break-up of color in the received
picture. This modifies the chart of Fig. 16-2 to
tntroduce another "severe" region centering
uound 4.8 MHz measured Crom the low-frequency
edge of the channel. Hence with color television
reception there is less opportunity to avoid

harmonic interference by choice of operating
frequency. In other respects the problem of
eliminating interference is the same as with
black-and-white television.

INTERFERENCE FROM
TV RECEIVERS
The TV picture tube is swept horizontally by
the electron beam 15,750 times pe r second, using a
wave shape that has very high harmonic content.
The harmonics are of appreciable amplitude even
at frequencies as ltigh as 30 MHz, and when
radiated from the receiver can cause considerable
interference to rece ption in the amateur bands.
While measures to suppress radiation of this natu~
are required by FCC in current receivers, many
older sets have had no such treatment. The
interference takes the fonn of rather unstable,
ac-modulated signals spaced at intervals of 15.15
k",.

Studies have shown that the radiation tues
place principally in three ways, in order of their
importance: (I) from the ac line, through stray
coupling to sweep circuits; (2) from the an tenna
sy5lem, through similar coupling; (3) directly from
the picture tube and sweep-cireuit wiring. [joe
radiation often can be ~duced by bypassing the ac
tin e cord to the chassis at the point of entry,
although this is not completely effective in all cases
since the coupling may take place outside the
chassis beyond the point where the bypassing is
done. Radiation from the antenna is usually
suppressed by installing a high-pass lilter on the
~iver. 1be direct radiation requires shielding of
high-potential leads and, in some n!CeIvel$,
additional bypassing in the sweep circuit; in &even:
cases, it may be necessary to line the cabinet with
screening or similar shielding material.
Inciden tal radiation of this type from lV and
broadcast rece ivers, when of sufficient intensity to
cause serious interference to other radio services
(such as amateur), is covered by Part 15 of the
FCC rules. When such interferetlce is caused, the
user of the receiver is obligated to take steps to
eliminate it. The owner of an o ffending receiver
should be advised to contact the source from
which the receiver was purchased fo r appropriate
modification of the receiving Installation. TV
receive r dealers can obtain the necessary information from the set manufacturer.
It is usually possible to reduce inte rCerence very
considerably, without modifying the TV receiver,
simply by having a JOOd arnateur-band receiving
instaJlation. The principles are the same u those
used in reducing " hah" and other noise - use a
good antenna, such as the transmitting antenna, for
reception; install It as far as possible from ac
circuits; use a iood feeder sys tem such ' lS a
properly balanced two-wire line or coax with the
outer conductor grotnded; use coax input to the
receiver, with a matching: circuit if necessuy; and
check the receiver to make RUe that it does not
pick up signals or noise with the antenna
disconnected.
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HI· FIINTERFERENCE
Since the introduction of stereo and high-fidelreceivers, interference 10 this type of
home~nle (tainment device has become a severe
problem for amateurs. As.ide from placing the
amateur anlenna as far as possible from any hi·fi
installation, there is lit tle else th at can be done at
the amateur's ham shack. Mos t of the hi·fi gear
now being sold has li llie o r no filleriTl8 to prevent
If Interference. In other words, corrective measures
mus t be done at hi·1i installation.
ity'

Hi-Fi Gear

Hi·Ii Far can consist of a simple ampiiOer, with
reco rd or tape inpu ts, and speakers. The more
elaborate installatioru may have I tape deck,
record playe r, fm and a-m tuners, an am plifier, and
two or more speake rs. These units Irt usually
co nnected toge the r by means of shielded leads, and
in most cases the speake rs are positioned so me
d istance from the amplifier, via lo nll leads. Whe n
such a setup is operated near an amateur station,
say within a few hundred feet, there are two
important paths through which rf ene rgy can reach
the hi-fi installation to cause interference.
Step number one is to tJy 10 determine how
the interference is getting into the hi-" unit. If the
volume control has no effect on the level of
interference or very slight effect , the audio
rectification of the amateur signal is taking place
past the volume con trol, or on the ou tput end of
the amplifier. ntis is by far the most common
type. It usually means that the ama teu r signal is
being picked up on the speake r leads, or possibly
on the ac line, and is then bei", fed back into the
amplifie r.

Fig. 16-23 - The disk cap&eitorl should be
mounted directly between the speaker termi nals
and chassis grou nd, keeping the leeds a•• horl ali
polsible.

Experience has shown that most of the rf gets
into the audio system via the speaker leads or the
ac li ne, monly the speaker leads. The amateur may
fmd th at on testing, the interference will only
show up on one or two bands. or all of them. In
hi-Ii installations speat en are sometimes set up
quite some distance from the amplifier. If the
speaker leads happe n to be resonant near an
amateu r band in use, there is likely to be an
interference problem. The speaker lead will act as a
resonan t ante nna and pick up the d . One easy cure
is to bypass the speaker tenninals at the amplifier
chassis. Use .01- to .03-~ disk capacitors from the

speaker tenninals directly to chassis ground ; see
Fig 16-23. Try _0 1 JlF and see if that does the job.
In some amplilien .03 W are required to eliminate
the rf. Be sure 10 install bypasses on ai/the speaker
terminals. In so me instances, it may appear that
one of each of the individual speaker terminals is
grounded to the chassis. However, some ampli fiers
have the speak.er leads above ground on the low
side, for feedback purposes. If you have a circuit
diagram of the amplifier you can check, but in the
absence of a diagram, bypass aU the tenninals. If
you can ge t into the amplifier, you can use th e
system shown in Fig. 16-24A.
In this system, two rf chokes are installed in
series with the speaker leads from the output
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Fig. 16-24 - At A, the method for additional
speaker filter, and at e, filteri ng the 1IC·line input.
In both C8$es, these installations should be made
directty inside th e amplifier chassis, keeping the
leads as short as possible.
C1 ,C2 - .01-to .03-pF disk ceramic.
eJ, C4 - .01 disk ceramic, IIC type .
RFC1 through RFC4 - 24 rums No. 18
enamef-cowred wi re, cl(15e~aced and woynd
on a 1/4-1nch diameter form (such as a pencil).
transformen, or amplifier output, to the speaken.
These chokes are simple to make and help kee p If
out of the amplifier. In particularly stubborn cases,
shielded wire can be used for the speake r leads,
grounding the shields at the amplifier chassis, and
still using the bypasses on the tenninals. When
grounding, all chassis used in the hi-fi installation
should be bo nded togethe r and connected to a
good earth ground (suc h as a wa ler pipe) if al aU
possible, II has been found that grounding
sometimes eliminates the interference. On the
other hand, don't be discouraged if grounding
doesn't appeal' to help_ Even with the bypau ing
and flIterirlg grounding may make the difference.
Fig. 16-248 shoWl the methQd for filtering the
ac line at the input of the amplifier chassis. The
choke dimensions are the same as those given in
Fig. 16-24A. Be sure that the bypasses are I"Ited for
ac because the de types have been known to shOJt
ooL

Antenn a Pickup
If the hi-fi setup includes an fm installation,
and many of them do, there is the poss.ibility of rf
getting into the audio equipment by way of the fm
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antenna. Chances for this method of enlly are very
good and precautions should be taken here to
prevent the rf from getting to the equipment. A
lV·type higb-pass nIler can prove effective in some

PREAMPLIFIER

II.FCS

,--JV"....--rE)-.... ta

~.

Turntables and Tape Decks
In the more elaborlte hi·n sctups, there may be
several assemblies connected together by means of
patch cords. It is a good idel when checking for
RFI to disconnect the uniu, one at a time,
observing any changes in the interference. Nol only
disconnect the patch cords connecting the pieces
together, but also unplug the ac line cord for each
item as you make the test. This will help you
determine which section is the culprit.
Patch cords are usually, but 110t always, made
of shielded cable. The lines should be shielded,
which brings up another point. Many commercially
available patch cords have poor shields. Some have
wire spirally wrapped around the insulation, cove ring the main lead, rather than braid. This
method provides poor shielding and could be the
reason for RA problems.
Record-player tone-arm connections to the
cartridge are usually made with small clips. The
existence of a loose clip, particu larly if o}[ldation is
present, offers an e}[ceUent invitation to RFI. Also,
the leads from the cartridge .nd those to the
amplifitl are sometimes resonant It vhf, providing
an exceJJent receiving antenna for rf. One Cllfe for
unwanted rf pickup is to install ferrite bead$, one
on each cartridge lead. Check all patch-cord connections ror looseness or poor solder joints. Inferior connections can cause rectincation and
subsequent RFI.
Tlpe decks should be treated the ume as
turntables. Loose connections and bad solder joinu
aU can causc trouble. Ferrite beads can be slipped
over the leads to the recording and play-back
pickup heads. Bypassing of the tone-um or
pickup-head leads is also effective, but sometimes
it is difficu lt to install clpacitors in the small area
available. Disk Clpacitors ( .OO I~) should be used'
as close to the cartridge or pickup head as possible.
Kecp the capacitor leads II short IS possible.
Preamplifiers
There Ire usually one or more preamplifiers
used in a W-fi amplifier. The in puts to these stages

can be very susceptible to RFI. Fig. 16·24 illustrates
a typical preamplifie r circuit. In this case the leads
to the bales of the transistors are treated for RFI
with fertite beads by the addition of RFC2 and
RFC4 . This is a very effective method for stopping
RFI when vhf energy is the source of the trouble.
Within the circuit of a solid·state ludio system,
I common offende r can be the emitter-base junotion of a transistor. This junction optr'ltes II.S a
forward-biued diode, with the bias Itt so that I
change of base cunent with lignal will produce •
linear but ampUrltd ehange in collector cunen!.
Sbould Ir ener))' reach the junction, the bias could
increase, causing nonlinear amplll1cltion and distortion as the result. If the rf level is high it can
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Fig. 16-25 preamplifier.

TVpical cireuit of a ,olid-state

completely bloc k (5aturate) a transistor, clusing a
complete los5 of ga in. Therefore, It may be
necessary to reduce the tra nsmi tter power output
in order to pinpoint the particular transistor stage
that is affected.
In addition to adding ferrite beads it may be
necessary to bypass the base of the transistor to
chassis ground, Cl and C2. Fig. 1 ~25. A .uitable
value is 100 pF, and keep the leads short! A. I
general rule, the capacitor value should be 55 Iarae
as possible without degrading the hJ&h-frequency
response of the .mplirter. Values up 10 .OO IIlf' can
be used. In severe cases, I series inductor (RFCI
and RFC3) may be required, Ohmite Z-SO or
Z-144, or their equivalent. (7 and 1.8 JlH respectively). Fig.. 16-25 shows the correct placement for
an inductor, bypass capacitor, and ferrite bead.
Also, it might help to use I ferrite bead in the
plus-B lead to the prelmplifier stages (RFCS in Fig.
1~2S)_ Keep in mind that Fig. 16-25 represents
only one preamplifier of I stereo set Both channels may require treatment.
FMTunen
There is often an fm tuner used in a hI-fi
installation. Much of the interference to tuners is
caused by fu ndame ntal overloading of the first
stage (or stages) of the tuner, effected by the
amateur's signal. The cure is the inuallatlon of a
high·pass mter, the 5ame type used for TV!. The
filter should be installed u close u possible 10 the
antenna input of the tuner. The high-pass flIter will
attenuate the ama teur fundam~l1tal signal, thus
preventing overloading of the front end.
Shielding
Lack of shielding on the various componenU in
a Jti.-fi installation can permit rf to tet into the
equipment. Many uniU have no bQttom plates, or
are installed in plastic cases. One easy method of
providing shielding is to use aJuOlinum foil. Make
sure the foil doesn't Ihorl circuit the componenU,
and 'connect it to chassis ground.
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INTERFERENCE WITH STANDARD BROADCASTING
Interference with I-m broadclStinS usually falls
into one or more rather wcll-dermed categori cs. An
undentanding of the general types of interference
will avoid much cut-and-try in finding a cure.
TransmiUer Defects

().at-of-band radiation is something that must
be cured al the transmitter. Pl1asitic osciUations
Ill(!
a frequently unsuspected source of such
radlalions, and no trnnsmittcr can be considered
satisfactory until it has been thoroughly checked
for both low- and higtHiequency pansilk:s. Very
often parasitic:s show up only as transients, cauDll3
key cUc1cJ in cw tnnsmillen and "splashes" or
"burps" on modulation peaks in a-m transmitters.
Methods fOJ detecting and elimi nating paruitics
are discussed in the transmitter chapter.
In cw transmitters the sharp make and break
that occurs with unfillered keying causes transients.
that, in theory. con tain frequency components
through th e entire radio spe<: trum. Practically, they
are ortc n strong enough in the immediate vicini ty
or the lIansmilter to cause serious interrerence to
broadcast reception. Key clicks can be eliminated
by the methods detailed in the chapter on keying.
Bel is frequently made WODe by radiation rrom
the power wiring or the If transmission line. This is
because the signal causing the interference, in such
cases, is radiated rrom wirina; that 11 nearer the
broadcast receiver than the antenna itself. Much
depends on the method used to couple the
transmitte r to the antenna, a subject that is
discusscc:J in the chapten on transmission lines and
ante nn as. If it is at all possible the antenna Itselr
should be pla~ so that it is not in close proximity
to house wiring, telephone and power lines, and
similar conducton.

The seSet
Most present day receiven use solid-state ac tive
components, rather than tubes. A large number of
the receivers in use are battery powered. This is to
the amateur'S advantage because much of the be
interference an amateur encounten is because of ac
line pickup. In the case where the be receiver is
powered from the ac line, wh ether using tube or
IIOlid-stllgC components, the amount of rf piclrup
must be reduced or eliminated. A line filter such as
is shown in Fig. 16-22 orten will help accomplish
this. The valu es used for the coils and capacitors
are in gi:neral not critical. The effectiveness of the
filter . may depend considerably on the ground
connection used, and it is advisable 10 use a short
ground lead to a cold-water pipe if at all possible.
TIle line cord from the set should be bunched up,
to minimiu the possibility of pick-up on the cord.
I! may be necessary to install the filter inside thc
receiver, 10 that the flIte r is connected between the
line co rd and the se t wiring, in order to get
s.a tisractory operation.
Cross-Modulation
With phone transmitten, there are occasionally
cases where the voice is heard whenever the

broadcast rece iver is tuned to a be station, but
there is no interference whe n tuning between
stations. This is cIO$s-modulation, a result of
rectifica tion in one of the early stages of the
receiver. Receiven that are susceptible to this
1I0ubie usually also get a similar type or
interference from regular broadcasting if there is a
strong local be Itation and the receiver is tuned to
some other station.
The remedy for cross modulation in the
receiver is the same as for images and oscillator·
hannonic respon se - reduce the strength or the
amateur signal at the receiver by means of a line
filter.
TIle trouble is not always in the receiver, since
cross modu lation can occur in any nearby
rectifying circuit - such as a poor contact in 'Mter
or steam piping, gutte r pipes, and other conducton
in the strong fi eld of the transmitting antenna e",temal to both receiver and transmitter. Locating
the cause may be difficult, and is best attempted
with a batlery-operated portable broadcast rece iver
used as a "probe" to lind the spot where the
interference 11 most intense. When such a spot is
located, inspection or the metal structures in the
vicinity should indicate the cause. The remedy is to
make I good electrical bond betwee n the two
conductors having the poor contact.
Handling BCI CII$C$
An umlng that you r transmitte r has been
checked and found to be froe from spurious
radiations, get another amateur to operate your
station, if possible, wh ile you make the actu al
check on the interfe rence yourselr. The ronowing
procedure should be used.
Tune the receiver through the broadcast band,
to see whether the interference tUDes like a regular
be station. Ir 10, image or oscillator·harmonic
response is the cause. If there is interference only
when a be ltation is tuned in, but not betwee n
stations, the cause is cross moduJation. If the
interference is heard at all settings of the tunina;
dial, the trouble i. pickup in the audio circuits. In
the latter cue, the receiver', volume co ntrol may
or may not affec t the strength of the interference,
depend ing on the means by which your signal is
being rectified.
Having identified the cause, e"'plain it to the se t
owner. It is I good klea to have a line filter with
you, equipped with enough cord to replace the
set's line cord , so it can be tried then and there. If
it does not eliminate the interference, explain to
the set owner that there is nothing further that can
be done without modifying the receiver. Recommend that the work be done by a competent
service technician, and offer to advise the servi ce
man on the cause and remedy. Don't offe r to work
on the set yourselr, bul if you are asked to do so
use you r own Judgment about complying; se t
ownen sometimes com plain about the overall
performance of the receiver afterward, often
without justifica tion. If you work on it, take it 10
you r station so the ecrect of changes you make can
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be seen. Return the receiver promptly when you
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may be necessary. BUI rust, It is suggested that the
telephones be modified.
Since there are seve ral different series of.
MISCElLANEOUS TYPE OF
phones, they will be discussed separately :
500 ,eria - These are the desk and wall phones
INTERFERENCE
most commonly in use. 1bey come in several
The operation of amateur phone tnnsmittCJ:5
occasionally results in interference on telephone ' different conr1gUratipns, but all use I 425-SCr1es
lineS and in audio ampiifx:n used in public-address compensation nelwork... The ·lelter designation can
be A, B, C, D, E, F, G, or K, and all these networks
work., plus other audio devices. 11Ie cause is
contain varistors.. The. network should be replaced
rectification of the signal in an audio circuit.
with a 42SJ , in which the varistofSlre replaced by
Organs
resistors. Also, _01-j.tF disk-ceramic capacitort
should be placed across the fece~r suppresJOr. TIle
An RFJ problem area is the electronic organ.
suppressor is a diode across the receiver terminals.
All of the techniques outlined Cor hi-Ii gear hold
The carbon microphone in the handset should be
true in gelling rid of RFI in an orga n. Two points
bypassed with a .0115 ceramic capacitor.
should be checked - the speaker leads and the ae
Seriel Hoo, 1600, 1700 - These are the
line. Many organ manufac tu rers have special ser''Touch-Tone'' phones, and the cure is siml1ar to
vicemen's guides Cor taldq care of RFI . However.
that for the 500 series, except that the network is a
to get this inforrnalion you or the organ owner
4010B or D, and mould be replaced with a 4010E,
must contact the manufacturer, not the dealer or
Trimline series - These are the "Princess" series
dist ribu tor. Don't accept the statement fro m a
phones. The practice manual says that these
deale r or scfViceman that there is nothing that can
mould be modified by installi!)g bypass capacitors
be done about the interference.
across Qil components in the set that .may act II
P·A Systems
demodulators. This statement is rather vague, but
The cure for RFI in p-a systems is almost the
evidentl y a solution is known to the telephone
same as that for hi·1i gear. The one thing to watch
company for these seU.
for Is rf on the leads 'that connect the various
At the end of section SOO-I~o- I OO is an
stations in a poa system together. These leads
ordering guide for special com ponents and sets, IS
should be treated the same as speaker lads and
rollows:
bypassing and nlterin, should be done at both
Ordering Guide:
ends of the lines. Also, watch for ac-line pickup of
Capacitor,40BA
n.
Inductor, 1542A
-49 Gray, -SO Ivory
Tefe phone Interfeteftce
Set, Telephone, -rf Modified
Telephone interference miy be cured by conSet, Telephone Hand, 220A, -rf Modified
necting a bypass capaeitor (about .001 pF) across
Set, Telephone Hand, 2220B, -rf Modified
the microphone umt in the telephone handset. The
Set, Hand G, -If Modified
telephone companiles have capacitors fo r this purDial - O'ouch-Tone dial only) -r! Modified_
pose. When luch a case occurs, get in touch with The type "G" Handset is the one used with the
the repair department of the phone company, 500 and Touch-Tone series phones. Also , Mountain
giving the particulars- Seedon 500- 150-100 of the Ben has put out an "Addendum SOO-150-100MS,
Bell System Practices PfIlllt &riet gives detailed Issue A, January 1971" to the practices manual,
instructions.. 11t.is section ditcusses causes and cures wroch states that items for rr modified phones
of telephone interference from ndio signals. It should be ordered on nonstock Form 3218, as
points out that interference can come from co r- fonows:
roded connectfons, unterrninated loops, and other
(Telephone Set type)
sources. It correctly poinu out that that rf can be
ModiIied for BSP 500-150-100
picked up on the drop wire coming into the house,
for Radio Signal Su ppression
and also on the wiring within the house, but
(usually) the detect ion of the rf occurs Im ide the
The FCC
phone. The detection usually takes place at the
The Field Engineering Bureau of the FCC has a
varistors in the compe nsation networks, and/or at
bulletin that win be of help to the amateu r in cases
the receiver noise suppressor and the carbon
involving RFI to audio devices. These bulletins are
microphone. But interference suppression should
available from any o f the field offices. The bulletin
be handJed two ways: prevent the rf from getting
is addressed to the users of hi-Ii, record players,
to the phone, and prevent it from being recti£ied.
The telephone companies (Ben System) have pubUc-address systems, and telephones.: It clearly
two devices for this purpose. The rust is a 40BA spells out the problem and the obligation of the
owner of such gea r.
capacitor, which is installed al lhe se rvice entrance
It is suggested that the amateur obtain copies of
protector, and the second is the lS42A induc\or,
this bulletin, which is ·listed as AUQchment IH,
which is installed at the connector block.. According to the pnctices manual, the 40BA by- Bulletin, l nrerfoence to Audio DeIIlcu. When the
amateur receives a complaint he can provide the
paues rf picked up on the drop wire coming into
complainer with a copy of the bulletin. This
the hoUJe from the phone, and the I S42~ suppreUd rf picked up on the inside wiring. These are approach witl help put the problem in couett
penpect1ve.
.
mentioned because in very stubborn cases they

havt: flnlshed. ·

Chapter 17

Test Equipment and
Measurements
Measurement and testing seemingly go hand in
hand, but it is useful to make a distinction between
"measuring" and "test" equipment. The forme r b
commonly considered to be capable of giving a
meaningful quantitative result. For the latter a
simple indication of "satisfactory" o r "unsatisfactory" may suffice; in any eve'nt, the accurate
calibration associated with real measuring eq uipment is seldom necessary, for simple lest
apparatus.
Certain items of measuring equipment that are
useful to amateurs are readily available in kit form,
at prices that represent a genuine saving over the

cos t of identical parts. Included are volt-ohm -milliammeter combinations, vacuu m-tube and transistor
voltmeters, oscilloscopes, and the like. The
coordination of electrical and mechan ical design,
components, and appearance make it far preferable
to purchase such equipment than to attempt to
build one's own.
However, some test gear is either ,not available
or can easil y be buil t. This chapter conside rs the
principles of the more useful types of measuring
equipment and concludes with the descriptions of
several pieces that not only can be built
satisfactorily at home but which will facilitate the
operation of the ama teu r station.

THE DIRECT-CURRENT INSTRUMENT

•

In measu~ng instruments and test equipment
suitable fo r amateur purposes the ultimate
" readout" is generally based on a measurement of
direct current. A meter for measuring dc uses
t:lt:<.:tru"'a!;llc1j~ Jll~aIlS to deflec t a pointer ove r a
calibrated scale in proportion to the cunent
flowing through the instrument.
In the 0 ' Arsonval type a coil of wire, to which
the pointe r is attached, is pivoted between the
poles of a permanent magne t, and when current
flows through the coil it sets up a magnetic field
that interacts with the field of the magnet to cause
the coil to tum. The design of the instrumen t is
usually such as to make the poin ter defle;;tion
directly proportional to the current.
A less expensive type of instrument is the
moving·vane type, in whi;;h a pivoted soft·iron
vane is puUed into a coil of wire by the magnetic
field set up when current flows through the coil.
The farther the vane extends into the coil the
greater the magnetic pull on it, for a given change
in current, so this type of instrumen t does not have
"linear" deflection - the intervals of equal current
are crowded together at the low-current end and
spread ou t at the high-<:urrent end of the scale.
Current Ranges
The sensitivity of an instrument is usually
expressed in terms of the current required for
full-scale deflection of the pointer. Although a very
wide variety of ranges is available, the me ters of
interest in amateur work have basic "movements"
that will give maximum deflet:tion with ;;urrents
measured in mi;;roamperes or milliamperes. They
are called mi croammeters and milliammete n,
respectively.
Thanks to the relationships between current,
voltage, and resistance expres~ by Ohm's Law, it

be;;omes possible to use a single low-range
instrument - e.g., I milliampere or less full-scale
pointe r deflection - for a variety of dire;;t-current
measurements. Through its ability to measure
cUrIe nt, the ilutrument can also be u!Cd indirec tly
to measure voltage. Likewise, a measurement of
both curren t and voltage will obviously yield a
value of resistance. These measurement functions
are often ;;ombined in a single instrument - the
voU-ohrn-milliammeter or "YOM", a multirange
metel that is one of the most useful pieces of
measuring and test equipment an amateul can
possess.
Accuracy
The ac;;uracy of a d;; meter of the O'Arsonval
type is specified by the manufacture.I. A commo n
spedfkation is "2 percen t of full scale," meaning
that a ()' IOO mk roammeter, for example, will be
;;orre;;t to within 2 microamperes at any part of
the scale. There are very few ;;ases in amateur work
where accuracy greater than this is needed.
However, when the instrument is part of a more
com plex measuring d rcuit, the design and
components of whi;;h all can cause error, the
overall a;;cura;;y of the complete device is always
less.

EXTENDING THE CURRENT RANGE
Be;;ause of the way ;;urrent divides between
two res istances in parallel, it is possible to in;;rease
the range (more specifically, to decre ase the
sensitivity).of a dc micro- or milliammeter to any
desired ex tent. The meter itsel f has an inherent
resistan;;e - its internal resistance - which
detennines the full-scale current through it when
its rated voltage is applied. (This rated voltage is of
the 9rder of a few millivol ts. ) By connecting an
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multiplied by the resis lance will be the '1oltage
drop across the re~is lance, which is known as I
Ilul tiplier. An instnJment used in this way is
calibrated in terms of the ·volt. drop across the
multiplier resislor, and is called a'loltmeter.

1

Sensitivity

L_ __.J

Fig. 17-1 - Use of e shunt to extend the calibration
of a cunenl-readlng Instrument.

ral19ll

elltemal resistance in paraDe! with the internal
resistance, IS in Fig. 17·1, the current will divide
between the two, with the meter responding only
to that pan of the current which flows through
the internal resistance of its movement. Thus it
reads o nly part of the total cu rrent; the effect is to
make more total cu rrent necessary for a fuU-scaie
meter reading. The added res istan ce is called a
sh unt.
It is necessary to know the meter's internal
resistance before the required value for a shunt can
be calculated. It may vary from a few ohms to a
few hundred, with the higher resistance values
associated with higher sensitivity. When known , it
can be used in th e fonnu la below to detennine the
required shunt fo r a given current multiplicati on:

Voltmeter sensitivity is usually ellpressed in
ohms per 'loll, meaning that the meter', /uU-scaie
reading multiplied by the sensitivity IIr'ill &fYe the
total resistance of the voltmeter. For eumpie, the
resistance of a lOOO-ohms-per-volt '10itmetcr is
1000 times the full-scale calibration '1ollage, and
by Ohm's Law th e current required for fu ll-scale
deflection is I milliampere. A sensitivity of 20,000
ohms per volt, a commonl y used value, means that
the instrumcnt is a 50-microampere meter.
The higher the resistance of the voltmete r the
more accurate the mea!IUremen ts in high·reslstance
circuits. 'This is because in JUch a circuit the
cu rrent flowing through the voltmete r will cause a
change in the voltage between thc points across
which the meter is connectcd, compared with the
voltage with the meter Ibsenl, lIS shown in Fig.
17·3.

,~

R· n
.&L
-I

1000 "" N(T[IIIIUOS ..,.

where R is the shlUlt, Rm is the inte rnal resistance
of the meter, and n is the factor by which the
original meter scale iJ to be mUltiplied.
Making Shun ts
Homemade shunts can be constructed from any
of various special kinds of resistance wire, or from
ordinary copper wire if no resistance wire is
available. The Co pper Wire Table in this Handbook
gives the resistance per 1000 feet for various sizes
of copper wire. After computi ng the resistance
required, detennine the smallcst wire size that will
carry the full-scale current (250 circular mils per
ampere is a satisfactory flgllle for this purpose).
Measure off enough wire to provide the required
resistance.
THE VOLTMETER
If a large resistance is conn ected In series with a
current-reading mete r, as in Fig. 17·2, the current

+---,

,+

,'v

10K ~ NlTtlllI[ADS"" tlV

II 111(0 IoItTtII M40I . - " "

Fig. 17-3 - Effect of vol tmeter resi,tance on
accuracy of readi ngs. It is lS$umed that the de
resistance of the screen circuit II constent It 100
kilohms. The ecttJal current and volta.gl without
the voltmeter connlCted are 1 mA Ind 100 volts.
The voltmeter readings will differ becau51 the
different type$ of meter, draw differlnt Imounll
of current th rough the 150-kilohm res istor.

Multipliers
The required multiplicr resistance is found by
dividing the desired full -scale voltage by the
current. in amperes, required for full« ale
deflection of the meter alone. Strictiy, the internal
lesistance of the meter should be sublr1leted from
the value so found, but this is seldom necessary
(ellcept perhaps for very low ranges) because the
~ ter resistance will be negligibly &mall compared
with the multiplier resistance. An ellception is
when the instrument is already a '1oltmeter and is
provided with an internal multiplier, in which case
the multiplier resistance required to ex tend the
nmge is

R - Rm(n - 1)

Fig. 17-2 - A voltmeter hi I current-indicating
instrument in Ilfies with I high resistance. th e
"multiplier."

.mere R is the multiplier resistance, Rm II the total
resistance of the instrument Itself, and II is the
factor by which the scale is to be multiplied. For

•
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example, if a IO()()..Qhms-per-volt voltmeter baving
a calibrated range ofO-to volts is to be extended to
1000 volts, Rm is 1000 X 10 = 10,000 ohms. n is
1000/10 = 100, and R '" 10,000 (100 - I) =
990,000 ohms.
When extending the range of a voltmeter or
converting a low-range meter into a voltmeter, the
rated accuracy of the instrument is retained only
when the multiplier resistance is precise. Precision
wire-wound resistors are used in the mUltipliers of
high-qualily instruments. These are rel atively

expemive, but the home constructor can do quite
weU with I -perccnt-tolerance com position res:stOts. They should be "derated" when used for this

pwpose - that is, tbe actual power dissipated in
the resis tor should not be more than 1/4 to 1/2 tbe
rated dissipation - and care should be used to
avoid overheating the body of the resistor when
soldering to the leads. These precautions will help
prevent pennanent change in the resistance of the
unit.
Ordinary composition resistors are generally
furnished in 10- or 5·percent tolerance ratings. If
possible errors of this orde r can be accep ted,
resistors of this type may be ' used as multipliers.
They should be operated below the rated power
dissipation figure, in the interests of long· time
stability.

DC MEASUREMENT CIRCUITS
Current Measurement with a Voltmeter
A current-measuring instrument should h ave

very low re sistance compared with the resistance r)f
the circuit being measurcd; otherwise, inserting the
instrument will cause the current to differ from its
value with the instrument out of the circuit. .(This
may no t matter if the instrument is l~ft
pennanentJy in the cireuit.) However, the resistance of many circuits in radi o equipment is quite
high and the circuit operation is affected little, if at
all, by adding as much as a few hundred ohms in
series. In such cases the vo ltmeter method r)f
measuring cu rrent, shown in Fig. 174, is
frequently convenient. A voltmeter (or low·ran~e
milliammeter provided with a multiplier and
operating as a vo ltmeter) having a full-scale voltage
range of a few volts is used to measure the voltage
drop across a suitable value of resistance acting ~ a
shunt.
The value of shunt resistance must be
calculated from the known or estimated maximwn
current expected in the circuit (allowing a safe
maIgin) and the voltage required for full-scale
deflection of the meter wi th its multiplier.
Power
Power in direct-cunent circuits is dctermined
by measuring the current and voltage. When the$C

'-IULTIPI..IER
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"

'IOI..TAG[
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Fig. 17·5 - Measurement of power requires bott,
current and voltage measurements; oneil these
values are known the power is equal to tile product
- P - EI. The same ci rcuit can be used for
measurement of an unknown resistance.
are known , the power is equal 10 the voltage in
volts multiplied by the current in amperes. If the
current is measured with a milliammeter, the
reading of the instrument must be divided by 1000
to convert it to amperes.
The se tup for measu ring power is shown in Fig.
17-5, where R is any dc "load," not necessarily an
actual resistor.
Resistance

Obviously, if both voltage and curren t are
measured in a circuit such as that in Fig. 17-5 the
value of resistance R (in ease it is unknown) can be
calculated from Ohm's Law. For aCCU13te results,
the internal resistance of the ammeter or
milliammete r, MA, should be very low compared
with the resistance, R, being measured, since the
voltage read by the voltmeter, V, is the voltage
across MA and R in series. The instruments and the
de voltage should be chosen 50 that the readings
in the upper half of the scale, if possible, since
the percentage enor is less in this region;

are

THE OHMMETER
Fig. 17-4 - Voltmeter method of measuring
wrrent. This method permits using relatively large
values of resistance in the shunt, standard values of
fiiICed resistors frequently being usable. If t~e
multiplier resistance is 20 lor more) times the
shun t resistance, th e error in assuming that all t~e
wrrent flows through the shunt will not be of
consequence in most practical appl ications.

Although Fig. 17-5 suffices for occasional
resistance measurements, it is inconvenient when
frequent measurements over a wide range of
resistance are to be made. The device generally
used for this purpose is the ohmmeter. 1lris
consists fundamentall y of a voltmeter (or milli·
ammeter, depending on the drcuit used) and a
small dry battery, the me ter being calib13ted so the
value of an unknown resistance can be read
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.arge compared with Rm - e.g., 3000 ohms for a
I-rnA meter having an intemal resistance of perhaps SO ohms. A 3-volt battery would be necessary
in this case in order to obtain a full·scale deflection
with the "unknown" terminals open. RI can be an
adjustable resistor, to permit setting the opentenninals curre nt to exact full scale.
A third circuit for measuring resistance is
shown in Fig. 17-6C. In this case a high-resistance
voltmeter is used to measure the voltage drop
across a reference resistor, R2, when the unknown
resistor is connected so that current flows through
it, R2 and the battery in series. By suitable choice
of R2 (low values for low-resistance, high values
for high-resistance unknowns) this circuit will give
equally good results on all resistance values in the
range fIOm one ohm to several megohms, provided
that the voltmeter resistance, R m , is always very
high (50 times or more) compared with the
resist ance of R2. A 20,OQO.ohm·per-volt instrument (50pA movement) is generally used. Assuming that the current through the voltmeter is
negligible compared with the current through R2,
the formula for the unknown is

~ .

R ~~ - R2
Fig. 17-6 - Ohmmeter circuits. Values are
discussed in the text.

where Rand R 2 are as shown in Fig. 17-6C,
e is the voltmeter reading with A-B shorted,
md
E is the voltmeter reading with R connected.

directly from the scale. Typical ohmmeter circuits
are shown in Fig. 17-6. In the simplest type, shown
in Fig. 17-6A, the meter and battery are connected
in ~rieE with the unknown resistance. If a given
The "zero adjuster," R I , is used to set the
deflection is obtained with terminals A-B shorted, voltmeter reading exactly to full scale When the
inserting the resistance to be measured will cause meter is calibrated in ohms. A 10,(){)().ohm variable
the meter reading to decrease. WIlen the resistance resistor is suitable with a 20,(){)().ohms-per-volt
of the voltmeter is known, the following formula meter. The battery voltage is usually 3 volts for
ranges up to 100,000 ohms or so and 6 volts for
can be applied:
higher ranges.
R_eRm _R
E
m

BRIDGE CIRCUITS

where R is the resistance to be found,
e is the voltage applied (A-B shorted),
E is the voltmeter reading with R connected,
md
Rm is the resistance of the voltmeter.
The circuit of Fig. 17-6A is not suited to
measuring low values of resistance (below a hun·
dred ohms or so) with a high-resistance voltmeter.
For sueh measurements the circuit of Fig. 17-68
can be used. The unknown resistance is

where R is the unknown,
Rm is the internal resistance of the milliam'
meter,
11 is the current with R disconnected from
terminals A-B, and
J 2 is the current with R connected.
The formula is based on the assumption th at the
current in the complete circuit will be essentially
constant whether or not the ''unknown'' terminals
are short-circuited. This requires that Rl be very

An Important class of measurement circuits is
the bridge, in which, essentially, a desired result is
obtained by balancing the voltages at two differen t
points in the circuit against each other SO that
there is lero potential difference between them. A
voltmeter bridged betwcen the two points will read
lero (null) when this balance exists, but will
indicate some defmite value of voltage when the
bridge is not balanced.
Bridge circuits are useful both on direct current
and on ac of all frequencies. The majority of
amateur applications is at mdio frequencies, as
shown late r in this chapter. However, the principles
of bridge operation are most easily introduced in
terms of dc, where the bridge takes its simplest
f~.

The Wheatstone Bridge

1be simple resistance bridge, known as the
Wheatstone bridge, is shown in Fig. 17·7. All other
bridge circuits - some of which are Illther
elaborate, especially those designed for ac - derive
from this. The four resistors, RI , R2, R3, and R4
shown in A, are known as the bridge arms. For the
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Fig. 17·7 - The Wheautone bridge: circuit. It is
frequentlV drawn 85 81 IB)
e mphasizing its
,peelel function.

to find R", the unknown resistance. Rl and R2 are
frequendy made equal; then the calibrated
adjustable resistance (the sland:ud), R., will have
the same vaJue as R", when R. is set to show a nulf
on the voltmeter.
Note· that the resistance ratios , rather than the

actual resistance values, determine the voltage
balance. However, the values do have important
practical effeclS on the sensi tivity and powe r
consumption. The bridge se nsi tivity is the readiness
with which th e me ter responds to small amounlS of
unbaJance about the null point ; the "sharper" the
null the more accurate tile se tting of R . at balance.
The Wheats tone bridge is rarely used by
amateurs for resis tance measurement, the ohmmeter being the favorite instrument for that
purpose. However, il is worthwhile to understand
its operation because it is the prototype of
more complex bridges.

'Of

voltmeter reading to be zero , the voltages across
R3 and R4 in series must add algebraically to uoo;
tha t it EI mu~t equal £2. RI R3 and R2R4 fonn
voltage dividers across the de source, SO that if

-->.L . _ _
Rl+R 3
EI will equal £2.

R2+R4

11111 rueu;! is customarily drawn as . hown al

17·1B when usee!" for resistance measurement. The
equation above can be rewritten

,

ELECTRONIC VOLTMETERS
It has been poin ted oul (Fig. 17-3) that for
many pUfPOSC$ th e resistance of a voltmeter must
be extremely high in orde r to avoid " loading"
errors caused by the cu rrent that necessarily fl ows
through th e meter. This tends to cause difficulty in
measuring relatively low voltages (under perhaps
1000 volts) because a meter movement of given
sensitivity takes a progressively smaller multiplier
resistance as the voltage range is lowered.
The voltme ter fesistanee can be made independent of the voltage range by using vacuum lubes or
field-effect tran sis tors as elec tronic de ampli fiers
between the circuit being measured and the actua l
indicator, which is usuaUy a conve ntional me ter
movement. As th e input re sistance of the
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Fig. , 7-8 - Vacuum-tube voltmet'r circuit.
Cl. C3 - .002- to .005-¢= mica.
C2 - .0 1 JJF. 1000 to 2000 volts, paper or mica.
C4 - 16 ¢= tlectrolylic, 150 \loIts.
CAl - 400 PRV rectifier.
M - ~2oo microommeter.
R, - 1 megohm, 1/2 watt.
R2-R5, incl. - To gi\le desi red \1011898 renges,
10UlIing 10 megohms.
R6 , R7 - 2 to 3 mego hms.
RS - 10,OOO-ohm \lariable (calibrate).
R9, Rt 0 - 2000 to 3000 ohms.

RII - 5000- to to,ooo-onmcontrol (zero $lid,
Rl 2 -10,000 10 50,000 ohms.
R13 , R14 - App. 25,000 ohms. A 5O,OOO-ohm
slider·type wire-wound can be used.
R15 - tOmegohms.
Rl6 - 3 megohms.
Rl7 - t~megohm \I,riBble.
Tl - 130-110lt 15-mA trensforme r (only second,ry
shown!.
VI - Duel triode,12AU7A.
V2 - Dual diode , 6AL6.
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Fig. 17·9 - Electronic vol tmeter using field--effect
transistor for high inpu t resistance. Components
having t he same functions as in the VTVM circuit
of Fig. 17..8 carry the same designatiOrl$. (Circuit is

basic vol tmeter circuit of the Heathkit IM-17.1
CRl ~ Silicon diode.
Q1 - Fieid-effecyransistor.
02, Q3 - Smaii-slgnal au dio type.

electronic devices is extremely high - hundreds of
megohms - they have essentially no loading effect
on the circuit to which they are connected . They
do, however, require a closed dc path in their input
circuits (although this path can have very high
reshtance) and are limited in the amplitude of
voltage that their input circuits can handle.
Because of this, the device actually measures a
small voltage across a portion of a high-resistance
voltage divider connected to the circuit being
measured. Various voltage ranges are obtained by
appropriate taps on the voltage divider.
In the Oesign of elecuonic voltme ters It has
become pilictically standard to use a voltage
divider having a resistance of 10 megohms, tapped
as required, in seri es with a I-megohm resistor
incorporated in a probe that makes the actual
cohtact with the "hot" side of the circuit under
measurement. The total voltmeter resistance,
including probe, is therefore 11 mcgohms. The
I-megohm probe resistor serves to isolate the
voltmeter circuit from the "active" circuit.

Values to be used in the circuit depend
considerably on the supply voltage and the
sensitivity of the meter, M. R12 , and R13-R I4,
should be adjusted by trial so that the voltmeter
circuit can be brought to balance, and to give
fuU-5Cale deflection on M with about 3 volts
applied 10 the lert-hand grid (the voltage chosen
for this determines the lowest voltage range of the
instrument). The me ter connections can be
reversed to read voltages that are negative with
respect to ground.
The small cireuit associated with V2 is for ac
measurements, as <1escribeO in a later secti on.
As compared with conventional de instruments,
the VTVM has the di sadvantages of requiring a
source of power for its operation, and generall y
must have its "cold" lenninal grounded in order to
operate rel iably. It is also somewhat susceptible to
erratic readi ngs from rf pickup when used in the
vicinity of a transmitter, and in such cases may
requ ire shielding. Howeve r, its advantages outweigh
these disadvantages in many ap plicatio ns.

The Vacuum·Tube Voltmeter

The FET Voltmeler

A typical vacuum-tube voltmeter (VTVM)
circuit is given in Fig. 17-8. A dual lriode, VI, is
arranged so that, with no voltage applied to the
left·hand grid, equal currents flow through both
sections. Under this condition the two cathodes are
at the same potential and no current fl ows through
M. The currents can be adjusted to balance by
potentiometer, RII , which takes care of variat ions
in the lube sections and in the values of cathode
resistors R9 and RIO. When a positive dc voltage is
applied to th e Jeft-hand grid the current through
that tube sec tion increases, so the current balance
is upset and the meter indicates. The sensitivity of
the meter is regulated by R8 , which serves to
adjust the calibration. R1 2, common to the
cathodes of both tube sections, is a feedback
resistor that stabilizes the system and makes the
readings linear. R6 and CI fonn a mter for any ae
component that may be present, and R6 is
balanced by R7 co nnected to the grid of the
second tube section.

The circuit of an electronic voltmeter using 3.
field-effect transis tor as an input device is shown in
Fig. 17-9 . Allowing for the differences between
vacuum tubes and semiconductors, the operation
of this circuit is analogous to that of Fig. 17-8.
Transiston Q2 and Q3 correspo nd to the dual
triode in the VTVM cireuit, but since the input
resistance of Q2 is fai rty low, it is preceded by an
FET, QI, with souree-coupled output. Note that in
this circuit the "zero" or current-balance control,
Rll , varies the gate bias on Ql by introducing an
adjustable positive voltage in series with the source.
This arrangement permits applying the adjustable
bias to the gate through the voltmeter range
divider, with no other provision needed for
completing the dc gate-source path.
The small circuit associated with CR I is for at
voltage measurement, to be discussed later.
As the power supply for the FET voltmeter is a
self-contained battery, the grounding restrictions
associated with a VTVM do not apply. The
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instrument can, however, be susceptible to rf fields
if not shielded and grounded.

Eleetronic Ohmmeters
Most commercial electronic voltmeters include
provision for measuring re sistance and ac voltage,
in addition to de vol tage. The basic ohmmete r

circuit gencratly uscd is that of Fig. 17-6C. Since
for practical purposes the input resistan ce of the
vacuum tube or PET can be assumed to approach
infinity. elettronic ohmmeters are capable of
measu ring resistances in the hundreds of megohms
- a much higher range than can be reached wit h an
ordinary microammeler.

AC INSTRUMENTS AND CIRCUITS

Although purely elec tromagnetic instruments
that operate directly from alternating current are
available, they are seen infrequently in present-<lay
amateur equipmen t. For onc thing, their use is not
feasible above power·line frequencies .
Practical instruments for audio and radio
frequencies gene rally use a dc meter movement in
conjunction with a rectifier. Voltage measurements
suffice for ncarly all test purposes. Current, as
such, is seldom measured in the af range. When rf
current is measured the instrument used is a
thermocouple milliammeter OJ ammeter.
The Thermocouple Meier
In a thennocouple meter the alternating curren t
flows Ihrough a low-resistance heating element.
The power lost in the rcsislanoc gcnerutcs heot
which wanns a " thermocouple," a junction of
certain dit.similar metals which has the property of
developing a small de voltage when heated. This
voltage is applied 10 a de milliammeter calibrated
in sui table ac units. The heater-the rmocouple-dc
meter combination is usually housed in a regular
meter case.
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Fig. 17·11 - Sine-waWi alternating curren t or
vol tage (A). with half·wave recti fication of the
positive half cycle (B) and negatiw hall cycle lei.
o - fuU-wave rectification. Average values arc
snown with relation to a peak value of 1.

Thennocouple meters can be oblained in range s
from about 100 rnA to many amperes. Their useful
upper frequency limit is in the neighborhood of
100 MHz. Their principal value in amateur work is
in measuring currenl into a known load resistance
for calculating the rf powe r delivered to the load_
A suitable mounting for this is shown in Fig.
17-10, for use in coaxial lines.

RECTIFIER INSTRUMENTS

Fig. 17-10 - Af ammeter mounted in a Minibo~,
with connectors for placing the meter in series with
a coaxial line. A bakelite..:;:ase meter should be used
to minimize shunt capacitance (which introduces
errod although a metal--case meter can be used if
mounted on bakelite sheet with a large cut-out in
the case around the rim . The meter can be used for
rf power measurements (P • 12R) when connected
between a transmitter and a nonreactiw load of
known resistance.

The response of a rectifier- type me ier is
proportional (depending on the desigr!) to either
the peak amplitude o r average amplitude of the
rectified ac wave, and never directly responsive to
the rrru; value. TIte mete r therefore cannot be
calibrated in rms without prelcnowledge of the
rclationship that happens to exist between the
"real" reading and the rlnS value. This relation ship,
in general, is not known, except in the case of
single-frequency ac (a sine wave). Very many
practic al mea'lure ments involve nonsinusoidal
wave forms, so it is necessary to know what kind of
instrument you have, an d what it is actually
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From Fig. 17-12 It is apparent that the
calibration of an average-reading meter will be the
same whether the positive or negative sides are
rectified. A half·wave peak-reading instrument,
however, will indicate different values when its
connections to the circuit are revened (lum -oYer
errett). Very often leadings are talr:en both ways,
in ",hich case the sum of the two is the
peak'lo-peak value, a useful fIgUre in much audio'
and video work.

I¥"1(

I' 1:'f:rl:.'t..Y.V..'l_.

Fig. 17-12 - Same _ Fig. 17·11 for an
unlymmetrical waveform. The peak val ues are
different with positive and negative half -cycle
rec tificatio n.

reading, in order to make measurements inte1ligently.
Peak iUld Ave n ge with Sine-Wave

Rectification
Fig. 17-11 shows the relative peak and averagt
values in the outputs of half- and full-wave
rectifien (see power-supply chapter for further
details). A s the positive and negative half cycles of
the sine wave have IIItl SIlIIIOI shape (A) , half-wave
rectification of eitller lhe positive half (B) or the
negative half (C) gives exac tl y the same result. With
fuU-wave rectification (D) the peak is still the
same, but the average is doubled, since there are
twice as many half cycles per unit of time.

The basic difference between average- and
peak-reading roctlfler circuits is that in the former
the output is no t filtered \While in the latter a ruter
capacitor is eharsed up' to the peale value of the
ou tput voltage. Fig. 17-13A shoWI typical
avenge-reading circuits, one half-wave and the
other full·wave. In the absence of dc nI lering the
meter responds to wave forms such as are shown at
B, C and D in Figs. 17-11 and 17-12, and since the
inertia of the pointer system makes it unabk to
follow the rapid variations in cumnt, il averages
them out mechanically.
Iri Fig. 17-13A CRt actuates the meter; CR2
provides a lo-,lesistance dc return in the meter
cire.it on the nesatlve half cycles. R I is the
voltmeter mu ltiplie r resistance. R2 forms a voltagt

(A)
Unsy mmetrical Wave Fonns
A nonsinusoidal waveform is shown in Fig.
11-12A. When the positive half cycles of this wave
an: rectified the peak and average values m u
shown at B. If the polarity is revened and the
negative half cycles are rec tified the peak value is
diffettn t but the average value is unchanged. The
fact that the average of the positive side is equal to
the average of the negative side is true of all ac
wavefornu, but different waveforms hJve different
averages. Full-wave rectification of such a " lopsided" wave doubles the average value, but the
peak reading iJ always the same as it is with the
half cycle that produces the highelt peak in
half-wave rectification.
Effective-Value Calibration
The aclual scale calibration of com merciallymade rectifier-type voltmeten is very often (almost
always, in fact) in lerms of rms values. For sine
waves this is satisfactory , and uscful since rm s is
the .tandard measure at power·line frequency. II is
also useful for many rf applications where the
wavefono is often closely sinusoidal. But in other
cues. particularly In the af range, the error may be
considerable when the waveform Is not pule.
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Fig. 17-1 3 - A - Hal f-wave end full-weve
rectification for en insrrument intended to openete
on _rage velU". B - half-wave circulu for a
peak--reading meter.
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divider with Rl (through eRl) which prevents
more than a few ac volts from appearina across the
rectifier-meter combination. A corresponding resistor can be used across the full-wave bridge circuit.

in these two circuits no provision is made for
i!;olating the meter from any de voltagc that may
be on the circuit under measurement. The error
caused by Ihis can be avoided by connectil18 a large
capacitance in series with the "hot" lead. The
reactance musl be low compaRd with the m:ter
impedance (see next section) in order fot the full
ac voltage to be applied to the meter circuit. As
much as I pF may be required at line frequencies
with some meters. The capacitor is not usually
included in a YOM.
Series and shunt peak-reading circuils are
shown in Fig. 17·13B. Capacitor C l iJOlalell the
rectifier from de voltage on the circuit under
measurement. In the series circuit (whlch is seldom
used) the time constant of the C2R I R2 combina-

tion must be very large compared with the period
of the lowest ac frequency to be measured;
similarly with C IRIR 2 in the shunt circuit. The
reason is that the capacitor is charged 10 the peak
value of voltage when the ac wave reaches iu
maximum, and then must hold the charge (50 it
can register on a de meter) until the next
maximum of the same polarity, If the time
constant is 20 times the ac period the charge will
have decreased by about 5 percent by the time the
next charge occun. The average drop will be
smallcr, $(I th e error is appreciably less. The error
will decrease rapidly with increasing fIequer,cy,
usumlng no change in the circuil values, but wiU
increase allowcr [requencies.
In Fig. 17·138 RI and R2 form a voltage
divider which reduces the peak dc voltage to 71
percent of ill actual value. Thil converts the peale
reading to rms on sine-wave ac, Since the
peak·reading circuits are incapable of de livering
appreciable current wi thout considerable error, R2
is usually the II-megohm input resistanec of an
electronic vol lmeter. RI is therefore approximlteIy 4.7 megohms, making the total redstance
approach 16 megohms. A capacitance of .05 JJF is
suflkient for low audio frequencies under these
conditions. Much smaller values of capacilan«
suffICe for radio frequencies, obviously.

quite low compared with the multiplier resistance
RI , so the total resistance will be about the same
as the mUltiplier resistance. The capacitance
depends on the components Ind construction, teSi
lead length and disposition, and such factors. In
general, it has little or no elTecl al power-line and
low ludio frequencies, but the ordinary YOM loses
accuracy at the higher audio frequencies and is of
littk use al rf. For radio frequencies it is necessary
to usc a rectifier having very low inherent
capacitance.
Similar limitations apply 10 the peak-reading
circuits. In the parallel circuit the resistive
component of the impedance is smaller than in the
series circuit, since the de load resistance, R I R2, is
directly IcrOSS Ihe circuit being measured, and is
therefore in panillel with the diode ac load
res.istance. In both peak-reading circuits the
elTective capacilance mly range from I or 2 to a
few hundred pF. Values of the order of 100 pF are
to be expecled in electronic voltmeters of
customary design and conslruclion.
Linearity
Fig. 17-14 , a typical eunent/voltage characteristic of I small semiconductor rectifie r, indicates
that the forwlrd dynamic resistan ce of the diod e is
nol constant, but rapidly decreases as the forward
volta&e is increased from zero. The transition from
high to low resistance occurs It considerably less
than I volt, but is in Ihe range otvoltage required
by the associated dc meter. Wi lh an average-reading
circuit the current tends to be proportional to the
squllI'e of the applied voltage. This crowds the
caJjbration points at the low end of the meter
seale. For molt measuremenl purposes, however, it
is far more desirable for the output to be "linear;"
thlt is, for the reading 10 be directly proportional
to the applied voltage.
To Ichieve linearity it is necessary to use a
relatively large load resistance fo r the diode - large
enough so that this resistan ce, rather Ihan the
diode's own resistance, will govern the eunent
flow. A linear or equally spaced scale is thus gained
at the expense of sensitivity. The amount of
resistance needed depends on the type of diode;

...t

Voltmete r Impedance
The im pedance of the vollmeter at thc
frequency being measured may have an effect on
the accuracy similar to the error caused by me
resistance of a de voltmeter, as discussed earlier.
The ae meter aco like a resistance in prallel with a
capacitance, and since the capacitive reactance
decreases with increasing frequency, the impedance
also decreases with frequency. The resislance is
. subjecl to some variation with voltage le\'el,
particularly at very low voltages (of the order of to
volts or less) depending upon the sensitivity of the
meter movemenl and the kind of reclifier used.
1be ac load resistance represented by I diode
rectifier is approximately equal to ono-half its de
load redstan ce. In Fig. 17-I3A the de load il
essentially the meter res.istanee, which is generally

FOllWAAO

I

_

UVERSE YO\T!

Fill. 17-14 - Typical semiconductor diode
characteristic. Actual current and voltage values
vary with the type of diode, but the forwardcurrent curve would be in iu IIIMP part with only a
volt or so epplied. Note change in current scale for
rwarM current. Breakdown voltage, again depend.
ing on diode type, may range from 15 or 20 volu
to severa! hundred.
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SOOO to 50,000 ohms usually suffices (or a
germanium rectifier, depending on the de metcr
sensitivily, but several limes as much may be
needed for silicon. The higher th e resistance, the
grealer the meter sensitivity required; I.e., the basic
meier must be a microammeter rather than II.
low-range milliammeter.
Reverse Current
When yoltage ill applied in the reverse direction
there is a small leakage current in semiconductor
diodes. This is equivalent to a resistance connected
across the rectifier. aUowing current to now during
the half cycle which should be completely nonconducting, and causing an error in the dc meter
reading. This " back resistance" Is $0 high as to be
practically unimportant wilh silicon, but may be
less than 100 kn wi lh ge rmanium.
The practical effect of ba~k resis tance Is to
limit the amoun t of resistance that can be used in
the dc load Ulistance. This in turn affects the
linearity of the meter scale.
.
The back ~istance of vacuum-tube diodes is
infinite, for practical purposes.

RF VOLTAGE
Special precautions must be taken to mlniml%e
the capacitive component of the voltmeter
impedance at radio frequcncies. If possible, the
rectifier circuit should be installed pennane ntl y at
the point where the rf voltage to be measuredexists, usins the shortest possible rf connections.
The dc meter can be remo tely located, hOWeVf:\I.
For general rf measurements an rf probe is used
in conjunc tion with an electronic voltmeter,
substituted for the de probe mentioned earlier.
The circuil of Fig. 17-15, essentially the
peak-reading shunt circuit of Fig. 17-138 , is
generally used. 'The series redstor, inltalled in the
probe close to the rectifier, prevents rffrom being
fed. through the probe cable to the electronic
voltmeter, being helped in this by the cable
capacitance. This resistor, in conjunction with the
IO-megohm divider resistance of the elec tronic
voltmeter, also reduces the peak rectified vol tage
to a dc value equivalen t to the m n of the rf signal,
to make the rf readings consistent with the regulu
ae calibration.

Of the diodes readily available to amateun, the
g:mnanium point-contact type is preferred for rf
applications. It h" low capacitance (of the order
d I pF) and in the high4>ack·resistance types the
reverse current is not serious. The principal
limitation is that its safe reverse voltage is only
about 50-75 Yolts, wh ich limi ts the nns applied
voltage to 15 or 20 volts, approximately. Diodes
can be connected in seri es to rai se the overall
nting.
Linearity at Radio Frequencies
The bypass or mler capacitance nonnally used
in If rectifie r circuits is large enough, together with
the resistance in the system, to have a time
constant sufficient for peak readings. However, if
the resistance Is low (the load sometimes is ju ~t the
microammeter or milliammeter alone) the linetlrity
of the voltmeter will be affected as previously
described, eYen if lhe time constant is fairly large.
It is not safe to assume that the voltmeter is even
a~proxima tely linear unle ss the load resistance is of
the order of 10,000 ohms or greater.
Nonlinear voltmeters are use ful as indicators, as
where null indicaton are called for. but shouki not
be depe nded upon for ac tual measurement of
voltage.
RF Power

Power al radio frequencies can be measured by
means of an accurately<aii brated If voltmcter
connected across the load in which the power is
being dissipated. If the load is a known pUle
resistance the powe r, by Ohm's Law, is equal to
£2/R, where E is the rm s value of the voltage.
The method only indicates QPptlreTlt power if
the load is not a pure resistance. The load can be a
tcnninated transmission Une tuned, with the aid of
bridge circuits such as are described in the next
section, to act as a known resistance. An
alternative load is a "dummy" antenna, a known
pare resistance capable of dissipating the If power
safely.

AC BRIDGES
In its simplest form, the ac bridge is exactly the
same as the Wheatstone bridge discussed earlier.
H()weYer, co mplex impedances can be substituted
for resistances, as sugges ted by Fig. 17-16A. The
same brid8" equation hold, if Z is substituted for R
in each urn. For the equa tion to be true, however,
the phDse Qngfes QI well Qr the numerit:tl/ I'Qluelof
the impedances mUlt bolon«; otherwise, a true
null voltage is impossible to obtain. This means
that a bridge with all "pure" aInU (pure resistance
or reactance) cannot measure complex impedances;
a combination of R and X must be preo;ent in at
leut one arm besides the unknown.
The actual circuits of at bridges take many
forms, depending on the type of measurement
intended and on the frequency range to be
covered. As the frequ ency is raised stray effects
(unwan ted capacitances and inductances, principally) become more pronounced. At l1Id.io frequ encies
special attention must be paid to minimizing them.
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Referring to Fig. IH6A, if RJ and R2 IlltI
made equa1, the bridge will be balanced when
Rx " Rs. This is true whether Rx is an actua1
resistor or the input resistance of a perfectly
matched tnnsmission line, provided Rs is chosen
to equal the characteristic impedance of the line.
Even if the line is no t properly matched, the bridge
will still be balanced for power traveling outward
on the line, since outward1;oing power sees only
the Zo of the line until it reaches the load.
However, power reflected back from the load does
not "see" a bridge circui t, and the reflected voltage
regis ters on the voltmeter. From the known
relationship between the Incident and reflec ted
voltages the SWR is easily ca1culated :

(8 )

,

~

(e)

A

RF
IN

'1* fYIYl
V

6

RF

OUl'

"

SWR . YO+ Yr
V O - VI

where Vo is the forward voltage and VI is the
reflected voltage. The forward vol tage may be
measured either by disconnecting Rx or shorting
it.
The " Reflected Power Meter"

Fig. 17· 16 - A - Generalized form of bridge
circuit for either ac or de. B - One form of ac
bridge frequently used for rf measurements. C SWR bridge for use in transmission lines. Th is
circuit is often calibf8ted in power ,..ther than
volt8gll.

Most amateur-built bridges are used for If
measurements, especiaUy SWR measurements on
transmission lines. The circuits at Band C, Fig.
17·16, are favorit es for this purpose. These bask:
forms are often modified considerably, as will be
seen by the constructional exam ples later in the
chapte r,
Fig. 17·168 is useful (or measuring both
transmission lines and ''lumped constant" componenu. Combinations of resistance and capadtallCe
are often uscd in one or more arms; this may be
required for eliminating the effec ts of stnly
ca pacitance.
Fig. 17-16C is used only on transmission lines,
and only on those lines having the characteristic
impedance for which 100 bridge is designed.

SWR Measurement - The Reneclomeler
In measuring standing-wave ratio advantage is
laken of the facllhat the voltage on • transmission
line consists of two components traveling fu
oppoJ.ite directions. The power going from the
transmittu to the load is repre5ented by one
voltage (designated ''incident'' or "forward'') and
the power refl ected from the load is l epresented by
the othe r. Because the relative amplitudes and
phase relationships are definitely established by the
line's characterutic impedance, its length and the
load impedance in which it Is terminated, a bridge
circuit can separate the incident and reflected
voltages for measurement. This is SIItncient for
determining the SWR. BridgC$ designed fOI this
purpose are frequenUy called renec tometen.

Fig. 17·16C makes use of mutual inductance
belween the primary and secondary of TI to
establish a balancing circuit. CI and C2 fOml a
voltage divider in which the voltage across C2 is in
the same phase 15 the voltage at that point on the
transmission li ne. The relative phase of the voltage
across R I is determined by the phase of the
cu"ent in the line. If a pure resistance equal to the
design impedance of the bridge is connec ted to the
"RF Out" terminals, th e voltages across R I and C2
will be out of phase and the vol tmete r reading will
be minimum; if the amplitudes of the two voltages
are also equa1 ( Ihey are made so by bridge
adjustment) the voltmetcr will read zero. Any
other value of resistance or impedance connected
to the "R F Out" tenninals will result in a finite
voltmeter reading. When used in a lr1!nsmission line
Utis readinS is proportional to the reflected voltagc.
To measure the incidenl voltage the secondary
tenninais of T1 can be reversed. To function as
described, the secondary leakage reactance of TI
must be very large eompan:d to the resistance of
RI.
Instruments of lhis type are usually designed
for convenient switching betwecn forwa rd and
reflected , and are often calibra ted to read power in
the specified charactcrisitic impedance. The net
power lr1!nsmlssion Is equal to the incident power
minus the reflected power.
Sensitivity vs. Frequency
In all of the circuits in Fig. 11·16 the sensitivity
is independent of the applied frequency, within
practical Umits. Stray capacitances and coupli ngs
generally limit th e perfonnance of all three al the
high-rrequency end of the useful range. Fig.
11-16A will work rilht down to dc, but the
low-frequency perfonnance of Fig. 11· 16B is
degraded when the capacitive reactances become so
large that voltmeter impedance becomes low in
compari$on (in a11 these bridge circuits, it is

Frequency Measurement
assuVied that the voltmeter impedance is high
compared with the impedance of the bridge arms).
In Fig. l7-16C the pe rformance is limited at low
frequencies by the fact that the transformer
reactance decreases with frequency, so that
'eventually the reactance is not very high in
comparison with the resistance of R 1.
The "Monimalch"
A type of bridge wh ich is quite simple to malee,
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frequency, is the Monimatch and its various
offspring. The ci rcuit canno t be d escribed in terms
of lumped constants, as it makes use of the
distrbu ted mutual inductance and capacitance
between the center conductor of a transmission
line and a wire placed parallel to it. The wire is
terminated in a resistance approximating the
characteristic impedance of the transmission line at
one end and feeds a diode rectifier at the other. A
practical ex ample is shown later in this chapte r.

but in which the sensitivity rises directly with

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
The regulations governing amateur operation
require that the tran smitted signal be maintained
inside the limits of cer tain bands of frequencies.·
The exac t frequency need not be Ienown, so long as
it is not outside the limits. On this last poin t there
are no tolerances: It is up to the individual amateur
to see that he stays safely "inside."
TIlis is not difficult to do, bu t requires some
simple apparatus and the exercise of some care.
The apparatus commonly used is the freq ueneymarker generator, and the method involves use o f
the station rece iver,.as in Fig. 17-17 .

THE FREQUENCY MARKER
The marleer generator in its simplest form is a
high-stability oscillator generating a series of signals
which, when detccted in tlK: rccdvcr, mark the
exact edges of the amateur assignments. It does
this by oscillating at a low frequency that has
harmonics falling on the desired frequencies .
AI! U.S . amateur band lim its are exact multiples
of 25 k Hz, whether at the extremes of a band or at
points marlcing the subdivisions between types of
emission, license privileges, and so on. A 25-k Hz
fundamental frequency therefore wi ll produce the
desired marker signals if its harmonics at the highe r
frequencies are strong enough. But since harmonics
appear at 25·k Hz intervals throughout tbe
spect rum, along with the desired markers, the
problem of identify ing a particular marker arises.
This is easily solved if the receiver has a reasonably
good calib ration. If not, most marker cireuits
provide fo r a choice of fundamental outputs o f
100 and 50 kHz as well as 25 kHz, so the question
can be narrowed down 10 initial identification of
l OO-kHz intervals. From these, the desired 25·kHz
(or 50-kH1.) points can easily be spotted. Coarser
frequency intervals are rarely required; there are
usually signals available from stations of known
frequency, and the lOO-k Hz points can be counted·
off from them.
Transmi tiel Checking
In eheelcing one's own transmitter frequency
the signal flOm the transmitter is first tuned in on
.. These limit.! depe nd on the type of emission
and class of license held, as well as on International
agreement.! See the b...,.t edition of The RtJd;o
Amateurs liCl!nse ManutJl for curftnt status.

lIle rece iver and the dial setting at which it is heard
is noted. Then the nearest marker frequencies
above and below the tran smitter signal are turned
in and iden tified. The transmitter frequency is
obviously between these two known frequencies .
If the marker frequencies are accurate, this is all
that needs to be known - except that the
transmitter freque ncy must not be so close to a
band (or subband) edge that sideband fre quencies,
especially in phone transmission, will extend over
the edge.
If the transmitter signal is "inside" a marker at
the edge of an assignment, to the extent that there
is an audible beat note with the receiver's BFO
turned ofT, nonnal cw sidebands are safely inside
the edge. (TIlis statcment does no t take inlo
ICCount abnormal sidebands such as are caused by
clicks and chirps.) For phone the "safety"
allowance is usually taken to be about 3 k Hz, the
nominal width of one sideband. A frequency
difference of this order can be estimated by noting
the receiver dial settings for the two 25·kHz
markers which bracket the signal and dividing 25
by the number of dial divisions between them. TIlis
will give the number of kHz per dial division.
Transceivers
The method described above is applicab le when
the receiver and transmitter are separate pieces of
equipment. When a transceiver is used and the

I~ 'REO_. I

Ntufter D~I,,--=l~R;'~C:'~
naJs _
Si'~"~D;A~R~
'V~'~R:J
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~

TRANSIoIJITeR

,,~

Fig. 17-17 - SlItup for using II frequencv staooard .
It i$ necessary that the transmitter signal be weak
in the receiver - of the sarne ordllr of $Irllngth,as
the marker signal from tha standard. Th is
requirement can usually be me t b y turning on just
Ihll t rafl$mi ttllr oscillator, leaving all power off any
succeeding stages. In some cases it may also be
necessary to disconnect the antenna from the
receiver.

I
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25 kHl requ ire only two successive divisions, each
by 2. In the division process, the harmonic output
of the generator is greatly enhanced, making th e
generator useful at frequencies well into the vhf

(A)

=ge.
Simple Crystal Oscinators

"
."'"

(6)

'"'

Q"~r--

(c)
lOOK
lOOK

F ig. 17· 18

-

T hrM simple

tOG- kHz. o.c.;Uatoo-

circuits. C is the most suitabl. of available
trarn;i$tor circuits (fOf marker generators) and is
recommended wh_ $Olid ... tat, is to be used. In 1111
th ree circuits Cl is for fine frequency adju$trnent.
The outpUt coupling capacitor, C3, is generally
smalt - 20 to 50 pF - • compromise to 8\/oid
loading the oscillttor by the receiver entenna input
whil , maintaining adequate coupling for good
harmon ic strength.

tran smit tinll frequency is automatically the same as
that to which the receiver iJ tuned, setting th~

tuning dial to a spot between two known marker
frequencies is al l th at Is re<j,uired.
The prope r dial se ttings for the markers an:

those al which, with the Bra on, the signal is
tuned to zero beat - the spot where the beat
disappears as the tuning makes the beat tom
progressively lower. Exact ze ro beat can 00
de termined by II very slow rise and fall of
background noise, caused by a beat of a cycle or
less per second.

FR EQUENCY·MA RKER CIRCU ITS
The basic £requency-determining element in
most IlIlUIteu r frequency markers i5 a t OO-kHz
crystal. Although the marker genentor should
produce harmonics at 25·kHz and 50-kHz intervals,
crystals (or other high-stability devices) for
frequencies lower than 100 kfu lie expensive and
dimcu lt to obtain. However, there i5 reaDy no need
for them, since it i5 easy to divide the basic
frequency down 10 any figure one deilies; 50 and

Fig. 17·18 iUustral es a few of the simpler
circuill. Fig. 17· 18A is a lon,.time favorite where
vacuum tubes are used and is often incorporated in
receivers. Cl in this and the other circuits is used
for exact adj ustment of the osciUating frequency
to 100 kHz, which is done by using the receiver for
comparing one of the oscillator 's harmonics with a
standard frequency transmitted by WWV, WWV H,
or a similar sialion.
Fig. 17·18B i5 a fleld·dfe<:t transistor analog of
the vacuum-tu be cmui!. However, it req uires a
lo-mH coil to operate well, and since the harmonic
outpul is not strong at the higher freq uencies th e
circuit is given principally as an example of a
simple transistor arran geme nt. A much better
oscillator is shown at C. This is a cross.connectcd
pair of transistors forming a multiYibratol of the
"free-running" or "astable" type, locked at 100
kHz by using the crystal 15 one of the coupling
clements. While it ean use two se para le bipolar
transhtors as shown, it is much simpler 10 use an
integrated-circuit dual gate, wlU ch will contain all
the necessary parts except the crystal and
capacitors and is considerabl y less expensive, as
well lIS more com pact, than the se parate
components. An example is shown Jater in the
chapter.
Frequency Dividers
Electronic division is accomplished by a
"bistable" nip·nop or cf'OS«:ou pled circuit which
produces one output change for every Iwo
impu1scs applied to ill in put cireuit, thus dividill8
the applied frequency by 2. An division therefore
must be in terms of some power of 2. In practice
this is no handicap since wi th modem in tcgrated·
circuit flip-flops, circuit arrangements can be
wo rked out for division by any desi red number.
As flip·flops and ga tes in integrated circuits
comc in compatible series - meaning that they
work at the same supply voltage an d can be
directly connected together - a combination of a
dual-gate version of Fig. l 7·i SC and a dual
flip-fl op make an attractively sim ple combination
for tbe marker ge nerator.
There are several different basic types of
flip-flops, the variations having to do with methods
of driving (dc or pulse operation) and con trol of
the counting fu nction. Info rmation on the
operating principles and ratings of a specific type
usually can be obtained from the manufacturer.
The counting.controi functions are not needed in
using the flip-flop in a sim ple marke r generator.
although they come into play when dividina by
some number other than a power of 2.
Frequency Standards
The difference between a marker generator and
a CIeq uency standard is that in the latter special
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ptiJa &Ie taken to make the oscillator frequency as
stable as possible in the face of variation. in
tempel'll.ture, humidity, line voltage, and other
factors which could cause a small change in
frequency.
While there are no definite cri teria that
distinguish the two in this respect, a circuit
designatcd as a "standard" for ama tcu r purposes
should be ca pable of maintaining frequency within
al IcaS! a few parts per million under normal
variations in ambien t conditions, without adjuument. A simple marker generator using a 1000kHz
crystal can be expected to have frequency
variations 10 times (or more) greater unde r similar
conditions. It can of course be adjusted to exact
frequ ency at any time the WWV (or equivalent)
signal [s available.
The design considerations of high--preclsion
frequency standards are outside the scope of this
chapter, but information is available (rom time to
time in periodicals.

OTHER METHODS OF FREQUENCY
CHECKING
the simplest pomble frequency-measuring
device is a puallel LC circuit, tunable over a
desired frequency range and having iu tuning dial
calibrated in terms of frequency. It can be used
only fo r checking circuiU in which at least almall
amount of rf power is present, because the energy
required to give a detectable indication is not
available In 1I)e LC circuit itself; it has to be
extrac ted (rom the circuit ooing measured; hence
the name absorption frequency meter. It will be
observed that what is actually measured is the
frequency of the rf energy, not the frequency to
which the ci rcuit in which the energy is present
may be tuned.
The measUll:ment accuracy of such an instrument is low, compared with the accuracy of a
marker genera tor, because the Q of a pl'll.cticable
LC circuit is not high enough to make precise
reading of the dial possible. Also, any t..,.'O cileulu
coupled together react on each othen' tuning.
(This can be minimized by using the loosest
coupling Ihat will give an adequate indication.)
The absorption frequency meter has one useful
advantage over the marker genera tor - it will
respond only to the frequency to whitl) it is tu ned,

OTHER INSTRUMENTS

Fig. 17-19A - Absorption frequency-meter cireuit.
The closed-(:ircuit phone jack may be omitted if
listening is not wanted; in that cese the positive
termi nal of Ml goes to common ground.
to a band of (requencies very close to it . Thus
there it no harmonic ambiauity, as there sometimes
is when using -' marker generator.
OT

Absorption Oreuit
A typical absorption frequency-mete r circuit is
shown in Fig. 17-19. In addition to the adjustable
tuned circuit, L1el, it includes a pickup coU, L2,
wound over LI , a high·frequency semiconductor
diude, CR I , and a mic roammeter or low-range
(usually not more than 0-1 rnA) miDiammeter. A
phone jack is included SO the device can be used
for listening to the l ignal.
The seniitivity of the frequc ncy met"el depends
on the se nsitivity of the dc metcr muvement and
the size of L2 in relation to Ll. There is an
optimum size for this coil which has to be found.
by experiment. An altemati~ is to make the
rectifier connection to an adjustable tap on LI, in
which case there is an optimum tap point. In
gencral, the rectifier coupling should be a little
below (that is, less tigh t) the poin t that gives
maxim um response, since this will make the
indications sharper.
Calibn.tion
The abso rption frequency me ter must be
calibrated by taking a series of readings on various
frequencies (rom circuits ellrying d power, the
frequency of the d enel:lY fint being determined
by some other means such as a muker generator
and receiver. Th~ setting of the dial that gives the
highest me ter indication is the calibration point for
tha t frequency. This point should be determined
by tuning through it with loose coupling to the
circuit being measured.

AND MEASUREMENTS

Many measurements l eqUire a sou rce of ac earlier chapter, uses equipment common to
power of adjustable frequency (and sometimes ordinlt)' I'lI.d.io service work. Inexpensive rf signal
adju.table amplitude as WIln) in addition to what is generaton lIe available, both complete and in kit
already available from the transmitter or receiver. form. However, any source of signal that is weak.
Rf and af test oscillalon, for example, provide enough to avoid overloading the receiver usually
signals fo r purposes such as receiver alignment, will serve for alignmen t work_ The frequency
testing of phone transmitlen, and SO on. Anothe r marker generator is a sa tisfactory signal source. In
valuable adju nct to the station is the oscilloscope, add ition, its freq uencies, although not continuousespecially useful for checking phone modulation. . Iy adjustable, are known rar more precisely, since
the usual signal-generator calibration is not highly
Rf Oscillators for Circuit Alignment
accu rate. For rough work the dip meter de5l;:ribed
Receiver testing and ali8nment, covered in an in the next section will serve.
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meter indication. This technique can resul U in
"dead spots" in the tuning l ange if the osciUator
power is too low to enable the diode to conduct at
aU times. The circuit of Fig. 17· 19B avoids the
problem by measuring the changes in source

current. In the W.M . (wavcmeter) position of 5 1
the gate-source junction of Ql serves as the

•

detector diode.
Each tuning range of the dipper should overlap
to provide sufficient coverage to check circuits of

unknown resonant frequency . Plug-in coils are
nonnally used to allow continuous coverage fIOm
1.5 to at least 250 MHz.
Calibra tion
Fig. 17-19B - An FET source-dippar circuit
suitable fa r use from 1.5 to 50 MHz. For operation
at vhf and uhf the value of Cl should be made
smaller, RFCl would be a vhf type, and the bypass
capacitOI1 would be smaller in valull. For uhf use
Q1 would be changed to 8 uhf-type FET , 8
2N4416 or similar.

A dipper should have reasonably accurate
calibration. Calibration of the dipper dial can be
effected by monito ring the dippe r output signal
witll a calibrated receivcr. Make sure the
fundamental frequency of the d ipper is being used
during calibration.
Ope rating the Dip Meter

TH E DIP METER
The dip meter reverses the absorption-wavemeter procedure in that it supplics the rf power by
incorporating a tunable oscillator from which tlle
circuit being checked absorbs energy wljen this
circuit and the oscillator are tuned to the same
frequency and coupled together. In tlle vacuumtube version the energy absorption causes a
decrease or "dip" in the oscillator's rectified grid
current, measured by a dc microammeter.
The same principle can be applied to solid-state
oscilla tors. In some transistor versions the oscillator rf power is rectified by a diode to pIovide a

.. ••
0

~ B" A

The dip meter will check: only resonant circuit s,
since nonresonant circuits or components will not
absorb energy at a specific frequency. The circuit
ma y be either lumped or linear (a transmission-line
type circuit) provided only that it has enough Q to
give sufficient coupling to the dip-meter coil for
detec table absorption of rf energy. Generally the
coupling is principally inductive, although at times
there may be sufficient capacitive coupling
between the meter and a circuit point that is at
relatively high potential with respec t to ground to
pennit a reading. For inductive coupling, maximum energy absorption will occur when the metcr

m
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Fig. 17-20 - Chart for determining unknown values of Land C in the range of 0.1 to 100 pH and 2 to
1000 p F, using standards of 100 p F and 5 p H.
.
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Fig. 17·2 1 - A conllt!n ient mounting, lIsing
bindi ng-post plates, for L and C uandards made
from commercially available parts. The capacitor is
/I l00-pF silver mi ca unit , mounted 50 the lead
lenllth i. liS nnerly zero as possible. The inductance
standard, 5 ~H , is 17 turn s of coil stock, l -inch

di amete r, 16 turn. per inch .
1$ coupled to a coil (the same coupli ng rules that

apply to any two coils are operative here) in the
tuned circuit being checked, or to a higlH::urrent
point in llinear circuit.
Because of distributed capacitance (and sometimes induc tance) mosl circuits resonant at the
lowe r amateur frequencies will show quast-lineartype resonances It or close to the vhf region. A vhf
dip meter will uncove r these, often with beneficial
Jesu lU since such "parasitic" resonances can cause
unwanted responses at harmonics of the intended
frequency. or be responsible for parasitic oscillations in amplifiers. Caution must be used in
checking transmission lines 01 antennas - and.
espociaUy, combinations of antenna and line - on
this aecount. because t hese linear circuits have
well~efined se ries of harmonic responses, based on
the lowest 1e50n3nt frequency, which may lead to
faise conclusions respecting the behavior of the
system.
Meas ureme nts with the dip meter are esse ntially
frequency measurements, and for best accu racy the
coupling be.tween the meter and circuit under
chec king must be as loose as will aUow a
percep tible dip. In this respec t the dip meter is
similar to the abso rption wave met er.
Meuuring Indu ctance and Capaci tance
with the Dip Meter
With a carefully calibrated dip metel, prope rly
opera ted, inductance and capacitance in the values
ordinarily used for the 1.5-50 Mllz range can be
measured with ample acCUIaC)' fOI pr.u:tical work.
The method requires two accessories: an induc.tance "standard" of known value, and a capacitance standard also known with reasonable
accuracy. Values of 100 pF for the capacitance and
5 pH for the inductance an: convenient. The chan
of FiJ. 17·20 it based on these values.
The L and C standards can be' quite ordinary
co mponents. A small silveI·mka capacitor is
satisfactory for the capacitance, since the cust omary tolennce is ±S percent. The inductance
standard can be cut from commercial machine-

wound coil stock; if none is availabie, a homemade
equivalent in diame ter, tum spacing, and number
of turns can be substituted. The inductance will be
5 pH within amply close tolerances if the
specifications in Fig. 11·21 are foUowed closely. In
any case, the inductance can easily be adjusted to
the proper value; It should resonate with the
10().pF capacitor at 7100 kHz.
The setup for measuring an unknown is shown
in Fig. 17·22. Inductance is measured with the
unknown connccted to the standard capacitance.
Couple the dip meter to the coil and adjust the
meter fo r the dip, using the loosest possible
cou pling that will give a usable Indication. Similar
procedure is followed fO I capacitance measurement, exce pt that the unknown is connected to the
standard inductance. Values are read off the chart
for the frequency indicated by the dip meter.
Codficient of Coupling
The same equipment can be used for
measuremen t of the cocfOcient of coupling
between two coils. Th is simply requires two
measureme nts of inductance (of one of the coils)
with the coupled coil rlfSt open-circuited and then
shon-circuitcd. Connect the l ()()...pF standard
capacitor to one coil and measure the inductance
with the terminals of the second coil open. Then
sho rt the terminals of the second coil and again
measure the inductance of the first. The coefficient
of couplilll is given by

.·/ I -~

"

where.t • coefficient of cou pling
LJ - inducllIlCe of first coil with terminals or
second coil open
L2 - inductance of rant coil with terminals of
second coil shOIted.

AUDIO· FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS
Tests requiring an audio-frequency signal
gene rally call for one that is a reasonably good sine
wavc, and the best oscillator circuits for this are
RC-cou pled, ope rating as nearly as pouible as Qass
A amplificrs. Variable frequency covering the
entire audio range is needed for determining
frequency response of audio am plifiers, but this is

fig. 11-22 - Setup' for meaJUring inductance and
capacitance with the d ip meter.
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"
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Fig. 17-23 - Twin-T audio oscillator circui t .
Representative valul!'S for R ,-R2 and Cl range
from 18kQand.05 IJ,F for 750 Hz to 15knand .02
p.F for 1800 Hz. For the same frequency range, R3
and C2-C3 vary from 1800 ohms and .02 IJ,F to
1500 ohms and ,01 j.J.F. R4 should be approJO:imateIv 3300 ohms, C4, the output coupling capacitor,
can be ,05 pF far high-impedance loads.

a relatively unimpo rtant type of lest in amateur
equipment. The variable-frequency af signal generator is best purchased com plete; kits are readi ly
available at prices that compare vel}' favorably
with the cost of parts.
For most phone-transmitter testing, and for
simple trouble shoo ting in af amplifiers, an
oscillator generating one or two frequencies with
good wave form j.s adequate. A " t wo-tone" (dual)
oscillator is particularly useful for testing sideband
tlllnsmitters, and II. constructional example is found
later in the c hapler.
The circuit of a simple RC oscillator useful for
general test purposes is given in Fig. 17·23 . This
''Twin·r' arrangement gives a wave fonn thai is
satisfactory for most purposes, and by choice of
circuit consta'nts the oscillator can be o pera ted at
any frequency in the usual audio lange. Rl, R2
and C1 fonn a 10w·paS5 type network, while
C2C3R3 is JUgh-paS5. As the phase shift~ are
opposi te, there is only one frequency at which the
total phase shift from collector to base is 180
degrees, and oscill.a tion will occur at this
frequency. Optimum opera tion resu lts when C I is
approximately twice the capacitance of C2 or C3,
and R3 has a resistance about 0.1 that of R 1 or R 2
(C2 " C3 and R I "R2). Output is taken across CI,
where the hannonic d istortion is least. A rela tively
JUgh-impedance load should be used - 0.1 megohm
or more.
.
A small-signal af transis t6r is suitable for Qt.
Either npn or pnp types can be used, with due
regard for supply polari ty. R4, the coneetor load
resistor, must be large enough for normal
amplification, and may be varied somewhat to
adjust the operating conditions for best wavefonn.

RESISTORS AT RADIO FREQUENCIES
Measuring equipme nt, in some pari of its
circuit, often requires essentially pure resistance _

that is, resistance exhibiting only negligib le reactive
effects on the frequencies at which measuremen t is
intended. Of the resistors available to amateurs,
this requirement is met only by small compos ition
(carbon) resi stors. The inductance of wire-wound
resistors makes them useless for amateur frequen·
cies.
The reactances to be considered arise from the
inherent inductance of Ihe resistor itself and its
leads. and from small stray capacitances from one
part of the resistor to anothe r and to surrounding
conductors. Although both the inductance and
capacitance are small, their reactances become
increasingly important as the frequency is raised.
Small composition resistors, properly mountcd,
show negligible capacitive reactance up to 100
MHz or so in resistance values up to a few hundred
ohms; similarly, the inductive reactance is negligi·
ble in values higher than a few hundred ohms. The
optimum resistalicc region in this respect is in the
50 to 200-ohm rangc, approximately.
Proper mounting includes reducing lead length
as much as possible, and keeping the resistor
separated from other resistors and conductors.
Care must also be taken in some applications to
ensure that the resistor, with its associated
components, does not fonn a closed loop into
which a voltage could be induced magnetically.
So installed, the resistance is essentially pure. In
composition resistors the skin effect is very small,
and the rf resistance up to vhf is very closely the
same as the dc resistance.
Dummy An tennas
A du mmy an tenna is simply a resistor that, in
impedance characteristics, can be substituted for
an antenna or transmission line fo r test purposes. It
permits leisurely transmitter test ing without
radiating a signal. (The amateur regulations strictly
limit the amount of "on-the·air" testing that may
be done.) It is also usefu l in testing receivers, in
that electrically it resembles an antenna, but does
not pick up external noise and signals, a desirable
feature in some tests.
For lIansmitter lests the dummy antenna must
he capable of dissipating safely the entire power
ou tput of the transmitter. Since for most testing it
is desirable tha t the dummy simu late a perfectlyma tched lIansmission tine, it should he a pure
resistance, usuall y of appro ximately 52 o r 13

Fig. 17-24 - Dummy antenna made by mounti ng a
composition resistor in a PL-259 coaJl:ial pl ug. Only
the inner portion of thlt plug is shown; the eap
SCn;!WS o n after the 8S$embly is completed.
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Fig. 17-25 _ Using rM;stol'l in series"92lfeUe1 to
Increasl the power rating of • small dummy
antenn •. MCMmt" ;1'1 this way on pieces of fl.t
copper, inductance;1 r«Iuced to II minimum. Eight
100-0hm 2_tt composition rMistOf'1l In twO
groups, each four resi$tors in parallel, can be
connected In IMies to form I 5O-ohm dummv_ The
open constructIon shown permits free air circulatioo. Resistors d rawn heavy art in onl "deck";
light Olles Ire in the other.

ohms. This is a severe limitation in home
comtructlon, because nonreactive resistors of more
than a few walts rated safe dissipation are very
difficult to obtain. (There are, however, dummy
antenna kits available that can handle up to a
ldIowatt.)
For receiver and minipower transmitter testing
an excellent dummy antenna can be made by
inslalll11l1 51· or 7S-ohm composition resistor in a
PL-2S9 fitting IS shown in Fig. 17·24. Sizes from
un".hlllf to two watL!. ue satisfactory. The disk at
the end helps reduce lead inductance and
completes the shielding. Dummy antennas made in
this way have good characteristics through the vhf
bands as well as at all lower frequencies.
Increasing Power Ratinp
More power can be handled by using a number
of 2-watt resiston in parallel, OJ series-parallel, but
at the expense of introducing some reactance.
Nevertheless, if some departure from the ideal
impedance clImcteruties can be tolerated this is I
practical method fOJ getting increased dissipations.
The principal problem is stray inductance which
can be minimized by mounting the resiston on flat
copper strips or sheets, a$ suggested in Fia;. 17-25.
The power rating on resiston is a conrinuous
rating in free air. In practice, the maximum power
dissipated can be increased in proportion to the
reduction in duty cycle. Thus with keying, whicb
has a duty cycle of about 1/ 2, the ratina can be
doubled. With sideband the duty cycle is usually
not over about 1/3. The best way of judging is to
feet the resiston occasionally; if too hot to touch,
they may be dissipating more power than they are
rated for.

THE OSCillOSCOPE
The
electrostatically deflected cathode-ray
tube, with appropriate associated equipment, is
capable of displaying both low· and radio-frequency sign&ls on 10 fluorescent 5CIeen, in I fonn which
lends Itself to ready interpretation. (In conUast,

the magnetically deflected television picture tube is
not at all suitable for measurement purposes.) In
the usual display presentation, the nuorescent spot
moves across the screen horizontally at some
known rate (horizontal denection or horizontal
$Weep) and simultaneously is moved vertically by
the signal VOltll3e being examined (vertical
deflection). Because of the retentivity of the screen
and the eye, a rapidly denected spot appears as a
continuous line. Thus a vlIJ)'ing signal voltll3e
causes a pattern 10 appear on the screen.
Conventionally, oscilloscope circuils are designed 50 that in vertical deflection the ~pot moves
upward as the signal voltage becomes more po$itive
with respect to ground, and vice versa (there are
exoeptiom, however). Also, the horizontal deneetion is such that with an I(l sweep voltage - the
simplest form - positive is to the right; with •
linear swee p - one which moves the spot at •
uniform rate across the screen and then at the end
of ils !rave1 snaps il back very quickly to the
starting point _ time progresses to the right.
Most cathode·ray tubes for oscilloscope work
require a deflection amplitude of about 50 volta
per inch. For displaying small signals. therefore,
considerable amplification Is needed. Also, special
circuits have 10 be used for linear deflection. The
design of amplifiers and linear deflection circuiu is
complicated, and extensive teJtU are available. For
checking moduJation of transmitters, I principal·
amateur use of the scope, quite simple clreuio
suffiCe. A 6(}liz voltage from the power tine makes
a satisfactory horizontal sweep, and the voltage
required for vertical dellection can ~y be
obtained from uansmitter If circuits without
amplification.
For general measurement purposes amplifien
and linear deflection circuits are needed. The most
economical and satisfactory way to obtain a scope
having these features is to assemble oooofthell1illY
kits available.
Simple OsciUoscope Orcuit
Fig. 11-26 Is an oscilloscope circuit that has all
the essentials for modulation monitoring: controls
for ce ntering. focusing. and adjusting the brightness of the fluorescent spot; voltage dividers to
supply proper electrode potentials to the cathoderay tube; and means fOT coupling the vertical and
horizontal signal! to the deflection plates.
The circuit can be used with electrostaticdeflection tubes from two to five inches in face
diameter, with voltages up to 2500. Either set of
denecting electrodes (DID2, or D3D4) rna.>' be
used for either horizontal or vertical deflection,
depending on how the tube is mounted.
In Fig. 17-26 the centering controls are not too
high above electrical ground, so they do not need
special insulation. However, the focusing and
intensity conuoIJ are at I high voltage above
ground and tberefore should be carefully imulated. .
Insulated couplings or extension shafts should be
used.
The tube should be protected from stray
magnetic fields, either by enclosing it in an iron or
steel box or by using one of the special CR tube
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Fig. 17-26 - O$cillO$cope ci rC\J it for modulation
monitoring. Conuants are for 15()(). 102500-vo1I
high.yoltage supply . For 1000 to 1500 volts, omit
RS and connect the bottom end of R7 10 the lop
end of A9.
Cl.cS, incl. - l()OO.yolt disk ceramic:.
Rl. R2, R9, All - Volume--conirol 1VPI, linear
taper. R9 and All muslbeweliinsulatedfrom
chas$is .

~

1I0l[N51TY

Fig. 17·27 - A quasi~inear time base for an
oscilloscope can be obtained from the "cenler"
porlion of a sine wave. Coupling the ac to the grid
gives inten.ity modulat ion that blank.s the retrace.
Cl - Ceramic capacitor of adequate voltage rating.
T1 - 250· to 350-volt cen ter-tapped $Il(:ondarv. If
voltage is tOO high, use dropping resistor in
primary side.
Lissajous Figures

When sinusoidal Ie voltages are applied to bo th
stU of denecting plates in the oscilloscope the
resul tant pattern depends on the relative' amplitudes, frequencies and phases of the two voltages. If
the ratio between the two frequencies is cons tant
and can be expressed in integers a stationary
pattern will be produced.
PATTUMS

rR(Q. uno

p,

A3, R4, RS, AS, Ala - 1/2 watt.
R7 , RS -1 wall.
Vl - ElectrOSlatlc-defleetion cathode-ray tube,
2- to 5-inch. Base connections end healer
ratings vary with type chosen.

shields available. IJ the beater transronner (or
other transformer) is mounted in the same cabinet,
care must be used 10 place it so the stray field
around it does not deflect the spot. The spot
cannot be fOCllsed 10 II fine point when influenced
by II transfonner field. TIte heater transformer
must be weB insulated, and one side of the heater
mould be connected to the cathode. The
biglH'olu.gc de can be taken from the transmitter
plate su pply; the current required is negligible.
Method.'! for connecting the oscilloscope to a
transmitter for checking or monitoring modulatio n
are give n in earl ier chapters.
Quasi·Linear Sweep
For wav~nvelope patterns that require a
fairly linear horizontal sweep, Fig. 17·27 shows a
method of using the substantially linear portion of
the 60-Hz sine wave - the "center" portion where
the wave goes tlu:ough zelo and reverses polarity. A
60-Hz transformer with a centcr-tapped seco ndary
winding is required. The voltage should be
sumcient to de flect the spot weB off the screen on
both sides - 250 to 350 volts, usually. With such
"ovcr-deflection" the sweep is fairly linear, but it is
U bright on retrace as on Ieft-t n-right. To blank it
in one direction, it Is necessary to couple the Ie to
the No. I grid of the CI\ tube as shown.

Fig. 17·28 - Lissajoos
figures arid corr8$pond·
ing frequency ratios for
a 9Cklegree phase relation$hip between the
voitaglS aPf;llled to the
two seUi of deflecting
plates.

Z"

."
The stationary patterns obtained in this way are
called Lisnjous figures. Examples of some of the
simpler Liaajous fJ.8UI"Cs are given in Fig. 17-28.
The frequency ratio is found by counting the
number of loops along two adjacent edges. Thus in
the third fIgUre from the top the re are three loops
along a horizontal edge and only one along the
vert ical, SO the ratio of the vertical frequency to
the horizontal frequency is 3 to I. Similarly, in the
fifth figure [rom the top theR! aJe foul loops along
the horizontal edge and tltree along the vertical
edge, giving, ratio of 4 to 3. Assuming that the
known frequency is applied to the horizontal
plates, the unknown frequency is
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/2.'E... /l
where

"'

/ 1 .. known frequency applied to

horizontal
plates,
/2'" unknown frequency applied to vertical
plates,
nl .. number ofJoops along a vertical edge

'''',

n2 '" number of loops aloll8 a

power..J.ine frequency is held accurately enough to
1ocalities. The
medium audio-frequ ency range can be COVllrOO by
comparison with the 440- and 600-Hz modulation
on the WWV transmissions. It is possible to
calibrate over a IO-t0-1 ranae, both upwards and
downwards, from each of the latter rrequencies
and thu s cover the au dio range useful for voice
communication.
An oscilloscope having both horizontal and
vertical amplifiers is desirable, since it is convenie nt to have a means for adjusting the voltages
applied to the deflection plates to secure a suitable
pattern size.
be used as a standard in mIHt

horil!ontal~

An important application of Lissajous figures is
the calibn.tion of audio-frequency signal
genera tor!. For very low frequencies the 60-Hz

in

MARKER GENERATOR FOR
The frequency generator in the accompanying
illustrations will deliver marker sign.als of usable
strength well into the vhf region when its output is
connected 10 the antenna input terminals of a
communications receiver. It uses a 1000kHz crystal
in an integrated-circuit venion of the 5Olid~tate
mu ltivibrntor oscillator shown earlier. The oscilla·
tor is followed by a two~tage IC divider which
produces 50- and 25·kHz marker intervals. Two
inexpensive IC, are used, an MC-714P qUid gate
and an MC790P dual JK flip-flop. Two of the gates
in the MC724P are used for the oscillator and a
third serves IS a following buffer amplifier and
" squucr" for driving the £int divide-by-2 circuit in
the MC790P. This div ider then drives the second
divide--by-2 flip-flop. Outputs at the three frequen.
cies are taken Uuough I 3-position switch from
taps IS shown in the circuit diagram, Fig. J 7-30.
Two of th e throe poles of the 4·position switch
are used for controlling the collector voltage for
the ICs. Voltage is on the MC724P in all active
posi tions of the swi tch, bu t is applied to the
MC790P onl y when 50- and 25·kHz markers are
required. This saves battery power, since the
MC790P takes considerably mo~ current than the
MC724P.
The ouWuts on all three frequencies are good
square waves. To assure reasonably constant
hannonic strength through the hf spectrum the
output is coupled to ll1e receiver through a small
capacitance which tends to allcnuate the lower·
r~uency hannonics. This capacitance, eJ, is Jlot
critkal as to value and may be varied to suit
individual preferences. The value shown, 22 pF, is
satisfactory fo r working into a receiver having an
input impedance of 50 ohms.
At 3 volts dc input the current taken in the
lOO-kHl! position of SI is 8 rnA. In the 50. and
25·kHz posidons the total curren t (both ICs) is 35
rnA. The generator continues to work satisfactorily
when the voltage drops as low as 1.5 volts. The
oscillator frequency is subject to change IS the
voltage is lowered, the frequency shift amounting
to approximately 30 Hz at IS MHz on going from
3 to 2 volu. There is a slight frequency shift
between the 1000kHz and SO/2S-kHz positions, but
this amounts to only 6 or 7 Hz at I S MHz.

100,50 AND 25 KHZ

Fig. 17·29 - Frequency marker generating 100-,
60·, Of' 25·kHz intervals. Battery power supply
(two "0" cellsl is il'lSide the cabinet, I
3 X 4 X 6-inch aluminum chassis with bottom
plete. The trimmer capacitor fOt' fine adjustment of
frequency is BVailabtl through the hole in the top
near tha left fron t .
Frequency changes resulting from temperature '
variations are large r; they may be as much as a few
hundred Hz at I S MHz in normal room-temperature variltions. All such frequency changes can be
COOlpensated for by adjusting C, and it is good
practice to check the frequency occasionally
:l&Iinst one of the WWV 1nmsmissions, readjusting
C2 ifnccesury.
Layout and Construction
The physical layout of the circuit can be varied
to suit the builder's tastes. The size of the bolt
containing the generator shown in the photographs
makes the batteries easily accessible for replacement. The method of mounting the crystal and C2
allows the latter to be reached through the toy of
the box for screwdriver adjustment, and makes
possible the easy removal of the crys tal since it
plugs into l standard crystal socket. The.re is ample
room for soldering the various wires that lead to
the switch from the etchcd boazd on which the
ICs, re:;istoIS, and Cl are mounted, The output
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/,!F-

Cl - O.l~ pap&\'", tow voltage.
C2 - 745-pF ceramic trimmer.
C3 - 22-pF dipped miCil (c~Bmic
also sati sfectory).
51 - 31>oIe, 4-posltion rotary

•

+3

y,

(Mallory 3 134J).

Ul - Quad 2-lnput NOR gate, 1

,,., r-",--t--.'
"'l-J...~ )o.!L_ _r,-U_OAj'''"
' "'~r::y~

section unused
MC724P).

(Motorola

U2 - Dual J..K ftip.flop (Motorola

MC79QPL

Fig. 17-30 - Marker generator circuil. Pin 4 of
both ICs is grounded. Connect pin 11 of Ut to
POint C, and pin 11 of U2 to point F.
IUr where it is convenient
when the unit is alongside a receiver,
An etched board does not have 10 be used for
wiring the
and associated parts, although it

jack is placed al the

Ie.

makes for neatness in construction. The wiring
plan used in Ihis one is shown in Fig. 17·)2, Fig.
17-32 is not a conventional template, but is a scale

drawing showi", how the etched connections can
run with a minimum number of cron-ovcr points
where jumpers arc required (only one is needed in
thi s layout). 1.0 following the wirinJ plan the resist
can be put on IS desired, so long as the sepanlion
between conduc tors is great enough 10 prevent
short<ircuits.
Fig. 17·32 shows the front o r component side
of the board. To get the reversed draw1rl8 that
would !Jc: foUowtd on the copper side, place a
piece of paper under the figure, with a face-up
piece of carbon paper under it. Then trace the
wiri.ng With a sharp pencil and the layout will be
transferred to the back of the paper. The points
where holes IU'e to be driUed IU'e shown by small
dots and circles, the latter indicating the points at
which external connections are to be made.

Fig. 17--31 - Integrated circuill and associated
fixed capaci tof1 Dn d resistors are mounted on an
etched broad measuring 33/4 X 21/2inches, sup·
ponO:ld from one wall by an IIluminum bracket. The
l 00-kHz crynai and trimmer capacitOf" are on a
1 X 2·inch plastic strip supported belOlN the top on
1I2-inch spacers, with t he capacitor facing upward
so it can be adjusted from outside. The two dry
cells are in I dual holder (available from electronics
supply nOfesl. The OUtpo.JI connfCtor 11 a phono
jack, mounted on t he rear wall (upper left in this
view) with C3.
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Fig. 17--32 Wiring plan for
the circui t
board, component side.
Dimensions for
placement of
parts Ire exact.
X - jumper.
Other letten
indicate exter·
nal connection
points, COfTH·
ponding to
simi larl y let·
tered connec·
liol1$ in Fig.
17--30.

Frequency Counter
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SO·MHZ FREQUENCY COUNTER

The counter is built into a homemade enclosu re
tllat measures 2 X 6 X 6 inches.

As the complexity of amateur radio equipment
increases, the sophistication of the test equipment
needed to e ffectively trou bleshoot failures also
increases. The following counter was developed to
fulfill th is need and will also certainly complemen t
the station itself. This counter as a whole is very
basic in design and some interesting features are its
size and the displays. Each display (excep t for the
least significant digit) contains four sections: "I:he
coun ter, 1atch, decoder an d the display. The LSD
docs not have a counter included.

displayed as 455.2 no t 00455.2. The LSD is not
eon nected for leading zero blanking. It was a bit
disconcerting to tum the coun ter o n and not have
ihe display light up . The refo re, the LSD was not
con nected fo r leading zero blanldng and zero will
be displayed when Ihe c ounte r is on with no inpul
The LSD, a TIL 308, does no t have the internal
counter. This allows a faste r coun ter, greater than
18 MHz, to be used for the LSD. The N82S90,
used as the counte r fOT the LSD, is rated for
loa-M Hz operation.
Signal input is ap plied to a source follower, Ql.
For the sake of simplicity, it was decided to use
this form o f input configuration ins tead of an
amplifier for the input. An input signal of 0.25 V
will be suffic ient to trigger the cou nter, up to 50
MHz. Following the in put network is an SN74S00
connec ted to act as a level translator. The signal
from the input ne twork is made TIL compa tibl e
by this c ircuit.
Construction
One of the fea tures o f th is cou n ter is that its
construction is not cri tical. As can be seen in the
photograph, the entire counter is buil t on a small

Circuit Description
T he counte r uses a crystal-controlled time base
to generate th e gating pu lses. A I-MHz oscillator is
counted down to provide 1 kHz for Ihe SN7493
(U6). U6 is connected to divide by twelve. The
outputs of this divide-by-twclve coun ter are ga ted
to p rovide the cou nt, latc h and reset gates. The
timing re latio nships a re shown in Fig. 2.
Displays are T exas Instruments TIL 306 devices
and a single TIL 308. Each TIL 306 contains the
four units necessary to display a counte r frequency. T he internal counter has an upper frequen cy limi t of approximately 18 MHz. Following
the cou n ter is a lalch. which is used to hold the
data while the counter is operat ing. The frequ ency
information, in BCD fo rmat, is decoded and it then
drives -Ihe correc t segments of the displ ay. The
maximum count output is used to drive the
successive displays. Eac h d isplay contains a feature
called rip ple blanking. If the number zero is
detected in the la tches and ripple blanking has
been enabled, th e display will be blanked. This
funelion was incorporated to give leading zero
blanking in th e counte r. Starting fro m left to right
(MSD to LSD), if zero is detected that display will
be blanked an d the blanked data will be passed to
the right This means that 455.2 kHz win be

The use of a bezel and a single pc board allows very
compact packaging in this counter. Leads that
interconnect between the be zel and the circu it
board have been made eK tra lo ng. This eKcess
length is tucked under the bezel and allows the pc
board to be removed and worked on wh ile 5till
connected to the cou nter .
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Fig. 2 - Timing diagram of the counter.
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Fig. 3 - Schematic diagram 01 the power supplV.
Cl - 2000.u F ,25V.
T1 - 12.6 Vac, 1 A.
U16 - 50 PRY, l·A encapsuLated bridge rectifie r.
VR l - 5-V, l ·A voltage regu lator LM309K.

circu it board and in the bezel. Instead of using a
bezel, a ci rcuit board could be etched and mounted
behind the front panel. The foil on the top of the
pc board is the ground interconnection for all the
integrated circui ts and the builder should liberally
install bypass capacitors on the 5-volt linc. T his
,will prevent any tranMents on thc ~ne. from
showing up in the counted freq uency. Construc·
tion tech niques and added features are left entirely
to individual preferences.

Ope ration and Adj ustment
The only adjustment required is thc crystal
osc illator. This should be chec ked and se t against a
frequency standard. An error as small as 100 Hz in
the crystal frcquency can cause a frequency
mcasurement to be off as mu ch as 5 kHz at 50
MHz. This counter will func tion with signals as
high as 65 MHz in its present configuration. The
limiting factors are the se lection of integrated
circuits and the inpu t ne twork.

I
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,I
I>

!

Fig. 4 - Tem plate and parts laVOYI for t he counter {full scale!. No te that d oub le-sided pc board is
requ ired. Some of the holes for the discrete components will be surrounded by foil on the top of the
board . Using II No. 33 dri ll slightly countenink the top of.the board to rernOlie the cappeo- around the
h ole.

A Calibrated Field Strength Meter
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A CALIBRATED FIELD STRENGTH METER

There are many occasions when it is desirable
to detennine the relative performance of an anlennI, While ntllJ'-field pattern measuremen ts are
generally nol accurate, Ihey do show trends in
tennl of fronl-Ie-back mtio and may be used to
detennine what adjustments, if any, shouJd be
made to an existing syslem_ 1be fleJd-sUcngth
meier described hen: will detect large IS ~ll IS
small changes in radiated power [rom an antenna.
For instance, the pattern of an hf-band Vagi may
be checked by placing the meter and an associated
sampling antenna several hundred feet [rom the
beam. A watt or two of power is needed to make
te sts above 21 MHz, but for frequ encies below this
point, a gri~dip oscillator may StJVC as a "tran..
mitter."
Fig.. I gives the circuit diagram of the calibrated
field·strength meter_ Ll and L2 are resonated 10
the desired frequ ency with Cl to tune the hf
bands. Adjustment is made 10 produce maximum
meter deflection of the signal being sampled..
Should the signal cause the meter 10 deflect off
scale, the attenuator, R4, may be rese t to reduce
the level of the inCOoUng energy_
Two operational amplifien comprise a logarithmic circuit which produces a vallate output It
pin 10 of UI B that is proportional to the logarithm

(thus dB) of the input voltqe_ Forward bias is
applied to CR I via a I-mesoh.m resistor to
improve conductivity al low signal input values.
The output voltage from UIB is displayed by MI, a
conventiooal milJiammeter. Two scale ranges are
available, 20 dB and 40 dB_ With no signal l pplied,
a small amount of quiescent cum:nt will appear on
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FIg. 1 - Circuit diagram for the calibrated field
strength miter. Component designations not listed
below are for text referenc •.

Cl - Variable capatitOl'". 140 pF mllllimum.
I I - 44 turns of No. 24 enam. on I T -68-2 COf8
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tapped four turns from the ground end.
L2 - 15 turns of No. 24 enam on I T-68-2 cor•.
L3 - T wo turns of No. 24 .nam. wound over L2.
Ul - Dual 747 opentional ampillier.
51 - Opdt rotary.
52, 53 - Minietura to!llla.
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Inside view of the field Itrengt h meter. MOlt of the
compon,,"" ara mounted on a (:ircuit board.

Ml. Readings made near this level will not be quite
as accurate as those made in the upper portion of
the scale. Accuracy is within one dB. About 1000
microvolts of signal is necessary to provide a
meaningful movement of MI. R l is the de oCCset
control and is mounted on the rear pando It
permits some variation of the absolute readings by
shifting the de levels at the ou tput of UIB and may
be used to set the meter 10 some convenient
reference mark. The combined values of R2A and
R2B should be 8000 Dbms. R2A is a trim pot to
allow proper adjustment to exactly that value.
R3A and R3B serve I similar pwpose and should
be set for 8 total resistance of 16 kO.

....

~
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AN AUDIO OSCILLATOR

"

'1.

,

A widMan'ge audio osci11aior that will provide a
modera te output level can be built from I single
74 1 operational amplifier (Fig. I). POWCl is sup.
plied by two run_olt batteriel, from which the
circuit dnws 4 rnA. The frequency range is
selectable from I S Hz to I SO kHz, although a 1.5·
to I S·Hz range can be included with the addition
of two 5·j.lF nonpolarized capacitors and an extra
switch polition. Distortion Is approximately one
percent. The output level under a light load (10
kG) is 4 10 .5 vo lt$. This can be increased by udng
higher battery voltages, up to a maximum of plu,
and minus 18 volts, wilh a oorresponding adjust.
ment of Rf.
Pin oonneclion5 shown are for the IDS case. If
another package oonfiguration b used, the pin
oo nncctions may be different. R f (220 G) is
trimmed for an output level about five percent
below cUppfng. Tills should be done for the
tempcnture at which the oscillator will normally
operate, as the lamp is sensitive to ambient
temperature. No te thai the output of this oscillator
is direct ooupled. If you are oonnecting this unit
into circuits where dc voltage is prescnt, usc a
(lOI.IPlin& capacitor. As with any soJid..date equipment, be ca utious around plate circuits of tubetype equipment, as the voltage spike cauled by
charging a oou pling capacitor may destroy the Ie.
This unit was originally described by Schultz in
QST fOJ November, 1974.
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Fig. 1 - A Ilmple audIo O1(: lIIator that provides a
$electable frequency ~n9l. A2 end A3 control the
frequency a~ ~1 varies the outpUt lewl.
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Transistor Checker
A TESTER FOR FET AND BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
TIle circuit show n is intended solely as a tes ter
for npn and pnp transistors, junction FETs, and
d ual-gate MOSETs. T his equipmc nt is not for use
in checking audio or hign.power rf transistors. '
The circuit of Fig. I is an oscillator which is
wired so that it will test various small-signal
transistors by switching the battery polarit y and
bias voltage. A crystal for the upper range of the hf
spectrum is wifed into thc circuit permanently, but
could be installed in a crystal socket if the builder
so desires. A Zo-MHz crystal was chose n for this
model. Any hf crystal cut for fundamental mode
operation can be used.
When testing FETs the bias switch, S3, is placed
in the F" T position, thus remov ing R2 from the
circuit. Howeve r, when testing bipolar transistors
the switch positio n must be changed to BI POL so
that forward bias can be applied to the base of the
bipolar transistor under test. R I is always in the
circuit, and serves as a gate-leak rcsistor for FETs
being eV3tuated. It becomcs part of the bi3s
network when bipola rs arc under test. CI is used
for feedback in co mbinat io n with the internal
capacitances of the Ir3nsistors being checked. Its
value may have to be changed experimentally if
crystals for lower frequencies are utilized in the

circuit. Generally speak.ing, the lower the crystal
frequ ency, the greater the amount o f capacitance
needed 10 assure oscillation. Use o nly that amoun t
necessary to provide quick starting of the oscillator.
Components R3 and R4 are used as a voltage
di vidcr to provide bias for du al-gate MOS FETs. C2
is kept small in value to minimize loading of the
oscillator by the lo w-impedance voltage doubler,
CRI and CR2. Rectified rf from the oscillator is
monitored on Ml. Meter deflection is regu lated
manua ll y by means of control RS. S I is used to
select the desired supply voltage polarity - negative grou nd for testing n-channel FETs and npn
bipolars, and a positive ground whe n wo rking with
p-channel and pnp devices.
When tcsting MOSFETs that are not gate
protected (3N140 for one), mak.e certain that the
transisto r leads are shorted together until the
device is seated in the test socket. Static charges o n
one's hands can be sufficicntly great to damage the
insulation within the transistor. Use a single strand
of wire from some No. 22 or 24 stran ded hookup
wire, wIllppi ng it two or tllIee times around the
pigtails of the FET as close to the transistor body
as possible. Aftcr the FET is plugged into the

'"

C>

~_.---.__~~.>----~r-l'I--'-'."'--t--,
ri g. 1 - Schematic diagram of
the transistor tes ter. Capacitors are disk ceramic or mica.
Resistors lire 112 or 1 {4·walt
composi t ion execet for R5.
Estimated cost for this tester
tall parts new) is $15. Numbered components not appearing in parts list are so
designated for text discussion.
BTl
Small g-V transistor-radi o battery.
CR l CR2 - l N34A ger~niurn diode or eQoiv .
•1.1 - Four-terminal transistor
socket.
J2, J3 - Three-terminal transistOl socket.
Ml __ Microarnper,e meter. Cal·
ecHo D1-9 10 used here.
R5 _ 25.()(M)..oh m tinear·taper
compositi on con trol with
switch.
RFCI 2.5-mH rf choke.
Sl - Two-pole dou ble-throw
miniature toggte.
S2 - Part of R5.
53 - Spst miniature toggle.
Y1 _ Surplus crystal tsee texl .
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socket, unWIap the wire and perform the ItsLt. (It's
nol a bad idea to nave an earlh ground connected

higher lhe meter reading, the greater the vigor of
the transistor at the operating freque ncy. High
melt r readings IUggest that the tranmlor is made
for vhf or uhf service, and Ihal iu beta is medium
to h igh. Lower readi ngs may indicate that the
transistor Is designed for hf use, o r that it has ve ry
low gain. Transistors th at are known to be good
but w ill not cause the circui t to oscillate alC most
li kely made for low-frequency or audio applications.

10 the case of the tester when cli«king unprotected FETs.) Put the motting wire back on the
FET leads before removing the uoh from the
tuter.
The meter indication is significa nt In checking
any type of transisto r. If the device is open,

shorted, or ex tremely leaky, no oscillati on will
tak e place, Dnd the meier will not deflect. T he

A TESTER FOR CRYSTALS AND BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
the devices ideal as general-purpose oscillators.
This teste r will wo rk well from the u pper hf
range down to at least 455 kHz. SI is used to
change the va lue of feedback capacitance. The
lower the frequency of operation, the greater the
amount of capacitance requ ired .
A transisto r can be checked by plugging the
unknown type into the panel socket while using a
crystal of known frequency and condition. Bo th
testers can be used as calibrators by inserting

The cimlit of Fig. I is intended primarily 10
test surplus crystals and bipolar transis tors. II U$eS
I Pierce oscillator. Battery polarit y can be swi tched
to allo w testing of npn or pnp transistors. Crystal
quality is indicated on M I. The greater the crystal
act ivity, the higher the meter reading. A suitable
transistor fo r use at QI (when testing crySlals) is
the 2N4 124, MPS3563, o r HEPS3. All three have
IT ra tings wen into the vhf spectrum , an d each has
reasonably high beta. The two characte ri stics make
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Fill. 1 - Schematic diagrllm of the No. 2 tester.
Capaciton; are disk ceramic. FilCad.value resiston;
are 1/2 ~ 1/4·wan composition. EUimated cost
for this tester (all new parts) is $13.

BTl - Small 9·V transistor·radiO banarv.
CA I , CA2 - 1 N34A germanium d iode or equiv.
JI -J4 , incl. - Crystal socket of builder', choice.

Ml -Microempare met8f". ealectro 01-910 used
here.
Rl - 25,OOO-ohm-linear'18per composition control
with ,wi tch.
RFCI - 2.5-mH rf choke.
5 1 ..::. Single'po'e three-posit ion ph enolic rOl8ry
wafer type, mi niature.
S2 - Parlol Rl .
53 - Oou ble-po' e double'lh row miniaturB toggle.
Q l - Vh f npn bipolar, 2N4124, MPS3563, HEP53.
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Diode Noise Generators
crystals fo r band-edge checking. The frequencies of
unknown cry stals can be checked by listening to
the output from the test oscillators on a calibrated
receiver or while using a frequency counter connected to the designated test point

Fou r crystal soc kets are provided in the model
shown here. J I through J4 provide for testing of
n·20, HC-6/U, IIC-l7, and HC.2S crysta ls, the
most po pular holder styles in use today. Other
types can be added by the builder if desired.

DIODE NOISE GENERATORS
A noise generato r is a device for creating a
controllable amount of rf noise ("hlss"·type noise)
eve nly distributed throughout the spec trum of
interest. The simplest type of noise generator is a
diode, either vacuum-tube or crystal, with dc
flowing through it. The cunent is also made to
flow through a load resistance which usually is
chosen 10 equal the characteristic impedance of the
transmission line to be connected to the receive r's
input tenninals. The resistance then substitutes for
the line, and the amount o rrf noise fed to receiver
input is cont rolled by vary ing the dc th rough the
diode.
The noise genera tor is usefu l for adjusting the
"front-end" circuits of a receiver for bes t noise
figure . A simple circuit using a cry stal diode is
shown in Fig. 17-5\. The unit can be buil t into a
small metal box; the main consideration is th at the
circuit from CI through PI be as compact as
possible. A calibrated knob on R I will pe rmit
resetting the genera to r to roughty the same spot
each time, for making comparisons. If the leads are
short, the generator can be used through the
144-MHz band for receiver comparisons.
To use the generator, screw the coaxial plug
onto the receive r's input fitting, open SI, and
measure the noise output of the receiver by
connec ting an audio-frequency voltmeter to the
receive r's af ou tput tcrminals. An ave rage-reading
voltmeter is preferable to the peak-reading type,
since on this type of noise the average-reading
mete r will give a fair app roxima tion of nn!, and
the object is to measure noise puwer , not voltage.
In using the genera to r for adjusting the input
circuit of a receiver fo r optimum noise figure, firs t
make sure that the receivcr's rf and af gain controls
are set well within the linear range of response, and
tum off the autom atic gain control. With th e noi se
gene roto r conneeted but S I open, adjust the
receiver gain controls fo r an output re ading that is
far enough below the maximum ob tain able to

p
-=-,v.
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Fig. 17·51 - Circuit of a simpte erystal-diode noise
generator.
BTl - Dry-cell battery, any conllen;en t type.
Cl - 500-pF ceramic, disk or tubul ar.
CAl - Silicon diode, l N21 o r l N23. Diodes w ith
" R" 5uffilt h~ r6\fflrsed polarity. (Do not use
o rd inary german ium diodes.!
PI - Coalti al fitting, cable typE!.
At _ SO,()()().ohm con trol, ccw logari th mic taptlr.
A2 - 51 or 75 ohms, t /2-watt compo$ition.
51 - Spst toggle {may be mounted on Al l.

ensure th at the receiller is operating linearly. This is
your reference level of noise. Then elose S I and
adjus t RI fo r a readily perceptible increase in
output. Note the ratio of the two readings - i.e.,
th e number of dB increase in noise when the
generato r is on. Then make expe rimental adjustments of the receiver input coupling, always with
the object of obtaining the largest number of dB
increase in output when the generato r is switched

' 0_

A simple crystal-diode noise generato r is a
useful device for the receiver adju stment, especially
at vhf, and for co mparing the perfonnance of
different receivers checked with the same instrument. It does not pennit aetual measureme nt of
the noise figu re, however, and therefore the results
with one ins trument canno t readily be compared
with the readings ob tained with another. In order
to get a quanti tative measure of noise figure it is
necessary to use a temperature-saturated vacuum
diode in place of the semiconductor diodc.
Suillible diodes are difficult to fi nd.

RF PROBE FOR ELECTRON IC VOLTMETERS
The rf probe sho wn in Figs. 17-S2 to 17-55,
inclusive, uses the clieuit discussed earlier in
con nec tion with Fig. 17-15.
The isolation capacitor, CI, crys tal diode, and
filter/divider resistor are mou nted on a bakelite
5-lug tenninal stri p, as shown in Fij. 17·55. One
end lug should be rotated 90 degrees so that it
extends off the end of the strip. All other lugs
should be cut off fl ush with the 'edge of the strip.
Where the inner conductor connec ts to thc
tenninal lug, unravel the shield thrce-quarten of an
inch, slip a piece of spaghetti ovcr it, and then

solder the braid to the ground lug on the tenninal
strip. Remove the spring from the tube shield, slide
it over the cable, and crimp it to the remaining
quarte r inch of shield braid. Solder bot h the spring
and a 12-inch length of flexible copper braid to the
shield.
.
Next, cut o rr the pins on a seven-pin miniature
shield -base tube socket. Use a socket with a
cyli ndrical center post. Crimp the te.rminal lug
previously bent out at the ' end of the strip and
insert it into the center post of the tube socket
from the top. Inse rt the end of a phone tip or a
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Fig. 17·52 - Rf ~obe for use with an electrOl'llc
voltmeter. The case of the probe is constructed
from a 7.p;n ceramic tube socket and • 2 1/4-inch
tube Ih leld. A half-inch grommet 81 the tOP of the
tube sh ield prevents the output lead from chafing.
A flexible copper-braid grounding lead
alligator clip provide a low-inductance retum path
f rom the test ci rcuit.

and

pointed piece of heavy wire into' the bottom of the
tube socket center post, and solder the lug and tip
to Ihe center post. Insert a half-inch grommet at the
top of the lube shield, and slide the shield over the
cable and f1e:dble braid down onto th e tube socket.
The sp ring should make good contact wilh the tube
shield to insure that the tube shield (probe case) is
grounded. Solder an alligato r clip to the othe r end
of the fle)(ib le braid and mount a phone plug on
the free e nd of the shielded wi re.

Fig. 17·53

-

The rf probe cIrcuit.

Fig. 17-54 - Inside the probe. The lN34A diode,
calibrating resiltor, and inpu t capacitor a"
mounted tight to lhl tlrminal strip with shonest
leads pDSsibll. Spaghetti tubing is placed on the
diode leads to prevent accidental short circuits.
The tube-shield spring end flexible-copper grounding lead , rl soldered to the cable braid hhe cable is
RG-581U coax). The tip e&n be eill'1er a phone tip
or a shon pointed piece of heavy wire.
Mount components close to the tenninal strip,
to keep lead lengths as short as possible and
minimize stray capacitance. Use spaghetti ove r all
wires to preven t accidental shorts.
The phone plug on the probe caMe plugs inlo
the dc inpul jack of the electronic voltmeter and
mu voltages are read on the voltmeter's negative dc

""",-The

accuracy of the probe is within .± IO
percent from SO kHz to 250 MHz. The
approximate inpul impedance is 6000 ohms
shunted by 1.75 pF (at 200 MHz).

Fig. 17-55 - Component mounting details.

RF IMPEDANCE BRIDGE FOR COAX LINES
The bridge shown in Fig<>. 1 through 3 may be
used to measure un known complex impedances at
frequencies below 30 MHz. Measured values are of
equivalent series fonn, R + IX. The u!.eful range of
the instrument is from about 5 to 400 ohms if the
unknown load is purely resistive, or 10 to ISO
ohms resistive component in the presence of
reactance. 1be reactance range is from 0 to
approximately 100 ohms for either inductive or
capacitive loads. Although the instrument can not
indicate impedances with the IiCCUraey of I
laboratory type of bridge, its readings are qu ite
adequate for the measurement and adjustment of
anlenna systems for amateur use, including the
taking of line lengths into account with a Smith
char t or Smith transmission-line calc ulator.
1be bridge incorporates a differential capacitor,
C l , to obtain an adjustable ratio for measurement

of the resistive component of the load. The
capacitor consists of two identical sections on the
same frame, arranged so tha t when the shaft is
rotated to increase the capacitance of one section,
the capacitance of the other section decreases. The
capacitor is adjusted fo r a null reading on M1, and
its settings are calibrated in tenns of resistance It
13 so the unknown value can be read off the
calibration. A coil-and-capacitor combination is
used to detennine the amount and type of
reactance, inductive or capacitive. Ll and C2 in the
bridge circuit are connected in series with the load.
The instrumen t is initially balanced at th e
frequency of measuremen t with a purely rcsis tive
load connected at J3, so that the reactances of Ll
arid of C2 BI itl midseWng are equal. Thus, these
reactances cancel each olhe r in this arm of the
bridge. With an unknown complex-impedance load

R F Impedance Bridge
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tIl en connected at 13, the setting of C2 ill varied
either to increase or decrease the capacitive
reactance, as required, to cancel any reactance
prese nt in the load. U the load is inductive mOl e
capacitive reactance is required from C2 to obtain
a balance, indicated by a null on MI, with less
reactance Deeded flom C2 if the load is capacitive.
The settinp o f C2 arc calibrated in terms of the
value and type of reactance at 13. Because or the
relationship of capacitive reac tance to frequency,
the ca1ibration ror the dial of C2 is valid at only
one frequency. h is therefore convenient to
calibrate this dial for equivalen t reactances at I
MHz, as shown in Fig. 4. Frequency corrections
may then be made simply by dividing the reactance
dial reading by the measu rement frequency in
megahertz.
Construction
In any rf-bridge type of instrument, the leads
must be ke pt as short as possible to reduce stray
reac tances. Placeme nt of componen t parts, while
not critical, mus t be such that lead lengths greater
than about 1/2 inch (exce pt in the dc metering
circuit) are avoided. Shorte r leads are desirable,
especially for R I, the "standard" resist01 for the
bridge. In the unit photographed, the body of thb
resistor just flu between the terminals of Cl and
J2 where it is connec ted. CI should be enclosed in
a shield and co nnections made with leads passing
through hoJes dlilled tluough the shield wall. 11lc
frames of both variable capacitors, CI and C2,
must be inlulated (rom the chaais, witll insulated
couplings used on the .shafts. The capacitor
specified for CI has provisions for insu lated
mounting. C2 is mountcd on I-inch ceramie
insulating pillars.
Band-switching arrangemenu for Ll complicate
th e construction and contribute to stray reactances
in the bridge circuit. For these reasons plug-in coils
are used at Lt , one coil ror eac h band over which
the instrument is used. The coils must be
adjustable, to permit initial balancing of the bridge
with C2 Je t at the zero-reactance calibration point.
Coil data are given in Table J. Millen 45004 coil
fonns with the coils suppotted inside provide a
conve nient method or constructing these slugtu ned plug-in coils. A phtnolic washer cut to the
proper diameter is epoxied to the top or open end
of each form , giving a rigid support for mounting
o( the coil by iu bushing. Small knobs for l iB-inch
shafts, threaded with a No. 6-32 tap, are screwed
onlo the coil slug-tuning screws to permit ease o(
adjustmen t withou t a tuning tool. Knobs with
setscrews should be used to prevent slipping. A
ceramic socket to mate with the pins of the coil
form is used (or 12.

Caliblto tkln
The resistance dial of the bridge may be
calibrated by using a number of 1/ 2- or I-watt

S-percent-to1erance composition resiston of differ·
eot values in the S· to 4()().ohm flnse as loads. For
this calibration, the app ropriate frequency coil

Fig. 1 - An R CL bridge for measuring unknown
value$ of complex impedances. A pluV-in coil is
used for each frequ ency band. Tha bridge operates
at an rf input level of abou t 5 Vol ll; pickup-link
asse mbli es for use wi th e grid-dip oscillator are
shown. Before measuremen ts BTe made, the bridge
must be balanced wi th a nonreactive load
connected at Its measurement terminals. This load
consists of a re$i$tor mounted inside a coaxial plug,
shown in front of the instrument at the left. The
aluminum box measures 4 1/4 X 10 3/4 X 6 l IB
inches and is fitted with a carrying handle on the
left end and self-stickl ng rubber feet on the right
end and bottom. Dials are Millen No. 10009 with
skirts reversed and calibrations added.

CAl

11~!70
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8At.ANC[
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Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of tha Impedance
bridge. Capacital'lCe II In mlcrofaradl; r9l11UlnC91
are in ohms. Rl!$istors art 1/2·W 10-percent
tolerance unless otherwise Indicated.
Cl - Differentiat capacitor, 11·161 pF per section
(Millen 288011.
C2 - 17 .5-327 pF with straight·line capacitance
characteristic IHammarlund RMC.J2S-5I.
CRI. CR2 - Germanium diode, high back
resistance.
Jl . J3 - Coaxial connectors, dlalsi, type.
J2 - To mate pl ug of L1, ceramic.
J4 - Phona jack. disconnecting type.
L1 - See text and Teble I.
Ml - 0.50 IJA de:: ISimpson Model 1223 Bold-Vue,
Cat. No. 15560 or equiv.).
Rl - For text reference.
RFCI - Subminiature rf choka (Miller 70F l 03AI
or equiv.J.
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TABLE 17-1
Coil Data for RF Im pedance Bridge

Nominal
Inductance
Band Range, pH

Frequency
Coverage,

MH,

Coil Ty pe or Data

80

6.5 ~13.8

3.2- 4.8

28 turns No. 30 enam. wire close-wound on Miller
form 42AOOOCIH.

40

2.0- 4.4

5.8-8.5

Miller 42A336CBI or 16 turns No. 22 enam. wire
close-wound on Miller form 42AOOOCBI.

20

O.6- 1.l

11.5- 16.6

8 turns No. I 8 enam. wire close-wound on Miller
form 42AOOOCBI.

l'

0.3-0.48

18.5- 23.5

4 1/ l'tums No. 18 eoam. wire close-wound on
Miller form 42AOOOCBI.

10

0. 18- 0.28

25.8- 32.0

3 turns No. 16 or 18 enam . or tin ned bus wire
spaced over 1/4-inch winding length on Miller fonn
42AOOOC BI.

at

12 and it~ inductance adjusted
for the best null reading on the meter when C2 is
set with its plates half meshed. For each test
resistor, CI is then adjusted for a null reading.
Alternate adjustment of Ll and C I should be made
for a complete null. The leads between the test

must be inserted

resistor and 13 should be as short as possible, and
the calibration preferably should be done in the

3.S-MHz

band

where

stray

ind uctance

With a purely resistive load co nnected at 13, adju st
Ll and Cl fOI the best null on MI . From this point
on during calibration, do not adjust Ll except to
rehalance the bridge for a new calibration
frequ t:ncy. The ohmic value of the known
reactance for the frequency of calibration is
multiplied by the frequency in MHz to obtain the
calibration value for the dial.

and

capacitance will have the least effect.
If the cons tru ctional layout of the bridge
closely follows thai shown In the pholOgrapbs, the
calibration scale of Fig. 4 may be used for the

reactance dial. This calibration was obtained by
connecting various reactances, measured on a
laboratory bridge, in series with a 41-ohm I·W
resistor connec ted at 13 . The scale is applied so
that maximum capacitive reactance is indicated
with C2 fully meshed. If it is de sired to obtain an
individual calibration for C2, known values of
inductance and capacit ance may be u~ed in series
with a fixed resistor of the same approximate value
as Rl. For this cali bration it is very important to
keep the leads to the test components as sho rt as
po$sibte, and calibration should be performed in
the 3.5-MHz range to minimiz e the effects of stray
reactances. Begin the calibration by se tting C2 at
half mesh, marking this point as 0 ohms reactance.

U-'ing the ImpedanCe Bridge
Th is instrument is a low-in put-power device.
and is not of the type to be excited fTOm a
transmitter or left in the antcnna line during
station operation. Sufficient se nsitivity for all
measurements results when a 5-V rms rf signal is
applied at J 1. This amount of voltage can be
delivered by most grid-dip oscillators. In no case
should the power applied to J I exceed I watt or
cali bration inaccuIllCY may result from a permanen t change in the value of Rl. The input
impedance of the bridge at JI is low, in the order
of 50 to 100 o hms, so it is convenien t to excite the
bridge through a length of 52- or 15-ohm line such
3.'l RG-5 8/U o r RG-59/U. If a grid-dip oscillator is
used, a link coupling arrangemen t to the oscillato r
coil may be used. Fig. I shows two pick·up link
assemblies. The larger coil, 10 turns of I 1/4-inchdia stock with turns spaced al 8 turn s per inch, is
used for the 80-, 40- and 20-meter bands. The
smaller coil, 5 turns of I-inch-dia stock with turns
spaced at 4 turns per inch, is used for the 15- and
10-meter bands. Coupling to the oscillator should
be as ligh t as possible, while obtaining sufficient
Fig. 3 - All components exeepl t he meter are
mounted on t he top of the box. Cl is visible inside
the shield at the left, with C2 lit the right and J2
mounted berween them. J l is hidden beneath Cl
in thi s view; a pan of J3 may be seen in the lower
right corner of the box. Components for t he do:
metering circuit lire mounted on a tie-point strip
which is affixed to the shield wall for Cl; all other
components lire interconnected with very short
leads. The 4700-0h m inpu t re$istOl' is connected
across Jl .
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RF Wattmeter
Fig. 4 - c.libration seale for the reactance dial
_iated with C2. See text .

sensitivily. to prevent severe " puUinS" of the
oscillator frequency.
Before measuremenlS are made, It is necessary
to balance the bridge. Set the reactan ce dial at zero
and adjust Ll and C l for a null with a nonreactive
load connected at 13. The bridge must be rebalanced after any appreciable change is made in
the measurement frequ ency. A SI-ohm I_W r&
sisto r mou nted inside a PL-2S9 plug, as shown in
Fig. 17-24, makes a load whieh is essentially
nonreactive. Afier the bridge is balanced, connect
the unknown load to n, and alternately adjust Cl
aDd C2 for the best nuU.
The ealibration of the reactance dial is shown in
Fig. 4. The measurement range fo r capaeitive loads
may be exte nded by "zeroing" the reactance dial
al some value other than O. For exam ple, if Ihe
bridge is initiall y balanced with the reactance dia l

+
DIVIDE RE,\DING

BY

F MHZ

llet at 500 in the XL range, the 0 dial indication is
now equivalent to an Xc reading of 500 , and the
Iotal range of measu rement for Xc has been
extended 10 1000.

A LOW·POWER RF WATTMETER
The wa ttmeter shown in rig. 1 can be used
with transmitten having power outputs from 1- to
2S-watts with in the frequency range of 1.8 to 30
MHz. F:or complete details., see QST for Ju ne,
] 973. It bridge circuit based on a version of the
one shown in Fig. 17-I6C is used to measure the
forward and reflected power on a transmission line.

It will be necessary to have a nonreactive

50-0hm dumm y load for Initial adjustment of the
power meter. Connect the dummy load to one port
of the instrument and apply rf power to the
~maining port. SI should now be thrown back and
forth to determine which position gives the highest
meter reading. This will be the FORWARD posi.
tion. Adjust the sensitivit y control for fulJ.sca.le
n ad inS of th8 meter. Now, move the switch to the
opposite (RELFECTED) position an d adjust the
trimmer nearest the transmitter input port for I
null in the mete r reading. The needle should drop
to zero. It is recommended that these adjust ments
be made in the 10- or IS·meter band. Neltt, reverse
the transmitter and load cables an d repea t the
Ilulling procedU re while adjusting the tr immer on
the opposite side of lhe pc boa rd. Repeat these
ste ps until a perfect null is obtained in both
dinlctions. The switc h and the coax connedon can
now be labeled, TRA NSMITTER, LOAD, FORWARD, and REFLECTED, as appro priate.

"
The rl W8t1meter.
Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the W8t1meter.
Ct , C2 - 0 .5- to 5-pF trimmer.
CR1, CR2 - tN34 A or equivalent.
Ml - ~ panel meter.
Rt _ Une8r-taper, 114 or 1/2 wan, 25,000 ohm.
R2 , R3 - 33-ohm, 1I2·W composi tIon resistor
(matched pair recommended!.
RFCI - 1-mH rf chOke.
SI - Spell loggl e.

Tl - 60 turns No. 28 enam. wi re, close wound on
Amidon T-68-2 toroid core (s8Condery). Pri·
m8ry is 2 turns of small·di8meter hookup wirl
OVlr T1 $4ICOf'ldary.
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STANDARD FREOUEWES ANDTlIIJE SIGNALS
The National Bureau of Standards maintains
two radio trammitting stat io ns, WWV at Ft.
Collins, Co., and WWVH near Kekaha, Kauai
(Hawaii), for broadcasling standard radio frequencies of high accuracy. WWV broadcasts are on 2.5,
5, 10, 15,20, and 25 MHz, and those from WWVH
are on 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 20 MHz. The broadcasts
of both stations are co ntinuous, night and day.
Standard audio frequencies of 440, 500, and 600
Hz on each radio-carrier frequency by WWV and
WWVH. The duration of each tone is ap proximately 45 seconds. A 600-lli tone is broadcast during
odd minutes by WWV, and during even minutes by
WWVH. A 500-Hz tone is broadcast during
alternate minutes unless voice announcements or
$ile nt period. are scheduled. A 44().H>: tone is

MINUTES

broadcast beginning one minute after the hour by
WWVH an d two minutes after the hour by WWV.
The 440-Hz tone period is omitted during the first
hour of the UT day.
Transmitted frequencies from the two stations
are accuTlite to±2 parts in IOU. Atomic frequency
standards are used to maintain this accuTlicy.
Voice announcements of the time. in English,
are given every minute. WWV utilizes a male voice,
and WWVH features a female voice to distinguish
between the two stations. WWV time and
frequency broaccasts can be heard by telephone
also. The number to call is (303) 499-7 111,
Boulder, CO.
All official announcements are made by voice.
Time announcements are in GMT. One-second
markers arc transmitted throughout all programs
except that the 29th and 59th markers of each
minute are omitted. Detailed infoonation on

hourly broadcast schedul es is given in the
accompanying format chart. Complete information
on the services can be found in NBS Special
Publication 236, NBS Frequency and Time
Broadcast Services, available for 25 cents from the
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
Geophysical Alelts
"Geoalerts" are broadcast in voice during the
19th minute of each hour from WWV and during
the 46th minute of each hour from WWVH. The
messages are changed each day at 0400 UT with
provisions to schedule immediate alerts of
outstanding (>('Curin e: eve nt' . Geo9Ie rt.~ tell or
geophysical events affecting rad io propagation,
stIatospheric warming, etc.
Propagation Forecasts
Voice broadcasts of radio propagation conditions are given during part of eve ry 15th minute of
each hour from WWV. The announcements deal
with short·term forecasts and refer to propagation
along paths in the North Atlantic area, such as
Washington, D.C. to london, or New York to
Berlin.

CHU
CHU, the Canadian time-signal station, tIal16mits on 3330.0, 7335.0 and 14,670.0 kHz. Voice
announcements of the minu te are made each
minute; the 29th-second tick is omitted. Voice
annou ncements are made-in English and French.

A Heterodyne Deviation Meter
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A HETERODY NE DEVIATION METER
The instrument described here can be used to
check the audJo deviadon of an fm transmitter, or
to determine how fir off frequency the transmitter
clnier may be. It can also be used aJ I signal
source to aid in Iening I receiver on frequency, if I
crystal oC known Iccuracy is plugged into the
oscillator.
The CIrcuit
As shown in Fi,. 17·57 I transistor oscillator is
used to fted energy to I mixer diode, CRI. A small
pickup I n.t ennl is connected to the diode also,
thereby coupling I signal from a transmitter to the
mixer. The outpul from the diode, \n the audio
range, is amplified by Ul, a 2747 operational
amplifier. The 2747 Implifies and clips the audio,
providing a lQuare wave or nearly constant ampli·
tude 9t tile output. This square wave is applied 10 a
rectifier circuit through variable coupling capacitors and a selector switch. A meter is connected to
the rectifier circuit to read the average current.
Since the amplitude of the inpu t is constant, a
change in frequency will produce a change of
average CU rIent. Three ranges are selected by S t ,
with individual trimmers being placed in the circuit
for calibration.

Fig. 17-56 - The deviation meter il COfHitructed in
a Calectro aluminum boK. A four-posltion switch Is
at the lower riltlt. The crystal plugs In on the left,
with the frequency adju" inilirimmer ju" below. A
short whip or pickup wire can be plu(lged into the
phono connector that Is mounted on the beck wall
of the bOK.
Construction
An aluminum box is used for the enclosure,
6-1/ 4 x 3-1/2 x 2 inches. A meier lwi tch, variable
capacitor, and crystal socket are aU mounted all
lhe lap p311t1. A smaU pc board is fastened to the
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Fill. 17-57 Circuit of the deviatioll meter.
Connections 5h0Wll I re for • 2747 duat op amp. A
741 may be substituted with appropriilte changes
in pin numbel'1.
Cl - 360 to 1000 pF mica trimmer IJ. W. Miller
160·A or equivJ.
C2, C3 - 3 to 30 pF mica trimmer (J . W. Mille.- 86
MA 2 or equiv.l.
C4 - 50 pF mini"ure eir variable (Hammarlund
MAPC 50 or &quiv.).
CR1 - Germanium diode, lN34, lN58, or l N82
suitable.

CR2. CR3 - Silicon diode, lN914 or equill.
Jl - COOK connector, BNC or phono type witable.
Ml - Microammet&l". 0 to 1000 J.IA (Simpson
Model 1212 Wide.vue or equlv.1.

a l - Motorola transistor.
A1 - 10.ooo--onm minietur. control, pc mount.
51 - 2-po1e, 4-9Q$ition ro-.ry $Witch, nonshortil'lQ.
Ul - Dual operational amplifier IC, TVpe 2747,
one naif not used ,
VI - Cryrtal to produce hermonic on desired
transmitter or receiver frequency. Fundamental
... ngll 6 to 20 MHz.
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meter tcr.mina15 as a convenient suppor t. 1'hi$
board contains the Ie and associated circuit com·
ponents, as weD as the rectifier diodes.
!be oscillator is constructed on a scpar.lle pc
board which mounts behind the crystal socket and
variable capacitor. Metal lpacers and 4-40 screws
and nuts m used to fasten the osciUator board in
place. A shield of pc board is placed between the
oscill.ator and the amplifier to provide isolation.
Power for the instrument is furnished by a 9-v.ol1
transistor ndio battery that Is held by a clip inside
the box.
Telling and Usc.

Before calibrating the meier, the de balance
should be adjusted. A yo ltmeter ~hould be .connec ted to the output of UI, (pin 12) and Rl
adjusted until the potential al this pin in onc half
of the supply voltage.
A low-Jevel audio signal can be used to tesl the
amplifier and me ier circLiIt. As little as 10 mY,
applied to pin 1, will produce a square wave at the
output of the am plifie r. Three ranges are prov ided
in this meter; 0 - 1000Hz, 0· 10 kHz, and 0·20
kHz. Each position can be calibrnted by adjustment of the assoc iated trimmer capacitor. The
amoun t of capacitance needed may vary wi th
different diodes, so fixed cerninic capacitors may
be placed in parnUel with the trimmers to bring the
adjustment within rnnge. As the frequency of the
input to UI is varied, the meter reading should
correspond to tllat frequency over most of iu
rnnr;e. On the upper rrequency rnnge, 0 - 20 kHz, a
multiplication factor must be applied to the
readinS on the meter.
In use, a short whip or piece of wire is
connected to J I , and the meter placed near a
transmitter. A crystal that will produce a harmonic
on the correct frequency is plusged into the
socket. The selector switch should be in the fllSt (0
• 1000 Hz) position. When the transmitter i~ turned
on, tI)e meter will indicate the difference in
frequency between the transmitter and the hac-

Fig. t 7·58 - The dual opamp i, localed jUIiI below
the center. Meter terminlls Ire uJed lIS a convenien t support for the amplifier pc board. The
oscillator board is It the right, held in place bv
means of metal spacel"1.

monic from the oscillator. The. trimme r, C4, should
be adjusted for a min imum reading. Any hum,
noise, or power-supply whine will cause a residual
reading that could mask true zero beat. Modu lation
can be applied to Ihe transmitter and the deviation
control adjusted for the amount desired as indicated on the meter. Note thai there is a difference
between the indications obtained from a sine wave
and those from voke. Readill8l will be lower with
voice, the amount being dependent on the meter
that is used and upon the individual voice.
Severnl tnmsmluers can be netted to a system
by setting the crystal in the device to the co rrect
frequency at flIst, then adjust the frequency of
each IIansmitter for an indica tion of zero beat.
Since there is some energy (rom the "OSCillator
present al the input, J I , the same procedure can be
used to align receivers to the correct frequ ency.
Whcn the deviation meter is ac ting as a signal
source for checking either receivers or transmitters,
the crystal should be checked for frequency drift
several times during the test.

Chapter 18

Construction Practices and
Oata Tables '
TOOLS AND MATERIALS
While an easier, and perhaps a better, job can be
done with a greater variety of tools available, by
taking a little thought and care it is possible to tum
out a fme piece of equipment with only a few of
the common hand tools. A list of toois which will
be indispensable in the construction of radio
equipment will be found on this page. With these
tools it should be possible to perform any of the
required operations in preparing panels and metal
chassis for assembly and wiring. It is an excellent

Radio-supply h ouses, mail-order retail stores
and most hardware stores cany the various tools
required when building or servicing amateur radio
equipment. While power tools (.. Iecwc drill or d.rill
press, grinding wheel, etc.) are vel)' useful and will
save a lot of time, they are not essential.
Twist Drilli;

Twist drills are made of either high-speed stool '
01 carbon steel. T he latter type is more common
and will usually be supplied unless specific request
idea for the amateur who docs comtructional work
is made for high-speed drills. The carbon drill will
to add to his su pply of tools fr om time to time as
sumce for most ordinal}' equipment cons tru ction
fmances permit.
w(l rk and costs less than the high-speed type.
While twist drills are available in a number of
RECOMMENDED TOOLS
sizes, those listed in bold-faced type in Table 18-1
will be most eo mmon1y used in construction of
Long·nose pliers, 6-inch and 4-inc h
Diagonal cull ers, 6-inch and 4-inch
amateur equipment. It is usually desirable to
Co mb in ation pliers, 6-inch
purchase several of each of the common1y used
Scr ewdriver , 6- l o 7 ·;nch, 1/ 4·; nCh blade
sizes rather than a standaId set, most of which will
Screwdri ver, 4- 10 5.in ch, 1/8-in ch blade
be used infrequentl y if at all.
Philli ps screwdriver, 6- to 7-inch
Phillips screwdriver, 3- to 4·inch
Long"\!l han k screwdriver wit h holding clip on
blade
Scratch awt or scri ber for marking metal
Combi na tion square, 12-inch, for layout
work
Hand drill, 1/4-inch chu ck or larger
Soldering pencil, 30-watt, I f8-inch tip
Solde ring iron, 200-watt , SIS-i nch tip
Hacksaw and 12-inch blades
Ha nd nibbling tool, fo r chassis-hole culling
Hammer, ball-peen, I -Ib head
Heavy-duty jack knife
File se t, fla t , round, half-ro un d, and triangular. Large and miniature types
recommended
Hi gh"\!lpeed drill bits, No. 60 through
3f8inch diameter
Set of "Splntil .. ·' socket wrenches for hex
n uts
Crescent wrench , 6- and 10-inch
Machine-llcrew taps, 4-40 throulh 10-32
threa d
Socket punches, l f2", S/8", 3f4", 1 I/S",
1 1/4", and 11 /2;:"
Tapered reamer, T-hand le, 1/2-inc h maximu m pitch
Bench vi se, 4_inch jaws o r larger
Medium-weigh t machine o il
Tin Ihears, IO-inch sin
Motor_drive n e mery wheel for grinding
Solder, rosin core QIlly
Con tact cleaner, liquid or spray can
Duco cement or equivalen t
Electrical tape, vinyl plastic

Care of Tools
The proper care of tools is not alone a matter
of pride to a good workman. He also realizes the
energy which may be saved and the annoyance
wRich may be avoided by the possession of a full
kit of well-ke pt sharp-edged tools.
Drills should be sharpened a t frequent intervals
so that grinding is kept at a minimum each time.
'Ibis makes it easier to maintain the rather critical
surface angles required for best cutting with least
wear. Occasional oilstoning o f the cutting edges of
a drill or reamer will extend the time between
grindings.
The soldering iron can be kept in good
condition by keeping the tip well tinned with
solder Wld not allowing it to run at full voltage for
long periods when it is not being used. After each
period of use, the tip should be removed Ilfld
cleaned of any scale which may have accumulated.
An oxidized tip may be cleaned by dipping it in sal
ammoniac while hot and then wiping it clean with
a rag. If the tip becomes pitted it should be ftJed
until smooth and b right, and then tinned
immedia tely b y dipping it in solder.

UseruJ Materials
Small stocks of various miscellaneous materials
will be requircd in constructing radio apparatus,
most o f which are available from hardware or
rndio--supply stores. A representative liJt follows :
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Fig. 1 - Th e SeA motof-Speed control il housed in
Ismail cabinet.

Ttl e working pans of the motor·speed con trol. Ttl l
triac is centlll"ed on its aluminum heat sin k, with
thI tlrminals of tM t.peeO-control resistor pro truding from undel'nelt h. The rf·huh-suppression fi lter
and eomponen u In the gate·triggering circuit are
mounted on I tie-point strip, being visible 8t the
bottom o f thl i nctosure 8S shown in this view. The
triac is bare ly ditcerneble 81 the right end of the
fix ed resistor. Term inals of the strip wh ich Ire
associated with the mounting feet are unused, end
are bent down to preven t 8ccidental shorts to other
parts of the cireuil.

Sheet aluminum, solid and pe rforated, 16 or
18 gauge, for brackets and shielding.
1/2 X I/:lo-inch aluminum angle stock.
II 4-inch diameter round brass o r aluminum
rod for shaft extensions. Machine
screws: Round-head and fla t-head, wi th
nuts to fit. Most usefu l sizes: 4-40,6-32
an d 8-32, in lengt hs from 1/ 4 inch to
1 1/ 2 inc hes, (Nickel-plated iron will be
found satisfactory except in strong rf

fie lds, where brass should be
Bake lite, lucile and polystyrene
Soldering lugs. panel bearings,
grommets, tenninal-Iug wiring

used.)
scraps.
rubber
strips,
tubing.

varnisheck:ambric
insulating
Shielded and unshielded wire.
Tinned bare wire, Nos. 22, 14 and 12.

Machine screws, nu ts, washers, solde ri ng lUg!!,
etc.• are most reasonably pUlChased in quantities c;{
a groliS. Many of the radio-supply store s sell small
quan titi es and asso rtme n ts that come in handy .

TRIAC MOTOR-SPEED CONTROL
Most elee trie hand dril ls operate at II single hig.'
speed ; howt\'er, f ra m time to time, the need arises
to util ize low o r medium speeds. Low speeds are.
useful when drilling in tight spaces o r on exposed
surfaces where it is importan t that the drill bit
doesn't slip, and when drilli ng bakelite, Plexiglas
and similar materials. Medium speeds are useful fOf
drilling non-ferrous me tals such as alu minum ani!.
brass. One way to ll(:complish these e ndS with a
d ngle-s peed electric drill is to use a silicon bidirectional thyri stor (Triac) speed co nt rol.
The circ uit for the Triac speed co ntrol is shown
in F ig. 1. This ty pe of circui t provides so me degre e
o f regulation wit h varyi", loads.
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TABLE 18-1

Because of the small complemen t of parts, the
T riac speed control can be constructed inside a
very small container. The mode l described was
built in a 2-3/4 )( 2-1/8 )( I-S /S-inch Minibox.
Since the mounting stu d and main body o f the
Triac are common with the anode, care shou ld be
used to mou nt the Tria c clear from surrounding
objects. In the unit shown, two soldering lugs were
soldered together and the narrow end s connected
to one side of the female output connector; the
large end s were u$Cd as a fastening point for the
Triac anode stud.
Operation
Although the c ircuit described is in te nded to be
used to reduce the speed of elec tric hand driU s that
draw six amperes o r less, it has many other
app lications. It can be used to regulate the
temperature of a soldering iron, which is being
used to wire a delicate circuit, or it may be used
for dimming lamps o r for con trolling the cooking
speed o f a small ho t plate. No te, however, if the
circuit is used with a device drawing from th ree to
six amperes for a continuous period of over ten
minutes, it wiU be necessaJ}' 10 provide a hea t sink
(insulated from the chassis) for the Triac anode
~~.

CHASSIS WORKING
With a few essential tools and proper
procedure, it will be found th at building radio gear
on a metal chassis is a relatively simple matter.
Aluminum is to be preferred to steel, not o nl y
because it is a superior shield ing ma terial, but
because it is much easier to work and provides
good chassis contacts.
The placing of componen ts on the chassis is
shown quite clearly in the pho tographs in this
Handbook. Asid e from ce rtain essen tial dimensio ns, which usually are given in the text, exac t
duplication is not necessary.
Much trouble and energy I;an be saved by
spending sufficien t time in planning the job. When
aU details are worked out beforehand the al; tual
constru ction is greatly simplified.
Cover the top of the chassis with a piece o f
wrapping paper, or, preferably, cross-section paper,
fol ding th e edges down ove r the sides of the chassis
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·Use one size lU¥er for tapping bakelite and

phenolics.
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Fig. 18·3 - Method of measuri ng t he heights of
capacitor shafts. If thlt square is adjunabll!, the end
o f the iiCale should be set flush with the face of the
head.

and fas tening wi th adhesive ta pe. Then assemble
the parts to be mounted on top of the chassis and
move them abou t until a satisfactory arrangement
has been found, keep ing in mind any parts whi ch
are to be mounted underneath. so that interferences in mounting may be avoided. Place
capacitors and other parts wi th shafts ex tending
through the panel first , and arrange the m so that
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Drilling and Cutting Holes

A
Fig. 184 - To cut rectanIPJlar holll'S in a chanis
corner. holes may be filed out 85 shown in the
shaded portion of B, making it pouible to start the
hack -s;JW blade along the cutting line. A shows how
II single-ended handle may be constructed for a
hack-saw blade.

the controls will fonn the desired pattern on the
panel. Be sure to line up the shafts squarely with
the chassis front. Locate any partition shields and
panel brackets next, and then the tube sockets and
any other parts, marking the mounting-hole centers
of each accurately on the pape r. Watch out for
capacitors whose shafts are off center and do not
line up with the mounting holes. Do not forget to

mark the centers of socket holes and holes for
leads under i-f lJansfonners, etc., as well as holes
for wi ring leads. The small holes for socket-mounting screws are best located and center-punched,
using the socket itself as a template, after the main
center hole has been cut.
By means of the square, lines indicating
accurately the centcrs of shafts should be extended
to the front of the chassis and marked on the panel
a t the chassis line, the panel being fastened on
temporari ly. The hole centers may then be
punched in the chassis with the center punch.
After drilling, the parts which require mounting
underneath may be located and the mounting holes
drilled, marking sure by trial that no interferences
exist with parts mounted on t op . Mounting holes
along the front edge of the chassis should be
tIansferred to the panel, by once again fastening
the panel to the chassis and marking it from the

reu.
Next, mount on the chassis the capacitors and
any other parts witp. shafts extending to the panel,
and measure accurately the height of the center of
each shaft above the chassis, as illustrated in Fig.
18~3. The horizontal displacement of shafts having
already been marked on the chassis line on the
panel, the vertical displacement can be measured
from this line. The shaft centers may now be
marked on the back of the panel, and the holes
drilled. Holes for any other panel equipmenl
coming above the chassis line may then be marked
and drilled, and the remainder of the apparatus
mounted. Holes for terminals etc., in the rear edge
of the ehas!ils should be marked and drilled at the
same time thai they are done for the top.

When drilling holes in metal with a hand drill it
is important that the ce nters first be located with a
center punch, so that the drill point will not
"walk" away from the center when starting the
hole. When the drill starl!i to break through, special
care must be used. Often it is an advant3ge to shift
a two-speed drill to low gear at this point. Holes
more than 1/4-ineh in diameter should be started
with a smaller drill and reamed out with the larger
drill.
The check on the usual type of hand drill is
limited to 1/4-inch drills. Although it is rathe r
tedious, the 1/4-ineh hole may be filed out to
larger diameters with round files. Another method
possible with limited tools is to drill a series of
small holes with the hand drill along the inside of
the circumference of the large hole, placing the
holes as close together as possible. The center may
then be knocked out with a cold chise l and the
edges smoothed up with a file. Taper reamers
which fit into the carpen ter's brace will make the
job easier. A large rat-tail file clamped in the br ace
makes a very good reamer for holes up to the
diameler of the file.
For socket holes and other large holes in an
aluminum chassis, socket-hole punches should be
used. They requ ire first drilling a guide hole to pass
the bolt that is turned 10 squeeze the punch
through the chassis. The threads of the bolt should
be oiled occasionally.
Large holes in steel panels or chassis are best
cut with an adjustable circle cu tter. Occasional
application of machine oil in the cutting groove
will help. The cutter fiIS I should be tried out on a
block of wood, 10 make sure thai it is set fo r the
right diameter.
The burrs or rough edges wh ich usually result
after drilling 01 cutting holes may be removed with
a me, or sometimes more conveniently with a
sharp knife or chisel. It is a good idea to keep an
old wood chisel sharpened and available for this
purpose.
Rectangular Holes
Square o r rectangular holes may be cut ou t by
making a rOw of small bo les as previously
described, but is more easily done by drilling a
1/2-inch hole inside each comer, as illustrated in
Fig. 18-4, and using these ho les for starting and
turning the hack saw. The socket-hole punch and
the square punches which are now available also
may be of considerable assistance in cutting out
large rectangu lar openings.

SEMICONDUCTOR HEAT SINKS
Homemade heal sinks can be fashioned from
brass, copper or aluminum stock by emp loying
o rdinary wo rkshop tools. The dimensions of the
heat sink will depend upon Ihe type of tIansis lor
used, and the amount of hea t that must be
conducted away Crom the body of the semicondu ctor.
Fig. 18-5 shows the order of progression for
forming a large heat sink from aluminum or brass
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Heat Sinks
(A)

(C)

(a)

(0)

t ·A i· ~..
I·

.J

L .·-I

l

eOMPL[lED
UN IT

Fig. 18-5 - Detail. for forming chan nel type heat .lnkl.

channels of near~qual height and depth. The width
is lessened in parts (8) and (C) so that each channel
will fit into the preceding one as shown in the
com pleted model at (D). The three pieces are
bolted together with &-32 screws and nUb.
Dimensions given are for illw tntivc purposes only.
Heat sinla for smaller transiston can be
fabricated as shown in Fig. 18-7. Select I drill bit
that is onc size smaller than the di ameler of the
tnnsistor case and Conn the heat sink from 1/ 16
Inch thick brass, copper OJ aluminum stock as
shown in steps (Al. (B), and (C). Fonn th e stock
around the drill bit by compressin, it in I vise (A).
The completed heat sink is press-fitted over the
body of the semioonductor as illus trated at (D).
The larger the area of the heat sink, the greater will
be the amount of heat conducted away from the
tranm tor body. In some applications, the heat
sinks shown in Fig. 18-7 may be two or three
inches in height (power transistor stages).
Another technique for making heat sinks for
T().j type trarulston (I) and largcr mod els (I) is
shown in Fig. 18-6. This style of heat sink will
dissipate considerably more heat than wil l the type
shown in Fig. 18-5. The main body of th e sink is
fashion ed from a piece of 1/8-inch thick aluminum
angle bracket - available from most hardwaRl
stores. A hole is bored in the angle stock to allow
the transistor case to fit snugly into iI. The
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Fig. 18-6 - Layout and assembly details of another
homemade heat sink. The c ompl. ted assembly can
~ insulated from the main chassi s of the
transmitter by using insulating washers.

transistor is held in place by a small metal plate
whose center hole is slighdy smaller in diameter
than the case or the bansistor. Detaili Itt given in
Fig. 18-6.
A thin coating or silicone grease, available from
most electronics su pply houses, can be applied
between the case of the transistor and the part of
the hea t sink wit h which it comes in contact. The
!ilicone grease will llid the transfer of heat from the
transistor to the sink. 1bi!: practice can be applied
to all models shown here. In the example given in
Fig. 18-5, the grease should be applied between the
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three channels before they are boiled togetJ1er. IS
~ll as between the tranmtoI and the channel it
contacts.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES
If a cont rol shaft must be extended or
insulated, a flexible shaft coupling with adequate
insulation should be used. Satisfactory support for
the shaft extension, as well as electrical contact for
safety, can be provided by means of a metal panel

bearing made fo r the purpose. These can b:
obtained singly for use with existing shafts, or they
can be bought with a captive extension shaft
included. In either case the panel bearing gives a
"solid" feel to the control.
The use of (i ber washeD between ceramic
insulation and metal bracke ts , screws or nult will
prevent th e ceramic parts from breaking.

C\ltting and Bending Sheer Metal
If I sheet of metal is too large to be eut
conveniently with a hack saw, it may be marked
with scratches as deep as possible along the line of
the cut on both sides of the sheet and then
damped in a vise and wo rked back and forth until
the sheet breaks at th e line. Do not carl)' the
bending too far until the break begins to weaken;
otherwise the edge of the· sheet may become bent.
A pair of iron bars or pieces of heavy angle stock,
as long or longer than the width of the sheet, to
hold it in the vise, will make the job easier. "c"
clamps may be used to keep Ihe ban from
spreading III the ends. The rough edges may be
smoothed with a file or by placing a large piece of
emery cloth or sandpape r on a flat surface and
ronninl Ihe edge of the metal back and forth ove r
the sheet. Bends may be made similarly.
Finishinl AJuminum

STANDARD METAL GAUGES
Gauge
No.

,,•

•
S

•
7

•
9

""
""
"
"
"""
""

...
..

A merle.:!11
or 8&81

U.S.
Stimd(mJ2

.11593
.2576

.28 125
.265625

.2194

.2043
. 18 19
. 1620
, 1443
. 1285
.1144
. 101\1
.09074
.08081
.07196
.0~08

."
.'234375

Blmll.,gham
or Srub.r3

.300
.:254
.259

.11875

.'238
.2::1:0

.203125

.203

.1875
.17 1875
.15625
.140625
.125
. 109]75
.09375
.078 125
.0703 12 5
.0625
.05625
.OS
.04375
.0375
.034375
.03125
.028125
.025
.021875

.180
.165
. 14 8
.134
.120
. • 09
.095
.083
.O?l
.065
.058
.049
.042
.035
.0 32
.028
.025
.022
.020
.0 18
.0 16
.0 14
.0 13
.012
.0 10
.009
.008
.007
.005
.00'

.05707
. 05082
.04526
.04030
.03589
. 031\16
.02846
. 02535
.02257
.020 10
.01190
.01594
.Ollns
17
.01420
.0171875
.01264
.015625
19
.0 11 26
.0140625
30
.01003
.0125
.008928
.0109 375
.007950
.010 15 625
.007080
.009375
.006350
.00859375
.0056 15
.0078 125
.005000
.00703125
.004453
.006640626
....
.003965
.00625
.003531
.. . ... .
.003145
. . .... .
1 U.., d l or aluminum. COPpel'. buu and non·
ferrous allOY Ihe ...., wire and mdt.
2 U..,d for Iron, _ I . nickel and ferrou~
loy sheet.. wino and rods.
3 U..,d for..,erole .. tubes: abo by 8Ome_
ufact\u'em 'or co pper and b .....

""
"
"

""
""
""
""
"

..

....
....
....

".

Aluminum chassis, panels and parts may be
given a shee n finish by treating them in a caus tic
bath. An enamelled or plastic:: container, such as a
dishpan or infant's bathtub, should be used for the
solution. Dissolve ordinary household lye in cold
water in a proportion of 1/4 to 1/2 can ortye per
g:t1lon of water. The stronger solution will do the
job more rlpidly. Stir the solution with a stick of
wood until the lye cl)'stals are completely
dissolved. Be very careful to avoid any skin cont act
with the solution. It is also hannful to clothing.
Sufficient solution should be prepared to cover the
piece com pletely. Whcn the aluminum is immersed,
a very pronounced bubbling takes place and
ventilation should be provided to disperse the
escaping gas. A half hour to two houn in the
solution should be sufficient, depending upon the
strength of the solution and the desired surface .
Remove the aluminum from the solu tion with
sticles and rinse thorough ly in cold wate r while
swabbing with a rag to remove the black deposit .
Whcn dry , fin ish by spra ying on a light coat of
dear lacquer.
Soldering
The secret of good soldering Is to use the right
amount of heat. Too little heat will produce a
"cold-soJdered joint"; too much may injure a
component. The iron and the solder should be
app Hed simultaneously to the joint. K'eep the iron
clean by broshinl the hot tip with a paper towe l.
Always use rosino(;ore solder, never acid-core .
Soiden have different melting points, depending
upon the ntio of tin to lead. A SO-S O solder melts
at 425 degrees F, while 6().40 melts at 37 1 degrees
F. When it is desirable to protect from excessive
heat the components being soldered. the 6().40
solder is prefe rable to the SO-50. (A Jess-common
solder, 63-37, me lts at 36 1 degrees F.)
When soldering transiston, Cl)'s tal diodes or
small resistors, the lead should be lripped with a
pair of pliers up close to the unit so that the heat
will be conducted away. Ove rheating of a transistor
or diode whlle soldering can cause pennanent
damage. Abo, mechanical stress wiD have a similar
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effect, 50 that a small unit shou ld be mou nted so
that there is no appreciable mechanical strain on
the leads.
Trouble is somet imes experienced in soldering
to the pins of coil forms or male cable pl ugs . It
helps if the pins are first cleaned on th e inside with
a sui table twist drill and then tinned by flowing
rosi n-core solder into them. Immediately clear the
surplus soldcr f rom each hot pin by a whipping
mot ion or by blowing through the pin from the
inside of the form or plug. Before inserting the
wire in the pin, file the nickel plate from the tip.
After soldering, round the solder tip off with a file.
When soldering to the pins of polysty rene coil
forms, hold the pin to be soldered with a pair o f
heavy pliers, to form a '"heat sink" and insure that
the pin does no t 1H:at enough in the coil fo rm to
loosen and become misaligned.

(A)

WRONG

(B)

RIGHT

(C)

RIGHT

Wirin g

The ' wire used in connec ting amateur equipment should be se lec ted considering both the _
maximum current it will be called upon to handle
and the voltage its insul ation must stand withou t
breakdown. Also, from the consideration to TVI,
the power wiring of all transmitters should be d one
with wire that has a braided shielding cove r,
Receiver and audio circuits may also require the
use o f shielded wire at some poin ts fo r stability, or
the elimination of hum.
No. 20 stranded wire is comm only used for
most receiver wiring (except for the high-frequency
circuits) where the current does not cxceed 2 or 3
amperes. For hJgher-<:urrent heater CirCUits, No. 18
is avaJlable. Wire wi th cellulose acetate insulation is
good for voltages up to about 500. F or higher
voltages, themoplastic-insulated wire should be
used. Inexpensive wire strippers that make the
removal of insulation from hookup wire an casy
job are available on the market.
When power leads have several b ranche s in the
chassis, it is convenient to use fiber-insu lated
mu ltiple tie points as anchorages or j unction
points. Strips of this type are also useful as
insulated supports for resistors , rf chokes and
capacitors. High·voltage wiring should have exposed points held to a minimum; those which
canno t be avoided should be made as inaccessible
as possible to accir;1ental contact or sho rt-<:ircuit.
Where shielded wire is called for and capacitance to ground is not a factor, Belden type 8885
shi elded grid wire may be used. If capaci tance mus t
be mi nimized, it may be necessary to use a piece of
car-radio low-capacitance lead-in wire, or coaxial
cable.
For wiring high-freq uency circuits, rigid wire is
often used. Bare soft-<1rawn tinned wire, size 22 to
12 (depending on mechanical requirements) is
su itable. Kinks can be removed by stre tching a
piece of 10 01 15 feet long and the n cutting into
short leng ths that can be handled conveniently. Rf
wiring should be ro n directl y from point to point
wi th a mi nimum of sharp bend s and the wire kept
well spaced from the chassis ' or other grounded
me tal surfaces. Where the wiring must pass through
the chassis or a partition, a clearance hole should

Fig. 18-8 - Methods of lacing cables. The method
shown at C is more secure, but takes mora time
tha'l the method of B. The latter is usuall y
adequate for most amateur requirements.
be cut and lined with a rubber grommet. In case
insulation becomes necessary, varnished cambric
tubing (spaghetti) can be sli pped over the wire.
In transmi tters where the peak. voltage does not
""l"\!~<l
2500 vults, tilt: shicklcu grid will:
mentioned above should be sa tisfactol}' for powe r
cmuits: For higher voltages, Belde n type 8656,
Birnbach type 1820 , or shielded ignition cable can
be used. In the case of filament cireuits c arrying
heavy curren t, it may be necessary to usc No. 10 or
12 bare or enameled wire, slipped through
spaghe tti , and the n covered with copper braid
puned tigh tly ove r the spaghetti. The chapter on
TVI shows the manner in which shielded wire
should be applied. If the shielding is simply slid
back over the insulation and solder flowed into the
end of the b raid , the braid usually win stay in place
without the necessity for cu tting it back ot binding
it in place. The braid should be cleaned first so that
solder will take with a mi ni mum of heat.
Rf wiring in transmitters usually foll oW!i U1e
method de scribed above for receivers with due
respect to the voltages involved.
Where power or con trol leads run together for
more than a few inches, they will present a better
appearance when bound together in a single cable.
The correct technique is illustrated in Fig. 18-8;
both plastic and waxed-linen lacing cords are
available. Plastic cable clamps are available to hold
the laced cable.
To give a "commercial look" to the wiring of
any unit , run any cabled leads along the edge of
the chassis. If this isn't possible, the cabled leads
should then ron parallel to an edge of the chassis.
Further, the generous use of tie points (mounted
parallel to an edge or the chassis), for the support
o f one or both ends of a resistor or fixed ~pacitor,
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Fig. 18-9 - Cable stripping dimensions a!ld assembly Instructions for several popular coaxial cable connectors.
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Circuit Boards
will add to the appearance or the finished unit.,ln a

Umilar manner, "dress" the small components so
that they arc panllcl to the panel or sides or the
ctiassis.

WInding Coils
Oose-wound coils are readily wound on the
specified rorm by anchoring one end of a Iengtp of
wire (in a vise or to a doorknob) and the other end
to the coil form. Straighten any kinks in the wire
and then pull to keep the wire unde r slight tension.
Wind t he coil t o the required numbe r or turns
while walking toward the anchor, always maintaining a slight tension on the wire.
To space·wind the coil, wind the coil
simultaneously with a suitable spacing medium
(heavy tbsead, string or wire) in the manner
described above. When the winding is complete,
secu re the end or the coil to the coil·rorm terminal
and then carerully unwind the spacing material. If
the coil is wound under suitable tension, the
spacing material can be easily removed without
disturbing the winding. Finish the space-wound
coil by judicious applications or Duco cement to
hold the turns in place.
.
,
lhe "cold" end of a coil is the end at o r close
to chassis or ground potential. Coupling links
should be wound on the cold end of a coil, to
minimize capacitive coupling.

CIRCUIT·BOARD FABRICATION
Many modem-day builden prefer the neatness
and miniaturizallon made J'O"ible by the use of
ctched or printed circuit boards. There are
additional benefits to be realized from the use of
circuit boards: Low lead inductances, excellent
physical stability of the com pone nts IJld intercon·
necting leads, and good repeatability of the basic
layout o f a given project. The latter attribu te
makes the use of circuit boards ideal for group
projects.
Methods

Perhaps the least complicated approach to
circuit·board fabrication is the use of unclad
perforated board into which a number of push·in
terminals have been installed. The perforated board
can be obtained with one of many hole patterns,
dependent upon the needs of the builder.
Perforated tcnninal boards are manufactured by
such firms as Vector, Kepro, and Triad. Their
products are available from the large mail-order
house!.
Once the builder plots the layout of his circuit
on paper, push..jn teuninals can be installed in the
"perf" board to match the layout which was done
on paper. The te.rminals selVe as tie points and
provide secure mounting-post anchon for the
various co mponents. Selected terminals can be
wired togelhCl to provide ground and s.plus lines.
Although this technique is the most basic of the
methods, it is en tirely practical.
An app roach to etched-<:ircuit board assembly
can be realized by cutting strips of flashing copper,
hobby cOPI?CI, or brass shim stock into the desired
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shapes and lengths, then Ihung: them' to a piece or
unclad circuit board. Epoxy cement is useful for
the latter. Alternatively, the strips can be held in
place by means of brus eyeleb which have been
installed with a hand eyelet tool. If standard
unclad circuit board is oot handy, linoleum or
Fonnica sheeting can be made to serve as a base ror
the circuit holU"d. If this tcchnique is used, the
metal strips should be soldered together at each
poin t where they join, lWUring good electrical
contact.
Etched-<:ircuit boards provide the most professional end result of the duee systems described
heI\'i. They lin! the most stable, physica11y and
electrically, and can be easily repeated from a
single temp late. Etched-clrcuits can be formed on
copper-clad perforated board, or on unpuncbed
copper-cl.ad board. ThCIe is no advantage in UJing
the perforated board as a base unless push-in
terminals are to be used,
Planning and Layou t
The constructor should first plan the physical
layout of the circuit by sketching a pictorial
diagram on paper, drawing it to scale. Once this has
been done, the interconnecting leads can be inked
in to represent the copper strips that will remain
on the etched board. The Vector Company sellJ
layout paper for this purpose. It is marked with the
same patterns that are used on their perforated

..."".

After the basic etched-<:ircuit design has been
completed the designer should go over the
proposed layou t several times to insure against
erron. When the foregoing has been done, the
pattern can be palnted on the coppe r surface of the
board to be etched. Eteh·resistant solutions are
available from commercial suppliers and can be
selccted from their catalogs. Some builders prefer
to use India ink for this purpose. Perhaps the most
read.ily-available material ' for use in etch-resi!t
applications is ordinary exterior enamel paint. The
portions of the board to be retained are covered
with a layer of paint, applied with an artist's brush,
duplicating the pattern that was drawn on the
layout paper. The job can be made a bit easier by
InIcing over the original layout with a ballpoint
pen and carbon paper while the pattern is taped to
the copper side of the unetched circuit board. The
carbon paper is placed between the pattern and the
circuit board. After the palnt has been applied, it
should be allowed to dry for afteast 24 houn prior
to the etching pJOCeM. The Vector Company
producc$ a rub-on transrer material that can also be
used as etch·resist when laying out circuit-board
patterns.. Thin $trips of ordinary masking tape , cut
to size and firm1y applied, serve nicely as
etch-resist material too.
The Elchin, Process
Almost any strong acid bath will serve as an
etchant, but the two chemical preparations
recommended here are the safest to use. A bath
can be prepared by mixing I part ammonium
penulphate crystals with 2 parts clear waler. A
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etch ecl-circuit boards. The heat lamp maintains the
etchant-bath temperatu re betW!!'en 90 and 115
degrees, F. and is mounted an an adjustable arm.
The tray for the bath is raised lIIld lowered at one
end bV the action of a motOl-driven eccentric disk,
provi ding the necessary agitation of the chemical
solution. A darkroom thermometer moni t ors the
temperature of the bath.

normalquan lity of working solution for most
amateu r radio applications is com posed of I cup of
crystals and 2 cups of water. To this mixture add
1/4 teaspoon of mercuric chloride crystals. The
latter serves as an activator fo r the .bath.
Ready-made etchant kits which use these chemicals
are available from Vet:tor. A two-bag kit is sold as
item 2594 and costs just over S I . Camplelll kits
which contain circuit boards, etchan t powders,
etch-resist transfers , layout paper, and plastic
etchant bags are also available from Vector at
moderate prices.
Another chemical bath that works utisfactorily
fo r coppe r etching is made up from one part ferric
chloride crystals and 2 parts water. No activator is
required with this bath. Ready-madc solutions
(one-pint and one-gallon sizes) are available
through some mail-order houses at low cos t. They
are manufactured by Kepro Co. and carry a stock
number of E-I PT and E-IG, respectively. One pint
costs less than a dollar.
Etchant solu lions become exhausted after a
certain amount of coppe r has been processed,
therefore it is wise to keep a 'q uantity of the bath

on hand if frequent use is anticipated. With either
chemical bath, the working solution shoul d be
maintained at a tempe ratu re between 90 and 115
degrees F. A heat lamp can be directed toward the
bath du ri ng the e tching period, its di stance sel to
mai ntain the reqmre(l temperature. A darkroom
thcrmometcr is handy for monitoring the temperature o f the bath.
While the ci rcuit board is immersed in the
solu tion, it should be agitated con tinuously to
permit uniform reaction to the chemicals. This
action will also speed up the etch ing process
somewhat. Normally, the circuit board shou ld be
placed in the bath with the coppcr side facing
down, toward the bottom of the tray. The t ray
should be non-metallic, prefe11lbly a Pyrex dish or
a photographic darkroom tray.
Th e photograph, Fig. 18-10, shows a homemade etching stand made up from a heat lamp,
some lumber, and an 8 rpm motor. An eccentri c
disk has been mounted on the mo tor shaft and
bu tts against the bo ttom of the e tehant tray. As
the motor turns, the eccen tric d isk raises and
lowers one .end of the try, thus providing
cont inuous agitation of the solution. The heat
larnp is moun ted on an adjustable, slotted wooden
arm. Its height above the solution tray is adjusted
to provide the desired bath tempernture. Because
the etching process lakes be tween IS minutes and
one hou r - dcpendent upon the strength and
temperatu re of the bath - such an accessory is
conven ient.
After the etching process is completed, the
board is removed from the tray and washed
thorou ghly with fresh, clear wate r. The etch-resist
ma terial can then be rubbed off by applying a few
brisk strokes with medium-grade steel wool.
WARNING: Always use rubber gloves when
working with etchant powdcff and solutions.
Should the acid IHlth come in contact with the
body, immediately wash the affected area with
clear water. Protect the eyes when using acid IHlths.

COMPONENT VALUES
Values of com position resis tors and small
capaci tors (mica and ceram ic) are specified
th roughout this Handbook in terms of "preferred
values." Tn the preferred-number system, al l values
represe nt (approximately) a constant-pcrcentage
increase ovcr the next lower value. The base of the
system is the number 10. Only two significant
figures are used.
'iole rilIlce" means that a variation of plus or
minus the percentage given is considered satisfactory. For cxarnplc, the actual resistance of a
"4700-ohm" 2G-percent resistor can lie anywhere
between 3700 and 5600 ohms, app roximately. The
permissible variation in the sarne resistance value
with 5-percent tolerance would be in the rilIlge
from 4500 to 4900 ohms, approximately.
In the com ponent specj(ications in this
Handbook , it is to be understood tha t when no
tolerance is specified the largest tole rance avai lable
in that val ue wit] be satisfactory.
Values that do not fit in to the preferrednumbe r system (suc h as 500, 25,0(0) easily
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can be substituted. It is obvious, for example, that

I S()()()..ohm resistor falls well within the tolerance
range of the 47()().ohm 2o.percent resisto r used in
the example above. II would not. however, be
usable if the tolennce were spedfied u 5 percent.

Approldmlle Series-Reaonance Freque ncies of
Disc Ceramic Bypass Capaciton;
Fnq.l

.Oll1F
.0047

Fnq. 2

13MHz
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I3S

.em

.001
.0005
.0001

_ tk do<lDtaI ....hiplicr 10 1. 00 tho <OipOClIIIICII II SI pl".
"'''p'ra,IOI1:...,fJldr6t if - 750
pot IIIIIioro pot
.t.p.,.- (' ~ ........ ..,. ,100 "'-d _ . 'k ~IO_

no

takl2JQO

""n.
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Fb:ed Compotlition Resistors

TABLE 18-11
CGpQCftilftU

«ra""" ...,.ntor .... I/Ie r..llowI,.
.ioIet: ......... bIII<h or lIotJ.pua.
no. ....lfI."" ,...... .... S. I (.5 1)

£x_pic: A
..........p: BlOOd bMd.,
brown, iliad, p:en.

15 MHz

22
38
55
80
165

Composition resis ton (incl~din, small wirewound uni ts molded in cases Jdentic:aJ with the
composition type) are coI.or-coded as shown in Fig..
18-12. Co lored bands are used on relliston havin,
axial leads; on radial-lead resistOR the cololS are
placed as shown in the drawing. When bands arc
used for color codin, the body color has no
significance .
E.umpleJ: A resisto. of 1M type shown in 1M " ' ""'.......... , Fi&- ]1-]1""" !lot f~.. 0010, ......., .... NIl:

z.

B. mI;C, ....... ; D.... coIor. Tho olpll1cll/ll 11&".......
2 (22) ...... ,he dcclmoI mUltlplle. If 1000. T1tI ..I... or
..., , _ is \bemon 22.000 ob"", ...... tho tol ........ if

1 Total Iud lenath ot linch
2 Total l<lld leoath o t l / 2-lnch

"'"

COLOR CODES
Standardized color codes are used to mark

... n:sIItor .. r 1M IJ .. aha ..... ]n the "ppe. drawl .... hal
tho r<>llowinl colon, body (A). bI ... ; end (B), ...~; <101,
ROd; . nd (D), 101d.. The ..,il1con' n,. ....... 6,' (68) ......
tho dcclmoI .... ltlpllo, if ]00, 00 the mil,...... 6100
Qb ..... T1tI loJormce II .t 5"-

valu es on small components such as composition
reliston and mica capacitors, and to identify leads

from transformers, etc. The resislor-capacitor

number color code is given in Table 18-111.
Fixed C.pacitOlS

1be methods of markina "postage-stamp" mica
capaciton, molded paper capacitors and tubular
ceramic capacitors are shown in Fig. 18-11.
Capacitors made to American Waf Standards or
Joint Anny-Navy specifications are marked with
the &.dot code shown at the top. Practically all
surplus capaciton are in this category.
1bc ).dot ElA eode is used for capacitors
having a rating or 500 volts and ±20 perce:!.t
tolerance only ; other ratings and tolerances are
cove~d by the 6-<101 EIA code.
~"" .. pIo' A •• ....,It...... lIh • ~ oodo hao the
f<>llc>"'iIIJ ....!tln. ' T"r ....... lef, 10 riJh' . block. y r _ .
rioIet: boll"'" .0 .... rIgIl 10 left. t>t"""" . ... ~ •. rN. SiD<oo
1M tIr .. . 010. In 'ho I"r """ Is block (<i,pli11<sn1 rIP"
""fO ) Ihis II ,he "'WS oodo . 1>11 th. eo....,lIor "'" mica
dioll>otric. Tho .lpIill..nt Ilprn ... 4 an.cIl, tho d«imlOl
m..1lI p11e. 10 (bl"OOl'n... riJhl .. I _""" lOW). 00 the
.. p.,it_ b 470 pF. Tho tole ...,,:., i, ~0'1.. TM fin ..
colo •• ,,,,"ch •• OClO.i,tk, deal> .·j,h tempe"I~'" _mden"
. ~~ _,~ooj. al, .. I1 ..... ( ... T obio I "V) .
... ""....,110' ...Uh .
hao lho ro ~o w~ <oton.
kft 10 ..q;ht: brown. block • ...t. Tho .... ir"'.nl rIP"" are
1, 0 (10, and ,he "",IUpik • • 100. Tho . ' lIKi"""" is
100 pi'.

'-do,.ode

u.e,,'on

... "1*;''''

with , 6-dot oook """ the r"u"";DI
. mitt ..... ' Top row. Ion 10 risbl, bn) ...... bI><k. bbd;
boll.... row. , "'IID lefl. bI>ok, JOId."""'. Su..:., . - r....
...... , 10 ,he lop '0 ... Is ... 1' .... tII ...-t< _ _ • litis ;, tho
FJ ... code. n."":p;t'koPI """....... I. 0. 0 (100).Dd tbe

_ _.t,

,ore

docInIoI ..... lUpIio' if I (bII<;t). n.. ..pad..D<C io 1I,...
100 "". T1t.e1Oid dol ....... lhol lito
..I.$')I,.M
lito til ... dIM - ., .. 60I).>0-0I,

ra'i,..

''*'"- ..

Ceramic Capacitors
Conventional markings for ceramic capaciton
are shown in the lower drawing of Fig.I8-II.The
cololS have the meanings indicated in Table 18-1ll.
In practice, dots may be used instead of the NllTOW
bands indicated in Fit:. 18·11 .

Fig. 18-11 - Color coding of fixed mica. molded
peper and tubular ceramie capacitoR. Tha color
code for mica and molded pal*" eapeciton i. giV'ln
in TlIbIe HI·III . Tabla 18-IV gi_ the color code
for tubular c:ertlmic capeci10f1.
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1-' Transformers

TABLE 18-111

Blue - plate lead.
Red - "B" + lead.
Green - grid (Or diode) lead.
B/llck - grid (01 diode) return.

Resistor-Capacitor Color Code
Color

Slgnlflcllru LHclmQ/ Tolerance
Figun Multiplier
(%)

Black

,•

Bro~

-

•

0

,.••
,.,.
,.,.
,

>0
..0
3·
Orlnle
3
1,000
Yell ow
10,000
Green
100,000
6·
m••
6
1.000,000
Viotet
7
10,000,000
Gray
100,000,000
White
9
1,000,000,000 9·
0.'
Silva'
0.0 1
'0
No eolor '0
• Appll ... to eap..,Uo.. only.

R"

,,

•

""" -

-

>00
'00
300
'00
>00
600
'00
800
900
'000
:2 000
'00

TABLE 18-IV
Color Code for Ceramie Capaci tOd
Capacitance
Tolerance
D«Signl- i"""

/lcant Multi_
Color Figure pller

,.

•
• ..
0

BliCk.

0

Brown
R.d
Oranle
Yellow
Green
Blu e
Violet

,,
3

0 .. ,

,,

White

9

Man

""'"

..

,"

,,'0

••

'.0

U

",
0 .01
0.'

ppm

lOpFJOpF Idtg.
(In '10) (in pF)
C.

..00

6

Temp.
C_/I-

LUf

..0

0.'
0.25
0.0

-

0
JO

'0
- ISO
-220
- 330
-470
- 7S0
30
'00

NOTE: If the seco ndary of the i-f transformer
is cente r-tapped, the second diode plate lead is
green-and-black striped, and black is used fo r the
ce nter-tap lead.

Audio Traruformers
Blue - plate (finish) lead of primary.
Red - " B" + lead (this applies whether the
primary is plain or center·tapped).
Brown - plate (start) lead on eenter·tapped
primaries. (Blue may be used for this lead if
polarilY is not important.)
Green - grid (finish) lead to secondary.
Black - grid re turn (this applies whether the
secondaJ)' is plain or center·tapped).
Yellow - grid (start) lead on center-tapped
secondaries. (Green may be used for this lead if
polarity is not imponant.)
NOTE: These markings apply also to line-to-

&rid and tube-to-line tr.lIlsformetS.

Power Transformed
I) Primlll)' lA:atb ••.••......... .. ..... Bludt;

2)
3)

4)

TABLE 18-V

5)

Capacitor Characteristic Code

Color
Sixth

Do,
Blac k
Brown
R. d
Oranle
Yellow
Gree n

Fig. 1S.12 -

Temperrltwn
Coej'fkient
ppmjdeg. C.
il Ooo
iS OO
i200
i l OO
-20to +100
o to +70

6)

CaplJC/lllnce
Drift
.%5% + J pF
±3%+ l pF
± O.5%
±0.3%
±O. I%+O.I pF
±O.OS% +0 . 1 pF

Color coding of fixed conlposi t ion ..

resiston. The color code is given in Table 1s.m.
The colored areas h_ the following significanOll:
A - First significant figure of resiUance in ohms.
8 - Second sign ificant figure.
C - Decimal mu ltiplier.
0 - Resistance tolerance in percent. If no color is
shown II'te tolerllflce is.t.20 percent.
e - Relative percent change in valul ·per 1000
hou rs of operation; Brown. 1 percent; RecI,
0.1 percent; Or8l1ge, .01 percent; Yellov., .001
percent.

If tapped:
Common .. ..... ............... Blllck
Tap . . . • . • . • . . . Black lind Yellow.Striped
Finish .......•... Black and Red S triped
High-Voltage Place Winding . .. . . .. . ... Red
Center-Tap ....... Red and YeUow Striped
Rectifier Filament Winding .......... Yellow
Center-TIp ....... Yellow lind Blue Striped
Filament Winding No.1 ............. Green
Center-Tap ..... Green lind Yellow Striped
Filament Winding No.2 ............ Brown
Center-Tip ..... Brown lind Yellow Striped
Filament Winding No.3 .............. SllIte
Center-Tap ...... Slale and Yellow Striped

Color Cod..
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TABLE IS-VI

TABLE 18-VII

Color Code (OJ Hookup Wire

Metric Multiplier Prefixes
Mu1tipks and submultiples offundamenbil
units (e'J-.:unpere:. fuad,gram, meter, witt»
may be Indicated by the foillowiJIg prefixes.

Win
Type of Circuit

Color
Bilek
8rown

Rod
OTange
Yellow
Green

""'
Viole t
0."
White

Grounds, &:rounded e1emenu , and
nt urns
Heaters or filaments , olf&!,ound
Power supply B plus
Screen grids and Bue 2 of
uansililon
Cathodes and transistor eml n e ...

...

Pw/f'"

Co ntrol grids , diode plal el. and
Base I of transislon
Plales and transistor collatIon
Power I UPp!.y, minus leads
At po~ line leads

Abbnvlatlon

te re

T
G

m...
kilo

M
k
h

heclo
ded
centi

,d

milli

m

micro
nanD
pica

Biu supply. Bore minus, age

MU ltiplier

....''

10. 12

.'
.

.. 6

.. J

10._2

-'

10_6

"",

10._9
IO J2

Wires with tncen are coded in th e u me man·
ner IS solld-«>lor wires, .... lowinl l ddltlon. 1
circuit Identificat ion over 5O Iid -o::olor wirin,.
The body or the wire is white and th e color
band spirals around the wire lead. Whe n
more than one color band Is uled , the wldetl
band re prese nts the 1st color.

..

Fig. 18-13 - Color coding fDr tubulir encapsula ted
rf ChDkes. At A. an example Df the coding for an
8.2-1JH choke is gi ven. At B. the color bands fDr II
33O-fJH inductor IIrll illustrated.

PI LOT· LAMP DATA

....
.."""
..,,' "'.,.
Lamp

No..

4o.A I

Belld
Color

BrDwn
BrDwn
While
Green
While

W..

Blue

.93

~"k
~"k

49A3

Color

Black
Brown

Rod
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Vio le!
Gn,

Whil e
None

Silver

Go"

"'"m
0

,•
•,
,
3

.

Multiplier

Tolenmce

•

.00

. .00

,•

,,2

Multiplier is the factor by whlc.h the two
co lor fllu res are mu lli plled to obtain the Induetlnee yalu e Df the choke coiL

-

2921">
292Ab

""

White

1455

",0_

1813

""
.."."

White
While
White
Whit e

14SSA
1487
1488

6

•

. .2

While

BrDwn

-

-

8M.
Bulb
(Mlnlatun) Type

Suew
Ba YDne t
Screw
Screw
Bayonet
Bayonet
Bayo ne t
Screw
Bayone t
Screw
BIIyonel
Bayone t

Su.w

T-3 1/4
T· 3 1/4
T-3 1/4
T·3, {4
T-3 1/4
T-3 1/4
T-3 1/4
T-3 1/4
T-3 1/4
T-3 1/4
T-3 1/4
T· 3 1/4
0-3 1/2
G·3 1/ 2
0-3 I II
G-4 1/ 2
T-J 1/ 4
T_3 1/ 4

BaYDnet
Bayone t
BaYDnet
Screw
Bayo net
0.,
Screw
Bayonet 0.'
T·3 1/ 4
S<~w
Bayon el T-3 1/ 4
Bayonet T-3 J/4
Bayonet T·31 /4

RATING
Vol ",

Amp.

6- 6
6- 8
2.'
3.2
2.'
6-8
3.2
6-'
6-'
2.0
2.0
2.'
6- 8
6 -8
14.4
6- 8
2.'

0.15

..
..

O.IS

0 .'

0.'
0 .25
0 .25
O. IS

IS.o.
IS.O
1l- 16

0.06
0 ."
0. 12
0.2
0.2
0.1l
0.'
0.. 17
0. 17
0.25
0.2$
0 .20

14.4
11- 16

0 . 10
0 .10.

2.'

.

ISIS
I 40A and 47 uti inten:b....eable.
2 H ....e frosted bulbi.
3 49 uad 49A lUll inten:b....eabie.
4 Replace with No.. 48.
b Use In 2 .CktDlt MtII when! recuJ.u bIllb bums
out too frequentl,.
• WhU-.. In G.E .•nd S'I.....ni.; creeD in N.tlo ....
al UniDn. R aytb8Dn and Tl.lna-SDI.
.. O..!H; in G.E. uad S,I... ani.~ 0.1"> In N. tiDn al
UniDn, a a,UleDD uad TIlUC-Sol.

O.IS
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FIN DING PARTS
No chapter on construction would be complete
without information on where to buy palls.
Amateurs, on a dwarfed scale, must function as
purchasing agents in these perplexing times, A
properl y equipped buyer maintains a5 complete a
ca tal og flIe as possible. Many of the companies
listed in Chart I will provide free catalogs upon
written reque st. Others may charge a small fee for
catalogs. Mail ordering, espe<: iall y fo r those distant

from metropoli tan areas, is today's means to the
de sired end when collecting component parts for
an amateur project. Prices arc, to some extent,
competitive. A wise buyer wiU study the catalogs
and select his merchandise accordingly .
Delays in shipment can be lessened b y avoiding
the use of personal checks when ordering. Bank: or
postal money orders are prefe rred by most distributors. Personal checks often tak.e a week. to
clear, thereby causing frustrating delays in the
order reaching you.

FREQU ENCY·SPE CTRUM REF ERENCE CHAR T

Non·amateur Channel Assignments and Ot her Frequency Data

[{kHz}

15.734264 :1. .000044 TV hor. scan freq .
17.8 (0.5)· NAA Cutler , ME.
18.6 (0.5). NPG/NL K lim Creek, WA .
21A (0.5)· NSS Annapolis, MD.
24.0 (0.5). NRA Balboa, P3 na ma, C.Z.
26.1 (0.5)· NPM , Hawaii.
60.0 (0.5)·,b WWVB Ft. ColJjns. CO.
8.'i Receiver i·f (co mmand se t or "Q5er").
100.0 (0.5)· Loran C (regional).
179 WGU·20 CD Stalion, East Coast. Bc of WX
and time (a·m).
285 - 325 Marine RDP band. Two cw tones
1020 Hz 3part.
285 - 405 Aero RDF ; aero \'IX (a·m) 325 - 405 .
415 - 490 Marine (cw).
455 Receiver i-f/mech. filters (Collins).
535 - 1605 Be (a·m) , 107 chan s. every 10 k Hz
fro m 540 (car rier).

[{MHz}

1.8 - 2.0 Lo ran A (pulse xsm).
2.5 (0.5) •. b WWV , Ft. Collins, CO . WWVH
Hawaii.
3.33 (50)··b CHU Onawa, Canada.
3.395 T ransceiver i-f (Heath, Kenwood).
3.579545 t I 0'5 T V ch rominance subcarrier.
5.0 (0.5)·,b WWV, WWVH.
5.645 Receiver i·f (Drake).
7.335 (50). ·b CB U,
9.0 Xtal filters (KVG).
10.0 (0.5)·,b WWV. WWVII.
10.7 Rece iver i·f (fm be).
14.67 (50)a,bCHU.
15.0 (0.5) ••b WWV.
20.0 (0.5)·,b WWV.
25 .0 (0.5)""b WWV.

26.965 - 26.985 Citv.ens Band, ch an. 1 - 3
(10-l> lI z sep.).
27.005 - 27.035 CB, chan. 4 - 7.
27 .055 CB, chan. 8.
27.075 - 27.085 CR, chan. 10 - 11.
27.1 05 - 27.135 CB, chan. 12 - 15.
17.155 _ 27. 185 CR, "h ~n. 16 - 19.
27 .205 - 27.225 CB, chan. 20 - 22.
27.255 C B, chan. 23.
41.25 TV sound carrier (location in receiver i·f).
42.17 T V color subca rricr (location in
receiver i·f) .
45 .75 TV picture carrier (locaHon in receiver i-f) .
54 - 72 T V chan. 2 - 4. (Th ree 6-MHz chans.
starting from 54).
72,75 RC chans.
76 - 88 TV chan. 5 - 6.
88.1 - 107.9 Be (fm) 100 chan. from 88.t
(carrier) with 20o-kHz scp.
120 - 130 Aero; RD F WX.
137.5, 137.62 WX Sat. (A4) ref. WI AW Bul.
for orb. data.
162,4 Marine WX be (f m, regional).
174 - 216 TV chan. 7 - 13.
470 - 890 TV chan. 14 - 83 (70 chan. 6·M Hz
wide).

-Standard-Frequency Transmission figure in
brackets is error in parts 10 10 (Electronics
Engineers 'I/andbook, McGraw Hill, pp. 1-48).
bStandard time statio". A 3 .n ms i"clude time,
WX, and propagation on WWV/ WWVH. A3 time
xsmson CHU (EnglishJPrench). WWVB has no
A 3; info in BCD fo rmat ge nerated by reducing
carrier by 10 dB (binary 0).

,
'1IImp

•• U

AId.IM
P. O . Boo 841
Lynbroo k , NY

1 H6~

An;~ £I ~.lro ni .,.

C

'n

•• 110

2'<10 W. Wu hinllon Blvd .
C h l... ,o.IL 60612

H

All SII ' Produ" •• Inc.

·...
C

•

PO Bo~ 487
Defl_nc.. O H 43512

4628 W. Fond d1l r.... An.
MU",.ukee. WI5a216
Amidon A>social. .
12033 01"10 Sl~. '
N. Holly .... ood . CA 9 1607

·

AM T ec h
PO ROl 624
Marion, OH 52302

-.

·.

• fr ...

....

A.H.O

.. none

C
"tU

"

, tree
• , 110

A . E,I

'f,u

. . none

•, lree
"

n o ...

A

• lree

...

Atlanli. S",pl~. Sal • •
~80 Third A~ e nue
D.-ooklyn. NY 1121~
ATV Re .. u<:h
13th .. D...,.d_y
Dakota Clly, NE 68731
2 14 M •• Pl..... nl AVe.

·,'"
D

D.. ~er" Willismson, In<.
Canal SI.
BriI.ol . PA 19007

E. M
• 15';
,. none

Poly Pak.
Ro~ 942
Lynnfield, MA 01940

M.N
, Ir ...
.. $2

Pr.ociolon S Yl .~m.
PO Dox 6.
Murray Hill, NJ 07914

D

S" 'Oy Elec.,o nlc • • Inc
Rox 7127
Ft . (,oude rdale, FL 33304

63132

Hammond'I'raru formH
39 4 E<llnbura:h R d .
N. Guelph. Ontario •
CANAD A

, fr ...
"

n",, '

D
• free
""one

S.nl ..... Mfl. 00.
Cry •• a l Park
Chleka,ha. OK 73 108

• fr.,.
•• '10

Sky line Produ ...
406 Bon Air Aven<>e
T . "'ple. T.rYace. I' L 33617

,

. lIoa'h Co.
Ilen l"n Harbor. MI 49022

A. ,

"• non.

Llvtnplon. NJ 07039

D.... _.n Ele.,..,nl",

Ha m RO<Ilo Ce n l e .
8342 O~v. Blvd.
~O

lIenry Radin
t tHO W. Olymp iC Blvd .
LoO An lolCi. CA 92801

Hobby Indu'\l"I ••
BOl864
. . $1.00 Counell D I~tr .. fA 5150 1
C

..

, free
,~

o

C. M. Pe ' • ....,n Co. L ' d.
220 Ad elaide SI .• N.
London. Onto N6D3H4
CANADA

Pte." T""hnolo lY . In c .
Box 7871
Orll ndo. t'L n804

Han!aon Radio
20 Smllh Stre.1
.·...",inedale. L. I. , NY 111 3 5

Andy ElectronlCl
6421 S prin ••r
Hnwloo . TX 17011
.,~

• free
•• none

HAL Devi, ...
365
U.bana.IL 61801

Bo~

U.S. Oistributo. fo' H a mmon d,
Gene ... Rod/o Co.
2!>50 Del.oware Av• .
Ru lialo, NY 14216

A

o

C
• none
" nl"'"

O"'lOry £ leclroni"" COIP.
2 4 9 RI~. 46
Soddle Drook, NJ 07662

S•. LoW..

A .... lell. li:lecl .onlc Supply

• f.u
"none
C

Chl rt I

,

'fr..,
• • non e

St>te • ...,ni~ • . Inc .
1009 Gar fi.ld 51 ....1
O. k Pa rk. IL 60304

• fr ...
.. non.

S ... ""u'" Inlunation al
PO Do. 10114
Concord. MA 01742

M.N
• free

In.ernational Cr y . .. 1 Co .
10 N. Lee Street
Oklaho"'" CiIY. OK 13102

"14

Star T roni,,"
8 011 7127
p" .. land. OR 972 17
Chari .. R. Se mpi ... _
Ro".e 3. Do. I
Bellaire. 011 43906

• free

JAN C' YOl. lo
2400 C,yotal Drive

Ft. My .... I'L 33901

A

A. M.l'"
, 25.
"'2

Jelf·T. on;cs .
42~2 P • • r ] Road
Clevel;;ond.OIl 44109

•• non .

o

Tde lyp. Co", .• ~~~~ T ouhy A.
Skokie. IL 60l.l"lS

ctr",,1t Doard Spec1all ...

, free
"n"ne

Ke pro a,.wl System.,
36305.,...-1., O . k 5, .
51 . Loulo. MO 63122

'. A

• tree

P. O . Do. 969
Pu.blo, CO 81002

,.

C .A

• tre.

c&rnbrld •• Thermlonle Corp.
44~ Concord Avo.
C&mbrid.e, MA 02138

T e l>-Tec: l nc.
Ih&hway 411. E.
Sevle rvill •• T N 31862
T y ....,nnICl
Bo. U73
Fl. Lo.ude.dalo. F L 33310

·fr.

Circuit Board S ... cl.olista
3011 Norwich Ave.
Pueblo. CO 8 1008

.. noo .

Ci",uit S ... eialisU Co .
PO Dox 3 0 47
ScoU""ale. A Z 852~7

.. ..,.
.,-

L, M . N

Barry E I "lronl~ .
~12 B...,..d way
New York, NY 10012

M.N

BudUI £ I. c.,on l",
2704 Wn. North Avenue

. . ,10

Chia,o. IL 60f;41

.. n one

o. ,

......
••

non~

'•.Mfree
J.M.N

..• tre"
'3
"•" free
none

E. DI me. Co.
308 Hi~ko.y 51.
Arlin e.on . NJ 0 1 032

Oolta Eleclronics Co.
l'0 fIox 1
L ynn. lolA 01 903

C

lili!o tro..,s.,rIle Supply
&43 Yon .. Si.
Toronlo. Ontario. C ANA DA

"

"I~

'. ,

.,~

" none
M.N

•••
A

° tree
•• n

C
, tree
" non.

Lo.taye .. e Ra~lo Hu,
I llJerich o Tpk.
Soo...,t. 1..1 .• NY 11791
(See ""'a! pbon~ di""~' ory )

M.N
, free

"U
• Ir .e

..

A. G .1l

Fair Radio Sale.
!l.oxll05
Lima. O H 45902
Gerber
~52 Provid .... oe Hwy.
Dodhom, MA 02 0 26

MFJ Ent .. pri..,.
PO Box."
Mi .. u.sl ppl ~tale. MS 39162

Jam ... MItt.n MIl. Co .
l!)() F;xch aolo S t ....
Mald.n . M .. o~ 148

A. B. H
• fre.

..

J. W. MUIer Company
19010 Re,... Avenue
Com "Ion. CA 90224

c

O.L. M~Claren
19721 MapI.",o<>d A"e _
Cle""tond. Oil 44135

A

E. S. E!<!c.ronl. Lobo
Box "34
Ex. ~bior S",lnlO. MO 6402 4

."

·.. '5
•

• • no""

·...

.. non e

o

.~.

.. nooo

Nurmi EI~ .. ronlo Suppl~
t 727 Don_ R~.
Weol Palm lIIach, F L 33401
Polo""" En&In .....
Do~ 455
Eoocondldo,CA 9202~
P RI

E!<!~troni ..

P .O.BOI~

A.us<>, CA 91702

...

A, B, E

·

H

••

S<>11d S ... I. Sy .... "' .. In c.
800 N. Pro vi d~ .e!l.d.
Colu mbia. MO 6~201

G. R. Whitehou ..
11 N. wiu'O' D,.
Amber ... NH 03031

non~

E.M
, fr..,
" " on,

John M.ol>oa. Jr.
Rox 62
Ii:. L ynn. MA UI904

"U

~

Do minion Radio" £10,., •. Co.
535 Yon" SI.
T o ronlo. Oo.arlo. CANADA

• to.,.

..

Kl>k Eleclroni.. Oivi"on
[ Ie . trol« enr o.
400 To,"n ~I.
E,OI Hadd.",. CT 0612 3

Th~odo ..

1i:I.""onl.. Dlstribu, oR. Inc.
1960 Peek Str ... ,
Mu.beon. MI 49441

C

•••••
110

• I.eo

We ;nschenker. K3 DPJ
Bo x 353
,...,,.1". PA 15642

Chan I Coding
New Components
R
To' oid< and Fe rri le!
C
Elc!>ed-c;,cu;1 board molerials
D
Transmil1inJ!. and receiving ct yst als
F.
S... lid -st ate devices
F
AMenn. hardw.",
(;
]);als and knOM
H
V.,iable capacilo"
I _ Trandormc,s
J _ [-ffiltu.
A

"
L

Cabine\ and boxeo_
An of lbove. ~encr"1 diSlfibtrtor

M
N

S~rplu! pall S
Surplus ISsernblie,
II.TTY &juiprnenl and pans

o
P -

Surplus flO gea. and p.rts

• Coulol' p ri""
• • Minfmum ord ...
To Ihe ben or OUr ~nowledge . the
suppliers sllown ;n C h ari [ are willing 10 sell
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Chapter 19

Wave Propagation
Though great advances have been made in
recent yean in understanding the many modes of

propagalion of radio waves, variable. affecting
communication over appreciable distances are very
complex, aDd nol entirely predictable. Amateur
attempu to schedule operatins time and frequencies Cor optimum results may not always
succeed, but familiarity with the nature of radio
propagation can cutainly reduce the marlin of
failure and add greatly to one's enjoyment of the
pursuit of any kind of DX.
The sun, ultimate source of life an d energy on
earth, dominates all radio communication beyond
the local range. Conditions vary with such obvious

mn-related earthly cycleslU time of day and season
of the year. Since these differ for appreciable
changes in latitude and longitude, almost every
communications cireult Is unique in some Tespec:u.
There De also short- and long-term solar cycles
that influence propaga tion in len obvious way ...
Furthermore, the state of the sun at a given
moment is critk:a1 to lonr-distance communication,
50 it is undentandable that propagation (orecastinll
is still a rather inexact science.
With every part of the radio spe<:tJUm open to
our use differi"1I in its response to solar ph&
nomena, allUlteurs have bet n, and still are, In a
position to contribute to advancement of the ar t,
both by accident and by careful investigation.

SOLAR PHENOMENA

SUNSPOT CYCLES
Even before their correlation with ra dio propagation variations was well-known, the periodic rise
and fall of sunspot numbef'$ had been studied for
many yean. These cycles average rouzhly 11 years
in lenlth, but have been as short as 9 and as lonl as
13 yean. The hl.glu and lows of Ihe cycles alJo vary
peatly. Cycle 19 peaked in 1958 with I sunspOI
number of over 200. Cycle 20, of nearer aver.
intensity, reached 120 in 1969. By conlfast. one of
the lowest, Cycle 14, peaked at onty 60 In 1901.'
Several cycle lows have not reached zero levels on
Fig. 19-1 - Rfttationship between smoothed mean
Zurich sunspot number and the :z8OO.MHz lolar
flux. Highest lolar flux recorded In 1974, Oct. 12,
was 145, the equivalent of a lunspot number of
100. Lowest flux value in 1975 (earlv Junel was
66, equating with a sunspot number ....ry close to
zero.

the Zurich scale for any Ippredabl.e period, while
others have had several months of little Of no
activity.
Sunspot cycles should nol be thought of as
having sin&wave shape. There can be isolated hig.hJ
durin/! th e norm~Uy low yean. A remarkable
example was a run of several days in October,
1974, only I few months from the approximate
bottom of Cycle 20, when the solar flux reached
145, a level wcll above the highs of several cycles
on record. Only 5 months la ter, seve ral day s of
solar flux below 10 were recorded.

SOLAR RADIATION
llUofu as it Iffects most radio propagation,
solar radiation is of two principalldnds: ultnlviolet

light and charged particles. The emt travels atjusl
under 300,000,000 metef'$ (186,000 miles) per
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Man', interest in the sun is older than recorded
history. Sunspots were seen and discussed thoUsands of years ago, and tbey have been studied
since GaliJeo observed them with the rll1t telescope
ever made. Records of sunspot observations
lnInslatable into modern term , 1110 back nearly 300
years. Curre nt observalions are statistically
"smoothed" to maintain a con tinu ous record, in
th e form of the Zurich Sunspot Number, on which
propagation predictions mentioned later are based.
A useful modern indication of overall solar
activi ty is the solDr flux index. Solar flux (noise) is
measured on various frequencies in many places. A
211DO-MHz measurement made several times daily
in Ottawa is transmitted hourly by WWV. Because
it is essentially current information, directly mlated to the sunspot number <see Fi&. 19-1) and
more immediately usefu~ it tends to displace the
latter as a means of predictinl propaplion conditions.

_
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Fig. 1S.2 - W1HOa and W1SL look to( sunspots
with a sImple projection system. The baffle 8t the
top end of the sman telescope provides a shaded
area fO( viewing the sun's image (light circle) on
the projection surface. Sunspots large enough to
affect radio propagat ion are eMily toon with this

viewing system.
second, as does all elcctromagnetic radiation, so
UV effects on wave propagation develop simullaneously with increases in observed solar noise,
approximately 8 minutes after th e actual solar
event. Particle radiat ion mOves more slowly, and
by varying routes, so it may take up to 40 hOUlS to
affect radio propagation. Its principal effects are
high absorption of radio energy and the production
of auroras, both visual and the radio varie ty.
Variations in the level of solar radiation can be
yadual, as with the PUKgc or some IlUn!pot
groups and other long.lived activi ty centers across
the solar disk, or sudden, as with solar flares. An
importan t clew for anticipating variations in solar
radiation levels and radio propagation changes
resulting from them is the rotational pe riod of the
sun, approximately 27 days. Sudden events (nares)
may be short-lived, but active areas capable of
innuencing radio propagation may recur at 4-wed:
intervals for 4 or 5 solar rotations. Evidence of the
"27-day cycle" is most marked du ring years of low
sola r Ictivity.

Information on the condition of the sun, IS it
affects radio propagation, can be oblained in
severnl ways.. Projection of the sun's image as in
Fig. 19-2 is particularly useful in the low years of
the " Il·year" eycle. At other times visible evidence of solar activity may be more difficult to
sort out. Enough definition for our purposes is
possible with the simples t telescopes. Low-cost
instruments, iO to 3Q.power, are adequate. A
pri ncipal requirement is provision for mounting on
a tripod having a pan-tilt head.'
Adjust the liming to give a circular shadow of
the scope body, then move the scope slowly until a
bright spot appears on the projection surface. Put a
bafne on the seope to enlarge the shaded area and
adjust the focus to give a sharp-edged image of the
solar disk. If there are any sunspots you will see
them now. Draw I rough skoltch of what you see,
every time an observation is made, and keep it with
your record of propagation observa tions.
Spots move across the image from left to right,
as it is viewed with the su n at the observer's back.
The line of moveme nt is parallel to the solar
equator. Not 111 activity capable of affecting
propagation can be seen, but any spots seen have
signifICance. Active areas may develop before spots
are visible and may persis t after spots wocilted
with them lie gone, but once identif"led by date
tbey are likely to recur abou t 27 days later,
emphasizing the worth of detailed records..
Variations in solar noi.sc may be observed by
aiming the Inten n ~ III 1hI! ri~ing or .oetting ~nn.
Sudden large increases may be heard regardless of
the ante nn a position. Such bursts are of len heard,
but seldom recognized for what they are
warnings of imminent changes in propagation.
Vhf or uhf arrays capable of movement in
elevation as well as azimuth are usefu l for solar
noise monitoring. With I good system, the "quiet
sun" can be "heard" at a low level.' Bursts thai
can be many dB higher indicate the start of a major
event, such as a solar nare capable of producing an
hf blackout and possibly vhf auroral propagation.

CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIO WAVES
A ll electromagnetic waves are moving fields of
electric and magnetic fo rce. Their lines of force are
at righ t angies, and are mutually pe rpendicular to
the direction of travel They can have Bny position
with respect to the earth. The plane containing the
continuous lines of electric and magnetic force is
called the 'I'I.'(Wt !ronl.
The medium in which electromagnetic WIIVes
travel has a ma rked influence on their speed of
movement. In empty space the speed, as for light,
is just under 300,000,000 meters per second 11 is
slightly iess in air, and it varies with temperature
and humidity to a degree, depending on the
frequency. It is much less in dielect rics, where the
speed is inversely proportional to the square root
of the dielectric constant of the material.
Waves canno t penetra te a good conductor 10
Iny ex tent because the electric lines of force are
practically short-circuited. Radio WIIve, tJ:avel

through diel ec tric mate rials with ease.
POLARIZATION
If the lines of force in the elec tric field are
perpendicular to the surface of the earth the Wive
is said to be vertically poluized. If parallel with the
earth, the polarization is ~id to be horizonta.l. It is
possible to generalF >Naves with rotating rICld lines.
Known as circulu polarization, this is useful in
~tellite communication, where polarization tends
to be random. When the earth's swface is not
available as a rererence, polarization not or a
rotating nature is described as linear or plane
polarization, rather than vertical or horizonlal,
which become meaningless. Circular polarization is
usable with plane-poiariled antennas at the other
end or the circuit, though with some !IDlaU loss on
most paths.

The Ionosphere
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TYPES OF PROPAGATION
Depending on the means of propagation, radio
waves can be classified as ionolpheric, tropospheric, or pound Wi ves. The ionospheric or sky
wIVe is that main portion of the total radiation
leaving the antenna It Ingles somewhat lbove the
horizontal. Except for the reflecting qualities of
the ionosphere, it would be lost in space. The
lJopospheric wave il that portion of the radiation

kept close to the earth's sulface as the leRiIt of
be nding in the lower I tmosphere. The grou nd wave
is thai portion of the radiation directly affected by
the su rface of the ear th. It has two components. an
earth-guided fUrtlte wave, and the space Wive, the
latter itself being the resultan t of two compone nts,
direct and ground-reflected The terms "trope>
spheric 'Io'ave" and "gound wave" are often U$td
interchangeably, though this is not strictly COfl'eCt.

THE IONOSPHERE
Long-distance commu nica tion an d much over
shorter distances, on.frequencies below 30 MHz, Is
the result of bending of the wave in the ionosphere, a region between lbou t 60 and 200 miles
above the ear th's surface where free ions and
eleclJons exist in sumc ient quantity to affect the
direc lion of wave lJavel. Withou t the ionosphere,
DX u we know it would be im possible.
Ionization' of the upper almosphere is attribu ted 10 u1trav iolel radia tion from the su n. The
result is nO I I singie region, 00 1 several layers of
vuying densities at various height.! surrounding the
earth. Each layer hu a central region of relatively
dense ionization that tapen ofT both lbove and
below.

IONOSPHERI C LAY ERS
The lowest use ful region of the ionosphere is
cilled the E laye r. Its average heigh t of maximum
ioniution is about 10 miles. The atmosphere here
Is still dense enough JO that ions and eleclJons se t
free by solar radiation do no t have to travel flf
before they meet Ind recombine to form neutral
particles, $0 the layer can maintain its ability to
bend radio waves only when contin uously in
sunligh t. Ionization is thus grea tes t arou nd local
noon, and II prac tically disappears after sundown.
In the dayligh l hours there is a still lowe r area
called th e D region where ioniza tion is proportional to the height of the sun. Wave energy in
the two lowest frequency amateur bands, 1.8 and
3.5 MH z;, is almost completely absorbed by this
layer. Only the highesl angle radiation passes
through it and is reflected back to earth by the E
layer. Commu nication on these bands in daylight is
thUJ limited to short distances, as the lo wer angle
radiation needed for longer distances travels farther
in the D region and Is absorbed.
The region of ionization mainly responsible for
lonc-dislance communication is called the F layer.
At its altitude, about 17S miles at night, the air is
so th in that rtcQmbination takes place very slowly.
Ionization decre;ues slowly after sundown, reaching a minimum just before sunrise. The obvious
effec t of this change Is the earl y disappearance of
long-d istance signals on the highes t frequency that
was usable that day, followed by loss of communication on progressively lo_r frequencies during
the nighL In the day time the F layer splits inlo
two parts, Fl and Pl, having heights of about 140
and 200 miles, respectively. They meJle apin at
sunset.
Sultered pa tches of relatively derue ionization

develop seasonall y It E-Iayer height. Such sporadic

E is mosl prevalent in the equatorial regions, but it
is common in the temperate latitudel in lite spring
and early summe r, and to a leS5eI degree In early
wi nter. III effecll become confused with those of
other ionization on the lower amateur frequencies,
bu l they stand out above 21 MH z;, especially in the
tow-activity yean of the solar cycle, when other
form s of DX are nol consistenlly available.
Duration of openings decreases I nd the length
of skip inc reases with progressively higher f~
quencies. Skip distance is commonly a few hundred miles on 21 or 28 MH z;, but multiple hop
propagation call extend the range to 2500 miles or
more. June and July are the peak months in the
northern hemisphere. E. propaption is most cornmon in midmorning and early evening, but may
ex tend almos t around the cloc k It times. The
highes t frequency for E. is nol known, but the
number of opportunities for using the mode drops
off rapidly between the amateur SO- and 14-4-MHz
bands, whereas 28 and SO MH z; Ire quite similar.
The geater the intelUity of ionization in a
layer, the more the W2ve path is bent. The bending
aho depends on wavelength ; the longe r the wave
the more its path is modified for II given de gree of
ionization. Thus, for a given level of solar radiation, ionospheric comm unica tion is available for a
longer period of time on the lower-frequency
amateur bands than on those near the upper limit
of hf spectrum. The intensity and chancter of
solar radiation are subject to many short-te rm and
long-term variables, the former diU predictable
with only partial success.

ABSO RPTI ON
In u avel ing Ihrough the ionosphere, II radio
wave gives up lOme of its energy by setling the
ionized particles in motion. When movilll particles
coUide with Olhen, this energy II 10SL Such
abWTplion is greater lit lowe r frequencies. It also
increases wi th the intensity of ionization, and wi th
the density or the atmosphere. This leads 10 a
propaga tion factor often not fully appreciated:
signal leveb and quality tend to be best when the
operating frequency is near the maximum that is
reflected back to eorth at the time.

VIRTUAL HEI GHT
An ionospheric layer ill a region of considerable
depth, bu t for practical purposes it is convenient to ·
think of It as having rmi te height, from whic h a
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simple reflection would give the same effects
(observed from the ground) as result from the
gradual bending that actually takes place. It is

given severai names,

such

as group height,

equivalent height, and virtual height.
The virtual height of an ionospheric layer for
various frequencies and vertical incidence is de termined with a variabl~flequency sounding dev ice
thai directs pulses of energy vertically and
measures the lime requ ired for the round-trip path
shown at the left in Fig. 19-3. As the frequency
rises., a point is reached where no energy is
returned vertically. This is known as the criricol
frequency. for the layer under consideration. A
representation of a typical ionogram is shown in
Fig. 19-4.4 In this sounding the virtual height fOI
3.S 10 4 MHz was 400 km. Because the ionagram is
a graphical presentation of wave travel time,
double--hop propagation appears as an 800-km
return for the SlIme frequency. The critical fre-quency was just over 5 MHz on this occasion. Such
a clear F-Iayer ionogram is possible only under
magnetically qu iet conditions, and at night, when
little or no E- and D-layer ioniza tion iJ, present.

EFFECTS OF THE EARTH'S
MAGNETIC FIELD
The ionosphe re has been discussed thu s far in
terms of simple bending, or refraction, a concept
useful for so me explanatory pu rposes. \Jut an
understanding of long-distance propagation must
take the earth's magnetic field into account.
Because of it, the ionosphere is a birefringent
medium (doubly refracting) which breaks up plane-polarized waves into wha t are known as the
ordinary and extraordinary wa~ef, foFl and f"I F2

in the ionogram. This helps to explain the dispersal
of plane polarization enco untered in most ionospheric communication.'
Sudden marked incrcases in solar radiation,
such as with solar flares, trigger instantaneous
effects in the P, E, and D regions; slightly delayed
effects, mainly in the polar areas; and geomagnetic
effects, delayed up to 40 hours.
Onset of the D-region absorption is usually
sudde n, lasting a few minutes to several hours,
leading to use of the term SID (sudden ionospheric
disturbance). Shortwave fadeouts (SWFs) and SlDs
exhibit widc variations in intensity, duration. and
number of events, all tending to be greater in
periods of high solar ac tivity. Though their effects
on radio propagation are of great importance, solar
flares and associated dis turbances are among the
least predictable of solar-induced communications
variables.

RADIATION ANGLE AND SKIP DISTANCE
The lower th e angle above the horizon at which
a wave leaves the antenna, the less refmction in the
ionosphere o r troposphere is req uired to bring it
bac k, or to maintain useful signalleveb in the case
of tropospheric bending. This results in the emphasiJ, on low rad iation angles in the pu rsuit of DX, .on
the hf or vhf bands. It is rarely possible to radiate
energy on a line tangent to the ea rth', su rface, but
even when th is is done some bend! ng is still
required for communication over appreciable distances, because of earth curvature.
Some of the effects of radiation angle are
illustrated in Fig. 19-3. The high-angle wave at the
left is ben t only slightly in the ionosphere, and so
goes through it The wave at the somewhat lowe r

,
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Fig. · ' 9-3 - Three types of ionO$pt\eric propagation. Sounder, left, measures virtual height and critical
of F2 layer: Transmitt.er T is shown radjatin~ at three different angl es. Highest paues through
the 10nO$phere after s! 'ght ref.ractlon. Lower· angle wave IS returned to earth by the E 'ayer, if frequency is
low enough, at a maximum di stance of 2000 kM. The F-Iayer reflection returns at a maximum distance of
about 4000 kM, depending on t~e radiation angle. It is shown traversing a second path (dou ble hopl from
~2 to R4, .the latter beyond Single-hop range. The lowen-angle wave reach l!$ the max imum practical
Slngl.e-hop d'Uance at R3.
freq~encv
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angle is just capable of being returned by the
ionosphere. In daylight it might be returned via the
E layer. Its area or return from the F layer, R2, is
closer to the transmitting point, T, than is that of
the lowest-angle wave. If R2 is at the shortest
distance where returned energy is usable, the area
between R 1 and the outer reaches of the ground
wave, near th e tran smitter, is called the skip zone.
The distance between R2 and T is called the skip
distance. The distances to both Rl and R2 depend
on the ionization density, th e radiation angle at T,
and the frequency in use. The maximum distance
for single-hop propagation via the F layer is about
2500 miles (4000 kilometers). The maximum
E-layer single hop is about 1250 miles (2000
kilometers).
The maximum usable frequency (!'nuO for
F-laycr communit:.:ation is about 3 times the critical '
frequency for vertical return, as at the left in Fig.
19-3. For £-Iayer propagation it is.abou t 5 times.

MU LTIPLE-HOP PROPAGATION
On its return to earth, the ionosphericany
propaga ted wave can be reflected back upward
near R1 or R2, travel again to the ionosphere, and
be rerracted back to earth. This process can be
repeated several times under ideal propagation
conditions, leading even to communication over
distances wen beyond halfway around the world.
Ordinarily ionospheric absorption and groundreflection losses exac t tolls in signal level and

quality, so multiple-hop propagation usually yields
lower signal levels and more distorted modulation
than single-hop. This is not alwa ys the case, and
under ideal conditi ons even long-way-around
communication is possible with good signals. There
is evidence to su pport the theory that signals for
such communica tions, rather than hopping, may be
ducted through the ionosphere for a good part of
the distance.

FADING
Two or more parts of the wave may follow
different paths, cau.ing phnsc differences between
wave components at the receiving end. Total field
strength may be greater or smaller than that of one
com ponen t. Fluctuating signal levels also result
from the changing nature of the wave pa th, as in
the case of moving air-mass boundaries, in tropospheric propagation on the higher frequ encies..
Changes in signal level, lumped under the tenn
fading, arise from an almost infinite varie ty of
phenomena; some natural, some man-made. Aircraft reflec tions are in the latter category.
Under some circumstances the wave path ma y
vary with very small changes in frequency, so that
modulation sidebands arrive at the receiver out of
phase, causing distortion that may be mild or
severe. Called selective fading, this problem increases with ~gnal bandwidth. Double-sideband
a-m signals suffer much more than single-sideband
signals with su ppressed carrier do.

T HE SCATTER MODES
Much long-distance propagation can be described in terms of discrete reflec tion, through the
analogy is never precise since true reflection would
be possible only with perfect mirrors, and in a
vacuum. AU electromagnetic wave propagation is
subjec t to scattering influences which alter idealized patterns to a grea t degree. The earth's atmosphere and ionospheric layers are scattering media,
as are most objects that intervene in the wave path
as it leaves the earth. Strong returns are thought of
as reflections and weaker ones as scattering. but
troth influ ences prevail. Scattcr modes have be-

come usefu l tools in many kinds of communication.

FORWARD SCATTER
We describe a skip zone as if there were no
signal heard be tween the end of use ful groundwave range and the points RI or R2 of Fig. 19-3,
but actually the transmi tted signal ca n be detected
over much of the skip zone, with sufficiently
sensitive devices and methods. A small portion of
the transmitted energy is scattered back to earth in
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several ways, depending on the frequency in use.

BACKSCATTER

Tropospheric SCDtter exlcnds the local communications range -to an increasing degree with
frequency. above about 20 MHz, becoming most
useful in the vhf range. Ionospheric ICIJtter, mostly

A complex form of scatter is read ily observed
when working near the maximum usable frequency
for the F layer at the time. The transmitted wave is
refracted back to earth at some distant point,
which may be an ocean area or a land mass where
there is no use of the frequency in question at the
time. A small part of the energy is scattcred back
to the skip zone of the transmitter, via the
ionospheric route.
Bacbcatter signals are generally rather weak,
and subject to some distortion from multipath
effects, but with optimum equipment they are
usable at distances from just beyond tbe reliable
local range out to several hundred miles. Under
ideal conditions backscatter communication is possible over 3000 miles or more, though the term
"sidescatter" is more descriptive of what probably
happens on such long paths.
The scalier modes contribute to the usefulness
of the higher parts of the DX spectrum, especially
during periods of low solar activity when the
normal ionospheric modes are less often available.

from the height of the E region, is most marked at
frequencies up to about 60 or 70 MHz. Vhf
tropospheric sca tter is usable within the limits of
amateur power levels and antenna techruques, out
to nearly 500 miles. Ionospheric forward scatter is
discernible in the skip 'tone at distances up to 1200
miles or so.
A major componenl of ionospheric scatter is
that contributed by short-lived columns of ionization formed around meteors entering the earth's
atmosphere. This cao be anything from ve ry short
bursts of little communications value to sustained
periods of usable signal level, lasting up to a minute
or more. Meteor scatter is most common in the
early morning hOUIS, and it can be an interesting
adjunct to amateur communication at 21 MHz and
higher, especially in periods of low solar activity. It
is at its best during major meteor showers.'

USI NG WWV BULLETINS
The National Bureau of Standards stations
WWV and WWVH (see Chapter 17) transmit hourly
propagation bulletins that are very useful for
short·term communications planning. At 14 min·
utes after eal<h hour (WWV only) information is
given on expected propagation conditions, the
current state of the geomagnetic field, and the

solar flux index. At 18 minutes after each hour on
WWV and at 46 after on WWVH, a summary for
the previous day and a prediction for the current
day are given. Detailed information on use of these
bulletins appeared in QST for June, August, and
September. 1975.'

PROPAGAT ION IN THE MF AND HF BANDS
The l.g..MHz band offers reliable communica-tion over distances up -to about 25 miles during'
daylighl On winter nights ranges up to several
thousand miles are possible.
The 3.S-MHz band is seldom usable beyond 200
miles in daylight, but Ions distances are not
unusual at night, especially In years of low solar
activity. Atmospheric noise tends to be high in the
summer months on both 3.5 and 1. 8 MHz.
The 7-MHz band has characteristics similar to
3.5 MHz, excep t tbat much greater distances are
possible in daylight, and mOle often at nighl In
winter dawn and dusk periods it is possible to work
the other side of the world, as signals follow the
darkness path.
The 14-MHz band is the most widely used DX
band. In the peak years of the solar cycle it is open
to distant parts of the world almost continuously.
During low solar activity it is open mainly in the
daylight hours, and is especially good in the dawn
and dusk periods. The re is almost always a skip
lOne on this band.
The 21-MHz band shows highly variable propagation depending on the level of solar activity.

During su nspot maxima it is useful for longdistance work almost around the clock. At intermediate levels it is mainly a daylight DX band. In
the low years it is useful for transequatorial paths
much of the year, but is open less often to the high
latitudes. Sporadic-E skip is common in early
summer and midwinter.
The 28·MHz band is excellent for DX com·
munication in the peak solar-cycle years. but
mostly in the daylight hours. The open lime is
shorter in the intermediate yean, and is more
confmed to low-latitude and transequatorial paths
as solar activity drops off. For about two years
near the solar minimum, F-Iayer openings tend to
be infrequent, and largely on north·south paths,
with very long skip.
Sporadic-£ propagation keeps things interesting
in the period from late April through early August
on this band, and on 21 MHz. providing singh~·hop
communication out to 1300 miles or so, and
multiple-hop to 2600 miles. Effects discussed in
the following section on vhf propagation also show
up in this band, though tropospheric bending i$ less
than on 50 MHz.

TH E WOR LD ABOVE 50 MHZ
It Wall once thought that frequencies above 50
MHz would be useful only locally, but increased
occupancy and improved techniques turned up

many forms of long-distance vhf propagation. What
follows supplements infonnation given earlier in
this chapter. First,lel us consider the nature of our

World Above 50 MHz
bands lbove 50 MHl:.
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than Cycle 18 (1946 to 1949), and rar less than
Cycle 19.
50 10 54 MIb: This borderline region has some
The muf for Frlayer propagalion follows daily,
of the characteristics of both higher Ind lower
freq uencies. Just about every form of wave propa' monthly and seasonal cycles, all Mlaled 10 conga l!on is found occasionally in thc 50-MHl: band, ditions on the sun, as with the hf bands. Frequent
which has contributed greatly to its popularity. l IS checks will show if th e muf il rising or ralling, an d
utility for service-area communication should nol the times and directions ror which it is hiabest.
be ovcrlookcd. In Ihe absence of any favorable Two-way work has bee n done over abou t 1800 to
condition, the well~quipped 50-MHl: stalion 12,500 miles; even greatc r, if daylight routcs
should be able 10 work regularly ovcr a radi us of around the earth the long way are included. The
75 10 100 miles or more, depending on terrain Ind muf is believed 10 have reached aboUI 70 MHz in
1958.
Inlcnna me and height.
The TE Mode Also associated with high solar
Chlnging welther patterns extend coverage to
300 miles or more at ti mes, mainly in the warmer activity is • transequatorial mode, having an muf
months. Sporadic-E skip provides seasonal open. somewhat higher than the F2. This is observed
ings for work over 400 to 2500 miles, in seasons mOi l o ft en between points up to 2500 miles north
centered on the longest Ind shorlesl days of the and sou th of the geom.tznetk equator, mainly in
year. Auroral effects afford vh f operators in the late afternoon or early evening."
Sporodic·E Skip Patchy ionization of the E
temperale latitudes an intriguing form of DX up to
about 1300 miles. During the peak of "I I·year" region of the ionosphere often propacates 28· and
su nspot cycle 5().MHz DX of worldwide propor. 5()'MHz signals over 400 to 1300 mlie5 or more.
tions may be workable by reflections of waves by Orten called " short skip ," this is most common in
the ionospheric F z layer. Various weak·signal Ma y, June and July, with a shorter season around
scatter modes round out the 50-MHl: propagation ' year end. Seasons are reversed in the southern
fare.
hemisphere. E ·skip can occu r at any time or
season, but is most likely in mid'morning or early
I.... to 148 MHz: Ionosphe ric effects are yeatly
eYening. Multiple-bop effects may ex tend the WIle
reduced at 144 MHz. F..layer propagation is
to 2500 miles or more.
unknown. Sporadic-E ski p is rare, and much mort
E propagation has been observed in the
limited in duration and coverage than on 50 MHz.
Auroral propagation is quite similar to that on 50 144-ltHl: band, and on TV channels up to abou t
MHz, except that signalll tend to be somewhat 200 MHz. Minimum skip distance is greater, and
weaker and more disto rted lit H4. Tropospheril: duration of openings much shorler, on 144 MHz
propaga ti on impr~s with increasing frequency. It than on 50. Reception or strong E. signals from
hu been responsible for 144·MHz work over under 300 miles on 50 MHz indicates lOme
distances up to 2500 miles, and 500-mile contacts possibility of skip propagation on 144, probably 10
are fairly common in the wanner months. Reliable 800 miles or more.
Aurora Effect Hi&h. (requency communication
range on 144 is slightly less than on 50, under
may be wiped out or seriously Impaired by
minimum cbnditions.
220 MHl: and Higher Ionospheric propagation absorption in the ionosphere, during disturbances
of the sorts discussed above is virtually unknown associated with high solar ac tivity and variations in
above about 200 MHz. Auroral communic ation is the earth's magnetic field. If this oteun at nir;ht in
possible on 220 and 420 MHz, but probably not on clear weather, there may be a visible aurora, but
higher £requencie5, with amateul power levels. the condition also develops in day light, usually in
Tropospheric bendinz is very marked, and may be late afternoon. Weak wlvery signals in the 3.5-MHz
better on 432 than on 144 MHz, for exam ple. and 7·MH! bands are good indicators.
Communication has been carried on over pltln far
Vhf waves can be returned to euth from the
beyond line of sight , on all amateul frequ encies up auroral region, but the varying intensity of the
through 10,000 MHz. Under minimum conditions, aurora and ilS porosity as a propagation medium
signal levels drop off slightly with each higher impart a mu ltipath distortion to the signal, which
b md
gubles or even destroys any modulation. Distor·
tion increases with signal frequency aDd varies,
PROPAGATION MODES
often quite qu icldy, wi th the na ture or the aurora.
Known means by which vhf liInalll are Sing1e-sideband is prefened to modes requiring
more bandwidth. The most effective mode is cw,
propagated beyond the horizon are described
which may be the only reliable communications
below.
F'Iwyer Reflection Most comm un ica tion on method at 144 MHz and higher, during most
~~lower frequencies is by ren ection of the wave in
Propagation is generally flom the nodh, but
the F region, highest of the ionized layers. Its
probing with a directional anay is recommended.
den sity varies with solar activity, the maximum
Maximum range is about 1300 miles, though
usable frequency (muO being highC$t in peak: yean
of the sunspot cycle. Cycle 19 (in the recorded
5().MHl: ~a11 are heard occasionally over yeater
history of sunspot activity) hit an all·lime high in
distances, usually wilh little or no auroral diJ.
the fall of 1958, which may never be equalled
torlion.
within the lifetime of some of IH. Cycle 20
How often auroral communication is possible is
produced 50-MHzF 2 DX in 1968 10 1970, but less
related to the~etic latitude of participating
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stations, auroras being most frequent in northeastern USA and adjacent aJ'eas of Canada. They
are Tarc below about latitude 32 in the Southeast
and about latitude 38 to 40 In the Southwesl. The
ltigbcst frequency for auroral returns depends on
equipment and .nlennu, but auroral communication hu been achieved up to &lieaSl432 Mll z.
Tropospheric Bending An easi ly·anticipated
extension o f nOfTTIal vhf coverage resu lU from

abrupt changes in the refractive index of the
atmosphere, at boundaries between air masses of
diffe ring temperature and humidity characteristics.

Such warm.(lry over cool-moist boundaries often
lie along the southe rn and western edges o f stable
slow-moving areas of fair weather and high
barometric pressure. Troposheric bending can
iocroase signal levels from with in the normal

working range, or bring in more distant slations,
1101 normally heard.
A co ndition known as dueling or Irtlpplng may
simulate propagation within a waveguide, ca using
vh f waves to follow earth cu rvature fo r hundred,
or even thousands of miles. Ducting incidence
increases with frequency. It is rare on 50 MHz,
fairly common on 144, and more so on higher
frequencies. It occurs most orten in temperate Of
low latitudes. It was the medium for the
W6NLZ-KH6UK work on 144, 220 and 432 MH z,
ovcr a 2541).mile path. Gulf-Coast states see it
orten, the Atlan tic Seaboard, Great Lakes and
Mississippi Valley areas occasionally, usually in
September and October.
Many toclil conditions contribute to tropospheric bending. Convection in coastal areas in
wann weather; mpid cooling of the earth after a
hot day, with uppe r air cooling more slowly;
warming of air aloft with the summer sunrise;
subsidence of cool moist air into valleys on calm
summer evenings - these familillf si tu ations create
upper-air conditions which can ex tend normal vhf
covellige.
The alert vhf enthusiast soon learns to correlate
various weather signs and propagati on patterns.
Tempellltu.Je and barometric-pressure trends,
changin g cloud formations , wind direction, visib ility and other natural indicaton can give him cluC$
IS to what is in st ore in the way of tropospheric
propagatlon_
The 50-MHz band is more responsive to
weather effecu than 28, and 144 MHz is much
more active than 50. This trend continues inlO the
microwave region, IS evidenced by tropospheric
records on all our bands, up to and indudiJ\8 work
over a 275-mile path on 10,000 Mllz.
The Scatter Modes Though they provide signat
levels too low for routine commUni cation, several
~tte r modes attract the advan ced vhf operator.
Tropospheric scatter offen marginal communication up to .500 miles or so, almost regardless of
conditions and frequency, when optimum equipment and methods are used.
Ionospheric seatter is useful mainly on .50 MHz,
where it usual ly is a composite of meteor bunts
and a ~.k residual scatter signal. The latter may
be heard only when optimum conditions prevail.
1be best distances are 600 to 1200 miles.

WAVE PROPAGATION
Back scatter, common on lower frequen cies, Is
observed on 50 MH z durin, ionospheric propagalion, mainly of thc F2 variety. Conditions for
50-MHz backscatter are similar to those for the hf
bands. detailed earlier in this chapter.
Sea tier from meteor trails in the E region ca n
cause signal enf\ancement, or isolated bunts of
signal from a station not otherwise heard Strength
and duration of meteor bursts decrease with
increasing signal frequency, but the mode is
popular for marginal communication in the.5O- and
144-MHz bands. It has been used on 220 MHz,
and, more marginally, on 432 MHz.
Random meteor bunts can be heard by
cooperating vhf stations at any time or season, but
ealiy-morning hours are preferred. Major meteor
showen (August Perse.ids and December Geminids)
provide Crequent bursts. Some other showen have
various periods, and may show phenomenal bunt
counts in peak years.' IJistances are similar to
other .e" layer communlcation.
AU scalier communication requires good
equipment and optimum operating methods. 1be
narrow·band modes are superior to wide-band
systems.
Communication Via the Moon Though amateun first bounced signals ofT the moon in the
vii th e
early 19.505, real comm unication
earth-moori-earth (erne) route is a fairly teeent
accompllihment. Requirements are maximum legal
power, optimum receiviOJ equi pment, very I~
bigh-pin antennas. and precise aimini- Sophisticat·
ed tracking systems, nazrow bandwidth (with
at tendanttequiremenu for receiver and transmitter
stability) and visual signal-resolution methods are
desirabJe. Lunar work hIS been done on all
amateu r frequencies from 50 to 2400 MHz, over
distances limiled only by the abili ty of'lhe statioru
to "see" the moon simultaneously.
For more detailed vhf propagation information
and references, see The Radio AlTUlfeur's VIIF
/lfQnuQf, Chapter 2.

PROPAGATION PREDICTION
Information on the prediction of maximum
usable frequencies (mul) and optimum wor king
frequ encies for F-laycr propaga tion was formerl y
available from the U.S. Government Printing
Office. The material look several form s. as
methods develo ped for military communicalions
use were adapted to wo rldwide civilian needs.
Though the service W'~s terminated in 1975, the
buic me thods are still of in terest. A full desc ription may be found in QST for March, 1972.' The
govern men l information is available in some technicallibraries.
Other means are available to amateurs who wish
to make their own predic ti on5, both short- and
long-term. An appreciable amoun t of observing and
record-keeping time is involved at first , but the
wo rk can be streamlined with practice. Many
amateun who try it rmd the task almost as
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Propagation Prediction
TABLE 19-1
Soma tima and frequancy $tation, useful for propagation monitoring ,

Call

Freq, (kHz)

Locatjon

WWV
WWVH
CHU

2500,5000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000 25,000
Same as WWV
3330,7335,14,760
5000, 10,000, 15,000
2500, 5000, 10,000
5004, 10,004, 15,004
4996, 9996, 14,996
2500,5000
7500
5000, 10,000, 15,000
2500,5000,10,000,15,000

Ft, Collins, Colorado
Kekaha, Kauai, Hawaii
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Moscow, USSR'
Tashkent,!, USSR'
Irkutsk, USSR'
Novosibirsk, USSR'
Pretoria, South Alrica
Lyndhur$t, Auuralia
Shanghai, Ch ina
Tokyo, Japan

RAT, RWM
RIM, RCH
RID, RKM
RTA

ZUO
VNG

SPV
JJY

"Call, from international table, may not check with actual recept ion. Locations and
frequencies appear to be as given.

interesting as any ope rational success that may
resu lt from it, Prope rly o rgan ized, d ata collection
and propagation predic tion can become an ideal
group project.
Getting Started
Because most factors have welt-defined cyclical
trends, the first step in propagation prediction is to
become familiar with the rhyt hm of these trends
for the geognphical loca tion and season under
considerat ion, This job is made easie r if we
unde rstand the causes of the ups and downs, 50
familiarity with basic information given earlie r in
th is chaptcr is helpful.
'
What frequenc ies are "open," and where the
c utoff in ionospheric propagation lies in the
spectrum can be determined q uite readily by
tuning upward in frequency with a generalcove rage receiver, until ionospherically propaga ted
signals are no longer heard ; The muf for the day
and the times that a given frequency band opens or
closes can be found in th is way. A daily log will
show if conditions are improving or de teriorating,
Liste ning in the amateur bands and on immediately adjacen t frequencies may be the only way
to do this, if the receive r is the anlateur·bands-only
varie ty, Mos l OX bands are narrower in othe r parts
of the world than in Ihe Americas, so there is no
lack of round-the-clock occu pancy by other
services, o rdinarily, MoS! receiven also COVer somewhat more than the actual amateur assignments, at
thei r widest, so some comme rcial and governmental signals can be found dose by our band
edges. A worldwide listing of stations, by frequency, is useful in identifying signals for propaga·
tion monitoring purpose." Don' t overlook WIAW;
freque ncies and schedule are listed in every QST.
Ability to tune to 5 MHz and multiples thereof,
to receive the standard lime-and-frequency stations
now opera ling in many parts of the world, is a
greal aid. See Table 19-1. Most such sta tion s
o perate continuously, wit h app rec iable power and
omnidirectional antennas. WWV and WWVH are
excellen t indicators, at any suitable distance from
Colorado Ot Hawaii. Their signal behavior can tell
the experienced observer at least as much about

propagation - at the momcnt - as does the
contcn t of their p ropaga tion bulletins. Many
receivers can be made to tune so me of these
frequencies by de tuning thcir front·panel tracking
controls. Sec QST, September, 1915, page 23, for
suggestions. Simple crys lal-con trolled converters
{or the standard frequencies offer another possibility (QST for June, 1976, p. 25).
Recurring Phenomena
Because the sun is responsible for all radiopropagat ion variables. their rh ythmi c qualities are
rela ted to time, sca$On and othe r sun-earth factors.
Some are obv ious.. Others, particularly the rota·
ti onal period of the sun, about 27.5 days, show
best in long·tcnn chart records kept on a mon thly
or fou r-wee k basis. Recurrence data are uscd in
nearly all predic tion work done presently, and the
data can yield fair accuracy,
If the mul' is high and conditions are generall y
good for several days., a similar condition is likely
to prevail four weeks la ter, when the $lime area of
the sun will be in view from the earth , Ionospheric
disturbances also gencrally follow the 27-day cycle,
though there may be marked differe nces in level
from one pe riod to the nex t.
Some solar-ac tivity centers are short-lived,
lasting less tban a full rotation. Othe rs go on and
on, recognizable from their propagat ion e lTe cu for
a year Or more, Recurring phenomena are more
apparent in the low-activity years of the solar
cycle, most of them being far enough apart to be
clearl y identifiable, In April and May, 1976, for
example, there were three weU-separated areas
illec ting rad io propagation. AU were o f "Ihe old
cycle," T here were also threc new-cycle areas seen
briefly, but with no recognizable radio-propagation
influ e nce. The WWV propagation bulletins
described will be seen 10 show recuning e ffects, if
ihe ir content is charted for extend ed periods,
WWV Propagation Bulle tins
Since the fall of 1974, WWV and WWV H have
tr,msmilted fairl y detailed information hourly on
the conditio n of the $Un and th e earth' s magnetic
fJeld, and the radio spec trum. At 14 minutes afte r
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Graphs of 2800-MHz

solar-flux information, as t ransmitted
by WWV. for five consecu tive four-

week peri ods in early 1975. It will be
seen t hat, even in t hi s period of
relative ly 10 ..... so lar activity, t he flux
readings rise and fa ll wit h the passa!Jl
of sma ll spon. The rise in muf is
mainly in t he fir10t half of the spot or
grou p 's passage across the solar disk.
Observation in t his period was wi th
the syste m shown in Fi g. 19-2.
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the hour (WWV on ly), and changed four times
daily , beginning at 0100 Universal Time, there is a
series of sUttements. The first is a propaga tion
quality forecast, "useless" to "excellent," in nine
steps. Next is the condit ion o f the earth 's magn e tic
field , "quiet," "unsettled," or " distu rbed." T hen
come~ a lette r-number coded forecast, W (di;turbed), U (unsettled ) or N (n ormal). The number
reflects th e 9-step wording givcn carlier. "Fair·togood, quiet, November (for N) six" is commonly
heard when con ditions are above average. The
forecast is fo r the North Atlantic path, but use of
thc information fo r other areas can be tcarncd by
ex perie nce.
The second sec tion of the bulle tin is the
" K-index," given for the time of bulletin issuance,
but rela ti ng to the bours just before then. It is a
numerical figure fo r d isturbance of the geomagnet ic field, 0 to 9 in order of in creasing
severi ty. Essen tiall y a cu rrent figure, and given
with an expected trend, it is poten tially quite
valuable for short-te rm forecast ing of hf (and
occasio nally vhf) propagation. A K-index of 0 or I
indicates very low absorp tion in the entire hf
range, and generally good F-Iayer p ropaga tion, up
to the muf. Rising K-indices mean increasing
absorp tion, affecting the lower ba nds first, and
more sevcrcly on paths involving high latitudes. Up
to 3 may show little effect on 21 or 28 MHz, o r on
low-latitude or transequatoria l circuil~. A K-index
of 4 and expected 10 rise warns of probable more
severe and general disturbance. Severe disturhan(e
is associa ted with 6 or higher, and au roral p ropagation is likely o n 28 MH z and high er frequencies

3
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above about la titude 40; perhaps far ther south,
east of the Mississippi.
Extremes of the numerical range provided are
seld om used in the bulletins. A "W3" foreca st is
likely to be associatcd with severely disturbed
cond itions. " NT' is the usual limit on the good
side. T he bulle tins' semantic nuances arc not unlike
those heard in weather forecasting, and for the
same basic reason - the unpredictability o f the sun
at current levels of knowledge.
The fin al bulletin item is the solar nux, a
reading ta ken on 2800 MHz a t 1700 UTe in
Ottawa. II i5 also given with an expec ted trend.
Usually the sola r·flux value is changed only with
the 1900 b une tin , but the tre nd infonnation m ay
be changed at other times if marked varia tions are
appar e n t. E spec iall y in the tran!illlissions
immedia tely after the dail y change, the solar flux
may be the most revealing item of all , for reasons
given in more deta il la ter.
A second buUelin at 18 minutes after the hour
(46 after on WWVH) is a brief statistical review of
the p rev iou s day and a prediction for today. First
given is the so lar nux, the 1700 reading for the
previous day (see above). Then comes the A-index,
a 24-hour figure for geomagnetic d isturbance reflec ting the short-term K-indcx figures of thc
previous day. II is staled in a diffe ren t way to give
a more linear scale of geomagnetic variation, as a
wholc-day index for statistical purposes. When the
A-index vlU"iation is plotted on a long-Ienn b asis,
its significance as a recurrence warning beeomes
apparent. T he "yesterday" portion of the bulletin
concludes wilh the level of solar activity and th e
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Fig. 19~ ~ A-i ndex information as
transmitted by WWV, for the same
four -week periods as Fig. 19-5.
Propagation conditions as to level of
abso rption are indicated for the
month of Marc h, normally the most
disturbed period of the year. Periods
of !}E!omagnetic storms are indicated
by MS. It will be seen that disturbed
peri ods show very ma rked 27-day
recurrence effects. though the
severity of disturbance is not neces'
sarily consistent.
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condition of the geomagnetic field.
The "today" portion is usually the expected
levels of solar and geomagnetic activity. At times
of exceptional conditions, present or expected, this
final section may be modified to present information on many factors of inte res t to the serious
o bserver.
Ke<: ping Records
In a group project, o r for the individual
observcr who has time for it, charting all th e WWV
infonnation i~ bo th infonnative and rewarding,. For
a less time-consuming effort, concen trate on the
1900 bulle tin (usuall y started at 1914 UTe but
always given hourly thereafter, through 00 14) and
one running of the IS-afte r informa tion. T his will
require only about 5 minutes of listening time, and
the interval between the bulle tins can be used for a
qu ick propagation check, with practice.
Depending on the time av ailable, charts of Ihe
WWV information can take many fo rms. Figures
19-5 and 19-6 show the solar flux and A-index
plotted in fou r-week periods ve rtically to show

LL
recurren ce effec ts clearly. The author keeps two
char ts. One on a monthly basis has the solar flu x in
the upper portion, the X-index (one square per
unit) at th e bottom, and the A-index (two squares
per unit) superimposed on the K data. The K
information is useful mainly if all bulletins are to
be copied. It will then be important for short-term
forecasting. The entire content of both WWV
bulletins is put on th is chan in a shorthand form
developed through ex perie nce. Brief propagation
noles and drawings of the sun are included, where
signilicant. T he previous mon th's solar-flux and
A-in dex curves are inked in with a ligh t or broken
line, dales displaced 10 line up recurrences vertically.
The second chart o n the same scale has only the
solar flux an d the A-index, kept with three
consecutive fou r·week pe riods superimposed. For
legibility these are in diffe rent colors. The longer
term provides a good check on recurrences an d
shows clearly tha i there are occasional "surprises"
tha i do not fit recurring dates. Some events
disappear as activity ce ntcn die out. Othen
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astronomical work take care of tracking, but only
th e bes t tripods give adeq uate stability.
BeUer definition with a given degree of optical
quality is obt.ainable with direct viewing of the sun,
but this requires a safe rolo, filter (neutral densitf
4 or more and designed fo r sun viewing) moun ted
over the scope aperture. Do nol usc eye-piece
filtelS. Be sure th e apertu re fil ter i ~ mounted so
that it canno t come off accidentall y. Never look at
the sun wi thout it.
Visual acuily is very impor tan t. Even people
who tllink they have sa tisfactory vision with
properly fitted glasses may find that keener eyes
will see much fi ne detail and light gradation that
they miss. Have a younger helper, if yo u are
middle-aged or older.
Proje.:: ti on viewi n g of the sun's image with as-inch

reflector-tv pe te lescope. White-paper viewing su rfac~ is ceme n tlld in the bottom of a black~pra¥ed
card board box.

blossom "out of nowhere," at times, as lIew areas
develop. Prediction of these seeming anomalies
presents a challenge not yet met fully by anyone,
inclu ding profess ionals.. It is a wid e-open field.
Solar Observation
Regular viewing of the sun should be a part of
any major propagation-prediction effor t. Even

simple projection with a low-cos t telescope, as
shown in Fig. 19-2, is well worthwhile, if it is done
consistently an d if drawings are made. Imp rovements in technique need no! be cosily _ A desinble
fust step is a ligh t exclusion box that can cos t
prac tically notbing. A corr ugated- paper box about
6 inches square (or roun d) and 12-inches deep is
fitted wit h a cover of the same material. abou t 12
in<;hes square. A hand hole is cut in the side of the
box. The cover and interior are sprayed dull black,
and a viewing surface of white paper is cemented
inside the bottom.
The box is used in the same way as the shaded
card in Fig. 19-2, but reduc tion in amb ienlligh t in
the viewing Mea helpsgreally in making small detail
more no ticeable. It enable s th ose with good eyesight to sec spots and light vari a tion~ On the IGlar
surface that would have been missed before. For a
complete black-box viewing system that can be
assemb led from simple optics and plywood, sec
reference 2.
The telescope used in the pho tograph, Fig.
19-2, was a low-priced zoom model, with a range
of 8 to 25 powe r. Target scopes and the like in this
general range work we ll, especially with light
exclusion around the viewing surface. But many
radio ama teu rs are also astronomers, and may have
much better instruments that can be used for solar
projection. Moderately priced, 2- o r 3-inch refractors give beautiful projection detail wit h ljpltexclusion viewing.
Reducing ambient ligh t allows use of a larger
image, but th is intensifies mechanical-stab~ ity
pro blems with camera tripods and othe r por table
supports. The need for sun tracking also increases.
An eq uatori al mount and clock d rive used in

Interpreting What You See
Ln viewing the sun with a celestial telescope
equipped with a star diagonal and a vertical
eyepiece, one sees the solar disk with thc east limb
on the right and the west lim b on the left. This is
the opposite of the view obtained with the setu p of
Fig. 19-2. but is more nalu ral since it simulates a
map. Visible solar activ ity mOves ac ross the disk
from right to left, on a line parallel with the solar
equator. The app arent position of the equator
varies wi th the time of day and the position of the
vie wer, but it can be determined readil y if draw ings
arc made during each observation. Knowing the
()Osition of !lIe equa tor is important in ide ntifying
activity as belonging to the old or new cycie, in
times of transition. Old-cycle spots move near the
equato r. New-cycle ac tivity appears some 30"
above o r below.
In good projection, or with properly safeguarded direc t viewing, bright patches may be seen,
especially near the east or west limbs. Known as
plage, facuiae, or fl occuli, these patches identify
active areas that may or may not include visible
spots. When seen on the cast limb, they may be
advance notice of spots d uc in ano ther day or two.
They serve as warning of propaga tion changes
several days away, and their appearance may
coincide with the start of a steady rise in solar flux
and in the muf as well. Faculae may identify new
acti vity in which spots will ap pear fo ur weeks late r,
or they may be the residue of declining activi ty
that contained spots last time around. They can be
a vital part of visual record s, and their significance
will increase as records accumulate.
In their first o r laS! day on the east or west
limb, respcctivcly , sizeable spots or groups usually
show as fine lines on or close to the edge of the
image. Some detail will begin to show on the
second day of new or recurring act ivity, and
sketches should be made as accurately as possible.
Note any changes in additional sketches, marked
with date and timc. Changes in appea ran ce and
growth or decay are significant indicators,
becoming more so on consecu tive rounds of
long-lived activity cente rs.
Increasing size and number of spots will be
reflected in a rise in solar flux on the WWV
bulletins, particularly the one for 1900 UTe, ond
in rising F-lay~[ muf. Sudden large growth , o r a
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Direct viewing of the sun should be done only with
a telescope eQuipped with an aperture filter known
to be safe for thi, purpo$l!. Telescope is a Celestron
5 with t he maker's solar lilter, which panes 0.01
percent of impinging light. A brimmed hat shading
the observer's eyes from direct rays of the sun
helps to improve visual acuity .

major breakup of a large spot or group, may show
rad io effec ts at once - a rise in muf and perhaps a
considerable increase in noise level. The latter is
more obvious when using a directive array that can
be aimed at the sun.
The noise burst and visible change will almost
certainly be accompanied by particle radiation
increase, the radio effects of which will be in·
creased absorption of hf signal energy, and possibly
auroral conditions on 28 MHz o r the vhf bands,
one to four days later. (Rising K·index on WWV,
possibly without warning on previous bulletins.)
Slower growth, barely distinguishable from day
to day, will be accompanied by rising solar·flux
numbers, probably a point o r two daily , and a
gradual improvement in hf condi tion s thaI will last
as long as the K-index remains low. A rise in muf
will be apparent at such times, and propagation
will remain good on all frequencies for seve ral
da ys, barring sudden solar change which is always a
possibility.
If, on the first attempt at solar viewing, one
sees sizeable spots or groups, it is well to remember
that these may represent activity in a declining
phase. If so, they may move across the disk with
only minor apparent change. Keep watch th ough;
the area could be brought back to active state again
by forces not yet fully understood. T his is why
long·tenn predictions are doomed to occasional
abjec t fa ilure and why sho rt·term prediction, using
all the tools available, is such an exciting and useful
pursuit.
Solar F lu x vs. Sunspot Number
The question is oftcn nised as to why wc have
bo th the 2800·M Hz Solar·Flu:>: Inde:>: and the
Zurich Sunspot Number as indicators of solar
activity, T he answer lies in history and its continu·
ity with the future.
Awareness of the infinite varia tion of the sun
began almost wi th the invention of the telescope,
but stud y of it was largely surreptitious and
sporadic at fin t. There was a strong religiou s
attachment to the su n and the heavens in Galileo's
time, and a questioning attitude was ac tively
discou raged. In addition, there is good evidence
that the sun entcrcd a pe riod of some 70 years of

relative calm in the middle 16oos: Though sunspots
~re seen frequcntly by Galileo and other early
users of his invention, variations in the rolar
surface became so rare after about 1640 that new
spots or groups were hailed as scientific
curiosities,·
Record·keeping of sorts began about 100 years
la ter, bu t up to the middle of the 18th century the
accuracy of the surviving records is no t high. Even
thereafter, observing was done with many levels of
sophistication, and it stm is today. Thus, any
long·tenn statistics must take the equipmcnt used,
the natural conditions of the si le, and the skill and
diligence of the o bserver into account. A Swiss
astronomer devised a simple formula for what is
called the "WolfNu m~r" in his honor:
RooK(lOg+fl

where R is the sunspot number, K an observer
rating factor, g the number of groups visible, and!
the to tal number of spots seen, regardless of size.
That the Wolf Number is still in use, with all its
ambiguity, is recognit io n of its wor th as a statistical link wi th history, but it has little in its favor
otherwise. Today's radio amateur need only run
off a few Wolf Numbers based on his daily
observa tion of the sun and the co ncu rren t behavior
of the radio spectrum to realize that "sunspot
number" has little relevance to the radio communi·
ca tion s scene in this half of the 20th century.
Long·tcnn statistics inevitably involve some
"smoothing" of original data. Even the 2800-MHz
solar flux given hourl y on WWV is a smoothed
value, but it !rac ks much bettc r with observed
variations in radio conditions and the appeara nce
of the su n than any other available statis tic.
The individual observer of the sun can establish
hi s own Wolf-equalion K factor by wor king out
examples of his observed g and!, and finding the
average for K that !racks well with the information
given in Fig. 19·1. This is an interesting exercise,
but it will show that, for our purposes, the solar
flux is the only muf indicator we really need .
Moniloring Solar Noise
Radiation from thc sun is recorded on many
frequencies at many sites all over the world.
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Combined charts of the results for the same time
and date show marked differences from one
frequency to another in the level of noise from the
sun. Greal equipme nt sophistication is not required
for monitoring solar noise, and the curio us ama teur
may find it an interesting project. In an y localion
where man-made noise is low, a reasona bly good
receiver and a directional antenna that can be
aimed at the sun will yidd some solar noise. In
fact, the "quiet sun" is a good noise gcnenltDr with
which to rate antenna and receiver system performance on mon frequencies where directive an tennas are used in amateur communication.
Increasing inte res t in amateur moonbounce and
satellite communication have made antcnna conIrol in both uimuth and elevation much more
common than in the past and have increased our
sun-noise oonsciousneS5 accordingly. Recording
changes in received sun node could add a useful
dimension to Dny propagatjon-observation program: Hf, vhf, o r uhf. The idea is not exac tl y new.
See reference 3.
The most in te resting projects in amateu r radio
tend to be those whcre we can start at the beginner
level and ge t interesting results at moderate cos t,
then work up by stages, making worthwhil e
improvements for as long as we want to carry on
the effon. Monitoring of the sun and the observa·
tion ani! reco rding of radio propagation variations,

with a view to making better use of ou r on-me-ait
lime, make a game of great fascination that can be
pla yed at ever-increasing levels of sophistication.
Vou may never ge l enough of it.
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WI(oIV PROPAGATION BULLETIN SERVICE LOST
With portions of this Handbook already printing. changes in the WWV format were made,
dele ting the propagation bulletins formerly broadcas t at 18 minutes after Ihe hour. Termination of
the 14""11.fter information was abo under considcra-

lion, though there was some prospect thai this
service might be saved. For the Iatcst available
information, see the propagation information thai
runs regularly in QST. Changes of any major nature
will also be announced via WIAW bullelin.
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Transmission Lines

Chapter 20

TransmIssIon LInes

Transmission Hnes, and the theory bc.hind
them, play an importan t role in many phases of
rad io communication. This is because the basic
principles Involved can be applied to a wide variety
of problems.. Types of transmission lines ine1l.1de
simple IW(Konduc tor configu rations such as the
familiar coaxial ca ble and TV parallel-wire line.
Such li nes are usefu l from power frequencies to
weU up into th e microwave reRion and fo rm
perhaps the most important class. The wavt)tuidc is
representative of a second type. Here, the condu ctor COnr1!uration is rather eompleJC and ordinary
conoepu luch as voluge IUld current tend to
become obscure. All a consequence, -tark!ul pl!{lIme ters are expressed in tenns of the electric and
magnet k: rieJds asrociated wHh the line. Finally,
the propap tion of elC(;tromagnetie energy through
space itself is closely related to similar phenomena
in wave gu ides and transmission lines. In fact, the
orlly signiricant physical difference is that the
power density in a wave propagated in space
decreases with increasing distance while it is
possible to transmit power over long distances wit h
co nventional lines with little attenuation. This is
because power now is essentially confined to one
dim ension in the latter case while t he thrl»
dimensional u peet of space does not permit such
confinement.
Tra nsmission Lines and Circui l!
A transmission line differs from an ordinary
circuit in one very importan t aspect. Delay effecu
associaled wi th the fin ite propagation time of
electromagnetic energy are often neglected in
network design since the dimensions involved are
norma ll y small compared to the wavele ngth of an y
frequencies present in the circuit. This is no t true
in transmission-line considerations. The finite
propagation time becomes a factor of p:ll1lmou nt
im portance. This can be ill ustrated wi th the aid of
Fig. I. A transmission line se parates a source al
poin t , from a load at point Q by .1 distance I . If the
line is uniform (same conductor shape at any cross
seetion along the line). onl y two parameters are
required to ex prc$S the Iinc properties completely.
These arc the phase velocity, ~ p ' and the characteristic im pedance, ZOo I f the li ne can be eon·
sidered lossless as well, Zo be<;omes a pure resistance, R o .
Assume that a ve ry short burst of power is

emitted from the source. This is represented by the
ve rtical line al the left of the series of lines in Fi&2. As th e puhe voltage appears acro$S the load Z.,
all the energy may be absorbed or part of it may be
reflected in much th e same manner energy in a
wave in w3ter is reflected as the \\-"ave hils a steep
breakwater or the end of a container. This
re flec ted wave is represented by the second line in
th e se ries and th e arrow abovt indicates the
direc tion of inlvcL As the laller wave reaches the
source, th e procCJS is again repeated with either all
of the energy being absorbed or partially reflected.
The back-and-forth eycle is actually an infinite
one but after a few reflections, the intensi ty of the
wave becomes very small. If, instead of a short
pulse, a con tinu ous voltage u ap plied to the
te rminals o f a transmission line, the voltage at any
point along the line will consist of a sum of
voltages of th e composite of waves traveling
toward the right and a composite of waves traveling toward th e left. The total sum of the waves
traveling toward Ihe right is called the forward
wave or incident \l'ave while the one traveling
toward the left is called the refleded wave.
Provided certain conditi ons concerning Z. are met.
there will be a net flow of energy from the source
to the load wi th a fraction or the energy being .
stored in the "stand ing"' waves 00 the line. This
phenomenon is identical to the case of a coupled
resonator with ordinary circuit elemen ts and seclions of transmission line are often used for this
purpose especially in the vhf/ uhf region. The
duplexer found in many vhf repeaters is a eommon
example.
Li ne Faelon and Equ ations
Since tf1lnsmission lines are usually connected
bet_en lumped or diJCre te circuitry, it is con-

Fig. 1 - Source .nd load connected
transm ission line.

by

means of •

•
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paUern wil t resUlt. The ra tio of the maximum
voltage on the line to the min imum value (pr{.Wided
the line is longer than a quarter wavelength) is
defined as the voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR) .
The VS WR is related to the reflection coefficient
by

•

VS WR .

'.
Fig. 2 - Magnitudes of comp onents for forward
and nwIlrS8 traveling waves 01 II shorl pulse on a
transmission linc.

viln ient to be ab le to express th e inpu t impedance
of a line in lenns o r the ou lput or load impedance.
A line treated Ih is way is then similar to II filter o r
matching network with a give n load imped ance.
One caution should be kept in min d in applying
such relations and that is the manner in wh ich th e
source and load arc connected to the line can be
im porlant. There are always some " parasi li<:"
effects arising from connccton and post-conneClor
circu il con figuration that may cause the line to
"see" a different impedance than if measurements
were made at the load terminals directly. This is
indica led by the abmpt change in line dimen sions
at poinu a and g in Fig. 1. Even though the shar-I
line connecting the generator to the main tr.IJUmission line (and th e one connecting the load to
the li ne) might have the same characteristic
impedance, if the sizes are different , a mis match
will still occur. Normal ly, this effec t can be
neglected at hf but become$ imporlan t as the
frequency of operation is e;o;tcnded Into the vhf
region and above.
•
In referri ng to Ihe previous eum ple shown in
Pig. 2, the ratio of the voltage in the reflected wave
to th at of the voltage in the incident wave is
defined 1.1 the voltage reflec tion coefficient designa ted by the Greek letter , r , or by p. The relation
between the output resistance, R •• the output
reactance. X•• the line impedance. Zo o and the
m.t1gn(wde of the refloction coefficie nt il

CRa - RoP + X. 2
(Ro + R.)2 + X.2
Note that if R. is equa l to R o , and if x. i, 0 the
reflection coefficient is 0 which representi
"matched" conditions. All the energy in the
incident wave is transferred to the load. In effect,
it was IS if there were an infinite line of characte rISlle impedance Zo connected at Q . On the other
hand. if R . is 0, regardless of the value of x. the
reflection coefficient is 1.0. This meam all the
power is reflected in much the same manner u
radia nt ene rgy is reflected frolll a mirror.
If the re are no rcflectiom from the load, th e
vol tage distribution along th e line is constan t or
"flat" while if reflections e;o;ist, a standing·wave

I +
I

r
r

and this lalle r defini tion is a more general one va lid
for any line length. Quite often, the actual load
im pedance is unknown and an alternate way of
e;o;p ressing the reflection coefflcien l is

where Pr is the poWler in the refl ected wave and pf
is the power in th e forward wave. The parameters
are relatively easy to measu re with po wer me ters
availa ble commerciall y or with homemade designs.
Howeve r, it is obvio us there can be no o ther powe r
sources at the load if the foregoing defi nition is 10
hold. For instance. the reflccti on coefficient of the
generator in the exa mpl e shown in Fig. 2 is 0.9.
This value could have been obtained by substi·
tu ting the generator resis tance and reactance inlo a
previous formula for reflection coefficient, but not
by measurement if the sou rce were activated.
Fortunalely, it is possible to determine the
inpu t resis tance an d reactance of a tenn ina led line
if th e load resis tance and reactance are known,
al ong wit h the line length and charac te ri stic
impedance. (With ac tu al lines, the physical length
must be div ide d by the velocity factor of the cable
which gives the value of I in the follow ing
fonnula.) The equations are:

for a l ·n line. Equa tions are oft en "normalized"
this way in order to make un iversal ta bles or plou
that cover a wide range of values. If characteri$ tic
impedances (Zo) other tha n 1.0 are to be used, the
following se t of conversions apply where R. and
X, are the load resis tance and reac tance and Rin
and Xin represe nt th e resistance and reactan ce at
the in put end of the line.

,

R.
."Z.

x ... _X.

Z.

In order to dete rminc the val ue of the langent
function , eilher the li ne lengt h in me ters or fee t.
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along wit h the frequency in MH t can be subslj·
luted into the ra Uowing ex pressions:

transform er is obtained which is

fJl (degrees) '" 1.2[ (MH" X I (meter.)
fJl (degrees) ~ 0.367 {(MHZ) X I (feet)

Since the foregoing tra nsmission·line equatioru
are somewhat awk"'"3Jd to work with, variou s plots
have been devised that pemlit a graphical50lulion.
However, with modem programmable calcuiatocs,
even those in a modcnte price class, it takes
app roximately 4 seconds 10 solve bo th equations.
The plots shown in Fig. 3A and FI&. 38 were
computed in Ihis manner. The curvu are for ' in
and Xi" for various valu es of r.

(x.

equal to 0) and

line le ngth in degrees. Note th at 90 degrees a ppears
to be a "criti.:a1" value a nd represe n ts a line length

of a quarter waveJen,th. AS this val ue is
approached, the trarumission-l.ine equations can be
approximated by the formulas:

.- ----- x•
r.2 + x.2

If

x. is le ro, the formula for a quarter-wavelength

QUite orten, it is mis takenly assumed that
power reflected from I load represents power
"lost" in some way. This is onl y tru e if there is
considerable lou in the line itself and the power is
dissipated on the way back to the source. On the
other hand, the quarter·wavelength transformer Is
an exam ple where reflectioJ1$ on a louless line can
actu ally be used to advan tage in matching a load
impedance that is different from the lIOurce
impedance.
If the te rmi nating resistance is ze ro, the inp ut
resistance is also telO. In effect, the li ne an d load
act as a pure reactance which is give n by the
formula :

x, •
n

Xa + tanfJl
l - xatanfJI

Thc special cues where the terminating reactance
is eithe r zero or infinity are given by the respective
form ulas:
Xln · tan fJ l ,

..1:;,.. : - co t fJI

A short length of line with a shor t circuit as a
terminati ng 1000d ap pears as an inductor while an
open-circuited li ne appears as a capacitance.
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TRANSMISSION LINES
MATCHING THE ANTENNA TO THE LINE

The load for a transmission line may be any
device capable of dissipating ,f power. WIlen lines
are used for transmitting applications the most
common type of load is an anlCnna. When a
transmission line is COlUlccted between an antenna
and a receiver, the receiver input circuit (not tbe
antenna) is the load, because the power taken (wm
a passing wave is delivered to the receive r.

Whatever

the

application,

the conditions

existing at the load, and only the load, determine
the standing-wave ratio on the line. If the load is
purely resistive and equal in value to the characteristic impedance of the line, there will be no
standing waves. In case the load is not purely
resistive, and/ o r is not equal to the li ne Zoo there
wiU be standing waves. No adjuSiments that can be
made at the input end of the line can change the
SW R, no r Is it affected by changing the line length.
Only in a few speCial cases is the load
inherently of the prope r value to match a
practicable transm ission line. In all othe r cases it is
necessary either to operate with a mismatch and
accepl the SWR that resulu, o r else 10 take steps to
bring about a proper match be tween the line and
load by mean s of transformers or similar devices.
Impedance.matchins transformers may take a
variety of physical forms, dependins on the
cin:um$tances.
Note that it is essential, if the SWR is to be
made as low 15 possible, th at the load at the point
of connection to the transmission li ne be purely
resistive. In general, this requires that the load be
tuned 10 resonance. If the load itself is not
resonant at the operating frequency the' luning
sometimes can be accom plished in the matching
system.

THE ANTENNA AS A LOAD
Every antenna system, no mattel what its
physical fonn , will haWl a definite value of
impedance al the point where the line is to be
connec ted. The problem is to transfonn thi s
antenna input impedlJlCle to tho proper value to
match the line. In this respect there Is no one
"best" type of line for a particular an tenna system,
because it is possible to tllJlsfo rm impedances in
any desired ratio. Co nsequently, any type of line
may be used with any type of anlenna. There are
frequen tly reasons o ther than Im pedance mall:h ing
that dictate the use of one type of line in
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Fig. 2O·IOB - The folded dipole, a met hod for using
the antenna element it$llif to provide an impedance
transformation.

preference to anothe r, sueh as ease of installa tion,
inherent loss in the line, and so on, but these are
not considered in this seetion.
Although the input impedance of an an tenna
system is seldom known WlJY accurately, it is often
possible to make a reasonably close estimate of its
value.
Matching circuits can be built using ordin ary
coils and capacitors, but are DOt used very
extensively because they must be supporled at the
antenna and mu st be weatherp roofed. The systems
to be described use linear trans fo rmers.
The Quarter-Wave Tnnsronner or
" Q" Section
As mentioned previously, a quarter-wave transmission llnc may be used as an impeda nce transformer. Knowing the an tenna Impedance Dnd the
charal:teristic impedance of the transmissio n li ne 10
be matched, the required characteristic impedance
of a matching section such as ia shown in Fig.
2o-10A is:
(2o-H)
z ... 1Z1 ZO
Where Zl is the ante nna impedance and ZO Is the
characteristic impedance of the li ne to which it is
10 be matched.
Enmple: To ", •• <10 .600-0/0",1;". lo.n .nl<..... p~
.. nlinl " 72-011", load. 1M "'".10............ c~ ;"'_ io a
_Id "'lain: 1 _.., ......, 1mp<1II~ 01

1 72 X 600·1.J~oo · ~o~~

Fig. 2Q.l0A - " Q " matching .e<:tion,a qJarter.waw
impedance tlllnsformer.

The spacinp between conductors or various sizes
of tubing and wire for different surge impedances

The Antenna as a Load
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be adjusted to give the lowest possible SWR on the
transmission li ne.
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Folded Dipoles
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A half-wave antenna element can be made to
match various line impedances nit is split into two
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Fig. 20-11 - Impedance transfOrmation ratio,
two-conductor folded dipole. The dimensions d 1,
d2 a lld J Itf'e shown on the inset drawing. Curves
show the ratio of the impedance 'resistive) seen by
the transmission line 10 the radiation res istance of
the resonant antenna sys tem.

or more parallel conductors wilh the transmission
line attached at the center of only one of them .
Various forms of such "folded dipoles" am shoWn
in Fig. 20-10B. Currents in .a11 conductors are in
phase in .. folded dipole, and since the conductor
spacing is small the (aided dipole is equivalent in
radiating properties to an ordinary singJe-conduQtor dipole. However, the current Oowing into the
input tcnninals of the antenna from the line is the
cu rrent in one conductor only. and the entire
power from the line is delivered at this valu e of
current. This is equivalent to saying that the input
impedance of the antenna has been raised by
splitting it up into two or more conductors.
The ratio by which the input impedance of the
antenna is stepped up depends not only on the
number of conducton in the folded dipole but also
on their relative diamet~. since the distribution of
current between condu ctors is .. function of their
diameters. (When one conductor is larger than the
other, as in Fig. 20-IOB, the larger one camC1l the
greater curren t.) The ratio also depends, in general,
on the spacing between the conductors, as shown
by the graphs of Figs. 20-11 and 20-12 An
important special case Is the 2-conductor dipole
with condu ctors of equal diameter; as a simple
antenna, oot a part of a directive array, it has an

••
•

axe given in graphical form in the chapter on
" Transmission Lines." (With 1/2-inch tubing, the
spacing in the example above should be 1.5 inches
for an impedance of 208 ohms.)
The length of the quarter-wave mateh.ing
section may be calculated from
246V

Llmgth (feet)"

where V " Velocity (actor
f· Frequency in MHz
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~
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The antenna must be resonant at the operating
frequency. Setting the antcnna length by formula
is amply accurate with single-wire antennas, but in
other systems, particularly c1ose-spaced arrays, the
antenna shou ld be adjusted to resonance before the
matching section is connected.
When the antenna input impedance is not
known accurately, it is advisable to consuuet the
matchinJ section so tbat the spacing between
conductors can be changed. The spacing then may
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Fig. 20-12 -

Impedance tr_formation ralio,

thrCie'COOductor folded dipole. The dimensiollS d1,
d2 and $ are shown on the inset drawing. Curves
show the ratio of the impedance (resisti .. a) seen by
the transmission line to the rlldiation Te'Sistanctl of

the re50nant antenna $'fltem.
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Fig. 2().13 - The "T" match and "gamma" match.

input impedance close enough to 300 ohm$ to
afford a good match to 3()O.ohm Twin-Lead.
The required ratio of conductor diameters to
give a desired impedance ratio using two
conductors may be obtained from Fig. 2().11.
Similar inConnation for a 3-conductor dipole is
given in Fig. 20-12. This graph applies where all
three conductors are in the same plane. The two
conductors not connected to the transmission line
must be equally spaced from the fed conductor,
and must have equal diameters. The fed conductor
may have a different diameter, however. The
unequaJ-(:onducto r method has been found particu·
Iarly useful in matching to low-impedance antennas
such as directive anay s using close-spaced parasitic

elements.

The length of the antenna element should be
such as to be approximately self·resonant at the
median operating frequency_ The length is usually
not hi&hlY critical, because a folded dipole tends to
have the characteristics of a "thick" antenna and
thus has a relatively brood frequency-response
~~.

'"T" and "Gamma" Ma tching Section!
Tho method Qf matching , hQwn in Fig. 2()..I)A

is based Qn the fac t that the impedance between
any two points along a resonant antenna is
resistive, and has a value which depends on the
spacing between the two poinu. It is therefore
possible to choose a pair of points between which
the impedance will have the right value to matcb a
transmission line. In practice, the line cannot be
connected directly at these points because the
distance between them is much greater than the
conductor spacing of a practicable transmission
line. The '.,... arrangement in Fig. 2(}'I3A
overcomes this difficulty by using a second
conductor paralleling the antenna to form a
matching section to which the line may be
connected.
The ' "T" is particularly sui ted to use wi th a
parallel.conductor line, in which case the two
points along the antenna should be equ idistan t
from the center so that electrical balance is
maintained.

1be operation of this system is somewhat
complex. Each "T' conductor l.Y in the drawing)
forms with the antenna conductor opposite it a
short section of tranMTIission line. Each of these
transmission-line sec tions can be considered to be
terminated in the impedance that exists at the
point of connection to the antenna. Thus the part
of the an tenna between the two points carries a
transmission.line current in addition to the normal
ante nna current. The two transmission·line match·
ing sections are in series, as seen by the main
transmission line.
If the antenna by itself is resonant at the
operating frequency iu impedance will be purel y
resistive, and in such case the matching-section
tines are terminated in a resistive load. Howeyer,
since th ese sections are shorter than a quarter
wavelength their input impedaDCe - i.e., the
impedance seen by the main transmission line
looking into the matching-section terminals - wiU
be reactive as weU as Risistive. This prcvenU a
perfcct match to the main transmission line, since
its load mus t be a pure resistance for perfect
matching. The reactive component of the inpu t
impedance must be tuned ou t before a proper
match can be secured.
One way to do this is to delune the antenna
just enough, by changing ill length, to cause
reactan ce or the opposite kind to be reflected to
the input tCITTlinais of the matching section, thus
cancelling the reactance introduced by the latter.
Another method, which is considerably easier to
adjust, is to Insert a variable capacitor in series with
the matching section where it connceu to the
transmission line, as shown in Fig. 21-39. The
capacitor must be pro tected from the weather.
The method of adjustmen t commonl y used is
to cu t the antenl)a fo r approximate resonance and
then make the spacing x some yalue that is
convenicnt COnstnlctionally. The distance y is then
adjusted, while maintaining symmetl)' with respect
to the ce nter, until the SWR on the transmission
line is IS low as possible. If the SWR is not below 2
to 1 alter this adjusment, the anlcnna length
shouJd be changed slightly and the matching
section tapS adjusted again. 1lrls procedure may be
continued until the SWR ill as close to 1 to I as
possible.
When the series-capacitor method of reactance
compensa tion is used (Fig. 2 1-32), the ah tenna
should be the proper length to be resonant at the
operat ing frequency. Trial positions of the
matching.sec tion taps are then taken, each time
adjusting the capacitor for minimum SWR, until
the standing waves on the transmission line are
brought down to the lowest possible yalu e.
The unbalanced ("gamma") auangement in fig.
2(}.I3B is similar in principle to the "T ," but Is
adapted for use with single coax line. The method
of adjustment is the same.

BALANCING DEVICES
An antenna with open ends, of which the
half-wave type is an example, is inherently a
balanced radiator. When opened at the center and
fed with a parallel<onductor li ne this balance is

Balancing Devices
maintained throughout the IYstcm, so long as the
causes of unbalance dilCussed in the transmissionline chapter arc avoided.
If the antenna is fed at the center through a
coaxial li ne, as indicated in Fig. 20-14A , this
balance is upset because one side of the radiator is
connected to the shield while the othe r is
connected to the inner conductor. Oil the side
connected to the shield, a cunent can Row down
over the (JUtsilk of the cMxiai line, and the fi elds
thus set up cannot be canceled by the fields from
the inne r conductor because the fields intide the
line cannot escape through th e shielding afforded
by the oute r condu ctor. lIence these "antenna"
currents flowing on the outside of the line win be
responsible for radiation.
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Line radiation can be prevented by a number of
devices whose purpose is to detune or decouple the
line for "antenna" currents and thus greatly reduce
their amplitude. Such devices generally are known
as balun! (a co ntraction for "balanced 10
unbalanced"). Fig. 20-1 4B shows one such
IImUlgement, known as a buooka, which uses a
sleeve o~r the transmission line to form, with the
outside of the outer line conductor, a shorted.
quarter·wave line scctlon. As described earlier in
this chapter, the impedance looking into the open
end of such a section is very high, so th at the end
of the outer conductor of the coaxial line is
effectively insulated from the part of tho line
I.Ic.luw lh", sl~eve. The length Is an electrtcol quarter
wave, and may be physically shorleI if the
insulation between the sleeve and the line is other
than au. The buooka has no effect on the
impedance relationships between the antenna and
the coaxial line.
Another method thai give!! an equivalenl effect
is shown at C. Since the vollages at the anten na
terminals are equal and opposite (with reference 10
ground), equal and opposi te currents flow on the
su rfaces or the line and second conductor. Beyond
the shorting point, in the direction of the
lransmitter, these currents combine to cancel out.
The balancing section " looks like" an open cireuit
to the antenna, since it is a quarter-wave
parallel..:onductor line shorted at the far end, and
thUJ has no effec t on the normal antenna
operation. Howeve r, this i1 not essential 10 the
line-balancing fun ction of the device, and baJuns of
this type an: sometimes made shorter than a
quarter wavelength in order to provide the shunt
inductive reactance required in certain Iypes of
matching systems.
Fit!;. 20-140 shows a thi rd balun, in which equal
and opposite voltages, balanced to ground, are
laken from the inner conductors of the main
transmission line and half-wave phasing section.
Since the voltages at Ihe balanced end are in series
while the vollages al the unbalanced end are in
parallel, there b a 4-10-1 uepodown in impedance
from the balanced to Ihe unbalanced side. This
urangemcnt is useful ror coupling between a
baJanced 30Cklhm line and a 1S-ohm coax ial line,
for exam ple.
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Fig. 20-14 - Radiator with coaxial fted IAI and
methods of preventillQ unbalanced curr.nts from
flowing on th' outside of the transmission li ne IB
and CI. The half_va phasing section shown at D
is used for coupling between an unbalanced and a
balanced circuit when a 4-t0-1 impedance ratio is
desired or can be .ccepted.
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OTHER LOADS AND BALANCING DEVICES
The most important practical load for a
transmission line is an an tenna which, in most
cases, will be " balanced" - that is, symm elricaJ ly
(:onsbUcted with respect to the feed point. Aside
from consideratio ns of matching the ac tual
impedance of the antenna at the feed point to the
characteristic impedance of the line (if such
matching is attempted) a balanced antenna should
be fed through a balanced transmission line in
order to preserve symmetry with respect to ground
and thu s avoid difficulties with unbalanced
currents on the line and consequent undesirable
radiation from the transmissio n line itself.
If, as is often the case, the antenna is to be fed
th rough coaxial tine (which is inherently unbalanced) some method should be used fo r connecting
the line to the ,ntenna without upsening the
symmetry of the antenna itself. This requires a
circuit tbat will isolate the balanced load from the
unbalanced line while providing effecient power
transfer. Device! for doing this are called baluns.
The types used be twcen the antenna and
tra nsmission line are generally " linear," consiSiing
of transmission-li ne SC(:tions.
The need for baluns also arUes in cou pling a
transmitter to a balanced transmission line, since
the output circui ts of mos t transmitters have one
side grounded. (This type of oulput circuit is
desirable for a number of reasons, including TVI
reduction.) Th e mon flexible type of balun for thi.
purpose is the induc tive ly coupled matching
network described in a subsequent SC(:tion in this
chap ter. This combines impedance matching with
balanced·to-unbalanced operation, but has the
disadvantage that it uses resonant circuits and thus
can work over only a limited band of frequencies
wi thout readjustment. However, if a fi xed
impedance ratio In the balun can be tolerated, the
coil balun desc ribed below can be used withou t
adjustment over a frequency range of abou t 10 to
1 - 3 10 30 MHz, for example.
Coil Baluns
The type of balun known as the "coil balun" is
based on the principles of linear·transmission·line
balu n as shown in the upper drawing of Fig. 20-15.
Two transmission li nes of equal length having a
characteristic im pedance (Zo) are con nected in series at one end and in parallel at the other. At the
series-connectcd end the lines are balanced to
ground and will match an impedance equal to 2Zo.
At the parallcl-eonnccted end the li nes will be
matched by an impedance equal to Zr/2. One skle
may be con nec ted to ground at the parallel·
connec ted end, provided th e two lines have a
length such that, considering each line as a single
wire, the balanced end is effec tively deeoupled
Crom the paralteI-<:onnected end. This requires a
length that is an odd mUl tiple of 1/ 4 wavelength.
A definite line lel18 th is required only for
dccoupling purposes, and so long u th ere is
adequate dccoupling the system will llet as a 4-to-l
impedance transfonner regardless of Une length. If

Fig. 20-15 - Baluns for matching between
push-pull and . ingta~nded ci rcu its. The impedance
ratio is 4 to 1 from Ihe pu$h·pull sidll to Ihe
unbalanced sid!!. Coiling t he lil'let (lower drawing)
increases the frequel'lCY ranga over wh ich $llisfactory operation is obtained.
each li ne is wound into a coil, as in the lowe r
drawing, the inductances so fonned wi n act as
choke coils and will tend to isolate thc
scries-connected end from any grou nd connec tion
that may be placed on the parallel-<:onnected end.
Balun coils made in th is way will opera te over a
wide frequency range, since the choke inductance
is not critical. The lower frequency limit is where
the coils ale no 10l18er effective in isolating one end
from the other; the length of line in each coil
should be about equal to a quartcr wave-length at
the lowest frequency to be used.
The principal application of such coils is in
going from a 300-0hm balanced line to a 75-ohm
coaxial Une. This requires that th e Zo or the lines
fonning the coils be 150 ohms.
A balun of this type is simply a fixed·ratio
transfonner, when matched. It cannot compensate
for inaccufllte matching elsewhere in the system.
With a "3ro.ohm" line on the balanced end , for
example, a 75-ohm coax cable will not be matched
unless the 300-0hm line actually is terminated in a
300-0hm load.

TWO BROAD·BAND
TOROIDAL BAlUNS
Air-wound balun transfonners lIJC so mewhat
bulky when designed for ope ration in the 1.8· to
30-MHz range. A more com pac t broad·band
transfonner can be realized by using t oroidal
ferrite core mate rial as the foundation for
bifilar·wound coil balun transforme rs. Two such
baluns are described here.
In Fig. 20-16 at A, • 1: 1 n tio balanced·tounbalanccd-llne transformer is shown. This transformer is useful in converti ng a 50-0hm balanced
line condition to one that is 50 ohms, unbalanced.
Similarly, the transfonner will wo rk between
balanced and unbalanced 75-ohm impedances.
A 4 :1 ratio transformer is illustrated in Fig. 20-16
at B. This balun is useful for converting a 200-0hm
balanced condition to one that is 50 ohms,
unbalanced. In a like manner, the transfonner can
be used between a balanced 300-0hm point and a
75-0hm unbalanced line. Both balun tranuormen
will hand le 1000 watl:! or d po\\'er and are
designed to opent!! from 1.8 through 60 MHz.

Broad·Band Toroidal Baluns

Sill

TI

Fig. 20·16- Schematic
and pictorial representatign, of the balun
tran,formars. Tl lind
T2 Irl wound on
CF·123 toroid cores
(,ee footnotll " and the
tllxtl. J l lind J4 are
SQ·239·typfl coax conneetorl. or sil']'lilar. J2,
J3, J5, lind J6 are
. Iteatlte
feedthrough
budlingJ. The windings;
are labeled a, b, and c
to show the relationship between the pic·
torial and $Chematic il·
lustratlons.
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1:1 EW.J.foICEO TO UN!W.ANCED

A
Low-loss high-[requency ferrite core material is
are made from
Q-2 material and cost approximately $5.50 in
single-lot quantity. They are 0.5 inches thick, have
an OD of 2.4 inches.. and the lD is 1.4 inches. The
permeability ratilll: of the cores is 40. A packaged
one·kilowatt balun kit, with windilll: instructions
for I : J or 4: I impedance transformation ratios, is
available, but uses a core of slightly different
dimensions. 2
used for T1 and TI.l.3 The cores

4: 1 IlALAHCfD TO UNBALANCEO

B
suitable weathe r·proof enclosure. A Minibox,
>ea.led against moisture, works nice ly for the latter.

NONRADIATING LOADS
Typical examples of nonradiating loads for a
transmission line are the grid circui t of a power
IUTIplifier (considered in thc chapler on transmit·
ters), the input circui t of a receiver, and another
transmission line. This last case includes the
"antenna tune r" - a misnomer beeause it is

Winding Information
The transformer shown in Fig. 20·16 at A has
• trifilar winding consisting of 10 turns of No. 14
formvar-insulated copper wire. A 1~lum biffiar
windin, of the lame type of wire is used for the
balun or Fig. 20-16 at B. If the cores have rough
edges, they should be carefully sanded until
smooth enough to prevent damage 10 the wire's
formvu insulation. The windings should be spaced
around the en tire core as shown in Fig. 20 · 17.
Insulation can be used between the core mate rial
and the windings to increase the power handling
capabilities of the core.
Using the Baluns
For indoor applications, the tnmsrormen can
be assembled open style, without benefit of a
protective enclosure. For outdoor installatioru,
such as at the antenna feed point, the balun should
be encapSUlated in epoxy resin or mounted in a

1 Avail.b le in sin&le.lot quantity from Penn ..

Corp, 88·06 Van Wyek E:o:py, Jamalea, NY 11418.
2 Amidon

Assoel.tes~ 12033 Otlelo Stl'flet,

North Hollywood, CA 9 1,,01 .
3 T oroid eo"" an!: also available from Ferro,..

cube Corp. of Americ •• S'UprtiH, NY 124'1.

Fig. 2().17 - LaVOUt of a ki lowatt 4 :1 toroidal
balun transformer. Phenolic insulating board i,
mounted between the transformer and the Minibox
wal l to prevent short-cirCUiting. The board Is held
in place with BpoXy cement. Cement is IIlso used to
secu re the transformer to the board . For ou td oor
\'liill! , the Minibox COYBr can be installed, then sealed
against the weather by applying epoxy cement
along the 5eams of the box.
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the line. The rated input impedance of a receiver is
a nominal value that varies over a considerable
range with frequency. Most hf receive" are sensitive enough that exac t matching is not necessary.
The most desirable condition is that in which the
receiver is matched to the line Zo and the line in
tum is matched to the antenna. Tbis tr1lJlsfers
maximum power from the antenna 10 Ihe receiver
with the Iuslloss in Ihe transmission line.

TFIAM.

IZ

Fig. 20-18 - Networks for matching alow.Z
transmitter output to random-length end-fed wire
antennas.

actually a device for coupling a tran smission Jine to

the transmitter. Because of ils importance it,
ama teur installati ons, the ant enna coupler is
considered separately in a b ier pari of this chap ter.
Coupling 10 I Receiver

A good match between an alllenna and iu
transmission line does not guaran tee a low
5tanding-wave ratio on the line when the antenna
system is used (or receiving. The SWR is
detcnnined wholly by what the line "sees" at tm
rece iver's antenna-input tcnninals. For min imum
SWR the receiver input circuil must be matched to

COUPLING TO RANDOM· LENGTH
ANTENNAS
Several impedance-matching sc hemes are shown
in Fig. 20-18, permitting random-Icngth wires to be
matched to nonnallow-Z transmitter ou tputs. The
circuit used will depend upon the length of the
antenna wire and its impedance at the desired
operating frequency. Ordinarily. onc of the four
methods shown will provide a suitable impedance
match to an end-fed random wire, but the
configu ration will have to be determined experimentally. Por operation between 3.5 and 30 MHz,
CI can be a 200-pF type with suitable plate
spadng for the pov..-er level in use. C2 and C3
should be 500-pF units to allow fo r flexibility in
matching. LI , L4, and L5 should be tapped or
rotary inducton with sufficient L for the operating
frequency. L3 can be a tapped Minidu cto r coil
wi th ample turns for the band being used . An SWR
bridge should be used as a match indicator.

COUPLING THE TRANSMITTER TO THE LINE
The type of coupling system tha t will be
needed to transfe r power adequately from the final
rf amplifier t o the transmission line depends almost
entirely on the input impedance of the line. A$
shown earlier in this chap ter, the inpu t impedance
is detennined by the standing-wave ratio and the
line length. The simplest case is that where the line
is terminated in its characteristic impedance SO that
the SWR is I to I and the imput impedance is
equal to the Zo of the line, regardless of line
length.

'~~

Fig_ 20-19 -
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Coupling sys tenu that will delive r power into a
flat line are readily designed. For all practical
purposes the li ne can be considered to be flat if the
SWR is no greater than about 1. 5 to I. That is, a
coupling system designed to work into a pure
resistance equal to the line Zo will have enough
leeway to take c~ of the small variations in input
impedance that will occur when the line length is
changed, if the SWR is higher than I to I but no
greater than I .S to I.
Cu rrent practice in transmiller design is to

(0)

Simple ci..wiu for coupling a

transmlttar to • balanced line that presents 8 load
d ifferent than th. transmitte r OUtput impedance.
!A) and (81 are respeetivalv series·andj)BraJleltuned circuils using variable inductiYII coupling
between coils, end lei and (0) are sl miler bu t use
filled induct ive cou pling and a variable serie-s
capacitor. Ct . A series-tuned circuit works well
with. low-impedance load; the perelle' circuit is
better with high-impedance loads (sever&! hundred

ohms ()( morel.

Coupling Transmitter to Line
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Fig. 20-20 - Coupling from a tr.lnsmitter designed for 50- to 7&-ohm outPUt to. coaxi.IUne with. 34-to-l SWR is readily aecompli$hed with these circuits. Essential difference between the circuits il (AI
adjustable inductive coupling and (81 fiud inductive coupling with variable series capacitor.
In lither C<l5e thl circuit can be adjusted to gille a l ·to-l SWR on the meter in the line to the
tranlmitte r. The coil ends marked "K" $hOUld be ad jacent, for minimum capacitive coupling.

Of

provide an output circuit Ihat will work into such a
line, usually I coaxial line of 50 to 15 ohms
characteristic impedance. The design of such
output eircuiU is discuswl in the chapter on
high-frequency transmitters. If the input impedance of the InInsmission line Ihat il to be
conne.cted t o the InInsmitter differs appreciably
from the value of Impedance into which U1e
tJansmitier output circuit is designed to operate,
an impedance-matching network must be inserled
between the IIansmitter and the line input
terminals.

IMPEDANCE-MATCHING CIRCUITS
FOR TRANSMISSION LINES

unbalanced vemon of the series-Iuned circuit, IS
shown in Fig. 20-20. The rule given above for
coupling ease and L ...to-C. ntio applies to these
circuiu as well.
11te most satisfactory- way to set up initially
any of the" circuits o f Fig. 20-19 o r 20-20 is to
con nec t a coaxial SWR bridge in the line to the
tran smitter, as shown in Fig. 20-20. The
'"Monimatch" Iype of bridgll, which can handle the
full transmitter po~r and may be lert in the line
for continuous moniloring, is excellent for this
purpose. However, I sim ple resistance bridge IIIch
as is described in the chapter on measurements is
perfectly adequate, requiring only Ihat the
Iransmitter OUlput be reduced to a very- low value
so that the bridge will not be overloaded. To adjust
the circu il, make 11 trial selling of Ihe coupling
(coil spacing in Figs. 20-19A and B and 20-20A. Cl
selling in othen) and adjust C, or Cp for minimum
SWR as indicated by the bridge. If the SWR is not
close to practically 1 to I, readjuU the coupling
and return C. or C p , continuing thil procedure
until the SWR is practically I to I . The settings
may then be logged for future reference.
In the se ries-tuned cireuils of Figs. 20-20A and
2o-2OC, the two capacitors should be SCI at similar
settin~. The "X." indicates that a balanced
series-tuned coupler requires twice the eapacitance
in each of two capaciton as does an unbalanced
series-tuned circuit, all othe r things being equal.
It is possible to use circuiu of this Iype wilhout
initially setting them up with an SWR bridge. In
such a case it is a matter of cut-and-try until
adequate power transfer between tile amplirlC r and
main tnosmission line is secured. However, this
method frequently resu lts in a high SWR in the
lin k, wi lh consequent power lou, "hot spoU" in
the coaxial cable, and tuning that iJ critical with
frequency. 11te bridge method is simple and gives
the optimum opt:nting conditions quickly and
with certainty.

AS shoWII earlier in this chapter, the input
impedance of a line Ihat is ope ra ting with a high
standing-wave ratio can vary ovc r quite wide limits.
The simplest Iypc of cireuil that will match such a
range of impedances to SO 10 7S ohms is a simple
1C1ies- or parallel-tuned circuit, approximately
resonant at the operating frequency. If the load
presented by the line at the operating frequency is
-low (below a few hundred ohms), a series-tuned
clrcuil should be used. When the load is higher
than this, Ihe parallel--tun ed circuit is easier to usc.
Typical simple circuits for coupling between
the transmitter with SO- to 7S-ohm coaxial-line
output and a balanced uunsmission line are shown
in Fig. 20-19. The inductor LI should have a
reactance of about 60 ohms when adjustable
inductive coupling is used (Figs. 2().19A and
20-19B). When 11 variable series capacitor is used,
Ll should have a reac tance of about 120 ohms.
The variable capacitor, CI , sho uld have a luclance
at maximum capacilance of abou t 100 ohms.
On the sc<:onduy side, L, and C. should be
capable of being tuned to resonance at about 80
percenl of the opcrati~ frequency. In the
serieHuncd circuiu, for a given low-impedance
load looser coupling ean be used belween LI and
L, as the L.-to-C, ratio is increased. In the A TRANSMATCH FOR BALANCED
parallel·tuned circuits, for a given high-impedance
OR UNBALANCED LINES
' Ioad loose r coupling can be used between Ll and
Nearly all commercially made lIansmitten are
Lp as Ih~ CI?-to-L p r~t1o is increased. The eo~tants
are not critICal; the rules of thumb are mentioned .designed to work into a SO- to 7()-Ohm load, and
to assist in correcting a marsinal condition where they are not usually equipped tohandle loads that
sufficienl transmitter loadi ng cannot be obtained. depart far Crom .these valUe5. However, many
Coupling to coaxial lines that have I high SWR, antenna systems (the antenna plus IU feed Hoe)
and consequently may present a transmitter wilh. have complex impedances that make it difficult, if
load il cannot couple ' 10, is done with an not impossible, to load and tune a transmitter
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properly. 'What it requimd i •• eouplins method
to convert the reactive/resistive load to I
non-reactive 5Cklhm load. ThIs task can be

accomplished with. Transmatch, • device that
consists or one or more LC circuits. II can be
adjusted to tune out any load reactance plus, when
necessary, transforming the load Impedance to SO

or10 ohms.
As has been discussed earlier in this chapter,
losses in transm.issi.on lines depend on sevual
facton : the size of the conductors, the spacins
between conductors,. the dielectric material u9:d in
the construction of Ihe feed line, and the

frequency at which Ihe line II used. Coaxial lines
can be classed as lossy lines when compared to •

Fig. 20-21 - The universal Transrmltch ,hown here
wi ll couple. transmitter to Ilmost anv antenna
system . If th, Irneteu r already h81 8 mllching
iMicatot, the Monimatch section of the cirC\Jh can
be eliminated. The count8\'" dial and knClbll are
.lema$ Mill"" • Co. componenu.

low-loss line such as open-wire (ceded, .t least
below 100 MHz. Because losses increase as the
SWR increases, the type of line used to feed an
antenna Should be chosen cuefuUy. If the
tnnsmission line has very low-loss characteristics.
high rtandinJ wave ratiM can be tolerated with no
pnetic:alloss of power in the line.
A wlte antenna, fcd at the center wilh
open-wire line, is the mosl etncienl mulliband
antenna devised to date. For all practical purpose!,
the feed line Is lossless, so extremely high SWRs
can be tolerated. TItis should not be consuued to
mean that coaxial feed lines cannot be used
because of a high SWR, but only the very
expensive types are really suitable in this
application.

Fig. 20-22 - Circu it d iagram of tM Tr.'lImatch.
The .001·~ capacitors used ara d isk ct!famlc.
Cl - Dual-tectloll or ai r variabla, 200 pF per
section IE . F. Johnson 154.sQ7 or Millen
162501.
C2 - Ai r variabla 350 pF, IE. F. JohllfOll 154-10
o r Millen' 16520AI.
CR1. CR2 - l N34A germanium diode.
Jl. J2 - Coax chessi' connector, type 50-239.

n, J4, J5 -

Lt , L2 -See Fig. 20-25 .
L3 - RoUer indu ctor, 28 pH IE. F. Johnson
229-2031.

Ml -SO or

l00~ .

Rl , R2 - 68-ohm. 1/2_n carbon or composi·

tion.
R3 - 25,OOO-ohm control,.linear taper.
5 1 - SPIt toggle.
.
Tl - Balun ttanuor.,..r. lie teXt and Fig. 20-23.

lsolantite fHdthrough insulatOfl.

~

.
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Fig. 20-23 - o llails of the balun bifil.r wi ndings.
The drllWi ng shows the COflnections requ ired . In
the actual bolun, the turns should be closed spaced
Ofl the inside ot the core and spread evenly on the
outside.
.

The l'ransmatch shown in Fig. · 20-22 is
designed to handle pntctlcaUy any mismalch that
an amateur is likely to e ncounter . The unit can be
u~d with either open-wire feeders, balanced lines,
coaxial lines, or even an end·fed dngle wire.
Frequency range of Ihe un it is from 3 to 30 MHz,
accomplished wi thout the use of bandswitching.
Basically, the circuit is designed for use wi th
unbalanced Lines, such as "coax." For balanced
lines, a J :4 (unbalanced·to-balanced) balun is
-connected to the output of the Transmatch.
The ch8S$is used for the Transmatch is made of
a 16 X 25·inch sheet of aluminum. When bent to
fonn a U, the completed chassis measure s
16 X 13 X 6 inches. When mounting the variable
capacitors, the roUer inductor and th e balun, allow
at least I /2 ·inch clearance to the chassis and
adjoining com ponents. The capacitors should be
mounted on insulated standoff insul ators. The
balun can be mounted on a cone insulator o r piece
of Plexiglas.
The balun requires three ferrite cores stac ked
for 2·kW o r two core s for J·kW power levels.
Amidon type T·200-2 cores are used in making the
balun. 1 Each core should be covered wi th two
layers of 3M No. 27 glass-cloth insulating tape.
Nex t, the cores are stacked and covered with
another layer of the tape. The winding consists of
IS bifIlar tu rns of No. 14 , Teflon-covered wire.
Approx imately 20 feet of wire (two IO-foot
lengths) are required.
A template for the etched-circuit Monimatch is
shown in F ig. 20-25. Detai15 fo r making etched
circui ts are given in the Co nstruction Practices
cha p ter. If th e builder desires, a power·type bridge
can be substituted. Sucb a unit is described in the
Measurements chapter. In addition to providing
standing·wave indications for T ransmatch adjust·
ment purposes, the power bridge wiD accurately
measure t ransmitter output power.
For coax·lo-coax feeder matching, the an tenna
feed line shou ld be co nnected to 12 of Fig. 20-22.
Cl and C2 should be set at ma)(imum capacitance
and power applied to the transmitter. The SWR
indicator should be swi tched to read reflected
power. Then, adjust L3 until there is a drop in the
reflected reading. C I and C2 should then bc reset,
along with L3, until a perfcct match is obtained. It

i

Amidon Asso<:iatea, 12033 Otseco Street. North
Holly wood , CA 91601.

Fig. 20-24 - Interior view of the Transmatch. The
etched..cin::uit Monimatch is moonted 112 inch
above the chassis. Both C1 and C2 must be
moun ted on insulated staoo-offs and Insulated
shaft coo plers used between the capacitors and the
panel kl"lobs.. likewise, T1 shoold be installed on
an insulated mounting. An isolantite co ne is used
in the ul"li l shown (the bat u n could be mounted on
a piece of Plexiglas). Feedthroulfi isotantiUl
insulators, mounted through the rell!" dec k, Ire
used for the antenna connectors.
will be found that with many antenna systems,
several different matching combina tions can be
obtained. Always use the matching setting that
uses the most capacitance · from Cl and C2, as
maximum C provides the best harmonic attenua·
tion.
End·fed wires shou ld be connec ted to 13. Use
the same adjustment procedures for' setting u p the
Transmatch as outlined above. For balanced
feeders, th e feed line should be connected to J4
and J5, and a jumper mus t be connected between
13 and J4 (see F ig. 20-22 at C).
A slight modification will permit this Transmatch to be used on the 160-meter band. Fixed
capacitors, 100 pF e ach (Centralab type
8S0S·IOON), can be installed across each of the
stato r sections of C I , providing sufficient C to tune
to 1.8 MHz. Bu t, the fixed capacitors must be
removed when using the Transmatch on the o the r
hfbands.
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Fig. 20-25
Monimatch,
shaded.
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Template for the etched-circuit
foil side showl"I, etched ponion
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TRANSMISSION LINES
A SIMPLE COUPLER FOR BALANCED LINES

Generally speaking, antenna balance can be
neglected with JIUlny of the systems commonly
u!Cd by amateurs.. Such closed-loop configurations
as the quad and the folded dipole tend to Clncei
out the effects of imbalance even Ihoug.h they are
inherently balanced antennas in nature. Other
anlenna! have only a limited vulnerability (the
onlirwy half-wave dipole for examp)c) 10 imbalance. effects and often can be operated with no
balancing networks being necessary, However,
lOme an tennas require a balanced source and the
best ap pi'oach is to tailor the coupler design
accordingly_ These syste ms usuaUy have a high
input impedance also.
The coupler shown in Fig. I can be used to

match the tl'1.nsmitter to a balanced load with a
high input impedance. Typical example.s would be
&hart dipoles fed with short lengths of open-wire
line or a ha lf·wave dipole fed with a quarter-wave
section of high-impedan ce line. For instance, the
coupler was used with an SO-meier dipole fed with
67-fcet of 4SQ.-Qhm line on both 80 and 160
meten with the valUei given for LI and C1.
In most instances, values for this type of
coupkr are not aitical and an'y number of combinations could be used. If desired, a link could be
substituted for the phaso-reversing tnlnsformer.
However, the IaUer provides a simple means for
getting a voltage with the necessary J80-degree
phase shift for the opposite half of a balanced load.
This allows tap adjustment over a wide I'1.nge of
valu es eliminating the need for changing coils
(usu:VJy necessary with such co uplers). Recom.
mended power limit with the components given
would be approx imately 100 watts which means
the coupler should handle any transmitter in the
ISO-watt, PEP class without any difficulty on
either phone or ew.

...,.

Construction of the eoupl~. Note method of
mount ing Tl Iseen to the left of the coil L1J.
Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram for the coupler.
Cl - Air variable, 325 p F IMilien 19335 or
IIQuiv.l.

L1 - Air-wound inductor. 2-l/2-inch dl •. , 6 tpi
!B&W 3029 or, equiY.), 7 inchel long.
Tl - Phase-reversal transformer. stack two
Amidon FT-61-601 ferrite core. and wrap with
glass tape. Wind 18 turns of twisted pair made
from tWO strands of No. 20 enam. wire twined
IlUch that the<-e are approlllO'l8tely 34 "bumps"
or notChes per foot as the pair is pulled
between the thumb and forefinger.
To construct the twisted pair, bend a
four·foot piece of wire in the middle and clamp
thl, end in a vice. PYII the wires taut and twist
lIightly 10 that the wires come tooether over
the .ntire length. Roll the free ends into a 0011
lergs enough to be clemped in the chUCk of a
'0'1811 hand-powered dri ll. Twill lIowly until the
desired pitch is obtained.

Adjustment of the coupler should proceed as
follows. First, tune the receiver to the band
.segment of interest, Next, adjust the taps and tune
Cl unti l signals begin to peak up (the taps should
be adjURed equally with the same number of lurns
from pound to the outer taps on each side and
likewise with the inner ones). If a high-impedance
klad is suspected, stut with the inner taps close to
the ground connection I nd adjust the outer taps.
With medium-impedance levels, the inner taps will
be farther out. Finally, turn the transmitter on and
adjust for minimum SWR with the meter connected between the rronsmitter Qnd the coupler.
Wit h the antenna mentioned earlier , only minor
retuning of C1 Will required to cover the 7S-meter
phone band.
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A Variable-Inductor Antenna Coupler
A VARIABLE-INDUCTOR
ANTENNA COUPLER
Antenna couplers come in all siw and circuit
configurations. The design described here Is different than most because it uses a fixed-value
ca pacitor and an inductor whic h is adjustable. The
system may be used on only 80 meten wit h a
half-wavelength dipole, center fed with 300-0hm
TV lead-in or 4S(k)hm open-wire line. Other
antennas are unsu itab le. The purpose for this
description is to stimula te interes t in variablecapacitor lubstilutCli .rather than in antenna tuning
flexibility. No doubt, one could change the inductor and ca pacitor values for operation on any
one of the hf bands but no information will be
given here.
Electrical Design
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is similar to ones
shown earlier in the cha pte r. The two inductors are
used to provide excellent circuit bab nce for
open.wire fed antennas. A fixed-value capacitor is
fabricated from aluminwn plates and attaehed to
the rear panel on ceramic pillars as shown in the
phOlognr.ph. The capacitance value is pre5e1 with
the anterna connected and the variable inductors
set to midrange. Capaeitor adjustment Is Iccorn'
pllihed by adding or removing plates. Prope r phase
shift is given by a phase-revenal transfor mer II the
input side of t~ tuner netwo rk. The transfo rmer is
Ittlched 10 th e inductors a few turns from th e cold
end at approximately the loo-oh m points. The two
l oo-ohm taps in parallel provide a SO-ohm inpu t
impedance fo r the cou pler. The system shown here
has a range of about SOO kHz when set properly at
the center of the 8O-meter band with all of the
Idjusting being accomplished by the VIliable inducton. The advantage of a one-knob Transmatch
is obvious.

Mechanical Details
Most of the construction details may be viewed
in the photograph. A U-maped enclosure is used
wi th a shield located al Ihe center be tWl:cn the two
coils. A long phenolic rod, coupled 10 the vernier
dia l mechanism, runs Ihe entire length of the
chassis and is held in place I I the rear with a shaft
bushing. These are smaller in diameter than the
fued portion 10 ellow free moVement through e
complete 18O-degree turn.
The rota ting Inductors are placed in tho center
of each coil seclion 10 provide max imum induc tance change wi th rotation. Several tu rns are
removed al the ce nter of each fIXed coil section to
allow the phenolic shaft to pass through freely.
High-voltage test-probe wire is used for the
connections because it is nexible and will with·
stand th e high voltages present in a coupler of this
type. The unit shown here is able to handle output
from a 2·kilow.a1l amplifier.

".
.HETbT

Inllde view of the variable inductor enten na
coupler. A Ihleld is placed between Ihe two
indueto..... Care must be teken to eSiure that
moving wi res eltached to the Indoc ton have a
minimum of IIress placed on them during di et
rotation.

Fig. 1 - Circuit diagram for the entenna coupler.
L 1, L2 - t 2 turn" Ii)! each side of center,
2-1I2·inch die .. 12 tpi, wit h tap at live turns
from cold end. Rotating section is six turm,
2-inch die., 12 tp i.
Tl - 1 1 turn. 01 twisted No. 14 PVC cowred wire
on iI T-200 core from Amidon.

Chapt.r 2 1

HF Antennas
HF ANTENNAS
An anunna tyltem ean be c:onDdered to include the antenna proper (the portion th at radiates
the If energy), the feed line, and any coupling
devices usc.d for transferring power from the
transmitter to the line and from the tine to the

antenna. Some limplc systems may omit the
transmission line or one or both of the coupling
devices. This chapter will describe the ante nna
proper, and in many cases will show popular type s
of lines, as weU as line-to-antenna coupli ngs where
th ey are required. Howeve r, it should be Kept in
mind that till)! antenna proper can be used with
tilly type of fccdline if a suitable impedance
matching is used be tween the antenna and the line.

ANTENNA SELECTI ON AN D
CONSIDERATI ONS
In choosing an antenna one must base his

selection upon available space, the number of
bandll to be ope rated, and the type of propagation
he will most often make use of. Frequently,

becaU5e of limitations in available an tenna space,
the hf operato r must settle for relatively simple
antenna systems. It is wise to choose an antenna
that will offe r the bes t performance for its size.
The "compromise antenna" - those offering multiband pooibilitiel, and tho~ usfng physically shortened elements - cannot perform as efficiently as
ruU·size an tennas cu t for a single band of opera·
tion. However, many of the 5O-C8.IIed compromise
antennas are suitable fo r DX wortc even though
they have less gain than o ther types. Ideally, one
should attempt to have se parate an tennas - full
size - fo r the bandS to be operated. Also, erecting
the antennas as high as possible, and away from
trees and man·made objects, will greatly enhance
their operalional effec tiveness.
In genua!, antenna construction and location
beco me more critical and important on the higher
frequencies. On the lower frequencies (1.8, 3.5,
and 7 MHz) the vertical angle of radiation and the
plane of polarizatio n may be of relatively little
importance; at 28 MHz they may be aII·important.
Definitions
The polarization of a straigh t·wire antenna is
determined by its position with respect to the
earth. Thus a vertical antenna radiates vertically
polarized waves, while a horizontal antenna radiates horizontally polarized waves in a direction
broadside to the wire and vertically polarized
waves at high vertieal angles off tile ends of the
wire. 1be wave from an antenna in a slanting
position, o r from the horizontal an tenna in m e-

tions other than mentioned above, contains compclDents of both horizontal and vertical poIarizalion.
The vertkal angle of maximum radiation of an
antenna is determin ed by the free-space pattern of
tile antenna, its height above ground, and tile
natul'e of the ground. The angle is measured in a
vertical plane with respect to a tangent to the earth
at that point, and it wil l us ually vlU}' with the
horizontal angle, except in the case of a simple
vertical antenna. The horizontal angle of maximum
radiation of an antenna is determined by the
free-space pattern of the antenna.
The impedance of the antenna at any point is
the ratio of tile volt age to the current at that point.
It is important in connect ion with feeding power
to the antenna, since it constitutes the load to the
line offered by the antenna. It can be either
resistive or complex, depending upon whe ther o r
not the antenna is resonant.
The field strenJlh produced by an anlenna is
p'roportional to the current Oowing In it. When
there are standing waves on an antenna, the parts
of the wire carryin g the higher current have the
greater radiating effect. All resonant anteMas have
$landing waves - o nly terminated types, like the
temtinated rhombic and termin ated "V" have
substantially uniform current along their length.
The ratio of power required to produce a pvcn
fie1d strength with a "comparison" antenna to the
power required to produce the same field strength
with a specified type of anteMa is called the power
gain of the latter antenna. The fi eld is measured in
the optimum direc tio n of the antenna under test.
The co mparison antenna is generally a half·wave
antenna at the same height and havins th e same
polarization as the antenna under co nslderalion.
Gain usually is expressed in decibels.
In unidirectio nal beams (antennas with most of
the radiation in only one direction) thefront·tobac.); ratio is the ratio of power radiated in the
maximum direction to power radiated in the
opposite direction. 11 is also a measure of the
reduction in received signal when the beam direc·
tion is changed from th at fOI maximum response
to the opposite direction. Front·to-back ratio is
usually expressed in decibels.
The bandwidth of an antenna refelS to the
frequency range OYer which a property faIls within
acceptable limits. The pin bandwidth, the front·
to-bact'nltio bandwidth and the ' tanding·wa~
IlItio bandwidth are of prime interest in amateul
work. The gain bandwidth is of interest because,
generally, the higher the antenna gain is the
narrower the gain bandwidth will be. The SWR
bandwidth is of interest because it is an indieation
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Antenna Selection and Considerations
of the tlllllsmission-l.ine efficiency over the useful
frequency range of the antenna.
The radiation pattern of any antenna that is
many wavelengths distant from the ground and all
other objects is called thc free"'lipace pattern of the
antenna. The free-space pattern of an antenna is
almost impossible to obtain in practice, except in
the vhf and uhf ranges. Below 30 MHz, tlle height
of the antenna above ground is a major factor in
determining the radiation pattern of tlle antenna.
When any antenna is near the grou nd the
free-space pattern is modified by reflection of
radiated waves from the ground, so that the actual
pattern is the resultant of the free-space pattern
and ground reflections. 1bis resultant is dependent
upon the heigh t of the antenna, its position 0 1
orientation with respect to the surface of the
ground, and the electrical characteristics of the
ground. The effect of a perfectly reflecting ground
is such that the original free-space field strength
may be multiplied by a factor which has a
maximum value of 2, for complete reinforcement,
and having all intermediate values to zero, for
complete cancellation. These reflections only af·
fect the radiation pattern in the vertical plane that is, in directions upwud from the earth's
surface _ and not in the horizontal plane, or the
usual geographical directions.
Fig. 21-1 shows how the multiplying factor
varies with the vertical angle for several representative heights for horizontal antennas. As tlle height
is incre ased the angle at which com plete reinforce·
ment takcs place is lowered, until for a height
equal to one wave length it occurs at a vertical angle
of 15 degrees. At still greatcr heights, not shown
on the chart, the fm t maximum will occur at still
smaller angles.
Radiation Angie
The vertical angle of maximum radiation is of
primary importance, especially at the higher frequencies. It is advantageous, therefore, to erect the
antenna at a height that will take advantage of
ground reflection in such a way as to reinforce the
space radiation at the most desirable angle. Since
low angles usually are most effective, this generally
means that the antenna should be high - at least
one-half wavelength at 14 MHz, and preferably
three-quarters or one wavelength, and at leallt one
wavelength, and preferably higher, at 28 MHz. The
physical height required for a given height in
wavelengths decreases as the frequency is increased, so that good heights are not impracticable;
a half wavelength at 14 MHz is only 35 feet,
approximately, while the same height represents a
full wavelength at 28 MHz. At 7 MHz and lower
frequencies the higher radia tion angles are effective, so that again a use ful antenna height is not
difficu lt t o attain. Heights between 35 and 70
fee t are suitable for all bands, the higher figures
being preferable. It is well to re member that most
simple horizontally polarized antennas do not ex'
hib it the directivity they are capable of uruess they
are one half wavelength above ground, or greater,
at their ope~ating frequency. Therefore, with di-
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pole-type antennas it is not important to choose a
favored broadside direc tion unless the antenna is at
least one-half wavelength above ground.
Impe rfect Ground
Fig. 2 1-1 is based on groun~ having perfect
conductivity, whereall the actual eartll is not a
perfect conductor. The pri ncipal effect of actual
ground is to make the curves inaccurate at the
lowest angles; appreciable high-frequency radiation
at angles smaller than a few degrees is practically
impossible to obtain over horizontal grou nd.
Above 15 degrees, however , the curves are accurate
enough for all practical purposes, and may be
taken as indicative of the resu lt to be expected at
angles between 5 and 15 degrees.
The efrective ground plane - that is, the plane
from which ground reflections can be con!ii.dered
to take place - seldom is the actual surface of the
grou nd but is a few feet below it, depending upon
the characteristics of the soil.
Impedance
Waves that are reflected direc tly upward from
the ground induce a current in the antenna in
passing. and , depend ing on the antenna height, the
phase rela tionship of this induced current to the
original current may be such as either to increase
or dec rease the t otal current in the antenna. For
the same power input to the antenna, an increase
in current is equivalent to a decrease in impedance,
and vice versa. Hence, the impedance of the
antenna varies with height. The theoretical curve of
variation of radiation resistance for a very thin
half-wave antenna above perfectly reflecting
ground is shown in Fig: 21-2. The impedance
approaches the free-space value all the heigh t
becomes large, but at low heights may differ
considerably from it.

I
~

••

Fig. 2 1·1 - Effect of grou nd on rad iation of
horizontal an re nnas at w n leal angll!$ for fou r
anten na heights. Ttii$ chart is based on perfectl V
conducti ng ground.
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HF ANTENNAS
and 30 MHz, when considering sky-wave com munications. However, the question of whether the
antenna should be installed in a horizontal or

00
~

vertical position deserves consideration
I~
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reasons. A vertical half-wave or quarter-wave antenna win radiate equally well in an horizontal
direc tions,50 that it is substantially nondireclio nal,
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Fi g. 21 ·2 - Theoretical curve o f variation of
radiation resistance for a very thin half -wave
hori zontal antenna as II function of height in
wavelength above perfectly reflecting ground.

Choice of Polarization
Polarization of the transmitting a"tenM is
generally unimportant on frequencies between 3.5

in the usual sense of the word. If installed
horizontally. howeve r, the antenna will tend to
show directi onal effe;:;ts, and will radiate bes t in
the direction at l ight angles, or broadside, to the
wire. The radiation in such a case will be lellSt in
the direction towa rd wh ich the wire points .
The vertical angle of radiation also will be
affected by the position of the antenna. If it were
not for ground losses at high frequendes, the
vertical antenna would be preferred because it
would concentrate the radiation horizontally, and
this low·angle radiation is preferable for practically
all work. Another advantage to the use of a
vertically polarized antenna, especially at 1.8,3.5,
and 1 MHz, is that local communications during
night-time hours are improved. The vertical an ten·
na is not as subject to signal fading as is the
horizontal an tenna.

TH E HALF·WAVE ANTENNA
A fundamental Conn of antenna is a single wire
whose length is approximately equal to half the
transmitting wavelength. It is the unit from which
many more-compiex Conns of antennas are con·
structed. It is known as a dipole antenna.
The length of a half·wave in space is:
Length (fwt) ,. Fre£9(LHZ)

1it-- 11. 14 f...1
f,om Equation 21·", R.lioof hal( ..... I.""lh to conduc·
1<>, "iam.te' {cha",;n& ......... "Slh to illChco) i.

.,

!l7,J1XI2l . 4IJ

21·A

The actual length of a half·wave antenna will not
bc exactl y equal to the half·wave in space, but
depends upon the thickness of the condu ctor in
relation to the wavelength as shown in Fig. 2 1-3,
where K is a factor that must be multipUed by the
half wavelength in free space to obtain the resonant antenna length. An additional shortening
effeet OC<:Ur.l with wire antennas supported by
insulators at the ends because of the capacitance
added to the system by the insulators (end effect).
The following fonnula is sufficiently accurate for
wire antennas fOl frequencies up to 30 MHz :
L ength of haJf-wa~e antenlUl (feet) ~
492 X 0,95
468
21·8

Freq. (MHz)

E...",pie : Find tbe 1.",lh oI a hal1 ...... kflt;1h a nt.nn •
• t 18.7 101Hz, If the a nt.mu. is nu.do of l/l'illCh diam.t'J
IUbin,;. At 18.7.MHz, a half ...... len'lh in . poe. is

Fmm FiJ- 21·1, K - 0.91 fOJ Ihis "01io. 1he "'"Alh of
'nltnmo, fJom Equation 2 1<, is

(492 ~

L

lh.

y,m _16 .61 (...,

o,16f...171/2i"'I>... Tbe ....... , isoou.in.d IIlr«lIy in
inchco by subllilulionof Equo1ion 1 1·D:

U91lj ~ 0

8.7

.

911 .. 199 .6 inc ......

1

Freq. MHz)

m-

[ umple: ,. bolf·wtVe 11\1< ..... fOJ llSO kHz 0.15

M1I1) it

65 .45 ("'1, OJ 65 (...1 S inchot.

-----...-

Above 30 MHz the following fonnulas should
be used, particularly for antennas constru cted from
rod or tubing. K is taken from Fig. 21-3.
Length of haJf·wa~e antenna (feet) =
492XK
Freq. (MHz)
OT

length (inches) " 5905 X K

Freq. (MHz)

Fig. 2 1-3 - Effect of antenna diametor on length
21-C

for hal f-weve resonanco, shown 8S a mUltipl ying
factor, K, to be appli ed t o the f ree1ij)llCO half

21-D

_length (Equation 21·A). The effect of
conductor diameter on the conNr impedance also
is

shown.
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The Half-Wave Antenna
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The value under practical conditions is commonly
taken to be in the neighborhood of 60 to 70 ohms,
although it varies with height in the manner of Fig.
21·2. It increases toward the ends. The actual value
at the ends will depend on a number of factors,
such as th e height, the physical construction, the
insulators at the ends, and the position with
respect to ground.
Conductor Si:re

Fig. 21-4 - The abOve $Cales, based on Eq. 21·8,
be used to det9rmine the length of a half-wave
.
antenna of wire.
Cllll

Current and Voltage Distribution
When power is fed to an antenna, the cunent
and voltage vary along its Icngth. The current is
maximum Ooop) at the center and nearly zero
(node) at the ends, while the opposite is true of the
rf voltage. The cu.rrent does not actually reach zero
at the current nodes, because of the end effect;
sumIarly, the voltage is not zero at its node because
of the resistance of the an tenna, which consists of
both the rf resistance of the wire (ohmic resis·
tonce) and the radia tion resistance. The radiatio n
resistance is an equi~olent resistance, a convenient
conception to indicate tbe radiation properties of
an antenna. The radiatio n resistance is the equiva·
lent resistance that would dissipate the power the
antenna radiates, with a Clitrent flowing in it equal
to the an tenna current at a current loop (maximum). The ohmic resistance of a half·wavelength
antenna is ordinarily small enough, compared with
the radiation resistance, to be neglccted for all
practical purposes.

The impedance of the antenna also depends
upo n the diameter of the conductor in relation to
the wavelength, as indicated in Fig. 21·3. If the
diameter of the conductor is increased the capacitance per unit Jength increases and the inductance
pel unit length decreases. Since the radiation
resistance is affected relatively little, the decreased
Lie ratio causes the Q of the an tenna to decrease,
so that the resonance cuzve becomes less sharp.
Hence, the antenna is capable of working oYer a
wide frequency range. This effect is greater as the
diameter is increased, and is a property of some
importance at the very high frequencies where the
wavele ngth is small.
Fig. 21-6
Ill ustrating the
importance of vertical angle of
radiation in determin ing ant9nna
directional effects. Off the end,
the radi ati on is greater at higher
angles. Ground reflection is ne·
glected in this drawing of the
free-space pattern of a horizontal
antenna.

Impedance
The radiation resistance of an infinitely-thin
half-wave antenna in free-space is about 13 ohms.

Fig.. 21-5 - The fre~pace radiation pattern of 8
Mlf wave an t9nn8. The antenna is shown in the
vert ical position, and the ectual "doughnut"
pIIttern is cut in haH to show how the li ne from the
center of the anunna to the surface of the pattern
vari es. In practice this pettern is modified by tba
height above gr-ound and if the antenna is vertical
or horizontal. Fig. 21·1 shows some of the effects
of height on the vertical angele of radiation.

Fig. 21·7 - Horizontal pattern of a horizontal
half'wave _antenna at three vertical radiation angles.
The solid line is relati w radiation at 15 degrees.
Ootted lines shOW' deviation from the 15-degree
pettern for angles of 9 and 30 deg rees. The
patterns are useful for shape only, si nce the
amplitude will depend upon the height of tha
ante nna above ground a'ld the vertical angle
considered. The patterns for all three angles have
been proportioned to the same scale, but this does
not mean th at the fl"Ia:>eimum amplitudes necessarily wi ll be the same. The arrow indicates the
direction of the horizontal antenna wire .
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Radiation Otuacterislica
The radiation from a dipole antenna is not
unifonn in all directions but varies with the angle
with respect to the axis of the wire. It is most
. intense in directions perpendicular to the wire and
zero along the direction of the wire, with intermediate values at intermediate angles. This is
shown by the sketch of Fig. 2 1-S, which represents
the radiation pattern in Cree space. The felative
inte nsity of radiation is proportional to the length
of a line drawn from the ce nter of the rJgUre to the
perimeter. If the antenna is vertical, as mown, then
the field strength will be unifonn in all horizontal
directions ' if the antenna is horitonta1, the relative
field
will depend upon the direction of the
receiving point with respect to the direction of the
anteMa wile. The variation in radiation at various
vertical angles from a half-wavelenath horizontal
antenna is indicated in Figs. 21~ and 21·7.

Jtrenitn

FEEDING A DIPOLE ANTENNA
Since the impedance at the cen ter of a dipole is
in the vicinity of 70 ohms, it offen a good match
for 7S-oh m transmission lines. Several types are
available on the marlc:et, with different powerhandling capabilities. They can be co nnect.c d in the
center of the antenna, across a small strain insula·
tor to provide a convenient connection point.
Coaxial Une should be used with I I : I balun
trarufonner to assure symmetry. DUect feed {with·
out a balun} is also acceptable, but may cause a
slight skew in the radiation patte~. The transmission line should be IUn away at right angles to the
antenna for at least one-quarter wavelcngth, if
possible, to avoid current unbalance in the line
caused by pickup from the antenna. The an tenna
length is calculated from Equation 2 1·B, for a half
wavelength antenna. When No. 12 or No. l~
enameled wire is used for the antenna, as IS
generally the case, the length of the wire is the
overall length measured from the loop through the
in5Ulator at each end. This is illustnlted in Hg.
21-8.
The use of 7S-ohm line resu lts in I "flat" li ne
over most of any amateur band. However, by
making the half_ave antenna in a special manner,
called the two-wire or folded dipole, a good match
is otTered for a 300-0hm line. Such an ante nna is
shown in Fig. 2 1-9. The open-wire line shown in
FIj:. 2 1-9 is made of No. 12 or No. 14 enameled
wire, separtlted by lightweight spacen of Pie)(igias
or other material (it doesn't have to be a low-loss
insulating material), and the spacing can be on the
Older of from 4 to 8 inches, depending upon what
is convenient, and what the operating frequency is.

Fig. 21-8 - Construction of D dipol e fed with
75-ohm line. The length of the antenna II
calculated from Equation 21-8 or Fig. 214.
At 14 MHz, 4-inch separation is satisfactory, and
8-inch spacing can be used at 3.5 MHz.
The half-wavelength antenna can also be made
from the proper length of 300-0hm line, opened on
one side in the ce nter and connected to the
feedline. After the wires have been soldered together, the joint can be strengthened by mold ing
some of the excess insulating material (polyethy·
lene) around the joint with a hot iron, or a suitable
lightweight clamp of two pieces of Pledglas can be
devised.
Similar in some respects to the two-wire folded
dipole, the three--wire folded dipole of Fig. 21- 10
offers a good match for a 600-0hm line. It is
favored by amateurs who prefer to use an openwire line ins tead of the 300-0hm insulated line.
The three wires oftbe antenna proper should all be
of the same diameter.
Another method for otTering a match to a
600-0hm open-wi.re line with a half wavelength
antenna is shown in Fig. 2 1-1 1. The system is
~Ied a delta match . The line is " fanned" as It
approaches the antenna, to have a gradually increasing Impedance that equals the antenna impedance at the point of connec tion. The dimens ions
are fairly critical, bu t careful mellllurement before
ins talling the antenna and matching section is
generally all that is neces.s:uy. The length of the
antenna, L, is calculated from Equation 21-8 or
Fig. 2]-4. The length of section C is computed
from :
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FiIJ. 21-10 - The construction of a 3.wire folded
dipole is similar to that of the 2.wire folded dipole.
The end s.pac8B may have to be slightly stronger
than the others because of the greater cOlTlpntSSion
force on them. The length of the anten08 is
obtained from Equation 21-e or Fig. 21-4. A
sui table li ne can be made from No. 14 wire spaced
5 inches, or from No. 12 wire spaced 6 inch".

f---,-., -----i
1-<-1

I,.;,w",

o

Fig. 21·13 - Me thod of suppor ting e half-wave
dipole from a single upri ltlt IU ch 11$ a t rM or
YYOOden m. t . Maximum directivity wi ll be in the
direction of the arrow, II'ld the signal wi ll be
vertically polarized at a fairly low radiation angle.
ey having anchor SUlk" at different compass
points, the directivity can be changad to favor
diff ere nt OX regions.
Since the equations hold only for 6()();)hm li ne,
it is important that the line be close to thb value.
This requires !i·inch spaced No. 14 wire, 6-inch
spaced No. 12 wire, or 3 314-inch spaced No. 16

"".
Fig. 21 -11 - Oelt&-matched anten na syst&n'lll. The
dimension., C, 0 , and E are found by formulas
given in the text. It is important that the matching
section, E, come straight away from the anten08.

Fig. 21-12 - The hal f.wave anten nas can be fed at
the center or at one end with op8n.wi rl feed"".
The length of the twl tennas can be comP\Jted from
Equation 2 1-8 or Fig. 2 1-4.

If a hair-wavelength antenna is fed at the ce nter
with other than 75-(lhm line, or if a two-wire
dipole is red with othe r than 300-0hm tine,
standi", waves will appear on the line and couptinc
to the transmitter may become awkward for some
line lengths, as described in Chapter 20. However,
in many cases it is not convenient to reed the
half-wave antenna with the correct line (as is the
case where multiband operation of the same
antenna Is desired), and sometimes it is not
convenient to feed the antenna at the center.
Where multiband operation is desired (to be
discussed later) or when the an tenna must be fed at
one end by a tnumnission tine, an open-wire line of
from 450 to 600 ohms impedance is generally
used. The impedance at the end or a half-wavelength antenna is in the vicinity of several thousand
ohms, and hence a standing-wave ratio of 4 or 5 is
not un usuaJ when thc line is connected to the end
or the antenna. It is advisable, therefore, to keep
the losses in the line as klw as possible. This requ.ires.
the u.w of ceramie or Micalex feeder spacen, if any
appreciable power is used. For low-power installations in dry ctimate$, dry wood spacen boiled in
paraffin are satisfactory. Mechank aJ detailJ of half
wavelength antennas fed with open-wire lines are
given in Fig. 21-12.

THE "INVERTED V" ANTENNA
A popular nondiroc tionaJ an tenna is the socal1ed "inverted V" or " drooping dOUblet." Its

principal advantages ate that it requires but one
supporting slroctuIe, and that it exhibits more or
ESS omnidirectional rad iation characteristics whe n
cu t for a single band. The multiband version or Fig.
21-14 is somewhat diJectionai above 7 MHz, off

the ends (not broadside) of the antenna. This is
because the lelP or the " V" are long in tenns of
wavelength at 14, 21 and 28 MHz. The antenna
offen a good compromise between vertical and
horizontal polarization, thus making it effective for
local as we n as DX commun]cations. Its low-angJe
radiation compare$ favorably with that of a (un-
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Fig. 2 1·14 - Details for /11'1 Inverted-V ante nna
(sometimes cal led a " d rooping doublet")' At A, 8
wooden m.t $Uppons the antenna at lu center .
Open-wlr. feeders permit 1M antenna to be u.ed
for mul tlband operation. If this ;. dOM, •
Tra~mateh of the type $hown at B should be used
to tune the system to resonance, and to match the
feeder to 1M transmitter
receiYl!l'".

and

point) should be as high above grou nd as possible.
preferably one.quartcl wavelength or more at the
operating f.requency . The apex angle should be as
close 10 90 degrees as possible, but in practice any
angl e between 90 and 120 degrees provides good

(A)

,,'

CfJt!t. -wire ft6:Ju
("-»-600.11)

70 Transma/J:Jt

(8)

me one quarter wavelength vertical worked against
ground. ~n fed as shown In Fig. 21· 14 it se rves
as an excellen t mulliband antenna;
FOI single-band ope ration the "V" is cut to the
same length as a half-wavelength doublet, and is
fed willi 52-ohm coaxial line. Its center (foed

resu lU. Less than a 9{k1egree angle causes excessive
cancellation of the signal, and should be avoided.
Though some operators have reported satisfactory results when supporting the "V" from. metal
mast or tower, it is best to use a wooden mast to
keep the field of the antenna unobstructed. Good
resul ts can be had by supporting the center of the
antcnna from a limb on a tall trec, provided the
area below the limb is completely open.
Sinye-band, coax-fed inverted Vs will nonnally
require some pruning to make them resonant at the
desired frequency. The standard doublet formula b
recommended for a starting point, but because the
ends of the .. V" are normally in close pr.oximity to
ground this antenna will be slightly shorter than a
horizontal di pole. No formula can be given because
of the variations in the ground properties in
different areas.. Also, the actual hei&ht above
ground in • particubr installation, plus the proximity of the ends of the antenna to nearoy objects,
will have a marked effect upon resonance. The best
way to tune the antenna is to insert an SWR bridge
in the coax feed line and prune an inch at a time
off each end of the "V" until the lowest SWR is
obtained.

LONG·WI RE ANTENNAS
An antenna is a long wire only when it is long
in lenni of wavelength. An antenna, simply because it is a long piece of wire il not a long-wire
antenna. Space 'pennitting, these antennas m
effe<:tiYe for DX work, and when erected high
above ground offer cons.iderable power gain over a
dipole. The longer the an ten na, the greater the
gain. Maximum directivit y occun off the ends 9f
th e antenna, and not off the broad side of it. A
long-wire antenna, unless terminated at the far end
in its eharacteristic impedance by a noninductiY'e
resistance, is bidirectional. A terminated kmg wire
is directional only off the terminated end. This
antenna radiates minor lobes at many wave anycs
in the vertical and horizontal planes. The longer
the wire, the greater and more complex the lobes
become. It is not uncommon to find a long-wire
antenna. outperlonning • beam antenna on DX
contacts under certain propagation conditiolU.
This is beeause it can respond to a variety of
incoming wave angles (and can radiate a signal in II
like manner), which is not the case with a
weU-des.igned beam-type antenna.

Long-Wire Chmeterbtics
An antenna will be resonant so long as an

integr1ll number of standirlJ!: waves of current and
voltage can e:<ist along it! length; in other wo rds,
so long as Its length is some integr1ll multiple of a
half wavelength.
Current and Voltage Distribution
Fig. 21-1S shows the cunent and voltage
dis tnDution along a wire operating at iu fundamental frequency (where its length is equal to a
half wavckngth) and at its second, third, and
fourth harmonics. For example, if the fundamental
frequency of the antenna is 7 MHz, the CUDen t and
voltage distribution will be as shown at A. The
same antenna exci ted at 14 MHz woukl. have
current and voltage distribution all shown at 8 . At
2 1 MHz, the third harmonic of 7 MHz, the current
and voltage dis tribu tion wou ld be as in C; and at
28 MHz, the fourth harmonic, as in D. The number
of the harmonic is the number of half waves
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where N is the number of half-waves on the
antenna.
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Fig. 2 1·15 - Standing-wave current and voltage

diS1ribution al ong an antenna wtlen It It operated
at vMiOUt harmoniC$ of its fundament. resonant

frequency.

contained in the antenna at the particular operat·
ing frequency.
1be polarity of current 01 voltage in each
standing wave is opposite to that in the adjacent
standing waves. This is shown in the figure by
drawing the current and voltage curves successively
above and below the antenna (taken as a um
reference line), to indicate that the polarity revenes when the current 01 voltage goes through
WOo Currents flowing in the same direction are in
p1wse: in opposite directioll$, out ofphole.

It is apparent that an antenna cut as I half wave
for a given frequency will be slightly off re!Onance
at exactly twice that frequency (the second
humonc), because of the decreased influence of
the end effects when the antenna is more than
one-half wavelength lo ng. The effect is not vCI)'
important, except for I possible unbalance in the
feeder system and consequent radiation from the
feed line. U the antennl is fed in the exact center,
no unbalance will oc:cur at any frequency, but
end..fed systems will show an unbalance on all but
one frequency in each harmonic range,

Impedance and Power Gain
The radiation resistance as measured at a

cunent loop becomes higheJ: 15 the antenna length
is increased. Also, a long-wirfl antenna radiates
more power in its most favorable direction than
does a half·wave an tenna in its most favorable
direction. This power gain is secured I t the expeIlJC
of radiation in other directions, Fig. 21-16 &hows
how the radiation resistance and the power in the
lobe of maximum radiation Vlll' with the antennl
length.
Directional Chanckristics

As the wire is made longer in timns of the
number of half wlvelenJlhs, the dittctional effects
change. Instead of the "doughnut" pattern of the
half-wave antenna, the directional characteristic
splits up into ''lobes'' which make various angles
with the wire. In gt neral, as the length of the wire
is increased the dlre<:tion in which maximum
radiation oocun tenw to Ipproach the line of the
antenna itself.

Methods of Feeding
In a long-wire antenna, the cunents in adjacent
The length of a long-wire antenna is not an half-wave sections must be out of phase, as shown
eXlCt mUltiple of that of a half·wave antenna in Fig, 21-15_ The feeder system must not Upltt
because the end ~ects operate oruy on the end this phase reJatio nship. This is satisfied by feeding
gectionl of the antenna; in 'otheJ: paItl of the wire the antennl It either end or It any current loop. A
the5C effects are absent, and the wire length is ' two-wire feeder Clnnot be in5elted at a current
approximately that of an equivalent portion of the node, however, because this Invariably brings the
wave in space. The fonnula for the length of a currents in two adjacent half-wave sections in
long-wire antenna, therefore, is
phase. A long-wire antennl is usually made a half
wavelength
at the lowest frequency and fed at the
L ength (feet) '"' 492 CN Q,QS)
21 .(;
end.
fuq. (MHz)
Physical Lengths

MULTIBAND ANTENNAS
One of the most $imple ante nnl systems for
multiband use is one which is I half wavelenjlh
lona: at the lowest operating frequency , I nd which
is fed either It the center, or It one end with
open-wire tuned feeden, Fig. 21-12. The center-red
system is superior to the end-fed type in that it wiD
have less feeder radiation, but the end-fed variety is
oCten more practical from an installation view·

point. The center·fed antennl will not have the
same radiation pattern as an end-fed DOC of the
same length, except on frequencies where the
length of the an ter..na is a half wavelength, The
end.Ced an tenna acts like a long-wire an tenna on all
bands (fol which it Is longer than a half
wavelength), but the center-fed one acts like two
antennas of half thlt length fed in phase. FOI
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TABLE 21-1
Multiband Tu ned·Une- Ftd Antennas

AnunlUl

Fuder
Ltngth

Length (Fl.,
Mth endfud:
135
67

Bond

Type of
Coupling
Orcuit

3.S-2 1

Series

(Ft.)
45

4S

28

Parallel

7-21

Series
"",",I

28
With center feed:
135

42

3.5-21

28
135
67

67

11 1/2

3.S-28

"","cl

Series
Pomill,1

3.5
Series
7- 28 Parallel
65 1/2 3.5,14,28 Parallel
7,2 1
Series
42 1/2

Antenna leng ths (or end·fed antennas are approximate and should be cui to formula length
at favorite operating frequency.
Where paralJclluning is specified, it will be
ne<:e5Sary in some cases to tap in from the ends
of the coil for proper loading -.see Chapter 20
(or examples of antenna couplers.
example, if a fuU-wa~length antenna is fed at one
end. it will have a radiation paltem somewhat like
I four-leaf clover. With either of these multiband
antennas the SWR will never be I, bUI these
antennas will be efficient provided 10110'-1055 tuned
feeden are used.
Since mu ltiband operation of an antenna does
not penni! matching of the feed line, some
attention should be paid to the length of the feed
line if convenient transmitter-coupling arnngemenU are to be ob tained. Table 2 1-1 givel some
suggested antenna and feeder length for muluoand
operation. Tn general, the length of the feed line
can be o ther than tha i indicated, but the type of
coupling circuit may change.
Since open-wire line II recommended l or this
an tenna, TV-type (open-wire) 300- or 45t).Qhm
feeders are satisfactory. Home made open-wire line
can be made up from lengths of No. 14 or 12
soft-drawn copper wire. The spacers can be made
from Plex iglas strips or slmilar low·loss material.
Some amateurs have had success using plastic hair
curlers or plastic clothespins. Any line spacing
from I to 6 inches will live ~tis.fac lory resulU
since thc line impedance is not an important
consideration with Ihis antenna.
If antenna space is at a premium, a shortened
version of the multiband anlenna can be erected.
The feeders are lengthened, and the flat-top
portion is shortened as shown in Fig. 21-17. The
antenna can be as short as • quarte r wavelength
long. but will still radiale fairly weD if tuned to
re5OIWlce. This method wiD nO I give as good
resulu as the full-f,iu venion, but will still be
useful. A Transmltch tuner of the type described
in Ch'pter 20 clli be used with this system.

MUlTIBAND OPERATION WITH
COAXIAL LINE FEED
The proper use of coaxial line requitcs that the
standing-wave ratio be held to a low value,
preferably below 3: L Since the impedance of an
ordinll)' antenna changes wkJely from band to
band, it is not possible to feed a simple antenna
with coaxial line and use it on a number of b.nds
without tricks of some kind. One exception to this
is the usc of 75-ohm coaxial line to feed I 7-MH z;
half-wave antenna, as in Fig. 21-18; this Intenn.
can also be used on 21 Mfb: and the SWR in the
line will not run too high.
Hoy.-ever. the diagram shows a separate dipole
clemcnt for 21 ·MHz usc. Though the 7-MHz
element will operate as a I 1/2 wavelength double t
on 2 1 MHz;, and will present a low impedance feed
point at its center, some may wish to add a
scparate dipole for 2 1·MHz operation. This
antenna is capable of radiating harmonies from the
transmitter , so it is importan t to make sure the
transmitter outpu t is clean. A coax·to-coax type
an tenna coupler can also be installed at the
tIansmitter end to help reduce harmonic radiation
from the an tenna.

A MUlTIBAND " TRAP" ANTENNA
Another method of obtaining multiband
operation from a single antenna, with a single feed
line, i!: the usc of parallel-tuned tIaps in each leg of
a two-wire doublet. If the traps are installed in the
right poinU of the antenna they "divorce" the
. remainder of the antenna from the center portion
as the transmitter is changed to opera te a higher
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Fig. 21-16 - Curve A shows variation in radiation
resistance with antenna length. Curve B shows
power in lobes of muimum redilltlon fo.-Iong-wire
antennas as I ratio to the mIIltimum rKliation for II
half-waw IIfltenna.

A Multiband "Trap"Antenna
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Fig. 21·17 - Practical arrangements of a shoruned
ant.nna. When 'the total length, A" B" B + A, is
the .arne _ the antenna length pll,lS twice the
feeder length of the center·fed antennat of Table
21-1, the same type of coupling circuit will be used.
When the feeder length or antenna length, or both,
makes the sum different, the type of coupling
circuit may be difflnlnt but the effectilllneu of
the antenna is not changed, unless A" A is less
than a quarter Wlllliength.
band. On tile lowest operating band tile traps act as
loading inducton, mUll allowing a shorter overall
length fo r the doublet than wou ld be possible if it
were cut for use without the traps.
Tbe trap-antenna concept has been adop ted by
several manufac:turen who produce multlband
beam antennas, mulblland doubleu, and vertical
antennas ror several bands of operation.
The antenna of Fig. 21·19 may be ofinterest to
those amateun not having sufficient room to erect
a fu U-size 8O-metCl" doublet. The overall length of
this sys tem is 106 feet. If need be, the ends can be
bent slightly downward so that the horizontal
portion will oceupy even less space. It Is best,
however, to keep thc entire antcnna horizontal if
possible. The antenna is fed with 75-ohm coax, or
balanced line of the same impedance. The latter Is
recommended, or system balance can be enhanced
by usinj: a I : I balun transformer at the feed point
if c:oaxialline is used. This antenna is an adaptation
of the W3DZZ design described in the ARRL

Anten"Q Book.
As shown in Fig. 21 -20, each trap is literally
built around a "strain" insulator. With this
insulator, the hole at one end is at right angles to
the hole at the opposile end, 'and the wires are
fas tened as Ulustrated in Fig. 2 1·21. This Slyle of
insulato r has greater compressive strength than
tensile strel13th and will not permit the an tenna to

Fig. 21·1 8 - Illustration of a mulliband coax·fed
antenna. Wooden , upport poles are recommended
$0 that they will not interfere with the radiation
pattern of the antenna. At 8, a r1Ipresenutilll
diagram of a C08X·to-Coax coupler that wilt reduce
harmonic radiation from the system. It should be
installed in the operating room, near the
transmitter, and adjusted for. 1 :1 SWA.

faD should the insu lator break. There is plenty of
space inside the inductor to install the insulator
and the trap capacitor. The plastic protective
coven are not essential, but are used to protect the
traps from ice, snow, and soot which could cause a
deterioration in performance,
Electrically, each trap consists of a 50'pF
capacitor which is shunted by al Oi4f inductor. A
Centralab 8S0S·S0Z capacitor is used, It is rated at
7500 votu, and should safely handle a kilowatt.
Miniduclor coil stock il used for the inductor.
Those wishing to optimize the antenna for a
specirle portion of the 40-meter band can
experimentally adjust the number of turns in the
trap coll for resonance in the desired segment .
Similarly, the end sections of the dipole can be
adjusted for lowest SWR in the portion of the
80·meter band most favored. With the dimension,
given in Fig. 21-19. the antenna perform' weU
from 3.5 to 30 MHz. The lowest SWR on 80

S-BAND TRAP DIPOLE
Fig. 21-19 - Sketch of a trap
dipole for use on 80 throultt
10 meters. SWA on all of the
blinds is IHS than 2.5 :1. With
the dimensions given here the
SWA rises at eac h end of the
8O-meter band, but is approxi·
mately 1.5:1 at the center of
the bend. The l Q-jJH trap coils
consin of 15 lur", No. 12
RG-l1jU
wire, 21/2 Inches in diameter, 6 turns per Inch. Use 15
(""I "'!9i1<)
turns from Polycoils No. 1774, 811cW 3905-1, or Ai r·[)yx
2006T. Trap C8pjlCitors are Clntretab 850S-50Z. The
traps are tuned to rflOn80011 at 7.1 MHz.
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alone is reduced about 10 kHz per inch of end lead
length and about ISO kHz by the insulator loops.
The latter add approximately 2 pF to the fIXed
capacitor value.
Assembly

Fig. 2 1-20 - Photo of a typical trap. The unit
Ihown hera is cut for resonance at 14 MHz, but
construction Hdlniques a, ' the same 81 for the
traps used in the antenna of Fig. 2 1-19. A
wea therproof cover can be made from plastic
ttJbing, sheet ing which is heated and formed, or
f rom a plastic refrigerator container. The capllCilo r
and strain insulator ,,,. inside the coi l.

Fig. 2 1-21 - Method of connecting the antenna
wi r' to the strain insu tatOl'". The IIfltEtnna wi re is cut
off close to the wrap.

me ters occun at midband. SWR on all other bands
is less than 2.5 to I, an acceptable flgUre ror all but
the most cri tical operator. Most modem.(lay
transmitters will load int o th is antenna without
difficulty.
Trap Adjus tm ent
As a preliminaJ)' slep. loops of No. 12 wire IIlC
fitted to one of the egg insulators in the nonnal

manner <ICC Fig. 2 1-2 1), except that after the
WIlIp5

~

made, the end lead! are m1ppod ofT close

to the \VI'1Ip$. A capacitor is then placed in position
and bridged with short leads across the insulato r
and soldered sufficiendy to provide temporary
support. The comb ination is then slipped inside
about 10 turns of the inductor , ont end of which
should be soldered to an insulator-capacito(
lead. Adjustment to the resonant frequency can
!;lOW proceed, uli", a pid-dip meter.
Coupling betw~n the GOO and the trap should
be very loose. To assure accuracy. the station
rece ive r should be used to check lhe GOO
frequency. The ind uclanej) should be reduced 1/4
tum at a time. If one Is careful, the resonant
frequency can easily be se t to within a few
kilohertz of the chosen fIgUre.
The reason for snipping the end leads close 10
the wraps and the inclusion of the loops through
the egg insulator soon becomes apparent. The
resonant frequency of the capacilor and indu ctor

Having determined the exlCt number of
inductor turns, the trap is taken apart and
reassembled with lead! of any convenient length.
One may, of coune, connect the entire lengths of
the antenna sections to the trap at this time, if
desired. But, if more convenient, a fOOl or two of
wire cln be fastened and the remaining lengths
soldered on Just before the antenn a Is raised.
The protective coven are most readily fonned
by wrapping two turn s (Plus an overl ap of 112
inch) of O.02O-inch polystyrene or Lucite sheeting
around I 3-inch plastic disk held at the ce nter of
the cylinder so formed. The length of the cover
should be about 4 inchcs. A very small amount of
plastie solvent (a cohesive cement that actuall y
softens the plastic surfaces) should then be applied
unde r the edge of the overlap and the joint he ld
fumly for about two minutes to Insure a strong,
tight seal. The di sk is pushed out and the inner
seam of the lheeting sealed.
The tIap is then placed in the plastic cylinder
and the end disks marked whese the antenna wires
are to pass through. After drilling these holes, the
disks are slipped over the leads., pressed into the
ends of the cylinder and a small amount of solven t
applied to the periphery to obtain a good seal.
Some air can flow in and out of the tfllP
through the antenna·wire holes, Ind ihis will
pttvent the accumulation of condensation.

AN END·FED HERTZ
One of the more simple multiband antennas is
the end-fed Hertz of Fig. 2 1·22. It consists of an
end-fed length of No. 12 wire, 130 feet long. 11tis
type of antenna performs in the !lime manner as
the end·fed half·wave system of Fig. 2 1·12B, but
has no feeder. One end of the wire connects
directly into In L-ne twork impedance matcher, :u
shown in the diagram. Thi.o! type of Intenna is very
convenient for those who have their statiOID on the
top floor o r the house, thus enabUng the user to
bring one end of the antenna in through a window
and to the cou pler. Ideany, the entire antenna
should be in a horizontal plane fOr best resuits.
However, either end can be bent to make the
syste m fit into whatever space is available.
Fint·floor dwenen can drop the fed end of the
wire to the window of the radio room, U shown in
F ig. 21·22A. Or, the wire can be kept straight and
rise diagonally to the support at the far end. Height
is important with antenn as of this type, so an
effort should be made to get the system as high
above ground as possible, and clear of POWCI lines
and other structures..
nus antenna Is intended for opera tion [rom 3.5
to 28 MHz.. A coupler of the kind shown in Fig.
21-43 (L-Network Coupler) will match the antenna
on au of the hf amateur band! mentioned. It will
also perform wen as In end--fed quarter wavelength
on 1.8 MHz If the reactance Is tuned out by means
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A Broad-Band Dipole
ENO- FEO HERTZ

Fig. 2 1·22 - Oi89l'am of an end-fed Hertl. It is cu t
for the lowest desired operating frequency 11/2
wavelength}, and is operated on its harmonic
frequencies on the remaining bands above. An
L-network is used to match it to 50- or 75-ohm
unbalanced transmitter terminals. At B. schematic
representation of an L-network tuner. The value of
L and C is adjusted until a 1:1 match is obtained .
of a I SOO-pF series variable capacitor. A good
earth ground will be needed for proper operation
on I.S MHz. For hi·band use, a good earth ground
is also important in order to keep unwanted rf
voltages from appearing on the transmitter and
receiver chassis. No one wants (or needs) a "hot"
key or microphone. Sometimes a good water-pipe
ground is sufficient for preventing Jf potentials on
the equipment.
It must be remembered that the ends of this
antenna are voltage points (high impedance), and
bringing the end of the antenna into the "shack"
can often introduce rf into the equipment as
mentioned. During phone operation the rf can get
into the microphone circuit and cause howling and

hum if the ground system is not used. Similarly.
the operation of some electronic keyers can be
made emltic by the introduction of rf chassis
currents. The operator, therefore, may wish to
locate the tuner at the window and have the ham
station across the room at some distant point. If
Uris is done, coaxial cable can be used to connect
the station to the tuner. Operation with Utis
antenna at WI CKK has becn without problems for
nearly three years, operating aU bands with a
kilowatt of power. The fed end of the wire is three
feet from the station equipment. A wa ter pipe and
an earth ground are used. The L network provides
a 1:1 match on all of the bands, and DX operation
has been quite successful on the 20-, IS- and
100meter bands. While using a parallel-tuned
antenna coupler, successful 6- and 2-metet
operation has been realized.
It should be remembered that the antenna will
perform as a long wire on those bands above 3.S
MHz. At the higher end of the hf range particularly I S and 10 meters - the antenna will
tend to be directional off ill; ends (bidirectional),
and will begin to have some gain. It exhibits more
or less omnidirectional characteristics on 1 and 14
MHz, the pattern being somewhat like the shape of
a four·leaf clover. There will not be much
directivity on 3.S MJ-h unless the antenna is at
least a half wavelength above ground at that
frequ ency.

A BROAD-BAND DIPOLE
Most untuned doublet antennas are not broad
enough to provide a low SWR across an entire
amateur band. nus is a particularly troublesome
si tuation on the SO- and 40-meter bands. The
antenna of Fig. 21-23, sometimes called a
"double-bazooka" antenna, was developed by the
staff of M.I.T. for radar use, and was later
popularized by WSTV for amateur use (QST, July
1965). An SO-meter venion of thill system, cut for

BROAD-BAND DIPOLE

",
I-- L""F(~z)

'-fret

."

L" nMili)

'I

CA)
7b TtwIS.

JUNCTION

BLOCKS (a.)

(B)
Fig. 21-23 - Details for building a broacl-band dipole. The builder
may choose to employ otheT methods for joining the sUCtions, but
the illustrations at Band C represent one of the better, more secure
techniques.
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3.7 MHz, provides an SWR of less than 2: I across
the entire band., and shows. 1:1 reading .t 3.'
MH%.. SWR at 3.5 MHz is 1.7:1, and is 1.9:1 It 4

M"'.
The

antenna consists of a half-wavelength
section of coax line with the sheath opelll:d al the
center and the feed line attached to the open ends
of the sheath. The ourside conductor of the coax
thus acu as a half-wave dipole, in combination
wilh th e open-wire end sec tions of the anlenna.
The inside sections, which do not flIdiate, are
quarter-wave ' shorted stubs which present a very
high re!istive impedance to the feed point at
resonance. At frequencies off resonance the stub
readanee changes in such a way as to tend to
cancel the antenna reactance, thus irn::reasing its
bandwidth.
This antenna can be cut for any
operating frequency, including that of tbe

16o-meter band. Formulas are given in Fi&. 21-23.
RG-S8/U coax line is capable of handling II full '
kilowatt Crom the tnnsmitter with the SWR rlglues
given eartier. Details are given for making up the
junction blocks where connections are made. Othe r
construction techniques are possible, and this will
be pretty much up to the builder. If the plastic
bloc'" of Fig. 2 1·23 are used, their inner surfaces
can be grooved to provide a snug fi t for the coax
cables when the two halves are boiled together .
After assemb ly, the maling oute r surfaces of the
junction blocks can be sealed with epoxy cement
to IIS!\Ue a weatherproof bond. This antenna can
be mounted from. lingle center support and used
as an "inverted V" if desired. Single-wire end
sections can be subs tituted for the open-wire stubs,
but the open·wire sections contnbute to the
antenna's broadband charactemtif;$.

VERTICAL ANTENNAS
A vertical quarter·wavelength antenna is often
used in the lower·frequency amateu r bands to
obtain low-angle radiation. It is also used when
there isn't enough room for the supports (or.
horizontal antenna. For maximum effectiveness it
should be located free of nearby objects and it
should be operated in conjunction with a good
ground system, but it is still worth trying where
these ideal.conditions cannot be obtained.
Four typical examples and sumested methods
for feeding a vertical antenna are shown in Fig.
21 ·24, The antenna may be wire or tubing
supported by wood or insulated guy wires. When
tubing is used for the antenna, or when guy wires
(broken up by insulators) are used to re inforce the
structure, the length given by the formula is likely
to be long by a few percent. A check of the
standing-wave ratio on the line will indicate the
frequency at which the SWR is minimum. and the
antcnna length can be adjusted accordingly,
A good ground connection is necessary for the
most effective operation of a vertical antenna
(other tllan the ground·plane type). In some cases a
shon connection to the cold·wa ter system of the
house will be adequate. But maximum perfonnanee usually demands a separate ground system. A
single 4· to 6-foot ground rod driven into the earth
at the base of the antenna is usually not suffieienl,
unle ss the soil has exceptional conductivity. A
minimum ground system Ihat can be depended
upon is 6 to 12 quarter·wavelength rad ials laid out
as the spokes of a wheel from the base of the
antenna. These radials can be made of heavy
aluminum wire, of the type used for grounding TV
antennas. buried at )east 6 inches in the ground.
This is normally done by slittina the earth with a
spade and pushing th e wire into the slot, after
which the earth can be tamped down.
The examples shown in Fig. 21 ·24 all require an
antenna insula led from the ground, to provide for
the feed point. A grow,ded tower or pipe can be
used as a radiator by empl oying "shunt feed,"
wlllch consists or tapping the inner conductor of
the coaxial·line feed up on the towe r until the best

match is obtained, in much the same manner as the
"gamma match" (described later) is used on a
horizontal element. If the antenna is not an
eJectrical quarter wavelength long, it is necessary to
tune out the reactance by adding capacitance Of
inductance belween the coaxial line and the
shunting conductor. A metal tower supporting a
TV antenDa or rotary beam can be shunt (ed only
if all of the wires and leads from the supported
antenna run down the center of the lower and
underground away from the tower.
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Fig. 21·24 - A quarter-wave!ength antenna can be
fed directly with 50-0hm coaxial li ne (AI, with a
low standing-wave ralio, or a coupling netwOrk can
be used (S) that will permit a line of any
impedance to be used. In (S), L 1 and C l should
resonate to tha operating freqlleney and L1 should
be larger than is I'IOrmaUy used in a plate tank

circuit at the same frequency. By using mult iwira
antennas, Iha quarter·wave vertical can be fed with
ICI 15(). or (O) 300-0hm line.
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The Ground-Plane Antenna

11---,,,.,,.

EL.
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Fig. 21·25 - All-metal construction of a vertical ground·plane antenna can be IIffected as shown at A.
The driven element is iO$Ulated from the remainder of the system, bYt the ItJbiog rldiotls ant common to
the mounting plate, and to one another. The outer conductor of th e COlX connects to the base plaUt and
I'lKIlais. The center conductor of the feed line attaches to the base of the driven element with as short a
lelld 8$ j)05$ible. If a metal man is used, it, too, can be common to the bese plate and radials. At B, the
radials are made of No. 10 wire (approximatelv 5 perc~nt longer than the resonant .... nicat element! and
are used as guy wi ra. Drooping the wires at a 45-degree angle raises the feed'9Oint impedance to
approximately 50 ohms for direct connection to RG-8IU.

THE GROUND-PLANE ANTENNA
A pound-plane antenna is a vertical quarterwavelength an tenna using an artificial metallic
ground, usually consisting of four rods or wires
perpendicular to the antenna and ex tending
radiaDy from its base, Fig. 21-25. Unlike the
quarter-wavelength vertical antcnnas wilhout an
artifKial ground, the ground·plane antenna will
give low-angle radiation regardless of the height
above actual ground. However, to be a truc
ground-plane antenna, the plane of the radials
should be 11 least a quarter·wavclength above
ground. Despite this one li mitation, the antenna is
useful for DX work in any band below 30 MHz.
The vertical portion of the ground-plane
antenna can be made of self-supportcd aluminum
tubing, or a top-supportcd wire, dcpendina upon
the necessary leng th and the available supports.
The radials are also made of tubing or heavy wi re
depending upon the available su pports and
necessary lengths. They need not be exactly
symmetrical about the base of the vertical portion.
The radiation rcsl.stance of a pound·plane
ante nna varies with Ille diameter of the vertical
ekment, The radiation re:!iSlllnce is usually in the
vicinity of 30 ohms, and the an tenna can be fed
with 75-ohm coaxial line with a quarter-wavelength
section of 50-0hm line between line and antenna.
For multlband operation, a ground·plane antenna
can be fed with. tuned open·wire line, or the
vertical sectlon can be quarter.wavelength pieces
for each band. The radials should be a quarter
wavelength at the lowest frequency,

Matching by Length Adjustment
The ra diation resistance as measured at the base
of a ground-plane an tenna also changes as a
fu nction 'of the length of the radiating element. It
is possible to choose. a length such Ilta t the base
radiation resistance will equal the characteristic
impedance (Zo) of the transmission line to be used.
The lengths of most interest are a little over 100
degrees (0.28 wavelength), where the resjstancc is
~pproximately 52 ohms, and about 11 3 degrees
(0.31 wavelength), where the resistance is 75 ohms,
to match the two common types of coaxial line.
These lengths are quite practicable for groundplane ante nnas for 14 Mllz and higher frequencies.
The lengt hs in degrees as given above do not
require any correction for length/diameter ratio;
i.e.. the y are free-space lengths.
Since the antenna is not resonant at these
lengths, its input impeda.nee will be reactive as well
IS resistive. The reactance must be tuned out in
order 10 make the line see a purely resistive load
equal to its characteristic impedance. This can be
done wilh a ruits CtlpocitOf" of the proper value,
when th e lengtlu ziven above are used. The
approximate value of capacitive reactance required,
for antennas of typical length/diameter ra tio, is
abou t 100 ohms for the 52-0hm case and abou t
175 ohms for the 75-ohm case. The corresponding
capacitance values for the frequency in question
can be detcrmincd from appropriate charts or by
equation. Variable capacitors of sufficient range
may be used and adj ustment made for the lowest
SWR.

HF ANTENNAS
Fill. 21-26 - M~tchinll to IIrou nd-plane antenna
with sh Ullt ruetance. If the length of tha r&diator
(bu t Ilot the radialsl is slightlv more tnell that
required lor resonance, a cepecitive shunt will
provide e match to either 52- Of' 75-ohm li ne,
depending on the exact radiator length . Similarlv, a
$horter-·than.nrsonant radiator tenllth mav be used
with a shUllt 'inductor to offer a 52- or 75-ohm
match.

From a prac tical constru ction st3ndpoint it
may be preferable to connec t the reactance-canceling component in para.llel or shunt with the bail<:
feed point, mther than in series with the radiating
element. If a capacitor is used, for example, this
would eliminate the requiremen t for insulating its
filim e from the supporting structure, as may be
seen from Fig. 21-26. To obtain I match to 52- or
15 ~hm line, radia tor lengths must be different
than those given lbove when the reactancc.can.
ccling component is shunt connected, however. As
a matter o f fact, there are lWO lengt hs where I
match may be obtained for 52~hm line, and two
lengths for matching 75-<lhm line. One of these
two lengths for either impedance is somewhat less
than that required for resonan ce. This results in tile
base feed point being capacitive, tllerefore requiring I shunt Indueior for I re~st ive line termination.
The other length is somewhat longer than that for
resonance, requiring I shunt capacitor. So far as
radiation is concerned, one is as good as the other,
and the choice becomes the one of the simpler
mechanicallpproach, or perhaps one of economy.
The foUowing informat ion appliCl to cond uctor
ha lf.wavelength/diameter fII lios in IIle order of
J 000, but will not be greatly different for other
length/diame ter ratios. Radiator lengt hs lire freespace lengths, requiring no correction for length/
diameter ratios.
Feed-Mllc

RfldiatOf'Lcngth

Shunt-Omccling
Component

82.5 dellre"
0.229 wavelenllth
93.6 degree,
0.260 wavelength
84.0gellree,
0.233 ~vetength

Inductor, 57. 1
ohms
Capacitor, 78.1
ohm.
Inductor, 58. t
oh m.
CapacitOf', 80.6

Zoo Ohms
52
52
75
75

92.0degr~

0.256 wavelength
ohm.
It may be seen from the lbove that, for an
inductive shunt-canceling component, the radialOl'
lengths are not much difTeren t for I .52~hm or fOl'
a 75~hm termina tion. The same is true fOT 3
capacitive shunt for the two im pedances. ThB

indicates that the radiator length for a proper
match is somewhat critical. This causes no problems, however, as the final length can merely be
adjusted for the lowest SWR in the feed line.
Similarly, it may be seen that there is little
difference in the required reactance Yllues for 52
versus 75 ohms termina ting impedance. If Il1lItehing by final length adjustmen t is performed, this
means Ihat the reactance value is not critical. In
o ther words., a shunt inductor having a reac tance in
the order of 57 ohms will afford a close match to
either 52 or 7.5'ohms.
Construction and Adjustment
From an economy standpoint, ind uctors are
generally more satisfactory than capacitors as
shunt elements, if one considers that the compone nt will be required to hand le rf currents in the
order of I ampere or more, even at modest powe r
levels. Suitab le inductors mly be made from heavy
bus wire or from available coil stock.
The photographs of Fig. 21-27 show the con·
struction of a sturdy ground-pllne system. As
pictured, the antenna is constructed ror 6-meter
operation, but provisions for telescoping additional
lengths of aluminum tubing to extend the radials
and radiator make it readily adaptable to 10, 15 , or
e¥en 20 meters. The base-plate .nembly is made
from If4-inch thick alumin um stock, obtained at a
modest price IS salvaged scrap from a local
machine shop. Two pieccs of this material are
joined at right ang.les with short lengths or 3/4-i nch
angle aluminum and No. 8 nickel-plated brass
hardware. A length of angle stock is attached to
either side of the ver tical plate, which is drilled to
accept U bolts for attachmen t to the mut. A
2-inch circular ho le is cut in the 9·inch·sq uare
horizon tal plate to clear the ha rdware which
supports the radiator. A 4-inch SQuare piece of
1/4-inch thick phenolic mate rial is used as the
insula tor for th e radiator, the insulator being
mounted atop the base pbte with No. JO hardware
at each corner. A 1/2- by 6-inch hex-head ca p
screw (with head removed) serves to su pport the
radiator, and electrical connection is made by
means of a solder lug which is attached by drilling
and tapping the wrought-iron nat Wisher underneath the insulating phenolic. Flat Wishers and
nuts are used above and below the phenolic
insulator, and lock washers are used on I II ha rdware. The radials are attached directly to the base
plate by drilling through them, but th e method
shown in Fig. 21-25 with U boltl would avoid
weakening the tubing material by drilling. The
radiator, consisting of 1/2-inch ID aluminum tubing for th e iOM:r port ion, is slipped over the cap

Fig. 21·27 - The gr01.lnd-piane antenna plniat1y astembled fleftl ancl eo!T¥)letely assembled, re<ldy for
In$tllilation k ight!. Both vihvs 3f1 looki ng down on the base piele, which I. in I n Invlerted position in
these phcno •. In the view II the right may be $IIIn In edded bracket which suppon, II COIx"l c:ha1is
connector, type 50-239, Ind the sh um Inductor, A rlght ... ngl. connector is used It the eN"iI connector
to wok! I bend in the co.x, which II MeUred to the ma.t during Installation .

T ABLE I - Coil lAd dimelUion 411a fc. pound·plane an tennu.

Fnq.,

Im~nce,

Mllz

ohm,

14.2
14.2
21.25
21 .~

'8.6

28.'
29.'
29.'

51
51

53

"

"
""

75

"

75

"

75

"

75

"

75

Each
Radial
Length

Approx.
RadiatO#'
Length

17'7"
' 7'7"
11'9"

15'5"
' 5'S"
10'3"
10'6"
7'8"
7'10"
T5"
7'7"
4'3"
4'4"
4' 1"
4'2"

11'9"

8'9"
8'9"
8'6"
8'6"
4"' "
4"' "
4'9"
4'9"

screw and ICcured wilh a No, 6 screw which passes
through bo th the tllbilla: and the cap screw. A
"weep" hole, 1/16-in<:h or JO diameter, b drilled
throu&h one waU of the lubin, just above the top
of the cap scrcw, to permit an escape point fo r
condensed moisture. The lentlh of th e radiator is
adjusted durinJ fual prunina by varylllJ the
amount of teJcscoPin& of the tubinlll the lop or
tbe dement. Table I gives dimendons and coil 41ta
f(ll" tlI o constru ction of &round-plane anlennu for
which this con5truction technique I. suitable.

ANTENNAS FOR 160 METERS
Resul tJ on 1.8 M.Hz ...ru depend to a laJp
extent OD the type of antenna used and the time of
day or night that opoJations will take plact,
Almost ony random lenlth of wire that Is tuned to
resonance and matched to the tl'lJUmitter will Jive
(air results at nicht. Durin, dayJl&ht boon the
absorption Is high, and such hiJh-angie radiaton
become ineffective. For this ruson a vertic:ally
polarlud, Iow-radiation-an&le antenlll is best for
lite on the 16().meter band, day and night. Fig.

Coil
Value,
,.JI
0.64

0.65
0.43
0.44
~3'

0.32
0.31
0.31
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.17

.

Coil
0."
6-1 /3 turn., , "dia, 6 tpl
6-1 f2 tum., I "dil, 6 tpi
4,' /2 turn., I " di., 6 tpl
4·J /4 turn., I "dil, 6 tp l
4-1 / 2 turn., '''dill, 4 !pI
4-1 /2 turns, ,"dil, 4 tpl
4·1/3 turn., ' ''die, 4 tpl
4·1Iltum., 1"m., 4 tpI
3 turn., , "die, 4 !;pI
3 tllrn., I "d;e, 4 tpl
2·3/4 turnl, I "dia, 4 tpi
2·3/4 turns, 1 Mdil, 4 !;pI

21 ·29 shows tIuee eITe<:UYe 16().meler an tennas.
At A, a sbortcned inverted V is made resonan t by
means of L , a Ioadinl coil in each lei of the
doublet. ThIs antenna will p vertical polarlulion, and will pedonn weD for clay and nJ&ht use.
A fu U-size inverted V with tuned feeden would be
better, eve n if the voltqe ends weto but. few
Inches off the pound. However, when antenna
space iI . t a premium, a 15-metes doubkl can be
equipped with IoI1iinJ induelon as Ihown, and the
ante nna wil l perform on 1.8 MUI. Two-band
operation can be had by merely shortin& the
loldin& coils wilh cUp leads durin& 15·meter ux,
For .ue on 1,8 MHz. the coils Ito experimentally
pruned, a half tum at a time, until the lowest SWR
Is obtained.
As • stlltin, point, tho eoDs should be 70 j.tH
each, 16 fee t, S Inches (or the lengt h between the
coil and antenna center (one side), and 46 feet
from the eoil to the end lnsub:tor. Resonate the
antenna on the desired 8O-meter (~uency by
shorting out lurns on the coil, looldng ro r the
lowesl SWR. Note that point and follow the same
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(A)

~

at L . A JOO<I. Bulb ground is cucntial l o
proper pcnonnarK:e. A buried radial system is
recommended,. but if thB lOi has aood conductivity it may be powb&c to set by with six Of eiehl
pound rods drive n into the euth, 4 fect apart, and
bonded tosether by means of No. 10 wire. They
should be centered around the bottom end of
section b. There are two taps on L. The bottom Me
is adjusted for a match to the coax feeder. The top
tap is adj usted ror ante nna reJODancc. There wiU
be some Intenedon betwt:en the adju stments, so
several aUempu may be nc<:ess.uy before the 1Yltern is tuned up. Seedon b should be made as long
as pouibk - 30 feet 01' more - for best results.
An adaptation of the antenna just described is
shown at C In Fig. 21·29. Here an SO·meter
douNet is used u a quarte r·wavdeIIIlh top-loaded
Muconi. The reden, whether coax or balanced
line, ue twis ted toge ther at the transmitter end
and tuned with series L or C. The me thod used will
depend upon the length pf the reed Une.
Ordinarily, an SO-meter dipole with a quartc r
wavelength feed er wiD requ ire the series C to tune
out reactance. If the feed line is much less than one
quarter wavele"'th, the ICIies L wi D be needed. An
SWR bridge should be used duri", these
adjustments. A good carth ground is necessary with
this anleDJIL
nee~

" """'.

LDAOED "INVERTED V"

Fi g. 2 1-29 - Illustrations of three vertjca,lly poI.-ized short anteru\ilS for U$8 on 1.8 to 2 MHl. They
.~ deteribed In the text.

procedure for 160. Of course, the shorting tiPS
mUSI be cha nged each time o ne changes bandJ.
The antenna at B is nothing more than I
IOlHoaded quarter-wavelength Marconi. The flat·
top section, a, can be any con'lenienilelllih - 25
to .50 reet - and shoU ld be u high In tho: ..u ItS
possibk:. its three wires ue joined at lbe eoos and
ct ntcr, and a sinpe ve rtical wire drops down 10 the

loading/matching induc tor, L. The Oat-top section
le aves as I capacitance hal (or the vertical membe r,
b. The larger that Q is made, the leu coil will be

Othe r Antennas

Most or the fuU-size horizontal and yertica!
antennas described earlier in this chapter are
suitabk (o r I .S Mlh;, too. When Sf*=C is .vai!.bk
rOl' a large antenna one should try to make usc of
this advantage on " 160." The helically·wound
short vertical described in the section on
"'imitcd-space an tennas" should be of intcrest to
the 161).metcr opera tor, too.

LIMITED-SPACE ANTENNAS
Reducing losses which detract (rom the radialed power is the key to success in any limited·
space .ntenm system. In fact, if there were no
loues pllllent, the radiatinl effk;e ncy o( a shortened antenna wo uld be IS good IS itl full·dzed
counterpart. The only difference between the two
Is tha t the bandwid th over which the input
impedance remains relative ly constant is less for
the fo rmer than it is (or the latter. AI the length of
a radialor becomes shorter in compadson 10 the
wavelelllth of operation, less rf coerI)' is ",diated
duriq each rf cycle and most o( the energy is
stored in the elecuic field lWTOundina the an tenna.
This means the Q of the antenna is YerY hi&h and
consequently the bandwklth becomes very narrow.
From a circuit point o( v;ew, the radiator looks
tike a small-..aJue capacitor (larp capacitive react·
ance) in series with a small resistance or In parallel
with large resistance va lue. The pE"oblem reduces to
one o f tuRin. ou t the reactance and mat ching the
transmitter or feed line 10 the anlenna radiation
resistance. While this ",unds relatively simple to do
in theory, the effects of }asses co mplicate the
problem oonDdenbly. It is the unwanted losses

which IC t practical limits on how smaU an antenna
can be made and lIill be useful (or communica tion
purposes.
Eleclrieal lenJlh, and not phyDc:a1 size, deter·
mine whether or not an antenna is Ysrnall" For
instance, a 2o-meter dipole is approximately 34
feet Iona .and could ClIsily be insta Ued in an attic or
other area. The arne lensth antenna would be
quite short on 75 melers and would prelent
formkliblc mat ching and loss problems. Antenna
heigbt is Rlbject to the ame considerations in
regards to physical versus electrical size aDd the
dfects of height are covered elsewhere in lhis
Handbook. Since the hiJb-current parts o( an
an tenna ue responJible fOr most of the radia lion,
they should be kept as hiJh as pouible. This wW
improve the anp o( I1Idiation IOmewhat.
A Multlp&e-Tuned Short Dipole

The use of limited. space antennas is becoming
more of a necessity than formerly . Therefore, any
possibilJties (Dr new or different designs should be
ex plored. Shown in Fie. 21-30 is an anlenna

Fig. 21-.30 - At left, oonSlruction of the dipole. Heavier spreaders with insulators wefe used at the ends
wit h . lill'll,r one In the middle. The weight of the feed line is distributed on both sides of tM spreader by
mean t of a cord, form ing t he Y·shaped object in t he middle. Also mown ere the four loading cons. At
righ t, close-up view of a loading ooil showing ta p connection and polypropylene insulator.

uti lizing a technique seldom found in ama teur kHz) indicating an antenna Q of approxima tely
antennas with the exce ption of the folded dipole.
190. However, this is as it should be (as pointed
The method is caUed multi ple tuning and has been out previously) and a broad bandwidth wou ld be
used extensively in vlf antenna instaUations.
Sll5pe:ct with an antenna tWs short. In many
Some advantages to the technique are as fol- applications, the narrow bandwidth would not
lows: if two or more resonant radiators are p-ove to be a great objection. Since nets and
paralleled in folded·di pole fashion then the imped- round tables tend to opeD!e on a fIxed·frequency
ance (R. ~ RoIN'J is stepped up by a factor of II' basis, the inconvenience of retuning would not
(where N is the number of radiators and R. is the pose a problem. Improved performance because of
radiation resistance of each radiator). The lou the increased efficiency may offset this disadvan·
Itlsistance is Ro which is associa ted with loading- bge in some instances. Tuning was accomplished
coil losses, wire conductivity, and o ther source!. by lowering t he antenna and changif13 the taps on
Ro is decreased by a fa ctor of liN. Antenna the loading roils. The SWR was then checked until
efficicncy is equal 10 1000/(I-tRoINR.) and a point where a minim um occurcd was found.
Initial values for the loading-coil inductance
Improves as N Is increased. These effects are of less
importance when the electrical length of the were calculated fo r a single dipole from cu rves in
Itlsonant radiator is large since efficiency is high to The ARRL AnteNna Book , 13th edition. The chill
begin With. Also, reasonable inpu t im pedances in Fig. 10-2 Wll$ used to detennine these starting
make matching to the feed line or tIansmitter ruues and good agreement with the actual value
relatively simple. However, the advantages become needed was observed . Ante nnas for other lengths
pronounced when the efficiency is poor (R oIR. and frequendes could be designed with these
large) and R. -t Ro is small making matching aIlVes. Keeping the coils approximately midway
difficult. This is the cue when the length of the between the center and the outer end of the
rtsona nt radiator becomes short oompared to the antenna is advisable, however. It is Ilso a good idea
to make the L of coils somewhat larger than
wavelength being used.
While $p8ce Is usuaUy available for full-size calculated and then tap down to ge t the correct
dipoles on t he higher amateur frequencies, the idea value. Tap connections should be soldered for
of using multiple tuning for a high-efOciency short highest conductivity. In order to avow disappointdipole for one of the lower bands seemed attrac· ment, it is advisable to red uce all the loS5l$ as
tive. Some experi mental antennas for the 75-met1!r much as possjble. This philoso phy holds for othe r
band were constructed and one is shown in Fig. types of limited-space anten nas as well. Com proml·
21-3 1. Even though only 30 feet long, performance ses made for convenience or other reasons wiD
on both receiving and mmsmitting of this antenna nonnally result in poorer efficiency.
seemed to compare favorably wi th much larger
Construction of the dipole ca n follow the
ones.. Using a I SO-watt transceiver in a temporary
setup, a number of contacts were made and the
Fig. 21-31 - Dipole dimensions and coil dala.
reports were gcnera1ly good in com parison with Ll
-L4. incl. - 82 "H for- 3.86 MHz. Air wound
stations running higher power and with Jarger
prelltnlble, 67 turns, 2-112-inch die., 10 !pi 01
an tennas.
No. 16 solid wire (B&W 30311.
If the value of R. + RoiN is on the order of 13
ohms, I n impedlnce step up of four will give 52
ohms.. This would allow matching to a transmi tter
or 52-ohm feed line without additinnal networks.
While not .n ad va ntage in particular (since other U'
values could be used with an appropriate matclting -'-I-- --[,,-r)l---.,
network), it tumed out that this occured with the
!o--TS' -J
LI
,.'
length and ante nna height used. The latter would
be realistic ones for many Iimited-space installations, however.
TO " " TII O ~
..UcMl . . . .T_1t
Bandwid th of the antenna was quite narrow (20

.,'
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builder', nquiJemenu but the flcton mentioned
prevtouJly shoukl be kept in mind. Uans the
&riltnna in In aUk: ID51lllation micht be Ittnlcti'o'e
since it could be strullJ from the
by mc&1II
of IUndoff insulatOR. Caution dtould be takm
lfull no contact with meullic o r fJammllb)C Objed5
occ:url. When used in outdoor setups, COnstruetion
of the loadillg-1:OiI su pports may be improved by
usi"l flberglus rods instead of the polypropylene
rope insuiatoll shown in the ex perimental dipole.
UoweYer, polypropylene has Vl:ry low-loss dJele~
trlc:: properties which makes it adequate for insulatina applications. Generally speakina, weatherproofinl is unadvisable since • poor job tends to
keep moillure in once it lets there white an
open-type construction quickly dries OUI once
inclement weather dean up. If IU.wOUnd coil
, lock II used for the Ioadilll coil" alternate
windi"" near the tap points should be pushed in
sliahtly to ease the task of IO lderlna connections
and Insu", thai no unwanted shorts between turns
occur. While many types of homemade coils are
pouible, iI should be pointed out that PVC plasti~
have relatively poor diele<:trle4oss properties. This
mayor may not be an important factor In
IoIdillJ-<Oil operation and will depend upon the
voltaae al;:l"051 the coil.
Other types of limited-space an tennas may be
of mterest and 17Ie ARRL AnUNIIr Boot. 13th
edition, conllins additional designs. The particular
type selected will depend upon flcton such IS
p:ound conductivity, ability to Install pound
plane., height available, and proximity to surround·
ina: objects.

raft,"

HELICALLY-WOUND SHORT
VERTICAL ANTENNAS
An effective physical ly-sllort ",dialor can be
built by helically-winding a lel1&th of wire on a
iong Insulatina: rod or po&e as shown in the sketcb.
Supportina: poles such as bamboo rods, fiber &Ws

Fig. 21-32 - Artist's
sketch of the hel icallywound wnical. This
r.onant quarter-wallelength anllnna wU I perfonn well when worked
against a good eantl
\round.

tubing, or treated do_I rod, _
., pJKticaJ
foundation material fot such an anteMa. This type
of antenna is most often vsed as a vertical radiator
and ... worked .abut If'Ound as a quarterwavdength Iystem. The voltqe and cw:rent
distn'buUon Is more Iln&ar than when a lumpedinductance (loading coil and whip) il employed, a
possible reason for ill effec tive perfonnance.
11tis type of antenna is partkularly uscful for
limiled-space applications In the lower pari of the
he specuum - 1.8,3.5 and 7.0 MHz_ It can be used
for 14 MHz and hi&be-t, but if; desirable only if an
antenna shorter than a natural quarter waveleJllth
is required.
ConstJUction
The lellllh of the su pporting pole can be
anything bellveen 4 feet and 20 feet in length_The
klnger the rod, the better the perfonnance. Fiber
glass spreader pok!i for cubical-quad antennas ale
ideal for this application. Alternatively, bamboo
fishing poles, covend with fiber glass, work we~.
Some lumber yard. carry 16-foot long hand-rail
stock (wooden) which can be coated with fiber
g1ass or several coau of IIlC lerio r spar varnish and
used IS a coil fonn. The main consideration is that
the antenna pole be. of &OOd dielectric properties
and that il be weatherproo(ed_
So that the antenna will be. approximately
1/4-wavelength klna dectrlCllUy,al/ 2-wwvelena:!h
piece o f Insulated wire iJ nceded ror the radiatlrc
dement. When helically-wound as shown, the
antenna becomeI Ilpproximatdy one-qumer wavelellJlh lonl, electrically. No. 14 or No. 12
Fonnvar-Insulated copper wire is recomm ended for
the antcnna winding. It should be 5pal:e-wound in
as linear a manner as pOS!ible. The far cnd of the
vertical should hayo a 6-inch diameter metal disk,
or J 2-incl1 5pike, to add sufficient capacitance to
lower the impedance at the (ar end of the radla lor
sufficiently 10 prevent corona effecU which can
bllm the far end of the element duri", mediumand hiIh-power operation_ An aluminum basemountina plate and two U clam.ps can serve IS a
su pport for the an lenna.
Operation

_
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To build the antenna for use on 160 meters, (or
example, wind approximately 248 feel of wire on
the pole IS shown. Since this will fall just short of
natural resonance at one-qullter wavelength, lIOfl\e
tyPe of variable Inductor wiD be needed at the base
of the antenna. A rotary inductor from an old
Command Set tnnsmlutr will do the job_ It should
be enclosed In a weatherproof box of plaslie or
metal. The inductor II adjusted by mean. of an
SWR indicalor for the ben match obtainable at the
open-tb. Creq~ncy . An earth ground is required
for proper optlltiOn, and a buried ndial J)'ltem is
recommended. Alternatively, several ground rod.
can be driven into the earth near the base of the
antenna llJld bonded tosether with heavy wire.
It may nol be possible 10 secure a 1: I SWK
without using lOme form of irnpedance-mltchinl
system, After the antenna is made resonant at the
opetIIdrc freq~ncy, ,tunil1& network such u that

Indoor Antennas

(Al

<1>,):

(0)

~~.~

_£
(C) ~-.,..,

t.l, ..... , ..

(D)~'J, H
Fill· 21-33 - Circuit dilgrem of the L.network
T ransmetch. The eight barwtnl )lcks ...1 E. F.
Johnson type ' (J6.900. end thr.. dual bln8lll
plu" Ire required, E. F. Johnson type ' 1)8.200.
CI - V.,11IbI1 cepecitor, 350 pF (E , F. Johnson
154-10). ,
CAl , CA2 - 1 N34A germanium diode.
Jl. J2 connector, type so.239.
J3 - FMdthroultt twminal, lsolantite.

eMIl.

of Fi,. 21·33 can be employcd to provide tbe
deJJred 1:1 SWR. Since antennas of this type lie
relatively " frequency conscious," It will be
neceuat)' to retune the matchirIJ network when
movina from one part of tbe band to another. The
completed antennl should be pven I coati .. of
fiber &lass or .par varnish to seal it lliainst the
weathe r, and to secure the coil turns. It has been
observed lIlat this antennl has exceptional
immunity to man-made electrical nolset. It also
cub down the response to broadcast-band siplalJ
which sometimes tend to overload the station
receiver. The forqoin&: I ttn'butcs result rrom the
flC't thlt it it I narrow-band antenna.

L1 . L2 - See Fill. 21-34" PIOrt of atchcd-c:ircuit
_mbly.
13 - Varlebll Inductor 28 IJH (E. F. Johnson
229-2031 .
M, - 1(»j.tA meter.
AI , A2 - 68-0hm. tl2-wltt CMbon or COIT'IpOII.
tlon, not MnWOlIlld.
A3 - 25,()()().ohm ClrbQn control , linelr taper.
5 1 - Spst tClg!je.

INDOOR ANTENNAS
Amateun residina in apartment buildil:1p may
not be able to put up outdoor antennas or to UJe
limited-space antennas such .. shown in Fig. 2 1·30.
Thl! an_er to tho Ilroblem is to lite I
window-mounltd mobile antenna, or randomlength wire fed at one end,
Some General Consideratio ns

There are exceptioru to the followina; rules but,
in general, they can be depended upon.
1) An outdoor anteMa wiD work better than
an indoor Ont.

3/8" ~M
5/16"

5/16"

Ll

L2

-------2~4··------••+1.~ I"~
Fill. 21-34 -

Etched clrwit..ooard tlmptnl. The foi l side is shown, thl I tched portion it 1IMded.

HF ANTENNAS
In order to get complete band coverage and
avoid the compkx.ities of band-switching, banana
and jack pJup lie used to change the circuit to the
eonfigumtion needed. For example, if the setup
shown at B is desired, jumper tenninals 7 and 8, 1
and 3, and 4 and S should be used. Using the
banana plup makes for easy changing oC the
circuil.
Whenever a Transmatch is used, the ope rator
should have a way of knowing when the unit is
adjusted correctly. The answer to this need is a
Monimatch or othcr SWR indicator.
Construction Details

Fig. 21-35 - The Monimatch is lit the upper left,
C0Y9red by II metal enclosure. Connections from
the rol ter inductor end the variable capacito.- to the
terminab on t tle jacks are made with thin striPf of
copper, althou\tl No. 12 or 14 wire can be used
Instead. The two antenna terminals 1Irt1 I t the rear
r ight. The tOp termlne! is fOl'" use w ith II coa,,·fecl
antenna, if desired.
2) An an tenna Inside a frame building with

wood exteriors is be u er than the same antenna in II

sted-and-concrete building.
3) The higher above ground, inside or out, the
better the antenna will work.
4) The bigger (or 1000ger) you can make an
indoor antenna, the better - even if it means
running wire aJ:ound comen.
5) Even a poor antenna should produce some
eontactll.
Th e Coupling Problem
Most tJansmi tten are designed to work into a
S(k)hm load, and eontain link or no provision for
adj usti ng the transmitter whe n the load is other
than SO ohms. Unfortunately , there is no
random-length wire antenna that will present II
SO-ohm load on all bands. What is required is II
Transmatch. A Transmatch is simply an adjustable
LC netwon:: that converts the unknown antenna
impedance to 50 ohms. The unit, shown in Fig.
21-35, will cover the 80- through IO-meter bands
and can handle 1 kW of rf power.

CUcuil Details
The uni t shown in Fig. 2 1-33 is designed to be
used in three configun tioru. 1bey are shown at B,
C, and D. With one of the three hookups, it should
be possible to match practically any an tenna to the
transmitter.

The chassis for mounting the Transmatch is
made lrom a piece of alu minum measuring
10 X 19 inches. The ends of the 19-ioch length of
aluminum are bent up to form a lkhapcd chassis,
the ends being 4 1/ 2 inches high to form a chassis
lOX IOX4 1/2 inches. The back side of the U has
an opening eut out, 3 1/4 inches high by 4 1/2
inches long. A piece of P1ex.iglas is mounted over
this opening. The jack-plug sockets aJ:e installed
directly on the plastic. Connections from the roller
inductor, L3, aod variable capacitor, CI, are made
to the banana jacks. Be careful when drilling the
holes for the jacks to insure that they will mate
with the plup. Fig. 21-34 shows the details for a
pc-board Monimatch. Methods fOr making etched
circuit boaIds are given in detail in the
Construction Practices coopter.
How to Tune Up
Using the Transmatch is not complicated.
Although it takes some time to find the co~t
combination of settings, once determined, they can
be logged for later reCerence. Use a short kngth of
50-0hm coax to connect the Transmatch to the
transmitter. Attach the antenna to the Transmatch.
Tunc up the transmitter on the desired band,
making sure that the rmal amplifier is resonated,
but with the power out put reduced. With the
Morumatch in t he forward-reading position, set the
se nsitivity control for a full-scale reading. Be sure
to keep the final amplifie r tank in resonancc.
Switch the meter to the reflected position, and
then adjust Ll and Ct , untiltbc lowest indication
of reflec ted power is obtained. It should be
possibJe to get the meter to read zero, With a le ro
reading in the reflected position, venus full scale in
the forwaJ:d setting, the Transmatch is correctly
adjusted, and the SWR is I. The circuit may have
to be changed to one of the other configuntions in
order to get a match, but one combination should
work . Once the Transmatch is set properly, then
adjust the transmitter to its rated power input. One
other point: It isn't always possible to get a good
grou nd connection in an apartment. Thererore, a
con nectio n to a cold-water pipe or earth ground
should be used.
Try to make the antcnna lI$ long lI$ possible,
eve n if it must be ron around comers. The length
that will work best is from 120 to 130 feet. The
end or the wire can be term inated at a window
screen. which will get port of the antenna outside.
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DIRECTIVE ARRAYS WITH PARASITIC ELEMENTS
With few exceptions, the anu:nnas dexribed 10

arc

r~ in OIapU:1 21 have unity pin Olieu, and

elthu omnld.lm:tional 0 1 bidirectional. In order (or
antennas to have pin and take on dkectlonal
chlnlCteriJIic:s they must employ additional elements. Antennas wilh these properties are
comm only referred to 1$ "beam" Intennas. 111ilI
section will deal with the design Ind characteristics
0( dire<:tional an tennas with gain.
Pansitic Excitation
In most of these anan,emenu the additional
dements reocive power by induction o r radiation
rrom the driven ekment gcneraUy caUed the
"antenna," and rcr:adiate it in the proper phase
relationship to 8Chieve the desim:l erred. These
clements ve called prlfrJritic elements, as conlrll!ted to the driven elements whic h receive power
directly from the transmi tter through the trans-

mission Une.
The parasitic elemen t is ealled a dlreelOl" when
it rcinfon::cs radiation on a line pointina to it (rom
the antenna, and • reflec to r when the revene is the
case. Whethu the parasitic element is • dQe<:tol or
ref1c<:tor . depends upOQ the parasitk:-eiement
tutUn" which usually is adjusted by changina: Its
IeDlth.
Gain V$. Spacing

The pin of an antenna wi th parashlc elements
varies wit h the spacing and tuning of the elements
and thus for Iny give n spac il18 there is • tunine
condition tha t will give maximum IIIn I t this
SPaclnl. The maximum front· to-back ratio seldom,
if tmlr, oc<:un at the same condition that gives
maximum forward gain. Tbe impedance o r the
driven element aJJo varies with the tunina and
spadns. and thus the antenna syltem mull be
tuned 10 its final condi.tion before tho match
between the line and the antennl can be
completed. Howeve r, the tunm, and malchina may
interlock to some ex tlml, and it b usually
neceuary to run thJOllgh the adjustments seve ral
times to Insure that th e best possible tuning has
been ob tained .
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Fig. 21-36 -Gain VI. e.ement .pecl ng lor an an tenna
and one Pilf8Iitle ai.ment. Tha ra fer.nee poi nt, 0
dB , is the fietd .trength from a he ll·wave antenna

alane. The greatest gai n I. In the direct ion A at
spacingJ 01 I... then 0.14 ~ngth, end in
direction B at grllllllter It*lnUl. The Iront·to-back
IlItio is the diff~ In dB be~ <:UrYCIS A and
B. Variation In radiation resilience of the d riven
element is allD l hov.n. Thes. curves are for a
se4 f~nant parasitic ".rrent. At IT"I05t IPICings
the gain _ a mlector tan be increased bv 5I!ght
lengthening of the Plf"8Sitic: elm"IIflt; thegein _ .
?irectOf Cltn be increMed by .hortening. Thi. also
Improves the front·to-bltck retio,

Two-Elemen t BUms
A 2~iemcn t beam is use ru l where space o r
other considerations preven t the use of the larger
Itructure required fOr • ].element beam. 1be
F nC:Iai practice is to tune the pa.n.sitic element IS.
reOector and space it about O. IS w.velength from
the driven clemen I. although some suCCC301ful
IIl tennas have been built with O.l-wavelen&th
spadnf; and dire<:tor tu nin&. Gain PL clement
spacing ror a 2-c:lcment lOtenna is given in FJ&.
21·36, for the special cllle where the par.uitic
element Is resonant. It i5 indicative ot the
pc rfonnance 10 be expec ted under maximum-pin
tuni11& conditions.
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FIg. 21·37 _ Gain of J.element
Yet;; V'trw. director fpacil'lg. ' the IIlI
nrftector sp«ing being fixed at 0.2 ~
~ength .
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•~ •
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0.10
0.15
0,20
0.25
SF'IIoCIJrlG FAOIII DIRECTOR TO FEO ELE.MlHf IN .A

Th_-Elemenl Beams

can

A theoretical inYUtiption of the 3<lemel'lt
case (direc tor , driven element and ..eRector) his
Indicated a maximum lain of ltighlly more Ihan 7
dB. A number of experimental investigations ha\e
shown that the optimum s~ between the
driven element and refieclor is in the rePon of
0.15 to 0.25 wavelength, with 0.2 wavelength
representing probably the besl overall choice. With
O.2-wavdength reflector spacinl. rig. 21·37 shows
the pin variation with director spatina:. II is
obvious that the direc tor spacing is not especially
critical, llld that the overall length of the amy
(boom kngth in the case of • rotatable antenna)
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Fig. 21 ·38 - Element lengthl for • Uement
beam. These lengths will hold closely for tubing
elemenu tupported It or near the center.

.'"

be anywhere between 0.35 and 0.45
WlVelength with 00' appreciable difference in gain.
Wide spac~ of both demenU Is desirable not
only beeaUJe It resulU in high Pin but also because
adjustment of tuRin, or clement le~th is leu
eritkal and the input resistance of the driven
dement is hJ&her than with dote spacirc. The
laner Cellum improves the efficiency of the
antenna and makes I peater bandwklth pouible.
Howeyer, a total antenna lenlth, director to
reflector, of mare than 0.3 wlyelens1h It
Crequencies of the order of 14 MHz introduces
eonsiderabie difficulty Crom I comtruclionai
standpoint, 10 lengths of 0.2S to 0.3 wlyekngth
are CrequenUy used for this band , even thouah they
De less than optimum.
In gc.nenI, the pin of the antenna drops off
less rapidly when the rdJector kn&th is increased
beyond the optimum yalue than it does for a
corresponding decrease below the optimum yalue.
The opposite is true o( a director. It is tbereCom
advisable to en, if necetIIl)'. on the 10Dl iide (or a
reflector and on the short side for a director. This
also tends to make the antenna performance less
dependent on the exact frequency at which it is
operated, beeause an increase above the design
frequency has the same effect as increas1na the
length of both paJai itie elementl, while a decrease
in Crequency has the same effect as shortening both
dementi. By makina the director dightiy short and
the renecto r slilhtly long, there wiD be a crtater
spread between the upper and lower frequencies at
which the pin starU to show I rapid .decrease,- ..
When the oyer-all length has been decided
upon, the eleme nt lenaths can be Cound by
rderringlo Fia. 21·38. The le~ determined by
these chuU will vary sli&h tly in actual practice
with the element diameter and the method of
$Upportins the elements, Ind the tunint: of a beam
should alway. be checked after installation.
However, !be kngths obtained by the use of the
charts wiD be close to cotte<:1 in practically all
cases, Ind they can be used without checking if lhe
beam is dicrlCuli oC aooe.u.
In order to make it even easier (or the Vagi.
builder. Tlble 21-11 can be used to determine the
element lengths needed. Both cw and phone
lenaths arc included for the three bands, 20, I S,
and 10 metera. The 0.2 wlvdc.nath spac:ir.w will
provide grelter bandwidth than the 0.15 spacing.
Antenna gain is essentially the same with either
spadna. The elcmenl lenatlu given will be the same
whether !be beam has 2, 3 or 4 element.. It is
recommended that " Plumber's DcUgbt" type
construction be used where all the elcmenll are

Directive Arrays with Parasitic Elements ·
GAMMA WATCH

,
~7t.

(Al

(c)

loop A (fttet)-dihJ
4 :1 C04X 8ALUN

Fig. 21 ·39 - Illustrations of gamma and
T -matching systems. At A, thl gElmma rod is
adjusted al ong with C until the lowest possible
SWA is obtained. A T -match ;s shown at B. It i. the
same lIS two gamma-match rods. The rods and Cl
and C2 arl alternatelv adjusted for a 1: 1 SWR. A
coaxIal 4 :1 balun transfOl'mer is shown at C. A
tOl'oidai balun can be u.ed in place of the coax
model shown. Details fOl' the toroidal version are
lIi....n in Chapter 20, $I'Id It hIlS a broader frequency
ranga t han the coaxial version. The T·match is
adjusted for 200 ohms and the balun Slepi this
bolallctd valUI down to 50 ohms. unbol(1llced. (N,
the T·match can be set for 300 ohms, and th e
balun used to step this down to 75 ohms,
unbalanced. Dimensions fO<" the gElmma and
T -match rods cannot be given by formula . Their
lengths and sPiei ng will depend upon the tubing
size used, and t he ' pacing of the parasi tic el ements
of the beam. Capacitors C, Cl and C2 can be 140
pF for 14·MHz beams. Somewhat Ie" capacitance
will be needed 111 21 and 28 MHz.
mounted directly on and grounded to the boom-.
This puts the en tire array at dc ground po tential,
affordlna better lightning protection. A gamma
section can be uJed for matching the feed line to
the array.
Tuning Adjustments
The preferable methcxl for checking tbe beam is
by mean. of a field1 trength meter or the S meter

of II communications receiver, used in conjunction
with a dipole an tenna located at least 10
WlIyelengths away and u high as or higher than the
beam that h being checked. A few wa lts of power
fed into the antenna will give a u58ful kignaJ at the
observation point, and the power input to the
transmitter (and hence the antenna) should be held
constant for all of the readings.
Preliminary matching adjustments can be done
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on the ground. The beam should be sct up so that
the renectOf element rests on earth with the
remaining elements in a vertical configuration. In
other words,. the beam should be aimed straight up.
1be matching system is then adj usted for 1: 1 SWR
between the feed line and driven element. When
the I.Dtenna is raised into its opuating height, only
sligh t touch-up of the matching network will be
required.
A great deal has been printed about the need
for tu ning the dements of a Vagi-type beam.
However, experience has shown that lengths given
in Fig. 21·38 and Table U are close enough to the
desired length that no furt her tuning should be
required. This is true for Vagi anays made from
metal tubing. However, in the ease of quad
antennas, made £rom wire, the reOectors and
directod should be tuned with the antenna in its
opeI11ting location. 1be reason is that it is
practically impossible to cu t and 1nsta11 WR to the
UllCt dimensions required ror maximum gain or
Cro nt·to-back.
Simple Sys tems: ",fbe Rotary Beam
~lemen t systems are popular for
rotary-beam antennas, where the entire an tenna
syste m is rotated, to permit its pin and directivity .
to be utilized for any compass direction. They may
be mounted either horizontally (with the plane
containing the elements parallel to the earth) or
vertically.
A foul'.e}ement beam win pve l till mme gain
than 3. three-eklment one, provided the support is
!lUflicient for about 0.2 wavelength spacing
between elements. TIle tuning fot maximum gain
inYOlvel many variables, and complete gain and
tuning data are not available.
The elements in close--spaced (less than
one-<luartcr waveleJW;h elemen t spacing) arrays
preferably should be made of tubins of one-half to'
one-inch diameter. A conductor or luxe diamelel
not only has less ohmic resistance but also has
lower Q; both these facton are important in
close-spaced arra),:, because the impedance of the
driven eleme nt usually Is quite low compared to
thai of a simple dipole antenna. With three- and
foor~lement close-spaced anays the radiation
resistance of the driven element may be so low that
ohmlc losses in the conductor can consume an
appreciable fraction of the power.

Two- an d

Feeding the Rolaty Beam
Any of the usual metho<b of feed (described
later under "Matching the Antenna to the Line")
can be applied to the driven eleme nt or a rotary
beam. The popular choices for feeding a beam are
the gamma match with series capacitor and the T
match with se ritj capacitors and a half-wayelength
phasing section, as shown In Fig. 2 1·39. These
methods are proferred over any othen because
tll ey permit adjustment of the matching and the
use of coaxial line feed. The yariable capaclton can
be housed in small plastic cups for weatherproof·
ing; receiving types with close spacing can be used
at powers up to • few hundred watts. Maximum
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Fig. 2140 _ InfoHTlll tion on buildi ng a qued or a
Delte.Loop entenne. The entennas ere electrically
limilar. but the Delte·Loop U 5e1 " pl umber's de·
light" construction. Additlonel inforrNItlon i.
given In the tel<t.

DELTA LOOPS AND QUAD BEAMS

~~"'"

L('f«t)-~

",rmns.

Olwnl EL.(ptItrwll ftJ-~
Ill'. (_rrUlft.)-1/!J;)

~Tmxs.

CU BICAL QUAD

DELTA LOOP

capacitance required is usually 140 pF It 14 Mill.
and proportionately Ie55 at the higbtr CrequenciCL
If phylCially possible, it I. better to adjust the
matc hil\8 device after the antenna bas been
installed al its ultimate height, since a mal ch made
with the anlCRna near the ground may not hold for
the same antenna in the air,
ShuplteSl or Resonance
Peak perfonnance of • mu ltielement, puuitie
llfTlIY depend, upon proper phasing or tunins of
the eleme nts, which can be exac t for one
frequency only. in the cue of c1OS1Hpaced arrays.
which because of the low radiation ~tance

usually lie quile shUP-IUnina;. the frequency DfIF
over whk:h optimum resul ts can be secured is only
0( the order of I or 2 ptrt:ent of the resonan t
frequency, or up to abou t 500 kHz at 28 Milt.
However, the an tenna can be made to wort
$l.tisCaclo rily oYe r . wider ftequency BlIP by

adjusting the director or dirtctou 10 ,n-e
maximum pin al the hlg.cfI frequency to' be
covered, lIld by adjusting the renector to &h'e
op timu m gain at the lowest frequency . This
sacrifices lOme gain at all frequencie s, but
maintains more uniform pin over a wider
frequency range.
The Ulotl of Iargo-dlameter conduclOrs will
broaden the response curve of an array because the
IaIJcr diameter lowers the Q. Th is cauJel the
reac tances of the elements to change rather slowly
with frequency, with the result that the tunill!;
stays near the optimum over a considenbly wider
frequency ranze than it the case with wire
conductors.
Combination Arrays
II is possible to combine parasitic elements wi lli

driven elements to rorm unys composed of
driven and parasitic ek:menb and
combination
broad-sidc><:oUinear-parasitic
elements. Thus two or more collinear elemenb migbt
be provided with I eollineu reRector or director
set, one pan.si tie element to each driven clement.
Or both directon and reflec ton might be used. A
broadside-collineu array can be treated in the same
fashion.
colJin~

One of the more effective DX amy. is caUed
the "cubical quad" or, simply, " quad" I ntenna. 1t
consists of two or more Iquare loops of wire
suppon ed by I bamboo or fibeqlau cros:s-ann
auembly. The loops ate I quarter Wlve!enath per
side (IUU wavelength ove ntl) one loop being
driven, and the othe r servins as a para.'litic elemen t
- usually a reflector. A variation o f the q uad is
caUed the [)elta Loop. The electrical properties of
both antennas are the same, genera.Uy speaki""
though. lOme operators repon better DX results
with the Delli Loop. Both anteruw &It shown in
Fig, 2 1-40, They difTer mainly in their phY$icai
properties, one being of " Plumber's Delight"
construction, while the other uses insulating
suppan memben. One or more direclOn can be
added to either antenna if addi tional lain and
directivity is desired, thoush man operata" use
the two-eJement arrangement.
It Is possible to interlace quads or " delt as" for
two or maR! bands, but if this.is done the fonnulas
given In Fia. 2 1-40 may hive 10 be ehlllloo slightly
to compensate for the proximity effeet of the
xoooo antennL For quads the le",th of the
fuD-wave kKlp can be computed from

FuII,w(1IIe loop (ft) ·

IlWJr.)

21 ·"

If multiple unys are used, each antenna should
be tuned up separately for maximum forward pin
II noted on a field-strellIth mete r. 1be refleclOr
stub on the quad shou1d be adjusted for the
rOresoinl condition. The Delta-Loop gamma ma tch
should be adju sted for I I : 1 SWR. No reflector
tuning is needed. The Delta-Loop antenna has a
broader liequency response than the quad, and
hoIch at an SWR of 1.5 : 1 or beller ICtOSS the band
it is eut fer.

TABLE 21-111
QuQntlty

[.en8th
(ft.)

2

8
8
8

4

DUlmerer
(in.)

I

3/.

Reynolds
Nd

'A
RA

I
I 1/4
l OA
I
6
423 1
7/8
2 U-bolts, TV antenna to mast type, 1 variable
capacitOf. 150 pF maximum, any type, I plastic
freezer container, app roximately 5 X 5 X 5 inches, to house pmma capacitor.
Gamma rod, 3/8- to 1/2-inch diameter aluminum
tu bing, 36 inches long. (Aluminum curtain rod
or similar.)

A Short 200Meter Yagi
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The resonaoc::e of the quid antenna can be
found by checkinc the Cmqucncy at whk:b tho
lowest 8WR occun. The eleme nt length (drlven
element) can be adjusted fo r resonance in the
most-used portion of the band by lengthening or
shorteninJ; it.
It is believed that II two-element quad or

Deltl-Loop ante:M' compares favorably with II
three-ek:ment Viii anay in terml of pin (see QST,
May, 1963, and QST, JanuaJ)' 1969 for Mlditional
inConnation), The quad and Delta-Loop antenna

pelfonn very weUat SO and 144 MHz. A discussion
of radiation patterns and gain, quads VI . Vagis. was
presented by LindJay in (}fiT, May. 1968.

A SHORT 2O-METER YAGI
Dexl"ibed here iI II tmaIl, yel effective, threeelement 20-meter YaJ! thu offen gain and JOOd
directivity. This system exhibit. II front· l~blck
ratio in exoe5ll of 18 dB IS measured with II Jood
quality oommunication. receiver.

Conttruction
The boom and aU the elements are made from
1·1/4-inch diameter aluminum lubinllvailabk . t
mOil hardware stores. The two boom sections and
I1le two pieces which make up the center portion
of the driven element are coupled together usllll
lS·inch sleevu of l · l /8·inch OD aluminum tublna.
Sheet metal screws Ihould be used to secure the
sections within the coupUn, sleeves.
The Ioadinl coila arc wound on I-l IS-inch
dbmeter Plexiglas rod. Ddails are shown in Fill- l.
Be sure to wt the ends of the aluminum tubirJ&
where the compreS5ion clamps are placed. The coils
are made from No. 14 enameled copper wire. The
specified number of turns are equally spaced to
cover the entire nine inches of Plexiglu.
The capacitance hau are COpltructed froin
l/4-inch aDJk aluminum. Two pieceJ two feet in
)eDIth 1m ~quired for each hal. The model shown
In the diagrams hIS the a"lle aluminum futened to
the clement URn, aluminum strips however No.8
sheet metal screws provide a suitable substitute.
Solder lup are fastened to the ends of the angle
aluminum and No. 12 or 14 wire connects th e encls
of the aluminum rClultin, in a square loop. The
wires mould be JOldI:red at each of tbe tolder luISAn of the elemenu are .seemed to tbe boom
with TV lJ.bolt hardware. Plated bolts are desirable
to prevent rust from fonnin&- An aluminum plate
nine inches square by I / 4-inch thick was used as
the boom-to-mast plate.
1)4- AWlo4lNUloi
TUSING

. ..\--... " SELF TAPPING
SCREW

HOSE ClAMP

t:::4---

T
•

1229,,",

1

I~" PlEXIGLAS
ROD

Fig. 1 - O..ail, for )oI nlrog
Metlom of aluminum tubing
and "'exigla. rod.

TA.BLE f
Complete parta list fo r the mOrl beam.

QTY
2
3
4

2

4
6

MA TERlAL

H)·foot Iingths of H/44nch eM. eluminum
tubing lone for the reft.::tor Clnter MICtion,
one for thl reflector II'Od section.l.
Eigtll'· foot lengths of 1·1/4-inch d'-. aluminum tubing hwo IMlgths for the boom, one
length for the director elemMlt centerl.
Six·foot lengt hs of 1-1/4-ineb dia. aluminum
tubing (two lengths for th e driven element
center, two lengths for the director and
driven alement endsl.
15-indllengths of 1-618-tnch dia. alu minum
tubing.
4D-ineh Iingth of 318-inch dia. aluminum
tubing.
Six·foot lengths of 3/4-inch angIl aluminum.
12·inch lengths of 1·1/8-inch d ia. Plexigla.

,od.

38'

Nine·inch sqyare. 1/4·inch thick aluminum
pI. te .
U·bolt •.
eom.,...aion ho5II dan'lP'ClUtch caps.
No. 12 _malad copper wir•.

60'

No. 14 enameled copper wire.

a
a

12

A boom llrut it recommended because the
Weight of the elemenu is sufficicnt to ca use the
boom to sa&- A 1/8-lnch diameter nykHl line is
plenty stron&- A U-bolt damp is placed 00 the
mast _eqJ feet abo¥e the anlenna and proridu
Shown h .... Is WA 1 LNQ standing near the twenty·
matI\" beam InOI.Intld Itop thl tower. Keep in
m ind the longest elemant is o nlV 20 flit .
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RES. FREO.

~l

14.0!K) "'1

'3.350

RES. FA EQ.
,·U SQ MHZ

k
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I' TURNS

215 TU ANS

u\ TURNS

T."

T

WAST PLATE- ...
, Ll XIGL.,lS , OX\llll."

1

-

.l
26 T URNS

IF

"
,',.
Fig. 2 - Conslructionel lieu-iii for the 2O-meter
'-n. The colli on 1IIId1 side of the "ement . ,
identical. The gIImma cep.lCitor is. 14O-pF varillbl.
unit manuflClured by E. F. Johnwn Co.
the attachment point for the cente r of the tnlSS
line. To reduce the pouibillty of water lccumulat·
Inj: In the clement tubin& and subsequently freel.-

inc. crutch ca p. are placed OVet the end!. Rubber
fect lUitable for kccpina furniture (rom scratching
hardwood floors wou ld serve the same purpose.
A piece of PJe:dglas was mounted inskle an
aluminum Mlnlbox to provide Jupporl and
inJUlat,ion for the pmma Qlpacitor. A plastic
refri,enolor box would
the purpose jUlt IS
well. The capacitor housina: is mounted to the
boom by me.ns of I 1).0011. The gamma rod is
made of 3/8·inch alumlnum 4~inchcl long and is
connected to the pm,.. capadtOl" by I 6·ineh
length of nrap aluminum.

.1'Ve

Tune-Up and Operation

The builder is Cl\Q)uJaJCd 10 (oUow the dimensions given in Fia- I u a Slutin& point (or the
position o( tbe pmm. rod shornna stnp_ Connect
the ooulll cable and InstaO th e ante!lM near or at
the top o( the tower. The pmm. capacitor dIould

be adjusted (or minimum SWR at 14.100 MHz as
indicated by an SWR meier (Of power meter)
connected 1n the feedline at the pmfl'll capacitor
box. If a pedect IlUIteh ClnnOI be obtained a slight
n:positJoning of the pmma thort mi&ht be r&
quired. The dimensions given favor the ew portion
of the band. At 14.050 MH z the SWR II 1.1: I and
at 14.350 MU:r. tbe SWR is \e,t than 2: 1 makin,
this an tenna useful ror phone as weU IS r::w.

AN OPTIMUM·GAIN TWO-BAND ARRAY
If optimum performance Is desired from a Vagi,
the dual-4-e lement array shown In Fig. 21-43 will
be of interes t. Th is antenna consisll of four
elemenU on 15 meten interlaced with the same
number fOliO. Wktc spacifIC is used, pnMdl~
excellent gain and good bandwidth on both bands.
Each driven dement is (ed separately with SO-ohm
coax; pmma.matchq sys tems are employed. If
desired, a sin&le feed line can be run to the amy
and then switched by • remotely controlled relay.
The element lengths shown in Fia- 21-44 are (or
the phone portkms of the band, cenlered al 21,300
and 28,600 kH:r.. If desired, the dement lenaths
Cal be chan,ed Cor cw· operation, usin& the
dimenskll15 given in Table 21·11. 'The spkI,. of the

Fig. 21~3 - Ready for erec:tIOl'l, this I. the
completed dull-band beam.
clements will mnain the same for both phone ItId
~.

Consuuetioa Detaib

The elements are $Uppofted by commercially
made U-bolt assemblies. O r, muffl er clamps make
cxuUent element supports. The boom-to-mat
su pport Is also • manufactured item that is
designed to hold a 2-inch diilJlleter boom and that
can be used wi th mast sites up to 2 1/2 inches in
diameter. Another feature of thls device Is that it
permits the beam to be tilted after It Is mounted In
place on the towe r, providin, access to the
elements If they need to be adjusted once the beam
has been mowued on the ~r.
The eleme nts are made from 6061·T6 alumi·
num tubine, which is available from metal
JUpplien. The tubine comes in 12-foo t ie.n&ths and
can be purchased in telescoping sizes. The ce nter
H1Ctions of the 15-meter beam elements are I -Inch
outside diame ter and the Io-mete r sectio ns are
3/4-inch. 11le ends of the tubing are slit with •

{

REfL.

{f

IT'

I·
,Y.t-

hack saw, and hose clam p. are used to hold the
telescoping portions.

A THREE·BAND QUAD
ANTENNA SYSTEM
Quads have been popular with UTlateurs durina

the past rew decad'es because of their li&ht wei&hl.
rdatively smaD. "unina: radius, and their uniqve
abilily to provide aood DX performance when
mounted dose 10 the earth. A two-demenl threeband quad, for instance, with the element.

23' 1'i!"

1
22 '

OA IYEII

Fig. 21~5 - Thlr Is the boom-to-fl'81 fixtu,.. that
holds the lWO 12-fool boom UlCtiOl'll together. The
unit is made by Hy-Gai n Electronics, P. O. Box
5407-HE, Un<:OIn, NE 68505.
.

,."

L(IoIOIJ

16' 5""

",
{"""'"

"

"
Th, th rH-band quad ant .... na.

15'7\4"

7O' Uy,;"

"
b,

"''''

mounted oo1y 35 feet above tbfI. pound, lIrilJ r;ive.
.,00 performance in liturian. where • triband
Vagi will not. FI&- 1 shows a Iar&e quad antenna
\S' .3Ye·

210' 6)4 ·

Fig, 2 1·44 - The element length. shown are for
the phone lICtions of the bendt. T.,.a 2 1-11
prcMdn the dimansJons for cw fnquend ••

which can be used u a ba.1is (or dcsir;n (or eitber
smaner Or 1arpr amyL
Five Jets or element spreaders are used to
support the threl-i:lement 20-meter, fOIlf-element
IS-meter, and flv_lemenl Io-meter wU1Hoop
syneJD. The sPlcl.na between element. has been
chosen to prt'Yide optimum performance con-
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Fig. 1 - Dimensions
of the three-band
quad, not drawn to
.::ale. See Tebla I
for dimensions of
leUMed wires.

•
,•

,'~

' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .M._•• ' N'

Fig. 2 - Details of one 01 two aS$lmblies for a $pI'tader frame. The two assemblies are jointed to form iOn
x with a muffler clamp mounted at the position shown.

TABLE I

Three-Band Quad loop Dimensions

a..d
2.
MeIII'1i

I."

Dri~en

First

Second

Third

Reflector

Elemmr

Director

Director

Director

IAI72'S"

(B) 11'

3

H

(CI 69' 6"

Malars

(0) 48' 6 %" lEI 47' 7%" (F146' 5"

(G) 4S' S"

MIllin

(HI 36' 2W' III 35'6"

(K)34' 7"

IJ) 34' 7"

I L) 34' 7"

Lettau indicate loops Identified In FI&. 1

sislen! with boom length and methanical con·
UNction. Each of the parasitic 1001» is closed
(ends soldered together) and requites no tunina.
AU of th e loop siles are listed in Table I and are
designed ror a center frequency of 1'4 .1, 2l.1 , and
28.3 MHL Since quad antennas are rather broad·

tuning devices eltcellent performance Is achieved in
both cw and ssb band segments of each band (wi th
the possible eltception of the very high end of 10
meters). Changing the dimensions to favor a
frequ ency 200 kHz higher in each band to create a
"phone" antenna is not necessary.
One question which comes up quile often is
whether to mount the loops in a diamond or a
square configuration. In other words, should one
spreader be horizontal to the earth, or should the
wire be horizontal to the ground (spreaders
mounted in the fash;on of an Xl? From the
electrical point of view, it is probably a trade-off.
While the square configuration has Its lowest point
higher above lfOund than a diamond version
(which may lower the angle of radiation slightly),
the top is also lower than that of a diamond shaped

array. Some authorities indicate that separation of
the current points in the diamond system gives
slightly more gain than is possible with a square
13Youl. It should be pointed out, however, that there
never has been any substantial proof in favor of
one or the other, electrically.
Spreader su pports (sometimes called spidcr1)
are available from many different manufacturers. If
the builder is keeping the cost at a minimum, he
should consider building his own. The expense is
about half that of a commercially manufactured
equivalent Ind, according to lOme authorities, the
homemade ar m supports described below are les,
likely to rotate on the boom as a result of wind
pressure.
A three-foot long section of one·inch·per·side
steel angle stock is used to interconnect the pairs
of spreader arms. The steel is drilled at the center
to accept a muffler clamp of sufficient ! iu to
clamp the assembly to the boom. The fiber glass is
attached to the steel angle stock with automotive
hose clamps, two per pole. Each quad-loop spreader frame consists of two assemblies of the type
shown in Fig. 2.

A 2O-METER VERTICAL BEAM
An excellent parasitic Irray (or 20 metcB is I
3-demcnt verticil beam originally dClCribed by
W2FMI In · June, 1972. QST. The IIlteMl is
ICtualiy one-half o( a Yagi amy usins quarter-wave
elements with spacin, between element. o( 0.2
wavelellJth (12-1/2 (eet on 20 meten). This
spac ing resu lts in a good compromise belWftn pin
and input impedance. CI05er spacing would reduce
the Input impedance, and hence the eNkiency,
becallJe of the inherent earth losses with vertical
an tennas. This ver lkal symmetrical Yagi allows (o r
dectrlcal beam switching (changing: a director Inlo
a reflector by switchi", in I Ioadm, coD It the
blSe) while maintainin, • constant input imped.nce .t the driven element. The dimension. o( the
tlu-ee-element antenna, when Uled .. I fixed or a
awitched amy. are shown in Table 2 1-IV. The
elements Ire conruucted u.sin, 1 / 1 6-inc~wa.l1 aluminum lub!na and consist of three lelescopinll
sections with ore-inch 00 tubin. used for the
bottom porlions. This results in a Je!f-supporlln,
struct ure. Actually. Il1lIny choices Ire ava ilable,
includin, No. 14 or 12 wire taped to bamboo
poleL
The three·dement array with the fuU
plane prese nts an input impedance of IS ohmL
"'atchina is .ccomplished with the lIep-down
truuformer, a 4:1 unbalanced-to-unbalenced toroidal balun. This m nsfotmer is also shown in Fi&21·52 connected to the driven element.
_
Fla. 2 1-53 &hows the geomelf)' of the irnap
plane.. The inner square. has a diqonal o( 4/ 10
wavelength (25 (eet). The ou ter wires o( these
. sections are No. 14 wire and the inner wires are
No. 18. All cross-connecled wires were wirewrapped and soldered. The pattern WII chosen 10
&lve 10 easy path for the su rface currenll of a
five-elemenl array (parasitic elementl II the four
cornel1). The outer radi als were all 0.4 wlvelen,th
lona Ind Iiso of No_ 18 wire. Twenty·five wires
emlnated (rom each comer and nine rrom the

Fig. 21-52 - Base han:tw.r, of the driven element

and the matchIng t ... nsformer.

irn.

"'...

Fig. 2 1-53 - Geome try of the image plane used in
this inlleltig&tion. The pettem _
dlosef1 10
approximate lines of curr."t flow.

Dimenllons of 2a-Meter Parasitic. 3·Element Array
J) FindA~y

Dir.:tor
Driven Element

Refleetor
Spec.l ng Between Elements

15118 1n.

t 6 ft
17 11 7In.
12-1/2 It

2) Swilched A~y

D"'':lor II"Id Rlfl.:tor
OriV'lln EI'ment

15 ft
16 ft

Spacing Between Elements

t "2-1/2 It

lOIIding Coil

2hNo. l 2winr
woul"ld J turns
with 3 in. dia.
L"'gth Id/unad
for rna)t. FIB
ratio

Fig. 21 -54 - Base of one of the perllSi tie elemants
' howing the rel.y enclosura, loeding coil, and tM
il"ldic.ator mater of tha field-llrength detteter,
which was located 2 -.langtns away.
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STANDARD SIZES OF ALUMINU M TUlIN G
Many hamt lilI:e to expedment with antennas
but one problem in making antenn.. using aluminurn tubilll is knowing what sU.c1 of tubing Ire
available. Jr you want to build • beam, many
questions abou t tubing sizes. _i&hts, what slle
lubing flulnlo what o the r size, and so forth mu st
be answered.
Table 21·Y lives the standard sizes of aluminum
!ubilll that are stoclted by rmst aluminum supplien
or distributor. in the United St.tes and Canada..
Note thai all tubing comes in 12'(oot ICllIths and

abo that Iny diameter tubing will fit into the next
1ar&er size, i( !be Iarzer size hAs I O.058-inch wall
thickneu.. For example, S/ 8-inch tubing hu an
outside diameter of 0.625 inchct and will fit inlo

3/+inch tubilla; with • a.OS8-inch wall whk:h hu
an iJUide diameter of 0.634 inches.. Havin, uJed
quite a bit of Itlb type tubing it is possible to IIlle
thai O.OO9-inch clearance is jun right (o r a slip fi t
or (or siottin, the tubing and then using hose
clamps. To repeat, always JCt the next lugeI size
specify
O.OS8-inch
to obtain
O.OO9-inch clearance.
With the chart, a little rllurlng will provide all
the information needed to build. beam, includinJ
what the Inlenna wiU weich- The 6061·T6 type or
aluminum is I rcbtive ly high strength I nd has good
W1)rbbility. pil'I being highly resistant to corros;on and wiU bend without taking I "Itt."
Check the YeUow PafICI (or aluminum dealers.

,,'

...

•

.,.,

TABLE 21·V
6061 -T6 (615-T6) ROUND ALUMINUM TUBE

0 . 0. WAU. TH ICKNESS
..... INIItI ..... 0.&.

....

.- ...
..

~

10 11·' ....

A,.,.ROll. WEIGHT
,~
,... L.,.III

. 117
.089

.0 19Ib..
.02$ Ibl.

.221l b ..
.330Ib, .

•180
. 1.52
. 13"
.2 .. 2
.21"
.196

.027Ib ..
.036Ib..
.0 .. 1 Ib ..

.32" Ib ..
... nlb ..
... 92Ib ..

.036 lb •.
.0.7 lb •.
.055 lb •.

... 32 lb •.
.56" lb •.
.660 110..

20 1
\8 ]
171
161

•305
. 277
. 259
•2"S

.0"3
.0 60
.068
.07"

lb ••
lb •.
lb ••
110 ..

.5 16110 ..
.720 lb •.
.8 16 lb •.
.888 lb •.

.OU (No. 20)
.0 .. 9 (No. 18)
•06-' , ....... 16)
.028 (....... 221
.035 I....... 20)
.0<11 9 INo. 181
.058 INo. 17 1
. 065 INo.1 61
.028 {NO. 221
.03S {No. 20)
.0 <11 9 {No. 18)
•058 INo. 17)
•06S INo. 16J
14' .035 (No. 201
.0.9 INo. 181
.05. INo.l71
,065 (NO. 161
.083 (No. I'"
II' •035 INo. 20)
•049 INo. (8)
.058 INo. (7 )
•065 INo. 161
•035 INo. 20)
.0 " 9 . INo. I.'
.058 INo. 171
.065 INo. 16)

.367
.339
. 307

.051 Ib"
.070 lb •.
.089 1101.

.612 'b •.
.840Ib,.
1.068110..

.• 30
. <11 0 2
.38<11
.370

.0"9 Ib ..
.059Ib..
.082 Ib ..
.095 tbr. 107110,.

.588 Ib"
.708Ib ..
.984 Ib ..
1.0 <110 lb •.
1.28<11 lb •.

.569
.555
. 527
•.509
... 95

.06 1 110 ..
.075110 ..
. 106 lb •.
.121 110,.
. 137 lb •.

.732
.900
1.272
1.<11 52
1.64<11

. 680
. 652
.63"
.620
.584

.091 110..
. 125Ib..
. 1<111 Ib ..
. 160 lb •.
.20" 110 ..

1.092 II>-.
1..500 Ib ..
1.776 lb •.
1.9201101.
2 ..... lb ..

.805
.7-'9
.7 .5

.1 0 8110 ,,. 151 lb •.
.175 1101.
.199 Ibl .

1.30.lb ..
1.810Ib ..
2.100Ib"
1.399 lb •.

.930
.9 02
. 884
•870

.123
' .170
.202
.220

1." 76
2.0.0
2."2"
2.6<11 0

...

•03S (No. 20J
•0"9 (....... 18J
.035 (No.. 20)
.0"9 (No.1')
.osa (No. 17)

.... .ou

iNo. 20)
.0"9 (No. 181
.osa (No. 171

Ii'

",
".

...

"

~ ••

.OU
.049
.058
•06'

(No.
INo.
INo.
INo.

.......

.m

lb •.
lb •.
lb •.
lb ••

110 ..
lb •.
110 ..
110 ..
lb •.

lb •.
lb •.
Ibl .
lb •.

slu. or•• Jltrvd.d. .1 otMt- olu. or. drawn M ...

l_'~.

O. O. WALL THICKNESS

11Ido. llld!. St... 0..

••

I.

o.

A",.ROll. WE IGHT
,... L...tII

,... FIOI

.• 3 ..

•281 Ib ..

3.372Ib..

l1A ~

.03S (No. 20) 1.0SS
•058 (No. 171 1.009

. 139 Ib ..
•228 Ib ..

1.668Ib ..
::I.736 Ib ..

.~.

•035
.0" 9
.058
.0 65
.083

1 .08~

. ISS Ib ..
.21 0Ib ..
. 2S6Ib ..
.. 214 lb •.
.3S7 lb •.

1.860Ibl.
2.520Ibl.
3.07 2Ib..
3." 08 110..
" .284 110,,-

.035 (No. 20) 1.305
.058 INo. 171 1.259

. 17 3 lb •.
.282 lb •.

2.076 110 ..
3.384 110..

....
.W

,,.-

....

.

•0 83 iNo. l")

...

.035
.0. 9
•058
.065
.083
- .1 25
-.250

(No.
INo.
\No.
(No.

18)
17)
(6)
"' )

(No. 20] 1."30 . 180Ib ..
2. 160110,,(No. 18) 1." 0 2 . 260110"
3.120110 ..
(No. 17] 1.384 . 309Ib ..
3.708 110 ..
(No. 16) 1.370
. 3<11<11 Ib .. " . 128 Ib ..
(No. 1"1 1.334 ... 3"lb.. 5.208Ib..
Yo'
1.250
.630Ib .. 7."'6 Ib ..
~.
1.000 1.1501b .. "'.B32Ib ..
•206110..
. 336Ib..

2." 72 Ib ..
" .032I b ..

.058 (No. 171 1.6 3"
.083 INo.l " J 1.58<11

.363 tb ..
. 510 lb •.

" .356110..
6 .120110, .

.389 lb •.

" .668110,.

INo. 171 1.7 59

.0"9 INO.18) 1.902
.06-' INo.16) 1.870
.0 83 INo. H ) 1.834
- .125
Yo'
1.7.50
".2 50
1.500

...

2\4- .0 "9 (No. 181
.06.5 INo.16)
.0 83 iNo. ''' J
,06-' (....... 16)
.083 (No. ,.)
- , 125
Yo'
- ,2.50
110 ·

,,,.
3'

1. 180
1. 1S2
1.1 3<11
1. 120

.03S (....... 20) 1.555
.058 , ....... 171 1.509

);' .058

"

(No. ::10)

2.152
2. 120
2.084

.3 .50 110 .. " .200 Ib,,."50 Ib .. 5 .• 00 110,,. 590 lb •. 7.080110 ..
. 870 110 .. 9 .960Ib ..
1.6201b .. 19.920Ib ..
. 39.1b..
. 520Ib ..
.660 lb •.

..,776110..
6. 240 Ib ..
7.920110 ..

2.370 •587110 .. 7 .0.... Ib ..
,7.. 0jb .. • .880Ib..
2.33"
2250 1.1 00 110 .. 12.720Ib ..
2.000 2.080110" 25.<II .. O lb ..

.065 INo. 16) 2.870 .710 lb •. . .520 Ib ..
~.
· . 12S
2.7 00 1.330Ib .. 15.600 Ib ,,-.2.50
\4'
2.SOO 2.5 .. 0110 .. 31 .200 110.,

A 4O-Meter Vagi
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A SMALL VAGI FOR 40 METERS
amy, yet the mechanical design lUows the usc of I
"normal" heavy-duty rotetor and a conventional
tower support. Element loading is accomplished by
lumped inductance and capacitance hau along the
38-(00t elements.

Fig. 1 - The short 40-metar V&gi resembles a large
2().metar svuem.
A 7·MHz antenna for most amateUl installations oo nsists of I half-wave dipole attached
between two convenient supports and fed power II
the center with coaxial cable. When antenna gain is
a requirement on this frequency, the dimensions of
the system can become overwhelming. A full size
three-element Yagi typically wou ld have 68-foot
clements and a 36-(oot boom. Accordingly, half
size elements present some distinct mechanical as
well as economical advanlaFs. Reducing the
spacing between elements is not recommended
since it would severely rest rict the bandwidth of
operation and make the tuning critical. Good
directivity and reasonable gain are features of this

Fig. 2 - Tlla parasitic alements era held in position
wit h • lIfTlell plate and four automotive muffler
climps.

Construction
The system described here is similar to the
thn:l&-element antenna for 20 meters described
earlier in this chapter. Some minor changes have
been made to allow the use of standard sizes and
lengths of aluminum tubing. All three elements are
the same length; the tuning of the ind uctor is
slightly differen t on each element, however. The
two parasitic elements are grounded at the center
with the associated boom-tn-element hardware. A
helical hairpin matc h is used to provide e proper
match to the split and iruulated driven element.
Two sections or steel angle stock are used to
reinforce the driven-element mounting plate since
the Plexiglas center insulating material is not rigid
and element sag might otherwise resulL The
parasitic element cente r sections are contin uous
sections of aluminum tubing and additional I UPport is not needed here. Figs.. 2 and 3 show the
details clearly.
The inductors for each element are wou nd on
1-I/8-inch diameter solid Plcxiglu east rod.. Each
end of the coil is secul1ld in place with I solder lug
and the Plexiglas is held in position with an
automotive compression clamp. The total number
of turns needed to rllsona te th e clements correctly
is given in Fig. 5. The clpacitaJfCe hats consist of
1/2·inch lubing three feet long (two pieces used)
attached to the elemcnt directly next to the coil on
each parasitic element and two inches aW3y from

Fig. 3 - The driven element needs to be Insulated
from the boom. Insutetion is \Xovided by PVC
t ubing held in plee. on sheet plastic with U bolu.
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the coil for the driven clemenl Complete derails
are given in F ig. 4.
The boom is conSiructed from three sections of
aluminum tu bing which meuUJ'es 2· 1/2 Inches
diameter and 12 reel long. ' These pieces are joined
together with inner lubeS made from 2· 1/ .... inch
slock shimmed with alu minum nashing. Long
stri ps, appro ximately one inch wi de, are wound on
t he inner t ubing before it is pl aced imide the boom
seclio ns. A pai r of 3/8 x 3- 1/2 in ch steel bolts are

placed at right angles to each o lhe r at every
connection point 10 secu re the boom. Cau tion: do
nOI oyer lighten the 0011$ since this wiU distort the
tubi", making it impossible to pull lpar t !!eclians,
should the need arise. It is much beller to install
locking nuts ovcr the original ones 10 assure
mechanical securit y.
Th e helical hairpin details arc given in Fig. 6.
Quarter inch co ppe r tubing is formed into seven
turns approx imately rour inches long an d 2·1/4
inches ID.

Tuning and Matchif18
The builder is encouraged to carefully follow
the dim ensions given in Fig. S. Tuning the elements
\\lith the aid of/a gri($.di p oscillator hall proved to
be somewhat unreliable and accordingly, no resonant frequencies will be given.
The hairpin matching sys tem may no t resemble
the usual form bu t iu operation and adjustment
are essen tially the same. For I detailed e)(pl.nation
of this network, see the Transmission Line cha pter
of The ARR/. Allre/lllQ Book. thirtcenth edition.
The driven element resonlnt frequency required
for the hairpin match is detenn incd by the
placement of th e capacitance hats with respec t to
th e ends of the coils. Sliding the ca pacitance hats
lway from the ends of the coils increases the
resonan t frequency (ca pacitive reactance) of the

Fig. 4 - Each loading coil is wound on PleKigl.s
rod. The capacitance hal$ for the parasitic elements
are mounted neKt to the coil. as shown here . The
hose clemps compress the tubing a{l8i nst the
Plexiglas rod. Eecn capacitance hat consists of two
5eCtions of tubing and associated muffler clamps.

element 10 clncel the efIect of the hairpin induclive rea ctance. The model shown here had capacitance hats moun ted 2-1/2 inches out from the ends
of the coils (On the driven element only). An SWR
indica tor or wattm eter should be installed in series
wi lh the feed li ne or the onrenno. The hairpin coil
may be spread o r com pressed wit h an insulated
tool (or by hind if powcr is removed!) to provide
min imum ren ected power al 7.050 MAl.. The
builder should not necessarily strive for a perfect
malch by changing th e position oflhe ca pacitance
hats since this may reduce the band width of the
matching system. An SWR of less th an 2 to I was
achieved across the C/ltire 4()-meter band with the
antenna mounted ato p an 8()-foot tower.
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Fig. 5 - Mechanical details and dimensions fOl" the 4o-meter Yagl. Each of the elements USet the same
dimensions; the difference is onlv the number of turns on the inductors and the placement of the
capacitance hau. See the text for more detail •.
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Antenna Supports

Fig. 6 - DriYln-element hllrJ)in
mltchlng detslb.
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The luning of the amy can be checked by
makina fronl-l~back ratio measurements across
the band. With the dimensions liven here, the best
~ru of front·Io-bad hppromna tel y 25 to 30
d8) should be noticed in the cw portion cl the

band. Should the builder suspect the tunm,; is
inco~ or If the Inlennl Is mounted It lOme
height peatly dlffell'nt than 80 feet. retunina: of
the elemcntl may be necessaf)'.

ANTENNA SUPPORTS
fint stand it up against the side of the buildillllllIld

" A"·FRAME MAST
The Ilmple and inex pensivc mISt shown In
til- I is satisfactof)' for heights up to 35 or 40
feel. Clear, sound lumber should be selected. The
oompk!\ed mISt may be protel::ted by two or three
COlIS of houle paint.
If tile mall is to be erected on the &round, •
couple of stakes should be driven to keep the
bottom from slippina and it mey then be "walked
up" by a pai r o f helpcn. If It is to go un a roof,

",,.
"'"

TOTAL HEIGHT
~F'1.

"'liS

then hoist it born the roof, keeping it vertical. The
wbok assembly is li&ht enough for tv."O men to
perfonn !be complete operation - lifting the mast,
caDYl", it to its pennanenl berth, and futenlng
the guys - with the mISt ve rtical all the while. It is
entirely practicable, therdore, to errect this type
of mast on any small, n at m. of roof.
By usin& 2 X 3s or 2 X 4s, the height mlY be
extended up to about 50 feet. The 2 X 2 is 100
flexible to be satisflCtof)' It such heights.

v,..

'""

y
.fjg. 1 - Oelln, of II ,Imple 40-foot "A"·frerne
most .ultable 101'" erection in locations where.pace
Is timilld.

Fig. 2 - A simpl.
and sturdy mast for
heights in the vicinity of 40 feet,
pivoted 81 the base
fOl'" fiftY tf'Ktion.
"The height can be
'lttended to 50 feet
or mo re by using 2
X 4, innelld of 2 X
30.

HF ANTENNAS
SIMPLE 4O· FOOT MAST
The mut shown in Fig. 2 is relatively strong,
easy to construct, readily dismantled, end costs

Fig. 3 - While guys lire 1'101 nO~IY required for
the homerrede lower, they prOYide 8n eilltra
mellSure of protl!(:tion egain$t high winds. An
inverted V can serve here as twO of the guy lines.

very li ttle. Like the "A"·[rame, it is suitable for
heights of the order of 40 feet.
The top section is a single 2 X 3, bolted at the
boltom be tween a pair of2 X 35 with an overlap of
abou t two feet. The lower section thus has two legs
$paced the wid th of the narrow side of a 2 X 3. At
the bottom the two legs are bolted to a length of 2
X 4 which is set in the ground. A short length of 2
X 3 is placed between the two legs about halfway
up the bottom section, to main tain the spacing.
The two back guys at the top pull against the
an tenna. while the three lowe r guys prevent
buckUng 8t the center of the pole.
The 2 X 4 section shou ld be set in the ground
so thai il faces the proper direction. and then made
ve rtical by li niq it up with a plumb bob. The holes
for the bolts should be drilled beforehand. With
the lov.'er section laid on the ground, bolt A should
be dipped in place through the three pieces of
wood and tightened just enough so that the sec tion
can turn freely on the bolt. Then the lOp section
may be bolted in place and lhe mast pushed up,
using II ladder or anothe r 20-fool 2 X 3 for the job.
A s the mast goes up , the slack in the JUYs can be
laken up so that the whole structure is in some
measure continually supported. When the mast is
vertical, bolt B should be slipped in place and both
A and B ligh tcned. The lower guys can then be
pven a final tightening, leaving those III the top a
litUe slack until the antenna is pulled up , whe n
they should be adjusted to pull the top section in to
li ne.

Chapter 22

VHF and UHF Antennas
I.mprovtn, hb antenna system II one of the
vhf enthusWL
most productive moves open to
It caD iDaeue tnnsmJttinJ n.n.&e. irnpron
rec:eption, reduce interference probleml, and brin,
other pllcdcal benefits. The work Itself is by no
meanl the least attractive pari or the job. With
even hl&h-Pin ante.nnu, experimentation is patty
simplified, at vhf and uhf, because an amy is •
wortable site, and much can be learned about the
nalUIe and adjustment or antennas. No WJe
investment in test equipment is necessuy.
Whether we buy or build OUI antennas, we lOOn
find that there is no one "best" design tor all
PUlJlC*lL Sdectin, the antenna best IIlited to our
needs involves much more than ICaIlninJ pin
figures and prices In I manufacturer'S catalOi- The
("1rS1 step should be 10 establish priorities.

the

OBJECTIVES
Gain: Shaping the paltern oh.n antepna, to
concentrate radiated eDeI'KY. or fCCeived - si&nal
pkkup, In tome directions al the expense of others
b the OTily way to develo p gain. This is bell
explained by startinS with the hypothetical
isotropic antenna, .whkh would radiale equally in
all direcdons. A poin t sou rce of li&ht illuminating
the Inside ota globe uniformly, fl om Its center, is I
vUualanalOlY. No practkalantenna can do lhis, so
all anteruw have "pin over isotropic" (dBi). A
hall-wave dipole in free Spice has 2. 1 dBi. If we
can plot the radiation Plfiem of antenna in Ill.
planCJ, we can compu te lupin,so quoting it with
resp«:t to isotropic 11 I logical base for agreement
and unden tandinJ. It is rarely possible to erec t I
half-wIVe antenna that has anylhin& appra.:hin& I
free-space pattern, and this fact is reJpODSI."Ne for
much of the confu&lon lbou t true Intennl gain.
Radiation palterns can be controlled in various
ways. One is to use two or more driven elementl.
fed In phase. Such collineu array' proride pin
without mukedly lharpening the frequency
respoose, compand to that of I sinpe citmenL
More pin per elemen t, but with I sacriface in
frequency covefll8C, is o btained by p1acinJ parasitic
elements 10llFr and shorter thin the driven one. In
tho plane the rust clemen t, but not c!riven from the
feedline. The refJector and directon of I Vlgi In'ly
are hlth1y rrequency sensitive and such an antenna
is It Itl best over frequency changes of less than
one percen t of the operatinJ; !iequency.
FrequtfaC)' h$ponte: Abili ty to work over in
entire vhf band mly be important in some types of
wodr:. 'The response of an an tenna element caJ1 be
broadened somewhat by Incrusing the conductor
diameter, and by tlpering It to something

approximating cigar shape, but this II done mainly
with Ilmple antennas. More practicaLly, wide
frequency coverar;e mlY be a ruton to select .
collinear uray. raU;er than I Yap. On the other
hand, the pewiog tendency to channclite operations in small segments of ou r bands te nds to place
broad frequency cavefllF low on the priority list
of most vhf llitions.
Radiation Pattern : Antenna radlatioo can be
made omnidirectional, bldimc:tional, pnctkally
unidire<:tional, or anything between these conditions. A vhf net operator may find an omnidirectional Iy.tern almost a necessity, but it may bel a
poor choice otherwise. NoUe pickup and other
interfereooe problems tend to be peater with IllCh
In tennas, and those havin, some pin are especially
bad in these relp«:lJ. MuJmum pin and low
flIdialion angle are ulUalIy prime interesU of the
weak~gnal DX aspirant. A clean pattern, with
lowest posaible picku p and ndiation off the sida
and back, may be important in high-xtiYity areas,
o r where the noise level is hlgh.
Height Gain; In general, the higher the better in
vlU antenna instaUations. If raisilla the antenna
dem its dew over neuby obstructions, il mly
make dramltlc improvements In cove:np. Within
reason greater heighl is alll\Oll alwlY' worth Its
cost, but height gain mUll be balanced against
increised transmiSlion-line loss. The laller is
cons$derlble, and it increases with ftequency. The
besl availab&e line may be none too &GOd, if tbe run
is long in terms of wavelength. Give linc-lou
inConnation, shown In table ronn in Chapter 20.
close scrutiny in any an tenna plannifll.
Physical Size: ~ pen an tenna desip fOI "32
MHz will hive the same pin as one for 1"4 MHt,
but being only one-third the me it will intercept
only one-third IS much enelJ)' in receiviJll. Thus.,
to be equal in communication effectiveness, the
"32·MHz al'1"lY $hould btl I t lealt equal In lir~ to
the 1"4-MHz one, which will leQuire roupuy thrtIe
limes IS many dements. With all the extJa
difiicultks involved in going hi&f'ter in frequency, It
is weJl to be on the big: side, in building an antenna
for the higher band.

DESIGN FACTORS
Hlvilll IOrted out objectives in a general way,
we face decisions o n lpecifics, such u polarization,
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type of trananlS:Sion line, matchl", methods and
mechanical design.
PollIizatiOll: Whethe r 10 position the Intenna
dements fU"dcaJ 01 horizontal has been a moot
point since early vhf ploneeriJl&. 'Tests Ihow Uttle
evidence on which to sc t up a unifonn polarization

•
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policy. On k>na: patbJ there is no consistent
adVlnt • • either 'WlIy. Shorter plthJ tend 10 yield
higher siJIlal levels with horizon tal in some kinds
of tenain. Man-made noise, especially ignition
Interference, tends to be lower with horilonlal.
Verticals are mukedly simple r to IlJCIIn omnidirectional systems, and in mobile work.
Early vhf communicatio n WII largely ve rtical,
but horizon tal gained favor when directional .mlya
became wide ly used. The major trend to fm and

repealen, particUlarly In the 144·MHz band, has
tipped the balance in r.vor of verticals in mobile
work and for ttpeatcB.. Horizontal predominates in
other communication, on 50 MHz and hpJ
frequencies. It is well to check In advance in any
DeW IUt:I In ...,ruch you expect to operate. ho_~r,
IS lOme localities still UK Vl:rtical almost
exclusively. A circuit Ion of 20 dB o r more can be
expected with crO$!i-polarlzation.
Transmission Lines: Then! are two main
catcgo ries of transmission lines: balanced and
unbllanced. The fonner include open.wire lines
separa ted by insulatina spreaden, and Twin-Lead,
in which the wires a.e embedded in IOIid o r
foamed Insu lation. Line losses result from ohmic
re.lUana:, radialion from the line, IIld deficiencies
in the insubllon. l..a.rp conducton, clotely spaced
in lenns of wave length. and usl", a minimum of
insulation, malee the best balanced lines. Impec!anca ItO mainly 300 to 500 ohm L Balanced lines
ItO best in slnilht runs. If bends ItO unavoidable,
the IJl&ks should be IS obtullCi IS possible. Care
shouJd be lalcen to prevent one wire fro m coming
closer to metal ObjCC lS than the other. Wire spacing
should be les! than 1/20 wavdensth.
Prope rly built, ope n·wire line can operate with
very low loss in vhf and eve n uhf installations. A
total line loss under 2 dB per hundred feet 11432
MHt Is readi ly obtained. A line made of No. 12
wire, spaced 3/4 inch or less with Teflon spreadeR,
and runnl. cssentiaDy strai3ht from Intennl to
ultion, can be better than any thin&: but the mOlt
expensive coax, al a fraction of tbe cosl. This
assumes use of baiUDli 10 match into and out or the
line, with I short length of quaJjty coax for the
movl", sec tion from thc top of the to wer to the
I ntenna. A . imilar 144-MH:t se tup could have I linc
lou under 1 dB.
SmaD coax such 15 RG-58 or 59 should never
be used in vhf wo rle if the run Is morc than a few
fect. Half-inch tines (RG·8 or I I) work fllirly we ll
at 50 MHx, and are Icceptable for 144·MH:t runs of
SO feet or leu.. Ir these lines have foam nther
thin solid insulation they are about 30 percent
beUer. Aluminum-jacleet lines with lartC inocr
cond llCton and foam insulation are _II worth
their cost. They are readily Wlter-proofed, and can
last almos t indefinitely. BeWire of any ''bargains"
in coax for vhf or uhfu 5e$. Lost transmitter power
can be made up to some extent by incl1!asin&;
power, but once 10SI , a weak signal can neyer be
recovered in the receiver.
Effects of wcatbeJ: should not be ignored. A
weU-constructed opcn-wire line works well in
nearly lilY weather, and it Itandl up well.
Twin-Lead is almost useless in heavy 1II1n, wet
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mow o r kin" The besl pdes of coax ItO
impervious to welther. Tbcy can be run underaround., fastened to metal to~ ...:ithoul ifIJUlalion, or bent into Iny convenient position, with no
advent effects on pcrfonnancc.

Impedance Mltching
Theory and pr.ctlce in impedance matching ItO
given in delail in earlier chapters, and theory, at
least , is the same for frequencies above 50 MHz.
Practice may be simihu:, but physical site can be a
major modifyin, factor In choice of methodL Only
the matching devices used In practical construction
examples later in this chapter will be discussed in
detail here. This . hould not rule out comidentioo
of other methods, however, Ind I reading of
rekvant portions of ChapteR 20 and 21 is
f1.lcommended.
UnivcDal Slub: AI ilS name implies, the
doubIHdjustment stub of Fig. 22-1A is use fu l for
many matching purposes. Tbc stub length is varied
to f1.lsonate the 'Yl tem, and the transmission tine is
tapped onto the stub at the poin t where line and
stub impedances are equal. In practice this involves
moring both the 5lidina ! hort Ind the point of line
connection for tero ren ecled power, as indicated
on an SWR bridF connected in the line.
Tbc univt'rsal nub allows fOT tuning out any
small reactancc present in the driven part of tho

o
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Fig. 22· ' - Matchlng melhods commonly used In
vhf antenna. The uniYIf'HI nUb. A., combIna
tuni ng and matching. The lIdIjus~e Ihort on the
nub, and the poI n lS of connection of the
transmission line, .... edjUlted for minimum
reflected power In the tine. In the deltlll match, a
Ind C, mlline n fll'lMd out to tap on the dipofl It
the point of best Impedance match. I ~
need not be known in A, B and C. The
gamma-mateh. 0, Is for clrect connection of coax.
Cl tuna out ind.!ctllloce in the arm. Folded d lpofe
of uniform conducto r ,izili. E, 518f" up antenna
impedance by a factor of 4. Using III tlrOlr
conductor in thl unbroken portion of the Ialded
dipol e. E,
hi ltler ordeo; of impedaoca
transformlltion.

gi.....

Impedance Matching
systcm. It permits matchin& antcnna to Iinc
without knowlcdae of the letual impcdlOCel
involvcd. The position of tnc short yield in, the
best ma tch gives some Indication of amoun t of
rcactanoc present. With littlc or no fCactivc
com poncnt to be · tuncd out, the st ub will be
approximately a half-Ym'Ckngth from kJad to

......

The nub should be stiff bare wire or rod,
IpICCd no more than 1/20 wavcten&th- Preferably it should be mounted rigidly, on insulators.
Once thc position of the short is determined, the
centcr of the short can be pounded, if desired, and
the portion of the Itu b no longer needed can be
removed.
It is Dot ncccauy that lbe nub be connected
directly to the drive n c1cment. It can be made part
of an open-win= line, IS a device to matd! into or
ou t of the line with COIX_ It can be connected to
the lower cnd of a delta match, or placed at the
rccdpoint of a phased array. Examp1es of thCJe
Ule. are given Iatc r.
Della Match; Probably the fmt impedance
mal,"h wa.s made when the ends or an opcn line
were fanned out and tapped onto a half-~vc
antenna, II the point of most cfficacnt power
tnnsfer. as in Fi&,. 22- 1B. Both the side !eDIth and
the points of oonncction either side of the center
of the clement must be adjusted for minimum
rcf1cctcd power In the line, but as with the
univenal stub, the Impedances need not be known.
The delta makes no prO'o'ision for tuning ou t
ceactance, so the universal stub il often ulled IS a
termination for it, to this end.
Once thought to be infcrior for vhf applications
becaUIC of its tendency to radiate if improperly
adjulted, the delta Iw: come back to favor, now
that wc have JOOd methods for measurine: the
cffects or matchinl- It is vcry handy for phasing
multiple-bay array. wi th open lines, an d Its
dimensions in this use are no t particularly critical.
It should be checked out carefully in applications
like that of Fig. 2l-I C, having no tuning device.
Gamma Mltcll: An IppUcation of the same
pdndple to direct connection of COIX is the
proma match, Fi&- 22-1 D_ There beiDa: no rr
vol t.
It the ce:ntcr of I half-~ve dipolc, the
outer conductor of the coax Is connected to the
c1ament at this point, which may abo be the
junction with • metallic or woodcn boom. The
Inner oonduetOf, carrying the rr current, il tapped
out on tlle elarncnt at the matchina point_
Inductance of the ann is tuned out by means of
C l, tesulting in electrical balance. Both th e point
or contac t with the clement and the settina; of the
capacitor are adjusted for zero renected power,
with . bridge connected in the coaxial line.
The capacitor can be madc variable temporar·
Uy. then rcplaced with a suitablc fixed unit when
the requ ired capacitance value is found , or CI can
be mou nted in I ~tcrproof box_ Maximum should
be about 100 pF for 50 MHz and 35 1050 pF for
144_ 1be capacitor and arm can be combined in
one coaxial I15Cmbly, with the ann connecdnt to
the drlvc.n clement by mearu of I lIidina; clamp,
and the Inner cnd or the arm sliding Inside. sleevc
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connected to the inner conductor of the coax. A
commercially luppUed usembly of this type. is
used in I 5~MHz array described. later, or one can
be constructed from concenUk: piece. of tubing,
insulated by plastic sleevina. Rf voltage ICross the
capacitor is low, once the m.tch is adjusted
proped y, 10 with a zood dielectric, insulltion
presents no IJC.t problem, if the initial adJlUtment
is made with low power ~_ A clean, permanent
higb-conductivity bond betwcen ann and clcmc::nt
II important, u the rr current now Is hi&h at this
point.
Folded Dipole: The im pedance of a hRlf-wavc
antenna broken II itl center iJ 12 ohms. If. single
conductor of unllorm !hc is folded 10 make I
half-Wive dipole as .hown In Fil. 22· IE, the
impedance is stcpped up four times. Such I folded
dipole can thus be fed dhcetly with 300-0bm line
with no IpprcdabJe rnismatd!_ Coaxial line or 70
to 75 ohms impedance may abo be u5Cd, if. 4: I
balun Is added. (Sec balun inform.tion presented
later in this chapter.) Higher im pedance step up can
be obtained if thc unbroken portion Is made laq;er
in ,"rosa-section than the fed portion, U in 22-1P.
For design infonnadon, see Chaptcr 20Balunl and Transmarches : Conversion fltRD
balanced loads to unbalanced lines, or rice ~fSI,
can be performed wi th dectrlcaJ circuits, or tbclr
equivalents made of coaxial line. A bahln made
from nexible coax is shown in Fig. 2l-2A. Thc
looped portion 15 an electrical half-wavelength. 1be
physical lenglh depends on the propaa.ation fac tor
of the line used, 10 it is wen to check its resonant
frequcncy, as shown at B. The two ends are
shorted, and the loop at one end iJ coupled to a
~mclcr coil. This type or balun cives an
impedance ItepUp of 4 to 1 in impedance, SO to
200 ohms, or 75 to 300 ohms, typkally_
Coaxial balunl Jiving I-to-l impeda nce t ransfer
are shown in Fi&- 22-3. Thc coaxlalskeve, open at
thc top and connected to the outer conductor of
the line at the lower end (A) is the prdcrred type.
A conductor or approximately the same size III the
line is used with the outcr conductor to form a
quaner-wavc stub, in B. Another piece of coax,
using only the outer oonductor, win ICfVC this
purpose. Both baiuDl arc intcnded to prescnt an
infinite impedance to Iny If current that might
otherwise tend to n ow on the outer conductor of
thc coax.
The runetiolU .of the balun and the impedance

,
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______ .n _____ . P",
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Fig. 22-2 - CoolltttsiOll from unbataoced eo.x to a
balanced 106d ten be done with a n.if-wave toalIIiat
balun, A. Electricel tength of the tooped .-:lion
should be checked with. dip-mft&r. with ends
Ihontd. B. The hllf-wave belun gives • 4 :1
Impedance .tlp up.
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transformer can be handled by yarious tuned.
ciseuits. Such a deYice, commonly caned. an
antenna coupler 01" Tnnsmatch, can provide. wide
ran&e of impedance traruformatiolli. A Yenatile
examp~ is described at the end of this chapter.
The Cl Section: The impedance transforming
property of a quarter-wave line is tl'tlated in
Chapter 20. The panllel-bar Q ICctio n is not useful
In low-impedance vhf matchl", situations, but Q
sections of nexible coaxial line may be handy in
phasinz and matching vhf and uhf array •. Such
section. can be any odd multiple of a quarter-wavelength. An example of two 3/4·Wlve 75~hm Q
_lions. used to phase and match a pair of Vagi.
bays. each of which has SO ohms Impedance. is
pen later in this chapter.
Mechanical Desi",
The small size of vhf and, especially, uhf arrays
opens up a wide ran.se of conslJuction possibilities.
FInding com ponents is becomi", diffiCUlt for
home constructors of ham gear, but it should not
hold back antenna work. Radio and 1V di5tributors have many useful antenna pub and materials.
Hudwan stores, metals suppliers, lumber yards,
weldina-lUppl y and plumbina--supply houses and
even junkyanb should not be overlooked. With a
little ImaJination, the possibilities are endleSl.
Wood 01' Metal? Wood is Yery useful in antenna
work, Ind it is Ilmost unive naUy Inflable, in a
put variety of shipeS and size.. Rug pole. of
wood or bamboo make fine booms. Round wood
Itock (doweUir18) b fouOO in many Iardware 1l0reJI
in lim suitable for small arrays. Square or
re<:tansular boom aOO frame materials can be
ripped to orde r in mOSI lumbe r yards, if they arc
not available from the racks In suitable sizes.
Thtre il no rf voltlle It the center of a
h.aJf-wave dipole or parasitic element, so no
insulation is rcquUed in mountina dements thll
are centeRd in the support, whether the latter is
wood or metal. Wood is good (or tho framework or
multibay anays (or the hi&hcr bands, u It keeps
down the amount of metal in the .::tiYe atel of the
IJlIY,
Wood used ror antenna consuuctlon should be

well-«:asoned and Cree of knOll or damqe.
AvaIlable materials vary, depending on local
IOUrees. Your lumber dealer can he lp you better
than anyone else in choosing suitable materials.
JoWrw wood mcmbeN at righ t angles is often done
advantl&CQusly with gusset plates. These can be of
'"
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This is the basis (or Table 22·j drlven~lement
infonnation. Rencctors Ire UlUaily about 5 percent
lonser, and directon 5 percent shaner, thou&b
elemen t ' Patine and desired antenna bandwidth
.rrect parasitie-element Icnatlu. The clo£er the
ren ector and director (especially the l.tter) IlI\'I to
the driven element the nearer they must be to the
driven-e1tmenl Icngth to &lve optimum gain. This is
another way of saying thll close-spaeed arrays tend
to work effe<:tiveiy over narrower bandwidt hs than
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thin outdoor-pade plywood or Masonite. Round
materials can be handlt<! in ways similar to those
used with metal components, with U clamps and'
with other hardware.
Metal booms have a small "sborting effeet" on
elements Ibat run through them. With materiah
sites commonly employed, this is nOI mote than
one pe rcent or the element lcngt h, and may not be
noticeable in many applications. It is jUIl
pefCCptible with 1/2-inch tubing booms used on
432 MHz, fo r example. Formula lengths can be
UJCd u Jiven, if the matching is adjusted in the
[rcquency RnF one expects to 1UoC. The center
frequency of In a11·metal auay wiD tend to be 0.5
to 1 percent hilber than a similar system built of
wooden IlIpportina: memben.
Elemen t Materials and OimenaOf\ll: Antcnnu
(or 50 MHz need not have clemenu IUJer than
I/2-inch diameter, thouJh up to 1 inch is used
occaSionally. At 144 and 220 MHz the elements
an: usually 1/8 10 1/4 inch in diametCl. For 420,
elements as small IS 1/16 inch in diameter work
well, if made of stiCf rod , Aluminum welding rod,
3132 to 1/8 inch in diameter is fine for 420-MHz
arrays, and 1/8 inch or larger is good for the 220
band. Aluminum rod o r hard~wn wire works
_11 at 144 MHt.. Very ItronS elements can be
made with stifT-rod Inserts in hoDow tubin&- If the
laller is s.iolled, and tightened down with a ImaD
clamp, the element lenaths CID be adjusted
experimentally with ease.
Sites ft!COOl.mended above arc usable wilh
formula dimension. given in Table 22·1. lafJCl
diametcN broaden frequency response; smaller
ones sharpen it. Much smaller diameteN than those
recommended will require longer elements, especially In 50-MHz anays. .
The driven element(s) of a vhf array may be cut
from the fonnula

IA)
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Fig. 22-3 - The balun conwrlion function, with I'M) ;mped.nee chantt, is IICCOmpllsMd
(B)
'COHNECT
TOGETH[III

with quarter-w.MI lines, open
It the lOp and connected to
th. coax outer conductor II
the bottom. CoII}{ial sleeve, A,
is tta preferred tYpe.
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SO·MHz Vagi
TABLE 22·1

• Dlmenslola are tor the
seetinG . r nc b

Dimensions rc. VHF Amy_ in Inches

/4438518

Frtq. (MHl)-

'0'

Driven Element
Otange per Mlh
ReOe<:tor
ht Director

111
2
11 61/2

lOS 1/2

'2nd Director
lId Director

103 112
101 1/2

365/8
36 3/8
36 1/8

1.0 Wavelength
0.625 Wavele ngth
O.S Wavelength
0.25 Wavelength
0.2 Wavelength
0.15 Wavelength

236

81 1/ 2

149
11 8

"

413/4
35 1{2

1/'

401 / 2

'I

403{4

203/8
16 1/4
12 1/4

220·

mon-urrd

432-

2571 16

13

1/8
263/4
241 /8
24
237/8
53 S/8
33 1/2
2613/16
137/8
10 3/4
8

1/3 2
13 1/ 2
1211 /3 2
129/3 2

widc.spaced ones, though maximum gain may be
possible with many differen t com binations of
lengths and spacings.
Parasitic-element lengths of Table 22-1 are
based o n spacings of about 0.2 wavelength ,
common in relatively shor t Yagi! and collinear
arrays. Dimensions given later in the indiYiduai
descriptions of antennas may be at variance with
th ose of the table. Where this is evidenl, the length
diffcnmces result from use of different element
spacings, for the most part. Some desigm ale for
muimum gain, withou t consideration of band·
width. Still olhed have slightly modified spacings.,
to give optimum results with a particulllf boom
length.

ANTENNAS FOR 50 MHz
Simple an tennas such as dipoles. ground planes,
mobUe whips and the like are covered adequa lely
elsewhere in this Handbook. Adap lation of them
to vhf work involves mainly refere nce t o TaNe 22-1
for length information. We will be conce rned here
with arrays that give appreciable gain, o r other
properties needed in vhf communication.
V.gi!, Short and Long: The Vagi array is
practically standard fo r 50-MHz directive use.
Usual sizes lie three to &ix clements, th ough up to
eight or nine in line are IOCn in ambitious
installations. Director spacing. after the nnt three,
must be very wide to be worthwhile, so boom
lengths of 30 fcet or more are needed for more
than 6 e}emenu. Though long Yagis certainly are
desirabte, it should be emphasized th at the rust
two or three elements provide vel}' high lain per
unit of space. Even a ~1ement Vagi, on as short I
boom as 6 feet, is good for 7. S dB over . dipole.
To double the gain (add 3 dB) requires going to
o nly 6 elements - but It takes a boom more than
20 feet long. If It is possible to pu t up a rotalab1e
Intenna at all, there is usually roo m for at leas t a
~lement stnlcture, and the gain such an antenna
provides is vel}' helpful. Dimensions can follow
those given ror the rlrSl three elements of larger
amys descn'bed here.
StIcking Vap: Where sui table prov iiiion can be
made for su pporting them, lwo Yagls mounted one
above the other and fed In phase may be prererable
to one long Viii having the same theoretical or

127/3 2
21 1/4
17
135/8
6 13/ 16
57/ 16

•

band : 60 to 1S0.6 MHz, 14" to
145.6 MHz. 220 lO 222 MID;,
IIIld 432 to 4,. MHz. The
element leol(tha mould be ad- '
tor eac h ll'Iepbertz dJferenee in frequency by u.e

remd

amoun' :/,ven Iri tbe third line
of the ta Ie. Ex ....ple: It OPtimum ~tormance til .anted
much ..
e 1 415 MH.!:. shorte n
all elemen tli
lbout IJr. lIIch.
For _boye 14 MHz , shorteD
by '" 1Mb. $H text.
Element
an not
eritleal and \.able ......,s m ay
be useil. reprdle .. or element

hI

spaclnr.

lenctht c hot.m. PaJ_sitie e1e·

0SUmum VfOf..

ment leqtllJl aft
eolUneu unIs an

pna]J

.".. haviD& O. · ... vt.le~h SP"

''''.

meas ured gain. 11le pair will require a much smaller
turning space, for the same gain, and their lower
radia tion angle can provide interestiD& results. On
long ionospheric pat hs a stacked pair occasio nally
may show an apparent gain much greater than the
2 to 3 dB that can be measured JocaIly IS the gain
due to stacking.
Optimum spacing fo r Yagis of S elements or
more is one wavelength, but tbis may be too much
for many builden of SO-MHz antennll to handle..
Worthwhil e results can be obtained wi th as little IlJ
one half-wave length (10 fcct), and SI8 wavelength
(12 feet) is markedly better. The difference
between 12 Ind 20 feet may not be worth the
added structural problems involved in the wider
spacing, alSO MHz, al least. The closer spacinp
give lower measured gain, but the antenna patterns
are cleaner than will be obtained with one-wave·
length spacing. The eX ira gain with wide:r spacings

Fig. 22-4 - 5-oYer·6 steeked-Yagi array for 50
MHz, with &11<08)( feed.
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Itocb, so a handmade splice W3$ wbstitu tcd. A
piece of the wne-diameter tubinc as the booms, 12
inches or more in lenph, is dotted with a hackuw,
and then compn:s!lCd 10 fi t inside the ends of the

two 8-footleJlllhs, as seen in Fig. 124i. lf the splice
is held In the comp ressed position with IuJe pipe
pliers 01 a hose clam p, the ends willilide imide the
boom sections readUy. Wh en the splice is re leased
from compression, the two lubes can be driven
together. SeIf-tappillJ screws should be run
th rough the tubes and the splice, to hold the
IWCmbly rlntl. Usc at least two on each side of the

.,.,..

Elements are l /l-inch aluminum tubi. . Alcoa
aUoy 606 I-T6. Almost any aluminu m should be.
suitable. KiD: Yili clamps, one-piec:c aluminum
" .O/uo
"pIuuUrj liM
cutiop desiped fo r this job, are available for 3/ 8
as well as 1/l.lnch elements, and I 1/4;inch boom.
SI)~~~
The eyes through which the elements pass are
driUcd, but must be ta pped for 10-32 setscrews 10
OIl IVE W ELEMENT
tighten the elements firmly in place, two screws
per clement . The portion of the clamp that
Yo'
$WTOu nds the boom can be spread slightly to allow
the elamp to slide aiona the boom to the desired
poin t. The interioI surface is sliabtly rough, so
Ill',
011. fL .
01
Y ' 02
,,"•• tightening the yoke wi lh lhe screw provided with
"" ....~
II I"
IO'~' \
103\1,"
.. the clamps makes the dement set fumly on the
boom. 'The ref'lectol, driven dement and first
directo r ~ an in back of the boom splice.
The vertical member of the stacked array is
Ag. 22-.5 - Principtl di~ions of the 5O-MHz
I 1/4-incb thick·walI anodiud steel tubina,
6-o\Ier·5, with detail. of the 3/4-.wlength
commonly used in large antenna installations for
Q..ectlon ffiIItchi nll Iv.tem, The prop8llllllion factor
home 1V . Do no t use Ihin-waU aluminum or light
of 0 .66 applies onlV wi th JOI id-dI,ltet rlc cotIx.
Qemrna.matching assembl ies e r. COIIXl81~itor
galvanized Iteel mudng. The aluminum is not
u nltll Klrk El ect ronics C6M I.
strona enouib. and inexpensive steel mastina rusts
inside. weakening the structure and invitiDJ failure.
SpacillJ belween bays can be a half wavelength
is usually the objective on 144 MHz and higher
bind!, where the structu..... problem) an= not (10 feet), 5/ 8 wavelength (12 fee t), or a fu U
wavelength (20 (eel). thouJlt the wide spadre
levere.
imposes mechanical problems that may ,,"ot be
worth the effort for mosl buUden. The SI 8-wave
5-OVER·5 FOR 50 MHz
spaana iJ a JOOd compromise between stackl-.
TIle informalion provided in Fia. 21--5 is usef'ul gain ·and severe support problems, and is
(or I single 5~kmenl Vagi, or for the stacked pair
recommended with the materials used here.
of r!S. 21-4, either to be fed with I ,()-ohm line.
The 10-foot lencthl or steel roasting could be
The phaslnl and matching ananaement may be used, with the bottom 8 feel running tluouaJ!. the
uted for any pair of Yagil designed (or SG-ohm tower be.arinl to the rotator. A heavier main
(eed Individually. With $light modification it win su pport is preferable. however, and il is " I-inch
IC rve with Vagi! designed for 2()().ohm balanced water pipe" In th is instaUation. This is iron, about
feed.
1 3/8-inch outside diameter, extendilll abou t 8
feet out of the 10Wtr. The Ileel mastillJ between
Mechankal De tail,
the Yagi bays IJ (asle ned to the pipe wi th [OUI
Construction orthe I i . Vagi bay or IltKked lV-type lk:lamps, spaced evenly in the overlappair iJ slmpUOcd by use of components that shouJd ping am. of the two suppans.
be availlble 10 most builders. ElemenHDoboom
Tht booms are braced to the mast fore and an,
and boom-Io-mast mounts lie aluminum castings using the longest pieces or element stock left ove r
dcdgned for lhese applications by Kidt Electronics, when the forward direclon are cut from 12-fool
134 Westpark Road, Dayton, Ohio 45459. The lengths. Ends of the braces lie fbuened abQul one
pmma matches shoWJl schematically in Fig. 22-5 inch, and benl to the proper angle. Ou ter tnds
ate of coa:dal conslruction, Wlle.rptoofed for 101lJ futen to the booms with two self-tappin! screws
life, available from the sa me w pplier.
each. 'The mast ends are clamped 10 the support
Booms are made of two !Hool leng ths of with one TV U·damp for each pair. This bractna 15
I l /-4-inch aluminum (Reynolds) found In many good Insurance against fluttering of the booms and
hard wan: stOleS. Reynolds makes a special fitting elements, which can cause failures after lon,
for joininj: sections of Ihe lubing, b u t these ate not periods, even thoup a Itruclure appears adequatewidely available from the usual hardwarwlore ly strong.
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AdjUstment and TeslinJ
An indiYidual Vagi can be testod and matched

Fig. 22-6" - Details of the boom splice. Udd in the
5-elemenl 5().MHz V8gIs. Two 8-fool lengm. of
1 l /4-Jnch t\Jbing are joined to milk, the 16-foot
boomo.

PhlSina I nd Matc.hing

A Iin&Ie M&e~nt Yqi can be (ed direc tly with
5D-ohm coax, through the Kilt coaxial gamml'
match wembly (Typc C6M). This has an
adjustlble c.oaxial clpacitor, and an ann that
connecu to the driven elemenl wi th a sliding clip.
Both the capaciior and the point of connection
should be idjusted (or minimum reflected power,
It the ce nter of the (requency n.nae most used.
Doing Ihis between 50.2 and 50.4 MHz is suitable
(or mOil operators, other than those using (m
above S2.5 MHt. Each bay o( the stacked pair
should be sct in this WIly. The pair can then be (ed
through a double Q-Mction of 7S-ohm coax, as
shown In FiS- 22·5.
The Kirk glmma·match wembly has an
50-239 coaxial fitting bLlJlt in,5O the phasing lines
ate fitted with PL-259 coaxial connecton It both
ends. 'The inner ends Ittach to I mltching coaxial
T fittirC. The main !'Un or 50-0hm line connects to
the ce nter of the T, wi th I coaxia.I through·
connector and I PL-259 fitting. When the antenna
b instaUed all conneeton mou ld be wrapped
tiahtly with plastic tape, and spn.yed with KryJon
or other protective spray. Oow-Cominc 5ilastic
RTV·732 sealant is also Soed (or thb ute. If the
coaxial phasing sections are wrapped around the
booms and vertical support a few times, they will
just reach the T.fittine, when l2-(oot spacq: if

......

The li nes should be Iny odd multiple of I
quarter,wIYekmgth. (fboth ate the same lenath the
gamma arms should I ttlch to the same side of the
driven elements. I.r theJe is a h aI(·wave lcngth
di!(ereDCe in the lines, the anns should connect to
opposite sid«. The k:n&th given in fi&. 22·5 is
nominal ror IOlid-dielectric coax. I( (oam-dielectric
line is used, the propagation (acto r liven by the
maker should be IUbstituted for the 0.66 rlgUfC. It
ill best to pid4ap the line seo;tions for resonant
(requency, in any case. Cut the line three inches or
more lonaer than tbe expected Icnsth. Solder a
loop o( wiJe between the oenler pin and the
mounting flange o( an 50-239 connector. Attach
this to the PL-259 COMcctor al one end o( the
line, and coupk it to the dip-mcter coH. Trim the
line Icnsth until resonlnce It the midpoint o( the
intended (reqLlency range is indicated. This will not
chanJe appreciably when the other coaxial
connector it Ittached.
The IinI:I used in the model deacnbed il
RG-S9A/U, which Is Jltis!actory for any amateur
power Icvd, JO 10fII .. the SWR is kept low. l..uJCr
coax, RIch as RG-IIA/U, is recommended fo r I
greater margin of sa(ely.

properly by mounting it I half·wavelength above
ground, in I large area that is cleu of obstructions
for many WIIvdell8thl. The boom can also be tilled
?P, until the ground·reflccted wave it not a (actor
In the lieKktrength meter readinc- The 5WR
bridF should be connected at the pmna match,
or an electrical half'wavclcngth thcrerrom. Apply
low power (nOI ove r 10 Witts) and adjust the
pmna capacitor and the point of connection to
the. driven c1cment for tero reflected power, It the
desired freqLlency ranae. The model -s flat Crom
50.2 .to 50.4 with just pcm:ptible reflected power
shoWIng It 50.1 to 50.5. Adjusted in this wly the
amly should work we ll up to about 51 MHz.
The best WIly to check operation o( the stacked
pail is to IUpport the amy with the reflecton
retUne on the ground and the boom. poinllna
strai&ht up. A 6·fool SlqHadder can be used (or a
t~porary support. The bays can be fed separa tely
WIth SO-ohm line, in thb position, and the gamml
settings should be tho same as obtained in the rutt
check, dex:ribcd above.. Now coonect the two
7S-ohm phasi,. lines, I nd inse.rt ihe 5WR bridge in
the SO-ohm line to the T fitting. The 5WR should
be the MIme u when the bays IUe fed scpantely
throup · the 50-0hm line; close to 1:1. The array
can be dismantled and reassembled atop the tower
and matching should remain eorrec t.
'
The matchifll-pbasq sy1tem delCribed b
useful (or lIfIy two low desi&nod for SO-ohm fcod .
The SIB-wave spacing II u$able with up to at least
6-elernent bays. tbouJh, wider bay spacinc Is
meded (or maximum pin with lone Yagis.
Individual antennas intended for 200-ohm bal·
anced (eed cln be matched with 7S-ohm coax in
the philina: harness and blluns at each load.
Bay 'Pacini; is not critiea1. COlIC spacing gives
to~ewhlt lower pin, but a very cleln Plttern. The
mam lobe sets shuper and laiJer .. spacing is
increased, but minor lobes abo increase. Thcte take
OYe r from the main lobe if spacing o( bays is
carried too far. The effect ofincreasilll bay spacin&
is shown grapbkally in Fig. B-ll of The Rlldio
Anurrtur~ YHFMonual, and associlted text.

144 OVER 50
Four phased I ....MHz "VIgil lie shown
mounted lbove I S().MU;t klemenl Yqi In Fi&22·7. The latter can be mechanically limilu to tho
xlernent antennas of FIg. 22-4, though this
two-band system was built a1m Ol t entirely by
hand. Elcmen t spacinp are closer than in tho
XJcment 6--meter arrays, in oeder to fit 6 elements
onto a 2().(oot boom. The individual bly. o( the
2-meler amy can be used sillcly, in pam., or In the
4-bay system shown. Feed details are given (or
each application.
6-Element S()')(Hz Va.
The 6--mcter elements were deslped Cor liaht
weight, with If2-inch ·Iubing (or half their JcllJUt
and thin-wall fuel-line tubina insertJ for the outer
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Fig. 22-8 - Elements may be run through a wood
or metal boom,. and held In place wi th simple
aluminum clamps, left. At the right i1 a clamp for
holding boom braces on the I18rtical MJpport in the
5().M Hz 6-elemen t IIrray.

,

Fig. 22-1 - Antennas for two bands on 8 single
support. Four &elemen t Vagi_ for 144 MHz, top.
I'IawI ()(Ht-Wavelength spacing each way. The
5().M Hl Vagi is set up to make optimum use of 6
elemenu on II 2().foot boom.
ponions. One-picce half-inch elements are equally
good, though a bit bulkier. Elements can be run
through the boom and held in place with clamps,
IS in Fig. 22-8, or mounted In Kirlr. castinp. (See

5-elemcnt array description.) Lengths are 116,
lJ O 1/2, 1051/2, 104, 1023/4, and 101112
inches. SpKinp, in the same order, are 36, 36, 42,
56 and 66 inches. 1be boom is made of two
100foot aluminum mast sectio ns, braced from
above with 3/4-inch tubing. See Fig. 22-8.
'The pmma matching was handled in two
different ways. A coaxial capacitor and moving
arm Wall han d- made, as shown in Fig. 22·9 using
1/ 2-inch and 1/ 4-inch tubes. insulated from one
another by plastic sleeves that just fit inside the
1/ 2·inch fixed portion. The inner tubing can be
wrapped with plastic tape to buUd up the needed
thickness, to the same end, The arm is supported at
tWo poin ts with I-inch ceramic pillars.
A sa::ond and simpJier matching arrangement
uses merely an extension of the main coaxial line,
with a 1000pF fIX ed traru:mitting-type capacitor in
series with thc Inner conductor and thc sliding
contact. The matching point was about 20 inches

out from the boom with a l OO-pF capacitor. It is
suggested that the matching be done fmt with a
vuiable capacitor, substi tuting a fixed one when
the desired value is found.
An elemen t·mounting clamp no longer available
appears in Fig. 22-9. The Kirk 1/2·to-l 1/ 4-inch
e1ement·mounting clamps (see 5-over-5 description) do this job nicely.
5-EJemcnt 144-M Hz Vagi!
An optimum design for 5-element 2·meter
Vagis, to be used singly or combined in stacked
!),stenu, is mown in Fig. 22-1 0. Dimensions given
work wen from 144 to 146 MHz, if the matching is
adjusted at 145. Lengths Should be reduced 1/4
inch for each megahcrtt higher center frequency
than 14S MHz. The original elements have center
sections of 1/4-inch aluminum tubing, with
SIn-inch rod inserts that &tide into the center
members. One-piece e1emenU of J/8 to 1/4-inch
tubing or rod will work equally well. The iaIger
size will permi t fastening in place with self'lapping
lCIews bearing on the elements. Fo r smallcr sizes,
use a e1amp like that of Fig. 22-8. The booms are
3/4- or I -inch diameter aluminum. Wood dowelling
could be used equally well.
Feed Methocb: A delta match is used in
conjunction with a coaxial-line balun to feed a
single S-elemen t Yagi. Some expe rimentation with
delta dimensiOM may be required to aehieve the
best match. (See Fig. 22·1C and detailed
description of the de lta match earl ier in th is
chapter.) This Il1rangement makes a fine small Yagi
that can be dismantled readilY, for eanying about in
portable work.
Fig. 22-9 - A hand-maOrI cQllxlal
gamma match fOf' 5O-MHz arrays.
A 1/4-inch rod or t ube 14 inches
or longer slides insidl I 1/ 2-inch
sleeve that i1 connected to the
coal(lal fini ng above the boom.
The rod slides on plastic sleelllS
inside the largtr section. SeJ)aration is maintained with two cer·
amlc pillars mounted with wraparound clips. Both the cOIIxlal
capacitor and the sliding clip be·
tween rod lind element are adjuned lor minimum rllflected
power in the cooKial line.

144-MHz Vagis
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Fig. 22·10 - Optimum desllJ'l for II 2-metllr Vag.
IHing 5 elements on II &foot boom . When used
singly, this 81ltenna can be fed as shown In Fig.
22.1C, with 4-i nch delta arms COOfl8Ctec! 3 Inches
eithlll" $ide of center. The belun loop would be
about 27 it'IChes long. Wim lengths shown, the
8fltennll works well from 144 to fIbove 146 MHz.
wt g&in drops sharply above 147 MHz.
Use of two S-element Vagis with I·wavelength
spacing is shown in Fig. 22·11A. The plwing
harness can be any open-wire line, preferably not
spaced more than one inch. Delta dimcnsions are
not critical in this application, as the matching is
done with the univenal stub at the center of the

twness.

The 4·bay 2().eleme nt system in Fig. 22·7 and
22-11B uses two sets of S-Ovu-S, connected
between centers with another I·wavelength line.
The universal stub is connected at the center of the
horizontal section. In each case, the stub length
and line-connection point are adjusted for
minimum reflectcd power in the main line.
An int~ting pbasing method was used In tnc
4-bay alIllY. Common electric zipcord, available in
any hilldware store, was split into its two parts.
The insulation was left on, and spreaden made of
onlimuy I /2·inch wood dowel were used to bold
the wires one inch apart. Holts were drilled in
these of such size that thc zipconl could just be
pullcd through thcm. They are hcld in place with
any good cement. If supponed with TV·type
SCreweyes that grip the spreadcn, such a low-cost
line is very dutable. The amy. shown WIS taken
down after two yeaJ'!l of use in a very exposed
,
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Fig. 22·11 - Stacking ~ails for the 5-element
Vagis of Fig. 22·7 and 22·10. The Ulort on the
universal stu b, end the point of conneetion of me
main transminion line, are edj usted for minimum
refleeted power in the letter. Balanced line could
be connected similarly for the main tum.
location, and no deterioration waJ apparent. There
was no breakage, even under $(l~ral beavy ice loads
each win tcr. Using several supports on each harness
section is tbe key to this long life.
The transmission line was switched between the
six· and two-me ter urays by means of a
waterproofcd antenna rel ay. To avoid the dangcn
of a IIS·volt Une run, 6.3·volt transfoI'Il1£JS were
UJed at cach end. This ono-line hookup makes it
possib1e to use a single nther expensive line to its
fullest potential on two bands.

13-ELEMENT VAGI FOR 144 MHz
Many combinations of element lengths and
spacings work well in long Vagis. The 13~ lemcnt
array detailed in Fig. 22·12 is the product of many
months of joint experimental work by WlNL Y and
W6QKI. Fint described in QST for January, 1956,
it has been a winner ever since. Elements are
l/S·inch hard-drawn aluminum wire, C)[cept for tbe
folded-dipole driven clement. This is the step up
variety, intended to give a feed impedance of 200
ohms, for feeding with SO-obm line and a coaxial
balun.
The 24'(001 boom cilloes a light load, and can
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Fig. 22·12 - High·performance long Vagi for 144 MH~.
from experimen~1 work by
W2NL V and WSQKI. Dimen·
sions are for maximum 98ln
b8lween'44 end 145 M H~.
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be made of thin-wall tubing if braced in the
manner of the 50-MHz ar rays previously described.
ElemenlS run through the boom and are held in
place with clam ps, as in Fig. 22·8. Lengths are Cor
optimum gain between 144 and 145 MHz. Gain

drops rapidly above 145.2 MHt. For a center
frequency of 145 MHz, cut element lengths 118
inch. Broader frequency response can be obtained
by tapering element lengths 1/8 inch pe r element,
beginning with th e second director.
Effective slack ing o f such long Yagis requires
bay spacing of I 1/ 2 to 2 wavelengths. Pairs or
paifll of pairs can be fed in the mann er of Fig.
22·15. using dimensions oCTable 22-1.

11· ElEMENT YAGIS FOR 220
AND 432 MHz
High-gain anlcnnllS are almost a necessity for

any serious wo rk on 220 Mih and higher
frequencies. The ] I-elcment Vagi! shown in Figs.

22- 13 and 14 wert wOlked out experimentally fOI
.>~

,.
~
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"" " " "

~
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maximum gain per element. They are inlended
primarily 10 be used in staCKed pain or scb of
four, as shown (for 432 MHz) in Fig. 22-15.
Elements are stiff wire or welding rod, 1/8-inch
diameter for 220, 3/32 o r 1/8 inch for 432. Wood

booms are shown, and are recommended for
$tacked arrays, particu1ao' for 432. Meta] booms
should be 1/2-inch diameler for 432 and 3/4 to 1
inch for 220. Elemcnt lengths should be increased
0.5 to 1 percent if me tal booms are used.
Frequency coverage without appreciable loss of
gain, and no readjustment of matching, is about I
percent of the operating frequency. Lengths of
elements given are for 220 to 222 MHz and 432 to
434 MHz. Coverage can be extended somewhat
higher by readjusting the matching for the desired
higher frequency.
Recommended phasing is by open-wire line two
wavelengths long each way. No. 12 wire spaced 1/2
to 3/4 inch with Tenon spreaden is ideal. If a
mcUI supporting structure is used, it should
preferably be entirely in back of the plane of the
reOector elements.

COLLINEAR ANTENNAS
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Fig. 22-13 - 11 .element Vagi for
220 MHz. Dimensions are for
maximum gilln in the lower 2
MHz of the band. Recommended
feed method I, • delta match.
with universal stub and balun .
Delta sides should be about 3
inches, tapped 2 inches either side
of the element midpoint.

...~

Information given thus far is mainly on
parasitic arrays, but the collinear antenna has much
to recommend it. Inherently broad in frequency
response, it is a logieal elioice whe re coverage of an
entire band is wanted. lbis tolerance also makes a
collinear easy to build and adjust for any vhf
application, and the use of many driven elements is
popular in very laJgc phased anays, such as may be
required for moonbounce (EME) communication.

Omnidi rec tion al Ve rticals
Two or more half-wave elements moun ted in a
vertical line and fed in phase are orten used to
build up some gain, without directivity_ A simple
04 _ II'" omnklirectional ooUinear of rugged construction is
05 ., nY."
06 .. 11%' shown in Fig, 22-16_ It is made entirely ofooppe r
07 .. 11}4' pipe and matchil18 elbow fittings, obtainable from
08 . llli!" plumbi", supply houses and some hardware stores.
OJ ", ,1"
Initially the phasing stub was operated in the
manner of Fig, 22-IA. When the optimum
dimensions were fou nd , the assemb ly was completDRIVEN ELEME.NT
ed by making the angles wit h plumbing fittings ,
and the balun connections with boIu, nUI$ and star
Fig. 22-14 - 11 ~lerren t Vagi for 432 MHl, lugs.
designed for optimum performance on a 6-loot
Preferably the antenna should be mounted on a
boom. Operation should be unifonn between 432
and 436 MHz, if the Slu b matching is adjusted wooden support, though the center ofthc stub can
when ffiOIIing more than one megahertz in be grounded for li&htning protection. Dimensions
given are for the upper half of' the 2-meter band,
f requency.
Dl _ 12"
DZ - 1I~'
OJ .. 11~'

Parabolic Reflectors
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Fig. 22·15 - Phasing methods
for using twO 01'" four 11 ·
element Yagis fOl'" 432 MHz,
with 2-wavelength lpacing.
Universal-stub match permits
use of any type of tranl'
mi$$ion Hne.
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though it worb well enough all the way down to
144 MHz.
Any number of mdJators can be used, if
qu arter-wave phasing stubs are connected between
thcm. Commonly an odd number is used, and the
center mdiato r is broken al its mklpoinl and fed
with I universal stub. This type of antenna can be
made of wire and strung up in a horizontal
position. The pattern is bidirectional when this
Iype of collineu Is mounted horizontally.

Large Collinear Arrays
Bidirectional curtain arrays of 4, 6 and g
half·waves in phlUC are shown in Fig. 22-1 7.
Usually reflector elements are added, normally It
about 0.2 wlvelength in back of each driven
element, for more gain and a unidirectional
pattern. Such parasitic elements are omitted fIom
the sketch in the inteRst of clarity. Dimensions are
not cri tical, and may be taken rrom TaNe 22·1.
When parasitic elements are added, the feed
impedance is low enough fo r direct connection
open line or Twin-Lead, connected at tbe points
indicated by black. . dots. With coaxial line and I
balun, it is suggested that the universal stub match,
Fig. 22--1A, be used at the feedpoint . All elements
should be moun ted at their electiicaJ. centen, as
indicated by open circles in Fig. 22·17. The
framework can be me tal or insulating material,
with equany good results. A model showing the
preferred method of assembling an a11·metal
antenna is pictured in Fig. 22·18. Note thlt the
metal supporting structure is entirely in back of
the plane of the renector eleme nts. Sheet·metal
clam ps can be cut from Stmps of aluminum to
make this kind of assem bly, which is very light in
weight and rugged as welt Collinear elements
should always be mounted at their eenten, where
If voltage is zero - never at their ends, whe re the
voltage is high and insulation losses and detuning
can be vcr)' hannf"ul.
Collinear arrays of 32, 48, 64 and even 128
elements can be made to give outstanding
peIfonnance, Any collinear should be fed at the
center of the system, for balanced cumnt
distribution, This is very important in large arrays,
which are treated as sets of 6 or 8 driven elements

~h. and red 1'hrough a balanced harness, each
section of which is a resonant length, u5ually of
open·wire linc. A 4klement collinear anay for
432 MJi%, Fig. 22-19, illustrates this principle.
PLANE AND PARABOLIC REflECTORS
A renecting plane, which may be .sheet metal,
wire mesh, or even closely-spaced elementJ of
tub~ or wire, can be used in place of parasitic
renectots. To be effective, t he plane reflector must
extend on all sides to at least a quarter·wavelength
beyond the area occupied by the driven elements.
The pJane reflector provides high front·to-back
ntkt. a clean pattem, and somewhat m ~ gain
than parasitic clements, bu t large physical me rules
it out for amateu r use below 420 MHz. An
interesting space-savlng possibility lies in using: a
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Fig. 22,' 6 - Rugged 2-meter omnidi rectional
wnical entenna made entirely of 1/2·lndl copper
pipe and elbows. The midpoint of the nub can be
grounded, for lightning protection .
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AGo 22-17 - Element lNTangements for 8, 12 end
16-e1emenl coIlinar ... rays. Pa,..,itie rtflectOfl.
omitted here for darllY. are 5 Plrt:enl longer end
0.2 wavelength In back of the dri\1tl elemenD.
Feed points Irt lodlcated b y black d ots. Open

ei rel.. are .econvoended support points. The
elements QIfl run t h rOUF wood or mite! booms,
withou t in5ula tion, if supported It thei r c:tnters in
1I1il way. Insu la tors 8t the eleme nt enodl (points of
high rf '!Oltage) tend to Qat\lM end unb alance the

"''''".
single plane reflector with dements for two
different bands mounted on oppotltc sides.
Reflector ' pacin, from the driven element is not
cri tk:al. Abou t 0.2 wave length is common.
1be reflec: lor un he formed into parabolic
shape for I focuuing effect. similar
that in a
teuehligbt. Pu:lbolk: rcf'lectOJ'S mill' be very laIJe
in ttmu of wavelength. Principles involved in
parabolic reflector design are discussed by
WA9HUV in aSTror June, 1971, page 100.

to

CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
Polarization Is described as " horizontal" or
''verlk:al,'' bu t these terms have no meaning once
the reference of the earth's surface Is lost. Many
propagation rlCtOfS can cause poIarintion chanJc;
Roflection or rcrraction, passage throup, masncdc
fields (Fanday rolalion) and, satellite rollil1&. ror
uampJcs. Polariution or vhf wavCl is oncn

C-"'": r;''"~:-:p.I'1
1-0£., -f
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J

Fig. 22-18 - Model showing rweomrnMdad methlXl
for auerrbllng ,n-m8t.eI8fTeys. Suheble assembling
clip,; can be cu t a nd ben t from InHt aluminum.
Supporting Itruetu re should be In beck of ail ecti... ,
elemenu of the array.

random, to an an tenna capable or aoccpting any
polarization is usefuL Circular polarization, generated with helical antennas or with crossed elements
red 90 degrees out or phase, his this quality.
The circularly-polarized wave, in effect, threads
its way through space, and it can be lert- OJ
right-hand polarizcd. These polariza tion "senses"
are mutually cxclu&ive, but either will I1,lspond to
any plano polarization. A wave generated with
right-hand polarization comes back with lert-hand,
when renccted from the moon, I ract to be borne
in mind in .!ICttlnt up EME circuits. Stations
commuJUcatinl on direct plthl should have the
$lIIDC poIarb.aHon KOSC.
Both senses cln be generated with c~
dipoles, wit h the aid of 8 Iwitehable phasina
harness. With he6eal arrays, bo th senses arc
provided with two an tennas, wound In opposite

directions.
Helical Anlenna (or 432 MHz

dcsianed ror
432 MHJ, with Jeft-hand potariution. II Is made
The 8-turn helix or Fia- 22·20 is
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Fig. 22-19 - large collinear arrays Ihould b e fed
811 tIIU of no more than 8
drivan elerr.nu each. intel"·
connected by phe~ng lines.
Th il 48-elerr.n1 array for
4 32 MHz (AI is treated liS
if il were four 12-ele mem
collinear"1. Reflector ele·
menu 11«1 omitted for clarity. Phasing hlrness II
shown III B.

Circular Polarization

Fig. 22-20 - An S·tum 432-M H..: helical wrfYol,
wound from . Iuminum clothesline wire. L_h"'and
p:lIariultion It shown. Eed! tum Is on __ "",ength,
with. pitch of 0.25 wavelength. Feed " with
50-0hm coax, thr(MJ~ .., 84~m Q MICtion.
from 213 inches of aluminum dothe5llne wire.
including 6 inches that are used for cuttin, back to
adjust the feed impedance.
Eech tum ls one waveleJlllh Jon&. and the pitch
is abou t 0.25 wzvelenath. Thms are stapled 10 the
wooden auPJ)Orts, which should be water-proofed
with Uquid fiber pus or exterior vunish. The
rc8ectin& screen il one Wlftlength square, with a
Type N coaxial fittin, IOldered at its cen ter, for
connection of the required coaxial Q section.
n.e nominal impedanoc of a he1ical Illte nna II
140 ohms, caJling for an 84-01un malchio, JeCtion
to match to a SO-ohm line. This an be
approximated wi th copper tubing of O.4-inch
inside diameter, with No. 10 Inner cond uctor, both
6 1/2 Inches long. With the antenna and transfonner connected, apply power and trim the outer
end of the heUx un til reOected power approaches

uro.
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(SO-75 ohms) to be matched to balanced (udm in
the 300 to .SO-ohm impedance ranp. Abo,
··coax·to-coax" matchin& is poaib1e with this
circuit, permiltin, SO-ohm lines to be matched to
7S-ohm lines. or rice versa. In slwltions where I
high SWR condition exists where an antenna is
beiDg wed ina part of the.band to wtdc.h it has not
beeD wned. this coupler will enable the tnnsmitter
to look into a nat load, thUI pennitlina maximum
loadinl (or bener efIk:iency.
Couple" of this type are benel'\clal In the
reduction of harmonic enerlY from the traJamitter, an aid to TVI reduction. It &bou.Id be
possible to realize I 3O-dB or &reater decreuc in
harmonic level by Usln, this Transmateh between
the transmitter and the feed Une_ When CQnDCCted
ahead of the receive r as weU - a common
anangemen t - the added selectivity of the
coupler'l tuned circuits will help to reduce imqes
and other undesired receiver responJCJ from' outof-band signals. It is wise to rtmember that the use
of devices of this lUnd will not correct for any
mismatch that exists at the antenna end of the line.
Although it aDures a JOOd match betW«/l the
transmitter and the line, It can o nly duSUiJe the
fact that a mismatch exists at the antenOlI.
TheOrcuit
Balanced circuiu m u.sed (or both bands, fla.
22·22. Butterfly capadtof1are employed to aid in
securin, JOOd circuit symmetry. 1be Unks of each
tuned circuit, L2 and U , m Jeries tuned by
sinJjo-ended capacitors to hclp tune out reactance
in the line.
Coostr\lcrion
A 4-1 12 X 4-1 / 2 X 2-1nch homemade cabinet
hOUles the 1-meter Transmatch; It Te~Tec JW·S b
used as an enclosure (or the SO-MHz unit. OtheI
commercially made cabineU wouJd be suitable,
also. 1be two tullin, conlIOls are mounted in aline
acroa the front or each cabinet. The main collin
each TranSlnltch is supported by a ccramic
ltandoff insulator on one end and by the connectio n to thc TUNING capacitor o n the other.
The linb are self lupportin&- The coil taps
effected by bendillJ standard No.6 solder

The support arms are made from sections of
1 X 1 wood and are each 60 inches long. The
Spacinl belWt(lI1 tbcm is 8.2S Inches, outer
dimension. The IJCreen of the antenna In Fig. 22·20
is tacl:.ed to the su pport lJJTI5 for temporat}' use. A
wooden framework for the scree n would provide a
more rugcd an ten na struc tu re. The theoretical
gain of .an 8-tum heUcai Is approximatcl;y 14
decibels. Whcre both fi&ht- and left-hand cheularity is desired, two antennas can be mounted on a
common f.rameworlc. a few wavclen,thl: apart, and
wOOnd (or opposite JeMe.

A TRANSMATCH FOR 50 AND
144 MH z
The antenna coupkrs .. shown in fl&..

22· 21
wIl pennit unbalanced transmitter output lines

Fig.

22-21

-

TheM 6- .nd 2·mattt' Trans-

rretches may tMI used with powers up to 500 _Its.
They .., tMI employed with either belanced or
untNlanotd feed"".
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Fig. 22-22 - The schematic d l.grlm of the vhf Transmatches. Capeci tence is in pF unless olherwlM
noted. Resistanefl is in onms, k· 1000.
spaced one wire thleknHt between turns. TIp 2
Cl - 26-p F per section butt.rfly IE.F. Johrtson
167-22t
112 tullll from lach end.
C2 -l()().pF miniaturl vari8bl, (MiU.., 20100).
L2 - 2 tun. No. 14 enam. 01' spe\ile:tti-<overed
CJ - 35.pF mini. ture variable (Millen 200351.
bar. wi~, 2-inch dil, OWl' cen ter of Lt .
C4 - lO-pF per section butttrlly IE .F. Johnson L3 - 2 turns No. 14 anam. 01' spagt!etti-<overed
167·21).
We wire, 1 1I2-inch dil. over center of L4.
Jl.J4 , il'Cl. - 10000lated binding pOll.
L4 - 5 turns NO. 10 c09Jl&I'" wire, l -inch dil,
lpaced one wir. thicknell between tums. TIp 1
J5-J8 , Incl. - S0-239-nyle dlllSsis connectOl'".
112 tum. hom each and.
L1 - 7 tu rns No. 10 copper wire, 1 1/2·ir'lCh di.,

feeder to 1 I and 12 (for SO-MHz operation), or to
14 and JS (for 144·M Uz operation). A reflected·

Fig. 22-23 - Inside view of the rwo Tr,nPTIatches.
I10Und the coil wire at the proper spou, then
IOlderin& Ihe lugs in place. No. 20 bul wire b: used
to con nect the taps of LI to jacks J 1 and 12. When
operatin, cou-tD<ou style. I short jumper wire
eonnec:ts J I to ill ,round lUI, or J4 10 its pound
lug. dependina on the band belna operated. The
jumper must be removed (or balanCC!d·(eeder
opcntions.
Operation

Attach Ihe vhf transmitter 10 J7 or J8 with I
short lenath of «nil: cable. Connect a balanced

power meter or SWR bridge connec ted between
the Tnln5match and the ln nunitter will lid in the
adjustment procesa. Adjust Cl and C2, alternately
(for SO-MHz operation) (or minimum meIer
readinr; 0 11 the SWR indicator. For 144-Mlb
operation. tune Cl and C4 in tbe same llWlner.
Repeat the tunin, until no further reduction in
ref1c<:ted power is possible. The meter should r,u
to ze ro, Indica1lna I 1:1 match. No further
adjustment. will be needed until the transmi tter
frequency is moved SO kHz or more. The tuning
procedure is identical for matching cou to COlli:.
In doing '0, howeve r, the antenna feed line (coax)
is connected to either J3 or 16 and the shorUIII
stra p (discussed earlier) must be connected to J I or
14. In some situalions, it may be possible to get a
better match by kavi", the shortilll strap orr.
After the coupler is tuned up, the tnuumitter
power can be increased to ilJ nonnal level. These
uniu will handle power levels up to SOO wallJ
(transmitter outpu t power) provkl.ed Ihe cou pler is
tuned for a matched condi tion at all times.
Reduced powe r (Ie" thin 50 WltU) should be used
during Initial tune up, thus prevc ntina parU from
being damaged by heating or arcing. The coupler
should neVet be operated without a laid connected
to its output lenninals.

AN INEXPENSIVE DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
Precision in-line meterin, devices that are
apable of readinJ (orward and reflected pollo'er

that can be found in the plumbing stocb.t many
hardware stOfU.

over I wide range of frequencie. Ire very useful in
lmateur vhf ando--iahf work, but their rathu hi&h
colt puu them oul or the reach of many vhf
enthusiulL The device shown in Fig. 22·2S iJ I n
inexpensive adaptation of their basic principles.
You cln make it younelf for the cost of a meter, a
rew small parts, and bits of co pper pipe and fittings

The sample:r consists of I sho rt sectio n of
hand-made oolxlal line, In this instance of SO ohms
impedance, with a reversible probe co upled to It. A
small pic kup 100p bullt into the probe is tenninlied with a resistor II one end and I diode II the
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50/ 144 MHz Transmatch
other. The resistor mltches the impedance of Ihe
loop, not the impedance of the line sec tion. EnelJ)'
picked up by the loop Js recdlled by the diode, and
the resultant current Is fed to I meter equipped
with I calibration control.
The principal metal parts of the device are I
brass plumbing T, I pipe cap, short pjeces of
3/4-inch 10 Ind SI I 6-inch 00 copper pipe, and
two coaxial fittings.. Other available tubing combina tions for S<kIhm line may be usable. The ratio
or outer-conducto[ lD to inner-conductor 00
should be 2.4/ 1. For I sampler to be used with
other impedances of transmission line, see Chapter
20 for suitable ratios of conductor sizes. The
photognphs and Fig. 22·26 just abou t teD the res t
of the sto ry.
Soldering of the large para can be done with a
3(K)-WIII iron or I small torch. A neat job can be
done if the inside of the T and the outside of the
pipe are tinned before assembling.. When the pieces
Ire reheated and pushed together, I good mechanka1 and elecuicil bo nd will resu h . If a torch is
used, go easy with the beat, as an over-heated and
discolored fitting ~ill not accept solder weJl,
Coaxial connectors with TeRon or othe r heatresistant insulation are recommended. Type N,
with spU t-ring re tainers for the center conductors,
are preferred. Pry the split-ring washers out with a
knife point or smaD screwdriver. Do n't lose them,
as theyll be needed in the final assembly.
The inner conductor il prepared by making
eight radia l cua in one end, u1ing a coping saw
with a fine-toothed blade, to a depth of 1/2 inch.
The fingers so made are then btn! together,
forming I tapered end, 3lJ seen in Fig. 22·26. Solder
the center pin of a coaxial fitting into this, again
being careful not to overheat the wo rk.
In preparation for ' soldering the bod)"~of the
coax connector to Ibe copper pipe, it is convenient
to use a similar fitting clamped into a vise as a
holding fIXture, with tl1e T assembly restillA on
top. held in place by iu own weight. Use the
partially ·pre pared center conductor to assure that
the coax connector is concentric wilh the outer
conductor. After being sure Ibat the e(tds of the

Fig. 22-24 - Major components of the line
sampler. The brass T end two end sect ions are at
the back 01 the picture. A completed probe
IISSembly is at the right. The N CQI1nIK:tOB have
their center pins relT1OYed. The pins are shown with
one inS8l"ted in the left end of the inner conductor
and the olher lyi ng in the right foreground.

pipe are cut exactly perpendicular to !he axis,
ap ply heat to the coax fitting, usin, Just enough so
that I smooth fillet of solder can be formed where
the Range and pipe meet.
Before oompleting the center conductor, check
ill lensth. It should clea r the inner ,urface of the
connecto r by the thickness of the spiil: ring on the
center pin. File to length; if necessary, slot 15 with
the other end, and solder the center pin in place.
The fitting can now be soldered on to the pipe, to
complete the S<kIhm line section.
The probe assembly is made from a 1-1/2-incb
length or the ctI ppe r pipe, with a pipe cap on the
top to support the upper feedthrough capacitor,
C2. The C1.1upling loop is mounted by means of
small TeRon standoffs on a copper disk, cut to fit
Inside the pipe. The disk has four smaD tabS arou nd
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Fig. 22·25 - Clrc:ull di&gram for the tine $ampler.
Cl - 5DO-pF feed th rough capacitor, solder·in type.
C2 - l OOO-pF feedthrough capacitor, threaded
type.

0-100

CR I - Germanium diode l N34, l N60. lN270,
1 N295, or similar.
Jl ,J2 - Coa~ial connector, type N (U G-58A1U ).
L 1 - Pickup loop. copper strap 1 inch tong x 3/16
inch wide. Bend into "c" $hape wi th flat
portion 5/8-inch long.
M 1 - 0-1OQ-IJA, meter.
Al - Composition resiuor, 82 to 100 ohms. See

leloCt.
SO,DOO-ohm compOSition control, linear
taper.

R3 -

,
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FEEDTlIROUGH
c.AI'AOTOR

SOlDER LUG

PIP!: CAP

Fig. 22-26 - CfOH-HCtion vi_ of the nne sampler.
The pickup loop It; supported bV two T'flon
mndoff insul.tOfS. The probe body It; 58CUred In
place with OM 0# mor. tocking ·.:rItWS throu(tl
· l"IoIes in the brass T.

ER

CEIITlR
CDNDUC.TO R

~I H CHOO

PICKUP
lOO P

".sPLIT-RIM,·
RETAINER SOlO£ll

the edge (or solderina inside the pipe. The diode,
CRI , is con nected between onc end of the loop
and I 500-pF feedthrough capacitor, C I , soldered
Into the dbk. The terminalina resistor, RI , is
connected bet_en lhe other end or the loop and
cround, IS directly as possible.
When the disk assembly is completed, insert it
Into the pipe, IP~Y heat to the outside, and solder
the tab. in place by me1tina solder into !be
uaembly II the tabs. 1'he politioo of the loo p with
rupee! to the end of the pipe wW determine the
ICnsitivity of a pvcn probe. For power levels up to
200 watta the loop should ex tend beyond the (ace
of the pipe about 5132 inch. For use II higher
power levels the loop should protrude only 3132
inch. Fo r operation with vCl)' low power levels the
probe position can be detumined by expe rimen t.
The decoupUn,g ruislor, R2. and reedthroudl
capacitor, 0, can be connected, and the pipe cap
put in place. 1be threaded portion of the capacitor
extend. lhrouJb the cap. Put a solder lua O¥er it
before tithtenin, il$ nut in place. Futen the cap
with two pnall screws that go into threaded holes
in the pipe..
Calibration
The sampler is very useful for many jobs, evtn
if it Is not accurate ly calibrated, though it is
desirable to calibrate it against a wa ltmeter of
known accuracy. A good SlkIhm dummy load is a
must_
The fint ste p iJ to adjust the inductance. of the
loop or the value of the terminatin, resistor, for
Iowat reOected-poVt"Cr readinl- The loop iJ the
easier to chan&e. Filin, it to reduce lu width wit
increase its impedance. Increasin, the crOSHeclioo
of the loop will lower it, and dUI can be done by
coalin, il with solder. When the rellecled-powtr
readina is reduced as far as pouible, rarerse the
probe and cal.ibrate for forward power, by Incre:u-

in,

the transmitter power output in steps and
maJtina a paph of the meter readings obtained. Use
the calibration control, R3 , 10 set the llUXimum
reading.
Variatktns

Rather than use one sampler for monitorina
both for ....ard and reflected power by repeatedly
reversina the probe, iI is beller 10 make two
assemblies by mountin, two T fittings end-to-e.nd,
using one for forward and one for reOecled power.
The meter can be switched belween the probes, or
two meters ca n be used.
The sa mpler described was calibrated at 146
MHz, IS it was intended for 2·meter repeater use.
On hiahcr bands the meter reading wiU be hiper
fOI a given power level, and il will be lower for
10Vt"Cr-frequency bands. Calibration fo r two or
three adjace.nt bands can be achieved by maD",
the probe depth adjustable, with stops or marks to
aid in resettinl for a pen band. And, of COUf1t,
more probes can be made, with each calibrated for
a given band, IS II done In lOme of the co mmercial·
ly available unili.
Other sU.el of pipe and filtill&S can be uJed, by
makin, use of inrormatlon given in Chapter 20 to
select conductor sizes required for the desired
impedances. (Since it is ocCasionally possible to
pick up lood barpin. in 72-ohm line, you might
like to make up a sampler ror this impedance.)
Type N fillings were used because of their
constant impedance, and their ea5C of assembly.
Most have the split-rina retainer, which is simpk 10
u., in this application. Some have a crimpinl
method, IS do apparently all BNC conoecton. l(a
fittinl must be used that cannot be taken apart,
drill a bole large enough to clear a solderins iron
tip in !be copper-pipe outer conductor. A hol e of
up to 318-inch diameter will have very little effect
on the opeOitio n of the sampler.

Chapte.23

Assembling a
Station
The actual location inside the house of the
"shack" - the loom where the lIansmittcr and
receiver are located - depends, of course. on the
free space available for amateur lctivitica. Fortunate indeed is the amateur with a separate room
that he can reJerve for his hobby, or the few who
can have a specialsma1l buildinJ: separa te from the
main house. However, most amlteun must share I
l oom with other domestic activities, and amateur
stations will be found tucked away in a corner of
the living room, a bedroom, OJ even a large closet!
A spot in the cclJar or the attic can almost be
clused as I xparatc room, although it may bck
the "rmish" of a normal room.
Regardless of the location of the Itati On,
however, it should be designed (m maximum
operating convenience and safely. It is foolish to
have the station arranged so that the throwing of
several switches iJ required to go from " receive" to
"transmit," just as it is silly to have the equipment
arranged SO that the operator is In In uncomfortable and Clamped position during his
operating houn. The rea50n for building the
station as safe as possible is obvious. if you arc
intett5ted in spending a numbel of years with your
hobby!

-
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CONVENIENCE
The first conlideration in any amateur station is
the openr.ting position, which includes the operator's table and chair and the pieces of equipment
that are in constant use (the receivCl", send-receive
switch, an d key or microphone). The table should
be 11$ large as possible, to allow sufficient room for
the receiver or receivers, tnuumitler frequency
control, frequency-measuring equipment, monitor·
ing equipment, control switches, and keys and
microphones, with enough space left over fOl the
logbook, i pad and pencil. Suitable space should be
included for radiogram blanks and a Callbook, if
these accessories are in frequent usc. If the table is
small, 01 the number of pieces of equipment is
large, it is orten necessary to build a shelf or rack
for the aUJ[iliary equipment, or to mount it in
&ome Jess convenient location in 0 1 under the table.
If one has the facilities, a semicircular "console"
ean be built of wood, or a simpler solution is to use
two smaU wooden cabineu to support a table top
of wood Of Masonite. A flush-type door will make
lit exceDent table top. Homebuilt tables 01 c0nsoles can be finished in any of the available oil
stains, vl\lllishes, paints or lacquers, Surplus com-
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ll'Ii.s neatlv arnmged lIation belongs to mTOR In
MilfOUri. Tha aQuipmeni is moonled In I hom.
madl console placed on top o f e desir., All con troli
lira easilv rilllchable. A telephone is convenlef1t1v
lcealed to the right of the operating position.
Olrectly in front of tha ooerator, abo"", the I~
receiver, II the con trol panel which hendles en·
tlnne !lnd It!ltlon componen t switching, This I!lVoot is ideal for the right-Mnded operator.
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puler fUrni ture is readil y available through various
channelJ. Many of these consoles are ideal for an
operating positio n. Many opcralon use D luge
piece of plate glass ave:.. part of their table, since it

fu muhes a good writing surface and can covel
miscellaneous charll an d tables., prefix lists, operating aids, calendar, and simi lar accessories.

TIME REFERENCES
Nexl 10 fIequency, accurate me1l$urement of
time is an important par t of a station's operating
rou tine. While the matter of a minute or so may
nol seem li ke much, it could mean the difference
bet\\."ecn gelling a coveted confumation or wailing
until a busy DX or contest operator has lime ttl
search for you r contact in his log. As I con-

sequence, the station clock should be both accl!'rate and easy to read.
Digital clocks are ideal in both respects and JUII
about any commercially manufactured model
should do the job. However, a rather unique
module is also available and should appeal to the
ham who li kes to build his own gear.
Digital Clock Mod ule
Depending upon th e module selected, it is
pOS$ihle fo r the builder_to tailor this dock to h!s
individual desires. The entire clock, with the
exception or the po"'~r transformer and switches.,
is conta ined on one small pc board. The dimension&, approxima tcly 1-3/8 X 3 X 1 inchcs (HWD),
allow the builder to package the clock into almott
any size co ntaine r.
At prese nt there are eight different moduJcs
available. The different combinations allow stletlion of: Line frequency (SO or 60 herb), 12- or
24·hoor display and clock/radio or alarm-tooo
output. The display contains four digits and also

r----'"·1I------~<r~__
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four LEOs 1I$ indicators. The normal display
indicatel the time in hours and minutes. Using the
ex ternal switches it is possible to call up the
seconds display, alarm time, and sleep tim e. The
module Llsed for Ihis clock (MA I 002A) is a
12-hou r format that contains the clock/ radio feature. There arc two outputs available fo r controlling external devk:es. Each output (lleep or
alarm) is • positive curren t source that can tum on
an npn transisto r for control purposes.

I.I.MO'M KUGT

•

Fig. I - Schematic di agram of the clock . Tl ;1
discussed In the text. S 1 and S2 are spdt miniature
toggle switc hes. S3 th rough 56 a re momentary

£wi tches that are normall y open. AI is a miniat ure
linear-taper porentiometer.

Interior " lew showing mod ified transformer.

Time References
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TABLE I
MA l002 Display Modtrs

·&lected
Dirp/Jly Modes

Digit No.1

Digit No.2

Digit No.3

Ho,.

100s of Minutes

Minutes

Digit No.4

Time Display

1 O's of Hours & AM/PM

Seconds DilpillY

Blanked

Minutes

10's of Seconds

So<ond.

Alarm Display

1 O's of Hours & AM/PM

Ht)ul"$

10's of Minutes

Minutes

Sleep Display

Blenked

Blanked

1 O's of Minutes

Minu tes

·If more than one display mode inpYt il appl ied, the displav priorities are In the order of Sleep (overrides a ll others), Alarm, Seconds, Time (no other mOOt! selected).

TASLE ..
MA1002 Control Functions

Stlected

DirPltzy
Alode

-Time

Control
Input
~ ow

Fast

",,"
Alarm l
Snooze

~ow

Fast

",,"
",m
Seconds

Sow
F~'

"''"
",m
Sleep

~ow

Fast

",,"

Control
Function
Minutes Advance at
2 Hz Rate
Minutes Advance at
60 Hz Rate
Minutes Advance al
60 Hz Rale
Ala rm Minules AdlIance 1\ 2 Hz Rate
Alarm Minutes Advance at 60 Hz Rate
Alarm Resets to
12:ooA.M. (12h ou r
formal )
Alarm Reseu 10
(0)0:00 124 hour
formal)
Input to Entire Time
Counter is Inhibited
(Hold)
Seconds and 10's of
Seconds Reset to
Zero Withoul a Carry
to Minutes
T ime Resets to
12:oo:00 A.M.112
hour formad
Time Resets to
(0):00:00 (24 hour
format)
Subtrects Count at

2 H,
Subtracts Count II
6OH,
Subtracts Count at
60 Hz

-When IItting t ime sleep minutes will decre ment
at retll of time counter, until the sleep counter
reaches 00 minutes f,leep muntin"" will not
recycle).

Schematic Diagram and Construction
A look at the schemalk: diagram (Fig. 1) will
show the sim plicity of the cntire clock. AU that has
to be prov ided is low-vol lege ac and the con lroUinj:
swi tches. After checking the catalogs of ou r parts
$Uppliers, the uansfonners appean:d to be a m*,r
i tumbling block. It was nO I possible to find a
manufac tu rer that produced uansformcrs supplying the required voltages.. At that point it was
decided to rewind an available transformer. A
Radio Shack 273·1 480 was selected as the candidate. lu original secondary wa l rated 25.2 V at 1.2
am peres. The original secondary was removed and
replaced wit h two new wind ings. The first, 106
turns of No. 30 enameled wire, produced 16.0 V at
aDder load. The second winding was 72 turns of
No. 24 enameled wire. This winding measured 10.9
V Ie unde r load. The entire job of rewi nding the
transformer can be done in tess than two hours. A
complete discussion of rewinding transformers can
be found in the Beginncr and Novice clownn of
QST, February, 1970_ Thiarlicle was the basis for
rtwind int;the transformer. The process is not long
nor di[ficult and it produces a transformer that
fulfiUs the requiremenu at a low cos t.
Operation
The complete operation of the external
s....itches and the display readouts are lummarized
in Tables I and 11 . This information was ob tained
from the MA 1002 da ta shee t provided by National
Semiconductor CorporatiOn.

POWER CONNECTIONS AND CONTROL
Following a few simple rules In wiring your
power outleu and canlIol circuits will make it en
msy job 10 change units with in !he lulion. If the
station is planned in !his way from th e start. or if
the rules are recalled when you are rebuilding, you
will fi nd it a simple matter to revise your station
from lime 10 time without a major rewiring job.
It is neller and safer to run a three-wire cable
and box from a wall outlet over to the opcnlting
table or some central point, than to use a num ber
of adapters and cube plugs at the wall outlet. If
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several outlets are located slightly above the table
height, it wi ll be convenient to reach the various
plugs. Cable ties can be used for wrapp ing power
COlds to maintain a neat arrall8ement The operalin£ table should be positioned away from the wall
slightly so it will be easie r to reach the rear of
equipment.
The powe r wiring shou ld neve r be overl oaded.
Clleck the wire size to assure that the rallngs are
nol cJlcccdcd. Consult an electrician for details on
power handling capabilities of your house wiring.
A 234·V Ie line should be available with suitable
current rad. The outlet for Ihls line should b:

different from the 11 7-V ae outlets to prevent
confusion. A station which runs more than 500
watU input to the transmillcr should have this
higher volta~ line to prevent lights from "blinking" with key ing or modulation. It also provides
better resulation. A single switch, eilher on the
wall of the shack or It the openting politiOD,
should C<l ntrol all of Ihe 111- and 234-vo1t outlets.
t}[cept (or ligh ts and the line to which the clock is
con nected. This makes it a simple matter to tum
the station to "standby" condition. In cue of an
emergency. a family member has one switch to
shut ofT po,,-w but not the lights. The station
equipmept nonnally should be shut ofT with their
own power switches before the main switch ill
turned off. With equipmen t left on, turning on the
power with the main switch could cause a grea t
su rge on the line, which could trip a fuse or circuit
breaker.
All power supplies should be fused. Pilot ligh ts
or oth er types of indicators always should be used
to teU the operator whe n the unit is on. All
switches for these power suppli es should be clearly
rrnuked. Even though you may kn ow the differeDt
functions of the control panel or power supply, a
family member may not, and il is importan t that
this vital information be available in case of
trouble. In high voltage power supplies, it is
recommended that an autotransformer be used in
the primary circuit, aside from the powe r $witch,
to mainta in be tter control of the high voltage. [t
also reduces the initial surge of cu.n:ent in the lille
caused by cha.-ging mter capaciton..
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Fig. 23·1 - A remote an·
tenna switch il'lU 'Vstem
using low vol~ f,lays
handles three diU,r,nt antennas. The coaxial cable is
used as the control line.
eR 1 and CR2 can be any
low voltage silieon diodes
(Motoro la l N400 1 or
equiv.l. Kl and K2 can be
any 12·V de relays with
suitable contact ratings
Wotte r and Brumfield
KA5DG or equiv.). The
rOllry switd! should have
lit least twO sections and
three positions.

SWITCHES AND RELAYS
It is dangerous to use an overl oaded switch in
power circuits. After it has been used for some
time, it may fail, leaving the power turned on even
after the switch is set to the "OFF" position. For
this reason, luge switches or relays with adequate
rating! should be used to control the plate power
supply.
Any remote-control circui try should be
powered from low voltage. It is dangerous to have
111-V IIC co ntJoliing remote an tenna relays mounted atop a t o_r_ It is reeommended that low de
voltages be used for all control systems. One 12-V
de power supply of suitable current rating could be
used 10 handle all control circuitry. As a back-up
power sou rce, an au tomobile battery could be tied
in parallel with this supply in case of a power
failure. Relay contacts used for antenna switching
or If switching should be J1led at least 10 amperes,
which will handle two kiloWlJtts. A basic diagram
of a rClll()te ante nna switching system is shown in
Fig. 23-1. The coaxial ca ble is used to carry the
con trol voltage. The two diodes provide proper
operation of either relay.
The naNre of the $end-receive conlrol circuitry
depends almost entirely on the particular station
equipmenl' It is impossible to list hue anything
but the broadest principles to follow. Commercially manufactured equipment usually has a
section of the instruction book devoted to this
poinl In many cases the antenna-tralUfer relay is
included In the transmitter so that the antenna is
directly connected to the transmitter and a separate cable is connected ffOm Ihe transmitter to the
receiver. When the transmi tter is "on" the relay
transfen the antenna to the transmitter output
circuil
EOUI~ENTINTERFACE

As the station grOWl in complexity, it is
importan t to maintain a unique cabling system.
The use of standard cable connectors makes the
station components fl exible. For low power rf or
af, phono plUg! and jacks are adequate. Hip power

Safety
or voltage requircs I
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hiIIter quality component.

A

handy device that CIon simplify the ever present
interfacing problem is a patch boud with !ieVenlll
different types of connectors. While experimenting
or changing the station layout, this board can be

quite helpful
Audio patclting is th e most common situation
the amateur encounters. The addition of I tape
Reorder 01 another ald to the station should be •
simple proceu. Some tape recorder audio-output
circuits u e low impedarn:e and could, without
suitable coupling, undesirably load the circuit thai
is being interfaced. A coupling technique often
used is that of a re sis tor (lOOKn) and blocking
capacitor (.001 ~F) in a series combi nation.
Experimentation is necessary until the circuitJ are
properly matched. The transmitted ligna! quality
or the two units operlting In unison should be
ci)e(:ked thoroughly.
Often it is convenient to have another head-

phone jack £0£ a visitor. An audio splitter is shown
In Fig. 23·2 that will hand le this function. The use
of the two potentiometers allows each listener to
sct h.is own audio level. If the operator de sires to
listen to two receivers, at the same time or
individually, the reverse of the described system
and appropriate switch contacts are required.

Fi~ 23-2 - m.am of the headphone Iplltt .....
The transformer, Tl , il a unIversal output type. Jl
and J2 are phone jacQ. Thll circuit allows two.tets
of headphones 10 be operated from one receiver;
each channel has its own volume control.

The amateur station can become quite sophistica ted. IU an aid to the opel"ltor and anyone else
within the family, a written record of aU wiring is
essential Diagrams of the station wiring, ac voltage
lines, If and af cabling will reduce troubleshooting
time or redesigning of the station. Documentation
of aD changes in antcnnas, transmitters, receiven,
O£ amplifiers will keep th e opentor from going
over the same road apin.

If lpace is available, a neat console can be
constructed to house various types of Itation
components. Surplus computer furniture can be
ulltd 8$ well. Access to the equipment is through
the back of the console. This station belongs to
W1VRO.

SAFETY
Of prime importance in the layout or the
station is the personal safety of the openlor Ind of
visitors, invited or otherwise, durina: normal operating practice. If there are small children in the
house, every step must be taken to prevent their
accidental contact with power leads of Iny voltqe.
A locked room is II fine idea, if It is possible;
otherwise housing the transmitter and power supplies in metal cabineu is an exceOent, although
expensive solution. Lacking a metal cabinet. a
wood cabinet or I wooden framework covered
with wire screen is the next-best solution. Many
Jtation~ have the power supplies housed in metal
cabinets in the operating room or in II closet or
basement, and this cabinet or entry is kept locked
- with the key out of reach of everyone but the
operator. The power leads are run through conduit
to the transmitter, using: ignition cable for the
rugh--voltage leads. If the power suppl ie3 and
transmitter are In the same cabtnet, a lock-tyPe
main swi tch for the incoming power line is II good
precaution.
An essential adjunct to any station Is a morting
!lick for discharging any high voltage to ground
before any work is done in the transmitter. Even if
mteriocks and power·supply blccdetJ are used. tbe
failure of one or more of these com ponents may
leave the tIansmiuer in a dangerous condition. The
shorting stick is made by mountins I small metal
hook, of wire ()( rod, on one end of a dry l tick or
bakelite rod. A piece of ignition cable Of other
WIlD-insulated wire is then run from the hook ()f\
the stick to the chasm or common ground of the
transmitter, and the slick is hung alongside. the
transmitter. Whenever the power is turned off in
!he transmitter to permi t work on the ri&, the
shorting stick is first used to tou ch the several
hl&h-voltage leads (plate If choke, nIter capacitor,
tube plate connection) to insure that thcre is no
high voltage at any of these poin ts ..
Some items which should be included in the
sta tion for safety reasons are a rue extinguisher
and flashlight. Bo th should be convenient to reach.
The rue extinguisher must be I carbon dioxide
type to be effective in electrical rites. The flulll@ht batteries should be checked regularly. The
extinguisher should likewise be inspected on a
regular basis. A carbon dioxide type of extinguisher is recommended because it will cause the least
amount or damage to equipment.
Family memben should be irutructed in the use
cI: mouth-tCMTIOUth resuscitation. A sign posted in

ASSEMBLING AS1;ATION
Voice operated control (VOX) used In conjunction
with a microphone pllICed on a boom makes
operating a nearty "hands-off" affair. This arrangament enables the operator, WB6OSV, to hamle
paperwork and watch meters and other important
controls. This station is owned by W60KK.

the station describing the necessary procedures to
be followed in the event of an emergency should
be pointed out to the family. Telephone numbers
of the local police, fire department, and doctO£

should be included on th is sign.
Fu. i.,.
A minor hazard in the lU)1ateur station is lhe
possibility or fire th rOUgh the failure of a compone nt. If the failure is complete and the component is large, the house fuse$ will generally blow.
However, it is unwi se and inconvenient to depend
upon the house fuses 10 prolect Ille lines runnirt;
to the radio equipment, and every power supply
should have its primary cin::uit individually fused,
at about ISO to 200 percenl of the maximum
llIting of the supply. Circuit breakers can be used
instead of fuses if desired.
Wiring
Controkircuit wifes running between the
operating posilion and I transmitter in anothu
part of the room should be hidden, if possible. This
can be done by running the wires under the nCHlr
or· behind the base molding. bringing the wires 001
10 tenninal boxes 01 regular wall fixtures. Sud!
construction, however, is generally only possible Ii
elaborate installations, and the average amateur
must content himself wilh tty ing 10 make the wires
u inconspicuous as possible. If sevenl pain of
leads must be run from the operating table to tlte
transmitter, as is generally the cue, a single piece
of rubber- or vinyl-covered multico nductor cable
will always look nea ter than several pieces of
rubbtr-covered lamp C()rd, and it is much easier 10
sweep around or dust
Solid or standard wire connected to a 3CreW
terminal (ae plug, antenna binding posu) should
ei ther be "hooked" around a clockwise direction.,
or, better yet, be lenninated in a sol der~ lug. Ir
the wife is hooked in a eoun ter..clockwise positiol,
\I will tend to move out from under the screw head
as the screw is tightcned.
The antenna wires always present I problell,
unless coaxial-line feed is used. Open-wire lile
from the point o f entry of the antenna line sho uld
always be arranged neatly, and it is generall y best
to SUpport it al several points. Many operatas
prefer to mount any antenna-tuning assembJi~
righ t at the poinl of entry of the fecd line, togethcz
with an ante nna changeover rclay (if one ill used),
and then link {rom the tuning assembly to the
ttaMmitte r can be madelof inconspicuous coaxial

line. If the transmitter is mounted nell the poinl
of entry of the line, it simplifies the problem of
"What to do with the feeden?"
The station componen ts which are located
ouuide musl be as safe as the arrangement in the
shack. All antenna stru ctu res should be protec ted
so that no one will be injured. There should be no
low hanging wires or cables. A guard around a
towe r base is Important 10 keep small children
from climbing it Several ways of protecting the
lower ba!e lIe possible. Culting a sheet of 1/2-inch
plywood lengthwise into three pieces and placing
hinges on two edges and pad lock on the third edge
will allow the en tire structure to be stood up and
wrapped arou nd the 10llo'er base.. The pad lock is
essential Other methods use hiidware cloth (heavy
mesh) with holes 100 small to get feet or hands
through. Vertical antennas should be protected in a
similar fashion, exce pt use a wooden structure or
fence.
Open-wire line should be insulated where it can
be reached by someone. AU control cables or other
cables, if possible, should be buried underground
or placed high enough so as not to be reac hed. If
antenna wolk is planned, aU cables leading to Ille
tower should be disconnected and power must ~
Jhut off. Rotator controls should be unplugged..
Any electrical wiring or contacu which are exposed to the ou tdoor environment must be protected from the Wli:ather. A Wlter-light box or a
plastic bag will provide such protection. Corrosion
to elec trical contacts can cause TV! Of RF I, poor
connections, or 10Mes in vital cin::uitry. Anothe r
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Fig. 23-3 - A sim ple light ning arrester made from
thr. Itand-off or feedthrough ill5Ulators and sactions of a 118 X 112-Inch bnm or copper . trap. It
shoutd be installad III tha ope-n-wirl or Twin·Urad
li ne at the poi nt where it II nearlSt the ground
ouulde the houll. The heavv ground lead should
be " .bort and di rect " posslbla. Gap setting
should be minImum for trammltter oowwr.

Lightning and Fire Protection '
consideration for control cables is If bypassing. A
strong d field can cause a circuit to be ac tu ated
, which could disrupt normal opentJon.
Wbere guyed to ....-en are used, the guy wires
should be arranzed SO u not to cause danger 10
someone walking through the area. Lf tltis is not
possible, planting a shru b o r tree near the guy
anchor will tend to keep people clear of the
vicinity.

LIGHTNING AND FIRE PROTECTION
The National Electrical Code (NFPA No. 70)
adopted by the National Fire Protection Association, al though purely advboT}' as far as the NFPA
is concerned, is of interest because it is widely used.
in law and for legal regulalOT}' purposes. Article
810 deals wilh radio and television equipment, and
Section C treaU specificall y amateu r transmitting
and receiving stations. Some pertinent paragraphs
are reprinted below.
8 1G-13. Avoidance of Contaci. with Con·
ductOJI of Other Systems. Outdoor an lenna and
lead-in conductors from an anlenna to a buildill8
shan nOI ero$5 over electric light or power circuiU
and shall be kept wen away from all RIch circuiu
SO as to avoid the possibility of accidental contacl
Where proximity 10 electric light and power service
conductors of leu than 250 volU between con·
ductors cannot be avoi ded, the installation shall be
such as 10 provide a clearance of at leut two feel
It is reeommended thai antenna conductors be so
installed u not to cross under electric light or
power condu ctors.
8 10-15. Groundin&- Muts and metal struclures
sUpPOl'tin, antennas shall be permanently and
effectively grounded, without intervening splice or
connection.
8 10·56. Protection Apinst Accidental Contacl
Lead·in conductors to rad io transmitters shaU be so
located or instaUed as to make accidental contact
with them diffkull
8 10·57 •. Lightnirc Arrestors - Trarumittins
Station&. Each cond uctor of a lead·in for outdoor
antenna shall be provided with a lightning atTestor
or other suitable means which will drain static
charges [rom the antenna systelIL
Exuprion No. I. When prottcttd by a con·
tinuool mt/ollic !hftld which is ptrmantnrly and
tfftctiVt:ly poundtd.

This modem station belong$ to J A 18RK which is
set up to operate the hf and vhf bands. The
eqJipment most often u$ld is on the 10000r lihelf,
while tha upper shelf holds auxiliary apparatul
used for monitoring other frequ encias. The targe
owr11tad tamp is especlalty usefut.
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Table 810-.52
Size of Amateur-Stltion Outdoor Antenna
CoDductoJ$
Minimum Size of
Co nd uctors

Material

When Mlximu m Open
Span Length Is
Less than
Over
I SO feel
150 feet

Hard-dn.wn copper
Copper-clad steel, broDle
OJ other high-strelllth
material

14

10

14

12

Exet:ptlon No.2. Where the antennll iJ
Pf!Tmtlnmtly lind e//t:etbely VOUnded.
In some areas the probability of lightning surges
enterin, th e home via the 11 7/230 vo lt·line may be
high. A portion of the ligh tning surges originating
on an overhead primary reeder can pass through
the distribution transformer by eieetrostatic and
electromagnetic coupling to the secondary circuit,
even though the primary b protected by
disllibution-ciass lightning arrcsten. Radio equi~
ment can be protected [rom these surges by the use
of a "secondary service Jighlnill8 arrester." A
typical unit is the G.£. Model 9Ll5CCBOO7,
marketed as Ihe Home Lightninil Protector. It is
mounted at the weatherhead or In the service
entrance box.
The wt protection from lightning is tbat of
completely di!COnnccdn, aU equipment from IDtennas, and all ac recep tacles. Eliminate the poslible paths for any lightning ~ troke. Rotator cables
or any other control cable from the antenna
location should be disconnected during severe
eleclrical storms.
Experimenu have indicated that a high vertical.
conduc tor wiU generally divert to Itself direct hits
tha i might otherwise rail within a cone-shaped
space of which the apelt ' is the top of the
conductor and the base a circle of radius approd·
mately IWO times the height of the conductor. '
Thus II. radio mUI may afford some protec tion to
low adjacent st ru ctures, but only when
low-impedance 1J0unds lite provided.

Chapter 24

Operating a Station

Good on-thc-air openting practices are important to every amateur for al least three lood
reasons; 10 assure compliance with regulations, to
permit a large volume of activity to be conducted

as efficien tly and

a5

simply as possible, and all a

matter of personal pride and competence. Good
practices is a vcry bewildering subject at fin! 10

many new amateurs, but as in so many ot her field s,
it soon becomes apparent that there is a sound

basil of custom and tndition which has produced a
body of standard practices. These have evolved
over more than II hal(-.cenlury of experience. One
of the League's important functions has been 10
formalize, to fosler and to encourage good
standard practices 50 that they have become
universal and accepted . Some of our standard
pnctices go back a long lime; others have been
developed to meet changing circumstances, requirement. lind technology.

It used to be that one standard was all that wa!
required. Today, things are different. There are
standard operating practices for cw, voice, RITY
and repeaters, with additional standards for ATV
not too far away. Those for cw and voice au
pretty flImiy established, but RITY is newer and
repeater operation newer still. Your League will
take a crack II all of them. If its recommendations
don't "take hold," they will be changed until they
become acceptable to a majority in a particular
opeT1lting specialty. This has been the pattern on
cw and phone and will be the pattern on RTTY,
repeaters, 53tellites and whatever else comes alon,
in the future, Operating is beller than 5~ of most
amateun' lives. Better learn to do it right.
Init ially, we'll talk about phone and cw, boo
cause they can be covered together. RITY and
repeaters will be handled separately.

ESTABLISHING A CONTACT
The best way to do tltis, especially at fiut, is to
IIsun until you hear someone calling CQ. and call
them. This requ ires a little patience, but that',
something else aU amateurs must learn if we are to
share our bands in harmony. Tune around near
your own freque ncy. If you hear a CQ, put you r
vro on that rrequency (wi/hout putting a signal on
the air), wait until he indicates he is listening, then
call him, thus: "W6ZRJ, W6ZRJ, this is W7PGY,
W7 Papa Golf Yankee camng, Over" On ew:

W6ZRJ W6ZRJ DE W7PGY W7PGY ~. If no
answer (to anyone) this may be repeated; brief,
repeated ca Us Ire preferred to long drawn out ones.
Chances are, if he is to he ar you at all, he will hear
your first brief call; most amateu rs seldom tune far
from their transmitting frequency to listen after a
CQ. Note the ending signals. These have a special
significance of their own to indicate to a casual
listener the "status of the co ntact."
In answer to your call (assuming you arc
heard), the caned station will reply: "W7PGY from
W6ZRJ , roger . . . " and then go into conversation. On cw, it would be W7PGY DE W6ZRJ
R . .. That "wger" (R) means that he has
received your caU correctly. That's all it means RECEIVED. It does not mean co rrect, I agree, I
will com ply. It is not scnt unless everything was
received correctly, Nole also that "toger" is the
phonetic equivalent of the leiter R only in this
usage. The regular phonetic for R is ·'Romeo."
Perhaps W6ZRJ heard W7PGY but did not
catch his call. In this case, he might come back with
"The W7 station, please repeat your ca U, this is
W6ZRJ, over." On cw: QRZ? W7? DE W6ZRJ AR:.
The presence of interference (QRM) and at·
mospherics (QRN) in the amateur bands makes usc
of th is procedure fairly freq ucnt. The contact
(QSO) can then continue. Please nOle th e FCC
requirements on identification (97.87).

CALLING CO
If you hear no CQ, you may wish to make such
a call yourself. Refrain from CQing unless you are
willing to establish contact with whoever calli. CQ
means "I wi.ili to contact any amateur station." If
this is not your desire, then don't CQ, a T be
specific in doing so. A CQ call can be somewhat
longer than a call to a specific station, because you
are trying to attract the attention or casual
listeners, including those tuning around looking fo r
someone to caU. Howeve r, please avoid the com·
mon operating discrepancy of calling CQ endlessly;
it clutters up the air and drives off potential
"customers." The avenge call would go something
like this: "Hello CQ, CQ, CQ, calling CQ, this is
W0PAN,
W zero Papa Alpha November,
Bloomington, Minnesota, calling CQ and Jjstening,
go." On cw: CQ CQ CQ DE W0PAN WtlPAN
W0PAN K. After a brief standby for replies, if 00
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a SIGNALS

OPERATING ABBREVI ATI ONS AND PREFIXES

Given below are a number of Q signalJ whole
meanings most often need to be expressed with
brevity and clearness in amateur work. (Q
abbreviations take the (orm of ques tions only
when each is sen t followed by a questio n marie.)
Q RG

Will you teU m e my exaci (",qu I ncy (or

wi th . . . direct
(or
by
relay
throuah . _ . ).
Will you reilY to . . . , I will reby
to . . .
Shall I lend o r r.ply on th is frequency (or
on . . . k Hz}l Se nd or reply o n th is
frequen cy (OTon . . kHz).
Shall I send I I mel of V, on Ihll frequency (or ••. k Hz)? Send I se ries of Vs
on this frequency (or ••• k H ~).
Will yo u sen d o n Ih is freq uency (01"
on . . . kHz)! I 1m anilll to &end on
this rreq uenc y (or o n . . . kH z) .
Will you lis len to . . . o n . . . kH z' I
am listeninl to . . . o n .
k Hz.
Sh all I chanle to transmission on anol her
frequen cy ' Change to tr. nsmiss ion o n
anOlher frequency (o r on . . . k H z).
Sh all I send each word o r group more
Ih an o nu! Send each word o r group
Iwice ( OJ • • • times).
Shall I c: anc:el message number . • . ,
C.ncd meullle number . . .
Do yo u IlVee wilh my co unlinl of
words' I do not I gr ee wil h yo ur
coun tina o f words ; I will repe at the
firs t le ll er Or dlgil of each word OJ
grou p.
.
How man y messages h ive you 10 send' 1
h ave . . . meuagel for you (or fo r

QSP
QS U
QSV

thai o f . . . )' Yo ur exac t freq ue ncy
(or th ai o f . .

Q RH

QRJ
QRK

) is • . • kH:t.

Does my 'Rque oey vary! Your frequency
vari es.
. How is the tone o f my trans missio n? Th e

QSW

lo ne o f your transmissio n is . . . ( I .
Good; 2 . V ari able; 3. Bad) .
Wha t is the in telli gib ilit y of m y l ignall (or
t hose of . . . )1 T he int elligibilit y o f
your signa ls (or t hose o f . .
)
is . • • ( 1. btl d ; 2. poor ; 3. fair ; 4.
good ; S. excell en t.

QSX

QRL

Are you bUIY? I am busy (or I am b us,.
with . . . ). Please do not in te rfere.

QRM

15 my Ir. nnn iS$io n bein , ;nl tr(tred wi th ?
Your transmissio n is bein. int erfered
wi t h
. . ( I. nil; 2 . slightly ; 3.

Q RN
QRO
Q RP
Q RQ
QRS
Q RT
QRU
QRV
QRW

QRX

moder ate ly; 4. severely; S. ex tremely.
Are you troub led by static? I am troubled
by sta tic . . . (I ·S as under Q RM).
Shall' in crease po\oW; r' Increase power.
Shall I decrease po"",", De crease po\Wr.
Shall
I sen d fasler'
Send fas ler
( . . . wp m).
Shall I le nd more slo wly! Se nd more
slowl y ( . . . wp m).
Shall I s to p se ndi na? Stop se ndina.
Have you an yt hin a for me? I have
no th lna (o r you.
An you ready! I am ready.
Shall I inform . . that you are calli ng
him o n . . . kHz'! Please Info rm
. . . tha t 1 1m calling on . . . k H ~.
When will you call me apin ? I \\oiJl call
you .pin at . . . hou n (on . . .

QSY
QSZ
QTA

QT B

QTC

...

Whit

is

QT R

Wh it is Ih e co rreC I time' T he time

;.

What is my lurn? Yo ur lurn is numbe r

Q RZ

Who is calling me ? Yo u an bei na ca ll ed
by . . . (on . . . k Hz) .
What is Ihe strenct h of my sianals (or
those of . . . )1 The strength of your
s ignals (or those of . . . ) is . . .
(I. Scarcely perceptib le; '1. Weak; 3.
Fairly JOOd ; 4. Good; S. Very aood).
An my signail fadina:' Your signall I re
fadin "
Are my signal, mUliJ ued? Your signals
Ire mutil ated.
Shall I le nd . . . ml!5sagl!5 It a lime?
~ n d . . . mes»aes al a time.
Ca n you he ar me belwee n your lianals
and if 10 ca n I break in Oft your
transmilllion! I can hear you be lwee n
my 'ilnals; break in on m y tl1los mis-

OSA

os.
OSD
OSG
QS K

OSL
OSM

sitm .

Cl n you acknowledge receipl! I am
ackn o wledging re cei pt .
Shall I repea l the last messaae w hich I
sent you , o r lome previous message?
Repel l Ihe last messal" whleh you
sent me l or message(s) number(.}
Did

OSO

- - - 1-

you bear me (or • • . )
on
. . . kHz'! I di d hear you (OT . . )
o n . . . kHz.
Cln you communica te with . . . direct
or by relay' I can co mmun icate

yo ur locat io n!

My loca tion

;.

Spec ial abbreviations ad opted b y ARRL:
QST

General cB II preced ing I meS5ap addressed 10 all ama te un and A RRL
memben. This is in effect " CQ
ARRL."

kH z).

QRY

).

QTH

TilE

1{-5- T SYSTOI
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fnIJ.bIt.
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one answen and the frequency is still clear, you
can try again. Short call!: and frequent standbys art
the best WlIY to establish co ntact with the minimum QRM . This kind of procedure is easy to use
when using VO X or keying through your VOX
re1ay, or using cw break-in proced Ure.

THE OSO
During the conlact, be sure to observe tile FCC
identification ru les (see AR R L Licellse IrfO/luof)
Aside from that, the re are no legal limits to what

yo u can talk about, although it is reco mmended
tha t cont roversial subj"c!s connected wit h poli tics
and montity be avoided. Keep everything on a
friendly and co rdial level, remembering that the

conversation is not private and many others,
including possibly memberi of the lay public, may
be listening. Try to avoid the habitual utterances,

OPERATING A STA TI ON
this iJ necessary, in others inadvertent; but it
should a1WllYS be avoided where possible. For
example, if you are committed to a legal one-way
t ran ~m ission or schedule with a friend on a certain
frequency at a certain ti me, it is sometimes
unavoidable to cause temporary inconvenience to B
going contact or even a net. 1.0 another ~tuation,
you may not hear another 5tation on the frequency
because of "skip," in which case an inquiry "Is the
frequency in use'?" OT, on cw, the Morse letter C
(didit dil) should bring a response if you are
interfering with a station which you cannot hear.
Use the same procedu re in tun ing up your antenna
(use a dummy antenna for testing your rig) - don't
ever fi re up tile rig and start tun ing it without first
turning on the receiver and checking the frequency. The amateur bands are crowded ; consideration for the other guy will make things better
for everybody.

procedures and inan ities which 50 orten make
amateur radio con tacts boring - things such IS the
dn.wn out 'ahhhhhh' to keep the VOX relay RTTY PROCE DUR ES
closed, or repeated "double dash" (dahdidididah )
On radio telety pe, the methods of transmission
sign on CW, or hackn eyed ex pressions such as and rece ption are IIOmewhat different, so sUghtly
"there" (referring to the ot her fellow) and "here"· different procedUres are required. Voice is seldom
referring to yourself, or "we" when you mean " I:' a "written" mode and cw need nOI be, but RITY
Both on cw and voice it is possible to be informal, always it. You type your transrrtiMion on a
friendly and conversational, and this is what makes keyboard and it is received at the other end in
an amateur radio QSO enjoyable. During the QSO, prinled form. Thus, most cw abbrevialioD.'l can be
when you stand !l. the recommended signal is "go used to good effect . In addition, such things as line
only- on voice, KN on CW, meaning that you want feeds and carriage returns must be considered, as
only the contacted station to come back to you. If well as shifts for " lette rs" and "figures." These are
you don't mind someone else brea king in, just non printlng functions neverthelcss essential for
"go" or K is sufficient. Of course, using VOX or teleprinter operation.
break-in the conve rsation can proceed II it would
Because of wide variations in RTTY machines,
race to face, without ending signals after each different mechanical procedurel can often be used,
tnlD.5mission; lhis iJ more normal in I voice contact but if you don't know the machine at the other
than in a cw QSO.
end it is best to assume that it has none of the
rdinemenU.
ENDING TH E 0$0
As in other operating, the ben thing to do is
When you decide to end the contact, elld it. 1£ listen . The ty pical beadle-beadle of RTTY is
the otheT fel low Indicates a desire to end it, don't familiar enough that it ca n be tuned in with an
keep on talking, don't say " I won't hold you," ordinary communica tions receiver, then put
then hold him. Express your pleasure at having through the converter to copy on you r printer.
contacted him and sign out, thus '·WI QV £rom Some ty pical calls can be identUied. just by their
W6KW, clear." If you don't want further contacts, sound, such as RY (the RITY "test'1 and CQ and
say "dear and leaving the air." On CIII, it'l ~ even your own call. The procedUre is much the
WI QV DE W6KW, and, if leaving the air, CL.
same as for CIII - uro you r vfo wh ile copying and
All these things establish amateur radio as a caU your stat ion on the sa me frequency. Even
co rdial and fraternal hobby at the same ti me they though he fln lmes his CQ with D carriage return
fos ter orderliness and denote organaation. Mos t of (CR) and li ne feed (LF), it i5 a good idea to get
them have no legal standi ng; FCC regs say lillie into the habit of transmitting these functions, to
about our internal procedures. The procedures we "clear the machine." Thus: (2C R) (LF) K6DYX
ourselves adopt are even more important than that, K6DYX K6DYX DE WI AW WIAW AR (2CR)
because they indicate that we are not just a bunch (LF).
of hobbyiJu playing around in random fashion,
To initiate a CQ, find an unused point in the
but that we are an established communications band, activate your carrier and transmit: (2CR)
sen>ice with distinct an d di!tinctive procedures
(LF) CQ CQ CQ DE K6DYX K6DYX K6 DYX K
tailored to our special needs.
(C R) (LF).
During the QSO, when you come to the end of
a line (or the end-o f-li ne indicato r on ta pe equipCOURT ESY
ment), send 2CR, LF, 2LTRS. lbat iJ, after your
One thing that is considered. the hel&ht of ill carriage return and line feed. It the end of a line,
manners and "Uddy" procedu re in amateur radio is the two nonprinting " letter" pulses serve to allow
to tune u p or make any transmission on a f~ sluggish machines to get ready for the next line,
quency which is already occupied. In some cases and take less than a second to send. This is

RTTY Procedures
e.specb.Uy important with tape tnlnsmissioflll at the

higher machine speeds - 75 and 100 wpm.
Mosl Iialio ns equipped for RITY Ife also
equipped with tape equipment. While RITY can
be sent rnanuaUy from a ke yboard , the use of tape
for material which can be prepared ahead of time is
much preferable, since it allows th e machine to run
at an even speed, fU lcr than it co ul d be typed by
hand even by an exper t typist. The tape is punched
on a perforator and fed into a transmitterdistributor (TO) which is motor-drive n. Thus, CQ
call! or other prepared text (including message
uaffic) can be made up in advance. It is also fairly
common practice to punch tape in o rdinary QSOs.
keeping ahead of the 11) with the perfon.to r. Many
open tors Slart punching their reply tape while
they are still receiving from the open.to r al the
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Here are a rew " dos" and "don'ts" put forward
by repeate r groups that may .serve as useful
guidelines for repeater operation:

I) MOniior the repeater you plan to use. Each
system has its own peculiarities. Don'l "key up" I
repeater until you're ramiliar wi th its OpellltiOn.
2) Ident ify properly. When operating mobile,
}'ou'rc required to indicate the call area you are in.
Tbus, ''This is WAIRDX mobile one·· wou ld be
proper. II is cOn!idered poor practice (indeed
iJegaJ) to key a repealer without identifying
y01.1 rse I f.
3) When desiring to make a contact, all that is
neceSiary is 10 indicate that you are on frequency.
On some machines this may be aecom[!.lished by
' This is WAIRDX mobile .one monitoring." On
othen, standard plllclice calls for a single CO
other end, thus getting ahead rar enough so tha t followed by identification. Never send a long CQ;
even if their typing speed is below the speed of the any respondent will be listening on frequency and
machine (usually 60 wpm) the re Is enough leeway hear the short call.
to allow for the difference. Taped transmissions
4) Keep transmissions short and thou gh trul
have no pauses, which can be irksome in manual Don't monopolize the repeate r. Most repeaters go
transmissions.
off au tomatically (t ime oul) afte r a certai n length
RTTY equipment operates at different speeds of transmission (usuall y three minu tes or less) and
and with different frequ ency shi fu. depending on must be rekeyed. Remember, what you say may be
the sophistication of the equipment. Most ama- monitored by many lis teners using public-service
teurs, however, operate at a standard 60 wpm and band receiven. Don't give a bad impre.uion of ham
SSO-llertz shift, and those with 100 wpm and ndio.
170-Hertz Ihift capability can usually switch to the
S) During a repeater contact, always pause a
standard. The considellite RITY operator will be rew seconds berore tnnsmilting to aIIo .... other
glad to do so whenever called upon, just ill a stati ons acce5li to the repeate r, Someone may have
considerate cw operator will slow down to Ihe speed an emergency to report or priority traffic.
uf hill QSO.
6) Don' t break into a con tact unle.u you have
some thing to add. Jnterrupting is no mOle polite
on the air than it is in person.
REPEAT ER OPERATIN G
7) Use dm plex (I.e. direct con tact, not tbrough
Although repealer operation is gene rall y voice a repeated opera tion whenever possible. This frees
opemtion, it has some ramifications that arc not the repeater fOI use by stat ions unable to
present In th e type of operation used in direc t (i.e. communicate directly.
not through a repeater) contact on phone. Most
8) Use th e minimum power necessary to mainrepeaters are of the "open" type where anyone tain communications. No t only is this an FCC
with appropriate equipment opera tilll on the requirement; it's abo common courtesy.
repeater's input and output frequencies can partie..
9) Many repeaters have au topatch facilities,
pa te. Such repeaters usually are accessed simply by which is an intercon nection betwa:n the repeater
depressing the mike buttoo. Some "machincs" and the telephone system, to provide a public
have limited access, such as by means of a tone, a !trvice. It is stric tl y forbidden to use the au topatch
series of tones or pulses, or $Orne other means to for anything that could be construed as business
preven t th eir being triggered by a casual sIgnal.
communica tions. Nor should the autopalch be
The primary pu rpose of repeate rs Is to ex tend u.'\Cd to simp ly avoid a toll call . Do not use an
the coverage for mobile and hand-held un its. au topatch wh ere regular telephone service is aYa ilFixed-s tation opera tion sho uld be held to a min .. able. Abuses of autopa lch privileges can lead to
mum. Repeate" lend themselves very well to tbeir loss..
public se rv ice communica tions such as highway.The ARRL makes available an annually revised
accident reporti ng, and eme rgency·preparedness repea ler direc tory listi ng all repeaters which have
ac tivities.
been registered... For details on ho.... to obtain I
A repeater has to be built or pu rchased by copy, check rettn t iHues of aST.
IOmebody, installed by somebody, and maintained
by IOmebody, usually at considclllble expense and
trouble. Sometimes this "somebody" is an individu al but more often it is a group, either CW PROCEDURE
Cw operating procedure has been deveioping
organized for the purpose or undertaking repea ter
ror over a cen tu ry, tor our pre$Cnt Internationa l
opt.llI tlon as an additional club project. So a first
point of repeater . operating, not exac tl y an on- the- • (Co ntinental) Code had Its begi nnings on the
telegra ph wire Iinel. There is more to talk about in
air concept, is to lend some kind of suppor t to Ihe
~w procedures than any Olher mode for this
group Of individual that spon$Ori the repea te r you
reason, not because it is the mos! populat mode.
UJe regularly.
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Phone many years ago outstripped cw as the most
popular mode. But cw is rar fro m dead. A listen to
a rare OX plleup in the r:w bands, or the cw section
of any conlest will demonslrIte tha t conclusTYely.
And it ha; many advantages over any other mode.
Any amatcw wh o avoids the use of cw because be
is too lazy to become proficient enough in the
code 10 realize its full benefits is missi ng almost
half of amateur radio pleasure.

Good Sending

In ma ny ways, cw can be co mpared with the
spo ken word. For the pro ficient cw man, it II
indeed eq uiva lent 10 this. But just as enunciat ion
mu st be precise for best understanding in speaking.
proper character formation and spacing is ~uired
in sending the code. And the learning processes are
also similar. The beginning cw operator is subject
to the sa me stresses and pressures as the child
learning to talk, and can learn bad habi ts. He
becomes subject to outside innuen ces to his o wn
possible detriment in everyday operating
Actually, it is far easier to learn code today
than it Was, S3Y, forty years ago when nearly aU
a mateur opera tio n Won by cw, beca use there are
more help! ava ilable. On t he o th er hand , there is
less reason to learn it today than there was then.
True, the licensing requirement st ill exists, but
once you have you r license if you p refer (a nd
INny Imateun d o), you ct.n spend 100 perct!'nl or
your am,teur operating time on voice or other
mode s that requ ire no knowledge of the code. la
the 19305, you needed the code to communicate,
not jus t to ge t your license. Th ere are also, today, I
great many gadgets m the market that, while seemi~
to make code easie r only serve really to instill bad
habits on the operator. Some teachers for
exam ple, would have you start out with aD

Voice..()peratin g Hints
I) Lis ten before cattin l.
. :2) Make short calls willi b.-cab to lil ten.

Avoid Ion; CQs; d o n OI answer over-lollJ
CQ>.

3) Uu, push-to-ulk Or voice con trot.
Give use ntial data concisely in first u anl'
mislilon.
4) Make reports ho nes t. Use de finitions
of s tre n; th a nd rudabili ty for refere nce.
Make your reports informative and useful.
Ho nest repor ts and full word dl!$c ript ion of
Silnals Slve antlteur ope rators from FCC
trouble.
S) Limit transmiss io n lenlth . Two
minut es or less wi lt conve y much in form ation. When three o r more stations converse
in rou nd lableli, brevity is elSCntial.
6) Displ ay sporlsmanshi p and cou rt esy.
Bands are co ngeue d . . . make transmls·
5ion. meanin;ful . . . pve others a break.
7) C h ec k Ir an.m itt e r a djustment . . . avoid I· m ove rmodut al ion and
s plan er. O n ssb che ck carrier ba lan ce ca refu ll y. Do nOI radiate when movin; VFO
frequen cy Or checkinl n bfm liwina:. Use reo
ceiver BFO to c hec k Itab llit y of , iJ1lal.
Co mplete testinl before busy hours !

electronic keye r, bu t this weds you to suc h a
devi ce foreve r more. Th e best way to start is with
an ordi nary stra igh t key, learning cha racten by
their sound, and striving to imitate machine
sen ding by learning to control the mu scles used in
manipulating th is key. This makes "graduating" to
a bug or an e lectronic key much easier at a later
date.
In o rder to make yo ur sending go od , you have
to know what good sending sou nds like. Th e way
to acqu ire this is to copy WI AW's bulletins and
code pl1lc tice, or o ther perfect sending, then strive
to imitate it Somet imes you can get a copy of the
practice text (it's listed in advance in QSn, and try
to send along with WIAW. Most amate ur cw
operators today have di fficulty maintaining proper
spacing, probably because so much equipment in
use dema nds that we key through a VOX relay. On
cw the control for this relay is usua lly sci fot
minim um de lay, so it will close q uickly and open
just as quickly; but on moS! equ ipment it still
docsn' t close quickly enough, so a part of the first
dit or dah of the fint charac ter is cu t off. This ha s
a tendency to cause the operator to run his words
toget her so the relay will stay c losed while he is
sending but open immediately when he stops,
making his sending very diffi cu lt to co py.
Nobody's sending is pe rfect, and therefore
e~ery ope rato r should con tinua ll y strive fo r Impro vement. Watch out fol'the cus toma ry pitfallJ as
your cw pro ficiency develops. 00 you ever send Q
for MA, or P for AN? Do you have a "swing?" Yes,
even on an electromc Icey you can develo p personal
idiosyncrasies. Be your own worst critic, and make
sure your se nding, a t whateve r speed, I, beyond
reproach.
Break-In
On cw you can have true break-in - the ab ility
to hear the sign.al of the other s tation while you are
keying your transmitter. Techni cal considera tions
are covered eJsewhere in this manu al. Once this
part of it has been accomplished , the full adva ntages and benefits of break-in can be realized.
Long taUS are unnecessary, because you ca n hear
immediately if the slation being called comes back
to someone else. Much QRM is thus eliminated. If
bo th station s in a QSO are using break-In, no
slation transmits unneccssarily; ir the transmitting
station is no t being received , the receiving station
'"breaks" him and tra nsm ission $to ps. If anot her
signal comes on the frequency, it can be heard
immediately and any appropriate action taken. If
message or other recorded traffic is be ing trlIlJo
milled, any material missed can be fi lled
immedia tely because the trans missio n ca n be i n~
tcrru pted just by the tap of a key. You can even
caU a CQ using b reak-in , and stop the momcnt
someone hears you and starts calling. The customary procedu re is CQ CQ CQ DE W0PAN
Wt!PAN BK (pause) CO CQ CQ . . , until someo ne b reaks or until it seems obvio us no one is go ing
to. Alterna tively, the Q signa l QS K can be used,
cithcr in sendin g CQ or a t the begin nin g o f a QSO
to indicate to the other station that you are
equipped for break-in a nd In.,ite him to use it. QSK

Voice Operating
is the mark of a well-equipped and
cw station.
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we U~penited

1dI0watt, but there is no reason why every amateur
cannot have a signal of the hlgheJt quali ty. Don't
reward the guy who cnnks up his pin and
$pbtten by amwering his call if another station is
VOICE OPERA TI NG
calling.
Interpose your coif {requenlly. Say il orten and
1be use of proper procedure to get best results
is just as Im portant as in using code. In telegraphy distinctly, in measured tones. Too orten, Idenwords must be spelled out letter by letter. It is tification is muffled or durred. The futest voice
therefore but natural thai abbreviations and communication doesn'l come from the JUY who
shortcuts have come into use. In voice work, talks fastest; it comes from the operator Who
however, abbreviations are not neces5aIY, and have spealu distinctly. Your caUespeciaUy is imporunt,
you can be cited for improper identification if it
less importance in our operating procedure.
The letter .. " .. is used in telegraphic practice so cannot be understood.
Lilten before rrammluing. Make sure the rrethat the openltor will not have to pound out th e
separale Jetted. The voice operator can lay the quency isn't being used before you co me barging
onto it. Our voice bands are pretty crowded and
words "go" or "over."
One laughs on cw by sending III. On phone, QRM i$ inevitab le. But this is a reason for more
courtuy, not le u.
/augh when one is called for.
Keep mo(}u/atiOlJ constoJll. By tu rning your
The matter of reporting readability and
strength is as important to phone opera ton as to gain ''wide open" you are su bjecting an yo ne
those using code. With telegraph nomenclature, it Ihtening to aU kinds of eX Iraneous noises that
is necessary to spell out words to describe signals don't belong on the air. Speak as closely to the
or use abb reviated signal reports. But on voice, we mike as you can wit hout breath modulation, tum
have the ab ility to " say It with word s." your gain down so that onl y your voice can be
" Readability four , strength eight" is the best way heard. A good stunt is to hold the mike at the
to give a quantitative report, but reporting can be corner of your mouth and talk acron it, rather
done 10 much more meaningfuUy wi lh ordinary than into it. If you use a stationary mike, tum It so
words: " You are weak but J can undentand you, that your breat h goes acron It, not in to it;
so Jlo ahcad," or "Your signal is strong but you are otherwise, your "explosives" will distort your
speech.
buried under local intederence."
Ha~e a pencil and pa~r a/ways handy. Take
Voice Equivalents 10 Code Procedure
DOtes on the other guy's conversation while he's
talking, so you can answe r him or co mment on the
C...
Voice
Melmi"K
things he has sa)d; otherwise he might get the
<M,
AR After call to specific l ta- wrong impression that you are deliberatdy
lion
ignoring some of his remarks.
End of message
AR End of lunsmission or
APOid repetition. Don't repeat back what the
record message
other fellow has just said. lust Illy you received
Self-ex planatory
Wail ; 511nd by
AS
e~ry thing, don't try to prove it.
Roger
A ll received correctl y
R
AllfJid wnltin. There are many of them In
Go
lL Any stallon ItalU mit
Go only
KN Add ressed Italian only phone operation, and they are co ntagious. ''That's
transmit
a roger." "Yeeeaaah!" "By golly." The phoney
Clea r
SK End of co ntact or
laugh. The affecled speech. If you must parrol,
co mmunlcstlon
parrot the polished openltor, not the affec ted or
OO5inll nation
CL Goin, off the air
idiotic one.
Steer clear of such controvenlal or suggest ive
Phone-Openlting Practice
subjects as politiQ an d sex, and of profanities, even
Erficicnt voice communication, like good cw . those considered acceptable in today '. permissive
communication, demands good operating. Adher· <;ociely.
ence 10 certain points " on ge tting rewl !!" will go a
Use phonetiH QII/Y as required. When clarifying
tong way loward imp roving ou r phone·band genuinely doubtful expressions and In ge tting your
operating conditions.
zali idcntif'lCd positively we suggest use of the
Use VOX (X push-to-talk. If you use VOX In ternational Telecommunica tion
Union lisl
(moSI home stations do), don't defeat its purpose However, don' t overdo its use.
by saying "aaahhh" to keep t he relay closed_ If
The speed ofradiotclephone transmission (with
you use push-to-talk (co mmon on mobiles so perfect accuracy) depends almost entirel y upo n the
traffic noilts won' t affect lransmiss.ion), lei go of skill of the two openlto rs involved. One must learn
the button every 10 of len to make sure you aren't to speak at a nlte tHowing perfect understanding as
" doubling" with the other feUow. Don't be a weD as permitting the receiving operator to copy
monologu ist - a guy who likes to bear hirru:elf down the message text, if that is necessary.
talk.
Because o f the similarity of many English speech
UJltll with core. It's natural enough to answer iOUnds, the use of word lists has been found
the loudest signal who calls, but do a little digging, Decessaty. AU voi,ce.()perated Ita tions should use a
if necessary, to answer the best signal instead, standard list as needed to identiCy call signals or
where there is a choice. Every ama teur can' t run :ll unfamiliarcxpressions.
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N - NOVEMBER
O - C6CAR
p - PAPA

A - ALFA
B-BRAVO
C -CUARlJE
D - DELTA
E - ECHO
F - FOXTROT
G - GOLF

Q- QUEBEC

II - HOTEL

RSTU-

I - INOlA

V - VICTOR

J - JULIEn
L - LIMA

W - WHISKEY
X - X-RAY
Y - YANKEE

M - MIKE

Z - ZULU

X - KI LO

Example: WI AW .

ROMEO
SIERRA
TANGO
UNIFORM

W I ALFA WHI SKEY.

WI AW

Round Table!. 11Ie round table has man y
advantages if ru n properly. It clears frequencies of
interference, especially if all stations involved an

OX OPERATING CODE
( For WIVE Ama leUN)
Some ama teurt intereued in OX work
hB~

<:f used eonJlderable confusion and
Q RM in t heir efforlt 10 work OX alations.
The poin ls be low, if observed by all WI VE
amateun , will 10 • lonl way towa rd makinl
OX more en;oyable for everybody.
1. Call DX on ly .fter he calls CQ.
QRZ1, siana !R. or pho ne equ iva lenl there-

• r.

2. 00 nor call a DX st.tion :
•. On the frequency o f the station he
is wo rklna until you I re sun the QSO is
over. This is indielled by the endin a siilnal
~ on ew I nd I ny indi ca tion Ihat th e
opentor Is li$leninil, o n phone.
b. B«luse you hear someone else
callin. him.
f;. When he signs R'R. Ali, CL , o r
phone equ ivalent l.
d. Eue"y on h is frequ enf;Y·
e. Afler he calls I d irectional CQ,
unless of course you are In th e riilht
dlrecl ion or area .
3. Kee p wit hin freque ncy·bl nd limits.
So me OX lIal lonl o poorlte outlida. P e ,hap$
they ca n aet away wi th it, but you can not.
4. Observe call ina Inl lrUClio ns of O X
Itat io ns. "IOU" mea ns c~ lI ten kH z "p from
his freq uency, " ' 50" mea ns t5 kHz down,
etc.
5. Give honest reporll. Many foreilln
s tations depend on Wand VE reporU for
adJuSlment Ohillio n and equipme nl.
6. Kee p yo ur sJilnal clean. Key clicks,
ch irps, hum or sp latter live you a bad
reput.t io n an d mn le t you I citation fr om
FCC.
7. Listtn for Ind

ellll Ihe Ila t;o n you
want. CI1Iina CQ OX is no t the besl
lIS5u ranee th l ' the ron OX will reply .
8. When Ihere are several W Or VE
Ilation i wlitina 10 work a OX sillian, avoid
utina him to "isten for . friend ." Let your
friend like his chl ntu wilh the rul. Also
I vold en,aa:!n. OX IIltions in r,"-chews
ailalnst their wish".

on the same frequency, while the enjoyment value
remains the same, if not greater. By use of
push·ta-talk, or vox, the conversation ca n be kepI
lively and interesting, giving each station operator
ample opportunity to pan idpate without waiting
overlong for his turn.
Round tables can become very unpopular if
they ~ not eonducted prope rly. The monologuist,
off on a lon, spiel about nothing in particular,
cannot be intenupted; make your trtmsmissiOiIS
shorr and to the point. "Butting in" is discouneous
and unsportsmanlike; don't enur a round table, or
any contact ktw«n two other amateurs, unless
you are invited. It is bad enough trying to ropy
through prevailing interference without the added
diffICulty of pool voice quality; check. y oo,
transmitter adjusrments freqllently. In ge neral,
follow the precepts as hereinbefore ou tlined for
the most enjoymen t in round tables as well as any
olher fonn of radiotele pho ne commu nica tio n.

WORKING OX
Most amateurs at one lime or anot her make
"working OX" a major aim. As in every o ther
p hase of amateu r work, there are right and wrong
way s to go about ge tting best resultlt in Working
foreign stations, and it is the in tention of this
section to oulline a few Qf them.
The ham who has trouble raising OX statio ns
readily may fmd that poor transmitter effICiency is
not the reason. He may find that his sendill8 is
poor, his calls ill timed, or hi s judgment in error.
Working OX requires the know·how that comes
with experience. If you just ca ll CQ OX you may
get a call from a foreign stalion, bUI it isn't likely
to be a "rare one." On the other hand, unless you
are ex perienced enough 10 know that condi tions
are right , your receiver is sensitive and selective
enough and your transmitter and antenna properly
tuned and oriented, you may get no calls at a ll, and
succeed on ly in caUSill8 wme unnecessary QRM.
The call CQ OX means sligh tly different things
to a ma teun on different bands:
a) On vhf, CQ OX is a general call ordinarily
used only whcn the band is ope n, unde r favorable
"skip" conditio ns. For vhf work, such a call is used
for looking for new statCli and counlricl, alw for
distances beyond the customary " line-of-sight"
ra nge on most vhf bands.
b) CQ OX on OUt 1·, 14-,2 1-, and 28-MHz ba nds
may be taken to mean "General cllli to any foreign
station," The term "fore ign station" usually refers
to any station on a differe n t eon ti ne n!. If you do
call CQ ox, remember that it implies you will
amwer any OX who ca1l3. If you don't mean
"general ca ll to any OX station:: then Iislen and
call the slalion you do want.
Snagging lhe Rare Ones
Once in a while a CQ OX will resUlt in snaggin&
a rare OX COn lact, if you're lucky. Th is Je ldo m
happeru. however; usually, what you have to do is
listen - and liste n - and then listen lOme more.
You goll4 hellr 'em before you can work 'em! If
everybody \nI.fl$mits., nobody is going to hear
anyth ing. Be a snooper. Usually, unless you are
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lucky enough to be among the fint to heu him, I
nue OX station will be found under a pileup, with
sutions swarming all over him like wo rker bees
over a queen. The bedlam will subside wh en the
DX station Is tra nsmitti ng (alt hough some stations
keep tight on calling him), and you ca n hear him.
Don't immediately join the pack, be a little cagey.
Listen a while, get an idea or his ha bits, find out
where he is listening (if not zero on himselO, bide
your time and wait your chance. Sometimes
"tail-ending" works.. Th is is the practice of waiting
un til the station your OX is working starts his
sign-off, then just transmi tting your own call. Be
careful howeve r; this co uld backfire. If your OX
station doesn't respond to such tact ics, best to
avoid it. Some of the m da n', like it.
Make your calli short , snappy. No need to
repea t his call (he knows it very well, all he needs
to know is that you are calli", him) ; but send your
own call a couple of times. Try to find a time when
few sta tions are calling him and he is not transmitting; then gel in there! With expe rience, you'll
learn all kinds of tricks, so me of them clever so me
jUst plain dirty. You'U ha ve no troub le discerning
which b which. Learn to use the clever ones, and
shun the difty ones. More than you think depends
on the impl"U$ions we make on our foreign friends!
Codes and Eth ics
One of the most effective ways to work OX is
to kn ow the operating habi ts of the OX stations
sought, and to abide by th e procedures they use.
Know when and where to call. and for how lonl,
and when to reTIUl in silent waiting your chance.
OXing has certain undentood codes of ethics and
procedures that will make thi!; popular amateur
pursuit more fun for everybody if eve rybody
follows them. One of the sad things abou t OX}ng is
to listen to some of the vitupera tion and abuse that
goes on, mostly by stations on " this" side, as they
trampl e on each ot her trying to raise their qu arry.
OX stations have been known to QRT in disgus t at
some of the tact ics.
If Wand VE stations will use the procedure in
the "DX Operating Code" detailed elsewhere on
these pages, we can all make a good impression on
the air. ARRL has also recommended some
operating procedu res for OX stations aimed at
controlling so me of the thoughtless practices sometimes used by WIVE amateun A copy of these
recom mendations (Op Aid No . 5) can be obtained
{ree of charge from ARRL Headquarten .
Choosi ng Your Band

If it does nothing else in furthering your
education, striving to work OX will certainly teach
you a few thi ngs about propagation. You wiU find
tlla t four principal factors detcrmine propagation
cha racterist ics. ( I) The frequ ency of the l5and tn
whk h you do your operating. (2) The time of day
or night. (3) Theseaso~ of the year (4) The
sunspot cycle. The proper choice of band depend.
pretty much on the other three factors.. For
exa mple, the 3.5-4.O-MHz band at high noon in the
su mmertime at the "node" part of th e su nspot
cycle is the poorest possible choice, while the same

band at mldni&ht during the winterttme It the
' nuU' part of the cycle might produce lOme very
exciting OX. Simila rl y, you wiU learn by ex·
perience when to opera te on which band for the
bes t OX by juggling the above fac ton usi ng both
long-range and oth er indicat ions of band oonditions. WWV tlllnsmissions can also be helpful in
indi catil18 bot h cu rren t and im mediate-forecast
band conditions.
Conditions in ' th e transmission medium orten
make it possible for the signals from low-powered
transmitters to be received at grea t distances. In
general, the higher the freq uency band the less
important power co nsiderations become, for
occasional OX work. Thi.oi accounts in part for the
relative popularity of the 14-, 2 1· and 28-MHz
bands among amateurs who like to wo rk OX.

OSl CARDS AND BUREAUS
Most ama teUR who work another station for
the first time, especially a foreign station, will later
send the station a postcard confirming the contac t.
These cards are known as QSLs, taken [rom thc
in ternational signal mean ing, " I acknowledge
receipt." A number of printing firms specialize in
producing these postcards, followi", standard
dcsigns, or following the direetions of an indn-idual
amateur. Advertisements of these ponte" appear
each month in QST, ARRL '5 official journal.
Since it is rath er ex pensive, for a fore ign station
especiall y, to send a QSL separately to each U.s. or
Canadian station he's worked , ARRL has set Up a
sys tem of QSI . R ure~lIs, manned by ama teur
vohtnteers in each call area. The bureaus get
packages of cards from overseas, which are lOfted
by call. Individual ama teurs may claim their cards
by sending a supply of stamped, self·addressed
envelopes to the QS L manager in their call anlL
QST carries the addresses of the se bureaus nearly
every issue, Or write to ARRL Hq. for
infonn ati on.

KEEPING AN AMATEUR STATI ON lOG
Although recent FCC rulings have eliminated
the legal necessity for detailed loging, you'll still
want to mainuin a log to preserve a record of your
own activity wi thin amateur rad io, to be ablc to
send QSLs, and to protect yourse lf. YOU'll be
confident of meet ing all of these by record inS: (1)
the date and time of each transmission, (2) all calls
and transmissions made, whether con tacts resu ltcd,
or nol, (3) the input power to the last stage of the
transmitter, (4) the frequency band UJCd, (51 the
tim e of ending each contact {QSOI, and (61 the
signarure of the licensed operator. Written
messages handled in standard form must be Included in the log or kept on file for a period of at
.
least one yea r,
But II log can be more than just a legal record of
station operation. It can be a " diary" of your
ama leur experience. Make it a habit to entcr
though ts and comments, changes in equipment,
operatin& experiences and reaction!, anything that
might make enjoyable. reminiscences in yean to
come. Yo ur log is a reflection or your personal
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KEEP AN ACCURATE AND COMPLETE STATION lOG AT A LL TIMES. FCC REQU I RES IT.

A page from the official ARRL log i$ shown above. answering every FCC requirement in r1l$p8Ct to
station records. Bound logs made up in accord with the above form can be obtained from Heildquanen
for II nominal sum or you can prepare your own, in which case we offer this form as II sUggI$tion. The
AAAL log has a special wire binding and lies perfectly flat on the table.

experience in amateur rodio. Make it both neat and
complete.

ARRL headquarters stocks log books and
message blanks for the convenience of amateurs.

PUBLIC SERVICE OPERAT ING
Amateurs interes ted in rendering public service
in operating under ARRL sponsorship have fonned
the Amateur Radio Public Service Corps (ARPSC).
This orpniu tion has two principal divi~ons. One
is the Amateur Radio EmcllCncy Corps (AREC),

an cmcrgeney-preparedness group of approximately 30,000 amateur operators signed up
voluntarily to keep amateur radio in the foroflonl
along preparedness lines. The other is the National
Traffic System (NTS), a message·bandling facility
wbicb operates daily (including weekends and
holidayl) for systematie handling of third-party
-~,

Also recognized by ARRL as a part of the
organized amateur radio public service effort are
the Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
(RACES), a part of the amateur service serving civil
defense under a separate sub-part of the amateur
regulations; tbe Military Affiliate Radio Service,
sponsored by tbe armed scrvice!l to provide

........ .

_ _ ..... _ _ n .... ....

...

Here is an exemple of a plain-lan!P-'age message as it
wou ld be prepared f()( delivery. If the message
were lor relay instead of delivery, the information
at the bottom would be filled in instead of that in
the box.

military training for amateurs; and numerous
amateur groups organized into nets by individuals,
clubs or other amateur enthites Cor public service
and registered with the League. The detailed
workingJ of ARPSC and RACES are covered
briefly berein and explained in somewhat more
detail in Publk: Service Communicarions, O(Mrrlting
an Amateur Radio Station, available to interested
amateurs without charge, and The Radio Ama·
teu,'J O(Mrrlting Manual.

MESSAGE HANDL ING
Amateur operators in the United States and a
few other countries enjoy a privilege not available
to amateurs in most countries - that of handling
third-party message tramc. In the early history of
amateur radio in this country. some amatcun who
were .mo. the first to take advantage or this
privilcge fonned an extensive relay organization
which became the ARRL.
Thus, amateur me~age-handling has had a long
and honoJ'llble history, and l.ike most services, has
gone through many periods of development and
change. Those amateurs who handled tratrlC in
19 14 would hardly recognize it the way some of us
do it today, just as equipment in those days Wa5 far
different from that in usc now. Progress has been
made and new methods have been dC\lcJopcd in
step with advancement in communkation tech·
niques of all kinds. Amateurs who handled a lot of
tramc round that organized operating schedules
were more effective than nndom Mlays, and as
techniques advanced and messages increased in
number, trunk lines we re organized, spot frequcn-des began to be used, and there came into
existence a number of traffic nets in whkh many
stations operated on the same frequency to effect
wide r CO\Ierage in less time with fewer relaYI; but

Public Service Operating
the old methodJ an still aYlilable to the amateur
who handlCl only an occaslonal message.
AIIbouJb mnsace handliDa is a o&d an art a Is
amatew ndio itsdf, there an many amateun wbo
do DOt know how to handle a fo rma l messap and
have never done .a. As each a.mateur groWl oleSer
and cains experience in the amateur service, there
II bound to come a time when he will be called
upon to handle • written melAlC. dUrin, a
commu nicatkuu emergency, in ClSUal contac t with
one of his many acquaintances on the air, or U •
result of a teC(uett from • non·a.mateur friend.
Regardiess of the occasion, if it comes to you, you
will want to rite to it! Considerable embarralSlTlent
is likely to be experienced by tbe amateur who
fancb be not only does not know the form in which
the meu:aae should be prepared, but does not
know how to !O . bout putting it on the air.
Tramc work need no t be a complicated or
timCo(;OnJumirw activity for the casual or occasional mes~e-handler. AmateuD may participate in
trame: WOlk to whatever extent they wish, from an
occ;:anonal message now and then to becoming a
part of organized t raffic sys tems. This chapter
explains some princi ples 50 the reade r may know
where to find. out more about the subject and may
exercise the messaae.JIandUna priYDete to best
effect .. the spirit and. opportunity arise..
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IDCSAp transmittin& proceduJes, ARRL has knia
since reoolllmCDded such standards. and most
traffao-interested amateurs have foUowcd them. In
general, thete recomme ndations, and the Yarious
changes they have undclJOne from year to year,
have been at the request of amatew1 participati"l
in this activity, and they an completely outlined
and explained in O~,.tI"8 lUI Amtlteur RtJdio
St4liof1, a copy of which is available upon requ es t
or by use of the coupon at the end of this chapter.
Clearina a M
essaae

The best way to clear a ~ is to pul it inlo
one o r the many orpnized tnffic: netwollcs, o r to
give il to a station that can do so. There an many
amateurs who make the handling of traffic their
principal operating actmty, and. many more stil1
who participate in thB activity to a greater 01 ~
extent. The result is a tramc system which spreads
to all corners or the United States and covers most
U.S. pow:ssions and Canada. Once a message gelS
into an organized nct, rep rdless of the net'. size 01
coverage, it II sys tematically routed toward ils
destination in the shor tCJt pollible time.
Amateurs not experienced In me5SagC hand.lin&
Ihould depend on the experienced m~andJer
to gel a meJSl&C throup, if it Is important; but the
aYelllge amateur can enjoy operatins wit h I
message to be handled eithe r through a1ocal1nllk:
net or by Croo-landn" The latter may be
acc:ompfu.hed by careful listenina: fOI an amatear
Responsibility
station at desired points, dim:tional CQs, use of
Amateun: who o riginate messqell for transmis- recognixed calling and net frequencies, or by
sion or who receive messages for relay or deliYety making and kee ping a lCoodule with another
should nrat consider that in doilll so they are amateu r rOl regu lu work between specified poin ts.
aoceptin! the responsibi lity or cleann, th e message He may well lim II learnln! and enjoying throu&h
rrom their station on its way to its dellination in doing. The joy and accomplishment in thus
the shortest possible time. FortY-(li&ht hOOD afte r developing one', operating skill to the peak or
riling or rcoe.ipt is the generaDy..ccepted rule perfection h.. a reward all ill own.
amona: traffic-handlin, Imateurs, but it il obvious
I( you decide 10 " take the bull by the honu"
thai if' ~ amateur who relayed the IllCUaF and put the messa. into a traff'Kl net yourself (and.
allowed it to remain in hB station thil lO"l it might more power to you lf you do!), you will Deled to
be a lonl time reaching its destination. Traffie know IOmethina about 00. neb operate, and If on
should be relayed OJ" delivered IS qu.lckly as cw, the special Q sianab and protlrdure they use to
possible.
dispatch all trame with a maximum of effidency.
The frequency and operati", time of the nel in
Mesaage Form
your seetion, or of other nets into whk:h your
<>nee this ~ponsibili ty is realized and Iccept· ffiessaae can go, Is liven in ARRL's Net Directory.
ed, handlinl Ihe message becomes a mltter of This ann!lally-reviled publication is available on
(ollowing gcnerally·a<;cepted lIandardi of form and request. Listening for a few minutes It the lime
transmlsalon. For this purpose., each ~ is and frequency indica ted Ihould acquaint you with
divided InlO four part5 : the pRamble, the address. enough f'undamentll.l to enable you 10 report Into
the text aod the sigru..ture. Some of thCSC! pull the net and report you r traffic. From that time on
themselves an subdivided. II ill necessary in you rollow the Instruc tions of the net control
preparina the message ror transmission and in station, who will tell you when and to whom (and
actually transmiltint: il 10 know not only what on what frequency, if differenl rrom the net
uc.h part is and what il is for, but to know In whit rrequency) to send your fTlC:SAIC. Cw nell use the
0ItI~ it should be tnrlsmilted, and. to know the special "QN" signals, to it may be helpfUl to have a
'I'Uious procedure Iipls used with it when lent by list or these before you (Ivailable (rom ARRL Hq .,
cw. It you an lOing 10 send a mes~, you may IS Operatin! Aid No. 9).
well le nd. it nahl.
Netwon ()pentiora
Stlndardlzatlo n Is importanl! There Is a pelt
About
thit
time , you mly find. that you are
deal of room for expn:uIOJ ofi&inality and
individuality In amateur radio, but there are abo enjoying this type of opentilll activity and want
times and placel where sucb ex pression can o nly to know more abou t it and increase your
ca.... confusion and inefficiency. Recogniz ing the proficiency. Ma.ny amateud are happily "addicted"
need ror standardization in message rorm and
to traffic handled afie:r only one or two brief
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exposures to it. Much tnffic is .III present beina
conducted by

CW,

since Ihis mode of communica-

tion seems to be popular fOf rcC1Jrd pu.rposes - but
tlUs don no t mean that high code speed is I
ne<:euary p~uisl le to ,""orkina in Inffie
networks. There an many nets orpniud JpeCirlCally for the Ilow~peed amateur, and most of the
so-called "fast" nett are usually I lad to slow down
to accommodllle slower operators.
II ;s a significant o peratin, faci th at code lpeed
alone d0e5 not make for eff'K:icncy - sometimes
the con trary! A high-speed opera tor who doc.s nol
know procedure can "foul up" I net much more
completely and more qu ickly than ClIn I lIow
ope rator. Cw net operation provides an excellent
opportunit y to increare code speed. Given a little
time your speed will reach the point where you cl n
euily hold you r own. Concentrate first olilumi",
the net proeedulU.
Voi ce modes are abo very popular for tn.ff'1C
work. Procedure is of paramount Importance on
phone, jUl t IS it is on cwo Procedure differs In that
standard phonetics are an importan t ingredlefJl IfJ
phone opention and Q and QN signals are not
used. Howc:vc.r, nets on all modes share the need
for concise operation.
.
Tnmwork is the theme of all net opellltion.
1be net which functions most efficiently is th e net
in which all ~rticipants are thoroughly familiar
with the procedure used, and In ..... hich opclllion
refrain from tnnsmitting except It the direcdon of
the net control station, Ind do not occu py time
with extrlneou. comments. even the cltchan,e of
pleasantrie.. There is a lime and place for
everythiJll. When a net is in session it wou ld
concentrate on handling tnmc un til all traffic is
ckared. Before or after the net is the time for
rag-(:hewin& and discusdon. Some further detaUs of
net operation I fe included in Operati"K an A_·
t~T Radio Station, mentioned .:uUcr, but there is
DO $Ubstltute for actual participation.

The National Tramc System
To facilitate and speed the movement of
message tramc, there is in existe nce an integrated
national syllem by means o f which 'ori&lna ted
trafIic can normally reach its destination art.a the
lame day the messace It originlted. This system
lues the SlIte or sectioo ne t as a basis. Each section
net sends a representative to a "region" net
(normally covering a call area) and each " region"
net tcncll I repmscntative to an "arca" net
(normally covering a time zooc). After the arel net
has deued an itJ tnfl"IC, its members then!O back
to their respective repon nets, where they clear
lrafTk: to the various section net representatives.
By means of connecting tchedules between the
area ne ts, traffic can flow bolh ways so that traffic
originated on the Wesl Coasl reaches the East
eo.t with. r.llXimum of dispatch, and vice vcru.
In central, cvcnin, section nets runction II 1900,
eveninl repon nelS . t I!MS, evenin, area nels.t
2030 and the same or dirreren t regional personnel
again at 2 130. Some section nell conduct II late
1CUi0n II 2200 to effect lnfrlC delivery the same
ni&hL Local standard time Is refmed to in each

"".The re also exists a segment of NTS that mee ts
during the dlytime hours. NTS{O) foUo ..... the
same Ceneral sequence IS NTS(I;;). but the times are
less standard from region to repan Ind arca to
area. Traffic from area to area b handled 'in a
Continentll Net. rat~r than by use of a Transcontinental Corps, IS In NTS(E). QST covers
details of NTS(D) IS they unfold.
The NTS plan somewhat spreads \ramc opportunily so that casual traffic may be reported in to
nets for emcient handling one or two days or
nightJ per v.>«k; or the ardent tramc man can
opente In both daytime and evenin,: sepnents to
roll up impressive totals Ind speed traffic reliably
to its des tinat ion. Old-time tramc mcn who prefe r
a high degree or organization and teamwork have
returned to the traffic came IS II result of the new
system. Bes:inners have shown more in terest in
becomiJll part of a system nadon"';de in scope. in
wh ich a"yoo~ can participate. 1lIe National Traffic
System hiS vut and Intriluing possibilities as an
ama teu r 5Crvice. It i5 open to any amateur who
IIo,shcs to participate.
1be lbove b but the briefest resu me of what is
of necessi ty a rather complicated ananFffien t of
nets and JChedules. Comp~te details of the Syslem
aJKI its optllltion are incilided in the ARRL Pub/ic
S~noict Communicotiolu Manual.

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION
One of the most important wlYs In which the
amateur tcfVCS the public, thus maki", his
eJlistence a national usct. Is by his preparation fOT
and his participation in communications emergen·
cies. Every ama teur. regardless of the ex tent ofhls
normal operating activities, should give lOme
thought to the pos5lbUity of his belne the only
means of ccmmunication should his community be
cut off from the outside world. It has happened
many timeS, often in the most unlikely pilOts; it
hu happened without warning, findill8 some
amaleun totall y unprepared ; il can happen to you .
Are you ready?
1ntre are two principal ways in which any
amateur can prepare him5Clr for such an
eventu ality. One is to provide himself wi th
eq uipment ca pable of operating on any type of
emergency power (I.e., eithcr ac or de), and
equipment which can readily be transported to the
scene or disaster. Mobile and hand-held equipment
is especially desirable in mosl cmelJCncy situations.
Sueh equipment. regardleu of how elaborate or
how modem, is of little use, however, If It is not
used properly and at the right times; .00 so
another wly for an amateu r 10 prepare himM:lf fOJ
emeflCncies, by no means less important thin the
lint, is to Itom 10 ~rate tfficitlltly. There are
many ama teun who feel thai they know how to
opcnte efficiently but who find themsclves
considellbly handicapped II the crucial time by
not knowlna proper procedure, by bei", unable,
due to yean of casual amateu r operation, to adapt
themse lves to mappy, abbreviated transmissions,
and by be1na unfamiliar with meuace fonn and
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procedures. It is dangerous to overnte your ability
in this; it is better to assume you ha~ things to
learn.
In general it can be said that there is more
emergency equipment available than there are
opc.raton who know properly how to operate
during emergency conditions, fOI su!=h conditions
require clipped, terse procedUl'e with com plete
break-in on cw and fISt PUSIHo-talk or VOX on
phone. The casual rag-chewing aspect of amateur
mio, however enjoyable and worth-while in it.!
place, must be forgoUen at such times In favor of
the business at hand. There is only one way to gain
experience in this type of operation, and that is by
practie. During an emergency is no time for
practice; it should be done beforehand, as often as
possible, on a regulaJ: basis.
This leads up to the necessity for emergency
organization and preparedness. ARRL has long rcCOSnized this necessity and has provided for it.
The Section Communications Manager (whose
address appean on page 6 of every issue of QST) is
empowered to appoint certain qualified amate un
in his section for the purpose of coordinating
emergency communication organization and preparedness in specified lRas or communities. TItis
appointee is known as an.Emergency Coordinator
for the city or town. One should be specilled for
each community. For coo rdination and promotion
at section level a Section Emergency Coordinator
arranges for and recommends the appointments of
various Emergency Coordinators at activity points
throughout the section. Emergency Coordinaton
OCgllUJ." wm.l"un ill 111"if f,;O""nuniti~ ItCCOnJlng
to local needs for emergency communicatlon
facilities.
1be community amateun taking part in the
local organization are memben of the AmateuI
Radio Emergency Corps (AREC). All amateurs are
invited to regis ter in the AREC, whether they are
able to play an ac tive part in their local
orglUlU.ation or only a supporting role. AppUcation
blanks are available ftom youl EC, SEC, SCM or
direct from ARRL Headquarten. In the event that
inquiry reveals no Emergency Coordinator appointed for your community, your SCM would welcome
a recommendation either from yourself or [rom a
mio club of which you are a member. By holding
an amateur operator license, you have the
responsibility to your community and to amateu r
radio to uphold the tradi tions of the scrvice.
Among the League's publications is a booklet
entitled Public &n>ice Communic"tions. 'Ibis
booklet, while small in size, contains a wealth of
information on AREC organization and fu nc tions
and is invaluable to any amateur participatina in
emergency or civil defense work. It is free to
AREC memben and should be in every amateur's
shack. Drop a line to the ARRL Communications
Department if you want a copy, or use the coupon
at the end of this chap ter.
The Radio Amateur Civil

EmerfllCney Serviee
Following World War II there WIU estabUshed
within our government the Federal Civil Defense
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Before EmefFncy
PREPARE yo urself by providinl emer·
,ency power for your stalion.
TEST you r e lllergency equi pmen t and
operatinl ability In the InnuII Simull ted
Emergency Tes t and field Day.
REGISTER with yoW' ARRL Emergency Coordinator. If none, offer your
servicu to toeat and civic relief apneic, IllId
explain whit amateur ra dio ca n do durin,
disasters.
In Emergency
LISTEN before you transmit , IIlwt1yl!
REPORT to you r Emerge ncy Coordinator so he wUl have latest data on your
fa cilities. Offer tocal civic and relief agenci."
your services directly in the lbsC!nce of an
IT.

RESTRI CT aU on·the-air work in accordance wi th FCC regulations, ~c. en. I 07.
~ Is the Interna tionll OIslte!. Ca ll for
a din emerge ncy. The phone equlvllent is
MAYDA Y. Use th ese calls for emergency
o nly . False dis tress nils are unlawfu l.
RESPECT th e flet that IUtCes. in emer_
gency depends on circuit diseipline•.The net
con trot Italion is the lu pnme authority.
COOPERATE with those _ K~. Be
n!lldy to hetp, but Itay orr the lir unless
there il a specific job to be done that you
Cl n handte more efficientl y than I ny other
station.
CO PY bullerins from WIAW. During
emerge ncies, special bulletins Ife transmitted.
Alter Emergency
REP ORT to ARRL Headquarten
promptly and fully so that the Amateur
Service can receive full c;rew!.
Administration (FCDA), whkh, at the behest of
ARRL and other amateun, considered the role of
the amateur in civil defense communication should
the U.S. become embroiled in another W1IT. ntis
resulted, in 1951, in the establishment ot the
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES)
with rules promulgated by FCC as a part or the
Amateur Radio Service. FCDA has evolved into the
pn:sent Defense Civil Prepan:dness Agency, part of
the Department or Defense, and although the
RACES rules have undelgone several minor
c han~s they art stili eSi\l: ntially the same as
originally put into effect.
RACES 15 intended solely ror civil defense
communication during civil emergen cies, through
the medium of amateur radio. and iJ designed to
contlnue operation during any extreme national
emergency such as war. It shares certain segments
of frequencies with the regular (i.e., normal)
Amateur Service on a nonexclusive basis. It.!
n:gulations are a subpart of Ihe familiar amateur
regulations (Part 97) and are included in full in the
ARRL Licmu M"nuI11 .
If every amateur participated, we would still be
short of the total operating personnel requlRd

properly to implement RACES. As the service
which bean the responsibility for the successful
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implementation of this important function, we
face not only the task of installing (and in some
cases building) the necessary equipment, but also

of the training of thousands of addi tional people.
This can and should be a function of the local unit

of the Amateur Radio Emergency Corps under its
EC and his assistants, working in close ooUaboralion with the local civil defense organization.
A drastic change in RACES rules effected by
FCC in February of 1916 greatly simplifies the
procedures for amateur participa tion in RACES.
The average amateu r now simply makes himself
available 10 his local civil defense (or whatever
name) organization and becomes a part of that
organization. He then uses his amateur call and
observes regular amateu r licensing privileges.
There is no longer a requirement for such th ings
as a co mmunications plan, a radio office r or
personnel clearances. Local regulations may provid e for some of these, but FCC regula tions do not.
Only licensed amateurs may act as con trol ope r-

ators, and then only within their licensed privileges.
RACES sta tion s are licensed only to civil
defense o rganizations, not to individuals. They are
given a WC prefix, a number corresponding to the
call area in which they are located, and three
leiters. Application is made o n FCC Form 6 10-B
by the civil defense director or equivalent.
In the event of war, civil defense will place
great reliance on RACES for back-up radio
commu nication. Even in peacetime, RACES can be
of great value in natural disaster communications.
As a part of our total amateur public service effort,
it deserves our whole-hearted and enthusiastic
support and will permit us to continue 10 function
in the public service, as amateurs, in RACES in
wartime as we function in AREC and NTS during
peacetime. Ir interested, inquire of your local civil
defense agency and get sighed up with your radio
officer.

ARRL OPERATING ORGANIZATION
Amateur operation must have point and
constructive purpose to win public respect. Each
individual amatcur is the ambassador of the entire
fraternity in his public relations and attitude
toward his hobby. ARRL field organization adds
point and purpose to amateur operating.
The Communications Department of the
League is concerned with the practical operation of
stations in all branches of amateur activity.
Appointments or awards are available for ragchewer, traffic enthusiast , phone operator, DX
man and experiment er.
There are seventy-four ARRL Sections in the
League's field organization, which embraces the
United States, Canada, and certain othcr territory.
Operating affairs in each Section are supervised by
a Section Communications Manager (SCM) eleded
by members in that section for a two-year term of
office. Organization appointmen ts are made by the
SCMs, elected as provided in the Rules and
Regu lations of th e Communications Department,
which accompany the League's By-Laws and
Articles of Association'. SCM addresses for aU
sec tion s are given in full in each issue of QST.
SCMs welcome monthly activity reports from aU
amateurs in their sec tions, regardless of status.
Whether your activity emb races phone or
telegraphy, or both, thcre is a place for you in the
League organization.

the lines of natural interest. Some posts further the
general ability of amateurs to communicate efficiently at all times by pointing activity toward
networks and round tables; others are aimed
specifically at establishment of provisions for
organizing the amateur service as a standby communications group to serve the public in disaster,
civil defense need or emergency of any !!Ort . The
SCM appoints the following in accordance with
section needs and individual qualifications:
PAM Phone A<,;jivitie' Manager. Organizes activities for voke operDiors in his section. Promote.
phone nets and rec ruits Official Photie Station
appointees. The appoi ntme nt of VHF·PAM is open
to Te<,;hnician licensee•.
RM Route Manager. Organius and coordinates
cw traffic ac tivities. Supervises and promotes nets
and re cruit s Official Relay Station appointees.
SEC Section Emergency Coordina tor. Promotes
and admi nistenl section emergency radio o,..aniza·
tion.
EC Emer,ency Coo rdinator. Organizes am,teu.,
of. community or olher local areas for .emergency radio srrvke; maintains liuson with
officials and agencies se",cd, also with other local
communication ra cilities. Sponsors tests, recruits
for AREC and encourages atignment with RACES.
A Technician Class licensee may receive this
appointment if a qualified high er class liceru;ee i.
not available.

STATION APPOINTMENTS
LEADERSHIP POSTS
To advance each type of station work and
group interest in amateur radio, and to develop
plllctical comm unications plans with th e greatest
sue<:eu, appointments of ARRL members holding
Conditional Class licenses or beller to serve as
leaden and o rganizers in particular single-interest
fields are made by the SCM. Each leadership post is
important. Each provides activities and assistance
for appointee groups and individual memben along

ARRL's field organization has a place for every
active amateur who has a station. The Communications Department organization exists to increase
individual enjoyment and Slation effectiveness in
amateur radio work, and we extend a cordial
invitation to every amateur to participate fully in
the activitics, to report rcsults monthly, and to
apply to the SCM for one of the following station
appointments. ARRL member.;hip and the cond itional class or higher license or VE equivalent is
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prerequisite to al1 appointments, except where
otherwise Indicated..
on Omc:lal Phone Sialion. Sels hl,h voice
oper"in, I'-ndards . nd pN)eed ures, fllrth«s phone
nell an d tr.ffic.
ORS Offici.1 Rel.y Sution. Tufnc service,
ope' ''" cw nets; noled for 1 5 wpm I nd procedure
abilily. Open 10 RTTY Inlffickers.
ORS II
Sime u O RS, for the Novice oper"ors,
code speed minimu m of 10 wpm.
OSS arnclal Sulletin Stalio n. Transmits ARRL
and FCC bUlletin information to amateurs. Open
to Techn ician lice nsees.
OVS Official VHf' Statlon. Collecu and reports
vhf·uhf"hf propagalion dal a. mlY en,lle In
facsimile, TT, TV, work on 50 MHz lnd for.bo~.
Takes put IS feasible in vhf traffic work, reporls
same, lupports Vhf nets, observes procedure
standards. Open 10 both Novice and TeChnician
licensees.
00 Offi cial Observer. Sends cooperative nolices
to amlleUfl 10 assist in frequency oMervanee
insures high..quality signal$, and prevent, FCC
trouble.
Emblem CololS
Memben may wear the ARRL emblem with
black-cname.l backgrou nd. A red. background wilt
indicate that the wearer is or has been SCM. SEC"
EC" RMs and PAMs may wear the emblem with
green background. Observers and all sttl tion
appointees aTC entitled to wear blue bac::kground
emblems.

RADIO CLUB AFFILIATION
ARR L affil iation is available to any ama teur
society in one of three categories: Ca tegory I , all
"local" radio clu bs having at least 51% licensed
amateun and at least 5 1% ARRL membership ;
Category 2. radio dub "councils," and similar
OIJanizationi of large geographic area, same
requirements as category I. Category 3, high
school, college and youth·group clubs having II
least one officer or trustee who is a licensed
amateur and an ARRL member.
A ''Clu b Kit" is available upon request from the
Club and Training Department; this kit contains all
papers necessary for affiliation application plus
other materials of inte rest to clu bs. Once the
completed affiliation pa.:kage i~ returned the
affi liation proces~ begins.
AR RL affiliated dubs receive a quarterly bul·
letin from Headquarters and special Information at
intervals fo r posting on club bulletin boards or fo r
relay to club members. A travel plan providint;
communications, technical, and legal/rCJulatorial
contact from the Headquarters is worked out
seasonally to give maximum bcncfillto as many as
possible of the active affiliated radio clubs.
Material aimed al training and entertainmen t of
club members is available, plus advice on club
problcms such as organization, oonduclin& meetings
and attracting new member~. Training services for
clubs include mms, slide collections, and complcte
le5lion plans, available upon requcst. Watch QST
and radio club news fo r details on Ihese Items, or
write the ARRL for the special benefits to
affiliated clubs.

W1AW
11te Max im Memorial Stalion, WI AW, is
dedica ted 10 fralernity and service. Operated by
the League headquarters, WIAW is located
adjacent 10 the Headquarters offices on a
seven-1lcre site. 11te stalion is on the ai r daily,
exce pt holidays, and ava ilable time is divided
beLween the diITerent bands and modes. Facilities
fo r all commonly used amateur modes are provided
fOT aU bands from 1.8 to 144 MHz.
Operation is roughly proportional 10 amateur
interest in ' different bands and modes with
maximum legal power on most band,- WI AWs
daily bulletins and code practice aim to give
operational help to tbe largest number.
W1AW was established as • living memorial to
Hinlm Percy Maxim, to carry o n the work and
traditions of amateu r radio. The station is on the
air daily and is open to visitors at all times it is in
operation. The WIAW SChedule o f operation and
visiting houlS is printed each mon th in th e
Operating Newt sectio n of QST.
W l AW Code Practice
Approximate frequencies: 1.820 3.58 7.08
14.08 21.08 28.08 50.08 and 145.588 MH:t. FOT
practice purposes the order of words in each line
may be reversed durillJ the 5-13 wpm transmissions. Each tape car:rics ched:ing reIerenceL
Details on Qualifying Runs appear monthly in Qsr
Operating Evenls.

Speeds

EST/EDST

5-7Y>-10-13-20-25
9 A.M. MWF
9:30 P.M. TThSSu
10-13·15
4 P.M.M-F
7:30 P.M . Oy
35·30-25-20-15
9:30 P.M . MWF
9 A.M. TTh

PST/PDST

' 6 A.M. MWF
6:30 P.M. TIhSSu

1 P.M.M·F
4:30 P_M. Dy
6:30 P..M:. MWF
6:00 A.M. TIh

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Within the ARRL field organization th ere are
many special activities. For all appointees and
officials quarterly CD (Communieations Department) Parties are scheduled to develop
operating ability and. spirit of fraternalism.
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In addition, ARRL .pon50n various other
activi ties open to all amateun. The OX-minded
amateur may participate in the Annual AR RL
International OX Competition during February
and March. This popular contest may bring you the
tbriO of work ing new countries and building up
your OXCC totals; tert ificate awards are orfered 10
lOp $Corers in eac h country and ARRL section {see
page 6 of any Qsn and to cJub.leaders. Then there
is the very-popular Sweepstakes in November. Of
domestic scope, the 55 alTords the opportunity to
work new states for that WAS award. A Novice

to-

activity is planned annually _ Both a
and
16().Meler Conlest are scheduled for early December. The interests of vhf enthusiasts are also
provided for in con teslS held in January, June and
September of each year. Where enough logs (three)
are received to constitute minimum "competition~
a certiftclte in spot activi ties, such as the "5S" and
vhf party. is awarded the leadins newcome r for his
work conside red only in competition with o ther
newcomers.
AS in all our ope rating, the idea of having a
good time is combined in the Annual June Field
Day with the more serious thought of prepa ring
ourselYel to render pubUc service in times of
emergency. A premium is placed on the use of
equipment without connection to commercial
power sources. Clubs and individual groups always
enjoy themselves in the "FO" and learn much
about th e requirements fo r operating under
knockabout conditions afield.
ARRL contest activides are diversified to
appeal to aU operating interest. and wi n be found
announced in detail in issues of Qsr preceding the
different even ts.

AWARDS
The Lcague-sponsored operating activities,
heretofore ment ioned, have useful objectives and
provide much enjoyment filr members of the
fraternity. Achievement in amateur radio is Ilso
recognized by various certificates offered throu gh
the League and detailed below.

WAS Award
WAS means " Worked An States." An amateur,
anywhere in the world, who succeeds in getting
confirmed contacts with all rlfly U.s. states and
sends them in for examination, may receive this
award from the League. For WIVE members and
DX sta tions, the re is a $3 fee which includes retu rn
of the cards by registe red mail The fee for WIVE
no&-members is $6.
You can mike the conliCU OYer any period of
time Ind on any or aU amateur bands. If you wish.
you may have your WAS award issued for some
special way in which you made it, such as all cw,
aU phone, all on one band, all with lower power,
etc. - only providing all cards submitted plainly
mow that I contact took pllce under the special

circumstances for which you wish the awanl
issued.
Before you send your cards, drop the ARRL
Communications Depanmcnt a line reques ting a
copy of the roles and an application blank..
SBWAS
The Five Band Worked Ail States Award
became effective January I, 1970. Only contacts
made afte r that date coun t. Contacts must be
conlinned with aU SO states on each of five
amateu r bands. Rules requiJ'c applicants in the U.S.
and possessions, Puerto Rico and Canada, to be a
fuil member of ARRL. Basic WAS ru les apply,
with the addition of a $15 fee for WIVE League
members Ind DX stations which includes return of
the cards by registered mail and a plaque. The
award is not available to WIVE non-members.
OX Ce ntury Qub AWird
The DXCC is one of the most popular and
sought-after awards in all of amateur radio, and
among the more difficult to acqui re- Its issuance is
camfuily supervised at ARRL headquarters by two
staff members who spend full time on this function
alone.
To obtain OXCC, an ama teur musl make
two-way con tact with 100 "countrics" listed on
ARR L Operating Aid No.7, which also con tains
the complete rules. Written confirmations are
required for proof of contact. Such confllTTlltiolU
must be sent to ARRL headquarters, where each
one is carefuny scrutinized to make sure it actually
confirms a con tact with the applying amateur, that
it was no t altered or tampered with, and that the
"country" claimed is actuany on the ARRL list.
Further safeguards are applied to maintain the high
standards of this award. A bandsome king-size
certifICa te is sent to each amateur qualifying.
The term "country" is an arbitrary one not
necessarily agreeing with the dictionary definition
of such. For DXCC pu rposes, many bodies o f land
not hiving independent status politically are
classified as coun tries. For example, Alaska and
Hawaii. while states of the U.s., are considered
separate "countries" becau$C of their distance from
the mainland. There are o¥er 300 such designa tions
on the ARRL list . Once a basic DXCC is issued, the
certificate can be endo rsed, by sticker, for
additional countries by sending the add itional
cards in to headquarters for chC(:king.
Separale DXCC Awards are lvailable for mixed
model, an phone and all cwo
There are fees charged for the DXCC award and
for endorse ments.. Before applying, fam iliariZe
yourself wi th fun infOl"mation. Application fo rms
(CDI64) and the ARRL Countries List (detailing
rules/charges) may be obtained from Headquarters
fOl" a stamped addre.-d envelope.
Five·Band DXCC
Entirely separate from ' OXCC, ARRL also
offers a Five-Band DXCC (S BDXCC) Award for
those amateurs who submit written proof of havi~
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made two·way contact with 100 or more countries
on each of five amateur bands since January I ,
1969. Only fuU ARRL members are eligible in the
U.s., possessions and Canada; elsewhere, any
amateur may apply.
A chaqe of $20 (U.s.) b made fo r application
fonns ; Ihis covcrs the cost of returning cards by
fust class registered mail and issuance of a
pelSOnali!.ed engravcd plaquc for those qualifyiJl:.
For a copy of the complete rules, drop a Iinc to
ARRL Headquarters, 115 Main St., Newington,
cr 06 11 1.

per minute, as transmitted mont Ill y from WIAW
and W60WP.
A!. part of the ARRL Code Proliciency program
WIAW transmits plain-language practice ma terial
each evening and week-liay morning at s~, from
5 to 35 wpm, occasionally in reverse order. All
amateurs are invited to use these transmissions to
increase their codcxopying ability. No n.. mateurs
arc invited to utilize the lowcr speeds, j, 1 1/2 and
10 wpm, which are transm itted ror the benefit of
perllons studying the code in preparatio n for the
amateur license examinatio n. Refer to any issue of
QST for details.

WACAwuds

Ras a.ewen Cub

The WAC Iwud, Worked All Continents, is
issued by the International Amateur Radio Union
(IAR U) upon proof of con tact with each of the six
continents. Amateun in the U.S.A., Possessions
and Canada shou ld apply fo r the award through
ARRL, headquarters society of the IARU. Those
elsewhere muSI submit direct to their ow n IARU
m embe r~ie ty. Residenls of countries· not repre·
sented in the Union ma y appl y directly to ARRL
for the award. Two basic types of WAC ccrtin cates
are issued. One contains no endorsements and is
awarded for cw, or a combination of cw and phone
cont acts; the othe r is awarded when all work is
done on phone. There is a special endorsemenl to
the phone WAC when all th e ron fifITl ations
$Ubmi tted clearly indiCate that the work was done
on two-WlY ssb. Special endorsements are liso
lvailable for RTfY and SSTV. The 011/) special
band cndorsements arc for I.S. 3.5, and SO MHr..
Five- I nd Six-Band WAC A....·ards are based on
contacts made on or after January I , 191<4. Write
ARRL Headq uar ters for de tails.

The Rag Chewers Cub is designed to encourage
friendly contacts 'and discourage the " hcllo-goodbye" type of QSO. it furthers fraternalism through
amateur radio.
Membership certificates are awarded to amateUrll who report a fraternal· type contac t with
another amateur lasting a half hoor or longer. This
does nol mean a half hour spe nt trying to get a
message through or in tryin ll to work a rare OX
station, bu t a solid half hour 01 pleasant ''visiti ng''
with another amateu r discussing subjec ts of mu tual
interest and ge tting to know each other. If
nominating someone for RCC, please send the
information to the DOminee who wil l (In tum)
apply to Headquarten for RCC.
Members s.ign "Rce" after thclr caUs to
indicat e tha t they are interested in a chat, DOt just
a COnl:lCt. The", 1$ no rH ror WIVF.. membeu and
DX, a 15~ fcc for others..

Sa'tellite " 1000" Awlld
Contacts ma de on or after December 15, 1912,
via the Oscar communications satellites count for
this uniqu e " DX Achievement'" awa rd. Only one
contact per station, regardless of mode. To earn
the Iward you must anlass 1000 points. Each
contact with a new Itation counts 10 points, with a
new coun try SO points, with a new con tinent 250
points. The fee for WIVE members and DX
stations 1$ Sl which includes return of the cards by
registered mail. WIVE non-members' fee is 53.
Code Proficiency Awar~
Many hams can follow the gene ral idea of a
ron tact "by ear" but when pressed to "write it
down" they " mu ff"' the ro py. The Code
ProfICiency Awa rd permits each I mateur to prove
himself as a proficient operator, and sets up a
system of awards ror step-by-step gains in copying
profk:ieney. It enables every amateu r to check his
code proficiency, to better that proflCieocr, and to
rec:cive a eertifk:ation of his receiv ing speed.
This program is a whale of I lot of fun. The
Leaguc will give I cenificate to Iny interested
indM dual, who demonstrates that he can copy
perfectly, for at least one minute, plain-language
Continen tal code at 10, I S, 20, 25, 30 or 35 words

Opentini Aids
The following Operatina Axis Ire Ivailable Cree,

upon request: Emergency Operating, OX Operatin&
Code, Contest Duplicate Contact Reco rd , DXCC
Countries List, WAS Reoord, ARRL Message
Form, Ready Reference Information. A composite
aid _ Ending Signals, Time Conversion, Phonetic
Alphabets, RST System and Steps in an
Emergency, Emergency Reference Information.
A·I Operator Oub
The A· I Operator Cub sho uld include in its
ranks every good operato r. To become a member,
ooc must be nominated by at least two operaton
who already belong. Geocral keying or voice
tech nique, procedure, copying abi lit y, judgment
and cou rtesy all cou nt in ra ting candidat~s undel
the club rules detailed at length in Operollng an
Amateur RQdio Stalion. Aim to make yourself a
line operator, and one of tbese days you may be
pleasantly surprised by an invitation to bclona to
the A· I Operator Clu b. which carries I worthwhile
certifICate in its own right.
Brass Pounde.n Leapt
Every individual reporti ng more than a
specified minimum of olTlCiaJ monthly traffic
totaJs is given an honor place in the QST listing
known as the BTllSS Poundcn League and a
certificate to recognize his performance is fUf·
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rushed by the SCM. In addition, I BPL Traffic
(medallion) is given to individual amateuR
working at their own stations after the third time
they "make BPL" provided it is duly reported to
the SCM and reco rded in QST.

A~

month to that nobody can make the PSHR by
perfonning I single type of function, except
handling emergency traffic. VenatiJity in public
service is encouraged and rewarded. See QST for
details.
Old T ime" Cl ub

Public Senrice Honor RoO

A new listing. supplementing the BPL, was
started in 1970. It takes into account the many
public service functiolU of amateurs in addition to
the handling of record messages. Points can be
claimed for checking inlo and participating in nets.
for serving as net control statio ns, as liaison
between nets, for handJing phone patches, for
making BPL. for hand ling real emergency traffic
and fOJ serving as a net manat;et. Each roch
function has a maximum number of points per

The Old Timen Club is open to anyone who
holds an amateur call at the present time, and who
he1d an amateur license (operator or station)
2().or·more years ago. Lapses in activity during the
intervening years are penniUed.
If you can qualify all an ''Old Timer," send an
outline of your ham career, Indicate the datc of
YOUI fint amateur license and YOUI present call, If
eligib)e fOI the OTC, you wiD be added to the
rostcr and wilJ receive a membership ce rtificate.

INTER NATIONAL PREFIXES
AAA·A L Z
AMA·AOZ
APA·ASZ
AT A·AWZ
AXA,AXZ
AYA·AZZ
BAA·BZZ
CAA<:EZ
CFA<:KZ
CLAoCMZ
CNA<:NZ
COA<:OZ
CPA<:PZ
CQ:A<:RZ
CSA<:UZ
CYA·CXZ
CYA·CZZ
OAA· OT Z
OUA·OZZ
EAA·EHZ
EIA·EJZ
EKA·EKZ
ELA·ELZ
EMA·EOZ
EPA·EQZ
ERA·ERZ
ESA·ESZ
ETA·ETZ
EUA·EWZ
EXA· E ZZ
FAA·FZZ
GAA-GZZ
HAA·HAZ
HeA·HBZ
HCA·HOZ
HEA·HEZ
HFA·HFZ
HGA·HGZ
HHA·HHZ
HIA·H IZ
HJA·H KZ
HLA·HMZ
H NA· H NZ
HOA·HPZ
HQA·HRZ
HSA·HSZ
HTA·HTZ
HUA·H UZ
H YA·HYZ
HWA·HVZ
HZA·HZZ
IAA·IZZ
JAA..JSZ
JTA·JY Z
JWA·J)(Z
JYA·JVZ
JZA..JZZ
KA A· KZZ
LAA·LNZ
LOA·LWZ
LXA·LXZ
L YA·LYZ
LZA·LZZ
MAA·MZZ
NAA·NZZ
OAA-OCZ
OOA-OOZ
OEA·OEZ
OFA-OJZ

united ShIel of Amerlce
Spain
Pa le lSlln
Ind ll
Commonwealth of Austr.lI.
"'Ientlne RepubliC
Ch nl
Chile

CoM"

CUbl
Morocco
CUba
Bollvi.
Portuguese Oversen Provinces
Portu"",1
Uruguay
Canada
Germany
Republic of the P hilippines
Spain
Ireland
union of Sovie t SoclaUst Rep,
Lll)erll
Un io n of Sov iet Socialist Re p ,
hln
UnlOfl of Sov iet Socialist Re p.
Estonll
Ethlopll
.
Biei o russl.n Soviet Socia list Rep.
Union 01 Sovi et Socialist RI P,
France end Fre nCh Commu ni t y
U n ited Kingdom
HU nlll' rl" n People' s Re public
Swilleriand
Eculdor
Switzerland
People's RepubliC of Poland
Hu nlll' rian People's Republic
Republic of Haiti
Domlnlun Repu bliC
RePUbliC of Colombl il
Korel
IraQ
Republi c of Panama
Re pUbli c o f Hondu rU
Tha ll ,n d
Nic aragua
RepYblic of EI Salvld o r
Vltlcen City Stale
Frlnce .nd French Community
Saudi Areb ll
Itely
Japiln
Mongoliin People's RepUblic
NOrw,y
J o rdan
Wes lern New Guln..
united States 01 Am e rica
Norway
Arl/llnUne Republic
Lux,mbourg
Uthuanla
People's RepubliC of Bulgirl,
Unlled Kingdom
United S tites of Ame,k .

.

,"

Ulblnon
Austria
Flnllnd

OKA·O MZ
ONA..QTZ
OUA·OZZ
PAA·PIZ
PJA·PJZ
PKA·PQZ
PPA·PYZ
PZA ·P ZZ
QAA-Q:ZZ
RAA. RZZ
SAA·SMZ
SNA·SRZ
SSA·SSM
SSN·STZ
$UA·SUZ
SYA-SZZ
T AA·T CZ
TDA· T OZ
TEA·TF 7.
TFA·TFZ
TGA·TGZ
THA· THZ
TIA ·TIZ
T JA·TJZ
TKA·TKZ
TLA·TLZ
TMA·TMZ
TNA·TNZ
T OA·TQZ
TRA·TRZ
T SA·T SZ
TTA· TT Z
TUA ,TUZ
T YA·TX Z
TYA·TYZ
TZA·TZZ
UAA'UQZ
URA· UTZ
UUA·U ZZ
VAA·YGZ
Y HA·V NZ
VOA·YOZ
VPA'YSZ
VTA·YWZ
YXA.vYZ
YZA·VZ Z
WAA-WZZ
XAA· )( IZ
XJA·XOZ
XPA·XPZ
XQA·XRZ
XSA·XSZ
XTA·XTZ
XUA·XUZ
XVA,XY Z
XWA·)(WZ
XXA·XXZ
XYA-XZZ
YAA·VAZ
YBA·YHA
VIA·YIZ
YJA·YJZ
YKA·YKZ
YLA·VLZ
YMA·YMZ
YNA·YNZ
YOA·YRZ
YSA·YSZ
YTA· YUZ

Czechoslovalell
Belgium
Oe nmarle
Net he rla nds
Netherland s Antilles
RepubliC of Indonesia
Bruil
SUrinam
(Service abbrevlltloh51
Union of Soviet Socii lSi Rep.
S_dan
People's RepubLIc o f Pollnd
United A" b RepUblic
Sudan
Arab Re public of Egypt
Greece
Turkey
Gu,temala
Co.t" R ica
Iceland
G uatema ll
F"nCelnd French Community
Costa Rlu
Republic of Cameroon
Fra nce and French Community
Central Afrlun R,publlc
F rance and F rench Commu nity
Republic of Congo (Brnuv ille )
F"nce, FrenCh Community
RepubUc of Gabon
T unis ia
Republic of Chid
Re public o f the Ivory Coast
France and French Community
Repu blic of Dlhomey
Republic of Mill
un ion of Soviet Socii list Republics
Uk,.ln l,n 50\'111: Soclillst Rap ,
Un ion of 5.,..,le, Soclilist Republic.
Clnada
Commonweelth o f A ust ralia
Ca n ada
British Overseas Territories
IndIa
Cana da
Commonwea lth o f Aust ralia
United Slites of Ameri ca
Mexico
can adl
Oenmar1<
Chile
Ch ln l
Republic of the UPper Volta
Khmer Re publiC
Viet Nem

Loo.

Portugu"" Oversen Provl nc"
Burma
Afghanis tan
Re p u blic of Indonesia
Iraq
New Hebrid es
Syria
LalYll
Turleey
Nica ragua
Roum,n lan People .. Re public
RepubliC of Et Salvador
Yugosllvl.

YVA·YYZ
YZA-YZZ
ZAA·ZAZ
ZBA·ZJZ
ZKA-ZMZ
ZNAo-ZOZ
ZPA-ZPZ
ZQA_Z QZ
ZRA·Z UZ
ZVA-ZZZ
2AA-2ZZ
3AA·3AZ
lBA·3BZ
3CA-3CZ
l O A·3 0 M
l ON·lOZ
3EA-lFZ
..JGA·3GZ
3HA-3UZ
3VA·3VZ
3WA_3WZ
3XA·3XZ
lYA·3YZ
lZA-3ZZ
"AA-4CZ
"DA-4 IZ
"JA""L.Z
"MA""MZ
4NA""OZ
"PA-45Z
"TA-4TZ
" U A-4UZ
4VA-4VZ
" WA""WZ
4XA-4XZ
4YA-4YZ
4Z A·"ZZ
SAA-SAZ
SBA·SBZ
SCA.SGZ
SHA-S IZ
5JA-5KZ
5L.A·5MZ
SNA-SOZ
5PA-5QZ
5RA·55Z
STA-HZ
SUA·5UZ
SVA-SVZ
SWA·5WZ
SXA-SXZ
SYA-SZZ
6AA-6BZ

Venezuela
Yuplavla
Aiblinia
British OVerseas Te,rltorles
N_Znliin d
BrltlJl'I OVerseas Ten1to, les
Puquay
BrlUs h Overseas T w rlto,'es
Republic of Soutn Afrka
Brazil
Greal Brltilln
Mo....co
Maurlll u s
Eou .tor1 al Gulne.
Swaziland
FUI
P3nama
Cnlle
c nl na
Tunisia
Vie t Na m
Guinn
Norway'
~ple 5 Republi c o f Poland
Mexico
Republic: of tne Philippines
Union of Soviet Soc:lallU Rep.
Venuuela
Yuplavla
Ceylon
,"ru

United Nations
RepubliC of Halll
Yemen
State
Israel
I n ternatlonal Civ il AvIation OI'g.
State o f Israel
Libya
RepU blic of Cyprul
Morocco
Tanzania
Colom bia
Uberia
Nigeria
DenmarK
Mal19llsy RIPubilc
Islamic Reputlilc of Mauritania
RepUblic of the N iger
Togolest Republic
Western Samoa
UgiOnda
KenYI
A.,b Republic of Egypt

0'

6CA-6CZ
6 DA.fi JZ
6KA-6NZ
60A.fiOZ
6PA-6SZ
6TA-6UZ
6VA.fiWZ
6XA-6XZ
6YA.f;YZ
6ZA-6ZZ
7AA-7IZ
7JA-7NZ
70A·70X
'1 PA-'1PZ
7 QA-7 QZ
'1 RA-'1RZ
7SA-7SZ
7TA-7YZ
7ZA-'1ZZ
8AA·BIZ
8JA-8NZ
80A-80Z
8PA-8PZ
8QA-8QZ
8RA-8RZ
8SA-8SZ
8TA-8YZ
aZA-8ZZ
9AA-9AZ
9BA-9 0 Z
9EA-9FZ
9GA-9G Z
9HA-9HZ
9 IA-9JZ
9KA-9KZ
9 LA-9LZ
9MA·9M Z
9NA-9NZ
9OA-9TZ
9UA-9UZ
9VA·9VZ
9WA-9WZ
9XA-9XZ
9YA-9ZZ
A2A-A2Z
AlA-AlZ
A4A-A4Z
A5A·ASZ
A6A-A6Z
C2A-C2Z
ClA-C3Z
UA-L9Z
S2A-SlZ

ABBR EVIATIONS FOR CW WORK
AbbreviatioN help t o cut down unnecessary t ransm issIon . However, mal<e II a ru le n o t t o a bbreviate un neces·
sar lly w h e n work ing an operator of unknown experIenc e.
AA
All Ifter
NW
Nowl I resume transmission
O ld b oy
AB
All b efore
OB
ABT
About
OM
Old man
ADR
Address
OP-OPR
Operltor
Old IImerl old lop
AGN
AgiOln
OT
ANT
Antenna
PBL
Preamble
Pleay
SCI
Broadc.u t interference
PSE
BCL
Broadcasl listener
PWR
Po_r
BK
Break; break me: break In
PX
Received .. , Ir.. nsmllle<!; ne
BN
All between: been
R
BUG
Seml·.utomallc key
RCD
Received
C
Yes
RCVR (RX)
Rec:elver
CFM
Confirm: I confirm
REF
Rafer tal referring 10; reference
CK
Check
RFI
Rldlo freq u ency In terferelKe
CL
I '11m ClOSing my slltlonl u U
RI G
51..lon equlpmen l
CLD-CL.G
Called: ca ll ing
RPT
RepUI: I repeat
Rldloleletype
CQ
Cillilng any stallon
RTTV
CUD
Could
SASE
self·addrused, sllmped e nve lOP"
CUL
see you la ler
SED
Sai d
51l1natu rel IllIn .. ,
CUM
Come
SIG
CW
Conllnu ous wave ILe., r ldlole l ~aph)
51 NE
Opetlto r'l perlonai InitialS or n ickname
DLD-DLVD
o.lIvereCl
SKED
Schedule
OX
Dista nce, fo reign countrl"
SRI
Sor ry
Service: prellx to service mllSSa\18
ES
And , "
SVC
FB
Fine b usiness; excellent
TFC
Trlfflc
GA
Go ahead (0. resume lOOdlng)
TMW
Tomorrow
GB
Good-by
TNX-TKS
Thanks
GSA
GIve beller .. dd.ess
TT
Thlt
GE
Good evening
TU
Th .. nk you
GG
Going
T VI
TeleYlslon InterfMence
GM
Good morning
TXT
Text
GN
Good night
UR-U RS
VOUfi )'OI.I're: yours
Varl .. bI.frequanc:y oscil lator
GND
Ground
VFO
GUO
Good
VY
V.",
HI
The telegraphic laugh: h igh
VIA
word after
HR
Here: hear
VlB
Wo rd b efore
HV
Hive
VlD-WDS
word; words
HW
How
WKD-WKG
Worked wor king
LI 0
A poor opera l o r
WL
~~I~ldwll
MA MILS
Mllll am"" r...
WU D
MSO
Message: pref".. 10 radIogram
WX
Welthe.
N
No
XMTR ITX )
T r .. nsml tl e r
NCS
Nel conl rOl sla lion
XTA L
Crystli
NO
Nothing d oing
XY L ( VF )
WH.
NI L
Nolhlng: I have nothing for YOU
YL
Voung lid:!.
NM
No more
73
Best res. .. r
NA
Number
sa
LOVe .nd kisses

..
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• Public Sen'ice Communicationl is the ''bible'' of

delails of practical amateur oper1lting. In it vw
will find information on Operating Practices,
Emergency Communication, ARRL Operatil'lJl
Activities and Awards, the ARR L Fillld OI"ganin.
tion, Handling Messages. Network Organization,
"0" $ignals and Abbreviations u$6d in emateur
operating, and other helpful maleriel. It', II hando/
reference that will serve to answer many of the
questions concern ing operat ing that arise d uring
you r IICtiv il ies on Ihe air.

the Amateur Radio Public 5efvice Corps. Within its
pages are contained 1M fundamentals of operation
of the Amateu r Radio Emergency Corps (ARECI,
the National Traffic System (NTSI. and the Radio
Amateur Civil Emergency SeNice (RACES), in·
eluding dl&grems of how each is organ il&d and how
it opera!,", The role of the Ameri can Red Crou
and FCC'1i re~ 18tions concerning amateur opera·
tion in emergencies also come in for some special
attenti o n.

• OpU'tlting lin Amllteur Rodio St(Jlion

COYeI'l

The two publications described above
may be obtained without charge by
any Handbook reader. Either or
both will be lent upon request.
------- ----- -- --- - ----- -- -- ---~ ----- --- -AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAOUE

225 Main Slre. t
N.wintllton. CT 06111

o
o

PI.a •• Mnd m., without charg., the following:
OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STAnON
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMUNICATIONS
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Chapter 25

Vacuum Tubes
and Semiconductors
For the convenience of the designer, the
receiving-type tubes listed in this chapter are
grouped by filament voltages and construction
types (slass, metal, miniature, etc.). For example,

au miniature tlibeS are listed in Table I, all meta]
tubes are in Table II, and!;() on.
Transmitting tubes are divided into triodes and

tetrodes-pentodes, then listed according to rated
plate dissipation. lbis permits direct comparison of
ratings of tubes in the same power classification.
For qukk reference, aU lubes are listed in
numcricaJ-alphabetkal order in the index. Types
havins no table reference are either obsolete or of
link: use in amateur equipment. Base diagrams for
these tubes are listed.

minimum size, light weight, and maximum power
output are more Imporlant than long tube life.
ICAS ratings are considerably higher than CCS
ntings. TIley permit the handling of greater power,
and although such use involves some saCrif1Ce In
tube life, the period over which tubes give
satisfactory performance in intermittent service
can be extremely long.
The piate dissipation values given for transmitting tubes should not be exceeded during normal
operation. In plate modulated amplifier applications, the maximum allowable carrier-condition
plate dissipation is approximately 66 pen:ent of
the value listed and will rise 10 the maximum value
under 100 percenl sinusoidal modulation.

Tube Ratings

Typiea' Operating Conditions

Vacuum tubes are designed to be opented

The typical operating conditions given {or

within definite maximum (and minimum) ratings.

]1)ese ratings are the maximum safe opcrnting
voltages and currents for the electrodes, based on
inherent limiting facton such as penn issible
cathode lemperalUre, emission, and power dissipation in electrodes.
In thc transmitti ng-tube t ables, muimum
ntings for ekctrode voltage. current and diSSipation are pven separately from the typical operating
conditions for the recommended classes of
operation. In the receiving-tube tables., ratin", and
operating data are combined. Where only onc set
of operating conditions appean, the positive
eicetrOOc voltages shown (plate, screen. etc.) ~, in
gene ral, also the maximum rated voltages.
For certain ai r-<:ooled transmitting tubes, there
are two scu of maximum values, one designated as
CCS (Con ti nuous Commercial Scrvice) ratings, the
other ICAS (Intermittent Commercial and Ama·
teur Servicc) ratings. Continuous Commercial
Service is defined as that type of service in which
10", tube life and reliability of performance under
continuous operating conditioru are the prime
consideration. Intermittent Commercial and Amateur Service is defined to include Ihe many
applications where the transmitter design facton of

transmitting tubes represent, in ~ ,tC[a1 , maximum
ICAS ratings where such ratings have been given by
the manufacturer. They do not represent the only
possible method of operation of a particular t ube
type. Other values of plale vol tage, plate current,
etc~ may be used so long as the maximum ratings
for a particular voltage or current are not
exceeded,
Detailed information and characteristic curves
are available from lube and semiconductor
manufacullers, in bOoks sold through radio dealers
OJ direct from the factory_
Semiconductors
The semiconductor tablu lation in this chapter is
restricted to some of the more common diodes and
transistors. The unlts IiSied wcre selected to
represent Ih05(: types that are useful for most
amateu r radio experimental applications. These
diodes and transi!ton were chosen for their low
cost and availability. Mosl of them can be obtained
from the large mail-order houses or from the local
manufacturer's distribulor. Because titere are
thousands of diode and transistor types on Ilxlay's
market, thls list is by no means complete.

tNon TO TOtE TAILES

I - Miniature Reaiving Tubf,s ...
VI6
1I -6.J-Volt Metal Receiving Tubes .... VIS
II I-6.J·Volt Glass Tubes, <kta! Bases. VI'
IV- Control and Regulator Tubf,s ..... . V I '
V _ Recliners ...................•••.. VI'

VI - Triode TJ2nsmitting Tubes
V20
Vll - Multigrid Transmitting Tubes .. . V22
VIll_ Semiconductot Diodes ... . . . .. .. . . V24
. ..... .. .. . V24
IX- Semiconductorl

VI

•

Vacuum ..Tube Data

V2

----..
.:::
INDEX TO VACUUM-TUBE TYPES
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Some Abbreviations used in Text and Drawings
A - Impere
., - aIlematinJ cumnl
AID - anaJos--lo-diIital
of _ ..dio frequency
Ife - lulollll/tic frequency control
atd: - audio l",querocy~fI te)'inJ
IF - au tumalic pin control
lie - .uto.... tlc load (or level) conlrol
a-m _ amplitude modulation
ani - automatic nolle limiler
ARC - Imateu r .-dioclub
AREC - AlNteur Ra.tio EmetFllty
c..~

ARPSC _ Amateur Radio Public
Service COrpl
ATV - ..... Ieu.televlslon
aYe _ automatic vol u .... control
be - bJ"Oad,col t
BCD _ biJuty-codtd decimal
bel - broadcul Inltlfuero:e
bel - bnwIcasl IitttJIU
BFa _ beal-f~utncy CdCilluo.
BPL - Brut Pounden l.eque
CB - Citi.... nl band
CCIR - International Radio CORSulla tive
CommlllH
CC'III _ oot>nltrcloek ....
c4 - ciriI clefeMe
CD _ Communlclllons Departme-nt
(ARRl)
CMOS or COSMOS _ eomplitMntary_
Iymmelly mttal-oxlde oemicondllC'IO.
co.. _ coaxial cable, eonnector
COR - carrler-open ted relay
CP - Code Pror~ ('ward)
CR - co.thode ny
CRT - calJlode.fty!ubl:
ct -omlu llip
CTCSS _ oontinUOllllone-eodtroiled
l'Iuekb I)'1ltm
oW - continuous wove (code), clockwise
OIA - digilal·to-ana!oa
dB - clccibd
de _ diroct curnnt
OF - din>ction Onder
IX)C - Department 01 Communicatiool
(Canadian)
dpdl - double-pole double-throw
dpll - doublc-polo single-throw
dsb - doublui<kband

DTL - diode-lnuublOl 1000e
OX - kInJ dislulOl
DXCC _ OX Cenlllry Club

f.C - ~ CoordiJu.Ior
ECO - ekclrolKOUpltd o.::ilblo.
EeL - emilltKOuplcd tope

EWE - eartlHnoon ... arl h
em f ~ electromotive foru (yoltap)
FAX _ f_lmije
FCC _ Fedenl CommunicatiOlU

Commission
PO - Fidd Day
fET _ r..kkfl"ecl transistor
FF - flip- nop
1m _ frequency modulation
!'NT - frequcncy measl/rin, lUI
fd: - frequency-iOhlfl keyin,
GOO - Jrid-dip oociUator
CHz - ......n..

GMT - Green"",,/I Mean Time
pMI- ...... nd
II - ""DIY
!If - hi&h ftequency

MFa _ heterodyne frequency "",ULator
Hz _ hertz
IARU - Inlem&tio .... AIIII.IeU. Radio

Unio ..
IC - intt .... led cln:uit
ID - inside dia_tt.
i-r _ intermediale frequency
In./! - Inch per KCond
IRC _ Intel1\l.tional Reply Coupon
ITU - lnltmUionaJ Telecomrnunicatiorl
lIniOfl
IW - Inw"', Wik/l
JFET _ juJKtion I'Itld--effect l..mlstor

k - kilo
I:c - I:ilocyde
kHz - kUohc.u
kW - kilOwl1l

LED - I."'t.... mi l n ... diode
If - low frequency
LMO - linear
OIC~lalor

_Ie.

LO - IoaI ..,lOlIor
bb - lowe. dcleband
!..SB - 1e.$I-.llJIitI~1 bit
LS D - Ieul-iOicnilkan l diKit
LSI - lup«aJe Inlo"" tion
lu f _ lowest uuble frequency
rnA - milliampere
MARS - "'ilit..,. Alf"rliate Radio SYlltm
Me - M"IXYde
mf - medium rreqlle/ICy
MG - rnolo .... ne .. to.

rnH - milUhcnry
MH. _ Mephertz
ntic _ microphone
mU - miller
"'0 - ..... ter OIciUator
MOSFET - rneW-orldt .. micondooc:lor
•. L'le!d·-etfecl trJnsluor
MOX - lIWIullly-openlcd lwill:lII ...

..... - millisecond
rru.. - meteor lea lle.

MSB - mOSl-iOicnll1cu l bit
NSD - mo".iflcant dJ&i1
NSI - medillllHC&le in~tion
milt - muimum IlSIbit f"re,qumcy

MUX _ mullifolex
mV - mill .....!!
mW - milliwall
nbfrn _ narro.... band trequency
modulaliQn
n.c. - no connection
Ne - nonn¥ly clooed
NCS - M[ c;ontroillalion
NO - nonnaJly open

npn -

nep~tiwo-neptift

NTS - NltionaJ Tnf/If;: System (A RRL)
O BS - Qflkili BuOetin Station
OD _ ouhid .. diameler
00 _ om",.t ObIe .... r
Op amp _ operalioN! amplifier
OPS - Official. PIIOfIo Station
ORS - 0fftcIaI ReiI)' Sution
.., - QICIllitor
OVS _ omctaI VHF Station

.... - ounce
PA - power ampllfle.
pc - prinled Of etched circuil boaltI
PEP _ peak .... n~el ope pow<:.
I'EV - peak .... ....,lope ¥oIl2oie

. ....

PLL _ phase-kK:ked 100p
pm - phue modulation
pnp - positi¥e-Mpli¥e-po$itm
pol - poUntiomele.
PRV - peak-Ie...,. . YUltace
PSHR _ ""bile ~lYice Honor Roll
PTa - ~rmtlbilily-runed olcillalor
PlT - pIIllHo-talk
RACES - Rldlo Amlleu. CIvil Emer1'1''''''' ~lYice
RCC - Rq Chew... Club
R:n -

"";""r

d - radio r..q.-ncy
de - fIdio.frequency chob
RFI - radic).frtqUtll"Y interfere....
RM - Route Manace.
RM{number) - FCC ","'makl",
."... - rool..nta'Hqulfe
11.0 - Radio OffICer (c.d_)
RST - mdlbllilY-iOtn;nplHOM
RTL - ~tor-uaa.istor kJcIC
RTIY - ndIo ttlelype
U.t. _ tdf-,ddR$$cd envelope
1I. •••• e. - "amped LU.
SCM _ Section Communicationl Man .....
SCR - wlcon-controllcd recnr",r
SEC - s..:tioo EIDUJ:l!nt")' ·Coofdln.tor
SET _ .unullled ~ lost
, S .... - litrer mkl (capacitOl)
SNR _ ....... to-noile ratio
.....1 _ ~ double-throw
SpIt - JjJllle1>ole , inJle-thtow
SS - Swup$laku (contesl)
.... - si"&ie IideblJld
SS1V _ do......:an TV
SWL - 1Ihort-0II'&W Iilleoer
SWR _
e ntio

1Undi,._....

.,..... - O)"nc ............ , oynduonili ...

Tee - TrllllIeOntm.nW eo.p,
TD - It:Insmilli"l dislributor
11': - IrlllJeC]ullorW (pro~tion)
tfe - tn.flk

-

tpi - tum. per Inch
T-R - tmumlt-recelve
TIl.. or TIL _ It:Inlistor-trllMiJtor

TrY - Teletype
TV - teleYiJion
TVl _ Itlevidon itlterferenu
UJT _ unljunction transi,tor
usb - upper . kleband
uhf _ ulua-hi&h fteql>ency
V - volt

VCO _ YUl.tIp-cOnUollcd odatot
VCXO - ¥oIlftKOnlrolled cry.tal
CdCiIlItor
V!'O - variable frequency osciIlItor
vhf - very hiah freq,",rtCy
vlf _ ve.,. low frequency
VOM _ volt-ohm-milliammeler
VOX - ¥oic:8-openlcd break";"
VR - YOIt. . rqu/ator
VIVW _ ncu ......rube voilDleitf
VXO - ... rilble crysW OIdIlator
W - wall
WAC - Wo.kcd All Conlinenc,
WAS _ Worked AU Slatn
wbfm - wide-band fm
wpm
woldt per minule
___wile_no:!

pI' - picofuad

PIV - pak-irwux 'fO/~

-

pk-pk _ pqk-to-pe&k
Pl - pri¥ate line

.... - _kllll roll..,
lIW - cry,taI
~ - mlcto (104)
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Administrative Headquarters: He.lnllon, Connecticut, U. S. A. 06111
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A~lE R ICAN R ADIO R E L AY LE A.GUE,

Newington, Conn., U. S. A. 06 11 1
Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby
apply for membership· in the American Radio Relay League.
I enclose remittance ($9.00 in the U. S., $10.00 in Canada,
$10.50 elsewhere, U. S. funds) in payment of dues for . ....
. . . . . . . . . . year{s), including su bscription to QST for the
same period. Please begin QST with the ..
issue. Amount enclosed : S.
The call of my sta tion is .. .. . ....... .
The class of my operator's license is.

I belong to [he following rad io societies ........•. • . .

Send Membership Certificate

0

or Membership Card

0

Add,",

Cilr. 51&1., lip Cod.

A bon. IkIe Interest In amateur radio Is the only essential requirement, but full
"oilnl membership Is lTanted only to licensed redlo amateun of the
United StetH and CaNHIa. Therefore, If you ha.. a license,
please be sure to Indicate It above.
- Membership i.. avail a ble only to individ ual.., Life Mem ber.<hip i.. granted to f ull Member!
for $l80 (S20 0 Canada, $2 10 elsewhere) , Write the Se<;retary for detai!."
Any member of the immedia te fami ly, living at the same addres.-, may al'O become a League
mem ber, without QST , at the ,\pecia l ra te of 52,00 per year, Such fam ily membe""hip must
run coneurrently wit h that of the member receiv ing Q S'!'.
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.
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Ampliflcltion Ratio .. .. .• . •.•..•.•..•• .65
AmptiI'lCir ....•.... . . . ............. . ..67
Bre.kdown .... .. .... . . ... ... . . .• . . .. . 24
Controlled Oscilla to r (VCQ) •••• • ••••• . • • 143
Divider. . ... ... . . .. . .•.... ..•. .•. .. . 126
Doublen ••. . . .. .. .... ..... ... .. . . . .. 11 8
Drop .. ..... . .... . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. ...2 1
Drop pi na ... .. ......... .. .. . ..... ... 11 9
ExcUina .......... . .•...••...••• . . .. .£7

GIin . .. . .. . .. ... ... .. ............ ...66
Plate •.• . . • . •....•.. _ . . ... ..... ... ... 150
QuadrupJen .. . . . .... . . •........... .. 1 18
Rqulatton , POVo'e r Supply •......... 114,122
Screen .. . . ...... . .. ... ........•.. . . ISO
StabilizltMm .. . . .. . ... . . . ..... . ... 8 I ,120
Trl ple u .. . . . . . ... .... ... . . ..... . .. .. 11 8
Vo ltlle<:ontrolled Oscillato r .• . . . . . •. . . .• . 143
Voluce Loop • ... . . . .. . .. . ...• . .••.•. . .S69
Volt. Node ...• . . . .. .. . . . . '.' . .... . .. .S69
Vo lttae Reau latlo n. Electronic , ..........• . 122
Vo ltmeter ...•... . ......... . • . . •..• . •. .507
Volume Compreuion .........••...•..•. . 391

w
WWV . . " . .... ........ . ...... .. .. .. ..S40
WWVH .......... . ...... . " ... . ..... . 0540
WIAW . •• , •.• • . . ..•. . ••.•.•. . . 11 ,659
W.1t ...•.. . ..•. ... .........• . ...•... . _22
Wi tt-Hou r . . . ...• ... •. • . . ..... • .. . . . .. .23
W. ttmeter. Low·Power RF .... . . • .... , .. ' 539
W. tt -Second .• . • . .... .....•....•....•...23
Wrle AnaJe . . ... ... .... .. . . .. • . ..... . . .559
Wave Envelope ... . . . . . ..... . . .... .. . . . . 374
Wave·Envelope Pa tte rns . : . . .. .••.. ... 392,401
Wave ~il ttJl . . .... . . • ••..•• • . ... ... 183
W. ve F ront •.•..•... . .. . ...• • ••... . .. . .551
Wave Gukles . •. . . .. . . •. . . .. . • •• . • .. . •...55
Wave Gukie Dimensions ......•••• • . .•.. . • .56
W. ve ProPllltlon .. .. ....• . .. . .. • . . .... ..559
Wlvdenath . ....... .. ..••••• . .• . . . .•.. .. 17
Wheatstone Bridp .. . .... .. . .. .. • . ..... .509
Wheel and TIre Static . ... .•.••....•..•.••321
Whistle On, Fm .... .. .. . •..... • .. . .. . ..439
Wire, Color Code ror Hookup .•..• . .•. . . . , .555
Wile T . ble . Co pper .... .. . ...• . •.... ... . .5 56
Wlrina ... . . .. .. . . .. . . ........ . . . .. 54 9 ,642

YFOCircui u ............ . ... " . ". 139. 14 1
Vhrand Uhf Antennas . , .. . . , •....... , .. .623
Vhhnd UM Recelvirc Tedl.lliqua ...•. ,., .290
·Vhr and Uhf Transmitting , . . , . " .. , ., .. , . 199
VhC Parasitic Oscilla tio n .. . . ... .. . .. .. .. .. 163
VhCTelevision . , . .. ,., .. , . , .. , .... " ...4 89
Vhf TVl ... .. . ... " .... .. .............204
VOM .• . .............. , . ,., ... , ..•.. .506
VOX , •. . .. , .. , .. " ., .. . ..• ....... 398,4 11
VOX. Transistorized . ,."., ., . . , .. "., ..•4 03
VR T\lbes •. , . • " . " . , •. . .......... V19 ,110
VTVld .. , .. , . , • . "., .. .... ...........5 10
Vacuum·Tube Princi ples -.- . , . ... .... . , .. , ..6 1
Vacuum·Tube Voltmeter ( VTVM) . . ....•... 5 10
Vacuum Tubes I nd Semicondu ctors ......... VI
Varactor ...... , ..... ,., •. ,." .. , ...... ,8 1
Varacto r Mult iplier (VhO . .... .. , ......... 200
Variabl~p Tubei ., .. "., . . . . , . •. ,." . • •. 12
Variable Capacilor . " .. , . .•... , .. . , . ..• ' .24
XYZ
V"iable-Freq uel'lCY OscilIl tors . . . .. . 136. 139.200
.. V~... , . . , . . ,., .. .... . ..............40 X (Reactance) .•..•.....• . ••.•..... .. ...32
Vancalf-.... .. .... " .. • . • .. ,., • .. . . , .. •.81 Viii AntelU\ll . ......•..••..•.• . •...• . ..623
Vaul t t m . , .••.... . •.... ... ...•. _ .....436 V.ps. Shorl and Lone ... . . .. .. . . ..... . ..627
Velocuy Factor • . •• •• . .. . • ... . ...• . , 15 V. lis, Stac klltJ . • . . •... . ..... . ... . . .. . . .627
Ve rtical Ansle of Maximum Rad iatio n . . . . . ..5 88 , Z (Imped. nce) • . . ....... .• . • ..... . . . .... 35
Zener Diodes .. . .. ... . . ..• . • .. ..... . 80 ,121
Vert!CaI Antennas .. . .. . .................600
Zero-Biu 1\Ibes ...... • •.••. • •.... . . .. •..68
VerUCai OeOectlon ......•.. . . . ......•.. .5 23

,

